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HISTORY OF THE WORLD.

AMERICA.

GENERAL VIEW.
rMHE continent of America extends from

JL the 54th degree of south to the 71st

of north latitude, its extreme length, from

the Straits of Magellan to those of Behring,

being 10,500 miles. The islands of Terra del

Fuego reach one degree beyond its southern

extremity into the Antarctic Ocean
;

and

Greenland, which is connected by geogra

phers with America, has been traced to the

78th degree of north latitude, and probably
is prolonged much farther into the polar circle.

The discoveries of Captains Parry, Ross, and

Franklin, have given us much more exact

ideas than we formerly possessed of the north

ern regions of America. The coast of the

mainland has been traced almost completely
from Behring s Straits to Fox s Channel on

Hudson s Bay, and is found to run in a direc

tion east and wr

est, in an uneven line near the

parallel of 70. The bounds of continental

America may therefore be considered as

nearly determined on every side. The
additional lights furnished by Captain Parry s,

Dr. Kane s and other recent voyages render

it extremely probable that a great archipelago
of islands occupies all the space between the

northern coast of the continent and the 80th

parallel ;
and there is even some reason for

believing that the country known by the

name of Greenland is traversed from east to

west by arms of the sea, like the regions on

the west side of Baffin s Bay.

The new continent, when compared with the

old, enjoys three important advantages. First,

it is free from such vast deserts as cover a

large part of the surface of Asia and Africa,

and which not only withdraw a great propor
tion of the soil from the use of man, but are

obstacles to communication between the settl

ed districts, and generate that excessive heat

which is often injurious to health, and always
destructive to industry. Secondly, no part

of its soil is so far from the ocean as the

central regions of Asia and Africa. Thirdly,
the interior of America is penetrated by

majestic rivers, the Mississippi, Amazon, and

Plata, greatly surpassing those of the old

continent, in magnitude, and still more in

the facilities they present for enabling the

remotest inland districts to communicate

with the sea.

In the physical arrangement of the parts

of South and North America there is a re

markable resemblance. Both are very broad

in the north, and gradually contract as they

proceed southward, till they end, the one in

a narrow isthmus, and the other in a narrow

promontory. Each has a lofty chain of

mountains near its western coast, abounding
in volcanoes, with a lower ridge on the oppo
site side, destitute of any trace of internal

fire
;
and each has one great central plain de

clining to the south and the north, and watered

by two gigantic streams, the Mississippi, cor-

(1)
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responding to the Plata, and the St. Law
rence to the Amazon. In their climate,

vegetable productions, and animal tribes, the

two great regions are very dissimilar.

The extent of the American continent and

the islands connected with it is as follows :

_N&quot;orth America, 7,400,000 square miles;

South America, 6,500,000 ; Islands, 150,000 ;

Greenland, and the islands connected with it

lying north of Hudson s Straits, may be esti

mated at 950,000; total, 15,000,000 square

miles. The American continent, therefore,

with its dependent islands is fully four times

as large as Europe, considerably larger than

Africa, and about one fourth less than Asia,

if we include with the latter Australasia and

Polynesia. It constitutes about three-tenths

of the dry land on the surface of the globe.

A considerable portion is condemned to per

petual sterility by the rigor of the climate.

If we draw a line from the head of Cook s

Inlet, in latitude 61, on the west side, to

the straits of Bellisle on the east, so as to

pass through Fort Churchill, on Hudson s

Bay, we shall cut off a space rather exceed-

ding one million and a half square miles,

which may be considered as incapable of

cultivation. At the south extremity of

America, a small tract, extending 200 miles

north of the straits of Magellan, though far

within the limits of the temperate zone, is

nearly in the same condition. These and

the summits of the Andes are the only

parts of the American continent which are

rendered incapable of cultivation by the

severity of the climate.

The vast chain of the Andes is distin

guished by several peculiar features from all

other mountains in the world. It has its

principal direction nearly north and south,

while all the great ridges of the old conti

nent run- from east to west
;

it is unparallel
ed in its prodigious length, in the richness

of its mineral treasures, and in the

number and magnitude of its volcanoes.

The Andes, if we connect with them
the Mexican Cordillera and the Rocky
Mountains, extend from the Straits of Ma

gellan in a line which may be considered as

unbroken, to Point Brownlow on the shores

of the Arctic Ocean, in the latitude of 70,
over a space equal to 10,000 miles in length,

or two-fifths of the circumference of the

globe. Their height, which attains its max
imum within the tropics, declines towards

both poles, but in such a mannner that, with

a few exceptions, its higher summits ascend

to the line of perpetual snow from one ex

tremity to the other. It may thus be said to

carry the temperature of the pole over the

whole length of the American continent.

The chain of the Andes is common to the two

parts of America, and is in fact the link

which connects them and makes them one

continent.

South America is a peninsula of a trian

gular form. Its greatest length from north

to south is 4550 miles
;

its greatest breadth

3200, and it covers an area, as already men

tioned, of 6,500,000 square miles, aboivfc

three-fourth of which lie between the tropics,

and the other fourth in the temperate zone.

From the configuration of its surface, this

peninsula may be divided into five distinct

physical regions, 1. The low country skirt

ing the shores of the Pacific Ocean, from 50

to 150 miles in breadth, and 4000 in length.
The two extremities of this territory are fer

tile, the middle a sandy desert. 2. The
basin of the Orinoco, a country consisting of

extensive plains or steppes, called Lla

nos, either destitute of wood or merely dot

ted with trees, but covered with a very high

herbage during a part of the year. During
the dry season the heat is intense here, and the

parched soil opens into long fissures, in which

lizards and serpents lie in a state of torpor.

3. The basin of the Amazon, a vast plain, em

bracing a surface of more than two millions of

square miles, possessing a rich soil and a humid

climate. It is covered almost everywhere
with dense forests, which harbor innumerable

tribes of wild animals, and are thinly inhabit

ed by savages, who live by hunting and fish

ing. 4. The great southern plain, watered by
the Plata and the numerous streams descend
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ing from the eastern summits of the Cordil

leras. Open steppes, which are called Pampas,

occupy the greater proportion of this region,

which is dry, and in some parts barren, but

n general is covered with a strong growth of

{reeds and tall grass, which feeds prodigious

herds of horses and cattle, and aifords shelter

to a few wild animals. 5. The country of

Brazil, eastward of the Parana and Araguay,

presenting alternate ridges and valleys, thick

ly covered with wood on the side next the

Atlantic, and opening into steppes or pastures

in the interior.

The Andes skirt the shores of the Pacific

Ocean, like a vast rampart opposed to its en

croachments, along the whole line of the west

ern coast, from 12 of north to 53 of south

latitude. They derive their name, it is said,

from anti, a Peruvian word signifying cop

per. Except at some points where they have

been examined by scientific men, their struc

ture is yet but imperfectly known; and

hence they are often incorrectly exhibited

on our map;. Though often described as a

emg.c chain, they generally consist of a suc

cession of ridges, divided by high and narrow

valleys ;
but these ridges, instead of running

in parallel lines, generally ramify from

central points in all directions, and thus pre
sent the appearance of a confused assemblage

of small chains. Between the latitude of

33 and 6 south, they spread out their base to

an extent of 300 miles, and even much far

ther, if we take in the smaller subordinate

chains. In the intervals between the ridges

are situated many lakes, of which the most

considerable are Ondalgola, Pataipo, Hages,
and the great lake of Titicaca, 200 miles in

length. This lake, and the lake Parime, in

Guiana, are the only sheets of fresh water

In South America which vie in magnitude
with those singular reservoirs placed on the

course of the St. Lawrence. From the lati

tude of 6 south to 2 north, the Andes con

tract their breadth, and form an elevated pla
teau. One part of this constitutes the Paramo
or desert of Assuay, a plain at the height of

13,000 fee ; above the sea, and embracing a
* o

surface of 50 square miles, where snow-storms

are frequent, and only a few alpine plants

grow. Further north lies another range of

table-land, from 9,000 to 9,440 feet in height,

near the north extremity of which the town
of Quito is situated. On this elevated plain

are placed two lines of lofty summits, stand

ing detached from each other, and crowned

with diadems of perpetual snow.

The mean height of the Andes in Peru, or

that of the continuous ridge, independent of

projecting cones, is estimated by Humboldt

at 11,000 or 12,000 feet : in Chili, the most

elevated summits, at the latitude 33, only

reach the height of 15,000 feet, and the mean

height of the Chain is in some places as low

as 8000
;
in Patagonia its height is unknown.

Till lately, the loftiest summits were sup.

posed to be in Quito, where Chimborazo at

tains the prodigious altitude of 21,440 feet,

and the volcanic cones of Antisana and Co-

topaxi have the elevations of 19,150 and

18,890 feet respectively ;
but Pentland is of

opinion that the mountains of Quito are

greatly surpassed in altitude by some of

those of Upper Peru. The Andes here form

two chains, which are separated by a large

district of table-land, the northern extremity

of wThich is occupied by the lake Titicaca.

The eastern chain presents, between the 14th

and 17th parallels, a range of snow-covered

peaks, of which several have an elevation

exceeding 20,000 feet. Among these, to

wards the north, in the latitude of 15 30
,

is Sorate, 25,250, and farther south Illimani,

24,450 feet in height. The former, there

fore, is nearly 4000 feet higher than Chim

borazo, but still 3000 feet lower than the

loftiest summits of the Himalaya. The west

ern chain is lower than the eastern, buL ^ne

of its summits has an altitude of 18,800 feet.

Pentland concludes from astronomical ob

servations, that the eastern chain is 300

miles from the coast. The mineral wealth

of the district has attracted a large popula
tion to this table-land, which, with the single

exception of Thibet, is probably the highest

inhabited soil on the face of the globe
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Here are flocks, gardens, cultivated fields,

and populous cities, suspended above the re

gion of the clouds. La Paz, with 20,000

inhabitants, and Potosi, which had once

150,000, are situated in this plain, at the

height of 12,190 and 13,500 feet above the

level of the sea
;
and there are cottages near

the mines at 15,700 feet, an elevation ex

ceeding that of Mont Blanc. This table

land, from Cuzco to Potosi, was the primitive

seat of the empire of the Incas, and the cen

ter of Peruvian civilization.

Three branches or transverse chains pro
ceed from the Andes, nearly at right angles
to the direction of the principal chain, and

pass eastward across the continent, about the

parallels of 18 -of south, and 4 and 9 of

north latitude. The most northern of these

is &quot;the Cordillera of the coast, which parts

from the main trunk near the south extrem

ity of the lake Maracaybo, reaches the sea

at Porto Cabello, and then passes eastward

through Caraccas to the Gulf of Paria. Its

length is about 700 miles, and its medium

height from 4000 to 5000 feet. The second

transverse chain is connected with the Andes

at the parallels of 3 and 4 north, and pass

ing eastward, terminates in French Guiana,
at no great distance from the moutli of the

Amazon. Its mean height is estimated at

4000 feet above the level of the sea
;
but at

about 70 and 75 west longitude, it sinks

to less than 1000 feet, and at other points

rises to 10,000. This chain divides the wa
ters of the Orinoco and the rivers of Guiana

from the basin of the Amazon, and is covered

with magnificent forests. Its breadth is sup

posed to be from 200 to 400 miles, and it

incloses amidst its ridges the great lake Pa-

rime, in longitude 60, and several of smaller

size. On a table-land forming part of it,

about the 67th degree of longitude, the Cas-

siquiari forms an intermediate channel which

connects the rivers Orinoco and Amazon, so

that, during the annual floods, a part of the

waters of the former flow into the latter.

The length of this chain is about 1500 miles,

The third transverse chain, which bears va

rious names, and is little known, crosstf the

continent between the parallels tf 12 and

18, connecting the Andes with the mount
ains of Brazil, and dividing the waters of the

Amazon from those of the Plata. Its aver

age height probably does not exceed 2000 or

3000 feet above the level of the sea.

The mountains of Brazil, which are ot

moderate height, and occupy a great breadth

of country, form an irregular plateau, bristled

with sharp ridges running in a direction ap

proximately parallel to the eastern coast.

They extend from 5 to 25 of south lati

tude, and their extreme breadth may be

about 1000 miles. Itacolumi, about 250

miles northwest of Rio Janeiro, wliich is cel

ebrated for its auriferous sands and gravel,

and gives birth to three great rivers, the Pa

rana, the St. Francisco, and the Tocantin, is

considered the most elevated summit, and

the stem of the whole group. It rises to the

height of 5,700 feet above the level of the

sea; and the ordinary elevation of the nu

merous ridges which branch off from it is

supposed to bo 3000 or 4000 feet.

The geology of the South American

mountains, particularly the Andes, is dis

tinguished, like their physical form and

arrangement, by some remarkable peculiari

ties. The chain of the Andes may be con

sidered as an immense dike, from two to

three miles in height, and from one to three

hundred in breadth. The first and most pe
culiar feature of this chain is, that it contains

within its limits thirty active volcanoes, or

nearly one-fifth of all that are known in the

world. They are irregularly distributed in

linear groups from Patagonia to New Grana

da. The most southerly or Chilian group
extends from 43^ to 30 south latitude.

After an interval of S without volcanoes,

we have a second group, that of Bolivia, in

Peru, extending from the 21st to the 15th

degree of south latitude. About 14 beyond

this, the third group, that of Quito appears,

xtending about 2 on each side of the equa
tor. A fourth line or group, 500 miles in

length, occurs in the isthmus, chiefly in the
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State of Guatemala
;
and a fifth, consisting

of five vents, crosses Mexico in an east and

west direction. Some of these throw out

Brnoke merely, some mud and water, and

or.ly a few produce eruptions of lava. They
are. of various elevations, up to 18,800 feet.

Over nearly the whole chain earthquakes

are extremely frequent, and at times fearful

ly destructive. The fundamental rock of

the Andes is granite, or a rock of kindred

nature, which, from being almost peculiar to

the chain, has been termed Andesite. The

Ancles are rich in metals, abounding in

mines of copper, silver, gold, etc. Crystal

line schists occupy the greater part of Brazil

and of Venezuela, and Guiana.. A deposit

of fine mud, from 20 to 100 feet thick, is

found on the banks of the Parana, and cov

ers the plains called Pampas, from Buenos

Ayres, nearly as far south as the river Colo

rado. It contains fossil remains of large

mammalia in vast numbers, all of extinct

species, and many of them even of extinct

genera, including the Megatherium, Megalo-

nix, Mastodon, etc.

The transverse chain of the coast of Carac-

cas consists partly of primitive and partly of

secondary formations. The Cordillera of

Parime, so far as it has been examined, is

entirely composed of primitive rocks, viz.,

granite, gneiss, mica slate, and hornblende
;

the Cordillera }f Chiquito, which divides the

Plata from the Amazon, is only known at its

eastern extremity, where it joins the mount

ains of Brazil. These last consist of a great

number of ridges, running in general south

and north.. Granite abounds in those near

est the Atlantic, but the prevailing rock

everywhere else, as far westward as the

mountains of Cujaba, in longitude 55, is

quartzy mica slate, intermixed however with

granite, gneiss, and quartz rock, and having

portions of secondary sandstone resting on

its sides or in its low valleys. This quartzy
mica slate, in Brazil, is the matrix of the

j^old and diamonds
;
and the former is gene-

lally accompanied with platinum and iron.

In regard to the climate of Aiv.erica, it is to

be noted that the trade winds help greatly to

modify the state of the atmosphere over the

land, both as to heat and humidity. Even
in the parched steppes of Caraccas, the hot

test known region in America, the tempera
ture of the air during the day is only 98 in

the shade, which rises to 112 in the sandy
deserts which surround the Red Sea. At

Calabozzo, farther east in the Llanos, the

common temperature of the day is only from

88 to 90
;
and at sunrise the thermometer

sinks to 80. The basin of the Amazon is

shaded with lofty woods
;
and a cool breeze

from the east ascends the channel of the

stream, following all its windings, almost to

the foot of the Andes. Hence this region,

though under the equator, and visited with

almost constant rains, is neither excessively

hot nor unhealthful. Brazil, and the vast

country extending westward from it between

the Plata and the Amazon, is an uneven

table-land, blest with an equable climate.

At Rio Janeiro, which stands low, and is ex

posed to a heat comparatively great, the mean

temperature in summer is only about Y4
C

.

Farther north, and in the interior, the mean

temperature of the year falls below 65 or

67. On the declivities of the Andes, and

on the high plains of Upper Peru, the heats

are so moderate that the plants of Italy,

France, and Germany, come to maturity.

Lower Peru, though a sandy desert, enjoys a

wonderful degree of coolness, owing to the

fogs which intercept the solar rays. At Lima,

which is 540 feet above the sea, the temper

ature varies from 53 to 82, but the mean

for the whole year is only 72. In the plains

of La Plata, the mean temperature of the

year is very nearly the same as at the corres-

ing north latitudes on the east side of

the Atlantic. The range of temperature is

probably greater in the basin of the Plata
;

but as we advaice southwards, the diminish-

ino- breadth of the continent makes the cli

mate approximate to that of an island, and

the extremes of course approach each otler

In the Straits of Magellan the temperature

of the warmest month does net exceed 43

a pond
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or 46
;
and snow falls almost daily in the

middle of summer.

Nine-tenths of North America lying under

the temperate zone, the climate presents

striking contrasts with that of the best known

parts of the old world. The long narrow

region denominated Central America, which

connects the two great divisions of the con

tinent, stretching from Panama to Tehuante-

pec, has in general a very humid atmosphere ;

but, for a tropical country, it is only moder

ately hot, as every part of it is within a small

distance of the sea. At Vera Paz the rains

fall during nine months of the year. Mexico

is hot, moist, and unhealthy on the low coasts
;

but two-thirds of its area, comprising all the

populous districts, consist of table-land, from

5000 to 9000 feet in height. In consequence
of this singular configuration of its surface,

Mexico, though chiefly within the torrid

zone, enjoys a temperate and equable cli

mate.

In the extensive region lying between the

parallels of 30 and 50, which comprehends
three-fourths of the useful soil of North

America, we have three well-marked varie

ties of climate, that of the east coast, the

west coast, and the basin of the Mississippi.

On the east coast, from Georgia to Lower

Canada, the mean temperature of the year
is lower than in Europe by 9 at the latitude

of 40, and by 12i at the latitude of 50,
according to Ilumboldt s calculation. The

summer is much hotter and the winter much
colder. At Quebec the temperature of the

warmest month exceeds that of the coldest

by no less than C0^ of Fahr.; while at

Paris, which is nearly under the same lati

tude, the difference is only 31. The west

coast of America, in the middle latitudes,

has nearly as mild and equable a climate as

the west coast of Europe. The climate of

the great central valley, or basin of the Mis

sissippi has a considerable affinity to that of

the east coast. The climate of the interior

exhibits in still greater excess those extremes

of temperature which distinguish the eastern

coast of this continent from the western, and

from the shores of Europe. The northern

most spot in America where grain is raised

is on Red Eiver, in latitude 50. Wheat,
and also maize, which requires a high sum
mer heat, are cultivated here. Barley would

certainly grow as far north as latitude 58f ,

where the heat of the four summer months

is 4 higher than at Edinburgh. It is a

peculiarity in the climate of America, that

beyond the parallel of 50 or 52, it seema

to become suddenly severe at both extremi

ties. At the one, summer disappears froir.

the circle of the seasons
;
at the other, winter

is armed with double terrors.

The mountains of North America will not

detain us long. The branch of the Andes

which divides the seas at the isthmus of Pan

ama is very low the highest point of the

railroad is only 300 feet above the sea. At
the isthmus of Tehuantepec, a route was

traced whose most elevated point was 702

feet. The most considerable elevations are

on the south-west side of the isthmus
;
and

twenty-one volcanoes are scattered over this

limited space. From Puebla to Durango the

Mexican mountains no longer present the

appearance of a chain, but spread out to a

table-land or elevated plain, from 5000 to

9000 feet in height, and from 100 to 300

miles in breadth. Across this plain, exactly

at the 19th parallel, five volcanoes are dis

tributed in a line running east and west.

Two of these on the east side of the conti

nent, with a group of four or five other cones

lying between Jalapa and Cordoba, have an

elevation exceeding 17,000 feet, and are the

only mountains in New Spain tliat rise to

the region of perpetual snow, which com
mences here at 15,000 feet above the level

of the sea. Jorullo, the lowest of the five

volcanoes, rose suddenly in the middle of a

plain, in September, 1759, after fearful con

cussions of the ground, continued for fifty or

sixty days. Near the tropic the Mexican

Cordillera divides into three parts. One
runs parallel to the eastern coast and termi

nates in New Leon. Another proceeds in a

north-western direction, and sinks gradually
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as it approaches the Californian Gulf in So-

nora. The third or central Cordillera tra

verses Durango and New Mexico, divides

the sources cf the Eio Gila from the Eio

Bravo del Norte, and forms the eastern ridge

or main trunk of the Rocky Mountains.

From the southern point of California, a

lower chain skirts the coast as far as the vol

cano of Mount St. Elias, in latitude 60
;

and between this chain and the eastern sev

eral intermediate ones occur, the whole form

ing apparently an elevated plateau from 200

to 800 miles in breadth. Many of the sum

mits of the Rocky Mountains are within the

regions of perpetual snow
;
and several of

their peaks have been found to measure 11,-

000, 11,320, 13,538, and 16,000 feet. In

one of the valleys included in the plateau of

the Rocky Mountains, measuring about 500

miles each way, is situated the great salt lake

in Utah, in west longitude 112 and north

latitude 41. The lake, whose waters are

intensely saline, is nearly 300 miles in cir

cumference, and its shores, for a breadth of

several miles, are covered with an incrust

ation of very pure salt.

If we run a line westward across the con

tinent of North America at the latitude of

Delaware Bay (38), the geological formations

present themselves in the following order :

1. Tertiary and cretaceous strata on the shores

of the Atlantic
;

2. Gneiss underlying these

strata, and presenting itself on the eastern

slope of the Alleghany or Appalachian moun

tains, but covered at parts by New Red

Sandstone
;

3. Palaeozoic rocks, consisting of

Silurian, Devonian, and carboniferous strata,

curiously bent into parallel foldings. Upon
these palaeozoic rocks rest three great coal

fields the Appalachian, that of Illinois,

and that of Michigan, covering a large portion

of the space between the Alleghanies and the

Mississippi, and embracing collectively an

area equal to the surface of Great Britain.

From the Mississippi westward the country
has not been thoroughly explored, but the

Silurian, carboniferous, and secondary rocks,

are said to extend to the base of the Rocky

Mountains. Here the crystalline schists again

present themselves, and not cnly form the

crests of the two chains, but extend to the

shores of the Pacific. Both in Oregon andO
California they have been greatly disturbed

by eruptive rocks of many varieties. It is

generally among the crystalline and palaeozoic

strata, where they have been penetrated by
intrusive masses of igneous rock, that tho

precious metals have been found.

The superiority of America over the old

world is conspicuous, in the number and

magnitude of its navigable rivers. The

Amazon alone discharges a greater quantity

of water than the eight principal rivers of

Asia, the Euphrates, Indus, Ganges, Oby,

Lena, Amour, and the Yellow River and

Kang-tse of China. The Mississippi, with

its branches, affords a greater amount of in

land navigation than all the streams, great

and small, which irrigate Europe ;
and the

Plata, in this respect, may probably claim a

superiority over the collective water of

Africa. But the American rivers not only

surpass those of the old world in length and

volume of fluid, but they are so placed as to

penetrate everywhere to the heart of the

continent. By the Amazon, a person living

at the eastern foot of the Andes, 2000 miles

of direct distance from the Atlantic, may

convey himself or his property to the shores

of that sea in forty-five days, almost without

effort, by confiding his bark to the gliding

current. If he wishes to return, he has but

to spread his sails to the eastern breeze, which

blows perennially against the stream. The

navigation is not interrupted by a single

cataract or rapid, from the Atlantic to Jaen,

in west longitude 78, where the surface of

the stream is only 1240 feet above the level

of its estuary at Para. The remotest and

least accessible part of North America is the

great interior plain extending from the Rocky
Mountains to the Alleghanies and the lakes,

between the parallels of 40 and 50
;

but

the Mississippi, Missouri, and St. Lawrence,

with their branches, are so wonderfully rami

fied over this region, that when it is filled
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with civilized inhabitants, those who dwell in

its inmost recesses, at the falls of the Missouri,

for instance, 1700 miles from the Atlantic,

will have a more easy communication with

the ocean than the population of the interior

of Spain and Hungary. There is little risk

in predicting, that at no distant period, the

Mississippi, the Amazon, and the Plata, will

be the scenes of an active inland commerce,
far surpassing in magnitude anything at

present known on the surface of the globe.

The Mississippi is navigable for boats from

the sea to the falls of its principal branch, the

Missouri, 1700 miles from the Mexican Gulf

in a direct line, or 3900 by the stream
;
and

the whole amount of boat navigation afforded

by the system of rivers, of which the Missis

sippi is the main trunk, has been estimated

as equal to 40,000 miles in length, spread

over a surface of 1,350,000 square miles.

North America, like the Southern penin

sula, naturally divides itself into five physical

regions : 1. The table-land of Mexico, with

the strip of low country on its eastern and

western shores
;

2. The plateau lying between

the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean,

a country with a Aiild and humid atmosphere
as far north as the 55th parallel, but inhospi

table and barren beyond this boundary ;
3.

The great central valley of the Mississippi,

rich and well wooded on the east side, bare

but not unfertile in the middle, dry, sandy, and

almost a desert on the west
;

4. The eastern

declivities of the Alleghany Mountains, a

region of natural forests, and of mixed but

rather poor soil
;

5. The great northern plain

beyond the 50th parallel, four-fifths of which

is a bleak and bare waste, overspread with

innumerable lakes, and resembling Siberia

both in the physical character of its surface

and the rigor of its climate.

The indigenous population of America is

estimated by Humboldt at 8,600,000, and

presents man under many aspects, and society

in various stages, from the regular but limited

civilization of Mexico and Peru, to savage

life in its most brutal state of abasement. At

one extremity of the country we find the

pigmy Esquimaux of four feet and a half in

height, and at the other the Patagoniaii

giants of seven feet. In complexion the

variety is great, and may be said to embrace

almost every hue known elsewhere on the

face of the earth, except the pitchy black 01

the negro. About one-half of all the known

languages is said to belong to America
;
and

if we consider every little wandering horde a

distinct community, we have a greater num
ber of nations here than in all the rest of the

world.

Physiologists are not at one in their ac

counts of the characteristics of the aborigines
of the new world, nor are they agreed as to

whether they should be considered one race

or several. Blumenbach places them all

under one class, except the Esquimaux. St.

Yincent divides them into four races, or into

five if we include the Esquimaux. Desmou-
lins reduces the species to two, the Colom

bian and the American : the former includ

ing all the .North American tribes, with the

Caribs, the Mexicans, and Peruvians, and

other inhabitants of the Cordillera
;
and the

latter the Brazilian Indians and Patagonians.
None of these systems, when compared with

facts, is very satisfactory. Dr. Prichard

thinks that the mutual resemblance among
the American nations has been exaggerated

by some writers
; yet it is certain that there

is more of a common family character in their

organization than in that of the indigenous

population of Asia or Africa. &quot; The Indians

of New
Spain,&quot; says Humboldt, &quot;bear a

general resemblance to those who inhabit

Canada, Florida, Peru, and Brazil. &quot;We have

the same swarthy and copper color, straight

and smooth hair, small beard, squat body,

long eye, with the corner directed upwards
towards the temples, prominent cheek-bones,
thick lips, and expression of gentleness in the

mouth, strongly contrasted with a gloomy
and severe look. Over a million and a half

of square leagues, from Cape Horn to the

river St. Lawrence and Behring s Straits, we
are struck at the first glance with the general

resemblance in the features of the inhabit-
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ants. &quot;We think we perceive them all to be

descended from the same stock, notwith

standing the prodigious diversity of their

languages.&quot;

The American aborigenes are distinguished

by the form of the skull, which strongly re

sembles the Mongol type. The forehead re

cedes more than in any other variety of the

human species ;
the cheek-bones are promin

ent, but not so angular as in the Mongol
head

;
the occiput is rather flat, the cavity

for lodging the cerebellum small, the orbits

large and deep. The nose is generally

aquiline, but in some tribes flat; and the

nasal cavities are large. Compared with the

head of the Negro, that of the American is

much broader, and the teeth are less promin
ent : when placed by the side of the Cau
casian head, it is seen to be smaller in size,

less rounded and symmetrical, and less de

veloped in the part before the ear. The
skull is generally thin and light.

The varieties of color among the aborigines
do not bear any visible relation to the tem

perature of the climate. A brownish yellow,
or copper color, as it has been called, per
vades nearly all the numerous tribes from

the Arctic Ocean to Cape Horn, but still

with many different degrees of intensity.

The eastern nations of Chili have but a slight

tinge of the brown color, and on the north

west coast, from latitude 43 to 60, there

are tribes who, though embrowned with soot

and mud, were found, when their skins were

washed, to have the mine-led white and redO
which is the characteristic of the Caucasian

race. In the hot country watered by the

Orinoco, Humboldt found tribes of a dark,

and others of a light hue, living almost in

juxtaposition. It is remarkable, too, that the

rations whose color approaches nearest to

black are found in the temperate zone,

namely, the Charruas of the Banda Oriental,

in latitude 33 south, and the Cochimies,

Pericus, and Guaycurus, spread over the

peninsula of California. These people have

skins of a very deep hue, but are not abso

lutely black; and they have neither the

woolly hair of the negroes, nor their social

and good-humored disposition. The Caribs
and some Brazilian tribes have the yellowish
hue of the Chinese, and the same cast of

features. Among the nations dwelling on
the west side of the Alleghanies, and near the

northern lakes, there is also a considerable

variety of complexion; but the brown or

copper shade is found more or less in them
all. In stature the variety is great. The
North American tribes are generally above

the middle size, and of a slender shape. The
Brazilian nations and the Peruvians are short

and squat. The Caribs of the Orinoco, and
the tribes which rove over the Pampas west

of the Plata, are tall and strong; and the

Patagonians, a Chilian tribe, exceed in

strength and stature all the other races in the

known world.

Dr. Morton is of opinion that the most

natural division of the aborigines is into two

families, the Toltecan and the American
the former of which bears evidence of

centuries of half-civilization, while the latter

embraces all the barbarous nations of the new

world, with the exception of the Polar tribes,

which are evidently of Mongolian origin. In

each of these, however, there are several

subordinate groups, which may be distin

guished as the Appalachian, the Brazilian,
the Patagonian, and the Fuegian. The

Appalachian branch includes all the nations

of North America, except the Mexicans, to

gether with the tribes of South America

north of the River Amazon and east of the

Andes. These nations are warlike, cruel,

and unforgiving ;
and they turn with aversion

from the restraints and culture of civilized

life. The Brazilian branch is spread over a

great part of South America, east of the

Andes, including the whole of Brazil and

Paraguay, between the River Amazon and

35 south latitude. In physical and other

characteristics they differ but little from the

Appalachian branch. The Patagonian branch

includes the nations to the south of the Plata,

as far as the Straits of Magellan ; including

also the mountain tribes of Chili. They are
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chiefly distinguished bv their tall stature,

handsome forms, and Jidomitable courage.
The Fuegians, who call themselves Yacan-

nacunnce, rove over the sterile wastes of

Terra del Fuego, which is computed to be

half the size of Ireland, and yet their whole

number has been computed at only 2000.

The physical aspect of the Fuegians is alto

gether repulsive. They are of low stature,

with large heads, broad faces, and small eyes,

and their mental operations are to the last

degree slow and stupid.

The intellectual faculties of the American

family appear to be decidedly inferior, when

compared with those of the Caucasian or

Mongolian race. They are not only averse

to the restraints of education, but are for the

most part incapable of a continued process of

reasoning on abstract subjects. Their minds

seize with avidity on simple truths, but re

ject whatever requires investigation and

analysis. As to their social condition, they
are probably in most respects the same as

they were at the earliest period of their

national existence. They have made few or

no improvements in constructing their houses

or their boats
;
their inventive and imitative

faculties appear to be of very humble capa

city ;
and they find great difficulty in com

prehending the relations of numbers.

The Toltecan family embraced the civilized

nations of Mexico, Peru, and Bogota extend

ing from the TUo Gila in 33 north latitude

along the western shore of the continent to

the frontiers of Chili
;
and on the eastern

coast, along the Gulf of Mexico, in North

America. In South America, on the con

trary, this family chiefly occupied a narrow

strip of land between the Andes and the

Pacific Ocean, bounded on the south by the

great desert of Atacama. Farther north,

however, in New Granada, were the Bogotese,
a people whose civilization, like their geo

graphical position, was intermediate between

that of the Peruvians and the Mexicans. The
arrival of the Spaniards reduced them to

vassalage ;
and three centuries of slavery

and oppression have left few traces of Mexi

can and Peruvian civilization, except what

may be gleaned from their history arid an

tiquities. It is in the intellectual faculties

that the great difference between the Tol

tecan and the American families consists

In the arts and sciences of the form er we see

the evidences of an advanced civilization
;

their architectural remains everywhere sur

prise the traveler and confound the anti

quary. Among these are pyramids, temples,

grottoes, bas-reliefs, and arabesques; while

their roads, aqueducts, and fortifications, and

the traces of their mining operations, suf

ficiently attest their attainments in the prac
tical arts of life.

Of the languages spoken by the abori

gines, Balln has enumerated 423 which are,

or at no distant period were, in use in Amer
ica. Of these 211 belong to North, 44 to

Central, and 168 to South America. Yatei

says that the number of languages in Amer
ica exceeds 500. Under this great diversity

of dialects, a remarkable analogy of structure

has been detected in all those which are well

known, and is believed to pervade the whole.

The American languages are extremely com

plicated and artificial, and have extraordinary

powers of combination
;
but as our space does

not admit of entering into details, we must

refer the reader to works specially devoted

to this subject.

Though any attempt to reduce the abori

ginal population under a few general classes,

either on physical or ethnographical grounds,
would be idle, a brief survey of the various

nations, or families of nations, will enable us

to form a more distinct idea of the whole.

All the northern coast of the new conti

nent is tenanted by the Esquimaux, a dwarf

ish race, rarely exceeding five feet in height,

and of the same stock with the Greenland-

ers, the Samoiedes, and the Laplanders.
Near Mackenzie s River their territories

commence at the 68th parallel, and extend

to the Arctic Ocean. They live entirely by

fishing, the whale and the seal being their

most common food
; they inhabit skin tents

during their short summer, and in winter
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caves or houses built with snow in the shape
of domes, within which a single rude lamp i

kept perpetually burning. They are thought
to be the only American race whose Asiatic

origin is indisputable.

The Indians of the east coast belong almost

entirely to three stems
; and, before the ar

rival of the English colonists, occupied both

sides of the Alleghany Mountains, from the

Gulf of Mexico to Canada and New Bruns

wick. 1. The Delawares or Algonquins,

comprehending the Ottogamies, Shawnese,

Narragansetts, Chippeways, and other na

tions, to the number of thirty or forty, were

spread over the space between the Mississippi

and the Atlantic, as far north as Hudson s

Bay ;
and all spoke dialects of one language.

They preserved a tradition, to which some

credit has been given, that they had migrated
from the west many centuries before the

white man crossed the Atlantic. 2. The

Iroquois, often called the &quot;Five Nations,&quot;

and the &quot; Six Nations,&quot; but comprehending
fifteen tribes or more, among whom were the

Mohawks, Oneidas, Hurons, and Senecas, all

spoke dialects of one language. They lived

on the south side of the great lakes, and final

ly obtained a complete ascendancy over the

Algonquin race. 3. The Florida Indians

included the Creeks, Seminoles, Choctaws,

Chickasaws, Natchez, and Mobiles. Of these,

the Cherokees and Creeks, in Alabama and

Georgia, have made some advances in agri

culture and the useful arts.

Tribes belonging to these three families

occupied nearly all the region east of the

Mississippi, from the Gulf of Mexico to Hud
son s Bay, comprising more than a million of

square miles. The Kutawbas are said to have

Included twenty tribes, and nearly as many
dialects. The Powhattans were a confederacy

of thirty-three tribes, comprehending 10,000

persons. These nations have furnished bril

liant models of the most shining qualities of

savage life a high sense of honor, according

to their perceptions of duty, mutual fidelity

among individuals, a fortitude that mocks at

the most cruel torments, and a devotion to

their tribe which makes self-immolation in

its defence easy. On the other hand, they
treat their wives cruelly, and their children

with indifference. The apathy under the

good and ill of life which the Stoic affected,

is the grand element of the Indian s charac

ter. Gloomy, stern, and severe, he is a stran

ger to mirth and laughter. All outward ex

pression of pleasure or pain he regards as a

weakness
;
and the only feeling to which he

ever yields, is the boisterous joy which he

manifests in the moment of victory, or undei

the excitement of intoxication. He is capa
ble of great exertions in war or the chase,

but has an unconquerable aversion to regular
labor. He is extremely improvident; eats

enormously while he has abundance of food,
without thinking of the famine which may
follow; and, when liquors are supplied to

him, wallows in the most beastly intoxication

day after day. Most of the Indians believe

in the existence of a supreme being, whom
they call the Great Spirit ;

and of a subordi

nate one, whose nature is evil and hostile to

man. To the latter their worship is princi

pally addressed, the Good Spirit, in their

opinion, needing no prayers to induce him to

aid and protect his creatures. Human sacri

fices are not unknown amongst them, but

are rare. In most of the tribes there are jug

glers or soothsayers, who pretend to discover

lost property, and foretell the issue of hunt

ing or warlike expeditions. By some tribes

deities are supposed to reside in the sun and

moon. They generally believe in a future

state, in which the souls of brave warriors

and chaste wives enjoy a tranquil and happy
existence with their ancestors and friends,

spending their time in those exercises in

which they delighted when on the earth.

Suicide is common among the women, in

onsequence of the cruel treatment they are

xposed to
;
but the practice is viewed as im

moral. Polygamy is allowed; and a num
ber of Avives is considered as adding to a

man s consequence. Various modes of court-
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ing and marrying prevail ;
but among all the

Indians, the presenting of gifts to the girl

father is an essential feature of the transac

tion, and shows that the wife is considered a

procured by purchase. Deformed children,
and lame or decrepit old persons, are some
times destroyed ;

but the practice is uncom
mon. The Indian funerals are conducted

with much decorum, and it is usual to mark
the graves with a post, on which figures are

carved expressive of the nature of the pur
suits and achievements of the deceased.

Some nations of Indians wear little or no

clothing ;
but the general dress of the men in

the temperate and cold parts of the country,

previous to the arrival of the Europeans,
consisted of a cloak of buffalo skin hanging
from the shoulders, a piece of skin used as an

apron, and a pair of mocassins or loose boots,

made of undressed skin also. The women
wore a long robe of the same material, which
was fastened round the waist

;
but among the

tribes living near the whites, coarse woolens

are now frequently substituted for the hides

of wild animals, except for the mocassins.

The habitations of the Indians are huts or

cabins, generally of a circular form and small

size, but sometimes of 30 or 40 feet in diam

eter, formed by stakes fixed in the ground,
and covered with the bark of trees. Some
times the spaces between the stakes are filled

up with twigs, grass, and mud, and the roof

is covered nearly in the same way. A hole

in the top serves for the escape of the smoke,
and the skins of wild blasts form the beds

and seats. The custom of painting their

bodies is nearly universal. They introduce

the colors by making punctures on their skin
;

and the extent of surface which this orna

ment covers is proportioned to the exploits

they have performed. Besides these orna

ments, the warriors also carry plumes of

feathers on their heads, their arms, or ankles.

Their arms are the tomahawk, the war-club,

knife, the bow and arrow
; and, since they

had intercourse with whites, many of them

have muskets. Each tribe or community is

governed b a chief and council, who are

elective; but in matters of importance the

whole warriors are consulted
;
and questions

are not decided by the votes of a majority,
but the resolution adopted must have the

consent of every individual warrior. War ia

declared by sending a slave with a hatchet,

the handle of which is painted red, to the na

tion they intend to break with. They gene

rally take the field in small numbers. Each

warrior, besides his weapons, carries a mat,
and supports himself till he is near the ene

my, by killing game. If they succeed in

their attack, the scene of horror which fol

lows baffles description. The savage fury of

the conquerors, the desperation of the con

quered, the horrid yells of both, and their

grim figures besmeared with paint and blood,

form an assemblage of objects worthy of pan
demonium. Prisoners are usually murdered

with tortures
;
the women are given to the

warriors
;
and the boys and girls are made

slaves.

Nearly all the Indian tribes raise maize,

beans, and pumpkins, by the labor of their

women, but only to a small extent, and as a

resource against famine, their chief reliance

being upon the chase. The buffaloes which

wander over the prairies of the west, in herds

of tens of thousands, are their great support ;

but deer, bears, and in time of need otters,

beavers, foxes, squirrels, and even the most

disgusting reptiles, are devoured. And last

and worst, there is the horrid banquet on the

flesh of their enemies, which is said to be

still in use among some tribes.

The civilization attained by the aborigines,

forms an interesting subject of inquiry. Ac

cording to the Mexican annals, we learn that

several nations belonging to one race migrat
ed in succession from the nor!h-west, and

settled in Anahuao or Mexico., The Tol-

tecs, the first of these, left their c riginal seat,

far to the west, in 544 of our era, and after

a long journey invaded Mexico, then occu

pied by wandering hordes, in 641. This

people, who penetrated to Nicaragua, if not

to South America, were nearly destroyed

after the lapse of some centuries ;
but were
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followed by the Chichimeks, a half-savage

tribe, about 1170, and these a few years af

terwards by the Anahuatlels, or seven tribes,

including the Acollmans, Tlascalteks and the

Aztecs or proper Mexicans. All these people

spoke dialects of one language, and had sim

ilar arts, customs and institutions. The town

of Mexico or Tenochitlan was founded in

1325, and the series of Mexican kings which

commenced in 1352 was continued through

eight monarchs to Montezuma. &quot;When CortesO

arrived, it embraced what are now the pro

vinces of Yera Cruz, Oaxaca, Puebla, Mexi

co, and part of Yalladolid, a surface of 130,-

000 square miles
;
but within this were com

prehended three small independent states,

Tlascala, Cholnllan, and Zapeaca.

The Mexican nations derived their sub

sistence from agriculture, which, however,

was conducted in the rudest manner, with

very imperfect instruments. They cultivat

ed maize, potatoes, plantains, and various

other esculent vegetables. They raised cot

ton and understood the art of spinning and

weaving it into cloth, of a texture which ex

cited the admiration of the Spaniards. They
had no iron, but showed considerable skill

in fashioning the gold, silver and copper
found in a native state, into domestic uten

sils and ornamental articles. Their carvings
in wood were tolerably well executed, but

the figures were disproportioned and uncouth.

The same remark applies to their hierogly-

phical drawings, which were far inferior in

taste and design to those of the Hindoos,

Japanese and Thibetians. For paper they

employed sometimes the large leaves of the

aloe, sometimes cotton cloth, or the skins of

deer dressed. The written language of

Mexico contained a few real hieroglyphics or

symbols, purely conventional, to. designate
such objects as water, earth, air, day, night,

speech, and also for numbers
;
but it was es

sentially a system of picture-writing^ in

which objects were represented by colored

figures having a resemblance more or less

exact to themselves. &quot;With all its necessary

imperfections, this instrument was familiar

ly employed to a prodigious extent in deeds

and instruments for effecting the transmission

and sale of property. The government kept
couriers for conveying intelligence from all

parts of the empire; and the capital was
watched and cleaned by a sort of police es

tablishment. This is the bright side of Mex
ican civilization. On the other hand, it must
be kept in view, that the Mexicans had no

tame animals, no made roads, no money to

serve as a universal medium of exchange in

commercial transactions. The government
was originally a perfect feudal monarchy, in

which all power was monopolized by a nu

merous nobility and the priesthood. The

great mass of the people were serfs, attached

to the soil, and transferred with it from

owner to owner by descent or purchase.

The religion of the Mexicans breathed a

savage spirit, which sinks them, in a moral

point of view, far below the hordes of wan

dering Indians. Their deities, represented

by mis-shapen images of serpents and othei

hideous animals, were the creation of the

darkest passions of the human breast, of ter

ror, hatred, cruelty, revenge. They delight

ed in blood, and thousands of human sacrifi

ces were annually offered at their shrines.

The places of worship, called Teocallis, were

pyramids composed of terraces placed one

above another, like the temple of Belus at

Babylon. They were built of clay, or of

alternate layers of clay and unburnt bricks,

but in some cases faced with slabs of polish

ed stone, on which figures of animals are

sculptured in relief. One or two small

chapels stood upon the summit, inclosing

images of the deity. The largest known,

which is composed of four stories or terra

ces, has a breadth of 480 yards at the base,

and a height of 55. These structures serv

ed as temples, tombs, and observatories
;
and

it is remarkable that their sides are always

placed exactly in the direction of the merid

ian.

The calendar of the Mexicans bespeaks a

degree of scientific skill, and an accuracy of

observation, which are not easily reconciled
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with their semi-barbarous habits, their gen
eral ignorance in other things, and the re

cent date of their civilization according to

their own accounts. The Mexican Indian is

grave, suspicious and taciturn; quiet and

placid in his external deportment, but ran

corous in his spirit ;
submissive to his superi

ors, harsh and cruel to those beneath him.

His intellect is limited, and chiefly developes
itself in imitative labors and mechanical

arts. Slow, cautious and persevering, he

loves, both in his acts and thoughts, to travel

in a beaten track. The Toltec and Aztec

races, when they established themselves in

the country, diffused their own language par

tially from the lake of Nicaragua to the 37th

parallel. They reclaimed by degrees, many
of the neighboring savage tribes to a settled

mode of life, and spread a feeble degree of

civilization over a mixed mass of nations,

speaking, according to Clavigero, thirty-five

languages, of which Ilumboldt tells us that

twenty still exist. The Aztec language is one

of the most copious and polished of the Ameri
can tongues, and abounds in words of the im

moderate length of twelve or fifteen syllables.

It is uncertain what was the number of sub

jects over whom Montezuma ruled. The
ruins in the valley of Tenochtitlan, on which

the capital stands, show that it must have

been more populous before the conquest than

now
;
but the population at present is diffused

over an incomparably wider space ;
and upon

the whole, there are no good grounds for be

lieving that the number of civilized Indians

was much greater when Cortez landed, than

in 1803, when it amounted to 2,000,000.

The ancient empire of Peru, more exten

sive than that of Mexico, embraced the whole

sea-coast from Pastos to the river Maule, a

line of 2500 miles in length. Its breadth is

uncertain
;
but as it included both declivities

of the Andes, it must have extended in some

cases to 500 miles, and the entire surface of

the empire probably exceeded 500,000 square
miles. The creating and maintaining of

Biich an empire is a proof that the Peruvians

had made 71
:&amp;gt; trifling progress in the useful

arts and in the science of government. To

keep in subjection so many remote provinces,
there must have been an efficient force,

rapid means of communication, considerable

revenues and an organized magistracy capa
ble of understanding and executing the plans
of their rulers. It is clear that the rulingO

tribe, which was able to extend its dominion,

and to a considerable extent its language,
over a space of 2500 miles, must have pos
sessed a marked superiority of some kind

over the hordes that surrounded it. One of

the most singular facts connected with the

history of America is, that by far the largest

empire it contained was formed by the most

unwarlike people in it. The dominion of

the Incas was founded entirely on policy, su

perstition, and the arts. It could only be by
the intelligence and skill which civilization

developes, that the Peruvians conquered
tribes superior to themselves in courage ;

and

it was by policy and superstition that the

Incas tamed the rudeness of savage tribes,

and held distant countries in subjection.

Agriculture was conducted with greater

care and success in Peru than in Mexico.

The lands capable of cultivation were divid

ed into three shares. One was consecrated

to the service of religion, the erection of

temples and the maintenance of priests ;
the

second was set apart as a provision for the

support of the government ;
and the third

and largest share, which was reserved for

the people, was parcelled out, not among in

dividuals, but among the hamlets and villa

ges, according to the number and rank of

the inhabitants
;
and a new division was

made every year to meet any change that

might arise in the circumstances of the par
ties. Their masonry wTas superior to that of

the Mexicans. Like the ancient Egyptians,

they understood mechanics sufficiently to

move stones of vast size, even of thirty feet

in length, of which specimens are still exist

ing in the walls of the fortress of Cusco.

They had the art of squaring and cutting

blocks for building with great accuracy ;
and

it is now known that they had hard chisels,
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made of copper, with a mixture of six per

cent, of tin
;
a proof of considerable skill in

the working of metals. The palaces or

lodges of the Incas, of which there are

many remains, had doors with slanting

sides like the Egyptian ; sloping roofs,

which, it is supposed, were covered with

rushes or stone slabs; no windows, but

niches symmetrically distributed. Ancient

stone structures, which are so rare in Mexi

co, are pretty abundant in Peru. The archi

tecture of the Peruvians, like every thing
else connected with their social state, dis

plays a remarkable uniformity, not only of

style, but of plan.
&quot; It is impossible, says

Huinboldt,
&quot; to examine a single edifice of

the time of the Incas, without recognizing
the same type in all the others which cover

the ridge of the Andes, along an extent of

450
leagues.&quot;

The ancient public roads of Peru are just

ly considered a3 striking monuments of the

political genius of the government. One of

these extended along the sides of the Andes
from Quito to Cusco, a distance of 1500

miles. It is about forty feet broad, and

paved with the earth and stones which were

turned up from the soil
;
but in some marshy

places it is formed like the old Hornan roads,

of a compact body of solid masonry. A
tolerably level line is preserved, by filing up

hollows, cutting down small eminences, and

winding round the sides of large ones. At

proper distances zambos or storehouses were

erected, for the accommodation of the Inca

and his messengers. A similar road was

made along the coast in the low country.
Fissures a few yards in breadth were passed

by bridges formed of beams laid horizontal

ly ;
and an invention, at once bold and in

genious, afforded the means of crossing deep
ravines, or the channels of rivers, which hap
pened to intersect the route. This consisted

of a suspension bridge, perfectly analogous
in its principle to those now in use. It was
formed of half a dozen cables of twisted

osiers, passed over wooden supports, and
stretched from bank to bank; then bound

together with smaller ropes and covered with

bamboos. Humboldt passed over one of

these pendulous bridges, of 120 feet span ;

and Mr. Miers crossed one of 225 feet span,
over which loaded animals might travel.

The Peruvians manufactured a rude species
of pottery ; they understood the art of spin

ning, and, in an imperfect degree, that of

weaving. They procured native gold by

washing the gravel of rivers, and silver and

perhaps copper, by working veins downward
from the outcrop. They knew how to smelt

and refine the silver ore
;
and they possessed

the secret of giving great hardness and du

rability to copper by mixing it with tin. On
the other hand, they had no money, no knowl

edge of iron or glass ;
and they were ignor

ant of the mode of mortising or joining

beams, and of casting arches. They had no

animals fitted for draught ;
but the llama, a

small species of camel, which they had tamed,

was employed to some extent as a beast of

burden.

The political organization of Peru, which

was artificial in a high degree, bears a gen
eral resemblance to that of the ancient

Egyptians. The mass of the people were in

a state of servitude, except a small number,
who were free; above these in rank wero

the Curacas, or chiefs of districts, who form*

ed a sort of nobility ;
and above the whole*

the family of the Incas, the members of

which by intermarrying only with themselves

formed a numerous and distinct caste. Foi

the purposes of police and civil jurisdiction,

the people were divided into parties of ten

families, like the tythings of King Alfred,

over each of which was an officer. A second

class of officers had control over five or ten

tythings, a third class over fifty or a hun

dred. These last rendered account to the In

cas, who exercised a vigilant superintendence

over the whole, and employed inspectors to

visit the provinces, as a check upon malad

ministration. Each of these officers, down

to the lowest, judged, without appeal, in all

differences that arose within his division, and

enforced the laws of the empire, among
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which were some for punishing idleness, and

compelling every one to labor. It is proba
ble that the tythings and hundreds, as in

England, would lose their numerical signifi

cation in course of time, and become mere

local allotments. In the hamlets and villa

ges, a person mounted a tower every evening,
and announced where and how the inhabit

ants were to be employed next day. The
taxes were paid in the produce of the fields

;

and magazines for receiving them were es

tablished in every district. Such is the ac

count given by Acosta and Garcilasso of the

civil institutions of Peru, which may be cor

rect with regard to the oldest possessions of

the Incas near Cusco, where their power had

been long established
;
but it is not probable

that such a complicated system was ever ful

ly in operation in the more distant parts of

the empire.
The government of Peru was a theocracy.

The Inca was at once the temporal sovereign

and the supreme pontiff . He was regarded
as the descendant and representative of the

great deity the sun, who was supposed to in

spire his counsels, and speak through his

orders and decrees. Hence even slight of

fences were punished with death, because

they were regarded as insults oifered to the

divinity. The race of the Incas was held

sacred. Among a simple-minded and credul

ous people, the claims of the Incas to a cel

estial origin seem to have been implicitly

believed. They were blindly obeyed, and

treated with a respect bordering on adora

tion, by the nobles as well as the common

people. The Peruvians worshiped the sun,

the moon, the evening star, the spirit of

thunder and the rainbow
;
and had erected

temples in Cusco to all these deities. That

of the sun, which was the most magnificent,

had its walls covered with plates of gold.

The sacrifices consisted of the objects most

prized by the people, of grain and fruits, of

a few animals, and of the productions of

their own industry. Sabaism, as it is the

most rational of all the forms of idolatry, so

it is generally the most mild
;
and doubtless

this results from the tenden&amp;gt;r which it has

to fix the thoughts on the marks of benefi

cence and wisdom which are displayed in the

works of nature. The Peruvian temples
were accordingly never polluted, like those

of Mexico, with the blood of human victims
;

and the Incas even went farther, and signal

ized their zeal against such horrid rites, by

suppressing them in all the countries they

conquered. Though their history exhibits

some bloody deeds, the general character of

their government was the reverse of cruel.

The severe punishments prescribed by their

laws were rarely inflicted, and rebellion was

scarcely known in their dominions.

According to the Peruvian annals, the

origin of their laws and civilization seems to

have come from without. About the year

1100, of our era, or perhaps a century later,

Manco Capac, with his wife and sister Mama
Ocello, appeared as strangers on the banks

of the lake Titicaca. They were persons of

majestic appearance, and announced them

selves as &quot;children of the
sun,&quot; sent by

their beneficent parent to reclaim the tribes

living there from the miseries of savage
life. Their injunctions, addressed to a peo

ple who probably worshiped the god of day
were listened to by a few, who settled

around them, and founded Cusco. By degrees

other tribes were induced to renounce their

wandering habits. Manco Capac instructed

the men in agriculture and the arts, and

Mama Ocello taught the women to spin

and to weave. Laws, institutions, and re

ligious rites, were added. The form of a

civilized society arose, which was gradually

extended by persuasion or conquest ;
the

Incas having always planted their arts and

religion wherever they established their

authority. Huana Capac, the twelfth in suc

cession from the founder of the dynasty, oc

cupied the throne when the first party of

Spaniards visited Peru in 1527
;
and the em

pire was then still in a state of progress ;
for

this prince had conquered Quito at no distant

date and nearly doubled the extent of hifi

dominions.
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The civilization of Peru being then prob

ably exotic, it is an interesting question,

whence was it derived? Yarious reasons

have been given by learned writers for sup

posing that it came from China or from per

sons acquainted with Chinese arts and in-

Btitutions
;
but the subject is too extensive

to be entered into here.

The Quichua language or that of Peru

was spread by the care of the Incas, over all

the countries which they conquered, so far

at least as to be understood, if not spoken by
the great variety of tribes subject to their

sway. It is understood at present as far as

Santiago del Estero, 1200 miles of direct dis

tance south-east from Cusco. This single

fact proves both the long duration of their

power, and the efficiency of their internal

administration. It is said to be the most

rich, polished, and harmonious of the South

American languages, abounding in vowel

sounds. It lacks, however, terms for abstract

and universal ideas such as time, space, being,

substance, matter, body, and even such as

virtue, justice, liberty, gratitude. There are

five dialects of the Quichua, which are spoken
in Peru proper, and in Quito, New Granada

and a considerable part of La Plata, and not

only by the aborigines, but by many Span
iards of the higher classes. The Peruvians

had no alphabetic writing. They possessed a

very rude species of hieroglyphics, of which

little use was made, and the quippus or knot

ted cords of various colors
;
but whether

these last were employed to record events,

or not it is difficult to say.

The Peruvians, according to Mr. Steven

son, are of a copper color, with a small fore

head, small black eyes, and beautiful teeth.

Their hair is black, coarse, and sleek, the

body well proportioned, the stature rather

diminutive. Their intellectual qualities are

of the lowest order. The most prominent
trait in their character is an imperturbable

and incurable apathy. Though half- naked,

they are as contented as the Spaniard in his

most splendid raiment. Neither power nor

dignity moves them
;
and they receive with

rv. 2

the same indifference the office of alcalde and
that of executioner. They are habitually
slow in their motions, extremely indolent,

timid, shy, and secretive. They prepare a

fermented beverage called chicha, from maize,

by a process known to them before the con

quest, and at their festivals drink till their

senses fail them, day after day. This bes

tial habit, however, is common to all the

American nations, and is confined to the

men, for the women are in general strictly

sober. The Peruvian huts consist of stones

laid upon one and other without any cement

or mortar, thatched over with long grass or

straw, affording no defence either from the

wind or the rain. One small room contains the

whole family ;
their bed a sheep-skin or two

;

their furniture one or two earthern pots. The

principal food of the Peruvians is maize
;

but they raise also potatoes, wheat, beans,

camates, yucas, pumpkins, and other vegeta
bles. Christianity, imposed upon them in

dogmas, by priests who take no pains to en

lighten them, has scarcely gained admission

to their understandings, and has no hold on

their affections. They meet death with the

same stupid indifference as the ordinary ac

cidents of life, and rather decline than seek

the assistance of a priest in their last hours.

The oppression of the mita, or forced la

bor in the mines, with the introduction of

the small-pox and the use of spirituous liquors,

has destroyed prodigious multitudes of the

Indians since the conquest. What their num
ber was before that event it is impossible

to tell
;

but judging from the extent of

the Inca s dominions, he probably had not

less thanthree or four millions of subjects.

There are probably less than one million now

in Peru.

In Chili there were several tribes who pos

sessed nearly all the arts known to the Peru

vians, but were distinguished from them by
a finer physical constitution, and an unconqu
erable spirit. When the Spaniards arrived,

Chili, according to Molina, was inhabited by
fifteen tribes, independent of each other, who

were spread over the country on both sides
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of the Andes, from atitude 30 to the Straits

of Magellan. They all spoke dialects of one

language, which is described as rich, har

monious, abounding in compound words, and

having, like the other American tongues, very

complicated grammatical forms. It has no

affinity to the Quichua or Peruvian. The

complexion ofthe Chilian tribes is, like that of

the other American nations, a reddish brown
;

but they do not paint their bodies. The

Chilians lived partly by hunting, but chiefly

by agriculture, before they had any inter

course with Europeans. They cultivated

maize, magu, guegen, tuca, quinoa, the pota

to, pumpkins, and some species of pulse ;
and

to these they added, as food, the flesh of a

small rabbit, and of the Chilihueque or Arau-

canian camel, of whose wool they are said to

have manufactured cloth. Like the Peru

vians, they understood the use of manure,

practiced irrigation with considerable skill,

and turned up the ground with a wooden

spade or matVock. They had gold, silver,

copper, fill, and lead, procured probably by

washing ;
but they had few or no edge-tools

of metal, as those found are almost always
of basalt. They made baskets and mats, ex

tracted salt from sea-water, and were able

to give various dyes to their cloths. They
lived in villages formed of houses standing

at a distance from one another, under here

ditary chiefs, but whose power was limited.

It is remarkable that the Chinese mode of

catching wild ducks on the rivers, by cover

ing the fisher s head with a gourd, was prac

ticed in Chili.

The Araucanians, the most intelligent, im

proved, and warlike of the Chilian tribes, oc

cupy about 200 miles of the sea-coast, between

the 37th and 39th parallels. They are of

ordinary stature, but vigorously formed;

bold, hardy, hospitable, faithful to their en

gagements, generous to a fallen enemy,

ardent, intrepid, and enthusiastic lovers of

liberty. Their vices are drunkenness, and a

contempt of other nations, springing from

pride. Araucania contains four tetrarchies,

under four toquis or princes, who are inde-
j

pendent of one another, but confederated

for their joint security against foreign ene

mies. Each tetrarchy is divided into five

provinces, ruled by five chiefs called Apo-
Ulmen ; and each province into nine dis

tricts, governed by as many Ulmen, who
are subject to the Apo-Ulmen, as the latter

are to the toquis. These various chiefs com

pose the aristocracy of the country. They
hold their dignities by hereditary descent in

the male line, and in the order of primogeni
ture. The supreme power of each tetrarchy
resides in a diet or great council of the ul-

inen, who assemble annually in a large plain,

but no resolution of the diet is of any avail

if it has not the hearty concurrence of the peo

ple. The Araucanians can raise altogether

6,000 to 7,000 men, besides a body of re

serve. When war is declared by the great

council, messengers bearing
&quot; arrows dipt in

blood &quot;

are sent to all parts of the country,
to summon the men to arms. Unlike many
barbarous nations, which are immovably at

tached to their ancient customs, the Arau
canians were not slow in copying the military
arts and tactics of the Spaniards. Their

troops now consist of infantry and cavalry ;

the former armed with pikes or clubs, the

latter with swords and lances. They advance

to battle in lines well formed, and fight with

intrepidity. Their history affords a brilliant

example of what a brave nation, animated by
an enthusiastic love of liberty, can accomplish
under the greatest disadvantages. After re

sisting the best troops and the best generals

ofSpain for 200 years, they at last compelled
their proud enemies to acknowledge their

independence. Combining the moral, intel

lectual, and physical qualities of the Arau

canians, they were certainly the finest native

race in the new world. They had nearly all the

germs of civilization which belonged to the

Mexicans and Peruvians
;
without the fero

city of the former, the apathy of the latter,

or the slavish habits common to both
;
and

without having their minds stupefied by that

grovelling superstition which the rulers of

these two nations seem to have considered as
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Hie only secure foundation of their authority.

In true courage, in manliness and energy of

character, they take precedence of all the

American nations. The Araucanians be

lieve in a supreme being, and in many sub

ordinate spirits, good and bad. They be

lieve also in omens and divination, but they
have neither temples nor idols, nor religious

rites
;
and discover upon the whole so little

aptitude for the reception of religious ideas,

that the Roman Catholic missionaries who
are settled among them have had very
little success in imbuing their minds with any

knowledge of Christianity.

The other Chilian tribes are all much be

hind the Araucanians in civilization
;
but

some, as the Puelches and the Telmels, sur

pass them in strength and stature. Part of

them live on horse flesh, part by keeping

sheep and cattle, and part by hunting. Some
of these tribes paint their faces. With re

gard to the height of the Patagonians, M.

Lesson, an eminent French naturalist, has

collected the authorities on the subject, and

they appear to us to remove every rational

doubt as to the fact of a race of men existing

there, whose average stature is about six feet,

and among whom men seven feet high are

not at all uncommon. The Guaranis, in

Brazil, at one time formed a numerous people,
which seoms to have been spread over a

larger surface than any other now existing in

America. Tribes, or remnants of tribes,

whose relationship to the Guaranis is attested

by the strong evidence of their language, are

found diffused over the wide space between

Orinoco and the embouchure of the Plata,

over more than the half of South America.

They are met with among the Andes of Peru,
in the province of Chiquitos, in Mattogrosso,
in Paraguay, in Minas Geraes

;
and the Oma-

guas, in the province of Quito, who, from

their nautical habits, and the influence they
obtained on the upper part of the Amazon,
have been called the Phoenicians of the new-

world, are believed to be of the same race.

They constituted the bulk of the native

population of Brazil when the Portuguese

gained possession of
it, but were divided in

to many distinct tribes, quite independent ol

one another, and living, not in contiguity,
but mixed with other nations. They are of

low stature, of a square form, fleshy and ugly.
Their color has a strong shade ol* the coppei

red, while that of the other Brazilian tribes

inclines generally to the tawny or black.

Their character, like their physical form, re

sembles that of the Peruvians. They are

patient, torpid, mild, and passionless. Xearly
all the Indians whom the Portuguese hava

civilized or converted belong to this race.

Those wrhom the Jesuits civilized and col

lected into communities in the celebrated

settlements of Paraguay belonged chiefly to

the nation of the Guaranis. These mission

aries are said to have borrowed the plan of

the theocracy which they established here

from that which the Incas had introduced

into Peru. There is no doubt that the spirit

of their system was the same
;
and consider

ing that they were precluded from any other

means of extending and supporting thtir

authority than persuasion, their success was

remarkable. The settlements were com
menced about 1610, and were gradually ex

tending over the country watered by tho

Parana and Uruguay, between the 27th and

30th degrees of south latitute, till the order

of the Jesuits was suppressed in 1YG7. The

incursions of the Portuguese compelled the

Jesuits to take means for repelling force by
force. All the male Indians of the proper ago
were accordingly armed wTith muskets, and

disciplined as a militia. In 1732, the vil

lages or parishes under the care of the mis

sionaries contained a population of 141,000

souls. The Jesuits had another establish

ment of the same kind among the Chiriguas,

a branch of the Guaranis, in the province of

Chiquitos, containing 30,000 or 40,000 In-

dians
;
a third, of smaller size, in the province

of Moxos ;
a fourth in California

;
and pro

bably others. After the suppression of the

order, all these were committed to the cara

of friars of other descriptions ;
and we believo

they have universally fallen into decay
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The problem as to the source whence Am
erica derived its population seems to present

no difficulty, when the contiguity of the old

and the new continent at Behring s Straits is

known. The breadth of the sea here (lati

tude 66) is only forty-f-ve miles
;
the transit

across is facilitated by two islands placed al

most exactly midway between Asia and

America; and in severe winters a firm

body of ice joins the two continents. The

climate, though rigorous, does not prevent

the country on each side from being inhabit

ed. The Aleutian Isles, besides, at the lati

tude of 53, which run in a line like the piers

of an immense bridge, from one continent to

the other, present such easy means of com

munication, that few savage tribes a little

familiar with sea-life could be long in Kanits-

chatka without threading their way across

the Pacific to the peninsula at Alaska. In

deed, we have positive proof that America

received part of its population from the

north-east extremity of Asia
;
for the Esqui

maux, living on the east side of Behring s

Straits, speak a language which is radi

cally the same with that of the Tschutskoi

on the opposite shores. But in regard to

other tribes who inhabit America, it is quite

certain that they came by other routes.

Attempts to trace the descent of the

aborigines from any particular p.eople of

the old world have not succeeded. We
except the Esquimaux as above stated.

Many analogies, however, in the physical

character of the people, their rites, monu

ments, and superstitions, establish a con

nection between the Mexicans and some

Asiatic nations. A general resemblance

has been observed between the American

nations and some tribes of Mongols and

Mantclious, in the form of the skull, the

brown color of the skin, the thinness of

the beard, and the oblique position of the

eye. Humboldt has shown that the Mex
ican calendar is identical in its principles,

which are very artificial and complicated,

with that which was in use a:rong the

Chinese, Japanese, Thibetians, Hindoos,

and Tartars. Yery possibly tribes belong-

ing to the races of eastern Asia had sepa
rated from them while they were still living

in the state of hunters, and, having crossed

over Behring s Straits, had spread them

selves by degrees over North America.

Among some of these tribes, dwelling probably
north of Columbia River, a few emierantaZD

from China, Japan, or Chinese Tartary,
at a comparatively late period, had been

thrown by some of the accidents to which

a seafaring life is liable, and bringing with

them picture-writing, the art of building
and weaving, a few mystical rites and

traditions, and the calendar v/hich was in

use in their native country, had established

their influence among the savages by
address or force, and sown the eeeds of civ

ilization. After social life had made a few

advances, the increasing numbers and pow
er of the people would enable them to send

off several swarms in succession to the east

ward, and dispossess the earlier and ruder

inhabitants of Anahuac and th&amp;lt;3 plains of

the Mississippi, The Toltecs were pei

haps the first of these colonists
;
the Hurons,

Iroquois, Chichimecks, and Aztecs (all of

whom had hieroglyphics), must have been

separated from the parent stock at a later

period. To all appearance there was no race

in America anterior to the Tolteca who pos

sessed any germs of civilization, for the

military works in Ohio can scare sly be re

ferred to a period farther back than 800

or 1000 years from the present day. But

for 2000 or 3000 years anterior to this the

new continent had been overrun by tribes of

hunters. This, we think, is clear
;
for while

the analogies of physical character observed

in the American nations, and in the struc

ture of their dialects, show, on the one hand,

that nine-tenths of them had sprung from

one tribe, or a few tribes of one stock
;
the

existence of 500 of these varieties of speech

proves, on the other hand, that a very long

period must have elapsed to admit of the

subdivision of one, two, or even half-a-dozen

of mother tongues into such a prodigious nuin
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ber of dialects. That the original seat of Tol-

tec and Aztec civilization was not in Asia, but

in the north-west parts of America, results

from the non-existence of the cerealia and of

tame cattle in the new world
;
and that the

glimmering of knowledge which these people

possessed had been kindled by the arrival of a

few chance emigrants, perhaps at different

periods, from China, Japan, or Chinese Tar-

taiy, seems equally certain, from the resem

blance found in the calendars, the super

stitions, and the cosmogonical traditions of the

Asiatic and American races. In the great

valley of the Mississippi and its mighty tribu

taries, the Ohio and Missouri, are the remains

of the works of an extinct race of men, who
seem to have made advances in civilization far

-

beyond the races of red men there discovered

by the first European adventurers. These re

mains consist chiefly of tumuli and ramparts
of earth, in closing areas of great extent, and

much regularity of form. Some of them re

call the barrows of Europe and of Asia, or the

huge mounds and ramparts of Mesopotamia,
as displayed at Babylon and Nineveh

;
while

others remind us of the ruined hippo
dromes and amphitheatres of the Greeks and

Romans. ID that part of North America, the

barrows are usually truncated cones
;
but in

advancing farther south, they often assume

the figure of four-sided pyramids in succes

sive stages, with flattened tops, like the Teo-

caUis, or temples of Mexico and Yucatan.

The barrows and ramparts are constructed of

mingled earth and stones
;
and from their solid

ity and extent, must have required the labor

of a numerous population, with leisure and

skill sufficient to undertake combined and

vast operations. The barrows often con

tain human bones, and the smaller tumuli

appear to have been tombs
;
but the larger,

especially the quadrangular mounds, would
seem to have served as temples to the early
inhabitants. These barrows vary in size,

from a few feet in circumference and eleva

tion, to structures with a basal circumference

of 1000 or 2030 feet, and an altitude of from

60 to 90 feet, resembling, in dimensions, the

vast tumulus of Alyattes, near Sardis. Ona
in Mississippi is said to cover a base of six

acres. The ramparts also vary in thickness,
and in height from 6 to 30 feet, and usually
inclose areas varying from 100 to 200 acres.

Some contain 400
;
and one on the Missouri

has an area of 600 acres. The inclosurea

generally are very exact circles or squares,
sometimes a union of both

; occasionally they
form parallelograms, or follow the sinuosities

of a hill
;
and in one district, that of &quot;Wiscon

sin, they assume the fanciful shape of men,

quadrupeds, birds, or serpents delineated with

some ingenuity, on the surface of undulating

plains or wide savannahs. These ramparts
are usually placed on elevations or hills, or on

the banks of streams, so as to show that they

were erected for defensive purposes, and their

sites are judiciously chosen for this end. The.

area inclosed, therefore, bears no proportion

to the relative labor bestowed on such ram

parts ; thus, in Ohio, an area of not more than

40 acres is inclosed by mounds of a mile and

a half in circumference; and on the LHtlo

Miami, in the same Stata, is found an inclosuro

fully four miles round, that contains an area

of about 100 acres. These remains are not

solitary and few, for in the State of Ohio they

amount to at least 10,000.

The inclosures in the form of animals are

more rare than those now noticed, and seem

nearly confined to Wisconsin. One of those

represents a gigantic man with two heads,

the size of which may be estimated, by the

body being 50 feet long, and 25 feet acrosa

the breast. Another on a slope near Bush

Creek, represents a tolerably designed snake,

with an oval ball in its mouth
;
the undulat

ing folds of its body and spiral of its tail ex-

tending to a length of TOO feet. The forms

of quadrupeds and birds are also characteris

tically represented in these works. Those

that have been explored contain human

bones
;
and though the Indians deposit their

dead within them occasionally, they have no

tradition of their having belonged to thcii

ancestors. The most probable supposition

respecting them is, that each was the. sepul
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chral monument of a different tribe, who
have all disappeared from America.

As we advance southward, we find proofs

of still greater refinement on the table-land

of Anahuac or Mexico
;
and on descending

into the humid valleys of Central America,
me peninsula of Yucatan, and the shores of

Honduras, we find striking remains of the

Bemi-civilization of the races that inhabited

those countries before the Spanish invasion.

The barbarous policy of Cortez and other

invaders, was to eradicate every trace of the

former grandeur of the native races, thereby
to enure them to a degrading servitude. The

systematic destruction of the native works

of art and gorgeous buildings in Mexico was

relentlessly carried on for ages, to the infinite

regret of the modern ethnographical inquir

er. Little positive information on these sub

jects can be gleaned from the early Spanish
historians of the conquest ;

and it was not

until the publication of Humboldt s ^Re

searches, that anything was known of the

state of the Great Mexican pyramid, or of

the wonderful remains of Palenque and Pa-

pantla. More than a century ago, however,
some Spanish adventurers penetrated the

forest of Chiapas and discovered Palenque.
Two Spanish travelers followed, and Mr. J.

L. Stephens, in his &quot; Incidents of Travel,&quot;

added largely to our knowledge of these re

gions.

The most conspicuous ruins seem to have

oeen temples or palaces, and almost invari

ably have a pyramidal form, in several stages,

with wide intervening terraces, the ascent to

which is by grand flights of steps. The
chambers in those buildings have generally a

length disproportioned to their width
; they

have no windows, but receive their light from

the doors
; just as the rooms do at this day in

Barbary and some other eastern countries.

The apartments are in two parallel rows, a

narrow corridor or series of chambers runs

along the front, and the apartments behind

this receive their light only from the front

rooms into which they open. Yet these

interior apartments are often richly decor

ated with sculptures, ornamented with stuc-

cos, and gaily painted red, yellow, white and

black.

The ruins of Palenque, as may be seen in

the researches of Humboldt, have the charac

ters just mentioned. They are covered with

hieroglyphics, and sculptures in relief, with

ornamental cornices. The largest building

stands on a terrace, faced with stone, measur

ing 310 by 260 feet
;
the building itself is

200 by 180 feet
;

its walls are 25 feet high.
The stone has been originally covered with

painted stucco, fronts the east, and contains

14 doors, separated by piers ornamented with

stucco figures. In this building some of tha

figures are erect, while others sit cross-legged,
in what we term the oriental fashion

;
one

statue, 10 J feet high, was found at Palenque ;

and two fragments of two torsos and a head

were also discovered that exhibited a severe

but fair style of sculpture, that recals some

what of the early style of Greek art.

The ruins at Copan, in Honduras, are of

vast extent. Here a pyramidal structure re

mains, with an elevation of 150 feet measured

along its slope, and this appears to bo a prin

cipal temple, included with several smaller

structures within a sacred i?iclosure, in the

manner of the temples of ancient Egypt.
The similarity between the ruins at Copau

and Palenque, and the identity of the hiero

glyphic tablets in both show that the former

inhabitants of Chiapas and Honduras had the

same written language, though the present

Indians of those provinces do not understand

each other.

At Labphak, but more especially at Uxmal,
both in Yucatan, are very magnificent ruins

of the same kind. Several sculptured obe

lisks are here, also bearing on their principal

face a figure of some deity probably, with a

benignant countenance, represented in full,

and the hands applied to the breast. The

other sides of the obelisks are covered with

hieroglypineal tablets, proving that the same

race once inhabited the plains of Honduras,

and the table-land of Anahuac. The principal

building at Uxmal seems to have been a
CD
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very magnificent pyramid in three stages or

terraces, faced with hewn stone, and neatly

rounded at the angles. The roofs here, un

like those of Palenque and Copan, are not

stone arches, but are supported on bearers of

a very hard wood that must have been

Drought from a distance of some hundred

miles
;
and these beams too are covered with

hieroglyphics. The flat roof of this building

has been externally covered with a hard ce

ment.

The ruins of Chichen, also in Yucatan, ex

tend over an area of two miles in circum

ference. One of the best preserved buildings,

with an ambit of 638 feet, is constructed in

three terraces, which give it an apparent
altitude of 65 feet. The buildings here, on

the second terrace, have the facades highly

sculptured, both above and below the hori

zontal fillet
;
and the doorways are enriched

with mouldings, and truss-like ornaments

supporting a drip-stone. The staircase here

is 56 feet wide. The front apartments are

47 feet long and only 9 wide. There are

three doors in the front, and in the central

apartment are nine niches. The roofs are

stone arches
;
and all has been once painted

of various colors. It is worthy of notice, that

the builders of those cities took great pains

to supply them with one of the prime essentials

of human comfort abundance of good water,

by means of w^ells and cisterns of excellent

construction.

The remains, in all the forty-four ancient

towns visited by Stephens, have a similar char

acter
;
so that we can have no hesitation to as

cribe them to the same nation, or to kindred

races of men, who have certainly attained no

inconsiderable civilization, although unac

quainted with the use of iron, or even of

bronze. They seem to have been farther

advanced in the arts than even the inhabitants

of the table-land of Mexico at the period of

the Spanish conquest.

The discovery of a continent so large that

it may be said to have doubled the habitable

world, is an event so much the more grand
&nd interesting, that nothing parallel to it

can ever occur again in the history of man
kind. America had of course been known
to the barbarous tribes of eastern Asia fci

thousands of years; but it is singular that it

should have been visited by one of the most

enterprising nations of Europe five centuries

before the time of Columbus, without awaken

ing or securing the attention of either states

men or philosophers. Iceland was discovered

about 860, and colonized by the Norwegians
in 874. About 50, or, according to other

accounts, 100 years later, the same people

planted colonies in Greenland, the ruins of

which exist near the southern point of the

peninsula. It is obvious that the same ad

venturous spirit which enabled these northern

mariners to discover the southern extremity
of the country, would not permit them to

stop short without visiting what is now known
to be the most habitable part of it the

western coast
;
and the fact has been estab

lished by an inscription in Runic characters,

found on a stone four miles beyond Uper-

navik, at the 73d parallel. This was about

the middle of the 14th century.
In 1001 an Icelander sailing to Greenland,

was driven away by a tempest far to the

south-west, where he saw a level country
covered with w^ood. The wind abating, ho

turned his course homeward, and on his

arrival gave such a flattering account of the

country he had seen, as induced Lief, the son

of the founder of the Greenland colony, to

undertake a voyage thither. Lief and Biorn,

who sailed together, first reached a rocky

island, to which they gave the name of Hel-

luland
;
then a low country, thickly wooded,

which they called Markland
;
and some days

afterwards they found trees loaded with fruits

on the banks of a river. They spent the

winter in the country ;
and one of them, who

was a German, having found wild vines

growing, they called it Yinland. They had

some intercourse, and traded for furs, with a

people who came in leathern boats, and were

called Skn&inga, from their dwarfish size.

A colony was planted and remained for many
years in the country, the situation being pro
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bably in the neighborhood of Rhode Island.

Only a few unimportant particulars re

specting the settlement are preserved ;
but it

seems to have been abandoned or destroyed,
like the Greenland colonies, of which it was

an offset.

The Norsemen describe Yinland as a rich

country, with a delightful climate. Hellu-

land, Markland, and Yinland, were no doubt

regarded as countries either connected with

or similar to Greenland, the flattering de

scriptions of which given by the first dis

coverers were sadly belied by later experi

ence. No reasonable doubt can exist, how

ever, that the north-eastern portions of

America (considering Greenland as a distinct

country) were familiarly known to the Nor

wegians in the eleventh century.

The obscure allusions of Aristotle, Plato,

and Seneca, to a country hid in the Western

Ocean, must have derived fresh importance
from the discovery of the Canary Isles,

Madeira, and the Azores, in the early part
of the fifteenth century. The love of mari

time adventure was excited by these events
;

and among the active spirits who were at

tracted to nautical life by the career of dis

tinction which was then opened up, was

Christopher Columbus. Having received a

good education, the study of the geographical

systems then in vogue impressed him with a

strong conviction that a voyage to India by
a course directly westward was quite practi

cable, with the degree of nautical science

which his contemporaries possessed.

Columbus was, however, without the for

tune necessary to fit out ships ;
and when he

attempted to interest some of the princes of

those times in his project, he encountered

neglects and difficulties which would have

exhausted the patience of any mind less

ardent than his own. At length, after many
delays and discouragements, Ferdinand and

Isabella of Spain supplied him with three

small vessels, two of them only half-decked
;

and in this little armament, accompanied by
120 men, he set sail from the port of Palos

on the 3d of August, 1402. He proceeded

first to the Canary Isles, where he was de
tained three weeks in repairing one of his

vessels. On leaving these isles he entered on
an unknown sea, where all was chaos and

mystery. The trade-wind, however, bore
him steadily along, and the labor of the

ships proceeded cheerfully, till the increas

ing length of the voyage, the failure of prog
nostics which had from time to time kept
alive the hopes of the crew, and various cir

cumstances interpreted by their superstition
as evil omens, produced a mutinous spirit,

which all the address and authority of Co
lumbus would not probably have been able

to quell, had the discovery of land happened
one day later than it did.

It was on the 12th of October that the

western world revealed itself to the wonder

ing eyes of Columbus and his companions.
What a triumph for this extraordinary man,
who had treasured in his breast for twenty

years, amidst neglect, discouragement, and

ridicule, the grand truth, which his own in

comparable skill, wisdom, and firmness, had

now demonstrated in the eyes of an incred

ulous world ! The spot which he first

touched was Guanahani, or San Salvador,
one of the Bahama Islands, 3650 miles from

Teneriffe. After spending nearly three

months in visiting Cuba, Hispaniola, and

other isles, he returned to Spain. He made
three other voyages, and in the second

coasted along a part of South America, which

he rightly judged to be a continent from the

volume of water poured into the sea by the

Orinoco; but he died, ignorant of the real

extent and grandeur of his discoveries, still

believing that the countries he had made
known to Europe belonged to that part of

Eastern Asia which the ancients called India.

Hence the name of West Indies, which the

tropical islands and part of the continent

have ever since received.

Without undertaking to go into details, we

give a brief chronological notice of the more

important discoveries and settlements made

by the several nations of Europe in America.

1495. The first place in which thu
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Spaniards established their power was the

large island of Hayti or Hispaniola, which

was inhabited by a numerous race of Indians.

of a mild and gentle character, a third part

of whom are said to have perished within

two or three years after the Spaniards con

quered them.

11-97. John Cabot, iu the service of Henry
VII. of England, discovered Newfoundland,
and coasted along the shores of North

America to Florida.

1500. Cabral, a Portuguese, visited the

coast of Brazil, and discovered the mouth of

the Amazon. It was probably colonized be

fore 1515, as the first cargo of wood was sent

from it. to Portugal in that year.

1508. Vincent Pinzon is said to have

entered the Rio de la Plata. It was in the

same year that the Spaniards, finding the

aborigines too weak for the labor of the

mines in Hayti, first imported negroes from

Guintx*, and thus laid the foundation for the

infamous traffic in slaves.

1511 Diego Columbus conquered the island

of Cuba, with 300 soldiers, of whom he did

riot lose one.

1513. Balboa crossed the isthmus of Darien

with 290 men, and discovered the Pacific

Ocean.

1519. Hernando Cortes sailed from Cuba
with 11 ships and 550 men, and landed on

the coast of Mexico, which had been dis

covered in the previous year. The conquest
of the empire was finished in 1521 by 950

Spaniards, assisted by a vast number of the

Indians of Tlascala.

1531. Peru invaded by Pizarro, and con

quered in little more than one year, with a

force of 1000 men.

1534. James Cartier, a Frenchman, dis

covered the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

1535. &quot;Mendoza, a Spaniard, with 2000

followers, founded Buenos Ayres, and con

quered all the country as far as Potosi, at

which silver mines were discovered nine

years after.

1537. Cortes discovers California.

151-1. De Soto discovers the Mississippi;

Chili conquered; Orellana sails down the

Amazon to the Atlantic.

1578. New Albion (California) on the

north-west coast of America discovered by
Sir Francis Drake.

1587. Davis s Straits and Cumberland

Islands discovered by John Davis.

1601. De Monts, a Frenchman, founded

the first settlement in Nova Scotia, then

called Acaclie.

1607. After many ineffectual attempts

during more than twenty years, the first

permanent settlement of the English iu

North America was made this year, on the

banks of James River, in Virginia.

1608. Quebec founded by the French, who
had had a small neglected colony in Canada

since 1 512.

1611. Newfoundland colonized by tho

English; a Dutch colony established on

Hudson River. Manhattan, now New York,

was founded in 1611.

1618. Baffin penetrates to the 78th degree

of latitude, in the bay which bears his name.

1620. The first English colony established

in New England, at Plymouth. It was in

this year that the first negroes were imported

into Virginia. They were brought by a Dutch

vessel.

1635. A French colony established in

Guiana.

1655. Jamaica conquered by the English.

1661. The Dutch colonies on Hudson

River capitulate to the English.

1666. The Buccaneers begin their depre

dations on the Spanish colonies.

1682. William Penn establishes a colony

in Pennsylvania. La Salle takes possession

of Louisiana, in the name of the French

king.
1698. A colony of 1200 Scots planted at

Darien, and ruined in the following year, in

consequence of the miserable jealousy of the

English.
1733. Georgia colonized by the English.

1760. Canada, and all the other French

settlements in North America, conquered by
the English.
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A few remarks may not improperly here

be mada on the colonial system introduced

by the principal European nations who

occupied extensive tracts of the new world.

The English settlements extended from the

31st to the 50th degree on the east coast, and

were divided into fifteen or sixteen provinces.

The colonists had carried the love of liberty

characteristic of their countrymen with them
;

and after many struggles with their British

rulers, all the provinces, with one or two ex

ceptions, were permitted to enjoy a form of

government extremely popular. The execu

tive power was vested in a governor ap

pointed by the king. He was assisted by a

council, which sometimes conjoined the

functions of a privy council and a house of

peers. The people were represented by a

house of assembly, consisting of persons

chosen by the freeholders in the country

parts, and the householders or corporations

of towns. The governor could levy no

money without the consent of the house of

assembly : the British parliament, however,
claimed the privilege of imposing taxes upon
the colonists, without consulting them.

Against this assumption of power the local

legislatures always protested as an infringe

ment of their rights. The vessels of foreign

states were not permitted to trade with the

colonies
;
but the colonists were allowed to

trade in their own ships with one another,

with the mother country, and, to a limited

extent, with foreign states. Their taxes,

which were always small, were all con

sumed in defraying internal expenses ; and,

compared with any other people in the new

world, they enjoyed an unexampled degree
of commercial and political liberty. It was

the growing prosperity of the colonies, and

the in-creasing debt of the mother country,

which induced the British ministers, for the

first time, in 1764:, to attempt raising a

revenue in America, for purposes not colonial.

This unwise procedure of parliament hav

ing boen persisted in led to a crisis, and ulti

mately to a collision between the colonies and

the mother country. After a seven years

war, the Independence of the United States

was secured in 1782. Further on we shall

give the history of the Great Republic more
at large.

The Spanish possessions in America, be

fore the revolution, formed nine distinct gov-7 O

ernments, all constructed on the same plan,

and independent of one another. Four of

these, of the first rank, were vice-royalties,

viz : Mexico, Peru, La Plata, and ]STew

Granada
;
and five were captain-generalships,

viz : Yucatan, Guatemala, Chili, Venezuela,
and the island of Cuba. The government
was vested in the viceroy or captain-general,

who was held to represent the king, and to

enjoy all his prerogatives within the colony.

But in these countries, as in others where the

supreme power is apparently unlimited, it

was indirectly restrained by the influence of

the courts of justice, corporations, and other

public bodies. The clergy, also, who were

numerous and rich, necessarily possessed

great influence among a superstitious people.

The vices inherent in the colonial system
existed in their utmost rankness in the

Spanish American dominions. There was

tolerable security for all classes except the

miserable Indians, who were regarded and

treated precisely as beasts of burden, out of

whose toil and sufferings a provision as ample
as possible was to be extracted, first to supply
the wants of the royal treasury, and next to

feed in idleness, and to satisfy the cupidity

of a countless shoal of public officers and

priests.

The memoir of Ulloa, with various other

documents published since the revolution,

depicts acts of extortion, perfidy, cruelty, and

oppression practiced upon the Indians which

have rarely been paralleled. Men rose tc

affluence in offices without salaries
;
and the

priests rivalled the laymen in the art of ex

tracting money from those whom they ought
to have protected. As the sole aim of the

Spaniards in the colonies was to enrich them

elves, so the government at home -nade all

its acts and regulations subordinate to the

grand object of raising a revenue. Spain re-
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tained in her hands the whole trade of the

colonies, and guarded her monopoly with the

most severe penalties. The price of all

European commodities was enhanced three,

four, or sixfold, in America. The colonists

were not allowed to manufacture or raise an

article which the mother country could

supply ; they were compelled to root up their

vines and olives
;
and for a long period one

colony was not even permitted to send a ship

to another. And the more effectually to

crush all mental activity, natives of America

could rarely obtain leave to go abroad, to

Beek in foreign countries what was denied

them in their own. On the other hand the

priests, sharing in the spoil, filled the minds

of the people with childish superstitions, as a

means of confirming their own power ;
and

employed the terrors of religion to teach

them patience under oppression.

The overthrow of Ferdinand, King of

Spain, presented an opening for redress to

the colonists, and by spontaneous efforts of

the people juntas of government&quot; were

formed, at Caraccas in April, 1809, at La Paz
in Upper Peru in July, at Quito in August,
at Santa Fe and at Buenos Ayres in May,
1810, and at Santiago in Chili in September
the same year. In 1810, also, the first in

surrection broke out in Mexico. The colo

nists unluckily had been too long the slaves

of superstition and tyranny to be fit for con

ducting so bold an experiment ;
and after a

struggle, which was generally short, but al

most everywhere bloody, the juntas were all

put down except in Colombia and Buenos

Ayres. But in the stir and tumult of the

contest, old prejudices had received a shock,
and the seeds of political change had struck

their roots too deep in the soil to be eradi

cated. A desultory war was carried on for

six years between Buenos Ayres and Upper
Peru, with little advantage on either side.

At length, in 1817, the former State, which
had assumed the style of an independent re

public four years before, sent an army across

the Andes to Chili, under General San Mar
tin, and defeated the Spaniards at Chacabuco.

A second victory, gained at Maipo in April,

1818, led to the entire subversion of the

Spanish power in this colony. The war was
now transferred to Peru, where the Span
iards continued to lose ground, till the deci

sive battle of Ayacucho put an end to their

power in December, 1824, and in January,

1826, the Spanish flag no longer waved 01

any spot in the land of the Incas.

In JSTew Granada and Yenezuela the strug-O

gle was more bloody, variable, and protracted
than in any other part of South America.

From 1809, when juntas were established in

Caraccas and Quito, to the surrender of Porto

Cabello, in 1823, the vicissitudes of the war
were numerous and extraordinary. The de

cisive victory of Carabobo, gained by the pa
triots in 1819, gave them an ascendancy
which they never afterwards lost; b-it the

Spaniards were only finally expelled in 1823.

In Mexico the revolutionary movement

began at Dolores, in 1810, and soon wore a

very prosperous appearance ;
but by one or

two mischances, the force of the independent

party was ruined in November, 1815, when

Morelos, their able leader, was taken prison
er and executed. For six years after this

period many guerilla bands maintained them

selves in the provinces, and greatly annoyed
the Spaniards ;

but they did not act in con

cert, and no congress or junta professing to

represent the Mexican people existed. The

celebrated Iturbide proclaimed a constitu

tion, under the name of &quot; the three guaran

tees,&quot;
and put an end to the dominion of

Spain in 1821, almost without bloodshed.

Iturbide, who had nothing in view but his

own aggrandizement, called a congress, which

he soon dissolved, after getting himself pro

claimed emperor. His usurpation kindled a

spirit of resistance. He was exiled in 1823,

made a new attempt on the liberties of his

country in 1824, was taken prisoner, and shot

within a few weeks after he landed.

Guatemala was the last portion of the

American continent which threw off the

Spanish yoke. In 1821 the persons in office

assembled and formed a junta. Divisions
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arose, which were fomented by the intrusion

of a Mexican army sent by Iturbicle. This

force, however, was beaten, and an elective

assembly called, which declared the country

independent, and established a constitution

in July, 1823. Spain now retains none of

her possessions in the new world but Cuba

and Porto Rico.

The horrible cruelty of the Spaniards ex

ceeds the power of the pen to depict. The

executions in cold blood, the countless massa

cres, the treachery, perfidy, and contempt of

the most solemn oaths and engagements, of

which they were guilty, in every colony, and

almost in every district, are, we believe,

without a parallel in the modern civilized

world, and strongly remind one of the bar

barous and exterminating hostilities of the

Jenghis Khans and Tamerlanes of Asia.

The Indians were destroyed by thousands on

the slightest provocation ;
and it has been

estimated on good authority that the num
ber of human beings destroyed by the sword

in Spanish America between 1810 and 1825

was at least one million !

The government of Brazil was conducted

by the Portuguese on a system extremely
similar to that of the Spanish colonies. The

monopoly which the mother country retained

of the commerce of the colony was equally

rigorous ;
the restrictions on its internal in

dustry as severe
;
and the same means were

employed to keep the people in a state of

pupilage and ignorance. Down to 1806 a

single printing press had never existed in

Brazil. In
1807&quot;,

the King of Portugal es

caped from Napoleon and arrived in Brazil

in January, 1808. lie was received with

joy by the colonists, who anticipated great

benefits from his residence, of which they
were not disappointed. Within a few months

printing presses and newspapers were estab

lished, the ports were open to the trade of all

nations, and the people were invited and en

couraged to prosecute all those branches of

internal industry from which they had till

now been interdicted. Brazil was declared

an independent kingdom in 1815, subject to

the crown of Portugal, but entitled to its

separate administration and its own laws.

The revolutionary spirit pervading the Span
ish colonies now found its way into Brazil,

and produced an insurrection at Pernambuco
in 1817. It was soon subdued, but received

a new impulse from the constitutional sys

tems suddenly introduced into Spain and

Portugal in 1820. Don Pedro, who had

been left by his father in Brazil, was asked

to take the head of an independent govern
ment. In 1822 lie was proclaimed emperor,

and had his own title and the independence
of Brazil acknowledged by his father three

years afterwards. A representative system
was at the same time introduced. An un

lucky war now arose with Buenos Ayres,

which weakened both countries
;
but it was

at length terminated in 1828, by the recog

nition of the disputed territory as an inde

pendent State, under the title of the Bauda

Oriental, now Uruguay.
These changes having been thus effected,

we may here briefly sketch the political ar

rangements which have followed, and other

matters properly belonging to this general

view of the New World. For details we re

fer the reader to the separate articles in the

present volume devoted to the several Statea

and nations of America.

America, with its isles, consists of twenty
one States, and various colonies belonging to

six European powers. ,

The States are. Bra

zil, Venezuela, New Granada, Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia or Upper Peru, ChiM, the Argentine

Republic, Uruguay, Paraguay, Patagonia,

Costa Rica, Mosquitia, Guatemala, Hondu

ras, Nicaragua, San Salvador, Mexico, United

States, Hayti, Dominica. The colonies be?

long to Great Britain, Denmark, Sweden

Holland, France, and Spain. Patagonia ib

hardly more than the geographical name of

a district occupied by independent tril es of

Indians; Mosquitia, or the Mosquito coast,

is a small Indian State ruled by a native

king ; Hayti is a Negro State ruled by a black

emperor ;
and Dominica is a republic on tho

eastern part of the island of Hayti.
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Brazil is the largest State in South Amer

ica, and enjoys the greatest combination of

natural advantages. It is bounded on the

south, west, and north, by La Plata, Para

guay, Uruguay, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, New
Granada, Venezuela, and Guiana. Embrac

ing an area of more than 3,000,000 miles, it

is nearly as large as Europe, and is capable
of supporting a much greater population. Its

climate is probably cooler and more salubri

ous than that of any other extensive tropical

country ;
and every part of its soil is rich

and fruitful. Its commercial advantages are

admirable. The Amazon with its numerous

branches, the Parana, the Tocantin, the St.

Francisco, and other streams, supply the

most remote parts of the interior, with easy
means of communication with the sea. Brazil

possesses iron, copper, and probably all the

other metals
;
but her mines of gold and dia

monds are remarkably rich. Her most valu

able productions for exportation are, cotton,

sugar, coffee, hides, tobacco, vanilla, dye-

woods, aromatic plants, timber, etc. Her
commerce is much greater than that of all

the Spanish colonies put together. The
Brazilians are lively, irritable, hospitable, but

ignorant, superstitious, and rather inclined

to indolence. Their acquisition of indepen

dence, however, as above noted, has produc
ed an extraordinary change in their industry,

opinions, and modes of thinking. Lancas-

terian and other schools are spreading in all

directions
;
the press brings forth new publi

cations
;
and twenty-five journals existed in

1828, in a country where the art of printing
was unknown in 1807. According to the

constitution introduced by Don Pedr.o, the

legislature consisted of a senate of fifty-

two members, to hold their places for life,

and a house of representatives of 107, elected

by the people for three years ; upon the acts

of both of which bodies the emperor has a

negative. The population of Brazil, accord

ing to a work published recently by the

government, amounts to 11,780,000 ;
ofwhom

1,400,000 are negro slaves; and 500,000
Indians.

The portion of South America next to the

isthmus includes the United States of

Columbia, or New Granada, Venezuela, and

Ecuador. The territories of these three

states are bounded on the south by Peru, on

the south-east and east by Brazil and Guiana,
on the other sides by the sea, and embrace

an area of 945,000 square miles. The soil

is fruitful, and the climate salubrious, except

along the coast and in a few other low situa

tions. The eastern part consists chiefly of

the llanos or steppes of the Orinoco, which

are very hot
;
the western, of the mountain

ridges of the Andes, which support tracks of

table-land where the blessings of a temperate
climate are enjoyed, and the cerealia ofEurope
can be successfully cultivated. The tropical

vegetation extends to the height of 4000

feet
;
from 4000 to 9000 is the region where

wheat, barley, and leguminous plants thrive.

Above the level of 9000 feet the climate be

comes severe; and at 15,700 feet vegetation

ceases. The situation of New Granada is

highly favorable for commerce, and it has

excellent ports on both seas. The Orinoco

and the Amazon afford the inmost districts

of Yenezuela and Ecuador the advantages of

water-carriage to the ocean. The Cassiqui-

ari,
an intermediate channel, by which the

Orinoco anastomoses or connects with the

Amazon (a remarkable hydrographical phe

nomenon), is within the limits of Venezuela.

The territory contains much gold and silver
;

the former in alluvial deposits : it has mines

of copper and mercury also, with platinum,

iron and coal. The governments of these

States are republican. The population of

Columbia or New Granada is 2,900,000;

of Venezuela, 2,200,000; and of Ecuador,

1,300,000.

The Argentine Republic, is, in point of

natural advantages, the second state of im

portance of South America. It is bounded

on the west by Chili
;
on the north by Boli

via, Paraguay and Uruguay ;
on the east and

south by the sea, and embraces an area of

826,828 square miles. Nearly the whole ter

ritory of this republic consists of open plain?
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destitude of timber, called pampas, extend

ing from the Atlantic and the river Para

guay to the Andes. The eastern part of these

plains exhibits a vigorous growth of herbage,
intermixed with a forest of gigantic plants
nine or ten feet high ;

in the middle they are

covered with grass ;
and the western division,

which extends to the foot of the Andes, con

sists of barren sandy plains, thinly sprinkled
with shrubs and thorny trees. The openness
and dryness of the country, however, render

it healthy ;
and by the Parana, the Paraguay,

and their branches, it possesses a great ex

tent of natural inland navigation. It has

mines of gold, silver, copper, lead, and pro

bably iron. The force of this republic lies

almost entirely in the wealth, intelligence,

and commercial spirit of its capital, Buenos

Ayres, which contains 120,000 souls, includ

ing a large proportion of foreigners. A small

number of estancias, or grazing farms, are

sparingly diffused over its boundless plains, .

the proprietors of which keep multitudes of

horses and mules, flocks of sheep, and vast

herds of cattle
;
the latter being chiefly valued

for their skins. The population is estimated

at 1,465,000.

Chili extends along the coast of the Pacific,

from 25 to 44 of south latitude : its length
is 1300 miles

;
its breadth varies from 30 to

120
;
and its surface is estimated to be 826,-

828 square miles. The country consists pro

perly of the western slope or declivity of the

Andes; for the branches of the mountains,

running out in tortuous directions from the

main trunk, reach to the sea-shore. It en

joys an excellent and healthful climate
;
severe

cold is unknown in the inhabited parts, and

the heat is seldom excessive. The useful soil

bears a small proportion to the entire surface

of the country, consisting merely of the bot

tom of the valleys. It has rich mines of gold,

silver, and copper in the northern provinces ;

but very few of them can be worked, in con

sequence of the absolute sterility of the ad

jacent country. Its two northern provinces,

occupying 450 miles of the coast, are nearly

perfect deserts, and probably not one-fiftieth

part of the country is fit for cultivation.

But south of the river Maule the land in

covered with fine timber, and bears crops of

wheat and other grain, without the aid of

any other moisture than what is supplied by
the atmosphere. Chili has no manufactures,
and is unfavorably situated for commerce.

It has no navigable rivers, while its moun
tainous surface is an obstacle to the forma

tion of roads
;
and its communications with

all other parts of the world are circuitous and

difficult. The population is about 2,000,000.

Peru is a continuation of the country which

forms Chili, consisting of the western decli

vities of the Andes, from the 4th to the 22d

degree of south latitude, with the addition,

of a considerable tract on the east side of the

mountains, between the 4th and 15th paral

lels. There are few countries in the world

which have a more singular physical charac

ter than the western part of Pern. It is a

belt or zone of sands, 1700 miles in length,

and from 7 to 50 in breadth, with, consider

able inequalities of surface. This long line

of desort is intersected by rivers and streams,

which are seldom less than 20 or more than

80 miles apart, and on the sides of which

narrow strips of productive soil are created

by means of irrigation. These isolated

valleys form the whole habitable country.

Some of the large rivers reach the sea
;

the smaller are either consumed in irrigating

the patches of cultivated land, or absorbed

by the encompassing desert, where it never

rains, where neither beast nor bird lives,

and a blade of vegetation never grew. No

stranger can travel through one of these

valleys without a guide, for the desert is

trackless
;
and the only indications of a route

are an occasional cluster of bones, the remains

of beasts of burden that have perished. The

country has two advantages its mines of

the precious metals, and a temperate and de

lightful climate, in consequence of the absence

of rain, and the fogs which intercept the (olar

heat. Like Chili it has no navigable rivers,

and nature has deprived it of means of

forming good roads. The districts east of the
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Andes,which have a hot climate, accompanied

with a rich soil, will ultimately be the most

valuable part of the country ;
but their se

cluded situation, and want of communication

with other countries, must keep them long

in a backward state. The government is

republican. Peru comprehends a surface of

510,107 square miles; the capital, Lima,

contains 121,400 inhabitants; and the en

tire population of the state is given as

2,500,000.

Bolivia lies eastward of Peru, and is bound

ed on the south by the Argentine Republic,

and on the north and east by Brazil. It is of an

irregular form, and comprehends a space of

535,769 square miles. The climate is pleasant

and healthful, and the soil is generally dry,

and in the eastern parts, as well as the ele

vated table-land, its aridity produces barren

ness. Nature, however, as a compensation
for its other disadvantages, has bestowed

upon it some of the richest mines in the world.

The country was erected into an indepen
dent state in 1825, and named Bolivia in

honor of its liberator Bolivar. It has a small

strip of barren territory, on the shores of the

Pacific Ocean, between the 22d and 25th

parallel ;
but it is, properly speaking, entirely

an inland country, and more deficient in the

means of communicating!; with foreign na-o o
tions than any other state in America. It

has a population of nearly 2,000,000.

Guatemala has a hilly surface, and is in

most parts mountainous
;
the climate is warm

and very moist. The mineral wealth of the

country is not great ;
but this is compensated

by the richness of its soil, and its excellent

commercial position. This applies to Central

America in general. The total area of the

five States in Central America is 191,877

square miles. The population of Guatema
la is 1,180,000 ;

of San Salvador, 600,000 ;

of Honduras, 350,000 ;
of Nicaragua, 400,-

000
;
and of Costa Kica, 135,000.

About three-fourths of the surface of Mexi-

20 consist either of mountains or table-land,

raised from 5000 to 10,000 feet above the

sea. Owing to thi-j extraordinary elevation,

even those parts of the country which lia

within the torrid zone (the low ground on the

coast excepted) enjoy a dry, cool, and salu

brious atmosphere; but this advantage is

counterbalanced by the insufficient supply ot

moisture, and the rapid evaporation resulting

from the same cause, which render the soil

generally rather arid, and in many parts ab

solutely barren ; by the smallness of the rivers,

and the almost entire absence of inland navi

gation ;
and by the obstacles which the steep

and rugged ascents from the coast present to

land-carriage. Mexico is beside almost desti

tute of ports on the Atlantic side. It is ex

tremely rich in the precious metals ;
and there

are few regions upon which nature has lavish

ed so great a variety of vegetable produc
tions. The low ground on the east coast is

admirably calculated for raising sugar ;
and

no country is more favorably situated for

growing the other great articles of West

India produce : coffee, cotton, cocoa, indigo,

and tobacco. The raising of bread-stiffs, as

they are termed by the Anglo-Americans,

wheat, maize, and barley, with potatoes, the

cassava root, beans and pumpkins, fruit, etc.,

for domestic consumption, will necessarily

be the chief branch of industry of the table

lands. The mines have never employed
above 30,000 laborers

;
and their superior

productiveness depends chiefly on two cir

cumstances the great abundance of the ore,

which is only of poor quality, and the com

parative facility with which they can be

worked, owing to their being generally situat

ed in fertile districts, where, provisions, wood,

and all materials can easily be procured.

Mexico has her full share of the ignorance

and superstition which belonged to Old

Spain ;
and these evils, with her internal

dissensions, and her rapacious, immoral, and

intolerant clergy, have proved great obstacle?

to her improvement. That excessive ine

quality of fortune which corrupts both ex

tremes of society was nowhere in the world

more prevalent than in Mexico. The dis

tinction of casks, which was maintained in

the greatest rigor under the colonial system^
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has new disappeared, and power and office

are open, not only legally but practically, to

men of all colors. The African blacks form

an extremely small proportion of the Mexi

can population ;
but there are very few of

the whites, so called, who are free of a mix

ture of Indian blood. The population of

Mexico is 8,218,100, of which it is estimated

that 29 per cent, are whites, 27 per cent,

mixed races, and 54 per cent. Indians. The

total area is given, according to the latest

estimate, at 773,144 square miles.

In regard to the gold and silver mines in

America, it may be noted that Humboldt

computed the whole produce of these mines

from 1492 to 1803, to be 5,706,000,000 dol

lars, of which only 4 per cent, was retained

in America, and 5,445,000,000 dollars, or

95 per cent., was remitted to Europe. A
great auriferous deposit was discovered in

Upper California in the end of 1847, just

before its formal cession to the United States.

It was known before that gold existed in the

country ;
but the wonderful richness of the

deposit was only discovered in 1847, in

making a mill-race on American Fork, a

small branch of the Sacramento. It soon

became widely known, and attracted multi

tudes of persons, first from the neighboring

districts, and by and by from all parts of

the world. In connection with Humboldt s

computation above, we give an estimate pre

pared by an officer of the Treasury at Wash

ington, in answer to an inquiry as to the

total produce of the gold and silver mines of

the world (except Australia) since
x

1492.

America, exclusive of the United
States $6,877,833,800

California, received at

Mint $98,408,000
California, foreign ex

ports, manufactured,
&c

Other U. States gold at

Mint
Ditto not brought to

Mint
Total United States 167,000,000

51,592,000

15,855,000

1,145,000

Total America $7,044,833,800

Europe and Asia, exclusive of Russia. 1,755,000,000
Russia 213,581,000

Total production. 1492 to 1852. . . 9,013,414.800

The United States were colonized a cen

tury later than Spanish America ; but theii

rapid progress shows in a striking L ght how
much more the prosperity of nations depends
on moral than on physical advantages. The
colonists had no gold mines, and a territory
of only indifferent fertility, covered with im

penetrable woods; bat they brought with

them intelligence, industry, a love of free

dom, habits of order, and a strict morality.
Armed with these gifts of the soul, they have
converted the wilderness into a land teemingO
with life, and smiling with plenty ;

and they
have built up a social system well calculated

to promote the happiness and moral improve
ment of mankind. The republic is bounded
on the north by Canada and British Amer
ica, on the south-west by Mexico, and on the

other sides by the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans. It now consists of thirty-seven

states and nine temtories, and embraces an

area of 3,549,129 square miles. The agri
culture of the United States partakes to some
extent of a tropical character. The sugar
cane is cultivated in Louisiana, Florida, and

other states, as high as the latitude of 3H.
Bico is obtained from the marshy coast lands

of the South Atlantic and Gulf states. Cot

ton is raised in all the southern states within

the 37th parallel, and tobacco in those within

the 41st. Wheat succeeds in the middle and

northern states, and maize or Indian corn

tlmves in every part of the Union. Agricul
ture is conducted with great skill and em-

cess
;
the grazing products are of large anJ

inci casing importance; and the manufac

tures are extensive in all the region north of

the Potomac and Ohio Rivers. In the ui.e-

ful arts generally America is quite on a lei el

with France and England ;
in the fine arts

and the sciences she is not much behind.

Tho internal commerce of the United States

is conducted with extraordinary spirit. Tho

capital expended on roads, canals, harbors,

bn dges, and other public works, is very great.

The extent of foreign trade and the amount of

shipping, place the United States among tho

very foremost commercial nations of the
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world. The population of the United States,

according to the latest estimates is, 34,374,-

900.

The United States are held together by a

constitutional government, consisting of the

legislative, judicial, and executive depart

ments. The national government is supreme
in all those things which have been entrusted

to it
;

all other powers are reserved to the

states respectively.

The legislatures consist in every case of

two bodies, a house of representatives chosen

for one or two years, and a senate for a pe
riod varying from two years to six; but

both always by popular election, except in

the case of the United States senate, which is

chosen by the legislatures of the states. The

President holds his office for four years,

but is eligible for re-election.

The portion of the American continent

called British America, extends from the

Great Lakes to the Arctic Ocean, and from

the Atlantic to the Pacific. It contains an

area of 3,524,083 square miles, of which

about one-half may be habitable, and one-

seventh part tolerably fertile
;
but the dis

tricts which have been marked out into

counties or townships, and in which settle

ments are begun, form a very small portion
of this immense region. The entire popula
tion is estimated at 3,888,000.

Alaska, formerly Russian America, was

purchased by the United States in 1867. It

comprises the north-west angle of the conti

nent, as far as the 141st meridian west from

London, with a narrow strip of coast reaching
as far south as 55 of north latitude. It

occupies a surface of about 500,000 square

miles, of which the useful soil probably does

isot constitute a tenth part. There are a

lumber of posts or factories stationed along
!.he coast for conducting the trade in furs,O 7

Trhich give these possessions their main
value. New Archangel, in latitude 57.3

and longitude 135.20 west, is the head

establishment. Owing to the rigor of the

climate, this portion of America can never

support more than a very limited population,
nn. 3

Ilayti, called formerly Hispanic-la and St.

Domingo, MT
as a colony belonging partly to

France and partly to Spain, till 1791, when
the blacks rose in arms, killed a number ot

whites and expelled the rest, The attempt
of England in 1793, and of France in 1801,
to conquer the island, both failed, and Ilayti
was at length acknowledged as an independ
ent state, by all the great powers, including
France. The island, which contains less than

20,000 square miles, is remarkably fertile
;

but its climate, like that of the West Indies

generally, is rather unhealthful. The popu
lation is estimated at 708,000, and it is almost

entirely composed of blacks and mulattoes.

The island formed one state till 1844, when
the eastern or Spanish portion revolted, and

established its independence. It is now the

republic of Dominica, or San Domingo, ruled

by a president : the western portion, retain

ing the name of Hayti, constituted an empire,

until 1859, when Faustin Soulouque was ex

pelled and a republic proclaimed. After

long negotiations, the French government

agreed in 1838 to acknowledge the inde

pendence of Hayti, on condition of the latter

paying 60,000,000 of francs, by small annual

instalments continued for 30 years. The

money was destined chiefly to indemnify the

French proprietors who were chased from

the island in 1791.

The multifarious nature of the subject pre

vents us from attempting any description of

the West India colonies, insular and conti

nental. The islands have been variously de

nominated) but the most convenient division

seems to be the following :- -1. The Great

Antilles, comprehending Oubu. Ilayti, Ja

maica, and Porto Rico
;
2d. Tho Small An

tilles, extending in a semicircle iVom Porto

Rico to the coast of Guiana : 3. Tho Bahama

Isles, about 500 in number, but only a small

number of which are inhabited.

The British colonies are 18 in number,

viz., 15 insular, Jamaica, Antigua, Barba-

does, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, Nevis,

St. Kitts, St. Lucia, St. Vincents, Tobago,

Tortola, Trinidad, Bahamas, Bermuda
;
and
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3 continental, Demerara, Berbice, Honduras.

The colonies contain a population of 1,384,-

000, of whom probably four-fifths are persons
of color. In British Guiana there are 162,-

000 inhabitants.

The population of Cuba is given at

1,396,500; that of Porto Kico as 583,300.

According to a recent Spanish writer, the

different classes stand thus in Cuba : Whites

and Creoles 42 per cent., slaves 43. free per
sons of color 15 per cent.

The French colonies in the West Indies

include Martinique, Guadaloupe, and some

smaller isles, and on the continent Guiana.

According to recent authority, the population

of these colonies is 312,100 of whom about

195,000 are slaves.

The Dutch have Surinam on the continent,

with the islands of Curacoa, St. Eustatius,

and St. Martin. The collective population

of these possessions, is 192,500, of whom

probably three-fourths are slaves.

The Danes have the small islands of Santa

Cruz, St. Thomas, and St. Martin, containing

a population of 38,300, of whom five-sixths

are slaves. St, Bartholomew, another of the

lesser Antilles, belongs to Svsden
; popula

tion, 2,900.

In fine, the population of North America,

according to the latest and best authorities

is 46,671,600 ;
of Central America, 2,690,600 ;

and of South America, 28,072,600. The area

of the entire continent of America with the

islands is given on a previous page (p. 2.) as

14,950,000 ;
other authorities make it about

15,700,000.

The American animals belonging to the

Cuvierian Division oiVertebrata are very nu

merous. It is true that some of the larger

quadrupeds have no living types in the new

world. There are none to compare in size

with the elephant, the rhinoceros, the hip

popotamus, the giraffe, or the camel
;

but

fossil remains of the mastodon, megatherium
and megalonyx will vie in size with the lar

gest quadrupeds of the old world.

In the Ciass of Mammifera, America is very

rich, as the following synopsis of the species

in each order will show : Quadrumana, 59
;

Carnivora, 89
; Marsupialia, 21

; Rodentia,
71

; Edentata, 16
; Pachydermata, 6

;
Etirn

inantia, 22; Cetacea, 18: total, 302.

Some of these are common to the old and

the new worlds, and a few have been in

troduced by Europeans ;
but several, which

were at one period considered as identically
the same in both continents, have by more
recent investigations been found to be only
allied species. Some of the larger animals

of Eastern Asia and North-Western America
as the reindeer, make annual migrations over

the Arctic Seas from one continent to the

other
;
and many of the mammals inhabit

ing the sea no doubt may be considered .IB

identical.

The quadrumana or ape tribes are found

only at the southern extremity of the Con
tinent. Among the carnivora are found the

grizzly, white and other kinds of bears, dogs,

foxes, skunks, weasel, panther, jaguar, seal,

and walrus. Of the marsupialia, every kind

of opossum is found. The rodentia includes

the squirrel, marmot, beaver, porcupine, hare

and mouse tribe. Of the edentata there are

the sloth, armadillo, and ant-eater. Beside

these there are vast fossil skeletons of the me

gatherium and megalonyx. The pachyder-
mata include the boar and horse (both im

ported) and the peccari and tapir. In ad

dition, we may note that America abounds

in the fossil remains of the mastodon. Of
the ruminantia there are numerous varieties

of the deer, sheep, goat, bison, common ox

(imported) and antelope. Among the ceta-

cea may be noted the manati, dolphin, cache-

lot, and several varieties of the whale. The

birds of America are very numerous in al

most every great family, and between 500

and 600 species in North America and about

the same number in South America have

been described. Some, like the humming
bird, toucan, wild turkey, etc., are peculiar
to the new world. Serpents are unusually

numerous, although only a small proportion
are venomous. The rattlesnake is considered

by far the most deadly of all. Of the
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testudinata there are a great variety ;
of the

eaurians, there are- the cayman and alligator,

and of the ranidae, the frog and toad. The

varieties of fish in America are very num

erous, including the salmon, sturgeon, mack

erel, shad, trout, and many others.

The European animals which have been

naturalized in America are the cow, horse,

ass, hog, sheep, goat, dog ;
and these have

multiplied to such a degree as to exceed the

native quadrupeds greatly in numbers. The

warm climate of the tropical parts of Amer
ica has produced considerable changes in the

habits and physicial qualities of most of these

species. The hog, which generally wanders

in the woods, and lives on the wild fruits

and roots found there, has lost in a great

measure its usual domestic habits, and assum

ed the character of the wild boar. The black

cattle also, roaming at large in a country en-

entirely uninclosed, are found to fall off unless

they receive a certain quantity of salt, in their

food, whi-ch in some cases they procure from

plants, in others from brackish water. By
distributing salt to them at a certain regular

hour, they are taught to assemble at their

owner s residence, and are thus kept from be

coming wild. The ass has undergone little

alteration in America, and it has nowhere

become wild. It is otherwise with the horse.

Numbers of these animals in a wild state ex

ist in Colombia, and many other parts of

America, both South and North, where they
wander over the plains and savannahs in

troops. It is observed that the color of the

animals living: in this state returns to thato

bay chestnut which is considered as char

acteristic of the natural wild horse. The

sheep thrives and multiplies in the temperate

regions of America, and together with the

dog and goat show little if any tendency to

withdraw from their companionship with

mankind.
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NORTH AMERICA.

GREENLAND.

KEENLAND is the name given to

that large insular
&quot;body

of land lying

to the north-east of North America and for

[he most part comprehended within the Arc

tic circle. In early times it was supposed
to form a part of the American continent

;

but the discoveries of modern navigators have

proved, what indeed the very idea of a north

west passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific

Ocean supposed, its insularity. And the la

test discoveries, have morever, shown, or all

but proved, the entire separation of the lands

on the west side of Baffin s Bay from those

of the opposite shores, so as to limit Green

land to the country on the eastern side of

that great channel. From Cape Farewell in

lat., 59 49 N., it stretches on the west side

in a north-north-westerly direction through
Smith s Sound, and then more easterly into

a high northern latitude. On the other side

the Greenland coast runs first north-north

easterly, then north-easterly, and finally (so

far as yet traced), in a northerly direction,

bending eastward in the 75th and 76th par
allels of latitude. It expands from Cape
Farewell, the southern point, up to latitude

70, where it attains a width of about 600

miles, which is pretty evenly maintained to

the northern extent of our researches on the

eastern side. This side of Greenland has

been denominated East or Old Greenland,
the other &quot;West Greenland.

Greenland was first discovered by an Ice

lander named Gunbiorn, who was driven by
storm upon this coast, about the beginning of

the tenth century, and carriec ba tk intelli

gence of its existence to Icelan 3. Towards

the end cf the same century, an Icelandic

chief named Eric Kaude, or Eric the lied,

having killed another powerful chief, and

being obliged to quit the country, determined

to follow up Gunbiorn s discovery. After

having spent two or three years in exploring
the country, he returned to Iceland, giving
an exaggerated account of the freshness and

verdure of the country, which he called

Greenland. In consequence of this, a fleet

of twenty-five sail was equipped and sent out,

laden with persons of both sexes, cattle, and

other necessaries for forming a settlement.

Only about the half of the vessels reached

their destination
;
but other adventurers set

ting out, not only from Iceland, but from

Norway, the Orkneys, and other islands, in

a few years a considerable colony was formed,
and a regular trade established. Christianity

was introduced about the eleventh century,

and churches and convents were built. The

colonists, though compelled to lead a life oi

severe privation and hardship, continued tc

increase and to extend to the north. The
zeal of the early Scandinavians in pushing
their settlements is attested by a curious

monument discovered in 1824. It consists

of a stone carved with Runic characters,

which wras found standing erect in the ground
on the Island of Kingiktorsoak, under the

parallel of 73. The date on the monument
is April, 1135.

For some centuries commercial intercourse
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was kept up between Greenland and Nor

way ;
but about the beginning of the fifteenth

century all intercourse ceased, and the colon

ists were cut off from the rest of mankind.

Some 200 years afterwards, in 1721, Hans

Egede, a clergyman from Yaagen, in Nor-

\vay, accompanied by his wife and family,

left his native country to settle as a missionary
in Greenland. He landed at Baals River in

N&quot;. Lat. 64, and called the place Godthaab,
or Good Hope. Since that time the Danes

have established numerous settlements upon
the western coast of Greenland, lying be

tween 60 and 73 N&quot;. Lat, The whale

fisheries have greatly contributed to the ad

vancement of the colonies
;
and from the in

timate intercourse which is now kept up
with Europeans, their condition is at present
more nourishing than at any former period.

There are, at present, thirteen Danish

colonies in Greenland, besides some smaller

establishments termed factories. For admin

istrative purposes they are formed into two

inspectorships, called respectively North and

South Greenland. The former, which lies

north of lat. 67, comprises seven colonies,

with a population between 3000 and 4000
;

the latter, which lies south of lat. 67, com

prises six colonies, with a population of 6000.

The number of Danes is only 250
;
the rest

are natives. The principal occupation of the

inhabitants is the seal fishery, which is

carried on extensively and successfully.

During the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

Frobisher, a distinguished English navigator,

made several voyages to this quarter of the

globe. In 1577 ho discovered the straits

which have been called after him. In the

year 1585, Davis, another able seaman, came
in sight of high land, which he called Mount

Raleigh, supposed to lie somewhere on the

west of the straits bearing the discoverer s

name In 1610 Hudson discovered the straits

and the bay which are called after him, in

which he experienced a disastrous termi

nation to his useful career. To certain rocky
islands lying about the 64th parallel, he gave
the name of Isles of God s Mercy. He also

discovered two capes, one of which was
called Digge s Cape, and the other Wil-

loughby Cape. In 1616, Baffin, another

navigator of note, discovered the large ex

panse northward of the Strait of Davis, now
known as Baffin s Bay. Sailing in a little

vessel only of about fifty-five tons burthen,
he effected one of the most extraordinary

voyages on record. Under the imperfect

appliances of the age for navigation, Baffin,

with one small vessel, circumnavigated to

Smith s Sound, on the north of that bay or

sea which, northward of &quot;

Hope Sanderson,
the furthest land Master Davis reached, lyino-/ / o
between 72 and 73

degrees,&quot; was an utterly
unknown region, thus adding some 1100

miles of discoveries, reckoned by the mere

coasting line, to the knowledge of these ice-

encumbered shores. For 200 years from the

time of Baffin, knowledge of this great inlet

had not been advanced. In the year 1818,

however, the British Admiralty fitted out two

expeditions for exploration, and especially

for discovery of the north-west passage. We
have not room for the details of these and

subsequent expeditions to the ice-bound

regions of the north in the neighborhood of

the pole. We must refer the reader to the

published accounts of the voyages of Cap
tains Ross, Parry, Scoresby, and others, and

particularly of our eminent fellow country
man Dr. E. K. Kane, 1853-55.

The mineral productions of the Arctic

regions are of considerable interest. Only tho

shores of the country, however, have been ex

amined, the interior remaining unexplored,

on account of the perpetual ice and snow under

which it is buried. The rocks, as far as they

have been examined, are principally of the

primitive formation, consisting of granite,

gneiss, mica slate, hornblende slate, syenite,

and clay slate. Among the secondary rocks

is found the secondary sandstone, or coal

formation, and containing impressions of

plants. Specimens of the coal formation,

collected by Captain Scoresby, were found to

contain impressions of tropical plants ;
a very

interesting fact, as connected with the change
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of temperature which the earth appears to

have undergone. The most northern part of

the coast of East Greenland examined by

Captain Clavering was mountainous, and

principally composed of trap rocks
;
lower

down Captain Scoresby found the primitive

rocks the prevailing ones. The west coast

of Greenland is similar to that above de

scribed. The elevated parts of the country

are for the most part covered with snow or

ice
;
and in summer, although rivers appear,

which are fed by the melting of the ice and

Enow, they are few and inconsiderable in

size. There are also lakes, some of which

are of considerable magnitude, and supplied

from the same source as the rivers. Copper-

ore is said to be abundant in various parts ;

and plumbago, iron-ore, and tin-stone, are

found. The lands bordering on Baffin s

Bay, and the islands lying at the northern

extremity of it, are not much elevated above

the level of the sea, the average height being
800 feet, and the highest elevations seldom

exceeding 1 500 feet.

The vegetation of a soil which for two-thirdso
of the year is bound together by intense frost

and covered with snow several feet thick, can

not be supposed to present much variety or

beauty, Even the hardy race of pine trees,

if they make their appearance at all within

the Arctic Circle, dwindle into stunted shrubs

which only rise a few feet above the ground,

throwing out lateral branches. But to sup

ply this deficiency, and afford to the Esqui
maux the means of making their arms and

utensils, considerable quantities of drift tim

ber are frequently thrown up on the barren

ehores. The most abundant plants are mosses

and lichens
;
and these are not only copiously

produced, but they possess a nutritious and

salutary quality, which does not character

ize those of the same species that grow in

more temperate climates. Mushrooms and

ferns also find the means of subsistence here
;

and there is a thick tufted juicy plant, of ex

treme fecundity, emphatically called scurvy-

grass, on account of its acting as an antidote

to scurvy. The different species of sorrel,

are found flourishing under the FJIOW at the

very furthest limits of vegetation. Animal

life is confined to the- whale, seal, walrus, po
lar bear, reindeer, etc. The walrus and seal

afford food and clothing, as well as fuel and

light, to the inhabitants. Sea fowl are very
abundant in the summer, as the auk, petrel,

gull, eider-duck, etc. In the winter, the na

tives, thickly covered with skins, remain gen

erally immured in their miserable huts
;
and

crowding around the stove or lamp, contrive

as far as possible, to doze away the long and

tedious night. The inside of the hut, all

openings in the walls of which are carefully

stopped to exclude the piercing cold, becomea

covered with a crust of ice
;
and if for an in

stant an aperture be made so as to admit the

external air, the moisture within is precipita

ted in a shower of snow. After the sun has

appeared above the horizon, the half-famish

ed inhabitants venture forth in search of food

about the shores of the sea. In June and

July the sun is always above tho horizon.

The heat thus greatly augmented, gradual

ly dissolves the perennial ice. The icy

covering of the ocean breaks, and, separated
into vast masses, is driven about, dissevered

and dispersed by the winds and currents. In

particular situations the snow and ice of suc

cessive years are cast into immense glaciers,

the foundations of which being sapped by
the sea, break off in prodigious masses, and

floating far into the ocean, present to the

mariner a bright but fearful spectacle, reflec

ting in varied tints the rays of light, yet

threatening, if come in contact with, to crush

to pieces the stoutest vessel. In these high

latitudes, although the summer is short, the

temperature is frequently oppressively sultry

on land, which causes great humidity in the

atmosphere, a characteristic of the arctic re

gions.

The Moravians have three settlements in

South Greenland, Hernnhut, Lichtenfels,

and Frederick-Stahl. All the other portions

of the coast are under the cha-ge of the Lu

therans, whose missions enjoy the direct pa

tronage of the government
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CANADA.

THE
British Dominion of Canada, lying

diagonally along the frontier of the

United States from N&quot;. E. to S. W., is com

puted to be about 1500 miles in length from

east to west, and from 200 to 400 in extent

from north to south. Its area, according to

the latest authorities, is estimated at 377,000

square miles. Formerly, the country was

divided into two provinces, Upper and Lower

Canada
; by an act of Parliament, however,

in 1841, it was constituted one province, with

one legislature. The old terms, neverthe

less, are to some extent kept up for electoral,

judicial and other purposes.

Canada may be said to comprise one vast

valley, through which the St. Lawrence takes

its course, issuing from Lake Superior and

flowing successively through Lakes Huron,

Erie, and Ontario, until it falls into the

ocean after a course of 2000 miles. This im

mense valley is on each side encompassed by
different mountain ranges, sometimes nearly

approaching the water, and at other times

receding into the interior, and thus forming
extensive plains, for the most part alluvial,

and suitable for nearly every description of

produce. The high table-land along the

northern boundary of this valley separates the

streams which take their rise within it and

flow into its basin from those that take their

rise in the almost unknown territory

beyond, and which fall into Hudson s

Bay. The high laud along the southern

boundary of the valley separates the

streams which flow northwards into its basin

from those that have their course southwards

towards the Atlantic and Mississippi.

Commencing at the northern shore of the

St. Lawrence, towards the mouth ofthat river,

where the width is 90 miles, we find one of

the walls of this vast valley which constitutes

Canada i ising boldly in mountainous form,

close to the river, and continuing thus to

form its rugged bank for upwards &amp;lt;f 100

miles. One of the most remarkable of the

heights of the northern bank is Cape Tour-

inent, 30 miles below Quebec, overhanging
the brink of the river

;
a still bolder and

grander height is Cape Diamond, which rises

to an elevation of 400 feet, and is crowned

by the Citadel of Quebec. The city, over

looking a very excellent harbor, is about 400

miles from the mouth of the river. The St.

Lawrence here contracts in width to about

half a mile, with bold, rocky banks on either

side. The general character of the country

along the south side of the river, from Cape
Koziere at its mouth to within 100 miles of

Quebec, is rather rugged and hilly. Above

Quebec, to the line of 45 K Lat. (which is

the southern boundary of Lower Canada)

there is along the river s bank an extensive

and fertile plain, and many prosperous and

populous settlements. Montreal is in Lower

Canada, nearly 200 miles above Quebec ;

it is situated upon an island of the same

name, just below the confluence of the Ot

tawa and the St. Lawrence, and is at the

head of ship navigation. Beyond, there is

a great chain of river, lake, and canal navig

ation, which extends westward to Fond du

Lac and Chicago, a distance of about 1400

miles. Montreal is the largest city in Cana

da, having a population of nearly 100,000.

Upper Canada, commencing about 80

miles up the St. Lawrence from Montreal

on the north side of the river, extends for

about 100 miles to Kingston, at the foot of

Lake Ontario, and thence along the north

shores of the great lakes, stretching to the

head waters of the streams which flow into

Lake Superior. The course of its navigable

waters exceeds 2000 miles, and the shores of

the great valley, through which these waters

take their course embrace a country which

has been aptly styled
&quot; the G irden of North
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America. &quot; That portion of Upper Canada

which has been set apart and divided for

settlement, extends from its extreme eastern

point, and reaches along the northern shore

of the St. Lawrence, and upwards along the

lakes to the shores of Lake Huron, a direct

course of about TOO miles. The breadth of

settled country towards the north may be

said to vary from 50 to 80 miles. Through
out the whole of this tract the soil is excel

lent, and is not surpassed by any other part

of the American continent. It consists, gen

erally speaking, of a fine dark loam, mixed

with a vegetable mould, but it is in a great

measure so varied as to present soils adapted
to almost every species of produce. From
the commencement of Upper Canada to the

head of the Bay of Quinte, on Lake Ontario,

the land is spread out into an almost uniform

level of great beauty, which rises only a few

feet from the banks of the St. Lawrence. It

is in every direction well watered by numer

ous streams, which are generally navigable

for boats and canoes, and at the same time

present the most desirable situations for the

erection of machinery. Farther into the in

terior, along the course of the Ottawa, which

flows into the St. Lawrence a short distance

above Montreal, and between the Ottawa and

Lake Ontario, the face of the country is, in

parts, here diversified by ridges and bold

heights, and also by numerous streams and

inland lakes. The Eideau canal, a work con

structed by the government for military pur

poses, passing through this part of the inter

ior from the town of Bytown, on the Ottawa,
120 miles above Montreal, through the conn-

f O

try to Kingston a distance of 135 miles

is almost one continued chain of natural lakes

and streams. The chief link of these waters

is Eideau lake, 24 miles in length, f( rming
the summit level of the canal, and being 280

feet above the level of the Ottawa river, and

150 feet above Lake Ontario.

Lake Ontario, receives the waters of the

upper lakes from the Niagara river, and dis

charges them into the St. Lawrence nearly
POO miles from the mouth of that river.

The height of this lake above the sea is 232

feet. It is 1 80 miles in length, 50 miles in

breadth, and 470 miles in circumference.

It possesses several excellent harbors
;
and

from its great depth of 500 feet, compared
with the two lakes above it, it is not so easily

moved by storms as Lake Erie, while it is

quite exempt from the shallows, or flat*, as

they are called, of Lake St. Clair. All along
the north shore of Lake Ontario, a distance

of 180 miles, one extensive fertile plain pre
sents itself, now and then agreeably sloping
to the very edge of the lake, and bearing
evidences of successful cultivation and prog
ress. Several thriving towns are growing

up rapidly along the shores of Ontario, the

chief of which are Kingston at the foot ot

the lake, Toronto, thirty-five miles from

the head, and Hamilton at the extreme

head. Toronto, which is finely situated,

is the largest city of Upper Canada, popula
tion nearly 51,000. The generally level

stretch of well-cultivated plain which forim

this northern shore of Lake Ontario is only

partially broken by an inconsiderable ridge

which runs through it, and which, coursing
around the head of the lake, and crossing

into the United States at the Falls of Niag

ara, forms the commencement of the exten

sive and fertile table-land which stretches

westward from Lake Ontario, and, situated

between Lakes Erie and Huron, forms the

great western peninsula of Upper Canada.

The settled parts of this peninsula em
brace about one-half of the settled parts ot

Upper Canada
;
and it is estimated to have

at present a cultivated surface of upwards
of 9,000,000 acres. The entire district has

been styled
&quot; the Garden of Upper Canada.&quot;

Hamilton, situated at the extreme head oi

Lake Ontario, nearly 1000 miles into the in

terior of Canada from the mouth of the St.

Lawrence, is the chief port of this valuable

country westward. Its situation is commo
dious and picturesque, being at the head of

a fine bay, locked in by a strip of land from

the main lake, with the exception of a navi

gable passage for steam and sailing vessels
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Following the chain of waters westward, the

traveler approaches the Niagara river, 33

miles long, connecting Lakes Ontario and

Eric. The town of Niagara is situated near

the mouth of the river
;
and the village of

Queenstown at the foot ofthe table-land which

stretches westward, is about four miles

further up. Queenstown is about nine miles

from the celebrated falls, and about 20 miles

from Lake Erie. The fall of Niagara, which

have been celebrated by all travelers as one

of the greatest wonders of nature, are occa

sioned by the configuration of the country,

which is one vast plain extending from the

Ohio and Lake Erie westward beyond the

Mississippi, and eastward to the Alleghany
mountains. This plain after passing Lake

Erie to the north, rapidly descends 340 feet

to another plain, in the level of which lies

Lake Ontario
;
and it is from the higher level

of Lake Erie that the river Niagara is precip

itated Avith such tremendous violence into

the plain below. The rock over which the

Niagara falls is in the form of an irregular

semi-circle about three-quarters of a mile in

extent. The river is here divided into two

by Goat Island, the lower extremity of which

is perpendicular, and in a line with the rock

over which the water is precipitated. The

cataract on the Canada side is called the

Horse-Shoe, from its peculiar form, or the

Great Fall
;
and the other, towards the south

shore of the river, the American Fall. The

perpendicular height of the Fall is about 160

feet, though ifr is quite probable that by a

gradual retrocession, it will become much less

in the course of a few years. The obstruc

tion to navigation caused by the falls is ob

viated by the &quot;Welland canal, which unites

Lakes Ontario and Erie, for the passage of

vessels.

Lake Erie, which is situated 565 feet above

the sea, and 333 above the level of Lake

Ontario, is about 265 miles in length, from

30 to 60 miles in breadth, and between 600

and TOO miles in circumference. Its mean

depth is 120 feet, being the shallowest of all

the great lakes, and most easily frozen. Its

waters are also, on account of its shallow-

ness, more readily agitated by storms, caus

ing its navigation to be therefore more dan

gerous during stormy weather. The shores

of this lake present features very similar to

those of Lake Ontario
;

the banks ot

Lake Erie being generally bolder and

more elevated, and composed chiefly of

clay and sand. The more fertile parts are

at some distance from the banks, through-O
out the extensive plain of table-land beyond.
There are several good natural harbors

along the shore, formed chiefly by the mouths

of deep creeks or streams, and protected
from the action ofstorms and the current of the

lake b}
r
strong projecting piers. The upper

part of Lake Erie is distinguished by many
beautiful islands, the largest of which is Pele,

on which there is a lighthouse, and several

farms. The shores along the upper part ot

the lake, especially towards the mouth ot

the Detroit river, have a smiling and luxu-
* O

riant aspect. From the head of Lake Erie

to the foot of Lake Huron, is a distance of

between 80 and 90 miles, through a country
of unsurpassed fertility. The Detroit river,

about 27 miles in length, is interspersed

with many islands, and several towns are

situated along the Canada side of this river.

Opposite Windsor, towards the upper part

of the river, and where the banks narrow to

about three-quarters of a mile, is Detroit, the

chief city in the State of Michigan.
Lake St. Clair, which forms the connecting

link, by means of the St. Clair and Detroit

rivers, between Lakes Huron, Michigan, and

Erie, is the smallest of all the lakes, and ex

ceedingly shallow for the larger class of ves

sels passing through it. It is from 20 to 30

miles in length, and about the same in

breadth. Its average depth is about 20 feet,

but the principal channel used by vessels

passing through it is much shallower, espe

cially in dry seasons when the mud of its

fiats is Stirred to the surface not unfrequently

by large vessels.

Lake Huron, wrhich is about 1000 miles

in circumference, is the second in point
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of size of the great lakes, yielding only in this

respect to Lake Superior. The surface of Lake

Huron is about 30 feet above the level of Lake

Erie, and 595 feet above the level of the At

lantic. The lengtV may be estimated at 250

miles, and its breadth 160 miles, inclusive of

the Georgian Bay, a large wing of the lake,

extending along the north-eastern shore for a

distance of about 100 miles. The mean

depth of Lake Huron is 900 feet, and its

greatest depth 1000 feet near the west

shore. This lake is said to contain the

almost incredible number of 32,000

islands, principally along the northern shore

and at the north-western end, varying in size

from mere rocky reefs and pinnacles to

large and cultivable islands. The Great

Manitoulin, the largest of the islands, is

upwards of 75 miles in length, and varies in

width from 3 to 23 miles. The waters of

the lake are remarkably pure, clear, and

cold
;
in these respects resembling Lake Su

perior. The surface of Lake Huron is about

32 feet lower than that of Lake Superior,

and it is very nearly as deep as that lake.

Numerous streams descend on all sides into

the lake
;
and among its rivers may be men

tioned the Maitland, Severn, and River

Francais. The lake is rather subject to

storms, and is deficient in good natural

harbors : but it is admirably situated with

respect to the other great lakes, and fur

nishes means of communication, through rail

roads and canals, in every direction.

The river or strait of St. Mary, connecting

Lake Huron with Lake Superior, is between

30 and 40 miles in length, the rapids of which

approach within about 18 miles of Lake Su

perior. The region in this direction seems

much less fertile
;
the soil in many parts is

light and sandy, while the lands close upon
the banks lie for the most part low and flat.

Here, however, is the chief seat of the great

copper district of America
;
and the mines

in Canada, along the shores of Lakes Huron

and Superior, are perhaps entitled to rank

amono; the most valuable resources of thisO

great country.

Lake Superior is upwards of 400 miles

in length and 130 in breadth, and the

main entrance to the lake is marked

by two rocky headlands, one upon either

shore several miles apart. The shores of the

lake, which are even now7

imperfectly ex

plored, already prove to be abundant in min
eral resources. Many associations are

engaged in mining the seemingly inexhaus

tible treasures of virgin copper, which are

found along the shores of this lake as well

as Lake Huron. Lake Superior, which is

the largest sheet of fresh water on the face

of the globe, is the most remarkable of the

great American lakes, not only from its mag
nitude, but also from its being in the most

valuable mining district in North America,
with the exception only of the gold deposits

of California. The whole coast of the lake

is rock-bound. Mountain masses of consider

able elevation in some places rear themselves

from, the immediate shore, while steep preci

pices and frightful crags oppose themselves

to the surges of the waters. The northern

or Canadian shore of the lake is the most

precipitous, and consequently most dangerous
to the navigator. Good harbors for vessels

of moderate capacitv are comparatively few,

but there are abundance ot coves or boat-

harbors formed by the countless indentations

of the rocky coast. In remarkable contrast

to Lake Huron, which is thickly studded

with islands, there are very few islands in

Lake Superior. The cold air from the lake,

affects the vegetation near it shores, buto
further inland the temperature more resem

bles that of the settled parts of Canada. The

native forest trees, and also the flowering

plants, as wrell as the agricultural produce
where clearings have been made, are believed

to afford satisfactory evidence on this point.

The forests are filled with excellent timber

for building purposes ;
the white and yellow

pines, particularly, being of large dimensions.

The importance to Canada of the varied re

sources of the shores of the great lake, as well

as its very valuable fisheries, can hardly yet

be fully appreciated. The mines with their
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inexhaustible riches of silver and copper,

were only discovered so lately as 1844:
;
and

although geological surveys have been made

both by the United States and Canadian gov

ernments, yet much remains to be ascer

tained respecting this region.

The soil and climate of Canada are such

that the country produces a great variety of

grains and fruits. Besides wheat, barley, oats,

rye, turnips, potatoes, hemp, flax, hops,

which are all raised in abundance, Canada

grows tobacso, rice, maize or Indian corn,

etc. The full and steady heat of the summer

matures with surprising rapidity the most

valuable productions. The finest melons are

grown in abundance in the open ground in

Canada
;
and in some seasons peaches are so

plentiful in the south-western parts of the

country, along the shores of Lake Erie and

the Detroit river, that they have seen sold

for twenty-five cents per bushel. The vine

is also cultivated in open gardens around

parts of those favored shores, and grapes of

perfect size and excellent flavor are pro

duced. Apples, pears, plums, cherries, rasp

berries, currants, and strawberries are all

grown in every part of Canada in perfection

and abundance. Wild fruits also abound in

great variety in the woods and elsewhere all

over Canada. Almost all kinds of vegetables

necessary or desirable for the table, grow

luxuriantly in Canada, and are cultivated

with very little trouble. Flowers grow in

great variety and in rich profusion, favored

by the soft genial atmosphere of a Canadian

summer, and one of the most kindly soils.

The woods in many places are literally

carpeted with them. The forests of Canada

abound in the finest and largest trees, adap
ted to almost every variety of purposes, use

ful or ornamental. Amongst the monarchs

of these forests are the white and red pine,

of which large quantities are annually impor
ted into Britain from the St. Lawrence.

Individual trees, of the white pine are fre

quently found measuring 100 feet to the first

branch, and occasionally trees reach 200 feet

in height. The importance of these im

mense forests both to Canada and England,
and even to the northern parts of the United

States, is now beginning to be fully appre
ciated. In 1852, according to the official

returns, the products of the Canadian forests

exported from the country were valued at

nearly $7,000,000. In 1851 it was computed
that no less than 200,000 tons of sawn tim

ber had been exported from Canada for the

supply of the United States market on the

Hudson river. Of the various districts of

Canada where the clearing or cutting

down of the forests is being now car

ried on most extensively, the valley of the

river Ottawa may be classed among the

first.

The two most noted and mischievous ani

mals of the Canadian forests are the bear

and the wolf. Both of these, however, now
are almost exclusively confined to the more

remote and unsettled parts of the country.

In order to exterminate wolves, a premium is

paid by government for the head of each

animal presented to a local magistrate. The

beaver is now seldom found within reach of

white settlements. Foxes, silver-gray, red,

and black raccoons, otters, martins, minks,

and inusk-rats still remain in diminished

numbers. Abundance of squirrels also is

found. The most valuable game in Canada

are the elk and the stag. Wild turkeys of

large size were, several years ago, compara

tively plentiful in the western parts of Can

ada
;
and are still found there, but in dimi

nished numbers. Among other animals

known in Canada, besides several species of

grouse, may be mentioned the woodcock,

snipe, plover, and a species of hare. Pigeons
are killed by thousands during the spring

and autumn. Of ducks there are many va

rieties, and several of them very beautiful.

These are found in large numbers in the

marshy parts of lakes and rivers. The smaller

kinds of birds are in many instances remark

able for beauty of plumage. In the list of

these, native and migratory, may be mention

ed the jay, several species of woodpecker,
the scarlet tanager, bluebird, blackbird, the
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American goldfinch, the kingfisher, hum

ming-bird, etc. Among the finny tribes in

the rivers and lakes, sturgeon is caught in

the Canadian waters, frequently weighing
from 80 to 100 Ibs.; and the lake or salmon

trout ,-~aries usually in size from 10 to 40 Ibs.

Large quantities of the finest species of the

lake-trout family, known by the name of the

siskawit, prized chiefly on account of its fat

ness, are annually caught by the fishermen of

Lake Superior. This fish weighs from 5 to

20 Ibs. Yery fine salmon are also abundant

in the waters of the St. Lawrence and the

lakes. The smaller rivers and streams teem

with the speckled trout. Perhaps the chief

favorites of the Canadian waters are the

white fish and maskelonge. The white fish

is much esteemed for delicacy and richness of

flavor. Among other varieties of fish we

may mention pike, pickerel, bass, perch, and

herrings. The fisheries of Canada are con

stantly growing in importance from year to

year. Many thousands of barrels of salmon,

white fish, and herrings are annually exported,

at present, chiefly to the United States.

Mackerel are also largely caught in the Gulf

of St. Lawrence.

In regard to the extent and value of the

cultivated land and agricultural products
of Canada, its important arid increasing

trade, especially since the abolition of the

British corn laws, and the relieving; the col-
j o

onies from the injurious effects of the navi

gation laws, as well as the numerous public

works which display the energy and enter-

prize of the people, it is impossible to enter

into details, or present statistical tables. &quot;We

must content ourselves with giving a brief

resume of tiic political and civil history of

Canada from its discovery to the present
time.

If we except the ancient Scandinavian

voyages, the discovery of the American

continent may be ascribed to John and Se

bastian Cabot, who, under the auspices of

Henry VII., visited the coast of Labrador in

June, 1497, nearly four months before Co
lumbus came in sight of the :r.ain-land. To

Gaspar Corterea., the next voyager in the

course of the Cabots, is said to be due the

discovery of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Othei

parts of the country were from time to

time discovered by various expeditions,
French and English; but not until 1535

were these attended by any material results

of extended knowledge of the country. In

that year Jacques Cartier, under the auspi

ces of Francis I. of France, entering the St.

Lawrence, ascended the river to the spot

where Montreal now stands, where there

was then a circular Indian village surroun

ded by palisades, and situated amidst culti

vated fields of Indian corn. In the year
1608 these and other discoveries were first

turned to some practical account, when

Charnplain laid the foundation of the city of

Quebec, and a French colony was estab

lished in the country. The settlement, how

ever, continued to maintain a precarious

existence, its administration being committed

chiefly to trading companies, whose object

was immediate gain, or to military governors
who involved the colonists in perpetual feuds.

For a century and a half the history of

French colonization in the New World,

occasionally relieved by the efforts and

achievements of able and good men, is little

else than a mere chronicle of bloody and

harassing warfare with the native Indians,

and latterly with the rival settlements 01

Great Britain. Some slight improvement,

indeed, took place in the prospects of the

colony in 1663, when Louis XIY., under the

direction of his minister Colbert, erected Can

ada into a royal government with the laws

and usages of France.

The treaty of Utrecht, in 1713, gave a

short peace to Canada, and enabled the gov

ernor, Marquis do Yaudreuil, to direct

his attention to the improvement of the

province, the trade and agriculture of

which continued to prosper under his wise

and vigilant administration. War again

breaking out between Great Britain and

France, the colonies were invjlved in hostil

ities. It had been the policy of France tc
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hem in the English settlements in North

America by a chain efforts extending from

the GulfofSt.Lawrence to the Gulf ofMexico.

The jealousy of the English being kindled by
this and other circunstances, it was resolved,

in the course of the war, which was begun
in 1755, to send an overwhelming force to

North America, for the purpose of expelling
the French from that quarter of the world.

The Army under General Amherst having,

however, made indifferent progress, an ex

pedition against Quebec was despatched from

Englan.1 in 1759, the chief command of

which was confided to Major-General &quot;Wolfe,

who lauding above Quebec on the 13th Sep

tember, 1759, carried the heights ofAbraham,
and defeated the French under the Marquis
of Montcalm, who, along with Wolfe him

self, was killed in the action. Quebec sub

mitted in a few days, and soon afterwards

Montreal and the whole country, which was

finally ceded to Great Britain by the peace
of 1763. So much had the country suffered

during the French sway, chiefly through the

combined ravages of war and want, that in

1759 the population had only reached 65,000.

The Roman Catholic religion was confirmed

in all its rights and privileges to the French

settlers
;
and the French laws were retained.

The original inhabitants, thus conciliated,

became the faithful subjects of the new

sovereign; and when all the other American

colonies rebelled against the tyranny of the

mother country, they submitted to the im

position of the stamp act, and even took up
arms to defend the country against an inroad

of the American forces in 1775 under Gene

rals Montgomery and Arnold. In 1791 the

colony received a constitution, and was divi

ded into Upper and Lower Canada; and

the first parliament was held in Upper Can
ada in 1796. While the country was

advancing in a career of prosperity, the war

of 1S12 broke out between the United States

and Great Britain, and the frontier of

Canada again became the scene of military

operations. In the summer of that year the

American forces under General Hull entered

Upper Canada, and through that officer s in-

competency, or, as some said, &quot;treason,&quot; the

greater part of Hull s troops were made
prisoners by General Brock. Another body
of American troops collecting on the Niagara
frontier, passed over into Canada in October,
and were after a severe struggle at the heights
of Queenstown, compelled to surrender

to General Brock, who was unfortunately
slain in the action. The Americans renewed
their attempts on the Niagara frontier with

no better success than before. Early in

1813, however, they succeeded in taking

possession of York and Niagara, and shortly
afterwards the British were foiled in an

attack on Sackett s harbor. In January,
1813, the American general, Winchester,
was made prisoner, and a large part of his

troops murdered by the Indian allies of the

British. To counterbalance this success,

Commodore Perry captured all the British

vessels on Lake Erie
;
and General Proctor

was defeated near Detroit. The British

were consequently obliged to retire, and an

American army advanced in three divisions

towards Montreal
;
but no particular success

attended their movement and the campaign
closed. The campaign of 1814 was decidedly
favorable to the Americans. They were re

pelled at first in attempting to invade Cana
da. But the capture of Fort Erie by Gener
al Brown was an important success

;
whilst

Sir George Prevost, who attacked Platts-

burg with a force of 11,000 men, was repuls
ed with great loss

;
and the British squadron

fitted out on Lake Champlain was defeated

by the American force under Commodore

Macdonough. The British were making

great exertions to recover their ascendancy
both by sea and land, when the treaty of

Ghent, signed in December, 1814, happily
terminated the war, in which the loyalty of

the Canadians, both of British and French

extraction, was nobly vindicated.

The subsequent history of Canada was

chequered by a course of dissensions between

the provincial houses of assembly in Upper
and Lower Canada and the respective exec-
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utive governments, in which the home go
vernment also shared. The working of the

system of provincial government, especially
in tho executive departments, had ceased to

harmonize with pv.blic feeling, and acted in

opposition to the expressed wishes of the pop
ular branch of the legislature. Various

abuses had crept into the administration,

which were fostered by the high functionaries

who held irresponsible offices, who guided
the counsels of the successive governors more

to their own advantage than to the interests

of the province. The control and appropria
tion of the revenues and public offices were

urgently demanded in Lower Canada, and

were in part conceded
;
but many of the

grievances remaining unredressed, disaffected

leaders made use of them to goad the people
to the brink of insurrection in 1836

;
the

concessions of Lord Gosford and the home
authorities being deemed insufficient. The
disaffected of Lower Canada were joined by
the malcontents of the upper province, and

in the following year the whole of Canada

broke out into open rebellion. On the 6th

November, 1837&quot;,
the city of Montreal was

disturbed by a body of250 members of a secret

association called Les Fils de la Liberte. In

various other parts of the country serious

outrages were perpetrated. In the neigh
borhood of Toronto, a large body of insur

gents, who were organizing an attack upon
the town, were routed and dispersed by a

force of militia under Sir Francis Head.

Their leader, after many adventures, escaped
into the United States in female attire. The
influence of the disaffected had in the mean
time extended itself across the American

frontier, and numerous &quot;

sympathizers
&quot;

pas

sed into Canada with the view of assisting

the rebels. This outbreak, which continued

throughout 1837 and 1838, elicited plainly

the loyalt}
7 of the great majority of the colo

nists
;
and as they were now in possession of

the means to repel any assault, the numbers

of the insurgents gradually melted away,
and tranquillity was again restored. It was

ooine time, however, before the rancor of

party feeling was allayed and the colony
once more assumed an aspect of progress and

prosperity. The appointment of the Earl of

Durham as governor-general and high com-

misioner in 1838, for the adjustment of the

affairs of the colony followed by that of Mr.
Poulett Thompson, afterwards Lord Syclen-

ham, in 1839 the success and vigor of his

government and the prudent administra

tions of subsequent governors, aided by dis

creet and able counsels of colonial ministers

in the home government, together with the

late recognition of colonial control of inter

nal affairs completely gained the confidence

of the colonists, and opened the way for fu

ture uninterrupted prosperity. In 1840, a

general amnesty was passed. Since that date,

the legislature met every alternate four years
in Toronto and Quebec, until 1859, when a

removal was made to Ottawa, the new capi

tal, situated on the Ottawa River and having
a population of over 15,000.

During 1863 and 1864, long and ardent

debates occurred in the Canadian parliament,

under the governorship of Lord Monck, and

several changes in the government occurred.

A strong disposition was manifested towards

adopting the federal principle, and the build

ing up a united, combined Anglo-Saxon

nationality. Previous to this, the maritime

provinces, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

and Prince Edward Island, had determined

upon a Federal Union among themselves,

Nova Scotia having taken the lead in the

matter. A meeting of delegates from the

several provinces was held at Quebec in Oc

tober, and important resolutions adopted;

these subsequently, on being communicated to

the Home Government, were received with

favor and a promise of help in all important

matters. Some considerable trouble occurred

on the frontiers, by the base conduct of

certain of the rebels against the United States,

availing themselves of the protection of a

neutral country, to fit out raiding and plun

dering expeditions into the United States.

Happily, the Canadian authorities and people

acted with discretion during the rebellion,
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and manifested a desire to preserve amicable

relations with our country.

In March, 18G7, the Parliament of Great

Britain passed an act which created the

Dominion of Canada, and by proclamation
it went into operation in May. The Consti

tution of the Provinces of Canada, Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick were abrogated,
and it was enacted that thenceforth they
should be &quot;federally united into one Do
minion under the crown of Great Britain

and Ii eland, with a Constitution similar to

that of the United
Kingdom.&quot; Much dis

cussion and difference of opinion have arisen

as to -the exact position and powers of the

local legislatures in their relation to the

General Legislature ;
but there seems to be

good ground to hope for and expect the best

results, seeing that the people of Canada are

well aware that their true interests lie in

furthering union, internal improvements,
facilities of intercourse, and the like. The
four Provinces of the Dominion are entitled,

Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. The population of the Dominion is

estimated at about 4,500,000 ;
and in view

of the encouragement given to education,
the furtherance of social and moral culture,

and the wise and judicious legislation for the

good of the people, the steady progress of

the Dominion of Canada may be regarded as

assured for the future.

In the year 1870, a silly attempt on the

part of the Fenians was made to invade

Canada from the United States
;
but it proved

to be a sorry failure, and our government at

once interfered and put an end to so wild
and wicked a scheme.

NEW BBUNSWICK.

1VTEW BKUNSWICK, one of the co-

JL &amp;gt; lonial possessions of Great Britain in

North America, and one of the provinces of

the Dominion of Canada, is bounded on the

north by Quebec, on the east by the Gulf

of St. Lawrence, on the south by Nova
Scotia, and on the west by the State of

Maine. It is 180 miles long from north to

south and 150 broad; area, 27,704; popula

tion, about 212,000. The surface of New
Brunswick may be divided in general into

three regions. The southern region com

prises the tract of land which stretches along
the Bay of Fundy, and is divided into t\vo

unequal parts by the Eiver Saint John. The
whole coast of this region is bold arid rocky,
and the surface is much broken and diver

sified with rocks and ravines. To the west

of the St. John the soil is deep and fertile,

and covered with tall and dense forests. To
the east of that river the soil is not so fertile,

but there are many beautiful valleys, covered

with forests mixed with corn-fields, and tra

versed by streams flowing into lakes at the

bottom of the valleys, and ultimately joining
the Saint John. The coast of the central

region, along the Gulf of St. Lawrence, is

low and sandy, covered with trees of a small

size. For nearly twenty miles inland the coun

try is flat, and consists of marshes and mosses
;

but in the interior it rises into gently-sloping
hills and undulations, which extend westward

as far as the St. John. The northern and

north-wrestern parts of New Brunswick are

more mountainous than any of the other

regions. A branch of the Alleghany Moun
tains traverses the north-west corner of the

province, from the borders of Maine to the

Bay of Chaleurs. The mountains are not of

any great height ;
and while some are bold

and precipitous towards the top, others are

of a more rounded form, and many of the hills

are clothed with wood to their summits. It

is the forests that form the most striking

feature of New Brunswick, and constitute

not the least part of its value to the colonist.

The principal trees are those belonging tc

the order of pines, wThich occupy most of

the low-lying land in the province. Pines,

larches, and spruces occur in great abundance ;

the oak, ash, maple, birch, poplar, and many
other trees, are also found in New Brunswick,
and afford inexhaustible supplies of timber.

The province is well watered. Hardly any

part of the country is destitute of some
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stream, of greater or less size
;
and in some

p. irts of the interior a canoe can be conveyed
with equal ease to the Bay of Chaleurs, the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, or the Bay of Ftmdy.
The largest river is the Aroostook, which

rises in a lake of the same name in the State

of Maine, flows first north-east and after

wards east, forming part of the boundary
between Maine and Canada. It then enters

New Brunswick, and flows south and south

east, till it falls into the Bay of Fundy at

St. John s, after a course of 450 miles. The

St. John is navigable for large steamers as

far as Fredericton, 85 miles from the sea;

but smaller vessels can ascend to the falls,

about 140 miles further. The St. John

receives many tributaries; and the Risti-

gouche, which marks the boundary between

New Brunswick and Quebec, has a length
of 100 miles, and falls into the Bay of Cha

leurs. The Nipisigit also fulls into this

bay, having watered the north-eastern part

of New Brunswick. The Peticodiac empties
into the Bay of Fundy. The geological

structure of the province resembles that of

most other parts of North America. Coal

constitutes the mineral wealth of Newr

Brunswick
;
iron also is found abundantly,

and copper on the banks of the Nipisigit.

The climate is subject to great extremes

of heat and cold, the thermometer ranging
at Fredericton from 35 below zero to 95

above. The soil is good, though agriculture
has never received its due share of attention.

The hay crop is the principal one
;
and the

inhabitants are largely occupied in cutting
and sawing wood for the lumber trade. The
nature of the coasts of the province affords

great facilities for fisheries
;
and the abun

dance of fish which is to be got here would
render fishing a profitable pursuit. It is not,

however, carried on to a very great extent
;

for though many of the inhabitants of the

coast pursue this occupation, along with

those of farming and lumbering, yet the

demand for timber and the scantiness of the

population give greater encouragement to

other occupations ;
while the idleness of the

people and the proximity of America.} fisher

men prevent this employment from being

prosecuted with as much activity as it might
be. The principal seats of the fisheries are

in the harbor of St. John s, and on the islands

at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy. Cod,

haddock, herring, and mackerel, are the prin

cipal fish got here
;
and the total value of

the fisheries in the Bay, is estimated at

about $300,000. The occupation of lum

bering, in which a great part of the inha

bitants are employed, though it is not favor

able for the agricultural progress of the

country, serves to clear out and open up the

forests
;
and produces an active, hardy, and

industrious set of men. The province is at

present divided into fourteen counties, some

of which, however, are but thinly peopled ;

and portions of land have been reserved for

the aboriginal Indians, of whom there are

about 1000 still remaining. The extent of

land set apart for them is 01,273 acres.

The early history of New Brunswick is

closely connected with that of Nova Scotia,

of which it originally formed a part, when

that province, then called Acadie or New
France, was under the French dominion.

The earliest attempt at colonization hero was

made in 1G39
;
and in 1672 a number of

French emigrants settled on the Miranrnchi

and in other parts of the country. In 1 713

New Brunswick was ceded to Great Britain,

in terms of the treaty of Utrecht. The

country w
Tas first settled by British colonists

in 1764
;
and in 1784 New Brunswick was

separated from Nova Scotia, and made a

distinct province. It was originally peopled

by several different Indian tribes; but the

aborigines, as above stated, have now nearly
all disappeared. The European inhabitants

of the province consist to a large extent of

descendants of royalists from the United

States, who left their country at the Ameri
can revolution, that they might remain

under British sway.
The capital of New Brunswick is Frederic-

ton, in the county of York, on the St. John,
85 miles from its ir &amp;gt;uth. It stands on a
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plain bounded on one side by the river, which

is here three-fourths of a mile broad, and on

the other by a range of hills, two miles long
and half a mile wide

;
and it is regularly built,

with long and straight streets. The most ofthe

houses are of wood, but the public edifices are

of stone, and some of them are very handsome.

Population, about 8,000. St. John s, the

principal commercial town in the province,

is situated on a rocky promontory at the

mouth of the St. John River, in north lat.

45. 20., west long. 66. 3. It is regularly

and well built
;
but the streets are in some

places very steep. There are many fine

public buildings of stone, brick and wood,

among which are a court-house, church and

bank. The extreme point of the promontory
is defended by two batteries

;
and here are

also barracks and military stores.

NOVA SCOTIA.

&quot;AYOVA SCOTIA, one of the provinces

J_ l of the Dominion of Canada, in British

America, is situated between north lat. 43.

25. and 46. 0., and west long. 61. 0. and

66. 30., and connected with the south-east

part of the continent by an isthmus of only

8 miles in width. It is bounded on the north

by the Strait of Northumberland, wrhich

divides it from Prince Edward s Island
;
on

the north-east by the Gut of Canso, which

interposes between it and the island of Cape
Breton

;
on the south and south-east by the

Atlantic Ocean
;
on the west by the Bay

of Fundy
;
and on the north-west by New

Brunswick. Its extreme length, from Cape
Canso on the East to Cape St. Mary s on the

west, is about 280 miles; but its breadth

varies from 50 to about 100 miles
;
and it

contains a superficies of 15,607 square miles

(to which add that of Cape Breton, 3,120).

From this, however, about one-fifth may be

deducted for lakes-, arms of the sea, and

rivers
;
the greater part of the remainder is

still uncleared, and covered with forests. Its

population (including Cape Breton) is es

timated to be 277,000.

mi 4

The most remarkable characteristic of this

peninsula is the numerous indentations along
the coasts. The shores are lined with rocks,
and studded with thousands of small islands

;

and close to these, and in the harbors, almost

without exception, there is a considerable

depth of water. All along the south-east

shore there is a succession of excellent har

bors
;
some of which will accommodate ships

of the line. The principal inlets are Sheet

Harbor, Halifax Harbor, Margaret s Bay,
Mahon s Bay, on the Atlantic; St. Mary s

Bay, Annapolis Basin, on the Bay of Eundy ;

Pictou Harbor on Northumberland Strait
;
St.

George s Bay, on the Gulf of St. Lawrence
;

and Chidabucto Bay, on the Gut of Canso.

The surface of the country is generally un

dulating and diversified. The interior is

watered by numerous rivers, lakes and

streams. The principal rivers are the An
napolis and the Shubenacadie, flowing into

the Bay of Fundy ;
the East, West and

Middle Rivers, into Pictou Harbor; the

Avon, Mersey, etc. The climate is variable,

though the winter is milder, and the summer
less intensely hot, than at Quebec. In Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton immense coal fields

exist : the coal is of a bituminous character,

and large quantities of gypsum are found in

these coal formations. Varieties of copper,
iron and lead ores are abundant. Fine speci

mens of agates, amethysts, and other stones

are also found. Among the wild animals

are the moose, bear, lynx, fox, porcupine,
etc. Great numbers of birds, and vast shoals

of fish are common to Nova Scotia, as

well as its neighbors. The soil is of dif

ferent qualities and various degrees of fertility.

Wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, etc., are pro
duced in abundance. The lands of the At
lantic coast are generally so rocky as to admit

of cultivation only at much expense and labor
;

but after the stones are removed, the soil is

by no means barren. The forests of Nova
Scotia still constitute a new feature of the

country. The trees are the same as those

common to America, and the timber is

generally large and lofty. Agriculture ia
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carried on to a considerable extent in Nova
Scotia. The cultivated ground consists partly
of the rich alluvial marshes on the shore of

the Bay of Fundy, and partly of the uplands
in the interior of the country.

Sable Island, although distant about 85

miles from Nova Scotia, is considered as

belonging to that province. It lies directly

in the track of vessels bound to or from

Europe, and has been the scene of numerous

and melancholy shipwrecks. It is 25 miles

in length, by about 1^ in breadth, the eastern

end being in lat. 43. 59. N., and long. 59.

45. W. It is a barren desert throughout, the

soil consisting chiefly of sand, and the only

vegetable productions being a coarse grass

and some wild pease. An annual appropria
tion is devoted to keeping on the island a

superintendent from Nova Scotia, with a

party of men provided with provisions and

other necessaries, for the purpose of affording

assistance to any shipwrecked mariners, of

whatsoevrr nation, who may be driven on its

inhospitable shores.

Tiie manufactures of Nova Scotia are few

in number, consisting principally of coarse

cloth, flannel, carpets, hats, paper, tobacco,

leather, spirits, and agricultural implements.

Ship building is also carried on to a consider

able extent
;
but the chief occupation of the

people is fishing. The total value of the

fisheries is estimated to exceed $1,000,000.

The exports consist principally of fish, sugar,

molasses, rum, timber, etc.
;
the imports are

flour, sugar, tea, etc.

The inhabitants of Nova Scotia consist of

English, Scotch, Irish, America. is, Germans,

Swiss, Acadian French, Indians, and freed

Negroes. They mingle and live together in

much harmony, and generally the social state

of the province is improving. Its prosperity

has greatly increased
; and, instead of im

porting, it now exports provisions. Its fish

eries, to which proper atention is at length

paid, its rich and prolific soil, and its mines

of coal and iron, arc sources of wealth which

were too long neglected by Great Britain.

The province is divided into 18 counties,

including Cape Breton, the population ot

which, as given above, is about 277,000.

Halifax, it capital, has a population of about

30,000; other principal towns are Picton,
Windsor and Annapolis.
Our limits admit of only a brief abstract

of the history of Nova Scotia. Ancient

authorities state that it was discovered by
the Cabots in 1497

;
but it was not until 1604

that the French attempted to form settle

ments. They wr

ere, however, expelled from

it in 1614 by the English colonists of Yirginia,
who claimed the country in right of the dis

covery of Sebastian Cabot. In 1621 Sir

William Alexander obtained a grant of the

whole peninsula, and it was named in the

patent Nova Scotia, instead of Acadio, as the

country was called by the French. In the

meantime the latter obtained a footing in it

a second time; and it was not until 1654,

when a strong force was dispatched by

Cromwell, that the French settlers were

brought under subjection. In 1667 Neva
Scotia was ceded to France by the treaty cf

Breda
; but, after suffering during the war

which broke out in 1701, as well as previous

ly, it was finally ceded to England by treaty

in the year 1711. From this period till. 1749

it was neglected by Great Britain
;
but the

designs of the French called the attention of

government to the province. Encouragements
were held out to settlers

;
Parliament gave

a large grant ;
and about 4,000 adventurers,

with their families, embarked for the colony.

Halifax was immediately founded
;
but the

French settlers, under the name of neutrals,

were still very numerous
;
and with the aid

of the Indians, they inflicted repeated injuries

upon the British, until they were forcibly

expelled by the latter. In 1758 a constitu

tion was granted to Nova Scotia; and the

capture of Louisburg, in the island of Cape

Breton, during the same year, gave additional

security to the colony, which now began to

improve. By the treaty of Paris, in Feb

ruary, 1762, France resigned all furthei

claims on any of her former possessions in

North America, and nothing of any material
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importance has since occurred. New Bruns

wick and Cape Breton were separated from

Nova Scotia, and formed into two distinct

governments, in 1784, but the latter was

re-annexed to Nova Scotia in 1819. For later

information in regard to this province, see

p. 47, where an account is given of the existing

Dominion of Canada, of which Nova Scotia

forms a part.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

&quot;ATEWFOUNDLAND designates an

JL.N island belonging to Great Britain, in

the North Atlantic Ocean, off the east coast

of North America, and forming the most of

the eastern boundary of the Gulf of Saint

Lawrence. It lies between north lat. 46.

38 and 51. 37, west long. 52. 44 and 59.

31
;
and is separated from Labrador by the

Straits of Belleisle, about 12 miles broad
;
and

on the south-west it approaches within 70

miles of North Point, in Cape Breton Island.

Its form is generally triangular, but ex

tremely irregular. Its area is about 36,000

square miles, its coast line is estimated

at nearly 1000 miles in length, and it is

apparently a mass of solid rock. Its popu
lation is estimated to be about 120,000. On
its south-eastern quarter Newfoundland is

formed into a peninsula of about 80 miles

in length, by from 15 to 60 in breadth
;
the

isthmus which unites it with the main-land

being not more than four miles in breadth.

This peninsula is called Avalon. To the N.

of it, and on the eastern side of the island,

lies Trinity Bay, which is separated from

that of Bonavista by a narrow neck of land,

the point of which is Cape Bonavista. A
long neck of land also divides Trinity Bay
from Conception Bay on the northern side

of Avalon. This bay ranks as the first dis

trict in Newfoundland, as well on account of

the spirit and enterprise of the inhabitants

who people its shores, as from its natural ad

vantages of large harbors, coves, and the like.

About twenty miles from Cape St. Francis,

the eastern boundary of Conception, are the

bay and harbor of St. John s, the capital of

Newfoundland : population about 24,000. A
succession of bays indent the coast all round

the peninsula of Avalon. Fortune Bay is

from 60 to 70 miles deep, and from 20 to 30

broad, receiving many rivers from the island

lakes, and containing numerous harbors, the

principal of which is Fortune Harbor, on the

eastern side. St. Pierre andMiquelon Islets

are situated at the mouth of Fortune Bay.

They were ceded to France in the year 1814,
and the former contains a harbor which is

the rendezvous of the French shipping, and

the residence of the governor. From this

point, all along the south side of Newfound
land to Cape Kay, which forms the north

east entrance of the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

there are numerous bays, but none of size or

importance. On the western side, formed

by Cape Anguille and Cape St. George, is

the Bay of St. George, a large and deep inlet

of the sea, into which several rivers, emerging
from lakes in the interior, empty themselves,

Further to the north is the Bay of Islands,

formed by three arms, into which several

rivers discharge their waters. Boune Bay
may next be named

;
as also St. John s Bay,

which receives the waters of Castor s River.

Pistolet Bay is beyond Cape Norman, the

north-west point of the island, and Hare

Bay is further south. White Bay is a very

large inlet of the sea on the eastern side of

the island. The Bay of Notre Dame and

the Bay of Exploits are of great extent and

contain a vast number of islands. Bonavista

Bay contains several islands; to the south

of it is Catalina Bay, containing Eagged

Harbor, which completes the circuit of the

island.

The interior of Newfoundland has as yet

been very imperfectly explored. There ap

pears to be a number of lakes and rivers, but

it is poorly wooded and of a rocky and rather

barren soil. The climate, though severe, ia

healthy ;
snow does not lie long on the ground,

the summer is short, but in general mild and

pleasant. The most remarkable feature ia

the fogs which prevail on the coasts of New
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foundland. Carriboo deer, beavers, foxes,

wolves and bears abound
;
as well as the well-

known Newfoundland dog. Beside, the cod

fish, trout, lobsters, mackerel, etc., are in

great abundance. Herrings arrive in spring
and autumn in prodigious numbers. The

main importance of Newfoundland arises

from its fisheries. The settlements are gen

erally at the heads of the bays, particularly

Conception Bay, thence to St. John s and

southward to Cape Race. St. John s is

situated 70 miles to the north of Capo Race,
lat. 47. 35

;
&quot;W. long. 52. 48. It has an ex

cellent harbor, formed between two moun

tains, the eastern points of which have an en

trance called the Narrows. It is protected

by various fortifications and could readily

resist an invading enemy. The town itself

consists chiefly of one long straggling street,

extending nearly parallel to the shore on

the north side of the port, from which branch

out several narrow lines of houses, that can

only be called lanes. The houses are chiefly

built of wood, although diversified by some

of brick and a few of stone; but they are

somewhat irregularly placed, although the

town has been much improved in this respect

since the fire of 1846. The principal feature of

the town consists in its multitudes of wharves

and fishing stages, which entirely line the

shore. The government wharf is a fine broad

quayopen to the accommodation of the public.

St. John s has repeatedly and severely suffered

from fires. In 1815 a great amount of pro

perty was destroyed by a visitation of this

Bort. Other conflagrations took place in

1817 and 1818
;
and in 1846 the town was

again almost destroyed by fire. The trade

of the place consists principally in the export

Df dried fish, and of seal, whale, and cod oil
;

and in the import of bread, flour, tea, sugar

and other necessaries of life. The resident

population is about 21,000 and the fisher

men amount to about 6000. Total value

of imports in 1855 was over $5,500,000 :

total value of exports, nearly the same

amount.

When Newfoundland was first visited it

was found to contain two distinct races of

aborigines, the one termed Red Indian and
the other Esquimaux ;

both are now nearly
extinct. The island was discovered by John

Cabot, June, 24, 1497. Sailing under the

commission of Henry VII. in these seas, he
descried a headland which, as a lucky omen,
he called Bonavista, a name which it still

retains. It was at that time inhabited by
native Indians, three of whom he brought
home, clothed in skins, and speaking a lan

guage which no person understood. It was
afterwards visited by navigators from Franca

and Portugal, who, reporting favorably of

the abundance and excellency of its cod-fish

ery, European fishermen were soon attracted

to its coasts. In 1536 an English vessel at

tempted to winter upon the island, but the

crew nearly perished from starvation. Not
deterred by this failure, however, nor by
that of a former attempt, Sir Humphrey
Gilbert, in 1583, landed on the island with

200 followers, and, under a patent of Queen

Elizabeth, took quiet possession of the coun

try. Being, however, desirous of prosecu

ting his discoveries, his crews became dis

affected, and having separated into two par

ties, one ofthem returned home. Most of those

who followed him were lost in a gale of wind

off Sable Island, and the remainder perished

along with himself on their voyage home
wards. Subsequent attempts were made to

explore and settle Newfoundland, but it was

not until the year 1623 that the first colony
was established under Sir George Calvert,

afterwards Lord Baltimore. His son was

made governor of the colony, which he named

Avalon, and soon afterwards proceeding thith

er himself, it increased and flourished under

his auspicies. Other individuals obtained

grants of land
; and, about the year 1654,

fifteen settlements, comprehending 300 fam

ilies, had been made on the island, nothwith

standing the constant bi 3kerings between the

English and French, the latter having estab

lished a colony at Placentia. On the break

ing out of the war after the accession of W il

liam III., these assumed a more serious char
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Jeter, and, after various recriminations, St.

John s was compelled to surrender to the

French in 1G96. The captors set fire to the

fort and town, and destroyed most of the

British settlement. To repair these losses,

the English government despatched a squad
ron

;
but the cowardice of one commander,

and the ignorance of another, frustrated the

design. The re-establishment of peace put

an end to hostilities for the time
;
but they

were resumed in 1702, during which year

several of the French settlements were de

stroyed, and a great many fishing-boats were

burned or captured. In the following year
an expedition miscarried, and this circum

stance encouraged the French to attempt the

conquest of the whole island in 1705. For

this purpose 500 men were despatched from

Canada to the assistance of the garrison of

Placentia, who, though repulsed from St.

John s, extended their ravages over the dif

ferent settlements as far as Bonavista. In

the year 1708 the French completely demol

ished the town of St. John s
; and, shortly

afterwards, Carbonia, the only settlement of

consequence remaining in English hands, was

partially destroyed. From this time until

the conclusion of the peace of Utrecht, the

French remained in quiet possession of New
foundland ; but, by this treaty, the island,

with all the adjacent ones, was declared to

be! t ng to Great Britain, the French being

only allowed the use of the two islets of St.

Pierre and Miquelon. The revolutionary
war in the United States occasioned fresh

disputes as to the right of fishing upon the

banks of Newfoundland. The New England -

ers had hitherto enjoyed the right of taking

fish, and on this being resisted, they retali

ated, by refusing to supply the colony with

many articles of provision upon which it de

pended. This dispute was settled by the

treaty of Versailles in 1783, by which it was

stipulated that the inhabitants of the United

States should have liberty to take fish of

every kind on the coast of Newfoundland,

but not to dry or cure their fish upon the

island. In 1809 Labrador and the Island of

Anticosti were annexed to the government
of Newfoundland, In 185-1 the colonial

government granted a charter to the Tele

graphic Company, under Mr. Cyrus ~\V

Field s management, for the purpose of es

tablishing telegraphic communications be

tween Europe and America. Subsequently

the land wires were completed between St.

John s and the cable terminus at Cape Kay,
and &quot; The Atlantic Telegraph Company

&quot;

was established in 1856 to extend the exist

ing line to Ireland. Of the successful com

pletion and extension of the vast enterprise

of connecting the Old and the New Worlds

by telegraphic cables and lines, wo shalj

speak in another place.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

TUIE
United States occupy the vast por

tion of the continent of North Amer
ica which stretches from the twenty-fourth
to the forty-ninth degree of ~N. latitude, and

from the sixty-ninth to the one hundred and

twenty-fourth degree of west longitude. Its

average breadth from &quot;N. to S. is about 1300

miles
;
its average length, E. to &quot;W. about 2400

miles
;
and its area, 3,549,129 square miles, i. e.

nearly as great as the entire area of Europe.

Among the natural features of the country
none is more striking externally, or more

directly connected with the pursuits and

progress of the nation, than the immense

proportion of navigable waters, exterior and

interior
;
the shore line of the eastern coast

being nearly 7000 miles, that of the south

ern 3400, and that of the western 2200, or

12,GOO miles in all
;

while the lake line of

the north is 1500 miles, and the extent of

river navigation, north and south, east and

west, is almost beyond the power of accurate

computation.
The geographical divisions of the United

States may be reduced to five in number, of

which we subjoin a brief description. 1.

The Atlantic slope is a long belt, extending
westward from the Atlantic shore, beginning
at the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and stretch

ing to the Gulf of Mexico nowhere wider

than 200 miles, and in many places, particu

larly towards the north-east, having hardly

any width at all. It is very plainly subdi

vided, where wide enough to be divided,

into two portions, one a plain immediately

upon the coast, the other a slope proper,
from 50 to 300 feet in elevation, constitut

ing in the Middle States what has been

termed one of the most attractive and rich

est districts on the continent. 2. West of

the Atlantic slope lies the mountainous tract,

variously styled the Atlantic or the Appala
chian system, which, like the slope with

which it is generally parallel, begins at the St.

Lawrence, and extends to the S. W. as far as

Alabama, 1550 miles in length, and from 50

to 150 miles in width. The mean elevation

of tho various ridges composing this system
is not more than 2500 feet, though some of

the higher ranges attain an average altitude

of 3500 or 4000 feet. The system is natur

ally divided into two groups, one in the N.

E., consisting of the White, Green, and Adi

rondack Mountains, the highest peak being
Mount Washington (6226 feet) ;

the other in

the S. W., consisting of the Alleghany, Blue,

Cumberland, and other ranges, of which the

highest point is Black or Mitchell Mountain

(6470 feet). Allied with the Appalachian

system, though separated from it by a great

interval, is the Ozark range, between the

Missouri and the Red River. 3. Next on

the west, is the immense plain, partly table*

land.s, partly slopes, spreading westward to

the Hocky Mountains, and from the Gull

of Mexico on the south to the nothern boun

dary of the United States. This vast conti

nental area consists, so far as the United

States are concerned, of three subdivisions.

Least of the three is the basin of the St.
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Lawrence and the lakes on the north. From

this, southward and westward, opens the

great basin of the Mississippi, partly forest,

partly prairie land, with soil and climate the

most favorable to material development,
and promising, from the magnitude and va

riety of its physical resources, to become the

chief district not only of the United States,

but of the entire American continent.

Westward from the Mississippi basin, the

table-lands of the west, consisting of two

plateaus, the lower or eastern attaining a

mean height of 2500 feet, the higher or

western one of 4000 feet, the western ex

tremities, however, rising to 6000 feet as they
reach the base of the Rocky Mountains.

Both the plateaus, but especially the western,

present wide expanses, almost entirely with

out tree or shrub, grassy in some parts, arid

and actually desert in others, the dividing
line between them and the fertile basin upon
which they border being about the ninety-

eighth meridian. 4. Next we find the Rocky
Mountain system, vast, lofty, and irregular,

partly volcanic, partly desert, the highest

portion of the entire United States territory.

It consists of three parallel divisions
;

a. The

Chippewayans, or Rocky Mountains proper,
a double, and, in some parts, a treble chain,

the highest of which is the Wind River range,

Fremont s Peak being 13,568 feet
;

b. An
area of table-land, wide and elevated, the

mean height 5000 feet, with salt and desert

plains; c. A western chain, extremely

hrokei, consisting of three principal ranges,

the Sierra Nevada, the Coast, and the Caa

cade, the highest peak being one of the Cas

cade Mountains, St. Helen s (about 15,000

feet). 5. Lastly, the Pacific slope, an irreg
ular and a narrow tract, about 100 mi.es in

breadth, extends from the western chain of

the Rocky Mountain system to the coast of

the Pacific.

In the preliminary chapter to this volume,
entitled a General Yiew of America, we
have already given some brief statements

in respect to the geological formations, the

zoology, early discoveries in the New World,
and other matters of interest connected with

North America. We have also considered

at some length the question as to the aborig

ines of the western continent, their origin,

customs, etc. We now propose to lay before

the reader the civil and political history of

the United States, in an orderly and consec

utive narrative, and, measurably at least,

proportioned to the greatness of the nation of

which it treats.

The most simple and natural division of the

history of the Great Republic is into three

periods, viz., the colonial, the revolutionary

or struggle for independence, and the consti

tutional period. The first commences with

the earliest attempts at colonization in North

America, from about A. D. 1500 to 1775
;

the second begins with the war in 1775, and

reaches to the adoption of the constitution, in

1788
;
and the third extends from the orga

nization of the Federal Government under

the constitution to the present time.
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CHAPTER I.

COLONIAL HISTORY: 1500 1775.

SUBSEQUENT to the great and noble achieve

ment of Columbus, in 1492, there were var

ious voyages of discovery made to the New
World by the hardy navigators of England,

France, Spain, and Portugal. Among the

rest, De Soto, in 1541, discovered the Mis

sissippi ;
but so far as colonization and settle

ment were concerned, all attempts, during
the early half of the 16th century, failed

entirely of success. It was not, in fact, till

the beginning of the 17th century, that any

thing like a permanent colony was planted

in North America. Gilbert s voyages and

efforts in 1579 and 1583 were a total loss;

and Raleigh, who received from Queen
Elizabeth .an ample charter for the region of

Virginia, after immense struggle and cost,

from 1584 to 1590, was doomed to utter dis

appointment. All his plans and endeavors

for effecting a settlement at Roanoke wereO

wholly unproductive, and Raleigh gave up
his proprietary rights in despair. Nothing
had as yet been accomplished, and the cen

tury closed without a single English colony

planted in the New World.

James I, King ofEngland, granted in 1606,

a charter of that portion of the continent

between 34 and 45 north latitude, to the

London Company and the Plymouth Com

pany. The former was allowed to plant in

the southern part, from Cape Fear to the

Potomac; the lat/er in the northern part,

from the mouth of the Hudson to New
foundland. The intermediate region was

open to either company, on certain easy condi

tions, for settlement. The government of

the company was vested in a supreme coun

cil in England for all important matters; in

other respects, the colonists were not to be

restricted in any thing which tended to ad

vance their interests and further the cause of

trade and commerce The London Com

pany entered zealously upon their work. In

April, 1607, three ships and 105 emigrants
entered Chesapeake Bay, and in the follow

ing month the foundation of Jamestown was

laid on the James river, about fifty miles

from its mouth. Newport commandjd the

expedition, made up largely of so-called
&quot;

gentlemen
&quot;

;
but +he chief man of those

who formed the council, and through whose

efforts and ability, almost entirely, the colony
was saved from ruin, and owed its success,

was the famous Captain John Smith. This

remarkable individual set about exploring
the country in the vicinity of Jamestown

;

he visited Powhatan, the principal Indian

chief in that region ;
and it was through the

generous impulses of Pocahontas, Powhatan s

daughter, that, on a memorable occasion, his

life was saved. There was abundant need of

all the energy, prudence and skill possessed

by Smith. On the one hand, the Indians

were displaying marks of decided hostility ;

on the other, the colonists were beginning to

suffer seriously from the effects of heat, and

lack of good food, and disease breaking out

in their midst. Half of their number died

within a few months, and the rest were in

despair ;
but Smith resolutely opposed their

purpose of abandoning the colony. Other

emigrants arrived the next year, although
not of the right sort, and Smith begged to

have carpenters, gardeners, masons, and such

like, sent thereafter. Progress was slow and

discouraging, and the Company were but ill

satisfied with the returns of their investment.

Pocahontas proved a true and lasting friend

to the white men, and a few years subse

quently, in 1614, she was married to John

Rolfe
;
she visited England with her husband

and died there at the age of twenty-two.

Captain John Smith kept up the strug

gle as long as possible against faction and
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disorder, but having been wounded acci-

deatly by a discharge of gunpowder, he was

compelled to leave for England. He was

treated with indifference and neglect, and

never filter revisited Virginia : but his nameO /

and services deserve perpetual honor. Soon

after Smith s departure, in 1609, the colony

went from bad to worse
;
the fearful &quot; starv

ing time &quot; followed
;
and indolence, vice and

want, together with Indian attacks, reduced

the colonists from five hundred to sixty.

Gates and Somers arrived in Virginia in

May, 1610, with some partial relief; but so

gloomy was the condition of affairs that they
all resolved to abandon the settlement, and

were on the point of doing so, early in June,
when Lord Delaware, the new governor,

arrived, and succeeded in arresting the disso

lution of the colony. This excellent noble

man introduced order into affairs, required

every man to work, and erected forts against
the Indians. Lord Delaware was compelled
to leave on account of ill health, and was

followed in office by Sir Thomas Dale, who
arrived in August, 1611, with about three

hundred colonists, and a quantity of cattle,

hogs, stores, etc.

Prospects began now to brighten, and new
settlements were formed higher tip the river.

Dale labored judiciously and energetically
till 1616, when he returned to England.

Argall, a sort of half pirate, gave a good
deal of trouble in the management of affairs

;

but George Yeardley happily became gov
ernor in 1619. He called together the first

Colonial Assembly of Virginia, composed of

the Governor, the Council and Deputies
from the eleven plantations. These deputies
were called burgesses, a name of some note

in American history. Two years later, the

Colony obtained a constitution and pcrma-
ment government, and Sir Francis Wyatt
succeeded Yeardley. In 1622 the Indians

attempted to massacre the whites, and near

ly accomplished their object. This led to a

savage system of retaliation, and the warfare

thus began continued for about fourteen

years.

King James L, a great lover ofprerogative,
and entirely misliking every thing that looked

towards democratic freedom of speech, and
the like, took umbrage at the course of the

Virginia Company; and so, his majesty ar

bitrarily appointed a commission of investi

gation in 1624, and the next year had the

company abolished. It had spent nearly $700,-
000 in the effort to establish the colony and

make it remunerative
;
but could not with

stand royal and ministerial power. &quot;We may
mention here, that tobacco was a principal

article of cultivation and trade
; and that, in

1621, cotton seeds were planted as an experi

ment, which promised favorable results. &quot;We

may also mention that, in 1620, a Dutch trad

ing vessel brought into Jamestown a cargoo o o
of twenty negroes, who were purchased by
the planters for slaves

;
from which beginning

arose that mighty evil and bane of our coun

try, the slave trade and slavery. God be

thanked that slavery in this land is totally

and forever abolished !

Turning our attention in another direction,

we find that a brave Englishman, named

Henry Hudson, sailed in the employ of the

Dutch East India Company, on a voyage of

discovery. This was in April, 1609. He
reached the northern coast of America in

due time, and early in September, entered

S andy Hook Bay. Passing through the Nar

rows, he voyaged up that noble river which

perpetuates his fame, as far as the site of the

present city of Albany. Descending the

river, he embarked for Europe in October,

and reached England in November. Here

he was detained by a royal order, and

dispatched on another voyage the next year ;

but he perished in the frozen regions of what

is now known as Hudson s Bay.
The Dutch Company claimed the right of

discovery, as having been made by their

agent ;
and accordingly, in 1613, took posses

sion of Manhattan Island, where the great

city of New-York now stands. Trade wag

opened with the Indians; Adriaen Block

penetrated through the East Kiver and Long
Island Sound ;

and a fort was erected on
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Manhattan Island ai i also just below Albany.
New Netherland was placed under the

special charge of the Company, and in 1623,

May became its first director. He was suc

ceeded, in 1626, by Peter Minuit, who was

active and vigorous during the six years of

his government. Manhattan Island and also

Staten Island were purchased of the natives,

and forts and block houses erected for the

protection of trade. Thus far the Dutch had

in view immediate results, in the way of trade

principally ;
and it was not till 1629 that a

plan for colonization was adopted. This gave
the privilege to any one planting a colony of

fifty persons, on a tract sixteen miles in length
within four years, of being called a &quot;

patroon
&quot;

or lord, and enjoying the usual feudal pre

rogatives. The scheme met with favor, and

desirable locations were secured on Delaware

Bay and the south-west bank of the Hudson.

Van Twiller succeeded Minuit in 1633
;
but

did not meet with much success in his office.

lie brought over 100 soldiers, a school-mas

ter, and a minister, and favored the trade

which had been commenced with the Indians,

a number of years previously, on the Con

necticut River. A fort was erected near

where Hartford now stands, and when the

sturdy Plymouth settlers disputed their rights,

Van Twiller sent soldiers to drive away the

Englishmen, but without success. The pa
troon privileges caused serious disputes and

troubles, and as Van Twiller was accused of

illegal or underhand procedures, he was re

plied, and William Kieft was sent out as

his successor, in March, 1637. The hardy
and energetic Swedes undertook a settlement

on Delaware Bay, in 163Y, and soon after

built a fort near its head. Kieft protested,

and would have driven the Swedes out if

he could ;
but emigration increased

;
a fort

and residence of the governor were located

near where Philadelphia now stands, and

New Sweden seemed to be securely planted.

We may mention here, however, that the

Dutch built a fort at Newcastle, in 1651,

which was attacked and destroyed by the

Swedes. The Dutch then, under Stuyvesant,

invaded New Sweden, and in 1655 it became

wholly under their sway.

Leaving the Dutch and Swedes for the

present, the founding of New England next

claims the reader s notice. The Plymouth
Company, spoken of on a previous page
(see p. 56), met with very indifferent success

in its efforts at colonization. In 1614, Cap
tain John Smith explorer] the coast for the

Company, from Penobscot to Cape Cod, made
a map of the region, and gave it the name of

New England. In 1619, the &quot;

Puritans,&quot; a

body of menwho were averse, as a matter of

conscience, to living under the religious rule

of the English Church, and had been resid

ing for years in Holland, resolved to em
bark for America, where they could regu
late matters of religion according to their

own sentiments. They asked to be allowed

to settle in New Netherland, but were refus

ed. They then determined to try and reach

the northern part of the region next to the

Virginia Company s districts, or the vicini

ty of the Hudson. It was in September,

1620, that they set sail, and after a long and

dangerous voyage, they came in sight of the

coast of New England, near Cape Cod.

This was in November. They first organ
ized themselves into a body politic under the

sanction of a voluntary compact ; appointed
John Carver governor ;

and sent out an ex

ploring party to find a good resting place on

land. Winter speedily came on, and it was

not till the 21st of December, 1620, that the

Mayflower s company was landed on Plym
outh Rock, and a settlement attempted.
Hard and bitter was the trial to bear

up against the piercing cold and furious

storms of that ice-bound coast; and out

of 101 souls, at least one-half was cut off

before spring arrived. Carver died, and was

succeeded by Bradford in 1621. Fortunate

ly, no Indians appeared to molest the colony
in its weakness. The Mayflower set sail for

England, in April, and on further explor

ation the colonists found the three crested

peninsula of Shawmut, where Boston now is.

Progress was slow and toilsome. The Wain
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pauoag Indians were friendly, but the Narra-

gansetts were ill disposed and decidedly threat

ening. A palisade oi timbers was formed

around the village with three gates. They had

no cattle, as yet, and only rude agricultural

implements ;
and though fish were abundant,

they were almost destitute of boats, where

with to catch them. The settlement at

Weymouth, failing of corn, began to plun
der the natives, who resolved to massacre

them
;
but Captain Miles Standish anticipa

ted the Indians, and by needlessly killing

Borne of them, laid the beginning of that

spirit of hatred which was never quelled in

the savage bosom. By degrees settlements

were extended. Dover and Portsmouth in

New Hampshire were founded in 1623.

The next year as the joint stock system did

not work well, each colonist at Plymouth

began to plant on a tract for himself, which

soon made corn abundant. At this date

there were thirty-two dwelling houses and

184 inhabitants
;

in 1630 the number of

the people was about 300. Distance from the

mother country fostered the feeling of entire

independence in action as well as thought, and

the colonists exercised all the powers of gov

ernment, even to capital punishment, when

they deemed that necessary. Laws were

enacted in General Assembly, and freedom

to preach and pray was allowed to all who
chose so to do * . e. to all who agreed with

Puritan views of doctrine and discipline.

John Endicott, with 100 followers, settled

at Naumkeag or Salem, in 1628
;
and in the

same year the Massachusetts Bay Company
obtained a patent from Charles I., with lib

eral provisions, but containing no specific

arrangements as to religion. A large num
ber of the proprietors were members of the

Church of England, and desired its form of

worship and services
;
but that stern, unre

lenting Puritan, John Endicott, with others

of like stamp, resisted every such purpose,
and shipped off to England, in 1629, two

brothers named Browne, who were Church

men, as &quot; factious and evil conditioned.&quot; We
shall see, by and by, how this spirit of old

Endicott developed and strengthened into

outrageous acts of tyranny and injustice.

Numerous and valuable additions were
made to the colony, and together with Sal

stonstall, Dudley, Winthrop and others, more
than 1000 emigrants arrived in 1630. Win-

throp was chosen governor; Boston was
founded

;
and townships formed at various

neighboring points. Though professing much
affection and esteem for &quot; their dear mother

the Church of
England,&quot; they arranged their

religious matters entirely to their own liking,

irrespective of church and king. The win

ter of 1630 was very severe
;
more than 200

died before December; famine with all its

terrors seemed at hand
;
and many cf the

emigrants lost heart and fled away back to

their native land. In May, 1631, the Gen
eral Court enacted that no one should have

a vote who was not a member of some

church. This stirred up no little ill feeling,

since hardly one-fourth of the people were

church members. It was in fact the first

great attempt to establish a sort of theocracy,
and it led to anything but a pleasant state of

affairs. The ministers necessarily acquired

potential influence, and interference with

personal liberty as to amusements and the

like, became a regular thing, and was reso

lutely carried out.

Dudley was made governor in 1634, in

place of Winthrop, during whose four years
of administration the colony had become

firmly established. A fort had been built
;

mills had been brought into use
;
trade with

the Virginians and Dutch had grown up,

etc. Roger Williams s case at this date gave

great trouble. The Puritans, in theory, were

quite disposed to allow others that freedom

of opinion which they claimed for them

selves
; but, in practice, they held that no

opinion was to be tolerated which did not

agree with their settled and established

views. Now, Roger Williams was a man

who, claiming what he termed &quot;soul liber

ty,&quot;
did not hesitate to differ, in many re

spects, from the ministers and leaders in the

colony, and he set forth his viows as to reli-
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gious freedom, resolutely and persistently.

This, of course, was not to be tolerated
;
and

the summary measure of shipping him off

to England (as had been done with the

Brownes, p. 59) was resolved upon. Wil

liams, however, fled in the depth of winter,
and was received and kindly treated by the

Narragansett Indians. He removed to Nar-

ragansett Bay, where he received from the

Indians a free grant of a considerable tract

of land, and in June, 1636, fixed upon the

site of a town, which he named Providence,
as being a refuge from persecution and wan

derings. Here he was joined by others

from Salem, among whom he freely dis

tributed his lands, and towards whom he

exercised that spirit of toleration which he

claimed for himself. This was the begin

ning of Rhode Island, the smallest, but by
no means the least distinguished of the

United States.

Henry Yane, a man of some note, who
had come over from England the year be

fore, with a large body of emigrants, was, in

1636, elected governor. Soon after, new
troubles of a religious kind arose, in which

Governor Yane became deeply involved.

There was, it seems, an excellent and pious
woman in Boston, named Mrs. Anne Hutch-

inson, who avowed sentiments on doctrinal

points which were even more offensive than

those maintained by Roger Williams. In -a

state of enthusiasm, if not fanaticism, she

went so far as to defy the ruling powers,

denouncing some of the ministers as unsound,

etc. Yane sided with Mrs. Ilutchinson, and

believed in her; but she was nevertheless

tried, condemned and banished, in 1637;

whereupon Yane left in disgust for England.
Mrs. II. and a number of her followers set

tled in Aquiday, or Isle of Rhodes, in Narra-

gansett Bay. Two years later, in 1639,

Newport was founded on the southern side

of the island, and universal toleration pre
vailed here, as in Providence under Williams.

In 1644 a charter was obtained, which united

the two under the name of Rhode Island and

Providence Plantations.

The Dutch, as we have noted (see p. 58),

tried to prevent the New Englanders from

occupying the valley of the Connecticut (In
dian name, meaning Long River} ;

but with

out success. In 1635 and 1636, a large body
of settlers pushed through the forests to the

Connecticut, where Hartford, Windsor and

other towns were founded. Saybrook also,

at the mouth of the river, dates from this

year, 1635.

The Pequod war broke out in 1636. This

powerful tribe, who dwelt at and near the

mouth of Thames River, was hostile to the

white settlers, and had frequent difficulties

and collisions with them. This soon led to

a contest which speedily became one for life

or death. The red men, exasperated by an

attack on the Block Islanders under Endi-

cott, in which great injury was done, retali

ated, of course
;
and they resolved to exter

minate, if possible, every white man in New
England. Roger Williams, at great personal

risk, persuaded the Narragansetts not to join

the Pequods, and sent word of the Indian

plot to Massachusetts. Early in the spring
of 1637, determined to anticipate the attack

of the savages, the men of Connecticut, less

than 100 in number, under John Mason,
who had served as a soldier in Flanders, set

out for the work which was before them.

About 80 Mohegans joined them in the per

ilous undertaking. The attack was made on

the Pequod fort and village at night, and

after a sharp fight, Mason had the torch ap

plied to the wigwams, and the Pequods were

entirely defeated. The colonists continued

to war against this tribe with bitter tenacity,

and during the summer completed the ex

termination ofthe bloody heathen.&quot; Hence

forth the name of Pequod was never heard.

The stringent regulations of Massachusetts

in regard to religious matters, led to various

migrations on the part of those who disliked

what they felt to be intolerance in the au

thorities. Davenport, in 1638, established

the colony of New Haven
; Wheelwright

planted Exeter; Capt. Underbill went to

Dover
;
others followed their example., and
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settlements began to spring up over the face

of the country. Progress thus far had been

steady, if not rapid. Trade increased; in

tercourse was mostly kept up by coasting;

and there were now (1640), east of the Hud

son, some fifty towns and villages, under

twelve soon after reduced to six separate

jurisdictions.

The progress of Virginia, after the acces

sion of Charles I., (1625) was, on the whole,

encouraging. Trouble with the Indians still

existed, and tobacco was as yet the staple

prod act. Various governors followed one

another
; Yeardley, Potts, Harvey and Wy-

att, from 1625 to 1641
;
at which date Sir

William Berkeley took the reins of govern
ment in hand. The code of laws was revised

in 1632, and numerous excellent regulations

were adopted, tending to promote good mor

als and industry in the community. The

Virginians under Berkeley steadily adhered

to the cause of royalty ;
but in 1652 a pow

erful expedition was sent by Parliament,

which enforced submission in Virginia to its

authority, their rights and privileges, how

ever, being secured to the colonists. In

1644, Opechancanough, the successor of Pow-
hatan and a bitter foe to the white men,
made an attack, and succeeded in killing

some 500 persons. Two years later, this re

lentless savage died of wounds in battle, and

his successor made peace by giving up all

the lands between the James and York Riv

ers. On the accession of Charles II. the

burgesses re-elected Berkeley governor of

Virginia. Steadily intent upon securing the

liberty they enjoyed, they established the

supremacy of the popular branch, the free

dom of trade, religious toleration, exemption
from foreign taxation, and the universal

elective franchise.

The origin and early progress of Maryland
are more than usually noteworthy. George

Calvcrt, Lord Baltimore, a member of the

Roman Catholic Church, obtained from

Charles I. in 1632, a grant of a large tract

of land on the Potomac, which, in compli

ment to the Queen, was called Maryland.

He was a man of enlarged and comprehen
sive views, and he took care to secure in the

charter of the new colony popular freedom in

the management of civil affairs, and the most

liberal toleration in regard to religion. Leon
ard Calvert, in 1634, arrived in the Chesa

peake with about 200 colonists, mostly
Roman Catholics, and built the little village
of St. Mary s on the Potomac. The Vir

ginians did not feel at all pleased with this,

as they thought, encroachment on their

territories, and Claybourne, especially, who
was one of the council, manifested an untir

ing hostility towards the new settlement.

The Colonial Assembly passed the first Stat

utes of Maryland, in 1639, in which and in

subsequent enactments, toleration was firmly
established. Claybourne, in 1643, stirred up
insurrection in Maryland ;

but was finally

driven out by Calvert, in 1646, and escaped to

England. Owing to the troubles in the

mother country, Maryland was claimed by
different parties, and in 1650 there were four

separate aspirants for chief control. In 1660,

Philip Calvert became the acknowledged

governor. The population at this date was

about 10,000, and the colony gave promise
of steady onward progress.

The affairs of New Netherland. unaer

Kieft (p. 58) did not advance successfully.

He was quick tempered, not very wise, and

no match for the Connecticut people, who
were bent on expelling the Dutch from the

region they had in possession and where

they had planted several flourishing towns.

Kieft, too, got into a war with the Indians.

In February, 1643, he madly and wickedly
caused the cutting off of a number of the

Tappan Indians, who had taken refuge with

the Dutch on being attacked by the Mo
hawks. Speedy and bloody retaliation fol

lowed. In every direction, near New Am
sterdam, the whites were murdered, without

mercy, and a piteous cry was raised against

Kieft s government in an appeal sent to

Holland in 1544. He was superseded in

164T by Petrus Stuyvesant, a sturdy old

soldier, but rather haughty and imperious.
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The new governor undertook to settle diffi

culties and disputes^ which were quite nu

merous, but he met with indifferent success.

In 1647, there was a partial settlement of a

boundary between the Dutch and the New
Haven colonists; and in 1652, Stuyvesant

summarily put a stop to action on the part
of a convention of delegates who claimed a

voice for the people in public affairs. More
trouble and bloodshed occurred with the

Indians in 1659, and there was an annoying

dispute with Maryland on hand
;
but the

real trial of Stuyvesant s life was the restless

spirit of New England, and the determina

tion of the English, at the earliest moment
to seize upon the Dutch colony by force.

This was done under the pretext of Eng
land s right to the whole region from Massa

chusetts to Virginia ;
and in 1664, Charles

II. gave to his brother, the Duke of York, a

charter for all the district between the Con
necticut and the Delaware, ignoring the

rights of New Netherland altogether. In

the summer of the same year, a formidable

expedition appeared in the harbor, and as

the people refused to give aid, Stuyvesant
had no alternative but to submit. The town

and all the Dutch possessions passed quietly

into the hands of the English ;
and hence

forth New York became the name of the

colony. Fort Orange on the Hudson capitu

lated, and the name Albany was given to it.

The Dutch on the Delaware were also

speedily reduced to submission.

New Jersey, lying between the Hudson

and the Delaware, dates its origin from this

year 1664. Lord Berkeley and Sir George
Carteret were the proprietaries. Very fa

vorable terms were offered to colonists, es

pecially a Colonial Assembly, the sole power
of taxation, religious freedom, etc. Yarious

disputes arose within a few years as to quit-

rents, and in 1670, Carteret, the governor,
was obliged to flee. He returned from Eng
land within two years with fresh powers.
William Penn became one of the proprie

taries this year, and by his arbitration the

province was divided into East and West

Jersey. The Quakers occupied the latter and

soon became prosperous, and also obtained

the good will of the Indians. In 1682, East

Jersey was purchased by some Quakers, who
obtained a new patent from the Duke of

York in 1683. Andros, governor of New
York, undertook to act in a lawless sort of

manner towards Jersey ;
but the Quakers,

guided by Penn, firmly asserted their rights.

By an appeal to England the question waa
settled in their favor, and the colony gave

promise of future solid growth.
In regard to New York, the early measures

taken by the Duke gave but little satisfac

tion, and the merchants and others averred

that they had gained nothing by the change
from under the Dutch rule. In 1673, a

Dutch fleet appeared in the harbor of New
York; the town was surrendered, and the

Dutch for a while held the place ;
but next

year it passed back again by treaty into the

hands of the English. The Duke of York
sent over Edmund Andros to enforce his

rights and claims and to insist upon obedi

ence. Andros failed in an attempt on Con

necticut, and also found the people of New
York ill-disposed to submit to arbitrary,

irresponsible power, especially in the laying
of taxes. The Duke of York yielded at last

to persistent remonstrances and appeals, and

acceded to the calling of an assembly. On
the 17th of October, 1683, the first popular

Assembly met, and set forth their rights as

freemen. The next year the Assembly met

again, and adopted the charter of liberties

and privileges ;
but as the Duke of York be

came King James II. in 16S5, he refused to

allow these privileges and rights recently

granted. He ordered Dongan, the governor
to resume the former arrangement of affairs,

and to impose taxes without regard to the

will of the people.

In the progress of New England History,

an important step, taken in 1643, deserves

notice here. This was the forming a con

federation under the name of &quot; The United

Colonies of New England.&quot; It consisted of

the Colonies of Massachusetts, New Plyin
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outh, Connecticut, and New Haven; New

Hampshire was included, coming in under

the protection of Massachusetts. By the

articles of confederation, each was pledged to

the other to aid and assist in every matter,

for defence or offence, tending to mutual

safety and welfare. It was declared to be a

perpetual union, and continued till James

II. (1684-86) deprived the New England
colonies of their charters.

Religious troubles and persecutions be

came rife at this date. Some of the Ana

baptist sect, and a wild sort of a heretic

named Gorton, were severely handled in

1637 and 1644
;
and the magistrates seemed

to grow more and more stern and unrelent

ing. In 1648, Massachusetts set the first

example of an execution for witchcraft, by

putting to death Margaret Jones, charged
with having

&quot; a malignant touch.&quot; Seven

years later, Anne Hibbins suffered in the

same way. Other and more shocking exhi

bitions of the spirit of persecution, neces

sarily consequent upon the fundamental

principles of the Puritan theocracy, followed

soon after, and they came about in this wise.

Tho Quakers were a sect who took their rise

in England about 1644, under the preaching
of George Fox. They held to the notion of an

internal revelation direct from Deity, super

seding and rendering useless all external

forms and ordinances of religion. They de

spised titles, ignored the ordinary civilities

of life, and denounced pleasures of every

sort, and especially the tyranny of rulers in

high places, whether temporal or spiritual.

They were overflowing with zeal, and mani

fested a fanatical desire to encounter perse
cution and outrage. Of course people of

this sort would come at once into collision

with Puritan rules and regulations. In July,

1650, two Quaker women arrived in Boston,

having come from Barbadoes and being pre

pared to face the consequences. They were

immediately arrested, imprisoned for five

weeks, their trunks rifled, books burnt,

and themselves expelled from the colony.

Heavy lines were imposed upon all captains

of vessels bringing in Quakers into Massa

chusetts
; whippings were inflicted, ears were

cropped, tongues bored, and the like; but

still the Quakers came, .and persevered in

braving the authorities. It was war to the

knife between ecclesiastical bigotry and in

sane fanaticism. In 1658, a decree of ban

ishment was enforced on pain of death
;
but

Robinson, Stephenson and Mary Dyer were

bent upon martyrdom. The authorities did

not flinch, though AVinthrop and other good
men pleaded earnestly against spilling the

blood of those who were semi-lunatics at

least. Robinson and Stephenson were hanged
in 1659, and Mary Dyer, respited for a while,

was also hanged on Boston Common in June,
1660. The magistrates entered upon a for

mal defence of their course, which was gen-

rally condemned by the people. Others of

the Quakers appeared, and even courted

death, affirming that for every man executed

five would come in his room. The authori

ties could not withstand the conviction that

they were disgracing themselves and the

cause of true religion by their action
;
and so

they gave up hangings and the like
; prison

ers were discharged ;
if any returned they

were to be whipped out of the bounds again ;

thus the mania, in due time, died out a

natural death.

The labors of John Eliot, the Indian

Missionary, form a pleasant offset to the

above. He began his labors in 1646
;
learned

the Indian dialect in New England, so as to

translate the Bible for the benefit of the na

tives
;
and was prudent, zealous, gentle, and

untiring in his devotion. Money was sent

to him from England in 1661
;
his Indian

Bible was printed at Cambridge, in 1663
;
a

sort of Indian college was established the

same year ;
and his whole life was spent in

this service. He died in 1690, full of years

and honors
;
and though it is true, that no

permanent impression was made upon the

natives, and that the sterner Puritans looked

coldly upon his efforts, yet the name of John

Eliot will always be remembered with thank

fulness in the early annals of our country.
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The progress of New England and the

American Colonies generally, during Crom
well s rule in die mother country, was sure

and steady in all the elements of material

prosperity ;
an i the men of that age, hardy,

energetic, self-possessed, bred in the prin

ciples and under the influence of freedom,
were becoming prepared, in God s Provi

dence, for the period when they should assert

and maintain their claims to independence
of all but their own control. On the ac

cession of Charles II. in 1660, New England
entertained well-founded apprehensions of

what might be the consequences to it. The

Massachusetts folks determined, however, to

hold on to their rights under the charter
;
to

submit only so far as they were forced by

compulsion ;
and while making a show of

submission, to maintain their resistance to

any and ev^ry act which they deemed in

jurious or prejudicial to their interests. The

king s authority was acknowledged in general

terms, and two agents were sent to England
in 1662, to see what could be done in the

emergency. Charles II. confirmed the charter,

but required an acknowledgment of his pre

rogative, the oath of allegiance, toleration

for the Church of England, and allowance of

franchise to every freeholder. Evasive re

sponses were made to these requisitions, and

in 1664, Commissioners arrived in Boston to

enforce the royal claims. They spent some

two years in New England, but accomplished

nothing. The Massachusetts leaders, pro
fuse in expressions of loyalty, were unyield

ing in their determination to maintain their

rights and privileges ;
and the king, on re

ceiving the Commissioners report in 1666,

was preparing to force submission; but

fortunately for the colony, he had his hands

full at home the plague and great fire in

London occurred at this time, and for a few

years New England was left undisturbed.

Connecticut and Rhode Island, more

prompt than Massachusetts in acknowledg

ing the royal authority, met with especial

favor from the king. The younger Win-

Ihrop for the former, and Clarke for the

latter, obtained very liberal privileges undei

the great seal for the obedient colonies. The

provisions of their charters were confirmed,
and freedom and toleration established on

the broad platform of right and justice.

At this date, about fifty years from the land

ing on Plymouth Rock, the New England
colonies numbered 120 towns, and between

60,000 and T0,000 inhabitants. Not only
trade and commerce had increased, but the

face of the country was become quite

changed ;
so much so that the Indian tribes

began to feel very restless and dissatisfied

with the progress of the white men, and the

consequent cutting off their hunting grounds
in every direction. A leader only was want

ing, in such a state of affairs, to induce the

red men to make one desperate effort to stop

the advance of civilization and the increase

of the power of the white race. Philip,

Sachem of the &quot;VVampanoags, was the man
for the time. Brave, proud, of superior

ability, and deadly in his hostility to the

colonists, he was able to persuade all the

tribes of New England to join in a con

federacy in order to cut off their enemies.

In 1675 King Philip s war began, and lasted

for about two years. It was the most bloody
and wide-spread conflict in which the colonies

had ever been engaged. The lives which

were lost, the terrible sufferings endured,

especially by helpless women and children,

the towns and settlements destroyed, were

almost beyond description. The colonists

not only met with these heavy losses, in this

war, but contracted also a heavy debt in

carrying it through; a debt, however, which

they did not ask help from England to dis

charge. Philip was hunted down at last and

shot, and his young son was sold as a slave

in Bermuda.

In 1680, Edward Randolph came from

England to enforce the acts of trade, which

had been resisted, and to collect the royal
customs. The magistrates refused submission

altogether, and Randolph could effect noth

ing. Two years later he obtained a royal

letter peremotorilv demanding obedience
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The authorities obstinately persisted in the

determination to which they had come ;
but

it was to no purpose. A sdre-facias was

issued in England in 168-i and the charter of

Massachusetts was declared to be forfeited.

A temporary government was established
;

but in 1686 James II., the new king, sent

Andros over to carry out the arbitrary and

tyrannical designs of the last of the Stuarts.

Connecticut and Rhode Island met with

similar treatment. Andros dissolved the

General Assembly in Rhode Island and de

manded the charter of Connecticut. The

document itself was saved, but Andros de

clared it to be forfeited. This state of things,

however, was short-lived, since James II. was

soon after compelled to abandon the English

throne, and the accession of &quot;William and

Mary wrought speedy and great changes in

the position and prospects of the American

colonies.

Sir &quot;William Berkeley, as we have seen

(p. 61) was elected governor of Virginia in

1660, and apparently popular liberty was

well established
;
but great changes occurred

during the following twenty-five years.

These were brought about by several causes.

Virginia had been settled by a rather aristo

cratic class who had no high opinion of the

people as a part of the ruling power in the

land. There were indented servants and

negro slaves, who, of course, could have no

claim to the privileges of freemen
;
and the

aristocratic class naturally obtained ascend

ancy in the management of public affairs.

Berkeley was one of this class and rated the

position of his order very highly ;
the

Assembly kept themselves in office from

year to year ; part of the people were dis

franchised
; heavy taxes were laid

;
and all

legislation was for the benefit of this ruling
class in the community. Intolerance too,

found opportun ity for its exercise. Puritans,

Baptists, and Quakers were fined and ban

ished (though they did not kill any Quakers,
as Massachusetts did) ;

free schools and the

printing press were denounced by Berkeley,
and the whole aim of the party in power was

to maintain the dominion of a body of

wealthy planters
over a submissive, ignorant

commonalty, and a still lower class of white

servants and negro slaves. Discontent soon

manifested itself, and Nathaniel Bacon, a

prominent planter, became the leader in

efforts to obtain redress and secure to all

their just rights and privileges. A bitter

contest arose between Berkeley and Bacon,

commencing with Indian troubles and dis

putes, and terminating only with the latter s

death. Berkeley throughout displayed a

bigoted and vengeful spirit.
&quot; Bacon s

Laws,&quot; as they are called, were enacted by
the Assembly (1676), and gave clear evidence

of progress in the right direction. His sud

den death, however, in 1677, put a stop to

further reform, and Berkeley, &quot;that old

fool,&quot;
as Charles II. called him, gratified to

the full his malice by fines, exactions, cruel

usage, and worst of all, by judicial murder

of more than twenty persons. Culpepper
and Effingham, two needy courtiers of

Charles the spend-thrift, found opportunity
under a royal grant, to oppress the colonists

and grind money out of them during the

next seven or eight years. Popular liberty

became nearly extinct, and James II. dis

solved the Assembly just before he himself

was ejected from the throne of England

(1688).

Affairs in Maryland, as already stated

(p. 61), were in a prosperous condition under

Calvert, and Lord Baltimore obtained solid re

turns for the outlays he had made on the

province (1676). Earnest efforts were put
forth to secure something like a church

establishment, as the great body of the

colonists were Protestants, and some excite

ment and an outbreak followed (1681) ; but

matters were soon put at rest. James II.

was eager to take away the charter and bring
ruin upon Maryland ;

but in this, as in the

case of other colonies, he failed of success in

consequence of the ignominious close of his

own career.

About 1660, some adventurers from New
England attempted a settlement near the

iv. o
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mouth of Cape Fear River, but nothing per
manent; resulted. Charles II. in4663 granted

territory south of the Chesapeake, from

Albemarle Sound to St. John s River, to a

body of noblemen the Earl of Clarendon,
Duke of Albemarle, and others, as pro

prietaries, with all the rights, privileges and

powers. The region was called Carolina.

Settlements were made at Albemarle and

Clarendon, and the prospect for the future

was decidedly good. In order to establish a

2onstitution suitable to the ideas and dignity

of the noble proprietaries, John Locke was

called upon for help (1670), and his &quot; Grand

Model&quot; made evident the fact, that a man

may be a great metaphysician and philoso

pher, and yet produce very absurd things for

practical use among men. Such was the

case with Locke s Grand Model, with its

ranks of nobility, and its curious combination

of impracticabilities. A fair trial of it was

made
;
but nobody wras satisfied

; nobody
eould get along with the philosopher s scheme

so far as the New World was concerned
;
and

so, by and by, it virtually died out a natural

death. This same year (1670), colonists un

der William Sayle, occupied a district be

tween Ashley and Cooper Rivers. Yeamans

succeeded Sayle two years later
;
and as the

new settlement was at a distance from Al

bemarle a separate government was institu

ted
;

hence arose the distinction between

North and South Carolina. Dutch and Hu

guenot emigrants arrived at this period, and

added strength to the colony. The Indians,

urged on by the Spaniards at St. Augustine,

were hostile
;
and discontent, murmuring and

hardships of various sorts followed. The

proprietaries also were dissatisfied, not to say

disgusted, at finding that they had to pay
out money continually, instead of having it

paid back to them
;
so that, for a number of

years, frequent disturbances occurred from

factions and quarrels not easy to be put at

rest. James II. proposed to make short

work of the charter here, as in other colonies,

and ordered a quo warranto (16SG) ;
but

Btill, despite all kinds of troubles, the Caroli-

nas steadily and effectively advanced in pop
ulation and general prosperity and in secur

ing the rights and privileges of self-govern
ment.

Pennsylvania owes its name and found

ation to the distinguished William Penn, the

Quaker. He had for years been an efficient

friend and helper to the members of his pecu
liar sect in New Jersey, and in 1681 he obtain

ed an extensive grant of land wrest of the Del

aware. The king owed him, on his father s

account, some 16,000 ;
but as money was an

article not to be got from Charles II., Penn
wras glad to take the royal grant of land

instead, in the hope that he might obtain a

reasonable pecuniary return, and also furnish

an asylum for the oppressed members of the

Quaker sect in Europe or America. The terms

proposed by Penn to settlers were liberal and

even generous, and his course with regard
to the Indians was such as to redound to his

honor, for he was the first who treated the red

man fairly and honestly, and recognized the

fact that the natives had rights as well as the

new comers. Three vessels with enno-ranta

set sail, in July, 1681, for the shores of (he

Delaware, and in October, the next year,

Penn himself landed in the New World. The

freemen were called together, and laws and

regulations of various kinds agreed upon and

adopted. Philadelphia was founded in 1683,
and grew rapidly. The success of Pennsyl
vania was certain, and was very gratifying, no

doubt, to its large and liberal minded founder
;

but he, too, was called upon to suffer loss and

meet with mortifying disappointment. In

August, 1684:, Penn returned to England,leav

ing twenty settlements and 7000 inhabitants

in the colony ;
but his absence led to various

encroachments on his rights as proprietary ;

he obtained only trifling returns, from quit-

rents, for his heavy outlays; the colonists

gradually obtained possession of every thing

and when James II. fell, Penn suffered addi

tional reverses, and he was deprived, in 1690

by order of the Privy Council, of all control in

the affairs of Pennsylvania.

We niav mention here, that French colo-
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nial enterprise thus far was much less success

ful than that of the English. The Indians

were, nearly every where, bitterly hostile,

despite the efforts of the Jesuit and other

missionaries, and the company ofNew France,
as it was called, gave up in despair in 1662.

Marquette, in 1673, made his way to the

Mississippi, &quot;the great river,&quot;
as the name

imports, and floated on its waters a long way
to the southward. La Salle followed, in

1678, exploring the great chain of lakes,

Erie, St. Clair, Huron, and Michigan. Amid

many severe trials and losses, La Salle perse

vered, and finally descended the Mississippi
in a barge. In the name of France, he took

possession of the mouth of the river, April

9th, 1682, and the name Louisiana was

given to the newly acquired territory. La
Salle s further efforts at colonization resulted

disastrously, and he himself was murdered

in March, 1687. Thus, at the date of James
the Second s downfall, 1688, the French colo

nies in America were much weaker, and had

much less of the elements of stability in them,
than the English. Important consequences
flowed from this fact, as we shall see, when
the collision between England and France

soon after occurred.

In New England the accession of William

III., Prince of Orange, was hailed with great
satisfaction by the people, and they proceed
ed at once to hasten forward measures of re

form in opposition to the governors appoint
ed by Jaxes II. Andros (p. 65) was arrest

ed in Boston, and sent to England ;
the peo

ple of New York placed at the head of affairs

Jacob Leisler, who, two years later, by a sort

of judicial murder, was put to death under

Sloughter, the new governor of the colony ;

Virginia, rather tardily, acknowledged Wil
liam and Mary ;

and in Maryland a popular
insurrection took place against Lord Balti

more, headedby John Coode,which lasted some
three years. Almost immediately on the acces

sion of William, he became involved in war
with Louis XIV. of France. As a matter of

course, the American colonies could not es

cape taking pait in the contest. Both parties

at first were eager for the strife. New En&amp;lt;?

land, not less than the French colonists, enter

tained schemes of conquest and advancement.
The latter purposed to monopolize the west
ern fur trade, secure uninterrupted passage

through Lake Erie to the Mississippi, and cut

off the English from the cod fishery on the

banks of Newfoundland; while the former

hoped, and apparently not without reason, to

be able to deprive the French of all the

advantages which they possessed, and even

expel them entirely from the country. Both

parties, too, nationally and religiously ene

mies, were prepared to engage in bloody
strife with unpitying hearts and unmistakable

ferocity. The war broke out in June, 1689,

by an attack on Dover, and subsequently on

other places. Count Frontenac was appointed

governor of Canada and pushed forward hos

tilities with energy. Schenectady was de

stroyed by the French and Indians, in Feb

ruary, 1690, and Salmon Falls met with a

similar fate. The people of New England
and New York were terrified, but speedily
resolved upon vengeance. A land and naval

expedition against Canada was fitted out :

Phipps commanded the ships, and Winthrop
the troops ;

but the results were mortifying
in the extreme. The land forces did not

reach Canada at all, and Phipps, who expec
ted to take Quebec by surprise, was com

pelled to return to Boston, in December,

1690, having accomplished nothing, except

emptying the treasury and causing the first

issue of paper money in the colonies to meet

the emergency. Added to the sanguinary

ravages of the French and Indians was tho

witchcraft delusion, that direful phenomenon
in the history of Massachusetts. It pre
vailed during 1692 and 1693, especially at

Salem, and was marked by cruelty and mad

ness, and the fiercest displays of fanaticism

and lawlessness which have ever disgraced
tho annals of any civilized nation in the

3rld. The frontier warfare, meanwhile,

&amp;gt;ntinuecl,
and the French and English, with

the help of their savage allies, inflicted

upon each other all the injuries of which
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they were capable ;
but with no special

advantage to either party. The peace of

Ryswick, at the close of 1697, brought the

first intercolonial war to an end, leaving the

possessions of the contending parties in about

the same condition as when the contest began.
The disputes between France and England

relative to the &quot;

Spanish succession&quot; brought
on a second intercolonial war, and involved

the colonists not only with the French in the

north, but with the Spaniards, also, in Flori

da. Active preparations were made in Can

ada, in 1702, for renewing the contest, and

the settlements in Maine were furiously at

tacked. Massacres were perpetrated at Deer-

field (1704) and Haverhill (1708) under De
Rouville and the Indians. An expedition

against Port Royal (Annapolis) was under

taken in 1710, and met with entire success.

A much larger expedition, the next year,

against Quebec, was a complete failure, and

excited much indignation among the colo

nists. The struggle ended with the treaty

of Utrecht, in 1713
;
but several important

advantages had been obtained. These were,

the entire possession of Hudson s Bay and

the fur trade, the whole of Newfoundland

(the French having certain privileges in the

fisheries), and the territory of Acadie, which

received the name of Nova Scotia.

The third intercolonial war took its rise

from the effort on the part of Spain (1740)

to maintain that jealous system of colonial

monopoly which she had adopted in its ut

most rigor, and in which she was imitated

by the French and English. The latter had

acquired, by the treaty of Utrecht, the priv

ilege of transporting a certain number of

slaves annually to the Spanish colonies, un

der cover of which a wide-spread system of

smuggling had been introduced, against

which the Spaniards vainly sought to pro

tect themselves by the establishment of reve

nue cruisers. Some of these Spanish vessels

had attacked English ships engaged in law

ful traffic, and had committed several in

stances of barbarity, which had greatly moved

the popular indignation, and excited a clam

or for war, to which
&quot;Walpole, the minister,

was reluctantly obliged to consent. Soon

after, a general European war broke oiit, un
der George II., and the colonies in America

were, of course, involved in new struggles.
The important fortress of Louisburg, on Cape
Breton, was attacked by the New England-

ers, aided by an English fleet, in 1745, and

taken after a vigorously-conducted siege. It

was, however, restored to France by the

treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1748. For the

present the struggle was closed
; but the col

onists never lost sight of Canada, and were

determined upon expelling the French at the

earliest possible moment.

Some years before the breaking out of the

third intercolonial war, the colony of Georgia
was planted in that waste and unproductive

portion of Carolina between the Savannah

and the Altamaha rivers (1732). Its origin

was due to kindly and benevolent motives

and desires, notwithstanding the errors of

judgment into which its founders fell
;
and

the name of James Edward Oglethorpe will

always be held in deserved honor and es

teem. This philanthropic man was earnestly

intent upon mitigating the evils connected

with imprisonment for debt, and hoped also

to provide seasonable relief for the strug

gling poor of England, who might desire to

live soberly and industriously, and reap the

fruits of their efforts. In conjunction with

Lord Percival and other noblemen and gen

tlemen, Oglethorpe obtained a charter from

Parliament of a part of Carolina, south of the

Savannah, to be settled for the purposes just

named. Liberal contributions were made

by the nobility and clergy ; parliament also

made a grant ;
and the warmest interest was

excited in favor of the plan. They who

thought of political advantages, favored the

project because of the service Georgia was

likely to prove as a barrier on the south

against the Spaniards; merchants were at

tracted by promises of wine and silk as sta

ples for the new colony ;
Protestants looked

hitherward as a refuge for their persecuted

brethren on the continent; and those who
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desired to labor for the conversion of the In

dians, had here a wide field opened to them

for their self-denying labors. Savannah was

founded in 1733
; German, Scotch, and other

emigrants settled in Georgia; efforts were

made to provide defence against their hostile

neighbors the Spaniards; but the progress

of the colony was slow and unsatisfactory.

After twenty years striving, and the expen
diture of parliamentary grants amounting to

more than $600,000, the trustees gave up

the charter, and thenceforth Georgia became

a royal province (1752).

In this connection, we may here briefly

note that Louisiana owed its origin to the

persevering efforts of the French to establish

an uninterrupted line of communication be

tween Canada and the Gulf of Mexico.

D Iberville discovered the mouth of the Mis

sissippi in 1699, and ascended as high as the

Eed River
;
but all attempts at colonization

failed of anything like real success. In

1 717, the whole population, white and black,

amounted to only about 700. John Law,
the Scotch adventurer, and the famous Mis

sissippi Company, promised at this date un

told wealth to be drawn from Louisiana
;
but

the bubble burst in 1720, at which time the

Royal Bank had paper in circulation amount

ing&quot;
to 2,235,085,590 livres. The colony-

struggled on; the site of Ne\v Orleans was

chosen by Bienville, the governor, in 1718
;

serious difficulties occurred, and sharp con

tests also, with the Spaniards and with the

Indians
;

in 1732, the Mississippi Company

gave up Louisiana to the king ;
and during

the following twenty years, under De Vaud-

reuil as governor, the colony made fair pro

gress, and advanced in prosperity.

After a brief interval, the struggle was re

newed between the English and French colo

nists, the crisis having now been reached

when it was to be decided which of the two

wero to be the masters in North America.

The fourth intercolonial war began on the

isthmus of Nova Scotia (1750), and a colli

sion soon after occurred between the French

in the Valley of the Ohio and the neighbor

ing colonists in Virginia and Pennsylvania.
This brings, for the first time, on the stage
of history the illustrious GEORGE WASHING

TON, then just ripening into manhood. He
was sent by Governor Dinwiddie, of Virgi

nia, on a difficult and delicate mission to the

French on the Ohio (1753), and acquitted

himself of his task most satisfactorily. In

the year 1755, a year before the formal de

claration of war (the seven years war in

Europe), America was resounding w
Tith arms.

The efforts of the English were not at first

successful
;
Braddock was defeated in &quot;West

ern Pennsylvania, in July, 1755
;
Johnson

won a barren victory at Lake George (1755);

the forts at Oswego and Lake George were

taken by Montcalm (1756-7); and not until

a vigorous effort wras made both by England
and by her colonies, did the fortunes of the

conflict turn. Then (1758), Louisburg and

the Gulf of St. Lawrence were seized
;
and

the next year Wolfe defeated Montcalm on

the plains of Abraham, both heroes being
killed at the same time, and Quebec fell into

the possession of the English (1759). This

decided the war, and peace soon followed.

The treaty of Paris (1763) surrendered all

the French possessions in America save the

islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon off New
foundland. New Orleans and the territory

west of the Mississippi were transferred to

Spain, who had been the ally of France in

the last year of the war. All east of the

Mississippi was ceded to England.
A large share of the victories achievedO

over the French in America was due, un

doubtedly, to the exertions of the English

colonists. They gave their best energies,

their fortunes, and their lives to a cause

which was as much theirs as it was the

mother land s; and when they conquered,

they felt that it was for the colonies as well

as for England to profit by the victory. Not

so, however, thought many Englishmen, es

pecially among those in power. They as

serted that the war had been waged mainly

for England, and at the expense of England,

and that the colonists owed a debt to tho
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mother country, both pecuniary and political,

which they must be led, or, if necessary,

forced to discharge. Meanwhile, the colonies

had increased in many ways ;
their physical

and intellectual resources were enlarged, and

if they were able to contribute more in the

way of revenue to the mother country, they
were also able to resist any undue demand of

hers more effectually. The effect of the late

\vars was thus enhanced by the previous de

velopments of peace and onward progress.*
It was in this same year (1768) that a wide

spread combination among the Indians led

to fearful ravages on their part. The Del-

a wares and Shawanese, now occupying the

oanks of the Muskingum, Sciota, and Miami,

provoked by being crowded rudely by the

settlers fast pouring across the Alleghanies,
and perhaps incited by the artful representa
tion of French fur traders, made a simul

taneous attack, in June, along the whole fron

tier of Pennsylvania and Virginia. The noted

Pontiac, a man of superior ability, was the

moving spirit of this confederation, and it

tasked to the utmost the powerful influence

of Sir William Johnson to keep the Six ]S&quot;a-

tions from joining Pontiac against the white

men. The English traders were plundered
and slain, and the posts between the Ohio

and Lake Erie, were surprised and taken.

Only Niagara, Detroit, and Fort Pitt held

out, the two latter being closely blockaded
;

and the troops which Amherst sent to relieve

them did not reach their destination without

severe encounters. General Gage, the new

commander-in-chief, called for levies of troops

to aid in putting an end to this war with the

* &quot; Thus ended,&quot; says Mr. Irving ,

&quot; the contest be

tween France and England for dominion in America,

:ai which, as has been said, the first gun was fired in

Washington s encounter with De Jumonville (1754).

A French statesman and diplomatist (Count do Ver-

gennes), consoled himself by the persuasion that it

would be a fatal triumph to England. It would re

move the only check by which her colonies were kept
in awe. They will no longer need her protection,

eaid he ; she will call on them to contribute toward

Bupporting the burdens they have helped to bring on

her, and they will answer by striking for indepen
dence.

&quot;

Life of Washington, I. 303.

Indians, and in the course of the year the

red men were brought to terms.

It was perhaps but natural that, under the

circumstances, the English government should

think seriously of attempting to draw reve

nue from the colonies by taxation. Under the

ministry of William Pitt, England had ob

tained great glory over her enemies
;
but

glory then, as now, was an expensive thing;
the national debt was piled up to an enormous

extent; and some measures must be taken

to meet the difficulty. The colonists, on

their part, as was but natural, looked suspi

ciously upon any scheme which had in view

the trenching upon their inalienable right

not to grant money except by or through
their own representatives; and so they pre

pared themselves sturdily to resist every thing
of the kind. As a part of the policy of the

English ministry, is was proposed to main
tain in America ten thousand regular troops
as a peace establishment, for the defence o!

the colonies. Probably also there was had

in view the importance of such a foree as

this, to help to sustain the authority of the

crown in the colonies. So soon as peace was

established, the successors of Mr. Pitt in the

ministry, in accordance with the proposal of

the Board of Trade some years before, deter

mined to try the scheme of taxation by the

supreme ordinance of Parliament. That Par

liament had authority over the colonies, was

admitted on all hands, but just what it was

or how far it extended, was not quite so clear.

Although the colonists had unwillingly yield

ed to the exercise of power by Parliament

in matters of trade, still they had yielded

submission, and had suffered legislation to

extend to a number of other matters beside

trade. Parliament had regulated colonial

trade for the exclusive benefit of the mother

country for a Jong time, and had appointed
custom-house officers, and instituted admiralty

courts in the colonies : it is true, these were

systematically evaded and resisted
;
neverthe

less, what had been done and submitted to,

had given Parliament a sort of legal vested

right in all points of the kind. But, let it bo
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noted, Parliament had never exercised the

power of levying taxes for revenue. The

minor matters of legulating the postage on

letters, and certain duties on &quot; enumerated

articles,
&quot; were mere trifles

;
and however

the question might stand as to the power of

Parliament to levy taxes upon the colonists, it

was. certain that it never yet had been attempt

ed to be exercised. When the English min

istry ventured to make the trial, the contest,

almost at once, involved in itself the very es

sentials of life and liberty. That astute

minister, Sir Robert Walpole, when a sugges

tion was made to him to levy a direct tax

upon the colonies, had declined making so

dangerous an experiment : &quot;I shall leave

this operation to some one of my successors,

who may possess more courage than I, and

have less regard for the commercial interests

of England. My opinion is, that, if by favor

ing the trade of the colonies with foreign na

tions, they gain 500,000, at the end of two

years, fully one half of it will have come into

the royal exchequer, by the increased de

mand for English manufactures. This is a

mode of taxing them more agreeably to their

own constitution and laws, as well as our

own.
&quot; But there was not the same political

sagacity in some of Walpolo s successors ;
and

they ventured to try what he had declined
;

they determined to tax the colonies. George
Grenville enjoys the reputation of having

given origin to the scheme which resulted in

the well known Stamp Act. He became

prime minister in 176i, and proposed several

resolutions tending to develop his plan for

taxing America, such as additional duties on

imports into the colonies from foreign coun

tries, on sugar, indigo, coffee, etc., it being

openly avowed that the object had in view

was, to
&quot; raise a revenue for defraying the ex

penses of defending, protecting, and securing

his majesty s dominions in America. &quot; These

resolutions passed the House without much

debate or notice, it being resolved, without a

division,
&quot; that Parliament had a right to

tax the colonies.
&quot;

Among the resolutions

proposed by Grenville, was one imposing

&quot; certain stamp duties on the colonies.&quot; The
colonial agents sent copies of these resolutions

to America, where they were denounced at

once as unlawful and tyrannical in purpose and

design.
&quot; If taxes are laid upon us without

our having a legal representation where they
are

laid,&quot;
was Samuel Adams s emphatic

declaration,
&quot; we are reduced from the char

acter of free subjects to the state of tributary

slaves.
&quot; Similar bold and uncompromising

language was spread abroad throughout the

colonies by means of the press, and remon

strances were addressed to Parliament of no

doubtful or uncertain tenure. Grenville did

not immediately press the measure, shrewdly

hoping that the colonists would propose some

thing else as an alternative, and so he would

get the money he wanted
; but, disappointed

in this, for the Americans were quite as shrewd

as he was, he brought the bill into Parliament,

and it became a law in March, 1765.

Great were the excitement and indignation

in the colonies when the action of Parliament

was made known. Virginia and Massachusetts

took the lead in passing strong resolutions,

vindicating their rights, and in proposing the

meeting of delegates in New York to consid

er and determine upon action necessary in

the present exigency. On the 7th of Octo

ber, committees from nine of the colonies

met in New York, and after a three weeks

lively session agreed upon a Declaration of

the rights and grievances of the colonies, in

which they claimed all the privileges of Eng
lishmen, as their birthright, and energetically

denied the right of being taxed except with

their own consent. Steps the most decided

were taken in regard to any actual operation

of the Stamp Act. It was treated virtually

with contempt, and the people refused every

where to use the stamps in legal or other pro

ceedings ;
and what cut more deeply than all,

they formed associations against importing

British manufactures till the Stamp Act

should be repealed. This latter step touched

the manufacturing interest in England at

once, and the result was that the merchants

became as urgent as the colonists for repeal
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Parliament met in January, 1766, and long
and stormy debates ensued. Pitt distinguish

ed himself on the occasion. It had been

maliciously insinuated by Grenville that he

had encouraged a rebellious temper in the

colonists. The insinuation was not to be

borne for an instant. Every one yielded at

once to Pitt, who repelled the attack with

characteristic intrepidity.
&quot;

Sir, a charge is

brought against gentlemen sitting in this

House of giving birth to sedition in America.

The freedom with which they have spoken
their sentiments against this unhappy Act

is imputed to them as a crime
;
but the im

putation shall not discourage me. It is a

liberty which I hope no gentleman will be

afraid to exercise
;

it is a liberty by which

the gentleman who calumniates it might have

profited. He ought to have desisted from

his project. We are told America is ob

stinate America is almost in open rebellion.

Sir, I rejoice America has resisted ; three

millions of people so dead to all the feelings

of liberty, as voluntarily to submit to be slaves

would have been fit instruments to make
slaves of all the rest.

&quot; After a long and el

oquent speech, he advised the immediate and

total repeal of the odious act. This was soon

after done, the ministry and Parliament, how

ever, previously declaring that &quot;Parliament

had, and of right ought to have, power to

bind the colonies in all cases whatsoever.

Legal authorities differed as to the real point

at issue, viz., in regard to taxation. Lord

Camden expressed himself in the clearest

and most forcible manner :

&quot; My position is

this I repeat it
;
I will maintain it to the

last hour taxation and representation are

inseparable. The position is founded in the

law of nature. It is more
;

it is itself an

eternal law of nature. For whatsoever is a

man s own, it is absolutely his own. No man
has a right to take it from him without his

consent. Whoever attempts to do it, at

tempts an injury. Whoever does it, commits

a robbery.&quot;

The news of the repeal of the Stamp Act

was received in America with great satisfac

tion, and it was hoped that hereafter peace
and concord would prevail ;

but England
had begun the contest, foolishly arid igno*

rantly, and though for the moment prevent
ed from carrying out her real designs, vetO *

*/

she was none the less resolute and determin

ed upon asserting and maintaining her abso

lute power over the colonies. Thoughtful
men could not but notice the glaring dis

crepancy between giving up a claim and still

affirming a power to maintain this same

claim at any point of time when Parliament

chose. Early in the following year (1767),

Towushend proposed a scheme of taxation

which, it was hoped, might be successful, on

the principle maintained by Pitt as to the

difference between a direct tax and commer
cial imposts for regulating trade. Hence,
he proposed to lay a duty upon teas import
ed into America, together with paints, paper,

glass and lead, which were articles of British

produce ;
its alleged object being to raise a

revenue for the support of the civil govern

ment, for the expense of a standing army,
and for giving permanent salaries to the

royal governors, with a view to render them

independent of the colonial Assemblies. Pitt

was at the time confined by sickness in the

country, and the bill passed with very little

opposition, and on the 29th of June, receiv

ed the royal assent. In order to enforce the

new act, and those already in existence,

which, odious as they were to the Ameri

cans, had hitherto been continually evaded

by them, a Board of Revenue Commission

ers was to be established at Boston. The

New York Assembly was also restrained

from further legislative proceedings, until

they manifested a more compliant humor

than heretofore. Conduct of this kind stir

red up anew excitement and indignation in

America. The colonists could not, imd

would not, give up the right, which they

felt to be on their side in this matter. Peti

tions were sent to the king, letters also to

the prominent advocates in behalf of the col

onies in England, and early in 1768 a circu

lar letter was addressed by Massachusetts to
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the rest of the colonies, inviting them to en

gage in a common defence of their rights,

concluding the letter with an expression of

their &quot;firm confidence in the king, their

jomnion head and father, and that the united

and dutiful supplications of his distressed

American subjects will meet with his royal

an\l favorable acceptance.&quot; Everywhere the

attitude of Massachusetts was looked upon
with favor and earnestly seconded; the

newly appointed custom house officers found

it quite impossible to discharge their duties
;

impressment of seamen by a war vessel

roused the deepest feeling ;
and troops from

Halifax were brought into Boston to overawe

the city and enforce obedience. A popular
convention was held, delegates being sent

from more than 100 towns, and the flame of

liberty and resistance to tyranny was kept

burning. Party lines, too, throughout the

colonies began now to be strictly drawn.

The partizans of the mother country were

stigmatized as Tories, while the opponents
of Parliamentary taxation took the name of

Whigs old names lately applied in England
as designations for the king s friends and

their opponents.

The vacillating course of the English min

istry deserves to be specially noted. Weak
ness and folly seemed to characterize most

of their plans with regard to America.

Steadily bent upon obtaining revenue from

the colonies, Parliament, at one moment,
were for enforcing their laws

;
at the next,

they gave way for their repeal. Doing and

undoing, threatening and retracting, strain

ing and relaxing, followed one after the

other as occasion required. Anxious to es

tablish the supremacy of Parliament, but

afraid to stem the vigorous opposition of the

colonies, they endeavored to pass such laws

as would meet the wishes of the government,
without rousing the resistance of the colonists.

Had the British ministry been magnanimous
enough to frankly and fully yield the point

in dispute, as to the right of taxation without

representation, the colonies, probably, would

have met them ir. the same spirit with which

they proposed to settle the matter. On the

other hand, if England seriously contem

plated the use of force, nothing could have

been more unwise and inexpedient than to

make partial concessions, to hesitate, and to

employ only a show of force which irritated,

without compelling obedience or even ro-

spect. Possibly^ ven now the differences

might have been adjusted ;
but it was only

a bare possibility; the colonists were daily

becoming less and less disposed to yield, and

the more the question was forced upon their

attention, the more readily they began to

entertain the idea of governing themselves

and rejecting the domination of Parliament,

three thousand miles away, on the other side

of the ocean.

The contest was continued without abate

ment as months and years rolled on. A col

lision occurred (1YTO) the &quot; Boston Massa

cre&quot; between the soldiers and citizens, in

which several of the latter were killed, stir

ring up a storm of indignation and thirst for

vengeance, especially as this was the first

blood shed in the dispute with England.
Lord North, the new prime minister, tried

the experiment of repealing all the duties

imposed by Townshend s acts, except that on

tea, this latter, being retained in order to

show that the right of taxation was still pos

sessed by Parliament. The colonists resented

this action, as they had resented similar ac

tion before; and an active correspondence
and earnest mutual conference were kept up
between the chief patriots and leading politi

cal bodies in the colonies. Tho excitement

against Parliament waa continued by popular

meetings, and every thing tended to urge on

the Americans to proceed to extremities.

The attempt to force upon ths colonies car-

o-oes of tea, brought matters to a crisis. ThisO 7 O
article had largely accumulated in the ware

houses, in England, of the East India Com

pany ;
and it was hoped that the export duty

being taken off, the colonists would not

object to the odious imposition of three pence

per pound, seeing that they in fact obtained

the tea nine pence per pound cheaper than
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it was sold in England. But in this they

reckoned without their host
;
and the colo

nists unanimously resolved not only not to

use the tea at all, but also not even to permit
it to be landed in America. Active steps

for this purpose were immediately taken.

The consignees were warned not to receive

it when it came, or attempt to bring it into

port any where. This was in the latter part

of 1773. On the 16th of December, a town

meeting was held in Boston to take action

with reference to a ship recently arrived with

a cargo of tea. Roused by the fervid elo

quence of Josiah Quincy, the question was

put to the assemblage :

&quot; Will you abide

by your former resolutions with respect to

not sufferino; the tea to be landed ?
&quot; Ao

unanimous shout was the reply, and the ex

citement attained its utmost pitch. It was

growing dark, and there was a cry for

candles, when a man disguised as a Mohawk
Indian raised the war-whoop in the gallery,

which was responded to in the street without.

Another voice suddenly shouted,
&quot; Boston

harbor a teapot to-night ! Hurra for Griffin s

wharf !
&quot; The meeting instantly adjourned,

and the people hurried down to the harbor

to see the result. It was now six o clock,

but a fine, still evening. Some fifty men, in

the guise of Mohawks, boarcled the tea ves

sels, and while the dense crowd silently

watched the proceeding, they drew up from

the holds of the vessels three hundred and

forty-two chests of tea, deliberately broke

them open, and emptied their contents into

the water. This occupied between two and

three hours. No damage was done to any

thing else, and when the tea had been de

stroyed, the crowd dispersed, without further

noise or trouble, to their homes. A course

equally decisive was pursued in New York,

Philadelphia and Charleston, and in the last

named city, though the teas were landed,

care was taken to store them in damp cellars

where they soon spoiled.

Direct collision with the mother country
became now inevitable, and it was hence

forth to be seen how far brave words would

be supported by deeds. If blood must be

shed, the colonists felt themselves equal to

this last and searching appeal. The king
was obstinate, and had no one near him to

explain the true state of things in America,
and admitted no misgivings except for not.

having sooner enforced the claims of au

thority. On the 4th of February, 1774:, he

consulted the American commander-in-chief,
who had recently returned from New York.

&quot;I am willing to go back at a day s notice,&quot;

said Gage,
&quot;

if coercive measures are adopted.

They will be lions while we are lambs
; but,

if we take the resolute part, they will un

doubtedly prove very meek. Four regiments
sent to Boston will be sufficient to prevent

any disturbance.&quot; So little did George III.

and his advisers understand or appreciate
the spirit and energy of the Americans ! As
was to be expected, the ministry were very

angry at what had been done, in Boston es

pecially. The Boston Port Bill, by which

that thriving mart of commerce was closed

entirely, and other severe coercive acts were

speedily adopted, and Parliament resolved to

enforce these obnoxious measures at all

hazards. The people of Boston were firm,

patient, and stout-hearted
;
and the sympathy

manifested on all hands was encoura^inc: ando o

cheering in a high degree. The House of

Burgesses, in Virginia, acted in a spirited

and decisive manner, and adopted a declara

tion of their views, in which a General Con

gress was strongly urged. Delegates were

appointed, Washington being of the number
;

Massachusetts followed the important sug

gestion of Yirginia, and also appointed dele

gates to the proposed Congress; the people

generally began to take a lively interest in

military drilling and exercises of every sort
;

and as the Governor was virtually shut up
in Boston, the real administration of civil

and political affairs was virtually carried on

by popular convention.

The Continental Congress met in Phila

delphia, September 5th, 1774:. Fifty-three

delegates appeared from twelve of the colo

nies, Georgia alor: being unrepresented. It
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was a grave and reverend body, made up
of the most eminent patriots in the land,

Randolph, Henry, Lee, Rutledge, Adams,

Jay, Washington, and others. A Declaration

of Colonial Eights was drawn up, and ex

pressed in clear and vigorous language the

Bentiments of all true-hearted Americans in

regard to the questions at issue. Addresses

were also adopted to the People of Great

Britain, and to the Inhabitants of British

America, together with a Petition to the

King. This Congress adjourned at the close

of October, after having made provision for

another Congress to meet in the May follow

ing. The state of affairs in and around

Boston grew more and more critical, and it

became evident that direct collision between

the soldiery and the people could not much

longer be put off. Parliament and the min

istry expressed themselves as outraged at the

rebellious course pursued by the colonists,

and avowed in unmistakable terms that they
would compel these subjects of theirs into

submission. Early in the year 1775, Pitt,

now Lord Chatham, moved that the troops

be removed from Boston, as a measure of

conciliation
;
but though eloquently advo

cated, this proposal was rejected by a very

large majority; and in an address to the

king, Parliament declared &quot; that as a rebellion

actually existed in the Province of Massa

chusetts Bay, they besought his majesty to

adopt measures to enforce the authority of the

supreme legislature, and solemnly assured

him that it was their fixed resolution, at the

hazard of their lives and properties, to stand

by him against his rebellious subjects.&quot;
The

Americans, meanwhile, were not idle. The

Provincial Congress of Massachusetts met

February 1st, 1775, at Cambridge, and about

the middle of the month, adjourned to Con

cord. They entered with energy and spirit

into measures and plans for resistance. They

earnestly begged the militia, in general, and

the minute-men, in particular, to be indefati

gable in improving themselves in military

discipline ; they recommended the making
Df fire-arms and bayonets; and they dis

suaded the people from supplying the troops
in Boston with any thing necessary for mili

tary service. The Committee of Safety re

solved to purchase powder, artillery, pro
visions, and other military stores, and to

deposit them partly at Worcester, and partly
at Concord. General Gage could not behold

these movements with indifference, and the

collision was certain to occur at no distant

day. Having heard that military stores were
collected at Concord, Gage resolved to seize

upon them. He dispatched a body of 800

grenadiers on the night of April 18th, for

this purpose. Instantly the country was
alarmed through the activity of the men on

watch, and the ringing of bells and firing of

musketry gave evidence that the people wero

roused and ready for the struggle. Between
four and five o clock the next morning, the

British troops reached Lexington, thirteen

miles from Boston. Here about seventy of the

minute-men were assembled, and were stand

ing near the road
;
but their number being

so small, they had no intention of making
any resistance to the military. Major Pit-

cairn, who had been sent forward with the

light infantry, rode towards them, calling

out,
&quot;

Disperse, you rebels ! throw down

your arms, and disperse !

&quot; The order was

not instantly obeyed : Major Pitcairn ad

vanced a little farther, fired his pistol and

flourished his sword, while his men began to

fire, with a shout. Several Americans fell
;

the rest dispersed, but the firing on them

was continued
; and, on observing this, some

of the retreating colonists returned the fire.

Eight Americans remained dead on the

field. After this the troops advanced to

Concord and destroyed all that they could

lay hands on
;
but the end was not yet. The

militia of the neighborhood advanced in

arms, such as they had, and as blood had

been shed, they attacked the retreating

soldiers with vigor and spirit. Reinforce

ments poured in, and although Gage sent

900 men and two pieces of cannon, under

Lord Percy, to support their comrades, yet

the excitement in no wise abated. Men
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hastened in from all quarters; the troops

were galled by incessant discharges of mus

ketry ;
there was no respite whatever, and

worn out with exhaustion they reached the

end of their march soon after sunset, with

65 killed, 180 wounded and 28 made prison

ers. The American loss was 50 killed and

34 wounded. Truly, as Washington said, in

speaking of this matter,
&quot; if the retreat had

not been as precipitate as it was and God
knows it could not well have been more so

the ministerial troops must have surrendered,

or been totally cut off.&quot;

Deep and burning was the indignation

throughout the length and breadth of the

land when the news of the battle of Lexing
ton was spread abroad, and within a few

days Boston was besieged by the outraged

people. The sword had been drawn, and it

became evident to many, Washington espe

cially, that the contest must be decided by
the sword. Forts, magazines and arsenals,

were speedily seized upon by the people in

all directions. Troops were raised, nearly

20,000 men formed a line of encampment
from Roxbtiry to the river Mystic, and Gen
eral Ward was placed in command. Ethan

Allen surprised and took Ticonderoga, in

May, 1775, and Benedict Arnold did the

same to Crown Point, thus securing posses

sion of Lakes George and Champlain, and

obtaining artillery, powder, etc. The second

Continental Congress met, May 10th, at

Philadelphia. It was, and was felt to be, a

time of no ordinary trial, amid embarrass

ments and difficulties of the gravest charac

ter
;

but this assemblage of patriots was

equal to the emergency. Besides issuing

various state papers, it was voted that the

colonies ought to be put in a posture of de

fence
;
and Congress ordered the enlistment

of troops, the construction of forts at various

points, the provision of arms, ammunition

and military stores, etc. In order to meet

the expense of these various measures, they
authorized the emission of notes to the

aniDimt of $3,000,000, bearii.g the inscription

of
&quot; TUB UNITED COLONIES

;

&quot;

the faitL of

the confederacy being pledged for their re

demption. The Massachusetts Convention

had requested Congress to assume the direc

tion of the forces before Boston
;
and it was

now resolved to raise ten additional compa
nies of riflemen in Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and Virginia, to be paid out of the public
funds. Committees were appointed to pre

pare reports on subjects connected with the

defence of the country, and a Commander-in-

chief was appointed, Washington being un

animously chosen. This was on the 15th of

June, and Washington was at his post at the

beginning of July. Additional troops, under

Burgoyne, Clinton and Howe had arrived in

Boston, and Gage resolved speedily to as

sume the offensive. Apprehending this,

Col. Prescott was sent at nightfall with about

1000 men to take possession of Bunker s

Hill. By some mistake, he advanced to

Breed s Hill, which overlooks and commands
Boston. The next morning the British gen
eral was astonished at the daring of theO

Americans, and resolved at once to have

them dislodged. Three thousand picked

men, led by Howe and Pigot, marched out

in the afternoon of June 17th, 1775, and

with studied contempt for their opponents,
undertook to advance directly up the hill in

front of the works
;
but they paid dearly for

that experiment ; for, although the Ameri

cans were fatigued and hungry and unsup

ported by reinforcements, they faltered not.

The British troops were allowed to advance

in silence almost to the very works, when a

deadly discharge mowed them down, every
shot telling upon the enemy. Again and

again the assault was renewed, and each time,

under the leadership of such men as Putnam,

Stark, Prescott, and others of like stamp, it

was met with the same heroic spirit ; and, al

though it is true that the Americans were

compelled at last to retire, and victory in that

sense belonged to the British, yet it was a

victory dearly bought, and more of a defeat
}

in fact, than a victory. The British loss was

1054
;
that of the Americans about 450.

On Washington s arrival in camp, he
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fouii&amp;lt;? tlie army greatly needing discipline,

drill, etc., and lie had numerous and contin

ual trials of patience and forbearance to en

counter. The actual force was now about

14,000, and it was so posted as to keep Gage
and some 11,000 troops shut up in Boston,

and deprived of all supplies from the coun

try. Congress, meanwhile, was occupied in

its proper work. A bold and forcible Dec
laration was issued, setting forth the neces

sity of the Colonies taking up arms. Sev

eral addresses also were issued, as in the

previous year, and once more a petition was

made to the King ;
but it was the last. Ear

nest efforts were put forth to secure the aid,

or at least the neutrality of the Indians
;
but

with no success. Early in July, Georgia cast

in her lot with the other colonies, and chose

delegates to Congress ;
after which the style

of &quot; THE THIRTEEN UNITED COLONIES &quot; was

assumed, and by that title the English pro

vinces, confederated and in arms, were thence

forth designated. With this action, the

position of the colonies in regard to the mo

ther country, may properly be considered aa

fixed, and our first chapter be brought to ita

close. In reality, it was wholly useless to

suppose that any settlement of the contest, but

by the sword, was now possible. In words,
it is true, and no doubt in good faith on the

part of many of the people, who dreaded the

issue of a bloody war, there was still a pro
fession of loyalty to the King, and this sin

gular contradiction of men, profuse in lan

guage of loyalty to George III., but arrayed
in arms against Parliament and the govern
ment of this same king, was exhibited for

some time longer, in fact for nearly a year

beyond this date
; nevertheless, the days of

Colonial dependence had reached their ter

mination; the great struggle for national life

and freedom was now begun. In our next

chapter we shall give a succinct narrative of

the Revolutionary struggle, during the follow

ing seven years of war and bloodshed, and

the further struggles and trials to which ouroo
fathers were subjected before the Constitu

tion was adopted and went into operation.

CHAPTER II.

THE REVOLUTION, OR STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE: 1775 1788.

THE trials of Washington at this date

were very severe and vexatious, especially as

the pernicious mistake was made of enlist

ing men for a year instead of for the whole

time that the contest with England might
last. Congress was willing and ready to

sanction and aid his exertions
;
but the labor

of inventing, combining, organizing, estab

lishing, and sustaining a proper military

system necessarily fell upon him. To this

end he kept up an unremitted correspondence
with Congress during the whole war. His

letters were read to the House in full session,

and almost ever-y important resolution re

specting the army was adopted on his sugges

tion or recommendation, and emanated from

his mind. He was thus literally the centre

of motion to this immense and complicated

machine, not more in directing its operations

than in providing for its existence, and pre

serving: from derangement and ruin its vari-O o
ous parts. His perplexities were often in

creased by the distance at which he was

stationed from Congress, the tardy movements

of that body, and the long time it took to

obtain the results of their deliberations. By
a constant watchfulness and forethought, and

by anticipating the future in his communica

tions, he contrived to lessen this inconveni

ence as far as it could be done. Besides this
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severe task upon his energies, the command-

er-in-chief was obliged to correspond very

extensively with various public bodies

throughout the colonies, and as far as possible

stimulate their zeal, rouse their patriotism,

and prevail upon them to give immediate

and efficient aid. And this, too, despite the

necessity which he felt laid upon him to re

fuse to detach troops at various points to pro

tect the sea coast from the ravages of the

English navy. In order to anticipate British

hostility against the Colonies by way of the

north, an attack on Canada was resolved

upon. Two expeditions were accordingly

organized and dispatched, one by the way of

Lake Champlain, under General Schuyler,

the other by the way of the Elver Kenne-

beck, under the command ofArnold. General

Lee, with twelve hundred volunteers from

Connecticut, was also directed to repair to

New York, and with the aid of the inhabit

ants, fortify the city, and the Highlands on

the Hudson River. The enterprise against

Canada resulted in the taking of Montreal

by the forces under General Montgomery,
November 3d, 1775

;
an assault was made

upon Quebec, on the last day of the year, at

which the brave Montgomery was killed;

and though a desperate struggle ensued in

order to retain foothold in Canada, yet lack

of men and necessary supplies was so great,

and the increase of British troops so steady

and large, that the Americans, during the

spring of 1776, were driven out of Canada

entirely. Washington was again compelled

to call upon Congress to give immediate at

tention to the condition of the army and its

increase, which call was responded to, of

course, and a force of 20,000 to 30,000 was

confidently expected to be raised. The com-

mander-in-chief desired very much to act on

the offensive against Boston, but was dis

suaded by his officers. English vessels of

war committed frequent and disgraceful out

rages along the coast, which necessarily led

to a determination to make reprisals. Sev

eral privateers were fitted out, under author

ity of Congress, and did good service
;
and

in December, 1775, Congress resolved to have

prepared thirteen ships of various sizes and

capacities, a movement whereby was laid the

foundation of that famous navy whose career

fills a glorious page in our annals.

The course which Parliament was likely

to pursue at its session in the latter part of

1775 was looked to with anxiety and deep

concern, and on their action, it was felt, was
to be based in great measure the future of

the colonists. The petition to the king was

rejected peremptorily and with virtual con

tempt, and it was voted that 25,000 men be

employed in subduing America. Of these

about 1 8,000 were Hessians, the sending of

whom stirred the blood of the people to its

very depths. An act was passed prohibiting
trade and commerce, and confiscating all

property seized in vessels, and treating the

crews taken, not as prisoners, but as slaves.

The crisis had been reached, and Americans

henceforth had the alternative set clearly be

fore them, either to resolve to be free, and

peril their lives and their all in support of

this resolve, or to submit quietly to become

mere slaves of British arrogance and despot
ism. Dunmore s high-handed proceedings
in Virginia, Conolly s scheme for engaging
the Indians to murder the colonists, the course

of Tryon and the tories in New York, only
added fuel to the flame. It was a singular

spectacle, indeed, at this conjuncture of af

fairs, as we have before pointed out, in that

professions of loyalty were still persisted in

by many ; by a sort of transparent fiction,

the king s name was spoken with reverence,

and the very resistance to the king s troops

was done in the king s name
;
and there

were those who thought that they could keep
on petitioning, and keep on resisting, hoping

that, in some strange way or other, by and

by matters would all come out right ;
but

plainly, this was little else than child s play
and folly ;

the work now to be done required

men, men of nerve and steadiness, men who
could clearly grasp the full idea of indepen

dence, and could take their stand upon this

to do or die. The action taken by the peo-
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pie with respect to colonial government, the

lofty sentiments of the judiciary expressed

in public charges, and the course pursued by
several of the colonies in instructing their

delegates to advocate entire independence

of Great Britain, all hastened on the great

and decisive step. The great question of

independence was brought directly before

Congress, by Richard Henry Lee, one of the

delegates from Virginia. On the 7th of

June, 1776, he submitted a resolution, de

claring,
&quot; that the United Colonies are and

ought to be free and independent States
;

that they are absolved from all allegiance to

the British crown ;
and that all political con

nection between them and the state of Great

Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved.&quot;

The resolution was postponed until the next

day, and every member enjoined to attend,

to take the same into consideration. On the

8th, it was debated, in Committee of the

Whole, and adopted by a majority on the

10th. In order, however, to give time and

secure unanimity, the discussion was deferred

to the beginning of July, when the Commit

tee appointed to draft a declaration, consist

ing of Jefferson, Adams, Franklin, Sherman

and Livingston, brought in their report.

The Declaration was written by Jefferson,

and after being further discussed and amend

ed, was unanimously adopted on the 4th of

July. On the 2d of August, all the mem
bers of Congress (except one) signed the Decla

ration
;
the number of the signers was 56.

We give this important document in full, as

worthy a fixed place in every History of the

United States.

THE UNANIMOUS DECLARATION OF THE THIR

TEEN UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED.

&quot;

When, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to dis-

Bolve the political bands which have con

nected them with another, and to assume

among the powers of the earth the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature

and nature s God entitle them, a decent re

spect to the opinions of mankind require?
that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation.
&quot; We hold these truths to be self-evident

;

that all men are created equal ;
that the_y

are endowed by their Creator with certain

tinalienable rights ;
that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that,

to secure these rights, governments are in

stituted among men, deriving their just pow
ers from the consent of the governed ; that,

whenever any form of government becomes

destructive of these ends, it is the right of

the people to alter or to abolish it, and to

institute new government, laying its founda

tion on such principles, and organizing its

powers in such form, as to them shall seem

most likely to effect their safety and happi
ness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate, that

governments long established, should not be

changed for light and transient causes
; and,

accordingly, all experience hath shown, that

mankind are more disposed to suffer, while

evils are sufferable, than to right themselves

by abolishing the forms to which they are

accustomed. But when a long train of

abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably
the same object, evinces a design to reduce

them under absolute despotism, it is their

right, it is their duty, to throw off such gov
ernment, and to provide new guards for their

future security. Such has been the patient

sufferance of these colonies, and such is now
the necessity which constrains them to alter

their former systems of government. The

history of the present King of Great Britain

is a history of repeated injuries and usurpa

tions, all having in direct object the estab

lishment of an absolute tyranny over these

states. To prove this, let facts be submitted

to a candid world :

&quot; He -has refused his assent to laws the

most wholesome and necessary for the public

good.
&quot; He has forbidden his governors to pass

laws of immediate and pressing importance,
unless suspended in their operation till his

assent should be obtained
;
and when so sus-
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pended, he has utterly neglected to attend

to them.
&quot; He has refused to pass other laws for

the accommodation of large districts of peo

ple, unless those people would relinquish the

right of representation in the legislature ;
a

right inestimable to them, and formidable to

tyrants only.
&quot; He has called together legislative bodies

at places unusual, uncomfortable, and dis

tant from the depository of their public rec

ords, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them

into compliance with his measures.
&quot; He has dissolved representative houses

repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firm

ness, his invasions on the rights of the people.
&quot; He has refused, for a long time after

such dissolutions, to cause others to be elect

ed
; whereby the legislative powers, incapa

ble of annihilation, have returned to the

people at large for their exercise
;
the state

remaining, in the mean time, exposed to all

the dangers of invasion from without, and

convulsions within.
&quot; He has endeavored to prevent the popu

lation of these states
;
for that purpose, ob

structing the laws for naturalization of for

eigners, refusing to pass others to encourage
their migrations hither, and raising the con

ditions of new appropriations of lands.
&quot; He has obstructed the administration

of justice, by refusing his assent to laws for

establishing judiciary powers.
&quot; He has made judges dependent on his

will alone, for the tenure of their offices,

and the amount and payment of their sala

ries.

&quot; He has erected a multitude of new offi

ces, and sent hither swarms of officers to

harass our people, and to eat out their sub

stance.
&quot; He has kept among us, in times of peace,

standing armies, without the consent of our

Legislatures.

He has affected to render the military

independent of, and superior to, the civil

power.
&quot; He has combined with others to subject

us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitu

tions, and unacknowledged by our laws
; giv

ing his assent to their acts of pretended leg
islation :

&quot; For quartering large bodies of armed

troops among us
;

&quot; For protecting them, by a mock trial,

from punishment for any murders which they
should commit on the inhabitants of these

states
;

&quot; For cutting off our trade with all parts

of the world
;

&quot; For imposing taxes on us without our

consent
;

&quot; For depriving us, in many cases, of the

benefits of trial by jury ;

&quot; For transporting us beyond seas, to be

tried for pretended offences
;

&quot; For abolishing the free system of Eng
lish laws in a neighboring province, estab

lishing therein an arbitrary government, and

enlarging its boundaries, so as to render it

at once an example and fit instrument for

introducing the same absolute rule into these

colonies
;

&quot; For taking away our charters, abolish

ing our most valuable laws, and altering,

fundamentally, the forms of our govern
ments

;

&quot; For suspending our own legislatures,

and declaring themselves invested with pow
er to legislate for us in all cases whatsoever.

&quot; He has abdicated government here, by

declaring us out of his protection, and wag

ing war against us.

&quot; He has plundered our seas, ravaged our

coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the

lives of our people.
&quot; He is, at this time, transporting largo

armies of foreign mercenaries to complete

the works of death, desolation, and tyranny,

already begun with circumstances of cruelty

and perfidy, scarcely paralleled in the most

barbarcns ages, and totally unworthy the

head of a civilized nation.

&quot;He has constrained our fellow-citizens,

taken captive on the high seas, tc bear arms,

against their country, to becorr e the execu
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tioners of their friends and brethren, or to

fall themselves by their hands.
&quot; He has excited domestic insurrections

among us, and has endeavored to bring on

the inhabitants of our frontiers the merciless

tndian savages, whose known rule of warfare

is an undistinguished destruction of all ages,

sexes, and conditions.
&quot; In every stage of these oppressions, we

have petitioned for redress in the most hum
ble terms. Our repeated petitions have been

answered only by repeated injury. A prince,

whose character is thus marked by every act

which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be the

ruler of a free people.
&quot; Nor have we been wanting in attentions

to our British brethren. We have warned

them, from time to time, of attempts by
their legislature to extend an unwarrantable

jurisdiction over us. We have reminded

them of the circumstances of our emigration
and settlement here. We have appealed to

their native justice and magnanimity, and

we have conjured them by the ties of our

common kindred, to disavow these usurpa

tions, which would inevitably interrupt our

connections and correspondence. They, too,

have been deaf to the voice of justice and

of consanguinity. We must, therefore, ac

quiesce in the necessity which denounces our

separation, and hold them, as we hold the

rest of mankind, enemies in war, in peace
friends.

&quot;

We, therefore, the representatives of the

United States of America in general Con

gress assembled, appealing to the Supreme

Judge of the world for the rectitude of our

intentions, do, in the name and by authority

of the good people of these colonies, sol

emnly publish and declare, that these United

Colonies are, and of right ought to be, FREE

and INDEPENDENT STATES
;
that they are ab

solved from all allegiance to the British

crown, and that all political connection be

tween them and the state of Great Britain

is, and ought to be, totally dissolved
;
and

that, as free and independent states, they

have power to levy war, conclude peace,

iv. 6

contract alliances, establish commerce, and

do all other acts and things which indepen
dent states may of right do. And for the

support of this declaration, with a firm reli

ance on the protection of Divine Providence,
we mutually pledge to each other our lives,

our fortunes, and our sacred honor.&quot;

The Declaration of Independence was, in

every point of view, wise and well timed.

Every consideration of sound policy as well

as justice, demanded that the war should no

longer be a contest between subjects and

their acknowledged sovereign, and it was of

the first consequence, that the position assum

ed by our fathers, on this memorable occasion,

should have all the moral force arising from

the fact that they now stood before the world

as a free and independent people, resolved

to peril their lives and their all in defence

of the liberties which were their birthright
and their inalienable possession. So thought

Washington and so did he express himself

in ordering the Declaration to be read at the

head of each brigade of the army. Previous

ly to this date, however, it is proper to men

tion, Washington, by occupying Dorchester

Heights, had compelled General Howe, the

new British Commander-in-chief, to evacu

ate Boston, March 17th. Putnam was sent

to New York to provide against the approach
of the enemy, and Lee was dispatched south.

Early in June, Sir Henry Clinton with a

fleet of vessels and a large force, demanded
the surrender of Charleston. This being refus

ed, he made a furious assault upon the city,

but to no purpose ;
the heroic defenders re

pulsed the British
;
and at the close of the

month, the squadron set sail for New York.

Under Washington s directions, efforts were

made to put this latter city in a state of de

fence, without however accomplishing to any
extent the desired end. Admiral Lord

Howe arrived with reinforcements at the

end of June, and landed on Staten Island.

Offers were made by him and Gen. Howe,
as commissioners, calling upon the people

to submit to their gracious king and master:

Congress published these offers in all the
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newspapers, being satisfied that the effect

would be decidedly in favor of the cause of

independence. An attempt also was made

to open negotiations with Washington ;
but

this, too, failed of producing any result. Gen.

Carleton in Canada was actively engaged in

an endeavor to push forward and effect a

junction with the British troops at and near

New York. A battle was fought on Lake

Champlain, in October, where Arnold dis

played his usual reckless daring and spirit ;

and the result was, that, though Carleton

took Crown Point, he was unable to effect

anything against Ticonderoga, and so went

into winter quarters. Gen. Howe, at the

close of August, 1776, attacked the Ameri

cans on Long Island. With a force of 10,000
men and forty cannon, he fell upon Wash

ington s army, and gained a complete vic

tory. The troops fought well
;
the contest

was bitter and severe
;
but in the end dis

couraging to only half-disciplined men. A
n treat was safely effected from Brooklyn,
and the army took post at Harlem Heights.

Howe advanced cautiously and pressed the

Americans more and more. Some of the

militia behaved scandalously at Kip s Bay,
and it Mas almost by miracle that the Com
mander-in-chief was not taken or killed, so

chagrined and indignant was he at their

pusillanimous conduct on this occasion. But

the troops made up for this momentary panic
afterwards. Washington retreated from

New York, which was taken by the British

and held all through the war. Sickness

among the troops, insubordination, a spirit

of plundering, and a sad lack of needful pro
visions of all kinds, deeply affected Wash

ington, and on the 24th of September, he

wrote to Congress, in energetic, plain terms,
as to what the present crisis demanded.

A reorganization and increase of the army
was ordered, the pay of the officers and sol

diers was increased, etc., and earnest attempts
were made by the C.nninanrler-in-ehief to

meet the difficulties of his position. Trouble,

however, followed trouble; an engage me: it

at White Plains was in JcjLsive ; Fort W.isK

ington and its garrison were taken by the

British; the Americans began to retreat

through the Jerseys ;
there was no help for

it
;
Howe had more than three times as many

troops as Washington, and all in good condi

tion and with abundant supplies ;
and every

thing seemed to foreshadow speedy ruin to

the patriot cause. Howe issued another

proclamation, and the tories or loyalists dis

played a mean and contemptible spirit of

persecution and cruelty. Washington con

tinued to retreat, the enemy at times being al

most in sight ; arid, as if this were not enough,
Gen. Lee, with a spirit of self-will and reck

lessness inexcusable, allowed himself to be

taken prisoner on the 13th of December,

causing thereby great exultation to the

British Commander. On the 20th of De

cember, Washington crossed the Delaware,
and escaped for the time the pursuit of Howe.

Clinton, who had been sent against Rhode

Island, was at this same date completely suc

cessful, and seriously interfered with the send

ing of reinforcements to Washington. And
thus the year 1776 came to its close. Gloomy
enough was the prospect, and hard was the

lot of the Commander-in-chief in these days.
All the forces he could collect numbered

only about 7000 men, and these in part raw

troops ;
while Howe had 27,000, well armed

and disciplined, confident of success, and

ready, it was believed, to cross the Delaware

so soon as the river was frozen over and fit

for the purpose. Painful, indeed, were the

trials and perplexities, and humiliations which

waited upon Washington s every step, and his

soul was racked with the cares and burdens

laid upon him. But trials are not sent with

out design. The great and noble leader was

formed of that material which is purified and

strengthened by trial. Bravely did ho en

dure
; profoundly learned and wise did he

become by endurance
;
and no man of his day

ever attained such vast influence as he did

by the irrefragable proofs which he exhibited

of the purity, integrity, and decision af his

character and conduct.

At the b:g-:.i.J:y of the year 1777, Con-
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gress renewed the efforts already undertaken

to induce foreign powers to yield assistance

to America. Especially was it important to

secure the alliance of France, and the com

missioners, Franklin being of the number,
were directed to use every exertion and of

fer every inducement to bring about an active

cooperation ;
but the French ministry were

cautious in the matter
; they were not pre

pared as yet to go to war with England,
which would of course result from espousing

the cause of the colonies
;
but indirectly,

they favored the Americans in various ways ;

captures made at sea were allowed to be

brought into and disposed of in French ports ;

supplies, ammunition, and the like were al

lowed to be shipped, etc. Just at the close

of the year, 1776, Washington addressed an

earnest and forcible letter to Congress in re

gard to the army and its necessities : the ef

fect of this communication was that Congress
conferred powers on him which made him,
in fact, a military dictator. The following

was the resolve passed by Congress :
&quot; That

Gen. Washington shall be, and he is hereby,

vested with full, ample, and complete powers
to raise and collect together, in the most

speedy and effectual manner, from any and

all of these United States, sixteen battalions

of infantry, in addition to those already vot

ed by Congress ;
to appoint officers for the

paid battalions of infantry ;
to raise, officer,

and equip three thousand light horse, three

regiments of artillery, and a corps of en

gineers, and to establish their pay ;
to apply

to any of the states for such aid ofthe militia

as he shall judge necessary ;
to form such

magazines of provisions, and in such places

as he shall think proper ;
to displace and ap

point all officers under the rank of brigadier-

general, and to fill all vacancies in eve*y
other department of the American armies

;

to take, wherever he may be, whatever he

may \vant for the use of the army, if the in

habitants will not sell it, allowing a reason

able price for the same
;
to arrest and con

fine persons who refuse to take the continen

tal currency, or a e any otherwise disaffected

to the American cause
;
and return to the

states, of which they are citizens, their names,
and the nature of their offences, together
with the witnesses to prove them.&quot; Well
was it for our country s cause that powers so

vast, and so liable to misuse, were placed in

the hands of George Washington ! Anxious

to do something in order to revive the droop

ing spirit of the people, the commander deter

mined to strike a blow which should be felt,

and Cornwallis s careless and almost contemp
tuous disregard of the Americans, afforded

the opportunity. The British cantonments

were arranged at distances, one from the

other, and no apprehensions were for a mo
ment entertained in respect to the feeble and

fleeing foe. On Christmas night, however,

Washington crossed the Delaware, attacked,

defeated, and captured 1500 Hessians at Tren

ton
;
was joined by Cadwallader, with rein

forcements, at the beginning of January,

1777
; skillfully evaded Cornwallis and made

an attack on Princeton, whence he retired to

Morristown
;
and by constant activity and

frequent surprises of the British troops, he

virtually wrested the Jerseys out of their

hands, and produced a powerful effect upon
the minds of enemies as well as friends by
his unwearied zeal and excellent generalship.

On the 25th of January, Washington issued

a counter proclamation to that of Howe

(p. 81), requiring a proper submission to au

thority on the part of all the people, and order

ing that all those who trusted in British pro
tection should at once betake themselves

within the enemy s lines, or suffer the eon-

sequences. The proclamation was well timed

and effective to a high degree, especially a&

the promises of protection on the part of the

British commander were found to be worth

less. The rude and insolent soldiers had no

scruples as to plundering and maltreating

any body, whether tory or American, and

the outrages and barbarity and horrible ex

cesses of these men if they may be called

men roused every where, abroad as well

as at home, the bitterest indignation and a

fixed determination, on the part of the suf-
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ferers, to expel these infamous robbers. But

truth requires that it be stated here, that ex

cess and outrage were not confined to the Brit

ish troops. Love of pillage contaminated

the Americans, too, and they too often joined
in plundering the Jersey people under pretext

that they were loyalists or tories : Washing-
on was greatly pained at all this, and issued

an order to the army, denouncing the sever

est punishment against all who were guilty

of such abominable conduct. Added to these

trials, we may mention, were thoso of the pris

oners in the hands of the British. No lan

guage can possibly depict the horrible bru

tality of treatment which prisoners in New
York at this date suffered

;
destitution ofeven

common necessaries, exposure to the bitterly-

inclement weather, ravages of disease, deaths

by the score, and all this sanctioned by the

British general in command. Alas, what can

be said of such savage treatment! What
must war be, when it leads to such results !

Nevertheless, the people faltered not, and as

some good comes out of evil almost always,

so now these cruelties of the enemy nerved

the hearts of our fathers to do or die
;
death

was far preferable to the tyranny and in

solence of masters like these.

Early in the spring, the British made a

sudden and successful attack on Peekskill,

where was a depot of army stores
;
and in

the latter part of April, they assaulted Dan-

bury, Connecticut, with the same end in view,

and were equally successful. As an offset to

this, however, Colonel Meigs crossed the

Sound from Connecticut, attacked Sag Har

bor, burned a dozen brigs and sloops, de

stroyed the British stores, and returned with

out loss to Guilford, bringing a number of

prisoners. General Howe, who was waitiag

for reinforcements, was very inactive at this

date, and Washington had to lay his plans to

meet the enemy when he was ready to strike.

Having attempted to draw Washington into

a general engagement, but without success,

Howe evacuated New Jersey, and embarked

a large force for the Chesapeake, in August,

intending to march on Philadelphia. At this

time, Washington met Lafayette, who had
crossed the ocean to take part in the struggle
for liberty, and who ever manifested the most

enthusiastic love and reverence for the com-

mander-in-chief. If he had been allowed to

follow his own mature judgment, Washington
would not have ventured a general engage
ment with the enemy ;

he knew too well

that his troops were not in a condition to

cope with the British veterans
; but, under

the circumstances, as the safety of Philadel

phia was concerned, and it was important to

make a strenuous effort to save the city, he

deemed it best to meet the enemy. The bat

tle of the Brandywine was the result, in

which the American loss was very heavy:
this was followed by other movements

;
Con

gress conferred additional powers on Wash

ington ;
and with firm and steady demeanor

and resolve left Philadelphia, on the 18th of

September, and proceeded to Yorktown,
where they remained for eight months, until

Philadelphia was evacuated. Howe entered

the city on the 26th. Early in October,

Washington attacked the enemy at German-

town with vigor and spirit, and came very
near gaining a victory. On the 21st of Oc

tober, Count Donop was sent by Howe to re

duce Redbank, which formed part of the

obstructions to the navigation of the Dela

ware
;
but the expedition failed, arid Donop

was killed. Still further efforts were made
to clear the river, which was all-important to

Howe and his position in Philadelphia. Fort

Mifflin was attacked on the loth of Novem

ber, and after a brave defence was deserted

by the garrison, who escaped in safety. The

American shipping was necessarily destroyed

and the Delaware opened to the British.

Howe tried to persuade Washington again

to a general engagement, but to no purpose,

and so he returned to Philadelphia. As yet,

he had gained nothing by the campaign, ex

cept comfortable quarters in the capital of

Pennsylvania. Washington soon after went

into winter quarters at Valley Forge, about

twenty miles from Philadelphia.

The campaign of *he present year, 1777,
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in the North, was one of great importance in

its results to the American cause. General

Burgoyne had been appointed to the com

mand in Canada, superseding General Carle-

ton (p. 82). He \vaa a vain, self-important

man, and entertained to the full the exaggera

ted notions of the immeasurable superiority

of the British troops over the Continentals.

He expected to be able to march directly for

ward to victory, and to a speedy settlement

of the questions at issue. Following the

directions of his masters at home, Burgoyne
first employed the Indians to aid him with

the scalping-knife and the tomahawk, and

then entered upon vigorous operations against

the Americans at Ticonderoga. General St.

Clair was in command, and had about 2000

men under him, the larger part of the force

having joined the Commander-in-chief in

New Jersey. Not being aware of the large

body of British troops now approaching, St.

Clair endeavored to resist Burgoyne s ad

vance
;
but it was to little purpose ;

he was

beaten at every point, on water and land, and

after having suffered loss of stores, men
killed and made prisoners, and in the great

est possible distress, he reached Fort Edward

and joined General Schuyler, about the mid

dle of July, 1777. It can readily be imagined
what consternation was produced in America

by this rapid success of Burgoyne ;
and on

the other hand, what exultation was thereby
afforded to the enemies of. the Republic.

Burgoyne himself was extremely elated, and

he was so puffed up by success, and the opening
of his dashing campaign, that, forgetting that

he had not yet reached the end, his further

proceedings materially facilitated his own
There were some sixteen miles ofruin.

forest yet to be traversed, and Burgoyne de

layed for his baggage and stores
;
General

Schuyler, meanwhile, lost not a moment in

throwing every obstruction possible in the

enemy s way, in rousing up the spirit of the

people, obtaining new recruits, sending a re-

c-iment into Vermont to make a diversion,D
and in fact, adopting measures which ulti-

nately paved the way to victory at Saratoga.

Washington, of course, afforded every assist

ance in his power to further and complete
the plans of Schuyler. Burgoyne was some
weeks in finding his way through the forest

and reaching Fort Edward, from which the

Americans deemed it best to retreat
;
and he

began now to experience somewhat of those

difficulties which finally compelled him to

surrender. Stores and supplies began to fall

short, and the further he advanced, the more
difficult it became to obtain the necessary
sustenance of his army. Having learned

that the Americans had considerable stores,

etc., at Bennington, some twenty-five miles

east of the Hudson, he dispatched, on the

13th of August, a force under Colonel Baum
to secure these stores. The enterprise, how-

ever, signally failed, and brave old Stark of

New Hampshire, with the militia, hastily

gathered through his influence, gained an ad

vantage of the utmost consequence in foiling

Burgoyne s aims. Aided by the troops of

Warner, Stark, on the 16th of August, a

bright and sunny day, sent forward two

columns to storm the entrenchments of the

enemy on the Wollamsac Eiver. When the

firing had commenced, he threw himself on

horseback and advanced with the rest of his

troops. As soon as the enemy s columns were

seen forming on the hill-side, he exclaimed,
&quot;

See, men ! there are the red-coats
;
we must

beat to-day, or Molly Stark s a widow.&quot; The
militia replied to this appeal by a tremen

dous shout, and the battle which ensued, as

Stark states in his official report,
&quot; lasted two

hours, and was the hottest I ever saw. It

was like one continual clap of thunder.&quot;

The Indians ran off at the beginning of the

battle; the tories were driven across tho

river
;
and although the Germans fought

bravely, they were compelled to abandon the

entrenchments, and fled, leaving their artil,

lory and baggage on the field. Baum was

killed in the encounter, about 800 prisoners

were taken, and Burgoyne was not only de

prived of all chance of obtaining supplies by
lateral excursions, but found that he was in

a fair way of being hemmed in, so that he
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could neither advance nor retreat. Early in

the month, St. Leger had been detached by

Burgoyne against Fort Stanwix, situate near

the source of the Mohawk River
;
but he

was no more successful than Baum. The In

dian allies afforded him but little real help,

and finally went off altogether, and when on

.he 22d, St. Leger began his retreat from be

fore the fort, these wild red men displayed

their real nature, and how little reliance

could be placed upon them. The British

troops were exposed to greater danger from

Indian fury than from the pursuit of the

Americans. During the retreat, they rob

bed the officers of their baggage and the

army generally of their provisions and stores.

Not content with this, they first stripped off

their arms, and afterwards murdered with

their own bayonets, all those who from ina

bility to keep up, from fear, or other cause,

were separated from the main body. The

confusion, terror, and sufferings of this re

treat found no respite till the royal troops

reached the Lake on their way to Montreal.

Much to the chagrin of General Schuyler,

Congress, on the 4th of August, appointed

General Gates to command in hie place. Un

fortunately, Schuyler was very unpopular

with the New England people, and although

it was ungracious in the extreme, yet in view

of the question of expediency, it was proba

bly a wise step for Congress to take, espe

cially as Gates stood high in the esteem of

many for military skill and generalship. The

new commander reached the field at the close

of the month, and gladly availed himself of

Schuyler s judicious preparations. Burgoyne,

on his part, loth to give up and retire, was

every day expecting news of Clinton s ap

proach from New York, in order to aid him

from tho south
;
this general, delayed by the

arrival of ships from England, was unable to

attempt anything before the beginning of

October
;
and even then, when he sailed up

the Hudson and attacked successfully and

stormed the forts in the Highlands, he, for

lome unexplained reason, did not push for

ward, and endeavor to relieve Burgoyne, but

contented himself with uselessly and cruelly

burning and destroying villages on the route,

and with returning ingloriously to New York.

Thus Burgoyne was left to his fate, which waa

rapidly drawing on. He crossed the Hudson
in the middle of September and encamped
on the heights of Saratoga, a fatal mistake

for him, as he soon after found out. Gates,

who had been reinforced, marched to and

encamped near Stillwater, being only about

twelve miles from Burgoyne. A battle re

sulted a few days later, which was severely

contested, although, on the whole, decidedly

in favor of the Americans. Burgoyne, on

the 7th of October, finding that he must

either starve or fight, resolved to try his for

tune in another battle. About two o clock,

p. M., the fighting began ;
it raged with una

bated fury during the rest of the day, and

ended at night with the loss of Burgoyne a

field-pieces, most of his artillery corps and

numerous prisoners. During the night, the

English general changed his position, after

immense toil and fatigue through the rain

and mud, and as a last resort, endeavored to

retreat to Fort George. But it was too late
;

the troops were exhausted, and no supplies

oould be obtained
; nothing was left but ca

pitulation. Accordingly, on the 14th, Bur

goyne made proposals to this end, and on the

17th the terms were finally arranged. They
were substantially all that could be expected

and are usual in such cases
;
the troops were

to be allowed to return to Europe, on condi

tion of not serving again in America during
the war ;

and the treatment of the prisoners

was generous and considerate in the extreme,

when it is remembered how the British acted

towards the Americans who fell into their

hands (p. 84:
).

We are sorry to say that

Congress displayed a decided unwillingness

to carry out the agreement as to the troopa

returning to England, where they would

take the place of others to be sent against

America
;
and so, on various pretexts, Con

gress finally refused to allow their embark

ation at all.
&quot; We shall not undertake to

decide,&quot; says an able writer,
&quot; whether the
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fears manifested by Congress had a real foun

dation, and we shall abstain as well from

blaming the imprudence of Burgoyne, as

from praising the wisdom, or condemning the

distrust of Congress. It is but too certain,

that in these civil dissensions and animosities,

appearances become realities and probabili
ties demonstration. Accordingly, at that

time, the Americans complained bitterly of

British perfidy, and the English of American
want of faith.&quot; General Gates, neglectful
of evident propriety, did not communicate

the news of victory to Washington, but sent

his aid-de-camp directly to Congress, who re

ceived the announcement with joy, ordered

a gold medal to be struck, etc.

From the very beginning of the struggle, it

had been evident that, in order to enable

Congress to act with vigor and efficiency,
there must be some solid basis of union

agreed upon. The subject had been broach

ed several times, and efforts made to fix

upon some definite articles of Confederation
;

but thus far without result. It was plain,

however, now, that something must be done,
for Congress had no powers or rights, except
in so far as the states chose to recognize

them, by carrying out its resolves. As a

government, it was certain that Congress
could not efficiently discharge the duties ex

pected from its position : inherent defects at

tached to the revolutionary government, and

it was fast breaking down, as well from the

want of executive authority over the people
of the whole country, as from the futility of

any federative union among sovereign states,

which leaves the execution of the measures

adopted in general council, to the separate
members of the Confederacy. Early in Oc

tober, 1777, the question was taken up and

discussed, day by day, until the middle of

November, when &quot;Articles of Confederation

and Perpetual Union&quot; were adopted for re

commendation to the states, accompanied by
a calm, earnest forcible Circular Letter. We
may mention, in this connection, that on the

9th of July, 1778, delegates from eight of the

fitates signed the ratification of the Articles
;

North Carolina and Georgia, a few weeki

later; New Jersey, Nov. 26th; Delaware,

May 5th, 1779
; Maryland, March 1st, 1781

;

Congress thereupon met under the Confeder
ation on and after March 2d, 1781.

Washington, as previously stated, went

into winter quarters at Valley Forge, Dec.

1777&quot; (p.81). Of the sufferings and anguish to

which the army was exposed ;
of the cruel

hardships, diseases, and unutterable trials of

that bitter winter; of the frightful number
of deaths, and the utter prostration of thou

sands in those gloomy days, we do not feel

ourselves able adequately to speak. On the

1st of Febuary, 1778, 4000 of the troops, al

most half of the army, were incapable of any
kind of service for want of clothing ;

and

had the British general been a man of enter

prise and attacked Washington in this time

of distress, disastrous consequences must

have followed. Our great leader was author

ized to seize upon provisions wherever he

could find any in that region, and he requir
ed the farmers to thresh out their grain and

furnish supplies by the beginning of

March; but these could not be forced into

such measures, and they resisted in every

way in their power. Paper money was vir

tually worthless and the farmers preferred

getting pay in gold frotn the British in Phil

adelphia. A large number of the officers

also resolved to abandon the service, seeing
that Congress was quite apathetic in regard to

their sufferings and distresses. Washington

spared no efforts to induce Congress to secure

half pay to the officers after the war, either

for life or for a definite term. Strange to

say, this measure of simplest justice was

looked coldly upon and delayed so long that

its good effect was in great degree lost. It

is no new thing in history for good and

great men to meet with detraction and

ingratitiide, and therefore we are not sur

prised that Washington found those who
were willing to make invidious state

ments as to his campaign of constant re

treat, his losses in respect to New York and

Philadelphia, his apparent inactivity and
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want of fire and decision, and such like
;

and further, that more than one was ready
to point to the hero of Saratoga, and insinu

ate that Tie was the man for the position in

the present crisis. Anonymous letters were

sent round, to Patrick Henry and others, with

the intention of ruining Washington s repu

tation, and if possible compelling him to re

sign.
&quot;

Conway s
Cahal,&quot;

as the combination

of men linked together for this end was call

ed, was favored by a number of those in and

out of Congress, Gates, Mifflin, Samuel

Adams, etc., being of this number
;
but

Washington was not the man to be moved
from the path of duty by such means

;
de

spite the calumnies of these, as well as of

later days, he persevered, and gave all his

energies to the cause in which his very life

was bound up.

The capture of Burgoyne gave a new fea

ture to American affairs abroad. The Brit

ish parliament, on the one hand, tried the

futile experiment of passing conciliatory bills,

\vhich contained proposals that at one period

would have proved satisfactory, but were

now too late, since the Americans were de

termined to have independence, and nothing
short of it

;
the French ministry, on the

other, clearly saw that now was the time for

them to act. Accordingly, in December,

1777, the American commissioners were in

formed of the purpose of France, and early

in February, 1778, a treaty of commerce

was signed, together with a treaty of defen

sive alliance against England. As may be im

agined, the news of this treaty was received

with great rejoicings in the United States
;

and all the efforts of the British commission

ers, sent out under Lord North s conciliatory

bills, were nugatory, and in October, 1778,

they returned to England, baffled and disap

pointed. The first attention of the British

army in Philadelphia was given, early in the

spring, to the obtaining supplies ;
and forag

ing expeditions \vere sent out, and were

generally successful. It was noted, however,
that the British trocps were becoming more

Bavago and cruel than heretofore, and that

consequently the prospect ahead was rath

er gloomy and depressing. A French fleet

being expected to reach America at an early-

day, Sir Henry Clinton evacuated Philadel

phia on the 18th of June, purposing to

march through New Jersey to New York.

His army was in number about 33,000 ;

Washington s force was 15,000, writh the

probability that it could be raised to 20,000
effective men. The Commander-in-chief was

disposed to try offensive operations ;
but the

council of war, Lee being very urgent on

the subject, strongly disapproved this course

Active measures were taken for hindering
the march of the British, by breaking down

bridges, felling trees across the road, etc

Clinton s march consequently was very slow

and cautious. Washington, who followed

him, and found that he was taking the road

by Monmouth toward Sandy Hook, deter

mined to risk an attack, and took his meas

ures accordingly. He sent forward a thou

sand men under Wayne and Lafayette, in

tending to advance to their support with all

speed ;
Lee took the command of this force,

and, on the morning of June 28th, was or

dered to move to the attack
;
on coming up

to support the advance, Washington was

shocked to find the troops retreating by Lee s

orders. He demanded what all this meant,
and Lee answered sharply and rudely ;

still

he was willing to fio;ht as the commander-in-o o
chief required. With great spirit Washing
ton urged on the attack, and supported by

Greene, Wayne, Lord Stirling and other

brave officers, his enthusiasm roused the

troops, despite the intense heat of the day,

to do their best. Night put a stop to the

battle, and the Americans purposed to renew

it in the morning ; Clinton, however, with

drew in the darkness, and escaped further

attack. The battle of Monmouth, though
not a complete victory, w

ras a great success,

and Congress unanimously voted a resolution

of thanks to Washington for what he had

accomplished. As for Lee, he was tried by
court-martial at his own request, and found

guilty of disobedience of orders and disre-
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spect to the commander-in-chief ;
he was

suspended from all command for a year, and,

deeply chagrined, left the army never to join

it again.

A French fleet, which had set sail in April,

arrived off the coast of Virginia early in

July. Count D Estaing was in command,
and he expected to find the British still in

Philadelphia, in which case it was probable

they could be attacked with success
; but, as

they had left that city, D Estaing sailed for

New York, where the pilots refused to un

dertake the carrying the vessels in
;
from

thence he sailed for Rhode Island, which he

reached on the 29th. In conjunction with

the French fleet, General Sullivan was charg
ed with the reduction of the British force in

Newport and vicinity, and there was every

prospect of success
; but, unfortunately, as

Lord Howe had followed with some ships

from NeT York, the Frenchman was seized

with a desire to meet his lordship on the

ocean. So, on the 10th of August, he sailed

out, and consumed the day in manoeuvring

against the enemy ;
on the second day, a

most tremendous storm occurred
; nothing

resulted of moment to either party ;
Howe

went back to Now York, and D Estaing, on

the 20th, returned to Newport with his fleet

in a shattered condition. Sullivan had al

ready commenced operations, and if the

French had given the expected aid, an im

portant victory would have been gained, be

yond doubt
;
but D Estaing had made up his

mind to go to Boston to refit and repair dam

ages ;
remonstrances and entreaties produced

no effect
;
the fleet took its departure, and

the expedition against the British failed,

Sullivan escaping just in time before Clinton

arrived with reinforcements. The French

minister, M. Gerard, was received by Con

gress with proper honors, August 6th, 1778
;

a month or so later Dr. Franklin was sent

as minister to France. The course pursued

by D Estaing was felt to be particularly ag

gravating at a critical moment, and some
considerable complaint was made and ill lan

guage used respecting the new allies of the

Americans
;
in fact, it put all of Washing

ton s discretion and prudence to the test to

quiet and soothe the irritation existing on

both sides. As we have before noted, the

disposition towards a more than usual sav

agery found place among the British at this

date, and so odious did it become, in the de

struction of Wyoming, with its horrors, the

cold-blood3d bayonetting of troops on forag

ing expeditions, etc., that Congress was com

pelled to recommend retaliation. This was

done, on the 30th of October, in plain and

emphatic words. As a matter of policy,

nothing could have been worse, as Mr. Sparks
well points out :

&quot; This was strangely misun

derstood by the British, or more strangely

perverted, at every stage of the contest.

They had many friends in the country, whom
it was their interest to retain, and they pro
fessed a desire to conciliate others

; yet they
burned and destroyed towns, villages, and

detached farm-houses, plundered the inhab

itants without distinction, and brought down
J O

the savages, with th.3 tomahawk and scalp-

ing-knife, upon the defenceless frontier set

tlements, marking their course in every di

rection with murder, desolation, and ruin.

The ministry approved and encouraged these

atrocities, flattering themselves that the peo

ple would sink under their sufferings, bewail

their unhappy condition, become tired of

the war, and compel their leaders to seek an

accommodation. The effect was directly

the contrary in every instance. If the Brit

ish cabinet had aimed to defeat its own ob

jects, and to consolidate the American peo

ple into a united phalanx of opposition, it

could not have chosen or pursued more effec

tual methods.&quot; Admiral Byron succeeded

Lord Howe in command of the British fleet
;

he arrived in September with additional

ships, and the following month sailed for

Boston against D Estaing ; but, having met

with a violent storm, before he recovered

from its effects, the French commodore, No
vember 3d, set sail for the West Indies.

British troops were dispatched to operate

against the South, which resulted, just ftt
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the close of the year, in the capture of Sa

vannah b/ Col. Campbell, an officer, by the

way, who, acting with judgment and wise

regard for the people and their rights, ac

complished for more for British interests than

had been effected by all the cruelty and out

rage in the North. Border warfare was car

ried on vigorously, and in several instances

the savages met with severe handling ;
and

Col. Clarke did excellent service in penetrat

ing to the settlements on the Mississippi,

capturing Kaskaskias with important papers,

punishing the Indians, pushing forward, and

early in 1779, taking Detroit and Governor

Hamilton, one of the most violent of those

engaged in setting the savages on, and thus

saving the western frontiers of Virginia from

Indian inroads, as well as teaching the red

men some useful lessons.

Washington, finding the campaign virtu

ally at an end in the Northern and Middle

States, put his troops into winter quarters,

extending his line of cantonments around

New York, from Long Island Sound to the

Delaware, and having them so arranged as

to be able to help each other in case of need.

The men were lodged in huts, but, in conse

quence of the French alliance, were more

comfortably clothed than the previous winter

(p. 87). Unhappily, at this date, there were

manifested in Congress petty jealousies and

party feuds, which materially interfered with

Washington s plans and hopes. There was

also, too, a disposition on the part of the

people to think that no further sacrifices

were necessary, the French having now be

come their allies. The recruiting of the

army proceeded but slowly, and the greatest

difficulty was experienced in providing for

its wants. The dire necessity that existed

for fresh emissions of paper money had led

to a train of deplorable consequences. All

attempts to sustain its value had proved abor

tive
;
a single dollar in cash was worth eight,

and sometimes twenty, of the colonial bills
;

and the mischief was still further increased

by the immense quantity of forged notes in

troduced by the tories. Prbes, as a matter

of course, rose enormously, and a wide field

was open to the operations of speculators
and contractors, a body of whom had grown

up and enriched themselves amidst the dis

tresses of their country. None were greater
sufferers th.:n the army by this state of

things ; supplies were so high that, in Caro

lina, a single pair of shoes cost $700 in pa

per, and the pay of privates and officers was

insufficient for more than bare necessaries.
&quot; I would to God,&quot; said Washington, speak

ing of these speculating wretches,
u that

some one of the more atrocious in each state

was hung in gibbets upon a gallows five times

as high as the one prepared for Haman. No
punishment, in my opinion, is too severe for

the man who can build his greatness upon
his country s ruin.&quot; About Christmas, the

commander-in-chief went to Philadelphia to

consult with Congress as to the coming cam

paign. More than a month was spent in

this way, and the general plan arranged was

to act principally upon the defensive, espe

cially while the financial condition of affairs

was so disheartening. Baron Steuben, we

may mention, was of great service in pro

moting drill and discipline in the army ;
and

the navy, though, from the nature of the

case, not able to accomplish great things,

still was very effective in many ways, and

the name? of Biddle, Paul Jones, Barry and

Talbot furnish an honorable record for all

time.

At the opening of 1779, Gen. Lincoln

took command at the South, and entered

with vigor upon the duties of his post. He
found the troops badly conditioned and

wretchedly furnished, in number less than

4000
;
while Prevost, the British command

er, had a larger force and in excellent condi

tion. The operations on neither side wero

of any great moment. Prevost made an

iiTuption into South Carolina, marked by

the usual disgraceful plundering and cruel

ty ;
Lincoln endeavored to punish the enemy

who had threatened Charleston ;
the battle

of Stono Ferry was fought June 20th, with

out material result
;
and the hot weather put
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a stop for the present to further efforts. Na
tional vigor, during 1779 and 1780 seemed

to be wholly relaxed, and it required all

Washington s energies and patience to strug

gle against the pernicious consequences of

such a state of affairs. The officers of the

New Jersey brigade on one occasion refused

to march, owing to the utter disregard of the

legislature of their just demands for sup

port, and nothing but the wisdom and firm

ness of the Commander-in-chief prevented a

mutiny with all its fatal results. The scar

city of food, during these years, imposed upon

Washington the necessity of taking by force

what was wanted from the people, and he,

whom the inhabitants hitherto regarded as

their protector, had now the hard alternative

before him either to disband his troops, or

to support them by force. The army look

ed to him for provisions ;
the inhabitants for

protection of their property. To supply the

one and not offend the other, seemed little

less than an impossibility. To preserve
order and subordination in an army like

that under Washington, even when well fed,

paid, and clothed, would have been a work

of difficulty ;
but to retain them in the ser

vice and sustain proper discipline, when des

titute not only of the comforts, but often of

the necessaries of life, required address and

abilities of such magnitude as are rarely

found in any one man. In the midst of

difficulties of this grave character, Washing
ton not only kept his army together, but

guided himself with so much discretion as

to command the approbation, as far as was

possible, both of the army and of the peo

ple. Clinton in June, 1779, advanced up
the Hudson, compelled the Americans to

abandon Stony Point and Fort Lafayette on

Verplanck a Point opposite, and then, in

July, sent Tryon on a predatory raid into

Connecticut. This was performed with great

gusto, and resulted in spreading fire and des

olation over a large number of towns and

villages. Stony Point was retaken July

16th, at the point of the bayonet, under Gen.

Wayne ;
but it was subsequently abandoned

Indian ravages had been so frequent and

destructive, that it was determined to send a

force sufficiently large, in order to punish
them with such severity as to compel them

through fear to desist. Accordingly, 3000

men were assembled at Wyoming, in August,
under Gen. Sullivan, and received instruc

tions from Washington
&quot;

to lay waste all the

settlements round, and to do it in such an

effectual manner that the country may be

not merely overrun, but destroyed.&quot; Sullivan

began his march at once, and carried out his

instructions to the full
;
so that hereafter the

savages were much less willing to join the

tories, and plunder and murder the Ameri

cans.

At the South, early in September, 1779,
D Estaing arrived off Savannah, and in Oc

tober o-ave assistance to Lincoln towards ano
assault on the city; but the combined as

sault failed, and the French fleet sailed away.

Such was the issue of the Count D Estaing s

campaign upon the coasts of North Ameri

ca, a campaign in which the allies had placed

such sanguine hopes. After foiling in the

expedition against the British in the Dela

ware, he twice abandoned Newport at the

most critical moment. Finally, under the

walls of Savannah, he showed himself at

first too circumspect ;
he delayed the attack,

and afterwards precipitated an assault which

resulted in discomfiture. It is but fair, how

ever, to bear in mind that, although none of

the great results which were expected, fol

lowed from D Estaing s assistance to the

Americans, yet the French fleet most materi

ally aided the cause, by deranging the plans

of the British, by causing the evacuation of

Ehode Island, and by delaying the expedi

tion of Clinton against the south. Unable

to enter upon any active operations, for the

reasons before stated, Washington again

went into winter quarters, with a conscious

ness how greatly public virtue had declined,

and how dark and gloomy was the prospect,

and sustained only by a trust in God s good

providence for the future of our land.

Sir Henry Clinton embarked for the South
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with about 8000 men, and after a very stormy

passage, reached Georgia on the last day of

January, 1780. He determined to make an

attack on Charleston at the earliest moment.

That city was in rather a poor state of de

fence, Gen. Lincoln not having more than

one third the troops necessary, and which

had been promised, for sustaining a siege.

Clinton made regular approaches during

March and April, and although Governor

Rutledge did all in his power to raise addi

tional forces from the militia, yet it was to

no purpose ;
the British succeeded in invest

ing the city entirely and cutting off sup

plies ;
so that there was no alternative

;

Charleston was surrendered May 12th. It

was a heavy blow to the American cause,

and Clinton and Cornwallis adopted meas

ures which were impolitic to a high degree,

and in the end resulted in favor of inde

pendence and liberty. Clinton, in his proc

lamation, June 3rd, went upon the theory

that the people were merely subdued rebels,

and that any favors he might show them

were the fruits of royal clemency. Several

expeditions in different directions, which

were all successful, materially increased this

feeling of superiority and this disregard for

the rights of the citizens, and the haughty
and insolent behavior of the British officers,

and their helpers the tories, stirred up a de

sire for revenge ;
in due time, this desire met

with its accomplishment. The exploits of

Sumpter and Marion, in carrying on a har

assing partisan warfare, aided materially in

rousing up the people to resist and try to

expel the invaders. A force under De Kalb

was sent to Carolina, and this was increased

by the Virginia militia, and such other as

were in North Carolina. The depressing

effect of the fall of Charleston was in meas

ure recovered from, and when, in the latter

part of July, Gates was sent as commander,
it was confidently expected that he, who had

gained so great glory and renown at Sarato

ga, would gather fresh laurels at the South.

This expectation, however, was doomed to a

grievous disappointment ;
for Gen. Gates

committed a mistake at the outset, by insist

ing upon advancing in a straight route

through a barren region, instead of diverg

ing from the direct road and keeping his

troops in good condition. Heat and insuffi

cient and improper food did their work, and

the army suffered sadly from disease and at

tendant trials. Cornwallig was compelled,
in this state of affairs, arising out of the ap

proach of Gates and the renewed spirit of

opposition on the part of the people, either

to retreat or fight. He chose the latter, and

the battle of Camden, on the 16th of Au
gust, was the result. Gates was entirely de

feated, and escaped with a bare remnant of

his troops ;
he left the army from this date,

and Gen. Greene, on Washington s nomina

tion, was appointed his successor, and reach

ed headquarters on the 2nd of December.

Cornwallis, elated with victory, and impress
ed with the necessity of sharpness with the

rebellious Southerners, addressed a letter to

the commandant of the British garrison at

Ninety-six, as follows :
&quot; I have given or

ders that all the inhabitants of this province,

who had submitted, and who have taken part
in this revolt, should be punished with the

utmost rigor ;
that they should be imprison

ed, and their whole property taken from

them or destroyed. I have likewise directed

that compensation should be made out of

these estates, to the persons who have beeb

injured or oppressed by them. I have or

dered, in the most positive manner, that

every militia-man, who has borne arms with

us, and afterwards joined the enemy, shall

be immediately hanged. I desire you will

take the most vigorous measures to punish
the rebels in the district you command, and

that you obey, in the strictest manner, the

directions I have given in this letter relative

to the inhabitants of the country.&quot; Similar

orders were dispatched to the commanders

of other posts. At the close of September,

Cornwallis, who had left Camden, reached

Charlotte in North Carolina, and set out

against Salisbury. His victorious career,

however, was arrested by the defeat of Major
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Ferguson at King s Mountain. This officer

had been very active in marshalling the to-

ries to support the British cause, and the

hardy mountaineers of Western Virginia and

North Carolina resolved that he should be

cut off. They mounted and pursued him

with unflagging zeal and rapidity ;
and when

they came up with his forces on the confines

of North and South Carolina, they began
the attack immediately, utterly routed Fer

guson, hung up ten of the most obnoxious

tories on the spot, and then returned home.

Cornwallis at once began his retreat
;
this he

accomplished by the end of October, having
been harassed all the way by bands of par

tisans, who intercepted convoys and kept the

enemy in continual alarm.

At the North, meanwhile, the early months

of the year 1780, were spent in desultory

operations, Washington being unable from

lack of men and means, to undertake any

thing of moment. Lafayette returned from

France at the end of April, bringing the

good news that efficient aid would soon ar

rive in behalf of the Americans. On the

10th of July, the French fleet entered the

harbor of Newport, the troops being under

the command of Count De Rochambeau.

Washington strongly wished to make an at

tack on New York, which would have taken

place, had not the British received reinforce

ments before his plan could be carried into

effect. The commander-in-chief was morti

fied and distressed at these abortive results

of all his efforts
;
but there was no remedy

but patience. At this date, the deeply laid

scheme of treachery of Benedict Arnold was

unfolded, and it is all the more remarkable

in our history, because it is the only instance

of the kind, despite the trials and tempta
tions to which those struggling for independ
ence were exposed. Arnold was one of

those reckless, daring, unscrupulous men,
who seem to be the natural product of war
and civil commotion. He was a gamblei-
and debauchee, and resorted to many of the

meanest practices of the profligate scoundrel.

He was held to be very brave, and was so,

if his dashing exploits already noted (p. 82),

are to be considered as proofs ;
but he waa

also arrogant, fond of show, dissolute and

ready to do any thing, however low and con

temptible, in order to keep up appearance?
and indulge in licentious habits and practices.

This man, desperately in debt, and with no

other available means of relief, offered to

sell himself and his country for gold out of

British coffers. For more than a year, he

was engaged in perfecting his plan, and kept

up a secret correspondence with Major

Andre&quot;,
Clinton s adjutant

-
general in New

York. Under pretext of desiring active ser

vice, Arnold got himself appointed to the

command of West Point, and leaving Phila

delphia, arrived at the Point early in Au

gust. Washington was absent, on a visit to

Hartford to meet the French officers, and

the opportunity was seized in order to con

summate the.foul treachery. Andre came up
the river in a sloop of war, the Yulture

which anchored in Haverstraw Bay, and

spent a night in conference with Arnold.

He accompanied the traitor to the house of

one J. H. Smith, within the American lines,

and received a full account of the force at

West Point, with plans, etc., and then, with

a pass from Arnold to cross the lines, he set

out on his return. Arnold, meanwhile, went

back to his headquarters at Robinson s house,

opposite West Point. Disappointed at not

being able to get on board the Yulture,

Andre was compelled to run the risk of re

turning to New York by land. He put on

a citizen s dress, and accompanied by Smith,

he crossed the river at King s Ferry, and

took the road towards the city. At the out

posts he was carefully scrutinized but not de

tained, being advised, however, as it was now

dark, to remain all night, inasmuch as &quot; the

neutral ground,&quot;
a tract of about thirty

miles in extent along the Hudson, between

the American and British lines, was infested

with marauders. Andre reluctantly assented,

and the next morning, very early, was again

in the saddle. Parting with Smith, he has

tened on, and considered himself now out
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of danger. About ten o clock, on this event-O 7

ful day, September 23rd, when Andre was

about half a mile north of Tarrytown, three

armed militia men sprang out from the road

side, seized his bridle, and demanded where

he was going. Andrd, supposing himself

among friends, said,
&quot; I hope you belong to

our
party.&quot;

&quot; What party ?&quot; was asked by
one of the men. &quot; The lower

party.&quot;
Be

ing answered in the affirmative, Andre avow

ed himself a British officer, on pressing busi

ness
;
but immediately after, perceiving the

blunder he had made, he showed Arnold s

pass, and urged them not to detain him a

moment. The men, John Paulding, David

Williams, and Isaac Yan Wart, refused his

request, and causing him to dismount, they
took him one side among the bushes, and

searched him. Having pulled off his boots

and stockings, they found next to the soles

of his feet, the papers which Arnold had

written out, respecting West Point, its de

fences, the state of the force, etc. Andre

offered the men large sums of money, if

they would release him
; but, providentially

for the cause of our country, they rejected

the glittering bribe, and a few hours after

wards, he was delivered up to Lieutenant-

Colonel Jameson, who was in command at

North Castle, the nearest military post.

This officer, astounded at sight of the pa

pers,
&quot;

lost his head,&quot; as the French have it,

and with most unaccountable stupidity, re-

Bolved to send a letter with Andre to the

traitor Arnold, himself! Happily, however,
he dispatched an express with the papers to

meet Washington, supposed to be on the

road returning from Hartford. By the ear

nest expostulation of Major Tallmadge, Jame
son did detain Andre as a prisoner, but per
sisted in sending his letter to Arnold, and

giving him the very information which en

abled him to escape the punishment due to

his detestable crime. Andre aware of what

had been done with the papers found on him,
wrote a note to Washington, dated Sept.

24th, revealing his name and rank, and

claiming that He was not a spy, but had got

within the American lines unknowingly
The Commander-in-chief, meanwhile, reach

ed Fishkill on the afternoon of the 24th,

where he spent the night, setting off again

early the next morning, with the purpose of

breakfasting with Arnold at Robinson s

house. Delaying for a while, in examining
some redoubts, word was sent to the house

to explain the cause of not being quite in

time, and so Arnold and family sat down to

breakfast. While they were at table, that

most singularly ill-timed letter of Jameson

was brought in
;
Arnold read it, but did not

lose presence of mind he was too well skill

ed in dissimulation for that -left the table

in some hurry, under the plea that he was

needed at West Point, rode hastily to the

river, entered a six-oared barge, stimulated

the men by promises of drink, to extra exer

tion, held up a white handkerchief as he

passed Yerplanck s Point, and was soon in

safety on board the Vulture. We need not

dwell on the details of what followed. The

unfortunate Andre was tried by court-mar

tial, convicted as a spy, condemned to death,

and despite the utmost exertions of Clinton

and others, was hung on the 2nd of October.

And as for Arnold, he received the reward

of his treachery, and prepared to execute the

commands of his masters, despised and scorn

ed, although used by those who had bought
him.

It was, as we have just noted, a matter of

regret and mortification to Washington thatO C3

the campaign reached its close without result,

and further operations were impossible dur

ing the winter of 1780-1
;
a letter to a friend

at this date is worthy of being quoted, as ex

pressive of his sentiments and views respect

ing the then condition of affairs :
&quot; We are

now drawing to a close an inactive campaign,
the beginning of which appeared pregnant
with events of a very favorable complexion.

I hoped, but I hoped in vain, that a prospect

was opening, which would enable me to fix

a period to my military pursuits, and restore

me to domestic life. The favorable dispos

ition of Spain ;
the promised succor from
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France
;
the combined force in the &quot;West In

dies
;
the declaration of Eussia (acceded to

by other powers of Europe, humiliating to

the naval pride and power of Great Britain) ;

the superiority of France and Spain by sea,

in Europe ;
the Irish claims, and English dis

turbances
;
formed in the aggregate an opin

ion in my breast, which is not very suscep

tible of peaceful dreams, that the hour of de

liverance was not far distant : for that, how
ever unwilling Great Britain might be to

yield the point, it would not be in her power
to continue the contest. But, alas ! these

prospects, flattering as they were, have prov
ed delusory ;

and I see nothing before us,

but accumulating distress. We have been

half of our time without provisions, and are

likely to continue so. We have no mag
azines, nor money to form them. We have

lived upon expedients, until we can live no

longer. In a word, the history of the war

is a history of false hopes and temporary de

vices, instead of system and economy. It is

in vain, however, to look back
;
nor is it our

business to do so. Our case is not desperate
if virtue exists in the people, and there is wis

dom among our rulers. But to suppose that

this great revolution can be accomplished

by a temporary army ;
that this army will

be subsisted by State supplies ;
and that

taxation alone is adequate to our wants, is, in

my opinion absurd.&quot;

The persistence of England in what she

claimed as her due,
&quot; the right of

search,&quot;

led to an armed neutrality among the Euro

pean powers; and indirectly America was
benefitted by this, since the necessity of con

tending with numerous other enemies pre
vented the sending an overwhelming force

into the United States, so as to crush out all

opposition. Reinforcements, it is true, were

sent, and hopes were entertained of ultimate

success
; but, on the other hand, France con

tinued her aid to our suffering country, and

Count de Grasse was directed to repair with

bis fleet to our coast, and cooperate with Roch-

ambcau and Washington, a measure, as we
shall see, which subsequently proved of the

highest importance to the cause of indepen
dence. The condition of affairs was depress
ed in the extreme. The paper money issued

by Congress had become worthless
;

it was
no longer made a legal tender, or received in

payment of taxes; and had not measures

been taken, of some effectual kind, to get

money, it would have been next to impossi
ble to raise or maintain an army against the

foe. Happily, Congress prevailed upon Rob
ert Morris of Philadelphia, to become treas

urer, a man of pure morals, ardent patriotism
and first-rate ability as a financier. The zeal

and genius of Morris soon produced the

most favorable results. By means of the
&quot; Bank of North America,&quot; to which, in the

course of the year, he obtained the approba
tion of Congress, he contrived to draw out

the funds of wealthy individuals. By bor

rowing in the name of the government from

this bank, and pledging for payment the taxes

not yet collected, he was enabled to antici

pate them, and command a ready supply. He
also used his own private credit, which was

good, though that of the government had

failed
; and, at one time, bills signed by

him individually, were in circulation, to the

amount of $581,000. Abroad, through Frank

lin s exertions, Louis XVI. gave over $1,-

000,000, and loaned nearly $750,000, to the

United States in their emergency, and Hol

land also, on the guarantee of France, loaned

$1,850,000 (10 millions of livres). These

funds thus obtained were expended with the

utmost prudence, and the prospect of im

provement in public credit and administra

tion of affairs grew brighter. A dangerous
outbreak in the army manifested the critical

condition in which Washington and the pa
triot defenders of our country were placed.

On the 1st of January, 1781, some 1300 of

the Pennsylvania line paraded under arms,

refused to obey orders, and committed var

ious outrages. Want and suffering had led

to this. They had enlisted for three years
or the war, and now demanded, as the three

years were ended, to be paid and released.

It was with great difficulty that Gen. Wavne.
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by his firmness and moderation, succeeded

in quieting the mutineers and arranging mat

ters satisfactorily for the future. Washing
ton looked with anxiety upon this alarming

movement, and took measures to repress the

spread of any spirit of the kind
;
and when

some weeks later a part of the New Jersey

brigade rose in arms, the commander-in-chief

sent a sufficient force from the Highlands to

put it down at once ; two of the ringleaders

were shot, and no further attempts at mu

tiny occurred. Arnold, with the true spirit

of a renegade, endeavored to show his zeal

in behalf of the enemies of his country. It

was in Virginia, at Richmond and its vicinity,

that he displayed his malice in ravaging
and plundering ;

and the spring of 1781 was

spent in eiforts to resist the British inroads,

and, if possible, to attack and seize upon

Arnold, so as to visit upon him the punish
ment due to the traitor.

At the close of the year, 1780, as we have

already noted (p. 92), Gen. Greene took com
mand in the south. His position was difficult

and critical ; for, having an entirely insuffi

cient force to meet and cope with Cornwallis,

he was compelled to be constantly on the

alert and guard against surprise and sudden

attack Morgan, with a part of the troops,

about 600 in number, was detached to watch

the enemy on the frontier of South Carolina,

and did excellent service for the good cause.

Tarleton, the famous cavalry officer, and

noted for his cruelty, was sent to meet Mor

gan, no doubt being entertained of his suc

cess. The battle of the Cowpens, near

Broad River, was the result, fought on the

17th of January ;
and so aroused and indig

nant were the American troops, that they
attacked the enemy with tremendous force

and energy, and routed them completely.

Over 200 were killed, and 600 made prison

ers, while Morgan s loss was only 12 killed,

and 61 wounded. This victory at the Cow-

pens was certainly one of the most brilliant

that had ever been achieved by American

arms
;
and seldom has a battle, in which the

number of combatants was so small, pro

duced such inportant coi sequences ;
for the

loss of the light infantry not only considera

bly diminished the force, but also crippled
the movements of Cornwallis during the rest

of the campaign. The British commandei
now set out in pursuit of Gen. Greene, who

displayed military ability of a high order, in

the conduct of his retreat. Cornwallis was

unable to effect anything, although he pur
sued the Americans more than 200 miles,

and, although they were subjected to great

exposure and hardship ; many of them were

in rags, and many bare-footed, and not in

frequently the road was marked by the blood

from their wounded feet
; yet, they en

dured all for their country s sake. Greene,

having received some reinforcements, deter

mined to attack Cornwallis, at Guildford

Court House. The battle was fought on the

15th of March, and was sharply contested :

but, though Greene was obliged to retire

from the field, he did so in good order, and

the British gained no permanent, advantage.
We need not enter into details of movements

on the part of Greene or the enemy. In

Georgia, as well as Carolina, that able gen
eral was constantly engaged in watching the

British, in pursuit or retreat, and in frequent

encounters, the benefit of which, on the

whole, was on the side of the Americans.

On the 16th of July, he reached the high
hills of Santee, and remained there till the

22d of August. Early in September, he at

tacked the British at Eutaw Springs, 60

miles north of Charleston, having about 2000

men, mostly militia, in the field. Never was

a battle more hotly contested, and it was

one of the most bloody for the numbers en

gaged ;
but victory did not belong to either

side
;
the British retired and moved towards

Charleston, and the Americans returned to

their former position. With this battle the

war was virtually closed in South Cam lina,

Cornwallis, who was in Virginia, sent e^pe^-

ditions against Charlotteville, where Lafay
ette was in command, and Point of Fork,

where Baron Steuberi had a body of troops ;

both exoeditions were suc?essful to a large
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extent. Cornwallis, during the summer, en

trenched himself at Yorktown, on the York

River, opposite Gloucester, and expected

reinforcements from Clinton, in New York.

That general, however, learning that &quot;Wash

ington was resolved to attack New York, if

the French fleet would co-operate, and he

could increase his force sufficiently, did not

feel it safe to dispatch troops to Virginia,

and so Cornwallis was left to do the best he

could. &quot;Washington, finding that it was in

expedient to besiege New York, from lack

of troops, suddenly changed his plan of op

erations, and determined to take Cornwallis

in the snare he seemed to be preparing for

himself. Accordingly, by great skill and

discretion, he kept Clinton in fear lest New
York should be attacked, and prevented his

sending help to Virginia ;
and it was not

till too late that the British commander was

astounded by the conviction that the allies

had fixed upon Virginia for the theatre of

their combined operations. At the close of

August, the troops marched rapidly to the

South, where, on conference with Count De

Grasse, in September, Washington entered

upon the siege of Yorktown. The allied

force was about 11,000, and with a good

supply of artillery, they formally invested

Yorktown early in October, and the result

was that the British, finding their case des

perate, surrendered on the 19th of October,

1781. The number of prisoners was about

7000
;
and Clinton, who reached the Capes

of Virginia on the 24th, on learning the

news, returned immediately to the North.

&quot;With the capture of Cornwallis, it became

evident that the Americans were not to be

overcome by force, and England speedily

began to desire to put an end to the further

contest. Attempts were made by the new
British ministry to arrange respecting a

peace, by sending Gen. Carleton to America
in the spring of 1782. Washington, mean
while, anxious as to the position of affairs,

warmly urged Congress to provide for an

other campaign, and his judicious advice was

followed by that body, who called upon the

iv. 7.

States to furnish their quotas at an early day,
and persuaded the commander-in-chief to

write two circular letters to the governors
of all the States, at the beginning of 1782.

Financial matters were in a sad condition,

and there was an almost universal indisposi

tion to either provide for or undertake fur

ther military operations. The spring and

summer passed away in inactivity ;
Carleton

kept himself quiet in New York, and Wash

ington watched patiently and hopefully the

progress of affairs
;
at the South, some desul

tory operations, but of no special moment,
occurred- Negotiations in regard to peace
were carried forward at Paris, and, though

George III. with his usual stubbornness tried

hard to put off the certain issue, yet, by the

firmness of the American envoys, Franklin,

Jay and Adams, and their French allies, the

recognition, in full and complete, of the in

dependence of the United States was secured.

On the 30th of November, the provisional

treaty was signed at Paris by both parties,

in due form, and early the following year
was approved and ratified by Congress. The
definitive treaty of peace was arranged dur

ing the year ;
it was signed on the 3d of

September, 1783, and ratified by Congress

early in January, 1784.

It was a perilous time which had now ar

rived, when the war was virtually ended,
and both officers and men took into account

what they had suffered, what destitution had

been brought upon them, and how small

was the prospect of relief, even in the way
of simple justice, to be expected from Con

gress or the State legislatures. Washington
was greatly distressed at what occurred in

the army, and though he both sympathized
with his companions in arms, and knew their

sufferings and their just claims, he could

not, of course, for a moment give his sanction

to a mutinous spirit or any illegal mode of

procedure in order to gain certain ends.

There were those, in 1782, who thought that

the army must take the remedy in their own

hands, and so in a letter, ably and skilfully

written, May 2d, the commander-in-chief
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was asked to take the head of affairs and be

come a Wing! Washington s answer was

an indignant and stem rebuke at the very
tho ight of such a proposition, which, he de-

claied, he &quot; viewed with abhorrence.&quot; At
the same time, in writing to the Secretary
of War, he used language worthy of being

quoted as demonstrating his earnest sym

pathy and regard for both officers and men :

&quot; I cannot help fearing the result, when I

see such a number of men, goaded by a thou

sand stings of reflection on the past, and of

anticipation on the future, about to be turned

into the Avorld, soured by penury, and what

they call the ingratitude of the public ;
in

volved in debts, without one farthing of

money to carry them home, after having

spent the flower of their days, and, many
of them, their patrimonies, in establishing

the freedom and independence of their coun

try ;
and having suffered everything which

human nature is capable of ensuring on this

side of death. I repeat it, when I reflect on

these irritating circumstances, unattended by
one thing to sooth their feelings, or brighten
the gloomy prospect, I cannot avoid appre

hending that a train of evils will follow, of

a serious ana distressing nature. You may
rely upon it, the patience and long-suffering

of this army are almost exhausted, and there

never was so great a spirit of discontent as

at this instant.&quot; The officers sent a petition

to Congress at the close of the year, asking,

in urgent terms, for justice at least, and

speedy relief
;
that body contained some men

of truly national spirit, and who desired to

do what was right in this emergency ;
but

the majority, we are sorry to say, felt other

wise, and with that sectional spirit prevailing,

they opposed everything like national action,

and wished to place all matters of the kind

in the hands of State legislatures for settle

ment. Nothing consequently was done, and

the crisis arrived. On the 10th of March,

1783, a meeting of the officsrs was called,

and the famous Newburg Addresses &quot; were

prepared, addresses indicating great skill

an the part 3f the framer of them, but at

the same time advocating principles and a

course which Washington could neither ap

prove nor adopt. He accordingly, as a mat

ter of duty, interfered
;
was present at the

meeting called by him for the 15th, and by
his great personal influence, his calm reason

ing, his urgent appeals to their patriotism,

he frustrated the evil which was threatening.
&quot;

Truly,&quot;
as Mr. Curtis says,

&quot; even at this

distant day, the peril of that crisis can scarce

ly be contemplated without a shudder. Hac.

the commander-in-chief been other than

Washington, had the leading officers by whom
he was surrounded been less than the noblest

of patriots, the land would have been deluged
with the blood of a civil war. But men
who had suffered what the great officers of

the Revolution had suffered, had learned the

lessons of self-control which suffering teaches.

The hard school of adversity in which they
had passed so many years, made them sensi

ble to an appeal, which only such a chief 2A

Washington could make.&quot; At the urgent
remonstrance and unwearied, watchful per

severance of the commander-in-chief, Con

gross at last, on the 22d of March, passed

certain resolves on the subject to meet the

just claims of the officers, and early in July,

the accounts of the army were finally made

up and adjusted. The army was disbanded

at the beginning of November
;
the British

under Carleton evacuated New York on the

25th
;
and Washington resigned his commis

sion into the hands of Congress, Dec. 23d,

1783. The next day he reached the coveted

retirement of Mount Vernon, from which

he had been absent nearly nine years. .

Thus, so far as military operations were

concerned, the independence of our country

was secured. But the condition of the coun

try was such, there was so general a prostra

tion of affairs, so many disputes, jealousies,

bickerings, so many false and pernicious no

tions rife in the community, that the pros

pect ahead was gloomy enough, and might

well cause the hearts of our patriot fathers!

to be sad and heavy as to the ultimate result.

The history of the years between the treaty
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of peace and the adoption of the Constitu

tion is a history of dangers and trials which

words cannot describe. Trade and com

merce were literally in ruins
; agriculture

was destroyed ;
the mechanic arts had nei

ther place nor support ;
a mountain of debt

was pressing the people down
;
and worse

than all, they were on the very brink of an

archy and political destruction. Many a

dark foreboding filled the minds of Wash

ington and his compeers, and they beheld,

with the deepest concern, the unhappy state

of the country at large. Congress was to

tally inefficient. There was, in fact, no gov
ernment. The separate independent State

sovereignties, however efficient within their

respective boundaries, were utterly incapable

of furnishing or maintaining a government
for the whole. There was, as yet, no na

tionality. The smaller States looked suspi

ciously upon the larger ;
and these in their

turn both felt and were disposed to use their

superior power and influence for State ag

grandizement and State control. It soon be

came a question of importance, whether there

was to be any country at all
;
whether the

people of the United States were to be one

people, or many ;
whether there was to be

union, efficiency, energy at home, and respect

and confidence abroad
;
and whether there

was to be a national government, a national

character, and a national integrity and honor.

The Articles of Confederation, under which

the war had been prosecuted in the latter

years of the Eevolution, though professing

to be articles of perpetual union, were pos

sessed of no power to effect and maintain

union. Congress had exclusive power for a

number of purposes, but had no ability to

execute any of them. They were empow
ered to make and conclude treaties ;

but

they could only recommend the observance

of them. They could appoint ambassadors ;

but they could not defray their expenses.

They could borrow money in their own

name, on the faith of the Union
;
but they

could not pay a dollar. They could coin

money ;
but they could not import an ounce

of bullion. They could make war, and de

termine upon the number of troops neces

sary ;
but they could not raise a single sol

dier. In fact, they could declare everything,
but could do nothing. At the same time

the Confederation had accomplished some

thing. It had given an impulse, at least, to

wards nationality, and it had rendered good
service, in obtaining a cession of the public

lands, and carrying the war forward to its

conclusion. But it had no authority to com

pel obedience. It had been miserably inef

fective in obtaining the means for feeding,

clothing, and paying its troops. It had been

compelled to resort to temporary expedients,

entirely at variance with order, economy,

energy, and strict adherence to public faith

and honor. It found itself, at the close of

the war, without command of means to meet

its obligations to that noble band of men,
who had fought, and bled, and suffered un

utterable miseries, in their country s behalf;
without means to pay its citizens and for

eigners, who had generously loaned their

money ;
and without means to compensate

any of those who had contributed property
and personal service to the common cause.

Its last hope of being able to do justice,

hung upon the possibility of being able to

obtain the assent of thirteen distinct lemsla-o
tive bodies, the dissent of either one of which

would defeat any measure of Congress, and

subject it to the disgrace and the pernicious
effects of broken faith and national bank

ruptcy.

At this day it is probably impossible for

us to realize the strange fact, that with all

these, and many similar defects staring men
in the face, they should have been so wedded
to the notion of State sovereignty, and State

efficiency, as to be reluctant, to the last de

gree, to attempt anything in the way of ad

equate remedies for the evils which threat

ened our national existence. For years,

efforts were made by the wisest and best men
in the country, to procure an indispensibly

necessarjr enlargement of the powers of the

Continental Congress ;
but State jealousief
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predominated, State interests clashed, and

every effort failed (1785). The Confedera

tion, without resources, and without powers,

was fast expiring of its own debility. It

lost, not only its vigor, but the respect which

it once claimed. It was in the last stages of

its decline
;
and now the only question re

mained, whether it should dissolve, and even

the semblance of a government be lost, or

whether there should not be a brave effort

made by the patriots and statesmen of the

day, to form a more efficient government,
before the great interests of the United

States were buried beneath its ruins.

Early in 1783, Congress had declared that it

was indispensably necessary that they should

possess power to levy duties, and provide for

the public expense by direct taxation. Under

che Articles of Confederation (p. ) they had

no such power ; they could only issue requi

sitions on the States, which were complied

with, or disregarded, or rejected, as the sove

reign States pleased. They asked to be vested

with power to levy duties on wines, teas, su

gars, etc, these duties to be applied to the

payment of the interest and principal of the

public debt, for the term of twenty-five years.

They also required the States to secure regu

larly and certainly their proportion of

$1,500,000 annually, exclusive of duties.

The design of the revenue system of 1783,

was to see that justice was done to the cred

itors of the United States, and to strengthen

and consolidate the government by the

efforts which would be necessary to carry

out national measures of. so great moment.

It was a wise and judicious movement, un

doubtedly ;
for it had a most salutary effect

in familiarizing the public mind with the

important idea of the creditors looking to the

general government for the payment of their

dues, and not to the separate States
;
and it

prevented the almost certain result that

would have followed any attempt to rely upon
the States, viz., of partial payment, of bank

ruptcy, or of entire repudiation. The scheme,

it is true, was never adopted ; yet, the influence

of this revenue system was very great in sav

ing the Union, at the time, from s
t eedy disso

lution, and in directing the attention of the

States, to the necessity of giving to it addi

tional powers with respect to commerce and

kindred national objects. The arrangement
which was completed, with regard to the pay
due to the army, we have spoken of on a

previous page (p 98) ; this, together with the

proposal of the present plan of obtaining
revenue for the general government, were,

during the four years that followed, service

able to a high degree, in making evident the

necessities which existed, and in directing

the thoughts of men, to the mode best adapt
ed to the meeting these necessities, and the

preserving our country from intestine dis

cord and ruin. That part of the financial

plan, which required from the States a pledge
of internal revenues for twenty-five years,

met, as was but natural, with the greatest

opposition. Congress, satisfied, at length,

that a general compliance with this part of

the system was not to be expected, confined

their requests to that relating to duties on

imports. Under the influence of the urgent
and solemn representations made by Congress,

of the deplorable condition of the United

States, in regard to its ability to maintain

public faith at home and abroad, all the

States, before or during the year 1786, com

plied with this part of the system, Kew
York being the sole exception.

The subject of our foreign commercial rela

tions occupied the attention of Congress at

an early day. Beside England, it was held

to be important to have treaties of this kind

with Spain, Prussia, Russia, etc. But diffi

culties were interposed, especially in the case

of Great Britain. The rulers of that country
seem to have been possessed of very nar

row, petty, jealous feelings and views, and in

their fear of rivalry in matters of navigation
and commerce, they were willing to take

ground and do acts which stirred up ill will,

and had an effect upon the sentiments of the

nation for a long time, so far as the British

were concerned. But commercial and reve

nue difficulties were not the only ones that
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harassed and annoyed the national govern
ment. Scarcely had the war of the Revolu

tion been brought to a close, when the

United States and Great Britain reciprocally

charged each other with violations of the

treaty of peace. A serious difference of

opinion prevailed, on the construction of

that part of the seventh article, which stipu

lates against the &quot;

destruction, or carrying

away of any negroes, or other property of

the American inhabitants.&quot; In addition to

this circumstance, the troops of his Britannic

majesty still retained possession of the posts

on the American side of the great lakes.

This gave them a decided influence over the

warlike tribes of Indians in their neighbor

hood, and was a point on which the United

States were peculiarly sensitive. On the

other hand, the United States were charged
with infringing the fourth, fifth, and sixth

articles, which contain agreements respect

ing the payment of debts, the confiscation

of property, and prosecution of individuals,

for the part taken by them during the war.

Congress, in January, 1784, passed a resolu

tion, and transmitted it directly to the States,

on the subject of confiscated property. This

was recommendatory ;
but the collection of

debts was expressly stipulated in the treaty ;

and a neglect, or hindrance in this particu

lar, caused much complaint, and produced
no little irritation on both sides. At the

commencement of the war, 3,000,000 ster

ling were due from the inhabitants of the

colonies to British merchants. When peace

came, it was found that the laws of five States,

either prohibited the recovery of the princi

pal, or suspended its collection, or prohibit

ed the recovery of interest, or made land

a good payment in place of money. These

and other laws of course produced trouble,

rfnd Congress could only recommend, not en

force, their repeal. After the lapse of three

years from the signature of the preliminary

articles, and of more than two years from

that of the definitive treaty, the military

posts in the Western country were still held

by British garrisons, avowedlv on account

of the infractions of the treaty on the part
of the Americans. In this complication of

affairs, it was deemed advisable to send a

minister-plenipotentiary to Great Britain.

John Adams was selected, and reached Lon

don, in May, 1785. The not overwise old

king, George III., still felt very sore at being

compelled to give up all claim to the United

States
;
and so, he and his courtiers treated

the American minister in a rather shabby

manner, with a sort of supercilious neglect
and indifference, which cut deeply into the

sensitive feelings of the representatives of

the new and great nation which was about

rising in the western world. Trifling insults,

on such occassions, count for far more than

they are worth
;
and both Mr. Adams and

Mr. Jefferson (who was also at London) be

ing subsequently presidents of the United

States, it is not easy to estimate how great

influence the conduct of the king and others

had in fixing sentiments of ill-will in the

minds of these men, and through these in

the mind of the people at large. Mr. Adam
was unable to accomplish anything, and the

British still continued to hold the western

posts and keep up an irritable feeling in gen
eral. Spain, too, was pertinacious in regard

to the Mississippi, manifesting a desire to

interfere with its free navigation ;
in 1786,

the question of right was held in abeyance,

and a commercial treaty concluded
;
and

two years later, the whole matter in dispute

was handed over to the new government un

der the Constitution, then about to go into

operation.

In 1783, Congress urged upon the States

who had not yet attended to its previous re

quests, to make speedy cession of their terri

torial claims, as well for hastening the ex

tinguishment of the public debt, as for

establishing the harmony of the Unite I

States. Virginia completed the cession of her

claims in March, 1784, and Congress made

provision for a temporary government of

that fertile region, and the admission into the

Union of new States formed out of it. New
York followed

;
then Massachusetts and Con
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necticut
;
South Carolina, in August, 1787,

granted to the Unitod States, all her right to

the country west of the ridge or chain of

mountains which divides the eastern from the

western waters. The United States thus be

came possessed of all the land north-west of

the Ohio
;
and the establishment of a gov

ernment for the inhabitants already settled

as well as those who were hastening thither,

became immediately necessary. On the 13th

of July, 1787, Congress established the cele

brated Ordinance for the government of the

North-Western Territory, which superseded
the resolve of 1784

;
a piece of legislation

by the way, which Mr. Curtis, the historian

of the Constitution, lauds in the highest

terms, and which deserves all the praise

which has been bestowed upon it. The posi

tion of the older States, however, engrossed
a large share of public attention. As we
have before noted, matters were becoming
more and more critical, and were fast hasten

ing to that pass that something effectual must

be done, or the Union would inevitably per
ish. In this conjuncture, it happened that

certain measures taken in Virginia, opened
the way, through Washington s advice and

influence, for the great movement which re

sulted ultimately in the Federal Constitution.

Commercial regulations were what were had

in view simply, but the report of the Com
missioners led to the further assembling of

gentlemen from other States at Annapolis, in

September, 1786, who, in their report, urged
the appointment of delegates to meet, in the

following May, at Philadelphia, so as to re

vise the Constitution of the Government,
and make it adequate to the exigencies of the

Union. A letter was also sent to Congress,

accompanied by a copy of this report to the

States. This body, at first, looked rather

doubtfully upon the movement
;
but still, it

was felt that the crisis had come, and that de

plorable results must follow further apathy
and neglect. In February, 1787, after a pre
amble setting forth the probable value of a

Convention, it was &quot;

Resolved, That, in the

opinion of Congress, it is expedient, that on

the second Monday in May next, a Con\en

tion of delegates, who shall have been ap

pointed by the several States, be held at

Philadelphia, for the sole and express pur

pose of revising the Articles of Confedera

tion, and reporting to Congress and the sev

eral legislatures, such alterations and provi
sions therein, as shall, when agreed to in

Congress, and confirmed by the States, render

the Federal Constitution adequate to the exi

gencies of government, and the preservation

of the Union.&quot; Acting under this authority,

all the States except Rhode Island, appointed

delegates to the Federal Convention. It may
be doubted, however, whether necessary ac

tion would have taken place, even at this

time, had not the alarming condition of affairs

in the New England States, during the latter

part of 1786 and opening of 1787, roused Con

gress and the people to a sense of the imme
diate danger which existed, of the whole

country running into anarchy and ruin. The

immense burden of debt, especially in Mas

sachusetts, and the relaxation of principle,

the scarcity of money, etc., were primary
causes of insurrection in Massachusetts.

Wild and extravagant notions of liberty led

to various excesses. Proceeding from in

flammatory words to actions, the disaffected

citizens of Massachusetts armed themselves,

surrounded the court-houses in several coun

ties, and completely obstructed the sessions

of the courts. Some fifteen hundred insur

gents acted in this manner at Northampton.
The governor issued a proclamation, early in

September, calling upon the officers and

citizens of the commonwealth to suppress all

such treasonable proceedings ;
but in the ex

cited state of the community, it had little

effect. The week succeeding the proclama

tion, a body of more than three hundred

insurgents posted themselves at the court

house in Worcester, and compelled the courts

to, adjourn. Similar riotous proceedings took

place in other counties. One step led to ano

ther. The weakness of the government, and

& attempts made by it to suppress the in

surrection by persuasion and promises rathei
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than by force, induced a large body of men

to organize, under arms, in order to force the

State to comply with its demands. Minot,

the Mstorian of the Insurrection, states, that

in the month of December, 1786, in the

counties of &quot;Worcester and Hampshire, some

fifteen hundred men were embodied, and were

headed by one Daniel Shays, who had been

a captain in the continental army.

&quot;Washington, as may well be believed, was

deeply concerned in the alarming condition

of affairs at this date. &quot;Writing
to Henry

Lee he says :
&quot; You talk, my good sir, of em

ploying influence to appease the present tu

mults in Massachusetts. I know not where

that influence is to be found, nor, if attain

able, that it would be a proper remedy for

these disorders. INFLUENCE is NOT GOVERN

MENT. Let us have a government, by which

our lives, liberties, and properties will be

secured ;
or let us know the worst at once.

Tinder these impressions, my humble opinion

is. that there is a call for decision. Know

precisely what the insurgents aim at. If they

have real grievances, redress them, if possi

ble, or acknowledge the justice of them, and

your inability to do it in the present moment.

If they have not, employ the force of govern

ment against them at once. If this is inade

quate, all will be convinced that the super

structure is bad, or wants support. To be

more exposed in the eyes of the world, and

more contemptible, is hardly possible. To

delay one or the other of these expedients, is

to exasperate on the one hand, or to give

confidence on the other, and will add to their

numbers
; for, like snowballs, such bodies in

crease by every movement, unless there is

something in the way to obstruct and crum

ble them before their weight is too great and

irresistible. These are my sentiments. Prec

edents are dangerous things. Let the reins

of governments then, be braced with a steady

hand, and every violation of the Constitu

tion be reprehended, If defective, let it be

amended, but not suffered to be trampled

jpon while it has an existence.&quot;

Early in 1787, Governor Boudain of Mas-

sachusetts ordered out 4000 militia, and

placed them under command of General Lin

coln. They marched promptly to the scene

of action, and pressing the insurgents closely,

they at length, in February, succeeded in

dispersing the rebel force, driving their

leaders out of the State, and quelling ihi?

dangerous rebellion. Perhaps nothing short

of the stern necessity which existed, of pro

viding against the peril of a renewal of such

scenes as these just narrated, and of losing

the navigation of the Mississippi, and the

western settlements, and also the necessity of

reanimating the languishing, and almost an

nihilated commerce of the country, could

have succeeded in bringing Congress and the

various States to the conviction, that a Con

vention was not only the best, but, in fact,

the only practicable mode of accomplishing

the end universally desired. This important

body, made up of the best talent of Ihe

country, assembled in May, 1787, at the

State House in Philadelphia, and on the

25th, when nine States were represented by

twenty-nine delegates, proceeded to organize

for business. &quot;Washington was chosen presi

dent, and the Convention entered zealously

upon their work. Details, obviously, cannot

be gone into. The sessions were held with

closed doors; but we know that the grave

and momentous topics which engaged the at

tention of the Convention, were discussed

freely and fully, with eloquence, learning,

judgment and patriotism. There does not

appear to have been much difference of

opinion in the Convention, as to the pro

priety and importance of establishing the

national government, in ita three grand di

visions of a supreme legislative, executive

and judicial authority. In respect, however,

to the arrangement and harmonizing these

three great co-ordinate departments, the re

lative weight of the several States in these

department^, and the powers with which

each should be invested, there were very

serious differences of sentiment, and the

questions were debated with great earnest

ness and force of argument. It having been
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determined, that the legislature should be

divided into two branches viz., a House of

Representatives and a Senate, the question

immediately came up as to the votes of the

States in these branches. The larger and the

smaller States, it was supposed, had diverse

interests, and the latter feared that the for

mer would not respect the rights of the

others. The smaller States, after some dis

cussion, yielded the point in regard to the

House, consenting that the number of mem
bers from each State should be in proportion

to the whole number of white or other free

citizens in each, including those bound to

service for a term of years, and three-fifths

of all other persons. But they absolutely

refused to agree to anything less than an

equal vote in the Senate. This point was a

very difficult one to manage ;
the Conven

tion, at one time, seemed to be at a stand

still ;
and had not a spirit of compromise

and mutual concession prevailed, after long

and ardent disputation, it is impossible to tell

what dreadful evils would have followed.

Happily, however, the question was settled,

and the equal vote in the Senate secured to

all the States. It is not necessary that we

should enlarge upon the other difficult and

delicate topics which occupied -the attention

of the Convention
;

such as the powers
oranted to Congress : the restrictions on theD ~

powers of the States
;
the organization and

powers of the Executive
;
the formation of

the supreme judiciary ;
the importing of

slaves
;
the powers of Congress relative to

navigation acts; etc. The same spirit of

compromise, as spoken of above, was con

tinually called into action
;
and the members

of this august assemblage found, that mutual

concessions were absolutely requisite, and

that no one of them was able to obtain such

a Constitution, in all, or even most respects,

as he had hoped for or expected. Having

provided for amendments and agreed upon
a final draft of the Constitution, the Conven

tion ordered that the ratification of nine

States should be sufficient for the establish-

men* of the new government among the

States so ratifying the same. A letter to

Congress was prepared by Washington, aa

president of the Convention, to accompany
the Constitution, and the Convention there

upon adjourned, September 17th, 1787.

Congress resolved immediately to submit

the action of the Convention to the people
in the several States, by means of delegates

duly chosen for this purpose in each State.

Debates were ardent and not free from bit

terness, and the talent arrayed against was

not less than that pledged in favor of the

Constitution. It was, however, adopted

unanimously, by the Conventions held in

Delaware, New Jersey, and Georgia ;
and

by large majorities in Pennsylvania, Con

necticut, Maryland, and South Carolina.

Rhode Island refused to call a Convention
;

and in several of the more important States

it was, for a time, a matter of doubt, whether

they would assent to the Constitution with

out previous amendments. The imminent

danger, however, in which the country was

placed, without a government, without funds,

deeply in debt, treated with contempt

abroad and threatened with anarchy at home,

compelled men to action, which, under other

circumstances, they almost certainly would

not have taken. At the beginning of 1788,

Massachusetts held a Convention, and after

a month s discussion and uncertainty, with

the proposal of amendments, the Constitu

tion was adopted by a vote of 187 to 168.

Yirginia, New York and North Carolina

held Conventions during the summer of

1788, and in these the most persistent and

powerful opposition was made. The ablest

men in the country took part in these dis-

cussions, and for a time the result was in

abeyance ; but, happily the patience, perse

verance, skill and wisdom of such men as

Hamilton, Madison, Randolph and others

prevailed, and Yirginia, in June, and New

York, in July, ratified the Constitution.*

* For convenience of reference, we subjoin the

dates of the Ratification of the Constitution, by the

thirteen original states : Delaware, December 7th,

1787 ; Pennsylvania, December 12th, 1787 ; New
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New Hampshire being the ninth State in

order which had ratified the Constitution, it

was laid before Congress, July 2, 1788, and

steps were taken immediately for its going into

operation in the spring of 1789. At this

point we bring the present chapter to a close,

and shall proceed in the next to give a narra

tive of our history and progress under the

Constitution.

CHAPTER III.

CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF UNITED STATES: 1789 1867.

THE Constitution of the United States

was adopted after long and earnest discus

sion, and it was received in various portions
of the country with no little doubt and ap

prehension. Its successful working, there

fore, was but problematical in the estima

tion of many ;
and there were those, who,

from the outset, disliked its aim and provi

sions, and determined to oppose its opera
tion in every way which they could. Yet,

seeing that it had been adopted by eleven

of the States, it was certain that a trial of its

merits must be had, notwithstanding the

douutsv and fears and vaticinations of ill on

the part of its opposers. But, although there

was this difference of opinion as to the new
Constitution and its value, there was not

any where any hesitation as to the man un

der whose auspices the test was to be applied,

which was to demonstrate whether the Con
stitution was, or was not, what its friends or

its opposers asserted. That man the spon
taneous impulse of every American heart

prompted the utterance was GEOKGE WASH
INGTON. Every one knew, it is true, his re

luctance to leave the retirement of his home
;

every one knew, likewise, that his patriotism

triumphed over all personal considerations
;

and the instinctive feeling of the whole

Jersey December 18th, 1787 ; Georgia, January 3d,

1788 ; Connecticut, January 9th, 1788 ; Massachusetts,

February 6th, 1788 ; Maryland, April 28th, 1788 ; South

Carolina, May 23d, 1788 ; New Hampshire, June 21st,

1788 ; Virginia, Jane 26th, 1788 ; New York, July 26th,

1788; North Carolina, November 21st 1789; Rhode

Island. May 29th. 1790.

country taught them, that there was no man
so absolutely necessary, in the present crisis,

as Washington, whose ability, wisdom, pru

dence, and character, alone could enable him,
with any prospect of success, to sustain the

difficulties and dangers of the new and un-o
tried position of the president of the United

States of America. He could not but be

made aware of public sentiment on the sub

ject in many ways, and he was assured that,

unless he gave his name and presence, the

great experiment nov/ to be tried might fail

entirely.

During the winter of 1788-9, the election

of members of the First Federal Congress
went busily forward. Some of the ablest

and best men in the land were chosen
;

among whom were Madison, Sherman, Ames,
and others in the House of Representatives ;

and Langdon, King, Ellsworth, Morris, etc.,

the Senate. The presidential electorsin

met in the several States early in February,

1789, and gave in their ballots. The 4th of

March was the day appointed for opening
of these, but bad roads and other delays put

off the opening till the 6th of April. Tho

whole number of votes was sixty-nine. Wash

ington received them all, without a single ex

ception ;
and John Adams received thirty

four. This, although not a majority of the

whole, designated him, as,
&quot; after the choice

of the president, the person having the great

est number of votes of the electors
;&quot;

and

consequently John Adams became the first

vice-president. John Jay, R. II. Harrison,

and John Rutledge, with others, received a
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number of votes. Official information was

immediately communicated to Washington
and Adams, and preparations were made for

the solemn inauguration of the new govern
ment. Some liberal-spirited merchants of

New York contributed over $30,000, and

the &quot; Federal
Hall,&quot; the site of which is now

occupied by the IT. S. Treasury and Mint,
was put in suitable order for the great uses

to which it was to be devoted. Washington
was officially notified of his election on the

14th of April, and though reluctant and

.self-distrustful, yet as it was the path of duty,

he promptly set out for New York. The
record in his diary deserves to be here

quoted :
&quot; About ten o clock, I bade adieu

to Mount Vernon, to private life, and to do

mestic felicity ;
and with a mind oppressed

with more anxious and painful sensations

than I have words to express, set out for

New York, in company with Mr. Thomson
and Colonel Humphreys, with the best dis

position to render service to my country in

obedience to its call, but with less hope of

answering its expectations.&quot; Washington s

journey to New York was like a triumphal

procession ; every where on the road, every

thing was done to manifest the love and

veneration of the people ;
and he was re

ceived in the city, April 23rd, with all the

marks of honor which could possibly be be

stowed by Congress, the civic authorities,

and the citizens.

The inauguration took place on the 30th

of April, Chancellor Livingston administer

ing the oath of office, and the new president

then delivered in the Senate Chamber his

inaugural address. It was a document char

acterized by modesty, dignity, wisdom and

sound judgment, and we regret that our

limits do not admit of giving it in full. His

concluding words were, &quot;an humble sup

plication to the benign Parent of the human

race, that since he has been pleased to favor

the American people with opportunities for

deliberating in perfect tranquillity, and dis

positions for deciding with unparalleled un

animity 02 a form of government for the

security of their Union, and the advance
ment of their happiness ;

so His divine bless

ing may be equally conspicuous in the en

larged views, the temperate consultations

and the wise measures on which the success

of this government must
depend.&quot; The

great and good man who now occupied a

position of the gravest responsibility, found

that there was indeed much reason for anx

iety, as he carefully and accurately informed

himself of the actual position of affairs at

home and abroad. Agitation and excite

ment, had not yet subsided. Political an

imosities were rife in the community. The

treasury was exhausted. Debts pressed heav

ily in all directions; and restlessness and

discontent found place among too many ol

the citizens. Among those in the First Con

gress, who were opposed to the Constitution,

were a number clamorous for a new Conven

tion
;
and even the most moderate called ur

gently for amendments of what had been

ratified. Two States, North Carolina and

Rhode Island, still refused to accede to the

Constitution, a course which was equally an

noying and embarrassing. The military force

of the United States was less than six hun

dred men
;
while not only difficulties existed

with Spain and Great Britain, on a variety of

points, but the northern Indians between the

Lakes, the Mississippi and the Ohio, number

ed five thousand men, more than a third of

whom were at open war with the United

States
;
and the Creeks, in the south-west,

who could bring six thousand fighting men
into the field, were at war with Georgia.
The commerce of the country was more re

stricted, than when it had formed part of the

British empire. A treaty had been formed

with the Emperor of Morocco, but Algiers,

Tunis, and Tripoli, plundered the unprotect

ed vessels of America, and enslaved all who
fell into their hands. With neither money to

purchase exemption, nor a naval force to com
mand respect, the position of our commerce

in the Mediterranean required immediate at

tention. The jealousy of Spain was but tod

apparent, and her attempts to impose restric
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tions on the free navigation of the Mississippi

roused the whole Wes . The utmost watch

fulness and prudence on the part of the exec

utive were demanded in the emergency.
Relations with Great Britain also were far

from satisfactory. Old differences and grudges
Btill existed. England was in no humor for

conciliation, and the United States were

somewhat captious and easy to take offence.

The British government steadily refused to

negotiate a commercial treaty on anything

like favorable terms ;
and when an attempt to

arrange a treaty with Portugal failed, it was

charged upon England that she was the cause

of this and other like trouble. &quot;With France,

however, and the powers of Europe generally,

friendly relations existed, and the prospects

of trade and commerce were bright and en

couraging.
The establishment of a system whereby an

adequate revenue should be obtained for the

discharge of national obligations was so man
ifest^j of the first concern, that Madison pro

posed, very early in the session, the adoption

of that system of imports, by which it had

been attempted, without success, under the

Confederation, to obtain a revenue to meet

the demands of the nation s creditors at home

and abroad. The plan proposed by Mr.

Madison was, to lay specific duties, or duties

according to quantity, on certain articles,

such as spirituous liquors, wines, tea and

coffee, sugar and molasses, and pepper ;
and

on all other importations, an ad valorem duty,

or percentage upon their actual value. It also

included a tax upon the tonnage of vessels
;

American vessels being charged at a lower

rate than those of other countries, and a dis

crimination being made in favor of those

nations which had entered into commercial

treaties with the United States. The debates

jn this whole subject, in the House, were

very animated, and great variety of opinion

was expressed. No part of the system was

discussed more earnestly and warmly, than

that which proposed to make a discrimination

in favor of those nations with whom the

United States had formed commercial treat

ies
;
and in the course of the debate, opinions

and feelings with respect to foreign powers
were disclosed, as Marshall states, which,

strengthening with circumstances, afterwards

agitated the whole American continent.

The House, by a small majority, voted to

make this discrimination
;
but the Senate re

fused to agree to the proposal, and expunged
the discrimination in favor of the tonnage
and distilled spirits of those nations having
commercial treaties with the United States.

After a conference, the Hcuse reluctantly

gave way, and the discrimination was nega
tived.

In order to carry forward the executive

affairs of the country, three departments
were established, viz., that of foreign affairs,

since denominated the department of state
;

that of the treasury ;
and that of war

;
to

which last was added whatever might apper
tain to the naval concerns of the United

States. In framing the acts establishing

these departments, a debate sprang up, which

caused much excitement
;

for the question

then discussed, was at the time, and is still,

believed to have involved principles of the

utmost moment to the stability, well-being,

and proper working of the federal govern
ment. The Constitution declared that,

u
by

and with the advice and consent of the Sen

ate,&quot;
the president should have power to ap

point the necessary officers in the various

departments named in the second Article
;

but it was entirely silent on the very impor
tant point, as to where the power of removal

was lodged. This matter, it may be hero

stated, does not appear to have been agitated

at all in the Federal Convention. Immedi

ately the members of Congress took sides

on the question. On the one hand, it was

urged, that, as the advice and consent of the

Senate were necessary to the appointment,

so, by parity of reasoning, the same advice

and consent were necessary to the removal

of executive officers
;
on the other, it was

said, with great force, that, as the president

was sworn to see the laws faitL fully executed,

so it was imperative, that he should be un
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trammelled in the removal, for what seemed

to him good cause, of any and every execu

tive officer. On the one side, it was asserted,

that this was a dangerous prerogative, since

it reduced all executive officers to a depen
dence upon the caprice or otherwise of the

president ;
on the other, it was urged, that

secrecy and dispatch were often necessary,

and it would be impracticable to wait upon
the Senate being convened, and further, that

as power must be placed somewhere, it was

safer to allow it to be exercised by one of

the high character and integrity, which it

was fair to presume the president of the

United States would always possess. The

question was finally settled in the House by
a majority of twelve, first, by an amendment

to the second clause in the bill, so as clearly

to imply the power of removal to be solely in

the president, and then by striking out the

whole clause which had been under debate,

thus leaving the president to exercise the

power as a constitutional privitege. &quot;When

the question first came before the Senate, in

July, 1789, on the bill establishing the de

partment of foreign affairs, some of the

members were absent, and that body was

equally divided, nine against nine, and the

casting vote was given by John Adams, the

vice-president. On a subsequent bill, there

was a majority of two in favor of the same

construction. That it might not be consid

ered a grant of power by Congress, the law

was so worded as to imply a constitutional

power already existing in the president ;
the

expressions being,
&quot; that whenever the sec

retary shall be removed by the president of

the United States,&quot; &c. There can be no

doubt that this is a grave question, and also

not altogether easy of solution. A great

deal has been said on the subject by men
eminent for their knowledge and their patri

otism, and it is still open to dispute, whether

or not the first Congress decided wisely and

rightly on this important question.*

* In tiiis connection, we may state that, in March,

1867, a tennre-of-office bill was passed, by which it was

Bet forth that the consent of the Senate was necessary

A very large number of amendments fc

the Constitution, over 200 in all, were brought
forward in the House. About 50 of these

seemed to be worthy of some notice. After

debate and inquiry, the number was reduced

to seventeen, and finally, by the Senate, to

twelve, ten of which were subsequently ap

proved by the State legislatures, and thus be

came integral parts of the Constitution. The
national judiciary was arranged by the pas

sage of a bill, establishing a supreme court,

and circuit and district courts. The district

courts were to consist of one judge in each

state. The States were divided into circuits,

in each of which one of the judges of the

supreme court, and the district judge of the

State, in which the court was held, consti

tuted the circuit courts. In certain cases

this court had original jurisdiction, and also

took cognizance of appeal from the district

courts. The supreme court was composed
of a chief justice, and five associate judges,
and was to hold two sessions annually, at the

seat of government. This court had exclu

sive jurisdiction in certain cases, and appel
late jurisdiction from the circuit courts, and

also from the State courts, in cases where the

validity of treaties and the laws of the

United States were drawn into question.

This organization of the national judiciary
has remained substantially the same to the

present time. At the close of September,

17S9, Washington made choice of Jefferson

for secretary of state, Hamilton, secretary of

the treasury, Gen. Knox, secretary of war
and Edward Randolph, attorney -general
John Jay was appointed chief-justice, and

with him were associated men of equally

high character and ability, as associate-jus

tices, viz., W. Gushing, of Mass., J. Wilson

of Penn., R. H. Harrison, of Maryland,
John Blair, of Ya., and John Rutledge, of

S. C. On the 29th of September, Congresa

adjourned to meet on the first Monday in

January, 1790.

On the re-assembling of Congress, Haniil-

to the displacement as well as he appointment of offl

tfAi&quot;acers
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ton, who had been directed to prepare a plan

for the support of the public credit, brought
in his report, which was submitted to the

House Jan. 15th. The national debt, it is to be

borne in mind, had its origin principally in

the Revolution, and was of two kinds, foreign

and domestic. The total amount, according

to the estimate of the secretary of the treas

ury, was about $54,000,000. Of this sum

the foreign debt, which was due mostly to

France and the Hollanders, amounted to

nearly $12,000,000, including the interest
;

and the domestic debt, including a large

amount of interest, reached to the amount

of about $42,000,000. Besides these, there

was another species of debt, which had been

contracted by the several States, during the

war, and for the purposes of the war, such

as erecting works of defence, furnishing pro

visions, clothing, munitions of war, and the

like, for the army, advancing pay and boun

ties, etc. These State debts were estimated

at about $25,000,000. The report of the

secretary was full, lucid, and comprehensive,
and it entered at large into the momentous

question which was then to be settled
;
for

Hamilton was no ordinary statesman, and

whatever might be the result of the plans
he proposed, no one could doubt that they
were urged with arguments of great power,
and with a courage and consistency, that ex

torted praise from his most determined oppo
nents. That the foreign debt should be paid

strictly according to the terms of the con

tract, no one pretended to deny ;
but with

respect to the domestic debt, wide differ

ences of opinion prevailed. Hamilton argued,
that the national faith and honor demanded
the payment of the debt due to citizens and

others holding the public pledges for such

payments. He also declared himself in fa

vor of the assumption of the State debts, and

earnestly opposed making any difference be

tween the creditors of the Union and those

of the States In regard to the foreign debt

there was no difference of opinion, and pro
vision was made at once as recommended,
but there was a very animated debate as to

the appropriating permanent funds for tho

payment of interest on the domestic debt,

and for the gradual redemption of the prin

cipal. After full discussion, though opposed

by men like Madison, Hamilton s plan was

adopted. The subject of the State debts

next came up, and the proposition to assume

them roused up deep passions and hatreds.

The debts of the several States were very

unequal, from the nature of the case. Those

of Massachusetts and South Carolina amount

ed to more than $10,500,000 ;
while the debts

of all the other States were estimated at be

tween $14,000,000 and $15,000,000. Xat-

urally, these differences led to mean and in

vidious comparisons, which were unworthy
the national legislature and its halls. The

first proposition on this subject in the House

of Representatives, was to assume the whole

of these debts. This was at first adopted,
in committee of the whole, by a small ma

jority. Afterwards, when the members frcm

North Carolina took their seats, the subject

was recommitted, and negatived by a ma

jority of two thirty-one to twenty-nine.

Propositions were afterwards made, to as

sume specific sums from each, but were neg
atived. These various propositions occa

sioned long and violent debates among the

members from different States, and led to an

inquiry into the origin of the State debts,

and to a comparative view of the different

exertions and expenses of the States them

selves, in their struggle for independence.
The House finally sent the bill to the Senate,

with a provision for those creditors only,

whose certificates of debt purported to be

payable by the Union. In this position of

affairs, the assumption of the State debts

would almost certainly have been negatived

by Congress, had there not been put in prac

tice one of those manoeuvres not infrequent

in legislative bodies
;
we refer to that &quot;

giv

ing and taking
&quot;

arrangement, by which one

party agrees to support the measures of an

other, provided its measures are in turn sup

ported by the other party. The case in hand

was briefly as follows : There was no little
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dispute as to the permanent site of the cap

ital of the United States. Various localities

were named and had their advocates
;
but

no one had as yet been able to obtain the as

sent of a majority. At length a compact

respecting the temporary and permanent
seat of government was entered into between

the friends of Philadelphia and the Potomac,

stipulating that Congress should hold its ses

sions in Philadelphia for ten years, during

which time buildings for the accommodation

of government should be erected at some

place on the Potomac, to which the govern
ment should remove, on the expiration of

that time. This compact having united the

representatives of Pennsylvania and Delaware

with the friends of the Potomac, a majority

was obtained in favor of both situations
;
and

a bill brought into the Senate in conformity

with this arrangement, passed both Houses

by small majorities. This having been done,

and the site of the federal city fixed, two of

the Potomac members, who heretofore were

opposed to the assumption, now changed
their votes, and declared themselves in its

favor
;
and thus the majority was changed.

The amendment which had been negatived,

was now carried, and $21,000,000 of the

State debts were assumed in specified pro

portions. The Senate gave a majority of

two in its favor, and the House concurred,

by a majority of six.* The national debt

having thus been brought into a tangible

shape, the measures necessary for its pay
ment were taken at as early a date as prac

ticable. The general effect upon the whole

country was very marked. Increase in the

money capital invigorated commerce, roused

the active energies of the people, and stim

ulated anew agricultural and other pursuits.

Politically, however, according to Mr. Sparks,

* The debts were apportioned among the States as

follows -.New Hampshire, $300,000 ; Massachusetts,

$4,000,000; Rhode Island, $200,000; Connecticut,

$1,600,000; New York, $1,200,000; New Jersey, $800,-

000; Pennsylvania, $2,200,000; Delaware, $200,000;

Maryland, $800,000 ; Virginia. $3,200,000 ;
North Caro

lina, $2,200,000 ;
South Carolina, $4,000,000 ; Georgia,

$:JOO &amp;gt;00.

the funding system had an unhappy in

fluence (p. 109). It widened the breach of

parties, produced irritations, and excited an

imosities. Washington expressed no opinion
while the matter was in debate in Congress, but

he approved the act, and was, no doubt, from

conviction, a decided friend to the measure.

The question of the slave-trade was

brought up, on a petition written by Dr.

Franklin, just before his death, praying for

the abolition of slavery. The subject was

discussed at great length, and with much
warmth on both sides

;
and toward the close

of March, 1790, it was resolved,
&quot; that Con

gress have no authority to interfere in the

emancipation of slaves, or in the treatment

of them within any of the States.&quot; Laws

were passed in respect to naturalization of

aliens, patent rights, the mercantile marine,
Indian affairs, etc., and Congress adjourned
on the 12th of August. The third session

was held in Philadelphia, and opened on the

6th of December. Previously to this, how

ever, &quot;Washington had been anxiously oc

cupied with foreign affairs. England, es

pecially, (p. 107) continued to manifest the

same unwillingness to deal fairly and liber

ally towards our country, and with her usual

shortsightedness as to her real interests, she

declined overtures presented by the chief

magistrate and only deepened the ill-will

already existing in the American mind

The Indians on the frontiers were, nearly all

of them, hostile to the United States, and

this enmity was kept alive by foreign in

fluence. British agents were at work in the

North, and the Spaniards kept exciting the

Creek Indians in the South. Washington
made another effort to quiet the Creeks, and

was enabled to prevail upon their chiefs to

visit New York, and early in August, 1790,

agree upon terms of peace. The Indians in

the North-west, however, continuing hostile,

an expedition was sent against them under

General Harmar, who attacked them on the

Scioto and Wabash
;
he was at first success

ful, but was subsequently defeated near

Chilicothe.
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Two important measures were brought
forward and vehemently discussed during

this session of Congress, viz., the tax on

ardent spirits distilled in the United States,

and a national bank. The Secretary of the

Treasury stated, that additional revenue was

necessary for meeting national obligations,

and he recommended for this purpose, an

additional impost on foreign distilled spirits

and a duty on spirits distilled within the

United States. A sharp and even angry
debate ensued, the Southern and Western

members being particularly warm in their

opposition. As, however, they were unable

to suggest any other feasible mode of meet

ing the difficulty, the bill passed in January,

1791, by a vote of 25 to 21. A few days

afterwards, the bill to incorporate the sub

scribers to the Bank of the United States,

having been sent from the Senate, was read

the third time, and the question was now on

its passage. A strong opposition, however,

sprang up at this point, and the debate for

the week following was of the most ardent

and determined character, and called forth

the ablest efforts of such men as Madison,

Giles, and others against, and of Ames,
Boudinot, Gerry, and others for the bill.

The argument turned mainly upon the con

stitutional authority of Congress to pass an

act incorporating a national bank. On the

one hand, it was contended, that Congress
had no such power, under the Constitution,

as would enable them to create this or any
other corporation ;

and also, that so large a

moneyed institution would, in its effects, be

extremely injurious to the community. On
the other hand, it was argued, that the es

tablishment of a bank, though not named in

the Constitution, was among the powers

contemplated by that instrument, which

gave Congress authority to make all laws

necessary and proper for carrying into exe

cution the powers expressly granted. The
advocates of the bank claimed, that it was

equally necessary and proper, and that sim
ilar institutions had been required in ah

1

well

regulated communities for the management

of the finances, and for the attainment of the

great ends of civil government. The op
ponents of the bank denied its necessity or

utility, and asserted that the construction ol

the Constitution, given by the gentlemen on
the other side, was too broad and dangerous* c5

to be admitted, they maintaining, that no
means were to be held &quot;

necessary&quot; for the

purpose of carrying into execution the spe
cified powers, except those, without which,
the powers granted would be nugatory, or

the ends contemplated absolutely unattain

able. On the 8th of February, 1791, the

bill was passed by a vote of 39 to 20. The

capital stock of the bank was $10,000,000,
of which $2,000,000 were subscribed for the

benefit of the United States, and the residue

by individuals. One-fourth of the sums

subscribed was to be paid in gold and silver,

and three-fourths in the public debt. By
the act of incorporation, it was to be a bank

of discount as well as deposit, and its bills,

which were payable in gold and silver, on

demand, were made receivable in all pay
ments to the United States. The bank was

located at Philadelphia, with power in the

directors, to establish offices of discount and

deposits only, wherever they should think fit,

within the United States. The duration of

the charter was limited to the 4th of March,
1811

;
and the faith of the United States was

pledged, that during that period, no other

bank should be established under their au

thority. One of the fundamental articles of

the incorporation was, that no loan should

be made to the United States, for more than

$100,000, or to any particular State for more

than $50,000, or to any foreign prince, or

State, unless previously authorized by a law

of the United States. The books were

opened for subscriptions, in July, 1791,

and, in two hours time, the whole number

of shares offered was taken up. The Cabinet

of Washington were divided on the consti

tutionality of the question, Jefferson and

Randolph being opposed, Hamilton and

Knox in favor. The president required
written statements from each, and then,
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after due deliberation, signed the bill. It

was undoubtedly a measure which made a

deep impression on many members of the

national legislature, and contributed not a

little to the complete organization of those

distinct and visible parties which, in their

long and dubious conflict for power, subse

quently shook the United States to their

very centre. Vermont was admitted to the

Union, February 18, 1791
;

the census of

1790 showed an entire population of nearly

4,000,000 ;
a United States mint was formed

;

an increase of the army was ordered
;
various

appropriations were made
;
and the first Con

gress reached its close, March 3d, 1791.

Washington, in the autumn of 1789, made

a tour in his own carriage, through the East

ern States
; nearly two years later, he visited

the Southern States
;

in both cases noting

with deep interest the condition of the coun

try, and receiving everywhere evidences of

the love and veneration of the people. On
the 25th of October, 1791, the Second Con

gress began its first session. Numerous topics

of interest were brought before this body by
the President, and the session was a busy one,

reaching to May, 1792. The Indians in the

North-west were very hostile and needed to

be looked after with energy and force.

General St. Clair was appointed commander-

in-chief of the troops. He marched against

the Indians, but early in November was

defeated with terrible slaughter. Addi

tional troops were ordered, and General

Wayne was appointed commander
;
but the

enlistments were very slow, and efforts again

were made, in 1792, to obtain peace. Thomas

Pinckney was appointed minister to England,
and Gouverneur Morris to France

;
W. Short

was sent to the Hague, and with Mr. Car-

michael was instructed to effect, if possible,

a treaty with Spain. Party organizations

were becoming every day more and more

fixed and settled, and the bitterness, unfair

ness, injustice and meanness of party and

party spirit began to be more and more

evident. Not only in Congress, but in the

Cabinet of the President, had they already be

come very troublesome and annoying. Jef

ferson and Hamilton were almost always on

different sides. Their views of politics wore

irreconcilable. Hamilton favored always
what were called federal views and princi

ples, i.
&amp;lt;?.,

a strong government, a national

government, a policy which should make
the Americans one people, under one head,
and that a vigorous, energetic, strongly sup

ported head. Jefferson, on the other hand,
was the coryphaeus of the republican party,
as it was then called. He was apprehensive
of any state of affairs which placed strength
and power in the hands of the national go
vernment. He had no fears arising out of

its ever being too weak. He thought highly
of State sovereignty and power, and was

ready to favor any policy which limited the

exercise of powers vested in the government
of the United States. Jefferson s predilec

tions were toward France and against Eng
land, and he was deeply interested in the

struggles of the people to establish a republic,

notwithstanding the excesses and horrors of

the French Revolution. Hamilton greatly

preferred a fixed, settled government and

institutions like those of England, and

dreaded the awful scourge of rebellion and

anarchy. The disputes in the Cabinet were

mortifying to the President
;
he wrote to

both the secretaries, begging for peace and

unanimity ;
but all his efforts to reconcile

them were in vain. Both federalists and

republicans had their newspapers, and both

used them in the way in which party papers

are and always have been used, not only as

advocates of party policy, but as mediums

of calumny, abuse and assaults on personal

character. In the autumn of 1791, Mr.

Hammond arrived.as British Minister, but

his course gave no satisfaction, or helped at

all towards a commercial treaty. The sec

ond session of Congress began November

5th, 1792, and it was speedily evident that

party virulence was on the increase. The

Secretary of the Treasury, being called on by

resolution, proposad a plan for the redemp

tion of the public debt, but the opposition
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In the House deferred its consideration by
various methods. Mr. Giles, in January,

1793, moved resolutions inculpating Hamil

ton in the management of the treasury, as to

loans, etc. Hamilton sent in three successive

reports, in which he gave a full exposition

of his views and conduct in the treasury de

partment. It was plain that he felt ag

grieved at this attack upon his reputation;

and he did not hesitate to use language of

great plainness and severity, observing, in

conclusion
;

&quot; Thus have I not only furnished

a just and affirmative view of the real situa

tion of the public accounts, but have like

wise shown, I trust, in a conspicuous man

ner, fallacies enough in the statements, from

which the inference of an unaccounted for

balance is drawn, to evince that it is one tis

sue of error.&quot; Mr. Giles, at the end of

February, brought in a series of nine res

olutions, charging Hamilton with various

misdemeanors
;
but the resolutions, after an

acrimonious debate, were rejected by a large

majority and Hamilton was thus entirely ex

culpated. The Second Congress came to end,

March 2, 1793
;
and Washington s first term

of service expired at the same date.

Long previously to this, Washington had

resolved to retire from office at the close of

his four years labors
; but, so grave was the

apparent crisis in public affairs, so absolutely

necessary was it to have the weight of char- i

acter, the dignity, the unspotted patriotism ,

of this great and good man in the position
j

of president, that on all sides, from Jefferson,
|

the leader of the republicans, no less than

from Hamilton and others like him, appeals

the most urgent were addressed to him, beg

ging him, by every consideration, not to re

fuse still further to serve his country in this

her hour of need. Washington yielded again
to that call which he dared not disobey ;

and

so he was again unanimously chosen presid

ent
;
John Adams was also re-elected vice-

president.

Washington entered upon his second term

of office, March 4th, 1793, at a time when his

impartial honesty and firmness were espe-

iv.- S

cially needed. The state of things in Europe
was such that some definite line of policy
was a matter of necessity to our country.

Naturally, the American people sympathized

warmly with France, and despite the horrors

of the French Revolution, looked eagerly and

hopefully for good results; naturally, too,

there were many Americans who were ready
to join her in the contest against Great

Britain especially, and to engage in pri

vateering expeditions against the commerce
of the belligerent powers, regardless of the

consequences to themselves or their country.
It was plain, however, to the President, that

sound judgment should prevail, and not im

pulse or feeling. He foresaw that the storm

which was gathering in Europe, must soon

reach the United States, and he felt it his

duty, as far as possible, to prevent its deso

lating effects here. In the mighty conflict

which was to ensue, a conflict in which all

the great European powers either Avere or

must necessarily be engaged, he was satisfied

the best interests of his country demanded
a state of neutrality ;

and he was convinced

that this course might be pursued without a

violation either of national faith, or national

honor. Neutrality, however, he knew, to be

just, must be impartial ;
and he was sensible,

that from the state of public feeling in

America, it would be extremely difficult to

preserve a state of strict neutrality, or to

avoid collisions with some of the contending

powers, particularly France or Great Britain.

Aware of the importance and delicacy of the

crisis, he submitted certain questions to the

Cabinet, in April. The result was in favor

of issuing a proclamation of neutrality,

which was accordingly done, &quot;forbidding

the citizens of the United States to take part

in any hostilities on the seas, either with or

against the belligerent powers, and warning
them against carrying to any such powers,

any of those articles deemed contraband, ac

cording to the modern usages of nations, and

enjoining them from all acts and proceedings
inconsistent with the duties of a friendly na

tion towards those at war.&quot; This measure,
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which &quot;Washington determined upon, after

mature deliberation, was undoubtedly one of

the most important of his administration.

It laid the solid basis of that system which

our country has steadily pursued, in its inter

course with foreign nations, and to which a

large share of its prosperity is to be ascribed.

In fact, it was a measure essential to the in

dependent existence and character of the

United States
;
and it is greatly to the honor

of the President, that he dared to do what

he knew to be right and just, in the very

face of popular clamor, and at the risk of

personal abuse and defamation. As we look

back upon the past, it seems almost incredi

ble that &quot;Washington s good name could

have been so foully aspersed as it was, by

violent, unscrupulous partizans of that day ;

but so it was, and the anti-federal party em
braced the opportunity of assaulting the mo
tives and character of the President, whose

views
/

it was known, were more in accord

ance with the principles denominated federal

than the opposite. No American of the pre

sent day, when Washington s name and fame

constitute a precious treasure, can credit

what was uttered and published to the

world, except by actual perusal of the politi

cal, vile slanders against him in the party

papers of that stormy period.

Early in April, 1793, M. Genet arrived

at Charleston, being the new minister to the

United States from the French republic.

Professedly, his course was to be a fair and

just one
; but, as was subsequently discovered

from his direct instruction?, which he pub

lished, he was in reality to act quite other

wise. While distinctly avowing that France

did not desire the United States to become

a party to the war with Great Britain, the

main object of his mission, as afterwards dis

closed, was to take every step possible to in

duce the Americans to make common cause

with the French against all Europe. Genet s

reception was very enthusiastic, and he began
at once to issue letters of marque, and fit out

privateers against other nations, especially

England and English commerce. Captures

which were made by these cruisers were

brought into port, and the French consuls

Avere actually assuming to hold courts of ad

miralty, etc. ! Notwithstanding this auda

cious course of Genet, he was received by
the President with due courtesy and con

sideration
;

and in conversation, he gave
most explicit assurances that France had no

wish to engage the United States in the war

against Great Britain and other European

powers. The British minister made numer
ous and well founded complaints, and Wash

ington determined to sustain the ground he

had taken in his proclamation of neutrality.

The madness and folly of Genet, and the in

famous violence and abuse of the party press,

did not provoke Washington to unseemly

language or undue severity. Genet s mean
ness and insults, however, became intoler

able after a while, and self-respect required
that his recall be insisted upon. This was

done, in a letter to Mr, Morris, at Paris,

August 16th, with the correspondence to v&amp;lt;c

laid before the French government. Genet

was furious, when he learned what had been

done, and he wrote a passionate letter to Jef

ferson, in which, while abusing the govern
ment as a whole, he by no means spared the

Secretary of State himself. Marshall, in his

Life of Washington, has given a full and ex

act account of the various steps which were

taken both by Genet and the Executive
;
the

singular persistence of the former, in his at

tempts to set at defiance the government ;

the large encouragement he received from

partizans of France, and opponents of the

administration
;
the intemperate and arrogant

letter, which he addressed to the President,

and circulated through the newspapers ;
the

flagrant outrage committed against the neu

trality of the United States, by the French

consul in Boston
;
Genet s schemes for at

tacks on Florida and Louisiana, and such

like : the reader will do well to refer to the

invaluable work of Chief Justice Marshall.

Relations with England were still in a

very annoying and perplexing condition.

Negotiations with Mr. Hammond (p. 112) pro-
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ceeded slowly and unsatisfactorily. The

posts on the frontier were still held, contrary

to the treaty of peace, and there was no

doubt of British interference with the In

dians in the North-west. With the insolence

of superior power, British vessels of war

stopped American ships, searched them, and

impressed American seamen within the ac

knowledged jurisdiction of the United

States
;
and privateers from the Bermudas

committed depredations on American com

merce with impunity, and even the sanction

of the admiralty courts in those islands. The

French government having, in direct con

travention of the treaty, authorized, in May,

1793, the arrest of neutral vessels laden witb

enemies goods, or with provisions destined

for an enemy s port, Great Britain retaliated,

with a design of distressing France, by issu

ing two orders in council, the one in June,

the other in November, which operated with

peculiar force upon the commerce of the

United states. By the first order, Brit

ish cruisers were directed to stop all ships

loaded with corn, flour or rneal, bound to

any French port, and send them to some

convenient port, where the cargoes might be

purchased on behalf of the British govern
ment. By the second, ships of war and pri

vateers were charged to detain all vessels

laden with goods, produced in any colony

belonging to France, or with provisions for

any such colony, and to bring them for ad

judication to the courts of admiralty. Out

rage such as this upon the rights of neutrals,

srave occasion to earnest and indignant re-D &quot;

monstrance on the part of the United States,

and the orders in council were denounced as

unjust in principle, and injurious to a high

degree in their effects. Algerine piracies at

this date assisted in increasing the ill-will

towards Great Britain
;
for it was felt, as a

moral certainty, that England gave encour

agement to the depredations of these infa

mous pirates, and was quite willing that our

country, having no navy, should suffer the

consequences. With Spain likewise, there

-vas an uncomfortable feeling of discontent,

and hostilities seemed to be impending. The

question of the Mississippi -was again agitated

violently in the West, and Washington was

anxiously on the alert.

The Third Congress began its first session

December 2d, 1793. The opening speech
of Washington called attention to many and

important topics requiring prompt and ener

getic action. The state of our relations with

both England and Spain was very critical,

and it was evident that something must be

done. Jefferson, in compliance with a reso

lution of the House three years before, now
made an elaborate report as to the condition

of American commerce, its privileges, the

restrictions- imposed, measures necessary for

improvements, etc. It was his last official

act, and at the close of December, 1793, he
left the Cabinet, Randolph being put in his

place. Madison, at the beginning of 1794,
offered certain resolutions in the House on

this subject, which were long and keenly de

bated. The first, which contained the gen
eral principle of Madison s commercial pol

icy, viz., discriminating duties in favor of

those nations with whom the United States

had treaties of commerce, was carried by a

small majority. The other resolutions were

postponed till later in the session. The Al

gerine pirates, having committed large de

predations on American commerce by cap

turing 11 ships and making 100 prisoners
into slaves, it was resolved, early in January,
to provide a naval force against them. This

action was bitterly opposed by the anti-fede

ralists, but was finally adopted. British

aggressions and injustice roused a fresh hos

tility, and steps were taken to put our sea

ports in a state of defence. The opponents
of the administration urged, as sufficient, com
mercial restrictions, while Washington and
the government favored stronger measures,
such as increasing the army, calling upon
the States for 80,000 militia, laying an em
bargo, etc. This latter measure was adopted,
and the embargo was laid March 2Gth, ex

tending to May 25th, 1794. Proposals were
made in Congress to sequestrate all debts
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due British subjects, and to prohibit all in

tercourse with Groat Britain. By news re

ceived from Mr. Pinckney in England, it

was ascertained that British cruisers were

ordered to bring in those neutral vessels only

which were laden with cargoes the product
of the French islands, and were on direct

voyage from these islands to Europe. It

Beenied plain from this that the British

government did not desire to push matters

to an extremity with the United States at

this juncture. Washington, steadfast in his

adherence to the principles he had always

avowed, was neither to be enticed nor driven

from the path of right, by popular applause,

or popular abuse. As a truly brave, as well

as good man, he looked upon war as only
a last resort

;
and he knew that peace was

above all things important, not only to the

prosperity of the country, but also to prevent
such entangling alliance with France, as

would involve the United States in difficul

ties and perplexities of a very serious char

acter. It was his conviction, that the differ

ences between our country and England had

not yet reached a point wherein it would be

dishonorable to attempt a settlement, except

by the sword
;
and so he resolved upon that de

cisive measure, which alone seemed to afford

any hope of successfully terminating the dis

putes and differences between the two na

tions. On his nomination, John Jay, chief

justice ofthe United States, was sent as envoy-

extraordinary to England, to obtain redress

from that government, and effect a commer
cial treaty, if possible. In opposition to this

movement, a non-intercourse bill was passed
in. the House, but defeated in the Senate by
the casting vote of John Adams. In order

to provide for what must follow in case ne

gotiations failed, the country was placed in

a state of defence; and in order to meet

the additional expenses, various taxes were

laid on carriages, auction sales, snuff, etc.

Congress, also, took measures effectually to

prevent any repetition of violating the laws

and sovereignty of the United States, by

foreigners or acts of their own citizens.

Heavy penalties were affixed to every vio

lation of the kind; but, as just noted, the

casting vote of the vice-president passed
this bill also. After a stormy and active

session, Congress adjourned, June 9th, 1794:.

Gouverneur Morris, the minister to France,

was superseded at the French court by Jamea

Monroe, May 28th, he being a republican,
and likely to do good service in France,
where Mr. Morris had met with shabby
treatment because he could not sanction the

excesses of the French Revolution. It was

high time to come to some understanding
with the government of the republic, fof

there had been committed so many outrages

against the Americans, that it would be im

possible to have matters go on in this way
and escape national disgrace.

In February, 1794, M. Fauchet came to

the United States to take Genet s place, and

for a while matters appeared to be conducted

fairly and honestly; but it soon after became

evident that French emissaries were exciting

trouble and discord in the west, especially in

Kentucky, where a lawless spirit was pro-

vailing, and menaces put forth against the

government. Gen. Wayne (p. 112), who had

endeavored to make peace with the Indians,

finding this impossible, attacked them on the

Maumee, Aug. 20th, and gained a decisive

victory. As their hostility was not abated,

their whole country was laid waste, and forts

erected in the heart of their settlements, to

prevent their return. In Western Pennsyl
vania there was so strong opposition made
to the excise laws, that it broke out into ac

tual insurrection. The revenue officers were

maltreated, and their lives threatened, and

the marshals were unable to execute process

on the delinquents. The crisis was immi

nent, and the president met it at once.

Early in August, he issued a proclamation,

commanding the insurgents to disperse before

the 1st of September, and warning all persons

against aiding, abetting or comforting the

perpetrators of these treasonable acts, and

requiring all officers, and other citizens, ac

cording to their respective duties and the
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laws of the land, to exert their utmost en

deavors to prevent and suppress such danger
ous proceedings. On the same day a requi

sition was made on the governors of ]S
T
e\v

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Vir

ginia, for their quotas of militia, amounting
in all to above

1

12,000 men. Anxious, how

ever, to avoid collision and blood-shed,

Washington sent commissioners to endeavorO
to persuade the insurgents to yield, but it

was without success. He then issued a sec

ond proclamation, Sept. 25th, stating that he

should use the power placed in his trust, and

compel obedience. The militia behaved

well, and in October were marched into the

insurgent district. But happily, no open

opposition was ventured upon. Some of

the leaders were seized, tried and convicted,

but were afterwards pardoned by the presi

dent. Thus &quot;the Whiskey Eebellion,&quot; as

it was called, was suppressed without a drop
of blood shed, and the power and authority

of the government were established. The

pernicious influence of combinations of men,

calling themselves &quot; democratic
societies,&quot;

was severely commented on by Washington,
and &quot;while the friends of the government re

joiced, and were elated by the ease with

v.hich this rebellion had been quelled, the

republicans, with Jefferson prominent among
them, sneered at the needless expense incur

red, and denounced and ridiculed the senti

ments of the president as to the democratic

societies, &c.

Congress met, November 19th, 1794, and

were addressed by Washington, in a longer

speech than usual, on the exciting topics of

the day, and urging them to be active and

zealous in regard to various matters now be

fore them. The answer of the Senate was a

cordial approval of the course of the presi

dent
;
but in the House, the opposition was

strong enough to prevent any expression of

the kind. On the 21st of January, 1795,
the comprehensive and able plan of the secre

tary of the treasury, for the support ofpublic
credit, was submitted to Congress, and on

Uie 2d of February, he submitted an addi

tional one, for the improvement of th*

revenue. Details here cannot be gone into,

but we may state that an act was passed sub

stantially in accordance with Hamilton s

views. The funds, appropriated for thn

reimbursement and redemption of the debt,

were by law vested in the commissioners of

the sinking fund, in trust for that object, and

the faith of the United States was pledged,
that the funds should inviolably so remain

appropriated and vested, until the whole

debt should be paid. These funds were to

be applied to the payment of eight per cent.

per annum, on account of the principal and

interest of the six per cent, and deferred

stock, and the surplus to the payment of

the other debts, foreign and domestic. The
total amount of the unredeemed debt of the

United States, (including the unassumed

debt,) in the year 1795, was $76,096,468
17 cts. (The six per cent, stock was fully

paid in 1818, the deferred in 1824.) Ham
ilton resigned at the end of January, 1795,

and was succeeded by Oliver Wolcott. The
Third Congress came to an end, March 3d.

On the 7th, Washington received a copy of

the treaty with England, entered into by Mr.

Jay (p. 116). This distinguished envoy left

Ne\v York in May, 1794, and on reaching

England, entered at once upon negotiations

with Lord Grenville
;
and the result was in

substance as follows: The western posts

were to be surrendered to the United States,

on or before the 1st of June, 1796; but no

compensation was made for negroes carried

away by the British, after the peace of 1783.

The United States were to compensate Brit

ish creditors for losses occasioned by legal

impediments to the collection of debts, con

tracted before the Revolutionary War ;
to be

settled and adjusted by commissioners
;
and

Great Britain was to make compensation to

American merchants for illegal captures ot

their property, to be adjusted also in the

same mode. Provision was also made for

ascertaining more accurately the boundaries

between the United States and the British

North American possessions. It was ex
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pressly provided that there was to be no

sequestration of private debts or obligations.

Both parties had liberty to trade with the

Indians, in their respective territories in

America, and the Mississippi was to be open
to both nations. The first ten articles cover

ing these points, were made permanent ;
the

other eighteen were limited to twelve years.

A direct trade was permitted between the

United States and the British &quot;West India

Islands, in American vessels not above the

burden of seventy tons, and in goods or mer

chandize of the growth, manufacture, or

produce of the States, and in the production
of the islands

;
but the United States were

restrained from carrying molasses, sugar,

coffee, cocoa, or cotton, either from the

islands, or from the United States, to any

part of the world. A reciprocal and perfect

liberty of commerce and navigation between

the United States and the British dominions

in Europe, was established, neither to be

subject to higher duties than other nations,

the British government reserving the right of

countervailing the American foreign duties.

And American vessels were freely admitted

into the ports of the British territories in the

East Indies, but not to carry on the coasting

trade. Mr. Jay was unable to obtain a sti

pulation that free ships should make free

goods ;
neither was he successful in arrang

ing as to provisions becoming contraband, or

in regard to suspension of privateering in

case war were to occur between England and

the United States
; but, on the whole, the

treaty was the best attainable, and in his

judgment, for the interest of our country to

accept. Washington had hoped to receive a

treaty more to his satisfaction, and more fair

and liberal in its terms, and so he hesitated

in. regard to signing it. The Senate was

called together early in June, and after two

weeks discussion, approved the treaty by a

ibare majority, 20 to 10. Meanwhile, one of

ithe Trrginia Senators, S. T. Mason, in viola

tion of the obligation of secrecy, and the evi

dent demands of propriety, sent a copy of

the tneaty to the &quot;

Aurora,&quot; a violent partisan

paper in Philadelphia. On the 2d of July
it was published, and spread before the com

munity, without the authority of the execu

tive, and without any of the official docu

ments and correspondence necessary to a fail

appreciation and understanding of its various

provisions. Tremendous was the storm

raised by this occurrence, among those who
hated England and adored France

; and, as

Jefferson s admiring biographer says,
&quot; the

entire Democratic party, from one end of the

Union to the other, exclaimed with one voice,

that the treaty had tamely and basely sur

rendered the honor, rights, and interests of

the United States at the feet of their most

deadly enemy !&quot; Meetings were held in the

large cities and towns; denunciatory resolu

tions adopted ;
fierce invectives indulged in

;

inflammatory appeals issued
;
even mobs were

gathered, and personal violence practiced ;

the foulest abuse was heaped upon the presi

dent because he refused to be guided by

popular clamor
;
and yet, despite the fierce

menaces and malignant tirades of unscrupu
lous politicians and demagogues, the treaty

was signed on the llth of August, 1795, and

in due time its good results were plainly evi

dent. It saved the country from a war,

when war was especially to be deprecated ;

it began, and rapidly developed, that com

mercial enterprise which has yielded such

vast returns
;
and it demonstrated the sound

wisdom and uprightness, and pure patriotism

of Washington. Jefferson, it is true, de

nounced Jay s treaty, as &quot; an execrable

thing,&quot;
and subsequently did all that he

could to get the House of Representatives to

interfere, and
&quot; rid us of this infamous act

;&quot;

but the third president, as Jefferson by and

by became, was not the man whom history

will ever put in comparison with the first, at

a date when, so far as human wisdom can

determine, no living man could have saved

our country from ruin and fatal entanglement
but George Washington.
A treaty with Spain was settled upon in

October, and the free navigation of the

Mississippi secured. Those piratical scoim
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drels, the Algerines, were paid $1,000,000 to

release captives, etc. The Fourth Congress

begv or December 7th, and entered upon
its work with strong party feeling active

amono; its members. Monroe had been sentO
to France (p. 116), and seemed to have

adapted himself to the taste, etc., of the peo

ple; and when Adet came to the United

States in the summer of 1795, he expected

that the French flag should be placed (as the

American was in Paris), in the legislative

halls
;
but that preposterous idea was at once

but quietly put aside. In Febuary, 1796,

Washington proclaimed the British treaty as

complete, and enjoined its exact observance.

This gave rise to a long and earnest discus

sion in the House, as to where the treaty-

making power was constitutionally lodged,

and what the House now ought to do.

Madison, Gallatin, Giles, and others, on the

one side, and Smith, of South Carolina, Hill-

house, Harper, etc., on the other, thoroughly
ventilated the subject. On a call being
made upon the President, Washington re

fused the call, as an intrusion upon his con

stitutional prerogative. He was sharply crit-

ticized and pretty freely abused by varioua

members, and the House, having determined

that it had a right to discuss the laws needful

to carry out fully any treaty, there followed

a debate of marvelous power and greatness.

This was in the latter part of April, and the

result was, that the House finally agreed to

pass the laws, by a vote of 51 to 48. After

Borne further business, the session closed,

June 1st, 1796.

The conduct of the French Directory at

this date was especially annoying and vexa

tious. Undertaking to affirm that our coun

try had no right to act with regard to her

own interests, but only as France thought

best, a haughty and overbearing tone was

indulged in by the government ;
and in July,

1790, a decree was issued, declaring that
&quot;

all neutral or allied powers shall, without

delay, be notified, that the flag of the French

republic will treat neutral vessels, either as

\o confiscation, as to searches, or capture, in

the same manner as they shall suffer the

English to treat them.&quot; Spain was guilty

of intriguing in the West to produce dissen

sion among the people; Holland was also

compelled to follow the leading of France.

The President, in view of what had taken

place, was not satisfied with Monroe s course

in France
;
he felt that Monroe did not faith

fully carry out his instructions, but was do

ing injury rather than good ;
so he deter

mined to send General Pinckney to France

in Monroe s place. This wras done in the

autumn of 1796
;
and Monroe and the French

Directory, the latter being rather supercilious

about it, parted company. Pinckney was
treated with great contempt by the Directory,
and had to leave the country in February,
1797. Monroe s defence of his career, on

his return home, was only partially satisfac

tory to his countrymen.
The great and good man at the head of

government, who had for years been (as he

himself says) spoken of &quot; in such exaggerated
and indecent terms as could scarcely be ap

plied to a I^ero, to a notorious defaulter, or

even to a common pickpocket,&quot; resolved to

retire from public life at this date. He wa

urged to remain in office, but he felt that he

had made all the sacrifice that could justly

be demanded, and consequently he adhered

to his resolve. In Sept., 1796, he sent

forth his noble, wise, and patriotic FAKE-

WELL ADDRESS, which we regret that we can

not spread out in full on our pages. It wag

received everywhere throughout the land

with reverence and regard, and Americans

have ever since looked upon it as a precious

legacy from the father of his country. The

federalists and republicans took up respec

tively John Adams and Thomas Jefferson

for president, and the contest was ardently

and even bitterly carried forward. Adet the

French minister, with outrageous imperti

nence, undertook to interfere in the election ;

but he went too far, and disgusted Ameri
cans generally with the insolence and fan

faronade of his printed letter and appeal.

Congress met. in December, 1796, and Wash
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ington delivered his last public speech. It was

full of interesting and important information

and suggestions as to the need of a navy, as

to agriculture, manufactures, the revenue, etc.

The depredations of the French on American

commerce, were carried on with unblushing

audacity, and the president sent a special mes

sage to Congress on this subject. In this the

whole matter was thoroughly gone into, and

the policy of the government set forth

and fully justified. But Congress was too

deeply interested in party matters and the

approaching election, to attend to the urgent

representations and appeals of the president.

John Adams was elected president by 71

votes; Jefferson received 68, Pinckney 59,

and others smaller numbers. Washington s

earnest desire for rest and repose were evi

dent : in a letter to Gen. Knox, March 3d,

1797, he said :

&quot; To the wearied traveller, who
sees a resting-place, and is bending his body
to lean thereon, I now compare myself; but

to be suffered to do this in peace, is too much
to be endured by some. To misrepresent

my motives, to reprobate my politics, and to

weaken the confidence which has been repos

ed in my administration, are objects which

cannot be relinquished by those who will be

satisfied with nothing short of a change in

our political system. The consolation, how

ever, which results from conscious rectitude,

and the approving voice of my country, un

equivocally expressed by its representatives,

deprive their sting of its poison, and place

in the same point of view both the weakness

and malignity of their efforts.&quot;

On reviewing the eight years of public

life of the illustrious first president, there can

hardly remain a doubt in the minds of any

Americans, of the ability, wisdom, and energy
with which he discharged his weighty re

sponsibilities. Notwithstanding the violence

and malignancy of party spirit, and the furi

ous assaults to which his administration was

subjected, Washington had firmly settled the

practical working of the Constitution of the

United States.
&quot; In the midst of the most

ippalling obstacles, through the bitterest in

ternal dissensions, and the most formidable

combinations of foreign antipathies and ca

bals, he had subdued all opposition to the Con

stitution itself; had averted all dangers of
* O

European war; had redeemed the captive

children of his country from Algiers ;
had

reduced by chastisement, and conciliated by

kindness, the most hostile ofthe Indian tribes
;

had restored the credit of the nation, and re

deemed their reputation of fidelity to tho

performance of their obligations ;
had provid

ed for the total extinguishment of the public

debt
;
had settled the Union upon the im

movable foundation of principles ;
and had

drawn around his head for the admiration

and emulation of after times, a brighter blaze

of glory than had ever encircled the brows

of hero or statesman, patriot or
sage.&quot;

On the 4th of March, 1797, John Adams
was inaugurated president of the United

States. He retained the cabinet as it wus.

although ere long dissension found place there.

It was unfortunate for the second president

that he was rather quick tempered, impatient,

fond of popular applause, and given to suspect

Hamilton of a constant interference, as far

as might be, with his plans and purposes.

Relations with France were perplexing and

threatening. Pinckney, as we have said,

(p. 1 19), was grossly insulted by the French

Directory, and virtually driven out of France.

Outrage of this kind, and the systematic

plundering of our commerce by French ves

sels, rendered it imperative to take some ac

tion on the subject without delay. Accord

ingly in March, the president called a special

session of Congress for May 15th, 1797. Mr.

Adams s speech was dignified and firm, and

while it expressed earnest desire for accommo

dation and peace, it urged Congress to pro

vide for war, possibly, with France. John

Marshall and Elbridge Gerry were sent as

envoys to join Pinckney on a special mission

to France, to try to settle difficulties. Acts

were passed by Congress, prohibiting citizens

of the United States from privateering against

nations in amity with the United States
;

forbidding the export of arms ana amunition,
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and encouraging the import of them, for a

limited and specified period ; providing for

the further defence of the ports and harbors of

the country; providing a naval armament;

authorizing a detachment of the militia;

and concerning the registering of American

ships. Other bills, relating to the provisional

army, the increase of the artillery, the organ

izing of the militia, preventing the arming
of private ships, and the volutary enlistment

of United States citizens into the service of

foreign states, except under certain restric

tions, together with some bills for providing
for the expenses, both ordinary and extraor

dinary, were either put off till the next session,

or failed to pass in one or both Houses. On
the 10th of July, Congress adjourned to meet

in November. Our envoys arrived in Paris,

in October, and endeavored to enter promptly

upon their work. But, it is painful to state,

in the words of Marshall, that &quot;

history will

scarcely furnish the example of a nation not

al&amp;gt;solutely degraded, which has received from

a foreign power such open contumely and un

disguised insult, as were, on this occasion, suf

fered by the United States, in the persons
of their ministers.&quot; On the 8th of October,
the envoys waited upon Talleyrand, the min
ister for foreign affairs, and delivered their

letters of credence. This wily and unscrupu
lous diplomatist, who, like most of his com

peers of that day, displayed quite as much

ignorance as insolence in dealing with Amer
ican interests, coolly informed the envoys,

that, by order of the Directory, he was pre

paring a report upon the existing relations of

the United States with France, and that, when
it was finished, he would tell them what steps
were to follow ! But the demand of the Direc

tory was speedily made known, and it was, in

c lie word, MONEY. Talleyrand s cupidity, the

Directory s cupidity, the national cupidity,
must be satisfied. Give money, plenty of

money, was the cry ; give money, and we will

soon settle matters
; refuse to give, and we

will visit upon you the displeasure of victor

ious France. Talleyrand wanted only some

$250,000 for his private disposal. The Direc

tory would prove gracious if some $13,000,-
000 were loaned, that is, given to them

; and

they seemed to have supposed that the Ameri
can people, like whipped curs, would sub

mit to such mean and debasing propositions !

Not to dwell upon this matter, we may say in

few words that the mission was a failure, so

far as obtaining justice or even decent treat

ment was concerned, and the envoys return

ed home.

Congress re-assembled, November 23d,

1Y97, and were called upon immediately to

consider the necessity of vigorous measures

for retaliating long and persistently contin

ued injuries on the part of France. The

spirit of the country was roused on learning
the disgraceful terms proposed by the Direc

tory, and the outrageous decree of January
8th, 1798, condemning as prizes all neutral

vessels having on board merchandize and

commodities produced in England. Pinck-

ney s expression,
&quot; Millions for defence, not a

cent for
tribute,&quot; became a rallying cry, and

&quot; Hail Columbia &quot;

exerted an inspiriting in

fluence throughout the Union. The regular

army was strengthened, and an act passed for

raising a provisional army. Washington,whose

interest was as deep as ever in his country s

welfare, was appointed commander-in-chief

early in July, 1798, and, though reluctantly,

accepted the position. Congress in April
established the navy department, the repub
licans opposing the bill warmly. The United

States, 44, was launched at Philadelphia,

being the first vessel got into the water under

the present organization of the navy. The

whole force authorized by law, on the 10th

of July, consisted of 12 frigates; 12 ships

of a force between 20 and 24 guns inclusive
;

and six smaller sloops, besides galleys and

revenue cutters
; making a total of 30 active

cruisers. An act was passed to declare the

treaties with France no longer obligatory, as

they had been repeatedly violated by the

French government. It was during this ses

sion of Congress, that those acts were passed

which caused John Adams s administration

to bo stigmatized in the severest terms, and
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which, no doubt, hastened the downfall of

the federal party ;
we refer to the acts of the

18th of June, 1798, amending the previous
natuialization laws, and requiring a resi

dence of fourteen years in order to become a

citizen
;
that of June 25th, entitled &quot; an act

concerning aliens
;&quot;

that of July 6th, con

cerning alien enemies
;
and that of July 14th,

&quot; in addition to the act for the punishment
of certain crimes against the United States.&quot;

The last three of those acts are what are com

monly known as the alien and sedition laws.

By the acts respecting aliens it was provided
that a register of resident aliens should be

kept ;
and they were required to report them

selves at certain times
;

it was also made law

ful for the president to order all such aliens

as he judged to be dangerous to quit the Uni

ted States, under penalty of imprisonment.
The sedition law, as it is called, provided
that unlawful combinations against the gov
ernment or laws of the United States, or in

timidation of any officer of government,
should be punished by a fine not exceeding

$5,000, and imprisonment for not more than

five years; and the publication of libels against

the government should be punished with

severity of fine and imprisonment not much
less : the operation of this law was limited

to two years. These acts were passed with

only small majorities, and they afforded ex

cellent capital for Jefferson, who stood at

the head of the republican party, to stir up

vigorously his adherents against Adams and

the federal sts.

In view of the position of affairs, it need

not be wondered at that laws of this kind

were passed. The country swarmed with

spies and secret agents. Foreign emissaries

and fugitives from justice were actively em

ployed in stirring up internal dissensions.

There were some thirty thousand Frenchmen
in the United States, numbers ofwhom were

in the pay of the Directory, and busily at

work to accomplish its ends. The number
of British subjects was still greater, and these

with thousands of the United Irishmen, and

of German emigrants, were organized into

associations hostile to the government, fn

point of numbers, and in daring, factious .dis

regard of the laws, these aliens were naturally

a source of alarm to all classes ofAmericans

who had the welfare of their country at heart.
&quot;

They abused the freedom of the press by

traducing the characters of the administration

and its supporters, in the vilest manner, and

by instigating the resistance of the people

against the government and laws of the

Union. The alien acts produced good results

at once, by causing the sudden departure of

numbers of the most notorious of them
;
and

the acts were never put into execution. The
sedition law was more objectionable on al

most every account, in a country such as ours,

where the freedom of the press runs into law

less license and unmeasured abuse of all pub
lic men and acts

;
it is better perhaps, to en

dure the evils we see and know, than by se

dition laws, to run ourselves into evils that

we know not and probably could not endure.

Congress ended its active and busy session

on the 19th July, 1T98. The republicans
under Jefferson and Madison, his right hand

man, were busily at war upon the adminis

tration, its policy and acts, and, deeming the

alien and sedition laws violations of the Con

stitution, determined upon their line of action.

Jefferson (though secretly and with wise fore

cast as to his personal interest) wrote the

famous Kentucky Resolutions, which were

introduced into the legislature of that state

November 10th, 1Y98. These Resolutions

are nine in number, of great length, and as

sert and defend the doctrine of absolute State

sovereignty and the power of Nullification

by each and every State, a doctrine which

has never been accepted by the American

people as yet, and almost certainly never

will be. Madison, on the other hand, devo

ted as he was to Jefferson, prepared at hia

earnest solicitation what are known as the

Virginia Resolutions. These are six in num

ber, and assert State rights strongly ; they
also declare the alien and sedition laws un

constitutional, and call upon the other Statea

to join Virginia in measures to secure rights
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.,
under the Constitution. It will be ob-

thfct Jefferson wished to go much fur

ther than the Virginia Resolutions contem

plated. He desired that the State legislatures

should not only declare the alien and sedition

laws absolutely null ard void, but that they

should make them so, by resisting forcibly

their execution, and, if nee^ be, by seceding

from the Union. Madison was not prepared
for any such extreme step, and .\t a later per
iod of his life he repudiated explicitly the

doctrines of those who believed in. the rio-nto
and power of a State to nullify the acts of the

general government.*

Congress assembled for its third session,

December 8th, 1798, and the answers to the

president s speech showed evident disposi

tion to sustain him in the present conjunc
ture. Its acts, also, were mostly to this

effect. Washington, though somewhat em
barrassed as to the selection of officers for the

army, was nevertheless very active ana

earnest in concerting, with Hamilton, second

in command, and Pinckney, major-general,

arrangements for raising and organizing the

army. It is true, he did not believe France

would venture upon invasion, but he held it

as a principle always to be prepared. Pick

ering, secretary of state, presented, in Janu

ary, 1799, an elaborate report on the corres

pondence, etc., relative to the French mis

sion, in which he dealt with &quot; the unparal
leled effrontery of M. Talleyrand&quot; in a

rather sharp manner, and made plain the

fact that the Directory had acted with bad

faith all the way through. The officers and
men in our infant navy behaved with that gal

lantry and skill which have always char

acterized this arm of the service. The vic

tory of Truxtun, in the Constellation, Feb.

9th, over Hnsurgente, a French frigate, was

justly regarded with pride by Americans,
and the numerous other instances in which

our navy, small as it was, did good service

in protecting our commerce and punishing

* See Madison s Letter to Edward Everett, under date

of August, 1830, on the subject of Notification, the

acts of the Virginia legislature, etc.

French depredations, not only ensouraged
the people, but induced Congress to give it

additional attention. France, probably,
never intended to go to war with the United

States. All that she wanted, she expected
to get by the peculiar line of conduct she

adopted ; letting loose a horde of pirates

against the commerce of America
; bullying

her ambassadors in the hope of tribute
;
and

tampering with the factious adherents that

she was able to claim in the United States.

France felt not the least concern respecting
the immorality of her schemes

;
her foreign

minister, with his detestable maxim, that

the -use of language is to conceal, not reveal,

our thoughts, was equal to any amount or

species of diplomatic duplicity. It should

also be noted that our country had no dispo

sition to allow gratitude for former favors to

involve her in a sort of vassalage, and conse

quently the piracies and insults of France

vere very summarily dealt with, and Adams,
as president, represented the real spirit of

Americans in refusing everything like trib

ute, knd all further intercourse, until assur

ances should be given that our minister

would be treated with proper respect and

consideration. If the President had ad

hered firmly to this line of policy, very pos

sibly the federal party might have remained

longer in po\7er.

In the present state of the public mind,

deeply outraged by the continued and gross

insults and injuries which the profligate

government of France heaped upon our

country and her commerce, and fully roused

to the point of firm, united resistance, the

federalists, as a body, resolved to maintain

the dignified attitude which had been assum

ed, and to insist that overtures should be

made by France for an amicable settlement

of difficulties and disputes between the two

nations. They thought that they had a right

to exact of the president that he should carry

out this national policy, and not subject them

to the disgrace and ruin which must follow

from a change in the course which they

deemed wisest and best to pursue. But
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Adams thought differently. He suddenly

adopted a plan of action which astonished

the federalists, and clearly presaged the ap

proaching supremacy of the republicans.

The president, without that assurance from

Talleyrand, which it was thought lie ought
to have insisted upon, nominated, on the 18th

of February, 1799, Mr. Vans Murray, then

at the Hague, as minister plenipotentiary to

France. Jefferson, writing to Madison,

with his usual astuteness, pointed out that

Adams s measure, so sudden and so astonish

ing,
&quot; silenced all arguments against sincerity

of France, and rendered desperate every fur

ther effort towards war.&quot; Kemonstrance

was of no avail with Adams; but he was

persuaded to send two others, Ellsworth

(chief justice) and Gen. Davie, of 1ST. C., to

join Murray in his mission. The departure

of the envoys was delayed through the

spring and summer, although Adams was

desirous to hurry them off; his cabinet did

not agree with him in the policy of the meas

ure, and as the Directory was overthrown,

and it was clear that a change of govern
ment was about to take place in France, they

did all they could to prevent the departure

of Ellsworth and Davie. It was of no use,

however; Adams insisted, and ordered the

frigate United States to convey the envoys
to their destination, early in November, 1799.

In Pennsylvania, in the spring of this year,

a man named Fries was at the head of an

insurrectionary movement ;
but he was easily

put down
;
he was convicted of treason and

sentenced to death, but subsequently par
doned by Adams. The case of another per

son, named ISTash or Bobbins, who had been

given up to the British and hung as guilt}
7

of mutiny some years before, was brought

up in Congress and warmly debated. It was

early in March, that Marshall delivered that

profound and learned speech which, as Story

says, &quot;silenced opposition, and settled then

and forever the points of national law upon
which the controversy lingered.&quot; The reso

lutions of censure were negatived by a vote

of 62 to 35. Intercourse was reopened with

St. Domingo ;
a treaty of amity and com

merce was concluded with Prussia ; the lesris
s O

lature of Kentucky, getting little or no sym
pathy from the other States (p. 122), reaffirmed

its nullification views and declarations
; and

Virginia, by a report from Madison, asserted

again the views which had been before set

forth.

The Sixth Congress assembled December

2, 1799. The federalists still were the

stronger party, and after Adams s opening

speech, were prepared to enter vigorously

upon the work to be done by the national

legislature. But suddenly there came a

blow upon the whole country, which was

felt throughout the length and breadth of

the land, and which for the time affected

every American heart with grief. We refer

to the death of Washington. He had re

turned to Mount Vernon, and was busily oc

cupied in the affairs of home and anxiously

watching the course of events. On the 12th

of December he was several hours on horse

back
;
the weather was wet and cold; he be

came chilled through with the mingled sleet

and rain
;
and the same night was attacked

with inflammation of the wind-pipe, with

chills, fever, and the usual accompaniments.

Every thing that medical skill and devotion

could accomplish was done, but he sank ra

pidly, saying to Dr. Craik, at the last,
&quot; I

die hard, Doctor, but I am not afraid to die
;

my breath cannot last
long.&quot;

Between ten

and eleven at night, December 14th, he ex

pired, being in the 68th year of his age, and

in full possession of his mental faculties. On

Wednesday, December 18th, his mortal re

mains were placed in the family tomb at

Mount Vernon. And thus GEOKGE WASH
INGTON died, in the fullness of his days,

quietly, calmly, and as a Christian man
should die. His mission was accomplished ;

his work was done
;

there was no higher
honor that he could receive

;
there was noth

ing left for him to do, but to die as he had

lived, one of the noblest, most upright, purest-

minded heroes, patriots, and statesmen with

which God has ever been pleased to bless
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this world of ours. His death only was

needed, to render his fame imperishable

wherever the light of Christian civilization

has dawned upon mankind. Every where

the people mourned &quot; with a great and very
sore lamentation,&quot; for the death of Washing
ton. This mourning was manifested by

every token which could indicate the senti

ments and feelings of Americans. Orators,

divines, journalists, in short all who could

write or speak, responded to the general

voice of the country, and employed their

talents to solemnize the event, and to honor

the memory of the great and the good Wash

ington. It was meet, that the close of one

century should be marked by the death of

that noblest patriot and statesman which it

had produced, and that another should com

mence filled with his glorious memory, and

with the elevating example which he set, not

for his countrymen only, but for all time and

for all people.

Although the death of Washington calmed

for a period the waters of political strife, yet
it was for only a brief season. The federal

ists were divided among themselves, and the

republicans though in the minority were ac

tive, well-organized, and waiting for the fa

vorable moment when victory might be

within their grasp. During a considerable

part of the present session of Congress, party

intrigue was working its approaches to the

election. Private conferences, secret cau

cuses, less secret meetings, correspondence by
post and messenger, (Jefferson continually

fearing that the seals of his missives might
be broken), promises, counter-promises, bar

gains, suspicions, schemes, and tricks, the

proceedings can easily be imagined, they
have often been repeated. In January,

1800, the president urged the formation of

a military academy, but no action was taken.

There was, however, action in regard to

financial matters, duties on various articles,

the taking the census in 1800, removing to

the new seat of government, providing a

territorial government, etc. Late in the ses

sion, measures were taken with respect to the

sale of the public lands, the importance of

which, in a financial point of view was very

evident, and on the 10th of May, an act waa

passed laying the foundation of the land sys

tem as it has since existed. On the 14th of

May Congress adjourned, being the last

occasion on which it met in Philadelphia.
Troubles in the Cabinet (p. 124) kept on

increasing. McHenry and Pickering were

removed from office, Marshall taking Picker

ing s place as secretary of state. Truxtun

(p. 123) again performed glorious acts in the

Constellation
;
and Bainbridge, who had been

sent with the tribute to those rascally pirates
of Algiers (September, 1800), behaved with

great discretion and prudence, although he
was compelled to do some work for the dey
which that public robber dared not put in

to the hands of his own freebooters. The
American envoys (p. 124) reached Paris,

March 2, 1800. Napoleon was now at the

head of affairs, and negotiations were entered

upon at once
;
but the proposals on both sides

were unacceptable, each to the other; and

the result at last reached was a &quot;

Convention,&quot;

(September 3d), leaving disputed matters

to be settled in the future, and agreeing upon
various points relative to commercial inter

course, etc. The results of the mission did

not give that satisfaction to the people at

large which had been hoped for and expected.
Politics in the State of New York were nar

rowly watched at this date. Both parties
strove for the mastery, Hamilton being the

leading spirit on the federal as Aaron Burr

was on the democratic side. A proposal
was made to Governor Jay to take certain

steps in order to secure the election of the

federal ticket
;
but he refused entirely ; and

the republicans obtained their desires. The

federalists, in caucus, fixed upon Adams and

Pinckney, though a strong minority were

determined to defeat Adams
;
and the other

party without any division of sentiment fixed

upon Jefferson and Burr, the latter of whom
had been very useful and deserved reward.

In June, 1800, the public offices, etc., were
removed to the city of Washington, at that
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time hardly more than a village. The sec

ond census resulted as follows : Total in the

free States, 2,684,609 ;
in the slave States,

2,621,316; grand total, 5,305,925. Hamil

ton, who was resolute in determining to pre
vent Adams s re-election, loved the president

quite as little as that high functionary loved

him. He had demanded of Adams a re

traction of certain charges, to which demand
no attention was paid ;

and so, he published
a famous &quot;

Letter&quot; concerning Adams. As
a political move, it was a gross blunder, and

the republicans gained far more than could

be afforded to be lost by Hamilton and those

who agreed with him in attacks on John

Adams. As the time for choosing electors

drew on, new intrigues, as a necessary con

sequence, were set on foot, compromises pro

posed, etc.

Congress assembled November 17&quot;th, 1800,
and the president s speech was delivered on

the 22d. . It was well received by the two

Houses, and promises were made by both as

to industry, dispatch, and the like. The

principal events which marked this session

were the act respecting the judiciary, and the

election of a president by the House of Re

presentatives. A number of new judges,
and a rearrangement of their duties wrere

determined, and this gave Adams the oppor

tunity of appointing several federalists to

office just at the end of his official life. Jef

ferson bitterly resented this, bnt could not

prevent it. Ellsworth resigned the chief-

justiceship, and Adams nominated John

Marshall to fill the vacancy, January 27th,

1801
;
in view of the career of this eminent

jurist, for nearly thirty-five years in that

important chair, we cannot but be thankful

that he was appointed at the time he was.

Burr, the active and unprincipled politician,

was very successful in advancing the interests

of his party ;
and so madly bitter and ma

lignant were some of the federalists towards

Jefferson, that they actually contemplated

taking Burr and giving all their influence

towards putting him in the presidential chair.

Hamilton stronglv do^recated such an idea.

Speaking of Burr, he said :
&quot;

Every step in

his career proves, that he has formed himself

upon the model of Catiline, and he is too

cold-blooded and too determined a conspirator
ever to change his

plans.&quot; Even with these

warnings sounding in their ears, the blinding

rage of party animosity nearly led to the

rejecting of Jefferson and the elevation of

Aaron Burr. Badly as men may think and

speak of the third president and his career,

it will hardly be denied that it was a mercy
which spared our country from the rule of

the bold, bad man who was at this time

placed in the vice-president s chair. On the

llth of February, 1801, the electoral votes

were opened by Jefferson, president of the

Senate. Total forAdams, 65
;
for Pinckney,

64
;
for Jefferson and Burr, each, 73. By

this result the House was compelled to choose

between the two latter which was to be pre
sident. Balloting began February llth,

nine States being necessary for a choice.

Jefferson received 8, Burr 6, on the first

ballot, two States being divided. Day aftei

day (one too being Sunday) the balloting

went on, with the same result, until the 17th;

the federalists were compelled to choose be

tween the two, both of whom they feared

and distrusted. At length Bayard, of Dela

ware, obtained from Jefferson some vague

promises as to what he would do, and then

acting with five others, they voted blank on

the 36th ballot
;

this gave ten States for Jef

ferson, Burr receiving only four. And thug

was accomplished what the third president

exultingly called the &quot;

Republican Revolu

tion of 1801.&quot; The few weeks of power

belonging to Adams were dreary enough to

him, and early on the 4th of March he left

Washington, and bade adieu to public life.

Remembering the many and valuable ser

vices of his career before he became presi

dent, we may pass over in silence that which

some writers criticise with unmitigated se*

verity and bitterness. The federal party

fell with him, and Jefferson came into power ;

it remained to be seen how the attainment

of his ambition would affect his future
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career, and the we .fare of our country, in

this period of her history.

On the 4th of March, 1801, the third pre
sident of the United States appeared in the

Senate chamber, and delivered his inaugural
address. It is a document written evidently

with great care, rather florid in style, but

containing much political wisdom and

shrewdness. An extract or two may be

given in this place :

&quot; Called upon to un

dertake the duties of the first executive office

of our country, I avail myself of the pre
sence of that portion of my fellow-citizens

which is here assembled, to express my
grateful thanks for the favor with which they
have been pleased to look towards me, to

declare a sincere consciousness, that the task

is above my talents, and that I approach it

with those anxious and awful presentiments,
which the greatness of the charge, and the

weakness of my powers, so justly inspire.

. . . . When I see

the hopes of this beloved country committed

to the issue and the auspices of this day, I

shrink from the contemplation, and humble

myself before the magnitude of the under

taking. Utterly, indeed, should I despair,

did not the presence of many, whom I here

see, remind me, that, in the other high au

thorities provided by our Constitution, I

shall find resources of wisdom, of virtue,

and of zeal, on which to rely under all dif

ficulties All will

bear in mind this sacred principle, that

though the will of the majority is in all cases

to prevail, that will, to be rightful, must be

reasonable
;
that the minority possesses their

equal rights, which equal laws must protect,

and to violate which would be oppression.

Every difference of

opinion is not a difference of principle. We
have called by different names brethren of

the same principles. We are all republicans :

we are allfederalists. . . . Enlightened

by a benign religion, professed indeed and

practiced in various forms, yet all of them

inculcating honesty, truth, temperance, grat-

tude, and the love of man ; acknowledging

and adoring an overruling Providence, which,

by all its dispensations, proves, etc. -. ; -*

Without pretensions to that high confidence

you reposed in our first and greatest revolu

tionary character, whose pre-eminent services

had entitled him to the first place in his

country s love, and destined for him the

fairest page in the volume of faithful history.
I ask so much confidence only as may give
firmness and effect to the legal administra

tion of your affairs.&quot; The oath of office was

then administered by John Marshall, and

the next day the Senate confirmed the nomi

nations for his cabinet. These were James

Madison, secretary of state
;
H. Dearborn,

secretary of war
;
L. Lincoln, attorney-gene

ral-; S. Dexter, of the treasury; B. Stod-

dert, of the iiavy ;
the two last were in May

superseded by A. Gallatin and E. Smith.

Jefferson, immediately on his entrance upon

office, found himself in a perplexing position.

The party who had placed him in this co

veted chair had got the idea that they were

entitled to the rewards of exertion, and that

all the patronage of the government was to

be bestowed upon them exclusively. The

present holders of office, most of them, by
the way, having been appointed by Washing
ton, were of course to be removed, and the

many friends and supporters of the new

dynasty were to be put in their places. The

democracy were clamorous for the spoils ;

the federalists were anxiously waiting the

result which the president and dominant party

had reached on this question. Indiscriminate

removals, the astute president felt, would be

very unwise and very bad policy ;
and yet

nothing short of a large excision would be

tolerated by his adherents. An able writer,

noticing the fact that it was natural for the

republicans to expect a fair share in the

offices under government, states what is worth

remembering :

&quot; lie set the first example
of a president removing men from office

because their political opinions differed from

his own.&quot; It is worth remembering, too,

that &quot;

by the frequent exercise of the power
of removal for tliis cause alone, more strength
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must be given to the national government,
and especially to the executive that branch

which freemen should watch with most

jealousy than by the most latitudinarian

construction of the Constitution which any
federalist was ever disposed to give to it.&quot;

Jefferson understood exactly the difficulty of

his position ;
and so he was in favor of being

cautious in his movements,
&quot;

balancing
&quot;

(as

he says)
&quot; our measures according to the im

pression we perceive them to make.&quot; He
announced to his friends that he was resolved

to remove all who had been appointed by
Adams after the election was known, and

the attorneys and marshals of the federal

court. And he kept his word in this at least.

To a remonstrance from New Haven, he

stated that he was bound to give his friends

a fair share in the offices in his hands
;
when

he should have accomplished this, he says,

&quot;I shall return with joy to that state of

things, when the only question concerning a

candidate shall be, Is he honest ? Is he capa
ble ? Is he faithful to the Constitution ?&quot;

&quot;We may remark, however, in this connection,

that that millenial condition of affairs was

never reached in Jefferson s days, nor has it

been at any time since. The president also

announced that he should communicate with

Congress simply by message, no answers be

ing expected ;
that the army and navy (par

ticularly the latter) were to be reduced
;
the

utmost economy to be practiced, etc. Jef

ferson sent a special messenger to France,

with the treaty duly ratified (p. 125), and

appointed R. It. Livingston minister pleni

potentiary. Although the new party just

come into power had no love for the navy,

and a law had been passed for dismantling

and selling ships, etc., yet an impudent de

mand from Tripoli compelled Jefferson to

use the naval arm. Commodore Dale, with

three frigates and a sloop of war, was dis

patch Di to look after these pirates of the

Mediterranean. The Pasha of Tripoli de

manded money, ships, etc., or he would de

clare war, and as the money did not come at

- date he reouired. in May, 1801. he out

down the flag-staff of the American c Dnsulate,

and threatened dire vengeance. Thus oui

concessions to one nest of pirates, in 1795,

preferred as an alternative to completing
and sending out the six frigates that had

been conditionally authorized by the act oi

Congress of the year before, to impose by
force of arms, our own terms, naturally pro
voked and encouraged the cupidity and in

solence of another. Dale arrived at Gibral

tar, July 1st, w
rhere he found the Tripolitan

admiral with two vessels. Leaving a ship to

watch them, he proceeded to Algiers and

Tunis, and pretty thoroughly lowered the

insolent tone of these pests of commerce

by the mere sight of his broadside. Lieut.

Sterret, in the Enterprise, a 12-gun schooner,

met a Tripolitan ship of 14: guns, and after a

three hours running fight captured her, and

not being allowed to carry her in, set her

adrift witli some 30 out of 80 surviving, and

an old sail and spar, so that she might get

home. The pirates were a long time in get

ting there, and when they arrived the reis

or commander was mounted on a jackass,

paraded through the streets, and received

the bastinado. After rendering most effectual

service to our commerce in this quarter,

Dale left two vessels in tho Mediterranean,

and in obedience t: cjsxiers returned home at

the close c i K ^vember.

The Seventh Congress met December Yth,

1801. The republican or democratic party
had a majority in both Houses, and Jefferson,

according to his notion of reform, sent in his

first message ;
this plan has ever since been

followed
;
but it may be doubted whether

the former plan had not several advantages
which made it worth continuing. The mes

sage was long, well-written, and full of mate

rial on which Congress was to act. It waa

assailed by the federalists, as may be sup

posed, with no gentle hand. &quot; The points

deemed most exceptionable (as Jefferson s

biographer says), or at least most vulnerable

to attack,, were the reduction of the army
and navy, the revision of the judicial system,

vd the iDroDOsed facilitv to naturalization*
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all of which they attributed either to false or

visionary notions of government, or to an

unprincipled sacrifice of the best interests of

the nation to popular prejudices.&quot; By the

president s urgent desire, an immediate attack

upon the judiciary system (p. 126) was re

solved upon. Jefferson asserted that the

federalists
&quot; had retired into the judiciary as

a stronghold. There the remains of federal-O
ism are to be preserved and fed from the

treasury ;
and from that battery all the

works of republicanism are to be beaten down

and erased. By a fraudulent use of the

Constitution, which has made judges irremov

able, they have multiplied useless judges mere-

Iv to strengthen their phalanx.&quot; Such was the
V O
violent language of Jefferson in regard to

matters out of his reach. Would he have

been so violent, had the judges (like the

chief justice) been, not federalists in political

sentiments, but democrats ? We trow not.

A bill to repeal the law before mentioned

(p. 126) was brought in early in January,

1802, and warmly debated by Bayard, Mor

ris, Giles, etc. The vote in the House in

favor of repeal, was fifty-nine to thirty-two ;

in the Senate the republicans had only one

majority on this question. As Jefferson s

biographer says, &quot;the course taken by the

majority of the legislature, in the repeal of

the judiciary act, did not receive the unani

mous support of the republican party. To
those who regarded the independence of the

judges as a cardinal principle in free gov

ernments, the repeal appeared to be con

trary to the spirit and meaning of the Con

stitution
; as, if the judges could be deprived

of their offices by the abolition of the courts,

the provision in the Constitution, by which

they were to hold them during good behavior,

was rendered nugatory ;
and the judiciary

were virtually rendered dependent on the

legislature. Nor were there wanting mod-O ^J

crate men in the republican ranks who
believed the repeal of this law to be as clear

an infraction of the Constitution as the sedi

tion law had been. The number of these

was, however, too small to produce effect
;

iv. 9

and their disapprobation, together with the

louder voice of the opposition, was drowrned

in the popular huzzas, which were every
where heard for the new administration.&quot;

Congress, at this session, abolished the in

ternal taxes and passed an act for the re

demption of the public debt by the yearly

appropriation of $7,300,000 to the sinking
fund. But, it ought to be noted, that the

act now passed was only nominal in its op

erations; new loans were effected, and re

duction of the debt was rather in theory
than in fact, as the appropriations for expen
ses for 1802 were more than equal to the

receipts of the previous year. Ohio was ad

mitted into the Union in April, 1802, having
about 50,000 inhabitants

;
and on the 7th of

May the session of Congress reached its

close.

In the spring of 1802, it became known
that Spain had ceded the province ofLouisiana

to France. Great excitement arose out of thif

at once, and the prospect of collision with

France seemed near at hand. The Spanish

authorities, in violation of the treaty, pro
hibited the Americans from further use of

New Orleans as a place of deposit. This

measure roused up thoroughly the people of

the west, and sooner than submit to imposi
tion in regard to the Mississippi, they were

ready to organize and assert their rights by
force of arms. About the middle of De

cember, 1802, the second session of Congress

began. The president s message was full of

important material for consideration and ac

tion. Early in Jan., 1803, resolutions were of

fered in the House, calling for the papers on

the subject of the cession of Louisiana to

France, and asserting our right to the Missis

sippi ;
but the majority refused to pass these

resolutions and substituted others, virtu allv
ti

committing the management of the whole mat

ter to Jefferson. He, ever suspicious of the

federalists, seemed to think that the object

of the opposition was, to force the country
into a war with Spain,

&quot; in order to derange
our finances,&quot; or if that could not be done.
&quot; to attach the western country to them, ag
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their best friends, and thus get again into

power.&quot;
Which latter supposition may have

some show of reason
; although other and

nobler motives, we think, might account for

their actions in the matter. &quot;With a view of

jarrying his pacific policy into effect, the

president, on the 10th of January, appointed
James Monroe minister plenipotentiary to

France, to act with Mr. Livingston, in the

purchase of New Orleans and the Floridas
;

for, as he observed, in writing to Monroe

upon the appointment,
&quot; the measures pre

viously pursued by the administration being

invisible, did not satisfy the minds of the

western people; consequently something
sensible had become

necessary.&quot; Napoleon,

beyond doubt, intended to take possession of

the province he had acquired from Spain;
and had he done so, almost certainly it would

have been conquered by Great Britain, and

thus we should have had to fight the matter

out with England. How singular are the

changes produced in the history of the world

by what seem to be very slight and insuffi

cient causes ! The military colony of twenty
thousand men was on the eve of embarka

tion, and Napoleon had resolved to make
this colony, in the centre of the western

hemisphere, the stand for a lever to wield at

his pleasure the destinies of the globe. A
petty squabble with England about the Is

land of Malta, deranged his plans, and he

formed another resolve, viz., to rival Julius

Caesar, by the invasion and conquest of Eng
land. In order to do this, he could not

spare his veterans to run the risk of a voyage
across the Atlantic; for England was mis

tress of the seas, and could certainly have

wrested Louisiana from him. Napoleon,

therefore, abandoned his projects of conquest

and glory in America, and as money was all

important to enable him to carry forward

his schemes, he suddenly resolved to offer

Louisiana for sale to the United States. It

was, indeed, a propitious turn in the tide of

events for the administration of Jefferson
;
for

war with France would have been inevitable,

vf Napoleon had attempted to hold the pro

vince, and however just the cause of the Unit

ed States would have been, it would have given
a direction to national affairs adverse to the

whole system of Jefferson s policy, and in

all probability would have proved fatal to

the popularity and success of his administra

tion. In Congress, later in the session, other

motions were presented respecting this im

portant business; for the western states

began to show symptoms of increasing im

patience, under so serious a restriction to

their trade as the interdiction of the right of

deposit at New Orleans. Mr. Ross, of Penn

sylvania, in the Senate, proposed, on the

14th of February, that the president should

call out some fifty thousand militia, and oc

cupy New Orleans; and that $5,000,000

should be appropriated to that retaliatory

measure. But Mr. Breckenridge, of Ken

tucky, was more successful in his resolutions,

raising the numbers of the militia, or of

volunteers, to eighty thousand, but not de

fining the work they should be set to do, nor

appropriating any specific sum of money, as

the service was contingent merely. The

president also asked and obtained an appro

priation of $2,000,000, under the head of

&quot;foreign intercourse,&quot; as the commencement
of a fund for effecting the purchase of New
Orleans and the Floridas.

Napoleon at first offered Louisiana to Mr.

Livingston for fifty millions of francs, and

wrhen Monroe arrived at Paris in April, ne

gotiations were rapidly pushed forward.

Marbois, who was acting for Napoleon, now
asked eighty millions of francs, to which our

ministers agreed, on condition that twenty
out of the eighty millions should be assigned

to the payment of what was due from Franco

to citizens of the United States. The treaty

was concluded April 30th, and signed by the

American and French ministers four days
afterwards. Napoleon was not only glad to

get money, but he liked to spite England all

he could, remarking at the time, &quot;I have

given to England a maritime rival that will,

sooner or later, humble her
pride.&quot;

Jeffer

son, though greatly pleased with the success-

j
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ful result of his negotiations, still felt, as he

himself said, in a letter, that he &quot; had done !

an act beyond the Constitution.&quot; He sup

posed that an amendment would be needed

to ratify his course
;

at the same time, like

an astute politician as he was, he warned his

adherents in Congress to say as little about

the matter as possible. Congress was called

together in October, and the treaty was rati

fied on the 20th by the Senate, by a vote of

24. to 7
;
and two days later officially com

municated to the House as complete. The

republicans had the majority in Congress,
and though the federalists set themselves

against the treaty, and urged strongly the

unconstitutionality of the acquisition of

foreign territory, they were not able to ef

fect anything. In respect to this point and

also another in the treaty, by which, for a

period, preference was given to the ports of

Louisiana over those of other States, it is

confessed by Jefferson s biographer, that

&quot;the republican party now found that the

very strict construction of the Constitution,

for which they had contended when in the

opposition, was not suited to them when in

the exercise of power ;
and which, if pushed

to that extreme of nicety, which some affect

ed, would often defeat the main purposes
for which the Constitution was established.&quot;

Eighty-nine, therefore, voted in favor of the

general resolution for carrying the treaty
into effect, against twenty-three opponents ;

and the resolutions for a provincial govern
ment over the ceded territory, and for pro

viding the purchase money, were passed
without a division. On the 20th of Decem
ber, 1803, formal possession was taken of the

country, Gov. Claiborne, of Mississippi, and
Gen. Wilkinson being the commissioners in

behalf of the United States. J. Q. Adams,
in speaking of this point, says :

&quot; The re

newal of the European war, and the partiali

ties of Mr. Jefferson in favor of France, en

abled him to accomplish an object which

greatly enlarged the territories of the Union
which removed a most formidable source

of future dissensions with France which

exceedingly strengthened the relative influ

ence and power of the State and section, of

the Union, to which he himself belonged,
and which in its consequences changed the

character of the Confederacy itself. This

operation, by far the greatest that has been

accomplished by any administration under

the Constitution, was consummated at the

price of fifteen million of dollars in money,
and of a direct, unqualified, admitted, vio

lation of the Constitution of the United

States. According to the theory of Mr. Jef

ferson, as applied by him to the alien and

sedition acts, it was absolutely null and void.

It might have been nullified by the legisla

ture of any one State in the Union, and if

persisted in, would have warranted and just
ified a combination of States, and their se

cession from the Confederacy in resistance

against it. That an amendment to the Con
stitution was necessary to legalize the an

nexation of Louisiana to the. Union, wa^
the opinion both of Mr. Jefferson and of Mr.

Madison. They finally acquiesced, however,
in the latitudinous construction of that in

strument, which holds the treaty-making

powers, together with an act of Congress,
sufficient for this operation. It M-as accord

ingly thus consummated by Mr. Jefferson,
and has been sanctioned by the acquiescence
of the

people.&quot; The interest taken by the

president in the great west, led to the send

ing out the exploring expedition under

Lewis and Clarke. It consisted of 28 indi

viduals in all, and in May, 1804, left the

banks of the Mississippi. This brave band

penetrated, by the Columbia Eiver, to the

Pacific Ocean
;
were absent more than twc

years ;
and on their return, received a high

eulogy from the president for the valuable

results of their expedition to geography,
character of the country and people, etc.

The Eighth Congress, as stated above, met
in the middle of October, 1803, and took

up the subject of an amendment to the Con-

stitution, relative to the election of president
and vice-president, so as to designate the

person voted for as president or as vice-pres
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ident, instead of the existing article, which

required the electors to vote for two persons
for these offices, of whom the one who had
the highest number of votes was to be pres
ident. The amendment, though urgently

opposed by the federalists, was finally car

ried by the requisite two thirds vote, and dur

ing the year 1804 was ratified by the State

legislatures. The bankrupt law, passed un

der Adams s administration, was repealed

oy Jefferson s intervention
;
and now that

the third president was in power he expressed
his intense hostility, shared by the democrats

generally, against the U. S. Bank. His biog

rapher, however, rates Jefferson s notions of

danger to the country from the bank as of

small value
;

in which we entirely agree
with him. Judge Pickering, of l^ew Hamp
shire, was convicted and removed, in the

spring of 1803, and Judge Chase of Mary
land was impeached, but not tried till Feb

ruary, 1805, when he was acquitted. Con

gress adjourned, March 27th, 1804, after a

long and busy session. Among other things

done, we may mention that the salaries of

the principal officers of government were in

creased
;
additional duties were imposed on

imports, to defray the expenses of naval oper
ations in the Mediterranean

;
a naturaliza

tion law was passed, which required a resi

dence of five years instead of fourteen
;
and

two separate governments were established

in the newly acquired territory of Louisiana,

to be organized as the president might deem

expedient.

JSTaval affairs in the Mediterranean were

conducted with as much success as was pos

sible, under the mean and inadequate views

of this administration in regard to the neces

sity of our having a strong force in the re

gion of the pirates. During the latter part

of 1802 and 1803, Chauncey, Kodgers, Por

ter, and others, sustained the reputation of

their countrymen for bravery and skill, and

met with numerous successes
;
but Commo

dore Morris had no guns sufficient in calibre

to bombard Tripoli, which, was the only mode

oftreatment that the pasha thoroughly appre

ciated. Morris was recalled and Prcble put
in command. Bainbridge, in the Philadelphia,
with 315 men, ran on the shoals of the har

bor of Tripoli, and were all made prisoners;
but Decatur, in February, 1804, succeeded in

setting fire to and destroying the ship. Preble

tried to bombard Tripoli, but without suc

cess
;
and in September, was superseded by

Barron. Through the combined efforts of

Mr. Eaton and Hamet, brother of the pasha^
an expedition by land was undertaken, and

Derne was taken in April, 1805. Peace

soon after was concluded, the usual intrigues,7 O &quot;

delays and prevarications preceding. This

was in June. By it no tribute was to be

paid in future, but $60,000 were given by
the United States for the ransom of prisoners
in Tripoli. Tunis next needed a lesson.

Accordingly, Rodgers, now in command, an

chored, August 1st, 1805, in Tunis Bay. The
bravado and insolence of the bey were now

only contemptible; and Ilodgers brought
matters to a speedy settlement. The bey hav

ing expressed a wish to send an ambassadoj

to the United States, Decatur, in Septem

ber, carried a Tunisian officer to Washington.
The fellow had the assurance to talk about

tribute, but he met with a very decided re

fusal; and the bey, wiser by experience,

deemed it inexpedient to take any hostile

steps in consequence. A small squadron was

kept up in the Mediterranean, in order to

warn the Barbary powers against the ven

turing to renew their attacks upon American

commerce.

In 1804, we are told by Jefferson s bio

grapher, that his administration was at &quot; the

meridian of its popularity, and an unexam

pled quiet reigned over the land.&quot; The fed

eral party seemed to have become virtually

extinct, and the republicans carried every

thing before them. This peaceful state of

things, however, was delusive to a large ex

tent, and &quot; even then causes were at work

which greatly agitated the last years of his

administration, both in its domestic and for

eign relations.&quot; The presidential election

was near at hand, and the caucus in Congress
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agreed, as a matter of course, upon Thomas

Jefferson for reelection. Aaron Burr, dis

liked and distrusted by those whom he had

served so efficiently, had lost the confidence

of the republican party, and they dropped
him without scruple. George Clinton, of

New York, a fast friend of Jefferson, was

selected by the caucus as their candidate for

the vice-presidency. Burr now resolved to

become Governor of &quot;New York, if possible,

and entered upon a fierce contest against

Lewis, the regular nominee. Lewis was sup

ported by the great masa of the democrats,

Burr by a section of that party, consisting

chiefly of the younger and more ardent, or

less scrupulous members of it. Many of the

federalists also sided with Burr, just as on

former occasions. Thus both parties were

split ;
for Hamilton, and those who looked

up to him. as their political leader, opposed
them witli the utmost ardor. Hamilton, in

deed, could do no otherwise, knowing Burr

BO well as he did, and so thoroughly distrust

ing him (p. 126). The most atrocious libels

were daily circulated by the press, and every
kind of party malignity and meanness resort

ed to. Burr failed this time
;
and so he

resolved to have the life of the man whose

powerful influence was arrayed against him.

He based his demand for satisfaction on the

ground that a Dr. Cooper had said that Gen.

Hamilton entertained and expressed a very

despicable opinion as to Burr ! Hamilton

was foolish enough to answer Burr s letter,

saying that he was ready to avow or disavow

any positive, definite statement. This gave
Burr the advantage, and he insisted immed

iately on a definite reply ;
but Hamilton de

clined answering this note. Burr now had

the way clear for gratifying his ardent long

ing for revenge. On the 25th of June, the

challenge was ready, and Van Ness, Burr s

friend, delivered it. Hamilton tried to avoid

the duel by the aid of Judge Penclleton
;
but

in vain. Burr had determined to kill him,

if possible, so he urged on matters in the

most offensive and insulting manner. Some

delav occurred, because Hamilton wished to

discharge certain duties to his clients, and

also to arrange his affairs in view of what he

seemed to have a prevision must be the fatal

termination of the encounter. He prepared
his will, and wrote out his views as to thi*

expected meeting, declaring himself as ab

horring the shocking practice of duelling, yet,

strangely insisting that he must violate his

sacred principles of right and duty, and meet

Burr, in order to be murdered. Fatal in

consistency! Unhappy yielding to the base

and barbarous notions of honor too prevalent
then and since ! How strange it seems that

Hamilton, with his clear, piercing intellect,

and with his sincere desire to be a Christian,

and live and die as a Christian should live

and die, should have been so blinded as to

consent for a moment to violate the laws of

God as well as of man, by going to be shot

at by Aaron Burr ! On the morning of the

Yth of July, 1804, the parties met at We-3-

hawken, opposite New ,York. Burr, eager
for blood, discharged his pistol the instant

the word was given ; Hamilton, mortally

wounded, aimlessly drew the trigger of his

pistol, and fell heavily on his face. Burr,

Uninjured, and his companion in crime, Van

Ness, immediately departed ;
and Dr. JIo-

sack, Pendleton, and the boatmen who had

conveyed Hamilton to the field of death,

bore him back again to lie in agony untold

for his wife and seven children shared in

that mortal stroke till the next day, in his

friend Bayard s house, and then to die.

Funereal honors in abundance were paid to

him, and it was felt that, since the death of

Washington, no blow so severe as this had

fallen upon our country. Not too strongly

did Fisher Ames declare, that &quot;his soul

stiffened with despair when he thought what

Hamilton would have been,&quot; remembering
what he was when this sad calamity came

upon him.

Congress assembled for its secon 3 session,

Nov. 5th, 1804. The president ^ message
was devoted largely to our foreign relations,

to the revenue, and to the gunboa . scheme,

a sort of pet of Jefferson s, but greatly ridi-
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culed by others. The republican majority
in Congress was now so considerable, that

&quot;freedom of debate&quot; was nearly impossible ;

every affair of importance being determined

by the supporters of the administration in

private caucus, before it was brought under

the notice of the legislature. The conse

quence of such a procedure was, necessarily,

that Congress was more largely influenced

by party considerations and party pledges,

than by the force of sound reason and fair

discussion. During the autumn of 1804, the

presidential election took place : Jefferson

arid Clinton received 162 votes
;
while Pinek-

ney and King received only 14, thus demon

strating the strength of the republican party.
On the 3d of March, 1805, Congress closed

its second session, and the first term of Jef

ferson s service also reached its conclusion.

It is needless to say that the gratulations of

his friends were well nigh innumerable and

unbounded in extent.

The next day Jefferson s second term be

gan, and he delivered the usual inaugural ad

dress. His course thus far, as Tucker puts

it, during which he had held the helm, had

been singularly prosperous ;
and if he had

not always met with a smooth sea, he had

been able to continue his course over it by
the strong gale of his popularity ;

but from

this time he met with adverse winds and op

posing currents which greatly impaired the

comfort of the voyage, and in some degree
its success. The Ninth Congress met Dec.

2d, 1805, for its first session. The presi

dent s party was largely in the majority, but

there wore evidences of discord already.

This was speedily shown by the action of the

committee, John Randolph, chairman, on a

special message sent in by Jefferson respect

ing relations with Spain. The Spanish

authorities, who were always haughty and

overbearing, where they dared to be so, never

liked what the United States had done in

purchasing Louisiana, and behaved in a very

ugly manner about the boundaries of the

province on the east next to Florida. Spain
Bcemed to desire war, and it was very immi

nent at this date by the insolent claims and

conduct of the Spaniards. Monroe was sent

to join Pinckney in going to Madrid to effect

a settlement of difficulties
;
but after nearly

five months fruitless endeavors, they gave up
the mission in despair. It was found also,

that Napoleon behaved with his usual un-

scrupulousness in the matter, and as he had

gained his end and got the money, he cared

for nothing else. Randolph s report waa

brought in, January 3d, 1806, in which the

hope was expressed that Spain would not

proceed to extremities, yet, in consequence
of the insulting character of Spanish pro

ceedings, the committee submitted a resolu

tion,
&quot; that such a number of troops as the

president should deem sufficient to protect
the southern frontier from insult, should be

immediately raised.&quot; This was not what

Jefferson wished : his desire, as privately in

timated, was for money, not troops. War
was very repugnant to his views, and he

thought much more could be accomplished
with money than by fighting about Louisiana

and Florida. Randolph sturdily opposed

everything of the sort, as derogatory to the

dignity and independence of our country,
and not unlike putting ourselves under trib

ute whenever France, or any other European
nation saw fit to exact it. At the president s

wr

ish, a resolution was passed, after two

weeks debate, appropriating $2,000,000 to

meet &quot;

extraordinary expenses of foreign in

tercourse,&quot; the Senate being informed that the

object was to enable Jefferson to purchase
the Spanish territories east of the Missis

sippi. John Randolph was very indignant
at all this, declaring that &quot; the doors were

closed, and the minority, whose motives

were impeached, and almost denounced,
were voted down without debate.&quot; The

president sent Armstrong and Bowdoin to

endeavor to effect an amicable settlement

with Spain. We may mention, in this con

nection, that, probably nothing but the de

struction of the Spanish navy at Trafalgar,

October 21st, 1805, prevented a war between

Spain and the United States. General Wil&amp;lt;
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kinson was actually ordered to meet hostili

ties by hostilities, so pressing and menacing
were the Spanish advances in the south, and

so little had been effected by negotiations.

In fact, nothing of moment was accomplished

during Mr. Jefferson s administration
;

for

the American envoys at Paris, ere long were

irreconcilably at variance, and the progress

of negotiation was virtually at a standstill.

Relations with England were also very un

satisfactory at this date. The rapid increase

in commerce of the United States, as a neu

tral nation, under existing neutrality laws,

was looked upon by Great Britain with no

favorable eye, and she resolved to put a stop

to it. To use the language of J. Q. Adams,

now,
&quot;

suddenly, as if by a concerted signal,

throughout the world of waters which encom

pass the globe, our hardy and peaceful,

though intrepid mariners, found themselves

arrested in their career of industry and skill
;

seized by British cruisers ; their vessels and

cargoes conducted into British ports, and by
the spontaneous and sympathetic illumina

tion of British courts of vice-admiralty, adju
dicated to the captors, because they were en

gaged in a trade with the enemies of Britain,

to which they had not usually been admit

ted in time of peace. Monroe had scarcely

reached London, when he received a report

from the consul of the United States, at that

place, announcing that about twenty of their

vessels had, within a few weeks, been brought
into the British ports in the channel, and

that by the condemnation of more than one

of them, the admiralty court had settled the

principle&quot;
But this was not all. Eng

land, with the insolence of power, claimed

what has forcibly been termed the &quot;

right of

man-stealing from the vessels of the United

States.&quot; British naval officers boarded our

ships, and, down to the beardless midship

men, seized upon any seaman whom they
chose to take for a British subject. In this

high-handed manner, not less than 3,000

American, sailors had been forced to serve in

the British navy. This infamous course was

protested against on all occasions; but we

were too weak then to defend ourselves, and

with Jefferson s fantastical notions on the

subject of the navy, if he had continued in

office, we always should have been too weak
to do anything. It took a number of year.?

to bring our maritime force into a riirht con-o
e&amp;gt;

dition, and then we taught the so called

&quot;Mistress of the Seas&quot; a lesson which she

has never forgotten. Congress had these

subjects before them, but accomplished no

thing; party divisions, criminations, and re

criminations, some favoring England, some

France, put matters in a very unpleasant

shape, and rendered the president s position
far from comfortable. Added to all this,

were other matters, which excited the coun

try generally, and opened up discussions as

to the Constitutional rights of the uational

legislature. One of these was, in respect to

appropriations of public money for promoting
internal improvements. An act was passed,
in March, for constructing a national road

from Cumberland. Maryland, to the State of

Ohio. Not only was this bill, appropriating

$30,000 of the public money to this service,

signed by Jefferson
;
but bills were also ap

proved appropriating various other sums to

the making three other roads in the South

ern States. Another question keenly debated

was that which related to imposing a tax of

ten dollars on every slave imported into the

United States. Southern members did not

like the having to pay a tax on slaves as

property, and the bill failed of success.

Congress adjourned April 21st, 1806, after a

rather stormy session. The republican party
was divided into at least two parts, and a

considerable portion opposed Jefferson s pol

icy on various points. Further trouble, too,

arose out of the question as to who was to be

the successor of Jefferson. On the whole,

Madison seemed to have the best claim
;
but

Randolph and others urged Monroe as a candi

date. The president had his ability and skill

severely tried in reconciling these gentlemen,
and arranging matters so as not to have a

&quot;

split
&quot; in the party. From some of Jeffer

son s letters at this date, it is evident that he
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had become tired out with the cares of office

and the annoyances inseparable from his po
sition.

The projects of Aaron Burr at this time oc

cupied a large share of public attention. This

ambitious but unprincipled man, cast- off by
the party which had. placed him in the vice-

president s chair, and looked upon with hor

ror and deep indignation by a community
which remembered that the blood of Hamil

ton was yet wet upon his hands, turned away
in rage and disappointment from his native

region, and sought in the great valley of the

Mississippi some adventure adequate to his

ability and his ambition. Schemes of con

quest, and elevation to the height of political

power, seem to have filled his mind; and we
can well believe that Burr would let no scru

ples interfere with carrying out his plans.

What these were, it is not easy, perhaps not

possible, to say ; indeed, it is quite probable,

that he himself had no clear conception of

what lie purposed doing, but, like many an

other unprincipled adventurer, meant to be

governed a good deal by circumstances and

opportunities. Rumors ere long reached the

north and east, that he was planning and or

ganizing some vast expedition, the precise

object of which no one could tell. Whether
it was his design to make war on the Spanish

province of Mexico
; whether, knowing the

discontents which existed in the west, he

hoped to be able to separate this portion of

the country from the Union
;
or whether, in

the ruined condition of his fortunes, he hoped
to repair them by some bold movement which

promised a golden return
;

all was matter of

conjecture ; while, at the same time, there

was none who doubted for a moment that he

was equal to any undertaking, any desperate

adventure, whether of foreign aggression or

domestic treason. Jefferson, who hated Burr,
was actively occupied in trying to find out

his plans and to prevent the traitor from

carrying them out, and he issued orders to

seize on any boats or stores of Burr, and ar

rest persons engaged in his service.

Congress met for its second session, Dec.

1st, 1806, and the president sent in his mes

sage the next day. He spoke at large of
&quot;

foreign relations,&quot; of Burr and his expedi

tion, of the prosperous state of the finances,

etc. He also used language respecting the

slave trade, worth quoting:
U I congratulate

you, fellow citizens, on the approach of the

period, at which you may interpose your

authority constitutionally, to withdraw the

citizens of the United States from all further

participation in those violations of human

rights, which have been so long continued on

the unoffending inhabitants of Africa, and

which the morality, the reputation, and the

best interests of our country, have long been

eager to proscribe. Although no law you

may pass can take prohibitory effect till the

first day of the year 1808, yet the interven

ing period is not too long to prevent, by

timely notices, expeditions which cannot be

completed before that
day.&quot;

In January,

180T, Congress called upon the president for

information as to Burr s movements, etc. A
long message was sent in, stating what had

been done as to Burr, and also that one of

the persons arrested by General Wilkinson

had been liberated by habeas corpus ;
where

upon the Senate, with singularly hot haste,

passed a bill
&quot;

suspending the writ of habeas

corpus for three months,&quot; and communicated

their action to the House. It was a startlingo

request this, to ask the House of Represent
atives to agree to place the liberty of the

citizens of the entire Union in the hands of

Thomas Jefferson, because Aaron Burr,
&quot; with about ten boats, navigated by about

six hands each, without any military appear

ance,&quot; had passed down the Ohio, determined

to overthrow and destroy the government of

this great Republic, and to build up for him

self, an empire upon its ruins ! And the

House, by a vote of one hundred and thirteen

to nineteen, treated the proposition with very

summary condemnation. Into the particu
lars of &quot; Burr s conspiracy

&quot; we need not enter.

He professed to be on his way to settle in

Louisiana, but quite likely he meant to seize

upon New Orleans, invade Mexico, engage
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in land piracy, etc. He was apprehended,
March 26th, 1807, and conveyed to Kich-

mond for trial. The miserable party-spirit

of the day led the federalists to wish to get
Burr off, so as to spite the president ;

while

on the other hand, Jefferson allowed his

hatred of Burr to cause him to say and do

things, which, now that his correspondence
is published, are nothing less than disgrace
ful. After various preliminary matters in

getting ready to enter upon the important

trial, the court assembled on the 3d of Au
gust, Chief-justice Marshall presiding. Near

ly two weeks were occupied in endeavoring
to get a jury, and the charges were, that

Burr had excited insurrection, rebellion,

war, etc. Unfortunately, no sufficient evi

dence could be obtained of Burr s guilt, and

he escaped conviction. No one doubted that

he was really and truly a traitor, and the

conduct and decision of the Chief-justiceJ

were, severely commented upon by those par-
tizans who thought and asserted that he was
bound to accomplish a very different result

from that to which the trial was brought.
Burr soon after sailed for England and his

name and character were consigned to per

petual infamy.
On a previous page (p. 133), we have al

luded to the pet scheme of Jefferson in re

gard to the gun boats which he wished to

have in place of the navy, and thereby ex

posed himself to the ridicule and contempt
of the larger part of the community. Early
in 1807, he was called on for information as

to the efficacy of gun-boats in protecting

harbors, etc., and he sent in a message toO

Congress on the subject. He stated that 200

gun-boats would be required for the various

harbors; that seventy-three were already
!&amp;gt;uilt or building; and that the remainder
would cost from half a million to $600,000.
An appropriation was made by the dominant

party in Congress of $150,000 to build thirty

gun-boats; arid subsequently a law was

passed authorizing the construction of 188

gun boats, which, with those already built,

would make the whole number 257. Tho

whole scheme, however, was an absurd one,
as Jefferson s friends knew very well, and
the result was, as his biographer and admirer

states, that &quot; the public, pinning its faith on

experienced men (in the navy and maritime

affairs), remained incredulous; and when,
soon afterwards, many of the new marine
were driven ashore in a tempea

t, or were
otherwise destroyed, no one seemed to re

gard their loss as a misfortune, and the offi

cers of the navy did not affect to conceal

their satisfaction
;
nor has any attempt been

since made to replace them.&quot; A law was

passed, prohibiting the African slave trade,
after January 1st, 1808, under very severe

penalties. The debates were long and fiery,

and produced great excitement. Yarious

stringent regulations were made
;

but the

question of slavery itself was left untouched.

It deserves, however, to be noted here, as a

matter of justice to our country, that this

action of Congress was in advance of that

taken by any other nation in the civilized

world, and that, though we were justly liable

to the reproach so freely bestowed for the

continuance of slavery down to the period
when emancipation was effected in the United

States (1863), nevertheless, the United States,

in 1820, were the first to declare the slave

trade to be piracy and punishable according

ly. On the 3d of March, 1807, the Ninth

Congress closed its second session.

The deadly struggle between England and

Napoleon seemed calculated to force the

United Spates out of their position of neu

trality. Ever since the annihilation of the

navies of Spain and France by the decisive

victory at Trafalgar, Great Britain had

strenuously exerted her gigantic powers to

retain in her own hands solely, the trade of

Europe. In May, 1806, she had declared

the whole coast of Europe, from the Elbe in

Germany, to Brest in France, (about a thou

sand miles of sea-coast), to be in a state of

blockade, which subjected American vessels

attempting to enter the continental ports, to

capture and condemnation. Napoleon, on

his part, having by his deadly blows, at Aus-
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terlitz and Jena, laid the continental powers

prostrate, perceived no way of securing and

extending his conquests, especially against

the one nation that had successfully resisted

his might, except that which he entitled the
&quot; Continental System,&quot; the first effort to real

ize which was the famous &quot; Berlin Decree,&quot;

issued Nov. 21st, 1806. From the terms of

this decree, it was evident that the neutral

trade of America would be affected (to the

full extent of Napoleon s power to enforce

BO prodigious an edict), quite as injuriously as

it had been by the imperious maxims of

Great Britain. And although Armstrong,
the American minister at Paris, obtained

from the Trench minister of marine and

colonies, Avhat seemed to be an express state

ment, that the terms of the treaty of 1800

would still determine the relations of France

to American commerce, it was too evident

that Jefferson s view, that the flag should

cover the goods, would not be allowed in the

internecine warfare that the Emperor of

France was now waging with England. The

treaty which had been made by Monroe and

Pinckney with England, on the last day of

the year 1806, in several respects was more

favorable than Jay s treaty (p. 117) ;
but it

did not satisfy the president ;
it left the

question of impressment open ;
and further,

in consequence of Napoleon s decree, the

British government announced, that it held

itself at liberty to adopt countervailing regu

lations, if it saw fit, without regard to the

treaty. Jefferson s course, in this condition

of affairs, in refusing to submit the treaty to

the Senate, was looked upon as a high-handed

measure, and he was denounced, by the fed-

deralists especially, and the commercial

classes
;
he was also twitted with his mani

fest preference for France and hatred of

England ;
but the party stood by him and

supported his course. Monroe and Pinckney
were not pleased at the treatment of their

labors, and when, in October, 1807, they at

tempted to open anew negotiations, Mr.

Canning quietly told them that any such

procedure was wholly
&quot;

inadvisable.&quot; As

aiding to increase the ill feeling already ex

isting against England, we may mention hero

that the assault on the Chesapeake, Commo
dore Barron, by a British frigate, the

Leopard, in the latter part of June, was a

most outrageous affair, and i stirred up the

people everywhere to the very highest point
of indignation and desire for vengeance.
The president issued a proclamation, July

2d, interdicting all armed British vessels

from the harbors and waters of the United

States
;
and had almost any one else but Jef

ferson been president, war with England
would have begun at once, instead of putting
it off for four or five more years, in which to

endure the insolence and vindictiveness of

Great Britain.

The Tenth Congress was summoned to

gether, October 22, 1807, and Jefferson, in

his message, enlarged upon existing difficul

ties with England, but passed over the infa

mous tyranny and injustice of France
;
an 1

so he recommended gunboats, etc., again.

Feeling in Congress was growing warm ;
and

when, in December, a confidential message
was sent in, recommending &quot; an inhibition of*

d&amp;gt;

the departure of our vessels from the ports
of the United States,&quot; the wishes of the

president were speedily gratified. A bill lay

ing an embargo was passed in the House,
December 22d, by a vote of 82 to 44

;
the

Senate voted to the same effect, 22 to G
;
and

all American vessels were thenceforward pro
hibited from sailing for foreign ports, all for

eign vessels from taking out cargoes, and all

coasting vessels were required to give bonds

to land their cargoes in the United States.

The embargo was violently denounced by the

opposition, and a portion of the democrats,
or administration party, as useless, so far as

compelling either France or England to yield

an inch
; they were both determined, if pos

sible, to drive our country to join one or the

other, and, of course, go to war with one or

the other. Indeed, as Cooper rather dryly

says, &quot;with a foreign trade that employed

700,000 tons of American shipping alone,

Congress passed a law declaring an unlimited
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embargo for all the purposes of foreign com

merce, on every port in the Union; antici

pating a large portion of the injuries that

migJil be expected from an open enemy, l&amp;gt;y

inflicting them
itself!&quot;

In this fearful strug

gle which was going on in Europe, England
showed no disposition to yield.

&quot; Orders in

Council&quot; were issued, November llth, in

retaliation for the &quot;Berlin Decree.&quot; By
these orders, all neutral trade was prohibited
with the ports of France and her allies, or of

any country at war with Great Britain, and

with all other European ports from which

the British flag was excluded, unless such

trade should be carried on through her ports,

under her licenses, and paying duties to her

exchequer. Napoleon, on the other hand,
fulminated his &quot; Milan Decree,&quot; on the 17th

of December, 1807, arid seized upon this pre
text to complete his system of blockade and

confiscation., by which he hoped effectually

to cut off the commercial and financial re

sources of Great Britain. By this decree it

was declared, that every vessel which should

submit to be searched by a British ship of

war, or which should touch at a British port,

or pay any impost whatever to the British

government, should be denationalized, and

subject to seizure and condemnation. The
two great belligerent powers thus mutually
rivalled each other in the work of destroying
the commerce of the only remaining neutral

State which their indiscriminate violence had

left out of the circle of hostility. At the

close of 1807, England sent Mr. Eose as

sDecial minister to the United States to settle

the difficulty arising out of the assault on the

Chesapeake ;
but he took such ground on his

part, and Jefferson insisted on opening up
the question of impressments, etc., on behalf

of the United States, that the mission was a

failure, and Mr. Rose returned to England.O
The president sent to Congress a variety of pa

pers, messages, and the like, in February and

March, 1808, which received due attention

and action. The president was authorized

to suspend the embargo, if he pleased, and
the session closed, April 25th.

Jefferson, who had found that power and

elevation do not always confer h ;ppiness or

peace, refused to be a candidate for re-elec

tion, and said, quite pathetically, in a letter,

&quot;Never did a prisoner, released from his

chains, feel such relief as I shall on shaking/ O
off the shackles of

power.&quot;
As stated on a

previous page (p. 135), Madison was ;n the

legitimate order of succession, and he was

nominated accordingly. The federalists were

too weak to accomplish anything, but they

put forward Pinckney and King again. The

result was, we may here mention, that Madi

son received 122 votes out of 17G, and Clin

ton, for vice-president, received 113. Our

limits do not admit of details respecting the

acts, supplementary, suspensory, and explan

atory, by which the embargo was made more

rigid, or alleviated, as occasion seemed to re

quire ;
or respecting the violence of the de

bates in Congress, and the duels which arose

out of expressions which appeared to apply
to persons, rather than to principles, or poli

tics. It is sufficient to quote the sarcastic

language of John Quincy Adams, in speak

ing of the mighty belligerents, and what was

done to meet the emergency :

&quot; Jefferson met

them, with moral philosophy and commercial

restrictions, with dry-docks and gun-boats
with non-intercourses and embargoes, till the

American nation were told that they could

not ~be kicked into a war, and till they were

taunted by a British statesman in the impe
rial parliament of England, with their five fir

frigates and their striped bunting. Jefferson

pursued his policy of peace till it brought
the nation to the borders of internal war.

An embargo of fourteen months duration

was at last reluctantly abandoned by him,

when it had ceased to be obeyed by the peo

ple, and State courts were ready to pro
nounce it unconstitutional.&quot; If it did any

good, it was small in comparison with the

liarm and mischief which flowed from it, and

the permanent injury which it did to the

commerce of our country. Congress reas

sembled, ISTovember 7th, 1808, and Jefferson

sent in his last message, a Icng, carefully
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prepared, and important paper. Debates,

reports, etc., about the embargo occupied the

main attention of Congress. This measure,

as we have said above, was a failure. Nei
ther England nor France had been moved at

all by it. Neither &quot; decrees
&quot; nor &quot; orders &quot;

had been repealed. France cared not a rush

for America s interests. Great Britain was

still supreme on the sea invincible. Our

country was the poorer by some $50,000,000
of exports, the treble of what war would

have cost us, as Jefferson himself admitted

just as lie went out of office. At the close

of November three resolutions were pro

posed in the House, viz. : 1st. That the

United States cannot, without a sacrifice of

their rights, honor, and independence, sub

mit to the late edicts of England and France.

2d. That it is expedient to prohibit the ad

mission of either the ships or merchandise of

those belligerents into the ports of the United

States. 3d. That the country ought to be

immediately placed in a state of defence.

The first two passed by a large vote; the

last unanimously. In the Senate, a motion

to repeal the embargo act was lost by twenty-
five against six; at the same time, as Tucker

puts it,
a large portion of the dominant party

&quot; entertained strong hopes that some course

would be taken during the present session,

by which the industry and enterprise of the

country would be again put into activity, its

vessels be once more suffered to venture on

the ocean, and, perhaps, be permitted to arm

in their own defence, if not to make re

prisals. Indeed, there was no one who did

not admit that war would be preferable to

the continuance of the embargo beyond a

a time not very distant
;
and every day was

adding to the number of those who believed

that time already arrived.&quot; Early in Janu

ary, 1809, Jefferson was armed with new

powers for enforcing the embargo, which

stirred up more ill blood, and led to his be

ing charged with ambitious longings for ar

bitrary power at home, while he was entirely

Bubmissive to the will of Napoleon abroad.

Fejiring the danger which threatened from

New England, Congress, at the end of Feb

ruary, repealed the embargo as to all nations

except France and England. This measure

was called the non-intercourse law. Th&amp;lt;?

Tenth Congress came to an end on the 4th of

March, and at the same time Jefferson s pub
lic life reached its close. Of course, the

third president received numerous testimo

nials of the high estimate in which he waa

held by his friends and admirers. Jefferson

always has had admirers, and probably

always will have
;
but he has had also many

and bitter enemies. It will probably always
remain uncertain among Americans as tc

what precisely his deserts are. If he were

not the profound statesman and large-hearted

patriot his friends claimed him to be, he was

undoubtedly in possession of vast influence,

and wielded it with consummate skill, for

eight eventful years. If he were not a mere

party leader, as his enemies openly and con

stantly asserted, it is undeniable that he

never lost sight of the interest and the ad

vancement of the party at whose head he

was placed. Let the reader judge for him

self after carefully weighing the facts which

are on record, and the principles which Jef

ferson avowed in his writings.

On the 4th of March, 1809, James Madi

son delivered his inaugural address, and took

the oath of office. His address was reasona

bly short, and in good tone and temper.
His cabinet consisted of R. Smith, of Mary
land, secretary of state

;
Albert Gallatin,

secretary of the treasury; W. Eustis, secre

tary of war
;
Paul Hamilton, secretary of the

navy; and C. A. Rodney, attorney-general.

Madison came into power at a critical period.

Matters had reached such a state that the

opinion prevailed largely abroad, that our

countrymen would submit to any indignities

sooner than defend themselves in a manly

way. England had never been satisfied with

the result of the Revolutionary War. She

had ever since acted in an overbearing, offen

sive, and unhandsome style towards the

growing Republic of the west
;
and she had

put forth claims and assertions, which it waa
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&quot;mpossible
for any free people to submit to

and retain its self-respect. And France, un

der the grasping ambition of Napoleon,
wished to treat the United States as a sort

of ward of hers, as one bound to be subser

vient, and to be deeply impressed with sen

timents of gratitude and admiration for past

favors and present smiles of approval. The

country, it is true, was in no fitting condi

tion to go to war. Jefferson s policy had

nearly destroyed the navy, and preparations

for defence against invasion were scanda

lously insufficient. War would be carried

011 under every disadvantage, as regards

finances, and the like. Yet, as neither Eng
land nor France would do what was right by

peaceable means, our fathers were resolved to

assert and maintain their rights by force of

arms; and, though war did not break out

immediately, it was evident that war must

come before long. Mr. Erskine was the

British minister at Washington at this date,

and was laudably asxious to effect a settle

ment of difficulties between the United

States and Great Britain. Negotiations were

rapidly pushed forward, and on the 19th of

April the president issued a proclamation,

announcing the intended withdrawal of the

offensive
*

orders,&quot; on the 10th of the follow

ing June, and the renewal of the trade with

Great Britain on the same day. The news

of this arrangement was received throughout
the Union with the highest degree of gratifi

cation
;
and the general exultation furnished

decisive evidence of the strong desire of all

classes of persons to be at peace with Great

Britain. Fresh activity was roused at once,

and American vessels, in unusually large

numbers, gladly ventured forth to avail

themselves of renewed commercial inter

course with England.
The Eleventh Congress assembled for spe

cial session, May 22d, 1809, and remained

together till June 20th, without accomplish

ing much of any moment to the welfare of

the country. Madison s message related to

urgent matters in regard to our foreign rela

tions, and expressed hope of brighter days

near at hand. The British government, how

ever, not at all pleased with Mr. Erskine a

conduct, peremptorily refused to carry into

effect the arrangement agreed upon between

him and the secretary of state. The ne\ys

of this result reached the United States just

after the adjournment of Congress; where

upon the president, issued another procla

mation, August 10th, declaring the non-inter

course act to be revived, and in full force.

It is hardly possible to imagine the irritating

effect upon the community produced by this

sudden dashing of the hopes and expecta
tions of commercial advantages. &quot;Free

trade and sailor s
rights!&quot;

was an exclama

tion heard on every hand
;
the impressment

of our seamen, and the violations of our flag,

were discussed and denounced vehemently
at public meetings and elsewhere; and had

Madison then come forward boldly, and put
the contest with Great Britain to the issue

of the sword, there can be no doubt that the

war would have met with popular favor and

support. But he was too cautious and peace-

loving, to hasten matters and precipitate the

crisis which was evidently not far distant
;

and whatever judgment may be pronounced

upon his policy, it is but right and just to

give the due meed of praise to the purity of

his motives. The federalists took occasion

to censure the administration because of this

ill turn of affairs
;
and at the same time

many of the republicans held that the policy

of the executive was too lukewarm and con

ciliatory towards England. Early in Octo

ber, Mr. Jackson arrived as minister in place

of Mr. Erskine. lie seems to have had very

high notions of his own consequence, and

took the supercilious tone in his intercourse

with the secretary of state. He even dared

to make dishonorable insinuations in regard

to what had taken place with Mr. Erskine
;

whereupon he was informed that, as he did

not know his proper place, no further inter

course could be had with him. Congress

assembled, November 29th, 1809, and the

president sent in his message the next day.

In it he gave a clear view of the existing
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state of our foreign relations
;
called the at

tention of Congress to the state of the nation

al defences
;
recommended the &quot;

giving to our

militia, the great bulwark of our security,

and resource of our power, an organization

the best adapted to eventual situations, for

which the United States ought to be pre

pared ;&quot;
assured the House that no loan had

been found necessary, but that a deficiency

in the revenue for the ensuing year was to

be expected ;
and concluded his message with

words of encouragement and congratulation :

&quot; In the midst of the wrongs and vexations

experienced from external causes, there is

much room for congratulation on the pros

perity and happiness flowing from our situa

tion at home Recollecting always,

that fox&quot; every advantage which may con

tribute to distinguish our lot from that to

which others are doomed by the unhappy

spirit of the times, we are indebted to that

Divine Providence whose goodness has been

so remarkably extended to this rising nation,

it becomes us to cherish a devout gratitude,

and to implore from the same omnipotent

source, a blessing on the consultations and

measures about to be undertaken for the

welfare of our beloved country.&quot; Both

Houses passed resolutions in support of the

course pursued towards the British envoy,

who was soon after recalled
;
but his conduct

met with no censure at home, and no apology

was offered to the American government.

Congress adjourned May 12th, after a session

of more than five months, and accomplishing

almost nothing towards sustaining the honor

and rights of the nation. Napoleon resented

the passage of the non-intercourse act of

March, 1809, and immediately issued a new

decree, at Rambouillet, aimed especially at

American commerce. About 150 vessels,

captured by the French, were condemned

and sold, and every American ship entering

a French port was declared confiscated. This

outrage was taken quite meekly by our gov

ernment, and ISTapoleon, early in August,

18 LO, announced the recall of the &quot; decrees &quot;

ot Berlin and Milan, on November 1st, fol

lowing, provided that the British &quot; orders in

Council&quot; should also be revoked, or the

United States should cause their rights to be

respected by the English. Napoleon s min
ister indulged himself in language which waa
as ridiculous as it was impudent : e.

&amp;lt;/.,

&quot; His

Majesty loves the Americans. Their pros

perity and their commerce are within the

scope of his policy. The independence of

America is one of the principal titles of glory
to France. Since that epoch the Emperor is

pleased in aggrandizing the United States,&quot;

etc. The British government, on their part,

refused to rescind the orders in Council,

which led to a proclamation interdicting all

commercial intercourse with England. As
for Napoleon, with his usual lack of veracity
and sincerity, he not only declared the Ber
lin and Milan decrees fundamental laws of

his empire, but also gave notice that no ro
muneration or redress was t^ be expected for

plundering our ships by French armed ves

sels. Further trouble arose in a new quar
ter. West Florida having, in September,

1810, declared herself independent of Spain,
asked to be annexed to the United States,

and the president authorized its becoming a

part of the Territory of Orleans. Naturally

enough, England, now the ally of Spain

against France, took this procedure on the

part of the United States with very ill grace,
and looked upon it as, in part, a blow aimed

at herself. And we can believe that she en

deavored to carry out her policy towards the

United States with fresh alacrity and zeal,

and that the annoying, insulting, and outra

geous conduct of the commanders of her

ships of war stationed before the principal
harbors of the United States, met with her

entire approbation.

Congress assembled December 5th, 1810,

and were furnished the next day with a long
and important message from the president.

The occupancy of West Florida gave rise to

an ardent debate
;
and when the inhabitants

of the Territory of Orleans petitioned to be

admitted as a State into the Union, the feder

alists strenuously resisted the measure on con-
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Btitutional grounds, Josiah Quincy even going

BO far as to declare that if this &quot;bill passed, the

Union would necessarily be dissolved thereby.

The bill, however, was finally adopted by a

large majority. The question, as to the re

newal of the charter of the Bank of the

United States came up in the House early in

January, 1811
;

it was ably debated, but the

whole subject was indefinitely postponed on

the 24:th. In the Senate, a bill was intro

duced by Mr. Crawford, February 5th, for

the renewal of the charter. After long and

labored discussion, the question was taken on

the 20th, and a tie resulting, the casting vote

was given by George Clinton, vice-president,

in the negative. Argument and entreaty were

alike vain. Not even a temporary extension

of the bank s existence was allowed
;
and its

affairs were placed in the hands of trustees

in order to bring them to a final settle

ment. Not only the members, but the whole

country took a deep interest in the proceed

ings of Congress. The vacillating and insid

ious course of the French government, and

the persistency of England in enforcing her

lawless edicts and regulations against the

commerce of the United States, kept alive

the irritation and excitement in the commu

nity, and greatly aggravated the violence of

party assaults and recriminations. As having
reference to the appeal to arms, which many
saw clearly must be made soon, the president

was authorized to negotiate a loan of

$5,000,000 ;
and it was felt quite generally,

that all further expedients would prove in

efficient.* Soon after the adjournment of

Congress, March 3d, 1811, a rencontre hap

pened on the water, which roused the feelings

of the people to a high pitch of patriotic

eagerness for battle with England. Ever

since the disgraceful attack on the Chesa

peake (p. 138), the officers of the navy seemed

to have longed for an opportunity of wiping

* The third census of the United States gave the

following result
;
number of free whites, 5,862,073 ;

number of slaves, 1,191,364; all others, except Indi

ans not taxed, 186,377 ; making a total population of

7,239,814.

out what they considered the stigma on the

service by that affair, and the whole mari

time force of the nation was kept at home.

The English, says Cooper, increased their

cruisers on the American coast, in proportion
as the Americans themselves did, though
their vessels no longer lay off the harbors,&quot;

impressing men and detaining ships. Still

they were numerous
;
cruised at no great

distance
;
and by keeping up constant com

munications between Bermuda and Halifax,

may be said to have intercepted nearly every

ship that passed from one hemisphere to the

other. Early in May, word was brought to

Commodore Rodgers, on board the President,

forty-four, that a man had been impressed
from an American briff by an English vesselo / o
of war, off Sandy Hook. The President was

promptly put in readiness to inquire into the

facts, and on the 16th of May, at noon, made
a sail about six leagues from the land, to the

southward of New York city. It was soon

perceived that she was a vessel of war, and

in the course of the afternoon Rodgers came
within hailing distance. Instead of answer

ing, a shot was fired by the Little Belt (such

was her name), which entered the mainmast

of the President. Of course this led to

firing in return, and it soon became evident

that the Little Belt was no match for the

President. She was entirely crippled, ol

killed and wounded, while Rodgers
1

ship was

unhurt and only a boy wounded. This affair

produced much excitement, embittering the

feeling of hostility in England, and led to

much censure of Commodore Rodgers. Ano
ther affair on the water soon after showed

the state of feeling existing. The United

States, Commodore Decatur, met two Brit

ish ships neai New York, and a gun was fired

during che hailing, said to have been acci

dentally discharged, but more probably by

design ; happily, the commanders acted with

prudence, and no battle resulted, although

many desired a fight. Mr. Foster, the newly

appointed British minister, arrived in the

United States, in June, 1811, and speedily
entered upon his dutitt. Long and import-
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ant correspondence ensued, in which it was

evident that Great Britain was not yet pre

pared to recede from the stand she had taken,

and deal justly and rightly with America.

Reparation was offered for the attack on the

Chesapeake, by which the act was to be for

mally disavowed, etc. But with respect to the

vital questions which sprang out of the orders

in Council, and the claim to impressment, Mr.

Foster was not at liberty, even if disposed, to

afford satisfaction. These odious and insult

ing orders and claims continued to be enfor

ced, and the nation was rapidly verging to

the point of armed resistance against Eng
land. Dispatches from abroad showed, that

no less than twenty-six vessels had been con

demned in the court of admiralty, and that

others were about to share the same fate. All

the evils of war, nearly, had already fallen

upon the United States
;
while England was

enjoying the advantages of war without the

cost. In fact, as it was estimated, her cruisers

had captured nine hundred American vessels,

since the year 1803. The larger part of the

country, except New England, was in a state

of exasperation and ready to go to war
;
but

Madison held back, and his cabinet were at

variance on the subject. James Monroe took

the place of Smith as secretary of state, and

Pinckney became attorney-general. In the

north-west the Indians were becoming excited

and dangerous, through the influence of Brit

ish emissaries, and Tecumseh,a Shawnee chief,

seemed desirous to emulate the doings of the

noted Pontiac (p. 70), and organize a con

federacy against the white men. He and his

warriors met General Harrison, governor of

Indiana Territory, in August, 1810, at a

council at Yincennes, but with no result ex

cept to incite them to war and bloodshed.

The following spring, matters came to a

crisis
;

the people were greatly alarmed

and called for help, and in November, Har
rison marched to their relief. On his ap

proach near the Indian town, the principal

chiefs came out with offers of peace and

submission, and requested Harrison to

encamp for the night ; but, as he suspected,

this was only a treacherous artifice. At four

in the morning, the camp was furio ttsly as

sailed, and a bloody contest ensued
;
the In

dians were however repulsed. The loss on

the part of the Americans was sixty-two

killed, and one hundred and twenty-six
wounded

;
a still greater number fell on the

side of the red men. In fact, this was one

of the most desperate and hardly contested

battles ever fought with the Indians. Tecnm-

seh was present, and Harrison, having de

stroyed the so-called prophet s town, and

established forts, returned to Yincennes, and

received much praise for his successful con

duct of the expedition.

The Twelfth Congress assembled, Nov. 4th,

1811, and Henry Clay was elected speaker.
The president, in his message, enlarged upon
the critical condition of affairs, especially in

regard to the unfriendly and hostile spirit of

England, and the failure on the part of Franco

to repair wrongs committed by her and do

the United States justice. He urged the ne

cessity and &quot; the duty of putting the United

States into an armor and an attitude deir 1-

ed by the crisis and corresponding to the

national spirit and expectations ;&quot;

he recom

mended adequate provisions in men, ships,

and all the materials of warlike preparations,

and for appropriations suitable to the emei

gency. Laws to regulate the mercantile ma

rine, and suppress smuggling, were also calli-d

for
;
and the finances were said to be in a

favorable condition. The tone of the m&amp;lt; s-

sage was thought to be rather tame, and tie

western and southern members determined

upon more energetic measures. The con

mittee on foreign relations recommended s\x

resolutions : 1st. To .fill up the ranks ; ?

the present military establishment by tie

aid of a bounty. 2d. To raise an additior al

force of ten thousand men by the like mea1

is.

3d. To authorize the president to accept *he

services of fifty thousand volunteers. 4th.

To give like authority to order out such de

tachments of militia as the public sei , ice

may require. 5th. To cause the public ves

sels not now in service to be fitted out inme
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diately. 6th. To permit merchant ships,

owned and navigated wholly by American

citizens, to arm in self-defence. An earnest

debate followed
;
the first five of the resolu

tions were adopted by large majorities, and

the sixth was laid on the table. The feel

ing manifested in the Senate was equally

strong, and every indication pointed towards

war. The British minister undertook to de

fend the course of his government ;
but the

secretary of state, in his reply, Jan. 14th,

1812, expressed the conviction that it was

impossible to see arything in the conduct of

England
&quot; but a determined hostility to the

rights and interests of the United States.&quot;

The position of the president at this time

was far from agreeable. He was averse to

war, quite as much so as Jefferson, who pre

ferred using money and diplomacy (p. 134) ;

his cabinet were not the men to carry for

ward matters in such a crisis
;

the army
amounted to almost nothing, and the navyhad

nearly been destroyed by Jefferson and the

democrats
;
and the finances were in no sort

of condition to enter upon war. Moreover,
Madison wished to be honored as his prede
cessor had been by a re-election

;
and so

when he was waited upon by some of the

more ardent of the party, and significantly

informed that he might be dropped, and De
Witt Clinton put in the presidential chair

unless he acceded to their wishes, he agreed
to the proposal and undertook to push on

ward the struggle with England. Mr. Gal-

latin, secretary of the treasury, was called

upon to devise ways and means to meet the

expenses incident to such a state of things
as was now virtually at hand. On the 10th

of January, 1812, he sent in a reply to the

application for information, in which he ex

pressed his opinion, that in case of war, the

imposts would not yield more than $2,500,-

000. The duties on tonnage, merchandise,

etc., he estimated at $6,000,000, leaving a

deficiency of $3,600,000 to meet the expen
ditures of 1813. An animal loan, he thought
of $10,000,000 would be required during
the war, and to meet the interest on this, the

rv. 10

deficiency in the revenue, he recommended
the raising $3,000,000 by a direct tax and

$2,000,000 by indirect taxes, such as licenses,

excise, stamps, etc. lie concluded that

there \vould probably be no difficulty in ef

fecting the loans suggested, and recommend

ed that they be made irredeemable for ten

years. Towards the close of February, the

House acted upon this subject, and a loan of

$11,000,000 was determined upon by a vote

of ninety-two to twenty-nine. As the loan

did not fill up very rapidly, we may mention

that the issue of $5,000,000 of treasury notes

was directed, and the impost was doubled.

There was no other security for notes or loans

than the surplus of the $8,000,000 a year
theretofore pledged by way of sinking-fund
to redeem the national debt, then amounting
to $55,000,000. And these, as has been said

&quot;were the only acts of the war-declaring

Congress for invigorating the money-sinew
of the war.&quot;

Early in April, 1812, an embargo was laid

on all vessels then in port or thereafter ar

riving. The president still hoped to be able

to avoid the last resort
;
but the ruling spir

its in the party were resolved upon war.

Various other measures of a warlike tenden

cy were adopted, such as prohibiting exporta
tion of specie, organizing corps of artificers,

etc. On the 8th of April, Louisiana was ad

mitted into the Union. Napoleon, pursuing
his usual reckless course of injustice, treated

Mr. Barlow, our minister, with virtual con

tempt, and would neither redress, nor prom
ise to abstain from injuries to our commerce

;

and in England, despite the sufferings of the

manufacturing interests, and immense taxa

tion, the ministry persisted in refusing to re

voke the odious orders in Council. Whei i it

was too late, however, at the end of June,

1812, the government did revoke the orders,

but to no purpose ;
wrar was already declared.

Mr. Foster addressed a letter to the secretary

of state, in which he reviewed the existing

controversy, and, in substance, announced

that England would not recede from the

ground she had assumed. Matters had now
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reached their crisis
; something besides talk

ing must now be resorted to
;
and the presi

dent determined upon his course. On the

1st of June, 1812, Madison transmitted to

Congress a confidential message, of consider

able length, which presented, clearly and

forcibly, the various grounds on which war

was held to be necessary under the existing

Btate of affairs. We regret that we have not

space to give this important document in

full; for it will repay perusal. The com

mittee on foreign relations reported on the

message within a few days, and declared that

the encroachments, insults, and claims of

England had become intolerable, and that ano *

appeal to arms was absolutely necessary.

The federalists and a portion of the demo

crats opposed with all their might the decla

ration of war
;
but it was settled against them

on the 4th of June, by a vote of 79 to 49.

In the Senate, there was a long and hot de

bate for nearly two weeks, and on the 17th

the bill was carried by a vote of 19 to 13.*

Immediately the act was drawn up in the

following terms :

&quot; An Act declaring Avar

between the United Kingdom of Great Brit

ain and Ireland, and the dependencies there

of, and the United States of America and

their territories. Be it enacted, etc. That

WAR be, and the same is hereby declared to

exist between the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, and the dependencies

thereof, and the United States of America

and their territories
;
and that the president

of the United States be and is hereby author

ized to use the whole land and naval force of

the United States to carry the same into

* Of the seventy-nine members of the House who
voted for the declaration of war, forty-six resided

south, and thirty-three north of the Delaware
;
of the

nineteen senators who voted frr the war, fourteen re

sided south and five north of the Delaware. New
England opposed the war

;
Massachusetts (including

Maine), New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Connecti

cut, with a large part of New York, and the majority
of New Jersey, deprecated hostilities

;
the west and

south, with the large central States of Virginia and

Pennsylvania, warmly supported the declaration ;
Ver

mont was the only New England State in favor of the

war.

effect, and to issue to private armed vessels

of the United States commissions, or letters

of marque and general reprisal, in such form

as he shall think proper, and under the seal

of the United States, against the vessels,

goods, and effects of the government of the

same United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, and the subjects thereof.&quot; On the

19th, the president issued his proclamation,

announcing the fact, and calling upon the

people to sustain the government in the work

now entered upon. Congress, on the 26th.

passed an act for letters of marque, etc., from

which much advantage was expected to be at

tained by our enterprising countrymen. On
the 6th of July, this very long session came

to an end
;
and on the 9th, the president

issued a proclamation (which Congress had

recommended), appointing the third Thurs

day in August as a day of humiliation and

prayer; which day, we may mention, was

duly observed throughout nearly the whole

land.

For a second time our country was in arms

against England, and, smarting under a sense

of wrong and insult persisted in for so many
years, she was roused up fully to enter upon
the deadly conflict. Certainly, in many re

spects, the United States were far more capa
ble now than at the Revolution, of maintain

ing the fight in behalf of liberty and justice.

Americans now had grown and increased in

national pride, and held themselves to be the

equals of any nation in the world. And,
however absurd it might have seemed, on a

review of the relative power and position of

England and the United States, for the lattei

to venture single-handed upon such a strug

gle as this, Americans did not hesitate.

With a sort of self-reliant audacity, they

counted themselves a host, and deemed no odds

sufficient to fright them from the tented field

and the bloody conflict. There were unques

tionably zeal and spirit enough in our coun

trymen for this emergency. There was

courage enough, strong hands and stout

hearts enough; but it must be confessed,

there was no adequate preparation for the
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contest with so powerful an enemy as Eng
land. Neither in men nor in officers

;
nei

ther in the executive, nor his cabinet; nei

ther in the financial provisions, nor in regard

to the nature and character of the war, was

there the proper foresight, the just concep

tion, the needful training, the fitting ability

for the vigorous and successful prosecution

of hostilities against the neighboring colonies

of England by land, or her vast and terrible

array of ships of war on the sea. The

haughty mistress of the ocean had her thou

sand floating castles, bearing aloft the royal

flag, and innumerable cruisers and privateers ;

while the entire naval force of the United

State?, in ordinary or in building, was only

eight frigates and twelve sloops ! But, bad

as this was, it was not the worst feature in

the then position of affairs. The rage of

party feelings ;
the unhappy discords of

democrats and federalists
;

the singularly
bitter and determined opposition of New
England men, their legislatures, men of

wealth and talent and position ;
these and

the like gave sad indications of trials and

troubles to be encountered in carrying on

the war. In the middle and southern States

the majority were in favor of the war
;
but

it was in the west that there was real enthu

siasm on the subject ;
and the stalwart deni

zens of that section of our country were

ready, to a man, to fight for the cause of

liberty and equal rights. With them, enthu

siasm and the love of country glowed in

every bosom, and they were eager for the

call to the battle-field. Conscious of the

dangers to which the frontier was exposed
from savage incursions

; fully persuaded that

England was engaged in the mean and de

testable occupation of inciting the Indians

to murderous hostility; and with imagina
tions fired with the prospect of conquering
Canada, and expelling the enemy from the

continent; the people of the west entered

heart and soul into the contest
;
and suffered

not a doubt to enter their minds that victory
would crown their patriotic efforts. The ap

pointment of officers for the army was a mat

ter of great perplexity to the president ;
for

there was so little material to choose out of,

so little of any value, that it became a hard

task to decide upon whom to place the re

sponsibility of command. Dearborn was

made commander-in-chief, and with him were

associated as brigadier-generals, James Wil

kinson, Wade Hampton, William Hull, and

Joseph Bloomfield. The president also ap

pointed Thomas Pinckney a major-general.
In the case of these officers it was soon after

discovered, that age and long cessation from

military toils and activity would seriously in

terfere with their being able to prosecute
hostilities with vigor and reasonable prospect
of success. Then, too, although Congress
had authorized the enlistment of twenty-five
thousand men, it was found impossible to fill

up the ranks from the few who felt any

necessity of enlisting. The regulars amount

ed to about 5000 men, but were scattered

over the country. The president was em

powered to receive 50,000 volunteers, and to

call out 100,000 militia
;
but these were &quot;an-

reliable troops at best, and, moreover, some

of the State authorities refused to obey the

president s demand for militia.

The invasion of Canada, as above stated,

was a favorite project, and it was supposed
that there could be little or no doubt as to

the result. Hull, commander of the north

western army, was to begin the attack, with

about 700 regulars and 2,000 Ohio militia.

He was to have also the co-operation of the

army of the centre, on the Niagara frontier,

consisting of some 2,000 regulars and over

2,000 militia. If Hull had possessed any

military capacity, and been properly sup

ported at Washington, he might very pos

sibly have succeeded
;
but as he was one of

the poorest specimens of a general, and as

the war department was wretchedly managed
at the capital, it need excite no wonde?

that the expedition resulted in nothing bat

defeat and disgrace. The particulars arc of

little moment. Hull set out for Detroit

about the middle of June; reached that

point early in July ; received news of the
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declaration of war, through the mail, on the

2d of July ; and, as his troops were anxious

to do something, he crossed into Canada on

the 12th, and sent out a proclamation full

of bold words and such like, but wholly un

supported by bold action. He hesitated

about attacking Maiden, thought he would

wait for his &quot;

big guns,&quot;
and let the precious

moment slip away. Instead of liberating

Canada, he remained, week after week, in a

Btate of inactivity as mortifying as it was inex

plicable, not doing a single thing to justify

either the invitations or the menaces of his

proclamation ;
so that, whatever ardor had

fired his troops was cooled greatly, and dis

trust and contempt expelled confidence and

attachment from the hearts of the Canadians.

The enemy meanwhile were not idle. Mai

den was reinforced
;
the supplies were almost

entirely cut off
;
and Hull was getting deeper

and deeper into the mire. Mackinaw fell

into the hands of the British, July 17th, and

Hull, when he heard the news, was panic

stricken, and returned, early in August, to

Detroit. The English force, under Prevost,

Brock and Tecumseh (p. 144), displayed ac

tivity, and gained several victories over por
tions of Hull s force. Miller at Maguaga
repulsed the enemy; but Heald evacuated

Chicago, was overcome by the savages and

conquered, and Cass and McArthur, who
had gone to the relief of Brush, lost their

way, and accomplished nothing. Gen.

Brock, on the 15th of August, summoned

Hull, at Detroit, to surrender, and this being

refused, he opened his batteries on the town

and fort. Hull s vacillation and timidity

appeared to the officers to be disgraceful,

and the result seemed to show that they were

right in wishing to deprive him forcibly of

his command. The British, on the 16th,

marched to the attack on Detroit. Hull s

force was drawn up in battle-array outside

the fort, the artillery was well planted, and

the Americans had no fear of meeting the

enemy ;
but when the British were about

five hundred yards distant, the astound

ing command was given for the troops to

retire within the fort ! The scene which

followed beggars description ;
and poor

Hull, anxious only to escape from his present

pitiable condition, ordered a white flag to be

hung out on the walls of the fort ! oSTot a

blow was struck, not a gun was fired, not a

word of consultation was had with his officers,

not a single stipulation for the honor of his

troops ;
but an unconditional giving up of

all to the enemy. The fortress, the garrison,

and munitions of war, the detachment under

Cass and M Arthur, and even the soldiers

under Captain Brush, were included in the

capitulation. Brock s force was in all about

730, with 600 Indians; while Hull sur

rendered 2,500 men, of whom 1,200 were

militia. The amazement and indignation of

the whole country, at Hull s surrender,

cannot adequately be depicted in words, and

charges of not only cowardice and disgrace

ful inefficiency, but also of treason and col

lusion with the enemy, were freely bestowed

upon the unhappy general. His official

report, under date of Aug. 26th, was sent to

Washington, and puts the best face possible

on the whole matter. He was tried by
court-martial, condemned and sentenced to

be shot; but this extreme penalty was re

mitted by the president, while at the same

time his name was stricken from the roll of

the army.
These disasters in the north were very

mortifying to our countrymen ;
but singu

larly enough, brilliant success came from an

unexpected quarter to American arms. Eng
land had always been counted supreme upon
the ocean, and her navy had gained so many
illustrious victories, that it was thought to

be impossible that any reverses could befall

her conquering ships of war. Least of all

was it supposed, that the United States,

who possessed no navy, and who had at best

but a few frigates and smaller vessels, would

dare to encounter in battle the lordly masters

of the sea. But it was speedily demonstrated

to England, as well as to the world, that the

gallant little navy of the United States waa

as able as it was willing to meet the enemy,
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and to teach them some lessons of value and

moment. On the 19th of August, 1812,

only three days after the disgrace at Detroit,

Captain Hull, in the Constitution, brought

unequalled glory upon that name which his

uncle had rendered a bye-word in the United

States, and proved to the world what the

American navy was capable of performing
in a fair fight with their haughty enemy.
In the afternoon of the 19th, the Constitu

tion discovered and gave chase to a large

English frigate, the Guerriere, thirty-eight,

Captain Dacres, who had professed himself

to be extremely desirous of meeting with an

American ship of war, and did not doubt, he

said, that he would obtain an easy victory.

Captain Hull gave strict orders not to return

the enemy s fire, until they were so near

that every shot was certain to take effect.

When in the position he desired, Hull opened

upon the Guerriere, with broadside following

broadside, very rapidly and with tremendous

force. In half an hour s time, the Guerriere

was little better than a wreck, and Captain

Dacres, having lost over a hundred men in

killed and Avounded, surrendered to the

victorious Hull. The loss of the Constitu

tion was only seven killed and seven wounded.

As it was impossible to get the Guerriere

into port, she was set fire to, and blown up in

fifteen minutes. Great indeed were the ex

ultation and enthusiasm caused by this vic

tory
;
while in England unbounded astonish-

/ / o
ment and the deepest mortification fell upon
those who boasted of British invincibility on

the ocean, and &quot; had publicly predicted that

before the contest had continued six months,
British sloops of war would lie alongside of

American frigates with comparative im

punity.&quot;
Other victories followed that of

Hull in the Constitution. On the night of

the 16th of October, the British sloop of war
Frolic, eighteen, convoying six merchant

Biiips, fell in with the United States sloop-of-

war Wasp, eighteen, Captain Jones. The en

gagement which ensued was fie, ce and bloody.
The Wasp was much injured in her spars and

rigging, bnt ou boarding the Frolic found the

deck covered with only the dead and wounded.

Thirty were killed and fifty wounded. The

Wasp had only five killed and five wounded
Lieutenant Biddle lowered the English flag
with his own hands, after a contest of forty

-

three minutes duration. Both the Frolic

and Wasp were, however, taken, a few hours

later, by the Poictiers, a seventy-four. This

victory dissipated effectually the notions of

British invincibility at sea
;

but the most

valuable result, perhaps, was the testimony
afforded to the superiority of cool and scien

tific gunnery in naval combat. Sea-fighta

had been for the most part decided by mere
animal courage and brute force. The only
science shown had been in the handling of

the ships, and the manoeuvring of the fleets.

Our naval officers, not neglecting this de

partment of strategics, took aim when they

discharged their guns, and brought these

engagements to a speedy decision by not

aimlessly squandering their shot. ~No amouu t

of courage, backed mostly by noise and smoke,
and artillery badly aimed, or not aimed at

all, is no more, could stand against the

heavy metal, flying true to its mark, of tLe

American guns. A week or so later, Com
modore Decatur added to his laurels by
another victory. He was now in the United

States, and happening to fall in with the

Macedonian, a combat immediately ensued,
and lasted for about an hour, when the Mace
donian struck, having suffered very severely.

The Constitution (Bainbridge being now in

command), on the 28th of December, met

with the Java, 38, and after a fight of less

than an hour, the British ship became a com

plete wreck, and was blown up. The indig
nation caused by what was called &quot;Hull s

treason,&quot; led to various efforts on the part

of volunteers, who flocked in, in num
bers, from Ohio and Kentucky. Gen
Harrison was placed in command in the

latter part of September, 1812. The main

division of the army, consisting of three

thousand men, under Harrison in person,

was at this time at the River St. Mary s.

Another division
}
under General Winchester
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consisting of two thousand, had penetrated
on the road to Detroit, as far as Fort De
fiance

;
but they were in want of provisions,

and had sent to Harrison for relief. That

general immediately marched with a con

siderable part of his troops, and on the 3d

of October, joined General Winchester at

Fort Defiance. He ordered a body of

militia, under Tupper, to dislodge the enemy
at the Rapids of the Miami, but this enter

prise failed. Further westward, during

September, nearly four thousand men, chiefly

mounted riflemen, under command of Gen
eral Hopkins, gathered at Yincennes, on the

&quot;Wabash, for the purpose of chastising the

Indians on the Illinois and Wabash Rivers.

Earlier in the month, Captain Zachary Tay
lor had displayed his ability in defending
Fort Harrison on the Wabash. On the 4th

of September, the fort was attacked, by
several hundred Indians with great fury.

Captain Taylor s force, though numbering

fifty, consisted in fact of only eighteen ef

fective men, the rest being incapable of duty
in consequence of sickness

; nevertheless;

with great intrepidity and steadiness the as

sault was repelled, and the Indians retired

in disgust. The army under Gen. Hopkins
reached Fort Harrison about the 10th of

October, and on the 14th crossed the Wabash,
and proceeded on the inarch against the Kic-

kapoo andPeoria towns
;
but the insubordina

tion of both officers and men rendered the

expedition futile. Other expeditions, on a

minor scale, met with better success, and

served to secure the frontier against the

scalping knife and the midnight assaults of

the savages. Military operations in the

north next require notice. Volunteers and

new recruits marched to the borders of

Canada, and towards the close of the year

the forces were chiefly concentrated in two

bodies
;

one near Lewiston, consisting of

some regulars newly enlisted, and militia,

amounting to four thousand men, under Gen

eral Van Rensselaer, of New York; the

other in the neighborhood of Plattsburg and

Greenbush, under the commander-in-chief,

General Dearborn. Bodies of regulars were

distributed at Black Rock, at Ogclensburg,
and Sackett s Harbor, with officers of ex

perience, for the purpose of drilling the raw

troops as they arrived
;
and it was expected,

that an invasion of Canada might be made
before cold weather set in. Such officers aa

Pike, Boyd, and Scott were very diligent in

training and disciplining the army ;
and

with a force of between eight and ten thous

and men, along the frontier, it was not un

reasonable to look for some effective result

in the proposed invasion of Canada. Van
Rensselaer s headquarters were at Lewiston,

on the Niagara River, opposite to which

stood Queenstown, a fortified British post.

The troops were eager for the attack. Ac

cordingly, at four in the morning of the llth

of October, in the midst of a dreadful north

east storm and heavy rain, an attempt waa

msfde to pass the river; but, owT

ing to the

darkness of the night, and various unforeseen

accidents, the passage could not be effected.

The troops being still more impatient, another

attempt was made, early on the morning of

the 13th, under cover of the American bat

teries. The force designated to storm the

heights, was divided into two columns
; but,

by some mismanagement or carelessness,

there were not boats enough to carry them

all over at once, and they were forced to

cross in detachments. Colonel Fenwick s

artillery was to follow, and then the other

troops in order. The British, meanwhile,

anticipating attack, had been reinforced, and

at daylight opened fire upon the Americans.

Captain Wool and his men behaved with

great bravery, and after a severe fight the

British were driven down the hill. Being

again attacked by fresh troops of the enemy,

they again drove the British back, Gen.

Brock being mortally wounded. But the

victory was not yet complete. The enemy,
reinforced by Indians, advanced to the at

tack, but our men, under Scott and Christie,

compelled them, at the point of the bayonet,

to retreat. Had these brave officers and

men been properly supported, a complete
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triumph would have crowned our arms.

But, when Van Rensselaer crossed to ex

pedite reinforcements, he was astounded to

find that not a man out of 1,500, who had

been boasting of their prowess, was willing

to go over and join in the fight ! Remon
strance and entreaties were unavailing ;

and

so, the consequence resulted which it was

impossible to prevent. Late in the afternoon,

the British renewed the attack
;

it was met

with spirit ;
but they had been fighting all

day, and were nearly all killed or wounded
;

surrender was of course a necessity. A
Gen. Alexander Smyth next made a vain

glorious setting forth of what he could do.

Having succeeded Yan Rensselaer in the

command, he managed to get together several

thousand volunteers, with Gen. Porter to

aid in the expedition. It was a clumsily

managed affair, so far as Smyth was con

cerned. There were brave men in the army
as well as brave officers, and on the 1st of

December, 1812, a distinct effort was made
to cross into Canada; but Smyth recalled

those who had set out, ordered the volun

teers to return home, and the regulars to go* O o
into winter quarters. Porter posted Smyth
as a coward, and a duel resulted, wherein,

having fired at one another, their nice sense

of honor was soothed
;
the public were con

gratulated on the happy issue; Ingersoll

dryly says,
&quot; the public would have preferred

a battle in Canada.&quot; Some other efforts,

under Brown, Pike, Lyons, etc., to do some

thing, were on the whole successful. But
the senile conduct of Gen. Dearborn capped
the climax of the military misdeeds of 1812.

He certainly had numerous difficulties to

contend against ;
the government was dis

gracefully remiss in regard to supplies and

support generally ;
and there was a sad lack

of officers worth anything, and of men dis

ciplined into soldiers
;

all this is true enough,
but it will not serve to excuse his idleness

and inactivity, and neglect to avail himself

of the plainest advantages within his reach.

He had 3,000 regular troops, and 3,000

militia; while, the British force in Canada

was not more than half that number. On
the 20th of November, he se.it Bloomfield

to Canada to achieve some deed of daring.O
The British got news about the invasion

three days before it took place, and as Col.

Pike was leading the advance, the enomy
fell in with him. It was a curious sort of

fight which followed, and, as Ingersoll puts

it,
&quot; each party s object was to get away

from the other. Where Gens. Dearborn,
Chandler and Bloomfield were during this

wretched foray, did not then appear, nor

can be now told
;
and on no occasion did

Gen. Dearborn ever lead his troops into ac

tion.&quot; On the whole, then, making all due

allowances for failure in this campaign, there

were nevertheless encouraging results at-O O
tained with reference to the future. The

great body of the army was in no wise lack

ing in bravery ;
and numerous officers gave

earnest of their future success. Miller,

Scott, Christie, &quot;VVadsworth and Wool, gained
honor for themselves and their country;
and Maguaga and Queenstown will bear

comparison with the heroic deeds of other

days in our history.

The United States having entered upon
this war with reluctance, efforts were made
in the year 1812 to arrest hostilities. Pro

posals were made for an armistice, BO as to

allow of a settlement of difficulties
;
but the

English government haughtily declined, be

ing resolved to maintain the right (as they
called it) of impressment. A correspondence
took place in October, between Monroe,

secretary of state, and Admiral Warren, in

which Monroe distinctly affirmed that im

pressment would on no terms, and under no

circumstances, be submitted to. Still, being* J CD

desirous of peace, when the Emperor of

Russia, in 1S13, offered his mediation, it was

cordially accepted; but England refused

everything of the kind. The president ia

contest, in the autumn of 1812, resulted in

the election of Madison for president, and

the election of Gerry for vice-president, by
votes of 128 and 131. Clinton and IngerO

soil, the candidates &amp;gt;f the othor section of the
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democrats, received 89 and 86 votes for pres

ident and vice-president. Congress assem

bled on the first Monday in November, and

the next day the president sent in his mes

sage. It was a long and carefully prepared
document calm, but decided in tone and

strongly patriotic in its sentiments. Most of

the time of the session was taken up in

giving attention to the army and navy, and

in providing means for carrying on the war.

Twenty new regiments were authorized, with

ten companies of rangers, additional officers,

etc.
;
and four 74-gunships, six frigates, and

six sloops of war were ordered to be con

structed. A law was passed, in February,

1813, providing for a loan of $16,000,000,

which, with the issues of treasury notes, and

other loans, made the gross sum of $37,000,-

000, borrowed by this Congress for carrying

on hostilities, but without providing for the

redemption of the debt by the imposition of

additional taxes. In January, 1813, the

committee on foreign relations made their

report, using strong and severe language

against England, and urging vigorously that

the &quot;practice
of impressment

&quot;

is one against

which our country will fight until it be given

up. On the 24th of February, the president

sent a message, denouncing the mean and

wicked efforts by which the British were

trying to sever New England from the Union,

by offering trade licenses, etc. The Twelfth

Congress came to an end, March 3d. 1813.
&amp;lt;^

The next day Mr. Madison entered upon his

second term of office, with the usual cere

monies
;

his inaugural was brief, but not

lacking in energy and earnestness, in defence

of the war against England. Some changes

in the cabinet took place : W. Jones took

the place of Hamilton, as secretary of the

navy ;
and General Armstrong succeeded

Eustis in the war department. The cam

paign of 1813 was looked forward to with

anxiety, and it was hoped that some of the

disgrace of the previous year might be wiped
out.

Harrison was in command in the north

west (p. 149), and had sej t Winchester, at

the very beginning of the year, to get pos
session of the Eapids of the Miami, in which
he succeeded. Hearing of the state of things
at Frenchtown, a detachment of 660 men
was sent to relieve the inhabitants

;
and this

also was successful
;
but the troops were only

18 miles from Maiden, whence the British

might speedily be expected, and so Winches

ter, on the 19th of January, set out with 250

men, to reinforce Lewis and Allen. Strange
to say, the most singular and culpable care

lessness was manifested, in respect to pro

viding for sudden attack by the enemy.

Approach was made in the night, and early
on the morning of the 22d, a violent assault

resulted, from the English and Indians. The
detachment was driven back

;
Lewis and

Winchester were made prisoners, and Allen

was shot. The British commander, Proctor,

finding that he had Winchester a prisoner,

determined to obtain the surrender of the

rest of the force by fraud and falsehood. Ho
assured Winchester, that nothing but an im

mediate surrender could save the Americans

from an indiscriminite massacre by the In

dians, and he gave his pledge, that if they
would promptly lay down their arms, they
should be protected from massacre

;
if this

were not done, Proctor declared that he

would set fire to the village, and would not

be responsible for the conduct of the savages.

Winchester, intimidated by this threat, sent

an order to the troops under Major Madison,
to surrender; which order was reluctantly

obeyed, with the distinct understanding, that

the lives, persons, and effects of the prisoners

should be protected and properly cared for.

At this time, the killed, wounded, and miss

ing, of the little army, including those that

had been outside of the pickets, amounted

to more than three hundred men
;
those un

der Madison, who capitulated at Winchester s

bidding, numbered thirty-five officers, and

above four hundred and fifty men. The bar

barities which followed were of the most

shocking character, and Proctor and hia

companions steeped themselves in infamy.

Our officers and men were murdered in
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cold blood
; every indignity was heaped upon

them
;
and the pledged word of Proctor only

displayed what a liar and a scoundrel he was

capable of being. Harrison now constructed

a stronghold at the Rapids, and named it

Fort Meigs ;
but the miserable work Win

chester had made prevented his attacking

Maiden this season. Early in April, 1813,

Harrison learning that the enemy were about

undertaking a siege of the fort, made his

preparations accordingly. On the 1st of

May, the British batteries opened fire, which

was returned with spirit by the besieged.

On the 5th, a brilliant sally was made, and

the enemy driven back, their cannon spiked,

etc. Proctor soon after retreated. In June

an offer was made by the Indians, in Ohio,

to follow Harrison into Canada. The govern
ment had heretofore declined using the In

dians
; but, as it was necessary to have them,

as friends or enemies, it was deemed best to

accept their offer, on the express condition,

that they should spare their prisoners, and

not assail defenceless women and children.

Operations on the northern frontier were

carried on with varied success. Incursions

were made by the British quite frequently,

whereupon Major Forsythe, in command at

Ogdensburg, resolved to retaliate. This he

did to excellent purpose, early in February,

having taken fifty-two prisoners, together
with a large amount of public property. On
the 21st, Ogdensbu~g was attacked by the

British; our men fought bravely, but were

compelled to retire, and abandon their artil

lery and stores to the enemy. General Pike,

a brave and energetic officer, was diligently

occupied at Sackett s Harbor in disciplin

ing the recruits as they arrived, a work of

great difficulty and requiring the utmost

patience and perseverance. Great exertions

had also been made by Commodore Chaun-

cey to buila and equip a squadron on the

lake, which should enable the Americans

there to cope with the British
;
and in the

course of the spring he had under him two

sloops and eleven schooners, manned with

crews who doubteu not their ability to con

tend successfully with their enemies. Chaun-

cey was ordered by the navy department to

co-operate with General Dearborn in any
operations he might direct. Accordingly,
on the 25th of April, with sixteen hundred

men on board, the flotilla sailed from Sack
ett s Harbor, for the purpose of making an

attack on York (now Toronto), the capital of

Upper Canada. General Pike was in com

mand, and on the 27th the fleet safely reached

its destination. The British tried to prevent
the landing of our men, but unsuccessfully.

The attack was gallantly made, and the

British driven back, when just as they were
near the enemy s main works, a magazine

exploded, killing Pike, and 100 of our men.

The British having destroyed all they could,

retreated, except the militia in York. The vic

tory was opportune, and the amount of stores,

etc., captured was valued at fully $500,000.

Early in May, York was evacuated, and it

was determined to attack Forts George and

Erie : the attack was successfully made on

the 27th, and the British driven out. At this

same date, Prevost, the British commander,
made a desperate effort to take Sackett s

Harbor
;
but he was repulsed. Early in June,

Generals Winder and Chandler were sent

against the British, under Yincent, who held

a strong position at the head of Burlington

Bay. Our troops encamped at Stony Creek,
where they were attacked at night by the

enemy ;
an irregular conflict ensued, in which

Winder and Chandler were made prisoners.

The impression at the time was, that culpa
ble negligence had been manifested by the

leaders of this expedition. Two weeks later

Colonel Boerstler, with 600 men, marched

against Beaver s Dam, but he was entrapped
on the way and surrendered without a strug-

gle. Subsequent to this, during June and

July, 1813, the contest was little else than a

war of posts. General Boyd, we may men

tion, induced by the same considerations

previously noted above, determined to accept
the services of the Seneca warriors under

Cornplanter, an intelligent and educated

chief. The same stipulation, however, in
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regard to the unresisting and defenceless was

expressly insisted on, and we believe was

observed by the Indians during the war. On
the llth of July, the British made an attack

on Black Rock, but were driven back, losing

nine of their men and Colonel Bishop, their

commander. On the 28th of July, an ex

pedition was undertaken against York, which

had been re-captured by the enemy after the

battle of Stony Creek. Three hundred men,
under Colonel Wintield Scott, embarked in

Commodore Chauncey s fleet, and suddenly

landing at that place, destroyed the public
stores and property, released a number of

Colonel Boerstler s men, and returned to

Sackett s Harbor, with only a trifling loss.

General Dearborn, on account of age and

infirmities, retired from the service, and Gen
eral Wilkinson was appointed to the com
mand of the army of the centre. Such

armed barges and schooners as the Americans

had been able to collect on Lake Champlain,
were taken by the enemy, who then attacked

Plattsburg, and destroyed the public build

ings and private property, and carried off rich

booty. This, and similar acts, stirred up
deep feeling in the bosoms of our country
men. In Europe, the declining power and

greatness of Napoleon were already produc

ing their effect, and the state of things was

verging to the point which gave England an

opportunity to devote more attention to the

war in America. The naval victories of the

United States had not only mortified British

pride, but had also naturally excited a strong
desire to punish so audacious a competitor on

the ocean. Early in the year 1813, it was

known that a British squadron had arrived

at Bermuda, with a body of troops on board,
and a large supply of bombs and other means
of attacking the cities and towns on the sea-

coast. As in the Revolution, it was deter

mined to devastate and lay waste towns and

villages, in every accessible direction. The

necessary effect in this, as in other cases, was

to rouse the spirit of the people ;
and in the

result, we find, that the outrages of the

British, under Cockburn and his assistants,

stirred up intense indignation, and incited

the Americans to deeds of revenge. Early in

February, a squadron appeared in Delaware

Bay, which destroyed many vessels, and

blockaded the Bay. On the 10th, Lewiston,

Delaware, was bombarded, but it was in the

Chesapeake that Cockburn acquired princi

pal notoriety and disgrace, by his piratical

excursions, his robbing houses, plundering

families, destroying public property, and in

flicting insults and injuries on women and

children. Frenchtown was assaulted and

plundered. Havre de Grace, early in May,
shared the same fate

;
as did also Georgetown

and Fredericktown. Admiral Warren hav

ing arrived with additional ships, much
alarm was felt in the neighbouring region.

Baltimore, Annapolis, and Norfolk were

threatened
;
and on the 22nd of June, an

assault on the last named place was under

taken. The British were met by our troops
at Craney Island, and bravely repulsed.

Angered at this, Cockburn resolved to de

stroy Hampton, which he did, advancing

against it by water and land. Contemporary
accounts are filled with the shocking and

detestable conduct of the lawless and inhu

man invaders. During the summer other

places, as Washington, Annapolis, Baltimore,

etc., were threatened, but with no material

result. Cockburn, in July, proceeded further

south, and exercised his peculiar ability in

marauding expeditions on the coast of North

Carolina, where, beside the usual plunder,
he inveigled a number of slaves on board

his ship, and afterwards sold them in the

West Indies.

At the north, attacks on the coast were con

ducted by the blockading force whenever

practicable, but in a manner much more to the

credit of the British name. This wag due, no

doubt, to Commodore Hardy, who was in com
mand north of the Chesapeake, and seems to

have despised the savagery of Cockburn. The

city of New York was strictly blockaded.

The frigates United States and Macedonian,
and the sloop Hornet, attempted to sail on a

cruise from that port about the beginning of
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May, but finding the force at the Hook much

superior to theirs, they put hack and passed

through Hell Gate, with the intention of get

ting out by the Sound. In this they were

also frustrated
;
and on the 1st of June, after

another attempt, they were chased into New
London. Six hundred militia were imme

diately called in from the surrounding coun

try, for the protection of the squadron ;
and

Commodore Decatur landing some of his

guns, mounted a battery on the shore, and

at the same time so lightened his vessels, aso *

to enable them to ascend the river out of the

reach of the enemy. This town was so well

fortified, however, that no attempt was made

upon it, although the blockade was kept up
for several months. Incensed by the depre
dations committed on our coasts by the block

ading squadrons, Congress passed an act, by
which a reward of half their value was of

fered for the destruction of ships belonging to

the enemy by means other than those of the

armed or commissioned vessels of the Uni
ted States. This measure was intended to

encourage the use of torpedoes^ of which Bush-

nell was the inventor during the Revolution.o
In the latter part of July, attempts were

made, without success, to blow up a seventy-
four in Lynnhaven Bay ;

but on the last oc

casion, the torpedo exploded only a few sec

onds too soon. Complaint was made, by
Hardy and others, against this mode of de

stroying an enemy, as unmanly and dishonor

able
; but, as has been well remarked, no

one was able to show why it was more dis

honorable or unfair than the resort on land to

surprises, ambushes and mines.

Naval affairs of 1813 next demand atten

tion. At the close of January, Lawrence in

the Hornet left San Salvador and shaped his

course to Pernambuco. On the 4th of Feb

ruary, he captured an English brig, and on

the 22d, while under way for Demerara, he

came across the Peacock, a vessel somewhat
his superior in force. A contest was at once

commenced. It was brief but decisive in

favor of the Hornet
;
so sharp , ind rapid were

the broadsides of Lawrence, that the Pea

cock soon became a wreck and sunk. Tie
officers of the lost vessel expressed their spec
ial thanks to the victor for his srenerous treat-O
ment while they were his prisoners. To
wards the close of April, (while at Boston),
Lawrence was appointed to the Chesapeake.
He accepted the post with reluctance, for

the Chesapeake was looked upon as an un

lucky ship, a circumstance of much moment
with sailors, and her crew was ill assorted

and in a disaffected and complaining state.

He entered with alacrity, however, upon the

duties of his post, and, had time been allow

ed him, he might have rendered the Chesa

peake worthy of a better fate than that which
befell her and her gallant commander. The
British had taken pains in every way possi

ble to improve their ships of war, especially
in drilling the crews, in ball practice, and the

like, in order to be able to meet the A mer-

icans to more purpose and regain their su

premacy. Captain Broke, in the Shannon,

32, but mounting 52 guns, had acted on the

wishes of his government, and had his crew

in capital order for a fight. On the 1st of

June, the Chesapeake, though by no means
in a proper state of fitness, sailed out to meet

the Shannon. A fierce battle ensued, and

the Chesapeake seriously damaged in her

rigging, fell foul the Shannon and was board

ed by the enemy and taken. Lawrence was
wounded early in the action, and soon after

fell with a ball through his bady. It was
one of the most sanguinary actions that ever

oceured. It lasted only 15 minutes, and yet
in that time, forty-eight were killed and nine

ty-eight wounded on board the Chesapeake,
and twenty-four killed and fifty-nine wound-

d on board the Shannon. Lawrence s dy
ing words,

&quot; DOX T GIVE UP THE
SHIP,&quot; be-

;ame consecrated in the eyes of his country

men, and have many a time since been used

:o animate the spirits of our brave seamen.

The effect of the capture of the Chesapeake
was wxmderful in England, and hardly less

.o in the United States. The English rejoic-

;d over it with very disproportioned exulta

tion, as if their invincibility were entirely
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re-establislied
;
while the Americans, who

had foolishly got the notion that they were

unconquerable on the ocean, fretted and felt

mortified, almost as if they had lost every

thing. The truth seems to be, that, under

all the circumstances, the victory was noth

ing more than Broke ought to have gained ;

and the honors that were heaped upon him
for this exploit, were virtual confessions of

American superiority on the water, and went

a good way towards consoling our people for

the loss of the Chesapeake. On the 14th of

August, the British sloop of war Pelican

captured the Argus after a brief struggle.

As an offset to this the brig Enterprize, on

the 4th of September, came across the Brit

ish brig Boxer, and after an action of forty

minutes, gained a complete victory. There

was also a large amount of privateering car

ried on and with much success, showing the

native adaptability of our countrymen for

naval affairs. The cruise of the Essex under

Capt. Porter, was remarkable for its daring
and success. Porter left the United States

in Oct., 1812, and proceeded to the coast of

South America to meet Bainbridge in the

Constitution. Having missed this meeting,
Porter resolved to take the Essex around

Cape Horn, and both look after the interests

of American whalers, and capture any Brit

ish ships he could find in the Pacific. At

Valparaiso, on the 13th of March, 1813, he

was welcomed as a friend by the new govern
ment of Chili

;
his first exploit was the res

cue of two American vessels which had been

taken by a Peruvian privateer. In April,

he made three prizes of armed whalers, and

one of them he manned and equipped with

sixteen guns to sail as consort to his own ves

sel. Nine other vessels also fell into his pow
er

; making twelve prizes in the course of

this year. Four thousand tons of shipping
were thus captured by him

;
and four hun

dred prisoners made, many of whom consent

ed to serve under him
;
and but for his pres

ence in those seas, the American whalers

would have exper enced the same fate, and

been taken by the enemy. In the autumn

of the year 1813, hearing that some British

vessels had been sent in search of him, he

proceeded to the Marquesas, and refitted in

the Bay of Nouaheevah, before attempti ig

to make his way back to America.

On the 24th of May, 1813, Congress assem

bled for an extra session. Henry Clay was

elected speaker, and Daniel Webster was

among the active members in the opposition.

The president s message was a resume of the

phases of the war, hopes were held out of a

restoration of peace, etc. The principal dif

ficulty just now before the government was

the laying of additional taxes in order to pro

vide revenue
;
and the president expressed

his strong conviction that the people would

cheerfully contribute in this way to bringing
the war to a decisive end. The principal

work of the session was the providing means

of relieving the government from financial

embarrassment. Necessity compelled the

adoption of unpopular measures, The exis

ting duties on imports were doubled, and the

assessment and collection of direct taxes and

internal duties were also provided for Acts

were passed imposing duties on refined sug

ars, salt, carriages, auction sales, licenses for

distilleries, and for retailing wine, spirit, and

foreign goods, with stamp duties on bank

notes, bills of exchange, and other notes
;

(which were expected to produce $2,000,000

yearly); and a direct tax on houses, lands,

and slaves at their assessed value, amounting
to $3,000,000 a year. But the advantages

expected from this resumption of the system
of internal taxation, which Jefferson had de

nounced, could not be enjoyed before the fol

lowing year; and for the current year, ano

ther loan of $7,500,000 was authorized. Tho

treasury notes, five millions of which had been

issued, were, however, at a great discount; and

although the former loan had been taken at

par, for six per cent, stock, this second loan

apparently taken at the same rate, was all

paid in depreciated currency. The finances

were, in fact, in a very serious state of em
barrassment. The banks had suspended

specie payments, excepting a few in New
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England ;
and there was a sad lack of clothing,

etc., for the militia and for the army in gene

ral. Nevertheless, the people bore cheerfully

these impositions, and adhered to their deter

mination to sustain the government in carry

ing through the war. Congress adjourned,

August 2d, 1813, after an active and busy
session.

In the south-west, at this date, affairs

were assuming a shape calculated to excite

great alarm and anxiety. Among the Creeks,

Tecumseh, that implacable foe of the white

man, had used all his influence to stir up
the dormant feelings of hatred and revenge.

Every art was employed by him to incite

them to attack the United States in the

south, whilst he and his allies, the British,

assaulted them in the north. The war spirit

grew stronger and stronger, despite the ef

forts of those who saw and knew that the

ultimate result of war must be the red man s

destruction. Murders were committed on

the frontiers, and the governor of Tennessee

was empowered to call out 10,000 militia to

punish the aggressors ;
but the war party

prevailed and crushed out all opposition, by

murdering the friendly chiefs among the

Creeks, and by deeds of savage violence and

vindictiveness in every quarter. The Choc-

taws were urged to join them, but refused.

Throughout the white settlements on the

Tombigbee and Alabama Rivers, the live

liest alarm prevailed, and with good reason,

as was soon after proven. Arms and am
munition having been furnished them, the

Creeks resolved to attack Fort Mimms, on

the Alabama, not far from Mobile, in the

summer of 1813. It was one of the stock

aded forts on the river, and was held by
Major Beasley, with 180 men. Besides

these, there were many of the frightened in

habitants in the fort, and Beasley was order

ed to use the utmost caution and vigilance.

By some strange fatuity and delusion, Beas

ley acted as if there was no danger to bev O
feared. He was several times warned ex

pressly during August, but paid no heed to

these intimations of the approach of the

deadly savage. On the 30th of August,
towards noon, the Indians advanced through
an open field, to within thirty yards of the

fort, before they were discovered, so well

devised, bold and fortunate was the plan of

these furious enemies of the pale faces. The

gate, too, was wide open, and raising their

wild yell, they rushed into the fort. It waa

literally a massacre that which followed.

The troops fought bravely, but they were no

match for the Indians, who outnumbered

them by the hundreds. A few managed to

fight their way out; but there were more

than 350 wrho perished in the flames or

were murdered after all resistance had

ceased. No wonder, gloom and conster

nation took possession of the whole south

western frontier. Every fort was crowd

ed with fugitives, and Mobile, which. Gen

eral &quot;Wilkinson had seized in the month

of April, was now a most welcome harbor

of refuge to multitudes, whom terror at the

news of the tragedy at Fort Mimms drove

from their homes. The whole region was

in a deplorable state, and the distress of the

people during the sickly season, in Septem

ber, was extreme. The number and fierce

ness of the Indians were frightful, and every

station, every block-house, and every fort

was assailed by the open foe, or by lurking

bands of savages. In this emergency, the

people of the States of Georgia and Tennes

see, aided by those in South and North

Carolina, promptly undertook to face the

enemy. The Choctaws, who had refused to

join the Creeks, wTere now persuaded to take

part against them
;

and about the middle

of November, Gen. Claiborne advanced

towards Weatherford s Bluff, on the Ala

bama, for the purpose of erecting a stockaded

depot for the use of the Tennessee troops

now under march along the line of the Coosa
;

by the end of the month the fort was com

pleted and put into use. Gen. Floyd, from

Georgia, advanced in November into the

Creek country, with about 2,500 men. Ten

nessee, however, furnished the most impor
tant assistance; and early in October, one
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column, of 2,000 choice volunteers, under

Gen. Jackson, set out from Nashville
;

another column, of about equal strength,

advanced from East Tennessee, under Gen.

Cocke. On the 2d of November, Gen. Cof

fee was detached, with 900 men, against

Tallushatches, a Creek town, where, although

the Indians fought obstinately, he gained a

victory of considerable importance. Four

days later, Jackson set off to relieve a town

of the friendly Creeks. Marching all night,

he came upon the enemy early in the morn

ing, and the battle commenced. The In

dians being repulsed on all sides, attempted

to escape, but found themselves enclosed
;

and had not two companies of militia given

way, whereby a space was left open through

which a considerable number escaped to the

mountains, they would all have been taken

prisoners or destroyed. In the pursuit

many were sabred or shot down. In this

action, the American loss was fifteen killed,

and eighty wounded. That of the Creeks

was not much short of three hundred killed,

their whole force exceeding a thousand.
&quot; In a very few weeks,&quot; wrote Jackson,

&quot;

if

I had a sufficiency of supplies, I am thor

oughly convinced I should be able to put an

end to Creek hostilities.&quot; Gen. White, on

the ISth of November, 1813, entered a Hil-

labee town, and, out of 300, killed 60 war

riors and took the rest prisoners; he also

burned several villages, and returned with

out losing a single man. At the close of

November, Gen. Floyd obtained a victory

at Autossee, on the Talapoosa. This was

considered the Creek metropolis, and the war

riors fought with desperate fury; but the

artillery and the bayonet were- too much for

them. Their loss was very heavy, and their

town with all its valuables was burned. In

December, Claiborne advanced into the

Creek country, and on the 23d attacked

Ecchanachaja,
&quot;

Holy Ground,&quot; on the Ala

bama. This was &quot;Weatherford s stronghold;

but the Ind ans were defeated, and the town

and country were devastated. Several severe

encounters were had with the Creeks early

in 1814, and almost always with success

Gen. Jackson, in March, having gathered a

force of about 4,000, together with 1
;
000 In

dian auxiliaries, resolved to bring the war
to a close by an attack upon the last strong
hold of the Creeks. This was at the bend

of the Talapoosa, named Horse Shoe Bend.

It was a fortified position, of great strength,
and was defended by the Indians with the

bravery of desperation ;
but the valor and

discipline of our troops prevailed ;
the Creeks

were entirely defeated and cut to pieces.

Gen. Jackson brjught the war to an end,
and imposed severe terms in the treaty which

was made, so as to prevent future outbreaks.

Turning again to the north-west, wo find

that Perry was actively employed in forward

ing preparations to compete with the Brit

ish on Lake Erie. Proctor, meanwhile, aware

of the spirit and determination of the Amer
icans, undertook, on the 1st of August, 1813,
to invest Fort Stephenson, -at Lower San-

dusky, on the Sandusky River. He had about

500 men and 3000 Indians
;

while Major
Croghan, in the fort, had only one gun and
160 youthful and inexperienced troops. Proc

tor demanded a surrender, in haughty terms,
but was answered with great spirit by Crog
han, that &quot; the fort should not be given up
while a man was able to

fight.&quot;
The assault

was fierce and urged on with all the energy
t/

of the British
;
but our brave men stood man

fully in their defence, and drove the enemy
back : these retreated down the river, havin7 O
abandoned considerable baggage and mili

tary stores. Perry, despite all obstacles and
hindrances pushed forward his preparations,
and by the 2d of August the fleet was equip

ped ;
on the 4th he sailed after the enemy,

but not meeting him, returned on the 8th.

Getting reinforcements, he sailed out again
and cruised off Maiden. His fleet consisted

of nine vessels, 54 guns and two swivels. The

English commodore, Barclay, had a fleet of

six vessels, 63 guns, 4 howitzers, and two swiv

els, and on the 10th of September resolved

to attack Perry. The union jack was hoist

ed about eleven o clock, having for its motto
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the dying words of the lamented Lawrence,

DON T GIVE ur THE SHIP ! It was received

with repeated cheerings by the officers and

crews. And now having formed his line,

Perry bore for the enemy ;
who likewise

cleared for action and hauled up his courses.

A little before noon, the British opened fire

upon the Lawrence, Perry s flag-ship, and as

he could not return the fire for some little

time, owing to his guns being of insufficient

range, the Lawrence was speedily reduced

almost to wreck, and Perry resolved to make
a bold movement so as not to be defeated.

He determined to abandon the Lawrence and

hoist his flag on board the Niagara, which was

then in the thickest of the fight. Leaving
Lieutenant Yarnall in the Lawrence, he haul

ed down his inspiriting colors, and taking
them under his arm, gave orders to be put
on board the ship where Captain Elliot was in

command. Perry went off from the ship in

his usual gallant manner, standing up in the

stern of the boat, until absolutely pulled
down among the crew. Broadsides were lev

eled at him, and small arms discharged by
the enemy, two of whose vessels were with

in musket shot, and a third one nearer
;
the

balls struck around him and flew over his

head in every direction
;
but the same Prov

idence that watched over the heroic commo
dore throughout the battle, brought him safe

ly to the Niagara, where the flag was again
hoisted with exultation. Signal was now
made for close action, and the fight was se

verely contested. Three hours the eno-ao-ement
* no

lasted, and the victory was decisive and com

plete ; although the carnage was fearful.

Perry s dispatch to Gen. Harrison was brief

and pithy : it was dated, September 10th, on

board the Niagara :

&quot; Dear General : &quot;We

have met the enemy, and they are jurs
;
two

ships, two brigs, one schooner and ,1 sloop.
&quot;

Tin results of this victory were instantaneous

and of the first consequence. It had been
won by a squadron of American vessels over

a British squadron, in which it differed, ma-

ierially from other maritime successes achiev

ed during the war. But that was not the

chief matter of exultation
;
the Americans

were now masters of Lake Erie, and had it

in their power at once to intercept the whole

coasting trade, by which Proctor s troops and
Indians were supplied with provisions, and
to land any force they chose in his rear, and

entirely cut him off from Kinoton and Yorku o

Abandoning, therefore, and destroying all

his fortified posts beyond the Grand Elver,
Proctor commenced a retreat at once, accom

panied by Tecumseh and his Indians. Part

of the prizes and part of his squadron Perry
now employed as transports, and twelve hun
dred of Harrison s troops were without de

lay carried over to Canada, where on the 23d

of September, they took possession of Mai

den, which had been deserted and disman

tled. Detroit was next recovered, on the 27th ;

and there Colonel Johnson s regiment of

mounted rifles joined the expedition, which

was the more welcome, because Proctor had
driven off all the horses of the country, to

prevent pursuit. Perry s squadron now at

tended the march of the army with sup

plies, and all needful aid for its rapid advance,
while the British, almost starving, toiled

through wretched roads and dreary forests.

On the 4th of October, Harrison came up
with the British rear, and succeeded in captur

ing nearly all their stores. Proctor s only
alternative now was to fight, and he took po
sition on the Thames. His force numbered
about 2000, ofwhom fully half were Indians

;

while Harrison had with him some 3000 men
and the sharp-shooters of Kentucky and Ohio.

The fight began on the 5th of October, 1813,
and the Indians under Tecumseh displayed
the utmost fury and determination. But

Harrison s troops, especially the mounted

riflemen under Johnson broke the British

line and routed them beyond possibility of

recovery. Proctor fled, but Tecumseh re

sisted to the last moment, when he was kill

ed, and the victory soon after was complete.

Harrison, at the close of October, took about

1200 of his men, and went to Buffalo, to rein

force the army of the centre and aid in the

invasion of Canada. On the same day that
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Proctor was defeated on the Thames, six

British schooners, having on board two hun

dred and fifty soldiers, proceeding from York

to Kingston, without convoy, were captured

by Chauncey, on Lake Ontario. These re

peated losses, coupled with the alarming in

telligence received at the same time of greatc3 n

preparations for a general invasion of Lower

Canada, made Prevost wisely determine it

to be impossible to continue any longer the

investment of Fort George; and the siege

was accordingly raised a few days later.

The retreat was conducted in an orderly man

ner, and the British took post at Burlington

Heights, where Proctor, with those who had

fled with him, soon after joined them, mak

ing the entire force about fifteen hundred.

Wilkinson was in command of the army of

the centre, and he was urged by the secretary

of war to push forward the invasion of Can

ada, and reap the fruits of Perry s great

victory. His force at Niagara amounted to

8000 regulars, besides the 1,200 under Har

rison, just arrived. Hampton was in com

mand of the army of the north, then en

camped at Plattsbnrg, on Lake Champlain ;

his force amounted to about 4000 men. The

outline of the plan adopted was : to descend

the St. Lawrence, passing the British outposts

without attempting their capture ;
to form a

junction with Hampton, at some designated

point on the river
;
and then with the united

forces to proceed to the Island of Montreal.

Various difficulties delayed any movement

till the beginning of November, when

Chauncey took position in the St. Lawrence

near French Creek. The enemy attacked

the advance, under General Brown, but to

no purpose. On the night of the 6th, the

flotilla passed the British fort, Prescott, in

safety, and early the next day arrived at

French Creek, the place of destination.

Word was sent to Hampton, requiring co

operation. The British commander was

active and watchful, and did all in his power
to impede Wilkinson s progress. A sharp

engagement took place on the llth of No
vember at Chrsytler s field, near Williams-

burg, in which neither party gained any

particular advantage. Hampton sent word

to Wilkinson that he should not join him at

St. Regis, as directed, but would meet him

lower down the St. Lawrence. Hampton
had made an ineffectual attempt before this

to do something on his own account, but

without any success
;
and as he refused to

join Wilkinson, it was held that the campaign
was really at an end. The army went into

winter quarters, and both Hampton and

Wilkinson received sharp and severe con-

sure for the failure of the Canada invasion.

General Harrison, who had reached Buffalo

in October, set out to follow Wilkinson, and

did not get the order to remain where he was

until after his departure. M Clure, who was

in command at Fort St. George in October,

on receiving news of the approach of the

British, early in December removed his

stores, destroyed the fort, and set fire to the

village of Newark, leaving the miserable

inhabitants, including more than 400 women
and children, to the accumulated horrors of

famine, and a Canadian winter. And, as if

this cruelty were not enough, he fired red-hot

shot into Queenstown from Fort Niagara, so

as to deprive the enemy of any shelter there.

Our government disowned at once this

stupidly needless cruelty ;
but the British

made it a pretext for subsequent outrage, in

every part of the country. Fort Niagara
was taken by surprize on the 10th of De

cember, and the garrison of 300, mostly on

the sick list, were put to the sword. The

enemy now proceeded to lay waste the fron

tier with almost savage vindictiveness. Lew-

iston, Manchester, the Tuscarora villages,

Black Rock, and Buffalo, were set on fire,

and in great measure destroyed. Thus the

year 1813 came to its close
;
and though

marked by many mortifications and disap

pointments, still had some degree of conso

lation in
it,

in the successes ofHarrison, Perry,

Jackson, and others. There was no disposi

tion to yield to the haughty enemy on any
but honorable terms, and the national legis

lature displayed the true spirit of our Deo-
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pie in carrying forward the war to its

legitimate end.

The Thirteenth Congress began its second

session, December 6th, 1813. The president,
in his message, expressed his regret at the

failure of the efforts to negotiate a peace by
the mediation of Russia. He next spoke of

the events of the war thus far; of Perry s

victory, of Chauncey s activity and zeal, of

Harrison s success at the Thames, of Jack-

Bon s conduct of the Creek war to a thorough
conclusion, and of the necessity of the

measures he had taken to retaliate the course

pursued by the British in taking our natural

ized citizens and arraigning them as traitors.

The report upon the state of the treasury
showed $7,000,000 in hand out of the re

ceipts for the preceding year, amounting to

above $37,500,000, nearly $24,000,000 of

which were the produce of loans. Further

sums, it was stated, would be necessary to be

obtained in the same way during the ensuing

year, and the president had no doubt that the

patriotism of the people would meet all need
ful demands. Early in the session, the em
bargo and non-importation system Avas re

vived and extended. An embargo was laid

on all ships and vessels in the United States,

with very severe provisions ;
it was, how

ever, repealed in April, 1814. Laws were

passed for the increase of the army and navy,
and provision made for the payment ofboun

ties and pensions. A loan of $25,000,000,
in addition to the former loans, was authorized

at this time for the prosecution of the war.

There were also ordered to be re-issued

$10,000,000 of treasury notes. For the

expenditure was estimated at $45,000,000 ;

and the new taxes could not yield more than

$3,500,000, while the income derived from

the customs and the sale of public lands did

not much exceed $6,500,000. A scheme for

establishing a Bank of the United States

was again set on foot. The proposal came
from New York, and it was discussed in one

form and another for two months, but finally

was lost.

The year 1814 opened with no very en-

iv. 11

couraging prospects. The resources of the

country were almost exhausted
;
the finances

were depressed and deranged; party feuds

were prevalent, and the breaking up of the

Union seriously contemplated ;
and yet the

spirit of those who favored the war did not

fail, and they were ready to persevere under
all difficulties. Great Britain, now that Na
poleon s career was near its close, was at lib

erty to direct her energies to the speedy set

tlement of the war with the United States.

With singular ignorance of the real condi

tion of things, and the unyielding patriotism
of the people, England expected to be able to

strike a few decisive blows, and reduce the

United States to prompt, and even abject
submission. The peace of Paris was scarcely

ratified, before fourteen thousand of those

troops, which had gained so much renowu
under the Duke of Wellington, were em
barked at Bordeaux for Canada

;
and about

the same time a strong naval force, with an

adequate number of troops, was collected,

and dispatched for invading different parts

of the coast of the United States. During

January and February nothing was done.

Towards the latter end of March, Wilkinson

determined to erect a battery at Rouse s

Point, where had been discovered a position

from which the enemy s fleet, then laid up
at St. John s, might be kept in check, and

their contemplated movement on Lake Cham-

plain impeded or prevented. The breaking

up of the ice on the lake at an earlier period
of the season than usual, defeated his plan.

A body of the enemy, some two thousand in

number, on discovering his design, had been

collected at La Colle Mill, three miles below

Route s Point, for the purpose of opposing
him. With a view of dislodging this party,

Wilkinson, at the head of between 3UOO and

4000 men, crossed the Canada line, March

30th. Having dispersed the skirmishing

parties, he reached La Colle Mill, a large for

tified stone house. The attack was unsuc

cessful, and as Wilkinson was rarely any

thing else but unsuccessful, he was suspended
from command. Early in May, the greater
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part of the British force was collected at St.

John s and Isle Aux Noix in order to secure

the entrance of their squadron into Lake

Champlain, on the breaking up of the ice.

M Donough had been laboring for months

past to increase his naval force, so as to make
it equal to that of the British. The enemy
attempted to destroy his vessels, but without

success. Active preparations were also mak

ing on Lake Ontario, and Chauncey endea

vored to keep himself in readiness to meet

the enemy at the earliest moment. Oswego
was attacked by the British, but to no great

purpose, for the valuable stores, etc., were all

safely removed ; and, while Major Appling,
with the stores, was under way for Sackett s

Harbor, the British weru caught completely
in an ambuscade at Sandy Creek. In the

west, the enemy had been able to hold pos
session of Eort Mackinaw, a position of im

portance to them. Efforts were made to

recover it, but without success. At the close

of February, Capt. Holmes met a British

party on the River Thames, and though at

tacked with fury, was able to drive off the

enemy with great loss on their part. Gen.

Brown, aided by Scott and Ripley, was busily

occupied during the spring in drilling and

disciplining his troops for the work which

was before them. In June, Brown marched

his army to Buffalo, having about 3,500 men,
and on the 3d of July invested Fort Erie,

which surrendered at oni o. He now deter

mined to attack the British General Rial],

entrenched at Chippewa, not far from Erie.

Scott was ordered to advance with the artil

lery, and Ripley followed. Very early in the

morning of the 6th of July, the action com

menced, the Canadian militia and Indian

allies attacking the American volunteers, the

redoubted marksmen of Kentucky, who stood

their ground so bravely, and dealt such

deadly shots into the ranks of the enemy
that not till some of the regulars came up
were they driven back. The intrepidity of

our troops was worthy of great praise, and

showed the effect of drilling under good offi

cers. The light was severely contested, the

British losing in all over 500 killed, wound

ed, and missing ;
the American loss was 328

in killed, wounded, and missing. The result

of this battle was especially gratifying to the

people, for it served to prove, that nothing
but discipline was wanting on land, to give
our soldiers the same capability, which had

been so gallantly maintained by our sailors,

of meeting and conquering the veteran troops

of England. The battle was fought manfully
on both sides, and, as above shown, was un

usually sanguinary. General Brown sent

Ripley forward two days afterwards to open
a road and build a bridge over the Chippewa
River. Riall, unable to prevent this, fell

back upon Queenstown, and the next day fell

back still further, General Brown following.

He was prepared to advance on Forts Niagara
and George ;

but Chauncey having been ill,

and so unable to co-operate with his naval

force, Brown withdrew from his advanced

position, and determined to follow and attack

the British at Burlington Heights. Riiil]

took position at Queenstown, which had beoi

abandoned by our troops, and Brown resolved

to move without delay against him. Late in

the afternoon of July 25th, Scott led his

brigade out of camp, and proceeding along

the Niagara road, discovered Riall on an

eminence near Lundy s Lane, a position of

great strength, where he had planted a bat

tery of nine pieces of artillery, two of which

were brass 24-pounders. Scott pressed for

ward, and the engagement began and raged

furiously for an hour. Both sides waited

only for reinforcements, and when they ar

rived the battle was renewed. The bravo

Colonel Miller and his men assaulted the

height on which the British artillery were

placed, and swept the enemy from their very

guns. Jessup turned the British flank, and

did great execution
;
but the great point of

contest was. the height where the artillery

was placed. Again and again did the Brit

ish endeavor to retake the height ;
but they

were repulsed every time with fearful slaugh

ter. Ripley was in command for a while,

Brcwn and Scott both being severely wound-
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ed, and made some efforts to bring away the

cannon from the height, but unfortunately

did not succeed in doing so, and on being

summoned to camp, left them to the enemy
to retake. This famous battle (known as the

battle of Niagara, or of Bridge-water, or of

Lundy s Lane) was the most severely con

tested, and, in proportion to the numbers en

gaged, the most destructive to human life,

of any that had ever been fought in Amer
ica. The British force numbered something

short of five thousand, including militia and

Indians. The American army was, in num

ber, less than three thousand
; yet, on each

side, nearly nine hundred men were killed,

wounded, and missing. The proportion of

officers killed and wounded was unusually

large, and showed clearly that, so far as the

American army was concerned, our country

men were as able as they were willing, to

meet even the veteran troops which had

gained laurels on the battle-fields of the old

world. The next morning Ripley was or

dered to go and bring away the cannon, as

trophies of victory ;
but this he was unable

to do, as the British had regained possession

of the eminence, and so he retreated to Fort

Erie. Both sides claimed the victory; the

Americans, because they had driven the ene

my from his position, and captured the guns ;

the British, because they had recovered the

guns again, and because, the next morning,

Ripley did not attack them, but retreated.

General Gaines entered on command at Fort

Erie, August 4th, 1814, and was very active

in preparing for the contest which the enemy
was threatening. For a week or more, can

nonading was kept up by batteries on both

sides
;
but on the 14th the British determined

to assault the fort in the night. This was

done, and a terrible struggle ensued
;
but

early the next morning the enemy were re

pulsed with very heavy loss. The siege was

continued
;
the British pushed forward their

work
; frequent skirmishes ensued

;
and on

the 17th of September, a brilliant sortie was

made from the fort, and the enemy retreated

to his entrenchments.

Eurly in the spring, the northern sea-coast

was attacked by the British at various points.
The Connecticut River was entered abovo

Saybrook and much shipping destroyed. The
harbors of New York, New London and Bos
ton continued to be blockaded, and the whole
coast lay open to the ravages of the enemy.
In July, 1814, Commodore Hardy, with eight

ships and 2,000 men, seized upon Eastport,
and declaring it and the vicinity to be the

property of the British king, required the

people to take the oath of allegiance, etc.

Hardy, on the 9th of August, resolved to at

tack Stonington ;
but the brave people of

that town nobly stood forward in defence of

their homes, and so Hardy s efforts were re

pulsed. On the 1st of September, a squad
ron of over twenty vessels entered the Penob-

scot and took possession of Castine and Belfast.

They took possession of this region also, and

declared it to belong to the king ;
and entered

upon preparations for an expedition to re

taliate for the American invasion of Canada.

Plattsburg had very few troops at this time

to defend it
;
but Prevost, the British com

mander, had about 10,000 men ready to

make an immediate attack, and, had his

naval force been equal to his land troops,

the danger of defeat to our force would have

been imminent. Gen. Macomb at Platts

burg lost no time in placing the works in a

state of defence, and constant skirmishes

were had with the enemy. Macomb, find

ing the village of Plattsburg to be no longer

tenable, destroyed the bridge over the Sara-

nac, and erected breastworks to oppose the

advance of the British, who had encamped
on the ridge west of the town. The enemy
delayed the assault till the arrival of their

flotilla, intending to conquer on land and

water at the same time. About eight in the

morning of Sunday, the llth of September,
the British fleet, under command of Captain

Downie, appeared round Cumberland Head,
and at nine o clock anchored in a line ahead,
about three hundred yards distant from

CommodoreM Donough s vessels, which were
drawn up to receive them. Long and hotly
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contested was the battle of Lake Champlain ;

it rac;ed for more than two hours : but theO

victory was decidedly in the hands of

M ?

Donough and his brava co-workers. On

land, Prevost urged on the attack with

rigor and skill. Three fierce attempts were

made by the British to cross the Saranac,

and crush the Americans by assault
;
but

they were bravely met, and failed in accom

plishing their purposes. When the shouts

)f our countrymen announced that the British

fleet had surrendered, Prevost felt that it

was useless to protract the contest. Although
the firing was kept up till dark, his plans

were completely frustrated. ISTow that the

Americans had the command of Lake Cham-

plain, the possession of their works on the

land could not serve him in any further de

sign ;
and in the mean time, he was exposed

to danger, which increased with the hourly

augmentation of the American force. He
determined therefore to raise the siege.

Under cover of the night he sent off all the

baggage and artillery for which he could

obtain means of transportation ;
and precip

itately followed with all his forces, leaving

behind him the sick and wounded. A large

quantity of provisions, ammunition, and im

plements of war was left by the enemy, on

their retreat; subsequently, other valuable

stores were found hidden in marshes or

buried in the ground. In the west, during

the summer, an expedition was undertaken

to recover Mackinaw
;
but it did not meet

with success. Gen. Harrison resigned his

commission, and Gen. M Arthur, who took

command, gained an important victory over

the British at the River Thames, early in

November.

The British squadron on the coast con

tinued their system of petty plundering and

devastating, wherever they found oppor

tunity. Especially was this plan pursued
on the waters of the Chesapeake, where

Cockburn was in command
;
and numerous

and disgraceful inroads were made under

his direction, or with his entire sanction.

A flotilla for the defence of the inlets and

smaller rivers of the bav, consisting cf af J 5

cutter, two gunboats, and nine barges, was

placed under command of Commodore Bar

ney, who, during the month of June, per
formed a number of gallant exploits in the

discharge of his responsible duties. Every
attempt of the enemy to capture the flotilla

failed, Barney at times running up small

creeks out of reach of the British guns ;
at

other times, silencing them by superior skill

and accuracy in firing. Cockburn had men
aced Washington the year before

;
but it

was not supposed that any serious attack

would be made. Nevertheless, the English
authorities seemed to have determined to

strike a blow or two which should tell with

tremendous effect, and compel the Ameri
cans to sue for peace on any terms. The
invasion and destruction of Washington was

one of these. At the close of June, 1814,
the president recommended forming a camp
of 3,000 men near the Potomac, and em

bodying 10,000 men at Washington. Steps
were taken at once to carry into effect so

judicious a measure; and requisitions were

made on Maryland, Pennsylvania and Yir-

ginia for 15,000 militia, of which it was

thought certainly 10,000 would take the

field. A thousand regulars, it was reported,
could be counted on, and Barney s men, if ne

cessary, could be taken from the flotilla. This

looked well, on paper at least
;
but the actual

result was very different. Gen. Winder was

appointed to the command
;
but as everything

was to be done, fortifications erected, troops

collected, plans matured, etc., he soon dis

covered how little support was likely to be

got in readiness for the defence of the capi
tal. The call for militia failed woefully,
and early in August, Winder found that he

had about 1,000 regulars, and less than 2,000

militia; and with such miserably insufficient

preparation the veteran troops of England
in large force were to be met and repulsed !

Ingersoll s account of the state of things at

Washington is graphic indeed :

&quot; There

were no funds
; though the city banks prof

fered a few hundred thousand dollars of their
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depreciated, and in a very few days uncon

vertible paper as, with the fall of Wash

ington, all hanks south of New England

stopped payment in coin. There were no

rifles; not flints enough; American gun

powder was inferior to English ;
there was

not a cannon mounted for the defence of the

seat of government ;
not a regular soldier

there
;
not a fortress, breastwork, or military

fortification of any kind, within twelve miles.

The neighboring militia of Maryland and

Virginia were worn down by disastrous andO v

mortifying service, routed and disheartened.

The proportion of regular troops, all of them

mere recruits, never tried in fire, was like

that of coin to paper, in the wretched cur

rency ;
so smail an infusion of precious metal,

that there was scarcely any substance to rely

upon. Admiral Coehrane s fleet of 21 sail

of the line joined Cockburn on the 16th of

August. The enemy s force was divided

into three parts, so as to threaten different

points ;
but the main object was the attack

on Washington. The Patuxent was ascend

ed as far as Benedict, 40 miles southeast of

the capital, and the troops debarked, on the

20th of August, under Gen. Ross. Barney s

flotilla was blown up on the approach of the

enemy in launches and barges. Ross s force

was about 4,500, and he advanced slowly
and tediously ;

no resistance was made
;
not

a step taken to retard his advance; and

the inhabitants of both country and town,

panic-stricken, seemed to disappear in mass

before the truculent invaders.

General Winder had about 3,000 men,

mostly militia
;
his camp was about twelve

miles, and early on the 22d of August an

advance corps, for the first time, beheld the

enemy ;
but Winder dared not fight with his

raw and undisciplined troops. Thus, Ross,
who had left his shipping with great uneasi

ness, was allowed, without cavalry, with

hardly a piece of cannon, to advance unmo

lested, through a settled country abounding
in defiles, ravines, streams and woods, of

which O7ir men took no advantage, but kept

retreating without a blow in defence of their

homes and firesides. Having received, some

reinforcements, Winder resolved to make a

stand at the heights of Bladensburg, al

though the laxity of discipline, insubordina

tion, and turbulence in the camp argued ill

for prospective success. The enemy ad

vanced to the attack on the 24th of August,
and in a brief space cleared the woods oi

skirmishers, who fell back upon Winder s

first line, and threw it into disorder
;
and

when the line was ordered to retreat by the

commander, it gave way and fled in the ut

most confusion. The second line stood its

ground for a while, and even drove back the

enemy ;
but the British having crossed the

narrow stream, and advanced to the charge,

the whole line wavered, broke, and rushed

from the field. Barney and his sailors alone

offered any resistance, and they stood to their

guns to the last moment. The British were

so fatigued that they could not pursue the

panic-striken Americans, but laid down for

rest on the field of battle, and, in the cool ot

the evening, set out towards Washington.

Meanwhile, a Virginia regiment which had

come up, halted about two miles from the

city ;
but Winder ordered them to retreat

nearer, and then into the capital, and thence

to the heights of Georgetown. For the 7th

time that day, a retreat was once more com

manded, and it was performed amid execra

tion, a deep and bitter sense of degradation,

and a spirit of insubordination, which threat

ened utter demoralization. At the first alarm,

the navy yard, and all its contents were de

stroyed ;
and when fugitives from Bladens

burg arrived, every body was frightened

nearly to death, and began to run away.
The president and public official lost not a

moment
;

some few of the public records

were saved by the clerks
;
but before tho

British arrived, the capitol war* given over to

outrage and plunder by slaves and ruffians.

About eight in the evening, Hess and Cov,k-

burn entered the city, now entirely deserted

by its eight or ten thousand in} abitants. A
solitary musket was fired from a house, and

the general s horse was killed. That was
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enough : instantly the savage work of these

vandals began ;
the house was demolished at

once
;
the capitol set on fire

;
the library of

Congress destroyed; public documents of

moment burned up ;
the president s house

and the offices of the state and treasury de

partments shared the same fate. During the

night a tremendous storm and tornado arose,

and the lightning s flash and the thunder min

gled with the flames of the capitol, and the

explosion of depots of gunpowder. The next

morning the ruthless invaders continued their

work. The war-office was burned. The

printing office of &quot; The National Intelligen

cer&quot; was sacked, under Cockburn s personal

direction, and the letter thrown into the

street. The great bridge across the Potomac

was set on fire and destroyed. Two rope-

walks, near the navy yard, were burnt, and

by accident a torch was flung into a dry
well in the arsenal at Greenleafs Point, which

had been used as a receptacle for old car

tridges, waste powder and other combustibles.

A terrible explosion instantly ensued, the

houses and buildings near were shattered

and thrown down, and a great number of

soldiers lost their lives, or were frightfully

mutilated. There was also some injury done

to private houses and stores by the invaders,

but principally owing to the interference of

General Ross, who seems to have had grace

enough to be ashamed of the contemptible

work in which be was engaged, the depre

dations were not so numerous as Cockburn

would have made, had he been allowed his

own way entirely.* Notwithstanding the

pusillanimous conduct of the Americans, the

British were very anxious to get away back

to their shipping. The hurricane came on

more furious than ever, and the rain fell as

in a deluge. Some thirty or forty soldiers

perished under the ruins of fallen walls and

buildings. Leaving the post office and patent

office, and everything else marked out for de-

* The value of the public property destroyed at

Washington exceeded $2,000,000. We have no

estimate of the loss which was sustained by private

fldivi duals, in this disgraceful incursion.

struction, the invaders, as soon as the dark

ness of the night admitted, hastily set out on

their retreat. The wounded they coulc hardly

undertake to remove
;

it was hence detennin

ed to leave them behind, and the care of thei.il

was assigned to Commodore Barney, who
had been wounded and taken at Bladens-

burg, and who, with the other prisoners, was

released upon parole, for this purpose. The

watchfires having all been trimmed, in per
fect silence, the enemy retreated

;
and on the

29th and 30th, they re-embarked at Bene

dict, to enter upon other schemes of rapine

and outrage. It must always remain a mar

vel why this vandal -like inroad should have

been permitted by our countrymen ; yet,

where so many are to blame, it is difficult, if

not impossible, to discriminate and fix the

stigma upon those who rightly deserve it.

Beyond doubt, the British government

thoroughly disgraced itself by ordering such,

an expedition, so utterly useless under any

impression that our countrymen were in this

way to be subdued. So far from such a

result being reached, this course of the enemy
roused up afresh the spirit of the country

unanimity prevailed the war became popu

lar, and everywhere active preparations were

made to place the seaboard cities and towns

in a state of defence. The enemy s ships,

under Gordon, ascended the Potomac three

days afterwards. Fort Warburton had been

blown up, in a panic, at the very name of

the approaching foe. On the 29th Alexan

dria was reached, and the inhabitants bought
off these pirates on the best terms possible.

Everything that could be laid hands on was

seized by Gordon, and he made oft down the

river with a fleet of prize vessels and a rich

booty. Sir Peter Parker, who went up the

Chesapeake, was not so fortunate as his fellow

invaders. On the 30th of August, he landed

at Moore s Fields, intending to take by sur

prise a body of militia there under Colonel

Reed, but he was disappointed ;
our men

bravely resisted the enemy, and finally re

pulsed them. Parker was wounded and

died a few days afterwards. Having sue*
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ceeded so well in plundering Washington,
the British resolved next to try Baltimore.

Happily the panic had now subsided, and

the people went vigorously into the work of

preparing to meet the ruthless enemy. Fort

M llenry, about two miles from Baltimore,

or. the river, was the main reliance against

the ships of the British, and it was garrisoned

with 1,000 men, under Major Armistead.

Cochrane, on the llth of September, 1814,

appeared at the mouth of the Patapsco, about

fourteen miles from Baltimore, with some

fifty sail. The next day about 6,000 troops

landed at North Point, Ross in command,
and advanced towards the city. They
marched forward for some miles without op

position, but about one o clock came up
with our troops. General Ross was killed,

and after a severe struggle of more than an

hour, General Strieker retired before the

enemy. The next morning the British re

sumed their march, and about noon concen

trated in front of the American line, appar

ently for an attack that evening. The attack

on Fort M llenry, meanwhile had been com
menced. About sunrise, on the 13th, the Brit

ish had brought sixteen ships within two miles

and a half of the fort, and the assault was

begun by five bomb-vessels, which had an

chored at the distance of two miles. These,

being out of the range of the guns of the

fort, maintained an incessant bombardment
;

yet, despite the bombs and rockets every
moment falling in and about the fort, the

garrison wavered not; every man stood to

his post without shrinking. Some of the

enemy s vessels approaching nearer, a tre

mendous fire was opened upon them, and

they hastily retired. During the night,
whilst the enemy on land was retreating,
and whilst the bombardment was the most

severe, two or three rocket-vessels and barges
succeeded in getting up the Ferry Branch

;

but they were soon compelled to retire. At
seven o clock the next morning, the bom
bardment was given over, fifteen hundred

shells having been thrown, but with com

paratively little injury to the fort and its de

fenders. Only four were killed and twent}
r

four wounded in this assault on Fort M
llenry. Cochrane and the commander of

the British troops began their retreat thai

night, and the admiral retired with his fleet

to the We*t Indies.

The president returned to Washington as

soon as possible ai ter the British retreated, and

called Congress together on the 19th of Sep
tember. They met on that day, and the

message was sent in and read to both Houses.

Moderate in length, but firm, almost defiant

in tone, the message reviewed succinctly the

existing state of things, and the measures

which seemed to be required under the cir

cumstances. The various successes of out

arms on land and sea were dilated upon
and the disgraceful mode of warfare which

the British had recently adopted, was vigor

ously denounced. The necessity of filling

the ranks of the regular army was adverted

to, as more economical than employing the

militia to any great extent, the president at

the same time strongly urging that the

militia be classed and disciplined for more

efficient service. The financial statement of

the three quarters of a year that had elapsed

since the last preceding account, showed

$32,000,000 received, all from loans except
about $11,000,000, and $34,000,000 disburs

ed, leaving nearly $5,000,000 in the treasury.

But it was added, that
&quot;large

sums&quot; would

be required to meet the demands already
authorized by Congress, arid those arising

from &quot; the extension of the operations of war.&quot;

The president did not attempt to disguise

the fact that the situation of the country
called for active and vigorous efforts on the

part of all
;

he knew well the power and

vindictive spirit of the enemy, but he was*

willing to rely on the courage and constancy
of the people, and he believed that they
would endure unto the end. Some discus

sion arose as to the removal of the govern
ment to Philadelphia, but it was not carried.

The British having burned the library of

Congress, Jefferson offered to sell his library

to Congress, as the nucleus of a new one,
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and it was accordingly purchased, although
the third president s enemies had by no

means forgotten him, and voted against

the purchase. Changes in the cabinet

occurred. Armstrong, who was sharply

censured because &quot;Washington had been

plundered, threw up the war department,
and Monroe took his place, Sept. 27th,

holding at the same time the state depart
ment until March, 1815. A J. Dallas

was made secretary of the treasury, and B.

W. Crowninshield secretary of the navy.
In our estimate of the measures of this ses

sion, we must not only remember that it was

the last of the thirteenth or war Congress,
but also that active efforts were in progress
for the negotiation of peace, the American

commissioners being at Ghent awaiting the

arrival of the envoys from England. And

further, it deserves to be noted, that at this

period the disaffection of the eastern States

attained its highest pitch, and the &quot; Hart

ford Convention,&quot; of which we shall speak
further on, was the sign, or the menace, of

something terrible in the future; possibly
even a dissolution of the Union, with its

portentous consequences. The finances

claim our first notice. The report presented
at the beginning ofthe session was deplorable ;

the loan had failed utterly; of $6,000,000
advertised for in the preceding month, only
some $2,500,000 could be obtained, and that

at a loss of twenty per cent. Mr. Dallas,

the new secretary, did not waste time in

suggesting additional taxation, but carried

it. The direct tax was doubled forthwith
;

all duties were raised
;
new internal duties

imposed ; postage was increased 50 per
cent.

;
and a national bank was recommend

ed with $50,000,000 capital, to be under

government control, and to loan at once to

the government $30,000,000. The bank
scheme was debated in the House for eleven

days ;
Webster opposed it

;
Calhoun ad

vocated it
;
and it failed, as on a former oc

casion (p. 161). In December, another bank
scheme was discussed, referred, etc., and

finally adopted, Jan. 7th, 1815. The pre

sident vetoed the bill, as insufficient, and

although debated, reported on, and referred,

it was at last postponed by a single vote.

Monroe, for the war department, proposed a

plan for augmenting the army, in order ef

fectively to carry on the next campaign ;
it

was to raise an army of 100,000 men by
draft for the rank and file; but the plan
was denounced terribly, and was rejected.

A bill authorizing the president to cah
1

out

the militia of any State, if the governor re

fused to do so, was carried in the House,
but failed in the Senate by one vote.

Commodore Porter (p. 156) gave a thorough

overhauling to the Essex, in November,

1813, and on the 12th December sailed for

the coast of Chili. He reached Valparaiso
on the 12th of January, 1814, not without

hope of yet gaining some victory over the

enemy. While there, two British war vessels

appeared, and he was blockaded, greatly to

his annoyance. The British captain was too

wary to engage the Essex with one of his

vessels, and Porter, on the other hand, did

not quite like to fight both vessels at the

same time. Wearied out, however, with the

tedious blockade, Porter resolved, on the

28th of March, to run out of the harbor be

tween the British vessels and the shore.

Unfortunately, in doubling the headland

which closes it in, lie lost his maintopmast,

together with several of his men, who fell

into the sea and were drowned. There was

no alternative now but to regain the port, or

to fight both the enemy s ships, under the

additional disadvantage of being crippled.

Finding it impossible to get back to the com

mon anchorage, Porter ran close into a small

bay about three-quarters of a mile to leeward

of the battery, on the east of the harbor, and

anchored within pistol-shot of the shore. He

supposed the enemy would regard this aa

neutral ground, and went to work at once to

repair ;
but it soon became apparent that the

British were not going to allow so capital an

opportunity of attack to slip away. Porter

did all that was possible under the circum

stances. The Phoebe and Cherub, the Eng-
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lisli ships, took their position as suited them,
and were enabled to fire upon the Essex ac

cording as they wished, while Porter coulc

not bring his broadside to bear, or prevent
the terrible lire of the enemy. The fight

.lasted for two hours and a half, and was one

of the most destructive to human life of

which we have any account. Porter tried to

run the Essex on shore and burn her, but

failed in this, and surrendered. He and his

companions were allowed to return home on

parole. The sloop-of-war, Peacock, met a

British brig, Epervier, of the same number
of guns (April 29th), and, after forty-two
minutes fight, took the Epervier. The

Wasp, 18, at the close of June, 1814, in

cruising off the English channel, met the

Reindeer, 18, and, after a sharp fight, cap
tured the Reindeer, then a mere wreck. On
the 1 st of September, the Wasp also captured
the Avon, which sank almost immediately.
The Wasp continued her cruise, but was

never afterwards heard of. Decatur started

trom New York, in the President, in Janu

ary, 1815, determining, if possible, to get

past the blockading squadron ; but, striking
on the bar, he was delayed, and at dawn was

discovered by the enemy. Three vessels at

once set out in pursuit, and Decatur endea

vored to escape along the coast of Long
Island

; but, late in the afternoon, the En-

dymion gained on the President so much as

to begin the fight ;
it lasted two hours, by

which time the Endymion, almost a wreck,
fell astern, and two other fresh ships came

up. In view of all the circumstances, Deca
tur felt it his duty to surrender. The Con

stitution,
&quot; Old Ironsides,&quot; Captain Stewart,

sailed from Boston, December 17, 1814, and,
in February, 1815, in the vicinity of Lisbon,
discovered two English ships, the Cyane
and the Levant. Stewart attacked them

both, and, after a severe fight, captured both.

[u March, Stewart took the Cyane to the

United States. The Hornet and Peacock,
who were to accompany Decatur, managed
to get out of New York, and sailed for the

Indian Ocean. Oft the Cape of Good Hope,

the Hornet fell in with the Penguin, March

23d, and, after a furious contest, captured
the enemy. The Hornet was chased by a

British 74, and barely escaped. The Pea

cock, on the 30th of June, met the Nautilus,
and began an engagement which speedily
ended in the surrender of the Nautilus. The
vessel was given up the next day, on learn

ing that peace had already been made.
&quot;

Thus,&quot; as Alison says (no lover of the

Americans, by the way),
&quot; terminated at sea

this memorable contest, in which the EDS:-D

lish, for the first time for a century and a

half, met with equal antagonists on their

own element
;
and in recounting which, the

British historian, at a loss whether to admire

most the devoted heroism of his own coun

trymen, or the gallant bearing of their an

tagonists, feels almost equally warmed in

narrating either side, of the strife.&quot;

Gen. Jackson, of whose movements we
have spoken on a previous page (p. 158),
had about 2,000 men under him at Mobile,
and determined to prevent the British get

ting any help from the Spaniards in their

projects against the south. In the latter

part of August, learning that the enemy
were at Pensacola in force, Jackson called

for the militia and volunteers from Tennessee

ind Kentucky, and added very materially to

lis means of repulsing British designs. The

nemy kept up a system of petty plundering,
and tried hard to enlist the Baratarian

pirates under Lafitte
; they now resolved to

ittack Mobile. Jackson fortified Fort Bow*

yer, in Mobile Bay, which was assaulted;

Sept. 15th, 1814, by the enemy, but to no

lurpose ; they were driven off with great

oss. In this campaign, as is noted by a

great admirer of Jackson, he acted without

pecific, if indeed any, orders, sometimes

almost against orders, performing exploits

of warfare and civil administration, which

&amp;gt;aved his way to the presidency. Disco ver-

ng that the British had returned to Pensa

;ola, Jacksoi, resolved to occupy that place

Accordingly, he advanced agaii^t it with

about 3,500 men, and having reached it
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Nov. 6th, stormed it the next day. The

assault was short, sharp and decisive, and

the British the next day blew up the fort at

Barancas. Two days later, Jackson restored

the town to the Spaniards, and returned to

Mobile. Thence, in December, he entered

upon preparations for the defence of New
Orleans against the enemy, who purposed
here striking a blow of the most effective and

destructive kind. The condition of affairs

in the city was of the most discouraging

character, and probably almost any man but

Jackson, whose will was iron, and who was

immovable when he had made up his mind,
would have given up in despair ;

the popu
lation was a mixed one and largely worth

less
; profligacy abounded

;
slaves were in

great numbers
;
there were no stores or mu

nitions of war
;
there was discord, indolence,

cowardice and treachery ; Jackson, too, was

not in good health; the city was without

fortifications; military stores could not be

obtained readily; the troops had not yet ar

rived, and might be delayed still longer ;
all

these give us something of a glimpse of the

trials under which the defence of New Or

leans was to be conducted. But Jackson

was not to be daunted; he called out the

blacks
;

he summoned gangs of slaves to

erect fortifications in the marshes
;
and he

actually took the Baratarian pirates into

service. It is not necessary here to dwell

upon the many and valuable defences with

which nature has surrounded New Orleans

against an attack from sea
;

its peculiar situ

ation
;

the difficult navigation of its large

river
;
the vast lagunes, with their intercom

municating creeks and channels; and the

impassable swamps which breed pestilence

around it; each of these served as an ob

stacle to the foe, and enabled Jackson to

provide against his approach. The banks

of the Mississippi were fortified, so as to

prevent the enemy s vessels from ascending,

and a battery was erected at the Rigolets,

or pass leading from Lake Borgne into Lake

Ponchartrain, so as to oppose his passage in

that direction. A strong battery and a

garrison were placed at the mouth of the

bayou St. John, which forms the chief com
munication from the city into Lake Pon

chartrain; and a flotilla, consisting of five

gunboats, a schooner, and a sloop, Avas sta

tioned at the Bay of St. Louis, sixty miles

to the north-east of New Orleans. About
the 9th of December, the British squadron,
of some forty sail, appeared oft Ship Island,

and soon after succeeded in driving away
the flotilla and destroying the gunboats

which, it had been hoped, would successfully

hinder the enemy s advance. Some alarm

was excited in the city by the news of thia

misfortune
;
and Jackson, finding that mat

ters were not going on as he wished, took the

law into his own hands, and by proclamation,
Dec. 16th, put the city and environs under

strict martial law. This was no empty
formality with him, and he gave members
of the legislature and other persons fonder

of talking than doing, clearly to understand

that he was master and would be obeyed.

Being much pressed to inform the legislature
of his plans, he averred, after his peculiar

manner, that he would cut the nair oft his

head, if he thought it had divined his inten

tions
;
and added, rather grimly,

&quot; You may
expect a warm session, if I am driven from

my lines into the city !

&quot;

Domiciliary visi

tations, in search of arms, and of anything
else that could be used for the defence of the

city ;
the enrollment of all men capable of

bearing arms
;

the prohibiting of any one

from going; abroad after nine o clock at ni^lit.o o o &quot;

except by special permission ;
these measures,

and others even more insupportable, did un

doubtedly look very much like
&quot;despotic

severity ;

&quot; but martial law, it is to be re

membered, includes any and every step,

which appears to him who proclaims it, re

quisite for securing the object he has in view
;

and Jackson, as we shall see further on, was

never afraid of assuming responsibility when
he had resolved upon his course. Gens

Coffee and Carroll, with about 3,500 Ten
nessee and Kentucky troops, opportunely
arrived at New Orleans, on the 23rd of De-
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cember, and were immediately put on duty

to guard the defences of the city. On the

same da} ,
the first division of the British

troops, under General Keane, effected a land-

ins in the midst of a hu^r, wilderness ofC o

reeds besidi one arm of the Mississippi, and

at once ad anced towards the city. One

party of this division succeeded in capturing

the whole of the most &amp;gt;d Danced American

piquet, at the mouth, rf the bayou Bienvenu,

and thus they were enabled to move forward

without the least impediment. About noon

time, having left the swamp for the culti

vated region, they surprised another outpost,

but one young- man managed to escape, and

was the first to announce at New Orleans

the arrival of the enemy, now only some six

or seven miles distant. Keane and his men,

instead of advancing, set about enjoying

themselves with, good cheer of all kinds

which they could lay hold of; but about

half past seven in the evening, they were as

tounded on seeing a large vessel in the river,

which, having anchored, poured in a terrible

broadside of grape-shot. Nor was this all
;

while endeavoring to escape this dreadful

fire, a simultaneous yell and discharge of

musketry came down upon them. Coffee

and Jackson were there, and the enemy were

very severely handled. Jackson fell back,

about four the next morning, to a position

two miles nearer the city, where he pur

posed to make a final stand. By the 27th

of December, all the forces had arrived, and

Pakenham and Gibbs, the commanders,
were ready to test their capability of over

coming the Americans. They succeeded in

destroying the vessel which had annoyed
them so severely, and the way was now clear

to advance upon the city. Jackson, mean
while had not been idle. In these and the

immediately following days and nights, sleep
less himself, and allowing few if any around

him to sleep, until an available position for

defence had been secured, he had construct

ed a lengthened rampart about four miles

below New Orleans, of the most formidable

description for his purpose. Beside the earth,

which was thrown up out of the deep ditch

in front, bales or bags of cotton, brought
from the city, were unsparingly used. The
line extended from the Mississippi to a low

swamp, about a mile off, and the ditch

was filled with water nearly to the top.
In the river, the gunboat Louisiana protected
the right flank; and a wr

ork, mounting

twenty guns, on the opposite bank, added

yet more to the strength of the position.

The levee, or embankment of the river,

also was by Jackson s direction cut through,
both above and below the position of the

British, thus embarrassing their movements

both in front and in the rear.

Pakenham, on the 28th of December, ad

vanced up the levee with the intention of

driving the Americans from their entrench

ments
;
and commenced the attack, at the

distance of half a mile, with rockets, bombs,
and cannon. After some seven hours fight

ing, the British, having been very warmly

received, were glad to retire. The attempt
was renewed on the first day of the new

year, 1815, but although the force was large

and had a battery of over 30 cannon, the en

emy met with no better success than before.

It was now thought best to deepen the can

al between the Mississippi and the bayou Bi

envenu, so as to have the use of the boats

to ferry troops across. This took nearly a

week, but finally the assault was fixed upon
to be made very early in the morning of the

8th of January. Jackson had completed
his line of defence, on the left bank of the

river, and had it manned by some 3000 infan

try and artillerists
;
there was also a ditch

of five feet of water, and he had eight bat

teries judiciously posted, mounting in all 12

guns. On the opposite bank there was a

battery of 15 guns, held by Kentucky troops.

On the night of the 7th, the British under

Col. Thornton crossed the river and carried

the works just noted, thus securing an impor

tant position. Pakenham, at day-break on

the 8th of January, ordered the first column

to the assault. It was bravely undertaken

and pushed forward
;
but our men stood
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with equal bravery in defence of their coun

try and her rights ;
and the slaughter of the

enemy was terrible. Shattered and disor

dered, they broke and fled. Pakenham en

deavored to rally the panic-stricken and dis

heartened troops. Waving his hat and call

ing on them to follow, he reached the edge
of the ditch, but only to fall dead in front

of his men. Generals Gibbs and Keane suc

ceeded in bringing the troops a second time

to the charge ;
but the second approach was

more fatal than the first. The continued roll

of the American fire resembled peals of thun

der
;
it was such as no troops could withstand.

The advancing columns again broke
;
a few

platoons reaching the edge of the ditch, only
to meet certain destruction. An attempt
was made, by their officers, to lead them to

the attack a third time, but entirely without

success. Generals Gibbs and Keane were

carried from the field, the latter severely, the

former mortally wounded. The narrow field

of strife between the British and the Amer
ican lines was strewed with the dead. So

dreadful a carnage, considering the length
of time and the numbers engaged, has seldom

been recorded
;
for there, on that blood-stain

ed field, lay two thousand men in dead and

wounded
;
while of our countrymen, who

dealt such terrible destruction to the invaders

from behind those ramparts, there were less

than 20 in killed and wounded.* Gen. Lam

bert, who wras now in command, made prep
arations for a speedy retreat

;
two days

truce was allowed to bury the dead; and

then the invaders got away as quickly as pos
sible to their ships.

&quot;Whilst these matters were going on at the

south, the close of 1814 in New England, il

lustrated very forcibly the strength and te

nacity of the opposition which had all along
been manifested to the wrar in that section

of our country. As we have stated several

* The English accounts vary largely from the state

ment in the text. Thej say that Jackson had 12,000

men, while the British force was not half that number.

The Ameri jan account gives Jackson s force as 4698,

and Paken ham s as not short of 12,000.

times already, the people of New England,
as a body, looked with no favor upon the war,
and were not disposed to yield it any coun

tenance or support. They felt keenly the

burden imposed upon them by the ruin oi

theii* commerce, the disorganized currency,
the destruction of their resources, the inroads

of the enemy, and the like
;
and when the

&quot;

conscription&quot; system, as it was called (p. 107,)

was proposed, and the British threatened to

carry fire and sword into every town, and

village, and hamlet, which was accessible to

their ships and boats, it need cause no sur

prise that a popular excitement arose, and

that it wras thought necessary for the New
England maritime states to consult upon
measures absolutely called for, as they

thought, by the perilous emergency. At the

meeting of the Massachusetts legislature in

the summer, it was agreed to call together

delegates at Hartford, in December, to con

sider upon the state of the country and report

as to measures needful to obtain redress of

grievances. Connecticut, Rhode Island,

New Hampshire and Vermont sent delegates,

and on the 15th, the members assembled, 26

in all. For three wr

eeks, with closed doors,

the Convention was occupied in its work
;

and the result of their consultations and la

bors we have in the long reports, the resolu

tions and the secret journal of the Conven

tion, published by Mr. D wight, the secretary.

Eor particulars as to this Convention, w
re must

refer our readers to the volume just named ;

the speedy return of peace removed many of

the difficulties complained of; and the

Hartford Convention, while it has its deien

ders, is generally looked upon with disfavoi

and even scorn and contempt.
The British government appointed com

missioners to negotiate a peace with the

United States, who proceeded to Ghent early

in August, 1814, and met our commission

ers, Messrs. Clay, Adams, Bayard, (rallatin,

and Russell. The discussions were tedious

enough, and at times it seemed as if I o con

clusion would ever be reached; bui after

long delays and disputation, concessions ha
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ing been made on both sides, and the subject

of impressment having been dropped, the

treaty was concluded on the 21th of Decem

ber, and immediately transmitted to London

and &quot;Washington. It was duly ratified and

confirmed on the 17th of February, 1815, and

the naxt day was publicly proclaimed by the

authority of the president. Meanwhile, Con

gress, in uncertainty as to the result of the

negotiations, endeavored to provide for car

rying on the war. The secretarv of the*/O f

treasury gave a sad picture of financial dis

tress, at the opening of 1815
; nevertheless,

new taxes were proposed, treasury notes

emitted, acts passed for increasing the army
and navy, etc. The president recommended

that steps be taken in accordance with the

then position of affairs, and Congress entered

zealously upon the work. Various acts re

lating to a state of war were repealed. A
loan of $18,500,000 was authorized, for the

purpose of retiring the outstanding and de

preciated treasury paper; and $25,000,000

of notes, part of which were to be for sums

under a hundred dollars, and not to bear in

terest the rest for larger amounts in the

old fashion
;
and both kinds might be paid

for taxes, etc., or funded at the option of the

holder, those without interest at seven per

cent., and the others at six. The army was

reduced to a peace footing of 10,000 men,
and provision was made for a progressive in

crease of the navy. A day of thanksgiving
for the return of peace was appointed, and

on the 3d of March, Congress brought its

session to a close.

Peace was very welcome, indeed, as all

alike felt, but in its effects upon the com

munity it was very various, and wrought
sudden and great changes. Some were

ruined
;
others immediately began to grow

rich; domestic manufactures were at once

depressed, and could not, without protection,

compete with the workshops of England.
The subject was largely and widely discussed

throughout the country, and with the in

crease in value of cotton and tobacco espe

cially, trade and commerce began to revive.

recover again from theand the people tc

great depression caused by the war. A
commercial convention was arranged be-O
tween England and the United States, which
contained some advantages, but was by no
means satisfactory in its main conditions.

So soon as peace was concluded, it was found

necessary to give immediate attention to the

impudent and insolent Algerine pirates

(p. 132). Tribute strange as it may sound

had been paid year after year, to the value

of over $20,000 a year, to the dey, and when
the war of 1812 broke out, he began anew
his outrages on American vessels, and espe

cially ordered the American consul to pay
him immediately some $27,000 which he

claimed, or else this robber on a large scale

would seize upon everything, and make
slaves of every American in his reach. In

May, 1815, however, Bainbridge sailed to

the Mediterranean, preceded by Decatur,
with several vessels of war. On the 17th of

June, Decatur fell in with an Algerine

pirate, 46, and in twenty-five minutes cap
tured the vessel

;
a brig also was taken two

days afterwards
;
and Decatur, on the 23th,

proceeded to Algiers. Here he brought mat
ters to a speedy settlement, the dey being
astounded at finding that the United States

now would not submit for a moment to any
further insolence or barbarity. In July and

August, Decatur visited Tunis and Tripoli,

and compelled these fellow-robbers with the

Algerines, to know and understand what

must be law for the future on the subject

of attacking our commerce and enslaving
Americans. Yarious wrongs and outrages

which had taken place since 1812, were, on

Decatur s peremptory demand, redressed to

the full extent.

The Fourteenth Congress began its first

session, December 4th, 1815. The presi

dent s message was full of valuable and im

portant material for legislative consideration,

especially that part which related to the

finances and the revival of public credit.

The secretary of the treasury, Mr. Dallas,

recommended the reduction of the direct tax
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Dy one half, and the retention of the duty on

stamps, and of that on refined sugars, whilst

other taxes were marked for abolition or re

duction. But the principal recommendation

was, the establishing a national bank. A
moderately productive tariff was, after full

discussion, agreed upon ;
and a long and

careful consideration was given to the bank

question. Clay and Calhoun strongly favored

the plan ;
Webster and others equally strong

ly opposed it. The bill was passed by the

House, March 14th, 1816, by a vote of 80 to

71, and on the 3d of April was approved by
the Senate, by a vote of 22 to 12. The

president gave it his sanction at once
;

although in this he was acting contrary to

the usual democratic party policy. The prin

cipal features of the new bank were as fol

lows: Its charter was extended to twenty

years. Its capital was fixed at $35,000,000,
one-fifth of which the government was to

subscribe
;
the rest, in $100 shares, was to

consist of gold and silver, to the extent of

a quarter, and the other three-quarters of

funded debt. The subscriptions of every
kind were made payable in four instalments,
and as soon as the first instalment was paid,

the bank was to be organized, and operations
were to be commenced. The location of the

bank was to be at Philadelphia, but branches

might be established in the States by the

directors, to be under the control of thirteen

persons appointed by the directors. The

management of the institution was vested in

a board of twenty-five directors, one-fifth ap

pointed by the government, the rest elected

yearly by the stockholders, some being

changed at each election, on the principle

of rotation. The directors were to choose

one of their number a president, annually;
but resident citizens alone were eligible as

directors. Its notes were made receivable

in all payments to the United States
;
and it

was to hold the public money, and in return,

to transmit and pay the public money with

out any kind of charge. Specie payments
were not to be suspended, unless by the

authority of Congress, or of the president of

the United States
;
and $1,500,000 were to

be paid in instalments at the end of t\vo,

three, and four years, as a bonus for the char

ter of the bank. Congress, having passed a

resolution to prevent, for the future, the Dis

trict of Columbia being a depot for the slave

trade of the neighboring slave States, ad

journed on the 30th of April.

At the republican or democratic caucus

for nomination, James Monroe and Daniel

D. Tompkins became the regular candidates
;

and at the election, in the autumn, these ro-

ceived 183 votes, being a large majority over

all the opposing candidates. Earnest efforts

were made by the secretary of the treasury,

acting under authority of Congress, to com

pel the State banks to resume specie pay

ments, and it was proposed that the Bank of

the United States should go into operation,

if possible, on January 1st, 1817. Congress

began its second session, December 2d, 1816,
and the president sent in his last message,
It was an interesting document, and con

tained suggestions of value and moment in

regard to the judiciary, a national university,

the peace establishment. As to the finances,

the president spoke encouragingly, and

looked for efficient aid in the newly estab

lished bank. Congress took matters in hand

with, zeal and spirit, and one act of great im

portance was passed, providing for the pay

ing off the national debt by annual instal

ments of $10,000,000; this debt, at date,

amounted to over $120,000,000. Internal

improvements were again a subject of dis

cussion, Calhoun and Clay being the princi

pal advocates for this use of a portion of the

public money. The bill passed both Houses
;

but the president vetoed it, and it was lost.

On the llth of December, 1816, Indiana waa

admitted into the Union
;
and on the 3d of

March, 1817, the session closed, and Jamea

Madison laid down the office he had held for

the eight preceding years.

On the 4th of March, James Monroe, the

fifth president of the United States, went

through the imposing ceremony of inaugura

tion. His address was unusally long, and in
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it he gave a clear exposition of the princi

ples on which he meant to proceed in the

discharge of the duties of his position. John

Quincy Adams was made secretary of state ;

W. II. Crawford secretary of treasury ;
Cal-

houn and &quot;Wirt subsequently became secre

tary of war and attorney-general. In these

appointments, Monroe, contrary to Jackson s

advice, had distinct reference to the political

sentiments and views of his cabinet. During
the summer the president made a tour

through the eastern, middle and western

States, and reached &quot;Washington on the 18th

of September. The Fifteenth Congress com

menced on the 1st of December
;
and the

next day, Monroe sent in his first message. It

began with congratulations upon the general

condition of the country, and spoke of the

various steps which had been taken in re

gard to arrangements with the British gov

ernment, :iaval armaments on the lakes, the

north-eastern boundary, the fisheries, the rela-

tions with Spain, etc. The internal concerns

of the country were represented as peculiarly

gratifying.
&quot; Afcer satisfying the appropria

tions made by law for the support of the civil

government, and of the military and naval es

tablishments, embracing suitable provision for

fortifications and for the gradual increase of

the navy, paying the interest of the public

debt, extinguishing more than $18,000,000
of the principal, within the present year, it

is estimated that a balance of more than

$6,000,000 will remain in the treasury on

the 1st day of January next, applicable to

the current expenses of the ensuing year.&quot;

The receipts for the next year were estima

ted at $24,500,000 and the out-goings at

nearly $22,000,000 ;
so that there would be

an excess of revenue beyond expenditure

amounting to nearly $2,750,000, exclusive

of the balance expected to be in the treasury
at the beginning of the year. The financial

prospects of the country were, consequently,
considered as full of encouragement and

promise for the future.

Among the matters to which Congress

gave early attcnt on was the abolition of in

ternal taxes, recommended by the president.

The duties on licenses to distillers and others,

on sales by auction, pleasure carriages, stamps,
and refined sugar, were, by one act, remov

ed. The duty on salt was also marked for

repeal ; but, prosperous as the finances seem

ed, it was thought best not to give this up,

as a deficiency might occur. The debates

showed that the state of the country was

rather highly colored in the message. Retal

iatory measures were talked of toward Eng
land, but not much of anything done

;
and

some changes in the tariff were made
;
but

the tariff was strongly opposed in the com
mercial sections of the country, and so noth

ing special was accomplished at this time.

Internal improvements were again discussed,

but as it was known that Monroe would veto

any bill in their favor, the whole subject was

postponed to a future day. Mississippi was

admitted into the Union, December 10th,

181 7, and the initiatory steps needed for the

same purpose were taken by the territories

of Illinois and Missouri. A bankrupt law,

negotiations with Spain, the Seminole war,

etc., came up, but we have no room for de

tails.

A set of pirates and adventurers on Ame
lia Island and at Galveston, Texas, had giv
en much trouble in East Florida, and had

been forcibly driven out by the United

States
; Spain was unable to exercise any

authority, and the territory was pretty much

given over to outlaws, smugglers, and

the like. The Seminole Indians had com
mitted outrages on the borders of Georgia,
and . in December, 1817, a boat was at

tacked, laden with supplies, on the Appa-

lachicola, and more than forty persons killed.

The government immediately gave orders to

advance into Florida, and Jackson was di

rected to take the lead in the movement and

call out the militia. Early in January, 1818,

Jackson, at the head of a formidable band oi

Tennessee volunteers, set out for the seat oi

war. Before the end of the month, he con

cluded a treaty with that part of the Creek

nation which was friendly to the United
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States
;
and secured their assistance against

the Seminoles. On the 1st of March, lie

reached Fort Scott, on the Appalachicola ;

having now under his command above 4,000

men, a force exceeding in number the

whole of the nation he was about to attack,

including both women and children. Pro

visions running short, he hastened southward

without delay, employing his Indians to

scour the whole country round the line of

march, by which means he secured a great

number of prisoners from the enemy. On
the site of the stronghold which the negroes
had held, and been dispossessed of in 1816,

Jackson built a fort, and named it Fort Gads-

sen
;
and this he made use of as a depot for

supplies. At the beginning of April, a num
ber of Creek towns were stormed and de

stroyed, and many shocking evidences of sav

age barbarity were discovered. The Amer
ican commander was not a man easily deter

red by difficulties or scruples. Having no

doubts in his mind of the complicity of the

Spaniards and of their furnishing supplies to

the Seminoles, he marched forward, without

delay, to St. Mark
s,

a small Spanish post,

with a fort, at the head of Appalachicola

Bay. After a feeble resistance, the fort sur

rendered, and was occupied by American

forces. This action was directly contrary to

what the instructions of the government re

quired, but nevertheless, Jackson went on.

While here he took prisoner, a Scotch trader,

from jSTew Providence, named Alexander

Arbuthnot, and soon after Robert C. Am-

brister, a native of the same province. Both

were engaged in active trade with the In

dians, and were charged with stimulating

them to hostilities. Jackson without hesita

tion had them both tried by a court martial,

April 20th, and they were executed imme

diately. He then marched on Pensacola,

which surrendered without a blow
;

after

which he bombarded the fortress Barancas.

The Spanish authorites were sent to Havana

and the province O3cupied by American

troops. Jackson then returned to ISTashville,

leaving Gen. Gaine? in command. These

proceedings of Jackson caused great excite

ment throughout the country, and were

looked upon by many as of a very high
handed character, while others justitied them
as eminently wise, energetic and decisive.

Congress met, according to adjournment,
Nov. 16th, and the message of the president
contained a full and interesting summary
of affairs. The Bank of the United States,

from the establishment of which great ex

pectations of advantage had been formed, did

not accomplish all that the people desired.

The consequence was, that loud complaints
were made, and charges of mismanagement
were freely circulated against the directors

of the bank. At the time when Congress

assembled, and the president presented his

flattering picture of the state of things in the

United States generally, the bank was evi

dently getting into an exceedingly unsatis

factory condition
;

and the greatest fears

were every where entertained in conse

quence. A committee of inquiry was ap

pointed, with John C. Spencer at the head,

who ascertained some of the immediate

causes of this
;
in substance, they were, a se

ries of outrageous stock-jobbing operations,

by which speculators, aided by the officers

of the bank, engaged in gambling and cheat

ing on a large scale. There was imminent

danger of bankruptcy, and had not the

committee recommended stringent measures,

doubtless the bank would have tailed and

ruin to thousands followed. A new board

of direction was chosen, and Langdon

Cheves, whose reputation as a financier stood

deservedly high, was appointed president.

Under his able and vigilant control, matters

speedily assumed a brighter aspect. The

stock found its way into the hands of real

capitalists, and rose again in value to $120

per share. The affairs of the institution

were minutely examined, and a careful and

trustworthy statement was published, which

quite reassured the minds of thii sharehold

ers. The most prudent measures, in bor

rowing specie, curtailing discounts, arrang

ing the relations of the branches, and prose-
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euting defaulters, were adopted ;
and not

only was bankrupcy averted, but the estab

lishment, after a short season of uncertainty

and unpopularity, began to recover from its

losses, and to regain arid to deserve the con

fidence of the mercantile world.

Early in the session, the president sent into

both Houses the papers relating to the Semi-

nole war. Some three weeks at the begin

ning of the year 1819, were spent in debates

as to whether Jackson ought to be censured or

applauded; the latter was finally the con

clusion, as \vas to be expected, for the quali

ties displayed were just the sort to gain popu

larity in a country and among a people like

ours. Illinois was admitted into the Union,

Dec. 3d, 1818
;
and Missouri and Arkansas

applied for admission in February, 1819.

Mr. Tallmadge, in the House, proposed to

fix a limit to the existence of slavery in the

new State of Missouri, prohibiting .the intro

duction of slaves, and gradually emancipat

ing those then in bondage. The discussion

soon became warm and urgent on both sides

of the slavery question ;
but the proposal of

Mr. Tallmadge was carried, and the bill was

sent to the Senate. The Senate refused to

concur in the clauses against slavery, by a

vote of twenty-two to sixteen. The House

insisted on retaining the clause prohibiting

slavery generally ;
but neither receding on

this point, the bill was lost. The whole

subject was consequently laid over till the

next Congress, when, as we shall see, the
&quot; Missouri Question

&quot;

gave rise to scenes of

excitement and discord hardly to be parallel

ed in our annals. Alabama was admitted

as a slave State, Dec. 14th, 1819.

Notwithstanding the unpleasant posture
of affairs caused by Gen. Jackson s march
into Florida, negotiations were pushed forward
with the Spanish minister, and a treaty was
concluded and signed, Feb. 22d, 1819, by
which Florida was ceded to the United
States for $5,000,000. The treaty, how
ever, was not to be made public nntil rati

fied by Spain ;
and the money was to be

paid to citizens of the United States, on ac-

iv. 12

count of spoliations by Spain on citizens of

the United States. A bill was passed au

thorizing the president to take possession of

East and West Florida.
.
The Spanish king

protracted the matter unduly, and it was

not finany ratified till Oct. 24th, 1820.

American commerce, as we have noted

before, suffered greatly by spoliations of the

belligerent powers of Europe during the

struggle between Napoleon and those who
made head against him. Efforts accordingly

were made to obtain redress by sending

special envoys to Europe ;
but it was to no

purpose. Naples, Holland, Denmark and

France, though urgently pressed, evaded the

issue and refused to make indemnity.

The slavery question, at this date, now be*

ganto assume grave and somewhat fearful im

portance, and popular feeling was greatly

roused on this subject. Interest as well as prin

ciple ; prejudice as well as conscientiousness :

sectional feuds and jealousies as well as pa
triotism and love of the Union, moved the

minds of men and guided their course of ac

tion
;

and before Congress assembled, it

became evident that the old battle was to be

renewed, with circumstances of bitterness

and savao-eness added to the contest. TheO
Sixteenth Congress began its first session,

Dec. 6th, 1819. Henry Clay was re-elected

I speaker of the House. The president s mes-

| sage was full of material for the considera-

tion and action of Congress, such as the com-

|

mercial convention with England, the en

couraging of domestic manufactures, coast

fortifications, etc. The &quot; Missouri Question
&quot;

formed the engrossing theme of the session,

and the contest began almost immediately.
The best talent and political skill and ability

were brought to bear upon the issue, whether

slavery should be restricted within certain

bounds and its progress put an end to, or

whether it should be permitted to have free

scope and to spread wherever its advocates

and supporters could carry it. The position

of things at the time helped on the excite

ment. The south, jealous of the advancing

progress of the free States, had insisted all
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along that Congress should admit a slave

State as often as they admitted a free State
;

and this practice had been followed. Alabama
had been the last admitted, and that was a

slave State
;
so that now the advocates of the

other side claimed that Missouri, according to

rule, ought to come in as a free State. At
this date, there were only ten slave States,

whilst the free numbered twelve; another,

which was free, was soliciting admission
;
so

that unless Missouri could be secured, the

southern members felt that slavery was

threatened with extinction bj the action of

Congress, in opposition as they averred, to

the original compromise of the Constitution.

Besides, the following year the census was

to be taken, and a new distribution of the

Representatives would be made : already
there were a hundred and five members
from free States, opposed to only eighty from

slave States
;
so that if Missouri were not se

cured amongst the latter, the opponents of

slavery would have so undoubted a majority
in both Houses of Congress as to enable

them to do what they pleased, whether the

south liked it or not. Whilst, to add to this

embroilment, the presidential election was

approaching, and if Missouri were not ad

mitted, there would be votes lost or gained
for some of the candidates. On the side of

the south it wras argued, as on former occa

sions, that Congress had no right to impose
restrictions on this subject ;

that the Con

stitution recognized slavery as existing and

as entitled to protection ;
that the slaves, as

a class, were contented, happy, and well pro
vided for

;
that even admitting slavery to be

an evil, its abolition at the south would be a

greater calamity than its continuance
;
that

the addition of Missouri to the Union would

not increase the number of slaves, but only
diffuse them over a larger space; and in

many like ways, with eloquence, zeal and

earnestness, the southern men plead for the

cause t: which they were devoted. The op

ponents of slavery extension were equally
zealous and urgent. They argued that it

teas plain that slavery was really discoun

tenanced and disliked by the people gener

ally ;
that it was an anomaly, an abortion,

in a country which claimed to be free
;
that

from the first it had been looked upon by

our statesmen and patriots, as an evil en

tailed upon us, but to be got rid of as soon

as possible ;
that the proposition to extend

the evils of perpetual bondage over the vast

public domain was horrible and revolting ;

and that Congress certainly had and ought
to exercise the power of legislation on this

subject. These and similar arguments were

urged by northern and western members
;

and it was felt that the question must now
be decided one way or the other. Additional

excitement was caused in the Senate by unit

ing the bill for the admission of Maine to

that for the admission of Missouri. The

strife raged until the beginning of March,

1820, when it was felt that a conclusion

must be soon reached, or neither Maine nor

Missouri could take part in the forthcoming
election. Accordingly a committee oi the

two Houses recommended a compromise,
which was finally effected

; by which all the

territory north of the line 3G 30 was to be

forever free from slavery. The vote in

favor of this line, in the House, was, 134 in

favor, only 42 against. A bill for the ad

mission of Missouri was passed March 6th,

1820
;
the bill admitting Maine was passed

three days earlier.

Congress, notwithstanding its long discus

sions on the Missouri compromise ques

tion, was not neglectful of other matters.

Action was taken in regard to a bankruptcy

law, a revision of the tariff, a national cur

rency, public land sales, etc. On the 15th

of May, Congress adjourned to meet again
in November. The fourth decennial census

was taken in Aug., 1820 : whites, 7,872,711 ;

free colored, 233,566; slaves, 1,543,688;
total population, 9,649,965. Senator Benton

has much to say of the
&quot;gloom

and
agony&quot;

of the years 1819, 1820
; suspended specie

payments, no help from United States Bank,

no price for property or produce, no employ
ment for honest labor, no medium of ex-
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change but bits of dirty paper, distress the

universal cry, and relief the universal de

mand; these, and the like, formed a crisis in

affairs which required all the wisdom, energy

and zeal of patriots and rulers to meet.

Congress reassembled, Nov. 13th, 1820, and

as Mr. Clay declined the speaker s chair, a

contest of several days duration occurred,

which resulted in electing Mr. Taylor, of

New York. The president s message gave a

view of public affairs much less gloomy and

discouraging than that alluded to above, and

Congress entered zealously upon the work

before it. The Missouri question came up

again, and the strife was again renewed. It

appears that the new State, in forming its

constitution, had inserted a clause (through

Benton s agency) prohibiting free blacks

from so much as entering the State, under

any pretext whatsoever. The Senate, after a

sharp debate, was willing, Dec. llth, to sanc

tion the State constitution, notwithstanding
the objectionable clause : but in the House,
the question was not so easily settled. The

attempt to carry a resolution in favor of the

admission of Missouri was rejected by a vote

of ninety-three to seventy-nine. The next

step was a resolution for admitting Missouri,

provided the obnoxious provision in her con

stitution be expunged. The resolution was,

on the 15th of January, 1821, referred to

the committee of the whole, as was also the

resolution from the Senate. For some

weeks the question rested in the House,
various amendments having been proposed,

and numerous schemes devised to get rid of

the difficulty, and if possible harmonize

the conflicting views and opinions of mem
bers of Congress. Early in February, a

resolution was proposed, calling upon Mis

souri to expunge the objectionable clause, as

contrary to the Constitution of the United

States, by a certain day, and then to be ad

mitted into the Union. This proposition

was, however, rejected; whereupon, under

Henry Clay s guidance, a select committee

was appointed to consider and report on the

Bubject. Finally, a joint committee, on the

26th of February, reported a resolution, by
which, in a round-about sort of way, were

secured, in Missouri, all the rights and priv

ileges to which any citizen of any State is

entitled under the Constitution. The House
voted in its favor, 87 to 81

;
the Senate

28 to 14. The presidential election resulted

in the reelection of Monroe and Tomplane

by almost unanimous vote. The financial

distress of the country necessarily occupied
a large share of the attention of Congress.
The treasury was much embarrassed

;
a

new loan of $5,000,000 was authorized
;
re

duction of salaries was proposed, but losi of

course
;

the army was reduced
;

half the

appropriation for the navy was withdrawn
;

and various public works held in a state of

suspension. Several measures of importance,
in regard to the Florida treaty, the public-

land debtors, a national system of education,

etc., were brought forward and to some ex

tent acted upon. On the 3d of March, Con

gress reached its close, and at the same date

Monroe s first term of service expired.

The inauguration took place on the 5th of

March (the 4th being Sunday), in presence
of the usual assemblage. The address was a

very long document, quite unostentatious,

and, in a business-like way, recited the prin

cipal incidents of his first administration, and

indicated the resources of the country. The
fortification of the sea-coast, and the aug
mentation of the navy; neutrality with re

gard to the new States in South America,
and their contests with foreign powers ;

ne

gotiations with Great Britain, France, and

other European nations
;
the removal of the

Indian tribes westward
;
the brilliant pros

pects of our country in the future
; these,

and the like, formed the staple of the inaugu
ral. On the 10th of March, Monroe ap

pointed Jackson Governor of Florida, the

newly-acquired territory. In June, Jackson

arrived in Florida and took formal posses

sion. The proceedings of the new governor

were, as might have been expected, charac

teristic of the man, his energy, and executive

ability, mixed up w
rith his prompt settlement
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of questions on his own judgment, without

caring much for what others said or did.

The Spanish authorities and various officers

took offence at the summary demands of

J. ,ckson ;
but the governor made short work

with them all
;
he would have nothing but

obedience; and when the chief justice inter

fered with a habeas corpus, Jackson treated

him and it with contempt. The energetic

governor held his position for another year,

when, the American population having in

creased to 5000 males, Florida was organized
as a territory, in the first grade of territorial

government.
The Seventeenth Congress began its first

session, December 3d, 1821. The president,

in his message, gave an encouraging view of

public affairs, showing that there was a sur

plus in hand, by help of the $5,000,000 loan
;

nevertheless, he recommended a moderate

additional duty on certain articles. Jackson

and his disputes and troubles came before

the House, in January, 1822, but there was

no action taken
; somehow, nobody cared to

record himself as casting censure on a man
who was, ere long, to be president of the

United States. A general bankrupt law

was again proposed, and warmly urged on

various grounds ;
but being opposed by the

southern and western members, it was lost

by a vote of 99 to ^2. The tariff question

gave rise to much discussion, and the stand

ing committee on manufactures reported

against the expediency of further protection

to home manufactures. Provision was made
for receiving subscriptions to a loan of

$26,000,000, at five per cent, for the pur

pose of meeting the public debt at six and

seven per cent., then falling due. Aid to

the Cumberland road was voted
;

but the

president vetoed it,
as unconstitutional to

make appropriations for public improve
ments. Congress adjourned, May 8th, 1822.

New political combinations occurred at

this date, and there were already six candi

dates for the presidential chair. J. Q. Adams
Beemed to be in the regular order of &quot; suc

cession
;&quot;

Andrew Jackson, the hero of New

Orleans; Henry Clay, the statesman and

orator
;
TV. II. Crawford, TV. Lowndes, and

J. C. Calhoun, representatives of sectional

and local politics ;
of these, Jackson was the

idol of what may be called the new or ad

vanced democracy. A commercial conven

tion was entered into with France
;
and with

England it was agreed that there should be

a reciprocal trade between her colonies and

the United States. Privateerina; in the TVestO
India waters had become daring; to a hiirlicD

degree, and called for summary punishment.
Commodore Porter (p. ),

was placed in

command of the squadron, in 1823, and by
his vigorous measures speedily routed the

pirates, although there was great loss of life

from yellow fever. Porter, not long after,

got into trouble, was tried by court-martial,
and suspended for six months, entered the

Mexican service, etc. Captain TVarrington
took his place in command of the squadron.

In the message of Monroe, at the opening
of the Eighteenth Congress, December 1st,

1823, the matter of chief interest was in re

lation to foreign powers, and their course of

policy as respected the continent of America.

Naturally, our countrymen looked with in

terest and sympathy upon the struggles of

the South American people to free them

selves from the dominion of foreign powers.

Spain was making vigorous efforts to subdue

her rebellious colonies, and was endeavoring
to obtain help from the allied sovereigns to

this end. In the message, Monroe stated,

that amicable negotiations were in progress
with Russia and England, to settle their re

spective rights and interests on the north

west coast. &quot; In the discussions to which

this interest has given rise,&quot;
he adds,

&quot; and

in the arrangements by which they may ter

minate, the occasion has been judged proper
for asserting, as a principle in which the

rights and interests of the United States are

involved, that the American continents, by
the free and independent condition which

they have assumed and maintain, are hence

forth not to be considered as subjects of fu

ture colonization by any European powers
&quot;
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Towards the close of the message the presi

dent said :

&quot; In the wars of the European

powers, in matters relating to themselves, we
have never taken any part, nor does it com

port \vith our policy so to do. It is only
when our rights are invaded, or seriously

menaced, that we resent injuries or make

preparation for our defence. &quot;With the move
ments in this hemisphere we are, of necessit}

7
,

more immediately connected, and by causes

which must be obvious to all enlightened
and impartial observers. The political sys

tem of the allied powers is essentially differ

ent in this respect from that of America.

This difference proceeds from that which ex

ists in their respective governments. And
to the defence of our own, which has been

achieved by the loss of so much blood and

treasure, and matured by the wisdom of

our most enlightened citizens, and under

which we have enjoyed unexampled felicity,

this whole nation is devoted. We owe it,

therefore, to candor, and to the amicable re

lations existing between the United States

and those powers, to declare, that we should

consider any attempt on their part to extend

their system to any portion of this hemis

phere as dangerous to our peace and safety.

With the existing colonies or dependencies
of any European power we have not inter

fered, and shall not interfere. But with the

governments who have declared their inde

pendence, and maintained it, and whose in

dependence we have, on great consideration,

and on just principles, acknowledged, we
could not view any interposition for the pur

pose of oppressing them, or controlling in

any other manner their destiny, by any

European power, in any other light than as

the manifestation of an unfriendly disposi
tion toward the United States Our

policy in regard tc Europe, which was adopt
ed at an early stage of the Avars which have

so long agitated that quarter of the globe,

.levcrtheless, remains the same
;
which is,

not to interfere in the internal concerns of

any of its powers ;
to consider the govern

ment, defacto, as the legitimate government

for us
;
to cultivate friendly relations with it,

and to preserve those relations by a frank,

firm, and manly policy ; meeting, in all in

stances, the just claims of every power, sub

mitting to injuries from none. But, in re

gard to these continents, circumstances arc

eminently and conspicuously different. It

is impossible that the allied powers should

extend their political system to any portion
of either continent without endangering our

peace and happiness ;
nor can any one be

lieve that our southern brethren, if left to

themselves, would adopt it of their own ac

cord. It is equally impossible, therefore,

that we should behold such interposition, in

any form, with indifference. If we look to

the comparative strength and resources of

Spain and those new governments, and their

distance from each other, it must be obvious

that she can never subdue them. It is still

the true policy of the United States to leave

the parties to themselves, in the hope that

other powers will pursue the same course.&quot;

In such words was set forth the somewhat

famous &quot;Monroe doctrine/ It originated

with J. Q. Adams, and was adopted by the

president. However questionable it might
be considered for the president to avow so

openly and fully sentiments like these, com

mitting the United States to a policy aa

novel as it was. bold, the people of the Unioa

adopted them at once
;
and though foreign

powers were startled somewhat, and a little

disposed to complain, the line of policy then

marked out has ever since been that by
which our government has regulated its con

duct on this important subject.

Amendments of the Constitution, for po
litical purposes, were proposed and discussed,

and schemes and plans of demagogues, with

manoeuvres and intrigues of all kinds, were

actively at work. The revision of the tariff

occupied a very large share of the attention

of Congress. Clav and Webster displayedO J J. /

their unrivalled eloquence, and powers as

debaters, although on different sides. The

agricultural and manufacturing interests in

the east and the west were unitc,d in support
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of the principle of a protective tariff; and

constituted a small majority in both Houses.

The commercial and navigating interests of

the North, joined with the large planters of

the South, constituted a powerful, intelligent,

and persevering minority, opposed to any
tariff except for purposes of revenue. For

some ten weeks was this question debated
;

and at last, on the 16th of April, 1824, the

bill passed the House by a majority of five,

and the Senate accepted it, but amended its

details considerably, the majority there being
but four. It passed the Senate on the 15th

of May, and, after a conference with the

House, was finally adopted and approved by
the president.

Greece at this date was struggling for in

dependence, and Webster roused the sym
pathy of the whole country by one of his

greatest speeches. Meetings were held;

subscriptions liberally made; money, cloth

ing, etc., shipped to Greece
;
and in some

instances, Americans went to fight with the

Greeks against their oppressor. Congress

adjourned, after a very long and busy session

on the 27th of May.

During the summer of 1824, the illustrious

Lafayette revisited America. He reached

New York, August 15th; was enthusiastic

ally received
;
travelled through the country

during the autumn
; spent most of the win

ter in Washington ;
visited the South in

February and March, 1825, and returning to

the North took part in laying the corner

stone of the Bunker Hill monument, and in

celebrating the 4th of July in New York.

Congress voted to him $200,000 and a town

ship of land in Florida, and on the 7th of

September wTords of farewell were spoken,
and Lafayette set out on his return to France.

The contest for the presidency was actively

carried on during the summer and autumn

of 1824, and the friends and supporters of

each candidate were not without hopes of

ultimate success. Jackson, Adams, Craw

ford, and Clay, wrere now before the people,

and the result of tlue electoral vote was as

follows : for Andrew Jackson for president.

99 votes
;

for J. Q. Adams, 84
;

for W. H,

Crawford, 41
;
for Henry Clay, 37. As nc

one of the candidates received an absolute

majority, (131 votes), the election conse&amp;lt;

quently devolved upon the House of Repre
sentatives.

Congress assembled, December 6th, 1824.

Monroe sent in his last annual message, which

contained much of interest and value. Little

business, however, was transacted during the

session. The presidential election was the

chief point of interest, and canvassing of

members was actively carried on. Clay,

finding that he was not likely to be chosen,

gave all his influence to Adams s election.

On the 9th of February, 1825, the House

proceeded to make a choice between the

three highest candidates on the list
;
Adams

received the vote of 13 States, Jackson of 7

States, and Crawford of 4 States. J. Q.

Adams consequently was declared duly elec

ted. John C. Calhoun became, also, the vice-

president. Congress adjourned, March 3d,

1825, and at the same date James Monroo

left the presidential chair. The fifth presi

dent s administration \vas certainly a success

ful one. There was nothing brilliant about

him
;
he was not a man of genius evidently ;

his ability was certainly not above the aver

age of men of his day ;
he was courteous, dis

creet, peace-loving, not fond of bold measures,

and sincerely desirous that the hand of gov
ernment should be seen and felt as little as

was possible in public affairs. His foreign

policy, as conducted mainly through his able

secretary of state, was dignified, firm, and

acceptable to the people ;
while at home, his

administration was memorable for the acqui
sition of Florida, and for the steady advance

of the country, despite all financial embarrass

ments, in its progress towards national pros

perity and greatness.

Mr. Adams was inaugurated to his high

office, on the 4th of March, 1825, and deliv

ered an eloquent address, full of patriotic

sentiments and earnest wishes for the ad

vancement of our country. Henry Clay was

nominated for secretary of state; Richard
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Rush, secretary of the treasury ;
James Bar-

bour, secretary of war; Samuel Southard,

secretary of the navy; and William Wirt,

attorney-general. The two latter, with Mr.

McLean, postmaster-general, had held the

same posts under Mr. Monroe. No objection

was made to any of these names, except that

of Mr. Clay, against whom the charge of

bargaining and corruption was made. Twen

ty-seven voted for Mr. Clay s confirmation
;

fourteen opposed it, Andrew Jackson being
one of these. The new administration had

much difficulty and trouble in endeavors to

arrange a treaty with the Creek Indians in

Georgia, for a cession of their lands, and for

their removal west of the Mississippi. A
treaty was effected in February, 1825, but

was not satisfactory to the larger number of

the Creeks, and they resisted its being put
into operation. Mr. Adams sent General

Gaines to the Creek country to prevent an

outbreak and investigate the whole matter.

On his report that bad faith towards the

Creeks, and corruption were proven against
those who made the treaty, the president de

cided that the Indians should not be meddled

with until the next session of Congress.
Other treaties were made on equitable terms

witli Indian tribes during the summer, espe

cially the Kansas Indians, and the Great and

Little Osages.

As illustrating the activity of party politics

at this date it may be noted that in October,

1825, the legislature of Tennessee, by a

nearly unanimous vote, passed a resolution,

nominating General Jackson for the presi

dency at the next election. This led to

Jackson s resignation as Senator, on the

ground that candidates for the presidency

ought not to be members of Congress. In

this connection, we may mention the fact,

that immediately on Adams s election, all

the friends of the disappointed candidates

resolved to unite, so as to prevent his re-elec

tion, and bring in Andrew Jackson in his

place. Personal differences were speedily
reconciled. Benton and Jackson, who had

formerly met with pistol and dirks in a

duel, put their quarrels on one side, in ordei

to work for a common object ;
and Crawford

and Calhoun were also ranged on the side jf

Jackson, in opposition to the administration.

The Nineteenth Congress began its first ses

sion, December 5th, 1825, and Mr. Adams s

first message was sent in the next day. Able

men were in the Senate, as Yan Buren,

Hayne, Macon, Woodbury, etc., and also in

the House, as Everett, Webster, Cambreling,

Polk, etc. The message was unusually long,

but ably and clearly written, and containing

suggestions and views which demanded at

tention. There was presented in it a favor

able picture of the general concerns of the

nation, both foreign and domestic. Yet
several questions, arising out of the foreign
relations of the Union, were spoken of as un

settled. It recommended the entire aboli

tion of discriminating duties on tonnage, in

respect of all nations who were willing to

reciprocate the privilege ;
a revision of the

judiciary system ;
a general bankruptcy law ;

an extension of the law of patents ;
internal

improvements on an enlarged scale
;
the es

tablishment of an observatory, a national

university, and a uniform standard of weights
and measures; and the promotion of voyages
of discovery. The state of the finances was

pronounced to be very flourishing ;
the entire

public debt was less than $81,000,000.
The American Congress at Panama, held

in 1826, through the efforts of Bolivar, pres
ident of Columbia, was looked upon with fa

vor by Adams, and through his recommenda

tion commissioners were appointed to take

part in its deliberations. The opposition

took strong ground against the whole matter,

but it was evident that the heat and excite

ment of the dispute on this subject was due

rather to political factiousness, than because

there was any danger arising from this mis

sion to the interests of the United States
;
so

far, however, as appears by the result, neither

side gained or lost anything of moment froir

the discussion on this question. The project

of a Congress of this sort was never after

wards revived, principally because the intes
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tine dissensions of South America rendered

it impossible to effect anything of importance,
and also because no further political capital

?ould well be made out of it. Quite a num
ber of amendments to the Constitution were

proposed, principally for the purpose of pre

venting the election of president by the

House, as in Mr. Adams s case
;
but although

there was a large amount of talking, no par
ticular result was reached. A resolution

was proposed in the Senate in order to bring
about a reduction of the patronage in the

hands of the president ;
but it was not suc

cessful. Daniel Webster also, as chairman

of the Judiciary Committee, introduced a

bill to increase the number of judges for the

supreme court, mainly to facilitate the dis

patch of business, especially in the West.

The bill passed the House, but the Senate

disagreeing, it was lost. Congress adjourned

May 22d, 1826.

The present year was memorable in our

annals, for the removal by death of two of

those distinguished men, who had taken part
in the glorious struggle for liberty, and had

served in the highest office which a grateful

country can entrust to any of her sons. And
what rendered the event more striking was,

that Thomas Jefferson and John Adams, the

one by whose pen the Declaration of Inde

pendence was prepared, the other by whose

powerful voice it was advocated and urged
in the Continental Congress, both died on the

same day, and that day the fiftieth anniver

sary of our national independence. During
the recess of Congress, a convention of amity,

commerce, and navigation, was concluded at

Washington with Central America, on terms

which were regarded as both liberal and re

ciprocal. The treaty was to continue in force

for twelve years, and was ratified by the pres

ident on the 28th of October.&quot;&quot;

* In the autumn of 1826, the abduction of Morgan
took place, and gave rise to the anti-Masonic excite

ment, and the measures resulting therefrom. For some

three or four years, the Masonic fraternity was freely

denounced, and nvtmerous politicians made use of this

topic as a means o advancing ends in which they had

in interest

Congress re-assembled for its second session

Dec. 4th, 1826. The president s message
was not very long, and contained but few

recommendations
;
on the whole, the state of

public affairs was cheering and encouraging
An attempt was now made to introduce a

uniform system of
bankruptcy&quot;, but ineffect

ually, the majority asserting, that though
such a law would benefit the wealthy mer
chants of the Atlantic seaports, the rest of

the community would receive from it nothing
but harm. A bill for the increase of the

duties on imported woolen goods, the design
of which was to promote American manu
factures by the operation of protection, was

introduced early, and passed the House of

Kepresentatives ;
but it failed in the Senate,

being thrown out by the casting vote of the

vice-president. Various grants and appro

priations for the promotion of internal im

provements, were made in compliance with

the president s recommendation. The sum
of $500,000 yearly, was also granted for six

years, for the gradual improvement of the

navy. The proposal to bestow pensions upon
the Revolutionary survivors did not meet

with the success which it merited. In fact,

party spirit was GO strong, that less than an

ordinary amount of business was accom

plished. This session of the Nineteenth

Congress closed, March 3d, 1827.

At this date the charge against Henry

Clay was revived of bargaining and corrup

tion, in respect to the election of Adams. It

was set a going by Jackson on Buchanan s

authority ;
and though it was slanderous and

atrocious to a high degree, it had the effect

of virtually blasting the political prospects of

Clay. In the elections for Congress which

followed, the opponents of the administration

gained in strength, and were quite ready to

let the fact be known.

The Twentieth Congress began its first ses

sion, Dec. 3d, 1 827. There was a very full at

tendance of members, and in the contest for

speakership the opposition gained the victory

Mr. Adams s message contained various rec

ommendations for internal improvements
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increase of the navy, more attention to the

public lands, the increase of the judiciary,

etc. During the present session, much at

tention was devoted to the tariff question,

and the friends and opponents of protection

exerted their best abilities in defence and in

condemnation of the whole &quot;American sys

tem,&quot; as it was called. Conventions were

held on the subject during the summer
;
at

Harrisburg, by the friends of Mr. Clay and

the necessity of the tariff to the interests of

the country ;
and at Columbia, in South

Carolina, by those who opposed and denounc

ed protective duties as beneficial to the

capitalists at the North, but &quot; a grievance not

to be patiently submitted to, and but too

well calculated to bring on the dangerous in

quiry, In what manner are the southern States

benefitted by the Union ?
&quot; This engrossing

topic occupied the House, almost exclusively,

from the 1st of February to the 22d of April,

1828, when a bill passsd, much altered from

that reported by the committee, but by no

means conformable to the wishes of the ad

vocates of the protective system. The
Senate made a few modifications, and the

bill became a law. By this act, the mini

mum system was extended generally to

woolens
;
different qualities of woolen fabrics

being charged ad valorem duties of forty-

five or fifty per cent., upon the minimum of

their estimated value. Unmanufactured

wool wras also subjected to a duty of four

cents per pound, and forty per cent, ad va

lorem. Additional duties were also laid

upon iron, hemp, flax, and molasses; and

the minimum price of cottons was raised to

thirty-five cents the square yard. The policy
of this act was questioned by many of the

merchants of this country, and its constitu

tionality by most of the people of the south

ern States. Unfortunately, it was a com

pound made up by its enemies as well as its

friends, and was not really satisfactory to

either. A judiciary bill, with reference to

States admitted since 1789, was passed ; ap

propriations were made for the Revolutionary
veterans at last, for carrying on the Cum

berland Road, etc., and the session closed

May 26th, 1828.

The presidential contest became the en

grossing occupation of members during the

recess. Every engine known to political

warfare was vigorously set in motion, and
in which the shameless abuse of private char

acter, and the slanderous imputations of

every thing unworthy and disgraceful, were

enough to disgust all candid, truth-loving

minds, and make them almost tremble for

the result of unscrupulous party movements

and measures, then and thereafter. The
result was what the democratic party con

fidently expected ;
Andrew Jackson received

one hundred and seventy-eight of the two

hundred and sixty-one electoral votes
;

and John Quincy Adams received only

eighty-three, less than half the number of

those which were given to his successful

competitor. Mr. Calhoun was again elected

vice-president.

Congress met again. Dec. 1st, 1828, and

the same day the president sent in his mes

sage. It was long and interesting, covering
the usual ground of foreign and domestic

relations. The revenue was said to be ii: a

favorable condition, and the public debt was

about $58,000,000. He advocated some

what at large the principle of protection, as

embodied in the tariff act recently passed, and

urged the need of fortifying the sea-coast,

increasing the navy, etc. As this was the

short session, little else was done than was

absolutely necessary to carry on the govern

ment, soon to pass into Jackson s hands.

Liberal appropriations were made for the

promotion of internal improvements of vari

ous kinds
;
and this fruitful question was

once more largely debated, and at length

afiirmed by considerable majorities, both in

the Senate and in the House of Representa
tives. The continuation of the Cumberland

Road, and the conditional cession of it to

the States through whose boundaries it pass

ed, occupied much of the time devoted to

this section of public business. The Twen
tieth Congress ended March 3d, 1829, and al
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the same date Adams s administration reach

ed its close. It was unfortunate, in that the

retiring president had attempted, what is

probably impossible in our country, i. e., to

do without a party, and to rise above mere

party, in his course and measures. But

whatever may have been the faults and fail

ings of the administration, it certainly was

conducted with purity and uprightness ;
and

in respect to ability it compared favorably
with those which had gone before. Mr.

Adams himself was above reproach, in the

blamelessness of his life and the patriotic

devotion of his best energies to the good of

his country. But he did not, at any time,

possess the popular favor
;
he was not a man

of the stamp to win popular applause ;
his

learning, his talents, his ability, his glowing

patriotism, never produced the effect which

it might be supposed they would upon the

community ;
and it need excite no surprise,

that, when the contest came between him

and a man such as Andrew Jackson was,

that he failed entirely of a reelection
;
for

Jackson had in large measure those qualities

which attract the mass of the people ;
he

was bold, and daring, and energetic, and

had done good service in the field.

Andrew Jackson was inaugurated presi

dent of the United States, March 4th, 1829,

after having delivered a brief address to the

assembled audience. He appointed as his

cabinet : Martin Van Buren, secretary of

state
;

S. D. Ingham, of the treasury ;
J. II.

Eaton, of war; J. Branch, of the navy; J.

M. Berrien, attorney-general ;
and &quot;W. T.

Barry, postmaster-general. The Senate con

firmed these appointments at once. Jack

son came into power under favorable aus

pices, and as he was known to have coun

selled Monroe to discard party lines and dis

tinctions (p. 175), he now had an opportunity

to mark out a truly national policy, and to

conduct the government in such wise as to

recognize and respect the rights and privi

leges of the minority as well as the majority

among the people. &quot;Retrenchment and re

form,&quot; were the rallying cries of the party

during the election, and retrenchment and

reform the president was bound, of course,

to see carried into effec- wherever it wag

necessary. The only question to be settled

was, what was meant by these terms
;

whether, on the one hand, the introducing
of economy, prudence, simplicity, and such

like, into the management and conduct of

public affairs, with the utmost and stringent

responsibility of public officers
; or, on the

other, the removing of honest, capable men,
who were not political adherents, and the

appointing of others in their places, who
were political adherents and supporters.

Jackson did not leave any one long in doubt

as to what he meant by
u

reform.&quot; It con

sisted in a very extensive removal of officers

who were politically considered, known, or

believed to be friends and supporters of

Adams at the last election, and the appoint

ment of others in their places who had been

active in securing the election of Jackson
;

thus opening the door to the conviction, that

office under the government is to be the

reward of partizanship, that &quot; to the victors:

belong the
spoils,&quot;

and that from the highest

office in the State, doM-n to the very hum
blest and most insignificant, no man can be

deemed qualified except he be, out and out.

a member and supporter of the successful and

dominant party. During the nine months

recess, there were 167 removals and re-ap

pointments, in which the Senate eoulcl have

no voice
;
and by the end of the first year of

the new administration, there had been

nearly 700 changes in government officers.

The meaning of &quot; retrenchment and reform &quot;

henceforth became plain enough.* Such

are the facts of the case, and as such they

* In contrast with this procedure on the part of

Jackson, it deserves to be noted, that, although Mr.

Jefferson began the system which has since been car

ried out so fully, (see p. 127) he removed only thirty,

nine in the course of eight years ;
John Adams, during

his four years, removed ten; Washington removed

nine ; Madison, five; Monroe, nine ; and John Quincy

Adams, two ; making the sum total of removals by sis

presidents, only seventy-four, and most of these for

sufficient cause.
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are presented for tlie reader s consideration.

Jackson undertook to defend his course as

wise and just, and Benton, his great admirer,

argues in like strain
; but, we think, it must

be admitted, that in the judgment of impar
tial men, great mischief was set on foot

when the plan of the seventh president was

sarriod out, and when he furnished an ex

ample which later presidents have been only
too ready to follow.

The Twenty-first Congress began its first

session, December 7th, 1829. On the next

day Jackson sent in a very long message,
drawn up, evidently, with care, and filled

with material for consideration and action of

Congress. Among the principal measures

recommended were: an amendment of the

Constitution on the subject of electing the

president, in order that it might be done

by the people, without the intervention of

electors, and that he should be ineligible for

a second term; a review and alteration of

the judiciary law, so as to extend the circuit

court to all the States
;
a discontinuance of

building ships of the larger classes, and the

collecting and storing of materials instead
;

a gradual reduction of duties on articles of

general consumption, which are not the pro
duction of the country ;

the re-organizing
the department of state, etc. The public
lands question came up early in the session,

and led to a very ardent and important dis

cussion. The western States, Benton being
the principal leader, were greatly displeased

at the course of matters, and seemed to think

that their sovereignties were weakened, to

say the least, if not directly interfered with

by the general government s land system.
Mr. Foot submitted a resolution to the Sen

ate, December 29th, 1829, for the purpose
of aiding the government plan on this sub

ject ;
but it was at once attacked by Benton,

on the ISth of January, 1830, with great
boldness and license of speech. Hayne, of

South Carolina, followed, and took even

greater license, uttering sharp invectives

against the eastern States, and advocating
the most ultra State-rights doctrines. This

brought out Daniel Webster, who, on the

20th delivered his first great speech, and on

the 26th of January, followed it up by that

memorable oration in defence and exposition
of the Constitution. Nullification and dis

union were for the time quelled ;
and it was

reserved for the next generation to see these

odious opinions break out into open and

bloody rebellion. The president s appoint
ments to office, before noted (p. 186), were,
after a time, submitted to the Senate. How
ever widely opinions differed with regard to

the necessity of that kind of &quot;

reform&quot; which

Jackson had attempted, by removing so

many persons from office, there was not

much difference of sentiment as to the im

propriety of his using the opportunities thus

created for rewarding the electioneering ser

vices of his partisans. And, in consequence,
several of the nominations were rejected, and

in some instances, the vote rejecting thorn

was so large as to convey a tolerably decided

censure upon the course adopted by the ex

ecutive. There was considerable debate

on the question of retrenchment in various

quarters ;
but no actual result followed.

The Indians in the South-west memorialized

Congress, claiming protection and justice ir

regard to their removal beyond the Missis

sippi ; but, as Georgia was resolved thai

they should go, and speedily too, and af

the sympathies of the executive and Con

gress were against the Indians, Congress
made an appropriation of $500,000 towards

effecting the end. In his message, Jackson,
wrho seems to have had a special spite against
the Bank of the United States, had recom

mended attention to the subject of its appli

cation for a renewal of its charter, which, by
the way, did not expire till 1836. The mat

ter came up in the House and the Senate,

and in both, the president s views met with

censure. In the eyes of most of people, the

debates and action of Congress ought to have

shaken the resolution of any ordinary man.

But Andrew Jackson was not an ordinary

man, and having set his mind upon a certain

view of this matter, he was not to be driven
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from it by any doubts or hesitation as to

whether he might not possibly be wrong,
in a question wherein the learning, and

experience, and ability of statesmen and

financiers, of his own party, too, were, with

scarce an exception, arrayed against him.

After a busy session, Congress adjourned

May 3 1st, 1830.

The fifth census was taken this year, with

the following result: whites, 10,537,338;

free blacks, 319,599 ; slaves, 2,009,043; total,

12,866,020.

The second session of the Twenty-first

Congress began December 6th, 1830. In

his message, Jackson again urged amending
the Constitution in relation to electing presi

dent and vice-president. &quot;I cannot,&quot; said

lie,
&quot; too earnestly invite your attention to

the propriety of promoting such an amend

ment as will render him ineligible after one

term of service.&quot; The finances were repre

sented as in a very favorable condition
;
the

Indian question was spoken of; and wise and

harmonious action on the tariff was urged.

Although the democrats were in a majority
in Congress, and though it was well known

that Jackson opposed all spending of money

upon internal improvements, yet Congress
took decided measures against Jackson s

views, and virtually established the policy

of our government in this respect. By large

votes, appropriations were made for carry

ing on the Cumberland &quot;Road,
and improving

the navigation of the Ohio. The president,

though rather fond of the veto power, had no

alternative but to yield to the action of the

national legislature.

About this time there was a serious falling

out h. the president s cabinet, which led to

the natural result of a quarrel soon after.

Calhoun and Jackson also became ill friends,

and it was hoped by the &quot; national repub

lican&quot; party, as they called themselves, that

.hey might succeed next time in electing

Henry Clay to the presidency. The Twenty-
Becond Congress began its first session, Dec.

5th, 1831, and the president s message was

read tc both Houses the next day. One

statement of interest was made, viz., that

during Jackson s three years in office nearly

$40,000,000 of the public debt had been paid
oif. When the nominations during the recess

came up before the Senate, Mr. Van Buren s

name was not approved ;
he had been sent

by Jackson to London in August, 1831, but,

by the casting vote of Calhoun, he was not

allowed to remain there; he came back just

in time to be put on the same ticket with

Andrew Jackson for vice-president, and with

reasonable expectation of being Juckson s

successor in the presidsncy. The hostility

of the executive being well known towards

the Bank of the United States, that institu

tion, having good reason to fear such an ene

my as this, thought it best, at an early day,

to apply for a renewal of its charter
;
and so

the great bank controversy began. Early in

the year 1832 the controversy was entered

upon in both Houses. The whole matter

was discussed, referred to committees, re

ported upon, examined into in various ways,

and, after weeks and months of delays, after

trying the strength of friends and opponents

pretty thoroughly, the Senate, on the llth

of June, passed the bill for renewing the

charter, by a vote of 28 to
20._

The House,

after some amendment, accepted by the Sen

ate, also passed the bill, by a vote of 107 to

85. This was on the 3d of July; for the

session had been unusually protracted ;
but

Congress arranged its adjournment so as tc

leave ten clear days after the bill was put
into the hands of the president, lest it should

be retained till the next session, as other bills

had been. Jackson was all ready to meet

the case. The bill was presented to him on

the 4th of July, and on the 10th he returned

it with his veto, a document of great length,

in which the question is argued in full.

Among his concluding words, he spoke very

confidently: &quot;I have now done my duty to

my country. If sustained by my fellcw-eit-

izens, I shall be grateful and happy ; not,

I shall find, in the motives which impel me,

ample grounds for contentment and
peace.&quot;

Both Webster and Clay addressed the Sen
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ate
;
bul

,
as it was not possible to obtain a

two thirds vote, the bill was, of course, lost.

The public lands occupied considerable atten

tion in Congress ; but, owing to the lateness

of the time when they were under discussion,

nothing of moment was accomplished. In

ternal improvements were warmly agitated,

and several large appropriations were made
and sanctioned by the president, having this

object in view. The tariff also came under

the attention of Congress, being distinctly

recommended by Jackson himself, and the

progress of the anti-tariff feeling in the South

requiring it. The question was taken up in

the House, and a tariff bill finally carried.

The principle of protection was maintained

by this bill, but the duties on many protect
ed articles of domestic manufactures were

considerably reduced, and it was received as

a concession to the free trade party, and

with the hope (a most delusive one, as it

proved,) that it would have the effect of

allaying the existing excitement in South

Carolina. This unusually long session of

Congress closed July 14th, 1832.

In the Xorth-west fresh troubles broke out

in the spring of the present year. The Sacs

and Foxes, who, by treaty had agreed to re

move, showed much reluctance in doing so,

and the governor of Illinois was disposed to

hasten their departure. He accordingly or

dered the militia to use compulsion in carry

ing out the measure. Black Hawk was

leader of the Indians at the time, and he at

once resorted to the only practicable means

of revenge predatory and hostile ravages in

the frontier settlements
;
whilst he prepared

for a more formidable retaliation. In March,

1832, he assembled his own tribes, the Sacs

and Foxes, with Winnebagoes, to the num
ber of about a thousand in all, and crossed

the Mississippi into Illinois. All was dismay ;

the settlers nearest the point of invasion fled,

and a brigade of militia, ordered out for their

protection, by no means appeased the alarm.

By June, however, the United States troops

there, together with about three thousand

mounted volunteers, took the field, and Black

Hawk withdrew his warriors into the

swamps, which were their fortresses, and

trenches, and ambuscades, at the sajne time
;

and he extended his murderous incursions

over the whole of the most advanced rorth-

western settlements. The American troops

penetrated the lurking places of the Indians,

and on the 21st of July defeated them on the

banks of the &quot;Wisconsin, and again, August

2*d, routed them completely near the mouth

of the Iowa. Black Hawk and his band sur

rendered, and in September treaties were

made, and peace restored to the North-west.

Directly after the passage of the tariff act,

noted above, the representatives of South

Carolina addressed their constituents on the

subject, and urged upon them to sustain the

sovereign rights of that State, which, they

said, were invaded by the recent action of

Congress. Meetings were accordingly held

in South Carolina, and much excitement was

manifested against the general government.
The legislature was convened by Governor

Hamilton, at Columbia, on the 22d of Octo

ber, and the tariff question was warmly dis

cussed. The result was, the calling of a State

convention, which met on the 19th of ]STo

vember, 1832, at the same place. This con

vention proceeded to the length of recom

mending nullification, in the completest senso

of the term. The legislature, which met on

the 27th, passed ordinances to carry inta

effect the recommendations of the State con

vention, and South Carolina became thus

arrayed in opposition to the laws of the

United States, refusing to allow the revenue

to be collected, and determining to resist

by force every attempt to compel obedience

This, of course, brought the question to an

issue, and it remained to be seen, whether

the executive would take care to have the

laws of the United States enforced, and

whether South Carolina would be reduced to

her proper place as one of the members of

the Union.

The Twenty-second Congress began iti

second session, December 4th, 1832. Jack

son, in his message, urged the necessity of
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revising the tariff and putting it on a right

and just foundation; &quot;nullification&quot; also

came under his notice, and he intimated his

belief
&quot; that the laws themselves were fully

adequate to the suppression of such attempts
as might immediately be made &quot;

to carry out

the views of those who favored absolute State

sovereignty.
&quot; Should the exigency arise,&quot;

he continued, &quot;rendering the execution of

the existing laws impracticable from any
cause whatever, prompt notice of it will be

given to Congress, \\ith the suggestion of

such views and measures as may be deemed

necessary to meet it.&quot; Jackson s hostility to

the United States Bank was in no degree

lessened. He not only recommended selling

the government stock, but also begged Con

gress seriously to investigate the question.
&quot; Whether the public deposits in that in

stitution may be regarded as entirely safe.&quot;

South Carolina having proceeded to the

lengths mentioned above, Jackson manifested

his usual decision in meeting the emergency.
He gave orders to the military force at his

disposal, to be ready to sustain and protect

the federal officers at Charleston
;
and on the

1 Oth of December, a long and energetic pro

clamation was issued, denouncing the move

ments of the nullifiers as palpable treason,

and calling upon the South Carolinians to

return to their loyalty to the Union.

The tariff question came up at an early

day, and the discussion was entered upon at

the opening of the year 1833. On the 16th

of January, however, the president, by mes

sage, communicated information respecting

the ordinance and nullifying laws of South

Carolina, and his own proclamation there

upon, accompanied by his views of what

Congress should do
;
and on the 21st of the

month, a bill to enforce the collection of the

revenue according to the law was reported

by the judiciary committee of the Senate.

Thus there were two bills of primary impor

tance on the same subject, but looking in

precisely opposite directions, under discussion

in the Houses of Congress at the same time,

this enforcing or force bill in the Senate,

to compel South Carolina to submit to the

tariff of 1828, and the new tariff bill in the

House of Representatives, to abolish that

very tariff which the enforcing bi
T
l was to

uphold. Calhoun, (who was now a senator,)
offered a series of resolutions, which were in

fact expansions of the old view of the State-

sovereignty principle, and yet they involved

the whole principle of &quot;

nullification.&quot; Start

ing from the definition of the Constitution,
as a

&quot;compact&quot; uniting &quot;the people of the

several States
;

&quot; and of the Union, as
&quot; a

union between the States
&quot; which ratified

&quot;the constitutional compact ;

&quot; he proceeded
to the assertions, that whilst &quot;certain definite

powers
&quot; were delegated to the general gov

ernment, &quot;to be executed
jointly,&quot;

each

State reserved to itself
&quot; the residuary mass

of powers to be exercised by its own separate

government ;

&quot; and that in the assumption

by the general government of powers not

delegated to it, its acts are &quot;

unauthorized,

void, and of no
effect,&quot;

each State having
&quot; an equal right to judge for itself, as well

of the infraction as of the mode and measure

of
redress,&quot;

all being &quot;sovereign parties,

without any common
judge.&quot; Lastly, he

distinctly denied the opposite allegations,

that the Union was based on n social com

pact of the people,
&quot; taken collectively, aa

individuals,&quot; and &quot;that they have not the

right of judging, in the last resort, as to the

extent of powers reserved, and, of conse

quence, of those delegated ;

&quot; because the

tendency of those opinions was to &quot; subvert

the sovereignty of the States, to destroy the

federal character of the Union, and to rear

on its ruins a consolidated government,
without constitutional check or limitation,

and which must necessarily terminate in the

loss of liberty itself.&quot;

Mr. Clayton proposed a resolution setting

forth the real reply to Calhoun s statement.

It was to this effect,
&quot; That the people f

these United States are, for the purposes

enumerated in their Constitution, one peopla

and a single nation
;&quot;

&quot; that while the Con

stitution does provide for the interest and
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safety of all the States, it does not secure

all the rights of independent sovereignty to

any ;&quot;

&quot; that the Supreme Court of the

United States is the proper and only tri

bunal in the last resort for the decision of

all cases in law and equity, arising under the

Constitution, the laws of the United States,

and treaties made under their authority ;&quot;

and further, that the Senate &quot; would not fail

in the faithful discharge of its most solemn

duty to support the executive in the just ad

ministration of the government, and clothe

it with all constitutional power necessary to

the faithful execution of the laws and the

preservation of the Union.&quot;

&quot;When matters were in this critical posi

tion between South Carolina and the general

government, Henry Clay came forward and

proposed what was called the &quot;

Compromise
Tariff&quot; bill. The object of this was a re

duction of the duties at least one-tenth di

rectly, and a continuous reduction during

subsequent years till 1841. The bill was

discussed and finally adopted by large ma

jorities in both Houses, just before the end

of the session. The enforcing bill passed

the Senate, February 20th, thirty-two voting

in favor of it, and only one (John Tyler)

against. On the 2Sth, it passed the House

by a vote of 150 against 35. Congress ad

journed on the 2d of March (the 3d being

Sunday).

Jackson, though anxious to prevent any
one from being president more than four

years, still, like other and weaker men, made

no difficulty in serving a second term. On
the 4th of March, 1833, he was again in

augurated and delivered another address.

Although Congress had given its judgment
that the public deposits were entirely safe in

the United States Bank, nevertheless, as

Jackson had made up his mind to do a cer

tain thing, he was not to be stopped by Con

gress. Mr. &quot;W. J. Duane was secretary of

the treasury at this date, and the president

supposed that he would do as the executive

wished. But Mi. Duane refused to do Jack

son s behest, unless authorized by Congress ;

he was at once removed, and on September

23d, R. B. Taney was appointed, a gentle

man who had no scruples in doing what he

was selected to do. On the first of October, ,

the deposits were removed, and placed in

certain selected banks in different parts of

the country. For this action Jackson boldly

avowed that he &quot; took the responsibility,&quot;

notwithstanding the major part of his cabinet

dissented from his design. It would be dif

ficult, in any space at our command, to give

anything of an adequate description of the

commercial excitement and distress which

ensued upon the course adopted by Jackson.

At the time, the business of the country was

unusually active. The capitalists, and the

merchants, and mechanics, had unlimited

confidence in each other, and all the money
ed institutions in the country had extended

their loans to the utmost bounds of their

ability. At such a juncture, great and rigid

retrenchment, attended with want of confi

dence, was necessarily productive of ominous

consequences ; private credit was deeply af

fected
;
the business of the country was in

terrupted ; and, in short, a complete and ter

rible panic was produced, which seemed to

be at its height when Congress met, but

which was destined to last, with many fluc

tuations in its symptoms and violence, for

some ten years.

The Twenty-third Congress began its first

session, December 2d, 1833. The administra

tion wTas strong in the House, but in a minority

in the Senate. The great questions agitating

the community came up for discussion and

action. Jackson refused the request made to

him to communicate to the Senate, the paper

read to his Cabinet in regard to removing
the deposits. This refusal was denounced as

&quot;

usurpation,&quot;
and led to Henry Clay s pro

posing, December 26th, the following resolu

tion :

&quot;

IZesolved, That the president, in me
late executive proceedings in relation to the

public revenue, has assumed upon himself

authority and power not conferred by the

Constitution and laws, but in derogation of

both.&quot; The resolution was adopted, March
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2Sth, 1834, by a vote of twenty-six to twenty ;

whereupon Jackson sent in a message and

long protest, denying the right of the Senate

to censure his proceedings, and requesting

that what he had sent be entered on the

journal. A strong debate of some three

weeks followed, in which Calhoun and

Webster, with others, denounced the pre
sidential tendency to high-handed exercise of

executive power and patronage. On the

Tth of May, by a vote of twenty-seven to

sixteen, the Senate resolved,
&quot; That the pro

test communicated to the Senate on the 17th

(of April), by the president of the United

States, asserts powers as belonging to the

president, which are inconsistent with the

just authority of the two Houses of Congress,

and inconsistent with the Constitution of the

United States
;
and that the aforesaid pro

test is a breach of the privileges of the Sen

ate, and that it be not entered on the
journal.&quot;

Whilst this contest was going on in the

national legislature, the people in all the

great cities and towns throughout the Union,
and in many of less note, held meetings, and

dispatched petitions to Congress, and com
mittees to wait in person on the president,

for the purpose of representing their distress

and begging him to recommend some measure

of relief. As the session advanced, this pop
ular action on the executive and Congress

grew in intensity, both as to the numbers and

urgency of the applications. The petitioners

for relief were told, that the government
could provide neither remedy nor relief; it

was all in the hands of the bank, or the banks

and themselves
;

for &quot;

they who traded on

borrowed capital ought to break.&quot; In the

House strong action was taken against re-

chartering the bank. Early in March four

resolutions were proposed and passed April

4th, 1834, to this effect : That the bank ought
not to be rechartered

;
that the deposits ought

not to be replaced ;
that State banks ought

to be used as places of deposit, but that Con

gress (and here the president was implicitly
blamed and that with some severity) ought
to prescribe the mode of selecting them, the

securities, the terms, and the manner of em
ploying them

;
and that a complete investi

gation of the affairs of the Bank of the Uni
ted States should be made, for the purpose
of ascertaining

&quot; the cause of the commercial

embarrassment and distress, complained of

by numerous citizens of the United States.

Another sharp debate took place in the Senate

on some of the president s proceedings ;
Ta-

ney s nomination as secretary of the treasury
was rejected in June

;
and on the 30th, Con

gress adjourned. The closing session of this

Congress was commenced Pec. 1st
;
but on

its expiration, March 3d, 1835, it left most of

the important measures unfinished
; amongst

which was the post-office reform bill, the cus

tom house regulations bill, the judiciary bill,

the bill regulating the deposit of the public

moneys in the deposit banks, the bill respect

ing the tenure of office and removals from

office, the bill for indemnifying the claimants

for French spoliations before the year 1800,
and the fortification bill.

It was an especial annoyance to a man of

Jackson s temperament, that France had for

so many years manifested equal negligence
and unwillingness to make pro per indem

nity for spoliations on American commerce.

Other European powers, following this bad

example, were pursuing much the same course

as France. Jackson, however, resolved to

have a settlement, and he took measures ac

cordingly. In his message, Dec., 1834, he

recommended reprisals, unless France paid
her debts immediately. This stirred up the

French blood not a little
;
and a nice diplo

matic quarrel resulted, lasting for a consider

able time. Early in 1836, however, Great

Britain offered to be a mediator, and France

took the necessary action by paying the in

demnities without further trouble. Den

mark, also, with Naples, Spain, and Portugal,

speedily settled the claims against them,vand

these vexatious matters were disposed of.

Texas and its affairs appear en the carpet
for the first time at this date. This large

province revolted from Mexico, in 1833, de

clared itself iiuleDendent, and by the decis-
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ive victory at San Jacinto in 1836, freed

itself from its former own ere. Its indepen
dence was recognized by the United States

in 1837, with the understanding that at no

distant date, it would be annexed to the

Great Republic. The population, at the

time, was about 20,000 ;
but from that date

it rapidly increased.

A national democratic convention having
been suirsested bv Jackson, in a letter which~CJ / t

was published in February, 1835, the sug

gestion was immediately adopted, and the

convention met at Baltimore, in May. Some
six hundred delegates were in attendance,

and Martin Yan Bnren was unanimously
nominated for president. Richard M. John

son also received the nomination for vice-

president.. The opposition, or
&quot;whigs,&quot;

as

they were now called, put forward General

Harrison and Daniel Webster.

The Twenty-fourth Congress began its

first session, December 7th, 1835. J. K.

Polk was elected speaker of the House, and

the president s message was received the

next day. In this document a very flatter

ing account was given of the national

finances, and the general prosperity of the

country. The public debt had been extin

guished, and there was a balance of some

819,000,000 in hand. The president antici

pated a surplus of $0,000,000 over and above

the necessary appropriations which were to

be made. This surplus, it Avas suggested,

might be laid out in navy yards, or new na

tional works, rather than distributed amongst
the States, or &quot; reduced faster than wTould be

effected by the existing laws.&quot; The receipt

of $11,000,000 from the sale of pubhc lands

in the current year was announced
;
and the

need of some great changes in the general

land office was intimated
; together with the

abolition of the offices of commissioners of

loans and of the sinking fund. Other topics

were treated of, as the army, navy, post-office,

etc. The session was a very long one
; but,

after all, it did not accomplish much.* One
f On the 1st of July, 1836, Congress accepted the

trust offered to it by James Smithson, of London, in

iv. -13

of the most important acts passed was that

for regulating the deposits of the public

moneys in the State banks. The majorities
in its favor were unusually large, and it was

approved by the president at the close of

June, 1836. Thus, $37,000,000 were trans

ferred from the national treasury to those

of the States, on their pledge to keep the

money safe, and repay it at some future time.

The effect of this distribution of the surplus
revenue among the States was what was na

turally to be expected. New banks sprang

suddenly into existence, with nominal capi

tal, and the country was deluged with paper

money. Speculations of the wildest charac

ter were set on foot
;
and it seems almost in

credible, that infatuation, and folly, and greed
of gain, should have seized upon nearly the

entire community. No scheme seemed to

be too wild or chimerical to receive attention,

and so easily deluded were the people, that

prodigious frauds were perpetrated without

producing that shock to the moral sensibili

ties which is always felt in a healthy state of

the body politic. A. calamitous reverse was,

of course, ere long, to be looked for, and it

came with terrible effect within a short time.

Internal improvements, the patent laws, the

admission of Arkansas and Michigan, as in-o /

dependent and sovereign States, into the

Union, and the military academy, were

amongst the subjects of minor importance to

which Congress devoted its time and labor

now. The subject of slavery came before

Congress again, and gave rise to much excite

ment. It was brought on by the presenta

tion of memorials praying that slavery be

abolished in the District of Columbia, over

which, it was pleaded, Congress had entire

authority. John Quincy Adams took an ac

tive share in this whole matter, and planted

himself upon the inalienable right of peti

tion
;

but the southern influence was too

strong for the abolitionist memorialists to

England, of employing 100,000 in the establishment

of&quot; The Smithsonian Institution,&quot; at Washington,
&quot;

for

the Increase and Diffusion of Knowledge amongst
Men.&quot;
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obtain anything. Congress refused to inter

fere with slavery in the District, and resolved

to lay upon the table, without printing or

reference, or taking any action whatever

on them, all petitions, etc., &quot;relating
in any

Vv-ay to the subject of slavery, or the aboli

tion of slavery.&quot; Congress was also called

upon to consider this exciting topic in con

nection with the admission of Arkansas
;
and

with a change in the boundary line of Mis

souri, effected through Benton s exertions,

he assures us; which was
&quot;accomplished,&quot;

as he writes,
&quot;

by the extraordinary process

of altering a compromise line, intended to be

perpetual, and the reconversion of soil, which

had been slave and made free, back again

from free to slave.&quot; Congress closed its ses

sion on the 4th of July, 1836. On the llth

of the same month, a circular was issued by
the secretary of the treasury,

&quot;

by order of

the president,&quot; instructing the receivers of

public money to take silver and gold alone

(with the exception of Yirginia land scrip in

certain cases) in payment for the public

lands. It had been attempted, in April, to

secure this object by a joint resolution of the

two Houses of Congress ;
but the Senate re

fusing to entertain the proposal, it was left

to Jackson to act as he thought best in the

matter. The effect of this
&quot;

specie circular&quot;

was, undoubtedly, to check the proceedings

of the speculators in purchasing public lands
;

but, at the same time, it is to be noted, that

it embarrassed to an almost disastrous degree
the operations of the manufacturers and

merchants. In several respects, no doubt, it

was called for, and was salutary in its opera

tion
; but, at the same time, it was felt to be

a hard and stringent measure, which would

not probably have been deemed at any pe
riod necessary, had not Jackson succeeded in

breaking down the United States Bank, with

the consequences which followed upon that

famous act (p. 188).

The presidential election took place during
the autumn, and resulted as follows : Yan
Buren received 170 votes; Gen. Harrison,

73
;
and other candidates much less. R. M.

Johnson received 147 votes for vice-presi

dent
;
F. Granger, 77; J. Tyler, 47; W.

Smith, 23. As no election had been made
for vice-president, the Senate, by a vote,

placed Johnson in the vacant chair. Con

gress met for its second session on the 5th of~

December, 1836, and General Jackson sent

in his last annual message on the following

day. It gave a very favorable account of the

state of affairs, and showed that a large sur

plusover $41,000,000 would be in the

treasury on the 1st of January, 1837. The

specie circular was defended
;
the operation

of the local banks as fiscal agents of the gov
ernment was highly praised; a number of

recommendations on various subjects were

made
;

etc. Benton, the great admirer of

the president, and author of the famous &quot; ex

punging resolution,&quot; by unwearied labor for

some three years, in season and out of season,

succeeded in carrying what he proposed, by
a vote of 24 to 19. The Senate, it will &quot;be

remembered, had condemned Jackson for re

moving the deposits from the United States

Bank (p. 191). The Missouri senator de

voted himself to having this record of cen

sure effaced, as if in this way the fact became

any the less a fact, or the censure became

any the less deserved ! However, amid no

little excitement, broad black lines were

drawn round the resolution of the Senate,

and the secretary wrote across it these words :

&quot;Expunged by order of the Senate, this 16th

day of January, 1837.&quot; A vigorous attempt
was made to rescind the treasury circular

respecting specie payments for land sales.

A resolution to this effect having been re

ferred to the committee on public lands, a

bill was reported, purporting the designation

and limitation of the funds receivable for tho

revenues of the United States, and, in fact,

providing for the reception of the notes of

specie-paying banks, in certain cases. Ben

ton, the &quot; hard money&quot; man, opposed it, but

it passed by an overwhelming majority 41

against 5. In the House an attempt was

made to amend it, so as to save the specie

circular, but it failed; 143 representatives
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voted for the bill as it came from the Senate,

and only 59 against it. On the last day but

one of the session it was sent to the presi

dent, who retained it in his possession, thus

preventing its becoming a law. Few acts of

general interest having been passed during

the session, the Twenty-fourth Congress

reached its close, March 3d, 1837. At the

same time, Andrew Jackson finished his eight

years of occupancy of the presidential chair,

and made way for his successor. It is diffi

cult to speak of his administration, as it de

serves, in the limited space at our command.

The ardent admirers and partizans of the

hero of New Orleans indulge in nothing less

than unqualified laudation
; while, on the

other hand, his political enemies can hardly

find language strong enough to reprobate his

high-handed measures, his lawless assumption
of power, his unswerving devotion to party
and party purposes, and the like. &quot;We leave

the reader to judge for himself, and to reflect

carefully upon the probable results of men
like Jackson being at the head of affairs in

the United States.

On the 4th of March, 183T, Martin Yan
rJuren was inaugurated as the eighth presi

dent of the United States, with the usual

ceremonies. His address was well written,

and set forth the views and principles by
which he expected to be governe-d -i i the dis

charge of his duties. He renewed the pledge

which he had given before his election, viz.,

&quot;I must go into the presidential chair the

inflexible and uncompromising opponent of

every attempt, on the part of Congress, to

abolish slavery in the District of Columbia,

against the wishes of the slave-holding States
;

and also with a determination equally de

cided to resist the slightest interference with

it in the States where it exists.&quot; The condi

tion of the country, generally, in regard to

commercial and business affairs was critical

and even alarming. The removal of the de

posits, the specie circular, and the distribu

tion of the surplus revenue, had, in the opin
ion of many brought about this distressing

state of things ;
and inercarMle men in gen

eral gave expression frj the conviction, that

the only effectual ren? 3dy for the evils affect

ing the currency and commercial exchanges
was to be found iu the establishment of a

national bank. Failures began to occur in

every quarter. During the first three weeks

in April, two hundred and fifty houses

stopped payment in New York. In New
Orleans, during two days time, housea

stopped payment, owing an aggregate of

$27,000,000; and in other cities similar evi

dences were given of the storm that had

burst over the country. The demands upon
the banks increased rapidly ; they could not

keep their notes in circulation
;

the alarm

grew into a panic ;
and a general run was

made upon the banks. On the 10th of May,
all the banks in New York stopped specie

payments ;
and on the 16th, the legislature

authorized this step on the part of the banks,
to last for one year. The banks of other

States speedily followed the example of those

of New York
;
and all classes of the commu

nity gloomily anticipated wide-spread ruin

as the inevitable result. The merchants and

bankers of New York sent a deputation to

Washington to beg of the president to re

scind the specie circular, defer commencing
suits on unpaid bonds, and to call an extra

session of Congress. Other towns and cities

made similar efforts to induce Yan Buren to

furnish some relief; but ho declined acting7 a

upon their petitions, and only consented, with

reluctance, to the calling an extra session of

Congress. His proclamation to this effect

was issued on the 15th of May, and .Congress

was summoned to meet in September, on ac

count of
&quot;great

and weighty matters claim

ing their consideration.&quot;

The extra session was begun on the 4th of

September, 1837, and it became evident at

once, from the tone of the president s mes

sage, that no relief was to be looked for from

the government. He ascribed the state of

things to overtrading speculation, fostered

and stimulated by the banks, and avowed hia

belief, that all the government could do, 01

was designed to do, was to take care of itself
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and that it could not be expected to legislate

with reference to the monetary affairs of the

people. The most important recommenda

tion which Mr. Yan Buren made, was, that

the government should for the future keep
its in jney in its own hands, by the instru

mentality of the scheme of a sub-treasury,

M1

,
as it was called by its supporters, the in

dependent treasury ;
so that there should be

an entire and total separation of the business

and funds of the government from those of

the banks. The finance committee of the

Senate presented four bills; one, for sus

pending the payment of the fourth install

ment of the surplus revenue to the States
;

a second, for authorizing the issue of treas

ury notes equal to any deficiency which

might be felt in the treasury, with an addi

tion of $4,000,000, by way of reserve;

another, for the extension of the indulgence
in the payment of revenue bonds

;
and a

fourth, for the organization of the sub-trea

sury system. This last proposal caused much
excitement both in and out of Congress, yet
it passed both Houses by small majorities.

Other matters were debated, but nothing of

moment was done, except authorizing the

issue of $10,000,000 in treasury notes, for the

immediate wants of the government. After

an unsatisfactory session, Congress adjourned

October 16th.

On the 4th of December, Congress again

assembled, and the president sent in his first

animal message. It contained various mat

ters of public interest and concern
; but, as

was to be expected, the chief matter which

came under discussion, was the sub-treasury

scheme. Calhoun, in the Senate, supported

the views of the administration, while on the

other hand, Clay and Webster exerted their

great powers against the plan proposed for a

treasury bank. In the progress of the debate

the bill was considerably modified, and a

clause prohibiting the receipt of bank-paper

in payment of government dues was struck

out
;
and thus amended, it passed the Senate,

in June, 1838, by a vote of twenty-seven

Against twenty-five. In the House it was

laid on the table. Among the acts of the

session, we may note here
;
the granting pre

emption rights to actual settlers
;
establish

ing the territory of Iowa; authorizing sev

eral works for internal improvements, in the

wr

ay of light-boats and beacons, the naviga

ting of certain rivers in Florida, and the like
;

appropriating money for suppressing Indian

hostilities, etc. The following resolution also,

respecting the specie circular was passed Iry

the Senate, by a vote of thirty-four to nine
;

and the other House, by a hundred and fifty-

one, to twenty-seven:
l(

Resolved, That it

shah
1

not be lawful for the secretary of the

treasury to make, or continue in force, any

general order which shall create any differ

ence between the different branches of reve

nue, as to the money or medi,um of payment
in which debts or dues accruing to the Uni

ted States may be
paid.&quot;

The Florida war was still in progress, and

proved a source of great trouble and almost

incredible expense. The removal of the In

dians was a settled measure, and when they

proved reluctant, collisions naturally fol

lowed. The war with the Seminoles began
in December, 1835, and lasted for five years.

Some of the ablest men in the army were

sent against them, as Scott, Jessup, Taylor,

&quot;Worth, and others
;
but led on by such chiefs

as Osceola, Jumper, and Tiger-Tail, and with

a country abounding in swamps and marshes,

extensively fatal to the whites, they resisted

every attempt to subdue them. No treaty

stipulations were regarded by them, and they
seized every occasion to inflict severe blows

upon the Americans. More than once they

repulsed with great loss superior numbers.

In July, 1836, General Jessup officially an

nounced the war at an end
;
but the restless

savage could be held by no obligation. The

war went on with its usual circumstances of

cruelty and barbarity. There were nearly

nine thousand men under arms, and the cost

of the war exceeded $15,000,000. It was

not till 1842, that an entire cessation of

troubles in Florida took place. Resolutions

in favor of annexing Texas, (p. 193), were
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offered in the Senate
;
but to no particular

purpose, and Congress adjourned, July 9th,

1838.

An attempt to stir up rebellion in Canada

was made in the latter part of 1837, and

quite a number of the citizens of the United

States sympathized with the movement, and

were ready to give it assistance. Mackenzie

in Upper, and Papineau in Lower Canada,

were the active spirits in this revolt, and

various bodies ofAmericans joined the rebels,

so that it speedily became evident, that col

lision would ere long take place, in which

our country s faith and honor were involved.

A party of Americans, some seven hundred

strong, under Van Rensselaer, of Albany,
took possession of Navy Island, in the Ni

agara River, about two miles above the falls.

Colonel M Nab, with a body of militia, was

posted opposite this island, with instructions

to watch the insurgents, and not to violate

the American territory. Finding that most

of the supplies for the island were conveyed

by a small steamer, named the &quot;

Caroline,&quot;

fivm a landing-place on the American side,

called Fort Schlosser, M Nab dispatched
some of his militia in boats, to take or de

stroy her. This they accomplished in the

middle of the night of the 29th of December,
after a short but desperate struggle, in which

they killed or drove out of the vessel all the

crew, and having set it on fire, let it drift

down the rapids and over the Falls of Ni

agara. But the act, however to be regarded
in itself, having been committed on Ameri
can territory, caused no little excitement in

the United States. The president issued a

proclamation, Jan. 5th, 1838, against all

persons engaging in unlawful schemes, warn

ing them against the consequences. Gen.

Scott was sent to the frontier, in January,
and the Navy Island insurgents gave up
their arms, etc. Other attempts of a similar

character, were made at Detroit, Sandusky

Bay, and the north-eastern end of Lake On
tario. Various acts of outrage were com
mitted during the year. In November, an

attempt was made to take Prescott, in Up-

per Canada, but failed, and about a hundred
and fifty American citizens were ca.ptured
and taken to Kingston, to be tried by court

martial. The British authorities dealt more

leniently with them than they deserved, the

greater portion of them being pardoned, a

very few suffering death.

The concluding session of the Twenty-fifth

Congress began on the 3d of December,
1838. Few acts, however, of general in

terest were passed. An act was passed

abolishing imprisonment for debt in certain

cases; and a sharp discussion took place

upon a series of resolutions, forbidding the

introduction of the slavery question into

Congress. The public lands question was

again discussed, as also were propositions
for abolishing the salt tax and the fishing

bounties. Difficulties respecting the much
vexed topic of the north-eastern boundary

seeming to require it, the president had ad

ditional powers conferred upon him for the 1
,

defence, if needed, of the United States.

Congress came to an end, March 3d. 183.9.

At the elections, the democrats seemed to

be losing strength, and they succeeded in

preserving a majority in the House by refus-

ing the five or six New Jersey whig mem
bers, on the plea that they were not elected

by a majority of the votes, although they

presented certificates of their election tinder

the seal of the State.

The Twenty-sixth Congress began its first

session, Dec. 2d, 1839, that is to say, the

members came together at this date, and

wasted three weeks in fighting over the

question of the New Jersey members seats.

On the 21st, the House was organized, and

the president s message received on the 24th
;

but the dispute about the New Jersey claim

ants was not settled till July, 1840. At the

whig convention, in Dec., 1839, Clay, Har
rison and Scott were among the principal

candidates for nomination. Although Clay
seemed on every account to be the best man,
the convention at last settled upon Gen
Harrison as their candidate; John Tylei
was nominated for vice-president. The
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deniC crats, on their part, in May, 1840, re-

noniinated Van Buren for president. The

Bub-treasury system was long and ably dis

cussed during the session, and its advantages
and disadvantages set forth fully. The bill

passed both Houses by the beginning of

July, 1840, and on the 4th of the month

received the president s signature and became

the law of the land. The chief provisions

were, that, after the 30th of June, one-fourth

of all payments to the United States were

to be made in gold and silver only, and so

on, annually from that day, one-fourth more,
until after the 30th of June, 1843, the entire

amount of the revenues of every description,

including payments at the post-office, would

be receivable in specie alone. And similarly

with regard to payments made by the United

States. Four persons were very soon after

the passage of the bill appointed receivers-

general of the public money, for four years.

A bankruptcy law was introduced by Web
ster, and carried through the Senate, but it

was laid upon the table of the other House

by a vote of a hundred and one to eighty-

nine. The graduation of prices for public

lands was again attempted in vain; an issue

of $5,000,000 more of treasury notes was

authorized
;
and on the 21st of July, Con

gress adjourned.
The sixth decennial census was taken dur

ing the year, and the result on the 1st of

June, 1840, was as follows : White males,

7,249,266; white females, 6,939,842; free

colored males, 192,550 ;
free colored females,

199,821; slaves, males, 1,240,408; females,

1,240,805 ; making a grand total of the

population of the United States (including

seamen in the national service), 17,069,453.

The presidential election was a very ex

citing one, and both parties used all the ma

chinery available for such purposes to gain

the victory. The result was that Harrison

and Tyler were elected by very large ma

jorities. The closing session of Congress

began Dec. 7th, 1840, but was not productive

of any results of moment. Another issue of

treasury notes was authorized
;
various ap

propriations were made
;
and many schemes,

which had already been much talked of in

Congress, were debated anew. The matter

of most interest, especially for the promise
it gave of what might be done under the

next administration, was a resolution pro

posed by Henry Clay, for the repeal of the

sub-treasury law. The Senate, however,

rejected the resolution. On the 3d of March,

1841, the session closed, and with it the ad

ministration of Martin Yan Buren. He
came into office by a very large vote

;
the

people denied him a re-election by an equally

large vote against him. It cannot but in

terest the reader to note, in how far the

wishes and hopes of those who defeated

Yan Buren were gratified by this change in

the administration.

On the 4th of March, 1841, Gen. Harri-

son was inaugurated as ninth president of

the United States. His address was very

long, and filled with matters at that date oc

cupying the minds of our countrymen, and

causing no littlo excitement throughout the

country. His cabinet was an able one;

Daniel Webster, secretary of state
;
Thomas

Ewing, secretary of the treasury ;
John Bell,

secretary of war
; George E. Badger, secre

tary of the navy; Francis Granger, post

master-general; and John J. Crittenden,

attorney-general ;
the Senate having at once

confirmed all the nominations. Other va

cancies were filled up without delay. And
a proclamation was issued on the 17th of

March, summoning Congress together for

an extra session, on the 31st of the following

May. And this was all that Harrison was

permitted to do. Though advanced in year^

his physical ability seemed to give promise

of energy and power of endurance
;
but the

harassing toils of the government soon

proved too much for his strength. He was

beset with oflice-seekers
;
he was anxious to

gratify the numerous friends and supporters

who flocked about him
;
he gave himself in

cessantly to public business; and at the

close of the month, he was lying on a sick

bed. On Sunday, the 4th of April, pneu-
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moiiia having set in, his brief career as pres

ident was brought to its close.

As this was the first instance ofa president

dying while in office, it produced a feeling

of deep and anxious concern as to what would

result therefrom. To the party who had

elected Harrison, it was a terrible blow
;
for

with him at the head of affairs, they were

sure of being able to carry on the government
to general satisfaction. But as respected the

man who, by constitutional provision, now
was to occupy the executive chair, the whig

party had grave and not unnatural doubts and

perplexities. John Tyler had been placed
on the ticket without much thought or care

as to his political principles and consistency,

or his executive ability, since, in the post of

vice-president these were points of compar

atively little moment. When, however, by
Hanison s death, he was suddenly placed in

the presidential chair, with the whole term

of four years before him, the successful party

experienced all the pains of uncertainty as to

the course Tyler would pursue in the exist

ing state of aftairs. On the 6th of April, he

arrived at Washington, requested the cabin

et to continue at their posts, and took a new
oath of office as president of the United

States. On the 16th of May, he issued an

Address to the People of the United States,

in which he set forth his views and senti

ments, and which on the whole seemed to

be satisfactory. The whigs were not with

out Lope that Tyler would cooperate with

the majority of Congress, and carry out the

views and desires of those by whom he had

been elected.

The T \venty-seventh Congress met for an

extra session on the 31st of May, and Tyler s

message was sent in the following day. Of
the foreign relations of the Union, a veiy

satisfactory account was given. A treaty
with Portugal had been duly ratified. The
claims upon Spain seemed in a fair way of

being settled. The allusions to a national

bank, and to the inexhaustible subject of in

ternal improvements, contained in the mes

sage, were so ambiguous, that from them

nothing of the president s real intentions

could be divined
;
the party could only hope

for the best. The report of the secretary of

the treasury, sent with the message, warmly
recommended the establishment of a nationa

bank, as likely to &quot;

produce the happiest re*

suits, and confer lasting and important ben

efits on the country.&quot; The president waa

understood to be friendly tc the plan, and

Mr. Ewing, on the invitation of both Houses

reported, about the middle of June, a draft

of a bill for the establishment of &quot; The Fis

cal Bank of the United States.&quot; In ordei

to obviate constitutional difficulties, it was

proposed to incorporate the bank in the Dis

trict of Columbia, where Congress had the

power of a State legislature ;
and to give the

bank power to establish branches only in

such States as should assent to it by their leg
islatures. There were, of course, inserted

many provisions, by which it was hoped
that the abuses and corruptions alleged or

proved against the former banks would l&amp;gt;e

prevented. The Senate took up the bill, and
after a few modifications, it was passed by
a vote of 26 to 23

;
in the House, the vote

was 128 to 97
;
and it was sent to Tyler,

Aug. 6th. On the 9th the sub- treasury law
was repealed by a large vote, and Tyler was

urged to take speedy and favorable action.

On the 16th of August, the president vetoed

the bill, and thereby angered the party who
had unintentionally placed him in power.

However, as nothing could be done on this

subject without Tyler s aid, another bill was

prepared, submitted to the president first,

and passed on the 23d. This institution was

to be called &quot; The Fiscal Corporation of the

United States.&quot; The Senate passed the bill,

September 3d. Tyler kept the bill for six-

days, and though he had already approved

it, resorted to the veto again, the veto being

something for which he had a remarkable

proclivity. The cabinet all resigned except

Webster, and the session closed Sept. 13th,

1841. Its principal acts were: a loan of

$12,000,000 for the purpose of covering the

deficit under Van Buren s administration
;
a
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provisional tariff act laid as much as twenty

per cent, on many articles admitted free by
the compromise tariff; a uniform system of

bankruptcy was established
;
and an act was

passed granting rights of pre-emption as to

the public lands, and providing for the dis

tribution of the proceeds from land sales

amongst the States, substantially in accord

ance with Henry Clay s plan. The second

session of the Twenty-seventh Congress be

gan on the 6th of December, and continued

mitil the 31st of August, 1842, being the

longest session of the national legislature

that had ever yet occurred. A very large

amount of public business was transacted,

there having been passed no fewer than two

hundred and ninety-nine acts. Besides these

bills, and the discussion arising out of them,

Congress was occupied in this session by a

thousand and ninety-eight reports, and above

three hundred other bills, not passed. There

were about a hundred private bills ready for

final passage in the House, but retained till

the next session, because the Senate was so

much occupied by the treaty of Washington
and other momentous matters. The presi

dent put his veto to four bills this session
;

which, of course, occasioned much debate

and many protests. Tyler suggested a

&quot;board of control,&quot; instead of a bank; and,

later, proposed a banking arrangement, called
&quot; the exchequer plan&quot; ;

but Congress was un

willing to adopt either of these schemes.

Before the adjournment, the Senate was

called upon to ratify a very important treaty,

usually known as the treaty of Washington.
Daniel Webster was the negotiator on the

part of the United States, and, in behalf

of Great Britain, Lord Asnburton arrived

at Washington, as special minister, on the

4th of April, 1842. Besides the boundary

question, which had been so long in dispute,

there were other matters of no small moment

to be discussed, and, if possible, settled now
;

one, the indemnification or &quot;

atonement&quot; due

on the ground of the violation of the United

States territory when the Caroline was de

stroyed, and for that vessel, if it were not

proved that its owner had acted in conjunc
tion with the insurgents on Navy Island

;

and another, the right of search claimed and

enforced by the British cruisers, as to shipa

suspected of being slavers, which arose the

year preceding. Matters progressed rapidly.

The Caroline business (p. 197) was soon dis

posed of. The other points Avere, the north

eastern boundary, the right of search, mutual

extradition of fugitives from justice, and the

taking of measures for the more effectual

suppression of the slave trade. Early in

August, the labors of the negotiators came to

a close, and the treaty was signed August

9th, 1842. By this treaty the boundary be

tween the State of Maine and the British

provinces was at length definitely settled.

On the whole, though more or less objection

was made to the final arrangement, it was

regarded as fair and just by sensible and rea

sonable men on both sides of the Atlantic.

The navigation of the River St. John was

declared free
;

all grants of lands, on which

ever side of the boundary line they might be,

were to be held valid
;
and the United States

agreed to satisfy the claims of the States of

Maine and Massachusetts, out of its share

of the &quot;

disputed territory&quot; fund. England
and the United States both agreed to keep a

small squadron on the coast of Africa, in or

der to crush out, if possible, the slave trade
;

and the reciprocal extradition of fugitives

from justice was duly provided for.

The Twenty-seventh Congress began its

last session, December 5th, 1842. Tyler

brought forward, in his message, the &quot; Ore

gon question,&quot;
which was now becoming of

great importance, in consequence of the un

settled boundary claims on the part of Eng
land and the United States. Various other

matters, such as the tariff
, currency, Tyler s

scheme of an exchequer plan, etc., were

urged upon the attention of Congress. Some

excitement arose out of the question relative

to Oregon, and it was attempted to be used

largely for the purpose of making political

capital. The president informed Congress,

that he was about to enter into negotiations
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with Great Britain for the purpose of termi

nating the joint occupation, and fixing the

boundary on mutually satisfactory terms
;

yet a bill was brought into the Senate, and

carried by a majority of one, for taking pos

session of the whole of the disputed territory,

the title of the United States to which it de

clared was certain, and would not be aban

doned. The House, however, refused its

concurrence. On the 3d of March, 1843, the

session closed; having provided the means

of future intercourse between the United

States and the government of China, and

having also passed an act to test the prac

ticability of establishing a system of electro

magnetic telegraphs.

In May, of this year, &quot;Webster resigned his

post, and other changes also took place in the

cabinet. The elections were generally adverse

to the whigs, and it was thought that Tyler

helped the democrats more than any body
else. In his message, at the opening of the

Twenty-eighth Congress, Tyler asserted the

American claim in respect to Oregon, to the

parallel of 54 40 north latitude, but stated

that no effort would be spared to effect a

mutually satisfactory settlement of the ques
tion with Great Britain. The position of

matters in regard to Texas was discussed at

length; the finances were spoken of quite

fully ;
a disquisition on currency, in its

various ramifications, was furnished
;

etc.

There was, however, little business transacted

during the session.

John Tyler, who was sarcastically termed

the &quot;

accidental&quot; president, being anxious to

distinguish himself by something of moment
to the country, had sought with eagerness to

bring about the annexation of Texas
;
and a

treaty to this effect was arranged, in April,

] 844, between the secretary of state and the

commissioners on the part of the republic of

Texas. The Senate, however, rejected this

treaty, on the 8th of June, by a vote of

thirty-five to sixteen. Benton, immediately
after the rejection of the treaty, introduced

into the Senate a bill for the annexation of

Texas, provided the consent of Mexico were

first obtained
;
and Tyler, with a rather re

markable notion of right and privilege due

to the Senate, sent a messenger to the House

in hope that they would help him out. That

body, however, declined everything of the

sort
;
and Benton took occasion to call Tyler

himself, and his course, by some very ugly
names : in fact, he denounced him as deserv

ing impeachment.*
The national whig convention met at Bal

timore on the 1st of May, and with great en

thusiasm, nominated Henry Clay and Theo

dore Frelinghuysen for president and vice-

president. The democratic convention met

at the same place, on the 27th of May, and,

after a numbei of ballotings between the

names of Van Buren, Cass, Johnson, Cal-

houn, took a new man, James K. Polk, who
received the nomination for the presidency.

George M. Dallas wTas placed on the same

ticket for vice-president. The annexation

of Texas and the claim to the 54 4CK paral

lel for the boundary of Oregon, were among
the chief issues presented in connection with

the approaching contest. The result was :

Polk and Dallas received 170 electoral votes
;

Clay and Frelinghuysen, 105.

Congress met, Dec. 2d, 1844. Tyler s

message related principally to the annexa

tion of Texas, wr

hich, he affirmed, was ur

gently called for by the people. The finan

cial statement showed a great improvement,
it being estimated that a surplus of $7,000,000

would remain in the treasury at the close of

the fiscal year. The message closed with

some self-congratulatory words on account

* The rise and progress of that strange abomination,

Mormonism, deserves fuller consideration than we can

here give it. Joseph Smith, with his band of one

thousand two hundred followers, in 1833, in Missouri
;

with his thousands in Illinois, in 1840 ; the murder of

Smith and his brother in prison by a mob, in July,

1844 ; and the expulsion of the hated sect from Illi

nois, and their emigration beyond the Rocky Moun
tains to Utah ;

where for many years they have mani

fested, under Brigham Young, a dogged spirit of

rebellion and resistance to law and order
; these are

points into which the reader may look with advantage
It seems a strange thing that a vile imposture likt

this should prevail in our day.
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of his repeated use of the veto power, and

the approbation which he believed the peo

ple to have manifested in his behalf. The

House, Jan. 25th, 1845, passed a series of

resolutions to the effect that Congress con

sented to the erection of the territory
&quot; in

cluded within and rightfully belonging to

the Republic of Texas &quot; into a new State
;

and to the construction of a republican form

of government by a convention, according to

the usual plan, for the purpose of being ad

mitted into the Union. The usual cessions

of public property to the general govern
ment were made

;
and it was provided, that

)ther States might be formed out of the ter

ritory, as was customary with areas of con

siderable extent when first admitted into the

Confederation. The Senate, some weeks

later, adopted the joint resolutions, and on

March 1st, they were approved by Tyler.

Texas thus became an integral part of the

United States, although necessarily the final

arrangements, and the settlement of the diffi

culty growing out of the complaints and

menaces of Mexico, were left for future con

sideration. All diplomatic attempts thus

far to induce Mexico quietly to yield to the

necessity of the case had failed, and there

was room to expect hostilities on the south

western frontier. During the session, vari

ous appropriations were made
;
an act was

passed by which Florida was admitted into

the Union, etc. On the 3d of March, the

Twenty-eighth Congress came to an end, and

at the same time John Tyler retired from

the office which he had attained by one of

those contingencies on which all human
affairs are more or less dependent.
James K. Polk was inaugurated eleventh

president of the United States, March 4th,

1845. The inaugural address was long and

interesting. The annexation of Texas, and

the Oregon question, both of them of deep
interest to the welfare of the Union, and

our relations with Mexico and Great Britain,

were spoken of quite fully, and in terms

which commended the president s plans and

purposes to the majority of the nation. Mr.

Polk chose for his cabinet, James Buchanai
;,

secretary of state
;
R. J. Walker, secretary

of the treasury ;
W. L. Marcy, secretary of

war; G. Bancroft, secretary of the navy;
and J. Y. Mason, attorney-general. In the

matter of annexing Texas, Congress had left

it to Tyler s option whether to accomplish
it by treaty, or to effect it immediately, ac

cording to the tenor of the resolutions passed
near the close of the session. Tyler, de

sirous of the glory of connecting his name
with the matter (p. 201), availed himself

at once of the opportunity presented, and

on the 3d of March, dispatched a mes

senger to deliver to Mr. Donelson, charge
d affaires to Texas, the joint resolutions

of Congress for the admission of Texas

into the Union, instructing him to com

municate to the Texan government, that

he, the president, had made choice of the

alternative of immediate annexation, in

stead of negotiating by treaty. On the

part of Texas, a convention was immediately

summoned, and on the 4th of July, 1S45, it

assented to the joint resolutions and the

country thus became fully incorporated into

the Union. An
&quot;army of occupation,&quot;

under command of Gen. Taylor, was dis

patched for defence of the frontier. The
American flag was hoisted, July 26th, at the

south end of St. Joseph s Island, in token

that the land was now a part of the Great

Republic. The Mexican minister left Wash

ington on the 6th of March, and Mexico de

clared her determination to resort to arms

for redress in regard to Texas. Matters re

mained in this unsettled condition until the

breaking out of hostilities in 1846.

Oregon formed a subject of importance
for the consideration of the new administra

tion. It is to be remembered, that, in 1818,
a convention was arranged between the

governments of the United States and Great

Britain, for the joint occupation of this re

gion, during the next ten years; and that

by a second convention, in 1827, this ar

rangement was indefinitely prolonged, with

the provision, that, after the 20th of October,
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1828, either of the contracting parties might
Bet aside the arrangement, by giving twelve

months notice to the other. Polk had been

elected with the understanding that he

would insist upon the 54 40 parallel as the

boundary of Oregon, and that the United

States were to have &quot; the whole or none&quot; of

that vast region. Nevertheless, he felt it

his duty to renew the propositions of com

promise, which had previously been made,

by which the forty-ninth parallel was to be

the northern boundary of the United States

territory. Buchanan, in July, made a pro

position to this effect to Mr. Pakenham,
the British minister; but it was received in

BO unsatisfactory a manner, that, in his next

communication, after giving a very full and

complete resume of the question as viewed

by his government, Buchanan withdrew his

proposal; preserving, however, the concilia

tory tone of his first statement, and express

ing the hopes of the president that the con

troversy might be speedily adjusted. There

was much excitement throughout the country,
and considerable hostility of feeling exhib

ited at the time, on this subject ;
but hap

pily, the conservative spirit prevailed, and

everything like fighting was frowned upon.
The Twenty-ninth Congress began its first

session Dec. 1st, 184:5. The president s

message was long, and in it were discussed

the Oregon question and the state of our

relations with Mexico. A revision of the

tariff was recommended, and also the es

tablishment of a constitutional treasury for

the custody of the public money. The ques
tion relative to Oregon was discussed in the

Senate early in the session, and General

Cass made a speech looking plainly to the

chances of war with England. In the House,

Stephen A. Douglas, and others, advocated
similar views and claims in respect to Ore

gon ;
and at the same time, a joint resolu

tion of the two Houses, giving the requisite
notice to Great Britain for terminating the

joint occupation of the territory, as the pres
ident had recommended, was pressed for

ward. The debates were very noisy, and

appeals of various sorts were made to popu
lar passions, and the like. Meanwhile, how

ever negotiations had been recommenced

between the secretary of state and the

British minister, with good prospects of

an amicable settlement of difficulties. The

joint resolution, as to the giving notice to

England in respect to terminating the joint

occupation of Oregon, was passed, April

23d, 1846; but there proved to be no need

of resorting to this step. Early in June, a

convention was proposed, through the agency
of the British minister, for the adjustment
of the question ;

on the 12th, the Senate ad

vised the acceptance of the proposal ;
the

convention was directly agreed upon ;
and

on the 18th, the ratification was carried in

the Senate by a vote of forty-one
1

to fourteen.

By this convention, the forty-ninth parallel

of north latitude was adopted as the bound

ary between the territory of the United

States and the British possessions, but Van
couver s Island was given up to Great

Britain
;

the navigation of Euca s Straits,

and of the Columbia River, was declared

free to both American and British navigators,

and rights of actual possessors of land Dn

both sides of the boundary line were to be

respected by both parties. Thus, as was ex

pressed not long after by the American min

ister to England, Mr. M Lane, there was

every reason to hope
&quot; that the settlement

of the Oregon question will soon come to be

universally regarded as the knell of those in

veterate jealousies and feuds which, it may
be apprehended, have so long excited a mis

chievous influence over the people, if not

upon the councils, of both countries.&quot;

General Taylor, who commanded the
&quot;

army of occupation
&quot;

in Texas, was ordered,

early in the year 1846, to march to the Rio

Grande, which was claimed as the western

boundary of the new State. He set out for

this purpose in March, reached Point Isabel

on the 25th, and on the 28th encamjsed on

the Rio Grande, opposite Matamoras. The
Mexicans looked upon this advance of Tay
lor as an invasion of their territory, and
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from the indications of their feelings towards

the Americans, it became apparent, that a

collision must speedily follow. Taylor was

waiting, in obedience to orders, for the Mexi-

caj .s to strike the first blow, which they did

towards the latter part of April, by attacking
and capturing Captain Thornton with a

squadron of dragoons. Intelligence of this

rencontre reached Washington on the 9th

of May. The subject was immediately taken

up, and a bill was passed, by large majorities,

declaring that a state of war existed between

the United States and Mexico, and placingt -f- O
the army and navy at the President s dis

posal in order to prosecute the war. Polk

gave his approval to the war bill, May 13th,

which provided for the service of fifty thou

sand volunteers, and appropriated $10,000,-

000 for war purposes. A new tariff bill, im

posing ad valorem duties instead of specific

imposts, was passed ;
and also a warehousing

bill, allowing public stores to be used for a

limited period, without payment of duty.

Congress re-established the sub-treasury ar

rangement, substantially as it was under

yan Buren (p. 198), and this system has con

tinued in use ever since. Near the close of

die session, the &quot; Wilmot proviso
&quot; was

originated. A bill was before the House,

authorizing the president to use the sum of

$3,000,000, if he deemed it expedient, in ne

gotiating a treaty of peace with Mexico,
when David Wilmot, a Representative from

Pennsylvania, moved to add this proviso;
&quot; That there shall be neither slavery nor in

voluntary servitude in any territory of the

continent of America which shall hereafter

be acquired by, or annexed to, the United

States, by virtue of this appropriation, or in

any other manner whatsoever, except for

crimes whereof the party shall have been

duly convicted
;
Provided always, that any

person escaping to such territory, from whom
labor or service is lawfully claimed, in any
one of the United St ates, such fugitive may
be lawfully reclaimed, and conveyed out of

said territory to the person claiming his or

her labor or service.&quot; The bill was sent to

the Senate on the last day of the session
;

and so was lost. Preliminary acts were

passed for admitting Iowa and Wisconsin

into the Union
;
and by special enactments

Senators and Representatives from Texas

took their seats in Congress. Two bills

were vetoed by the president, the river and

harbor bill, and the bill for indemnifying the

sufferers from French spoliations on Ameri
can commerce. On the 10th of August,
after an unusually long session, Congress

adjourned.
The second session was begun December

7th, 1846, and most of its measures related

to the war with Mexico. The House again

passed the Wilmot &quot;

proviso,&quot; but the Senate

refused concurrence
; and, although the river

and harbor improvement bill was passed

again, the president vetoed it a second time.

The Twenty-ninth Congress came to an end,
March 3d, 1847.

Affairs in Mexico, meanwhile, were be

coming very serious. Herrera had been

overthrown
;
and Paredes was in power, and

he resolved to prosecute hostilities against
the United States in defence of Mexico s

right to her own territory. The Mexican

Congress passed a decree to support this re

solve, on the 6th of July. A plan of opera
tions was sketched out, which helped to

shadow forth the uses to which it was in

tended to apply the anticipated results of

the contest. By this plan, an &quot;

army of the

west&quot; was to be raised, and to march, under

General Kearney, from its rendezvous at Forl

Leavenworth, on the Missouri, against ]STe^

Mexico, and thence westward to co-operate

with the fleet, which was to be reinforced,

against California ; and an &quot;

army of the

centre,&quot; under General Wool, was to invade

Coahuila and Chihuahua
;
but these were to

be subordinate to the main design (as formed

by General Scott), which was, to penetrate
into the interior by the line taken by Taylor,
and perhaps from the coast, and to strike

hard blows, and to repeat them, until Mexi

co ishould understand that her true interest

consisted in making peace on such terms as
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should be acceptable and agreeable to the

United State?.

General Taylor, finding Point Isabel to be

in danger from the Mexicans, made a retro-

orade movement to relieve it. On this, then *

Mexicans crossed the Rio Grande, and made

some boastful demonstrations of what they

proposed to do. Taylor, having arranged
matters at the Point, resolved to force his

way back to the Kio Grande, May 7th, 1846.

At a spot called Palo Alto, the Mexican

General Arista, with double the number of

Taylor s army, and twelve pieces of artillery,

had posted himself quite across the road,

having both flanks covered by thickets of

chaparral, and a reserve in his rear. At two

in the afternoon, the advancing army came

in sight, and the Mexican batteries opened

upon them when within seven hundred yards
distance. Taylor s artillery replied with ter

rible effect upon the enemy s troops. The

Mexicans attempted a charge with their cav

alry, but were thrown into confusion before

they got near our men, and retreated; an

other attempt failed in the same manner.

They were equally unsuccessful in endeavor

ing to turn Taylor s right flank
;
and an ad

vance of their own right wras met by two

eighteen-pounders, which were placed so as

to enfilade their line, and caused great slaugh

ter. After some two hours fighting, the

prairie having taken fire, the battle was in

termitted, and when night fell, both sides

withdrew, but neither far from the field.

The gallant Major Ringgold was mortally

wounded in this battle. Arista, virtually

defeated, fell back on the road to Matamoras,
and the next morning took up a strong posi

tion on a ravine called the Resaca de la

Palma, where he was reinforced by some two

thousand men. As soon as this had been

ascertained, Taylor put his army in motion
;

in the course of the afternoon of the 9th of

May, his skirmishers, advancing through the

thick chaparral, came upon the enemy s

forces. One battery was brought up to op

pose them, and very speedily a charge of

cavalry, under Captain May, swept the Mex

icans from their guns and broke their line on

the other side of the ravine, in spite of one

or more gallant attempts to retrieve the for

tune of the day; while the infantry, now

fighting as skirmishers, and now forming and

resorting to the bayonet, drove the enemy
before them in total rout. From all parts of

the field the discomfited Mexicans rushed to

the river, where numbers were drowned in

the vain attempt to cross. Their camp fell

into the hands of the victors, with all Arista s

private papers, and a large supply of arms

and ammunition. Tims the Mexicans were

defeated with a force little more than 2000

in number
;
33 were killed and 89 wounded

;

the Mexican loss was estimated to be 1 000.

Taylor next made preparations to cross the

river, and by the 17th of May everything
was in readiness. Arista proposed an armis

tice, which Taylor refused, and the next day
he crossed, and found Matamoras evacuated.

The somewhat notorious Santa Anna was

living, at this time, a refugee at Havana, and

our government, notwithstanding it was well

known that he was an unprincipled fellow,

thought he might be used to good purpose in

this Mexican business. Accordingly, through

help given him by our authorities, he again
entered Mexico, and upset Paredes during

July and August, 1846. But, as might have

been expected, Santa Anna cared nothing
for the United States, and sought only his

own aggrandizement in what he said and

did, at this time.

Taylor, meanwhile, was busily occupied ;

volunteers in large numbers flocked in, and

it \vas no light matter to organize these re

cruits. On the 19th of July, orders were

given to advance. Yarious important posts

along the Rio Grande were occupied, and,

on the 8th of August, Camargo was made

headquarters. The march from this place

was continued till, on September 1 3th, ap

pearances of the enemy were discovered.

Their outposts retired as Taylor advanced,
and the whole army was concentrated on the

Rio San Juan, about twenty-five miles from

Monterey, on the 15th, and three days later
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approached the city. Monterey contained

about 10,000 inhabitants, and was occupied

by Ampudia, with abundance of stores, and

more than 10,000 men. Taylor sent General

Worth to cut off communications with Sal-

tillo and the interior, which was successfully

accomplished. During three days the attack

on Monterey was carried on, beginning with

September 21st, when the Mexicans, sensible

that the town was doomed, and dreading an

assault, proposed a capitulation early on the

morning of the 24th. Ampudia was allowed

to evacuate under favorable conditions
;
and

on the 28th, the town and citadel, together

with forty pieces of cannon, and a vast quan

tity of military stores, was given up to our

countrymen. Taylor s loss was 128 killed,

368 wounded
;
the Mexican loss was between

500 and 1000.

At this point we may turn to other portions

of the seat of war, which, in the present case,

extended across the continent. Immediate

ly on receiving the news of the commence

ment of hostilities on the Rio Grande, Gen
eral Wool was ordered to muster and pre

pare the volunteers to be raised in accordance

with the act of Congress declaring war. At
the end of May he set out, and passing by
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, and Ten
nessee to Mississippi, met the newly-enlisted

volunteers at various stations along that

route, inspected them, and admitted twelve

thousand of them
; who, about the middle of

July, were directed to join the army. About

nine thousand of these were ordered to the

Rio Grande, as reinforcements to Taylor s

army; the rest rendezvoused at Bexar, in

Texas, in readiness to march under Wool

himself, as the &quot;

army of the centre,&quot; against
Chihuahua. Setting out from Bexar, on the

20th of September, Wool crossed the Rio

Grande at Presidis, Oct. llth, and after a

difficult march through the mountain passes
and deserts, he reached Monclova. Learning
of the capture ofMonterey by Taylor, Wool s

forces were posted at Parras, so as to be in

communication with the army of occupation.
The command of the &quot;

army of the West,&quot;

which was raised principally in Mississippi,

was given to Colonel Kearney, who about

the end of July, with less than two thousand

men, was at Bent s Fort, on the Arkansas,

ready to march for New Mexico. Taking
in convoy the annual &quot; caravan &quot;

of Santa

F^ traders, he then set forth across the prairie ;

and after toils and sufferings on the part of

his men quite as great as those endured by
the other armies, on August the 18th he

entered Santa F&amp;lt;5. The governor, Don
Manuel Arniijo, had intended to oppose him,
but thought better of the matter and aban

doned the place. Four clays afterwards,

Kearney issued a proclamation, in which he

announced, that the country now having be

come a part of the United States, the inhabi

tants were to consider themselves bound to

obey the laws, and submit to the regulations
of the new government. The whole of New
Mexico having submitted without a stroke,

Kearney established a territorial govern

ment, and appointing a governor and other

officers, set out, on the 25th of September,
with less than a thousand men, for California.

Having advanced nearly two hundred miles,

he was met by an express from Captain Fre

mont, in California, which led to Kearney s

sending back most of his troops to Santa Fe.

Colonel Doniphan, early in December, left

Santa Fc with eight hundred men, in three

divisions, for the purpose of reinforcing
Wool. The march was attended with creatO

suffering, but our men persevered, and ar

rived at El Paso del Norte on the 27th,
where they remained for a month waiting
for news from Wool. Late in February,

1847, Doniphan left El Paso, and having
met the enemy near the Sacramento, routed

them, and took possession of Chihuahua on

the 1st of March. After suitable rest, con

tinuing his march, he reached Taylor s en

campment late in the month of May, 1847.

Captain J. C. Fremont, of the topographi
cal corps, set out in the spring of 1845, with

an armed party, for the purpose of crossing
the mountains and penetrating to the interior

of California. His object was stated to be
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of a purely scientific cl aracter. On the 29th

of January, 1846, he arrived in the neighbor
hood of Monterey, California. Here he

Bought and obtained permission of De Castro,

the Mexican governor, to enter the valley of

the San Joaquin, in order to obtain forage
for his horses, and provisions for the men.

&quot;Whilst availing himself of this permission,
in March, 1 846, he was informed by some

American settlers, that De Castro was pre

paring to attack him and his men upon the

pretext, that, under the cover of a scientific

mission, he was exciting the American set

tlers to revolt. Fremont then, on the plea
of self-defence, took a position on a mountain

overlooking Monterey, at a distance of about

thirtv miles, entrenched it, raised the fla- of
/ s s o

the United States, and with his own men,

sixty-two in number, awaited the approach
of the Mexicans for three days ;

but they did

not molest him at all. Fremont then

marched for Oregon, but having been at

tacked by Indians, he charged the Mexicans
with inciting this, and so turned back, re

solved to overthrow the enemy and capture
California for the United States. &quot;Waitingo
for the aid of the fleet, he set matters for

ward rapidly, and on the 25th of July, at

Sonoma, with about two hundred American

settlers, proclaimed the Eepublic of Califor

nia, with himself at the head of its affairs.

Commodore Sloat, in command of the

squadron of observation, had been ordered

at the breaking out of the war,
&quot;

to take and
hold San Francisco

;

&quot; but before that order

reached him, on the 7th of June, he heard
of the battles of Palo Alto and Eesaca de la

Palma, and the next day sailed for Monterey.
With proclamations in Spanish and English,
on July the 7th, just two days after Fre-
mont s proclamation, Monterey was in his

hands
;
and on the 9th, San Francisco fell,

and Sloat announced, &quot;henceforward Cali

fornia will be a portion of the United States.&quot;

Commodore Stockton succeeded Sloat in his

command, and Fremont having formed a

junction with him, entered Ciudad de los

Angelos, on the 12th of August, 1846, the

Mexicans having fled. Stockton took posses
sion of the country, and appointed Fremont

governor. Thus the conquest of California,
like that of New Mexico, was effected with

out the loss of a single life in battle.

General Taylor, on taking Monterey
(p. 206) agreed to a suspension of arms, under

the conviction, that Mexico had already been

brought to that position, that she would be

glad to make peace on terms agreeable to

the United States, and that the home gov
ernment would sanction this proceeding on

his part. But &quot; the authorities at
home,&quot; a?

has been well said,
&quot;

eao-er for fresh victor-
J o

ies, or pandering to public and political

taste, did not approve and confirm an act,

for which General Taylor has, nevertheless,

received, as he truly merits, the just applause
of impartial history.&quot;

The armistice at

Monterey accordingly ceased, and Taylor

having been informed, on the 25th of No
vember, that Tampico was occupied by the

naval forces of the United States, left Worth
and Butler at Monterey and at Saltillo, and

about the middle of December, set out for

Victoria, the capital of Tamaulipas, where
he designed to concentrate a portion of his

army. While absent on this expedition,
General Worth informed Taylor, that Santa

Anna was making quite extensive prepara
tions to expel the Americans from Mexico.

After a careful calculation of the chances in

his favor, he had judged it best to take the

lead in that policy which was most popular
in Mexico, viz., to resist the aggressions of

the United States. He had accordingly col

lected an army of twenty thousand men, at

San Luis de Potosi, and had he made a

prompt and energetic movement he might
have gained his purpose. But Taylor

gathered his forces at Victoria at the begin

ning of January, 1847, to await the onset.

The administration, meanwhile, thought
it best to make a .change of operations.

Taylor s line of attack was not likely to

prove successful
;
and hence, as our ships

had possession of the sea, and an army could

be thrown upon any point of the coast which
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might seem most suitable as a base of opera

tions, it was resolved to seize Yera Cruz, and

thence to march directly upon the capital.

General Scott was, therefore, once more sum

moned to the councils of the government,
and towards the close of November, was in

vested with the office of &quot; commander-in

ch ief of the American army in Mexico,&quot; for

the purpose of carrying out this new pro

gramme of attack. Scott wrote to Taylor
that he should be under the painful necessity

of depriving him of the best and most effi

cient troops under his command. Nearly
all the regulars under Worth, Patterson,

Twiggs, and Quitman, were ordered to Yera

Cruz
;
and Taylor was left to maintain him

self as best he could, against the threatened

attack of Santa^ Anna and the most effective

army which Mexico could boast. The entire

force which Taylor could bring into the field

was four hundred and seventy-six regulars,

(consisting exclusively of artillery and caval

ry), and four thousand two hundred and fifteen

volunteers. The enemy, according to Santa

Anna s &quot;summons,&quot; were twenty thousand

strong at the time of the battle of Buena Yis-

ta
; although it appears, some three or four

thousand had been lost before the engage

ment, by death, sickness and desertion
; yet,

admitting this diminution, the Mexican army
was more than three times as numerous as

that of Taylor, and it contained the best sol

diers and ablest general the country could

furnish. On learning the strength of the

enemy, Taylor took position at Buena Yista.

The road here passed through a gorge in the

mountains, and was defended on the west by
a complete network of deep gullies, cut by
the torrents from the heights on that side,

and almost everywhere impassable, whilst on

the east a narrow shelf of table-land between

it and the mountains was much intersected

by ravines, through which, at certain sea

sons, rapid streams rushed into the rivulet

that meandered through the pass. The
Mexican army was found to be near at hand,
on the 21st of February, which led to imme
diate arrangements on the part of our coun

trymen to meet the enemy. Sa ata Anna
had dispatched two thousand cavalry, under

General Miiion, in a very circuitous route, to

get into the rear of the Americans, threaten

Saltillo, and cut off their retreat; at the

same time, also, General Urrea had been

sent in a circuit to the west of the road held

by our troops, with about a thousand ranch-

eros, to co-operate with Miilon. General

Taylor, on his part, placed a battery of eight

guns under Captain Washington, and prop

erly supported, so as to command the road

through the gorge ;
on the right of the

stream, behind the gullies, he planted two

guns under Captain Bragg, with supports of

infantry and horse
;
to the left, on the nar

row plateau with its steep ravines, were post
ed two regiments of infantry, with two guns ;

and on the skirts of the mountains were rifle

men and cavalry. By these and other like

arrangements, Taylor s force was considera

bly reduced in the numbers that could be

employed directly against the enemy, from

the wide intervals between the points he had

to hold, against the Mexicans, in front, on

both flanks and in his rear. Santa Anna di

vided his army into three columns, by means
of which he was to attack on all points at

once. Before commencing the attack, he

sent a summons to Taylor to avoid being
crushed by an instant surrender

;
but this of

course Taylor peremptorily declined.

The battle began on the afternoon of the

22nd of February, but was of no special

moment. The attack was renewed at day

break, February 23rd, and though pressed
with zeal and courage, was bravely met and

sustained by our countrymen. Indeed, noth

ing short of the most determined bravery,
and the most unflinching hardihood could

have enabled om* troops to make head against,

and defeat, an army of the size and capabili

ty of that under General Santa Anna. At
one time, when the Mexican cavalry iiad suc

ceeded in turning the left of the American

lines, it seemed impossible to retrieve the

fortune of the day ;
but at this juncture,

Taylor returned from a brief visit to Saltil-
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lo
;
his presence infused fresh vigor into the

army ;
the impetuous riflemen of Mississippi

drove back the enemy ;
the tide of victory

was turned
;
and despite disasters of various

kinds with the infantry, the artillery was so

admirably worked and so effective, that, in

fact, by it the Mexican advance was effectu

ally stopped and the battle won. &quot;When

night came, the field was covered with dead,

and many an anxious hour was passed by

Taylor and his men, waiting for the morrow,
and preparing for a renewal of the fight.

But at dawn of day, February 24th, it was

found Santa Anna had retreated.

The retreat of the Mexicans was attended

with intense and pitiable distresses
;
the sick,

the wounded, the dying, and the dead were

abandoned at every step. The Americans

were too few in number, and too much ex

hausted by the conflict, to allow a pursuit |

and there were the dead to be buried, and

the wounded to be cared for. The total loss

on the part of our countrymen was 646 killed,

wounded, and missing. The Mexican loss

was about two thousand five hundred, in

killed and wounded
;
whilst in missing, and

deaths during the retreat, their own authori

ties say, that at least ten thousand five hun
dred more were lost. They captured three

guns in the battle
;
but they were defeated,

completely and disastrously. By the middle

of March, the American communications

were completely restored
;
and the northern

frontier of Mexico was entirely in possession
of our troops. General Taylor, leaving &quot;Wool

in command, reached New Orleans Decem
ber 1st. He was received everywhere with

marked attention, and, in consequence of that

peculiar weakness of the American charac

ter, viz., admiration for military successes,

he was immediately deemed, by the politi

cians, a first-rate man to nominate for the

presidency. As we shall see, Taylor was
not unwilling to serve his country in the

chair of State as well as in the tented field.

General Scott (p. 208), at the earliest prac
ticable moment, entered upon his duties, and
infused new vigor into operations against

iv. 14

Mexico. Lobos, an island to the south of

Tampico, and about one hundred and twenty-
five miles from Yera Cruz, was the rendez

vous appointed for the armament which was

to be thrown upon the coast at the nearest

point to the capital ;
and there, in the begin

ning of March, 1847, were collected above

twelve thousand men, and a fleet of 163 ves

sels to transport the army, with its guns,

stores, and equipage of every kind, to its

destination. On the 7th of March, the em
barkation was effected

;
and two days after

wards the whole force was landed, without

the loss of a man, at the island of Sacrificios,

in close proximity to Yera Cruz. On the

18th, having, without efiect, summoned the

city to surrender, Scott broke ground before

it
;
he also gave free permission to the non-

combatants, such as women and children,

foreign consuls, etc., to retire from the city ;

and on the 22d, the investment being com

pleted, and another summons rejected, the

bombardment began. Aided by the fleet,

which co-operated most effectually with the

land forces, Scott maintained for four days,

and as many nights, such a terrific rain of

fire upon the place, that it was almost con

verted into a heap of ruins
;
and the loss of

life was fearfully great. The Mexicans re

sisted to the best of their ability, but they
had neither men enough nor means to cope
with their powerful assailants. Four hun

dred of the inhabitants had perished ;
and

after some negotiation, the terms of surren

der were arranged, and on the 29th of March,
both the city and the far-famed castle of San

Juan d Ulloa, were surrendered to the victo

rious army. All the public stores, etc., in

the city were delivered up, but perfect pro

tection was guaranteed to the inhabitants.

General &quot;Worth was appointed temporary

governor of the city, and on the 8th of April,

Scott took up his line of march for the city

of Mexico. Having learned that Santa

Anna meant to oppose his advance at Cerro

Gordo, Scott hastened forward. The battle

was sharply contested, but resulted in a de

cisive victory on the part of the Americans.
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Scott d loss was more than 400, The Mexi
can loss, in killed and wounded, was never

known, but our countrymen took 3000 pris

oners, amongst whom were five generals;
4000 or 5000 stands of arms, and forty-three

pieces of artillery. Santa Anna himself with

great difficulty escaped to Orizaba, where he

exerted himself with great diligence to get

together again a force sufficient to make
head against Scott s advance upon the capi
tal. The army advanced, as soon as possible
after their victory, on Jalapa and Perote,
which were abandoned to them without a

blow
;
the latter on the 22d of April, and

with it a vast accumulation of warlike stores.

At Amozoque, they were unsuccessfully at

tacked by Santa Anna
;
and on the~22d of

May, 1847, Puebla submitted to Worth,
whilst the Mexican forces retired upon the

capital. This failure to retrieve the disas

ter at Cerro Gordo, kindled anew the flames

of revolution in Mexico; and the various

parties and factions in that unhappy coun

try could agree upon no one point, except
that the northern invaders were to be op
posed to the last extremity, and that no

peace was to be made while an enemy re

mained on the soil of Mexico.

Scott fixed his headquarters at Puebla,
where he regained until the beginning of

August, partly to recruit his troops and wait

the result of certain negotiations then going
on. The halt was unfortunate

;
for the men

got sick in large numbers, and desertions

became common. Into the unpleasant dif

ferences and disputes between the general-
in-chief and the authorities at Washington,
growing out of the scheme of superseding

Scott, by the appointment of a lieutenant-

general, we need not enter
;
neither is it ma

terial to enlarge upon the mission of Mr. N.
P. Trist, who was sent by the president as

commissioner, with full powers to seize upon
the earliest opportunity of negotiating a

peace with Mexico. The historians of the

war, Eipley, Mansfield, and others, furnish

ah requisite details. Scott, on the 7th of

August, having been reinforced, took up the

line of march for the capital of Mexico, and

in four days came within about fifteen miles

of the city. It was found necessary to con-

struct a new road, in order to reach the

point in view, which occupied several days.

Nothing can better show the exhaustion of

the military power of the Mexican govern

ment, than this daring march of less than

eleven thousand men, so far into a country

peculiarly favorable to guerilla warfare, and

in which no amount of contributions which

might be levied could compensate for the

destruction of its communications with the

sea and the fleet. The Mexicans made

vigorous efforts for defence. On every road

approaching the city were strong i arth-works

and batteries, and around the city itself was

a complete girdle of entrenchments. There

was, however, an insufficiency of artillery.

and the disposable troops were not above

twenty thousand in number
;
the services of

some ten thousand armed citizens might per

haps be reckoned upon, in addition to the

army ;
and although the lines were long, t?i6

invading force was too inconsiderable too
make this of any great moment. In view

of all the circumstances, the plans of Santa

Anna (as stated by him after the battle was

lost,) appear to have been arranged with

greater skill than he had shown before. It

was his design to have fallen back before

Scott s advance, and given battle on ground
he had chosen, and in which his numbers

would have told with effect upon the com

paratively small army of the invaders. But

the gross disobedience of General Valencia

disconcerted the whole plan. With an ex

cess of zeal, he was so anxious to attack the

Americans, that he advanced to Contreras,

where the ground was not tenable, and so

indirectly aided Scott s movements. It in

volved a considerable amount of hard work

and exposure to a heavy storm
;
but on the

morning of the 20th of August, our troops

reached an elevation in the rear of the Mexi

can position, and in seventeen minutes car

ried Valencia s entrenchments. The Ameri

can force engaged in this brilliant action was
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about four thousand five hundred, whilst the

enemy numbered about six thousand, and

Santa Anna was sufficiently near, with

double that number, to have shared in the

fight if he had felt disposed. This decisive

victory, however, was not all that was ac

complished on that day. Whilst the divi

sions just mentioned were engaged on the

left, Worth, by a skillful and daring move

ment on the right, had turned and forced

the enemy s strong position at San Antonio,

and then advanced directly upon a strong,

well-built fortification, the tete du pont of

Cherubusco, the other divisions hastening to

the same point from the field of Contreras.

In every direction the contest wras furious
;

but the Mexicans again proved themselves

unable to contend successfully with Ameri

can soldiers
;
at every point our countrymen

triumphed, and the dragoons chased the

scattered and disheartened enemy to the

very gates of the capital. The losses on

both sides were very heavy ;
for this was the

most sanguinary of all the engagements in

the whole course of the war
;
but in its

effect, it was certainly one of the most de

cisive and important.

At this point, everything seemed favorable

for entering upon negotiations for peace, on

terms which would be acceptable to the

United States. Scott, at his head-quarters,

at Tacubaya, and only three miles from the

city of Mexico, arranged an armistice, with

a view to a treaty, having enforced the

offer by the alternative of an assault, which

no one doubted would have been successful.

Some pause, too, was desirable for his own

men, after so long a march and such severe

engagements. And for several days after

the 24th of August, 1 847, the commissioners

appointed by the two parties attempted to

ascertain the existence of some ground of

agreement, whence they might start in draw

ing up the articles of a final treaty. But,
beside the numerous factions among the

Mexicans, it soon became evident that Santa

Anna was not to be relied on, and that he

meant to see what further he could accom

plish by fighting. The armistice having
now lasted for two weeks, and there ap

pearing no probability of a treaty being ar

ranged, Scott, on the 6th of September,
notified Santa Anna that he was aware of

his infractions of the armistice, and demand
ed satisfaction on account of them before

noon on the following day, under pain of de

claring the suspension of arms at an end, and

proceeding with hostilities forthwith. The

reply, which was sent on the 7th, accepted
the latter alternative, and announced the

resolution to try the fortune of war once

more. Before night Scott had fully deter

mined upon his plan of action. Having
ascertained that the western side of the city

seemed to be less strongly fortified than the

south side, he resolved to assault it by a flank

attack. But there lay directly in the line of

operations, on this plan, three strong positions

El Molino del Key, La Casa Mata, and Cha-

pultepec ;
the latter a castellated height, which

under ordinary circumstances could only
have been reduced by a regular siege. Nev

ertheless, knowing the quality of his own

men, and the inefficiency of the enemy, he

expected to carry it, as well as the rest, by

assault, and gave orders accordingly, the

King s Mill El Molino del Key being the

first point to be carried. The attack began

very early on the morning of September 8th,

1847, and it was pushed forward in so gal

lant a style that, in spite of the grape and

canister showered upon the attacking column,
in spite of a desperate rally on the part of

the Mexicans, and a struggle in which eleven

out of fourteen American officers fell, the

place was taken, and the guns in it turned

upon the fugitives, who rushed in the wild

est disorder to the forts. In the meanwhile,
Garland s brigade, sustained by Drum s ar

tillery, assaulted the enemy s left, near the

Molino, and after an obstinate contest drove

them from their position under the protect

ing guns of Chapultepec. Meanwhile, an

assault was ordered upon the Casa Mata.

which proved to be a massive stone work

surrounded with bastioned entrenchments
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and deep ditches, whence a deadly fire was

delivered, and kept up without intermission

upon the advancing troops, until they reach

ed the very slope of the parapet surrounding
the citadel. Here they were fairly mowed
down by the guns of the fort, and were

forced to withdraw to the left of Duncan s

battery, where the remnant of the column

re-formed in readiness for another assault.

The Mexican cavalry threatened an attack

on the American left, but were repulsed by
the artillery, and by the mere appearance of

the American dragoons ;
while new efforts

were made against the Molino, which soon

yielded to a desperate charge, led by Major
Buchanan and Captain M Kenzie on one

Bide, and Captains Anderson and Ayres on

the other. All the guns were now brought
to bear on the Casa Mata, and the garrison,

cut off from all support, and exposed to a

most destructive cannonade, evacuated it.

Two attempts to rally and lead their men on,

for the recovery of the positions that had

been lost, were made by the Mexican lead

ers, but they could not stand before the ter

rible fire of the American artillery, and by
nine o clock in the morning the battle was

over. ISTo immediate result followed this

battle
;
but Scott was preparing to assault

the capital in a few days. Chapultepec was

first to be taken, and on the 12th of Septem

ber, the bombardment began. It was re

newed early the next morning, and at eight

o clock, a general dash of our troops was

made from different points ;
the steep sides

of the hills were rapidly climbed; and by
means of scaling ladders the troops poured
into the works. Chapultepec was entered

on every side
;
the officers who were to have

fired the mines were shot down before they

could apply the match
;
and though the gar

rison made a stout and prolonged defence,

almost at the point of the bayonet, it was all

in vain, and the survivors, with their com

mander, General Bravo, were made prison

ers. Worth and Quitman, meanwhile, had

advanced upon the capital, and succeeded in

attaining such positions as that there could

no longer be any doubt as to the final result

Santa Anna and his adherents resolved to

retreat immediately, and took the road to

Guadalupe Hidalgo. A deputation of the

city council came to Scott at midnight, and

informed him of the flight of the government.
The next morning, at nine o clock, Septem
ber 14th, 1847, Quitman was allowed the

honor of hoisting the American flag on the

national palace, and, immediately after,

Scott and his staff rode into the vast area in

front of the cathedral and palace, amid the

shouts of the exulting army.
The Mexican war was now virtually at an

end, and with the exception of an attack on

Col. Childs at Puebla, which was repulsed, all

active hostility ceased. Scott s army, which

numbered 11,000 men when he left Puebla,
was now reduced to less than 6,000 ;

and

above half the loss had taken place in battle
;

sickness, desertion, and the necessity of gar

risoning some of the captured places, ac

counted for the rest. But the loss of the

Mexicans during the same time had exceeded

seven thousand, by battle alone
;
and besides,

there were nearly four thousand prisoners in

the hands of the conquerors, who had also

taken more than twenty colors and standards,

seventy-five guns, and fifty-seven wall-pieces,

twenty thousand small arms, and an im

mense quantity of shot, shells, and powder.
Our naval force was occupied in several

expeditions, principally in the Pacific. Guy-
amas was seized by Captain Lavallette, on

the 20th of October, having been deserted

by its garrison and its governor, and a de

monstration afterwards made against it was

easily defeated. Mazatlan was occupied, on

the 10th of November, by Commodore Shu-

brick, who hoped to have made it the termi

nus of a line of communication with Scott

or Taylor. San Bias, San Jose, Muleje, San

Antonio, and Todos Santos, were also the

scenes of combats and skirmishes, all of them

invariably ending in the success of Ameri

can arms.

Mexico was now subdued, and all that re

mained wai to settle upon terms of peace.
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Scott, who was rather testy, had two or

three quarrels with some of his officers and

with Mr. Trist at the same time, and the dis

sensions and squabbles among the command
ers were, and deserved to be, looked upon
as simply disgraceful. Mr. Trist, though at

the time not authorized to act for the United

States, arranged a treaty which was comple
ted February 2d, 1848. It was immediately

dispatched to Washington, and at once sent

to tht&amp;gt; Senate by Polk. It was ratified,

March 10th, and subsequently by the Mexi

can Congress, May 30th. The principal con

ditions contained in the treaty were, the

restoration of peace ;
the cession, not only

of Texas, but of New Mexico and Upper Cali

fornia also, to the United States
;
the pay

ment, in consideration of this cession of ter

ritory, of 815,000,000 by the American

government, and of the claims of the citizens

of the United States against the government
of Mexico, to the extent of $3,250,000;
and a compact to restrain the incursions and

misconduct of the Indians on the northern

frontier. Peace was proclaimed by the pres

ident, July 4th, 1848.

Returning again to the consideration of

home affairs, we note that the Thirtieth

Congress met, December 6th, 1847. Mr.

R. C. Winthrop, a whig, was elected speaker
of the House, which showed a falling off in

the democratic strength. A large portion

of Mr. Folk s message was occupied with

the Mexican war and the questions connected

with it. Interesting information of a diplo

matic kind was also furnished. The receipts

into the treasury, during the year ending in

June, 1847, had been $26,346,790 ;
but the

expenditure had reached nearly to the

amount of $59,500,000. The entire public
debt was said now to be 8^5,660,000.
&quot; Should the war with Mexico be continu

ed,&quot;
the president remarked,

&quot;

until the 30th

of J une, 1849, it is estimated that a further

loan of 820,500,000 will be required for the

fiscal year ending on that
day.&quot;

The opera
tion of the tariff was spoken of as decided

ly beneficial, and the independent treasury

was lauded in the very highest terms. In

addition to these various topics, the mint,
the public lands, the government of Oregon
Territory, the navy, the steam marine, and
the post-office, received due attention in the

very lengthy message, which \vas concluded

with a timely reference to the wise coun

sels of &quot;Washington against disunion, and

with an invocation of the blessings of Al

mighty God upon the deliberations of the na

tional legislature. During the present session

there was but little accomplished, principally
because of the exciting political questions, aris

ing out of, and connected with, the approach

ing presidential election. The &quot; Wilmot

proviso&quot; was again warmly debated, in con

nection with the bill providing a territorial

government for Oregon Territory. When
the bill was passing through the Senate,

amongst other amendments, on the motion

of Senator Douglas, the Missouri compro
mise amendment was appended to it

;
but

the House refused to concur in this addition

to its bill
;
and the Senate in consequence re

ceded from this amendment, by a vote of

twenty-nine to twenty-five, when the House

accepted the others. A loan of 816,000,000
was authorized, and an act was passed giving

authority to purchase the papers of Mr,

Madison, fourth president of the United

States. Congress adjourned on the 14th of

August, 1848.

The democratic nominating convention

was held in the spring of 1848. It met

at Baltimore, May 22nd, and tried hard

for several days to fix upon candidates who
should command the vote of the party

throughout the country. On the fourth bal

lot Gen. Cass was selected for president and

Gen. W. O. Butler for vice-president. A
portion of the party, not satisfied with this

result, held a convention at Utica, and ncin

inated Van Buren and C. F. Adams. The

whigs, on the other hand, assembled early in

June, in Philadelphia. Webster, Clay and

Scott were passed over, and Gen. Taylor

(p. 209), was nominated for president and Mil-

lard Fillmore for vice-president. The re-
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suit was, the election of these latter to the

highest offices in the gift of the people.

The Thirtieth Congress began its second

session December 4th, 1848. The message
of Polk was very long, and entered at large

into the numerous questions of interest then

occupying the public mind, although it must

be confessed there was throughout rather too

nuch of what has often been charged upon

Americans, viz : an undue self-glorification.

In speaking of the vast additions which had

been made to the territory of the United

States, and the incalculable wealth and pow
er opened to our countrymen, he said :

&quot; The acquisition of California* and New
Mexico, the settlement of the Oregon bound

ary, and the annexation of Texas, extending
to the Rio Grande, are results which, com

bined, are of greater consequence, and will

add more to the strength and wealth of the

nation, than any which have preceded them

since the adoption of the Constitution.&quot; The

president was in favor of extending the Mis

souri compromise line (p. 178), to the Pacific,

which would have largely increased the ex

tension of slave-holding territory. The finan

ces were pronounced to be in good condition,

the new tariff was highly praised, and the

public debt was stated to be $65,778,450.

Although this was the short session, consid

erable business was accomplished. Douglas,
:&amp;gt;f Illinois, introduced into the Senate a bill

* The first discovery of gold was made (in digging
for a saw mill) in February, 1848, on the grounds of

Captain Suter. The rumors of the finding of El

Dorado, about which the early adventurers to the

western world had dreamed so frequently, immediately
excited the attention of the whole community, and
from not only the older portions of the United States,

but from almost every part of the world, the &quot;

gold-

diggings&quot; were sought for with an avidity and eager
ness which the &quot; auri sacra fames&quot; of the poet can

hardly adequately express ;
within six weeks, during

December, 1848, and January, 1849, more than a hun
dred vessels left the ports of the United States for Cali

fornia
;
and under the spur of excitement and making

haste to get rich, a population was drawn to the Paci

fic coast with unexampled rapidity, and more various

and extraonl.nary than had ever before gathered to

gether in one region of country.

to admit California as a State immediately
New Mexico was subsequently included- in

this plan, the idea being to leave the inhabit

ants to determine whether they would have

slavery or not
;
but the bill was not adopt

ed. At the close .of February, 1849, anoth

er proposition was made, viz : to extend the

revenue laws over California and New Mex
ico, and also the Constitution of the United

States, with all general laws applicable
to the case. After much debate and dis

sension between the Houses, this proposition
was agreed upon. Among the principal
acts of the session may be mentioned, the

establishing a territorial government for Min
nesota

;
the making arrangements for the

seventh census
;
the organization of the de

partment of the interior, and the appoint
ment of an assistant secretary of state

;
the

running and marking off the northern bound

ary of the state of Iowa
;
and a resolution

authorizing the secretary of war to furnish

emigrants to Oregon, California, and New
Mexico, with suitable arms and ammunition.

A postal treaty also was established between

the United States and Great Britain and her

territories. As a matter of general interest

in the progress of the slave or free issue, we

may here state, that the Southern members
of Congress felt called upon to meet, at the

opening of 1849, and reaffirm their views on

the disputed points, and also to call upon
the South to present a united and immovable

front, and be ready to defend their rights.

The discovery and importance of the gold

region on the shores of the Pacific, gave rise

to various schemes for establishing railroad

communication between the eastern and

western territory of our republic. Several

plans were brought forward in Congress ;

but the only one that received attention, was
that which contemplated a railroad across

the Isthmus of Panama, so as to reduce the

distance to California from the Atlantic

States, from some seventeen- thousand miles

(which was the distance by way of Cape

Horn), to less than six thousand miles. The
bill which Mr. Benton brought forward ia
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the Senate, to accomplish this object, did not

receive the support of the majority in that

body. The overland route also, though the

distance was much less, was not considered

at all practicable at this date

The Thirtieth Congress came to its end,

March 4th, 1849, and at the same date Polk

retired from office. Senator Benton, who is

probably as good a judge as any one in this

matter, affirms that the faults of Folk s ad

ministration were the faults of his cabinet
;

the merits of it were all his own. &quot; The

Mexican war, under the impulse of specula

tors, and upon an intrigue of Santa Anna,
was the great blot upon his administration

;

and that Avas wholly the work of the in

triguing part of his cabinet The ac

quisition of New Mexico and California

were the distinguishing events of his admin

istration fruits of the war with Mexico;
but which would have come to the United

States without that war, if the president had

been surrounded by a cabinet free from in

trigue and selfishness, and wholly intent

upon the honor and interest of the country.&quot;

With the facts already set before him, the

reader can judge for himself, in how far this

laudation is deserved.

On Monday, March 5th, 1849, Zachary

Taylor, the distinguished warrior, appeared
before a large assemblage in Washington,
and about midday delivered his inaugural

address. It was a brief, plain, common-sense

sort of a document, such as was to be expected

from a man of his well-known character and

integrity. The oath of office was thereupon
taken by Taylor, and the next day he sent

in to the Senate the following names of gen
tlemen for his cabinet, viz : John M. Clayton
was appointed secretary of state; William

M. Meredith, secretary of the treasury ;
Geo.

W. Crawford, secretary of war
;
William B.

Preston, secretary of the navy ;
Thos. Ewing,

secretary of the interior; Jacob Collamer,

postmaster-general ;
and Reverdy Johnson,

attorney-general. The department of the

interior, charged with the care of the land

office, Indian affairs, patent office, census

office, public buildings, etc., had been organ
ized by the last Congress, and added another

member to the cabinet. Notwithstanding

Taylor s personal popularity, it soon became

evident that there was about to be a majority
in both Houses of Congress opposed to his

administration
;
and from the tone and tem

per of the opposition press, as well as the

dissatisfaction caused by the removal of

democrats from office, and the appointment
of whigs in their places, the president and

his cabinet had reason to look forward to the

approaching meeting of Congress with no

little anxiety and concern. The position,

also, of California and New Mexico, for

which the attempt to provide territorial gov
ernments had failed, (p. 214), and the dis

pute stirred up by the claim on the part of

Texas to jurisdiction over quite a large por
tion of New Mexico, demanded attention,

and caused no little annoyance and vexation.

Taylor took such steps as seemed to him ne

cessary to preserve tranquillity until the

boundary question could be settled by Con

gress. He also appointed a governor and

other officers for the new territory of Ore

gon ;
and measures were taken to complete

the coast survey on the Pacific shores of the

United States. The rapidly increasing im

portance of California and the gold region

caused a large increase of duty to the presi

dent, and anxious consideration on his part

how best to protect the emigrants flocking

thither, and how to sustain, properly and

effectually, the authority of the United States

in a region which had no settled government
of any kind as yet provided for it. The in

tense application to public business began to

tell upon the president s health, and the

effect of the new cares and responsibilities

he had assumed, was becoming evident as

the summer passed away and the time for

the opening of Congress approached.

The Thirty-first Congress began its first

session December 3d, 1849. After some three

weeks,the House succeeded in getting a speak

er by a plurality vote, Mr. Cobb, of Georgia.

The president s message was sent ID Decen?
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her 24th, and proved to be a plain, clearly

written and moderately long statement of the

existing condition of affairs, and was marked

by a spirit of earnest devotion to the best in

terests of our country. The slavery question
now began to loom up into new importance,
and to foreshadow, in measure at least, that

awful struggle which ere many years came

upon the Great Republic. The South naturally

enough, rejoiced in the acquisition of Texas,

and the enlargement of the area out of which

new slave States might be formed, and it

was also sanguine in the expectation that

New Mexico and California might be in

cluded in the same category. The North, on

the other hand, while yielding to the neces

sity of Texas being under the influence and

guidance of slaveholders, was earnest in

seeking to prevent the spread of what it

deemed a great evil and stain upon our

national escutcheon
;
and as it became more

and more probable that slavery would be

excluded from California and New Mexico,
the North could not but exult in the prospect,

and also urge in Congress measures cal

culated to depress Southern power and in

fluence in our Pacific possessions. A special

message was sent to the House, January 21st,

1850, in which the California and New
Mexico, as well as the Texas boundary diffi

culty were spoken of. The subject caused

considerable debate and trouble. Henry

Clay, venerable for years and unquestioned

patriotism, again endeavored to pour oil

upon the waters of strife. On the 29th of

January, he brought forward a series of eight

resolutions, by which he hoped to provide a

basis of compromise for the firm and lasting

settlement of the slavery question. His plan

in substance was, to admit California as a

State
;

to form territoral governments in

other parts of the territory acquired from

Mexico
;
to fix the boundary of Texas and

New Mexico
;
to propose to Texas to pay off

her debt contracted previous to annexation

to the United States
;
to declare it inexpedient

to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia,

while it exists in Maryland, without the con

sent of the people of the State and the Dis

trict, and without compensating the slave

owners in the District
;
to declare it expedi

ent to prohibit the slave-trade in the District

of Columbia
;

to make more effectual pro
vision for the recovery of fugitive slaves

;

and to affirm that Congress has no power to

hinder the trade in slaves between the slave-

holding States. Mr. Clay made an earnest

and affecting speech on the points at issue,

early in February, 1850
;
and about a month

later, Calhoun stood forward, as he had

always proved himself, the champion of ultra

State rights and the denouncer of the aggres
sions and injustice of the North. Webster

also took part in the debate, scorned the very
name of secession, and declared that it would

be, and must be, revolution. Towards the

close of February, an effort was made to do

something by means of a select committee of

thirteen. Clay, on the 8th of May, on behalf

of this committee, brought in a report of a

plan of compromise, which, it was hoped,
would allay existing excitement. A series

of bills were presented more generally
known as the &quot;omnibus bill&quot; to admit

California as a State, to establish territorial

governments for Utah and New Mexico, to

pay Texas a sum of money sufficient to

satisfy her on the subject of her boundary, to

provide for the recovery of fugitive slaves,

and to abolish the slave trade in the District

of Columbia. Long and wearisome debates

followed, week after week, even till the

month of August, when it was found that

the omnibus bill could not be carried, at

least in its existing shape.

In the midst of this excitement and dis

pute, the president was suddenly called away
to his account. Zachary Taylor died, July

9th, 1850, in the 66th year of his age, and

before he had been able to accomplish much
of any account in his high office. By this

afflictive event, Millard Fillmore became

president, and having taken the oath of

office, July 10th, he entered at once upon his

duties. Changes in the cabinet took place,

Webster becoming secretary of state. On
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the 6th of August, Fillmore sent a message
to the House, respecting the boundary ques
tion between Texas and New Mexico, the

former of which had taken certain steps in

the matter which were not for a moment to

be tolerated. Early in the same month, the

boundary between Texas and New Mexico
was finally settled upon, Texas to receive

810,000,000 in consideration of relinquish-
ment of her claims against the United States.

On the 13th, the bill to admit California as

a State passed the Senate by a vote of thirty-
four to eighteen ;

on the loth, a bill was

passed to establish a territorial government
for New Mexico

;
and on the 18th of Sep

tember, a fugitive slave bill, and a bill for

the suppression of the slave trade in the Dis

trict of Columbia, also passed the Senate by
large majorities. By the constitution of

California, slavery was prohibited in that

State
;
in New Mexico and Utah, the ques

tion was left open for future decision.

Messrs. TV. M. Gwinn and J. C. Fremont,
senators elect from California, immediately
thereafter appeared and took their seats in the

great council ofthe nation. In this wise, so far

as legislation was concerned, the bitter strife

over the AVilmot proviso came to a pause ;

and it was hoped, by all true lovers of their

country, that discord would now end in re

spect to that interminable, unceasing source

of contention the slavery question. But we
are sorry to say, that the strife did not cease

then
; and, so far as men could penetrate the

veil of the future, was not likely to cease for

many long years to come. &quot; The complex,

cumbersome, expensive, annoying, and inef

fective
bill,&quot;

as Senator Benton designates the

fugitive slave law of 1850, gave satisfaction to

neither party. The North was irritated and
vexed with the mode pursued in the recovery
of fugitive slaves, and with the odiousness of

the whole matter, as it was now presented
before their eyes ;

the South, on the other

hand, was chagrined and exasperated to find

that the difficulty of getting back their

slaves was rather increased than otherwise

by this new act, and that disturbances were

sure to follow, and the law sure to become
odious, and, consequently, next to impossible
to be executed. On the 30th of September,
1850, after a session of over 300 days tho

longest ever held Congress adjourned.
The results of the seventh census, taken

this year, were substantially as follows.

Total white population, 19,557,271 ;
free

colored, 429,710; slaves, 3,204,093. The

population of the free States was, 13,434,559.
The free population of the slave States was,

6,412,151; showing a decrease of 778,568
since 1840

;
whilst the free States had in the

same period increased 3,779,933, i.
&amp;lt;?.,

rather

more than half the entire population of the

slave States. The grand total of the popu
lation of the United States, in 1850, was

23,191,074.

The position of the beautiful island of

Cuba, and its contiguity to the United States,
have naturally caused it to be looked upon
with no ordinary interest by our country

men; and, partly from good motives, and

partly from the restlessness and cupidity of a

large number of Americans, manifold plans
and schemes have been talked of, and at

tempted to be carried out, so as to incorpo
rate Cuba into the possessions of the United

States. Spain, on her part, ever jealous of

her powerful neighbor, has exercised great

rigor in endeavoring to maintain her author

ity intact, and to prevent the &quot;

filibustering&quot;

schemes and plots of those who have been

ready, in past years, to do all in their power
to wrest this fertile island from Spain. Va
rious piratical expeditions have been under

taken, at various times, with this purpose in

view. In 1849, the impression having got
abroad that the Cubans were ready for re

volt, efforts began to be made, in several

parts of the Union, to fit out an expedition

against the Spanish powers. General Tay

lor, at that time president, issued a procla

mation, August llth, forbidding every out

rage of the kind against the law, and warn

ing all offenders of the punishment in store

for them. Preparations, however, went on,

at New Orleans, a Cuban named Lopez
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being the leader. About the middle of May,
1850, the &quot;filibusters&quot; set out under the

guise of emigrants, in vessels bound for

Chagres. Lopez and his company, about six

hundred in number, landed at Cardenas on

the 18th of May, where he issued a bombas
tic proclamation, but met with no encourage
ment. On the contrary, the people rose

against the invaders, and Lopez, after a

bloody skirmish, burning the governor s

house, and seizing some bags of specie, re-

embarked in the steamer, Creole. His men
insisted on being carried to Key West, where,

just as they arrived, the Spanish war steamer,

Pizarro, overtook them. But its commander
could get neither the money nor men

;
on his

return, however, he found 100 men of Lo

pez s party on the island of Contoy, on the

coast of Yucatan, and carried them to Cuba.

The restless adventurer, Lopez, began to

plot afresh, and was encouraged by a num
ber of Americans in his lawless schemes.

General Quitman and others were indicted

at iSTew Orleans, in July, by the grand jury,

as concerned in setting on foot an unlawful

expedition, and the general was arrested on

the 3d of February, 1851, on this charge;
he was not, however, convicted, although by

many believed to be guilty. At a later date,

in April, J. O. Sullivan, Captain Rogers, of

the Cleopatra, and others, were arrested at

New York, and the vessel which they had

procured was seized by the authorities. On
the 25th of April, President Fillmore issued

his proclamation, in which he expressed the

conviction, that the expedition against Cuba

was instigated
&quot;

chiefly by foreigners, who

dare to make our shores the scene of their

guilty and hostile preparations against a

friendly power, and who seek by falsehood

and misrepresentation to seduce our citizens,

especially the young and inconsiderate, into

their wicked schemes.&quot; And he urged upon

good citizens to frown upon every such effort,

as a blot upon our good name, and certain to

result in loss and disgrace. Lopez, having

managed to escape the vigilance of the govern

ment, sailed from New Orleans, August 3d,

1851, in the steamer Pampero. His present

company numbered more than 400 men,
On the llth, he arrived off the coast of Cuba,
in sight of Havana, and turning westwardly,
he advanced a few miles beyond Bahia Hon
da, where the steamer ran aground on a coral

reef. Lopez debarked on the island of Play-
tas with all his troops, and advanced inland

with three hundred men. Colonel Critten-

den, his chief officer, was left with the re

mainder, and, preparing to join Lopez, was

attacked by a Large force and routed. With

difficulty he escaped to the coast, and put

ting out to sea in boats, he and his party of

some fifty men^ were taken on the 15th, car

ried into Hava:na, condemned to die, and on

the 16th were shot. Lopez advanced inland

about ten miles, when he was attacked by
about 800 Spanish troops. After a bloody
battle he fled to the mountains, was hunted

by bloodhounds, and on the 26th of August
was garroted at Havana as a malefactor.

The men made prisoners were sent to Spain ;

but, in 1852, on the intercession of our gov

ernment, they \vere allowed to return to the

United States.

Union meetings were held, during the

autumn of 1850, in various parts of the coun

try, Philadelphia, Boston, Cincinnati, etc.,

and patriotic addresses were made, and ur

gent exhortation^ presented, so as to induce

all to hold fast by the Union at all hazards.

In various parts of the South, however, the

evil spirit of disunion was rife, and some of

the leadino- men were unwise enough to ad-O *-*

vise South Carolina, the leader in secession,

to
&quot; bide her time,&quot; and such like stuff. The

Thirty-first Congress began its second session,

December 2d, 1850, and received the same

day the president s message. Mr. Fillmore

expressed his views, clearly and straightfor

wardly in regard to the tariff, internal im

provements, Indian affairs, army and navy,

etc. He also enlarged somewhat upon the

compromise measures of the previous session,

and uttered the hope that they would have

the effect of quieting agitation, and uniting

all Americans in love and devotion to the
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Union. The total receipts into the treasury,

for the year ending June 30th, 1850, were

$47,422,000. Total expenditures for the

year, a little over 43,000,000. The public
debt was reduced nearly 8500,000; and

about $8,000,000 of the public debt were to

be provided for within two years. The an

nual reports of the heads of departments
were transmitted to Congress with the mes

sage, and contained elaborate and full state

ments of the condition and wants of various

branches of the public service. During the

present session there was a large amount of

talking, and consequently less acting than

was to be desired. A number of measures

failed for want of time
;

others were not

completed on account of violent sectional op

position. The river and harbor improve
ment bill was defeated by a party trick, and

a joint resolution to give honor to Scott, by

creating the grade of lieutenant-general, also

failed. The more important bills passed

were, the civil and diplomatic appropriation
bill

;
the army and navy appropriation bill

;

a bill for erecting lighthouses ;
an act re

ducing postage on letters to three cents on

any distance under three thousand miles
;

etc. Acts were also passed respecting private

land claims in California; establishing a

military asylum ; appointing the regents of

the Smithsonian Institution (p. 193); author

izing the president to send a government ves

sel to bring Kossuth and other Hungarian
exiles to the United States, etc. &quot;While Gen
eral Taylor was alive, Mr. A. D. Mann was

despatched to Vienna to watch the progress
of the Hungarian struggle against Austria

at that date, and in case of its success to re

cognize the Hungarian Republic. This hav

ing become known to the Austrian govern

ment, they charged upon Chevalier Hulse-

mann, (charge $affaires) at Washington, to

protest against any interference in Austrian

affairs. Mr. Hulsemann thereupon undertook

to lecture the secretary of state in pretty
severe terms. This was at the end of Sep
tember. Daniel Webster was delayed until

December in sending his reply, but when he

did send it, it proved to be such as the belli

cose chevalier, as well as foreign cabinets iu

general, could not readily forget or attempt
to evade. The reader will do well to con

sult this admirable letter, and sec how capi

tally Webster asserts the entire and perfect in

dependence of the American people to sym
pathize with any and every oppressed nation

ality, so long as they preserve the faith of

treaties, and the exact neutrality in regard
to European matters, which Washington ad

vised and which has ever been the policy and
course of the United States. In this connec

tion, we may mention, that, at the close of

1851, Louis Kossuth, the famous Magyar
chief, arrived in the America, and received in

all quarters expressions of sympathy, sub

scriptions in money, public honors, etc. But
these were the sentiments and evidences

of good-will of the people ;
the government

could not, and did not take any part in

Kossuth s movements. Hence having re

ceived about $100,000 towards the Hunga
rian cause, he left for England, in May, 1859.

During the summer of 1851, political

movements were active and seemed to pro
mise democratic success in the future. The

journals of the clay pointed out the alarming
increase of crime, and attributed it, no doubt

correctly, to the fact that a very large num
ber of emigrants had come to our shores

during the past year. The proportion of

native offenders to those of foreign birth

was not one-fifth
;
and the alms-house statis

tics presented a similar large increase of

foreigners, which had been dispatched to tho

United States from England and Ireland

principally. The accounts from California,

however, threw every thing else into the

shade. There, it became a war to the knife

between the citizens and organized gangs of

desperadoes and villains
; and, for a period,

anarchy prevailed, and the &quot; committee of

vigilance
&quot; took the law and the settlemento

of matters into their own hands.

In October, 1851, the first Grinncll expe
dition reached New York in safety. It hud

been absent a year and a half in search of
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the missing Sir John Franklin
; but, we

regret to say, with no satisfactory res alt.

Dr. E. K. Kane, with great enthusiasm and

courage, succeeded in getting a new expedi
tion on foot to proceed to the Arctic regions.

Further on, we shall note the issue. In

November, 1851, a rather unpleasant affair

occurred at Greytown, which for a time

seemed likely to produce serious consequen
ces. An American steamer was forcibly

stopped by a British brig-of-war, and com

pelled to pay port charges, etc., which the

captain thought to be illegal. Happily, the

British government at once disavowed the

over zealous conduct of the commander of

the brig, as an act of violence and in contra

vention of treaty engagements; and so the

matter was put to rest.

The Thirty-second Congress began its first

session, December 1st, 1851. The president,

in his message, expressed his determination to

enforce the laws of the United States, in all

cases, and not to allow of interference in the

concerns of foreign nations, so as to endanger
the peace of the country. The receipts into

the treasury during the year, amounted to

$52,312,979. The expenditures had been,

$48,600,000. About $7,500,000 had been

paid on account of the public debt, which,
on the 20th of November, was $62,500,000.
The estimated receipts for the next fiscal

year, were, $51,800,000 ;
and the estimated

expenditures, were, $43,000,000. Yarious

important recommendations, on the subject
of the tariff, internal improvements, protec
tion of the frontiers, an agricultural bureau,

etc., were urged upon Congress ;
and Fill-

more again gave it as his settled opinion,

that the compromise measures of 1 850 ought
to be adhered to by all good citizens. The

question as to the fisheries off the coast of

British America gave some trouble at this

date
;
there was considerable discussion in

the Senate, etc.
; but, as we may here state,

a reciprocity treaty was arranged in 1854,
and a mutually satisfactory adjustment of the

question agreed upon. On the 1st of Juno,

1852, the lemocrati; nominating convention

met at Baltimore, and after much disputing
and balloting, concluded by putting tho

names of Franklin Pierce and W. E.. King
forward as candidates for president and vice-

president. On the 16th of June, the whig
convention met in the same city ;

there was

much discussion and difference of opinion,

but finally, Gen. Scott and &quot;W. A. Graham
were fixed upon. The &quot;

free-soilers,&quot; on

their part, nominated J. P. Hale and G. W.
Julian for president and vice-president. Con

gress adjourned, August 31st, 1852. Con
siderable business was accomplished, among
which were acts voting an amendment to the

deficiency bill, making an additional appro

priation of $25,000 for each trip to the Collins

line of steamers
; considerably reducing the

rates of postage on printed matter
; making

large appropriations for the improvement of

rivers and harbors in various sections of the

country ; granting aid to the State of Michi

gan in constructing a ship canal around the

Sault St. Marie
;
etc. The French spoliation

bill, and other measures of importance, were

postponed until the next session.*

The presidential election took place in

November, and resulted in the election of

Pierce by a large majority. Some little

time before Webster s death, a proposition
was made by England and France to the

United States to become party to a tripartite

convention, in virtue of which the three

powers should severally and collectively dis

claim, now and for the future, all intention

to obtain possession of the Island of Cuba,
as well as to discountenance all attempts of

a similar kind by any power whatever. In

July, 1852, Mr. Crampton addressed a letter

to Mr. Webster on the subject, urging the

views of his government as to this matter
;

and the Comte de Sartiges, in behalf of

France, entirely accorded with the senti

ments of Mr. Crampton s letter. In conse

quence of Webster s death not long after,

* We may put on record here, the death of two of

the most eminent patriots an4 statesmen of America.

Henry Clay died June 29th, 1852 ;
and Daniel Webster

October 24th, 1852.
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Edward Everett became secretary of state,

and under date of December 1st, addressed a

letter to Comte de Sartiges on the subject.

It was a very long and able letter, quite

worthy of Everett s reputation and ability,

and it set forth, in a clear and unmistakable

manner, that the United States could not

and would not entertain any such arrange
ment. &quot; Xo administration of this govern

ment,&quot; said Everett, &quot;however strong in the

public confidence in other respects, could

stand a day under the odium of having stipu

lated with the great powers of Europe, that

in no future time, under no change of cir

cumstances, by no amicable arrangement
with Spain, by no act of lawful war, (should

that calamity unfortunately occur,) by no

consent of the inhabitants of the island,

should they, like the possessions of Spain on

the American continent, succeed in render

ing themselves independent, in fine, by no

overruling necessity of self-preservation,

should the United States ever make the ac

quisition of Cuba. For these reasons, which

the president has thought it advisable, con

sidering tho importance of the subject, to

direct me to unfold at some length, he

feels constrained to decline respectfully the

invitation of France and England to become

parties to the proposed convention.&quot;

The second session of the Thirty-second

Congress began December 6th, 1852. The

president s message, clearly but in brief

terms, placed before Congress the several

matters of interest requiring their attention.

Cuba and the tripartite convention, the Te-

huantepec route, the steps taken to obtain a

change in the policy of Japan, the tariff, etc.,

wtare spoken of; and it was stated that the

receipts for the year were, $49,728,386 ;
the

expenditures were, $46,008,000 ;
the balance

in the treasury was, $14,632,135. The value

of foreign imports during the year was esti

mated at $207,240,000; the aggregate ex

ports were, $167,066,000, besides $42,507,-
285 in specie. In the Senate, there was
much animated debate on the whole subject
of the foreign policy of the United States.

General Cass had a great deal to say on the

subject of the &quot;Monroe doctrine &quot;

(p. 180) ;

Messrs. Seward, Chase, Butler, Mason, Sonic,

and others, took part in the discussion
;
and

the country generally was deeply interested

in the important questions involved in dis

pute. Various matters of business occupied
the attention of the House, and a number of

acts of local interest were passed, together

with a great variety of private bills. The

plan of a railroad from the Mississippi to the

Pacific was repeatedly discussed in the

Senate, and an amendment was finally

adopted to the appropriation bill, authoriz

ing the president to use $150,000 for the ex

penses of surveys, explorations of the route,

etc. A bill was also passed, erecting a new
territorial government out of part of Oregon,
to be called the Territory of &quot;Washington.

The Thirty-second Congress closed its career,

March 3d, 1853, and at the same date Mil-

lard Fillmore retired from the position which

he had well and worthily filled for nearly

three years.

Franklin Pierce, the fourteenth president

of the United States, was inaugurated on the

4th of March, 1S53. His address, on this

occasion, was in a tone of laudation of the

country and ourselves, perhaps not in the

best taste, but well calculated to attract

popular applause. His cabinet was selected,

and confirmed at once by the Senate. Wil

liam L. Marcy was made secretary of state
;

James Guthrie, secretary of the treasury ;

Eobert McClelland, secretary of the interior
;

Jefferson Davis, secretary of war
;
James C.

Dobbin, secretary of the navy ;
James Camp

bell, postmaster-general ;
Caleb Gushing, at

torney-general. The vice-president, W. K.

King, died on the 18th of April, by which

event, Mr. Atchison, who had been elected

president pro tempore of the Senate, was

henceforth charged with the duties of the

vice-president s office. A large number of

diplomatic appointments were also made
;

among which were James Buchanan sent to

England, and J. Y. Mason to France. The

Mexican boundary commission, early in the
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year, assigned the Mesilla Yalley to Mexico,
which roused up Governor Lane of New
Mexico, and led him to propose to resist

by force of arras. Trouble seemed likely to

grow out of the matter. The second Grin-

nell Expedition started at the end of May,
1853, (p. 220), consisting of only one vessel,

under command of Dr. Kane, and seventeen

hardy navigators. It Avas a bold and ad

venturous undertaking, and its issue we may
state by and by. In the present connection

it is proper to note that four other expedi

tions were fitted out, in accordance with the

provisions of Congress, (p. 214), for prose

cuting explorations and selecting the best

route for railroad communication between

the Atlantic and Pacific. The first, under

Major Stevens, was to proceed from St.

Paul, Minnesota, to the Great Bend of the

Missouri River, thence to the most available

pass in the Rocky Mountains, from the forty-

ninth parallel to the head-waters of the Mis

souri. The second, under Lieutenant Whip-

pie, was to proceed from the Mississippi,

along the head-waters of the Canadian, across

the Rio Peeo
; entering the valley of the Rio

del ISTorte near Albuquerque, thence through
Walker s Pass in the Rocky Mountains to

the Pacific, some where on the coast of

southern California. The third, under Cap
tain Gunnison, was to pass through the

Rocky Mountains near the head-waters of

the Rio del Norte, thence westwardly along
the Nicollet River of the Great Basin,

thence north to the Lake Utah. The fourth

was to operate in California, in the region
west of the Colorado to the Pacific, examin

ing the passes of the Sierra Nevada, and

endeavoring to ascertain the best route be

tween Walker s Pass and the mouth of the

Gila, and from that point to the Pacific at

San Diego. The case of Kostza, a Hungar
ian, and the course pursued by Captain

Ingraham in rescuing him from Austrian

power, excited considerable attention at this

date. Kostza, it appears, had taken the pre

liminary steps to become an American citi

zen, but was seized by the Austrian consul-

general at Smyrna, as a refugee. His release

was demanded by our consul, and Captain

Ingraham threatened, that unless lie wera

given up, he should fire into the Austrian

brig Avhere Kostza was confined. Marcy, in

reply to Hulsemann s note, demanding satis

faction for the outrage on Austria, entered

fully into the question, set forth the grounds
on which the United States government is

prepared to act in all similar cases, demon
strated that Austria had no cause of com

plaint, and justified the course of Captain

Ingraham as eminently proper under the

circumstances.

On the 5th of December, 1853, the Thirty-
third Congress commenced its first session.

The president s message was an elaborate

production ;
it treated fully of our foreign

relations, in regard to Great Britain, Spain,

Mexico, China, Japan, etc., and gave a very

cheering view of domestic matters, besides

reporting the finances to be in a most

flourishing condition. The principal work

of the session may be briefly summed up ;
at

the beginning of 1854, Douglas introduced

into the Senate his Nebraska bill, subse

quently changed to include Kansas also, pro

viding, as was his favorite notion, that when
these territories should be admitted as States,

they might adopt slavery or not, as they

pleased. In Douglas s opinion, tho com

promise of 1850 (p. 217) superseded the

Missouri compromise of 1820 (p. 178). Of

course, sharp debate ensued on the old ques
tion of slavery extension and limit. Doug
las moved an amendment, in February, to

declare the Missouri compromise inconsistent

with the legislation of 1850, which was

adopted, thirty-five to nine
; and, after a

large amount of further speechifying and

personal bickerings, the bill was passed,

March 3d, by a vote of thirty-seven to four

teen. In the House, a similar bill was

brought in and discussed. It was taken up
in March, then allowed to lie by for a month,

and then, after every kind of interminable

discussion and dispute had taken p.ace, waa

passed, on the 22d of May, by a vote of ona
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hundred and thirteen to one hundred. The

Senate adopted this bill a few days after

wards. The Gadsden treaty came before

the Senate for confirmation
;

it settled the

question of boundary with Mexico, as well

as other points of interest. Near the end

of the session, a bill was passed by both

Houses, appropriating $10,000,000 for carry

ing the treaty into effect. Other matters of

interest were, the discussion upon building six

first-class steam frigates, and the final pass

age of the bill by a large vote
;
the presi

dent s veto of the bill appropriating ten

millions of acres of public lands to the

several States for the relief of the indigent
insane within their limits; the holding a

convention at Charleston, in April, to con

sider how best to set forward the interests

of the Southern States
;
the various inklings

and movements towards annexing the Sand

wich Islands
;
the issuing of a proclamation

by the president, on the 31st of May, de

nouncing the filibustering attempts again

about to be made upon Cuba; etc. A con

siderable amount of public business was left

unfinished, and Congress adjourned on the

Tth of August, 1854.

Perry and the Japan expedition may here

be noted. Perry sailed from New York on

the 24th of November, 1852, in the steamer

Mississippi, other vessels in the East being
ordered to join him. The Cape of Good

Hope was doubled during the latter part of

February, 1853
; Singapore was reached on

the 25th of March
;
and Shanghai on the 4th

of May. Here the commodore transfer

red his flag to the Susquehanna, and had now
a fleet of four vessels, with two others to join
him soon after. The Lew-Chew Islands

were visited, and early in June, Commodore

Perry directed his course to Japan. On the

7th of July, he reached the Bay of Yedo,
and caused no little surprise and apprehen
sion by steaming directly into the bay, and

insisting upon carrying out the measures for

which he had come so far. By his judicious

firmness, the commodore succeeded in accom

plishing the object of his mission
;
the letter

of the president to the emperor was deliver

eel
; negotiations -were entered into

;
and

finally, on the 31 st of March, 1854, a treaty
was agreed upon and signed. Commodore

Perry returned home, reaching New York

early in 1855, and the treaty with Japan
was duly ratified by the Senate.

During the summer and autumn, various

political meetings, conventions and the like

were held, and it became evident that the

minds of people were by no means at rest

on the subject of the Missouri compromise
and the Nebraska and Kansas bill, noted

above
;
and there seemed to be a disposition

in some quarters, to form a native American

party, as opposed to aliens, especially Roman

Catholic, Irish and German naturalized citi

zens.

The Thirty-third Congress began its sec

ond session, December 4th, 1854. The mes

sage of Pierce contained the usual summary
of affairs, suggestions, etc., stating, among
other things, that more than $24,000,000
had been paid on the public debt, and that

the balance unpaid, about $45,000,000, was

redeemable at different periods within four

teen years. During the session, Pierce ap

plied the veto on two occasions, once in re

gard to the appointing a commission to in

vestigate and pay the losses sustained by
Americans from French spoliation, the other

in regard to increasing the annual appropria
tions to the Collins line of steamers for mail

service. This latter, however, was added to

the naval appropriation bill, and so became a

law. A retired list for the navy was pro
vided

; $7,750,000 were appropriated to meet

the claims of the creditors of Texas who

may hold bonds for the payment of which

the revenues of the State were pledged ;
a

bill to protect emigrant passengers was adopt
ed

;
a joint resolution, approved on the 15th

of February, authorized the president to

confer the title of lieutenant -
general by

brevet, in a single instance, for eminent ser

vices. General Scott was the recipient of

this well-merited and distinguished honor.

Just at the close of the session. Pierce corrunu
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nicated to Congress a voluminous diplomatic

correspondence respecting the Osteiicl confer

ence, held in October, 1854. The substance of

this meetine; of the American ministers too

England, France and Spain, at the city of

Ostend, may be briefly summed up. The

point of it consisted in the value of Cuba to

the United States, the almost necessity of

getting possession of it, the taking measures

to this end openly and fairly, the offering

Spain $120,000,000 for the island, etc.

Pierce hesitated rather at this last measure,

which offended Mr. Soule very much. The

Thirty-third Congress came to its end, March

3rd, 1855.*

The elections, during 1855, indicated an

unhealthy tendency towards attempting to

draw lines of distinction between &quot;

natives&quot;

and
&quot;foreigners,&quot;

and here and there dis

turbances and riots occurred. In the existing

condition of our country, certainly this ques

tion can never be agitated with satisfaction

or even safety to the body politic. In the

spring of the present year, Pierce gave no

tice to the Danish government, in respect to

the dues levied on all vessels passing the

Sound, that the treaty of commerce which

recognized the right to levy these dues, would

be terminated at the expiration of a year ;

and also, that the right would no longer be

recognized by the United States. The Dan

ish government, in reply to this notification,

complained that the notice was too sudden,

especially as they needed the money.
The expedition in search after Sir John

Franklin, we have noted already, and Dr.

Kane s embarkation in 1853 (p. 222). We

may briefly state here the result. On the

10th of September, the party were frozen in

on the coast of Greenland, at the most north

erly point ever reached. Here the party

passed their first Arctic winter. The foliow-

* During the months of January, February, and

March, 1854, the Darien exploring expedition, con

sisting of twenty-seven men, under command of Lieut.

Isaac Strain of the navy, attempted to ascertain the

practicability of a route for a ship canal across the

Isthmus. It was attended with dangers and difficul

ties, and sufferings, almost passing belief.

ing summer was spent in exploring in every
direction that was practicable, in endeavors

to ascertain something through the Esqui

maux, in hunting, etc. The second winter,

that of 185455, was intensely severe and

trying, and their stock offuel became quite ex

hausted. The search having been prosecuted

two years, with no result, and Dr. Kane

deeming it impossible to spend a third winter

amid the ice, the Advance was reluctant

ly abandoned, on the 20th of May, 1855.

With sledges and in open boats, this brave

party set out on their return home
;
and hav

ing gone through sufferings of the most bit

ter and severe character, they reached the

Danish settlements at Upemavik at the be

ginning of August, completely worn down

with a journey of one thousand three hun

dred miles in eighty-one days. Apprehen
sions had some time previously begun to be

entertained respecting the fate of Dr. Kane

and his party ;
and acting upon these, Lieuten

ant Hartstene was dispatched in May, 1855,

with the bark Release and the steamer

Arctic, to seek for Dr. Kane and the Ad
vance. Early in July they reached Uper-

navik, and fortunately not long after fell in

with the brave Arctic explorers, i. e., all

who survived, three of the number having

died
; they were gladly received on board at

Disco, about the middle of September, and

on the llth of October, the expedition was

welcomed back again to New York. Dr.

Kane s health, however, was completely

broken down ;
he went to Cuba in hope of

relief, but died at Havana, February 16th,

185T.

The Thirty-fourth Congress began its first

session, December 3rd, 1855. The House

fell into a wrangle and sharp contest as to who

should be speaker, whether Banks, Aiken,

or somebody else. Ballot after ballot was

had, day after day, and it was not till two

months of the public time had been wasted,

and the plurality rule had been adopted, that

N&quot;. P. Banks, on the 2d of February, 1856,

received one hundred and three votes for

speaker, while one hundred were cast for
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Mr. Aiken, of South Carolina, and eleven

were scattering. President Pierce, wearied

out with waiting for the organization of the

House, adopted an unusual course, and, on

the 31st of December, sent his message to

the Senate. In this document he spoke of

the views of the British government as to

the interpretation of the treaty of 1850, in

regard to Central American affairs
;
the re

cruiting for the Crimean war carried on by

English agents in the United States; the

question of the Danish Sound dues
;

our

relations with Spain, etc. He devoted con

siderable space to the existing difficulties in

Kansas
;
the State-rights question, with par

ticular reference to the fugitive slave law
;

the history ot this topic ;
and such like

;
and

gave it as his opinion, that the South had not

persistently asserted claims and obtained

advantages over the North in the practical

administration of the general government.&quot;

He also undertook the defence of the Kansas-

Nebraska bill.

The Kansas question from this time be

came a very troublesome one. The Missouri

compromise was done away with, and con

sequently Northern and Southern men both

began the contest as to which should acquire

predominating influence in forming and

moulding the institutions and principles of

the Territory, and the State soon to grow up
and demand admission into the Union. In

March, 1855, an election was held for mem
bers of the Territorial legislature, and the

candidates in favor of introducing slavery in

to the Territory received a decided majority.

It was alleged, however, on the other side,

that the election was carried by illegal

voters having come into the territory from

Missouri, and interfered with those who had

a right to vote, viz., the Itona fide residents.

Governor Reeder,in a speech, not long after,

said &quot; Kansas had been invaded, conquered,

subjugated, by an armed force from beyond
her borders, led on by a fanatical spirit,

trampling under foot the principle of the

Kansas bill and the right of
suffrage.&quot; The

violence of party spirit increased, and riot

iv. 15

and even bloodshed were the consequences.
The settlers opposed to slavery-introduction

complained, in a memorial to Congress, of

the Missourians having entered the Territory
and deprived them of their rights ;

the pro-

slavery men denounced any attempt to ex

elude it. The election for the first legisla

ture was held, May 22d, and the slavery

ticket was carried. This body met on the

2d of July, at Pawnee, and besides accom

plishing a good deal of work, showed its dis

like of Governor Reeder. He was soon

after displaced, and D. Woodson became

governor. Very stringent acts were passed,

so as to put down effectually all anti-slavery

sentiment and strength ;
and by way of

variety, now and then, the process of &quot;

lynch

ing
&quot; was applied to persons supposed or

known to hold anti-slavery opinions. A
convention of settlers, some six hundred in

number, met at Lawrence, August 14th,

and, having passed strong resolutions against

the action of the legislature, called a conver-

tion of the Territory for the 5th of Septem
ber. This body met at Big Springs, and

declaring that the true interests of Kansas

consisted in her being a free State, called

upon the peopl3 to resist, by force if need

ful, the action of the legislature. Reeder

was nominated for delegate to Congress, and

was elected by the free-soilers on the 9th of

October. Whitfield, however, of the pro-

slavery party, it was claimed, received a

larger vote on the 1st of October, the day

appointed by the legislature. This result

of course threw7 the matter upon the House

of Representatives to decide between the

two contestants. The free-soil party called

a convention, which met at Topeka, on the

27th of October, 1855, and closed its session

on the llth of November, after having form

ed a State constitution, which was to be

submitted to the people on the 15th of De
cember following, and the principal feature

in which was, that slavery was not to exist

in the Territory after the 4th of July, 1857.

The opponents of the free-soilers held what

was termed a &quot; law arid order &quot;

convention
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at Leavenworth, on the 14th of November.

Governor Shannon was appointed president,

and the main business which occupied the

convention was, the expressing decided dis

approbation of the course pursued by the

anti-slavery men, and declaring that, if it

\vere persisted in and sanctioned by Con

gress, it would certainly lead to civil war.

Brief notice may here be taken of Walker

and his
&quot;

filibustering
&quot;

efforts in Central

America. At the end of August, 1855, he

landed with his party at San Juan del Sur.

On the 3d of September, his force, number

ing one hundred and fifty, was attacked at

Virgin Bay by some four hundred govern
ment troops. After a brief but fierce con

test, Walker defeated his opponents. Gra

nada, the capital, was attacked in October
;

taken by surprise, but little resistance was

made
;
General Corral surrendered

;
and a

treaty ofpeace was signed. Walker was elect

ed president of the republic, but declined in

favor of General Rivas; Corral, tried by

court-martial, was condemned and shot
;
and

Colonel Wheeler, the American minister,

formally recognized the government as now
constituted. Reinforcements flowed in,

principally from California, and the Rivas

and Walker government seemed to be gain

ing in strength. Early in 1856, the other

States of Central America determined to put
Walker down and joined together for that

purpose. In March, Costa Rica formally

declared war against Nicaragua, to whichO O s

Walker replied, by announcing his purpose,

to carry the war into the enemy s country.

Several battles ensued. Colonel Schlessinger,

with three hundred men, was totally defeat

ed at Santa Rosa. The Costa Ricans march

ed into the territory of Nicciragua, some three

or four thousand in number; the city of

Rivas fell into their hands
;
and on the llth

of April a bloody battle took place, in which

Walker claimed a decisive victory. Troubles

soon after sprung up between Rivas and Wal
ker

;
the latter was elected president in June,

1856, and undertook to make head against

the States confederated to crush him or drive

him out. Matters went from bad to worse,

and finally, in April, 1857, he capitulated, in

a state of great destitution, to Captain Davis

of the St. Marys, and was conveyed, together
with a part of his company, to the United

States.

As to Kansas, affairs grew no better but

rather the worse. Two men quarreled over

the slavery question and one was killed.

This stirred up the neighboring Missourians,

and they rushed into Kansas to sustain their

pro-slavery friends. It was with difficulty

that armed collision was prevented by the

governor. A free State convention was held

at Lawrence, December 22-d, 1855, to nomi

nate candidates for State officers under the

Constitution. Pierce, January 24th, 1856.

sent a message to the Senate in regard to

affairs in Kansas, containing various recom

mendations, etc. lie also issued a proclama
tion against all outside armed interference,

which, he said, he was prepared to suppress

at once. When. Reeder and Whittield came

before the House, great difficulty was found

in settling which was entitled to the seat.

The majority of the committee took ground

against Whitfield, and asked for power to

send for persons and papers. This was

adopted. In the Senate, Douglas, for the

committee on Territories, brought in a report

claiming that the course pursued by the

Territorial legislature was legal and to bo

sustained, and recommended, that when the

population of Kansas shall amount to ninety-

three thousand three hundred and forty, the

number requisite to entitle her to a Repre
sentation in Congress, they be authorized to

hold a convention and form a State govern
ment. The report also denounced the free-

State convention at Topeka, and sharply cen

sured the measures of the Emigrant Aid So

cieties. Mr. Collamer presented a minority

report, taking the opposite ground, and re

commended as the easiest way to settle the

difficulties, that Kansas be at once received

into the Union with the present constitution.

The State legislature (free-soil) met at To

peka, March 14th, 1856, and addressed a
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memorial to Congress. In the Territory itself,

during April and May, difficulties increased,

and a state of almost civil war existed. The

excesses to which the controversy between

the advocates and the opponents of slavery

led, filled the journals of the day, and gave
rise to serious apprehension as to what might
be the final issue. One disgraceful occurrence

in Congress we may put on record here.

The debates in the Senate had increased in

acerbity, as was not unnatural. Douglas,

Butler, Mason, and other senators, had said

much respecting Kansas and kindred matters.

Sunnier, of Massachusetts, on the 19th of

May, delivered an elaborate speech on &quot; the

Crime against Kansas,&quot; in which he did not

ppare Butler and others, but, with a keenness

)f invective rarely excelled, poured out his

ivrath and contempt for his opponents. Tart

retorts followed, and an equally tart re

joinder came from Sumner. On the morn

ing of the 22d, the Senate having adjourned,

and while Sumner was seated at his desk, P.

S. Brooks, a nephew of Butler, and a member
D{ the House from South Carolina, came up
to the Senator from Massachusetts, and pro

nouncing him a libeller of South Carolina,

and a slanderer of his aged relative, said he

was going to chastise him. Immediately on

this, he struck Sumner over the head with a

gutta percha cane, ami repeated the blows

till he had nearly killed him. Considerable

noise was made in Congress by this mean,

unmanly attack, and it was attempted to

punish Brooks by expulsion ;
but those who

felt the disgrace of a course of conduct such

as his had been, and desired to purge our

national legislature of all those persons who
are willing to resort to these means of vent

ing their anger or overcoming their oppo

nents, were not strong enough to accomplish
this end; and so Brooks, and his helpers,

Keitt and Edmonson, were allowed to remain.

Keitt was censured by the House, and

Brooks was fined three hundred dollars by
the criminal court at Washington, for his

assault on Sumner.

The committee on Kansas in the House

reported against admitting either Reeder or

Whitfield, and a bill was proposed to allow

Kansas to enter the Union at once as a State,

under the Topeka Constitution. It &quot;was

lost, June 30th, 1856, by a vote of 106 to

105. The vote, however was reconsidered,
and on the 3d of July, tie bill was passed

by a vote of 99 to 97. In the Senate a bill

was passed to secure a fair expression of the

will of the people, so as to form a State con

stitution. Shannon was removed, and J.

W. Geary appointed governor in his place.

He reached Kansas in September, and enter

ed zealously and with more or less success

upon his work.

The democratic convention for nominating
candidates for the presidency, met June 2d,

1856. Douglas, Pierce and Buchanan were

prominent before the convention
;

the last

named was fixed upon. J. C. Breckinridge
was nominated for vice-president, Fremont
and Dayton were nominated by the republi

cans, and Fillmore by the American party.

The contest resulted in the election of Bu
chanan and Breckinridge. The second ses

sion of the Thirty-fourth Congress began De
cember 1st, 1856. Pierce s message possessed

more than an ordinary interest from the fact,

that the president entered at large into the

exciting questions on which the North and

South were arrayed in hostile opposition.

Pierce exerted himself to defend the views

and principles on which he and his adminis

tration Lad proceeded with respect to the

abrogating the Missouri compromise, and

also with respect to the whole slavery ques

tion, and he did not scruple to lay all the

blame upon the Northern men, and those

who, while adhering to the compact not to

disturb slavery where it lawfully existed, wero

determined to resist its further expansion.
Benton s revieAV of this message is very

searching and severe, especially in regard to

the abrogation of the Missouri compromise.
The recommendations of the executive and

of the several heads of the departments re

ceived due attention, and a number of acts

Avere passed by both Houses and obtained
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the approval of Mr. Pierce. For the civil

and diplomatic expenses of the year were

appropriated near!j $17,000,000 ; which, add

ed to the other necessary appropriations for

carrying on the government, as the army,
the navy, the post-office, etc., made the total

of appropriations, about $70,000,000. The

tariff, after amendment and compromise be

tween the views of the House and the Sen

ate, was arranged in accordance with the

president s recommendation
;
and it was es

timated, that the result would be a reduction

in the revenue of about $20,000,000. The

Atlantic Telegraph bill, as finally passed,

provided that the sum to be paid the com

pany should not exceed $70,000 per annum,
until the net profits reached six per cent.,

and after that it should not exceed $50,000.*

At the December term, 1856, of the Su

preme Court, an important case came before

that learned body for decision, which has

become well known throughout the country
as the &quot; Dred Scott Case.&quot; It excited un

usual attention in every part of the United

States, and the opinions of the chief-justice

and the associate justices were submitted to

criticism and examination far more than or

dinarily keen and searching. Scott and his

wife, it will be remembered, were slaves, be

longing to Dr. Emerson, a surgeon in the

United States army ; they were taken into

and resided in Illinois, and at Fort Snelling,

in the territory in which, by the ordinance

of 1787, slavery was forever prohibited ;
in

1838, Scott and his wife were taken into

Missouri, where two children were born,

and where, from that time, they had been

held as slaves. They claimed freedom on

the ground that, by the act of their master,

they had been brought into free territory.

The court decided against their claim, and

ruled that negroes, slaves or free, are not, by

* In August, 1857, an attempt was made to lay the

cable for the Atlantic Telegraph Company. Unfortu

nately the cable gave way, when some three hundred

miles of length had been paid out ;
and the great

work of connecting the old world with the new by this

means had to be postponed.

the Constitution, citizens of the United

States. The political aspects of the ques

tion, and the points argued by the court, and

the views expressed, respecting the Missouri

compromise, and the self-extension of the

Constitution to Territories, carrying slavery

along with it, gave the Dred Scott case an

interest which every citizen was able to ap

preciate ;
and the decision of the court did

not have the effect of quieting agitation on

the slavery question, but rather added fuel

to, and intensified that agitation. The offi

cial report of the decision of the Supreme
Court and Benton s

&quot; Examination of the

Dred Scott
case,&quot;

deserve to be attentively

weighed by the reader and student of history.

Governor Geary, in Kansas, found his posi

tion a very trying one, and so he resigned,

in March, 1857, and li. J. Walker AVRS ap

pointed his successor. The free-State con

vention, and the supporters of the views

which led to that convention, continued to

maintain their attitude of resistance to the

legislative assembly and Jts acts. The pros

pect of further difficulties was not lessen

ed, but rather increased, as the year 1857

advanced in its course. On the 3d of March,

1857, the Thirty-fourth Congress reached its

termination. At the same date, Franklin

Pierce was released from the burdensome

duties of president of. the United States,

and made way for his successor. Pierce

came into office with some considerable^^s-

tige, as the democratic candidate and the ex

ponent of democratic principles and pur

poses ;
he retired from his lofty position with

a general feeling that he had not met the

expectations of the party; his administra

tion was to all intents and purposes a failure,

and it was high time that he should be put
aside.

James Buchanan, on the 4th of March,

1857, went through the usual ceremonies of

inauguration, and having read his address,

took the oath of office. His inaugural was

of moderate length, set forth in clear lan

guage the usual democratic doctrines, claim

ed that popular sovereignty would settle
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difficulties in the disputed territorial ques

tions, deprecated slavery agitation, etc.

Being a long tried, almost veteran states

man
;
an able advocate and defender of the

principles of the democratic party, who had

raised him to his lofty position ;
and inti

mately acquainted with the routine of ex

ecutive duties, Mr. Buchanan, so far as it

was permitted to form an opinion of the fu

ture, and what it might bring forth, had

every reason to felicitate himself upon a

peaceful, prosperous, and satisfactory admin

istration. Lewis Cass, of Michigan, was ap

pointed secretary of state
;
Howell Cobb, of

Georgia, secretary of the treasury ;
John B.

Floyd, of Virginia, secretary of war
;
Isaac

Toucey, of Connecticut, secretary of the

navy ;
Jacob Thompson, of Mississippi, secre

tary of the interior; Aaron Y. Brown, of

Tennessee, postmaster-general ;
and Jere

miah S. Black, of Pennsylvania, attorney-

general. We call attention to these names,
because several of them subsequently were

prominent among the secessionists and reb

els and did all the mischief they could be

fore openly showing themselves in their true

characters. R. J. Walker, governor of Kan

sas, was directed to see that every loyal

voter have the opportunity of expressing his

choice on the question, slavery or no slavery.
The free-State men assembled at the polls, in

October, 1857, and by a majority of nearly

4000, elected M. J. Parrott as delegate to

Congress. Soon after this the Lecompton
convention met, and adopted a constitution,

in which it was declared, that the right of
7 O

owners to their slaves was inviolable : it was
also provided, that the legislature should

never pass a law emancipating the slaves.

On this provision alone the electors \vere to

vote, and the ballots cast were to be endorsed,
&quot; Constitution with slavery ;&quot; or,

&quot; Constitu

tion with no slavery ;&quot;
so that, however ob

jectionable the proposed Constitution might
be, there was no alternative

;
it was certainly

to be adopted. Walker, considering himself

ill used in this matter, resigned, and J. W.
Denver became his successor. At the elec

tion in December, for the adoption or rejec
tion of the slavery clause, the vote returned

was little over 6000, moi e than half of which

came from counties along the Missouri bor

der, where the loyal voters did not number
over 1000. The legislature, at a special

session, determined to submit the Lecompton
constitution to the direct vote of the people,
on the 4th of January, 1858, which resulted

in a majority of more than 10,000 votes

against it. The Kansas question occupied
a large share of the attention of Congress.
The Senate voted to admit the new State

with the Lecompton constitution, but the

House disagreed. Yarious plans were pro

posed, and finally a bill was passed which

submitted the whole matter to the decision

of the people of Kansas. An election was

held August 3d, 1858, and the Lecompton
constitution was again rejected by 10,000

majority. A little previous to this, a con

vention of the people of Kansas met and

framed a new Constitution, which was ratified

by a decided majority of the inhabitants.

Denver resigned, and J. Medary was ap

pointed his successor.

Brigham Young, the leader of the Mor

mons, and his sect of fanatical devotees, gave
a large amount of trouble to the government
at this time. He was a scoundrel bold

enough to dare to undertake armed resistance

to the laws of the United States, and his con

duct and proceedings were such that he rich

ly deserved the gibbet, instead of the strange

toleration which was shown towards him.

It is a strange thing, as we record it, that

the judges of the supreme court were driven

out of Utah, and that a large force of twenty-

five hundred men, under a United State*

officer, were virtually cowed down, and in

May, 1860, were withdrawn from the terri

tory! But we shall hear of this rebellious

fellow further on.

The war in China required a large increase

in our squadron, in order to protect Ameri

can interests, and the Hon. W. B. Reed wa3

sent as Minister from the LTnited States to

that country. The United States agreed tc
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pay the apportioned sum of $380,000 to

Denmark, in lieu of the Sound Duties.

Many of the Indian tribes also, in the ex

treme west, manifested great hostility, and

committed several outrages requiring punish
ment. Financial difficulties and troubles

also in the community, caused great excite

ment throughout the country. Stocks sud

denly fell
;
numerous failures took place ;

a

panic ensued in September ; many of the

banks failed
;
and specie payments were sus

pended. The result of all which was, a

general feeling of insecurity as to money
matters, and a very heavy blow to nearly all

the branches of industry on which the peo

ple principally depended for means of sup

port. Return of confidence was very slow,

and the ill effects of the pressure continued

far into the next year.

The Thirty-fifth Congress met for its first

session, December 7th, 1857. Orr, of South

Carolina, was elected speaker of the House,
and the democrats were in a decided majority
in both branches of the national legislature.

Buchanan, in his message, spoke of financial

affairs, was very severe upon the great num
ber of State banks and the immense paper
circulation throughout the country, and dis

cussed the Mormon rebellion and impudence,
and the Kansas question with its issues. As
to the latter, he said, truly enough, &quot;Kansas

has for some years occupied too much of the

public attention. It is high time this should

be directed to far more important objects.

When once admitted into the Union,

whether wTith or without slavery, the excite

ment beyond her own limits will speedily

pass away, and she will then, for the first

lime, be left, as she ought to have been long

since, to manage her own affairs in her own

way.&quot;
In speaking of the &quot;Latter-Day

Saints,&quot;
as the Mormons chose to call them-

Belves, he stated, that he was well aware of

their fanatical devoteeism to Brigham Young,
and their determination to persist in rebellion

against the authority of the United States.

&quot; No wise government will lightly estimate

the efforts which may be inspired by such

frenzied fanaticism as exists among the Mor
mons in Utah. This is the first rebellion

which has existed in our territories
;
and

humanity itself requires that we should put
it down in such a manner that it shall be the

last.&quot;* In Congress, Buchanan manifest!}

leaned towards the pro-slavery side of the

question, and threw all the weight of his in

fluence in favor of those who were deter

mined to force the Lecompton constitution

upon Kansas. Senator Douglas energetical

ly opposed the views and purposes of the

president, and of that part of the democratic

party who agreed with him. In the House

also, a considerable number of the democrats

voted against the policy of the administra

tion. After many disagreements between

the two Houses, a proposition of Mr. Mont

gomery was adopted, April 30th, 1858, by a

small majority. Valuable bounties, etc.,

were offered by this bill to the Kansas in

habitants, who were informed that if they

adopted the pro-slavery constitution, they
would be admitted as a State immediately ;

if not, the admission would be postponed

indefinitely. As before noted, (p. 229), the

people rejected the proposition most decided

ly.! During the present session (May, 1858),

Minnesota was admitted into the Union
;
and

Oregon also applied, but was put off till the

next session, when, February, 1859, she also

was admitted. The British cruisers in the

Gulf, were disposed to annoy our vessels by
a sort of stopping them for search, on the

plea of the laudable but officious zeal in re

gard to the slave-trade. This, of course,

roused up our countrymen, and England took

* And yet, here in this year of grace, 1871, the Mor

mon rebel chief holds his own in defiance of the gov

ernment, and those who insult the laws of God as well

as man, are as rampant as ever I

f Walker, the &quot;

filibuster,&quot; (p. 226,) started afresh, in

November, 1857, against Nicaragua. He was arrested

and brought away, in December, by the commander

of one of our frigates. He claimed to have large

sympathy at the South, and even of the government

officials. Not satisfied, he set out again, in I860, was

taken prisoner in Honduras, tried, condemned and shot

on the 12th of September..
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ilie earliest opportunity to apologize and dis

claim any purpose of offence, etc. Congress

adjourned June 14th, 1858.

The attempt made to connect the Old and

Xew &quot;World, by means of a submarine tele

graph, was vigorously prosecuted during the

summer. The Niagara and Agamemnon
met in mid-ocean, on the 26th of June, 1858,

having the cable equally divided between

them, ready for paying out. A splice was

made, and the Niagara headed westwardly,
and the Agamemnon in the opposite direc

tion. Various vexatious mishaps occurred
;

the cable broke
;
was mended

;
broke again,

when the vessels were about 300 miles apart ;

and for the time, success was not to be at

tained. On the 29th of July, however, the

vessels met again, and having been favored

with a tolerably smooth sea, they were en

abled to accomplish their eventful mission.

The .Niagara reached Trinity Bay, New
foundland, on the 5th of August, and on the

game day the Agamemnon reached Yalentia

Bay, Ireland. &quot;

Glory to God in the high
est

;
on earth peace, good-will towards men !&quot;

were the first words sent over the wires;

and, in accordance with previous arrange

ments, as well as evident propriety, the first

dispatches which passed between the two

countries, were messages of congratulation
and good-will between the Queen and the

President. The bright anticipations of suc

cess were not realized. Within a few weeks

the wires ceased to work. The company,

though by no means abandoning their de

sign, were compelled to defer to a later day
the perfecting the connection between Eu-

ropo and America through the Atlantic

cable. This great work of our age did not

reach its entire and successful completion
until the summer of 1866.

The Thirty-fifth Congress met for its second

Bession, December 6th, 1858. Buchanan s mes

sage was very long, and touched upon several

points of interest in the then existing state

of affairs. Among other things, he arguedo o 7 o

strongly for the acquisition of Cuba, and

urged its necessity, as the only way of stop

ping the slave trade, and the relieving us of

the need of keeping a naval force on the

coast of Africa. He asked for money, so as

to be able to act promptly, if circumstances

required. Buchanan also enlarged upon the

miserable internal condition of Mexico, and
the hardly loss deplorable weakness of Ni

caragua, rendering it important, he thought,
to protect our frontiers on the Mexican side,

and secure the safety of the routes across the

isthmus by naval and land force, if needful.

He gave rather a discouraging view of the

finances of the government, and strongly ad

vocated the revision of the tariff for an in

crease of revenue. The public debt was

nearly $55,000,000, and the treasury showed

a deficit, notwithstanding $20,000,000 of

treasury notes had been issued. Buchanan,
after urging again upon Congress the great

importance and even necessity of a railroad

to the Pacific, brought his long message to a

close.

The Pacific Railroad question was among
the first which came up in the Senate, and

from the speeches which were made, it speed

ily became evident that a radical difference

of views existed as to the route best to be

adopted, and the manner of building the

road. W. II. Seward, of New York, in an

able speech, advocated a line from the bor

ders of Missouri direct to San Francisco, and

showed clearly its importance, in. a political

and military point of view, towards main

taining the union of the Pacific with the At
lantic States. He also urged that the road

should be built by the government, as the

only certain way to secure its completion.

Iverson, of Georgia, in behalf of himself and

others, expressed himself in favor of two

routes, a southern as well as a northern one,

and gave utterance to some significant opin
ions as to the need of the South securing a

mode of direct communication with the Pa
cific, for use when the Union was (as he said

it soon would be) dissolved. Other senators

entered into the discussion; but as was to bd

expected, no action was taken at this date.

Slidell, of Louisiana, in January, 1859, in-
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troduced a bill for the acquisition of Cuba,

which was accompanied by an elaborate re

port, setting forth the policy of the United

States on this subject, the necessity of our

having possession of the island, and the im

possibility of allowing any other power than

Spain (especially England or France) to hold

it. Slidell also enlarged upon the excellence

of the course which he recommended, in vir

tually abolishing the slave trade, relieving

the government of the need of maintaining
a very expensive squadron on the coast of

Africa, and vastly increasing our commercial

advantages. The bill provided that $30,000,-

000 be placed in the president s hands, so as

enable him to take immediate action in case

negotiations with Spain for the purchase of

the island were successful
;
the entire price

to be paid it was estimated would not ex

ceed $125,000,000. The bill was warmly

discussed, and various amendments and sub

stitutes were proposed ;
but with no result.

Congress, on one of the last days of the ses

sion, authorized an issue of $20,000,000

treasury notes, but left the post-office and

other matters to shift for themselves.

Political strifes and disputes were on the

increase. The republican party, which was

opposed, toto coslo, to the further extension

of slavery, and was striving to bring about

its gradual but certain extinction by confin

ing it to the States where it already existed,

was active and energetic in its movements.

The democrats, who counted on Southern

help to maintain their supremacy in national

affairs, were in a difficult position, being, on

the one hand, many of them conscientiously

opposed to slavery, and on the other, anxious

to compromise matters on this perplexing

subject so as to act in concert with the

Southern portion of the party. At the South,

however, there was little if any disguise as

to the a-ctual state of public sentiment. The

re-opening of the slave trade, although that

trade is declared by law to be piracy, was

openly and boldly advocated, and in Savan

nah, the grand jury denounced &quot; the sickly

sentiment of pretended philanthropy and dis

eased mental aberration of higher-law
fanatics.&quot; A. H. Stephens, of Georgia, no,

torious subsequently for his share in the re

bellion, talked about &quot;

increasing the number
of the African

stock,&quot; and Rhett, of South

Carolina, avowed with great candor that
&quot; the South must control the government or

must fall.&quot; If our rights, as he coolly as

sumed them to be,
&quot; are overthrown, let this

be the last contest between the North and

the South, and the long, weary night of our

dishonor and humiliation be dispersed at last

by the glorious dayspring of a SOUTIIEKN

CONFEDERACY.&quot; Jeff. Davis, afterwards

the arch-rebel and traitor, delivered an

address in the autumn of 1859, in which he

undertook to denounce the law of 1820,
which declares the slave trade to be piracy,
and held that nothing could

&quot;justify the

government in branding as infamous the

source from which the chief part of the la

boring population of the South is derived.&quot;

He also held, that &quot; the normal condition of

servitude &quot; was essential for the good of the

black race
;
that slavery ought to be pro

tected by law in the territories
;
that Cuba

should be secured as being important for the

interests of a Southern Confederacy ;
and

that the Union should be dissolved, if the

republicans elected their candidate on the

platform of putting a stop to the further ex

tension of slavery.
*

The rancorous bitterness of Southern slave

holders feelings on the subject of their &quot;

pe
culiar institution

&quot; and its issues, was greatly

increased by a strange, wild attempt on the

part of a man named John Brown, a native

of New York, to produce a rising of the

slaves in Virginia. Brown, it appears from

his history, had become excited beyond all

* Seward s Rochester speech, in the autumn of 1858,

excited Davis s ire very greatly ;
in it Mr. S. said,

&quot; The two systems (slave and free labor) are continual

ly coming into contact, and collision results

It is an irrepressible conflict between opposing and en

during forces, and it means that the United States

must and will, sooner or later, become either entirely

a slave holding nation, or entirely a free labor nation.
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control on the slavery question, and having
been a sharer in the difficulties and violent

contentions in Kansas, he seemed to think

himself called upon to devote his life and

energies to the freeing of the slaves. Sev

eral of his sons and a small body of others

(twenty-two in all, seventeen white, five

black) joined him
;
arms and ammunition

were collected
;
and on the night of October

16th, he made a descent upon Hamper s Fer

ry, a town of about five thousand inhabitants,

and containing the United States arsenal

with 100,000 stand of arms. The buildings

jeing unguarded, were seized upon ; promi
nent citizens were arrested

;
and the work

men connected with the armory, on going to

their business in the morning, were also cap

tured. About thirty prisoners were thus

made. The alarm spread rapidly, and the

exaggerated reports were speedily circulated

of the extent of the force, the objects had in

view, the rising of the slaves, etc. About

noon, on the 17th, some military companies

began to arrive from the neighborhood, ad
two of the party having been captured, the

rest were gradually driven within the arsenal

grounds. A few shots were fired during the

day on both sides, and the mayor of the

town was killed. Brown and his party finally

entrenched themselves in the engine house,

where they struggled to the last
;
but late in

the night a body of United States marines,

under Colonel Lee, invested the engine house,

and early on the 18th, succeeded in battering

down the door and capturing the insurgents.

Brown was severely wounded, and thirteen

of his companions had been killed
;
of the

citizens and soldiers seven were killed and a

number wounded. Brown was tried on the

charge of treason and murder, and on the

20th of October was convicted. He was

sentenced to be hung, on the 2d of Decem

ber, together with his companions, and at the

time appointed the execution took place.

Political capital was attempted to be made
out of this aifair, but to no particular result

;

whatever might be said or thought of

Brown s motives, there was no man who be

lieved in the supremacy of law and order

but what repudiated all such modes of trying
to obtain freedom for the blacks; and the

conviction was universally entertained that,

however severe the piunishment, it was only
such as acts like those of Brown must evei

expect to meet with.

The Thirty-sixth Congress assembled at

&quot;Washington, December 5th, 1859. The
Senate began by appointing a committee to

inquire into and report upon the Harper s

Ferry affair. In the House two hundred

and thirty out of two hundred and thirty-

seven members were present ;
and the con

test for the speakership immediately began.

Day after day, a ballot was taken, and in

numerable speeches were made on slavery in

all its possible connections. Sherman, of

Ohio, was the republican candidate, and,

on various occasions lacked only three or

four votes of an election. Mr. Bocock, of

Virginia, was the democratic nominee; but

neither he, nor any other who was tried,

succeeded in obtaining a majority. Thus

the struggle was kept up for two months
;

when, finally, Mr. Sherman withdrew his

name, and on the forty-fourth ballot, Feb

ruary 1st, 1860, Pennington, of ]STew Jersey,

was elected. Buchanan, tired of waiting,

sent in his message, December 27th, 1859,

with the usual reports of departments. Speak

ing of himself as
&quot; an old public functionary,&quot;

he besought his countrymen to cultivate for

bearance and good will towards each other,

as in the days past, and he deprecated the

dangers which seemed to threaten on every

hand. Congratulations were offered on the

decision of the Supreme Court, that slavery

was now protected in the territories; the

African slave trade was discussed, against

which, he said, the laws would be enforced
;

the foreign relations of the country were in

their usual state ;* Mexican affairs, however,

* Some difficulty having occurred during the year

in regard to the North-west boundary line, according to

the treaty of 1846, between the United States and

Great Britain, and both Americans and Englishmen

claiming the Island of San Juan, between Vancouver *
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were spoken of at large, as being in a pecu

liarly vexatious condition, and it was urged,

that the United States ought to interfere for

redress of grievances. The purchase of

Cuba, the Pacific Railroad, increase of reve

nues, etc., were also presented as needing

speedy attention. Speech-making and poli

tical agitation seemed to be the order of the

day. Nearly everybody who could speak at

all, had to deliver himself on the exciting

topics now before Congress. Seward,* in

behalf of the republicans, made it clearly

evident that, if they prevailed in the coming

presidential contest, Southern supremacy in

national affairs, and further extension of sla

very, were at an end forever. Jefferson

Davis offered a series of resolutions, strongly

urging the extreme state-rights views, as

they are called, and the inviolability and

excellence of the institution of slavery.

Other Senators from the South, not only

controverted the opinions and arguments of

the republicans, but gave utterance to bitter

denunciations and fierce threatenings of dis

solution of the Union, in the event of their

being in the minority at the ballot-box.

Douglas rode his hobby of popular sovereign

ty to his heart s content
;
and Sumner, who

had.been so brutally maltreated (p. 227,) hav

ing recovered his health sufficiently, delivered

another terrible philippic on &quot; The Barba

rism of Slavery.&quot; In the House, there were

more than the ordinary violence and disorder,

which, indeed, at times, seemed calculated

to render the national legislature a by-word

Island and Washington Territory, as belonging to tlieir

respective countries, a serious collision was apprehend
ed. The government dispatched General Scott, in

September, 1859, to the Pacific coast, to look after the

interests of the United States. Happily, this matter

was settled without much difficulty.

* W. H. Seward, on the 29th of February, 1860, pre
sented the memorial of the legislature of Kansas,

praying for admission into the Union. We may
mention here, that the House, on the 17th of April,

passed a bill to admit Kansas under the Wyandot
constitution

;
but the bill was not acted on in the

Senate. Kansas was finally, after her many trials and

ttrugg es, admitted into the Union, January 28th,

1861.

and scorn in the eyes of all honest, decent

men. Comparatively lit lie business was ac

complished. A homestead bill was agreed

upon and passed, in June, but Buchanan

vetoed it
;
the post-office appropriation bill

was lost by want of agreement between the

two Houses
;
and the consideration of the

Pacific Railroad and the tariff was deferred

till the next session. On motion of Mr.

Covode, of Pennsylvania, a committee was

appointed (March 5th, 1860), to inquire into

charges implicating the president as having

unduly interfered in obtaining the passage of

laws, or having neglected to execute the laws

in any State or Territory. This was aimed

directly at Buchanan s course with regard to

Kansas, and, notwithstanding the president s

earnest protest against such a committee, as

in violation of his rights, the committee

vigorously prosecuted their work. Towards

the close of the session a report was present

ed, which, among other things, brought to

light a letter from Buchanan to &quot;Walker, in

July, 1857, fully justifying the Tatter s course

in Kansas, and also unearthed various frauds

and abuses for which the administration was

severely censured by the House. Congress

adjourned, June 25th, 1860.

The party conventions were held as usual

in order to fix upon candidates. The demo
crats met at Charleston, April 23d, but could

not agree upon any name or names
; they

adjourned to Baltimore, and met there, June

18th
;
a split in the convention took place,

the one portion, nominating Douglas and

H. V. Johnson, the other, J. C. Breckin-

ridge and J. Lane. A &quot;Union&quot; convention

met at Baltimore, May 10th, and nominated

John Bell and Edward Everett. The repub
licans met at Chicago, May 16th. &quot;W. II.

Seward was a prominent man before them,

but the successful nominee was Abraham
Lincoln : II. Plamlin was nominated for vice-

president.

The Japanese embassy, the first ever mado
to &quot; outside barbarians,&quot; crossed the Pacific

in the Powhatan
;
arrived at San Francisco

on the 27th of March
; thence, by way of tho
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Isthmus, they proceeded to Washington, in

May ;
visited Baltimore, Philadelphia and

New York, in June
;
and re-embarked for

home in the Niagara, on the 29th of June.

They were every where treated with the

highest distinction, and beneficial results

were expected from their visit to the United

States. The results of the eighth census,

taken this year, may here be noted. Total

white population, 27,003,314; free colored,

187,990; slaves, 3,953,760. The population

of the free States was, 18,912,454. The popu
lation of the slave States was, 8,090,860,

making, with the slaves, 12,044,620. The

increase of population in the free States,

during ten years, was, 7,446,043. The in-

3rease of population in the slave States was,

2,428,376. The grand total of the popula
tion of the United States (including terri

tories) in 1860, was, 31,445,080. In the new

apportionment of Representatives (the num
ber being, by law, 233) the free States gain

ed six, making their number 149
;
and the

slave States lost six, reducing their number

to 84.

The great political struggle for the presi

dency took place in the autumn of I860.

There were unusual activity and excitement

throughout the country, and at the South it

was openly affirmed as a settled purpose on

their part never to submit to the govern
ment if placed in Abraham Lincoln s hands.

This was thought, at the time, to be only

political talk and bluster, but subsequent

events showed that the Southern disunionista

were madly in earnest in their fell designs

against the honor and integrity of the coun

try. The election was held November 6th,

and it resulted in the choice of Lincoln and

Hamlin for president and vice-president.

Southern supremacy henceforth was to be a

thing of the past, and men looked anxiously
to what issue all this excitement and savage-
ness of feeling were tending. The secessionCJ O
leaders threatened vengeance, and all other

horrible things, and they soon began to make
it evident what were their long-cherished

designs. Secession, a breaking up of the

Union, a Southern Confederacy, a new re

public, free from, contamination with North

ern abolitionists and mechanics, a nation

founded on the absolute supremacy of the

white race and the necessary perpetual

slavery of the black race
;

these were among
the things talked of everywhere and by all

;

and to accomplish these the Southern aiders

and abettors of treason set themselves reso

lutely at work. South Carolina took the

lead in this insane outbreak. The governoi
recommended instant preparation for the

contest of arms, and on the 18th of Decem

ber, a convention of delegates met at Charles

ton
;
on the 20th, the ordinance of secession

was reported and adopted in the following

words :

&quot;

We, the people of the State of

South Carolina, in Convention assembled, do

declare and ordain, and it is hereby declared

and ordained, that the ordinance adopted by
us in Convention on the 23d day of May, in

the year of our Lord, 1788, whereby the

Constitution of the United States of Amer
ica was ratified, and also all acts or parts of

acts of the General Assembly of this State

ratifying the amendments to said Constitu

tion, are hereby repealed, and that the Union

now subsisting between South Carolina and

other States under the name of the United

States of America, is hereby dissolved.&quot; This

Convention also put forth an &quot;Address to

the People of the Slaveholding States,&quot; and

a &quot; Declaration of the Causes which justify

the Secession of South Carolina from the

Federal Union.&quot; The address was an at

tempt to justify the course which had been

taken, on the ground mainly of Northern

aggression, and urged especially upon the

neighboring States to unite with South Caro

lina and form &quot;a great slaveholding confed

eracy.&quot;
The declaration re-affirmed the

State rights theory in its most stringent form
;

and asserted that fifteen of the States in the

Union had refused to fulfill their Constitu

tional obligations ;
that the North hated and

reviled slavery ;
that a man had been elected

president whose whole soul was hostile to

slavery; that negroes, in some States, had
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been allowed even to become citizens
;
and

Biich like. Governor Pickens, the same day,

issued a proclamation, asserting, among other

things,
u that the State of South Carolina

had resumed her position among the nations

of the world, as a free, sovereign, and inde

pendent State
;&quot;

and the legislature, after the

various acts called for by the anomalous con

dition of affairs, and the need of getting

ready to resist any movements on the part

of the government to enforce the laws, ad

journed on the 5th of January, 1861.*

The Thirty-sixth Congress met, for its

second session, December 3d, 1860. Bu
chanan s message showed that he was in a

very difficult and uncomfortable position.

All his political life had been marked by par

tiality for the Southern views of the great

questions at issue, and by a spirit of unmanly

subserviency, and so he condemned the

North without scruple, as the authors of the

trouble now existing ;
at the same time he

could hardly venture to stultify himself by

justifying the course of the hot-headed poli

ticians who were inaugurating armed insur

rection, and so he took occasion to set forth

very plainly the folly and impudence of the

claim on the part of any State to secede and

break up the Union, whenever it saw fit to

make the attempt.
&quot; In order to justify se

cession as a Constitutional remedy, it must

be on the principle, that the federal govern
ment is a mere voluntary association of

States, to be dissolved at pleasure by any
one of the contracting parties. If this be so,

the confederacy is a rope of sand, to be pen
etrated and dissolved by the first adverse

wave of public opinion in any of the States.

In this manner our thirty-three States may
resolve themselves into as many petty, jar

ring, and hostile republics, each one retiring

from the Union without responsibility when-

* The headlong precipitancy and folly of South

Carolina were gladly and skillfully used by secession

leaders in other States. Ordinances, similar to that

above quoted, were passed by Mississippi, January 9th,

1861 ; by Alabama and Florida, January llth : by

Georgia, January 18th; by Louisiana, January 2Gth ;

and by Tfxaa February 1st.

ever any sudden excitement might impe
them to such a course. By this process a

Union might be entirely broken into frag
ments in a few weeks which cost our fore

fathers many years of toil, privation, and

blood to establish.&quot;
&quot; Let us look the dan

ger fairly in the face; secession is neither

more nor less than revolution. It may or it

may not be a justifiable revolution
;
but still

it is revolution&quot; But strangely enough

having asserted all this, he seems to have be

come frightened at the logical conclusion,

and so, very weakly, began to deny that

there was any power which could coerce a

State against her will to remain in the Union.

As a sort of make-peace, however, and a sop

to the fire-eaters of the South, Buchanan sug

gested some explanatory amendments to tha

Constitution, whereby slavery should be

bound on the whole nation, as with bands of

iron.

In the House the message received but

scant courtesy from the prominent politicians

with whom secession was a foregone conclu

sion, and Buchanan was spoken of with a

mixture of pity and contempt for his weak

ness, vacillation, inconsistency, and the like.

Still, there were those who not only believed

that the Union could be preserved and seces

sion or revolution prevented, but who were

willirig to make any possible concession in

order to attain this desirable end. Many

good men, both in and out of Congress, thus

thought and hoped; and the action of the

House in appointing a committee of thirty-

three (one from each State), and of the Sen

ate, in appointing a committee of thirteen,

was hailed as an indication that the dark and

gloomy clouds which seemed surcharged

with the direst of evils would soon pass away,

and that our country would be spared the

unutterable trials and tribulations of war in

our very midst. But, as it seemed, it was

too late. Mr. Crittenden s &quot;compromise

measures,&quot; in the Senate, were lost; and no

one of the large number of &quot;

peace proposi

tions&quot; produced any result in the House.

The president sent a special message, Janu
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ary 8th, 1861, to Congress, averring that &quot; the

fact cannot be disguised that we are in the

midst of a great revolution,&quot; and pleading

for concession to the South as necessary to

save the Union. He also sent copies of a

correspondence between himself and certain

gentlemen from South Carolina, in which,

with refreshing coolness and assurance, these

gentlemen required Buchanan to disavow

Major Anderson s act in taking possession of

Fort Sumter in Charleston harbor, predicting

terrible things if he did not, and in which

also Buchanan refused to do anything of the

iind demanded.

The Virginia General Assembly, January

19th, 1SG1, passed resolutions urging both

the South and the North, and the West, to

desist from all further action until the result

of the peace conference be ascertained.

This conference met February 4th, at Wash

ington. Ex-president Tyler was chosen to

preside ;
one hundred and thirty-three com

missioners, representing t\venty-oue States,

were present ;
it continued in session until

February 27th, when it adjourned, and the

result of its earnest eiforts to discover a way
of escape out of existing difficulties and dis

sensions was laid before Congress. In the

Senate, the
&quot;plan

of adjustment&quot; was dis

cussed for the few remaining days of the

session, but no action resulted looking to

wards the settlement of the momentous ques

tion at issue.

The rebel leaders, meanwhile, were not

idle. On the same day that the peace confer

ence met at Washington, a congress of dele

gates from the seven seceded states (p.236) as

sembled at Montgomery, Alabama. Cobb,
of Georgia, late secretary of the treasury,
became chairman, and in his address assured

lus hearers that the dissolution of the Union
was &quot; a fact, an irrevocable fact

;
the separa

tion is perfect, complete, and perpetual. . .

. . We will this day inaugurate for the

South a new era of peace, security, and pros

perity.&quot;
Immediate steps were taken to

provide for a government in place of that

which they had undertaken to throw off, and j

to establish a Southern Confederacy. Mat
ters were hurried forward as nvuch as pos
sible. The Constitution of the United States

was adopted nearly as a whole, with two or

three politic provisions introduced, one

against the slave trade, and another against

importing slaves from any state outside of the

confederacy. The first of these would be

good capital in seeking foreign aid and sym
pathy ;

the latter bore directly on Virginia,

the great slave-breeding State in the Union.

This was accomplished on the 8th of Febru

ary. The next day Jefferson Davis, of Mis-

sissipi, was chosen president, and A. II. Ste

phens vice-president of the confederation.

The former of these was a thorough politician,

well versed in all matters of public life, and

a man of decided ability. As an unscrupu
lous devotee to the scheme which had so long
been coming to maturity, he was probably
the best man who could have been chosen to

go to any and all lengths in the attempt to

break down and destroy the Union. The

latter, Stephens, was also a man of ability,

but of a different stamp from Davis
;
more

yielding and impressible, and less fixed and

stern in principle and determination. Less

than three months before (November 14th,

1860) he had made an eloquent speech in

presence of the legislature of Georgia, in

which he showed the folly and wickedness

of secession, and besought his countrymen
never to take any part in disunion :

&quot; If the

.Republic is to go down, let us be found at

the last moment standing on the deck with

the Constitution of the United States wav

ing over our heads ! . . . I fear if we

evince passion, and without sufficient cause

shall take that step, a disruption of the ties

that bind us to the Union that instead of

becoming gods, we will become demons, and

at no distant day countenance cutting one

another s throats !

&quot; And yet, although

avowing such sentiments, he was willing to

deny them all, and take the post which was

offered to him. lie even went so far as to

glorify slavery as the greatest of blessings

and privileges.
&quot; The foundations of our
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new government are laid, ita corner stone

rests upon the great truth that the negro is

not equal to the white man
;
that slavery,

subordination to the superior race, is his na

tural and normal condition. This, our new

government, is the first in the history of the

world based upon this great physical, philo-

sophical and moral truth !
&quot;

Davis went through the ceremony of

being inaugurated, February 18th, 1861, and

also delivered an address, well written and

apparently evidencing candor, love of peace
and other graces. As helpers, he selected

Toombs, of Georgia; Meniminger, of South

Carolina.; Walker, of Alabama; and Mal-

lary, of Florida. The rebel provisional Con

gress took such steps as they could, to secure

foreign aid and recognition ;
to raise money ;

provide troops, etc. On the 16th of March,

they adjourned to meet two months later at

Montgomery, Alabama. It was a mean kind

of thing, certainly, but it soon became evi

dent that the rebels did not mind stealing

any more than lying, and were ready to lay
hands on any thing within reach. Yery
early demonstrations were made in reference

.to seizing upon the fortifications of the

United States in the harbors along the south

ern coast, and elsewhere. The majority of

Buchanan s cabinet, especially Floyd and

Toucey, in the war and treasury departments,
were secessionists, and were so lost to all

principles of honor and integrity as to use

the opportunities afforded by their official

positions in advancing the cause of disunion

and rebellion. Every possible facility was

afforded to enable the rebels to carry out

their designs ;
the United States troops were

scattered and dispersed, so as to prevent any
effective garrisoning the forts at the South

;

and through the connivance of the secretary

of the navy, the United States ships of war

were also, as far as possible, sent out of the

way, or rendered unfit to do duty in behalf

of law and order in our native land. In

Charleston harbor, direct steps were taken to

seize upon the forts, even as the work had

been begun by taking possession of the cus

tom house, the United States arsenal, etc.

Fort Moultrie, a large fortress, requiring
some seven hundred men to garrison it, was

occupied by Major Anderson, with a force

of only eighty men
;
and &quot;was wholly inde

fensible on the land side. Early alive to the

critical position in which he was placed, Ma

jor Anderson begged for reinforcements, at

the beginning of December, 1860
;
but the

president, acting under the guidance of Floyd,

secretary of war, refused to send them. An
derson, then, following his own judgment,
on the night of the 26th of December, re

moved his small force to- Fort Sumter, in

which, being out of the way of immediate

danger, and every way more favorably situ

ated, he was confident of being able, for the

present, at least, to defend the flag of his

country. The Charlestonians, much excited,

resolved to compel submission. The steam

er Star of the West arrived with reinforce

ments, January 10th, 1861, but being fired

into by the rebels, sailed away, and left Fort

Sumter to its fate. Governor Pickens sum
moned Anderson to surrender, which he at

once refused
; whereupon he was closely be

sieged, and informed the war department,
March 1st, that an attack on the fort might
at any time be expected.

Cobb, secretary of the treasury, finding

apparently that, according to the plan had in

view all along by the chief traitors, there

was nothing further which he could do to

benefit secession and its vile purposes, resign

ed his post, December 10th, 1860. On the

14th, General Cass, secretary of state, refus

ed to serve any longer in the cabinet, be

cause the president would not strengthen the

garrison at Fort Moultrie, and on the 29th,

Floyd, secretary of war, having ascertained,

much to his chagrin, that the president would

not order Major Anderson back from Fort

Sumter to Fort Moultrie, and would not

evacuate Charleston harbor, resigned all

further share on his part in the management
of public affairs. Holt, postmaster-general,

was appointed in his place, and soon gave
evidence that there was to be some life and
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vigor in that department. Thompson, secre

tary of the interior, resigned, January 8th,

1861
;

as did also Thomas, appointed in

Cobb s place, on the 14th of January. John

A. Dix, was then chosen secretary of the

treasury, which seemed to give assurance of

more energy and decision than had hereto

fore marked the action of the Cabinet. By
these changes it was saved from sinking

qrite into public contempt. As evidence

of Dix s spirit, we may mention nere, that,

wheu he received information from ISTew

Orle\:r:s that a rebel captain of a United

State? cutter refused to obey orders, the new

secretary telegraphed instantly :
&quot; If any one

attempts to haul down the American flag,

shoot him on the spot !

&quot;

Holt, also, in his

department, signed an order, March 1st, dis

missing, with disgrace, General Twiggs from

the army, because of his treachery in de

livering up military posts and other property

of the United States to the Texan rebel

authorities. The loss to the United States

(in the way of mules, horses, materials of

war, etc.) was more than $1,000,000.

It was a most singular thing which took

place when the members of Congress from

the seceded States concluded to leave Wash

ington and take their rightful place in open
rebellion. With a degree of assurance truly

wonderful, these men, the Davises, the Sli-

dells, the Yulees, the Taylors, and the like,

dared to stand up in the halls of the national

legislature and avow themselves as under no

obligations to obey the laws of the United

States, and as determined to trample the

Union under foot. With singular forbear

ance and lack of spirit on the part of Con

gress, they were listened to, and permitted
to utter words as they chose, words of min

gled threatenings and entreaties, words of

bravado and insolence, characteristic of the

men and their cause. Congress adjourned,
March 4rth, having accomplished almost iroth-

ing in regard to the real questions at issue.

There was abundance of talking, but not

much action. The rebel members, as we
now know, staid up to the last moment, with

the very purpose of preventing anything

being done.* The loans authorized were

only for temporary emergencies; and the

tariff, which added to the duties some five

to ten per cent., was adopted in order to

gratify the manufacturing interests at the

North. At the same date, Buchanan s career

was ended. There was scarcely any sympa

thy for the &quot;old public functionary,&quot; but

rather mingled indignation and contempt.

The traitors who used him, at the same time

despised him ;
the loyal men of the country

felt outraged at his culpable weakness, va

cillation and inefficiency ; and, altogether, he

has left anything but a fragrant name be

hind him. As a matter of justice, however,

if the reader feel so disposed, he may consult

Buchanan s book, published in 1865, in de

fence of himself and his administration.

On the 4th of March, 1S61, Abraham

Lincoln went through the usual ceremonies

of inauguration, and delivered his inaugural

address in the presence of a crowd of deeply

interested listeners. The address was a care

fully prepared paper, evidently the result of

Lincoln s own study and reflection, and

characterized by a tone of firmness and de

cision, as well as by an anxious desire to

avoid the dire calamities into which seces

sionists were hurrying the country. The

president selected for his cabinet the follow

ing gentlemen : William H. Seward, of Xew

York, secretary of state
;
Salmon P. Chase,

of Ohio, secretary of the treasury ;
Simon

Cameron, of Pennsylvania, secretary of war;

Gideon Welles, of Connecticut, secretary of

the navy ;
Caleb B. Smith, of Indiana, secre-

* In a letter from Yulee, of Florida, under date of

January 7th, 1861, he wrote as follows :
&quot;

If we left

here (Congress), force, loan, and volunteer bills might

be passed, which would put Mr. Lincoln in immediate

condition fo* hostilities ; whereas, by remaining in oui

places until the 4th of March, it is thought we can keep

the hands of Mr. Buchanan tied, and disable the lie-

publicans from effecting any legislation which witt

strengthen the hands of the incoming administration,&quot;

This letter, which shows how deliberately secession

was settled upon by Southern traitors, was found in

Fernandina, Florida, when that place was captured bj

Union troops, March, 1862.
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tary of the interior
; Montgomery Blair, of

Maryland, postmaster-general ;
and Edward

Bates, of Missouri, attorney-general. Among
the principal diplomatic appointments were,
Charles Francis Adams to England, W. L.

Dayton to France, and C. M. Clay to Rus

sia. Sad and cheerless, for the most part,

was the prospect which Abraham Lincoln

had before him as James Buchanan s suc

cessor. Seven States were already ranged
under the flag of rebellion (p. 236). Several

others on the borders between the free and

slave States were almost wild with excite

ment, and strongly inclined to join the dis-

unionists in their fratricidal attempts against
the life of the nation. The whole country
was in a state of unparalleled ferment, not

knowing what a day might bring forth. At
the North and West the people, as a whole,

were quite unable to realize that the Repub
lic was on the eve of war in its direst form,

and were full of anxious solicitude as to the

course which the new president would adopt
in the existing crisis.* At the South, the

secession, revolutionary element was over

riding everything, and the minds of the ma

jority were inflamed more and more with

furious eagerness to rush into the contest.

The forts and strongholds and public pro

perty of the United States were seized upon

everywhere, in the seceded States, without

scruple or hesitation. In the loyal States

there was no preparation for war
;

there

was, with few exceptions, no belief in the

near approach of war. There were thousands

pledged to oppose and embarrass the incom

ing administration in every possible way.

There was little, if any, unanimity, or con-

* General Scott, in a note to Mr. Sevvard, March 2d,

named four plans for Lincoln s consideration : I. Adopt

new party name, and carry out the compromise meas

ures of Crittenden, (p. 236) ; II. Collect the duties on

foreign goods outside the ports, and close and blockade

them ; III. Conquer the seceded States by invading

armies. This was barely possible (the old general

said), by having some young brilliant general, with

800,000 well disciplined men, at a cost of some 8250,-

000,000, etc. And IV. (In Scott s own words)
&quot;

Say
to the seceded States, Wayward sisters, depart in

peace 1

&quot;

cord, or agreement, as to what the emergency

really was, or how it was to le met. War,
it was felt, was a terrible alternative

;
\var

must be avoided, if it were possible ;
and

even up to the very last moment, even when

South Carolina stood ready to fire the first

gun, and initiate the horrible struggle, there

were those who would not, who could not

believe, that war was the inevitable issue,

and that by force only could the rightful

supremacy of the Constitution be maintained.

Abraham Lincoln had never as yet been a

prominent man in national affairs. He was,

comparatively, little known throughout the

country ;
and having been taken up by the

republican party as their candidate, r^der as a

compromise than because he w^s tne ablest

man in their ranks, the peorjc, after his elec

tion, were deeply interested in everything
which tended to indicate what were his quali

fications for the high office he was about to

assume. They were naturally very desirous

to know in how far he was fitted to take the

helm of state at a time when was to be

tested the ability of the Constitution raid

Union to weather the storm just ready to

burst in every direction. Up to this date,

when Lincoln became fully invested with the

powers of the presidential office, his senti

ments and views, so far as made known,

pointed clearly to a policy of conciliation,

arid a desire to yield on all points where it

was possible to yield, in order to pi eserve

peace and the integrity of the Union. For

a month or so, after the inauguration, the

new administration gave no clear or distinct

indications of its line of policy. Secession,

encouraged, no doubt, by what seemed hesi

tation or inefficiency on the part of govern

ment, was bold, active, haughty in its course

and pretensions. Not only, as we have be

fore said, were forts, arsenals, dock-yards

and public property taken possession of with

out scruple, but also a loan of $15,000,000

was authorized by the so-called Confederate

Congress, and other measures resolved upon

in view of war, which might speedily be ex

pected. Early in April, however, Lincoln
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and his cabinet decided upon the course to

be pursued, and thenceforward, though

tardily, bent all their energies to preserve

the Union unbroken, and. if need be, to put
down treason and rebellion by force of arms.

Ft would be amusing, if so serious conse

quences were not involved, to see the cool-

nesr and effrontery with which gentlemen
from the South came to Washington, insisted

on recognition of their rank as ambassadors

or messengers from the new government,

Dffering to settle all points of difference in

regard to what had been done, and, when

plainly told by the secretary of state, that

they were nobodies in reality, and their so-

called government only a sham and outbreak

of treason, then taking up the lofty tone of

injured innocence, and retiring with indigna
tion at the &quot; delusions

&quot; of the government.
But so it was, and in such wise, with such

pretensions, the rebellion was begun. The

convention of Virginia sent to Mr. Lincoln

to ask a statement of his proposed policy as

regarded the rebel States. On the 13th of

April, he replied that, in accordance with

his oath to
&quot;

preserve, protect and defend &quot;

the Constitution and laws, he should &quot;

hold,

occupy, and possess the property and places

belonging to the government, and should

collect the duties and
imports.&quot;

If the

rebels forced the issue, as they seemed bent

upon doing, he would, he said,
&quot; to the best

of his ability, repel force by force.&quot;

The government having, to this extent, at

least, determined upon its course, orders

were given, early in April, to send vessels

and men for the purpose of reinforcing Fort

Sumter, (p. 237,) and also to save, if possible,

Fort Pickens, at the entrance of the harbor

of Pensacola, Florida. But the leaders in

rebellion, knowing how important it was to

them to &quot;strike a How&quot; as some of them

phrased it, and to gain a victory of some

kind, resolved immediately to compel Major
Anderson to surrender. On the 5th of

April, Beauregard, who had traitorously de

serted tho nag of his country, stopped all

supplies for the fort from the city, and the

iv. 16

hot-heads called for immediate reduction of

the fort. They had a number of batteries

all ready, and Anderson and his brave band

could not possibly long withstand an assault.

He agreed to evacuate the fort on the 15th,

unless otherwise ordered by the government ;

but this was not \vhat the rebels wanted, and

so, when a vessel arrived off the harbor, on

the evening of the 10th, with supplies, they

madly began the attack. At half-past four

on Friday morning, April 12th, the first gun
was fired upon Fort Sumter. The United

States vessels, just outside, could give no

help, owing partly to bad weather and to

the batteries in all directions, but were com

pelled to wait the inevitable result, when the

stars and stripes should be lowered. The

cannonading was furious and incessant.

Major Anderson and his men bravely with

stood and replied to the onslaught, and the

guns of the fort were served with all the

vigor and spirit possible under the circum

stances; but ere long, being without pro
visions and the fort partly in flames, sur

render was the only thing left to them. They

gave up the contest, so unequal and useless

to continue, and having been allowed to em
bark on board the United States steamer

Baltic, Major Anderson and his company
reached New York on the 18th of April.

Immediately official notice was sent to the

wrar department, in regard to the facts of the

case, as just stated. The rebel exultation

over this insane act, was almost indescribable.

They seemed to think that they had done a

noble and stupendous thing, and that the

loyal people of the country would at once

give up the matter, and allow them to re

joice in and enjoy their ill-gotten gains. In

the North and West, however, it was felt,

that now, the deadly stab having been made,
there was no longer time for hesitation or

mere words. Up to this point, threats, and

bravado, and pillage of public property, and

such like, had been endured
;
but now, when

traitorous sons dared assail the flag of our

country and its defenders, it was felt instinc

tively that the life of the nation was at stake.
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Action must be taken
;

immediate action

must be had, to assert and enforce the &quot; su

preme law of the land.&quot; President Lincoln

was prompt and decisive in this great emer

gency, and immediately issued a proclama

tion, calling for 75,000 militia to suppress
combinations against the laws, and repossess

property seized from the Union. This was

under date of April 16th, 1861, and at the

same time he summoned a special session of

Congress for the 4th of July following. Re

quisitions were made upon the governors of

the States for their quotas, except those in

secession. The Northern and &quot;Western States

cent answers promptly, evincing their loyalty

and readiness to contend manfully in sus

taining the Union. The governors of Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Missouri

and Tennessee sent replies, refusing entirely

to furnish any troops, and adding violent and

abusive words besides.

Jeff. Davis, on the 17th of April, issued

his proclamation, in which he invited
&quot;

all those who may desire, by service in

private armed vessels on the high seas, to aid

this government in resisting wanton and

wicked oppression, to make applications for

commissions or letters of marque and repri

sal, to be issued under the seal of these Con

federate States.&quot; This insolent proposition

was met by another proclamation from

Lincoln, April 19th, declaring a blockade of

the ports of the seceded States, and subject

ing the privateers in the rebel service to the

laws for the prevention and punishment of

piracy. Some ten days afterwards, Davis

addressed the Confederate Congress, and

affected to doubt whether the proclamation

were authentic or not. He stigmatized

Lincoln s course in no measured terms, and

could not, he said, bring himself to believe

that the president was prepared to
&quot;

inaugu
rate a war of extermination on both sides,

by treating as pirates open enemies acting

under commissions issued by an organized

government.&quot; He also stated, that there

were 19,000 men in the various places seized

upon by the rebels, and 16,000 more on their

way to Virginia, and that in view of the

present exigencies 100,000 men were to be

organized and held in readiness for instant

action. The last paragraph, a memorable

specimen of mingled assurance and audacity,
we give in Davis s own words: &quot;We

feel that our cause is just and holy. We
protest solemnly, in the face of mankind,
that we desire peace at any sacrifice, save

that of honor. In independence we seek no

conquest, no aggrandizement, no cession of

any kind from the States with which we
have lately confederated. All we as7c is to

l)e let alone that those who never held power
over us shall not now attempt our subjuga
tion by arms. This we will, we must resist,

to the direst extremity. The moment that

this pretension is abandoned, the sword will

drop from our grasp and we shall be ready to

enter into treaties of amity and commerce
that cannot but be mutually beneficia.. So

long as this pretension is maintained, with a

firm reliance on that Divine power which

covers with its protection the just cause, we
will continue to struggle for our inhoren

right to freedom, independence, and self-

government.&quot; Thus far the government
seemed to have some line of policy, and had

begun to make some preparations for the ifl

evitable issues at stake. How imperfect this

preparation was, how inadequate the appre
ciation of what was before our countiy to do

and to endure, how insufficient the sense en

tertained of what the rebels meant, and were

able to accomplish, the rapid progress of

events ere long demonstrated.

The position of Virginia, as one of the

largest and most important of the border

States, rendered it especially desirable for

the rebel conspirators to secure control over

it, and they resolved to do it by foul means,
if not by fair. Virginia, naturally and pro

perly, was proud of the Union and anxious

to preserve it
;
and there is hardly room for

doubt that could the people of the State have

expressed their sentiments and wishes freely

and deliberately, they would have cast their

Jot with the supporters of the Constitutioc
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and laws. The convention bad been elected

by Union votes, and the legislature bad t.aken

care, in authorizing its consideration of this

matter, to provide that no ordinance of seces

sion should have any effect without being
ratified by the people. At the opening of

the convention in Richmond, a majority of

its members were decidedly opposed to the

secession of their State
;
but the conspirators,

stopping short at nothing, resorted to secret

sessions, and to deriding the weaker mem

bers, bullying the timid, cajoling the waver

ing, and firing Southern pride and passion in

every possible way ;
so that, three days after

the bombardment of Fort Sumter, they gain
ed their purpose, and Virginia was forced to

secede. Although, the law required the vote

of the people before secession could be

ratified, there was no waiting, no scruple on

the part of the rebels. Troops were sent in

from South Carolina and other parts ; every

thing was assumed as being complete ;
mem

bers were appointed to the so-called Con

federate Congress; and when the 23d of

May arrived, the voting was only to support
a foregone conclusion; Union men were not

safe in casting their suffrages ;
of course,

secession was carried, the actual vote being

128,884 for secession, to 32,134 against.

Virginia, mad and foolish, joined the foes of

law and order
;
and bitterly did she after

wards find occasion to repent of her action.*

Within twenty-four hours after the conven

tion had done its work, not only were the Cus

tom House and Post Office at Richmond

* &quot; The second secessionary movement,&quot; as the rebels

termed it, which was begun by Virginia, added three

other States to the Confederacy. Tennessee seceded

May 6th, 1861 ; Arkansas, May 18th ; North Carolina,

May 21st. Thus, eleven States were arrayed in hostile

attitude against the Constitution and laws. (See note,

p, 236). In regard to Tennessee, however, it may here
be stated, that she was never carried into the position
of rebellion by the will of the majority of her people.
On the contrary, it was only by the audacity and un-

scrupulousness of disunionists, that the secession act

was forced upon the people. Andrew Johnson was
appointed militiry governor, March 4th, 1862, and in

September, 1863 th&quot; rebel government was quashed
ei tirely.

seized upon, but an attack on the United

States arsenal at Harper s Ferry was made.

The possession of this latter was of prime

importance to the rebels. Situated at the

junction of the Shenandoah and Potomac,
some sixty miles above Washington, it con

stitutes the outer gate to the great valley of

Virginia, and offers the readiest mode of ap

proach from the East to Winchester and the

inner region. In addition to the armory
with its weapons of war, it contained a large

number of shops for the manufacture of arms.

The arsenal at the time was in charge of

about forty riflemen under Lieutenant Jones,

who, in obedience to orders, set fire to the

buildings containing the arms and thus pre

vented the rebels from stealing them. Simul

taneously with this attack on Harper s

Ferry, active measures were set on foot to

get possession of the Navy Yard at Norfolk.

This large and very valuable depot, with its

vast stores of provisions and materials for

naval purposes, its shops and manufactories,

was situated at Gosport, adjoining Ports

mouth, on the Elizabeth river, opposite Nor

folk. It covered an area of three-quarters

of a mile in length and a quarter in breadth,

and it had a dry-dock of granite, with ship-

houses, naval hospital, etc. There were

twelve vessels in the yard, but most of them

were dismantled and in ordinary. The Mer-

rimac, a first-class frigate of forty guns, was

the most important of all. Her machinery
needed repair, and steps had been taken to

put her in order as speedily as possible. On
the lYth, she was ready to be moved, and

yet Commodore McCauley refused to allow

her departure. His excuse was, paltry enough,

too, that he relied on the honor and veracity

of his junior officers, who, by the way, when

they had got through at Norfolk, coolly re-

si &quot;-ned and went over to secession. Commo-
c&quot;5

doro Paulding was sent with the Pawnee,

and some Massachusetts troops, on the 20th

of April, to save what he could and destroy

the remainder. When he arrived, he found

that the powder magazine had fallen into the

hands of the insurgents, and that the ships
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were scuttled and sinking. Commodore

Paulding had them set on fire, and destroy

ing as much of the public property as was

possible, he took the U. S. ship Cumberland

in tow, and sailed down the river. By a

strange fatuity of the government, in not

making proper provision in order to save

public property from the hands of thieves

and robbers, the confederates gained 2,000

pieces of heavy ordnance, 300 of the guns

being of the Dahlgren pattern, and in stores,

furniture, etc., property to the amount of

$10,000,000. All this was very mortifying,

and was deservedly, as well as severely cen

sured by the Senate committee. It added

strength to the rebels, and helped to prolong
the contest by turning our own guns upon
us.

An attack on Washington was one of the

earliest designs of the rebels. They were

eager to commence it, and fancied that it

would raise their credit in the eyes of the

world. Doubtless, from what is now known
of the defenceless condition of Washington
at the time, a sudden and successful dash

might have been made
;
but the government

took steps immediately to provide for the

emergency. Troops arrived from Pennsyl

vania, ISTew York, and Massachusetts, and,

through the exertions of General Scott,

Washington was, in a few weeks, safe against

assault. In attaining this end, however, it is

humiliating to relate how rudely and lawlessly

the Baltimoreans acted towards the troops

passing through their city. A scandalous

riot occurred there, on the 19th of April, and

a cowardly attack was made by the mob on

the Sixth Massachusetts regiment, on its way
to the capital, in passing from one depot of

the railroad to another. The troops behaved

with great patience and forbearance
;

but

they were compelled, in self-defence, to use

their arms, and literally fight their way
through. The mayor and police marshal

were, or professed to be, helpless; and, for

the time, secession was loudly cried up, Con

federate flags raised, the United States stars

and stripes trampled on, etc. The New York

Seventh regiment set out, on the afternoon

of April 19th, for Washington. Finding, at

Philadelphia, that they could not go by way
of Baltimore, they took steamer and proceed
ed to Annapolis. Here they found General

Butler, with troops, who had got as far as the

Susquehanna, and finding the bridges burned,
had made their way, by the ferryboat, to

Annapolis. The Seventh and the Massa
chusetts troops, after no little hardship,
reached Washington, April 25th. Butler

was very serviceable at Annapolis. He not

only took post there, but he held it. He
secured to the government the noble old

frigate Constitution,
&quot; Old

Ironsides,&quot; and

saw it safely conveyed away from danger.
He was prepared to enforce the rig] its of

those called by the president to go to Wash

ington and defend the capital from invasion.

Governor Hicks protested against his land

ing, or remaining in Annapolis ;
but the

general was firm and decided. The legisla

ture of Maryland met at Frederick, on the

27th of April, and the governor endeavored

to assume and claim for the State a neutral

position, helping, as he wished, neithei side,

but in effect, cutting off the capital from the

loyal States. On the 5th of May, General

Butler advanced a portion of his command
to the Relay House, about nine miles from

Baltimore, and on the 14th he entered the

city, took possession of Federal Hill, and

issued a straightforward proclamation, insist

ing upon the observance of law and order,

and expressing the determination of the gov
ernment to sustain all good citizens in their

rights and privileges. The way through
Baltimore was again open from the North,
and troops passed freely through the city.

Union men were at liberty to express their

sentiments without molestation, and to act in

accordance therewith
;
and sedition, though

not dead, was held in abeyance at least.

Governor Hicks, on the 14th of May, on the

last day of the meeting of the legislature,

issued a call for four regiments to serve for

three months in Maryland, or for the defence

of Washington. The saving of Maryland
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from the evil designs of those who would

have hurried her into secession, was due, in

measure, to the active and judicious move
ments of General B. F. Butler, a name, by
the way, of which we shall hear more further

on. General Cadwalader succeeded Butler

at Baltimore, May 23d, and was equally firm

and conciliatory in his action.* General

Banks took command June 10th. On the

27th, he ordered the arrest of police marshal

Kane, and broke up the Board of Police in

Baltimore, on the ground of complicity arid

agreement with traitors. The two proclama
tions which General Banks issued, show

clearly the basis and the necessity of his ac

tion in behalf of law and order. By these

vigorous means Maryland was saved from the

evil purposes of secession and rebellion, and

retained her rightful place in the Union.

General Banks being called to supersede
Patterson on the Potomac, General Dix took

his place in Maryland, at the close of the

month of July.

Great Union gatherings began now to take

place in different parts of the country. One
in Xew York city, April 20th, was especially

noteworthy foi the noble spirit of patriotism
then and there exhibited. But it was not in

words merely, that the loyalty of the nation

was manifested. Money as well as men were

most liberally furnished. The subscriptions

of individuals, corporations, banking institu

tions, towns, cities, and the legislatures of

the northern and western States, freely

offered for the purchase of arms, the raising

and equipment of troops, and the support of

the government, in a fortnight after the day
of the attack upon Sumter, reached a sum
estimated at over $30,000,000. The month
of May was marked by active preparations

* A wealthy Marylander, John Merryman, was ar

rested by military authority, on 25th of May, charged
with treasonable practices, etc. Merryman applied to

Chief Justice Taney for a writ (if habeas corpus, to test

the legality of the arrest. It was granted at once,

and efforts made to enforce it ag.dnst General Cadwal

ader; but 10 no purpose. Tancy then delivered his

opinion adverse to the president s action, condemning
hi n ami it in no measured terms.

for the approaching contest of arms
;
recruit

ing, forming companies, drilling, etc., were

zealously carried on
;

arid it was estimated

that at least 100,000 were busily preparing
for the field. On the 3d of May, the presi
dent issued a proclamation, calling for troops,
to serve for three years, unless sooner dis

charged. Forty-two thousand volunteer
were thus called for, while the regular army
was directed to be increased by the addition

of eight regiments of infantry, one of cavalry,
and one of artillery, making an aggregate of

nearly 23,000 officers and men. Eighteen
thousand seamen were, at the same time,
ordered to be enlisted for the naval service

of the United States. Having stated thato
these requisitions and acts would bo submit

ted to Congress as soon as it assembled, the

president said :

&quot; In the meantime, I earn

estly invoke the co-operation of all good citi

zens in the measures hereby adopted for the

effectual suppression of unlawful violence, for

the impartial enforcement of constitutional

laws, and for the speediest possible restora

tion of peace and order, and with those, of

happiness and prosperity throughout our

country.&quot;

The Southern leaders were no less active;

in carrying out their fell designs, and pushed
forward operations in every direction. The
work of public spoliation, which was begun
at Charleston, Savannah, and New Orleans,

was also vigorously carried on in other re

gions of the country. Within a few days of

the fall of Sumter, the steam transport Stai

of the West, loaded with provisions, sent for

the relief of the United States troops in Tex

as, was treacherously seized at Indianola by a

body of insurgents, under Colonel Van Dorn
;

the arsenals at Liberty, in Missouri, Fayette-

ville, in jSTorth Carolina, and Kapolcon, in

Arkansas, with stores of arms and ammuni
tion, were plundered by the rebels

;
Fort

Smith, in Arkansas, was taken possession of

by Colonel Borland, the leader ot a volun

teer band of secessionists. In consequence
of the various acts of robbery and violence

in Virginia and Xorth Carolina defeating
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the exercise of the proper powers of the fed-

oral government, Lincoln, on the 27th of

April, by proclamation, extended the block

ade of the southern coast to those States.

The government now resolved to make a

forward movement into Yirginia. This was

accomplished on the night of the 23d of May,
nuder the direction of General Mansfield.

The force which crossed the Potomac con

sisted of some 13,000 in all, and immediate

possession was taken of Arlington Heights
and of Alexandria. At this latter place,

Colonel Ellsworth, with his New York Fire

Zouaves, arrived by water, very early in the

morning of the 24th of May. Here, by an

over zealous desire to show his strong feeling

against rebellion, he was shot in attempting
to tear down and carry off a secession flag.

This determination on the part of the govern
ment to do something, in order to suppress

the rebellion, alarmed the rebel leaders not a

little. All the hopes and expectations based

on the alliance and aid looked for from

Northern sources were futile and worthless,*

and Davis and his co-workers, knowing this,

made strenuous efforts to urge the people to

fight in his bad cause. At Harper s Ferry,

Manassas, Hampton, and Richmond, the

rebels were strongly posted, and it was the

plan of the leaders to make Yirginia, as far

as possible, the battle-ground on which to

test the cause they had adopted, against the

force of arms wielded by Union hands.

Davis knew that, on every account, it was

important as well as desirable for him and

* Franklin Pierce, formerly President of the United

States, wrote to his shame be it recorded ! to Jeff

Davis, January 6th, 1860, encouraging him and others

&amp;gt;} their base designs, in language such as this:

Without discussing the question of right, of abstract

power to secede, 1 have never believed that actual dis

ruption of the Union can occur without blood ;
and if

through the madness of Northern abolitionism that

dire calamity must come, the fighting will not be

along Mason and Dixon s line merely. It ^ciU be

within our own borders, in our own streets, between the

two classes of citizens to whom I have referred. Those

\vho defy law and facred constitutional obligations,

will, if ever we reach the arbitrament of arms, find

ccupation enough at home.&quot;

his so-called government to be in Yirginia ;

and accordingly, he made arrangements to

this effect as speedily as possible. The rebel

Congress met at Montgomery, Ala., at the

close of April, and Davis made an elaborate

apology for secession, having in view effect

to be produced abroad quite as much as at

home
; subsequent events showed that he had

calculated very shrewdly in this. On the

6th of May, war was declared against the

United States, as a foreign power ;
an enlist

ment act was passed ;
an issue of $50,000,000

treasury notes authorized, etc. On the 21st,

they adjourned to meet, July 20th, in Rich

mond, Yirginia, which was henceforth to bo

the capital of the Confederate States of

America. Immediately Davis left Montgom
ery ;

on arriving at Richmond, on the 28th,

he was received with due honor and atten

tion, and uttered many honeyed words of

praise to the Yirginians, and poured out un-

mingled contempt upon
&quot; the ignorant usur

per,&quot;
at Washington.

Beauregard (p. 241) came to Yirginia to

take command, and on the 5th of June issued

a proclamation filled with bluster and foul-

mouthed insinuations, hardly calculated to

deceive the most unintelligent. Troops from

every quarter were gathered, and generals

and other officers of various grades, who had

forsworn themselves by deserting the flag

of the United States, were busily engaged in

fortifying various points, and in bringing

the troops into as high a state of discipline

and efficiency as was in their power. The

rebels saw no opportunity now of assaulting

Washington, or carrying the war, as they

had been led to hope, into the loyal States.

Their main efforts were hence directed to

the sustaining and holding the positions

already occupied, and to the repulsing the ad

vances of the Union troops. Numerous skir

mishes and collisions, of no great moment,
occurred at several points in Yirginia ;

and

the gunboats began to prove their value

at Sewall s Point, Acqnia Creek, Matthias

Point, etc. On the 1st of June, Lieutenant

Tompkins, with a company of cavalry made
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a bold dash into Fairfax Court House, and

defeated la detachment of the enemy whom
he found there. Two days later, a camp of

some 1,500 secessionists at Philippi, Barbour

County, in Western Virginia, was assaulted

successfully by Union troops, under Colonels

Kelly and Dumont. An Indiana regiment,

ander Colonel Wallace, on the llth of June,
made a rapid march across Hampshire

County ;
a body of secessionists at Romney

\vas dispersed and compelled to retreat. On
the 9th of June, General Patterson at Cham-

bersburg, Pennsylvania, advanced towards

Harper s Ferry with a considerable force;

the result of which movement was, that on

the 14th, the rebels abandoned that position,

after having burned the railroad bridge over

the Potomac, destroyed all the property they

could, and torn up the track of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad for about twelve miles

from the Ferry.

Butler, at Fortress Monroe, having about

G,000 men, undertook an expedition against
the rebels at Big Bethel some twelve miles

off;
* but it proved a failure. General

Sehenck, June 17th, by order of General

McDowell, marched against &quot;Vienna, a small

village on the Leesburg Railroad
;
but was

driven off by the fire of a masked battery.

General Patterson crossed the Potomac at

Willtamsport, July 2d
;
and it was estimated

that at the close of the month of June, there

were on and near the Potomac 100,000 troops,

more or less ready for active service. The
rebel force was supposed to be about the

same in number.

In Kentucky and Missouri at this date

matters of interest and importance were

transpiring. We have seen how Virginia

* Tho facilities afforde:! to the rebels by slave labor

in erecting fortifications, etc, brought up a novel and

rather difficult question At Hampton, when thc-

whites fled, the negroes came into camp near Fortress

Monroe. What was to be done with them ? Genera.

Butler could not think it right to send them bai-k to

their masters to work against the Union and its cause ;

so, with great cleverness, he pronounced them contra

band of war : in which ho was sustained by the

government.

and Tennessee fell under the power of the

rebels (p. 243) ;
it was from no lack of effort

that they did not succeed equally well in

Kentucky and Missouri. In the former Gov.

Magoffin and others urged neutrality, as if

that were possible. Buckner, under Magoffin,
recruited all he could, and sent them to join

the rebel army. The governor wished to

have a convention called, a process by which

secessionists had already profited much ;
but

the legislature refused. Magoffin then issued

a proclamation, calling on the Kentuckiana

to stand aloof from the contest, and warning
all parties not to encroach on the soil, rights,

honor and sovereignty of the State. Union

men were roused to fresh exertion, and a

small encampment of Union troops under

General Nelson wras formed !n Garrard

county. This was denounced by Govern r

Magoffin as a violation of the neutrality of

the State, and he sent by the hands of two
&quot; commissioners &quot; a letter to President Lin

coln, demanding the withdrawal of the

troops. This was under date of August
19th

;
a few days afterwards the president,

in pretty sharp terms, declined of course to

have anything to do with the Kentucky

governor s commissioners, and refused to

order the Union troops to leave the State.

Jefferson Davis also was addressed and asked

to do the same thing with the rebel troops ;

but Davis coolly replied, that he was sorry

to say that he was compelled by necessity to

seize upon points of moment, to prevent their

being taken possession of by the Union

forces. Previous to this, Tennessee rebels

had invaded Kentucky, and carried off six

cannons and 1,000 stand of arms. The

legislature, which met September 2d, 1861,

resolved, on the 9th, that the invading seces

sion forces should be expelled by calling out

all the troops of the State, that aid be asked

from the United States, and that General R.

Anderson be requested to enter upon his

command immediately. Hickman and Chalk

Bluffs had been seized upon and fortified by
the insurgents. General U. S. Gi ant, alive

to the importance of prompt action, marcheJ
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a force from Cairo, September 6th, and took

possession of Paducah, where lie found every

thing prepared for a rebel arrival instead of

for him and his men. He issued a proclama
tion, simple and straightforward in its terms,

Btating that his business was to deal with

armed rebellion, and nothing else would be

interfered with. Columbus was occupied by
the rebel General Polk, September 7th.

Zollicoffer, in the eastern part of the State,

had some days before seized upon Cumber
land Gap, on the same plea of military ne

cessity, and he further said he meant to hold

it for the rebels. Anderson assumed com

mand, September 20th, and called for Union

volunteers. Zollicoffer met with some suc

cess in capturing a Union camp at Barbours-

ville, but a month later, he was repulsed by

Scho3pf at Camp Wild Cat. A rebel force

at Piketown was put to flight by General

Nelson, early in November. Anderson, find

ing his health unequal to the task of public

service, resigned, and General W. T. Sher

man, in October, took command. From
henceforth Kentucky showed herself to be,

and remained, heart and soul in the Union.

In regard to Missouri, it deserves to be

noted, that her position and influence with

reference both to the older States and the

vast territory of the United States beyond
her limits, were of prime importance to the

cause of the Union. Elements of discord,

it is true, existed in her midst, and there

were not a few secession agitators in the

State
; but, on the other hand, there were

noble and active loyal men in Missouri, able

and ready to meet and counteract the plans

of the governor and all his helpers. Gov
ernor Jackson, like Magoffin, tried to per-

6uade the State to join the rebels
;
advocated

armed neutrality ; got the police of St. Louis

under his control
;
and expected to do much

for secession. But Union men were not idle.

Colonel F. P. Blair, raised a volunteer mill

tary guard in St. Louis, composed largely of

Germans; and Captain N. Lyon, a noble,

energetic officer, in command at the arsenal,

St. Louis, and for the present in charge of

the entire department, delivered, on the 25th

of April, a large quantity of arms, some 20,-

000 or more, to Captain Stokes, of Chicago,
who had been sent with a requisition from

the secretary of war to convey these arms to

Springfield, Illinois. The transfer was not

effected without considerable danger from

the excited crowd of secessionists in St.

Louis
;
but by zeal and courage combined,

the arms were saved from falling into the

hands of these public robbers. Being en

trusted with further powers by the president,

to enrol 10,000 loyal men if needed for the

maintenance of the authority of the United

States in St. Louis and Missouri generally,

Captain Lyon proceeded to vigorous meas

ures. He resolved, with Colonel Blair s

help, to break up Camp Jackson, as it was

called, where the State Guard were gathered,

waiting their opportunity to give help to se

cession and rebellion. Early on the morn

ing of May 10th, with some 6,000 men and

artillery, Lyon appeared, wholly unexpected

ly, at the camp, and demanded its immedi

ate surrender. There MTas no alternative.

Lyon was resolute and peremptory. Every

thing was surrendered; twenty cannon,

1,200 new rifles, a large amount of ammu

nition, etc. On the return to St. Louis with

the prisoners, the troops were mobbed and

grossly insulted by the enraged rebel sympa
thizers

;
the soldiers were compelled to fire

on the mob
;
and some forty or fifty persons

were killed and wounded. Lyon s energy
was highly approved by the government, and

he was raised to the rank of brigadier-gener-

ral. General Ilarney, May 12th, resumed

command in Missouri. He issued a procla

mation, avowing his determination to main

tain the authority of the United States
;
but

a week or so later, having entered into a

sort of military truce with Price, one of the

rebel officers, the effect of which was to

benefit treason only, his course was promptly

repudiated at Washington, and General Lyon
was placed in command, June 1st. Price

and Jackson found at once that they had a

man of uncompromising zeal and determina-
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lion to deal with. Lyon insisted on disarm

ing the State militia, and claimed the fullest

right for the government to take any steps

called for in order to put down armed insur-

reciiuii. Jackson called these terms &quot; de

grading,&quot;
and sent out a proclamation call

ing for 50,000 State militia to drive out the

Union troops. While acknowledging that

Missouri was, in some sort, one of the United

States, yet the animus of the man was evi

dent :

&quot;

It is my duty to advise you that

yourfirst allegiance is due to your own State,

and that you are under no obligation what

ever to obey the unconstitutional edicts of

the military despotism which has enthroned

itself at Washington, nor to submit to the

infamous and degrading sway of its wicked

minions in this State. ~No brave and true

hearted Missourian will obey the one or sub

mit to the other. J2ise, then, and drive out

ignominiously the invaders, who have dared

to desecrate the soil which your labors have

made fruitful, and which is consecrated by
your homes.&quot; Lyon did not w^aste any time.

He moved at once on Jefferson City, which

was reached June 15th; but Jackson had re

treated to Booneville, cutting off the tele

graph and destroying the railroad bridges.

Lyon followed him, and two days afterwards

defeated and dispersed the hostile forces.

At the same time, in a proclamation the

next day, he avowed the most liberal and

conciliatory policy towards all quiet and

orderly persons in Missouri.

Notwithstanding what had been done by
the rebels in Virginia (p. 243), there wras a

large proportion of the people, especially in

Western Virginia, who were fixed in loyalty
and resolved to stand by the Union at all

hazards. In the counties west of the Blue

Ridge there were some 10,000 slaves, while

in those on the east the number reached to

nearly 500,000. That extensive western

region, bounded by the Alleghany Mountains
and the Ohio River, and bordering on the

north upon Pennsylvania, had little indeed

in common with the slave-holding, slave-~

trading interests and Southern sympathies

of the eastern division. Thus socially and

industrially, as well as geographically, situa

ted, they felt the pressure of taxation to be

very unequal as compared with the more
favored slave-holders, and they refused to

join in the work of secession. Acting on

their convictions, they denounced Letcher

and the rebel leaders, and took immediate

steps to separate Western Virginia from any
share in the evil work thus far carried on

by the enemies of the Union. A convention

was held at Wheeling, May 13th, 1801, at

which the ordinance of secession was pro
nounced &quot;unconstitutional, null and

void,&quot;

and another convention appointed to be held

June llth, of representatives of the people.

The convention assembled on the day named.

Forty counties (five to the east of the

Alleghanies) were represented, and the dele

gates entered upon their work, first taking
an oath to support the Constitution and laws

of the United States. It wras maintained,
that the government at Richmond, having
violated the Constitution of the State, its

authority was thereby annulled, and that the

offices of a:l who adhered to the usurping
convention and executive were, ipso facto ^

vacant. An ordinance was passed reorgan

izing the State government and providing
for the appointment, by the convention, of

a governor, council and legislature. F. H.

Pierrepont was chosen governor, and in

augurated June 20th. He delivered a

straightforward, pointed loyal address, claim

ing that what was done, was done in defence

of their just rights. The legislature met on

the 22d of July; the new government was

recognized by the president ;
two senators,

Messrs. J. S. Carlisle and W. T. Willey,

were chosen to take the place of the seceders,

Mason and Hunter (which they did on the

13th of July); and various enactments were

made suitable to the present condition of

things.

General McClellan took charge of military

matters west of the Alleghanies, May 20th,

and issued a stirring address from Cincinnati,

Ohio, urging the Virginians to join tho
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Union Standard. Forces were pushed for

ward, and McClellan took steps at once to

attack the rebels, who had taken post at

Laurel Hill, near Beverly. General Morris

moved forward with about 4000 men in

front, while McClellan, advancing from the

west, with some 10,000 men, purposed at

tacking the enemy s left at Rich Mountain.

This was on the 1st of July. Skirmishing

ensued for several days, without material re-

jult. On the llth, McClellan was in front

of the enemy, but did not venture a direct

attack on their strong position. Colonel

Rosecrans was sent, with 3000 men, to at

tack in the rear
;
but Pegram, the rebel com

mander, moved off in the night, hoping to

join Garnett. He failed in this, and sur

rendered, July 12th
;
and Garnett, also re

treating, was hotly pursued, lost his life at

Cheat River, and his entire force was routed.

&quot; Our success,&quot;
said McClellan, in his dis

patch, July 14th,
&quot;

is complete, and secession

is killed in this country.&quot;
The Cheat Moun

tain Gaps, which formed the key to Western

Virginia, were entrenched and held by a

strong force of Union troops.

The people of Eastern Tennessee were

entirely in accord and sympathy with the

loyalists of Virginia. The inhabitants were

mostly agricultural, and less dependent upon
slave labor than those in the western portion

of the State, and they were ardently attached

to the Union and its privileges. In both

Virginia and Tennessee there was a hostile,O 7

dominant power, and both were betrayed by
the arts and treachery of those who held the

supremacy in local affairs. Letcher, in Vir

ginia, had accomplished secession ends
;
and

Harris, in Tennessee, was equally unscrupu

lous and far more tyrannical. Coercion and

terrorism prevailed ;
and it was a hard task

for the mountaineers of the Cumberland to

contend with the wealthy slave-holders on

the Mississippi, and to make head against

the neighboring desperadoes of Alabama,
Arkansas and Louisiana. Unwilling to

yield without a struggle, the loyal Tennes-

ieeans met in convention at Knoxville, May

30th. More than 1000 representatives came

together to consult as to what was to be done

in this alarming crisis. Secession was de

nounced, and the people were besought to

vote it down on the day appointed, June 8th.

In the eastern counties, this was done nobly ;

but by the manipulation of Governor Harris,

and the interposition of military power and

outrage, the secession vote of the State was

said to be 104,019 for separation, and only

47,238 against. The convention met again
at Greenville, June 17th

;
set forth a declara

tion of grievances ; exposed the conduct of

rebels and traitors
;
and resolved to endure

any sacrifice sooner than give up the Union
;

so far were they, however, from being able

to uphold the independence of their moun
tain region, that after an ineffectual struggle,

they were hunted, imprisoned, and driven

into exile. Thousands crossed the mountains

by stealth to serve in the ranks of the Union

army, that they might return to their homes

under the flag of the Republic, and rescue

their families and friends from the intolerable

tyranny which oppressed them. The brave

and much enduring men of this region were

compelled to bide their time ;* yet it was

not wholly in silence
;
for Eastern Tennessee

had men who were able and willing to raise

their Toices, as well as their arms in her de

fence. Brownlow, Nelson, Andrew John

son, and others stood prominently forward

on the side of law and order.

Evidently, the sword was now fully drawn.

The question at issue was to be settled, not

by words, not by appeals on either hand, not

by menaces or threatenings, not at all, in

fact, but by the stern, fearful, last abitra-

ment, that of blood. They who loved their

country, and its honor and integrity, had no

alternative
; they had but to accept the issue

* When Gen. Schoepf repulsed the rebels at Camp
Wild Cat (see p. 248), the East Tennesseeans expected

him to come to their aid. Deceived by the rebel re

ports of their great force at Bowling Green, Schoepf,

after advancing two or three days in the direction of

Cumberland Gap, retreated towards the Ohio, strew

ing the road with wrecked wagons, dead horses, etc.

j
and left East Tennessee to her fate.
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thrust upon them, or see the Union rent in

pieces, and national prosperity swallowed up
in the abyss. The leaders in the Southern

conspiracy had prepared themselves for this

issue by many years laborious efforts
; they

had forced it upon the loyal supporters of

the Constitution and laws of the United

States
; they had driven up to the point

of fury and hatred the larger portion of the

people of the South, and had compelled
them to face the inevitable result. And now
it was to be tested, whether this great Re

public was worthy of its name and place in

the family of nations, or whether it was to

be broken in pieces, and become a subject

for scorn and contempt among those who
have always sneered at freedom in America,
and constantly predicted its downfall.

A glance may here profitably be taken at

the relative position and capabilities of the

parties concerned in this memorable struggle,

big with unutterable consequences.
As regards population, according to the

census of 1800, the free States and Territories

contained 19,000,000, the slave States some

thing over 12,000,000. In addition to all

the free State?, which were for the Union, of

course, Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky and

Missouri were ranked in the same connec

tion
;
the population of the loyal over the

seceding States was, consequently, rather

more than two to one. In. the arts of indus

try, in commerce, trade, manufactures, chip

ping, etc., the free States were largely

superior. In these respects, and in the uni

versally recognized claim which all establish

ed governments have upon the fealty of their

people, there can be no doubt that the loyal
States stood, not only before the world, but

in fact, in the position best calculated to

command sympathy and enforce the require
ments of the supreme law of the land. But,
while all this was true, and no less important
than true, it must be borne in mind, that the

Bo-called &quot;

Confederacy
&quot; had several very de

cided advantages over the Union and its de

fenders. The people of the South, princi

pally owing to the fact of their being slave

holders, were not only bred up i.l aristocratic

notions of superiority, and in contemptuous

disregard for labor and its adjuncts, but were

trained from, boyhood in the use of fire-arms,

and in various kinds of exercises fitting them

for military life and its excitements. In the

war of 1812, and in that with Mexico, the

South furnished nearly twice as many sol

diers as the North. So long as the system
of slavery prevailed, and the class of labor

ers was such as rendered it degrading, in

their eyes, for a white man to work, the

masters were of course at liberty to devote

themselves to the fascinating employments
of hunting, racing, contests of skill, and the

like; and &quot;the chivalry&quot; of the South was

rarely deficient in zeal and spirit where its

peculiar qualifications had room for display.

At the North, on the other hand, the great

mass of the population were engaged in the

peaceful avocations of life, and had no time,

even if they had the inclination, to devote

attention to those particular things in which

Southern men excelled. To this must be add

ed the fact of the vastly superior position ofthe
&quot;

Confederacy
&quot;

for self-defence, for direct

communication with each and all its parts,

and for facility of intercourse by means of

railroads and telegraphs. The secessionists

had long been preparing for the contest
;

they understood thoroughly the topography of

the country ; they had made their calculations

with great shrewdness and ability; and
;

counting largely upon the sympathy and co

operation of many in the North (p. 2ttG) as

well as in the old world, they were ready to

enter with all their heart and soul into the

war for disunion and separation from those

whom they professed to, and probably did,

hate and despise. The North wa wholly

tm-prepared for war; the government had

everything, almost, to learn
;
armies had to

be created, in fact ; and the vast distances

between various points of attack, where to

pierce the confederacy and break down its

military power, increased immensely the

difficulties in the way of Mr. Lincoln and hia

advisers. And further, believing, as the
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ebels did, that &quot; cotton was
king,&quot; they

were so persuaded of its importance to the

world, especially to England and France,

that they expected the great powers of

Europe to break up directly any blockade

which might be attempted to be put in force

by the United States. It is true that this

result did not take place, as they confidently

looked for
;
but it is equally true, that the

South obtained a great amount of sympathy
and help from abroad, and the government
was very seriously hampered and injured by
the doings of the partisans for disunion on

the other side of the Atlantic.

The Twenty-seventh Congress met at

Washington, for its first (extra) session, July

4th, 1861 (p. 242). Senators from twenty-

five States were present, soon after its open

ing; in the House, 159 representatives

answered to their names
;
and Mr. Grow, of

Pennsylvania, was elected speaker. In both

the Senate and the House, there Avas a large,

working majority of republicans. The next

day Lincoln sent in his first message to Con

gress. It was a document looked for with

no ordinary interest in every part of the

country, and was eagerly read and commen
ted upon. In it the president discussed, at

some length, the questions requiring speedy
attention and action, and on account of

which this extra session of the national legis

lature was called. A review of matters con

nected with the outbreak of the rebellion,

and a brief statement of the policy of the

new administration, was given in clear, pre

cise terms. Inasmuch, however, as the se

cessionists were determined to force upon the

country the issue,
&quot; immediate dissolution or

blood,&quot;
he stated distinctly what, in his

judgment, Congress ought to do. &quot;It is

now recommended that you give the legal

means for making this contest a short and

decisive one
;
that you place at the control

of the government, for the work, at least,

400,000 men and $400,000,000

Surely man has as strong a motive now, to

vrenerve our liberties, as each had then (in

the lievolution&quot;
1

to establish them. A right

result, at this time, will be worth more to the

world than ten times the men and ten times

the money. The evidence reaching us from

the country leaves no doubt that the matena*

for the work is abundant
;
and that it needs

only the hand of legislation to give it legal

sanction, and the hand ofthe executive to give
it practical shape and

efficiency.&quot; The lat

ter part of the address was devoted to arguing

again the question of secession and rebellion,

and the president, in his peculiar style and

with equal acuteness and plainnesss, de

nounced the folly and wickedness of those

who, for thirty years, had been drugging the

public mind with the sophism, &quot;that any
State of the Union may, consistently with

the National Constitution, and therefore law

fully and peaceably, withdraw from the

Union, without the consent of the Union or

of any other State.&quot; In concluding his mes

sage, Lincoln urged upon Congress the

seriousness of the present eventful crisis, and

hoped that there might be united, harmoni

ous and prompt action. &quot;And having thus

chosen our course,&quot;
he further said,

&quot; with

out guile and with pure purpose, let us re

new our trust in God, and go forward with

out fear and with manly hearts.&quot;

The reports of the several departments ac

companied the message. In. regard to the

army, the force was thus computed : regu
lars and volunteers for three months and the

war, 235,000 ; regiments of volunteers ac

cepted and not yet in service, 50,000 ;
new

regiments of the regular army, 25,000 ;

making a total of 310,000. Deducting the

80,000 three months volunteers, 230,000
would be left for the effective national army
for the war, and the speedy crushing out of

the rebellion.

The secretary of the navy stated that, on

the 4th of March, 1861, there were 69 ves

sels of all classes in the navy, mounting 1,346

guns. The vessels in commission were mostly
on foreign stations, with about 7,500 men,
exclusive of officers and marines. The home

squadron consisted of 12 vessels, carrying

187 guns, and about 2000 men; added tc
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this was the demoralization among navy offi

cers (259 resigned or were dismissed the ser

vice between March 4th and July 4th),

although, to their honor be it recorded, the

crews, like brave and loyal men, stood by the

flag of the Union, and were not to be

seduced into betraying or deserting it. From

necessity, the department had already a num
ber of new vessels under way, and was re

cruiting seamen. The effective force, at date

(July 4th), consisted of the squadron on the

Atlantic coast, under the command of Flag-
Officer S. II. Stringham, consisting of 22

vessels, 296 guns, and 3,300 men and the

squadron in the Gnlf of Mexico, under the

command of Flag-Officer William Mervine,

consisting of 21 vessels, 282 guns, and 3,500
men. The secretary of the treasury estimated

the coming year s outlay at $300,000,000.
To meet this expenditure, custom duties,

direct taxes, and loans were recommended,
and Chase was clear in the conviction that

the people would fully sustain the govern
ment.

Congress went vigorously to work. The

army was increased by authorizing the enlist

ment of 500,000 volunteers
;

the navy re

ceived its proportional increase
;
a loan of

8250,000,000 and 850,000,000 issue of trea

sury notes were authorized
; import duties

were increased
;
taxes were laid, collectable

at a future clay ;
etc. Here and there, there

were men like Yallandingham of Ohio, B.

Wood of ISTew York, Burnett of Kentucky,
and such like, who gave some trouble, but

were of small account. The army bill was

very ably and warmly debated in the Senate,
on the 18th of July, and members of that

body gave expression to patriotic sentiments

and views worthy of their position. In the

House, on the 19th, Mr. Crittenden, of Ken

tucky, offered a resolution declaring, that theO/

present war was forced upon the country by
Southern disunionists, and that Congress,

dieslaimmg all intention of interfering with

the rights, or institutions of the States, and

all purpose of conquest, would prosecute the

war to defend the Constitution and preserve

the Union. The resolution was laid over till

Monday, the 22d, and then passed almost

unanimously. The same resolution was

adopted by the Senate, July 24th, on motion

of Andrew Johnson. It may be set down to

the credit of the national legislature, that, not

withstanding the gloomy and disheartening
condition of affairs, on this memorable Mon
day (the day after the Bull Run repulse and

humiliation) the members went on steadily

with their work
;
and the House, unani

mously,
&quot;

Hesofocd, That the maintenance of thfc

Constitution, the preservation of the Union,
and the enforcement of the laws, are sacred

trusts which must be executed
;
that no dis

aster shall discourage us from the most ample

performance of this high duty ;
and that we

pledge to the country and to the world the

employment of every resource, national and

individual, for the suppression, overthrow,
and punishment of rebels in arms.&quot; Three

days later, the Senate adopted a resolution

to the same effect, which lacked only one

vote (Breckinridge of Kentucky) to render

it unanimous. On the 24th of July, the

Senate considered a bill to confiscate proper

ty used for insurrectionary purposes by per
sons engaged in rebellion

; by which, slaves,

if employed by their masters to aid in rebel

lion, were thenceforward free, any law to the

contrary notwithstanding. Earnest debate

was had over this, but it was adopted by a

large vote in the Senate, and by a vote of

60 to 48 in the House. On the last day of

the session, an enacting clause to the bill in

creasing the pay of the soldiers was added, ap

proving and legalizing the president s acts,

proclamations, etc. Congress adjourned

August 6th.

The rebel Congress (p. 246) met at Rich

mond, July 20th, 1861. Davis s message
was not very long, but was acrimonious and

almost fierce in its tone towards Lincoln and

his message to Congress, July 4th. There

was a considerable amount of special plead

ing in it, in regard to what he termed the

effort on the part of the government to sub-
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jugate the seceded States, and he fairly

gloried in his and their importance, because

so extensive preparations had been made to

put down rebellion and treason. Davis an

nounced his purpose and plan of retaliation

on account of the privateersmen captured by
the United States, and on trial for piracy.

With congratulations at having escaped all

connection with the loyal States, he called

for increase of the army, lauded the devotion

of the people of the South, and wound up
with a glorification of the &quot; calm and sub

lime devotion&quot; displayed on all hands. Va
rious measures were adopted by the rebel

Congress, principally looking to financial

difficulties, which already began to press

heavily upon the secessionists, and were

among the most perplexing to manage in the

existing state of affairs. Beside the
&quot;pro

duce
loan,&quot; treasury notes were authorized

to the extent of $100,000,000 ;
a war tax

was imposed ;
etc. The army was reported

at 210,000 men in the field. Davis was

authorized to increase this number by 400,000

more, and also to add to the so-called navy.
An act respecting alien enemies was passed,

ordering them to depart out of the Confede

racy, and another sequestrating their prop

erty, intended as retaliatory for the confisca

tion act of Congress. After a short session, the

Confederate Congress adjourned, September

2d, to meet again in November.

An impression largely prevailed at this

point of time, that the rebellion could be put
down by prompt decisive action, and as

Congress had made such liberal and large

preparation, and we had so many thousand

troops already in the field, it was supposed

by a majority of people that a brilliant cam

paign of three or six months would speedily

reduce the rebels to submission. Hence, the

cry, &quot;On to Richmond !&quot; The people, im

patient and in general unreasoning, were

calling for action
;
the soldiers wished for

action; action seemed one of the easiest

things in the world
;
the enemy was under

valued
;
and a battle must be fought, with

out delay, on such a scale and in such wise,

as to prove the superiority of our forces, and

the insignificance of the rebel hosts. Gen.

Patterson, at the beginning of July, as we
have stated (p. 247), crossed the Pri ./mac at

Williamsport, with about 20,000 mc-n. The
rebels retreated, and on the 15th ho occu

pied Bunker Hill, nine miles from Win*

Chester. On the 17th, instead of advancing
on the direct road, he turned to the left and

marched to Charlestown, twelve miles east

ward and near the Potomac
; thus, as it

turned out, leaving the road open for Johns

ton, the rebel general at Winchester, to carry

Ins entire force to Manassas, and do his share

in the defeat of our army at Bull Run. Pat

terson was sharply censured for his course,

and on the 25th of July was superseded by
General Banks at Harper s Ferry. General

McDowell was in command of the depart
ment of North-eastern Virginia, an able and

excellent officer, to whom was committed the

charge of attacking the rebels under Beaure-

gard at Manassas. He had forty-five regi

ments of volunteers, chiefly from IS
rew York

and the Eastern States, mostly those called

out for three months only. The remainder

were three years volunteers, but these had

been slightly drilled, and were not fit for the

battle-field. Some companies of ISTew Jersey

cavalry, and several light batteries, were a

part of McDowell s force, and among his

officers were some of the best in the regular

army. This &quot; Grand Army,&quot; as it was called,

began its march from Washington, July 16th.

General Tyler s column took the advance,

and spent the night at Vienna, a few miles

from Fairfax Court House. General Hunter

marched with the central column, on the di

rect road
;
and General Miles advanced on

the extreme left. General McDowell, who
was with the centre, arrived at noon the

next day, at Fairfax Court House, the enemy

retiring and evidently avoiding a conflict.

On the 18th, Tyler passed through Centre-

ville and found the rebels posted at Black

burn s Ford on Bull Run; here In wasted

time and men s lives in a conflict of artillery

with Longstreet, the rebel Commander
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McDowell, not deeming it prudent to attack

the rebels in front, resolved to make a di

version and gain Manassas by an approach
from the east. A flank movement was ac

cordingly determined upon, so as to turn the

enemy s position on their left with a sufficient

force, which should co-operate with a direct

attack on their position at Stone Bridge, and

thus open the turnpike road from Centre-

ville, and cut off the railroad communication

of Manassas with the army of Johnston in

and about Winchester. McDowell intended

to make the attack on Saturday, July 20th,

1861, but was hindered by delays in receiv

ing proper supplies, which did not reach

him till Friday night, at Centreville, about

seven miles to the north-east of Manassas.

Rations were distributed and issued
;
and in

order as far as possible to avoid marching in

the heat before the fight, orders were given
to move at half-past two o clock, on Sunday

morning, the 21st, expecting to open the

battle at all points at six, A. M. Delays oc

curred, owing to the inexperience of the

officers and men, so that it was some three

hours later, in one of the hot July mornings
in Virginia, that the troops crossed at Sud-

ley Spring, and soon after were engaged in

the battle. Details we cannot here go into,

and in a brief, condensed narrative of the war

the reader must not look for details. It may
suffice here to state, that McDowell s plans
were well laid

;
that the men fought well,

and stood their ground nobly, from the be

ginning of the battle till late in the after

noon. They had been up since two o clock

in the morning ; they had made a long march
before fighting ;

and they were without food.

The rebels were disheartened and broken,
and in a short time probably would have

taken to flight, when, at this critical moment,
Johnston, who had escaped Patterson s

watching, brought in some 4000 or 5000

fresh troops, and by an active, enterprising
dasli upon our wearied men, turned the

Bcale, and what should have been victory, be

came disorder panic, rout, and sad and fear

ful confusioi.

Davis, it seems, left .Richmond by railroad

qn this eventful Sunday morning, and reach

ed the field of battle about four P.M., when
the contest was virtually decided. He tele

graphed the welcome news to the Confeder

ate Congress that same night, stating, truly

enough, that it had been &quot; a hard fought

field,&quot; but, with needless mendacity, assert

ing, that the Union army was beaten by a

force less than half their own number.* Da
vis was in favor of immediate pursuit and a

dash at the capital, which course indeed was

the natural one to be adopted in order to

reap the fruits of victory ;
but it was evident

that the rebels were in no condition to avail

themselves of their opportunity. They were

pretty thoroughly exhausted
; they had no

cavalry ;
and the attempt, in Johnston s view,

would have been useless as well as danger
ous. As to losses, the exact truth can hard

ly be obtained
;
in general, it may be stated :

rebel loss over 2000
;
Union loss over 3000.

Beauregard claimed as the spoils of the day,
28 pieces of artillery, about 5,000 muskets,

nearly 500,000 cartridges, a garrison flag, and

10 colors captured in the field or in the pur

suit; and besides these, 64 artillery horses

with their harness, 26 wagons and much

camp equipage, clothing, and other property
left behind.

The effect of the disaster at Bull Run or

Manassas was astounding. The news at first

from the field of battle, as made known by
reports and telegraphic communications, had

been cheering, and promising certain and

great victory. The next news told of utter

rout and disgrace ;
and Monday and Tues

day, the 22d and 23d of July, saw the streets

of the capital thronged with panic-stricken

crowds of those who had literally fled when
no man pursued. In the great cities, and

throughout the country, as the wildly exag

gerated telegrams made known the overthrow

*
Beauregarcl s army numbered not less thnn 30,000,

and was fully equal in numbers to that under com
mand of General McDowell, and yet Davis undertook
to say. as above,

&quot; Our force was 15,000 ; tliat of tL

enemy estimated at 35,000.&quot;
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of our army, the people were in a maze, and

could with difficulty credit the unwelcome

reports of disgraceful defeat. The disposi

tion now was to run into the opposite ex

treme, and consider what the rebels had ac

complished as a virtual guarantee of final

success. But the depression and discourage

ment, wonderful as they seemed, were only

temporary. Bitter as was the lesson of that

memorable week at the close of July, it was

a salutary lesson. It showed loyal men what

was before them
;
that it was no holiday un

dertaking of a few weeks or months to put
down rebellion or treason, organized as they
were on a scale of magnitude and power un

dreamt of heretofore
;
and that, if the Union

was to be sustained, it must be by united,

steady, unflinching energy and devotion in

its behalf. The resolution and spirit of

Congress we have already noted (p. 253).

The people of the loyal States likewise speed

ily nerved themselves to avenge the losses

at Bull Run, and to hold up the hands of

the government at any cost, in crushing the

mad and desperate attempt to destroy the

life and integrity of the nation.

The position of foreign nations and the

probable course to be pursued by them in

regard to the United States, was a matter of

very grave importance at the outbreak of the

rebellion. England and France, especially,

were so situated as to render their line of ac

tion of the utmost moment, whether for good
or evil, to the Great Republic. If, acting

out the noble, manly part, which becomes

sincere friends and well-wishers of our coun

try, they should so direct their policy, and

should assume such ground, as that the weight
of their influence would be given to the sup

port of the Union and the crushing out the

rebellion, the case would be rendered more

easy of settlement by means of the United

States power on the land, where alone the

rebels had succeeded in organizing any effec

tive resistance against the authority of the

government. If, on the other hand, the great

maritime nations, like England and France,

should see fit, more or less openly to encour

age the so-called Confederacy in i
j

s ambitious

designs, and in addition to re. ognizmg its

belligerent character, should aid in furnish

ing it not only with supplies of various sorta

but also with the means of preying upon the

commerce of the United States, they certain

ly had the power so to do, while holding a

professedly friendly attitude to the govern
ment which they were virtually helping to

undermine and destroy. And, in such an

event, the rebellion would be all the more

likely to protract its existence, if not finally

to succeed in accomplishing its end. Of

course, the government was deeply interested

in the position of things, and the kind and

description of public sentiment abroad, and

care was taken to have our country repre
sented by able men at foreign courts, such

as Adams, Dayton, Clay, Motley, Marsh, and

others.

The rebel leaders were also deeply con

cerned in this matter, and the manner in

which their present attempt at a breaking up
of the Union might be looked upon by the

great powers of Europe. If England and

France should favor ;heir cause, directly, or

at least indirectly, it weald greatly facilitate

matters, and would almost ensure success to

the rebellion
;
but if they should refuse en

tirely any countenance to this proposed rend

ing in pieces of the Union, and should look

upon the outbreak as an insurrection, \vhich

the lawful government of the land was able

to and would in due time suppress, then, the

hopes and expectations of the Confederates

would be sadly curtailed of their fair pro

portions, and tlieir chances of final success

very considerably diminished. They had,
from the beginning, agents abroad admirably

adapted for the work before them, in leaven

ing public opinion, exciting prejudice against
the government, offering commercial advan

tages, and skillfully using the press, etc., such

as Yancey, Rost, Mann, and Butler King;
and there can be no doubt that by tlieir per

sistency and zeal they produced a decided

impression on the public mi jd in Europe.

Governments, however, move si
&amp;gt;wly,

as be-
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comes the gravity of their position, and in

modern times, at least, they require to be

well assured that the people will sustain them,

before they take any step of great import
ance. England, for various reasons, had no

special regard or affection for the United

States. There is every reason to believe

that England would not have grieved, had

republican institutions been destroyed at this

time. Yet there were noble men and clear

headed statesmen in England who saw and

kncAv, and gave their sympathy to the cause

of law and order. Hence, the English gov

ernment, whateve- its inclinations may have

been, hesitated to venture upon a step which,
if wrongly taken, would be direful indeed

in its consequences. France, also, under the

despotism of Louis Napoleon, was not alto

gether pleased at being called upon to wit

ness our rapid strides in national wealth and

power. France, too, was more or less jeal

ous of the United States, and was quite will

ing to stand by, and see the Union broken

up, and its power and pride humbled
;
but

there were friend* of America in France,

friends who did good service by their pens
as well as in other ways, in behalf of our

country s honor and good name
;
and more

than this, France was ruled by a man who,
however unscrupulous as a politician, was

far too sagacious to commit himself hastily

to an undertaking whose success was by no

means assured
;
he had had too large expe

rience in the uncertainty of political schem

ing to give aid to experiments which, so far

as he could see, were as likely to be failures

as anything else. Consequently, France was

not willing, or prepared, to go to the lengths
which the secessionists wished or expected ;

and France, like England, preferred to wait

awhile,.and see what the future might bring
forth. The general disposition in Europe
was, almost certainly, to look upon disinte

gration of the Union as necessary results of

progress in our case, there being then, as

there arc nov persons who have no confi

dence in a goyernment of the people, con

ducted by and through those whom they
iv. 17

choose for the purpose. It became the ardu

ous duty of the secretary of state to contend

against this unfriendly feeling and hostile

judgment, so far as it came in the range of

diplomacy and public policy ;
and to Mr.

Seward s honor be it recorded, that he de

voted himself to the task with indefatigable

zeal, energy and success.

The action of the British government
could hardly be called friendly or decently
courteous. With unusual haste, within less

than a month after the news had arrived of

Fort Sumter s bombardment, and before the

arrival of our minister, Mr. C. F. Adams,
Her Majesty s advisers, Lord John Russell

at the head, had determined that &quot; the

Southern Confederacy of America, according
to those principles which seem to them to be

just principles, must be treated as a bellige

rent.&quot; The queen s proclamation, agreed

upon in Privy Council, was issued on the

13th of May, the day of Mr. Adams s arrival

at Liverpool, and before he had any oppor

tunity of speech or action on the subject.

Strict neutrality, of course, was enjoined,

and all the ether verbiage usual in these mat

ters was used
;
but the thing itself struck deep

into many an American heart. It was felt

to be very unhandsome, to eay the least, and

to indicate a mean and hostile spirit, especi

ally in the hour of America s greatest of all

trials. The necessity of any such action

could hardly be pretended, seeing that the

&quot;

Confederacy,&quot; as it styled itself, had thus

far done nothing but make loud and arrogant

assumptions, and had not a single port of

entry at its command, free from blockade
,

the real effect was, and was meant to be, to

open the door for the rebels to get privateers,

and prey upon American commerce. As it

turned out, England furnished largely the

means by which the rebellion was able to

lengthen its existence, and to do immense

injury to our commerce. Time has already

shown, and time will probably still further

make manifest, what a sad blunder England

made, in the attitude then assumed, and sub

sequently persisted in, towards our country
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On the 1st of June, 1861, a royal order

was issued interdicting the armed vessels and

privateers of both parties from carrying

prizes made by them to ports, etc., of her

Majesty s colonies or possessions abroad;
strict neutrality also was proclaimed, as

neither the English nor the French govern
ment was willing to risk the danger of war

arising ont of recognizing if either had

ventured that the so-called Confederacy.
The rebel agents, Yancey & Co., were much
mortified because they were unable to per
suade Lord John Russell or the head of the

French government to go any further in help

ing forward secession and its malign ends.

Intercourse with M. Thouvenel was, on the

whole, friendly and satisfactory, and he ex

pressed to Mr. Dayton, our minister, generous

good-feeling and good-wishes. In a note to

Mr. D., Seward wrote :

&quot; Tell M. Thouvenel,
with the highest consideration and good

feeling, that the thought of a dissolution of

this Union, peaceably or by force, has never

entered into the mind of any candid states

man here, and it is high time that it be dis

missed by statesmen in Europe.&quot; It is inter

esting, in this connection, to note the hearty

sympathy of Russia in our affairs. &quot;We

thought we had a right to expect offices of

friendship from England and France, but

had hardly counted on any special regard
from Russia. In both cases we were disap

pointed ;
the former adopted a course as

detrimental to our interests as was possible,

short of open war
;
the latter gave us every

assurance of good will and earnest desires

for our prosperity and national honor.

Prince Gortchacow wrote to the Russian

minister, July 10th: &quot;Give them (the gov
ernment and others) the assurance that, in

every event the American nation may count

upon the most cordial sympathy on the part

of our august master during the important

crisis which it is passing through at
present.&quot;

On the subject of privateering, we may here

state, that certain articles were agreed upon
at Paris, in 1856, by the principal powers of

Europe. The understanding between the

contracting parties, Great Britain, Austria,

France, Russia, Prussia, Sardinia and Tur

key, was : 1st, that privateeringis abolished
;

2d, that the neutral fiag covers enemy s

goods, except contraband of war
; 3d, that

neutral goods, with the same exception, are

not liable to capture under an enemy s flag ;

4th, that blockades, to be binding, must be

effective. The United States, Pierce then

being president, did not accede to the pro

positions, desiring to have added a provision

exempting the private property of belligerents
from seizure on the high seas. On Lincoln

becoming president, and in view of the im

portance of the matter at the present junc

ture, Seward opened the subject again, and

offered to accept the original articles without

the desired addition just named. England
and France favored the settlement of the

subject ;
but it was kept in abeyance some

two months, when, with great coolness, those

ov&amp;gt;vernments declared, that whatever tlicvO *

might now do must be prospective, and not

invalidate anything already done. That
is,

having recognized the belligerent position

of the rebels, they were not going to do any

thing which might possibly interfere with

the business of privateering, which Davis

was already engaged in. Seward, in calm

but unmistakeable tone, put a quietus upon
the whole matter, and gave foreign powers
to understand, that he both knew and was

prepared to maintain the lights and dignity

of the United States. Privateering was of

course a matter of great moment to the rebel

interest, and they made the most of it. At

the close of 1861, they reported having

seized fifty-eight vessels of various sizes and

value. One of the privateers, the Savannah,

was caught, early in June, by a United

States vessel, and the officers and crew were

put in confinement in New York. A bill of

indictment for robbery on the high seas was

promptly found by the grand jury, and on

the 23d of July, the prisoners, thirteen in

number, were arraigned for trial, which wag

set down for the October term. Davis had

threatened, early in July, and had taken
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Bteps to carry into effect, certain severe

measures of retaliation, viz : to hang our

officers and men, prisoners in his hands, in

case the privateers recently captured were

convicted and condemned as pirates, accord

ing to the declaration in Lincoln s proclama
tion (p. 242) ; hence, when the trial came on,

it was found to involve grave questions of

law, as well as expediency. The trial lasted

a week and the jury disagreed. Learned

jurists discussed the subject at large ;
it was

even thought necessary to take notice of the

matter in parliament; arid finally, under all

the embarrassments of the question, and the

certainty that numbers of our officers and

men in the rebels hands would be put to

death in case the piratical privateersmen
wTere hung, the government abandoned the

prosecution, and thenceforward treated them

simply as prisoners of war.

&quot;We need not expend time or space over

details of rebel privateering. The energetic
action of the government compelled neutrali

ty, as far as possible, on the part of foreign

nations, and so the rebels met with only par
tial success. Here and there, pirates, like the

Sumter and Nashville, were more fortunate

in escaping our vessels of war, and inflicting

widespread injury upon our commerce. The
actual loss to our merchants was undoubtedly

great, and more or less severely felt
;
but the

chief evil result was deeper and more lasting

than the destruction of property alone could

produce. The course pursued by the Eng
lish government, professing the strictest neu

trality, and being on terms of amity with our

country, was such, nevertheless, as to bring
conviction to our people, that that govern
ment was not unwilling to permit, under the

thinnest disguise, vessels to be built in Eng
lish shipyards, and fitted out to a large extent

in England, to serve in rebe hands as priva

teers, and prey upo.. the commerce of the

United States. The loyal people of our coun

try entertained strong feelings of resentment

against England for what had taken place,

and, at a later date, que:tions of grave impor
tance came up for settlement. In tins con

nection, although a little in advance of other

parts of our narrative, we may put on record

an affair which not only made some noise but

seemed likely to bring on a collision with

Great Britain. As previously stated (p. 258),
the rebel commissioners had met with indif

ferent success abroad. It was consequently
resolved to send others to see what they could

accomplish. Two persons, J. M. Mason and

John Slidell, both in former days members
of the United States Senate, and well known
to be ardent, thorough-going secessionists and

haters of the Union, were selected for the

new and difficult work to be performed, and

were charged with the imposing commission

of ambassadors from the &quot; Confederate States

of America &quot;

to England and France. The

arrogance and presumption of Mason, on the

one hand, and the bold, unscrupulous charac

ter of Slidell, on the other, gave to their ap,-

pointment, and the mission they had under

taken, more than usual importance. The gov
ernment resolved, if possible, to intercept
them and prevent their reaching Europe. A
strict watch was ordered, and several vessels

detailed to keep a sharp look out for the new

agents in revolution. Mason and Slidell, how
ever, with their secretaries and a number of

others, took the small steamer Theodora,
and about midnight, October llth, escaped
the blockade at Charleston, and made
their way safely to Nassau, New Provi
dence. Thence, the Theodora carried the

party to Cuba, where they waited for the reg
ular &quot;West India steamer in order to proceed
to England. None of the vessels sent out

by government were fortunate enough to-meet
with the persons ofwhom they were in search

;

it was reserved for a war steamer returning
from the coast ofAfrica to accomplish the cap
ture of these dangerous rebels. Capt. Wilkfis,
of the San Jacinto, having learned that the

Theodora was at Havana, resolved to seize

upon these &quot;

ambassadors,&quot; so soon as they
left Cuba. At the end of October, 1861 he
found Mason and his co-rebel waiting for the

English steamer Trent, in order to proceed to

St. Thomas and thence to England. Acting
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on his own views of what was right in the case,

Wilkes took his position so as to stop the

Trent, which lie did November 8th, when

about 250 miles from Havana. Having reliev

ed the English vessel of the persons required,

she continued on her way. Wilkes proceeded
to Hampton Roads, reported his action, No
vember 15th, and on the 21th, consigned his

prisoners to safe keeping in Port Warren,
Boston.

Captain Wilkes was much lauded for his

conduct, and was thanked by Congress and

the secretary of the navy. It was observable,

however, that the president, in his message,

early in December, said nothing about the sub

ject, and the secretary of state, equally kept
himself free from commitment, until the

news from England should manifest the

spirit in which that government was disposed

to view the matter. The wisdom of Seward s

course was soon after abundantly verified.

As was to be expected, the affair produced
no little excitement in England, and the

rel&amp;gt;els and their friends endeavored to make

the most of it. The law officers of the crown

pronounced Capt. Wilkes act unjustifiable,

and the English government determined to

demand peremptorily the restoration ofMason

and Slidell to British protection, with &quot; a

suitable apology for the aggression which had

been committed.&quot; War preparations were be

gun at once, the fleet in American waters

was ordered to be largely increased, etc.

Oar able secretary of state, in reply to Earl

Russell s dispatch, went over the discussion

calmly and clearly, and stated the course

which the president had determined to pur-

6ue in the present instance. It was substan

tially this : that as Captain Wilkes had pro

ceeded on his own convictions of duty without

instructions from the government, as he had

not brought the Trent in as a prize and to be

judged of by the proper court, and as what

was claimed by England was precisely what

the United States had always been contend

ing: for, the rebel ambassadors would beO

placed at once at the disposal of the British

minister. This was done at the close of the

month of December, 1861, and the great and

formidable difficulty arising out of the Trent

affair was settled without resort to hostilities

between England and the United States.

The chagrin and disappointment of the reb

els were very great, and they expressed them

selves in the most violent and abusive terms,

because through the wisdom and discretion

of our government a war with England was

avoided, and an effectual stop put to the re

cognition of the rebel States.

The United States navy, which was increas

ed rapidly and successfully, became a very

important element in carrying out the plans

of the government to put down rebellion.

During the month of August, 1801, an expe

dition, partly military and partly naval, was

fitted out at Fortress Monroe, the destination

of which, for obvious reasons, was kept secret.

It consisted of nearly 900 troops, well sup

plied and under command of General Butler,

who had, on the 13th, been relieved at the

fort by General Wool
;
the naval portion of

the expedition was three large steam-frigatea

and some eight or ten other vessels, with

Commodore Stringham in command. Its

destination, as it turned out, was Hatteras

Inlet, one of the most important entrances to

the extensive series of navigable waters on

the river coast of North Carolina, through
the long range of sand islands which here

serve as a barrier against the wild waves of

the Atlantic. It was here that privateers

and blockade runners found easy refuge, and

it was high time to drive them out. The

expedition sailed from Hampton Roads,

August 26th, and the next afternoon anchored

off the Inlet. At daylight, on the 28th,

arrangements were made for landing the

troops and for attacking the forts by the

fleet. A heavy swell upon the beach pre
vented the landing of any number of the sol

diers that day. About ten A. M., the fleet

opened fire on Fort Hatteras and continued

it till half-past one, r. M., when both forts

hauled down their fla^s, and the rebels de-o /

sorted Fort Clark, which was taken posses

sion of by our men and the Union flag raised
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Later in the clay and early the next morning,

the bombardment was resumed, and told

fearfully upon Hatteras. About noon, Bar-

ron, the rebel commander, surrendered, with

615 men, 1,000 stand of arms, 31 cannon,

a large quantity of stores, etc. The forts

were thenceforth held and garrisoned by our

troops, and blockade running became a much

harder work than before.

As before stated, (p. 241) the value of Fort

Pickens, Pensacola, was duly estimated and

Colonel II. Brown reached the fort with re

inforcements, April 16th
; by the end of the

month, the garrison amounted to about 900

men. Other troops arrived in June, and the

rebels, some 8,000, under Bragg, did not

venture any attack on Pickens. But our men
were not content to act simply on the defen

sive. Several gallant deeds were performed

by parties selected for the purpose. This

was in September ; early in October, the

rebels tried to retaliate by attacking Wilson s

Zouaves, about two miles from Fort Pickens;
but they met with a decided repulse and lost

heavily. Colonel Brown now resolved, with

the aid of the ships under McKean, to bom
bard the rebel batteries and works at Pen

sacola. This line of forts and batteries, to

which Fort Pickens and the ships were now

opposed, extended four miles round the bay
from the navy yard, on the northeast, to Fort

McRae, on the south-west. Besides the old

works of Fort Barrancas and McRae there

were - now erected no less than fourteen

separate batteries, mounting from one to

four guns each, many of them ten-inch

columbiads, and some twelve and thirteen-

inch sea coast mortars. These powerful forti

fications were defended by about 8,000 men,
while Colonel Brown had under his command
at fort Pickens but one-sixth of that number.

The bomburdment continued till night, and,
resumed again the next morning, was very

effective, and silenced Fort McRae, and the

navy yard, and very materially lessened the

firing of Fort Barrancas and other batteries.

The firing was continued till dark, and oc

casionally during the night with mortars,

when the combat ceased. Fort Pickens wag

reported by Colonel Brown to be hardly at

all injured.

The blockade of the mouths of the Missis

sippi was, from the nature of the case, very

difficult, and for a considerable time it wag

evaded with more of less success. On the

1st of July, the famous privateer Sumter,

Raphael Semmes commander, passed out,

made a dozen or more captures of merchant

men, and ran into Nassau, where British

sympathy and aid were freely extended.

Sometime after, Semmes, continuing his de

vastating course, brought the Sumter into

Gibraltar, where the Tuscarora found him

and kept him in durance, till the privateer

captain and company were tired out, and sold

their vessel to escape capture. But the

blockade, though by no means perfect or

complete, was sufficiently so to be very vexa

tious to the rebels in New Orleans, and

roused them to make efforts to break it if

possible. A steam ram was constructed dur

ing the summer for this purpose, at Algiers,

opposite New Orleans, by talcing an old tow-

boat, covering her with iron and fitting a

prow of timbers and iron, very strong. Early
in October, this ram Manassas set out to attack

the blockading fleet, stationed at the head of

the Passes, and protecting our men engaged
in erecting fortifications. Late on the night
of October llth, the ram suddenly appeared,

attended by fire-rafts and boats, and gave a

tremendous blow to the Richmond. The

other vessels slipped cables and passed down

with the current, the Richmond following.

Two of them grounded on the bar, and were

fired on by the rebel boats
;
but with no

special effect. The vessels next day were

got afloat and escaped all injury. Captain

Ilollins, of the ram, wrote a bombastic

account of his exploits in
&quot;peppering well

7

the Richmond and other vessels; but the

truth soon after became known as stated

above.

A large and imposing expedition was

next undertaken against Port Royal, South

Carolina. General T. &quot;W. Sherman was iu
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command of the troops, about 15,000 men;
while the naval portion of the expedition,

consisting of the steam frigate Wabash,

twenty-two first-class and twelve smaller

steamers, and twenty-six sailing vessels, was

commanded by Commodore S. F. Dupont,
one of the ablest officers in the service. The

expedition sailed on the 29th of October,

from Hampton Roads, and meeting with

stormy weather, did not reach Port Royal
till the night of November 3d, 1861. After

a reconnaissance of the rebel works, the

naval part of the expedition undertook a

bombardment, especially of Fort Walker, on

Hilton Head, which was by far the strongest
in the hands of the rebels. The Wabash led

the way, the gun boats following, steaming

slowly up the bay, and receiving and return

ing the fire of the rebel forts
; then, turning

southwardly, they passed nearer the stronger

work, and delivered fire with fearful effect.

By this arrangement, no vessel became sta

tionary, and the rebels could not gain by

experiment and practice anything like a per
fect aim. At 11 : 30, the rebel flag was shot

down, and soon after some 2,000 men gave

up the contest and ran away. In the course

of the afternoon, Fort Walker was taken

possession of, and a large body of troops
landed

;
and as the other fort was found to be

abandoned, the stars and stripes were hoisted

on its flag-staff, the next morning at sunrise.

Our success was complete ;
and the rebels

were astounded at their defeat. Beaufort

was readily reached, visited and found quite

deserted and given over to the negroes. The

government unfortunately had not made

provision for pressing any advantage which

mio-ht be gained. Had General ShermanO O
been provided with light draft steamers and

other facilities, there seems no reason to doubt

that, under the terror caused by the rebel

defeat, a successful attack might have been

made upon Charleston and Savannah
;
but

delays occurred. General Sherman set to

work fortifying his position at Hilton Head.

He did not occupy Beaufort until December
6th : nor, although Tybee Island, command

ing the approach to Savannah, was taken

possession ofby Commodore Dupont, Novem
ber 25th, did General Sherman, or his sue

cessor, do anything effective for some time

later. This, together with the unwillingness
to use the negroes in work of every kind, for

which they were much better fitted than the

Northern troops, helped to delay matters,
and some of the fruits of our victory were

thus lost.

Efforts were made to secure, as far as pos

sible, the cotton which was found, or might
be brought within our lines. The negroes
were employed in this work, and distinct

plans were formed for organizing them and

putting them in the way of improvement. It

was a work requiring great discretion and

judgment, and Secretary Chase appointed
Mr. E. L. Pierce as Superintendent. The
first movement of any consequence in Gen
eral T. &quot;W. Sherman s department, after the

occupation of Beaufort, December 6th, 1861,
was a joint military and naval expedition,

directed against a fortified position of the

enemy on a mainland at Port Royal Ferry,

Accordingly, at the end ?f December, a

method of attack was settled upon by Sher

man and Dupont, in which their forces were

jointly to co-operate. The command of the

naval operations was assigned to Commander
C. R. P. Rodgers ;

the military movements

were conducted by General Stevens. The

preparations of both were made with the

greatest skill, and carried out with remark

able accuracy. The batteries of the enemy
were destroyed and the houses of the vicinity

burnt.

As we have before stated (p. 249), Jackson,

the rebel Governor of Missouri, had been put
to flight in June, 1861, by General Lyon at

Booneville, whence he retreated to the south

western portion of the State to get aid. Lyon
continued the pursuit vigorously ;

the rebels,

however, were met in Jasper County, by a

force of some 1,500 Union troops, under

Colonel Franz Sigel, a brave and spirited

officer, who was pushing forward to prevent

a junction of Jackson s force with that which
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was hastening to his assistance from another

quarter. Sigel. on the 4th of July, found

the rebels at Brier Forks, near Carthage,

with a force more than twice his in number,

and professing themselves eager for a fight.

They were superior in cavalry, but Sigel had

better artillery. The battle was a sharp one,

and Sigel was compelled to retreat to Carth

age, and subsequently, the rebels having been

reinforced, to Springfield, where, July 13th,

he joined Lyon. This lo_yal soldier unfortun

ately had a force quite insufficient to meet

the difficulties and dangers of his position

and repulse the rebels, who were daily in

creasing in force under Price, McCulloch,
and others. These encamped at &quot;Wilson s

Creek, Aug. 6th, determined to capture the

Union troops under Lyon. Previous to this

there was an engagement at Dug Springs,

in which our cavalry drove back the rebels

with great energy and success. Lyon pro

posed to attack the enemy on the 7th of

August, but it became a serious question

whether, with only about 5000 men, he

should endeavor to meet the rebels, number

ing not less than 20,000 ; many of Lyon s

troops, too, being fresh recruits and quite

doubtful as to standing fire. The injurious

ef ect upon the Union cause which would be

produced by a retreat, was felt so keenly
that Lyoii resolved to make a stand and fight

at any cost. Hence, on Saturday morning,

Aug. 10th, at daylight, he began the battle.

It was fought gallantly by our men
;
but the

great inferiority in numbers speedily became

evident. Sigel at first drove the rebels on

the right, but ere long his men gave way,
and the brunt of the fight fell upon Lyon s

column. His horse was killed, and he was

badly wounded
;
but mounting another, and

swinging his hat in the air, called to the

troops nearest him to follow. The 2d Kan-
sa.- gallantly rallied around him, headed by
the brave Colonel Mitchell. In a few mo-

mcMits the Colonel fell, severely wounded;
about the same time a fatal ball was lodged

e?

in General Lyon s breast, and he was carried

from the field a corpse. Major Sturgis now

took command, and after a three hours fight,

the rebels were forced from their camp and

the field; while our men, almost without

ammunition, and considerably reduced,

slowly took up their march for Springfield,

which they reached at five o clock, r. M.

The enemy did not venture ^11 any pursuit ;

but, as it was evident that Springfield could

not be held against the force the rebels

possessed, Colonel Sigel conducted the re

treat to Eolla, which he reached August 19th,

with the remnant of his army, his baggage

train, and $250,000 in specie. Our loss in

this battle was estimated at 1236
;
the rebel

loss at 1347. Although claimed by the rebels

as a victory, it was not so
;

it checked their

operations for some time, but on the Union

behalf the repulse of the rebels was dearly

bought at the sacrifice of Lyon s life.

General J. C. Fremont, early in July, was

ordered to take charge of the western depart

ment, embracing Illinois, and the States and

Territories west of the Mississippi. It was a

popular appointment, and Fremont threw

himself into the work with giJat zeal and

energy. The prospect of affairs was gloomy

enough in Missouri. The State was largely

hostile
;
the disaster at Bull Eun depressed

the Union men while it gave the secessionists

cause for exultation
;
faction prevailed ;

the

recruits were badly supplied and badly paid ;

and the rebels had some 50,000 men in arms

on the southern frontier. General Pope was

in North Missouri
;
General Prentiss was at

Cairo with a few regiments; the troops

which General Lyon had commanded were

in the condition above narrated
;
and alto

gether a very unpromising scene lay before

Fremont. But he lost no time in attempting

to do what he could. He immediately rein

forced Cairo and Bird s Point,* carrying with

* Cairo, situate in Illinois, at a point of land formed

by the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers,

173 miles below St. Louis, was early seen by the Union

men to be of great importance to keep possession of ;

Bird s Point, in Missouri, commands Cairo and could

easily shell the place. Illinois troops were in Cairo aa

early as April 25th, and General Grant bestowed much
attention in strengthening and holding it.
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him for tliis purpose eight steamers and

3,800 men. Happily, Fremont was in time,

for the rebel General Pillow had, at New
Madrid, a few miles below, a force estimated

at nearly 20,000, and might readily have

seized upon this important strategic point.

Fremont did not stand upon trifles
;
he de

clared martial law, and in a proclamation

announced that the property of armed rebels

would be confiscated, but, more startlingly,
&quot; their slaves

, if any they have, are hereby

declared free men. 1 1 This was going quite

too fast and too far
;
Union men in the

border States protested against it
;
the gov

ernment had, as yet, no fixed or enlarged

policy, especially of such a kind as was after

wards adopted ;
and the President required,

in a letter to Fremont, Sept. llth, that his

proclamation or order be annulled in its most

itriking particulars. At Lexington, 300

oiiles above St. Louis, on the Mississippi,

Colonel Mulligan, with about. 3000 men, was

besieged and compelled to surrender, Sept.

20th. Fremont now resolved to set out in

pursuit of Price and his marauding forces,

which he did with a force of some 30,000

men in all. He reached Springfield at the

close of October, and was just about to fight

the rebels when he was superseded, Nov. 2d,

by General Hunter, on various grounds, ex

travagance, incompetency, and the like.

Hunter adopted quite different plans. He

repudiated fighting, and in a few days began
a retreat, being followed by Price, of course.

General Halleck, Nov. 18th, took command
of the department. He ordered that no

fugitive slaves be permitted to enter the

lines of any camp, or any forces on the

march. On the 23d of December, he issued

an order affixing the penalty of death on

all persons engaged in destroying railroads

and telegraphs, and on the 25th, he declared

martial law.

Price s plan was to destroy the track of

the northern railroad, and cut off commu
nication with St. Louis, but was prevented

by Halleck s activity. Pope, in Northern

Missouri, was successful in operating against

the rebels, and the entire region between

the Missouri and Osage liivers was cleared,

Price being glad to retreat to the borders

of Arkanvis. During the last two weeks

of December, the Union army captured, in

various skirmishes, 2,500 prisoners, including
ten commissioned officers, 1,200 horses and

mules, 1,100 stand of arms, two tons of pow*

der, 100 wagons, and an immense amount of

stores and camp equipage. As evidencing
the importance of Missouri at this date to the

insurgents as well as the Union cause, we

may mention, that not less than sixty battles

and skirmishes were fought on its soil during
1861. In this connection may be noted

Grant s attempt to break up the rebel en

campment at Belmont, on the Missouri side

of the Mississippi, and opposite Columbus,

Kentucky. This latter was the head-quarters
of secession, Polk being in command. Grant

was at Cairo, Illinois, and, aided by General

Smith, with Union forces at Paducah, Ken

tucky, making a feint of attacking Colum

bus, he set out for Belmont. &quot;With about

4,000 men, mostly Illinois troops, he em

barked, November 6th, Ib61, in four steam

boats convoyed by two gun-boats, to Island

No. 1, within eleven miles of Columbus.

The next morning he proceeded to Hunter s

Point, a few miles above Belmont. The

troops were landed on the Missouri shore,

reached the camp at eleven o clock, and after

a sharp contest drove the rebels out, burned

the tents, etc. After some hours fighting,

with victory just at hand, the rebels received

reinforcements in large numbers, and Grant

and his men were compelled to cut their way

through to their boats. This they accom

plished about five r. M., and escaped with 3

loss of about 600. The rebel loss was com

puted at 800. Although forced to retreat,

Grant accomplished the main result of his

expedition : the camp at Belmont was broken

up, and various rebel plans for operating

west of the Mississippi were defeated.

Turning our attention again to Virginia,

we find the Kanawha Valley freed, by the

end of July, from rebel troops. Early in
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September, Floyd, who \vas in command,

occupied a high liill at Carnifex Ferry on the

Gauley River. General Rosecrans, who had

about 10,000 men, resolved to attack Floyd,

which he did September 10th. A spirited

attack was made in the afternoon, but Floyd
retreated in the night, having destroyed the

bridge and the ferry-boats so as to get out

of harm s way. General Lee, a person sub

sequently of much note in the rebellion, ar

rived from the northward with a force of

9,000 men and some eight or ten pieces of

artillery; he took command of Floyd s and

Wise s troops, which raised his numbers to

20,000 men. While on his way, in August,
he found General Reynolds in command at

Cheat Mountain and Elk Water. His plan

was, if possible, to capture Reynolds forces

by strategy, and for that purpose he pushed
forward two bodies to take our men in front

and rear. For three days, September 12-

14th, there was skirmishing, more or less

sharp, going on, but with no particular re

sult. Rosecrans at Gauley Mount was fired

at by Floyd ; probably he would have flanked

and surprised the rebels had not a sudden

rise in the river rendered it impassable.

Tsov. 14th, Floyd s rear guard was driven by

Benham, whereupon the rebel leader retreat

ed some fifty miles to Peterston. General

Kelly made a spirited and successful dash

upon Romney, and General Milroy attempted
a similar dash at Alleghany summit, but

without success. On the approach of winter,

Lee was ordered to take charge of the

southern coast defences
;
Wise was ordered

to Richmond
;
and all the rebel forces were

withdrawn, except a small one under Floyd.
Soon after, in December, Floyd was removed
to Tennessee, for service there

;
and thus

ended the operations of the season, the Union

army being left in full possession of Western

Virginia.

General McClellan (p. 250), on the call of

the Government, proceeded at once to Wash
ington, and entered upon the work of no

light magnitude, in the existing crisis. &quot;I

found,&quot; he says, ir a letter to the secretary

of war,
&quot; no army to command

;
a mere col

lection of regiments cowering on the banks

of the Potomac, some perfectly raw, others

dispirited by the recent defeat (at Bull Run).
. . . . The troops were not only undis

ciplined, undrilled and dispirited ; they were

not even placed in military positions. The

city w
Tas almost in a condition to have been

taken by a dash of a regiment of
cavalry.&quot;

McClellan came to his work with muchpres
tige, and great things were expected of him

on all hands. He began by enforcing mili

tary discipline in the camps at the capital, is

suing an order to this effect, July 30th
;

offi

cers of all grades were required to be at their

posts and attend to their duties
;
and a board

was appointed for examination of the officers

ofvolunteer regiments. Congress, as we have

seen, authorized the president to call for 500,-

000 volunteers
;
and the loyal States nobly

responded to the call. The lesson of the de

feat at Bull Run was now beonunincr to boo o
learned and appreciated. McClellan was

lauded to the skies, in terms which formed a

painful contrast to subsequent exhibitions ol

popular feeling. At Lincoln s request, a
&quot; memorandum &quot; was submitted to him by
McClellan, August 4th 1861, from which an

extract or two may be given.
&quot; The object ot

the present war differs from those in which

nations are engaged, mainly in this : that the

purpose of ordinary war is to conquer a peace,
and make a treaty on advantageous terms

;

in this contest it has become necessary to

crush a population sufficiently numerous, in

telligent, and warlike to constitute a nation.

We have not only to defeat their armed and or

ganized forces in the field, but to display such

an overwhelming strength as will convince all

our antagonists, especially those of the gov

erning aristocratic class, of the utter impos

sibility of resistance. Our late reverses make
this course imperative For

the main army of operations, I urge the fol

lowing composition : 250 regiments of inf;in

try, say 225.0: &amp;gt;0 men; 100 field batteries,

600 guns, 15,000 men ;
28 regiments of eav

airy, 25,500; 5 regiments of engineer tro -ps
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7,500; total, 273,000. This force must be

supplied with necessary engineer and pontoon

trains, and with transportation for every thing
save tents The force I have re

commended is large ;
the expense is great.

It is possible t!iat a smaller force might ac

complish the oojectin view, but I understand

it to be the purpose of this great nation to re

establish the power of its government, and re

store peace to its citizens, in the shortest pos
sible time Every mile we ad

vance carries us further from our base of op

erations, and renders detachments necessary
to cover our communications

;
whilst the en-

smy will be constantly concentrating as he

falls back. I propose, with the force which

I have requested, not only to drive the enemy
out of Virginia and occupy Richmond, but to

occupy Charleston, Savannah, Montgomery,

Pensacola, Mobile and 2s
rew Orleans

;
in oth

er words, to move into the heart of the en

emy s country and crush the rebellion in its

very heart.&quot; Several months were spent in

getting the Army of the Potomac into shape,

and fitting it for active operations. The new
evies were recruited and press.ed forward

with great rapidity ;
arms and equipments

were manufactured and supplied as fast as

possible ;
and the general call of the people

was for immediate advance. A grand re

view was held at Washington, October 8th
;

and at the close of the month, McClellan, sup

posing that the rebels had at least 150,000

men, well armed and disciplined (though in

reality they did not number over 70,000), was

unwilling to move, till he had, besides 150,-

000 men for advance, some 60,000 more for

garrison and guard duty, and 200 addition

al guns. Possibly, he thought, an advance

might be made by the end of ]STovember.

Banks, at the close of July, evacuated Har

per s Ferry and crossed the Potomac again

(p. 254). &quot;Various skirmishes took place dur

ing the summer, but they were of no great
moment. Early in October, McClellan or

dered a reconnaisance on the right, near the

Potomac. General Stone was at Poolesville,

not far from Conrad s and Edward s Ferries,

between which was Harrison s Island. Gen-

eralMcCall movedforward, OctoberlOth, and

occupied Dranesville, 1Y miles west ofWash

ington. Stone was informed of this, and or

dered to keep a look-out, upon Lecsburg.
This led to a movement which resulted, tho

next day, in the disaster at Ball s Bluff.

The means of crossing the river to the Island

and thence to the Virginia Shore, were only
some flat boats from the canals, and quite un

fit in the case in hand. About 2 A. M., Octo

ber 21st, Colonel Baker was ordered to march

to Conrad s Ferry, so as to support Colonel De-

vens on the other side of the Potomac. This

he did, despite the wretched means of getting

to Harrison s Island, and thence to the other

shore
;
but it was not till the afternoon, six

hours later than it ought to have been, that

he reached the narrow and difficult ascent to

the bluff. Here he found Devens already

attacked by large numbers, and though all

told, Baker had only 1,900 men, he concluded

to tight, even at so fatal a disadvantage.

For two hours or more the battle raged, with

terrible loss of our men, and between 4 and

5 o clock, Baker was killed, cheering his men
to the last. A scene of disaster followed.

Our men rushed down the side of the bluff,

and tried to cross in a flat boat, but were shot

by the rebels and drowned by the sinking of

the boat. Fully one-half of Baker s entire

force was lost
;
while the rebels escaped with

a loss of about 200. This lamentable affair

at Ball s Bluff was criticised every where

with severity and indignation, and the ques
tion was frequently asked, \rlio is responsible

for the gross bungling and blundering which

exposed our troops to almost cei tuin destruc

tion ? Why was a force of less than 2,000

men allowed to be placed in the perilous po
sition that this was ? Why were there only
such paltry means of communication as these

flat boats
;
and why, if the movement was

necessary, was it not adequately supported,

when there were 40,000 of our men only a

few miles distant ? The subject came up be

fore Congress for inquiry, but it was not then,

nor has it been since, satisfactorily explained
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why this fatal result was not prevented by
those in command at this time.

General Scott, on the score of age, etc., re

tired from active service, and McClellan was

appointed by Lincoln General-in-chief, Nov
ember 1st, 1861. In view of the enlarged

sphere of labor imposed upon him ;
he address

ed letters of instruction to Gen. Burnside in

North Carolina, to Gen. Halleck in Missouri,

to Gen. Buell in Kentucky, to Gen. T. W.
Sherman in South Carolina, and to Gen. But

ler, who was placed in command ofthe land for

ces to operate against New Orleans. McClel-

lan s intention was, that the several undertak

ings against the enemy
&quot; should be carried out

simultaneously, or nearly so, and in co-oper

ation along the whole line
;

&quot;

but, various cir

cumstances interfered, and his plan was mod
ified and virtually given up. The coming in

to office of a new secretary of war, Mr. Stan-

ten, had a marked effect upon our military

operations from this date
;
and McClellan

soon found that he had a different officer from

Mr. Cameron to deal with, and one disposed

to yield to the popular call for more active,

speedy, forward movements. Through the

efforts of General Dix, in November, the

eastern shore
&quot;

of Virginia was cleared of a

body of some 3,000 insurgents, who laid down
their arms and disbanded, and in March, 1862,

a representative was chosen and sent to Con

gress. General Ord, December 20th, had a

sharp engagement with the rebels near

Dranesville, and in an hour s time routed them

entirely. McClellan, professing his earnest

desire to move against the enemy in Virgin

ia, still both showed by his action, and gave it

as his mature judgment, that the army was not

sufficiently numerous, nor in the proper state

of readiness to advance at the beginning of

December. He preferred to wait till the win
ter was passed. Stanton, the secretary of

war, at an early date urged upon McClellan

to take immediate steps to secure the reopen

ing of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and

to free the banks of the lower Potomac from

the enemy s works, which seriously annoyed

passing vessels. The people generally, not

fathoming the causes or reasons for matters

relating to the Army of the Potomac, which,

according to McClellan, required
&quot; minds ac

customed to reason upon military operations,&quot;

were eager for some forward movement, or

something which looked like it at least
;
and

it was hard to persuade them that time was

not wasted, and opportunity let to slip Vy
without profit.

The rebel Congress met at Richmond,
November 18th, 1861: Davis s message was

a carefully prepared document, and took a

rather lofty and self-confident tone. He was

proud of what he called &quot;

glorious victories&quot;

in various quarters, and avowed, in behalf of

himself and his fellow traitors, that they
loathed the very idea of any possible connec

tion with loyal men in the North and West.
&quot; AVith such a people we may be content to

live at peace, but the separation is final, and

for the independence we have asserted we
will accept no alternative.&quot; The proceed

ings of their Congress were of no great ac

count
;
but it was noticeable that the sessions

were held in secret, fit commentary on

rebel pretensions to superior liberty as repre
sentatives of a free people. The present
session ended, February 17th, 1862, and what

was called their &quot;

permanent
&quot;

Congress be

gan next day.

The Thirty-seventh Congress commenced
its second session, December 2d, 1861. In

the president s message, sent in the next day,
was contained a clear and exact statement of

the position of the government and the pro

gress of the war for the Union. The finan

cial condition of affairs was spoken of in

encouraging terms :

&quot; The revenue from all

sources, including loans for the financial year

ending on the 30th June, 1861, was $86,835,-

900, and the expenditures for the same pe

riod, including payments on account of the

public debts, were $84,578,031. For the

first quarter of the financial year ending on

the 30th September, 1861, the receipts from
all sources, including the balance of July

1st, were $102,532,509, and the expenses

$98,239,723 It is gratifying to
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know that the expenditures made necessary

by the rebellion are not beyond the resources

of the loyal people, and to believe that the

Bame patriotism which has thus far sustained

the government will continue to sustain it

till peace and union again bless the land.&quot;

The judiciary, topics of domestic policy, a

scheme of colonization, army and navy opera

tions, etc., were noted quite at large, and in

closing the president said :

&quot; The struggle

of to-day is not altogether for to-day ;
it is

lor a vast future also. With a firm reliance

on Providence, all the more firm and earnest,

let us proceed in the great task which events

have devolved upon us.&quot; The reports of the

several secretaries were full and complete,
and not only contained the facts in regard to

government operations, but also discussed

numerous questions of policy and interest,

such as what was to be done with fugitive

slaves in the present state of affairs, etc.

Chase, secretary of the treasury, gave the

probable outlay for the year, from June 1861

to June 1862, as $543,500,000; supposing
that the war might continue till July 1st,

1863, he further said that the public debt

would reach $900,000,000. Who could have

imagined, or thought without shuddering,

that, before the rebellion should be finally

crushed out, the debt would mount up to

four times that amount, or over $3,000,000,-

000 ? One of the most perplexing questions

before Congress was, what course was to be

pursued with regard to slavery ;
was it to be

done away with, or was it to be upheld ?

The ground taken in the beginning, and per

sisted in for a long time, by the national au

thorities, was, that the insurrectionary States

were to be brought to submission to the

Constitution without regard to, or interfer

ence with, State institutions, and especi

ally that the abolition or destruction of sla

very was in no respect a part of the purpose
of the government. The progress of events,

however, and the necessity of dealing with

the negroes on something of a settled plan,

compelled a change or modification of public

sentiment
;
and as we shall see on subsequent

pages, slavery was doomed to universal and

complete destruction. In the House, slavery
was denounced as the cause of the rebellion,

and a bill was introduced &quot; to confiscate the

property of rebels, to liberate their slaves,

and employ or colonize the same,&quot; which was

referred to the committee on military affairs.

In fact, the majority were in favor of so con

ducting the war as to destroy slavery, root

and branch. In the Senate, a motion was

made to appoint commissioners to settle dif

ficulties with the rebel States
;
but it was

promptly laid on the table
;
the day had pass

ed for any such belittling mode of settle

ment. A bill in regard to confiscation, like

the one just noted, was introduced and refer

red to the judiciary committee. A resolu

tion was offered, December 16th, 1861, to

inquire into arrests made by the government,
the habeas corpus being suspended ;

this was

also referred to the judiciary committee.

A paragraph or two may fittingly here be

bestowed upon a brief review of the state

and condition of affairs at the close of the

year 1861. The people of the loyal States,

for the most part, entertained confident ex

pectations in regard to the active, energetic

and successful prosecution of the war for the

Union. In general, excepting the few seri

ous reverses at Bull Him, Ball s Bluff, etc.,

our military success was decidedly encourag

ing; and the brilliant exploits of the navy
cheered and animated all hearts. Western

Virginia was almost wholly in our hands.

The prospects in the West were growing

brighter. The people at large were ready
and willing to any extent to furnish means,
as well as men, for putting down effectually

this wicked rebellion
;
and there was such

self-reiiant strength in the Union, that no

resort was had to foreign aid in taking our

national loans, or in finding recruits for the

army and navy. McClellan was engaged in

making preparations on a scale of magnitude
which showed that he meant to sweep every

thing cut of his path, when he deemed it

best to set the Army of the Potomac in mo
tion. As for McClellan, it was felt that hi
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delaying was not only very vexatious, but

also injurious to the successful carrying for

ward the war. Something, it was said on all

hands, ought to be done, and done at once.

He had been deluded into the belief that

the rebels had from 120,000 to 150,000 in

East Virginia, whereas, in fact there was not

more than half that number there at any
time. The autumn passed away with its fine

weather
;
the winter settled down, and &quot;

all

quiet on the Potomac &quot; was the regular re

sponse to inquiry as to our grand army and

its doings.

One question had proved perplexing and

annoying in the early part of the rebellion,

we mean that relating to prisoners and what

to do with them. Naturally, the govern
ment was reluctant to admit, even in appear

ance, any belligerent right as due to the

rebels by exchanging prisoners with them
;

yet, under the circumstances, there was no

help for it, and the government can hardly

be said to have acted wisely in the course

which was pursued. It would not do to hang
or shoot those taken on land or sea, because

there were so many of our men in the hands

of the rebels after the battle of Bull Run,
that they could, as no doubt they would, have

retaliated to the fullest extent. The govern

ment, on its part, seemed to ignore the mat

ter, leaving exchange to be agreed upon and

conducted by the commanders and officers as

they deemed best. Quite a number were

discharged informally on both sides, on

parole. But matters did not work well in

that way, \vhere there was no agreement or

concert of action : in fact, the whole subject
was complicated and perplexing, and all

through the rebellion there was continual

annoyance and trouble with regard to prison
ers. Our foreign policy was ably conducted

by the secretary of state, who so judiciously
settled the Trent affair (p. 260), that Eng
land had no cause of complaint ;

and he

made it plain to foreign powers, that the re

bellion was a purely domestic matter, and

that no outside interference would be per
mitted for a moment.

The rebels, on their part, were very willing
to have it thought that they were holding

Washington in a sort of siege, and to give
the impression of their great and powerful

numbers, and of the immense risk to be run

in attacking them. They had not yet en

forced a general conscription, as was soon

after found necessary in the rebel States;

and though they helped along volunteering
in a rather forcible way oftentimes, still they
were in reality weaker than was supposed,
and were growing weaker, while our armies

were improving and becoming stronger.

They were but poorly supplied with various

needful articles, and the blockade, much as

it was abused by fault-finders on the score

of inefficiency, cut them off from obtaining

aught but casual and unreliable help from

abroad. They were much puffed up on ac

count of their success at Bull Run
; foreign

interference, so much boasted of as certain,

did not avail them at all; &quot;King
Cotton&quot;

was little better than a sham, and did not,

as it was confidently taid it would,
&quot;

bring

Europe to its knees;* and the political

measures of the South amounted to almost

nothing. Hence, the position of the govern
ment and people was such as to lead to

cheering hope and expectation* that the war

would speedily be brought to a close, especi

ally as McClellan said, more than once, that

when he did strike, he meant to strike at

&quot; the heart,&quot;
and crush the rebellion entirely

thereby. How it happened that these bright

forecastings of the future were doomed to

disappointment, and the rebellion was able

to drag out a lengthened existence, will be

come evident as we proceed in our narrative.

The year 18C2 opened with various en

couraging evidences of activity and energy,

in the West especially. The forces under

McClellan were maintaining their position

undisturbed, and continued to do so for some

* The financial condition of the government, it must

be noted, however, was not satisfactory, More or less

distrust prevailed as to public credit
;
and on the last

day of the year 1861, the banks suspended specie p/
menta
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time after the year began ; but, in Kentucky,
our army was more actively employed.
General Buell, an able and energetic officer,

was in command in this department, having
succeeded T. &quot;W. Sherman, in November,
1861. The rebels were commanded by A.

S. Johnston, formerly an officer in the United

States army. He, having got together

bodies of troops from various quarters,

strengthened Bowling Green a point of

great importance in Kentucky while Zolli-

coffer (p. 218), having secured the pass at

Cumberland Gdp, was taking up an impor
tant position in the midst of the rich mineral

and agricultural district on the upper waters

3f the Cumberland. Johnston, in the latter

part of December, 1861, issued a proclama
tion to the people of South-eastern Kentucky,
in which, with considerable flourish of rhet

oric, he declared that he was come to repel
&quot; those armed northern hordes who were at

tempting the subjugation of a sister Southern

State.&quot; He asserted, also, though he him

self knew that it was a slander, that the

avowed object of the North was to set the

slaves at liberty, and to put arms in their

hands to be used against their masters.

Marshall, in the eastern part of Kentucky
was pursued by Colonel Garfield, who came

up with and routed the enemy, January 10th,

1862, at Prestonburg. By this decisive bat

tle, Kentucky was freed from Marshall and

his force
;
and Generals Thomas and Schoepf

were left at liberty to look after ZollicofFer.

On the borders of
&quot;Wayne

and Pulaski Coun

ty, Zollicoffer held an advantageous position

on both sides of the Cumberland, which he

fortified with great skill. The spot which

he had selected was at Mill Springs, a bend

of the Cumberland, where, at its junction
with the White Oak Creek, was afforded

water protection on three sides. In this

area, on a range of hills several hundred feet

above the river, and supporting one another,

Zollicoffer had built his works, and he had

encamped there some 12,000 men, with

About 800 cavalry and fifteen pieces of

artillery. Zollicoffer was joined, early in

January, 1862, by G. B. Crittenden, who
took command. In front of the rebel position
was Schoepf, with about 8000 men, while

General Thomas was some distance to the

north with his division. This latter, in con

nection with Schoepf, attacked the rebels on

the 19th of January, and after a severe con

test of four or five hours, drove them back
{

to their entrenchments. During the mVht,
e&amp;gt; O &quot;

they made off, burning the ferryboats, and

leaving behind a large amount of stores,

twelve pieces of artillery, 1000 horses and

mules, etc. The news of this battle was re

ceived with much satisfaction at the North,
as showing what our troops were able to ac

complish. This decisive victory broke up
the enemy s line in Kentucky, opened the

path into East Tennessee, and proved the

commencement of a series of successful

military operations in the progress of the

war in the West. ITalleck, meanwhile, was

busily engaged in making preparations for

operating against the left of the enemy s line

on the Mississippi and the northern boundary
of Tennessee. The navy department, during
the autumn and winter, had pushed forward,
at St. Louis and Cincinnati, the j^ettino;7 O O

ready the gun boats and mortar fleet
;
these

had gathered at Cairo for an onward move
ment down the Mississippi. The iron-cover

ed gun boats were specially constructed foi

the service. They were broad in proportion
to their length, so as to sit firmly on the

water and support with steadiness the heavy
batteries for which they were intended.

The largest were of the proportion of about

175 feet to fifty, drawing five feet when
loaded. Seven out of the twelve gun boats

were iron-clad, and 1 carried armament of the

heaviest character. The mortar boats (some

thirty or more in number) were about sixty

feet long and twenty-five wide, and were

surrounded on all sides by iron p
T
ate bul

warks six or seven feet high. The huo-eO O
mortar which they carried, bored to admit a

13-inch shell, with seventeen inches of thick

ness from the edge of the bore to the outer

rim, weighed over 1Y,000 pounds ;
while the
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oed or carriage on which it was placed

weighed 4,500 pounds. From this formid

able engine shells might be thrown a dis

tance of two and a half to three and a half

miles. Commodore Foote was placed in

command of this powerful flotilla.

On the 27th of January, 1862, the Presi

dent issued his
&quot; General war order, No.

1,&quot;

by which the 22d of February was fixed as

&quot; the clay for a general movement of the land

and naval forces of the United States against

the insurgent forces.&quot; Early in February,

Foote and Grant resolved to attack Fort

Henry, on the Tennessee River, and set out

with four iron-dads and numerous transports

with land forces, from. Paducah, Kentucky.
A body of troops under McClernand was

landed about four miles below the fort, so as

to take the fort in the rear, while the gun
boats attacked from the water. The fight

began February 6th, and as it happened, the

roads being very bad, the land forces took no

part in it
;

it was accomplished by the naval

force alone. After about an hour s bom
bardment the rebels gave up, and the garri-

S3n, some 4000 or 5000 ran away. Directly
after the surrender, Lieutenant Phelps pro
ceeded with three gun boats about 200 miles

up the Tennessee, and did good service in

forcing the rebels to burn six steamers at

Florence, Alabama, in capturing several

vessels, seizing on lumber, rousing loyal feel

ing, etc. The fall of Fort Henry opened the

way for an immediate advance upon Fort

Donelson, on the Cumberland River. This

imposing fortification was situated near the

boundary of Tennessee, on the west bank of

the river, about 100 miles from its mouth.

It was connected by a direct road with Fort

Henry, and served as an out-post or river de

fence of Nashville, some eighty miles above.

By the aid of railroad communications, rein

forcements had been hurried to Donelson,
and warned by the fate of Fort Henry, the

rebels determined to retain, if possible, so

important a barrier against the approach of

our army into Tennessee. Naturally, Donel-

BOU was a strong position, being on a sloping

elevation over a 100 feet high, with othei

hills and ravines densely wooded all around.

Two water batteries were added, supplied
with heavy ordnance

;
on the summit were

trenches, or rifle pits, protected by abattis

of felled trees and interlaced brushwood
;

and in every suitable spot howitzers and field

pieces were stationed. Its garrison amounted

to nearly 20,000 men, so important was it

deemed by the rebels to hold the place.

Floyd, who arrived with reinforcements on

the 13th of February, was chief in command,
and was aided by Pillow, Buckner, etc.

Grant, with about 25,000 men, set out early

on the 12th of February for the land attack,

while Foote, with gun boats, was to assault

the water batteries. The latter was unex^

pectedly delayed ; Grant, meanwhile,

thoroughly invested the fort
;

and when
Foote arrived, and General- &quot;Wallace with

8000 more troops, February 14th, he was

prepared for immediate action. The rebels,

however, seeing the condition they were in,

resolved early the next morning to try and

fight their way out
;
but they were unsuc

cessful in this, and were driven back behind

their inner works. Floyd, in the night,

passed over the command to Buckner, and

he and Pillow, with about 5000 men, em
barked in steamboats and made their escape.

The next morning early, Buckner sent a flag

of truce, asking for terms, etc. Grant was

short and sharp in his reply :

&quot; No terms, ex

cept unconditional and immediate surrender,

can be accepted,&quot; he said. Buckner, pro

testing against Grant s
&quot;

ungenerous and un-

chivalrous terms,&quot; gave up the contest, and

on Sunday morning, February 16th, 1862,

the Union flag waived over this stronghold
of the rebellion. Our loss was severe, being
over 2000 in all

;
the rebel loss was about

1200, beside some 14,000 prisoners. There

fell into our hands also about fifty cannon,
3000 horses, 20,000 stand of arms, etc. This

victory was gratifying to loyal men every
where

;
but it caused much chagrin to Davis

and his co-workers, as was but natural.

The fall of Fort Donelson hastened the
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crisis in rebel affairs in the &quot;West. The rebel

General A. S. Johnston had before this seen

that Bowling Green, Kentucky, was unten

able, and orders were given to evacuate it.

This was done on the 14th of February, 1802,

when General Mitchel took immediate pos
session. By a forced march of eighty miles,

the rebel force reached Nashville on the

16th, and under Johnston s command passed
on to Murfreesboro, thirty-two miles distant,

on the Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad.

Foote with his gun-boats ascended the Cum

berland, destroying the extensive iron works,

six miles above Dover, and reaching Clark s-

villc on the 19th of February. The enemy
had fled, and great alarm was manifested re

specting the purpose of our advancing force.

Of course, Nashville followed the fate of

Donelson. Without the latter, it was de

fenceless
;
and hence, when the news came,

on Sunday forenoon, that the fort was lost,

the city was thrown into consternation.

Floyd destroyed the bridges over the Cum

berland, and made all speed to get away.
&quot; An earthquake,&quot; says a rebel chronicler,
&quot; could not have shocked the city more. The

congregations at churches were broken up in

confusion and dismay ;
women and children

rushed into the streets, wailing with terror;

trunks were thrown from three-story win

dows in the haste of the fugitives ;
and

thousands hastened to leave their beautiful

city in the midst of the most distressing

scenes of terror and confusion, and of plun

der by the mob.&quot; On the 24th of February,

the Union forces reached Nashville, which

was formally surrendered by the mayor into

General BuelPs hands. Andrew Johnson

was appointed military governor of Ten

nessee, and early in March, 1862, he entered

on his duties. He soon taught the news

papers, mayor and council, and people in

general, that he both had, and knew how

to use a strong hand in putting down dis

union practices in Tennessee.* The taking

* General Ilalleck issued an order, February 22d, in

which he said, among other things, &quot;It does not belong

to the military to decide upon the relation of master

of Nashville led to the abandonment of

Columbus, by the rebels, who retreated to

Island No. 10, about forty-five miles below,
on the Mississippi. The successful operations
of our army produced much excitement in

the South, and the leaders in the rebellion

began to understand better what a gigantic

struggle it was in which they had engaged.

Every man, young and old, was called for.

Boards of police in every county of Missis

sippi were appointed preparatory to draft

ing; and the Governor of Arkansas, by proc

lamation, drafted into immediate service

every man in the State subject to military

duty, requiring him to respond within twenty

days. In this way, and under such pressure,

was begun that system of measures which

resulted in the passing of a conscription act

by the rebel Congress, April 16th, and

another in September, 1862, by which, en

tirely irrespective of State laws and rights,

every man that could be laid hold of, and

even boys of eighteen, were forced into the

army.

Early in February, 1862, our troops in

Missouri, under command of General S. E..

Curtis, pushed rapidly from Holla towards

Springfield, w
There the rebel leader Price had

taken up his headquarters, with about 4,000

men, and had raised supplies to some extent.

A sharp skirmish took place near Springfield ;

and Price, on the 12th of February, during

the night, decamped, the United States

troops entering the town early next morning.

Immediately the pursuit after Price was

begun, and continued a hundred miles or

more from Springfield into Arkansas. On
the 18th, the State line was crossed

;
on the

19th, Price, having had some reinforcements,

attempted to make a stand at Sugar Creek
;

but was speedily defeated. On the 23d of

February, Curtis entered and took possession

of Fayetteville, capturing a number of

prisoners, stores and baggage. The enemy

and slave. Such questions must be settled by civil

courts. No fugitive slave will, therefore, be admitted

within our lines or camps, except when specially

ordered by the general commanding.&quot;
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burnt part of the town before leaving on

their flight over the Boston Mountains, and,
j

as General Halleck stated in a dispatch, they

were dastards enough to poison the food left

behind, thus destroying between forty and

fifty officers and men. The rebels had been

BO persistent in telling lies as to the object

had in view Iy our troops, that General

Curtis issued a*i address to the people of

the South-west, on the 1st of March :

&quot; The

only legitimate object of the war is peace,

and I adhere to this legitimate object.

Peaceable citizens shall be protected as far

as possible We come to vindi

cate the Constitution, to preserve and per

petuate civil and religious liberty, under a

flag that, was embalmed in the blood of our

revolutionary fathers. Under that flag we

have lived in peace and prosperity until the

flas: of rebellion involved us in the horrorso
of civil war.&quot; Price having been reinforced

largely, was prepared to turn upon his pur-

Buers
;
and so, on the 5th of March, he sent

Van Dorn to attack Curtis, at or near Sugar
Creek. It was a long and severe fight, begin

ning in the afternoon of the 6th, continuing

all day on the 7th, and resumed again at

sunrise on the 8th. The result was, that the

rebels, though they fought desperately, -were

routed and driven off completely. Our loss

was estimated at 1,351; the rebel loss was

probably double that number. In this battle

of Pea Ridge, or Elkhorn, the rebels brought
forward as helpers some 2,500 Indians, under

Pike, but they were not of much service to

their employers ; they principally succeeded

in tomahawking and scalping a number of

our men, to the lasting disgrace of the rebel

leaders.

During the latter part of 1861, another

naval and military expedition on a large
scale was fitted out,. to operate on the shores

of Xorth Carolina, within the waters of

Pamlico and Albermarle sounds. The troops
numbered about 16,000 under General Burn-

side
;
the squadron under Commodore Golds-

borough consisted of eighteen light draft,

fiteam gun-boats, with an armament of fifty

rv. 18

rifled cannon. The expedition set sail from

Annapolis on the 9th of January, 1862. Ow
ing to dense fogs in the Chesapeake Bay, inci

dent to the season, it did not reach Fortress

Monroe till midnight of the 10th. The next

day without detention, the order was given
to sail, and Sunday, the llth, saw the fleet at

sea. As had been generally supposed, while

the vessels w-ere collecting, that they would

be employed inside of the capes of Virginia,

but little anxiety had been felt respecting

their sea-going qualities. But when exposed
to the dangers of Hatteras, considerable loss

and damage occurred. After much time spent

in getting through the narrow and perplex

ing channel, the flotilla was fairly embarked

on Pamlico sound, and ready for action. The

rebels, meanwhile, gathered troops at Roan-

oke Island, a position which commanded the

channel, separating the waters of Pamlico and

Albermarle Sounds. On the 5th of February,
the expedition sat sail from Hatteras to dis

lodge the rebels at Roanoke. On the 7th, the

troops were landed, preparatory to an attack,

and when the Zouaves made a bayonet

charge, the rebels abandoned their guns and

ran away. This assured the entire defeat of

the enemy, and though they made a stubborn

resistance, they surrendered unconditionally,

and Roanoke Island became ours, with its

heavy guns and batteries, and eight steamers,

each mounting two guns.. This victory was

immediately followed up by an expedition,

under command of Captain Rowan, sent in

pursuit of the fleet of the enemy, which had

fled up the Albemarle Sound, a distance of

some^ thirty or forty miles, into Pasquotank

River, toward Elizabeth City. Captain Row
an sailed from Roanoke on the afternoon of

Sunday, and arrived at the mouth of the

river at night.

The following morning, the 10th ot

February, 1862, the fleet ascended the river,

and at eight o clock came upon the enemy s

gun-boats, consisting of seven steamers and

a schooner armed with two heavy thirty-two

pounders, drawn up in front of the city. A
brief but spirited contest ensued

;
the enemy
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set their boats on fire, and the crews escaped
as best they con Id

;
the fort on Cobb s Point,

mounting four guns, was abandoned
;
and in

less than an hour the rebels were entirely de

feated, and the flag-ship Delaware was

moored to the wharf at Elizabeth City. The

next day possession was taken of the city by
our troops. Following upon this, Eden ton, at

the west end of Albemarle Sound, was

visited and rebel vessels destroyed; as was

also Winton, up the Chowan River. Golds-

borough and Bnrnside issued a joint procla

mation, addressed to the People of North

Carolina,&quot; in which they disclaimed every

purpose except one, viz : restoring and sus

taining the authority of the United States.

Burnside next turned his attention to another

part of the State. Washington, on Pamlico

River, and Newbern on the Neuse, were the

chief depots in this quarter for lumber, tar,

turpentine .and naval stores of the country.

Newbern, in. its size and position, was one

of the chief cities in the State, and its popu
lation exceeded that of the capital, Raleigh,

b} several hundreds, .and was second only to

the seaport Wilmington. It was, moreover,

by the Atlantic and North Carolina Rail

road, immediately connected with Beaufort,
on the ocean forty miles below, and with

Goldsboro
, sixty miles in the interior, the

chief station on the Wilmington & Welclon

Railroad. Early in March, 1862, the troops,

about 8000 in number, embarked, the naval

force consisting of six gun-boats, with neces

sary transports. On the 12th, they reached

Slocum s Creek, about eighteen miles from

Newbern. The next morning the troops

were landed, arid marched through the mud
and mire to within about a mile from the

rebel works. On the morning of the 14th

of March the attack was made. For four

hours the battle raged, but the persistence
and bravery of our troops prevailed, and

Newbern was taken. Other operations on

the Southern coast may here be noted. In

January, 18G2, an exploration of an interior

passage was made to the Savannah River.

On the 26th of January Captain Rodgers

made a reconnaissance in force up the

Wright River. The rebel commodore, Tat-

nall, appeared with gun boats and scows;
but was easily driven back. Rodgers net

deeming it prudent to pass into the Savan

nah, near Fort Pulaski, our boats returned

by the way which they went. A battery at

Yenus Point, on Jones Island, was erected,

quietly but securely, notwithstanding the

severity and tediousness of the work
;
another

battery was planted in a similar manner on

Bird Island, opposite Yenus Point
;
so that,

to the astonishment of the rebels, Fort Pul

aski was cut off from communication with

the City of Savannah early in February,

1862, and the stronghold in which they so

confidently trusted was exposed to siege and

assault by the Union forces. On the 27th

of January, Captain Davis, with eight vessels,

and transports carrying some 2,400 troops,

under General Wright, made a reconnais

sance of Little Tybee River and the adjacent

waters, for the purpose of carrying out (he

object proposed above, viz : the isolation of

Fort Pulaski. Tatnall, with five vessels,

made an attack upon the expedition, when,
after half an hour s fight, two of the enemy s

boats were driven back, and the others ran

under the guns of the fort. At the end of

February, an expedition sailed from Port

Royal, under Dupont and Wright, with the

intention of re-occupying the principal pointa

on the east coast of Florida. Fort Clinch,

St. Mary s,
and Fernandina were captured

March 2d and 3d; Fort Clinch on Amelia
Island was taken possession of and garrison
ed. Fernandina, which was almost deserted,

was occupied by the Union forces
;
so also

was St. Mary s
;

at both places the prepa
rations for defence \vere extensive, but tho

rebel troops were not there. Brunswick, in

Georgia, was found in a similar condition,

March 7th ;
and at Jacksonville and St.

Augustine, Florida, no opposition was offered

to the advance of our troops.

The birthday of WASHINGTON, February

22d, was observed this year throughout the

loyal States with unusual honor and respect,
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and the hearts of the people were cheered

by the memory of his life and services, the

pure patriot and Christian, the bright ex

ample to us and our children in all time to

come. Davis chose this day also for com

mencing his career as President of the so-

called &quot;

Confederacy,&quot; the
&quot;provisional&quot;

ar

rangement having been superseded by what

was called the &quot;

permanent
&quot;

government in

the rebel States. On this occasion Davis

made an address which assumed a tone of

confidence, mingled with no little bitterness

and disappointment at the energy and reso

lution of the loyal people in the North and

West. He spoke of &quot; the malignity and bar

barity of the Northern States in the prose
cution of the existing war,&quot; and

&quot; the inscune

attempt to subjugate&quot; the rebel States. II3

also estimated his military strength at about

500,000 men, and lauded highly the con

dition of his finances, asserting that the ex

penditure of the past year was only $170,-

000,000, and that the United States had
wasted three times as much in vainly striv

ing to conquer the Confederacy. With such

sentiments as these, making such represen
tations as the above, and well understanding
that the struggle was no light one in which
he was engaged, Davis tried to sustain his

own hopes and to infuse additional life and

activity into the
&quot;Confederacy.&quot; It was

now a matter of life or death. It was evident

that the loyal States were resolutely deter

mined to crush the rebellion at any cost
;
and

that Davis and those who worked with him
were equally determined not to submit, so

long as they were able to make any resist

ance whatsoever. Terrible alternative ! There
was no help for it

;
the battle had to be

fought out, even to the bitter end
;
and the

awful responsibility for shedding of blood,
for carnage, cruelty, suffering, distress, and
the thousand evils attendant upon war, must
rest upon the men who, without any just or

reasonable cause, began the rebellion of 1861,
and persevered in it for four weary, desolat

ing years.

McClellan, as we have seen (p. 268) was

making large preparations for the coming
campaign, and great hopes and expectations
were based upon his striking, when he did

strike, with tremendous and decisive effect.

But McClellan very much over estimated

the rebel strength, and delayed and kept on

delaying to advance, lest he should not be
able to cope with the enemy. The President

did not pretend to know much, if anything,
about military science, and the secretary of

war, though bred to the law and full of zeal

and spirit, was not probably better able to

judge than Mr. Lincoln of the reasons which

weighed so strongly with the general-in-chief

against what he considered to be premature,

unprepared action. The roads in Virginia,

according to McClellan, were never before

in so bad a condition, and he wished to

attack .Richmond by way of the Lower

Chesapeake ;
but Lincoln did not approve of

this, and ordered the advance towards Man-
assas Junction. Unhappily, for anything
like prompt and energetic action, the dis

cussion as to which was the best plan
served only to waste time, and vex and anger
the people. On the 8th of March, 1862, the

President issued his &quot; General War Order,
No. 2

;

&quot;

by which it was directed that the

Army of the Potomac be organized into four

army corps. The first, consisting of four

divisions, was assigned to General McDowell
;

the second, consisting of three divisions, to

General Sunnier
;
the third and the fourth,

consisting each of three divisions, to Gen
erals Heintzelman and Keyes. General

Wadsworth was placed in command of the

troops for the defence of Washington ;
and a

fifth army corps, consisting of two divisions,

was assigned to General Banks. On the

same day, a tlxird war order was issued, re-

qnirjng that no- operations be entered upon
without leaving Washington entirely secure,

and without clearing the navigation of the

Potomac from the enemy s batteries and

other obstructions. The movement upon the

Chesapeake, as McClellan wished, was also

ordered to move, as early as the 18th of

March, or earlier, if possible. Meanwhile,
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several events had occurred in Virginia,

which helped considerably to modify the

plan of the campaign. The rebel General

Jackson, early in January, 1862, moved
froa: Winchester to the north-west, and ad

vanced towards Hancock, about forty miles

distant. He drove out some of our troops

from Bath, who retreated to Hancock, where

General Lander, in command, not only re

fused to surrender, but routed the rebels at

Blue s Gap. Lander also gained a success

over the enemy at Bloomery Gap, and on

the llth of February, sent word to McClel-

lan that the district was cleared. Colonel

Geary, February 24th, crossed the Potomac

and took possession of Harper s Ferry. Other

places were secured on the route to Win

chester, which was evacuated by Jackson,

March llth, and immediately occupied by
our troops. The fortifications which had

been supposed to be formidable, were found

to be of no value. General Banks established

his headquarters here. The rebels, well

aware of the large forces under way against

them, resolved to decline a battle, which had

been for months eagerly expected by the

people of the loyal States. Retreat, at the

present, was their policy, and retreat they

accomplished in the coolest and most scien

tific manner. The heavy artillery at Man
assas was leisurely removed, the railroad

leading south answering the purpose of trans

porting men and munitions to any extent
;

and so skillfully was all this performed, de

spite McClellan s
&quot; secret service force,&quot; to

give information of the rebel doings, that,

when our army reached Manassas, there w7as

not a gun left to be captured, nor hardly a

straggler to be taken prisoner. On Sunday

evening, March 9th, the last of the rebel

force abandoned Centreville, retreating in

perfect order, leaving the formidable line of

fortifications on the ridge entirely empty,
save a few wooden painted logs, which had

been placed in the embrasure&quot;. The famous

Btone bridge over Bull Run, and another

over Cob Run, were destroyed in the retreat.

It was rather a mortifying confession, but it

had to be made, that the rebels had got the

better of us, and that their retreat on tliia

occasion was equivalent to a victory. Most

of persons felt sure that the number of the

rebels had been greatly overestimated, and

that we had given them an advantage,

especially in the way of preparing for de

fence against our advance, which was likely

to protract the contest far longer than any
one as yet had contemplated.

By a war order of March llth, 1862, Me-

Clellan was relieved of the command-in-

chief, and required to remain in charge of

the Army of the Potomac. Halleck, at the

same time was placed in command of the

Department of the Mississippi, and Fremont

in command of the Mountain Department,
i. e. the region west of the Department of

the Potomac. Each and all were required

to report directly and frequently to the secre

tary of war. At a council of the generals

commanding army corps, held at headquarters,

March 13th, it was deemed most expedient,

Washington being properly secured against

attack, and Manassas being occupied in force,

to proceed to the advance upon Richmond by

way of Fortress Monroe. The president and

war department approved this plan of oper

ations, and urged immediate, energetic

action. At this point, however, we may

properly call the reader s attention to th

celebrated encounter between the Merrimao

and the Monitor, not only because of its gen
eral effect upon the progress of the great

contest, but also because of its marked impor
tance in the history of naval warfare in mod
ern times. Certainly, nothing which has

ever occurred in connection with ships of

war, and with attempts to render them in

vulnerable, is more remarkable and more

significant in its results than this memorable

encounter. When the rebels seized upon
the Navy Yard at Norfolk, the U. S. steamer

Merrimac was one of the vessels which waa

scuttled and abandoned by Capt. Macaulay.

Subsequently, she was raised and placed in

the dry dock, and special care was bestowed

upon fitting her out in such wise as to be in
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vincible to all attack, and consequently able

to act as a universal destroyer. Her Lull

was cut down, and a bomb-proof covering of

wrought iron put over her main deck. Her

bow and stern were sharpened and clad in

steel, with a projecting angle of iron to pierce

any adversary in her path. Her engines

were stated to be 510 horse-power, and all

her machinery was below the water line.

Armed with ten guns, 80-pounders, rifled
;

with a furnace for heating shot
;
manned by

ten lieutenants and 350 picked men
;
and

presenting the appearance of a submerged

house, writh the roof only above water, the

Merrimac, or as the rebels re-named her, the

Virginia, was a formidable antagonist indeed

for the doomed vessels then blockading the

entrance to ]S orfolk, and the mouth of the

James River. Buchanan, the commander,
after forty-five years connection with the

navy, had deserted the flag of his country,
and was now ready to do all in his power for

the new master whom he was serving. On
Saturday, March 8th, the Merrimac entered

upon her work. &quot;With nothing visible but

her smoke stack and the Confederate flag fly

ing from a staff, she steamed directly for the

frigate Congress and the sloop-of-war Cumber

land, which were stationed off James River

to guard the blockade and protect the camp
on the shore at Newport News. Both of

these were sailing vessels, and had conse

quently no opportunity of mancEuvring in

presence of so formidable an adversary as

this massive steam ram. The other vessels

in the Roads, at Fortress Monroe, were sig

naled to the aid of the Congress and Cumber
land. They were the flag-ship Roanoke, the

frigates Minnesota and St. Lawrence, and
some half dozen gun boats,which were employ
ed in towing the frigates into position. The

Congress and Cumberland opened fire, but
their broadsides bounded harmlessly from the

mailed sides of the Merrimac. Onward she

aarne and plunged headlong into the side of

the helpless frigate. The iron horn or ram,

striking the Cumberland forward the main

chains, made a deep gash, knocking a hole in

her side near the water line as large as the head

of a hogshead, and driving her back upon
her anchors with great force, while the water

ran into her hold. Slowly drawing back,
the Merrimac poured a broadside into the

sinking ship. Still the Cumberland main

tained the unequal contest. Officers and

men without a single voice of dissent, resolved

never to surrender to the rebels
;
and they

never left their posts till the Cumberland

sank, her flag still flying at the topmast, and

many were drowned. This occupied less than

an hour. Next, the Congress was to suffer

the same fate; but the commander ran the

ship on shore. The ram then took a position

astern and raked the Congress fore and aft

with shells, while the latter was utterly un

able to defend herself. Between 4 and 5

p. M. the Congress surrendered, was set on

fire by another broadside and burned. A
large proportion of the officers and men waf

lost. The ram proposed now to attack the

Minnesota, but depth of water prevented

getting near enough; so, as there was no

chance of this noble ship and the St. Law
rence getting away that night, the Merrimac

returned to her anchorage, waiting for the

next day s light to accomplish the work of

destruction.

It was a gloomy Saturday night, in view

of what had been done and what was to be

expected the next day; but at this point,

help came by the arrival of the Monitor about

ten o clock in the evening. This remarka

ble vessel, untried, unknown, regarded with

doubt by many, was in every way a novelty ;

in . appearance she was not unlike what the

Norfolk rebels termed her,
&quot; a Yankee cheese-

box set on a
raft;&quot;

and with hardly any
thing visible but a flat iron deck on the sar-O
face of the water, surmounted by a low-

round tower, pilot box, and smoke-pipe, few

supposed the Monitor capable of performing
what the next day fully proved he* ability to

do. With a hull impossible tQ be injured,,

and with a tower only ten feet high and

twenty in diameter, revolving readily, and

mounting two 11-inch guns, the Monitor was,
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in fact, a bomb-proof fort, of immense power
and effectiveness. She Avas now emphatical

ly on her trial trip. She had just been com

pleted, had left New York under orders,

March 6th, and had arrived, as just stated.

The passage was exceedingly rough and

stormy, but the Monitor proved to be a capi

tal sea boat, and all on board of her were

eager to test her capabilities in a deadly

grapple with the Merrimac. Captain Worden
was directed to lay the Monitor along-side

the Minnesota, which he accordingly did,

reaching that position at 2 A. M., Sunday,
March 9th, 1862. At daylight the Merri

mac started afresh, exulting in the work be

fore her. The Monitor took position at once

in front of the Minnesota, and discharged
one of her 11-inch Dahlgrens upon the Merri

mac. It was an astounding challenge, like

a pigmy assaulting a giant ;
but a hundred

and sixty-eight pound shot wan not to be

despised, come from where it might, and so

the Merrimac prepared to make short wrork

of her diminutive assailant. It was soon

found, however, that the Monitor was not

easily to be beaten. Broadside after broad

side produced no effect upon her; it was of

no avail to attempt, as the Merrimac did, to

run her down, and crush her in that way ;
the

active Monitor, with her revolving battery

ever pointing full upon the ram, poured forth

shot incessantly upon the sides, at the bow
and the stern, seeking some vulnerable spot.

The contest raged for hours, when the Moni

tor withdrew for a space to hoist more shot into

her turret. This being done, the fight was

renewed; but the Merrimac was glad ere

long to retire towards Sewall s Point. It
c?

needed no words to express the fact that she

was badly beaten, and compelled to stop in

her career. The Monitor did not pursue the

fleeing vessel ;
she was under orders to act on

the defensive
;
and as the lesson just given

to the rebels was a severe one, it was thought
that it would probably answer for the

present.&quot;&quot;

* In order to complete the history of the Merrimac s

Uueer, we may mention here, that, on the llth of

Gei.eral Shields, with his division at &quot;Win

chester, having ascertained, March 19th,

that Jackson was strongly posted near Mount

Jackson, resolved to try and draw him out

by a feigned retreat, and thus fight him t&amp;lt;.

greater advantage. The troops were sent oil

towards Centreville, leavingAshby s cavalry,
who were on the lookout, to suppose that

Winchester was being evacuated. A fight

took place on the 22d and 23d, in which after

a sharp struggle, the rebels were beaten with

great loss. Too fatigued to pursue the ene

my that night, Shields prepared for the next

day s work, whether a renewal of the fight

with Jackson reinforced, or a driving him in

to flight. On the 24th of March, the rebels

retreated, and during the following week,
were pursued to Woodstock, and thence to

Edenburg, about twenty miles beyond Stras-

burg. Skirmishing was kept up by Ashby s

cavalry, which protected Jackson s retreat.

This victory was timely and acceptable, com

ing at the time it did. Troops were embarked
for the Peninsula, during the latter part of

March, but there was much vexatious delay
in getting them to their destination. Heint-

zelman s corps led the way and landed,

March 23d
;
other detachments followed. Mc-

Clellan, expecting to have the support of the

four army corps, directed that the first corps

(McDowell s), be embarked last, intending to

use it in mass on either bank of the York

River, according as seemed best. He lefl

Washington, April 1st, and arrived at For

tress Monroe the next day. Blcnker s divis

ion of 10,000 men had been withdrawn, de

spite his protest, March 31st, to reinforce

Fremont ;
as an offset to this, some 10,000

men, under Wool, at Fortress Monroe, were

placed at McClellan s disposal, at first, but

on April 3d, he was forbidden to use them

without Wool s sanction. McClellan s plan

April, she appeared again in Hampton Roads, and cnp-

tured a few small vessels
; and, on the llth of May,

she was blown up by her officers in the Elizabeth River,

to prevent her falling Into the hands of the Union

forces. The Monitor, to the deep regret of all loyal

men, was lost in a violent gale off the coast of North

Carolina, Dec. 31st, 1882.
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was, as he says, by rapid movements to drive

before him or capture the enemy on the Pen

insula, open the James River, and press on

to Richmond, before the rebels should be

materially reinforced from other quarters.

But McClellan s plans were not carried out

as he intended, because, as he asserts, the

means necessary were taken away from him.

The army was put in immediate movement

against the enemy s works, at various points

between Fortress Monroe and Yorktown.

Heavy rains had made the roads bad, and al

though the rebels abandoned some points, yet,

when General Keyes reached Lee s Mills, he

found the post too strong to be carried, as he

had been directed, by assault. Heintzelman

arrived in front of Yorktown on the after

noon of April 5th
;

both columns having
been exposed to a warm artillery fire during
the advance. At this point, McDowell s

corps was detached from McClellan s com

mand, greatly to his disappointment, and in

fact, as he states it, rendering him powerless
to turn Yorktown by West Point. It left

him no choice but to attack directly in front,

with such force as he had left
;
in short, he

termed it
&quot; a fatal error&quot; Careful recon-

naisances were resorted to, and advances

were made through the forests, swamps,
flooded roads, etc., etc. The rebel General

Magruder had some 10,000 men at Yorktown,
and could be reinforced at any time directly

from Richmond, and was reinforced largely

so soon as our army appeared. It was, there

fore, prudent, if not necessary, on McClellan s

part, to take the course which he did
;

al

though there were many who held, that a

bold dash at the outset would have given him

possession of Yorktown.

Public impatience demanded greater ac

tivity, and more evident results. The presi
dent made this plain to McClellan, in a letter

of remonstrance, April 9th, in which he said,
u It is indispensible to you that you strike a

blow The country will not fail

to note is noting now that the present
hesitation to move upon an entrenched posi
tion is but the story of Manassas repeated.

You must act&quot; Siege operations were

pushed forward vigorously ;
batteries were

erected to silence the enemy s gunr ;
recon-

naisances were kept up, etc. General W.
F. Smith advanced against a rebel fort, which

was silenced, but he was not able to carry the

entrenchments. On the 18th of April, Gen
eral Augur marched upon Frederickfeburg,

and drove the enemy, about 3,000 in num
ber

;
the town was formally surrendered.

Some of Banks s force advanced and took

possession of New Market, near Manassas.

The rebels now saw that Yorktown must be

evacuated. With their usual skill in con

cealing their designs, keeping up a vigorous
and noisy fire, during the early days of May,

they made their preparations, and on the 3d

and 4th of the month abandoned all their

works. The next day McClellan purposed to

assault Yorktown, which now became need

less. The advantage was on the rebels
1

side,o t

they having stopped our progress a whole

month, and having had the opportunity,

meanwhile, of strengthening their position

in and about Richmond. Certainly, McClel

lan had not acted to any great purpose or re

sult as yet.

The rebel leaders were fully aware of the

importance of the Mississippi to their plans,

and, as rapidly as possible, they had carefully

and skillfully fortified all the principal strate

gic points from the Ohio to the Gulf, a dis

tance of nearly 1,000 miles. Beginning with

Columbus in Kentucky, at Island JSo. 10,

dividing the stream at the northern border oi

Tennessee, at Memphis and its vicinity, at

Yicksburg, and elsewhere, to New Orleans,

above and below that city, the rebels had

been at work, excavating the hill-sides for bat

teries, throwing up trenches, mounting can

non on the heights, preparing mines on the

banks and torpedoes for the channel
;

an&amp;lt;l

using every possible means to obstruct the

advance of our armies. It became, therefore,

a matter of necessity to open the Mississippi
as speedily as possible, and cripple the plans

of the rebels most effectually. The energy
and activity of our military and naval forces
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under Buell, Grant, Foote, etc., had driven

the rebels to abandon not only Nashville and

Bowling Green, but also Columbus,
&quot; the

northern key to the Mississippi delta,&quot;
as it

was called. Still, our success, great as it had

been, was only a step in the onward progress
clown the Mississippi. Island No. 10 was

the next formidable obstacle in the way of

further advance : this Island, about 40 miles

below Cairo, is situated at the bottom of a

great bend of the Mississippi, where the

stream, in a sharp curve, sweeps around a

tongue of land projecting from the Missouri

shore, and, pursuing thence a north-westerly
course to New Madrid, on the western bank,

descends past a similar narrow promontory of

Tennessee soil, on its great southerly track.

The distance across the upper end of the

first promontory, four miles above the island,

to New Madrid, is six miles, and by the river

is fifteen. The passage across the second

promontory is five miles, while by water it is

twenty-seven. On the Tennessee shore was a

great swamp, cutting oif communication with

the interior. General Pope, after a slowr and

toilsome advance, reached New Madrid,
March 3d, 1862. He found the place occu

pied by the rebels and strongly fortified, with

earthworks, lines of entrenchments, gun
boats, etc., so that the approach was a mat

ter of difficulty. Pope sent and occupied
Point Pleasant, 12 mibs below, and when,
March 12th, he got his heavy siege guns in

position, he speedily forced the rebels to

run away, leaving behind them artillery,

stores, etc. On the 13th, Foote left Cairo

ivith a fleet, including seven iron-clads and

ten mortar boats, and having been joined at

Columbus by Col. Buford with his regiment
and other troops, some 1,500 in all, he mov
ed down the river, and took possession of

llickman, on the Kentucky shore. The

next day, the expedition approached Island

No. 10
;

reconnaissances were made along
the shores

;
the mortar vessels were placed in

position ;
and everything was prepared for

the attack. A bombardment was begun, on

Bunday the 16th
; but with :o particular re

sult, except trying the range of the guns on

both sides. The next day, another vigorous

attempt was made by the gun-boats and mor
tar vessels, which kept up a continuous fire

all the afternoon
;
but it had become evident

that other help was needed to accomplish the

reduction of Island No. 10. Pope s opera
tions were expected to render this aid. In.

order to cut oif the escape of the rebels across

the Tennessee peninsula, it was only necessa

ry to cross the river and bring his forces to

bear upon the enemy from below. A canal

was projected, which proved to be a very la

borious operation, yet was quite successful.

It was twelve miles long, six of which were

through very heavy timber, requiring great

exposure and privation in cutting the way
through. It was completed April 4th, and

was highly praised as a monument of enter

prise and skill. Foote, meanwhile, was not

idle or inefficient. The firing was regularly

kept up, and on the night of April 1st, in the

midst of a furious storm, battery No. 1 of the

enemy, which had been particularly annoy

ing to our boats, was taken by assault. The

rebels, however, retreated without contesting
the possession of the fort. On consideration,

Foote determined to allow one of the gun
boats to run the batteries. On the night of

the 3d of April, in a furious storm of light

ning and thunder, the gun boat Carondelet.

Captain &quot;Walker, passed the entire series of

rebel batteries, without returning a shot, and

receiving their concentrated fire. Strange to

tell, the Carondelet passed in safety, and

was received with much enthusiasm by our

troops at New Madrid. Three days after

wards, another gun-boat accomplished the

same feat in safety. On the morning of the

4th of April, the heavy floating battery of

the rebels at Island No. 10, having been fired

upon for more than an hour by three of our

boats, cut loose from its moorings, and drift

ed two or three miles down the river. The

rebels, finding the case hopeless, attempted
to got away ; but, on the 8th of April, ascer

taining that every avenue was cut off, they
surrendered at discretion. Colonel Elliott
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took possession of the works opposite Island

No. 1 0, saved several steamers and took some

200 prisoners. Pope, in his report, says, of

wliat fell into his hands, there were 3 gener

als, 273 field and company officers, 0,700

prisoners, 123 pieces of heavy artillery, 7,000

stand of small arms, etc. Foote was visited

by some rebel officers, April 7th, who surren

dered to him Island No. 10.

In pushing forward operations in the

South-west, it was of prime importance to

effect a junction of the forces under Gens.

Grant and Buell, on the upper waters of the

Tennessee River, so as to cut off the rebel

communications with the South and East.

Nashville had been occupied, Columbus had

been evacuated, and Island No. 10 was cer

tain to be captured in a short time
; hence,

by advancing our forces to Corinth, in Mis-
v O

eissippi, where was the junction of the Mem
phis and Charleston, and the Mobile and Ohio

Railroads, the conquest of Memphis would

be greatly facilitated, and another valuable

point on the Mississippi River secured. In

the course of a month, Tennessee being firmly

held by the Union army, our energetic com

manders in the West were advancing against

the new lines of the enemy s defence in the

States bordering on the Gulf. Beauregard,

the rebel chief, concentrated his forces at and

around Corinth, with Johnston, Polk, Bragg
and Hardee to aid him, and with an army
of more than 40,000 men. He expected to

be able to rout Grant at Pittsburg Landing
before Buell could reinforce him. Grant s

army numbered about 30,000, and he had

with him some of the best officers in the ser

vice, as W. T. Sherman, McClernand, C. F.

Smith, etc. On the llth of March, 1862,

the transport steamers began to arrive at

Savannah on the Tennessee River, with the

&amp;lt;4dvar.ce division of the army. The gun

boat*, tht next day, proceeded some forty

miles up the river to reconnoitre, going as

far as Eastport, and finding the rebels en

gaged in ei ecting fortifications wherever they
could. The enemy s line of defence had for

its base the Memphis and Cbarleston Railroad,

the preservation of which was absolutely ne

cessary to enable the rebels to hold Northern

Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. East of

Corinth were several important points on

this road, as Chattanooga, Iluntsville, Tus-

cumbia, Florence, etc.
; westwardly, the road

runs in a direct line to Memphis, ninety-

three miles distant. The Union line was the

Tennessee River, extending from Paducall

in Kentucky, to Eastport in Mississippi. The

gun-boats were kept moving up and down

the river to prevent the erection of batteries

by the rebels, and were of special service to

Grant s plans. About the middle of March,
the army was advanced to Pittsburg Land

ing. Buell was ordered to join Grant, and

left Nashville, March 28th, for that purpose.

Beauregard and Johnston, early in April,

resolved to attack Grant alone before Buell

could arrive. Pittsburg Landing is about

eighteen miles from Corinth, and the assaultO *

was begun on the 6th of April, Grant being

posted on the left bank of the Tennessee.

Before daylight the rebel columns began to

press upon our men in Sherman s brigade.

Hour after hour the contest raged, and

though our men as a whole fought well, yet

this first day resulted in heavy loss, in prison

ers, artillery, plundered camps, etc. Had
not the gun-boats done excellent service, and

the advance of Buell s army arrived late in

the day, Grant would probably have been

routed. As it was, after a night s rest, our

forces now took the place of those attacking

instead of being attacked. Yery early on

the morning of April 7th, the troops were in

motion, and they went at their work with

great spirit. The rebels resisted all in their

power ;
but after a hard struggle the leaders

gave up the contest. By four p. M., they

were driven from the field, and were pursued

until night, when our men returned to camp.

The slaughter on both sides was terrible ; the

rebels gave as their loss 10,699 ;
our loss was

reported as 13,508. Between 2000 and 3000

of the enemy left dead on the field were

buried by order of Grant. General Ilalleck

now took command. Pope, with his di
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vision, about 25,000 in number, arrived at

the Landing, April 22d, from New Madrid.

With an army now of 108,000 men, Halleck

placed Grant on the right wing, Buell in the

centre, and Pope on the left wing, and pre

pared to advance at once on Beauregard at

Corinth.

Congress, meanwhile, had - been busily oc

cupied in its work. The war, of course, was

the engrossing topic, and everything tended

to show that the war must be carried forward

with energy and determination to restore the

supremacy of the Constitution and laws of

the United States. The republicans being
in the majority kept prominently in view

their opposition to slavery in all its aspects ;

while the Border State members contended

earnestly in its favor. Trumbnll s bill for

the confiscation of rebel property, and giving
freedom to their slaves was a decided step

forward, and it was followed by others of

like import. A bill for the abolition of

slavery in the District of Columbia was in

troduced into the House, early in the session,

and having been referred to the committee

on the District, was reported favorably upon,
March 12th, 1862. The Senate also took

up the same subject, which was referred to

the committee on the District, who reported
a bill with amendments, in February. This

was discussed during the following month.

The usual arguments on both sides were

gone over; the Border State members op

posed it vigorously; efforts were made to

fasten on to the bill a compulsory colonizing

of the negroes, but to no purpose ;
the major

ity were resolved npon their course, and

would not agree to any such restriction. The

bill passed the Senate, April 3d, by a vote

of twenty-nine to fourteen
;
in the House

discussion was not protracted, and on the

llth, it passed by a vote of ninety-two to

thirty-eight. As thus adopted by both Houses

the bill declared the immediate abolition of

slavery in the District
; provided means for

the colonization of the free blacks, if desired

by them; and appropriated $1,000,000 to

joinpensate the owners of slaves, at a rate

not exceeding 300 for each. Following

upon this was the passage of an act removing

slavery from the Territories of the United

States. It was introduced into the House,
March 24th

;
taken up for discussion early

in May ;
and finally adopted by large majori

ties. Lincoln, feeling deeply the pressure
of the slavery question, and as yet not being
able to see his way out of the difficulty, was

anxious to make trial of a system of compen
sated emancipation, especially in the Border

States, in the hope that through them a

powerful influence might be brought to bear

upon the States further south. It was his

hope also, that the war would sooner come

to a conclusion by adopting such a course.

On the 6th of March, he sent a message to

Congress, asking the following resolution toO *-&amp;gt; O
be passed :

&quot;

Resolved, That the United

States ought to co-operate with any State

which may adopt a gradual abolishment of

slavery, giving to such State pecuniary aid,

to be used by such State in its discretion, to

compensate for the inconveniences, pujblic

and private, produced by such change of

system.&quot;
The resolution was adopted in the

House, March llth, in the- Senate, April 2d,

by large majorities. The President was

authorized, January 21st, to take possession

of certain railroads and telegraph lines under

the plea of military necessity. The bill

authorizing the issue of treasury notes gave
rise to lonar and ardent discussions. Theo

majority argued that as money must be had,

this was the safest and easiest way to obtain

it. The votes in both Houses were large in

favor of the measure. The issue was

authorized of $150,000,000 of United States

notes of denominations not less than five

dollars each, not bearing interest, and creat

ing the same a legal tender in payment of

all debts public and private, within the

United States, except duties on imports, and

payments by the government of interest on

bonds and notes, which was required to bo

paid in coin. This new &quot; circulation
&quot; was

to be received by the government in payment
for any loans which might be negotiated by
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the secretary of the treasury. To fund the

debt thus created and enlarged, the issue of

coupon or registered bonds, to the amount

of $500,000,000, bearing six per cent, inter

est, and redeemable at the pleasure of the

United States after five years, and payable

twenty years from date, was authorized. All

bonds, stocks, and other securities of the

United States, held within the country, were,

by the act, to be exempt from taxation by or

under State authority.

The rebel congress was sitting at this time

at Richmond. All measures of consequence
were discussed and determined on with

closed doors, and no reports of speeches were

made public. Some of the members urged
the invasion of the North as the true path

way to success. Stonewall Jackson, among
military men, strongly advocated this course.

Various appropriations were made, the con

scription act was passed, England and other

powers were spoken of with disgust, because

they had not recognized the Confederacy,
etc. The session closed April 21st, 1862.

Fort Pulaski (p. 274), is a very important
fortification at the mouth of the Savannah

River. It has five sides or faces, including
the gorge ;

is casemated on all sides
;

has

walls seven and a half feet thick, and twenty-
five feet high above high water

;
and is sur

rounded by a wet ditch forty-eight feet wide.

At the time of the siege the fort contained

forty-eight guns, of which twenty bore upon
the batteries on Tybee. General Gillmore

now pushed forward preparations for bom

barding the fort. Rebel communications

were cut off; on the 21st of March ord

nance and stores began to arrive in Tybeo
Roads

;
from that date until April 9th, all

the troops were occupied in the work before

them
;
and eleven batteries with heavy guns

were placed on the northern side of the

island. Gillrnore issued a general order,

April 9th; the fort was summoned April
10th

;
the bombardment commenced at ei^ht

* tJ

A.M., and was continued all day into the

night ;
the next day it was resumed, and by

noon the fort was so much injured that at

two P. IT. it surrendered. Forty-seven guns,

large quantities of stores, etc., and 360 pris
oners were taken. The scientific skill dis

played in preparing and carrying through
this attack brought prominently into notice

the value of the new rifled ordnance, in all

cases of a similar kind. The opinion was

freely expressed, by General Hunter and

others, that &quot; no works of stone or brick can

resist the impact of rifled artillery of heavy
calibre.&quot; Owing to inadequacy of force, our

troops did not advance upon Savannah
;

but the blockade was henceforth effective.

About two weeks later another marked suc

cess was attained. The taking of Newbern
tj

we have already noted (p. 274). Beaufort,

forty miles distant, was the next point to

be secured. Fort Macon, commanding the

channel to Beaufort, stood in the way ;
and

General Parke was ordered to advance

against it. As the rebels refused to surren

der, siege material had to be brought from

Newbern, and operations were carried on as

rapidly as possible. Burnside arrived April

22d, 1862, bringing with him two barges
fitted up as floating batteries, and on the

24th, the bombardment began. It was kept

up for hour after hour, and about four p. M.

the fort surrendered. General Reno was

sent about the middle of April to make an

advance upon Camclen, which he accom

plished with spirit and energy.
In speaking of plans for opening of the

Mississippi, (p. 280,) we have noted the cap

ture of Island No. 10. New Orleans was

the next point of great moment to be se

cured. Ship Island, between Santa Rosa

Island and the mouth of the Mississippi, near

the entrance to the interior water commu
nication with New Orleans by Lake Boiyne

and Lake Pontchartrain, was one of the most

valuable stations along the coast. It waa

sixty miles distant from New Orleans, and

about the same distance from the northern

most pass, at the mouth of the Mississippi.

The value of this spot, as a defensive posi

tion, had been appreciated by the govern

ment, and a light-house had been erected
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and a fort partly completed, in 1859. The

rebels destroyed these at the outbreak of the

insurrection in 1861
;
and although some ef

forts were made by them to fortify the isl

and, yet they abandoned it entirely in Sep
tember. Early in December, 1861, some

2000 troops were landed on Ship Island, un

der General Phelps. On the last day of the

year 1861, Biloxi, a small town in Missis

sippi, about ten miles from Ship Island, was

visited by a part of the squadron and some

of the troops. It was found that most of the

men here had enlisted in the rebel service,

leaving the women, etc., at home. Other

troops arrived at Ship Island in January,
1862

;
and Butler, on the 25th of February,

sailed from Hampton Roads to assume com
mand of the land forces intended to operate

against New Orleans. At the close of March,
he had 14,000 men at the island, mostly new
^ecruits. By the middle of April he suc

ceeded in embarking 8000 troops for the

Mississippi, which were to co-operate with

the naval force which was there, and which

was being pushed forward with zeal and

energy. Captain Farragut reached Ship
Island February 20th, and was charged with

the naval operations in the Gulf. Commo
dore Porter was sent to aid him, with a fleet

of bomb vessels and armed steamers to man

age them. Farragut entered upon the work
with zeal and energy; but difficulties in

getting the large ships over the bars of the

river delayed advance. It was not till the

early part of April that the vessels of the

squadron were able to move forward to their

appointed stations. Farragut s force was 17

steamers and gun-boats, Porter s mortar fleet

of 21 sailing vessels and 7 steamers of light

draft, together with Butler s troops in the

transports. The aggregate armament was

about 300 guns and mortars.

The rebel preparations for guarding the

approaches to New Orleans were numerous

and formidable. Beside some 20 steam rains

and gun-boats, they relied on two important

forts, Jackson and St. Philip, on the right

and left banks of the Mississippi, 25 miles

from its mouth, 75 from the city. Th(

united power of the two forts was 126 guns
of long range and heavy calibre. In addi

tion to the great strength of these forts, a

strong chain was extended across the river,

here half a mile wide, and fire ships, a great

floating battery, and the like, were ready for

defence against the loyal fleet now on its

way to capture the city. The rebels were

confident that New Orleans could not be

taken, and they indulged in some bravado

on the subject ;
but it was not long before

they found out their mistake. The mortar

boats under Porter began the bombardment

on Fort Jackson, April 18th, at a distance

of about 3000 yards. For six days steady

firing was kept up on both sides
;
the chain

barrier was broken up, meanwhile
;
and Far

ragut resolved to advance at once and pass

the forts. The fleet was arranged in two

divisions, to each of which was assigned six

gun-boats. About three o clock A. M., April

24th, the fleet got under way, Captain Bai

ley leading the right with his gun-boats to

attack Fort St. Philip, while the other divi

sion of the ships was to aid in the attack on

Fort Jackson. &quot; The enemy s
lights,&quot; says

Farragut in. his report, &quot;while they discov

ered us to them, were, at the same time,

guides to us. We soon passed the barrier

chains, the right column taking Fort St.

Philip, and the left Fort Jackson. The fire

became general, the smoke dense, and we
had nothing to aim at but the flash of their

guns; it was very difficult to distinguish

friends from foes.&quot; Farragut s ship, at one

time was set on fire by a fire-raft
;
but th&

flames were extinguished. Fort St. Philip

was soon silenced, and eleven rebel gun-boata

destroyed. The forts were passed, anil the

victory gained, winding up with the making
a total wreck of the rebel ram Manassas.

Farragut sent news to Porter, and also in

formed Butler that the way was open for

him to land his forces at Quarantine Bayou,
as previously arranged. Leaving two gun
boats to protect the landing of the troops

Farragut continued his progress up the river
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and reached English Turn about half-past

ten, on the morning of April 25th. Evi

dently, a panic had already seized upon the

people in the city and vicinity, for cotton-

Leaded ships on tire came floating down, to

gether with other indications of the greatest

fright, and hasty destruction of property of

all kinds. The fleet met with brief deten

tion at the earth-work forts, six miles below

Now Orleans, and though annoyed by fire-

rafts, etc., it anchored at one P. M. in front

of the city. The levee was a scene of deso

lation. Ships, steamers, cotton, coal, were all

111 a blaze
;
and when Captain Bailey went

on shore to demand the surrender of the

city, he and his party were grossly insulted

by the mob. Lovell, the rebel commander,
had run away, and every one refused to pull

clown the Louisiana flag. Farragut was, of

course, indignant, and the next morning sent

plain and unmistakable word to Monroe, the

mayor, that immediate submission and the

hoisting the flag of the United States would

be insisted on. Monroe wrote some inflated

bombast to Farragut about himself and his

&quot;gallant people,&quot;
but the old and true flag

was hoisted nevertheless. Yet so madly
fanatic were these fellows, that the flag was

torn down, and Farragut threatened to tire

into the city, at any moment the outrage

might be repeated. Porter, who had been

left with his bomb vessels to secure the re

duction of the forts, proceeded actively with

his work. A demand was made for their

surrender, which at first was refused
;
Por

ter thereupon opened fire upon them again,

and sent six of his schooners and cut oft the

supplies and means of escape in the rear of

Fort Jackson. Butler also, having landed

at QuarantiiM in the rear of Fort St. Philip,

cut oft reinforcements from that quarter.

The result was, that the men in the forts

showed evident signs of mutiny, and Dun

can, on a second demand, concluded to ac

cept Porter s terms. This was on the 28th

of April. Porter understood that the three

fteamors and the Louisiana, an immense

ron-clad battery of 4-000 tons, which Farra

gut had unwittingly left behind him, had

also surrendered, or were ready to surren

der; but instead of that, the person in com
mand of the vessels, named Mitchell, behaved

most dishonorably, by setting fire to the bat

tery and sending it to explode in the midst

of our fleet. Providentially, the battery
blew up when near Fort St. Philip, and our

ships escaped without injury. Porter de

nounced the act of Mitchell as infamous,
and on capturing the rebel steamers, he re

fused to parole the officers, and sent them to

the North as prisoners of war. Fort Jack

son was greatly injured by the bombard

ment, nearly 2000 shells having been thrown

into it, besides some 3,000 in the ditches

and outer works. Fort St. Philip was but

little injured, as its fate depended on its

companion across the river; when Jackson

surrendered, St. Philip fell as a matter of

course. By order of Butler the forts were

garrisoned by the 26th Massachusetts, he

himself proceeding with the rest of his troops

to take possession of New Orleans
; which,

we may here state, he did on the 1st of May,
1862. The rebels lost six forts, besides two

large earthworks above the city; 1,200 pris

oners were taken; 18 gun-boats, including

three iron rams, were captured ;
and the

ram Mississippi, on which some $2,000,000
had been spent, was blown up by the rebels.

The importance of this great victory over

the rebels cannot be too highly estimated.

Its effect was deeply felt in the loyal States,

as well as in those which were in arms

against the government. It taught a lesson

to enemies as well as friends at home and

abroad. The rebels were unwilling to cred

it, nay, had scouted, the possibility of the

capture of New Orleans. The supporters

of the Union had hoped and wished for,

rather than confidently expected success.

On the one side were shame, mortification,

rage, hatred; on the other a lofty exhilara

tion, a deep and profound assurance of the

ultimate if not speedy triumph of law and

order. It was breaking the back-bone of the

rebellion, as Porter said. It was, as the
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London Times phrased it,
&quot;

patting the

tourniquet on the main artery of the confed

eracy.&quot;
It was, as a southern writer con

fesses, a disaster which astounded the South,

shook the confidence of the world in the

boasting &quot;confederacy,&quot;
and led, by una

voidable steps, to the abandonment of the

great Yalley of the Mississippi. And though
it is true that other strong points on the

Mississppi, as Port Hudson, and especially

Vicksbure;, were not taken for more than aO?

year after the fall of New Orleans, yet this

was the heaviest blow of all, and this de

monstrated both the energy and power of the

loyal States, and their settled determination

to restore and preserve the integrity of the

Union at any and every cost.

McClellan entered Yorktown, May 4th,

1862 (p. 279). Although mortified at being
so neatly overreached by the rebels, he was

disposed to take active measures at once.

He immediately sent off all his cavalry and

horse artillery in pursuit, supported by

infantry.
&quot; No time,&quot;

he said, in his dis

patch,
&quot;

shall be lost. The gun boats have

gone up York River. Gloucester is also in

our possession. I shall push the enemy to

the wall.&quot; The rebels had taken the direct

road to Williamsburg, twelve miles nearer

Richmond. The rebels took position at a

point where the roads cross near Williams-

burg, The cavalry under Stoneman began
the attack, but to no particular result.

Hooker came up in the night, and the next

morning made an attack
;
but he also failed

of success. Kearney and his division came

up in the afternoon, and dashed into the

battle. The rifle-pits were taken
;
the enemy s

rear was gained, and they lost the day. The

victory was complete, but our loss was very

heavy, being 2,228. Bad roads prevented
the cavalry being effective, and McClellan

made slow progress towards Richmond.

Despite the rain and mud, the different

divisions of the army were concentrated at

White House, on the Pamunkey, above West

Point, May 16th. A depot was established,

and by the 26th, tie ailroad was in order as

far as the Chickahominy, and the bridge ovel

it was nearly completed. Meanwhile, an

important advantage had been gained in the

capture of Norfolk. Early in May, Wool
set out with an expedition from Fortress

Monroe, and when he was within eight milea

of Norfolk the rebels abandoned the place.

Yery early the next morning, May llth, a

bright light was seen in the direction of

Craney Island, and about 4.30 A. M., a

terrible explosion took place, which shook

the land and water for miles round. Soon

after it was ascertained that the ram Merri-

mac had been blown up, and the rebels had

retreated from Craney Island after destroy

ing all they could at the Gosport navy yard.
The James River being now open, by the

abandonment of the land batteries at the

entrance, several United States vessels were

sent to reconnoitre the river as far as was

possible. Three iron-clads and two steam

gun-boats pushed their way cautiously up
the James, and arrived, on the 14th of May,
within about ten miles of Richmond. Two
miles further on, at Ward s or Drury s Bluff,

resistance was made to their advance by a

heavy battery and obstructions in the river.

After a spirited but unsuccessful engage

ment, our vessels gave up the contest. The

gun-boats continued to hold possession of the

extended line of navigation below, but the

advantage gained was for the present of less

importance, while the York River, on the

other side of the peninsula, was made the ex

clusive channel of communication with the

advancing Army of the Potomac. After the

retreat from Yorktown the rebels gradually

withdrew within the line of the Chicka

hominy, with the evident purpose of making
a most strenuous effort to repulse McClellan

from the vicinity of Richmond. The York

River and Richmond Railroad, running

nearly due east and west, crossed the Chicka

hominy near Bottom s Bridge, about eleven

miles distant from the capital of Virginia.

It was on the left or southerly bank of the

river, and along the line of the railroad, which

separated here from the river at an acute

1
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angle, with the apex at the bridge, that

several of the most important battles of the

campaign were fought.

On the loth of May, McClellan had

gathered the several divisions of his army
in the large plain at Cumberland, on the

south bank of the Pamunkey, where a vast

encampment was formed, covering some

twenty square miles. White House, five

miles above on the river, at the head of

navigation, with a connection, by the York

Kiver Kailroad, with Kichmond, had been

abandoned a few days before, and was thence

forward used as a permanent base for the

landing of supplies during the campaign.
On the 19th, our army directed its course

westward towards Richmond, the capture of

which was so eagerly, and in fact unreason

ably longed for at the North. Davis owned

that &quot;recent disasters had spread gloom&quot;

over the rebel cause, but he affirmed that

even if Richmond were taken he could carry

on the contest in Virginia for twenty years

or more. The left wing of the army under

Keyes and Heintzelman led the way towards

the Chickahominy at Bottom s Bridge ;
Sum-

ner s corps in the centre following the line

jf the railroad
;
and Franklin s and Porter s

corps pursued a course to the northwest.

Stoneman with his cavalry crossed the river

without opposition and reconnoitred. On
the 20th of May, the centre and left were at

the Chickahominy, and the next day the

right encamped at Coal Harbor. Keyes and

Heintzchnan crossed on the 25th, and a re

connaissance was pushed to Mechanicsville,

only about five miles from Richmond. The

corps of Keyes on the left held the advance

beyond the Chickahominy, being encamped
on both sides of the railroad, in the vicinity

of Seven Pines and Fair Oaks, and the corps
i&amp;gt;f Heintzelman was in their rear, also along
the railroad, in the neighborhood of Savage s

Station. In the advance in this quarter,

Casey held the front, with his division, about

4,000 men, nearly all raw troops. His force

was stationed, the last week in May, in the

immediate presence of the enemy, within six

miles of Richmond, his pickets extending to

within five miles of that city. Couch s di

vision of Keyes corps was next behind on

the railroad. A line of pickets was extended

across the narrow angle made by the rail

road and the river, and nearly a dozen

bridges were constructed, with immense toil,

across the Chickahominy. The completion
of these was only waited for, so as to secure

entire co-operation of the whole army ;
and

McClellan announced that a battle might be

looked for at any moment, and the troops
must be in readiness. Just on the eve,

however, of the approaching great contest

near Richmond, McClellan received infor

mation respecting a rebel force in the vicinity

of Hanover Court House, which might

seriously endanger his communications, or

interfere with McDowell s expected, and

anxiously looked for junction. By the com

manding general s direction, Fitz John

Porter set out, early on the morning of the

27th of May, to dislodge or defeat this force,

said to consist of North Carolina troops from

Newbern, under the rebel General Branch.

Near Hanover Court House Porter drove the

rebels, who, having been reinforced, made
an attack on the rear of our force. Porter

then faced about and routed them completely.
It was gallantly done and relieved the right

wing of the army entirely.

McClellan, as we have noted (p. 279), felt

deeply the withdrawing McDowell s corps,

the help of which he greatly needed in view

of the proposed assault on Richmond. The

government was in so much fear as to Wash

ington, that when the rebels sent Jackson to

make a raid upon Banks, they hurried

McDowell, by order, May 24th, to hasten -^

Banks s help or rescue. This was a great

blunder, to say the least, for McDowell did

not help Banks at all, and McClellan was

sure that, if McDowell came at once and

joined him, Richmond was certain to fall.

Lincoln sent McClellan word, May 25th, that

he &quot;must either attack Richmond or give

up the job, and come to the defence of

Washington.&quot; McClellan, though greatly
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annoyed, replied that he would do the best

he could. Hardly had Porter and his brave

band returned from Hanover Court House,
when the right bank of the Chickahominy
became famous for the hard-fought battle of

the Seven Pines, or Fair Oaks, so called be

cause of the localities at two important

stages of the conflict, its beginning and its

end. On the rebel side were the divisions

of Hill, Longstreet, Huger, and Smith
;
and

on ours, were the corps of Keyes and Heint-

zelman, with a portion of that of Sumner.

Johnston, well aware of the critical position

of affairs, and anxious to strike a blow which

should be felt, took note of the advance of

Casey s division, at and beyond Seven Pines
;

and probably supposing that the corps of

Keyes, to which it belonged, was the only
one which had yet crossed the Chickahominy,
he thought by massing his forces in one

furious onset, to break the Union lines, and

destroy this section of the army before a

junction could be made, by the completion
of the bridges, with the troops on the other

side of the stream. On the night of the 30th

of May, there was a very violent storm of

lightning and thunder, and torrents of rain.

The roads converted into mud, the swamps
flooded, and the river threatened with an un

usual rise, it appeared to be a comparatively

easy thing for the rebels to destroy the ex

posed wing of the divided army. Accord

ingly, orders were given by Johnston to move

to the assault at daybreak, on the day ap

pointed. With every facility of communi

cation with Richmond, and with the various

divisions occupying . the roads commanding
the Union position, had the rebel plan of

attack been effectively carried out, backed,

as it was, by a greatly superior force, it could

hardly have failed of entire success. The

heavy rains, however, were a great hin

drance in their way, and they did not under

take operations so early as was expected.

The attack, of necessity, was delayed till the

afternoon. Meanwhile, Keyes had not been

unobservant or inactive. Expecting an attack

at any moment, he watched earnestly the

indications of hostile increments brought tc

him on themcrning of May 31st, 1862. Cars

had been heard coming out from Richmond,
and an aid of Johnston s had been taken

prisoner by our pickets. About eleven A. M.,

a body of the enemy was reported approach

ing. Casey prepared for immediate action
;

and at one o clock was assaulted by the rebels

with tremendous force and energy. They
endeavored to crush his division utterly be

fore help could be brought, and the troops
fell back upon the second line held by Couch s

division, and with them were driven back to

wards Fair Oaks. The battle raged during
the rest of the day, Sumner with his men

coming to the rescue about six p. M., and re

pulsing the rebels. Yery early the next

morning, June 1st, the enemy renewed the

attack fiercely, and with an evident determi

nation to carry all before them by one sweep

ing blow. But the assault was met with un

flinching steadiness on the part of our men,
and by noon the rebel force was entirely de

feated. They fled in confusion and haste
;

but, as McClellan deemed the roads unfit for

pursuit of the enemy (in which many thought
he was in error), nothing was really accom

plished but reoccupying the lines held pre
vious to the battle. The losses were very

heavy ,
McClellan reported a total of some

7000
;
the re!&quot;l loss was probably more than

7000.

Banks, April 17th, 1862, entered Mount

Jackson, pursuing the rebels beyond to New
Market, of which he took possession the fol

lowing day. On the 19th he went in forco

to see to the protection of the bridges on the

south fork of the Shenandoah in the Masa-

nutten Valley. He succeeded in his pur

pose, although the rebels made vigorous

efforts to destroy the bridges ;
from such in

formation as&quot; he could collect, he was of

opinion that Jackson had left this valley. On
the 22d of April, Banks wrote to Washing

ton, announcing that &quot; the rebel Jackson haa

left the Valley of Virginia permanently, and

is on the way to Gordonsville, by the way of

the mountains &quot; Two days after, a recon
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naissance was made towards Staunton ;
the

town was entered without opposition. The

Shenandoah divided Jackson s rear guard
from our forces at Strasburg and other points

of the valley, and, apparently, the trouble

some rebel had taken his departure. But

this was not quite certain, and from all that

could be learned it seemed very likely that

Jackson, who had received reinforcements,

giving him some 10,000 men in hand, would

speedily assume the offensive. Banks thus

far had not accomplished anything of mo
ment

;
it was expected that he would occupy

Staunton and threaten the enemy on the line

of the Virginia Central .Railroad
;
but from

necessity or policy, early in May, he fell back

to Strasburg. The rebels, meanwhile, were

not inactive. Ewell was gathering his

troops to aid Jackson, who attacked and de

feated Milroy in Highland County. Fre

mont, however, helped to make a stand at

Franklin. Jackson now, in carrying out the

rebel plan (p.2S7), determined by a bold

dash, to attempt the capture of Banks and

his force. He iirst attacked and routed

Colonel Kenly, who had about 1000 men,
and then pushed on to Winchester to get

in the rear of Banks. This excellent officer

at once divined the purpose of Jackson,

who had, as was supposed, not less than

20,000 troops with him. Banks had but

one alternative left him, viz : to start at

once and occupy Winchester in advance of

the rebels. This was accomplished, May 24th,

after some hard fighting on the road, and

continuing the retreat by way of Martins-

burg he reached the Potomac at sundown,

May 25th, having marched thirty-five miles

in one day, and fifty-three in forty-eight

hours. Fortunately the rebels did not ap

pear, and Banks and his men crossed the

river in safety and with thankful hearts. The
authorities at Washington, though praising
Bunks for his ability, were frightened anew

by Jackson s being near the Potomac, and

BO began again to call out lustily for more

troops. Possession was also taken, by mili

tary authority, of all the railroads. May 25th.

iv. 19

Fremont, in his Mountain department

(p. 276), was expected to be of great service

to the good cause, in out-flanking the rebels,

in cutting off the Richmond communications,
etc. ;

but Jackson s raid led to his being
called on to follow up that active rebel. His

entire force, numbering 11,500 men, con

sisted of Blenker s division, the brigades of

Schenck and Milroy, and a light brigade of

Ohio and Virginia troops, under Colonel

Cluseret, a French officer in the service.

Fremont s army at this time was by no

means in a good condition to move. They
were in a region cut off from proper supplies,

and their morale was anything but encourag

ing. Fremont was unwilling, however, to

lose a moment s time in the present emer

gency, and the troops, promptly and cheer

fully, took the road to Petersburg the next

morning. Furnished only with ammunition

and rations for three days, they pursued their

way through Moorefield, by forced marches

over mountain roads, rendered unusually

difficult by the inclement season. In the

course of a week the advance, under Cluseret,

came up, near Strasburg, with Jackson s

forces, already having begun their hasty ro-

treat up the valley. Fremont came upon
the rebel rear, June 1st, near Strasburg, on

the road to Winchester. Jackson declined

all offers of battle
;
his policy was to avoid

fighting ;
and so he pushed on through Stras

burg, and succeeded in passing between

McDowell s advance on the one side and

Fremont s on the other. Thus the rebel

general proved himself too active for his

pursuers. Fremont was. joined at Strasburg

by a body of cavalry, under -.Gen. Bayard,

which formed a portion of McDowell s corps,

and came very opportunely to his aid. Pur-

suing the rebels through Woodstock, Eden-

burg and Mount Jackson, they making every

resistance possible, burning bridges, etc.,

Fremont crossed the Shenandoah, June 5th,

on a pontoon bridge, and came up with them

beyond New Market. A sharp encounter

attended the arrival of our advance the next

day at Harrisonburg, and the rebels were
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driven on, with loss, to continue their retreat.

On the 8th of June, Fremont followed, with

about eight thousand men and found thatO
Jackson was ready to fight at Cross Keys, in

a well selected position. The battle was

fiercely contested for several hours, and our

men encamped at night on the field of battle,

prepared to resume the fight the next morn

ing ;
but the rebels made off in the night for

Port Republic, five miles distant, where is a

bridge by which the south fork of the Shen-

andoah is crossed. The rebel commander s

position was now rather critical. He must

secure the bridge over the Shenandoah, nulli

fy Fremont s further efforts by destroying all

means of crossing the river, and then defeat

and drive back Shields from Port Republic.

Jackson s main body arrived opposite Port

Republic on the night of Saturday, June 7th,

and the next morning he ascertained that

Shields s advance was rapidly approaching
the town. Col. Carroll, with his brigade of

about 1,600 men, soon after appeared, and

his cavalry, with two pieces of artillery,

dashed into the town and took position at the

southern entrance of the bridge. Most un

fortunately, Carroll did not, or could not,

immediately set to work to destroy the bridge,

and thus cut oft Jackson s only mode of

escape. &quot;With great astuteness Jackson took

steps at once to secure this important bridge.

He ordered a large force, June 8th, to charge

upon Carroll, holding the bridge, and drove

him back some two miles. Aid coming up,
a stand was made, and the next morning the

battle of Port Republic was fought, one of

the most sanguinary of tho war. The rebels

compelled our men to retreat to Shields s

division up the valley. Jackson and his entire

force crossed the Shenandoah, June 9th, and

Fremont came up the same afternoon to find

the bridge destroyed and the rebels safe on the

other side. There was nothing left now for

Fremont but to retire, which he did almost

immediately, to Mount Jackson, and subse

quently to Middletown. Shields also fell

back to New Market. Jackson, plainly, had

outgeneralled our commanders in pursuit of

him, and had obtained great advantages
to the rebel cause. &quot;Without gaining a

single tactical
victory,&quot; as has been said,

&quot;Jackson had yet achieved a great strategic

victory, for by skillfully manoeuvring 15,000

men, he succeeded in neutralizing a force of

60,000. It is not perhaps too much to say
that he saved Richmond.&quot; Some army

changes took place at this date. Pope was

called to the command of the Army of

Virginia, June 26th, including Fremont s,

Banks s, and McDowell s corps. Fremont

thereupon resigned.

Gen. Mitchel was active and energetic ii

his movements at the South. On the depar
ture of Buell from Nashville, March 28th

1862, he proceeded with his division of abou

10,000 men, by the direct southerly line to

wards the main stations of the Memphis and

Charleston Railroad, in Northern Alabama.

The valuable points of the route in this di

rection were at Stevenson or Bridgeport, on

the east, and Decatur on the west, at each of

which places the line crossed tho Tennessee/

River in its winding course. With the de

struction of the two bridges, the communica
tion of the rebels with the eastward would be

effectually stopped. As the enemy had

destroyed extensively the railroad and other

bridges on the line of his march, and as it

was necessary to keep open communication

for obtaining supplies, Mitchel s force wag

employed, as he proceeded, in reconstructing
the bridges. Having built 1,200 feet of heavy

bridging in ten days, he reached Shelby ville,

on the 9th of April, fifty-seven miles from

Nashville and about the same distance from

Huntsville, Alabama. Using extraordinary

activity, and with the hearty co-operation of

his men, Mitchel, in two days march,

arrived, on the evening of the 10th of April,
within about ten miles of Huntsville. Early
the next morning he took the place complete

ly by surprise. Stevenson and Decatur were

both entered the next day. The bridge at

the latter place, which had been set on fire

by the rebels, was saved. From Decatar,
our troops advanced by the road and occn-
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pied Tnscumbia. The extension of Mitchel s

Hues in order to hold the railroad, rendered

nis situation somewhat precarious. The

enemy began to gather in force and threaten

him at various points. Colonel Turchin held

Tnscumbia till April 24th, when he retired

to Jonesborough, near Decatur. He crossed

the bridge over the Tennessee at this latter

point and destroyed it just in time to prevent
the rebels, to whom it was of especial value,

having any further use of it. Decatur was

evacuated by our troops, April 27th, and by
Mitchel s eiforts, on the 29th, the rebels were

defeated at Bridgeport and the bridge secur

ed in our possession. Although now occupy

ing Huntsville in safety, and though sending
out expeditions in diiferent directions, yet
Mitchel was prevented, by lack of reinforce

ments, accomplishing what might have been

done, and with terrible loss to the rebels, -such

as holding Chattanooga, destroying the foun

dries and armories at Rome, Georgia, etc.

As it was, the result turned out that during

May and June, our troops were compelled to

retire from the positions they had gained.
Halleck meanwhile was busily engaged in

making preparations for an advance on

Beauregard at Corinth (p. 282). The troops

were not in the best condition, many of them

being sick and suffering from exposure in the

late series of battles. Halleck, therefore,

sent for Pope and his men at New Madrid,
and summoned available forces from every

portion of his wide department. The army

being thus strengthened and re-organized,

Halleck gave orders, April 27th, that it

should hold itself in readiness for immediate

movement. Pope, with his division, was on

the left, Buell held the centre, and Grant,
with his force, was on the right. Besides

these, there were other distinguished officers,

holding different positions under Halleck,
such as Gens. W. T. Sherman, Thomas,
McClernand, Lewis

&quot;Wallace, J. C. Davis, etc.

The entire army occupied a semi-circular

line of six miles, and numbered over, 100,000
men. The force of the rebels was estimated

to be about the same in number. The army

began its advance, April 29th, gradually
but steadily, and on the 3d of May, Halleck

was within about eight miles of Corinth.

Thfi roads were in a wretched condition
; pro

gress was slow and toilsome; and Halleck

moved cautiously. His plan was to approach
the works on the front by regular siege, secur

ing, as he advanced, all available points, and

send out movable forces to cut the railroads

on the enemy s flank and rear. Pope advanc

ed his forces on the left, some ten miles, by

extraordinary exertions, and ordered, May 3d,

a reconnaissance towards Farmington, a com

manding position, four miles to the east of

Corinth, on the edge of the swamp, which

was entirely successful. Corinth was invested,

May 20th, on the north and east, at about four

miles distant, with a gradual narrowing of

the parallels, until on the 27th, our forces,

well protected with batteries and heavy guns,
were within 1300 yards of the rebel works.

A general reconnaissance was made the next

day. On the 29th and 30th of May, the batter

ies did their work, and the rebels succumbed
;

they gave up the contest, evacuated Corinth,

and some two thousand prisoners and deser

ters fell into our hands. The same day,

Colonel Elliott was sent to Boonesville, on

the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, where he

destroyed the track for miles, together with

the depot, locomotives, cars, supplies, etc.

The cavalry set off in pursuit of the rebels

at once, and the same day came up with

their rear-guard at Tuscumbia Creek, eight

miles south of Corinth. The pursuit was

continued in force for some thirty miles, and

a large number of prisoners taken. The

rebels retired to Tupello, fifty miles south of

Corinth. Buell subsequently moved toward

Chattanooga, and Grant occupied the line of

&quot;West Tennessee from Memphis to luka,

guarding the railroads from Columbus south.

Halleck gave up his command, July 23d,

and took position at Washington as general-

in-chief.

Commodore Foote, who had done excel

lent service at Island No. 10 (p. 281), left New
Madrid, April 12th, and proceeded down
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the Mississippi with his mortar boats ard

transports following. His purpose was to

attack Fort Pillow or
&quot;Wright,

which was sit

uated at the Chickasaw Bluff, near Islands

Nos. 33 and 34, and about seventy miles above

Memphis. A combined attack was purposed
to be made by Foote with Pope s aid, but

the latter was called away, to assist in oper

ations against Corinth. The fleet remained,

however, watching the enemy, with almost

daily firing on and from the fort
; Foote, who

was suffering from a severe wound received

at Donelson, was relieved of his command,

May 9th, by Captain 0. H. Davis. On the

following morning, the rebel gun-boats and

ram made an attack upon ouf flotilla, lying
at the time tied up to the bank, three on the

eastern and four on the western side of the

river. The rani advanced to run down the

o;nn-boat Cincinnai-, Capt. R. N. Stembel,

D-ivins: her a severe biow on the starboardS H

quarter, and apparently uninjured by the

broadsides of the gun boat. The engagement
became general. The ram succeeded in

damaging the Cincinnati so greatly that she

Boon after sunk. The other vessels did ex

cellent service. After an hour at close quar

ters, one of the rebel boats being sunk and

two being blown up, the enemy retired hasti

ly under the guns of the fort. During the

night of June 4th, the rebels evacuated Fort

Pillow, having destroyed everything that

they could before leaving. Pursuit was im

mediately made amid the cotton floating

&quot;Werywhere
in the river, and on the 5th of

June, the squadron arrived within two miles

of Memphis. Soon after daylight, the next

day, the battle began with the rebel gun
boats. &quot;Within an hour s time they were de

feated, and Memphis came again under the

control of the Union. Henceforth the way
was open for operations against the rebels

in Arkansas, by means ofthe principal rivers.

Several expeditions were undertaken
; but,

as they were of no particular moment in the

result, we need not dwell upon the subject.

Butler, having taken possession of New
Orleans, (p. 285), soon found that he was in

a position not to be envied. The great mas*

of the people wore rampant in their insolence

and outrageous conduct, and the wealthier

classes hated the Union and its authority
with a hatred not to be expressed in words,

and which stopped at nothing to show forJ-li

their unquenchable malignity. Clearly, it

required a man of nerve and sagacity and

fixed purpose to crush lawlessness and re

volt, who would assume rule then and there.

Butler s first step was to issue a proclamation

stating his views and determination in re

gard to maintaining order and the supremacy
of the laws. &quot;

Representing here the United

States, it is my wish to confine myself solely

to the business of sustaining the government
of the United States against its enemies*.&quot;

Anything like conciliation, however, the JN&quot;ew

Orleans rebels did not wish. They preferred

talking in high terms about &quot; brute force
&quot;

practiced against them, and they liked their

own way too well of indulging in riot and

disorder, with the attendant drunkenness and

street murderings ; they were, in fact, savage
in their fury at being put under constraint,

in riot being allowed to insult, spit upon, or

assassinate our men
;
and in having a muzzle

put upon the rampant, seditious newspaper

press, which day by day, was striving to
&quot;

fire
&quot; the Southern heart. The most press

ing duty which fell upon Butler was to pro
vide food for the starving population of a

city containing 150,000 inhabitants, nearly
half of whom knew not where to-morrow s-

bread was to come from, or whether to-mor

row might not be actual starvation. The

business of the city, being mostly in connec

tion with the cotton trade, was virtually

dead : the mechanics and working: classes
j o

were without occupation ;
the wealthy rebels,

with hearts of stone, as it seemed, would not

contribute one cent to the relief of the poor,

but were studying all the time how they might

give aid to rebel bands outside the city ;
and

Butler saw and felt that immediate actioi.

must be taken
;
the poor must be fed, and

the rich must contribute towards doing it.

The weather was hot ;
the streets were ex-
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tremely filthy; the terrible yellow fever

might soon be expected ;
and not a day s

delay could be justified. Hence, by Gen-

3ral Order, May 9th, lie announced that, to

the extent possible within his power, he

would see that the hungry were fed, and

the distressed relieved with provisions. As
the city government purposely neglected the

streets, and sanitary matters altogether, But

ler next took steps by which the poor obtain

ed work and the city was purified. Some
3000 men were set at work in sweeping the

streets, purging the canals, repairing the le

vee, removing nuisances, and in every kind

of work which could render New Orleans

clean, decent and fit to live in, despite the

threatened yellow fever, which, the re

bels declared, with much apparent satisfac

tion, would make short work of their hated

oppressors.

Butler s plan for obtaining funds where

with to pay for the work thus done was in

genious as well as bold. He issued a Gen
eral Order, August 4th, in which he declared

that &quot; those who have brought upon the city
this stagnation of business, this desolation of

the hearth stone, this starvation of the poor
and helpless, should, as far as they may be

able, relieve these distresses.&quot; He selected

for assessment certain persons who had sub

scribed to a rebel loan, and such like, and

compelled them to pay according to their

subscriptions; so that he raised in all, for

this charitable necessity, $342,000. It was

bad enough to have the men behave like

blackguards, whenever they dared
;

but

when the women, the &quot;

ladies,&quot;
as they called

themselves, so far forgot themselves and

their sex as to indulge in gross insults to

our soldiers, it was plain that something
must be done to put a stop to such a state

of things. How to do this effectively was a

question of some difficulty. Butler, in his

General Order, No. 28, solved the matter by

declaring, that every wroman who should

insult any officer or soldier, should &quot; be re

garded, and held liable to be treated, as a

woman of the town plying her avocation
;&quot;

i. e., should be held liable to arrest, imprison*
ment for the night and a fine of five dollars.

Whatever may be said of the taste of Butler,

one thing is certain, it put an end at once to

indecent and improper exhibitions in public
of their spite and ill humor. Abating none

of his zeal, Butler was diligent in enforcing
the confiscation act of Congress, July 17th,

1862; he seized upon 6,000 arms of various

descriptions in private hands
;
and he made

numerous efforts to benefit the blacks re

specting whom the government had not yet

adopted a definite line of policy by enlist

ing many of them into the United States

service, etc. Outside of the city, and in

other parts of the Department of the Gulf,

he strove to accomplish something ;
but the

lack of reinforcements, and the reverses to

our arms in Virginia during the summer

prevented his doing all that he purposed.

Farragut, after the capture of New Or

leans, proceeded to advance up the Missis

sippi. He sent detachments of his squadron
to take possession of the principal places, and

to clear the way for the opening of the river

throughout its entire course. This was to

be accomplished by co-operation with Com
modore Davis, who was advancing from

above Memphis towards Farragut s fleet be

low. At Baton Rouge, 140 miles above

New Orleans, the national flag] was raised

and the arsenal and other property taken

possession of on the 8th of May. On the

12th Natchez, was visited, but as it was a

position of no military importance, no stepg

Avere taken to occupy it. About a week

later, Commander Lee, with the advance of

the squadron, arrived near Yicksburg, and

under orders from Farragut and Butler, de

manded the surrender of the place and its

defences. This was peremptorily refused by
the city authorities. Farragut arrived short

ly after, with a body of troops under Gen

eral Williams, and was followed by an addi-

j

tional naval and military force, including

! Porter s mortar flotilla, which had been with

drawn from its proposed theatre of opera

tions on the. Gulf, The fortifications at
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Vicksburg, consisting of an extensive range
of batteries on the heights, the town being
built on a bluff rising to a considerable ele

vation above the river, were not very readily

to be assailed by the guns of the squadron.

In fact, the reduction of the place, which

was capable of easy reinforcement from its

railroad connections with the interior, was

speedily ascertained to be an undertaking of

no slight difficulty. Farragut determined

to pass the batteries at Yicksburg. Accord

ingly, on the 28th of June, he did so, early

in the morning, and eight out of the ten ves

sels under orders reached a part of Davis s

fleet above, at the mouth of the Yazoo River.

Davis joined Farragut at once above Yicks

burg. The rebel ram Arkansas had been

carried up the Yazoo River in May, and

Colonel Ellet went to look after and if possi

ble destroy her; but he was unsuccessful.

On the 15th of July, the Arkansas, com

pletely iron-clad, and with ten guns, steamed

down the Yazoo, dashed in among our gun
boats and other vessels, and finally arrived

in safety under the fortifications of Yicks

burg. As the water was falling in the river,

Farragut dropped down the Mississippi and

reached New Orleans, July 28th. Davis

Bailed up the river, and in conjunction with

Curtis made a successful expedition up the

Yazoo River. For the present, at least,

nothing further could be done with Yicks

burg, and the rebels determined to regain

possession of Baton Rouge. The ram Ar
kansas was to attack our few gun-boats at

the place, while Breckenridge from Camp
Moore was to assault it by land. Our force

at Baton Rouge, at the beginning of August,
1 862, was weak, not more than 2000 men,
Williams being in command. On the 4th,

the rebels with about 6, 000 men, made a

furious assault, which was kept up for five

hours, under a blazing sun
;

but Williams

and his men, with the aid of the gun-boats,

defeated the rebels. The ram Arkansas,
which came to take part in the fight, but did

net, was destroyed by W. D. Porter, in the

fesex, the next day. Butler, we may men

tion, was superseded by Banks, who entered

on his duties atNew Orleans, December 16th
f

1862.

General Hunter, March 31st, took com
mand of the department of the South, com

prising South Carolina, Georgia and Florida.

His force was too limited for aggressive mea

sures, but he was watching rebel movements.
In a proclamation which he issued, he as

tonished the government as well as others.

Among other things, Hunter said,
&quot;

Slavery
and martial law in a free country are alto

gether incompatible. The persons in these

three States, Georgia, Florida and South

Carolina, heretofore held as slaves, are there

fore declaredforever free&quot;
The president

and his cabinet were not prepared yet to

take this advanced ground, and probably the

people would not have sustained him in it.

Therefore, under date of May 19th, he is

sued a proclamation, disclaiming the action of

Hunter and refusing to pronounce upon the

vexed question of freeing the slaves at pres

ent. At this date, May 13th, a slave named
Robert Small, accomplished a daring act

which showed what the race was, occasion

ally, at any rate, capable of doing. Small,

who had been acting as pilot for some time

on board the steam-tug Planter, in the har

bor of Charleston, succeeded in bringing the

vessel out from under the batteries of the

forts, and delivering to the Union blockading

squadron a rebel gun-boat which was em

ployed in military service in the bay. The

subject of arming the negroes excited no lit

tle attention among the people generally, as

well as in Congress. Hunter, ip reply to a

resolution of inquiry, said that this arming
of the blacks was &quot;a complete and even mar
vellous success.&quot; The loyal portion of the

community were evidently tending to the

view which finally prevailed, viz., that the

necessities of war required the employment
of the negro in helping to put down th

great rebellion. But, in the army generally

there was a dislike to the bringing in the

blacks and placing them by the side of white

soldiers. In fact, the question was beseJ
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with peculiar difficulties, and it required not

only a modification of popular feeling, but

especially time to bring it to anything like a

settlement. In June an attempt was made

in the direction of Charleston. Previous to

this, gradual approaches had been made by

occupying Edisto Island and sending several

gun-boats to Stone River. On the 2d of

June, Hunter and Benham were landed on

James Island, waiting the arrival of General

&quot;Wright
with cavalry, artillery and additional

infantry from Edisto Island. Severe storms,

bad roads, and insufficient means of crossing

the river, delayed operations materially, and

gave the rebels an opportunity to obtain re

inforcements. During a week or more,

sharp skirmishes were frequent ;
and on the

16th of June, an attack was made by order

of Benham, upon the entrenched works of

the enemy. Our troops fought gallantly, but

after a severe struggle failed of success, hav

ing lost some 700 in killed, wounded and

missing. The forces on James Island soon

after returned to their quarters at Hilton

Head. Mitchel (p. 271) took the place of
j

Hunter in September, and on his arrival at

Port Royal, entered zealously upon his du

ties. But he was not able to accomplish

anything of moment for want of troops, and

having been seized by the fever, he died at

Beaufort, October 30th, 1862.

In Congress, on the llth of July, an act

was passed authorizing an additional issue of

$150,000,000 of notes not bearing interest,

similar to those described, of which $35,000,-

000 might be of lesss denominations than five

dollars, but none of the fractional part of a

dollar. The legal tender clause in this, as

in the former act, met with much oppo
sition in the protracted discussion on the bills

in Congress; but the demands of the war

were urgent, and it was adopted as the only

practicable method of meeting the public
necessities. Gold, as a consequence, rose in

value, and the price of gold regulated the

price of commodities in general. The facili

ties, however, given to trade and credit,

Lightened, for a time, at least, the financial

difficulties produced by the war. To provide
internal revenue, to support the government,
and to pay interest on the public debt, a vol

uminous tax bill was passed and approved on

the first of July. It embraced a comprehen
sive system of excise duties, licenses, special

tax on articles of luxury, stamp duties, and

an income tax of three per cent, for any
above $600, and five per cent for any above

$10,000. Besides the several acts heretofore

noted, there were three bills which may be

mentioned as important at this period of our

national legislation. On the 20th of May,
wras passed

&quot; An act to secure Homesteads to

actual settlers on the Public Domain.&quot;

By this act any loyal person, a citizen of the

United States, or one who has legally declar

ed his intention to become such, and of the

age of 21, was given the privilege of enter

ing upon 160 acres of land, the full title to

which would be secured by five year s resi

dence and cultivation. This measure looked

to a future increase of emigration, b} which

the wealth of the great &quot;West had been largo

ly developed, and which at the time \vas

proving an important aid in maintaining the

war. A second important step taken by Con

gress was the passing, July 1st, &quot;An act to

aid in the construction of a Railroad and

Telegraph Line from the Missouri River to

the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Gov
ernment the use of the same for Postal, Mil

itary and other Purposes.&quot; The third meas

ure alluded to above, was the passing, July

1st,
&quot; An act to punish and prevent the Prac

tice of Polygamy in the Territories of the

United States, and other Places, and disap

proving and annulling certain acts of the

Legislative Assembly of Utah.&quot; By this act

the crime of bigamy, in a Territory or other

place within the exclusive jurisdiction of the

United States, was to be punished by a fine

not exceeding $500, and by imprisonment
for a term not exceeding five years. Certain

specified ordinances and all other acts of the

legislative assembly of the Territory of Utah

were disapproved and annulled, so far as

they establish, protect or countenance &quot; the
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practice of polygamy, evasively called spirit

ual marriage, however disguised by legal or

ecclesiastical solemnities, sacraments, cere

monies, consecrations or other contrivances.&quot;

As we have before noted (p. ),
the head of

the Mormon fanatics has successfully evaded

the laws of the land up to this very date,

1871. A singular commentary this, on our

efficiency in enforcing law !

In order to put the navy on its proper foot

ing, especially as regarded the rank of its

officers, Congress, on the 16th of July, passed
&quot; An act to establish and equalize the Grade

of Line Officers of the United States Navy.&quot;

This law provides that the active list of the

officers of the United States navy shall be div

ided into nine grades, taking rank according

to the date oftheir commission in each grade,
as follows : 1. Rear-Admirals. 2. Commo
dores. 3. Captains. 4. Commanders. 5.

Lieutenant-Commanders. 6. Lieutenants.

7. Masters. 8. Ensigns. 9. Midshipmen.
The number of rear-admirals on the active

list was limited to nine
;
of commodores to

16
;
of captains to 39

;
of commanders to 90

;

of lieutenant-commanders to 144. The act

to suppress insurrection, to punish treason

and rebellion, and to seize and confiscate the

property of rebels, was passed on the last day
of the session. This, with other action of

Congress, showed that the people, through
their representatives, were steadily advancing
towards a practical solution of certain difficult

questions, which were earnestly and ably dis

cussed, and which, as we shall see, were in

due time disposed of. The second session of

the Thirty-seventh Congress was closed on

the ITth of July, 1862.

Directly after the battle of Seven Pines, or

Fair Oaks (p. 288), McClellan expressed his

desire to move immediately upon the rebels.

But he met with disappointment. The roads

and the ground generally were totally unfit for

active movements; the water in the Chicka-

hominy continued so high that he could not

transport the whole of his army across the

river
; bridges had to be built

; encampments
and entrenchments had to be formed in the

swampy wood
;

and above all, probably,
there was considerable uncertainty as to be

ing able to maintain, in safety, the necessary

connection with his basis of supplies at the

White House. Added to this, the midsum

mer sun, with its intense heat, told severely

upon the health of the troops, and inflamed

the pestilential influences of crowded camps
and noxious marshes into active and virulent

diseases
;
and during the long weeks of inac

tivity in what was called the siege of Rich

mond, not only thousands sickened of fever

and died, but the very name of the Chicka-

hominy, with its deadly swamps, became, to

the country at large, associated with suffering

in its most dreaded forms. The rebels, mean

while, were strengthening themselves in and

about Richmond. R. E. Lee took command
in place of Johnston, and was in hope ot

speedily crushing McClellan and his entire

army. A bold and dashing expedition, un

der J. E. JB. Stuart, a cavalry officer, was un

dertaken, and what was especially annoying,

was entirely successful. Taking about 1,500

cavalry, Stuart left Richmond, June 12th,

took the Charlottesville Turnpike, penetrated

our lines near Hanover Court House, clashed

forward, destroying all he could, and halted

till midnight at ~New Kent Court House.o
Then taking an unused road, he succeeded,

June 15th, in getting back among the rebels

near White Oak Swamp. About 165 pris

oners were taken, together with some 300

mules and horses, etc. Stuart had thus pass

ed entirely round and in the rear of our army,

having accomplished a cavalry raid which

not only astonished the army and people by
its audacity, but also set the example for fu

ture exploits of a similar character. Matters

were now in that condition that Richmond

must be taken, or McClellan withdraw hia

army. Lee, by a skillful use of Jackson, w as

able to accomplish a flank movement, and

expected to be successful in cutting MeClcl-

lan s communication with the White House.

On the 25th of June, Heintzelmnn holding

the advance before Fair Oaks, was ordered

to push forward his pickets, and drive the
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enemy from the woods in his front, and in

this way to relieve his men from an unwhole

some position in the swampy ground, and to

bring them to an open, clear space beyond.

The movement was preliminary to the gen
eral action which McClellan had naw resolv

ed upon, and in the course of the afternoon

was successful. Apprehending the possible

approach of Jackson, he had been already

considering a change of base to the James

River, and had ordered supplies and stores

accordingly. Being assured of Jackson s ar

rival at or near Hanover Court House, and

divining Lee s plan and purpose in concen

trating on the north bank of the Chickahom-

iny, he hastened at once to the camp of Fitz

John Porter, who was in command of the

right wing of the army, and a part of whose

corps held the strongly entrenched position

of Beaver Dam Creek. During the after

noon of the 26th of June, the rebels crossed

in several columns, in the vicinity of Mechan-

icsville-and Meadow Bridge, and attacked Mc-

Call, who was in position at Beaver Dam
Creek. Our troops were concealed by earth

works, commanding the Mechanicsville road,

on which the rebel divisions under Longstreet

were advancing ;
and when the enemy had

approached within short range, they opened
a very destructive fire of artillery and mus

ketry in the faces and on the flanks of the

he, driving them back in great confusion.

But, as Jackson, having passed Beaver Dam
Creek above, turned the position, it was of

course no longer tenable for o.ur troops.

The question now arose and had to be de

cided at once, what was McClellan to do ?

He must fight or retreat. He must advance

upon Richmond, with all the risks of a bat

tle, or he must transfer his right wing to the

south bank, and make a change of base to the

James River. This latter was resolved up

on, although it was by no means free from

danger and difficulty. The distance from

Fair Oaks to the James River was about sev

enteen miles, and there was only a single road

by which baggage and stores could be mov

ed; but tho activity and steadiness of our

troops were such, that the purpose of tha

commanding general was nearly completed
before it was at all comprehended by the

rebels. The wagons and heavy guns were

withdrawn during the night of the 26th of

June, and united with the train which was

to set out the next evening for the James

River. At the same time Stoneman proceed
ed with a flying column to the White House,
which depot, all the stores along the railroad

having been re-shipped or destroyed, waa

evacuated. Stoneman having successfully

accomplished his work, fell back upon York-

town. The rear guard of McCall s division,

consisting of Seymour s brigade, was attack

ed by the enemy, who, being sharply repuls

ed, did not attempt further to molest the

movement of our men. Porter s position be

tween Coal Harbor and the Chickahominy,
was well chosen, and bravely did his men

meet the attack of the rebels on the after

noon of June 27th. Porter had called for

reinforcements and had only Slocum s divis

ion, making his entire force about 35,000.*

The assault of Hill and Jackson was fierce

and tremendous, and after a time defeat and

destruction seemed to have befallen our men.

Happily two brigades came up just in time,

and the troops were rallied and reformed.

Night prevented further movements, but the

rebels expected the next morning to capture

or destroy the whole army. During the

night the final withdrawal of the right wing
across the Chickahominy was completed,

without difficulty and without confusion.

Early on the morning of the 28th, the bridg

es were burned, and the whole army was

thus concentrated on the right bank of the

Chickahominy. McClellan s change of base

exhibited skill and ability, and by masking
tho retreat of his troops, he completely de-

* In regard to this, we arc told that Maoruder s

&quot;

great show and movement and clatter,&quot; kept all our

commanders occupied, and they declared that no troopg

could be spared.
&quot; And thus it happened that, while

on the north side of the C hickahominy 30,000 Union

troops were being assailed by 70,000 Confederates, 25,

000 Confederates on the south side held in check 60,

000 Union troops.&quot;
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ceived the rebels under Lee, who did not

find out, till the night of the 28th, what was

the real purpose of McClellan. Thus our

men got a day s start of the enemy. In the

course of the night of the 27th, Keyes was

ordered to cross the White Oak Swamp with

the 4th corps, and take up a position to cov

er the passage of the trains. Measures were

also taken to increase the number of bridges

across the swamp. The trains were set in

motion at an ear]y hour, and continued pass

ing night and day until all had crossed.

Porter s corps moved across the swamp on

the 28th, as did also Slocum s and McCall s

divisions, and the corps of Sumner and Heint-

zelman on the night of the 29th of June.

Lee set out in pursuit on the morning of the

29th, having directed his commanders to

take different routes so as to catch McClel

lan somewhere, if possible. Longstreet made

an attack, June 30th, at Glendale, or Tur

key s Bridge, in the hope of forcing our pos

ition
;
but without success, night putting an

end to the battle. Our men thereupon qui

etly withdrew, and the next morning took

position at Malvern Hill. Lee, finding this

to be the case, determined to attack McClel

lan on the 1st of July, not without hope that

an army which had gone through what the

Army of the Potomac had, day after day for

nearly a week, could be beaten in a general

engagement. But the result showed how

greatly he erred in his calculation. McClel

lan promptly placed the army in position to

meet the enemy, should he again attack the

left of our line
;
a brigade was -posted in the

low ground to the left of Malvern Hill,

watching the road to Kichmond; and the

line of our troops then followed a line of

heights nearly parallel to the river, and bend

ing back through the woods nearly to the

James on our right. The attack by the reb

els was fierce and determined
;
but it was

met with heroic steadiness by our troops, and

our artillery fire was fearfully destructive to

the enemy. Late in the evening, the rebels

fell back and gave up the battle. It being

necessary that the army should, as soon as

possible, reach it supplies and a place ol

rest, McClellan left Malvern Hill, and the

troops retired, during the night of the 1st

and 2d of July, to Harrison s Bar, on the

James River. Lee, having ascertained that

McClellan was too strongly posted, to make
it safe to venture further attack, took up his

march some three or four days after, and re

turned to Richmond. The losses in killed,

wounded and missing, in these Seven Days
Battles were, on the Union side, over 15,000 ;

on that of the rebels, it was never exactly as

certained
; probably, however, their loss was

not short of 19,000. There was no little dis

appointment and vexation in the loyal States

at the failure of the campaign against Rich

mond
;
at the same time, it was evident that

McClellan had displayed generalship of a

high order in this retreat, and accomplished

successfully one of the most difficult and

hazardous of the operations of war, and that

the heroism of the army was worthy of all

honor and praise.

McClellan s army was now in comparative

security, and was enabled to spend a month or

so in repose and recuperating, against fur

ther active operations. His desire and plan

were, to march against Richmond by cross

ing the James River and advancing by way
of Petersburg. He called earnestly, there

fore, and constantly for reinforcements, so as

to be enabled to carry out his plans. The

president favored this view of McClellan in

regard to the advance; but adverse influen

ces were at work, and another plan was adopt

ed. General Pope, who had been called

from the West, for some reason or other,

openly denounced McClellan s views, and as

for Halleck, he did not like McC., and in

sisted on withdrawing the army entirely

from the Peninsula. On the 3d of August,

1862, McClellan received a telegram, stating

the decision which had been made, and order

ing him to withdraw to Aquia Creek, and

unite with Pope. Remonstrance and entrea

ty were of no avail
;
McClellan called it

&quot; a

fatal blow
;

&quot; but he was compelled to obey.

The entire army having left Harrison s Laud-
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ing, crossed the Chickahominy, marched to

Williamsburg and Yorktown, and on the

20th of August, embarked for Aquia Creek,

some 40 miles from Washington. Pope, in

the West, (p. 281,) had shown himself active

niid energetic, under Halleck, and so he was

pitched upon to see what he could do in Vir

ginia. McClellan was sharply criticised, rid

iculed, and condemned, and it was deter

mined to have a general who should show a

more active, aggressive, &quot;go-a-head&quot; spirit

than McClellan had ever manifested, and

who should not fail to march straight into

the rebel capital. Pope seemed to be the

very man, and Pope s bold style of talking,

his open censuring of McClellan s course, and

his avowing a purpose of conducting the war

in Virginia in a way quite different from

that heretofore employed, gave rise to great

expectations as to what it was that he said

he was about to do. Pope had been called

to the command of the &quot;

Army of Virginia&quot;

in June, and while McClellan was operating

against Richmond, he was at liberty to place

his troops in position such as he might think

best for the next campaign. He accordingly

brought his troops together into such a posi

tion as that, if the enemy descended the Val

ley of the Shenandoah, he thought he could in

terpose between their advance and main ar

my and cut off the retreat. There was also

now an opportunity afforded to Pope not on

ly to cope with the astute rebel chief, Lee,

and to drive him before him, but also to test

the worth of his bold words and assurances.

His address to the army, July 14th, was in

flated, in bad taste, and foolishly boastful.

In his orders, he announced, that henceforth

the troops should subsist on the country in

which they were operating, compelling the

people to furnish supplies. In order to put
a stop to the guerrilla mode of warfare, he

declared that the people in the vicinity

should be held responsible for any damage
done to railroads or trains

;
that they should

be compelled to repair all such damage ;

that if a soldier were fired upon from a

bouse, such house should be rased to the

ground ;
and that any person detected in

these outrages should be shot without wait

ing civil process. This state of affairs, ga TQ

the rebels just the opportunity they desired.

There was no further danger from McClellan,

by way of the James Eiver, and so they re

solved, by a rapid and energetic movement,
to march upon Pope, crush him and his force

by sudden and overwhelming blows, and

then invade Maryland, preparatory to a gen
eral invasion of the loyal states. Never be

fore had so advantageous an opening been

presented, and Lee was not the man to let

it slip away without using it to the fullest ex

tent. Steps were taken directly for the ad

vance, and as the entire rebel force in and

about Richmond was now probably not less

than 150,000 men, it was evident how fierce

ly and confidently the assault would be made

upon Pope and his army, the only obstacle

in the way of removing the battle-ground

from the soil of Virginia, and of carrying fire

and sword into the loyal states. Of course?

it was important to strengthen Pope immed

iately. Burnside brought up his troops ear

ly in August ;
McClellan was urged to hast

en forward reinforcements from his army ;

and Pope, with a force of between 50,000

and 60,000 took the field in
person.-&quot;

Other

troops under Banks and McDowell were

pushed forward beyond the Rappahannock,

August 7th, and Buford s cavalry was ad

vanced to Madison Court House.

Jackson, who had been reinforced by Lee,

crossed the Rapidan on the 7th of August,

1862, and on the 9th, advanced rapidly to

Cedar Mountain, the side of which he occu

pied in heavy force. Banks was instructed

to take up his position on the ground occu

pied the previous day near Cul pepper, and

also to defend it. Between 5 and 6 r. M.,

the battle began, and for an hour and a hall

* On the 4th of August, by direction of the prosi

dent, it was ordered, that a draft of 300,000 militia be

immediately called into the service of the United States.

to serve for nine months, unless sooner discharged.

The call was responded to with the usual readinesa

and zeal of the loyal States.
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was furious and unceasing ;
but Banks, though

at great sacrifice, was able to hold his posi

tion. Darkness put an end to the contest,

although the artillery fire was continued at

short range, without intermission, until mid

night. Our troops rested on their arms dur

ing the night in line of battle
;
but the action

was not resumed. For, at daylight the next

morning, the rebels fell back two miles, and

retired further up the mountain. Owing
to fatigue and excessive heat, the men were

allowed to rest and recruit on Sunday, Au
gust 10th, and the next day was spent princi

pally in burying the dead. On Monday
night, Jackson retreated, and crossed the

Rapidan the next morning. A few days
after the van of Lee s army joined Jackson.

Pope also received reinforcements, and held

the line of the Rapidan, with Sigel on the

right, McDowell in the centre, at Cedar

Mountain, and Reno on the left. Banks s

shattered corps was at Culpepper. It being

presently ascertained that the enemy were

advancing in greatly superior numbers,

Pope retired with his forces, on the 19th of

August, to the north bank of the Rappahan-

nock, in the vicinity of Kelly s Ford and

Rappahannock station, on the railroad. Lee,

having advanced his forces to the Rappahan
nock, attempted to cross the river, but Pope
covered the fords effectually, and prevented
this movement. An artillery fire was kept

up for two days, the 21st and 22d, across the

river, but to no material purpose. Lee then

left Longstreet opposite the fords, in order

to make a turning movement by Jackson on

Pope s right by way of Warrenton. Pope

thereupon determined to recross the Rappa-

hiinnock, and &quot;

fall furiously, with his whole

army, upon the flank and rear of the en

emy s long column which was passing up
the river. A severe storm, however, on the

night of the 22d, prevented this projected at

tack. Jackson having been directed by Lee

to get betweenWashington and Pope s army,
and to break up his railroad communications

with the capital, made a detour, on the 25th,

for that mrpose ;
he crossed the upper Rap

pahannock, and after a forced march of

thirty-five miles, bivouacked at Salerr, on

the Manassas Gap Railroad. The next day,

passing through Thoroughfare Gap, he cross

ed Bull Run Mountain, and before nio-ht of
* O

the same day, reached Bristow Station, on

the Orange and Alexandria Railroad. Hav

ing broken up the track as extensively aa

possible, he sent Stuart with a body of cav

alry and infantry to Manassas Junction,

seven miles nearer to Washington. Besides

several hundred prisoners and eight guns,
Stuart obtained possession of a very large
amount of commissary and quartermaster s

stores, there being at the Junction supplies
valued at not less than $1,000,000. Pope
now determined, in this position of affairs,

August 26th, to abandon the line of the Rap
pahannock, and throw hiswhole force in the di

rection of Gainesville and Manassas Junction,
in order to crush the enemy who had passed

Thoroughfare Gap, and place his army be

tween Lee and Jackson. Pope had received

additional troops from the Army of the Po

tomac, and was in a condition to strike a de

cisive blow. On the morning of the 27th,

he ordered McDowell to move rapidly for

ward on Gainesville by the Warrenton turn

pike, with the troops under Sigel and Rey
nolds, some 40,000 in all. Reno and Kear

ney were ordered to move on Greenwich to

support McDowell ;
and Pope himself took

the line of railroad towards Manassas, with

Hooker s division. Porter s corps was also

to follow from Warrenton, as soon as he was

relieved by Banks, and to march on Gaines

ville. A severe engagement occured near

Kettle Run, August 27th, with the rebels

under Ewell, who was driven back with a

loss of 300. Gainesville was reached that

night and apparently there was now no es

cape for Jackson. Lee was two days marc?

distant
;
his position was critical and peril

ous; and Pope exulted in the prospect of

being able to catch and destroy that shrewd

commander who had done so much injury

to the Union cause. &quot;

If,&quot; Pope said to Mc
Dowell, in his order of the 27th,

&quot;

you will
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march promptly and rapidly at the earliest

dawn upon Manassas Junction, we shall bag
the whole crowd.&quot; Jackson, fully alive to

his danger, had his choice to retire by the

game way by which he came, through Thor-

jughfare Gap and Gainesville, or northward

ly by Centre ville. He preferred the latter

on every account, and during the night of

the 27th, and morning of the 28th of August
he moved by Sudley Springs road across

the Warrenton turnpike. Pope s order to

McDowell was a great blunder, since he

ought to have held the &quot;Warrenton turnpike

at every hazard, and prevented Jackson s

movement to the north of the turnpike. Con

sequently, when Pope felt sure of catching

Jackson, he found that the rebel chief had

given him the slip ;
and Longstreet, on the

evening of the 28th of August, reached

Thoroughfare Gap, and the next day effect

ed a junction with Jackson. Pope laid all

the blame upon his officers, and accused a

number of them not only of negligence and

want of activity and spirit, but of disobedience

of orders. Serious injury resulted to our

men from this mishap. Part of McDowell s

troops was attacked by Jackson, who forced

the way open by the Warrenton turnpike to

retire or to allow Longstreet to advance.

Sigel attacked Jackson at Groveton early

on the morning of the 29th of August. The

fight raged furiously during the day, and

Sigel was saved only by reinforcements com

ing up just in time. Pope was very acrimo

nious in condemnation of Porter and his dis

obedience of orders
;
but as nearly as can be

ascertained, Porter did not receive the order

till dusk, and then it was simply impossible

to execute it.* Pope, supposing that the

rebels were retreating, determined, not wise

ly, to fight with Lee again, under the notion

*
Porter, a number of months subsequent to this cam-

prjgn (in Jan. 18G3), after having been in command
of the defences of Washington, and sharing with his

corps in the battle at Antietam, was tried by a court-

martial at Washington for alleged disobedience of

Pope s orders while under his command. The court

Drought in a verdict of guilty, and Porter was dismiss

ed from the service of the United States.

as he phrased it, that &quot; at least he would la_y

on such blows as would cripple the enenvy
as much as possible, and delay, as long as

practicable, any further advance toward the

capital.&quot; Estimating his availaole force at

this time at 40,000 men, Pope undertook, on

the afternoon of the 30th of August, to fight

the second battle of Bull Run or Manassas.

We need not enter into details. The rebels

were superior in numbers and in the general
effectivensss of their force

;
and the day s

struggles and contendings resulted in fearful

slaughter and vain efforts to drive back the

foe. Hour after hour the battle raged. The

rebels attacked Pope s left flank with tre

mendous force and effect, intending to seize

the Warrenton Turnpike and cut off our ar

my s line of retreat. Towards the close of

the afternoon, our troops began to give way,
and only by the firmness and spirit of some

battalions of regulars were they enabled to

escape from rout and entire defeat. Night
came on, welcome now more than ever, and

under cover of the darkness the dispirited,

half-starved troops made their way across

Bull Run, by the Stone Bridge, and took up

position on the high ground at Centreville.

Lee did not attempt any pursuit that night.

No official record was made of the losses in

this campaign, but from all the data acces

sible they were not less than, 20,000. Let-

sent Jackson forward immediately to cut off

Pope s retreat, and on the 1st of September
Jackson attacked our troops at Germantown

sharply and fiercely; the rebels, however, were

driven back with heavy loss. Fredericksburg

was evacuated by Burnside on the 1st of Sep
tember

; Aquia Creek was also evacuated,

and the day following, by Halleck s orders

the army fell back within the defences at

Washington. Pope s career in Virginia was

ended, and Lee, giving up the direct pursuit,

made preparations for an invasion of Mary
land. Poor Pope, the only thing left for

him was to retire, and so, relieved of his com

mand, early in September, he departed for

the North-west.

Turning our attention to the West again,
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we find that General Butler was in com

mand of the main body of the army, to the

east of Corinth, moving towards Chattanoo

ga; Grant hold the line from Memphis to

luka
;
Curtis commanded the forces in Ar

kansas, and Schofield in south-western Mis

souri. The rebels having largely increased

their forces by conscription, were resolved

not only to reoccupy Arkansas, Missouri,

Tennessee and Kentucky, but to invade

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, as their co-work

ers, under Lee, were doing in Maryland and

Pennsylvania. Their purpose was to em

ploy extensively the guerrilla system of car

rying on hostilities, a system so lawless and

unscrupulous as to indicate a desperate con

dition of aifairs among those making use of

it. In fact, this mode of fighting for or

against a cause was denounced as a species

of land piracy and highway robbery, and the

men who made themselves prominent and

notorious in it the Morgans, the Forrests,

the Ashbys, and the like were looked upon
as leaders of bands who hesitated not to

murder as well as plunder in every direction.

Bound by no law, and under no restraint,

they carried fear and trembling wherever

they went. Men generally of infamous char

acters, they would shoot down whom they

pleased, drag away others, attack railroad

trains, burn bridges, or fire from ambush

upon wagons. By the rapidity and sudden

ness of their movements and attacks, these

wretches were able to inflict vast injury upon
the Union cause in Kentucky and other por
tions of the South-west, and they gave great

trouble to our generals and officers on many
occasions. The months of July and August,

1862, were marked by efforts of guerrilla

parties along the borders of Tennessee and

Kentucky, and even in the heart of the lat

ter State. Raids and assaults of this partic

ular description became quite common. At

day-break, on the morning of July 13th, an

unexpected attack was made upon the Union

brigade, under command of General T. T.

Crittenden, in charge of Murfreesborough,

by a cavahy force over 3,000 in number, led

by !N&quot;. B. Forrest, a fit compeer of Morgan
in these flying expeditions. Our force waa
about 800, who were taken prisoners, Gen
eral Crittenden included. At the same time

that Murfreesborough was thus surprised,
there came a fresh raid into Kentucky, head

ed by the noted John H. Morgan. Having
crossed into Kentucky from Knoxville, with

about 900 men, he issued, on the 10th of

July, at Glasgow, a proclamation to the in

habitants, and called upon them to give him

their aid and countenance. His proclama
tion was full of highly wrought appeals, and

the usual stuff about &quot;Northern
tyrants,-&quot;&quot;

&quot;the Hessian invaders,&quot; etc. He pushed

rapidly for Lebanon, and seized upon storea

as well as private property. Having de

stroyed to a considerable extent, the railroad

communication with Cincinnati, Morgan, on

the lYth of July, at the head of a motley
force of about 2,000, with two pieces of ar

tillery, fell upon a body of 340 men at Cyn-

thiana, in Harrison county volunteers and

home guards, for the most part poorly armed

and undisciplined, under command of Colo

nel Landrum. These were soon overcome

and the town fell into Morgan s hands. A
body of mounted infantry was immediately

gathered at Lexington and its vicinity, and

placed under command of General G. C,

Smith, who set out at once in pursuit of the

raiders. On coming up with Morgan s cav

alry near Paris, he defeated them, retaking

the cannon and horses captured at Cyn-

thiana, with a considerable portion of the

stolen property. Morgan, though pursued

by Smith, made his escape into Tennessee,

at the close of July, boasting of his great

success in his expedition. Toward the close

of the month of August, a large division of

the rebel troops in Tennessee threatened an

invasion of Kentucky. General E. Kirby

Smith, having his headquarters at Knoxville,

in East Tennessee, began his advance on the

22d of August. After a very difficult and

fatiguing march, Smith entered Kentucky
without opposition, and on the 29th, appear

ed before liichirond, the capital of Madison
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county, forty-eight miles south-east of Frank

fort. The Union troops there were about

6,500 in number, mostly undisciplined, and

offered but weak resistance to Smith s as

sault.

The legislature of the State was at this

time in session at Frankfort, and so alarmed

were the members by this success of Kirby

Smith, that, on Sunday evening, the 31st of

August, they passed resolutions to adjourn
at once to Louisville. The archives of the

State, and about $1,000,000 from the banks

of Richmond, Lexington and Frankfort,

were transferred during the night to Louis

ville. A proclamation was also issued by
Governor Robinson, who had recently suc

ceeded Magoffin, and the people of Kentucky
were urgently appealed to in the existing
critical state of affairs. Naturally, there was

not a little excitement in Louisville and Cin

cinnati in view of what was before them.

Every effort was made to be ready to meet

the advancing enemy ;
martial law was pro

claimed; the citizens of Cincinnati worked
with enthusiasm an,*

1

diligence in the en

trenchment of the city ;
and about the mid

dle of September, the rebels finding matters

in this shape gave up the purpose of attack.

It was not long after the failure of Kirby
Smith s attempt upon Cincinnati, that a

more serious danger presented itself. This

arose out of the projected invasion of the

North-west by the main army of the rebels

in Tennessee, under command of Bragg.

Corinth, in Mississippi, it will be remember

ed, was evacuated by Beauregard, at the end
of May (p. 291), the retreat being continued

as far as Tupello, in the same State. Buell,
who had been left by Halleck in command
of the Army of the Ohio, after much effort

and difficulty, extended his lines eastward

along the Memphis and Charleston Railroad,
to Huntsville, Alabama, where he established

his headquarters. The rebel general, antici

pating a further movement in this direction

on Buell s part, sent a portion of his force to

Chattanooga, thus outflanking Budl, and,
with Eastern Tennessee already in posses

sion, securing an open route in the rear of

Nashville to Kentucky. Buell soon after

withdrew his divisions to Murfreesborough,
and the line of the Nashville and Chatta

nooga Railroad. Morgan made a dash upon
Gallatin, August 12th, with his usual suc

cess; and on the 22d he captured General

R. &quot;W. Johnson, with his force of about 800.

The guerrillas became more and more auda

cious. Travel ceased to be safe, even near

the capital ;
the mails were robbed

;
Union

men were seized and dragged off
;
and

quite frequently small detachments of Union

troops were suddenly set upon and killed or

made prisoners. The state of things became

intolerable, and in the western part of Ken

tucky, they resolved to hang every guerrilla
that was caught. In addition to the men
who served under Morgan, Forrest, and such

like, there was a class of marauders who fol

lowed or accompanied them, a desperate

band, who spared neither sex nor age, and

who plundered and ravaged all alike. The
same process of guerrilla warfare was carried

on against boats on the Mississippi, who
were signaled to come near the shore, as if

for passengers or freight, and then fired into

from ambush, or seized and plundered. At

Randolph, on the Mississippi, an outrage of

this kind was perpetrated, which led Gen
eral Sherman to send a force from Memphis
and completely destroy the place.

Bragg, late in August, 1862, left Chatta

nooga and soon after entered Kentucky ;

Buell also marched in a northerly direction.

A sharp encounter took place at Munford

ville, where the railroad crosses
;

it resulted

in the surrender of our troops, September

ITth, numbering about 4500, together with

ten guns. Bragg entered Bardstown on the

26th, and issued a proclamation of the usual

sort produced by rebel leaders. General

Morgan, who held Cumberland Gap, was cut

off from his usual sources of supply by the

invasion of Kentucky under Bragg. During
two months from the date of the occupation
of the Gap, Morgan had bravely main

tained his position ;
but apprehension of
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famine, and of being finally compelled to

surrender, induced him, while he had op

portunity, to make good his retreat. Ac

cordingly, on the 17th of September, he

gave orders for the evacuation. The military

buildings, and all the stores which could

not readily be carried away, were burnt.

The escape of Morgan and his troops along a

wild mountain track of 250 miles, through
the counties of Eastern Kentucky, by way
of Manchester, Hazel Green, West Liberty,

and Grayson, to the Ohio at Greenupsburg,
where they arrived on the 3d of October,

was one of the most perilous adventures

of the war, beset, as they were, by the

enemy, by Marshall s and Smith s divisions,

on whose flank they wTere moving. Btiell,

following Bragg, reached Louisville, Sep
tember 26th. He found a body of raw

troops there, and had some difficulty in ar

ranging matters between the officers of the

Ohio and Kentucky troops. Having his

army organized in three corps, Bnell set out

from Louisville, October 1st, with 100,000

men, in pursuit of Bragg. The battle of

Perrysville occurred on the 8th, between a

portion of our army and Bragg. Our troops

were badly cut up, but held the field at night

during which the rebels retreated. It was

thought that Bragg would make a stand at

Camp Dick Robinson, where Buell expected
to be able to surround him

;
but on the night

of the llth of October, the cunning rebel

made off with the spoils which he had

gathered, and which he was anxious to keep.

Among these spoils were 4000 wagons, with

the mark &quot; U. S.&quot; on them, and some 5000

head of cattle, 1000 mules, and as many
sheep. So soon as Buell learned the fact of

Bragg s retreat, he ordered immediate pur
suit by the army encamped near Danville.

The rebels, however, possessed such superior

knowledge of the country, and were so skill

ful in availing themselves of every advantage,
that the rear guard of Bragg was able to

hold in check the advance of our troops and

prevent their doing any material injury to

the retreating army. Bragg kept the road

toward Cumberland Gap, and retired in the

direction of Crab Orchard. On the 14th of

October, our army set out early for this latter

place, but were delajed by sagacious
manoeuvres of the enemy, and their advance

hindered for several hours. The pursuit
was kept up as far as London, and then

given up. Thus, the invasion of Kentucky
was successful only so far as getting supplies

which the rebels wanted very much ;
but in

every other respect it was a failure; the

people of Kentucky were too loyal to be se

duced into joining the so-called Confederacy.

Grant, who was now in Western Tennesseo,
had his lines of communication threatened

by the rebels at Bolivar, August 30th, 1862,

but with no result of moment. Price, how

ever, laid his plans to break the line of com

munication between Grant and Buell. luka,

a small town on the Memphis and Charleston

Railroad, twenty miles south-east of Corinth,

had been seized upon by the rebels, and was

now occupied by Price in force. This led

to steps at once, on the part of Grant and

Rosecrans, who, in dislodging Price from his

position, resolved to make a double attack.

It was decided that a column of 18,000 men,
under Grant and Ord, should move by way
of Burnsville, and attack Price, while Rose-

crans, moving by way of Jacinto with part

of his corps, was to attack the enemy on the

flank, and push forward the balance of his

column on the Fulton road, so as to cut off

Price s retreat, in case he should attempt it.

With this understanding, on the morning ot*

September 18th, the army began its move

ment, bivouacked at Jacinto, and early the

next morning was within a few miles of

Corinth. Word having been received from

Grant as to his position, the battle was be

gun. The rebels were posted on a broad

ridge commanding the country for some dis

tance. The engagement speedily became

general, and continued for two hours, when

darkness prevented a continuance of the fight.

It was a fierce contest, and brought out the

bravery and spirit of the troops, who lay on

their arms, expecting the next morning Jo
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enew the battle. During the night, how

ever, the rebels evacuated luka, and, though

pursued actively, made good their escape to

Bay Spring. Having met with this repulse,

they next resolved to assault Corinth. Price

was joined by Yan Dorn, with troops from

Mississippi. Thence, the joint force pro
ceeded northerly, and struck the line of the

Memphis and Charleston Railroad, in Ten

nessee, in the rear of Corinth, at Pocahontas.

There they were able to menace alike Grant,

at his headquarters at Jackson, and Rosecrans

at Corinth; and made their advance upon
the latter place by way of the Chewalla road.

Roeecrans, who was in command at Corinth,

Grant being at Jackson, and Ord at Bolivar,

had made his preparations for an attack, and

had so arranged his defences that if the enemy
could be drawn under them he was certain

of their defeat. Early on the morning of

October the 4th, the rebels were eager for

the fight, and in the course of an hour, the

battle was begun in earnest by a force of

nearly 40,000 men. Price led one wing, Van
Dorn the other. Price assaulted the right

of our force with intense fury and determi

nation
;
but so skillfully had Rosecrans ar

ranged his batteries, and so bravely were the

rebels met by our men, that Price s advance

was repulsed before Van Dorn was able to

come up on the left. The attempt was made

to recover what was lost, and with valor

worthy of a better cause Van Dorn s men
strove for success

;
but in vain. They were

beaten in the bloody struggle, and by noon

of the same day began their retreat. Pursuit

was undertaken as speedily as possible, the

enemy taking the Chewalla road. After this

second battle at Corinth, the troops returned

to their respective positions. No immediate

advance into Mississippi was undertaken by

Grant, he being content to keep open his

communications with Columbus, and hold his

positions at Jackson and Bolivar in Western

Tennessee. At the beginning of December,
he took possession of Holly Springs, on the

Mississippi Central Railroad, and advanced

pome miles beyond to c6nfront Van Dorn, on

,

i

ly.
20.

I .T~&quot;

the Tallahatchie River. To co-operate with

this movement and to act on the rebel flank,

an expedition set out from Helena, Arkansas,
Nov. 27th, Hovey being in command of the

infantry, Washburn of the cavalry. About
the middle of December, Col. Dickey was
sent with a body of cavalry against the Mo
bile and Ohio Railroad. Both these expedi
tions were entirely successful and of great
service to Grant s plans. The rebels annoyed
Grant not a little during the winter by vari

ous raids against his long line of communi
cations. The principal effect of these attacks

was to keep Grant within the borders of

Tennessee. Unacquainted with the peculiar
difficulties in his way, public expectation had
looked for the immediate reduction of Vicks-

burg ;
but that was a more serious matter

than was contemplated, and was not brought
about till the middle of the following sum-O
mer.

AfterPope s discreditable exit (p. 301), it be

came a question of moment, what was to be

done. Some one must take command, an.l

that immediately, some one too who could

prove himself equal to the emergency. McClel-

lan, as it seemed, was the only man for the

occasion
;
Halleck actually besought McClel-

lan to
&quot;

assist him in this crisis
&quot;

; and, to

McClellan s credit be it remembered, he

promptly met the call of the government and

devoted himself anew to the work. He took

command of the fortifications and of all the

troops for the defence of Washington, and

endeavored as rapidly as possible to restore

the morale of the army by effective drilling,

discipline, etc. The success of Lee in rout

ing Pope, as he did, seems to have persuaded
the rebel authorities that it would be safe and

wise to seize the present moment for invad

ing, or, as they called it, delivering Maryland.
When Lee leftRichmond there was no purpose
of the kind had in view, for it could hardly
have been imagined what a termination of the

campaign would be made by Pope, and how

completely, by the abandonment of the Penin

sula added to this, the way would be open
for an advance into the loval States. But the
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opportunity was now at hand, and though it

was rather a dangerous venture, still Lee

acted with promptitude and decision. He
had his choice, either to make an assault upon

Washington, or to cross the Potomac higher

up. and so invade Maryland. The former

was not to be thought of, as being entirely

beyond Lee s capacity. He accordingly

adopted the other alternative. Having ad

vanced from Leesburg to the river, on the

4th of September, 1862, he managed, in two

or three days, to cross his troops by forda

near Point of Hocks. The advance of Lee s

army, under Hill, skirting the eastern slope

:f Catoctin Mountains, marched towards

Frederick, the capital of the State, a town of

some importance, forty-four miles northwest

of Washington, and sixty west of Baltimore.

Much alarm was felt in Frederick, and many
of the inhabitants hastily departed; the

rebel troops, however, quietly entered the

town and took possession on the 6th of Sep

tember. Lee issued an address, two days

later, appealing to the Marylanders to throw

off tyranny, regain their rights in connection

with their Southern brethren, etc. But he

was laboring under a great mistake. His

invitations and offers were treated with al

most entire indifference. There was no up

rising, no enthusiastic reception of the deliv

erers, no disposition to cast in their lot with

Jeff. Davis and his company. As a whole,

the State was unquestionably loyal, and ad

hered to the Union from motives of principle

more than those of interest. In addition to

all this, the miserably squalid, filthy condition

of the troops under Lee did not tend to

recommend them or the professed object of

their coming.* Apprehensions were felt as to

the probable course of advance of the rebels,

whether against Baltimore or Hagerstown,

according to the purpose Lee might have in

* It was enough to &quot;smell&quot; them, as a gentleman

in Frederick said, to settle the matter. Barefooted,

scant in clothing, and with plenty of vermin on their

persons, they certainly offered small inducement for

any one to enlist in their ranks, however good they

might be at hard fighting.

view. The governors of Maryland and

Pennsylvania were very active in making
preparations to meet the impending danger.
In this position of affairs, McClellan made
his arrangements to follow Lee, and if possible

defeat his probable purpose in entering Mary
land. Uncertain as to the rebel general s

intentions, McClellan moved cautiously from

Washington. Banks was placed in command
of the defences at the capital, and Heintzel-

man in charge of the forces on the Virginia
side. The right wing consisted of the first

and ninth corps, under Burnside
;
the centre,

of the second and twelfth corps, under Sum-
ner

;
and the left wing, of the sixth

corps,
under Franklin

;
the entire force being a

little over 87,000. The advance was made

by five parallel roads, and the columns were

so disposed as to cover both Washington and

Baltimore. The object of McClellan in this

arrangement was, as he states,
&quot;

to feel tha

enemy; to compel him to develop his inten

tions
;
to attack him should he hold the lino

of the Monocacy; or to follow him into

Pennsylvania if necessary.&quot; The van of our

army entered Frederick, on the 12th of Sep

tember, after some severe skirmishing with

the enemy s cavalry, and found that the main

body of Lee s troops had left the town two

days before in the direction of Harper s

Ferry. McClellan had previously advised

the evacuation of this place, as being of no

importance to hold now that Lee had crossed
M

the Potomac
;
but Halleck, with a strange

obstinacy refused to allow it. Lee hence

found it necessary to delay a few days to dis

pose of this matter. The work was commit

ted to Jackson, who made as speedy a conclu

sion as was possible. Our forces there wen
about 13,000 in all, including some 2,000

cavalry on outpost duty. The incompetency
of Miles at Harper s Ferry, and the utter

lack of ability on the part of the Ford at

Maryland Heights, led to our complete dis

comfiture after two hours assault. Tho

cavalry cut their way out, however; and

Jackson rejoined Lee, at Sharpsburg, Sept.

16th. By a most opportune accident Me-
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Clellan found, on a table at Frederick, on

the day of his arrival, a copy of Lee s official

order, addressed to D. H. Hill, which direc

ted the several movements above noted.

This important document revealed to Mc-

Clellan Lee s whole plan of operations, and

what lie intended and expected to accomplish.

Heretofore McClellan had moved very slowly,

and Lee expected to be able to capture

Harper s Ferry, and get his troops together

again before he should be overtaken or inter

fered with. McClellan now acted with more

vigor and promptitude. He ordered a rapid

movement towards Harper s Ferry, but was

not able to save it, as before stated, and Lee

was compelled to send Hill and Longstreet

in force to prevent McClellan forcing the

passes of Soutli Mountain and striking Lee s

divided columns with fatal effect. Me-

Clellan s line of advance across South Moun
tain was for the right and centre, under

Burnside, by Turner s Gap, and for the left,

under Franklin, by Crampton s Gap, six miles

to the southward. The South Mountain

range, near Turner s Pass, is about 1,000

feet in height, and forms a strong natural

military barrier. The practicable passes are

not numerous, and are readily defensible, the

gaps abounding in fine positions. Turner s

Pass is the more prominent, being that by
which the national road crosses the mountains.

Crampton s Pass also was important to be

secured, in order to furnish the means of

reaching the flank of the enemy. Early on

the morning of the 14th of September, Pleas-

anton, with a cavalry force, reconnoitred the

position of the enemy, whom he discovered

to occupy the crest of commanding hills in

the gap on either side of the national road,
and upon advantageous ground in the centre,

upon, and near the road, with artillery bear

ing upon all the approaches to their position.

About eight o clock, a portion of Burnside s

command moved up the mountain to the left

of the main road, dividing as they advanced

into two columns. They earned handsomely
the rebel position on the crest in their front,

and gained possession of an important point

for further operations. Hooker, in the after

noon, moved up to the right of the main road.

Meade was sent to attack the emi\ .3nee to

the light of this entrance to the gap which
was successfully carried

;
and other troops

pressed up the mountain later and drove the

rebels back. Our loss was about 1,900 in all
;

the rebel loss was not much less than 3,000,

of which 1,500 were prisoners. Crampton s

Pass, meanwhile, the carrying of which had

been committed to Franklin, was vigorously

attacked, and after an action of three hours

the rebels were driven into flight down the

other side of the mountain. During the

night, Lee abandoned the position at Turner s

Gap, and our right and centre, on the morn

ing of September 15th, passed through to the

west side of the mountain. McClellan order

ed an immediate pursuit of the retreating

enemy, which was prosecuted, however, only

for a few miles, when it was discovered that

Lee had resolved to make a stand at Antietan.

Creek. McClellan had hoped to have a fight !

on the 15th, and drive Lee s army into the

river; but on arriving at the front and ex

amining the position, he found it to be too

late to attack that day.

Lee s position was carefully and judicious

ly selected. His flanks were protected by
the Potomac, which here makes a sharp

curve, and his front was covered by Antie-

tam Creek. The rebel line was drawn in

front of Sharpsburg, Longstreet being on the

right and D. H. Hill on the left. Hood s

two brigades were posted on the left to pro

tect the road running northwardly across

the Potomac to Hagerstown. Jackson held

the reserve near the left. The ground chosen

was well adapted for defence, and batteriea

were posted on the heights at various points.

It was evidently a matter of necessity foi

Lee to check McClellan s advance, and on

this battle depended the answer to the ques

tion, whether he should be in a y Dsition to

carry out his ulterior designs, or abandon the

attempt altogether. At daylight, Septem
ber 17th, 18G2, Hooker renewed the combat

begun the afternoon before, when it was too
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late to effect anything of moment. It was

a fierce and terrible struggle, hour after hour,

through the day. Mansfield came to Hook
er s support, and lost his life on the field,

oedgwick s, .Richardson s and French s divi

sions of Simmer s corps took their full share

in the battle, and by the efficient aid of the

artillery held their ground. Burnside, who
was posted opposite the rebel right, was or

dered t^) force the passage across Antietam

Creek
, but, although this wras of the first

importance to be done promptly and thor

oughly, Burnside lost several hours in the

effort, and thereby enabled Lee to press se

verely upon Sumner s corps on his left, and

arrest our men in their onward course to

victory. It was one o clock before a passage

was effected, and two hours passed before the

attack on the crest was made. About three

o clock this was accomplished, and the rebel

battery on the Sharpsburg ridge was cap
tured. Just then A. P. Hill, with the por
tion of troops under his command, arrived

from Harper s Ferry by way of Shepherds-
town. Reinforcing Jones on the field with

over 2,000 fresh troops, the offensive was re

sumed, and Burnside was compelled to re

tire to the cover of the hill bordering on An
tietam Creek. As darkness was fast ap

proaching the battle was now brought to a

close for the day, both sides being thorough

ly wearied, after having spent some fourteen

hours in this bloody struggle. The losses

are estimated by McClellan at 2,000 killed,

9,500 wounded, 1,000 missing
= 12,500. He

also supposed the rebel loss to be over

25,000 ;
some of their writers say it was less

than 10,000. The battle of Antietam or

Sharpsburg may be pronounced to be, on

the whole, a drawn battle, although the sub

stantial fruits of victory remained on the

Union side. Lee expected and awaited an

attack the next day; but McClellan, con

scious of his great loss in officers as well as

men, and anxiously forecasting the fatal ef

fect of a defeat just at this time at the hands

of the rebels, after much deliberation did not

judge it best tc resume the fight. Lee ac

cordingly, on the night of the 18th and morn

ing of the 19th of September, crossed the

Potomac and returned into Virginia.
The invasion of Maryland occupied only

two weeks. It was unquestionably a failure,

and it wras accompanied not only by positive

loss, but by exceeding mortification and

shame at the coldness, indifference and hos

tility manifested by the people towards the

secession
&quot;

deliverers.&quot; Lee was glad to get

back into Virginia, and to have the oppor

tunity of gathering up the fragments of the

large and imposing force of TO,000 men, with

which he had set out from Richmond. Death,

wounds, desertions, straggling, and such like,

had told with fearful effect upon his army ;

and as McClellan was not ready, if able, to

follow him up, but was engaged in refitting

and re-organizing his own army, Lee took

post in the Shenandoah Valley, near Win

chester, to recruit and prepare for the fur

ther contest, when our army should agaii?

assume the offensive. Both generals, as is

usual in such cases, issued congratulatory

addresses, and claimed that they had gained
the victory.

McClellan s plan now was to recruit and

improve the army, render Harper s Ferry

secure, and watch the movements of the ene

my, so as to determine the course best to be

pursued in the future. The president visited

the Army of the Potomac, October 1st, and

spent several days with McClellan in review

ing the troops, etc. On returning to Wash

ington, he directed Halleck, October 6th, to

send a peremptory telegram, as follows :

&quot; I

am instructed to telegraph you as follows :

The president directs that you cross the Po
tomac and give battle to the enemy, or drive

him south. Your army must move now,

while the roads are good. If you cross the

river between the enemy and Washington,
and cover the latter

&quot;by your operation, you

can be reinforced with 30,000 men. If you
move up the Valley of the Shenandoah, not

more than twelve or fifteen thousand can be

sent
you.&quot;

McClellan chose the line of the

Shenandoah, and called for supplies day after
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day, which, he says, lie could not get as fast

as they were needed. Who was to blame, is

nut very clear, but nearly a month passed

away before these troublesome matters were

arranged to the commanding general s satis

faction. Meanwhile, the rebel cavalry offi

cer Stuart, (p. 296,) carried through a raid

into Pennsylvania, not unlike his previous
one on the Peninsula. He crossed the Po
tomac near Williamsport, October 10th, and

having made the entire circuit of our army,
he recrossed the Potomac below the mouth

of the Monocacy. The special prize gained

by Stuart, was some 800 to 1,000 horses,

which were seized upon at and near Cham-

bersburg. This daring raid stirred up afresh

the public impatience of delay, and McClel-

lan was urged, by both Halleck and Presi

dent Lincoln, to bestir himself and attack

the rebels. -

Accordingly, at the close of Oc

tober, 1862, the army again entered Virginia

by a pontoon bridge, about five miles below

Harper s Terry. Pleasanton took the lead

with a body of cavalry, and was followed by
the corps of Burnside. A sufficient garrison

having been left at Harper s Ferry, Seclg-

wick and Hancock in the lower part of the

Shenandoah Yalley, about Charlestown,

pressed the enemy, who now began their re

treat towards Richmond. The Union forces

occupied the passes of the Blue Ridge.
Snicker s Gap was taken possession of by
Hancock, on the 2d of November, while

Pleasanton, with his cavalry, was driving the

enemy beyond. The last corps of the army
was over the Potomac on the 5th of Novem
ber, and on the 6th, the advance was at AYar-

renton, McClellan holding his headquarters
at Rectortown, on the Manassas Gap Bail-

road. The movement thus far despite the

inclemency of the weather promised to be

successful to a high degree; for, on reach

ing Warrenton, on the 9th of November,
while Lee had sent half of his army for

ward to Culpepper to oppose McClellan s

advance in that quarter, the other half was
Btill west of the Blue Ridge, and at least two

days march distant. McClellan s plan, in

this state of aifairs, was to inarch acioss, ob

liquely westward, and get between the sev

ered portions of the rebel force, and strike a

decisive and fatal blowr
. It seems not un

reasonable to suppose that, had he been per
mitted to carry out his plan, he would have

gained an important victory ;
but this was

not allowed. The directors of military af

fairs at Washington had no liking for Mc

Clellan, and they resolved to put him out of

the way as speedily as possible. This was

brought about at a critical moment. Lat6

on the night of November 7th, a dispatch

arrived, displacing McClellan and putting

Burnside in command. The former, we may
here state, left the army within a day or

two, and took no further part in the great

struggle of the nation to crush the rebellion.

McClellan has been extravagantly lauded

and equally extravagantly vilified and de

famed. We have neither time nor space to

enter into the merits of the case
;
time will

probably enable the future historian to as

sign him his right position in our annals.

Burnside, who thought very highly of

McClellan, reluctantly accepted the difficult

task before him. He did not attempt to

carry out McClellan s plan, which was, by a

rapid advance on Gordonsville, to interpose

between Lee s divided forces and beat them

in detail. He preferred endeavoring to take

his army to Richmond by way of Fredericks-

burg, on the Rappahannock ;
and made his

arrangements accordingly. Instead of sis

corps, he now made three grand divisions, of

two corps each, under Sumner, Hivoker and

Franklin. He called for a pontoon train

from Washington sufficient to admit of cross

ing the river. Some unwise delay took place,

and the new movement was not begun, til.

the 15th of November by Sumner s division*

He reached Falmouth on the 17th, and was

not only able but desirous to cross and se

cure Fredericksburg and the bluffs on the

south bank; but Burnside -\vould not allow

it. In two days more the other divisions

reached the Rappahannock, and the rebel

leaders having ascertained Burnsido s pur-
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pose, rapidly moved his troops to meet him.

What now was to be done? The demand

for a( tion was not to be put off. Lee had

lost not a moment in constructing defences

along the crest of hills in the rear of Freder

icksburg, and by the beginning of Decem
ber there was a formidable array of artillery

on those terraced heights, which evidenced

the terrible struggle in prospect for our men,
should they attempt an assault. The cross

ing the river, too, was by no means the easy
matter which it had been at the first, for the

rebels* wore now prepared to contest it to

much better advantage, and the pontoon

train, owing to some unexplained blunder

ing, did not arrive till the last moment.

Nevertheless, a demonstration of some kind

was imperative, and accordingly Burnside

resolved to cross the Rappahannock directly.

But just where, was a grave question. He
must either force a direct passage at Freder-

icksourg, or make the attempt above or be

low. So he resolved to try the crossing at

Skenker s Neck, twelve miles below Fal-

mouth, and attack Lee s left
;
but Lee was

too watchful to allow of that. He concent-

trated a large body of troops at that point,,

and so the plan of crossing there was aban

doned. Burnside now hoping to surprise

Lee, determined to make the passage at

Fredericksburg. There was slender ground
for any such hope ; but Burnside neverthe

less expected to pierce Lee s lines and rout

Ms army. For this purpose he meant to se

cure and occupy a military road which the

rebels had constructed in the rear of the line

of heights on which they were posted be

hind Fredericksburg. With a movement on

their flank .and roar, a direct attack was to

be made in front, and the main works car

ried by storm. Such was Burnside s plan,

December 10th, and during the night active

preparations were made to carry the design
into effect. Under cover of the batteries on

Stafford Heights, five pontoon bridges were

to be thrown across the stream, which was

tbout three hundred yards wide
;
three im-

in front of Fredericksburg, within

a short distance of each other, and the others

about two miles below. Considerable work
was done during the night ;

but the sharp
shooters of the rebels became exceedingly

troublesome, so much so that Burnside bom
barcled Fredericksburg to drive them out.

This plan did not succeed, and it was found

necessary to send a party across in boats, who

accomplished the end. The surprise part of

the plan had of course failed
;
but Burnside

got his army across on the evening of the

llth December and the next morning. It

was a great risk to attack the rebels, under

all the circumstances, for Lee s position be

hind a long stone wall, which his artillery

enfiladed on both sides, was impregnable,
and no troops could stand against the fire

which mowed them down. Early on De
cember 13th, Franklin s division attacked

Lee s left
;
but he was not successful and met

with heavy losses. Sumner was ordered to

assault on the right, and his men gallantly

obeyed, although it was a useless and horri

ble slaughter to no purpose. Burnside next

ordered Hooker to advance. This officer,

on reconnoitring the ground and looking
into the state of affairs, considered the case

hopeless, and begged Burnside to give up the

attack
;
but the commanding general insisted

on the attempt being make
;
and the attempt

was made. But it was in vain; out of the

column of 4,000 which dashed itself against

this stone wall, almost half were left on this

bloody field. Happily, night was fast com

ing on, and the desperate conflict necessarily

closed. Burnside would have made another

assault the next day ;
but on a united re

monstrance of the officers, he gave it up;

and in a dark and stormy night, December

15th, he re-crossed the Rappahannock. Our

entire loss was reported to be 13,321 ;
and

as there were less than 50,000 under fire, it

is plain that the destruction was terrible in

the extreme. The morale of the army was

very much lowered by this most unhappy

failure, and Burnside, though he made an

other attempt to do something, was unsuc

cessful, and was superseded by Hooker.
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In the South-west the rebels were active

and very troublesome, and Union men, under

Schofield, Curtis, McNeil, Blunt and others

were fully occupied in the effort to rout and

disperse the guerrillas and other malicious in

surgents and vagabonds. The details of the

numerous skirmishes and battles we need not

go into
;
our space is too limited for the pur

pose. At the close of 1862 active operations

were resumed against Yicksburg (p. 305).

While Grant was with his army in Northern

Mississippi, having his headquarters at Holly

Springs, General &quot;Wm. T. Sherman, who was

in command of the army corps on the Mis

sissippi, collected a large number of trans

ports at Memphis, with reference to a move
ment against Yicksbnrg. Having embarked

his forces here and at Helena, in number, it

was stated, some 40,000 men, Sherman en

tered the Yazoo, December 26th, and effect

ed a landing a few miles above the mouth

on the left bank, about six miles from Yicks

burg. Above and below the city, from

Haines s Bluff on the Yazoo to &quot;Warrenton

on the Mississippi, there was a line of hills,

which with the swamps and lagoons in front

afforded the rebels an excellent means of

defence. Sherman sent out reconnoitring

parties, who speedily ascertained and report

ed that, owing to its advantage of position

and the defences provided by the enemy, any

attempt to take Yicksburg from this direc

tion, that is, in the rear, would be attended

with very great difficulty. At the outset,

the fleet was hindered in its endeavors to

ascend the Yazoo, by a formidable battery
at Haines s Bluff, to silence which it would

be necessary to make a fresh attack upon it

from the river, preparatory to an advance of

the army in front. The attack was made on

December 27th and 28th
;

it was gallantly
made and pushed with energy and zeal

;
but

it was unsuccessful and Sherman gave up
the attempt. As Grant was expected to co

operate, but was not able, Sherman with

drew, January 1st, 1863, and moved down
to the mouth of the Yazoo. The loss was

estimated at 2,000.

Kosecrans took command of the Army of

the Cumberland after the second battle of

Corinth, (p. 291,) and had charge of opera
tions in Tennessee mainly, and parts of Ala*

bama and Georgia. He entered vigorously

upon his command October 27th. The troops
were drilled, disciplined and rendered effec

tive
; equipments, arms, horses and stores of

every kind were collected without delay;
and steps were taken to restore the broken

line of communication with Nashville as

speedily as was practicable. Louisville be

ing the real base of operations, distant 183

miles from Nashville, it was necessary, par

ticularly in the low state of the Cumberland

river, to re-open and repair the railroad be

tween the two places. Rosecrans, Novem
ber 1st, moved to Bowling Green, Kentucky,
and on the 5th, began the advance by this

route towards Nashville, wmch he reached

on the 10th. The rebels now determined to

drive out Rosecrans, and advanced at the

end of November to Murfreesborough. They
numbered about 45,000, under Bragg. The

plan of advance by Kosecrans was well and

carefully prepared, and every step was taken

to insure success over the enemy at Mur

freesborough. On the 27th of December,

1862, Nolmsville and the hills in front were

taken possession of by McCook. The next

day a further advance was made by McCook
and the other commanders, and on the 29th,

being near Murfreesborough, position was

taken for the fight just at hand. At day

light, December 31st, the attack was begun

by the rebels. The weather was foggy, and

our troops appear to have been taken some

what by surprise. The entire front was as

saulted at once, the rebels rapidly advancing
in double columns; and so determined and

energetic was their fighting, that, in an

hour s time they captured two batteries and

compelled our troops to give way. Their

object was to turn Rosecrans s right flank,

but they did not succeed in this. The fight

was desperate, and it was with the greatest

difficulty that the rebel onset was stayed.

The day s contest WJIE closed after heavy loss
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in artillery and men, by some changes in po
sition on the part of Rosecrans, his extreme

left resting on Stone river. On the morning
of January 1st, 1863, the points opposite the

. ford, on Crittenden s left, were occupied with

a brigade. Nothing of moment occurred

till the afternoon of January 2d, when the

riffht wing of the rebels attacked our meno o
across Stone River, who gave way before

them. The enemy followed and came within

range of Crittenden s artillery. The firing

was terrific, and the havoc fearfully great.

In forty minutes, it was computed that they
lost 2,000 men. Of course, they retreated

in confusion, and had it not been dark and

stormy, Rosecrans would have pursued them

into Murfreesborough. The next day was

stormy and no movement took place, but our

men were held in readiness for battle. On
the 4th of January, it was ascertained that

Bragg had retreated from Murfreesborough
and taken position at Tullahoma, seventy-

one miles from Nashville. Rosecrans stated

his loss to be nearly 9,000, besides over 3,000

missing, out of 43,400, and estimated the

rebel force to be 62,000, and their loss 14,-

000. Bragg, on the other hand, said that he

had less than 35,000 in the field, and lost

about 10,000, while he estimated Rosecrans s

army at 70,000. The frequent, almost per

petual contradiction, on both sides, as to

numbers engaged, losses, etc., is not only

vexatious, but probably can never be settled

with certainty. The battle of Murfreesbor

ough was one of the most determined and

equally sustained battles of the war, and one

which will be forever memorable among
the great conflicts of the struggle for the

Union in the West. Although it fell short

of a decisive victory, it was, nevertheless, a

very serious blow to the rebels, and was just

ly and generally hailed as a triumph to the

North, securing, as it did, possession of a

vast and important frontier, menaced by an

active and resolute foe. During the latter

part of December, 1862, General Carter

made a successful cavalry expedition into

Tennessee. lie crossed the mountains, de

stroyed railroad bridges, about one hundred

miles of rails on the East Tennessee road

and then made his way back into Kentucky
General J. G. Foster, in North Carolina, tin

dertook a similar expedition, in order to cut

the rebel lines of communication betweer

Richmond and the South-west. This was

also in December, and was entirely success

ful. But, not having force sufficient to hold

the advantages gained, these expeditions,

gallantly carried through though they were,

were &amp;gt;f no permanent benefit.

In a brief review of 1862, it is evident

that, excepting in Virginia, the national arms

had been attended by lasting and impor
tant success, Forts Henry and Donelson,
Pea Ridge, Fort Pulaski, New Orleans,Mem
phis, etc., are proofs of what had been done

toward breaking doAvn the rebel organiza

tions, and narrowing the area of the conflict.

It is true, that the virtual failure of McClel-

lan in the campaign against Richmond, the

disasters on the Chickahominy, the bunglings
and misfortunes of Pope, and the ill success

of Burnside, had, in great measure, neutral

ized the effects of the brilliant victories in

the South-west and elsewhere, and prevented
our securing several important advantages in

various quarters. One thing became evi

dent, and the people of the loyal States felt

and acknowledged it, and that was, the ne

cessity of increasing and rendering more ef

fective our armies in the field. There had

been great loss of life, not only in battle, but

also by wounds, sickness, and other vicissi

tudes of war, and the territory in which op
erations were to be carried on, and points

permanently occupied, was so vast in extent,

that it was deemed not only prudent but al

most imperative to call for volunteers, and

add largely to the immense force already un

der arms. Accordingly, in July, 1862, 300,-

000 volunteers were called for to serve for

the war. Early in August, 300,000 more, to

serve for nine months, were called for, and

if by the 15th, any State should not have fur

nished its quota, the deficiency was to be

made up by a special draft. From the mi-
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ture of the case, drafting was thoroughly un

popular, and though the government was

resolute as to carrying it out in case of ne

cessity, yet, happily, by the aid of liberal

bounties, and the short time of service just

named, there was no need of proceeding to

the extreme in this matter. Early in Decem

ber, 1862, the secretary of war reported, un

der the calls of July and August, 420,000

new troops in the field, ofwhom 320,000 were

volunteers for three years, or during the war.

According to the best estimate which can

now be made, the number of troops in the

service of the United States, at the close of

1862, was nearly or quite 1,000,000.* The

active efforts of treasonable and disaffected

persons, and the violent and malicious as

saults of a portion of the press, in order to

thwart the plans of the government and aid

and abet the rebellion, led to the continued

exercise of that power which was claimed to

belong to the executive in case of manifest

necessity ;
we refer to the suspension of the

writ of habeas corpus. During the early per-

io:l of the great struggle for national life and

integrity, arrests were made by orders issued

from the secretary of state
;
but in February,

1862, the control of this whole matter was

transferred to the war department. The gov
ernment thenceforward a.cted with prompti
tude and vigor. A large number of persons,

known or supposed to be in complicity with

the rebels, were arrested and placed in con

finement, but, after longer or shorter inter-

va-S, were released, upon taking the oath of

* The numbers of the rebel force cannot be given
with any exactness

;
some writers say there were over

400,000 in the service ; but by the rigid enforcement

of the conscription act in the seceded States, compelling
all persons between the ages of eighteen and forty-five

to do military duty, the rebel leaders managed to get

together arger armies, at the end of 1862, than at any

previous period, and were consequently prepared to

carry on the war in 1883. The process of conscription j

however, was exhausting, and could ill bear repetition.

It became odious to the people of the States in rebel

lion
;

it was evaded in every possible way ; and it was

denounced as not only a gross violation of the much-

cherished State rights doctrine, bul also as the most

outrageous of military despotisms.

allegiance to the United States. Of course,
such action was sharply criticized

;
outcries

were made against what was denounced as

tyranny in its worst form
;
and in some, or

more cases, individuals were harshly treated,

and their rights unduly invaded. Political

leaders in opposition to the government made
the most of all this

;

&quot;

peace meetings
&quot; were

held in various places ;
the administration

was vigorouly assailed
;

efforts were made to

prevent enlistments and hinder the putting
down the rebellion by force of arms

;
and so

powerful an influence was exerted upon the

State elections, near the close of the year, that

the government was, in several instances, se

riously worsted. Nevertheless, the energetic

action of the public authorities was so far ef

fective and salutary, that on the 22d of No
vember, an order was issued by the war de

partment discharging from military restraint

persons charged with interfering with the

draft, etc., and persons arrested for disloyalty

and hostility by the commanders in rebel

States, on their giving their parole. The or

der, however, excepted all persons who had

been in arms against the government, or re

sisted the draft by arms, etc. When Con

gress met, in December, 1862, this subject

occupied a large share of their attention
;

it

was warmly and fully discussed, and the re

sult was, that an act of indemnity was passed

in behalf of the president, and those under

his orders, for whatever had been done, and

power was conferred giving him full author

ity to suspend the writ of habeas corpus when

ever, in his judgment, the public safety re

quired it.

The avowed object of the government, aa

we have several times seen, was to put down

rebellion and restore the authority of the Con

stitution. The extravagant and vile slanders

of the rebel leaders and traitors, as to lust of

conquest, exciting a slave insurrection, de

struction of property, etc.. naturally caused

the government to do all in its pou er to allay

apprehensions, and it was announced that,

&quot; in no way or manner did the government de*

sire to interfere with the laws constitutional-
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ly established in the Southern States, or with

their institutions of any kind whatever, their

property of any sort, or their usages in any

respect.&quot;
This was the avowed policy ofthe

administration, so far as there was any policy,

at the outbreak of the rebellion, and mainly

during the years 1861 and 1862. Fremont s

and Hunter s movements, in regard to the

position of the slaves, and what to do with

them, were repudiated, and the more radical

Bupporters of Lincoln complained of his back

wardness and lukewarmness on this subject.

They urged immediate and total excision of

the cursed system ;
but Lincoln was not pre

pared for that as yet. On the 22d of July,

a few days after the adjournment of Congress,

an order was issued in regard to the general

use of rebel property in the several military

departments, directing that military comman
ders should seize any property necessary or

Convenient for supplies, in any of the insur

gent States
;
that negroes should be employed

and properly compensated as laborers
;
and

that accounts should be kept and furnished

to the government in regard to these various

matters. The president s favorite policy,

that of compensated emancipation and col

onizing the negroes, was not generally accep

table. Yet, it was evident that this ques
tion of slavery, in the present crisis, must be

settled in some definite, fixed manner. It

began to be felt, by both Lincoln and the peo

ple, that something positive must be done,

and done speedily and effectively. The reb

els wrere making use of the slaves as tillers

of the ground and laborers in military opera

tions, so as greatly to increase their capabili

ty of resistance, and enable all the white pop
ulation to serve in the rebel army. The

president hence was compelled to take a bold

and decided stand. Accordingly, on the 22d

of September, he issued his emancipation

proclamation, by which the slaves of all reb

els and traitors were declared to be free. This

proclamation was as vigorously denounced

by some, as it was lauded by others. But

after all that was or could be said against

this change or development of the jolicy of

the government, the great body of the peo
pie were disposed to acquiesce in the meas

ure, as a war measure, and as a military act

justified by a military necessity.

The Thirty-seventh Congress began its

third session on the 1st day of December,
1862. The friends and supporters of the ad

ministration were largely in the majority,

both in the Senate and in the House, and the

national legislature entered upon its work

with becoming zeal and diligence. The presi

dent s message was a document of great

length, in which Lincoln gave a review of the

general condition of affairs at home and

abroad, and especially argued upon the

question of compensated emancipation. The

condition of the finances was commended to

their &quot;most diligent consideration;&quot; atten

tion was called to the reports of the secreta

ries of war and the navy, and various inter

esting statements were made respecting the

post office department, the public lands, the

Indian tribes, etc. Attempts were made to

censure the government ;
but failed of course.

On the 4th of December, 1862, Morrill, of

Yermont offered the following resolution in

the House :

&quot;

Jlesolved, that at no time since

the commencement of the existing rebellion,

have the forces and materials in the hands of

the executive department of the government
been so ample and abundant, for the speedy

and triumphant termination of the war, as

at the present moment ;
and it is the duty of

all loyal American citizens, regardless of

minor differences of opinion, and especially

the duty of every officer and soldier in the

field, as well as the duty of every department
of the government the legislative branch

included as a unit, to cordially and united

ly strike down the assassins, at once and for

ever, who have conspired to destroy our

Constitution, our nationality, and that pros

perity and freedom of which we are justly

proud at home and abroad, and which we

stand pledged to perpetuate forever.&quot; This

resolution indicated clear!; the sentiment

which prevailed in Congress, and in the loyal

States generally ;
it was adopted by a vote of
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105 to 1. The action of Congress was prompt
and energetic on the several great questions

which came before it. The enlisting negroes
as soldiers, the enrolling and drafting the

militia, the authorizing the president to issue

to private armed vessels letters of marque,
the admission of the State of Western Vir

ginia, etc., were warmly debated during the

session, and afforded abundant evidence of

the spirit and determination of the majority
ill Congress, and the lengths to which they
were ready to go in support of the policy of

the government. The report of the secretary

of the treasury, Mr. Chase, was an elaborate

and carefully prepared document, setting forth

the previous financial history of the war,

and the policy by which it was proposed to

regulate its burdens in the future. The ex

penditures of the year were in excess of pre
vious estimates some $350,000,000 ;

and the

public debt, it was stated, would by the end

of the next year, amount to $1,700,000,000.
The secretary urged the organization of bank

ing associations under a general act as pro

posed the previous year. The central idea

of the scheme was &quot; the establishment of one

sound, uniform circulation, of equal value

throughout the country, upon the foundation

of national credit combined with private capi

tal. Its advantages- in absorbing the public

securities, providing a home market, and

giving steadiness to their value, were obvious,

while the measure was free from the objec
tions of government interference formerly

urged against a national bank. The actiono c?

of Congress on the subject of the finances of

the country was prompt and important.
On the 17th of January, 18G3, there was au

thorized the issue of $100,000,000 in United

States NOTES, for the immediate payment of

the army and navy ;
such notes to be a part

of the amount provided for in any bill that

might be passed during the session. The
amount just named, was included in the act

passed at the close of the present Congress.

During the month of February, the subject
of providing a sound and reliable currency
for tho country came up, and was fully dis

cussed, in both the House and the Senate.

The result was, the passage of &quot; An Ac t to

provide a national currency, secured by a

pledge of United States stocks, and to pro
vide for the circulation and redemption
thereof.&quot; The vote in the Senate was ayes,

23, noes, 21
;
in the House, ayes, 78, noes 64.

By an act, approved March 3d, 1863, there

was authorized a LOAN of $300,000,000 for

the current fiscal year, and $600,000,000 for

the next fiscal year, for which bonds were

to be issued, running not less than ten nor

more than forty years, principal and interest

payable in coin, bearing interest at a rate

not exceeding six per cent, per annum,

payable on bonds not exceeding $100 annu

ally, and on all others semi-annually. The sec

retary was also authorized to issue $400,

000,000 of six per cent. TREASURY NOTES

not exceeding three years to run, to be a

legal tender for their face value, excluding

interest, and exchangeable for and redeema

ble by United States notes, for which pur

pose alone an issue of $150,000,000, of the lat

ter was authorized
; also, a further issue, if nec

essary, for the payment of the army and navy
and other creditors of the government, of

$150,000,000, in United States notes, includ

ing the $100,000,000 authorized in January ;

the whole amount of bonds, treasury notes,

and United States notes issued under this

act not to exceed the sum of $900,000,000 ;

also, to issue $50,000,000, in FRACTIONAL

CURRENCY, in lieu of postage or other stamps,

exchangeable for United States notes, in

sums not less than three dollars, and receiva

ble for any dues to the United States less

than five dollars, except duties on imports;

also, to receive deposits of gold coin and

bullion, and to issue certificates therefor
;

and to issue certificates representing coin in

the treasury in payment of interest, which,

with the certificates of deposits issued, wrere

not to exceed 20 per cent, beyond the amount

of coin and bullion in the treasuary. A tax

was also imposed on the circulation of Staw

banks of one per cent, half yearly.

Our foreign correspondence was ably con
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ducted by Mr. Seward and our ministers

abroad, and it was made plain to all that the

United States would allow no foreign inter

meddling in our affairs, and no infraction of

our rights and immunities. The course pur
sued by the English government was of a

kind to arouse deep feeling in the United

States a feeling of mingled indignation and

contempt; of indignation at the positive

wide-spread injuries inflicted upon our com
merce by the piratical cruisers built and fitted

out in English ports ;
and of contempt for a

government professing friendliness and neu

trality, and at the same time conniving at

palpable violations of law in order to favor

the cause of the rebellion. The privateers,

Florida and Alabama, are instances in point.

Early in the year 1862, our minister called

the attention of Earl Russell to the fact that

a steam gun-boat was being built at Liverpool
for the purposes of the rebels. Disregarding
his representations, the English government
allowed the vessel to leave, ostensibly for

Sicily, but in reality for Mobile, where she

arrived in September, and under the com
mand of Maflitt entered upon the work of

depredation and virtual piracy. In June,

1862, Mr. Adams pointed out to Russell that,

in the shipyard of a member of parliament,
a large Avar steamer was getting built, with

out doubt for the rebel service. This vessel,

known at first as the
&quot;290,&quot;

and afterwards as

the Alabama, notwithstanding the urgent

protest of Adams and the furnishing on his

part clear and positive evidence of the design

and purpose of this vessel and her owners,

was allowed to depart the Queen s advocate

got sick at a mdl-a-propos moment July
29th. without register or clearance. She

took her departure with a party of ladies and

gentlemen, on the pretext of a trial trip,

dismissing her visitors and well wishers on

getting out of the Mersey. The United States

steamer, Tuscarora, at Southampton, was

telegraphed to, to intercept the &quot; 290 &quot;

at sea,

a risk of capture which the ret el vessel avoid

ed by taking the channel to the north of

Ireland, while her pursuer my ii wait in St.

George s channel. She then proceeded, un

disturbed, to one of the Azores, where accord

ing to a previous arrangement, she awaited

the arrival of a bark from the Thames laden

with her stores and armament. Soon after

having obtained, in this way, the stores and

supplies, the British screw steamer Bahama
made her appearance, bringing thanotorious

Semmes and the late officers of the Sumter,
and an additional crew and armament.

Being thus equipped, Semmes mustered the

crew on deck and read his commission,

together with the order from Jeff. Davis to

take command of the sloop of war, which

was now named the &quot;Alabama.&quot; Thus, in de

fiance of law and of international obligation
and comity, this piratical cruiser was launch

ed upon her career ofmischiefand destruction.

Before the close of the year 1862, twenty-

eight vessels, mostly owned at New York and

in New England, fell into the Alabama s

hands, the greater part of which were burned

to the water s edge. Plundering and burn

ing marked her course, and though occasion

ally a vessel was allowed to depart on giving

heavy bonds for the ship and cargo, yet the

usual practice was robbery and destruction.

It need excite no wonder that strong repro

bation was expressed at the course of the

English government in this matter. The

authorities at home sent one vessel of war

after another in fruitless search of the adroit

ly managed cruiser, while her successive

depredations, and the advantages which sho

obtained as a recognized &quot;belligerent,&quot;
were

brought before the British cabinet, and d

distinct warning was given, that England
would be held responsible for the damage
which this vessel had inflicted, or might
hereafter inflict, on American commerce.

An attempt was made late in the yeai

1862, by Louis Napoleon, to get England and

Russia to join him in interfering in our af

fairs. These governments declined, and

thereupon the French emperor, as he was

called, had assurance enough, early in 1863,

to venture upon offering himself to help us

towards settling matters with the rebels.
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This offer was promptly and decisively de

clined
; and, in an able dispatch from Secre

tary Seward, under date of February 6th,

1863, the ground taken and held by the

United States government was set forth in

language which could not be misunderstood :

&quot;This government has not the least thought
of relinquishing the trust which has been con

fided to it by the nation under the most sol

emn of all political sanctions
;
and if it had

any such thought, it would still have abun

dant reason to know, that peace proposed at

the cost of dissolution would be immediately,

unreservedly, and indignantly rejected by
the American

people.&quot;
The effect of this

dispatch was very marked, and it put an

end to all further talk or offer of foreign in

tervention in any shape, or from any quarter.

No nation was willing to incur the risk of

war with the Great Republic by undertaking
to recognize the rebellion. Such, in sub

stance, was the condition of affairs at the

close of 1862. There was much to hope for,

and also not a little to apprehend. The peo

ple generally had made up their minds that

the rebellion must and should be crushed, no

matter what sacrifice might be demanded
;

and though discouragements of various kinds

stood in the way, though a speedy return of

peace was to be hoped and prayed for, rather

than expected ; yet there was no shrinking
from the contest, there was no hesitation as

to where the path of duty lay, and as to the

responsibilities resting on Americans in this

great crisis in our national life. The heart

of the Joyal people was sound and unshaken

in the hour of trial.

The position of the leaders and people in

rebelclom was anything but agreeable. The

Masons, Slidells, Yanceys, etc., had failed

utterly in obtaining recognition abroad, or

any promise looking in that direction; the

blockade, though not perfect, was maintained

with a vigor and effectiveness which told in

a marked manner upon the condition of af

fairs ; Cotton was found to be no longer the

king&quot;
which it was supposed to be, and the

~cbels destroyed it to a large extent, rather

than suffer it to fall into Union hands
;
the

measure adopted by the government for

emancipating the slaves was tremendously
severe in its effects upon the rebel States

;

their finances were almost hopelessly in

volved, and were fast approaching insolvency
and bankruptcy ;

the conscript acts were ex

hausting all their strength; the Union ar

mies were gradually and surely hemming
the rebels in, always retaining important po
sitions when once gained ;

and though Jeff.

Davis begged and pleaded for further devo

tion, and for men to hasten forward, in order

to keep possession of Yicksburg and Port

Hudson on the Mississippi ; though Stephens
cried out lustily, &quot;Never give it up !&quot; though
he exclaimed energetically, &quot;Let the world

know, and history record the fact, that we
can never be conquered ;&quot;

still it was evident

that matters were in rather a bad way for

the rebels, and that the loyal States were

firmly, unalterably resolved never to allow

the integrity of the nation to bo broken or

destroyed. The rebel congress met early in

January, 1863, on which occasion Davis de

livered a long and rather violent message,
filled with matter adapted to the condition

of affairs in the States over which he was ex

ercising unlawful rule. He made bitter

complaint against various European powers,

who had recognized the blockade, and had

done nothing for the benefit of the privateer

ing interests of the rebellion. But, in his

judgment, &quot;the proudly self-reliant Confed

eracy,&quot; superior, as he claimed, in all respects,

to its enemies, had no need to regret the lack

of outside help. He branded McNeil, Mil-

roy and Butler as guilty
&quot; of every conceiv

able atrocity, and as stamped with indelible

infamy ;&quot;

and spoke of Lincoln s emancipa
tion proclamation with especial virulence

and vindictiveness. Retaliatory measures

were resolved upon ;
our officers and troops

were to be punished who might aid in &quot; over

throwing the institution of African slavery

and bringing on a servile war&quot; in the rebel

States
;
a tax bill was passed, very heavy in

its pressure; an impressment bill, also, etc
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The condition and strength of the United

States navy, at the opening of the year, was

substantially as follows: there were, as

reported by the secretary of the navy, 427

ressels, carrying 3,268 guns an increase

during the year of 123 vessels, carrying 711

guns. Of these, 104, with 1,415 guns, were

sailing vessels, and 323, with 1,853 guns were

steam vessels. In the latter were included

fifty-four iron-clad vessels of various con

structions, of which twenty-eight were on

the seaboard and twenty-six on the Western

waters. In regard to naval operations at the

beginning of 1863, we may briefly note here

the capture of the Harriet Lane and the fate

of the steamer Hatteras. Galveston, in

Texas, had been held by Commander Ren-

shaw, since October, 1862. by a small naval

and military force at his command, consist

ing of the Harriet Lane and four other

steamers, and less than 300, rank and file,

occupying a wharf in the town. At the be

ginning of January, the rebels under Ma-

gruder, made an attack by land and water,
in large force. The Harriet Lane was cap

tured, and Renshaw, by a premature explo
sion of the vessel he was in, lost his life

;

a number of men were also lost
;
and the

blockade was given up. Soon after this dis

aster, the privateer Alabama met the United

States steamer Hatteras off the harbor, and

pouring in a broadside, set her on fire and

compelled a surrender. The Hatteras sunk

almost immediately after the officers and crew

were removed.

Burnside, as we have seen (p. 310), was

superseded by
&quot;

Fighting Joe Hooker,&quot; as

he was commonly called in the army. On

taking command, he issued a short address,

and introduced various improvements. The

system of grand divisions was done away

with, and the army was divided into seven

corps. The first corps was commanded by
Reynolds ;

the second by Couch
;
the third

by Sickles
;
the fifth by Meade

;
the sixth

by Sedgwick; the eleventh by Howard;
and the twelfth by Slocum. The cavalry

was consolidated .uto a single corps, and was

placed under command of Stoneman. Othei

judicious reforms were also carried into

effect. Desertion and its causes were stop

ped ;
distinctive badges were given to the

different corps; a system of furloughs was

instituted
;

and as Hooker, despite hi3

extra self-sufficiency, was highly popular
with the troops, and an able administrative

officer, important results were confidently

looked for under his guidance. The army
numbered, according to good authority, 125,-

000 (infantry and artillery), 12,000 cavalry,

and an artillery force of about 400 guns.
The rebel general was strongly entrenched

on the heights south of the Rappahannock,
from Skenker s Creek to U. S. Ford, a dis

tance of about twenty-five miles, and had

his troops so arranged that he could readily

concentrate them on any given point. In this

position Lee had only two main lines of re

treat, one towards Richmond, by railroad, and

the other towards Gordonsville. It was a mat

ter of importance, therefore, for Hooker to

make a movement of such a kind as to com

pel Lee to corne out of his fortifications and

fight, or to fall back to Richmond. To assist

in this movement, Stoneman, with a large

cavalry force, was to hasten forward, some

time in advance of the army movement, and

cut the railroad communications of the

enemy at important points in their roads.

As a direct attack on Fredericksburg was

every way inexpedient, especially after for

mer experiences, Hooker adopted a bold

plan of operation against Lee s left, and on

the morning of April 27th, began the carry

ing of it out. A strong, well-appointed

column, consisting of the 5th, llth, and 12th

corps, set out for Kelly s Ford, some twenty-

seven miles above Fredericksburg, intending

by this wide detour to cross the Rappahan
nock and the Rapidan, and pass around Lee a

flank to Chancellorsville. Marching on Mon

day, this force reached the neighborhood of

Kelly s Ford on Tuesday, April 23th, and

during the night and next morning, crossed

at Kelly s Ford, on pontoon bridges. Early

on Wednesday morning, an advance was
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made to Germania Ford, on the Rapidan
twelve miles distant by the llth and 12th

corps, and to Ely s Ford, on the same stream,

by the 5th corps. Celerity of movement

being the chief desideratum, it was resolved

immediately to put the troops over the Rap-
idan. Accordingly the men plunged in,

many of them stripping and carrying their

clothes and cartridge-boxes on their bayonets,
and waded over, up to their armpits. Dur-

ring the night huge bonfires were kindled,

and the remainder of the troops were passed
over by the next morning. &quot;While this was

going on at Germania Ford, Meade s troops
were crossing at Ely s Ford. Both columns

now moved, as ordered, for Chancellorsville,
e*t the junction of the Gordonsville turnpike
with the Culpepper and Orange Court House

plank road, Pleasanton s cavalry keeping up
the communication and protecting the right
flank from the rebel cavalry attacks. This

manoeuvre having uncovered United States

Ford, Couch s corps, which had, for three

days, been lying at that point, was passed
over the Rappahannock by a pontoon bridge,
on Thursday, without any opposition. This

force also converged toward Chancellorsville,
and on Thursday night four army corps,

namely, Howard s, Stevens
,
Meade s and

Couch s, were massed at this point. That
same night Hooker reached Chancellorsville,

and established his headquarters at a large
brick house, formerly an inn, which, in fact,

constituted the entire place. The position

thus secured wras important, as taking in re

verse Lee s entire fortified line, and by its

being in direct communication with Fred-

ericksburg by a plank road, and with

Orange Court House and Gordonsville by
a road through the Wilderness a desolate

region of tangled woods in its vicinity. The

remaining corps, meanwhile, had rendered

essential aid in making the flank march just
noted, A feint was made of attacking Fred-

ericksburg, on the 29th of April, after which
the 3d corps joined Hooker, and Sedgwick s

remained below for further orders. The
success of Hooker thus far rendered him

quite jubilant. On the 30th, he announced
to the army that the rebels must flee, or

come out and fight with the certainty of

being destroyed. Lee, however, did not run

away, but prepared at once to advance and

give battle. On the 30th of April, at mid

night, he put his troops in motion towards

Chancellorsville, and, in some unexplained

way, was allowed by Hooker to advance
so far without opposition, as to prevent
our seizing the direct communications with

Eichmond. Hooker, it seems, did not ori

ginally intend to remain in the tangled
thicket of the Wilderness, an exceedingly
bad place for the movements of a large

army. The next day several columns were

pushed forward to gain the open country

beyond; these advance movements were

quite successful and it seems plain that they
should have been secured and held; but

Hooker thought otherwise. He ordered the

columns to fall back to Chancellorsville,

and instead of marching up with his whole

force, and taking the initiative in delivering

battle, he strangely threw away precious

advantages, and despite the remonstrances

of his officers, he determined to remain on the

defensive at Chancellorsville. It is difficult

to account for Hooker s sudden lack of nerve

and generalship at this point, since he had thug

far displayed vigor and talent of a high order.

On the 1st and 2d of May, Lee made various

demonstrations against Hooker s front
;
but

he had no purpose of fighting just then.

He was only gaining time to allow Jackson

to carry out a very bold plan of assailing

Hooker s right and rear by a flank march.

Taking with him about 22,000 men, Jackson

set out, on the morning of May 2d, on his

expedition, and worked Ids way with great

diligence through the thickets by a path
some two miles south of and parallel to the

Orange plank road, where Hooker s troops

were planted. Late in tho afternoon, in

spite of all difficulties, he reached the posi

tion aimed at for the terrible and crushing

blow which he was about to inflict on Hook
er s flank. From some observations which
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had been made of the movements of the

rebel troops, it was thought that they were

retreating, so Hooker expected to capture

them or drive them in confusion. At 5 o clock,

p. M., however, Jackson had gained the

position where he could deal the deadly blow

for which he had been seeking the oppor

tunity at so great risk. A terrific crash

of musketry on Hooker s extreme right an

nounced that the rebel general had begun
his destructive operations. The preparation

to meet this onslaught was very imperfect.

It was supposed that Howard s corps would

be able to resist the onslaught ;
but in vain.

Between five and six P.M., Jackson burst forth

with resistless impetuosity on the unprepared
llth corps. Panic stricken, taken wholly by

surprise, the troops rushed forward, a disor

ganized mass, without arms, and anxions only
to escape the rebel assault. Entreaties, threats,

orders of commanders, were of no avail
; they

fled down the road towards headquarters,

and overran the next division to the left,

which, was compelled to give way before the

enemy even reached its position. Some re

sistance was made on the extreme left of the

llth corps, but in a short time the wThole

was in utter rout. It was now seven o clock,

and darkness was fast approaching ;
but

Jackson had seized the breastworks, and had

pushed forward within half a mile of head

quarters. It was a critical moment
;
a new

line had been formed
;
and as Lee was press

ing his attack on Hooker s left and centre,O
it was the work of difficulty and danger to

provide for this point. Happily, however,

Pleasanton s cavalry came up at this moment,
and by their noble efforts, aided by other

troops, the rebel advance was checked. It

was about this time, in the darkness, that

Jackson was shot, singularly enough by reb

el ballets. It appears, that in his eagerness,

he had pressed forward beyond his own lines,

ind on returning was mistaken for an enemy,
and fired upon, with fatal effect. His death,

a few days after, removed out of the way
one of the most ardent and most dangerous
of the rebels.

From the position of affairs on Saturday

night, May 2d, it was evident that a change
of line was necessary, by which the enemy
should be driven from the rear, and brought
into front again. By diligent effort, during
the night, this was in great measure accom

plished. The new line now assumed the

shape of a triangle, prolonged at the apex,
the right of the line being being somewhato O O

longer than the left. The rebels, who had

been reinforcing all night, purposed to fight

for the possession of the plank road, which it

tvas necessary they should have in order to

escape assaults in front and flank. At day

light, Sunday morning, May 3d, the rebels

seized the crest which the day before had been

occupied by the llth corps, got 30 pieces of

artillery into position thereon, and opened a

heavy fire on the plain round Chancellor

House. The battle soon became fierce and

determined on both sides. The rebel charge
was fast and furious

;
the steadiness and spir

it of our men bravely sustained the assault
;

but still after a severe struggle, our troops
were pressed back. Lee, meanwhile, attack

ed the centre and left, but he was gallantly

met by our men. An order was given to

fall back to Chancellor House, which was

done
;
and for ar* hour or more the battle

raged at the angle ot h^ roads. Our line,

however, soon began to waver
;
Hooker aban

doned his headquarters, now on fire, and re

tired to a new line, about a mile nearer to

the river and covering the fords. The reb

els made a dash, and between ten and eleven

o clock gained possession of Chancellorsville.

The position taken by Hooker was a strong

one, the right flank resting on the Rapidan
and the left on the Eappahannock. The

corps of Meade and Reynolds were formed

on the new lines, together with the troops

just noted as falling back. Lee was prepar

ing to assault with his entire force, whon

news from Fredericksburg compelled a

pause. Sedgwick, it will be remembered,
had been left some three miles below Frod-

ericksburg to await developments of l.he

main armv at Chancr-ilorsville. The serious
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injury inflicted on Hooker by Jackson s bold

movement, induced tlie former to send orders

to Sedgwick to occupy Fredericksburg, seize

the heights, gain the plank road towards

Chancellorsville, and move out to join Hook

er, destroying any force he might meet, and

reaching his assigned position by daylight, on

Sunday morning. This was a movement

which, if successfully carried out, was of

great importance, but which also involved

serious risk. Sedgwick received the order at

eleven o clock on Saturday night, and imme

diately set about its execution. Some hours

before daylight, after sharp skirmishing, he

occupied the town, and soon after, Gibbon s

division crossed from Falmouth to join him.

Sedgwick concluded, under all the circum

stances, to carry, by assault, the heights im

mediately in the rear of the town, including

Harye s Hill and the stone wall at its base,

where our troops had suffered so severely

during Burnside s campaign. Much time

had already been consumed
;
the forenoon

was fast passing, when the deadly struggle

began for driving the rebels out of their po-

Bition but it was executed with a gallantry

unsurpassed at any time. The rebels fled,

and the road was left open for the advance,

which Sedgwick immediately began. Lee,

apprized of the danger from this source, sent

promptly troops to assail Sedgwick, which

they did, when he was about half way be

tween Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville.

A sharp encounter took place at Salem

Heights, between four and five o clock in the

afternoon, and Sedgwick was unable to do

more than hold his own, and hardly that, for

his losses were very heavy .(probably quite

5,000) and the enemy were attacking him

from several different points. This was on

Sunday night. The. next morning, the reb

els, reinforced, rushed furiously upon Sedg
wick. His men resisted stubbornly, but

were forced to yield ground, and under cov

er of the night crossed the river on a pontoon

bridge. It was Lee s determination to attack

Hooker, the next morning, May 6th
;

but

during the night preceding Hooker ordered
IT. 21

the army across the Rappahannock, and thus

left the rebels masters of the field.* The

losses, on our side, were very heavy, being
over 17,000 in killed, wounded, and missing.
The rebel loss was estimated to be about 10,

000. It may be stated here that Stoneman s

raid (p. 318), upon the enemy s railroad com

munications, though brilliant and daring, was

of no material moment in a military point oi

view, or towards helping Hooker out of his

difficulties. The army now resumed its old

quarters at Falmouth, with a prospect, at no

distant date, of being called upon to assume

offensive operations against the foe.

On the 20th of January, 1863, General

Hunter resumed command, at Port Royal, of

the department of the South. Vigorous prep
arations were entered upon, while the mon
itors and iron-clads, from which much was

expected in regard to conflicts with the reb

els, were being completed at the North. The

Passaic, with the Montauk, and the formida

ble battery, the New Ironsides, made their

appearance at Port Royal about the middle

of January. Active operations were now

promised, and speedy employment in the

field. General Saxton, who had been sent

by the secretary of war, in J une, 1862, to

give attention to the abandoned plantations,

and the people, especially the negroes, in the

department of the South, and who was to re

port directly, once a week at least, to the war

department, announced, about this date, (he

complete organization of the first (negro) reg

iment of South Carolina volunteers, Colonel

Higginson being in command. He also ex

pressed a very high opinion of the merit of

these negro recruits. Admiral Dupont, in

command of the South Atlantic squadron,

for the purpose of testing the iron-clads re-

* A military critic, speaking of this badly managed

affair, says :

&quot; Not the Army of the Potomac was beat

en at Chancellorsville, but its commander ; and Geu.

Hooker s conduct inflicted a very severe blow to his rep

utation. The officers despised his generalship, and

the rank and file were puzzled at the result of a battle

in which they had been foiled without being fought

and caused to retreat without the couseiousness of Lav

ing been beaten.&quot;
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cently arrived at Port Royal, ordered the

Montauk, Commander &quot;Worden, to the Ogee-
chee River, opening into the Ossabaw Sound,
on the Georgia coast, and through which

there was an approach to within ten miles of

Savannah. The privateer Nashville, which

had made a number of successful trips as a

blockade runner between Charleston, Wil

mington and Nassau, had, in July, 1862, tak

en refuge in the Ogeechee, and was compel
led by our fleet to remain there. To destroy

Fort McAllister and capture the Nashville

was the object proposed for the navy. Wor
den began the attack on the fort, January

27th; but though the firing on both sides

was steady and constant, no result was attain

ed. Another attempt was made February

1st, at closer quarters, i. e. within about 1,000

yards ;
but with no better success. The prin

cipal result was the testing the powers of en

durance of the iron-clads and monitor class

of vessels. The Nashville, we may here

mention, continued concealed and protected

behind Fort McAllister through the month

of February to the 27th, when, at evening,

she was observed, in motion above the bat

tery by Worden. He immediately moved

up the river to within 1,200 yards of the

Nashville, which, having grounded, was soon

set on fire by Worden s fire and blown up.

At the close of January, 1863, a bold move

ment was undertaken by the rebel vessels at

Charleston. An iron-clad steamer, Princess

Royal, attempted to run the blockade, but

her career was arrested. She was run ashore

and abandoned, and was at once taken pos

session of by the Unadilla. This proved to

be a very valuable prize, having engines for

iron-clads, rifled guns, ammunition, and

stores of all kinds on board. Two days lat

er she was taken to Port Royal, and subse

quently sent to Philadelphia for adjudication.

Chagrined at this loss, the rebels determined

to make a bold dash, and not only to recover

possession of the Princess Royal, but also to

attack the blockading squadron. According

ly, about 4: o clock in the morning of Janua

ry 31st, during the obscurity of a thick haze,

two iron-clad steam rams came out of C Charles

ton by the main ship channel, unnoticed by
the squadron, and commenced an assault up
on the blockading fleet, which, just at this

time, was mostly composed of the light class

of purchased vessels. The first onset was

made upon the steamer Mercedita, formerly
a merchant vessel, by the ram commanded

l)y Ingraham, formerly of the United States

service. Almost immediately the Merccdita

was rendered helpless, and gave up the con

test. The other ram attacked the Keystone

State, at the same time, which was served

much as the Mercedita had been. The other

vessels on the station kept out of the way, and

Ingraham and the rams retired into the

Swash Channel behind the Shoals. But no

real advantage was gained by all this. It is

true, the rebels thought that something ought
to be made by them, and so they issued a

proclamation, announcing to the world, that

the blockade was broken up by their superior

force, and Charleston was now open and free

But this was mere braggadocio, and Dupont

speedily set forth the real state of the case.

During the month of March the prelimi

nary preparations for the attack on Charles

ton having been completed, the vessels of

the fleet and transports were forwarded to

the place of rendezvous on North Edisto

River. As it was important for crossing the

bar with the iron-clads, to secure the advan

tage of the high spring tides at the beginning
of April, Dupont watched carefully the op

portune moment. On the 5th of April, 1 863,

after several days of high wind, the sea be

ing very smooth and the tides favorable, the

fleet left its anchorage, and early in the fore

noon arrived at the blockading station off

Charleston harbor. Here, Commander Bou

telle, of the Coast Survey, assisted in sound-

ing and marking out the channel. These

and other matters occupied the day. Early
on the following morning, the 6th, the iron

clad fleet crossed the bar and was ranged

opposite Morris Island, at the southern en

trance of the harbor, within a mile of the

shore
;
but that day was lost for active opera-

1
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tions by a thick haze which, prevented any
observations of the shore. At noon, on the

7th of April, signal was given by the Admi
ral from his flag ship, the New Ironsides, for

the vessels to weigh anchor, nine in number,
at about a cable s length apart. The prepa
rations made by Beauregard and his fellow

laborers for the defence of Charleston were

of the most extensive and formidable charac:

ter. Beginning with the northern or eastern

entrance by way of Maffit s Channel, there

were, on Sullivan s Island, beside Fort Moul-

trie, two large and powerful sand batteries

guarding the channel
;
there was Fort Sum-

ter, built on an artificial island in the middle

of the channel near the entrance of the inner

harbor, a mile and a half west of Fort Moul-

trie, and strengthened to the very highest

degree ;
there was Battery Bee, Mount Pleas

ant battery on the main land, and Castle

Pinckney built on an island, about a mile

from the city all on the northerly side of

the harbor. On the other side of the harbor

were &quot;Wappoo battery, on James Island, near

Charleston, and Fort Johnson
;
between this

latter and Castle Pinckney was Fort Ripley,
built on an artificial island in what is called

the &quot; middle
ground.&quot;

On. Cumming s Point,

Morris Islet, opposite Fort Moultrie, was

Battery Gregg, and a mile south of this Fort

Wagner, and a fort at Light House Island

covering the landing at that place. Several

hundred guns were mounted on these numer
ous works

;
and in addition, the channel be

tween Fort Sumter and Sullivan s Island was

obstructed by rows of floating casks, support

ing torpedoes and other submarine obstacles.

Early in tho afternoon the several vessels

took their assigned place in the line of battle,

and special efforts were made against Fort
Sumter eight iron-clads taking up position

opposite the eastern and north-eastern front,

at distances of from 550 to 800 yards. Of
course, the rebels were not idle or inactive

in the meanwhile; on the contrary, they

poured forth from their vast batteries both

shells and shot in immense profusion, and

with a rapidity almost beyond conception.

It was of course impossible to endure long
the rebel hurricane of fire. The Keokuk
received her death blow within half an hour

;

she was struck ninety times, and had nine

teen holes above and below the water line,

and got away just in time to sink out of sight

by evening. Others of the iron-clads began
to show signs of disablement, and it became

evident that the contest was too unequal to

render it expedient to continue it; Dupont,

therefore, about five o clock, gave the signal

to withdraw from action, intending to re

sume the attack next morning. On ascer

taining, however, the injuries received by
the several vessels, and estimating his force

as quite unable to overcome the obstructions

in the harbor and silence the vast works on

every hand, the admiral expressed his con

viction that it was utterly impracticable to

take the city of Charleston, as matters now
stood. The entire fleet had been able to fire

only 139 shots against Sumter, with com

paratively small injury to the fort; while

the rebels had hurled against the iron-clads

thousands of shells, shots and steel-pointed

bolts, and had inflicted upon them serious

damage. Dupont ordered the vessels to Port

Royal for repairs, except the New Ironsides,

which anchored outside Charleston bar. The
casualties were very few, considering the

fierceness of the rebel fire
;
one man died of

injuries, and about 25 were wounded. Hun
ter and his men at Stono Inlet were waiting
for an opportunity of joining in the attack

;

but the lack of success on the part of tho

fleet prevented their doing so. As to further

operations against Charleston, it was thought

necessary to occupy Morris Island in order

to attain success. Hence Gilhnore, eminent

for engineering skill and ability, was sent in

June to supersede Hunter.

General Banks, as has been already noted,

took the place of Butler at New Orleans.

This able officer was engaged in the autumn
of 18G2 in fitting out an expedition in the

North, the destination of which was kept &a

secret as possible, but was supposed to be in

tended for the South, and especially for tho
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oenefit of Texas. Having made all liis ar

rangements, Banks sailed from New York at

the beginning of December, 1862, with someO O / 7

fifty vessels and about 10,000 men, and on

the 16th of the same month, at New Orleans,

formally assumed command of the depart
ment of the gulf. His opening proclamation
was judicious, conciliatory, and to the point ;

and his address to the people of Louisiana, a

week later, in regard to the state of things

now under the Emancipation Proclamation,

was marked by good sense and a just view

of the rights and privileges of all concerned.

In the early part of March, 1863, Banks con

centrated his force at Baton Rouge, in number

about 25,000 men. Twenty miles above, the

rebels were strongly entrenched at Port Hud

son, the most important position held by
them on the Mississippi below Yicksburg.
Situated on an elevated, almost perpendicu
lar cliif, at a contracted bend of the stream,

where the narrowed current ran with great

violence, its formidable line of batteries

threatened destruction to any hostile fleet,

while on the land side the approach, easily

capable of defence, was beset by swamps and

other apparently invincible obstacles. The

first movement of importance in this quarter

was made by the navy, in aid of the opera
tions of Grant and Porter against Yicksburg.
At the beginning of February, 1863, Ellett

led the way in the Queen of the West in the

passage of the batteries at that place, the de

sign being to interrupt the enemy s supplies

from the west of the Mississippi. After in

flicting much damage in this way, the vessel

was lost by the treachery of a pilot, while as

cending lied River. On receiving the newsO O
of this misfortune, Farragut determined to

run past the rebel batteries at Port Hudson,
and assist the operations of Porter on the

river from above. The land forces of Banks

were at. the same time to threaten Port Hud
son on the rear, and as far as possible divert

their attention from Farragut s movements.

This daring .attempt on the part of Farragut,

was ij ide in the night of Saturday, March

I4rtlu At nine and a half o clock, i&amp;gt;. M., he

led the way at the head of his fleet on the

flag-ship Hartford, accompanied by the gun
boat Albatross, made fast to her port side.

The other gun-boats followed, and six mortar

vessels were brought up to shell the works.

But, as it turned out, the admiral s was the

only vessel that succeeded in parsing. The
others were too much injured, and one, hav

ing grounded, was destroyed by the rebel

fire. Banks, meanwhile, had led his troops
in three divisions to within about five miles

of Port Hudson. There was some skirmish

ing with the rebel pickets, but no important
advance beyond, and the next day tho troops
returned to Baton Rouge. Banks s attention

was now turned to that part of Louisiana

west of New Orleans, and bordering on the

Teche River. Since the successful expedi
tion of Weitzel in January, the rebels in that

quarter had erected new fortifications and

concentrated their forces, aided by a fleet of

gun-boats, at several stations en the Teche

River, with the intention, it was supposed,
of threatening New Orleans. Banks, sus

pending operations for the time against Port

Hudson, advanced with his forces to Ber

wick, where he arrived on the llth of April,

and commenced a series of active move

ments, which speedily swept the enemy from

their strongholds throughout this central re

gion from the Gulf to the Red River. With

out dwelling upon details, we may mention

that Banks, on the 8th of May, had advanced

to and occupied Alexandria on the Red Riv

er, immediately after its capture by the na

val force of Porter in one of his excursions
j

from before Yicksburg. The co-operation

of the two armies below and above Port

Hudson was thus secured by an interior line

of communication, while, what was of the

utmost consequence, the rebel supplies from

the west of the Mississippi were effectually

cut off. In view of these various operations,

under such men as Farragut, Porter, Grant

and Banks, the fall of the rebel stronghold

at Yicksburg and Port Hudson was looked

for confidently at an early day.

Banks now moved down the Red. River,
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and crossing the Mississippi, be landed with

a portion of his army, on the 21st of May, at

Bayou Sara, a few miles above Port Hudson.

On the 23d, a junction was effected with the

advance of Gens. Augur and T. TV. Sherman,

who had brought up their forces from Baton

Rouge. The Union line now occupied the

Bayou Sara road at a distance of five miles

from Port Hudson. Augur had an engage
ment witli a portion of the enemy at Port

Hudson Plains, on the Bayou Sara road, in

the direction of Baton Rouge, which resulted

in repulsing the rebels with heavy loss. On
the 25th of May, the enemy was compelled
to abandon his first line of works. Two days

later, a general assault was made, which was

kept up during the day. The rebels were

driven into their works, and our troops moved

up to the fortifications, holding the opposite

sides of the parapet, with the enemy on the

right. The great strength of Port Hudson
rendered a regular investment necessary.

The garrison was completely cut off from

supplies, and would be ultimately starved out,

if not compelled to surrender by assault.

Banks, on the 14th of June, made a proposal

to the rebel commander to submit to necessi

ty and spare useless slaughter ;
but he refused.

Several unsuccessful assaults were made by
our troops, which did not, however, prevent
the pushing forward the siege. A storming

party was called for and rapidly filled up ;

but, happily, their services were not required.

The rebel general Gardner, having learned

that Yicksburg had fallen, on the 4th of

July, felt that he too could and ought to fol

low such an example. Accordingly, on the 8th

of July, Port Hudson was unconditionally
surrendered into the hands of Banks. The
surrender included 6,233 prisoners, 51 pieces

of artillery, 2 steamers, 4,400 pounds of can

non powder, 5,000 small arms, and 150,000
rounds of ammunition. It was a heavyblow to

the rebels and their cause, while on the other

hand, loyal men rejoiced in the apparently

approaching downfall of the &quot;

Confederacy.&quot;

Early in Januar/ of this year, 1863, an

attack on Arkansas Post was resolved upon

by Porter in conjunction with the troopg
under McClernard. Three iron-clads, under

Porter s personal direction, with all the light
draft gun-boats of the fleet, moved up the

White Eiver, about fifteen miles, when, turn

ing to the left, they passed through a cut-off,

eight miles long, into the Arkansas Eiver.

Toward the close of the afternoon, prepara
tions were made to land about three miles

below Arkansas Post, which is about fifty

miles from the mouth of the river. Thi?

was accomplished during the evening and

part of the next day, and the troops advanc

ed by divisions, so as to invest the fort and

be ready to join the attack on the morning
of the llth of January. Fort Hindman,

against which they were marching, was a

rather formidable work, being a regular

square bastioned fort, the sides 300 feet in

length, with casemates, and surrounded by a

wide and deep ditch; it mounted twelve

guns, including three Golumbiads and lour

Parrotts, with outer defences; and there

were in it about 5,000 men. Situated at a

sharp bend of the river, it effectually con

trolled the passage of the Arkansas, protected
Little Rock, the capital of the State, about

100 miles above, and sheltered the Post,
where it was built, and the surrounding fer

tile country. On the afternoon and evening
of January 10th, the attack was pressed
with so much vigor and success, that, in

three hours time the rebels gave up, and

surrendered. Over 5,000 prisoners were

taken, besides twenty pieces of cannon,

ammunition, stores, etc. They were also

effectually cut off from a position where

they could do mischief. McClernard and

his forces, and the gun-boats proceeded to

join Grant at Cairo, where he had gathered
his troops and was preparing in conjunction
with Porter to carry out his plan for 1 he

reduction of Yicksburg.
The great strength of the defences of

Yicksburg on the north, and the inutility

of attempting an attack again in that direc

tion, led Grant to the conviction that hi?

approaches must be made from the southerly
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Bide. For this purpose, he must get his army
below the city of Yicksburg a task by no

means easy of accomplishment, since the

vast rebel batteries would almost certainly

destroy all the transports which might under

take to sail past them. In this position of

affairs, work was recommenced upon the canal

across the peninsula on the western side of the

river
;
but as before, the project proved a fail-

are, and early in March, -a rapid rise in the

river swept away the dam and flooded the en

tire vicinity. Other undertakings of a similar

kind were entered upon by way of the Teusas

River, Moon Lake, and Yazoo Pass; but

after a great deal of toil, they were found

impracticable. Porter sent an expedition

through Steele s and Black s Bayou, so as to

reach Haines Bluff by Deer Creek; but

this effort also proved unsuccessful. All

attempts against Yicksburg from the norther

ly side were henceforth abandoned as inex

pedient, and Grant resolved, with Porter s

aid, to get his troops below the city, and

make his attack from the lower or rear side,

which, it is well understood, was the most

easily assailable, arid promised the best re

sults. Accordingly, on the 29th of March,

McClernand,with the 13th army corps, moved
from Milliken s Bend toward New Carthage,
about thirty-five miles below on the Missis

sippi. Other corps were to follow as rapidly
as supplies and ammunition could be trans

ported to them. The progress was very slow

and tedious, in consequence of the bad state

jf the roads, the breaking of the levee at

Bayou Yidal, etc., and some weeks were

spent in this necessary but fatiguing work.

While this movement of the army was going

, preparations were made for runningon

transports and gun-boats past the Yicksburg

batteries, these being requisite in order to

give the soldiers means of crossing for oper
ations on the Mississippi side of the river.

Eight gun-boats were selected for the service,

all iron-clads except one, and all furnished

with such protection as could be afforded by
Sales of cotton and of hay, heavy timbers,

etc. Three transport vessels were also added

to the list. The expedition set out on its

dangerous journey on the night ofApril 16th.

and was entirely successful, except that one

of the transports was burned and another

injured. On the 22d of April, by Grant s

orders, six additional transport steamers,

with officers and crew chosen from the re

giments in the vicinity, conducting as many
coal barges, were sent in like manner past

Yicksburg. They suffered more or less in

jury ;
but all, with one exception, got below

the batteries. Two tugs with four hay barges,

also, a few nights after, followed in safety.

At the end of April, the army was fairly on

its way from Milliken s Bend overland and

past Richmond, by a military road con

structed over swamps and bayous for about

seventy miles to Hard Times, Louisiana, a

point opposite Grand Gulf. On the 29th of

April, the 13th army corps reached the Mis

sissippi, and the 17th was not far behind.

Grant embarked a portion of the troops, and

moved to the front of Grand Gulf. The

plan was, that the iron-clads should silence

the guns of the enemy, and that the troops

should land under cover of the gun-boats
and carry the place by storm. The attack was

begun about eight o clock in the morning
and continued during most of the day. Late

in the afternoon, all the transports passed in

safety. At daylight, the next morning, the

troops were ferried over the river and Grant

marched on Fort Gibson, twenty-eight miles

from the mouth of Bayou Pierre, and be

tween sixty and seventy south-west of

Jackson, capital of the State.
&quot; We landed,&quot;

says Grant in his dispatch,
&quot;

at Bruinsburg,

April 30th, moved immediately on Port

Gibson, met the enemy, 11,000 strong

four miles south of Port Gibson, at two

A. ii. on May 1st, and engaged him all day,

entirely routing him with the loss of many
killed, and about 500 prisoners, besides the

wounded. Our loss was about 100 killed

and 500 wounded. The enemy retreated to

ward Yicksburg, destroying the bridges over

the two forks of the Bayou Pierre. These

were rebuilt, and the pursuit has continued
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until the present time.&quot; Col. Grierson s

great cavalry raid through the entire length
of the Mississippi deserves honorable men
tion here. lie passed between the great

lines of communication, in the rear of the

works at Vicksburg and Port Hudson, and

came out triumphantly, May 1st, within the

Union lines at Baton Rouge. Over six

hundred miles were marched in less than six

teen days, and besides destroying some fifty or

sixty miles of railroads and telegraph, valu

able captures of stores, horses, etc., were

made.

In Grant s opinion, it was of prime im

portance to secure his rear, by a march

upon Jackson, by destroying the property
of all descriptions of the enemy and the rail

road
;
and then to march with all his force

to the assault upon Vicksburg. The advance

was begun, May Yth ; on the llth, McClern-

and reached Hall s Ferry, on the Big Black

River, &quot;W. T. Sherman was at Auburn, about

six miles north-east, and McPherson about

eight miles further in the same direction.

The next day the advance division of Sher

man s corps encountered a body of the rebels,

chiefly cavalry, at Fourteen Mile Creek
;

but after some slight skirmishing the enemy
retreated toward Raymond, burning the

bridge as they retired. A crossing, how

ever, was speedily constructed, and the corps

moved on its wav. A battle was fought/ O
near Raymond with the rebels, about 5,000

strong ;
but after a two hours contest they were

routed. McPherson immediately pushed on

to Clinton, some eight miles west of Jackson,
where he effectually destroyed railroad and

telegraph, and on the 14th, moved upon
the capital of Mississippi. Grant lost no

time in carrying out his plan. Jackson was

assaulted by McPhersou s and Sherman s

troops with great spirit, and after a fight of

three hours, the rebels gave up. the contest,

and J. E. Johnston, the rebel commander,

having set fire to the buildings filled with

commissary and quartermaster s stores, made
a speedy retreat. The arsenal, public works,

factories, bridges, etc., were effectually de

stroyed. We are sorry to be obliged to state,

in this connection, that there was also a large
amount of pillaging by the soldiers, to the

disgrace of themselves and the cause in

which they were engaged. Although John
ston had been unable to maintain his position,

still, as Grant learned at Jackson, he had

ordered Pemborton, in very positive terms,
to march out of Yicksburg, and

&quot;

re-establish

the communications&quot; by an assault upon
Grant s rear. This Pemberton had under

taken to do, having, it was reported, some

eighty regiments and ten batteries of artil

lery, and about 25,000 men in all. He was,

however, too late to accomplish anything;
Johnston had been put to flight, and Grant,

by his rapid and skillful combinations, aided,

as he was, by several of the best officers in

the United States army, simply faced about,
and advanced promptly to rout Pemberton

in the same wise that he did in the case of

Johnston. The troops were moved rapidly

forward, and early on the morning of May
16th, the left wing of the army, under Mc-

Clernand, advanced to the line of the rail

road east of the Big Black River, and, in

concert with Sherman s and McPherson s

corps, came upon the main force of Peraber-

ton in the vicinity of Edward s Station.

Three miles south-east of this is a road which

runs parallel with the railroad, crosses Cham

pion s Hill, through which runs a small

stream called Baker s Creek. Here a battle

was fought, which occupied nearly the whole

day ;
but resulted finally in driving Pember

ton and his men. in great confusion. Loring,

the rebel commander on the right, drew off

his men, in a large circuit, to Canton, where he

joined Johnston. Immediately troops were

sent in pursuit of Pemberton, who retreated

to the Big Black, where he purposed making
one more effort before betaking himself to

the entrenchments of Vicksbur. It warf a

rather weak effort, however, for though

strongly posted on both sides of tlw river,

the rebels did not endure the assault of our

men for any length of time, May 17th, but

set fire to the bridge and fled, crying out &quot; All
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is lost !

&quot; Seventeen cannon and about 2,000

prisoners fell into our hands by their panic-
stricken conduct, and late at night the rebel

troops reached Vicksburg, in a state which

hardly admits of description. During the two

days following, the army crossed the Big
Black, and took up position, completely in

vesting Vicksburg. Sherman held the right,

McPherson the centre, and Medemand the

left. Porter s share in this great movement
was felt and acknowledged to be of no little

value. Having destroyed the formidable

works at Haines Bluff, he sent Lieutenant

Walker up the Yazoo River, with sufficient

force to destroy all the enemy s property in

that direction. Entire success attended the

expedition. Several rams were burned, and

vast quantities of stores were destroyed,

amounting in all to not less than $2,000,000.

Grant supposing that Pemberton s force

was almost entirely demoralized, ordered a

general assault on Yicksburg, May 19th
;
but

it did not meet with success. So also, though
Grant tried the same again on the 22d, the

rebels were able to hold the place against

our assaults. It hence became evident that

regular siege operations must be resorted to.

They were commenced and carried on with

vigor and perseverance, it being certain that,

sooner or later, this rebel Gibraltar must be

surrendered to our arms. Day by day, dur

ing the month of June, the works were push
ed closer to the enemy s fortifications. Bat

teries and rifle-pits were erected along the

entire front. Mines were constructed at sev

eral points, especially in McPherson s front,

with great secrecy and under careful watch
;

while from the peninsula opposite the doomed

city, mortar batteries poured in, day and

night, without cessation, thousands of shot

and shells. In addition to all this steady

working. Grant had taken care to secure, at

an early day, large reinforcements, so that

he was in a condition not only to push for

ward the siege with fixed determination, but

also to keep a watch upon Johnston, and be

ready to repulse any effort he might venture

to make for :he relief of Vicksburo;. The

position of Grant s army, resting on the Ya-

zoo and supported by the gun-boats, was so

strong that the rebels Avere soon aware of the

hopelessness of attempting to raise the siege.

The state of things in Yicksburg, meanwhile,
was far from cheering or encouraging. The
women and children, in order to escape the

terrible bombardment, sheltered themselves

in caves excavated in the hill sides
;
houses

and streets were ploughed by shot and shell;

provisions were becoming more and more

scarce
;
mule and dog meat, bean meal and

corn coffee, were in demand
;
and such like

;

and the only possible hope of relief from

Johnston outside failed entirely. It was now
surrender or starving to death. The first

mine which was in readiness was exploded
June 25th, and our men made a gallant at

tack immediately ;
but the half-starved gar

rison still resisted
; Yicksburg did not yet

surrender. A second mine was sprung, July

1st, with tremendous effect. The case was

hopeless. Pemberton, on the 3d of July,

gave up the struggle, and at 10 o clock, A. M,,

July 4th, our army occupied Yicksburg.

Grant, in his report, stated, that there were

37,000 prisoners; 10,000 were killed and

wounded; arms and munitions of war for

60,000 men were taken
;

etc. His total loss

he estimated at nearly 9,000. Sherman was

sent in pursuit of Johnston at this date, and

completely destroyed Jackson and the rail

roads in every direction for some forty or

fifty miles. Other expeditions were under

taken, on which, however, we need not

dwell.

Thus the labor and toil of our army and

navy were at last crowned with success. Port

Hudson, as we have already narrated, follow

ed the fate of Yicksburg, and the Great

River of the West thenceforth flowed in its

entire course without let or hindrance from

rebel obstructions or disloyal interference.

There was now good ground to hope and ex

pect that, ere long, rebellion and its terrible

evils would be stricken out of existence.

The Army of the Potomac, as we have

noted, (p. 321,) was expecting soon to bo led
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against the enemy again ; but, as it turned

out, delays interposed, and nothing was at

tempted for several weeks. The rebel gen
eral took the initiative, and prepared to

strike a blow which, if successful, would tell

with wonderful effect in behalf of the cause

of Jeff. Davis and his fellow-traitors. The

policy of defence, as the only really safe one,

had been uniformly acted upon by the heads

of the rebellion, except in the one instance

of Lee s invasion of Maryland, in September,
1862. It was a policy exceedingly distaste

ful to large numbers in the army and else

where
;
Jackson had always longed to invade

the North (p. 283) ;
and there were frequent

murmurings and complainings that victories,

such as those at Fredericksburg and Chan-

cellorsville, brought none of the fruits of*

victory. They only left matters as they
were

; whereas, it was urged, the conquerors

ought to receive the just rewards of their

brave deeds, and despoil the enemy whom

they bad beaten on the field.
&quot;

Carry the

war into Africa&quot; was the cry ;

&quot;

carry fire

and sword into the Northern States
;
let the

people there have a taste of what war is, in

the destruction of their cities, and towns, and

homes, and fertile fields
;

it must be done
;

and one great success would soon drive them

to give up the contest and yield to our de

mands.&quot; Thus the discontented and hot

headed &quot;

chivalry&quot;
fretted and fumed

;
and

they*succeeded finally in having their own

way in this matter. Invasion was approved
at Richmond

;
invasion was resolved upon ;

and Lee had, or thought he had, good prac

tical reasons for making the Attempt, just at

this time. First, there was not only the pos
itive loss in battle, but also the demoraliza

tion consequent upon defeat. Next, there

was the supposed sympathy at the North in

favor of secession and its aims and ends.

Again, Lee was greatly in need of horses,

supplies, etc., which could easily be had by

invading Pennsylvania and Maryland. Add
ed to this, the rebel army was in high spirits,

and regarded our troops as broken and quite

unable to cope with them. On the 3d of

June, Lee beg-in certain movements with

reference to carrying out his main design.
His army having been organized into three

corps, under Longstreet, Ewell and Hill,

Longstreet s corps left Fredericksburg for

Culpepper Court House on that day ;
it \vaa

followed by Swell s corps the day after;

while Hill, with his corps, occupied the lines

at Fredericksburg. By the 8th of June,

Longstreet and Ewell were at Culpepper,
where they found Stuart with his cavalry,

which had been concentrated there some

time before the main movement had been

undertaken. Hooker was not inattentive to

what was going on. On the 6th of June, he

sent Sedgwick s corps across the Rappahan-
nock on a reconnaissance, the result of which

was, that the enemy were still at Fredericks

burg in force. Lee s plan was not yet dis

cerned by Hooker. As, however, the rebel

press indulged freely in significant intima

tions of events near at hand, and as the gath

ering of Stuart s cavalry at Culpepper clearly

indicated some purpose of evil which ought
to be looked after, Hooker resolved to send

a strong force against Stuart and break up
his encampment. Accordingly, on the 9th

of June, early in the morning, Pleasanton,

with Buford a and Gregg s divisions of cav-

airy, and two brigades of infantry, crossed

the Rappahannock at Beverley s and Kelly s

Fords. A fight ensued in regular cavalry

style, and was well sustained on both sides.

Pleasanton s movement was of moment, for

it not only proved Lee s presence at Culpep

per, but, by the capture of some rebel corres

pondence, disclosed clearly Lee s purpose of

invading the North. On the llth of June,

Hooker advanced his right up the Rappa-

hannock, and sent his cavalry to watch the

upper forks of the river; but Lee, while

Hooker wras doing this, pushed forward his

left into the Shenandoah Valley. Swell s

corps, on the 10th, passed the Blue Ridge ai

Chester Gap, crossed the Shenandoah, and

marching rapidly, arrived before Winchester

on the evening of the 13th, after an advance

from Culpepper of seventy miles in three
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days. Hooker, it would seem, ought to have

inflicted a blow upon Lee s long line of bat

tle stretched out over a hundred miles
;
but

lie did not
;
he was compelled to regnlate his

movements so as to defend the approaches to

Washington, and also to advance as rapidly
is possible on the rebel flank, awaiting the

further development of Lee s designs. He
accordingly broke up camp on the Rappa-
hannock, June 13th, moved on the direct

route towards Washington, by way of the

Orange and Alexandria Railroad, and reach

ed Fairfax Court House on the evening of

the 15th of June. The enemy s earliest dem
onstration was in the Yalley of the Shenan-

doah, upon the outposts at Winchester and

Berryville. And in regard to both they were

entirely successful. Our troops gave way
and retreated to Harper s Ferry, and thus

the lower part of the Valley was swept of

the Union forces, and the rebels captured
over 4,000 prisoners, 29 pieces of artillery,

270 wagons and ambulances, and 400 horses,

together with a large amount of military
stores. In view of the threatened invasion,

preparations were at once made for the de

fence of Pennsylvania. The governor issued

a proclamation calling upon the people to

rouse themselves in the existing emergency ;

and the President, June 13th, called into

the service 100,000 militia to serve for six

months
;
of these, Maryland was to furnish

10,000 ; Pennsylvania, 50,000 ; Ohio, 30,000 ;

West Virginia, 10,000 ; New York also was
called on for 20,000.

The success of the rebels at Winchester,
above noted, was immediately followed up

by the passage of a body of 1,500 rebel cav

alry, under Jenkins, across the Potomac, who

passed through Hagerstown and Greencastle,
and then advanced to Chambersburg, which

town they entered without opposition on the

evening of the 15th of June. Horses, cattle,

forage, goods (paid for in Confederate scrip)

were freely seized upon ;
the bridges on the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, from Harper s

Ferry to Cumberland, a distance of a hundred

miles, were destroyed by Imboden, and the

road itself torn up to a considerable extent
;

and the rebels displayed the utmost activity
in supplying their needs out of the property
of the rich farmers of Pennsylvania. No
wonder that an unparalleled excitement was

roused in the loyal States, and intense interest

manifested in the movements of that army
on which rested the grave responsibility of

repulsing and driving out the daring rebels.

As Hooker was not to be lured away from

the direct defence of the capital in order to

make an attack upon Longstreet, Lee resolved

at once to carry out his original purpose of

invasion, and to give up the hoped-for chance

of any blow against Washington. Accord

ingly, Evvell, having been relieved by Hill

and Longstreet, began to move with the ad

vancing column on Sunday, June 21st. On
the 22d, Ewell s corps crossed the Potomac

at Williamsport, passed thence to Hagers

town, and entered Greencastle early in the

afternoon. On the 23d, Chambersburg was

re-occupied by Rodes s division of Swell s

force. The next day, Lee, with the main

body of his army, crossed into Maryland at

the fords at Shepherdstown and Williams-

port, and moved up the Cumberland Valley
on the west side of the Cotoctin Mountains.

His advance was made in two divisions, one

by way of Harrisburg, the other eastward

towards York and Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

On the 27th of June, the main body of

Ewell s, Longstreet s,
and Hill s corps were

encamped near Chambersburg. Early s di

vision was detached for the purpose of cross

ing South Mountain, and proceeded as far

east as York, while the remainder of the corps

proceeded to Carlisle. Imboden, in pursu

ance of his instructions, had been actively

engaged on the left of Ewell, during the

progress of the latter into Maryland, in de

stroying railroad bridges, etc. On the after

noon of June 26th, several hundred of the

rebel advance cavalry rode into Gettysburg,

shouting and yelling, like savages from the

mountains. The same afternoon, some 5,000

of the rebels entered the town. Supplies of

every kind were loudly called for, and obtain-
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ed to the extent of the people s ability.

Hurrying forward, Early, the rebel comman

der, entered and occupied York, Sunday
June 28th. Here also was an immediate de

mand for supplies and money. The authori

ties were called upon for $100, 000 in United

States 1 reasury notes, 200 barrels of flour,

40,000 pounds of fresh beef, 30,000 bushels

of corn, 1,000 pairs of shoes, 1,000 pairs of

stockings, and 1,000 coats and caps, beside

various other articles, amounting in value to

not less than $150,000 ;
but the rebels did

not get more than $30,000 in cash and

subsistence. At Wrightsville, on the Susque

hanna, our troops there retreated across the

river, and the bridge having been fired, the

rebels were prevented from ravaging east of

the Susquehanna. Early retreated from

York on the 30th of June, and in doing so

took great credit to himself and his men for

their excellent conduct, seeing that they

might, had they been so disposed, have retali

ated &quot; the unparalleled acts of brutality perpe
trated by (our) army on (their) soil.&quot;

TheArmy of the Potomac, meanwhile, was

elowly advancing to its work. Having cross

ed the Potomac, on the 25th and 26th of

June, at Edwards Ferry, the army advanced

to Frederick, Maryland, where Hooker estab

lished his headquarters, and whence he

might move upon Lee in the direction which

seemed most advantageous. It appears to

have been his purpose to menace the rebel

rear by a movement towards Chambersburg,
and he ordered Slocum to march with the

12th corps to Harper s Ferry, and taking with

him the garrison there, under French, 1 1,000

strong, to push forward the proposed demon
stration

;
but Halleck interfered. Hooker

remonstrated, in earnest terms, and pointed
out that the garrison at the Ferry was of no

earthly use in the present state of affairs
;

but the general-in-chief was not to be moved
;

he was one of the obstinate kind
; whereupon,

Hooker vexed at being interfered with, re

quested, June 27th, to be relieved. The
next morning an order came appointing Gen.

George G. Meade to the command of the

army of the Potomac. The appointment
was an excellent one, probably the best that

could have been made, and both the officers

and the army felt every confidence in the

judgment, courage, and skill of their new
commander. His address to the army was

plain, simple and straightforward, free from

any nonsense or flourish, which other com
manders had indulged in. At this date, Lee

was preparing to cross the Susquehanna and

strike Harrisburg, but having received infor

mation from a scout that Meade s army was

advancing northward, and that the head of

the column had reached South Mountain, he

was compelled, by this rapid gathering on

his flank, to concentrate his forces on the east

side of the mountain, in order to preserve
his communications with the Potomac. Ac

cordingly, Longstreet and Hill were ordered

to proceed from Chambersburg towards

Gettysburg, about twenty miles eastward, to

which point Ewell also was directed to count

ermarch from York and Carlisle. It was

evident from the position of affairs, that a

collision between the two armies could not be

far distant. Meade, having compelled Lee

to loose his hold upon the Susquehanna, was

carefully considering where to select a position

in which to receive battle on advantageous
terms. The line of Pipe Creek, on the ridge
between the Monocacy and the waters run

ning into Chesapeake Bay, seemed adapted
to his purpose; but no decision was yet

formed, and various circumstances soon after

occurring, led, providentially, to the making
choice of Gettysburg as the point where the

rebels were to be signally repulsed. On the

29th of June, Meade s army was in motion,

and at night was in position, the left at

Emmittsburg and the right at New Windsor.

Buford s division of cavalry was on the left

flank, with its advance at Gettysburg; Kil-

patrick s division was in front at Hanover.

The next day, in view of the reproaching

deadly struggle, Meade issued an address to

the army, in which, with the utmost earnest

ness, he besought the officers and soldiers to

bear in mind what vast interests depended
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on their steadiness and good conduct.
&quot;

Homes, firesides, and domestic altars are

involved. The army has fought well hereto

fore. It is believed that it will fight more

desperately and bravely than ever, if it is

addressed in fitting terms. Corps and other

commanders are authorized to order the in

stant death of any soldier who fails to do his

duty at this hour.&quot; On the night of June

30th, the right wing of the army was order

ed to Manchester, in rear of Pipe Creek,
the centre was directed towards Two Taverns

and Hancock, while the left wing, consisting

of the 1st, llth, and 3d corps, under Reynolds,
moved forward to occupy Gettysburg the next

morning. Buford, with his cavalry, passing

through the town, pushed out reconnaissances

west and north, to ascertain, if possible, the

movement of Lee s army. On the morning
of Tuesday, June 30th, a portion of Hill s

corps advanced on the Chambersburg road

as far as the crest of Seminary Hill, half a

mile north-west of the village, but did not

remain, retiring towards Cashtown. About

nine o clock, the next morning, July 1st,

Buford found himself engaged, rather unex

pectedly, with the van of Hill s force, about

a mile west of the town. Aware of the im

portance of retarding Hill s advance, Buford

skillfully arranged his men and used his ar

tillery to good effect. In less than an hour,

Reynolds reached Gettysburg, and dashing

through the town, hastened to Buford s sup

port. He deployed his advance division

immediately, and attacked the enemy, at the

same time sending orders for the llth corps

(Howard s) to advance as rapidly as possible.

Reynolds found himself engaged with a force

greatly outnumbering his own, and had

scarcely made his dispositions for the action,

when a ball from one of the enemy s sharp

shooters struck him, and he fell mortally
wounded at the head of his advance. Help
was sent to the 1st corp, and a part of the

llth was posted, with three batteries of ar

tillery on Cemetery Hill, on the south of the

town of Gettysburg, a most important step,

and as it happened, the one which in Meade s

hands secured the repulse of the rebels. In

the early part of the action, the advantage
was on our side

;
but as rebel reinforcements

arrived, they pressed our men so closely that

they took 2000 to 3000 prisoners, and com

pelled Howard to withdraw to Cemetery

Ridge. It was now 1 Ate in the afternoon, and

our troops, coming up slowly, took position on

the right and left. The rebels were quite

exultant in their expressions, and held them

selves ready and able to cut up Meade s army
in detail, fatigued as it was, and only in part
arrived. Our men had rather a gloomy
prospect before them

;
but they faltered not

and nerved themselves for battle the next

day.

Meade was satisfied that Lee, on the next

day, July 2d, would attack in full force, and

made his arrangements accordingly. All the

corps were concentrated at Gettysburg, and

Meade arrived on the field about one A.M. At

daylight, he inspected the position occupied,

placed the several corps as he judged best,

paid particular attention to the prominent

ridge, Round Top, etc. About two P.M., the

6th corps, Sedgwick s, arrived, after a march

of thirty-two miles since nine o clock of the

evening before. On Sedgwick s arrival, the

Army of the Potomac was about equal in

numbers to that of the rebels, whoso line

was about five miles in stretch, and was in

part well concealed by a fringe of woods

Thursday morning, July 2d, did not present

so bright a prospect to the rebels as the night
before. It was plain now, that it would bo

no light matter to enter on a battle with our

army ;
and so Lee made his arrangements

leisurely and with care before beginning the

attack. It was almost a special Providence

that Lee thus delayed, for it afforded our

troops not only full time to come up and get

into position, but also to have a half day s

rest, so greatly needed and beneficial.

It was about half-past 4 p. M., when Lee

gave the signal for attack, when a terrible

cannonading began, accompanied by an in

fantry charge on our left. It was intend

ed to drive our men and gain possesion of the
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crest of the ridge. This work was assigned

to Longstreet, while Ewell and Hill were to

attack our right and centre. The struggle

was fearful indeed on the left, and our men
met the assault steadily, but could not endure

it very long. It was a most critical moment.

The rebels had thrust a portion of their force

under Hood between the extreme left of

Sickles and Round Top, and as Little Round

Top was not yet occupied, Hood might have

massed his division, pushed boldly for the

rocky summit, and thus grasped the key of

the battle ground. But help arrived at the

opportune moment, by troops coming up and

taking position on the left. Happily, Gen.

Warren, chief engineer, reached Little Round

Top, which was being used as a signal sta

tion, just at the time of Hood s attack.

He instantly obtained a portion of the troops
to seize and occupy this all important point ;

this was accomplished after a most furious

hand-to-hand contest, in which the rebels

made a desperate effort to gain the position,

but wrere repulsed and hurled back. About
six P. M., a division of the 5th corps charged
the rebels most determinedly, and drove

them down the rocky front of Little Round

Top, across the valley below, and over the

next hill into the woods beyond. On our

right, the rebels did not attack till nearly

sunset, when a fierce assault was made on

our forces on Cemetery and Gulp s Hill.

The assault on the former was resolutely met,
and the rebels were driven back with fright

ful loss. Our men on Gulp s Hill, however,

having been weakened by detachments sent

to aid the left in its extremity, were not able

to withstand the rebel attack; and hence,
the enemy, after some two hours fighting,

penetrated our lines to the breastworks on

the furthest right, and retained their foot

hold during the night. This closed the

second day s struggle, in which our loss was

fearfully large some 20,000 but the real

advantage was still in our hands, and Meade
and his corps commanders were quite con

fident of being able to maintain their posi

tion, and effectually repulse the rebel host.

The rebel general s idea, on the ni^ht ol

July 2d, was, that Ewell should take posses
of Gulp s Hill and the Baltimore road, and

then throw his whole force upon and break

our right. This purpose, however, was de

feated by Meade, who ordered a powerful

artillery force against the point entered by
the enemy, and opened a heavy fire, at

four o clock in the morning of July 3d.

Geary with his force, having returned dur

ing the night, immediately attacked the re

bels with great spirit, and having been rein

forced, by a brigade of the 6th corps, he suc

ceeded, after four hours sharp contest, in

driving the rebels back and re-occupying his

former position. Thus our right flank was

secured, and Lee turned his attention to

another point cf attack. For several hours

there was silence in all directions
;
Lee was

preparing for his last great effort; Meade

was waiting for the shock. The rebel ar

tillery, nearly 150 guns, was placed on the

ridge occupied by Longstreet and Hill, and

a few minutes after one o clock in the after

noon of this eventful day, the portentous

silence was broken. Our artillery which

crowned the left and left centre, was not so

great in number as that of the enemy, but

it was very effective in its important posi

tion. The cannonade, after a time, ceased

without having produced any noticeable ef

fect, and then came the &quot;

tug of war.&quot; Suc

cessive lines of rebel infantry advanced over

the intervening space, resolved, if possible,

to carry the heights, where our men coolly

but resolutely awaited them. It was a ter

rible, an awfully bloody struggle. Pickett s

division of Longstreet s men dashed forward

with such impetuosity as fairly to mount the

crest of Cemetery Ridge ;
but it was in vain

;

they were cut down, discomfited and broken.

Pettigrew s division of North Carolina troops

speedily broke in disorder, leaving 2,000

prisoners and fifteen stand of colors in our

hands. The rebels meanwhile, showed con

siderable activity on their extreme right, op

posite Little Round Top, from which Hood s

division strove to drive our men and turn our
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flank
;
but they were not successful. A vig

orous charge was made upon the enemy,
and they were thoroughly repulsed, with se

vere loss. Thus the great battle came to its

close. Lee immediately took steps for a

speedy retreat. Meade, in his report, gives

his reasons, at large, for not entering instant

ly and with his entire force, upon a vigorous

pursuit of Lee and his army.* The cavalry

was sent off directly, and on the 12th of

July, Meade passed through South Moun

tain, intending to attack Lee the next day
near &quot;Williamsport ;

but during the night the

rebel general retreated into Yirginia, and

finally occupied the line of the Rapidan.
Meade s army resumed its position on the

Rappahannock. The losses in this battle were

painfully great and severe, being in kill

ed, wounded and missing, over 23,000. Lee

made no report of his losses, simply stating

that they were &quot; severe
;&quot;

but from the

wounded, 7,540, left along the road, the

prisoners taken, over 13,000, and some 20,-

000, probably, in killed, wounded and mis

sing, it may be inferred that full one-third

of his army was lost in this confident in

vasion of the loyal States. A few days later,

the news arrived of the great successes on

the Mississippi, at Yicksburg and Port Hud
son. There was great rejoicing throughout
the loyal States, and there seemed now good

ground to hope that the mad struggle of the

rebellion was approaching its end. Presi

dent Lincoln, as was every way proper and be

coming, issued a proclamation, July 15th,

appointing Thursday, August 6th, as a day
of national thanksgiving, which day was duly
and devoutly observed.

Notwithstanding the great reverses which

had recently overtaken the rebellion, the

leaders in this wricked attempt were not yet

disposed to yield at all. They kept up the

same haughty and boastful tone peculiar to

* As in the case of McClellan, at Antietam, so here,

in Meade s case, some military critics sharply censure

the not pursuing immediately the rebel army and

completely rout.ng them, as they hold to have been

perfectly pc ssible, if not quite a certainty.

them
; they were resolved that the struggle

should go on, at any and every cost
; and

they meant to hold out, even though affairs

might speedily become desperate and defeat

soon crush them to the earth. On the other

hand, loyal men, though surprised at the te

nacity of rebel resistance, never wavered in

their determination
;
the rebellion was to be

put down, even if it took ten or twenty years
to bring the war to an end. Henceforth, it

began to be understood better than at an

earlier date, that, so long as the leaders in

this unnatural struggle could maintain or-oo

ganized military forces, just so long the re

bellion would be able to continue its exist

ence, and necessitate military and naval op
erations on our part. Of course, more money
and more men were needed

;
both were readi

ly to be obtained
;
both were obtained

;
and

despite more or less of factious opposition,

and sympathizing with secession and its de

structive purposes, the work went bravely on

towards its inevitable conclusion. In this po
sition of aifairs, and actuated by these prin

ciples and views of duty, the government

steadily sought to render the army and navy
as efficient as possible, and through the able

and energetic officers and men to attack and

subdue the rebel strongholds, and places oc

cupied by them, so soon as the work could

be accomplished. Burnside assumed com
mand of the Department of the Ohio, March

26th 1863. This department comprised the

States of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,

Western Yirginia, and Kentucky east of the

Tennessee River, including Cumberland Gap,
with headquarters at Cincinnati. The position

was an important one, and by no means easy
to fill. It required nerve, decision, and ac

tivity, all of which Burnside was thought
to possess. The southern borders of Ken

tucky were alive with those pests of the war,

the guerrillas, and the State itself was again

seriously threatened with invasion There

were, too, in this department, considerable

disaffection and lukewarmness toward the

government ;
and certain noisy politicians

and sympathizers with secession were doing
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all in their power to annoy, and vex, and

hinder the efforts which were being put forth

to break down the rebellion. These were com

paratively few in number, it is true, but they

were bold, loud-mouthed, and unscrupulous ;

and it was deemed a matter of duty to apply
the proper remedy. Burnside, on the 13th

of April, issued his General Order, No. 38,

in which he gave all persons to understand

very clearly, that he would tolerate neither

unlawful deeds, nor secession, rebellious sym-

pathizings in word and speech. Any one

guilty in this wise was summarily to be sent

beyond our lines into the lines of their friends.

A certain member of Congress, by name

Vallandingham, under the cognomen of a

&quot;peace democrat, ventured to make an

abusive speech in Ohio, which brought him

under Burnside s rule. He was arrested,

tried and sentenced to be expelled, May 16th,

which was done by sending him through the

Union lines and handing him over to the

rebel Bragg, as fit company under the cir

cumstances. Burnside also brought certain-O
rabid newspapers under his order, and forbid

their circulation in his department ;
but he

was not sustained in this by the president.
It was with great regret that the head of the

department found himself unable to do what

he desired, because of the inadequacy of his

force, and the difficulty of obtaining reinforce

ments. A movement on East Tennessee was

prevented by this state of affairs.

Rebel notions of an aggressive policy we
have already spoken of (p. 329). Lee had set

out ior the invasion ofMaryland and Pennsyl
vania, and now it was thought to be a good
move to cross the Ohio, plunder the southern

tier of counties in Indiana and Ohio, march
into Western Virginia, join Lee, etc. The
leader of a projected expedition of the kind
was the noted rebel raider, J. II. Morgan, a

man excellently adapted for this kind of work,

by his dashing energy and skill, and his utter

lack of scrupulousness in seeking to attain

his ends. This famous raid was remarkable
in the annals of the war for the reckless zeal

with which it was prosecuted, the wanton

destruction of life and property which attend

ed it, and its ultimately complete failure.

Morgan having some 3,500 cavalry with a

battery of artillery, set out June 27th, 1863,
from Sparta, Tennessee, and by a rapid march

entered Kentucky. On the night of July 2d,

he crossed the Cumberland at Burkesville, and

moved on Greenville, where his progress was

arrested at the time by some Union cavalry.

Morgan then crossed above, and the next

morning reached Lebanon. Resistance be

ing made with spirit, Morgan sacked the

town and supplied himself and men with

arms and ammunition. Thence he passed

on, and reached Brandenburg, on the Ohio,

July the fall, and the next day, by aid of

some steamboats, passed over into Indiana.

Our troops, Hobson in command, arrived at

Brandenburg just after Morgan had crossed.

His force of cavalry and mounted infantry,

with a battery, numbered 3,000. An excit

ing race now began. Morgan twisted and

turned, in this direction and that, so as to es

cape pursuit, rather than from any settled plan

of invasion. The alarm became general. No
one knew when or where, with any precision,

the bold raider would strike; but all were

well aware that complete ruin, burning, rob

bery, pillage, and such like, followed in his

train. The governors called for troops, and

the calls were responded to, in order to inter

cept or resist the invaders. Yet, for two

weeks, Morgan, by his boldness and skill,

managed to keep ahead of his pursuers, trav

ersing the highways of Indiana and Ohio,
and ravaging some of the best of the south

ern portions of those States. Fleeing with

all speed through south-east Indiana, Mor

gan tried several times to cross into Ken

tucky ;
but was in every case baffled. He en

tered Ohio, July 13th, burning the bridge
over the White River behind him. Plun

dering every thing within reach, he crossed

the Miami, at Miami ville, at which time oui

men were only four hours behind him. On
ward the land-pirate dashed, now almost

desperate; onward pressed our determined

cavalry, despite the serious inconvenience
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arising out of the rebels having carried off

the fresh horses, and left the jaded ones be

hind. Day and night the pursuit was kept

up. Judah led his column along the roads

nearest the Ohio; Hobson and Shackelford

pressed forward by roads farther from the

river
;
while the gun-boats on the Ohio were

on the alert, and gave the rebels shot and shell

whenever opportunity offered. Morgan burn

ed the bridge over the Scioto, July 16th, and

tried to escape over the Ohio into Kentucky;
but our men came np with them at Buffing-

ton, near Pomeroy,* and the next day captured
over 700 of the raiders. The noted John,

however, had slipped off; whereupon, Shack

elford set out immediately, and followed the

raider day and night, with unflagging zeal

and determination. By burning bridges, and

various tricks, he escaped for awhile; but

on the 26th of July, when near New Lisbon,
he was caught, with some 400 of his men.

He was at once taken to Cincinnati and plac

ed in the penitentiary ;
from which, however,

he escaped about four months later to enter

upon other mean and dirty work.

Burnside was now at liberty to make his

contemplated ad\ ance to East Tennessee,
where the trials and sufferings of loyal men
were terrible beyond words to express. On
the 16th of August, 1863, Burnside left Lex

ington, and by unfrequented roads crossed

the Cumberland Mountains, so as to take the

rebels by surprise ;
and he succeeded in ac-

* Tlie scene of the action at Buffington, and all the

roads in the vicinity, were literally strewn with the

fruits of their raiding operations, and their army
equipments. There were buggies, rockaways, spring
and lumber wagons, without number

; rolls of silk,

muslin, calico, and other dry goods ; bags full of men s

clothing, hats, boots, and shoes, linen, laces, kid gloves,

cutlery, men s and women s under garments even

children s petticoats lying about in every direction,

mingled with carbiaps, shotguns, rifles, sabres, pistols,

and cartridge-boxes. Many of the latter were found to

contain jewelry instead of ammunition. The woods

were full of horses and mules. In places the ground
was covered with pieces of greenbacks and other cur

rency, stolen and torn by the rebels on surrendering.
We are sorry to say, that very little, if any, of this spoil

ever found its way back to its rightful owners.

complishing this end. Buckner, the rebel

leader in this region, was astounded by the

sudden appearance of Burnside s force, and

not knowing what to expect, he instantly

evacuated East Tennessee, and left in such a

hurry as not to find time to apprise the reb

els at Cumberland Gap of his movements, 01

to give them any orders as to the course they
were now to pursue. Thus Burnside, after a

very seveic and trying march across the Cum
berland Mountains, of some 250 miles in two

weeks time, found himself master of the sit

uation. The advance, under Colonel Foster,
entered Knoxville on the 1st of September,
and two days later, Burnside was welcomed
there with enthusiasm and joy rarely if ever

equalled during the war. It was, in fact, a

perfect ovation which met the deliverers up
on their entrance. A large amount of pub
lic property claimed by the rebel authorities,

as machine shops, foundries, cars, locomotives,

etc., fell into Burnside s hands. About 2,-

000,000 pounds of salt, a large quantity of

wheat (the fruits of the tithe tax), and many
thousand bags were also taken. From this

time East Tennessee was freed from the grind

ing and malignant oppression of Jeff. Davis

and his abettors. Colonel DeCourcy, by order,

marched on Cumberland Gap by the direct

route. Learning, on the 4th of September, that

the rebel force defending the Gap was strong
and likely to offer resistance, Burnside dis

patched Shackelford, with his brigade, on the

5th, from Knoxville, with instructions to

seize all avenues of escape to the south. Tie

followed, himself, with another body of infan

try and cavalry, on the 7th, and arrived with

in four miles of the Gap on the 9th, after a

forced march of sixty miles. De Courcy and

Shackelford had both demanded a surrender,
which Frazier, the rebel commander, refused.

On Burnside s arrival, the demand was re

newed, and after some parleying acceded to.

Fourteen pieces of artillery and 2,000 pris ai-

ers were captured at Cumberland Gap ;
ts

loss was pronounced, by a rebel journal to

be &quot; one of the most disgraceful occurren tes

of the war;&quot; and Davis groaned over t ie
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fact, that the line of rebel communications

was broken between Richmond and Middle

Tennessee. During the coming two weeks

Burusidc was occupied in securing his posi

tion, so as to connect with the army of Ros-

ecrans, which reached Chattanooga, Septem
ber 9th

;
and effectual steps were taken to

guard a line of 176 miles in length from the

left of Rosecrans, with whom he was in di

rect communication, nearly to the Virginia

boundary.
Rosecrans and the Army of the Cumber

land were occupied for some length of time,

after the battle of Murfreesborough, in pre

paring for an advance on Chattanooga. Va
rious skirmishes and contests of minor impor
tance occupied them, and the rebels annoyed
our men all that they could

;
but this able

general was not disposed unduly to hurry
forward matters. He had taken time to re

cruit his army, to procure horses for his dis

mounted cavalry, and, as far as possible, to

perfect all his arrangements, while he was

carefully watching the dispositions of the ene

my in his front. So that it was the month
of June before the Army of the Cumberland

was in motion. Bragg, the rebel leader, had

taken line about thirty miles south of that held

by Rosecrans. Bragg s force was understood

to be strongly entrenched in its main posi

tions, while in front the occupation of the

roads running south from Murfreesborough,
with the natural features of the country, gave
it additional security against attack. It was
Rosecrans s plan, in his advance, to neutral

ize these advantages by turning Bragg s pos
ition and making a flank attack on his right,
and thus to reach his immediate base of oper
ations at Tullahoma, on the Chattanooga
Railroad. The army marched in three corps,
the right under McCook, the centre under

Thomas, and the left under Crittenden. By
a combined movement, Rosecrans was able

to deceive the rebels by threatening an ad
vance in force on their left at Shelbyville,

while the mass of his
&quot;army seized Hoover s,

Liberty, and other Gaps, by hard fighting.

They then moved on Manchester, and hav-
rv. 22

ing thus turned the right of the enemy s de

fence of Duck River, directly threatened

Bragg, who was forced to fall back to Tulla

homa, which he speedily abandoned, and ro-

treated towards Bridgeport, Alabama. The
advance on Chattanooga, during August,

18G3, was enveloped with difficulties and tri

als, in endeavoring to cross the Cumberland
Mountains to the upper waters of the Ten
nessee River, while the river, in its tortuous

course, and a continuation of the mountain

passes, were interposed below. The banks

of the Tennessee were reached on the 20th of

August, and the next day Chattanooga was

shelled to some extent. Pontoon, boat, raft

and trestle bridges were rapidly prepared at

Caperton s Ferry, Bridgeport, the mouth of

Battle Creek and Shell Mound
; and, except

ing the cavalry, the army made its way across

the Tennessee in the very face of the rebels.

Thomas, on the 8th of September, had mov
ed on Trenton, seizing Frick s and Stevens s

Gaps on the Lookout Mountain; McCook
had advanced to Valley Head, and taken

Winston s Gap ;
while Crittenden had cross

ed to Wauhatchie, was in communication on

the right with Thomas, and threatened Chat

tanooga by the pass over the point of Look
out Mountain. On the 9th of September, it

was found that the rebels had evacuated

Chattanooga, which was immediately occu

pied and held by our men. Apprehensions
were felt at Washington that Rosecrans might

get himself into trouble, and have his right
flank turned by Bragg. Halleek sent word

to Rosecrans to this effect, urging caution,

and ordering reinforcements from every quar
ter. Burnside, Sherman, Schofield, Pope,

etc., were directed to hurry forward every
available man. On the 14th of September,
the army of Rosecrans was occupying the

passes of Lookout Mountain, with the enemy
concentrating his forces near Lafayette to dis

pute his further advance. Bragg s threaten

ed movements, to the right and left, were

merely cavalry raids to cut the line of Rose

crans s supplies, and threaten his communi
cations writh Burnside. Bragg s main annv
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was only awaiting the arrival of Longstrect s

corps, to give battle in the mountains of

Georgia. It had been reinforced by troops
from Johnston in Mississippi, and by the pris

oners released on parole at Vicksburg and

Port Hudson and declared by the rebel au

thorities to have been exchanged, a course

of conduct, by the way, so scandalous that

Ilalleck denounced it in vigorous terms. By
the 17th of September, our troops were

brought within supporting distance, and the

next day a concentration was begun, and

Rosecrans s whole force was, on the 19th, on

the west side of the Chickamauga. Bragg,

moving his army by divisions, crossed the

Chickamauga at several fords and bridges
north of Gordon s Mills, near to which he

endeavored to concentrate before giving bat

tle. This was on the morning of Saturday,
the 19th of September, McCook s corps form

ing the right of our line of battle, Critten-

clen s the centre, and Thomas s the left.

The battle was begun about ten o clock, when

the left wing of Rosecrans was attacked by

heavy masses, and vigorous efforts were made

to turn our left, so as to occupy the road to

Chattanooga. But in this the rebels failed

entirely of success. The centre was next as

sailed, and temporarily driven back, bnt, be

ing promptly reinforced, maintained its

ground. As night approached, the battle

ceased, and the combatants rested on their

arms. The attack was furiously renewed on

the morning of the 20th, against our left cen

tre. Division after division was pushed for

ward to resist the attacking masses of the en

emy, when, by an unfortunate mistake a gap
wras opened in the line of battle, of which

the enemy took instant advantage, and strik

ing Davis in the flank and rear threw his

whole division into confusion. Pouring in

through this break in our line the enemy cut

off our right and right centre, and attacked

Sheridan s division, which was advancing to

support our left. After a gallant but fruit

less effort against the rebel torrent, he was

compelled to give way, but afterward rallied

% considerable portion of his force, and by a

circuitous route joined Thomas, who now had

to sustain the whole brunt of the battle.

And bravely and steadily did Thomas and

his men meet and sustain the onset, way in

to the night. Thomas fell back to Rossville,

and on the 21st he withdrew within the de

fences of Chattanooga. Our loss was about

16,000, and Rosecrans was sharply censured

by some, although he maintained that &quot; the

battle of Chickamauga was absolutely neces

sary to secure our concentration and cover

Chattanooga.&quot; Bragg was now able to cut

off supplies from our army almost entirely.

It having been found inexpedient to have

separate and independent commands, to the

extent now prevailing, the government re

solved to put General Grant in charge of the

new &quot;Military Division of the Mississippi,

embracing the Departments of the Ohio, of

the Cumberland, and of the Tennessee.&quot; Ue
arrived at Louisville, October 18th, 1863, and

gave stirring notice that &quot; the headquarters
of this division will be in the field.&quot;

Bragg s plan now was to starve out Roso-

crans in Chattanooga. Communication ^y
the river, and by the railroad on the south

ern bank was interrupted by Bragg s force
;

and hence it became necessary to send sup

plies to Chattanooga by a circuitous and diffi

cult road, over two ranges of mountains, by

wagon transportation, upon which route the

rebel cavalry had opportunity to operate with

advantage. Chattanooga itself was well for-O C J

tified and protected from a direct assault, but

the river below \vas commanded by Bragg s

troops at Lookout Mountain and its vicinity.

Bragg occupied not only the mountain just

named, but also the adjacent one, connecting

Missionary Ridge, running in a south-west

erly direction directly in front of Roseerans g

camps, which were thus freely exposed tc

view from the heights. The rebels also held

Lookout Yalley on the westerly side of the

mountains, where a creek of the same name

runs into the Tennessee ;
and Bragg was so

confident of success as to boast that he &quot; held

the enemy at his mercy,&quot;
etc. Grant, who

had reached Chattanooga on the 23d of OG
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tober, and ascertained the critical condition

of affairs there in regard to supplies, saw

plainly that the rebels must be dislodged, and

communications opened, or disastrous conse

quences would follow. Hence, besides cer

tain movements ordered to be made by Sher

man, Palmer and Hooker to this end, an

other plan of relief was adopted. This was,

to take a force of about 4,000 men, proceed
down the river to Brown s Ferry, and seize

the range of steep hills at the mouth of Look

out Valley ;
in this way, if the expedition

were successful, Hooker s and Palmer s move

ments would be facilitated and rendered

more secure, and the river would be open
for steamboats to Brown s Ferry. This plan
was promptly and thoroughly carried out

during the night of the 26th of October, and

Chattanooga was relieved of all fear of star

vation. Hooker occupied Lookout Yalley,
October 26th, and the rebels were so vexed

and chagrined at the success of the expedi
tion just named, that they determined to

make a desperate effort to retrieve their loss.

On the night of the 28th, and morning of

the 29th of October, they made their attack
;

but it was a failure, and Howard s corps be

ing moved rapidly to the right, both the reb

els were repulsed and the remaining crests

lying west of Lookout Creek were seized and

held by our troops. In carrying out his plans,

Grant s next effort was to see if he could not

irive out Bragg and the rebels entirely from

the position they held on Lookout Mountain.

He was not content with simply relieving

Chattanooga ;
a much greater work was be

fore him, and he devoted all his energies to

its accomplishment. Happily, Bragg made
a great blunder, which proved of essential ad

vantage to Grant s purposes. The rebel gen
eral, thinking it good policy to cut off Burn-

Bide in East Tennessee, detached Long-street7 O
from his army, early in November, to attack

Burnside and take Knoxville. This, of course,
weakened Bragg materially, and enabled

Grant so to arrange his movements as to be

almost certain of victory. Grant sent word
to Burnside, explaining his purpose, and urg

ing him to occupy Longstreet at various

points, and to draw him further and further

away from Bragg, only taking care to hold

Knoxville at all hazards. Hooker, holding
Lookout Yalley, faced the enemy on the

mountain, and Thomas occupied the central

position, with his line of works before Chat

tanooga, with Missionary Ridge in front of

him. Sherman was ordered, with his force,

to a point on the right bank of the river

above the town, with the intention of cross

ing and seizing the northern extremity of the

ridge, which was unfortified. A cavalry

force was also directed to proceed to the

rio-ht and rear of the rebels, so as to cut theO
railroad between Cleveland and Dalton. and

thus sever Longstreet s southern communica

tions with Bragg. In this way, Hooker and

Sherman would hold each flank of the enemy,
while Thomas would be ready to pierce their

centre. Sherman s force arrived, November

23d, and on the next day, at noon, two bridg

es had been laid, one, 1,400 feet long, over

the Tennessee, the other, 200 feet long, over

the South Chickamauga, to furnish a route

for the cavalry. During the day, the remain

der of his command reached the position as

signed, and Sherman s men speedily render

ed it unassailable by the enemy. At the

same time, a brigade of cavalry, under Col

onel Long, was sent to cut the railroad, which

was effectually accomplished.

Grant s arrangements having been com

pleted, he ordered a demonstration against

Missionary Ridge, to develop the force of the

enemy holding it. The troops marched in

fine order, as if on parade, and were watched

by the rebel pickets from the summits of the

ridge, 500 feet above our troops. The line

advanced, preceded by skirmishers, and at

two o clock, P.M., having reached our picket

line, opened briskly upon the rebel pickets,

who replied, and then ran into their rifle-pits

Our skirmishers followed them into the pits,

along the centre of Thomas s line of 25,OOC

troops, until we opened fire. It was a com

plete surprise to the rebels, in open daylight.

At three P.M., the important advanced posi
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tion of Orchard Knoll, and the lines right

and left, were secured, and arrangements
were made for holding them during the

night. At daylight, the next morning, No
vember 24th, Thomas had 5000 men across

the Tennessee, and established on its south

bank, and commenced the building of a pon
toon bridge about six miles above Chatta

nooga. The steamer Dunbar, formerly own
ed by the rebels, rendered effective aid in

this crossing, carrying over 6000 men. By
nightfall, Thomas had seized the extremity
of Missionary Ridge nearest the river, and

was busily occupied in entrenching himself.

Howard, with a brigade, opened communi
cation with him from Chattanooga on the

south side of the river. Skirmishing and

cannonading continued all day, on the left

and centre. In carrying out his part of the

work, Hooker scaled the slopes of Lookout

Mountain, and from the valley of Lookout

Creek drove the rebels around the point,

captured some 2,000 prisoners, and estab

lished himself high up the mountain side, in

full view of Chattanooga. This raised the

blockade, and now steamers were ordered

from Bridgeport to Chattanooga. Ah! night
the point of Missionary Ridge on the extreme

left, and the side of Lookout Mountain on

the extreme right, blazed with the camp fires

of loyal troops. The day had been one of

dense mists and rains, and much of Hooker s

battle was fought above the clouds, which

concealed him from view of the rest of the

army, but from which his musketry made
itself plainly heard. As the day dawned,
November 25th, the stars and stripes were

waving on the peak of Lookout Mountain,
which the rebels had evacuated. Hooker
moved to make a descent, and, striking Mis

sionary Ridge at Rossville Gap, to sweep on

both sides and on its summit. The rebel

troops, as soon as it was light enough, hur

ried regiments and brigades along the narrow
Bummit of Missionary Ridge, either concen

trating on the right to overwhelm Sherman,
or marching for the railroad and raising the

siege. Very essential service was rendered

by Sherman and his fellow commanders in

stemming the attacks of rebel masses, and in

judicious and effective counter-attacks. A
general advance was ordered at half past

three, P.M., and the storming of the ridge

began with a strong line of skirmishers, fol

lowed by a deployed line of battle, some two
miles in length. At a given signal the Hne

moved rapidly and orderly forward. Our
men charged the rifle pits at the foot of the

ridge. The taking of these was all they had

been ordered to do
;
but when the rebels, in

large numbers, swarmed out of the rifle pits

and fled before them, our brave soldiers were

seized with an irresistible impulse to mount
the very heights, despite the storm of shot

and shell which rained down upon them from

above. Onward they dashed, and officers

and men, in a perfect furor of excitement,
forced their way up the steep sides and broken

and crumbling face of the ridge. The at

tempt seemed wonderfully rash and perilous,

for there were not less than forty pieces of

artillery on the heights, and thousands of

muskets, ready to strike down the bold as

sailants. Nevertheless, with cheers answer

ing to cheers, our men rushed forward and

upward. Color after color was planted on

the summit, while musket and cannon vom
ited their thunder upon them. A fierce

musketry fire broke out on the left, where,

between Thomas and Sherman, a mile or two

of the ridge was still occupied by the rebels.

Bragg left the house in which he had had

his head-quarters, and rode to the rear as our

troops crowded the hill on either side of

him. Some of the captured artillery was

put into position. Artillerists were sent for

to work the guns. The rebel log breast

works were torn to pieces, carried to the

other side of the ridge, and used in forming
barricades across, and a secure lodgment was

soon effected. The other assault to the right

of our centre gained the summit, and the

rebels threw down their arms and fled.

Hooker, coming in favorable position, swept

the right of the ridge and captured many

prisoners. By sunset the ridge was taken
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and the day was ours. Chickamauga was

avenged. Bragg decamped hastily in the

night on the road to Ringgold, and thence

to Dalton, firing and destroying the railroads

in their flight. Our loss in killed and wound

ed was estimated at 5600. Some 6000 pris

oners were taken, 40 pieces of artillery, 7000

Email arms, etc. Thus the Chattanooga

campaign resulted in rescuing Kentucky and

Tennessee from the rebels, and in affording

the means of immediately relieving Burnside

at Knoxville. The way also was open to

Atlanta, and all the rich country in its rear
;

in fact, the very heart of the rebellion was

laid bare, and exposed to the crushing assault

which ere long was made upon it. About

the middle of November, 1863, Long-
street (p. 339) advanced and crossed the

Tennessee, near Loudon. The advance of

his force was met with great courage and

determination by our men, and was driven

back two miles to the river. Following the

directions of Grant, Burnside deemed it best

to retire to Lenoir, and thence to Campbell s

Station, twelve miles from Knoxville, a

point of considerable importance to make a

stand at, in order to secure the passage of

the trains, and provide for the defence of

Knoxville. The battle of Campbell s Station

illustrated the best qualities of our officers

and men, and though they were assaulted with

great fury by the rebels, they succeeded in

inflicting a damaging blow upon Longstreet s

force. During the night of the 16th of No
vember, Burnside drew off to Knoxville, and

the next day placed his troops in position in

front of the city, and prepared for the siege
which was to follow. On the 18th, the rebels

made a fierce attack, intending to push back

our cavalry and enter the town as victors
;

but they were completely repulsed, after an

obstinate struggle, and severe loss upon our

part. Knoxville waa now closely invested,
the investment extending about the half the

circuit of the town, on the northern, western

and southern sides. Communication with

Cumberland Gap was cut, November 16th,

by the enemy s cavalry. Burnside took

great care in strengthening his fortifications

being well aware of the necessity of main

tairiing his position, and waiting rather anx

iously promised succor from Grant. Long-
street expected to starve Burnside out

; but,

in consequence of Bragg s ill success at Chat

tanooga, his position became critical. Not
at all liking to give up and leave Knoxville

in our hands, he resolved to make a final ef

fort to carry the works by assault. Early
on the morning of the 29th of November,
the assaulting column, composed of three

brigades, made their appearance. They ap

proached to within 100 yards of the fort un

harmed. Then commenced a series of dea-

perate and daring attacks, stubborn resis

tance, death, and carnage. Hour after hour

it was kept up, this deadly struggle, and the

ditch was piled with the dead and the dying.

More than a thousand killed, wounded, and

prisoners, was the cost of the assault. Oar

loss did not exceed 20. The rebel leader

felt it necessary to give up further efforts

and retire, which he did on the line of the

railroad towards Virginia, December 4th.

Sherman, who had been sent to Burnside s

relief, arrived just as Longstreet left
;
but

pursuit was not deemed expedient. &quot;VVilcox,

who was in charge of operations in the Up
per Valley, did excellent service in holding

Cumberland Gap, and preventing troops

from Virginia joining the rebel commander
;

but Longstreet continued through the winter

to annoy and harass our force in Tennessee,

and in the spring joined Lee for the cam

paign of 1864. Sherman soon after returned

to Chattanooga, and Burnside, whose health

was impaired, was relieved, and on the llth

of December, General J. G. Foster took

command in his place.

Admiral Dahlgren was appointed to tho

command of the South Atlantic fleet, on (ho

death of Admiral Foote, June 26th, 1863

He was the inventor of the gun which bears

his name
; and, in consequence of his scien

tific reputation, it was deemed advisable to

send him to Charleston to co-operate with

Gillmore, (p. 323) and to bring all the re-
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sources of science to bear in order to reduce

that rebellious city. He proceeded at once

to Port Royal, and on the 6th of July, en

tered upon his duties. It was now deemed

most advisable, as preliminary to further of

fensive movements, to effect a lodgment on

Morris Island, on the northern side, where

batteries might be erected of sufficient force,

with the new ordnance, for battering down

Fort Sumter, and thus opening a way for the

operations of the fleet. Concealed batteries

were erected by the troops, under General

Vodges, on Folly Island, adjoining Morris

Island, on the south, which effectually com

manded the entrance to the ship channel on

that side. On the 10th of July, the needed

force having arrived, the batteries opened

upon the enemy, and when their guns were

silenced, a charge was made by the infantry,

who had crossed in boats, and the works were

captured. An attempt also was made to

carry Fort Wagner by assault, but it failed.

The rebels in Charleston became very much
alarmed at the prospect of attack on the city,

and the authorities called for help, and set

some 3000 negroes at work on the fortifica

tions, so as to strengthen in every possible

way the defences of Charleston. The por
tion of Morris Island not yet taken by Gill-

more was well fortified. Fort Wagner was

a very strong work
;
as were also Battery

Gregg at Cummings s Point, Fort Moultrie,

opposite Fort Sumter, on the north side of

the harbor, Fort Ripley, Fort Johnson, Cas

tle Pinckney, and numerous batteries at va

rious points; the rebels, in fact, haying in

position and afloat, for the defence of Charles

ton, not less than 376 guns. Gillmore pushed
forward operations with vigor and steadiness.

Active efforts were made to bring his heavy

guns into position, not only for an attack

upon Wagner, but upon all the rebel works,

and also to throw shells into the city of

Charleston. The siege works were urged

forward, and the enemy were annoyed in

every way possible with sharpshooters and

shells. In similar wise, the rebels threw

shells, night and day, which exploded over

the men at work in the trenches
;
and the

guns of Gregg and Sumter were busily plied

against the Ironsides and the Monitors,

which, by their steady firing, kept Fort

Wagner silent. On the 18th of July, Gill-

more having placed a number of heavy guns
and mortars in position, within 800 yards oi

Fort Wagner, determined on making an

other attack. The bombardment, which

was to have opened at daylight, was delayed

by a heavy thunderstorm during the night
of the 17th, and it was not till about midday
that the batteries, in concert with the fleet,

opened a tremendous fire on the fort. This

continued through the afternoon into the

evening, the fort making little reply during
the whole time. As evening set in, the im

pression gained ground that the rebels had

run away. It was consequently resolved to

send two brigades (one regiment being ne

groes) to take possession, or if the rebels

were there, to drive them out. The assault

was made with spirit and fiery energy in the

night, but the rebels held the fort despite

everything, and our men, about midnight,
retired from the contest. Over 1500 were

lost in killed, wounded and missing. Gill-

more next made extensive preparations to

plant new batteries, armed with the heaviest

guns used in the service, so as to bombard

not only Forts Wagner and Sumter, but

also the city of Charleston. In the reduc

tion of Fort Pulaski (p. 283), the heaviest

gun employed was the rifle 42-pounder.

Now, 200 and 300-pounder Parrott rifle guns
were brought into use

;
and some three

weeks were spent in erecting the batteries

whence they were to discharge their terrible

missiles. The nearest of these batteries

were located a little short of two miles from

Fort Sumter, about a quarter of a mile from

Fort Wagner, and a mile from Battery

Gregg. On the night of August 13th, our

works were advanced within 420 yards of

Wagner, and the first fire upon Fort Sum

ter, on the 15th, two and a half miles dis

tant, sent one of these massive balls through

the gorge wall, making a hole of some five
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feet in diameter. On the morning of August

17th, the bombardment of Fort Sumter was

begun in earnest, and tfO atinued without ces

sation until it was, to ill intents and pur

poses, in ruins. Dahlgren s force moved up
at the same time, and attacked Forts Gregg
and Wagner. The letter was entirely si

lenced, and the former nearly so, between

nine and ten o clock. Two of the monitors

then moved to within a mile or so of the

south-east front of Sumter, and opened fire

upon it. In the course of the afternoon the

fleet retired, keeping up, however, a fire

upon Fort Wagner, to prevent the rebels re

mounting the guns. The result of this

active and unceasing bombardment was

briefly stated by Gillmore, in a dispatch,

August 24th :

&quot; I have the honor to report

the practical demolition of Fort Sumter as

the result of our seven days bombardment

of that work I have also, at great

labor, and under a heavy fire from James

Island, established batteries on my left, with

effective range of the heart of Charleston,

and have opened with them, after giving

General Beauregard due notice of my inten

tion to do so.&quot; Operations were now brought
to a completion against Fort Wagner, which,

powerful and strong as it was, was compelled

to surrender on the 7th of September, when

the rebels evacuated Morris Island. The

army and navy now held, the key of the

position. That part of Charleston within

the reach of the shells was greatly injured,

and almost entirely abandoned by its inhab

itants ;
there was, however, but little further

progress made in the siege during the re

mainder of the year. Charleston was of

comparatively little or no importance now,
in a commercial point of view, blockade run

ning had been effectually stopped, and

whether the rebels held out for weeks or

months longer or not wras of no great conse

quence in the progress of the war for the

Union and its integrity and soundness. Some

further operations took place in the South

and AVest, on which, however, we need not

dwell, for the reasons just stated. The op

erations in the department under Grant s

control, as well as in that in which the Army
of the Potomac was specially concerned,

were, it began to be well understood, those

which would be decisive of the contest, and

by which the rebellion would be ultimately

crushed out of existence.

The important victories of July, 18G3, at

Vicksburg, Port Hudson, and Gettysburg,

not only afforded to the country at large en

couraging hope of the rebel military organi

zation being speedily broken down, but also

gave the secretary of state an opportunity

of furnishing the principal foreign govern
ments with some useful information in re

gard to the progress of the national arms.

Under date of August 12th, Seward issued

a diplomatic circular, addressed to the con

suls of the United States abroad, for the

purpose of convincing &quot;those who seek a

renewal of commercial prosperity through

the restoration of peace in America, that the

quickest and shortest way to gain that de

sirable end is to withdraw support and favor

from the insurgents, and to leave the adjust

ment of our domestic controversies exclu

sively with the people of the United States.&quot;

Urging with much skill the advance of our

army, the steadfast support of the people,

the good condition of the finances, etc., Se

ward was content to leave his statement of

facts to make its due impression upon all

concerned. By act of Congress, March.

1863, the national enrollment, preparatory

to the draft, was made generally throughout

the loyal States. Enrolling officers were di

rected to enrol all able bodied persons be

tween the ages of eighteen and forty-five,

the object being to ascertain, as far as possi

ble, how many men liable to military duty

there were, on the 1st of July, in the United

States, and also to arrange, in regard to mili

tary service, how much had already been

rendered, and how much was still due in the

several districts. Opposition, to some ex

tent, was made to the action of the officers,

but in general it was readily and promptly

repressed. The result of the enrollment,
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which was not completed in all the States,

Bhowed that there were considerably more

than 3,000,000 men liable to military duty.

For making the draft, one-fifth the number

of men enrolled in the first class (i. &amp;lt;?.,

be

tween the ages of twenty and thirty-five),

was adopted as the quota of a district
;
and

the boards in charge of this matter appor
tioned this quota among the towns and wards

forming sub-districts, so as in making the

draft to furnish the number of men required.

Each name of this class in the sub-district

was written upon a separate slip of paper,

and placed in a wheel, or circular box, which

was then made to revolve, and a name was

drawn out and registered. This process was

continued until the requisite number of

names had been obtained. The person
drafted was obliged to report immediately
for duty, under penalty, unless he furnished

a substitute, or paid $300 computation

money. Of course, the draft is, and must

be, from the nature of things, a rather odious

affair, and demagogues and politicians took

care to present it in its most repulsive fea

tures. When, in July, it was found neces

sary to resort to the draft, riotous demonstra

tions were to be apprehended, and took place
in various parts of the country, but no where

so fiercely and savagely as in the City of

New York. Here, the diafting was begun,

July llth, without disturb ince. This was
on Saturday. During the noxt day, plans
seem to have been arranged for m outbreak

the following day. According.,v a mob

gathered on Monday morning, \ly 13th,

and directly after the turning of the wheel

had commenced, paving-stones and other

missiles were put to use in smashing every

thing in the office and wounding a number
of persons. With yells and shouts, they de

stroyed the records, tables, boxes, etc., set

fire to the house, and started for further

deviltry elsewhere. Being joined by gangs
of thieves and scoundrels from every hole

and corner of the city, the mob now entered

upon a career of murder, pillage and arson.

The next day, thej increased in malignity

and extent of outrage. Apparently, they
were masters of everything; they continued

their work of destruction
; they threatened

the city with a general conflagration ; they
assaulted and pursued and murdered every

negro man, woman, and child who came

within their reach
;

and they plundered
stores and dwellings and private citizens

with impunity. The Mayor issued a procla

mation, but to no purpose ;
the Governor of

the State did the same, and with as little ef

fect, and begged the crowd, from the City
Hall steps, to preserve peace and order. The

military and police met the mob with decis

ion wherever it attempted to make head
;

there was no further scruple at using ball

cartridges ;
the rioters were frequently driv

en from one locality to appear again in

another
;

and by degrees, the ringleaders

having been killed or made prisoners, this

disgraceful outbreak began to be subdued.

During the two or three days following, the

riot was pretty well reduced, and in a few

days after, matters resumed their usual con

dition. More than fifty buildings had been

burned, and property destroyed and stolen

to the amount of more than $1,500,000. On
the whole, however, the reaction from the

riot strengthened the government, and tho

next month the draft was enforced in New
York without opposition. The autumn elec

tions also, were decidedly in favor of the

government and its measures at this crisis of

affairs.

On the 17th of October, in anticipation

of the term of service of part of the volun

teer troops expiring, and to provide for the

probable demands of the campaign in the

following spring, the president issued a proc

lamation, calling out 300,000 volunteers to

serve for three years or the war, not, how

ever, exceeding three years. The governors
of the several States were required to raise

their respective quotas, and, in case of any

deficiency, a draft was ordered to be made
in the States or districts, to commence on

the 5th day of January, 1864. Active

measures were taken to forward recruit nsr
*
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the volunteers whose term of service was

about to expire generally re-enlisted; and

when the day arrived which was appointed
for the draft, it was deemed expedient that

the drawing be further postponed.*

Lee, the rebel leader, after his defeat at

Gettysburg (p. 344) retired in safety across

the Rapidan, and Meade, with his army,
took up the old line on the Rappahannock.
For some lime the Army of the Potomac

was enjoying needed rest and an opportunity
for recruiting and preparing for future op
erations. A considerable portion of Lee s

force was sent, under Longstreet, to aid the

rebel cause, just then in a rather critical con

dition, in Tennessee, where Bragg was in

command. This was in September, 1 863
;

and Meade, having become aware of the

fact, made an advance movement, and had

matured a plan, which promised well, for at

tacking Lee on the flank. Before, however,
he could carry out his plan, the Army of

the Potomac was largely depleted by the

sending of the llth and 12th corps, under

Hooker s command, to the aid of our army
in Tennessee. This reduced Meade to the

necessity ofacting on the defensive simply, un
til he could be supplied again with reinforce

ments. Early in October, Lee resolved upon
an offensive movement, for the purpose of

driving Meade back from the line of the

Rapidan, and, by a decisive flank march, get
between Meade and his cornmunications

with Washington. On Friday, October 9th,

Lee crossed the Eapidan, and moved north

wardly by way of Madison Court House, so

as to turn Meade s right, in which movement
he was quite successful. Meade, on ascer

taining the rebel purpose, immediately fell

* The conscription act was brought up in the Thirty-
eighth Congress and earnestly discussed. The chief

point in the debates on the act was in reference to the

propriety or necessity of retaining the $300 exemp
tion clause. It was finally con;luded to retain this,

with the important restriction, that the exemption
thus purchased should not continue beyond a single
veftr, whei the person relieved would again be subject
to draft.

back from the Rapidan and crossed the Rap-

pahannock without molestation, and when
Lee reached Culpepper, on the 11th of Oc

tober, he found that our army had passed over

the river some hours before. The next day,
Lee advanced rapidly so as to strike Meade a

line of retreat by the railroad. A retrograde
movement was the immediate consequence,
and during the 13th and 14th, both armies

tried which could first reach the heights of

Centreville. Lee, by several well planned

manoeuvres, expected to gain the heights of

Centreville and also fall on Meade s flank

and rear. But by &quot;Warren s activity and

generalship in bringing up the rear, and by
his repulse of the rebels at Bristoe Station,
Meade obtained a strong position and stop

ped the rebel advance. Lee retreated again
to the line of the Rapidan, and our army
took up nearly the same ground as previous

ly held. Towards the close of the year, the

rebel authorities set on foot a plot to liberate

some 2,500 of their officers confined on John

son s Island, Lake Erie, and also to burn and

destroy Buffalo and other lake cities. The

expedition was to rendezvous in Canada, and

carry on operations from thence. The Ameri
can consul at Montreal, having informed the

Canadian authorities on the subject, news
was sent to

&quot;Washington, and, through Lord

Lyons, communicated to our government.
Immediate steps were taken by the secretary
of war, and telegrams were sent, November

llth, to Buffalo, Detroit, and other Western

cities, warning them of danger and of the

need of activity and vigilance. In conse

quence of the prompt movement of troops
to the points threatened, and the measure?

adopted by the local authorities on the fron

tier, the rebel scheme came to nothing. A
daring act of piracy was committed by some
rebel desperadoes, early in December, 1803,

by seizing the steamer Chesapeake on her

way from New York to New Brunswick.

They came on board as passengers, and when
the vessel was off Cape Cod, they seized

upon her and made prisoners of all on board.

When near St. John s, they got rid of the
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prisoners by means of a pilot boat, and set

out on a cruise. Their career, however, was

short, for a United States gun-boat took the

Chesapeake, near Halifax, where the Coloni

al court adjudged that the vessel be returned

to her proper owners.

The Thirty-eighth Congress began its first

session on Monday, December Yth, 1863,

having, in both Houses, a decided majority

of its members in favor of the policy of the

administration, and prepared to legislate to

any extent in order to put down the rebellion

promptly and effectually. The Hon. Schuy-

ler Coifax, of Indiana, was elected speaker

of the House; the vice-president, Hanilin,

presided in the Senate
;

and the Senators

from West Virginia took their seats by a vote

of 36 to 5. On the 9th of December, the

president s message was transmitted to both

Houses, and with great clearness and plain

ness set forth the existing condition of affairs,

and the views of the chief magistrate on va

rious questions ofimmediate and pressing in

terest. The reports of the secretaries in the

several departments, which accompanied the

message, exhibited a remarkable and exten

sive development of the resources of the coun

try in meeting and providing for the exigen

cies of the war. The number and efficiency

of the army, and the increase and power of

the navy were duly set forth. The report

on the subject of our national finances, from

the secretary of the treasury, which had been

looked for by the country at large with pro

found interest, proved to be a clear, well ar

ranged document, and gave general satisfac

tion. The amount of debt had fallen short

of the amount anticipated ;
while the receipts

from all sources of income, except internal

revenue, exceeded the estimates. The na

tional debt, it was calculated, would on the

1st of July, 1864, amount to $1,686,956,641.*

* Jeff. Davis, in a very long message to the rebel con

gress, which met early in December, 1863, indulged

himself, as usual, in charges of &quot; consistent perfidy,&quot;

&quot;

savage ferocity,&quot;
&quot; horrible barbarities,&quot; and such

like, and in denouncing
&quot; the plundering ruffians

&quot; of

which the army of the United States was composed.

Congress entered upon its work with zeal and

spirit, ar.i though various efforts were made
to obtain the passage of resolutions condem

natory of the government, or negative in

character, yet none succeeded
;
on the con

trary, they became the occasion of Congress

adopting clear, full, and strongly patriotic

resolutions to sustain the government and

push forward to the end the war against
treason and rebellion. The close of 1863

showed that the condition of affairs was, on

the whole, encouraging. Our armies in the

West had obtained great and decisive success

es
;
our navy was actively and efficiently use

ful in its sphere ;
and though the rebel pow

er in Virginia was not yet broken up, the

prospect was good that ere long that final

blow might be struck and rebellion ended.

Our shipping interests, owing to the daring
and success of rebel privateers, had suffered

most severely ;
some 200 merchant vessels, it

was reported, had been destroyed, of which

the aggregate tonnage was estimated to be

not less than 90,000 ;
the value of the ves

sels and cargoes thus destroyed was rather

more than $13,500,000. Diplomatic corres

pondence with England and France, during
the year, showed the ground taken and held

by the government. As to England, her

course had been felt to be illegal, unfriendly,

and unhandsome, in the extreme
;
and more

than this, our government had given a signif

icant warning that England would be held

responsible for the damage done to our com

merce by lawless rovers, like the Alabama,
and other vessels built at Liverpool, and al

lowed to set out from thence to prey upon
our unprotected merchant marine. It will

He also enlarged upon the deplorable condition of the

finances of the insurgent States. All efforts by taxa

tion, imposts, etc., had failed, and &quot; the issues of trea

sury notes have been increased, until the currency in

circulation amounts to more than $600,000,000, or more

than threefold the amount required by the business of

the country.&quot; The rebel debt was stated by Memmin-

ger, secretary of the treasury, to be, in round numbers,

$1,000,000,000, of which $800,000,000 were in treasury

notes ; probably another year would raise the debt to

more than $2,500,000,000.
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be seen, by and by, that this warning was

meant to be, and wr

as, a reality, which the

English ministry had to meet fully and fair-

y. With the French government our rela

tions had continued to be of a friendly and

cordial character, unless possibly Louis Na

poleon s designs in Mexico may be thought
to have given rise to some ill feeling. France

disavowed any intention of establishing a

monarchical government in Mexico, or tak

ing any measures which might be considered

inimical to the well-understood policy of the

United States in regard to foreign interfer

ence in America. In general, then, national

affairs, at the close of 1863, were in an encour

aging and hopeful condition. Difficulties

and trials there were, it is true
;
and political

disputes and animosities, and sharp and bit

ter criminations and recriminations, were not

only annoying hindrances, but productive of

mischief to a large extent. Nevertheless,

matters in general were in such a shape as

that the people were more ready to believe

the final triumph of our arms to be not far

distant; and the burden on the country, in

the immense expenditures and fearful moun
tain of debt which was being accumulated for

future payment, was submitted to with a de

gree of readiness highly creditable to the pa
triotism of the people, and affording the best

possible proof of their fixed convictions as to

the ultimate result of the struggle through
which the republic was passing.

During the early months of the year 186-i,

military operations were not carried on to any

great extent. The winter season, except in

the far South, was unfavorable, of course, to

the entering upon work of any magnitude ;

the time, consequently, was mainly spent in

preparation for the severe and even deadly

struggle which the spring campaign clearly

indicated. The ground was now much nar

rower than it was a year ago. In Tennessee,

Arkansas, on the line of the Mississippi, and

m Louisiana, there was good hope of being
able speedily to include all these regions

among the loyal supporters of the Constitu

tion and laws of the land. Expectation, in

the loyal States, no less than in those still un

der the control of the rebel leaders, ww main

ly centered upon the armies&quot; of Meade and

Lee in Virginia, and Grant and Johnston in

the vicinity of Chattanooga ;
for it was evi

dent, from the present position of affairs,

that the campaign of the spring would be ot

great and decisive importance, and would tax

the energies and resources of the government
to their fullest extent. The rebel authorities,

too, conscious of their doubtful condition,

were straining every nerve to resist the on

ward progress of the Union arms, by accum

ulating stores, gathering in of conscripts,

strengthening their armies, etc. On the 1st

of February, the president called for 200,000

men, and a draft was appointed for the 10th

of March
;
but so successful were the efforts

to enlist men by bounties, furloughs to some

of the old regiments, etc., that the draft was

not needed. The rebel Congress, striving to

bolster up their tottering fortunes, passed a

new and stringent conscription act, in Feb

ruary, 1864. It was provided by this, that

all white men, residents of the States under

their control, between the ages of seventeen

and fifty, should be in the military service for

the war. All in the service between eight

een and forty-five were to be retained

during the war. Those between seventeen

and eighteen, and between forty-five and fif

ty, were to form a reserve for State defence

and detail duty. An act imposing addition

al taxes was also passed at this session, and

another, in accordance with Memminger s

and Jeff. Davis s recommendation, providing

for the funding of the outstanding treasury

notes or currency of the States in confederate

bonds. This conversion was, in great meas

ure, rendered compulsory by the refusal of

the rebel authorities to receive the currency

after an early day in payment of public dues

and by the imposition of a tax on the notes

not funded. An address was also issued to

the people of the insurgent States, containing

the usual topics of consolation and encourage

ment, and striving to excite them to renew

ed efforts in carrying on the war, especially
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by furnishing supplies to support and equip
the rebel armies. Jeff. Davis, also, sent forth

a proclamation to the soldiers in the field, in

which he took his usual lofty tone, thorough

ly abusing the loyal States and their proceed

ings, and asserting confidently that &quot; assured

success,&quot; awaited him and his co-laborers in

secession and rebellion.

About the middle of December, 1863, Gill-

more had obtained permission to send an ex

pedition into Florida, in order to cut off reb

el supplies, to procure an outlet for cotton,

lumber, and other productions ofthe country,

and to gather in for the army recruits from

among the negroes. He also, in January,

1864, in accordance with Lincoln s request,

inaugurated measures for restoring the State

of Florida to her allegiance under the terms

of the president s proclamation. Having or

ganized an expedition for the purpose above

stated, Gillmore dispatched from Port Royal,

on the 5th of February, a force of about 6,-

000 cavalry, infantry and artillery, under

command of General Seymour. They enter

ed the St. John s River on the 7th, and the

next day effected a landing at Jacksonville,

without opposition, the few rebel soldiers

there having taken to flight immediately.

Seymour was directed to move forward his

mounted force to Baldwin, some twenty
miles distant, on the Central Railroad, which

was accomplished by the 14th of March. A
few days later, he very unwisely advanced

towards Olustee, where he met with heavy
loss and a severe repulse. Early in Februa

ry, 1864, General &quot;W. T. Sherman, with about

30,000 men and 60 pieces of artillery, set

out from Yicksburg for an expedition into

the interior of Mississippi. He advanced

rapidly and successfully, and reached Merid

ian, on the 14th, having destroyed railroads

in every direction and in reach most com

pletely, having secured ordnance and stores,

destroyed the State arsenal, etc Sherman

expected to be joined by W. T. Smith with

some V,000 men ;
but the junction failed, and

by the close of the month Sherman returned

to Vieksburg. Grant sent Palmer in to Geor

gia, on an expedition, February 22d, but

with no result. Farragut, on same date,

made threatening demonstrations against Mo
bile, but they were not pressed and were with

out result. The deplorable condition of the

thousands of our officers and men, suffering

under the inhuman treatment of the rebels

at Libby Prison, Castle Thunder, and Belle

Isle, roused the strongest sympathy in their

behalf, and an expedition was planned, for

the purpose not only of making a raid upon

Richmond, but also of setting at liberty our

brave countrymen who were being killed by
inches by the rebels. The expedition, con

sisting of over 4,000 men, with a light bat

tery of six guns, was placed under command
of a distinguished young cavalry officer,

General H. J. Kilpatrick ;
and on the even

ing of the 28th of February, 1864, left camp
at Stevensburg; crossed Ely s Ford on the

Rapidan ; pushed forward rapidly the next

day ;
crossed the South Anna at night, and

on the 1st of March, was in sight of Rich

mond. A vigorous attack was made upon
the astounded rebels; but Kilpatrick was

driven off at night and forced to return with

out any special advantage gained. Colonel

Dahlgren, who had been detached for special

service, also got within sight of Richmond :

but was equally unsuccessful and lost his life

in attempting to cut his way through the reb

el force. These operations, above spoken of,

were of no great moment, and on the whole,

being more favorable to the rebels than usual,

afforded them opportunity of self-laudation

and boasting to a considerable extent. The

main current of the war, however, was very

slightly affected by what had taken place,

and it became evident to the careful observ

er, that other and far weightier trials of

strength must be had, before results of any
decisive character could be attained.

In the Department of the Gulf, where Gen.

Banks was in command, several movements of

a military kind were made in March and

April, 1864, and some sharp battles fought

with the rebels. Porter with his flotilla of

gun-boats made an expedition up the lied
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River
; but, in liis as in Banks s case, great

labors and dangers were undergone and much

loss encountered, without any adequate re-

Bult gained. The rebel raider, Forrest, at

the close of March, set out for an attack on

our posts in West Tennessee and Kentucky.
The principal result of his movement was an

ittack on Fort Pillow, seventy miles above

Memphis, on the Mississippi, and a massacre

of the garrison which must ever stamp his

name with infamy. The larger part of the

troops in the fort was black, and when For

rest and his savages got possession of the forts,

April 12th, the slaughter of the negroes

especially was marked by every circumstance

of brutality that can be imagined. At least

300 were murdered in cold blood after the

fort had been taken. The rebel writers and

leaders rather gloried in this massacre, in

stead of being ashamed and humiliated at

the prospect of having to bear the scorn of

the world for their horrible performances.
For a long time past, there had existed in

the public mind a feeling of deep dissatisfac

tion with the position of our army affairs.

Ilalleck, at no time a popular man, had ac

complished nothing, so far as the people
could see, in his lofty post as general-in-chief ;

he was thought to be incompetent, probably
was so. There was an evident lack of com
bination of effort in the operations carried on

by our armies in the East and in the West
;

and it was continually happening that great
success in one part of the field was of no ad

vantage towards securing the ultimate end

had in view. The rebels were able, by rapid

movements, while holding one of the two

great armies in check, to hasten to the relief

of their hardly-bestead troops beaten by the

other, and thus to neutralize the effect of our

victories. In truth, as has been said &quot;for

three years there was presented the lamenta

ble spectacle of a multitude of independent

armies, acting on various lines of operations,
and working not only with no unity of pur-

. pose, but frequently at cross-purposes ;
while

in the military councils at Washington there

ruled alternately an uninstructed enthusiasm

and a purblind pedantry.&quot; There must be a

head to the army; a &quot;live&quot; head, as the

phrase was, one able to grasp the situation

fully and firmly, and possessing comprehen
sive and administrative ability sufficient to

regulate, control, and direct to the one great

result, the vast military power in the hands

of the government for crushing the rebellion.

Grant, who had been unusually successful in

his career in the West, was thought to be the

man for the hour and the occasion, and Grant
was accordingly elevated to the rank of lieu

tenant-general at the beginning of March,
1864. Immediately on assuming command
of all the armies of the United States, Grant
directed a re-organization of the Army of the

Potomac, which, under Meade, was carried in

to effect at once, by order of March 24th. The
united strength of this army gave Grant a

movable column of about 140,000 men. The
instructions given to Meade were,

&quot; that Lee s

army would be his objective point; that

wherever Lee went he would go also. For
his movement two plans presented them
selves : One to cross the Rapidan below Lee,

moving by his right flank
;
the other above,

moving by his left. Each presented advan

tages over the other, with corresponding ob

jections. By crossing above, Lee would be

cut off from all chance of ignoring Richmond
or going north on a raid. But if we took

this route all we did would have to be done

whilst the rations we started with held out
;

besides, it separated no from Butler, so that

he could not be directed how to co-operate.
If we took the other route, Brandy Station

could be used as a base of supplies until

another was secured on the Tork or James
River. Of these, however, it was decided

to take the lower route.&quot; Grant visited the

Army of the Potomac and also Butler s forces

at Fortress Monroe. During the month of

April, preparations ot every kind were active

ly carried forward. Lee s army held its long
established lines, formidably entrenched in

his most advantageous position south of the

Rapidan, with his headquarters at Orange
Court House. To the north of the Rapidan
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with its line of communication by the Orange
and Alexandria Kailroad, lay the Army of the

Potomac, threatening its adversary and guard

ing the approaches to Washington. Grant s

headquarters were established at Culpepper.

Owing to the weather and bad condition of

the roads, operations were delayed until the

beginning of May, when, everything being
in readiness, and the roads favorable, orders

were given for a general movement of all

the armies, to take place as early as the 4th

of May. Accordingly, the army broke camp
and with six days rations began its march.
&quot; Before

night,&quot; says Grant, speaking of this

crossing,&quot;
the whole army was across the

Rapidan (the 5th and 6th corps crossing at Ger-

mania Ford, and the 2d corps at Ely s Ford,
the cavalry, under Major-General Sheridan,

moving in advance), with the greater part of

its trains, numbering about 4,000 wagons,

meeting with but slight opposition. This I re

garded as a great success, and it removed from

my mind the most serious apprehensions I

had entertained, that of crossing the river in

the face of an active, large, well-appointed
and ably commanded army, and how so large
a train was to be carried through a hostile

country and
protected.&quot; Although Grant

thus felicitated himself, it speedily became
evident that a severe struggle must be had
with the rebels before any forward movement
could be made by the Army of the Potomac.

The line of march, after crossing the Rapidan,
led through that region known as the Wil

derness, a wild and dreary tract, covered

with dense undergrowth, scrub oaks, and the

like, with various narrow cross-roads, thor

oughly known to the rebels, and affording
a capital place for deadly attack upon our

men. It was along its gloomy margin that

Hooker, a year before, had fought and lost

the battle of Chancellorsville (p. 321).

The rebel general, with a boldness and vigor

unexpected, resolved to advance rapidly

upon our army, and compel a battle in a

region where he would have all the advan

tage, and where, as artillery co u 1 not be used

mid the thick chapparal, our men would be

at every disadvantage, and he might inflict a

deadly blow upon them. Accordingly, on

the morning of the 4th of May, Lee sent for

ward two corps of his army, to make an imme
diate attack. Early the next morning the

rebels were in position, and the battle began
about noon. Grant, in his report, says briefly,

&quot;the battle raged furiously all day, the

whole army being brought into the fight as

fast as the corps could be got upon the field,

which, considering the density of the forest

and narrowness of the roads, was done with

commendable promptness.&quot; The fighting con

tinned till late in the evening, without ma
terial advantage to either party. Both rested

that night with a clear conviction that a

terrible battle was to be fought on the mor
row. At daylight, May 6th, the fierce strug

gle was resumed, and had the ground been

such as to admit of manoeuvring the Large
and well-appointed armies now arrayed one

against the other, a decisive action might
have been fought. As it was, the battle ex

tended along the whole line, a distance of

seven miles from Sedgwick s right to Han
cock s left. Furious were the rebel assaults,

and equally furious were the onsets of our

men
;
and at night, w

rhen the fighting ceased,

both armies held substantially the same posi

tions which they occupied the evening before.

Our loss on the right wing was estimated at

6,000, of which 4,000 occurred during the

enemy s assault. The total loss in the two

days bloody struggle was probably not short

of 15,000. The rebel loss was somewhere

between 8,000 and 10,000. On the morning
of the 7th of May, the bleeding combatants

had little desire for renewal of the terrible

struggle on the battle field. Reconnaissances,

on our side, showed that the rebels had fallen

behind their entrenched Hues. Grant sup

posed Lee had had enough of fighting at pres

ent. lie determined therefore to push on and

put his whole force between him and Rich

mond
;
and orders were at once issued for a

movement by his right flank. The immense

army trains were sent during the day to

Chancellorsville, there to park for the night
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and preparations were made for a forward

movement to Spottsylvania Court House,

some fifteen miles south-east. The cavalry,

already in advance at Todd s Tavern, had a

sharp engagement with Stuart s troopers dur

ing the afternoon, and succeeded in driving

them for a considerable distance.

Previously to this, in giving Butler orders

what to do, Grant stated that it was his inten

tion to fight Lee between Culpepper and Rich

mond, if he would stand. Should Lee, how

ever, fall back to Richmond, Grant purposed

following him up and effecting a junction with

Butler s forces on the James River, and he

urged upon Butler to secure foothold as far up
the south side of the river as he could, and if

he could not carry Richmond, at least to detain

as large a force of the enemy as possible.

At this time Butler had a force of about 30,000
in all, and this officer began the ascent of the

James River early on the morning cf May
5th. The object had in view was the occu

pation of the neck of land at City Point, on the

right bank, where the Appomattox empties
into the James, a position about twenty miles

from Richmond and ten from Petersburg,

consequently threatening both places, and

within easy striking distance of the impor
tant line of railroad communication between

the two places. The rebels were taken com

pletely by surprise, and the next day Bermu
da Hundred was occupied and secured by
our men. On the Yth of May, Butler made
a reconnaissance against the Petersburg and

Richmond Railroad, and after a severe con

test with a body of the rebels in position

covering that road from Walthal Junction

north to Chester Station, he succeeded in

destroying a portion of it. On the 9th, But
ler sent a dispatch to Washington, summing
up his operations thus far, and as it turned

out, giving quite too sanguine a view of his

success over Beauregard.
The Army of the Potomac pressed for

ward after Lee, as above stated, and on Sun

day, May 8th, found that the rebels were in

position at Spottsylvania Court House. By
it forced march, tiny had gained the advan

tage, and barred further progress. Lee, in

fact, had succeeded in placing his army acros?

Grant s line of march
;
and having made

Spottsylvania Ridge a bulwark of defence,
he was able, for twelve days, to hold our ar

my in check and compel a further bloody

delay in the advance upon Richmond. Day
after day, terrible was the fighting and slaugh
ter. Assault after assault was made, without

gaining any advantage, but only strewing
field upon field with the dead. It was evi

dent, from the tenacity and skill with which

Lee offered resistance to Grant s advance,
that he was not prepared to stake his for

tunes upon a single great battle. Continu

ous fighting, within lines of defence, was his

policy, and he meant, in this way, to contest

every inch of ground between Grant and

Richmond. The commander in chief of our

armies was not, however, one to be readily

turned aside from any work he had underta

ken. Although the loss of life and limb had

been fearful, even terrible, to contemplate,
still Grant faltered not

;
and firmly bent on

the object of his campaign, he was fully de

termined, at whatever cost, to continue the

struggle. On May llth, he wrote,
&quot; We have

now ended the sixth day of very heavy fight

ing. The result, to this time, is much in our

favor. Our losses have been heavy, as well

as those of the enemy. I think the enemy s

must be greater. We have taken over 5,-

000 prisoners, in battle, while he has taken

from us but few except stragglers. Ipro
pose tofight it out on this line if it takes all

summer&quot; The day following, May 12th,

the battle was begun by capturing a whole

division of the rebels, 3,000 in number, and

storming successfully the line of rifle pits. The

action now became general, and the bloody

fray continued for fourteen hours, without

cessation. Fearful was this deadly struggle,

and night alone put an end to the slaughter.

Grant called the enemy obstinate and said,
&quot;

They seem to have found the last ditch.&quot;*

* A rebel chronicler says :

&quot; The sixth day of heavy

fighting had been ended. Grant had been foiled ; but

his obstinacy was apparently uiitouched, and the fierce
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Sheridan, who had been sent by Grant on a

raid against the rebel line of communication

with Richmond, entered upon his work with

all the fire and vigor which characterized

his movements as head of the cavalry of our

army. His plan was to cut off the enemy s

supplies in his rear, and, traversing the Pen

insula, to penetrate the defences of the reb

el capital. The expedition having set out,

May 9th, moved towards Fredericksburg.
and then, by a southerly course, turned the

enemy s right, and at evening crossed the

North Anna. During the night, Sheridan

destroyed the depot at Beaver s Dam, a vast

amount of stores, the railroad track for about

ten miles, and recaptured some 400 of our

men on their way as prisoners to Richmond
and its horrible jails. Tho next morning,

May 10th, Sheridan resumed operations, and

on the llth, captured Ashland station, de

stroyed there, besides public stores and build

ings, six miles of railroad, embracing six cul

verts, two trestle bridges, and the telegraph
wire. The same morning, he resumed the

march on Richmond. He found the rebel

J. E. B. Stuart, with his cavalry, concentra

ted at Yellow Tavern, immediately attacked

him, and, after an obstinate contest, gained

possession of the turnpike, capturing two

pieces of artillery, and driving his forces back

across the Chickahominy. At the same time

a party charged down the Brock Road, and

captured the first line of the enemy s works

around Richmond. During the night, Sher

idan marched the whole of his command be

tween the first and second line of the ene

my s works on the bluffs overlooking the line

of the Virginia Central Railroad and the JVle-

ehanicsville Turnpike. After demonstrating
around the works, and finding them very

strong, he gave up the intention of assaulting,

and determined to recross the Chickahominy

and brutal consumption of human life, another element

of his generalship, and which had already obtained for

him with his soldiers the sobriquet of the butcher,

was still to continue. He telegraphed to Washington,
1 propose to fight it out on this line if it takes all

summer. &quot;

at Meadow Bridge. This was accomplished,
and on the 14th, Sheridan reached the James

River, where he was in immediate commun
ication with Butler and his forces. This

raid of Sheridan s ha 1 the effect of drawingO
off the whole of the enemy s cavalry force,

and of making it comparatively easy to

guard our large and important army trains.

Being conducted, also, with rare address and

skill, it produced upon the rebels moral effects

not to be ignored, and was one of the steps
in the progress towards that brilliant reputa
tion which Sheridan attained before the close

of the war.

Grant, finding the rebels hard to be driven

out, now gave up operations at Spottsylvania
Court House, and made a movement to the

North Anna, May 21st. The rebel position

was found to be very strong, and severe fight

ing occurred
;
but Sheridan secured and held

Cold Harbor, May 31st. Grant, relying up
on Sigel s help and co-operation in Northern

and Western Virginia, and on Butler s in

the South, wras seriously disappointed ;
neith

er of them met his expectations. Sigel was

defeated, and Butler got himself shut up in

his entrenchments by &quot;he rebels, and was con

sequently unable to do anything. A modifi

cation of plan was necessary. Kautz s caval

ry was sent on an expediton to cut the Dan
ville Road near Appomattox station, which

met with success. An attack was made by
the army, June 1st, but with no advantage
in the result. So, too, on June 3d, a gener
al attack was made

;
it was one of the hard

est contests of the war, attended by heavy
losses.* Grant, wTho had a good share of ob

stinacy in him, reluctantly now moved to

* A contemporary writer, who is adverse to Grant s

plan, criticizes him and it sharply, and says :

&quot; Grant s

loss in the series of actions from the Wilderness to the

Chickahominy reached the enormous aggregate of 60,-

000 men put hor du combat ;

&quot; Lee s loss is estimated

not to have exceeded 20,000. In a tabular statement

subjoined, the killed are stated at 7,289 ; wounded, 37,-

406 ; missing, 9,856. To these must be added the

casualties in Burnside s corps, about 5,000. The loss

in officers was especially severe, being in all 8,000, a

loss truly irreparable.
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take position on the south side of James Riv-

3r. Anxious to gain possession of Petersburg
before it was reinforced by the rebels, Grant

ordered special efforts to be made by Gill-

more and Kautz
;
but their attempt failed.

Grant moved from Coal Harbor, June 12th,

and in three days crossed the army over the

river, taking the rebels quite by surprise.

Hunter, who had taken the place of Sigel,

entered on active operations in the region ap

pointed him ; but, the rebels proved too strong
or too active for him, and he met with very
little success. Sheridan went on an impor
tant cavalry raid, early in June, against the

Virginia Central Railroad
;
but though bril

liantly conducted, it was only partially suc

cessful. Grant held that the terrible loss and

slaughter of our men thus far in the cam

paign, though dreadful to contemplate, had

one encouraging aspect about it, viz., that

the rebels were crippled badly, so as to pre
vent their undertaking offensive movements,
in great measure

; this, however, was at best,

but doubtful consolation in the momentous
crisis of our national life. A writer, whom
we have before quoted, comments severely

upon Grant s determination &quot; to hammer con

tinuously
&quot;

upon the rebel forces, and says
further :

&quot; So gloomy was the military out

look after the action on the Chickahominy,
and to such a degree by consequence had the

moral spring of the public mind become re

laxed, that there was at this time great dan

ger of a collapse of the war

Had not success elsewhere come to brighten
the horizon, it would have been difficult to

raise new forces to recruit the Army of the

Potomac, which, shaken in its structure, its

valor quenched in blood, and thousands of

its ablest officers killed and wounded, was
the Army of the Potomac no more.&quot;

On the 15th of June, Smith, by Grant s

order, moved against Petersburg ;
but delays,

vexatious and ill-timed, occurred, and the ad

vantage of surprise was lost. Grant next or

dered an assault, which turned out to be a fail

ure. Butler made a movement against the rail

road
;
but he, too, this time, was lacking in

iv.- 23

promptitude, and met with a repulse. Grant,
not yet satisfied, ordered a general assault,

June 17th
;
but though our men fought as

bravely as ever, no advantage of moment was

gained. Our losses for the few days just passed
amounted to 10,000. The demonstration

against the Vfeldon Railroad was a failure
;

the one against the Danville Road was par

tially successful, though attended by heavy
loss. Hunter, who had been obliged to re

treat, laid open in consequence the Shenan-

doah Yalley for rebel raids into Maryland
and Pennsylvania. A large force, under Ear

ly, availed themselves of the opportunity, and

took possession, very freely, of whatever they
could lay hands upon. Grant was compelled

by this movement of the rebels, to send troops
to Washington ;

the militia were called out
;

and strenuous efforts were made to resist Ear-

ly s advance. A battle was fought at the

Monocacy, July 9th, which was gained by
the rebels, who advanced almost to Washing
ton, committing extensive depredations and

pillaging in all directions. But, becoming
alarmed at the appearance of things, they re

treated. On the 25th of July, another raid

was made into Pennsylvania, and Chambers-

burg was plundered and burned, July 30th
;

whereupon, the rebels again returned to Vir

ginia. As Grant s assaults against Peters

burg met with no success, a regular invebt-

ment and siege was entered upon. A mine

was constructed, during July, which, on the

30th, was exploded with terrible effect. As,

however, the assaulting column failed to

move rapidly and secure the crowning crest,

no real advantage was gained. A movement

was now made threatening Richmond on the

north side of the James River, August 16th.

Severe fighting occurred, with heavy loss
;

but it resulted somewhat favorably, in keep

ing back troops which Lee was about to send

into the Shcnandoah Valley to reinforce Ear

ly. Warren, on the 18th of August, moved

on the Weldon Railroad, where he took pos

ition, and notwithstanding the fierce and des

perate onsets of the rebels to dislodge him,

was able to hold his post, with a loss of about
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4,500. A battle was fought, August 25th,

at Ream s station, some miles below on the

road, in which Hancock s men resisted the

rebels gallantly, but were forced to retire at

dark, having lost 2,400 out of 8,000 men.

The political and general condition of the

country at this date was far from cheering or

gatisfactory. The tenacity and strength of

the rebel resistance, the frightful loss of life

in the battles fought, the apparently small

progress, the heavy, almost insupportable

burdens of the war, the financial depression

(gold reached 300 and over) and complaining,
the cry, here and there, for &quot;

peace on any

terms,&quot;
these and the like were among the

trials and troubles which the people were

called upon to meet and go through with, as

best they could. As the presidential elec

tion drew near, the minds of the people were

filled with many anxious and perplexing con

siderations. On the whole, despite the com

plaints and abuse freely bestowed, it was

deemed best to nominate Abraham Lincoln

again, together with A. Johnson for vice-

president. Fremont was also put forward

as a candidate by the more radical republi

cans, and the democrats offered McClellan

and Pendleton as their nominees. The ac

tion of Congress (p. 346) was, as usual, decid

ed in support of the government. Addition

al measures were taken for securing increased

revenues, granting new facilities for enlist

ments, and sanctioning the policy of the ad

ministration in regard to slavery. An am

ple appropriation bill, meeting the demands

of the secretaries of war and the navy, was

passed ;
new loans were authorized

;
a new

tariff act largely increased the duties on im

ports, and an internal revenue law augmen
ted licenses and taxes. Various special tax

es were imposed on manufactures and arti

cles of luxury, and the annual assessment on

incomes was increased from three to five per
cent, on returns between $600 and $5,000 ;

from five to seven and a half per cent, on re

turns between $5,000 and $10,000, and to

ten per cent, on all excess over the last sum.

A specia. war tax of five per cent., in addi

tion to the three per cent, already levied, was

ordered on the incomes of the year 1863.

A new enrollment act, approved July 4th,

1864, supplementary to an amended en

rollment bill, passed in February, had placed
the whole population of the country, between

the ages of twenty and forty-five, not physi

cally or otherwise disqualified from bearing

arms, at the disposal of the president. He
was authorized to call, at his discretion, for

any number of volunteers for one, two, or

three years, and in case the quotas assigned
to the several districts were not forthcoming
at the end of fifty days, he was directed then

to order a draft for one year, to fill such quo
ta or any deficient portion of it. Various

steps were taken with reference to the final

extinction of slavery, which was now consid

ered by the whole country to be doomed to

destruction as the inevitable result of the war.

The most noticeable measure on this subject

before Congress, at its present session, was

the proposition to submit to the action of the

several States an amendment to the Consti

tution of the United States, prohibiting tho

existence ofslavery within the States and Ter

ritories of the Union forever. It passed in

the Senate by a very large vote, but failed in

the House for lack of a two-thirds vote. The

fugitive slave law was disposed of by a very
decided vote of the two houses, about the mid

die of June. A bill in respect to reconstruc

tion of States rescued from rebellion was

passed on the last day of the session, into the

details of which we need not enter, as it did

not receive the president s approval. Con

gress adjourned the first week in July, 1864.

On the 12th of March, 1864, General W.
T. Sherman was placed in command of the

military division of the Mississippi, compris

ing the departments of the Ohio, the Cum
berland, the Tennessee, and the Arkansas.

General J. B. McPherson, who also ranked

very highly in Grant s estimation, was as

signed to the command of the department
and Army of the Tennessee. Thomas was

in command of the Army of the Cumberland,

at Chattanooga, and Schofield of the Army
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of the Ohio, at Knoxville. By a subsequent

order, in April, Hooker was placed in com

mand of the llth and 12th consolidated

corps ;
Howard was assigned to the command

3f the 4th corps ;
and Schofield to the 23d

corps. Relying on the co-operation of these

and other tried officers in the field, including

Blair, Palmer, Logan, Stoneman, etc., Sher

man, at the beginning of the month of May,
and simultaneously with the advance of the

Army of the Potomac, already narrated, be

gan that campaign destined to become fa

mous in our annals, and fearfully crushing in

its effects upon the rebellion. Next to Rich

mond, Atlanta the objective point of Sher

man s present campaign was the most im

portant position, as a centre of military oper
ations for the rebels, and it was determined

to make especially vigorous efforts to deprive
them of these their last, most valuable strong
holds. Atlanta, from its admirably protected

situation, had been chosen at the outset, as a

great military depr, of supplies and materi

als, and a vast workshop for the purposes of

war. Here were arsenals, foundries, furna

ces, rolling-mills, machine-shops, laboratories,

factories, which had been for three years past,

and were now, busily engaged in furnishing
the munitions of war for the rebels. Atlanta

was not only one of the chief railroad centres

in the rebel States, but it was essentially the

door of Georgia, as Chattanooga of Tennes
see. Atlanta once secured, it would become
the new, advanced position from whence to

operate, and Sherman s rear would be entire

ly safe. It was no light task which Sherman
had before him, to pass over a track of 138
miles by the route of the railroad, and over

come the numerous obstacles in his path.

Opposed to his advance was the rebel army,
under J. E. Johnston, second only to that of

Lee in Virginia. In point of numbers, Sher
man s force was much superior. Ho had

nearly 100,000 men, with 254 guns. The
rebel force was estimated by Sherman, at

58,000, including 10,000 cavalry. But, as

an offsf t,
the rebels had every advantage of

position, thorough knowledge of the ground,

interior line of communication, etc.
;
while

Sherman, at every move, departed further

from his base, and risked all on the issue of

the campaign. The army was set in motion

at the beginning of May, 1864, in three col

umns, Thomas in front, Schofield on the left,

and McPherson on the right. The advance

was steadily onward, the rebel leader oppos

ing such hindrance as he was able, but al

ways compelled to give way. Sherman by
his admirable strategy accomplished wonders

in gaining success without any great amount
of fighting. Allatoona Pass was turned to

wards the close of the month, and important

points secured thereby. On the 9th of June,
Johnston resolved to make a stand at Kene-

saw Mountains, where he was attacked by
Sherman and pressed for several days with

vigor and success. On the 27th of June,
Sherman assaulted Johnston s lines coverino

Marietta, but failed in carrying them and

met with heavy loss, some 3,000 in all. He
then turned the enemy s left, and entered

Marietta, July 3d, having captured about 2,-

000 men. Johnston, a few days later, took

alarm at
,
Sherman s movements, and on the

9th of July, retreated to Atlanta, burned his

bridges, and left Sherman master, north and

west, of the Chattahoochie. Atlanta was on

ly eight miles distant, and our army was

pushed forward soon after to secure it.

The rebels, it seems, had felt very much

chagrined at the fact that Johnston had done

nothing but retreat before Sherman, and

they clamored for a change. So, Davis. re

moved Johnston, and appointed Hood in his

place. This latter was considered the im

personation of the impetuous, dashing
&quot; chiv

alry
&quot; of the South

;
and the rebels thought

he would speedily teach Sherman some bit

ter but needed lessons in warlike matters.

On the 20th of July, all the armies had
closed in, converging towards Atlanta

;
but

Hood determined to make an attack at a

point where he thought the line weak. Ac
cordingly, in the afternoon of the 20th, he

dashed forth wifh great fury, but only t

meet with defeat and loss of probably 5,000
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men. On the 22d, a bloody battle was fought,
in which the rebels were met with steady and

unflinching bravery. It was by far the most

sanguinary battle that had as yet been fought
in Georgia. Sherman s loss was nearly 4,-

000
; among the slain was General McPher-

son, a severe blow to the efficiency of the ar

my. The rebel loss was probably doubly as

great as ours. Garrard s cavalry expedition
.m the Augusta Road was quite successful

;

but Stoneman s against the Macon Hoad

failed, and he himself with several hundred

men were taken prisoners. Early in August,
Sherman extended his right in order to flank

Hood
; but, to use Sherman s own words, in

an address to the soldiers, September 8th, the

rebel commander &quot; remained henceforth on

the defensive. We slowly and gradually
drew our lines from Atlanta, feeling for the

railroads which supplied the rebel army and

made Atlanta a place of importance. We
must concede to our enemy that he met
these efforts patiently and skillfully, but at

last he made the mistake we had waited for

BO long, and sent his cavalry to our rear, far

beyond the reach of recall. Instantly our

cavalry was on his only remaining road, and

we followed quickly with our principal army,
and Atlanta fell into our possession as the

fruit of well concerted measures, backed by a

brave and confident army. This completed
the grand task which had been assigned us

by our government, and. your general again

repeats his personal and official thanks to all

the officers and men composing his army, for

the indomitable courage and perseverance

which alone could give success. We have

beaten our enemy on every ground he has

chosen, and have wrested from him his own

GaU City, where were located his foundries,

arsenals, and workshops, deemed secure on ac

count of their distance from our base, and

the seemingly impregnable obstacles super

vening. Nothing is impossible to an army
like this, determined to vindicate a govern
ment which has rights wherever our flag has

once floated, and is resolved to maintain them

at anv and all costs ,&quot;

Under the exigencies of the case, Sherman
resolved to remove the inhabitants of Atlan

ta, and garrison it strictly as a military post.
This was accomplished by giving the people

transportation south as far as Hough and

Eeady, and north as far as Chattanooga.
Atlanta was henceforth, in accordance with

the order of September 14th, occupied sim

ply and exclusively for warlike purposes.
The well-known raider and land pirate, J. II.

Morgan, we may here mention, was routed at

Greenville, Tennessee, and his career of crime

and outrage brought to its end by his death.

The noted privateer, Alabama, met, at last,

with a deserved fate, in June, 1 864. Semmes,
after destroying the Hatteras, made his way
across the Atlantic, and passing beyond the

Cape of Good Hope, continued his depreda
tions with very great effect upon American
commerce in the eastern seas. From time to

time he found refuge in sympathizing British

harbors, whence, refitted and supplied anew,
he sallied forth to plunder and destroy ;

and
as the &quot;

Confederacy
&quot; had no port into which

to take his prizes for legal adjudication,
Semmes set up an admiralty court on the deck

of his own ship, and setting fire to the mer
chant vessels, he took the crews prisoners and

put them ashore at any place most convenient

in his roving career. After a prosperous
cruise in the South Atlantic, he returned to

the north in the summer of 1864. The Ala
bama put into Cherbourg to refit, and start

anew, but on the remonstrance of our minis

ter she was ordered to leave directly. The
United States steamer Kearsarge was outside,

waiting for the chance of meeting the famous

pirate. Semmes, finding that he was in a

position where he must fight or surrender,
sent word to Winslow, captain of the

Kearsarge, with a sort of insolent bravado,
to wait for him till he came out. Winslow
the reader may be sure, was only too glad to

do this. On Sunday morning, June 19th,

the Alabama sailed out, and the battle com
menced when some seven miles from the

shore. The day of retribution had come,
and Semmes soon had enough of the Ivear-
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?ar&amp;lt;re; but Winslow would not let him es-O /

2ipe, as he tried to do, by making for the

shore. The Alabama was found to be sink

ing, and Winslow did all possible to save

life. He asked an Englishman, named Lan-

^astei. who was near in a yacht, to aid in this

work of mercy ;
but this fellow, a disgrace

to the English name, when he had got

Semmes and some forty of the crew on

board, made off for the English shore before

he could be prevented. It was a mean thing

every way, but he proved himself fit company
for his pirate-associate, while the Alabama

went to the bottom.

During the latter part of the year 1864,

Farragut with his fleet was occupied in an

attack upon the formidable fortifications and

defences in Mobile Bay and its surroundings,

lie was acting in combination with General

Canby and the troops under his command.

The rebels relied on the strength of the forts,

but even more on the immense ram Tennes

see and some gun-boats. The attack was be

gun by Farragut and the fleet, on the morn

ing of August 5th. The fort at the en

trance, on Mobile Point, was passed in an

hour s time, and the rebel ram dashed out

against the Hartford, Farragut s flag-ship.

The old admiral declared the fight with the

ram to have been &quot; one of the fiercest naval

combats on record;&quot; but aided by the gun
boats and monitors, admirably handled as

they were, the Tennessee could not hold out.

About ten o clock, the contest was closed and

the Tennessee surrendered. The forts follow

ed the fate of the ram, and in a brief space
were reduced

;
and though Mobile was not

taken, that was of minor consequence. The
nest of blockade runners was broken up, and

no further room was afforded to the cruisers

to fit out for piratical expeditions.

After the fall of Atlanta (p. 356), the rebel

cavalry made special efforts to break Sher-

mai. s extended line of railroad communica

tion with Nashville. Forrest, one of the raid

ers, at the close of September, 1864, did

considerable mischief in thisway, and escaped
before he could be caught. Hood made a

move on Allatoona, October 5th, but to no

purpose ;
he was repulsed and compelled to

retreat. In September, Burbridge was sent

from East Tennessee to destroy the salt-works,

at Saltville, Virginia, which was not sue

cessful
; but, in December, we may mention,

under Stoneman, the works and place were

destroyed, a loss to the rebels of immense se

verity and not to be repaired from any quar
ter. Hood moved to Dalton, and thence into

Alabama, where Beauregard, October 17th,

took command. Jeff. Davis, at the close of

September, was at Macon, Georgia, and mado
a speech more unwise thanwas supposed possi

ble for so astute a traitor to make. He de

clared that a line of policy was to bo adopt
ed in imitation of Sherman s flanking move

ments, by which Hood was to get into hia

rear and compel him to retreat into Tennessee.

They greatly mistook the man, however, when

they expected to beat Sherman in that way.
He had formed the bold plan of cutting loose

from his bases and destroying effectually tho

railroad to Chattanooga; thence, mainly sub

sisting on the rich country in the interior &quot;of

Georgia, he meant to march through the

State directly to. the sea. All the needful

preliminary steps were taken, with care and

diligence, and every thing was put in readi

ness for the march of the army. As to Hood,
we may here state, that he actually entered

upon his wild scheme of invading Tennessee.

This was at the close of October. Thomas
was at Nashville, prepared and waiting for

this threatened invasion. Hood reached

Franklin at the close of November, where a

battle was fought, and the rebels defeated with

great loss. During the night, our troops re

tired to Nashville, where, on the 2d of De

cember, the rebels formed their lines in front

of the city. Thomas s position was toe-

strong to be affected by Hood s course, and

soon after he assumed the offensive. On the

morning of December 15th, the attack was

begun on Hood s army, and it resulted ID

complete and thorough defeat of the enemy.

Sixty-eight pieces of artillery were taken,

besides about 10,000 prisoners. I ui-suit was
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kept up for several days, and the rebels were

pressed even to the Tennessee River. This

famoi.8 invasion consequently ended in rout

and confusion to Davis and his co-workers.

As a rebel chronicler says, speaking of Hood,
&quot; he finally made his escape across the Ten
nessee River with the remnant of his army,

having lost from various causes more than

10,000 men, half of his generals, and nearly
all of his artillery. Such was the disastrous

issue of the Tennessee campaign, which put
out of existence, as it were, the splendid

army that Johnston had given up at Atlanta,

and terminated forever the whole scheme of

Confederate defence west of the Alleghanies.&quot;

Sherman, on the 9th of November, 1864,
issued a special order, defining his arrange

ments, the line of march, the mode of obtain

ing supplies, the course of conduct to be pur
sued by the troops, etc. He then effectually

destroyed the railroad in his rear, and set fire

to and burned all the storehouses, depots,

machine-shops, and everything else in Atlan

ta which could be of any service to the rebels.

Having concentrated at Atlanta, his troops,

numbering between 50,000 and 60,000, the

right wing, under Howard, moved on the

12th of November, and was followed by the

left, under Slocum, on the 14th. Sherman

himself accompanied the left wing. The

lines of inarch followed generally the two

lines of railroad traversing the State, the

Georgia and Central, running from Savan

nah to Macon, and thence by a north-wester

ly line to Atlanta, a distance in all of nearly

300 miles
;
and the Georgia Railroad, run

ning north of the former, in an easterly di

rection, between Atlanta and Augusta. This

was connected with the southerly line by way
of &quot;Waynesborough and Millen with Savan

nah. In the area bounded by these lines, re

sembling a parallelogram, with Atlanta, Ma-

con, Augusta and Millen at the four corners,

and Milledgeville at a central point in the

enclosure, the important movements of Sher

man s army were effected. The rebels for

some time supposed that this was a mere

raiding expedition into Georgia. It seemed

impossible for them to grasp the boldness ot

Sherman s undertaking; and hence, as Grant

says,
&quot; the blindness of the enemy in ignor

ing his movements, and sending Hood s ar

my, the only considerable force they had
west of Richmond and east of the Mississippi

River, northward on an offensive campaign,
left the whole country open, and Sherman s

route to his own choice.&quot; Directly onward
was the movement of the army and with uni

form success. Howard advanced through

McDonough, crossed the Ocmulgee, Novem
ber 20th, struck the Georgia Central, two

days later, had a sharp encounter with the

rebels while destroying the track between

Gordon and Griswoldsville, and occupied

Milledgeville, November 21st, having trav

elled about 95 miles since leaving Atlanta, a

week previously. The corps under Slocum

marched eastwardly towards Augusta, and

by the 17th of November, the road was ef

fectually destroyed as far as Covington. One
column turned southeastwardly in the direc

tion of Milledgeville, while another continu

ed on the line of the railroad, and destroyed
it as far as Madison, sixty-nine miles east of

Atlanta, and 102 west of Augusta. The

cavalry were pushed on between twenty and

thirty miles further, serving as a demonstra

tion against Augusta, and thoroughly deceiv

ing the enemy as to Sherman s real plan.

From Madison, Slocum marched to Milledge

ville, which was reached November 22d;
and the two wings were thus brought togeth
er again. Governor Brown, and the legisla

ture, then in session, made off as rapidly as

they could, to escape from the dreaded foe

It was plain now to even the meanest capac

ity, that our army was inarching directlj

and successfully through the heart of Geor

gia to the sea coast, and despite the calls of

Beauregard and others, to destroy everything
in Sherman s front, flank, and rear, that march

was continued to its complete termination.

On the 24th of November, the army moved,

having Millen, 74 miles distant, in view.

The Oconee was crossed by both Howard

and Slocum on the 26th of November, al-
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though the rebels opposed such hindrance as

they were able
;
and then, with excellent strat

egy, while deceiving the rebels as to an at

tack on Augusta, he advanced toward Millen,

crossed the Ogeechee with the main body,
and entered Millen, December 2d. Sher

man had moved somewhat slowly, but with

a purpose. As it was somewhat uncertain

as to supplies w
Then he moved on to Savan

nah, Sherman paid special attention to fora

ging, and also to the complete destruction of

the railroads, including the bridge over the

Ogeeohee, twenty-five miles west of Millen.

Savannah was now about eighty miles dis

tant, and Sherman having left the rebel

troops in his rear, where they could do no

harm, advanced rapidly and regularly for

ward. Howard, on the 9th of December,
struck the canal which connects the Ogeechee
with the Savannah, about ten miles in the

rear and west of the city. From this point
he communicated, by means of scouts, with

a gun-boat in Ossabaw Sound, and gave in

telligence of his success thus far. On the

10th of December, Sherman advanced to

within five miles of Savannah, where the

rebels had erected the first of a line of de

fences. Sherman resolved to capture Fort

McAllister and thus open the Ogeechee, so

as to communicate with the fleet, and cut off

communications between Savannah and the

southern part of the State. This was accor

dingly done, and the Fort was carried by as

sault, December 13th. All the railroads into

the city were destroyed and Savannah was

invested. Sherman reported his army in

first-rate order and equal to anything. liar-

dee, in Savannah, tried to hold out for a

while, but on the 20th he gave it up as hope

less, fled to Charleston, and left the city to

be occupied by our forces, which was done

on the 21st. One hundred and fifty guns,
with ammunition, etc., together with 25,000
bales of cotton, were taken, and Sherman s

order, December 26th, with reference to the

government of the city, was judicious and

considerate.

In accordance with Grant s desire, Sheri

dan was, in August, placed in charge of af

fairs in the Shenandoah Yalley. He entered

on his work with spirit and energy, and on
the morning of the 19th of September, Sher
idan attacked Early at the crossing of the

Opequan Creek, and after a most sanguinary
and bloody battle, lasting until five o clock in

the evening, defeated him with heavy loss,

carrying his entire position from Opequan
Creek to

&quot;Winchester, capturing several thou

sand prisoners and five pieces of artillery.

The enemy rallied and made a stand in a

strong position at Fisher s Hill, where he waa

attacked and again defeated with heavy Ios3

on the 20th. Sheridan then took position on

the north side of Cedar Creek. Early, hav

ing receired reinforcements, returned to the

Yalley, while Sheridan was at Washington,
and came very near defeating our troops at

Cedar Creek. On the morning of October

19th, under cover of the darkness and fog,

Early surprised and turned our left flank, and

captured the batteries which enfiladed our

whole line. Affairs were in a most painfully

critical condition. Panic was fast demoral

izing the army, and in a brief space, had not

help arrived, all would have been lost. Most

opportunely, that help came in the person of

Sheridan himself. He was on his return

from Washington, on this eventful morning,
and at &quot;Winchester, thirteen miles distant,

heard the booming of cannon. Instantly,

aware of the importance of his presence, he

set off at full speed, and never drew rein till

he reached the battle field, his horse covered

with foam and he himself in a state of intense

excitement. The magnetism of his presence

succeeded in effecting an immediate change
The men rallied, and in the course of the af

ternoon, completely routed Early s force, and

pursued them nearly to Mount Jackson

This victory brought to an end rebel attempts

to invade the Shenandoah Valley.

Grant now pushed forward his plana

against Richmond, Fort Harrison was tak

en September 2Sth, 1864
; cavalry expedi

tions moved to within three miles of Rich

mond ; reconnaissances and accompanying
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engagements took place early in October;
and on the 27th, an attempt was made to

penetrate the rebel lines at Hatcher s Bun.

but without success. Subsequent movements

of the Army of the Potomac during the year
were directed against the enemy s line for

receiving supplies to the south of Petersburg.
The navy having succeeded in closing the

ports of Savannah, Charleston, and Mobile,
the rebels had but one place left for block

ade runners and the like. This was the har

bor of Wilmington, N. C. It was a very
valuable strategic point, and was protected

by several formidable forts and batteries, es

pecially Fort Fisher on Federal Point at the

new or eastern inlet. Grant was exceeding

ly desirous to secure this fort, and gave the

subject earnest thought. At the close of

November, an armada of over seventy vessels,

under Porter, was gathered in Hampton
Roads, and a force of 6,500 men was added

under Weitzel, Butler accompanying the ex

pedition. The fleet arrived oif New Inlet on

the evening of December 15th, but a heavy

gale caused delays, and it was not till the

24th, that Porter ordered an attack. Some

3,000 troops were landed and advanced very
near to the fort, while the ships poured in a

fearful storm of shot and shell
; but, Butler

interfered and ordered the troops back. Por

ter was much vexed and said the fort could

have been taken, and Grant was so indignant
that he caused Butler to be displaced and

Ord put in his place. The expedition was

resumed, the troops now being under com

mand of Terry, who had some 8,000 troops

lande*d, January 13th, 1865, ready for active

work. The next day, the assault took place.

Porter s heavy fire was incessant, and the

army, after tremendous fighting, hand to hand

conflicts, and gallant deeds of daring, suc

ceeded at last in capturing the fort. This

led to the blowing up of the other forts and

destruction of batteries and defences in all

directions. Porter reported the number of

guns taken to be 168. Terry reported the

number of prisoners to be over 2,000. Thus,

by the combined efforts of the army and na

vy, was secured one of the most important
and valuable successes of the war.

At the presidential election in November,
1864, Lincoln was chosen again to fill the

high office he now held, and Andrew John

son was also elected vice president. The

Thirty-eighthjCongress met for its second ses

sion, December 5th, 1864. The messageJ O
contained the usual summary of foreign and

domestic affairs, referring for particulars to

the reports of the several departments. The

debt, July 1st, was over $1,740,000,000 ;
in

another year, it was estimated, it would be

over $2,000,000,000. The number of vessels

in the navy was 671, mounting 4,610 guns.
with 6,000 officers and 45,000 men. The

army amounted to about 700,000 men.*

Certain efforts were again made in regard to

peace propositions by Mr. F. P. Blair going
to Richmond and having a talk with Jeff.

Davis on the subject, and then trying to in

duce the president to enter into negotiations

with the rebels
; but, as was to be expected,

*
During the summer and autumn of 18G4, a com

mission of the highest respectability investigated the

condition of our men in the horrible dens and holes call

ed rebel prisons, at Richmond and Andersonville, Geor

gia. A paragraph or two from their report will show

what fiendish cruelty and barbarity was systematically

practiced towards our countrymen.
&quot;

It is the same

story everywhere : prisoners of war treated worse

than convicts, shut up either in suffocating buildings,

or in outdoor enclosures, without even the shelter that

is provided for the beasts of the field ; unsupplied with

sufficient food ; supplied with food and water injurious

and even poisonous ; compelled to live in such person

al uncleanliness as to generate vermin
; compelled to

sleep on floors often covered with human filth, or on

ground saturated with it ; compelled to breathe an air

oppressed with an intolerable stench
; hemmed in by

a fatal dead-line and in hourly danger of being shot by
unrestrained and brutal guards ; despondent even to

madness, idiocy and suicide ; sick of disease (so con

gruous in character as to appear and spread like the

plague), caused by the torrid sun, by decaying food, by

filth, by vermin, by malaria, and by cold ;
removed at

the last moment, and by hundreds at a time, to hos

pitals corrupt as a sepulchre, there, with a few reme

dies, little care and no sympathy, to die in wretched

ness and despair, not only among strangers, but

among enemies too resentful either to have pity or to

show mercy.&quot;
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there could be no peace, except on the sur

render of the rebel pretensions and armed re

sistance, or while the arch-traitor assumed

the existence of two countries and expected

to be treated otherwise than as a traitor and

guilty of the crime of causing unutterable

woes to the country at large.

Lee was appointed commander-in-chief of

the rebel forces in February, 1865
;
he issued

an urgent appeal to absentees, deserters, etc.,

to respond to his call
;
and the rebel Congress,

though it was a bitter draught to swallow,

yet yielding to stern necessity, voted to arm

the slaves and employ them as soldiers. It

was no more than a just retribution that the

negroes, when invited to volunteer, declined

helping the cause of those who had doomed

them to everlasting bondage.
On the 31st of January, 1865, the resolu

tion for the constitutional amendment abol

ishing slavery was passed. This 13th article

of amendment was submitted to the legisla

tures of the several States, and on the 18th of

December, the same year, the secretary of

state announced that it had been ratified by
three-fourths of the whole number of States,

and was consequently valid, to all intents

and purposes, as part of the Constitution of

the United States. On the 4th of March,
Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated for his

second term of office
;
he delivered a brief

but sensible and touching address
;
and so

far as man could see, he had reason to hope
and expect to be occupied soon in the more

genial work of binding up the wounds of the

bleeding nation. At the same time, Andrew
Johnson took the oath of office as Yice-Presi-

dent, and what was very unusual and in bad

taste beside, he made a speech in which
he dilated upon his being

&quot; a plebeian,&quot;

one of the common people, etc.

Sherman s success we have noted (p. 359).
Grant called upon him now, (Dec. 28th, 1864,)
to break up the railroads in North and South

Carolina, and join the armies operating

against Richmond as soon as he could. Hav

ing made all the preliminary arrangements,
ShermanV, army began its march, February

1st, 1865. It advanced across the Salkahatchie

to Orangeburg, crossed the Congaree, and oc

cupied Columbia on the 17th, the city having
been pillaged and burned by the rebel cavalry.

Charleston now became untenable, and Har-

dee made off, on the 18th of February, in

the direction of North Carolina. Schofield,

acting under orders from Grant, made an at

tack on Fort Anderson, on the Cape Fear

River, guarding the approach to Wilmington.
With the aid of Porter and his ships, Scho

field was able to drive the rebels out, on the

18th, in consequence of which Wilmington
fell into our hands and was occupied by our

troops, February 22d. Further movements

took place on the part of Sherman s right and

left wings towards Fayetteville, 1ST. C., which

town was entered, March llth, and all kinds

of machinery, buildings for the rebel army

uses, etc., were destroyed. Sherman now

began to feel the need of more than usualD
caution. Hardee, Beauregard and Johnston

had got together quite a large force in Sher

man s path, and would unquestionably oppose
his progress. He sent word to Terry and Scho

field, at Wilmington and Newbern, to march

direct for Goldsborough, which he expected
himself to reach by March 20th. Hardee,

having about 20,000 men, was attacked by
Slocum at Averysborough, and driven out

of the way of our advance. On the 18th of

March, the rebel force under Johnston attack

ed Slocum s column, and a severe contest en

sued with Sherman s army, but the enemy
were repulsed and retreated. Goldsborough
was taken and occupied by our army, March

23d, which rendered the obtaining of supplies

easy by means of the two railroads back to

the seaport of Wilmington and Beaufort,

N. C. Sherman had a conference with Grant,

and received directions as to the best mode

of co-operating with him, so as to break up
the rebellion as soon as possible. Thus, as

we have seen, Sherman s army traversed the

country from Savannah to Goldsborough,
with an average breadth of forty miles,

consuming all the forage, cattle, hogs, sheep,

poultry, cured meats, corn meal, etc., and
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compelling the rebels to seek for food for the

inhabitants from other quarters.
&quot; Of

course,&quot; Sherman states, in his report,
&quot; the

abandonment to us by the enemy of the

whole sea-coast from Savannah to Newbern,
North Carolina, with its forts, dock-yards,

gun-boats, etc., was a necessary incident to

our occupation and destruction of the inland

routes of travel and supply. But the real

object of this march was to place this army
in a position easy of supply, whence it could

take an appropriate part in the spring and

summer campaign of 1865. This was com

pletely accomplished on March 21st, by the

junction of the three armies and the occu

pation of Goldsborough.&quot;

Grant s anxiety, at this date, was, lest Lee,

finding the case hopeless, should abandon his

position, and before he could be prevented,

form a junction with Johnston, and thus

protract the contest still further elsewhere.

Hence Grant was very desirous to enclose

Lee in, in suchwise that he would be com

pelled to surrender, and with his surrender

the so-called Confederacy would of course

fall to pieces. As a first movement, with

this object in view, Sheridan was sent on a

cavalry raid, starting from Winchester to cut

off Lee s communications with Richmond,
north of James River. This energetic offi

cer set out, February 27th
;
crossed the Shen-

andoah and attacked Early successfully at

Waynesborough ;
thence he marched to

Charlottesville, destroying the railroads in

every direction possible ;
but he was not able

to carry out his plan fully, by crossing the

James River and destroying the Southside

Railroad. He next marched to White

House, destroying the canal, railroads, bridges,

etc., as completely as possible, and formed a

junction with the army in front of Peters

burg, March 27th. Lee, greatly depressed at

the state of his affairs, knew that something
must be done, or attempted to be done, to

rouse the spirits of his men. Accordingly
he ordered an assault on Fort Steadman,
March 25th, which was carried forward with

almost desuerate energy; but it resulted in

defeat, loss of 2000 as prisoners, and a further

advance of our army. Grant, having in view

the catching of Lee, gave instructions and

orders to the army to move as speedily as

possible for this purpose. On the 31st oi

March, Warren was pressing his entire corps
on the rebel entrenched line on the White
Oak Road. Lee began an attack which wa?

pushed with great spirit and partial success
;

but Sheridan furnished relief in good time.

The rebels, however, reinforced with cavalry,

made an attack again, and the battle of Five

Forks was the consequence. This was on

the morning of April 1st, and during the

day, after hard fighting, the rebels were

driven into flight. On the same evening,
Grant ordered a bombardment of Petersburg,
which was kept up all night ;

and the next

morning, Sunday, April 2d, the rebels were

assaulted, driven from their lines, and forced

to retreat wherever they could, in the utmost

confusion. Lee sent word to Davis, that

Petersburg and Richmond could no longer

be held. Lee s troops retreated at once;

Jeff. Davis made off directly towards the

South,* and Richmond was occupied by our

army on Monday morning, April 3d, 1865.

The rebels had blown up and destroyed all

they could, and setting fire to the buildings,

a large part of the city wras laid in ashes.

Lee seems still to have had hopes of escaping

by retreat, but Grant had taken precaution

against any such result. Lee got as far as

* The fugitive arch-rebel, we may here mention, at

tempted to escape by way of the sea-coast. A reward

of $100,000 was offered for his arrest, and the hunt

was exceedingly active in consequence. He was final

ly caught by a portion of Wilson s cavalry, under Col.

Pritchard, at Irwinsville, Wilkinson County, Qa., to

gether with his family and a small number of attend

ants. This was on the morning of May 10th. Davia

was brought prisoner to Fortress Monroe, and placed

in close confinement. He was subsequently released

on bail, under an indictment for treason. His trial

was postponed several timea, and finally in 18G9, by a

sort of general consent, the prosecution was abandoned,

and with a feeling of contempt and abhorrence on the

part of loyal men everywhere, he was allowed to sink

into obscurity, and bear, as best he couhl, the gnaw-

ings of remorse.
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Amelia Court House, where he confidently

expected to find provisions and supplies;

but they were not there, and with a half-

jtarved army, he attempted to push on and

reach the mountains beyond Lynchburg.
But Sheridan and his co-laborers, pursued
him with unflagging energy, and succeeded,

April Cth, in getting possession of Farmville

and preventing Lee from crossing the Ap-

pomattox. The next morning the pursuit

was renewed, and though Lee did get across

to the north side of the Appomattox, yet

our men were so close that he could not de

stroy the bridge so as to hinder the unremit

ting pursuit, and exhausted, almost famished,

suffering torments not to be described in

words, the poor worn-out rebels were brought
to the point where they must give up in sheer

despair.

Grant, on the 7th of April, addressed Lee

a note, and begged him to spare effusion of

blood by further and useless resistance. It

was hard for the rebel General thus to suc

cumb, and he foolishly tried for two days long
er to protract the contest

;
on the 9th, however,

accepting Grant s liberal terms, Lee surren

dered, and the weary, hungry, misguided men
were at once supplied with food and com

forts, to which they had long been strangers.

The number surrendered was about 27,000,

and they wTere allowed to depart on parole.

Of course, with this decisive victory, the re

bellion was crushed, and the Confederacy sunk

into nothingness. Johnston surrendered to

Sherman, April 2Gth, and Dick Taylor and

Kirby Smith surrendered to Canby on May
4th and May 26th. In concluding the nar

rative of military operations, we may proper

ly put on record, that, on the 1st of May,
the entire army force amounted to 1,000,516,

officers and men. The aggregate available

force present for duty on the first of March
was : Army of the Potomac, 103,273 ;

armies in the several departments, 499,325 ;

total, 602,598. Steps were taken immediate

ly for mustering out the troops, so that from

the beginning of May to August 7th, there

Ivere mustered out 640,806 troops ;
from that

date to November 15th, there were mustered

out 160,157; total 800,963.*
There could not but be a feeling of satis

faction and rejoicing, mingled with devout

thankfulness, that the war was ended, and

that now peace and concord might be allow

ed once more to bless the land. Although
the rebellion was put down thoroughly and

effectually, there were other questions and

difficulties to be settled, as to the position of

the seceded States, their restoration to rights

under the Constitution, the kind and amount

of restraint yet to be exercised, and such

like. The president, we know, &quot;was greatly

gratified that war was at an end, and he

looked forward to the duties now devolving

upon him, in the peculiar and anomalous con

dition of affairs, with an earnest and sincere

desire to act wisely, temperately, merci

fully, and yet with due regard to the dignity

and majesty of the Constitution and laws

violated so long and so wickedly by the

rebellious States. But, alas for all human

calculations! a mysterious Providence had

otherwise ordered the course of events,

and the sixteenth president of the United

States was stricken down so suddenly, and

in so horrible a manner, that, for the time,

the national heart was paralyzed, and the

ship of state, for the moment, appeared to

be cut loose from her moorings, and, without

chart or rudder, to be rushing swiftly to de

struction. On Friday, April 14th, 1865, af

ter a cabinet meeting, the president, accom

panied by his family, went in the evening to a

theatre in Washington. About ten o clock,

an actor, J. W. Booth, made his way from

behind into the box where Mr. Lincoln was,

and with deliberate aim, close by his chair,

shot the president through the back of the

* As matters of interest, in this connection, it may
be briefly stated, that the number of men surrendered,

in the different rebel armies, was as follows : Lee a

army, 27,805 ;
Johnston s, 31,243 ;

Dick Taylor s, 42,

293 ;
K. Smith s, 17,686 ;

smaller organizations, in

all, 55,196 ; making a total of 174,223. There were

also in our hands nearly 100.000 prisoners of war.

About 2,000 enlisted in the army ; 63,442 were relea

ed ; 33,127 were delivered in exchange.
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head The murdered man s head fell slight

ly forward, and his eyes closed forever on

this mortal scene. He lingered through the

night, utterly unconscious, and early the next

morning breathed his last. Booth, using a

dagger, and rushing off across the stage,

managed to escape for a time
;
but was pur

sued and caught in a barn, near Port Royal,

and on attempting to get away was shot,

April 26th. Mr. Seward, this same Friday

night, confined to his bed by a severe fall

from his carriage, was assaulted and stabbed

in several places by another assassin; but

though terribly gashed in and about the

throat, was not fatally wounded. It was an

awful and horrible thing ;
assassination was

utterly revolting to the American people;

and these wild fanatics and murderers were

looked upon with equal horror and indigna

tion. Bat, whatever insane notion might have

entered the brain of conspirators and traitors

as to the effect of such a blow, in deranging

the government and possibly benefiting the

rebels and rebel sympathizers, the result

showed how futile were all such calculations

or vagaries of the kind. There was no po
litical agitation or danger, no disturbance of

the finances, no outbreaks, no doubt any
where as to the stability of the government.
The attorney-general officially informed An
drew Johnson, vice-president, of the facts

of the case, and Johnson that same morning,

April 15th, 1865, took the oath of office as

president of the United States. The country

was duly informed, by Secretary Stanton

of what had been done, and Johnson, retain

ing the same gentlemen in the cabinet, the

regular routine of government affairs went

on as quietly and regularly as if the deplor

able murder of Abraham Lincoln had never

been committed.

The subsequent history of our country,

during five or six years, is too near the pre

sent hour of writing to be entered upon at

all at large. In fact, history cannot proper

ly be written, with either fulness, exactness,

or just appreciation of the facts and circum

stances which form the staple of history, at

a point of time so close to every-day chroni

cles of events. &quot;We shall not attempt, there

fore, at the present moment, to do more
than give a brief sketch or outline of what

has taken place, in the History of the United

States, since the accession of Andrew John

son, and the election and inauguration into

office of General Grant as president in 1869.

Among the subjects of deep and profound
interest and importance which now claimed

the attention of Congress and the people,

were, the position, condition and legal status

of the late rebellious States, and the nation

al debt, arising out of the war, and what to

do with it. The former of these led at once

to difference of views and antagonism be

tween Johnson and Congress ;
the latter

was so enormous, being some $3,000,000,000,

that it might well excite apprehensions as

to the ability of the country to bear up un

der it, and in due time, if possible, to pay it

off. Andrew Johnson was a rough speci

men of a man to be elevated to the presidency.

Bred to the trade of a tailor, with very im

perfect means of education, in the overturn-

ings of things produced by the rebellion he

had shown unflinching steadiness, and mani

fested intense vigor, as a supporter of the

Union and its just rights and claims. But

he was like men of his stamp, very much

given to one or two ideas, and was blindly and

violently obstinate. &quot;When he was nominat

ed for vice-president, it had not at all been

taken into account that he might become

president, and when, by that mysterious

providence which removed Abraham Lin

coln, so suddenly and only a month after his

inauguration, Johnson took his place, it was

apprehended that there would be trouble, and

there was trouble very soon. Johnson had

his theory of the position of the seceded

States, that they had never been out of the

Union, that nothing now was required but

that they should accept their defeat and be

have themselves, and all would be right and

pleasant again, and that of course they had

the same power as any of the loyal States to

goto work, elect senators and representatives,
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and exercise all the powers and prerogatives

of Americans. Congress, on the other hand,

was not willing to agree to any such mode of

disp }sing of the matters at issue; and as the

National Legislature had calculated upon

having Lincoln to work with them, in har

mony and concord, as to settlement of these

questions, they found that there was a con

test at once begun between them and the

president, and that the latter was prepared
to fight out the battle to the extreme. Into

the particulars we cannot now go. The

reader must consult the records of Congress,
and the public documents which have been is

sued, if he desire to investigate and deter

mine upon the merits of the subject.

Johnson, in May, 1865, issued an amnesty

proclamation, under which pardon was offer

ed to all the rebels, except in certain cases,

provided they took the oath of allegiance to

the United States. In July, 1868, he issued

another proclamation, granting uncondition

ally pardon and amnesty to all except those

under indictment for treason
;
this restriction

was removed, December 25th, 1868, and

amnesty was granted to all without restriction

or reservation. The contest between Con

gress and the President grew worse as time

advanced. Johnson vetoed nearly all the

bills presented, and Congress on their part,

passed a considerable number of bills by the

two-thirds vote over his veto. This was the

case with the Civil Rights Bill, which John

son vetoed, but which was made a law by
vote of Congress, April 9th, 1866. In June
of the same year, the &quot;

Fenians,&quot; a secret

association existing in Ireland and America,
and having in view the separating of Ireland

from Great Britain, made a raid into Canada
from Buffalo and Vermont

; but, as might
be expected, met with defeat. The govern
ment interfered and the Fenians gave up the

attempt. &quot;We may mention here also, that

these same enemies of England, tried this

plan of invading Canada to free Ireland, in

1870
;
but made themselves only ridiculous

in the whole matter.

At the beginning of March, 1867, Con

gress passed a bill relative to the tenure of

office held by those public servants appointed

by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate. It will be remembered that at the

beginning of the government, under Wash
ington, the question was raised as to whether

officers appointed by the president with the

consent of the Senate, could be removed by
the president without the consent of the

same body (p. 108). The construction then

given w
ras followed in all succeeding admin

istrations
; but, the Thirty-ninth Congress,

brought up the subject again, and determin

ed that the consent of the Senate was as ne

cessary to remove as to appoint. ISTo doubt,
the condition of affairs at the time had much
to do with the present settlement or decision.

Mr. Stanton was secretary of war, under

Mr. Lincoln, and was considered generally to

be a man of excellent ability and fitness
;
but

it was not long before Johnson became dis

satisfied and out of all patience with his sec

retary. Stanton would not resign and leave

quietly, and so Johnson resolved to compel
him to go. So he notified Stanton, February

21st, 1868, that he was no longer secretary
of war, and appointed another ad interim.

It was a long and acrimonious dispute ;
Stan-

ton held that he was still chief of his depart

ment, and Johnson virtually forced him out

of the premises and affirmed that he was no

longer a member of the Cabinet. According
to the tenure of office bill Stanton could not

be displaced without the consent of the Sen

ate, and the Senate refused to give such con

sent. Hence, it was a nice sort of a quarrel,

and neither party seemed likely to yield.

As Johnson was as pugnacious as he was

obstinate, and as there were men in Congress
who possessed largely the same troublesome

qualities, it was resolved to try another plan
to get the better of the occupant of the White
House. On the 24th of February, 1868, it

was resolved by the House of Representatives
to impeach Andrew Johnson as guilty of

high crimes and misdemeanors. The first

nine articles related to the matter of Stan

ton s removal and forcible expulsion from
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office
;
the tenth and eleventh to Johnson s

abusive language about Congress, tending to

bring it into contempt, and to his declaring

openly that the Thirty-ninth Congress was

not a Congress according to the Constitution,

etc. The Senate organized as a Court, March

5th, 1868, chief-justice Chase presiding ;
ad-

iourned to the 23d, to give Johnson and his

council time
;
met at that date and heard

Johnson s answers to the charges ;
a replica

tion was made the next day by the managers
on behalf of the House of Representatives ;

during the month of April testimony was

taken on both sides
;
and

&quot;finally,
after the

arguments of counsel, the vote was taken,

and Johnson was acquitted, May 26th, by
vote of 34 to 16. Stanton thereupon resign

ed the war department the same day, and

General Schofield took his place.

Congress refusing to admit the insurgent
States to their full rights without certain

guarantees, in respect to their future position

and action, passed a fourteenth amendment

to the Constitution, relating to the rights of

voters, having in view the securing ajust and

equitable representation in Congress, affirm

ing the validity and obligation of the public

debt, etc. This amendment was adopted by

Congress, June 16th, 1868, and ratified by
the legislatures of the requisite number of

States, July 20th, 1868. The fifteenth

amendment was in these words
;

&quot; The right

of citizens of the United States to vote shall

mt be denied or abridged by the United

States or by any State on account of race,

color, or previous condition of servitude.&quot;

It was adopted by Congress, on the 25th of

February, 1869, and early in 1870, was rati

fied in the mode provided by the Constitu

tion.

The number of States is now complete ;
on

the basis of these amendments, and legislation
of Congress, reconstruction has taken place ;

and the mad and wicked scheme and purpose
of rebellion and treason have been defeated.

God grant that the Union may be one and
forever inseparable !

General Grant was elected president of

the United States in the autumn of 1868, and
entered upon the duties of his high office,

March 4th, 1869. Public aifairs have been

comparatively quiet since his accession; the

country is laboring hard to restore prosperity,
so deeply injured by the rebellion, to get rid

of taxation by liquidating the national debt,
and in every way possible promote the peace
and welfare of the Republic. The appoint
ment of a joint high commission with Eng
land, early in 1871, is one of the most favor

able indications of the day, inasmuch as there

is every reason to hope that, by the efforts ol

wise, learned, patriotic, and upright men, not

only the Alabama Claims will be fully and

perfectly adjusted, but each and every other

question or grievance or dispute with Great
Britain and her people. GLORY TO GOD in

THE HIGHEST, ON EAKTH PEACE, GOCD WILL

TOWASDS MEN.
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MEXICO.

OB MEXICO FROM THE KAT.LTEST ACCOUNTS

TLLL ITS SUBJECTION TO SPAIN.

MEXICO, in North America, is situated be

tween 16 and 33 N. Lat., and between 86

and 11Y~W. Long. ; being nearly 2000 miles

in length, and 1,100 miles in greatest breadth.

The Toltecans are the most ancient Mexican

nation of which we know anything. They
were expelled from their own country, which

is supposed to have been jTollan, to the

northward of Mexico, in the year &quot;A. D. 4Y2.

After leading a wandering life for more than

100 years, they settled near the City of Mex
ico where they built a city, called, from the

name of their country, Tollan or Tula. Af
ter the final settlement of the Toltecans, the

government became monarchical. Their first

king began his reign in G67, and their mon

archy lasted 384 years. During this period
the Toltecans increased very considerably in

number, and built many cities
; but, when in

the height of prosperity, almost the who le

nation was destroyed by a famine occasioned

by drought and a pestilence. The few who
st.rvived abandoned the country of Tula

about 1054. A century later they were suc

ceeded by the Chichemecas, a much more
barbarous people, who came from an un
known country called Amaquemecan, where

they had for a long time resided. They were

eighteen months on their journey, and took

possession of the desolate country of the

Toltecana about 100 years after the famine.

Though much more uncivilized than the Tol

tecans, tney had a regular fonn of monarch

ical government, and, in other respects, were

less disgusting in their manners than some of

the neighboring nations. Their king, Xolotl,

chose for his capital, Tenayuca, about six

miles to the northward of the city of Mexico,

and distributed his people in the neighboring

territory ; but, as most of them went to the

northward, that part obtained the name of

the country of the Chichemecas, in contra

distinction to the rest. Xolotl found some

of the Toltecans not far
off&quot;, and, peacefully

settled in his new dominion, entered into an

alliance with them, and ISTopaltzin, the sou

of Xolotl, married a Toltecan princess. The

consequence of this alliance was the intro

duction of the arts and knowledge of the

Toltecans amongst the Chichemecas. When
Xolotl had reigned about eight years in his

new territories, other bodies of people

asked privilege of settlement, which was

freely granted and marriages among the

princes and new-comers took place. The

country was peaceably divided between the

princes and continued for some time to flour

ish, population increased greatly, and with it

the civilization of the people ; but, as these

advanced, the vices of luxury and ambition

increased in proportion. Xolotl died in the

fortieth year of his reign, at a very advanced

age. His son and grandsons succeeded in

order, but had much trouble with rebellions

which took place to a large extent. They
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were, however, effectually subdued. As the

affairs of the Acolhuans had now begun to

be connected with those of the Mexicans, it

will be proper to give some account of that

people.

The nation of the Aztecas, which compris
ed the Mexicans, dwelt till the year 1160 in

a country called Aztlan, situated to the north

of the Gulf of California, as appears by the

route they pursued in their journey, but how
far to the northward we are not certainly in

formed; probably about 2,500 miles. The

Aztecas, when they left their original habita

tions, were divided into six tribes
; but, at

Culiacan, the Mexicans were left with their

god (a wooden image), while the five tribes

of Xochimilcas, Tepanecas, Chalcese, Tlahui-

cas, and Tlascalans, continued their march.

The remaining tribe was divided into two

violent factions, which persecuted one an

other, but always travelled together in order

to enjoy the company of their god. At ev

ery place where they stopped an altar was

erected to him
;
and at their departure they

left behind them all their sick, and probably
also all that were not willing to endure the

fatigue of such journeys. They stopped in

Tula nine years, and eleven more in the

neighboring parts. At last, in 1216, they
arrived at Zumpanco, a considerable city in

the valley of Mexico, and were received in a

hospitable manner by the lord of the district.

He not only assigned them proper habita

tions, but even demanded from amongst them
a wife for his son Ilhuicatl. This request

was complied with, and from this marriage
all the Mexican kings descended. The Mex
icans continued to migrate from one place to

another along the Lake of Tezcuco. Xolotl,

who was then on the throne of the Acolhu

ans or Chichemecas, allowed them to settle

in whatsoever places of his dominions they

thought proper ; but, some of them finding
themselves harassed by a neighboring lord,

were obliged in the year 1245 to retire to

Chapoltepec, a mountain on the western bor

ders of the lake, scarcely two miles distant

from the site of Mexico. The Mexicans,

however, did not find themselves any more
secure in their new place of residence than

formerly. They were persecuted by the

neighboring lords, and obliged to take refuge
in a number of small islands named Acocol-

co, at the southern extremity of the Lake of

Mexico. Here for fifty-two years they lived

in the most miserable manner, subsisting on

fish, insects, roots, etc., and clothing them
selves with the leaves of the amoxtli, which

abounds in that lake. In this miserable

plight the Mexicans continued till the year

1314, when they were reduced to a state of

the most absolute slavery by the king of a

petty state named Colhuacan. After some

years a war broke out between the Colhuans

and Xochimilcas, in which the latter gained
such advantages that the former were obliged
to employ their slaves to assist them. By
their help, the Colhuans gained a complete

victory. Notwithstanding, it does not ap

pear that the haughty masters were in the

least inclined to afford their slaves easier

terms than before. On a certain day which

the Mexicans had set apart for sacrificing to

their god, the Colhuan prince attended with

his nobility, not with a view to do honor to

the festival, but to make a mockery. Their

derision, however, was soon changed into hor

ror, when the Mexicans, after a solemn dance,

brought forth four Xochimilcan prisoners;

and, after having made them dance, cut open
their breasts with a knife and plucking out

their hearts, offered them, whilst yet pal

pitating with life, to their sanguinary
idol. They were immediately ordered to

leave the country, and the whole nation took

their route towards the north until they came

to a place named Iztacalco, near the site of

Mexico. The city of Mexico was founded

in 1325 on a small island named Tenochtit-

lan, in the middle of a great lake, without

ground to cultivate for subsistence, or even

room sufficient to build habitations. To en

large the boundaries of their island, they
drove palisades into those parts of the water

which were most shallow, terracing them with

stones and turf, and uniting to their principal
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island several other smaller ones which lay

in the neighborhood. The greatest effort of

their industry, however, was the construction

of floating gardens by means of bushes and of

the mud of the lake
;
and these they brought

to so much perfection that they produced

maize, pepper, chia, French beans, and gourds.

During the thirteen years that the Mexicans

had to struggle, with extreme difficulty they
remained at peace ; but, no sooner did they

begin to prosper and live comfortably, than

the inveterate enmity between the two fac

tions broke out in all its fury. About this

time, the Mexicans divided their city into

four parts ;
each quarter having now its tute

lar saint, as it had formerly had its tutelar

god. In the midst of their city was the sanc

tuary of their great god, Jlexitli, whom they

constantly preferred to all the rest. To him

they daily performed acts of adoration
; but,

instead of making any progress in humanity,

they seem to have daily improved in the most

horrible barbarities, at least in their religion.

In the year 1352, the Mexican government
was changed from an aristocracy to a mon

archy. At first the people were governed by

twenty lords, of whom one had an authority

superior to the rest. This naturally suggest
ed the idea of monarchy ;

and to this change

they were also induced by the contemptible
state in which their nation still continued,

thinking that by having one leader, they
would be better able to oppose their enemies.

The choice fell upon Acarnapitzin, a man
held in great estimation amongst them, and

descended from Opoclitli, a noble Azte-

can, and a princess of the royal family of

Colhuacan. In the meantime, the Tlatelol-

cos, the natural rivals of the Mexicans, like

wise chose a king by applying to the king
of the Tepanecos, who readily sent them his

BOH
;
and he was crowned first king of Tlate-

lolco in 1353. In this, the Tlatelolcos seem
to have had a design of humbling their rivals,

as well as of rendering themselves more re

spectable ; and, therefore, it is very probable
that they had represented the Mexicans as

wanting in that respect due to the Tepanecan
iv. 24

monarch, from having elected a king without

his leave, though at the same time they were

tributaries to him. The consequence of this

was, that he doubled their tribute, and im

posed upon them many other things from

which, however, they succeeded in freeing

themselves. Acamapitzin governed this city,

which at that time comprehended the whole

of his dominions, for thirty-seven years in

peace. He was succeeded by his son, who

began his reign by espousing the daughter of

the king of Azcapozalco. Though this prin

cess brought him a son the first year of their

marriage, the king, in order to strengthen
himself by fresh alliances, married also the

daughter of another prince, by whom he had

Montezuma Ilhuicamina, the most celebrated

of all the Mexican kings. As the Mexicans

advanced in wealth and power, so did their

rivals, the inhabitants of Tlatelolco. Their

first king died in 1399, leaving his subjects

greatly improved in civilization and the city

much enlarged and beautified. The Mexi

cans had formed many alliances by marriage
with the neighboring nations, had much im

proved their agriculture and floating gardens
on the lake, and had built very many vessels

to supply their extended commerce and fish

ing. In 1406, Techotlala, king of Acolhua-

can, died, after a tranquil reign of thirty

years. Immediately the kings of Mexico,

Azcapozalco, and Tlatelolco abjured their

allegiance. After a disastrous contest ofO
three years, the rebels, designing to accom

plish by treachery what they had been unable

to effect by force, sued for peace and obtained

it. In 1409, the King of Mexico died and

his brother succeeded him. Whilst the new

prince was endeavoring to secure himself on

the throne, the treacherous Tezozomoc, King
of Azcapozalco, employed all the means in

his power to strengthen the party he had

formed against the King of Acolhuacan. In

this he had such success, that the unfortu

nate prince found himself reduced to the ne

cessity of wandering amongst the neighbor

ing mountains at the head of a small army,
who remained faithful to him. He &quot;was per-
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euaded to a conference and murdered. Tezo-

zomoc next attacked and drove out the

Acolhuacans. He then gave Tezcuco to

Chimilpopoca, King of Mexico, and Huex-

otla to Tlacacotl, King of Tlatelolco
;
at the

same time placing faithful governors in others

places, and appointing Azcapozalco the capi-

tol of his own territory, the royal residence

and capital of Acolhuacan. All the rest of

the Acolhuacan empire submitted
;
and Te-

zozomoc had now attained the summit of his

ambition. But, instead of conciliating the

minds of his new subjects, he oppressed
them with fresh taxes

; and, being conscious

of the precarious situation in which he stood,

and tormented with remorse on account of

his crimes, he fell into melancholy, and at

length expired in the year 1422, leaving the

crown to his son Tajatzin. Tezozomoc was no

sooner dead than Maxtlaton, one of his other

sons, without paying the least regard to his

father s will, began to exercise the functions

of sovereign, and compelled his brother Ta

jatzin to retire to Chimilpopoca, King of

Mexico. This monarch, agreeably to the

character of that age and people, advised him

to invite his brother to an entertainment, and

then to murder him. This discourse was

overheard by a servant, who in expectation

of a reward, informed the tyrant of what

he had heard. Maxtlaton, therefore, deter

mined to rid himself of his brother without

delay, which he accomplished by inviting his

brother to an entertainment and murdering
him. The King of Mexico escaped a sudden

death by his absence at this time, only to per

ish in a manner more slow and ignominious.

His revengeful foe, Maxtlaton, not content

with heaping insults upon him, sent a body
of troops, who, entering Mexico without re

sistance, carried off the king alive. Chimil

popoca was imprisoned at Azcapozalco in a

strong wooden cage, the common prison for

criminals.

In the meantime, the Mexicans raised to

the throne Izcoatl, the son of Acamapitzin.

His election was no less pleasing to the Acol-

Unaus than it was offensive to Maxtlaton.

An alliance was quickly concluded between

the exiled prince and the King of Mexico
j

and, when the former commenced hostilities

against the tyrant of Azcapozalco, the latter

agreed to assist him. Maxtlaton accordingly

prepared to wage war with the Mexicans.

The Mexican populace, terrified at engaging
so powerful an enemy, demanded that their

king should_submit and sue for a peace. But,

Montezuma, the brave son of Huitzilihuitl,

persuaded them to agree to a commencement
of hostilities. Conditions of peace, however,
were first sent to Maxtlaton by the hands of

Montezuma. They were rejected, and the

Mexican ambassador forthwith went through
the ceremony of declaring war. The Mexi

can populace were again thrown into the ut

most consternation by the news that war was

inevitable, and they now requested the king
to allow them to retire from their city, of

which they supposed the ruin to be certain.

The king encouraged them with the hopes
of victory.

&quot;

But, if we are conquered,&quot; re

plied they,
&quot; what will become of us ?&quot;

&quot; If

that happen,&quot; answered the king,
&quot; we are

at that moment bound to deliver ourselves

into your.hands to be made sacrifices at your

pleasure.&quot; Nezalmalcojotl was forthwith

summoned to repair to Mexico with his ar

my. On the day after his arrival, the allied

forces encountered the Tepanecan troops un

der a general named Mazatl. After an ob

stinate and bloody contest which lasted till

night, the Tepanecan general fell by the

sword of Montezuma, and his forces were

driven into their capital city. On the fol

lowing day their defeat was even more sig

nal, and resulted in the capture of Azcapo
zalco. Maxtlaton attempted to hide himself,

but, being quickly discovered, he was beaten

to death with sticks and stones. The city

was plundered, the inhabitants were butcher

ed, and the houses destroyed by the victors.

This victory proved decisive in favor of the

confederates. Every other place of strength

in the country was quickly reduced, until the

Tepanecans, finding themselves upon the

verge of destruction, sent an humble enibas-
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y to the King of Mexico, requesting to be

taken under his protection and to become

tributaries to him. Izcoatl received them

graciously, but threatened them with total

extirpation if they violated the fidelity they
had sworn to him. Nezahualcojotl was now
seated upon the throne of Acolhuacan. Hav

ing thus accomplished the conquest of Cojo-

huacan, a great part of the Tepanecan coun

try with the title of King of Tacuba was

given by Izcoatl to a grandson of Tezozo-

moc. An alliance was then formed between
the Kings of Mexico, Acolhuacan, and Te

panecan. The conditions were that they
should assist each other in war, and should

divide all plunder amongst themselves ac

cording to certain specified proportions.
About this tine the Xochimilcas, fearing lest

the Mexicans should now turn their victori

ous arms against them, determined to com
mence hostilities against them, but Monte
zuma was sent against them and they were
routed entirely.

Izcoatl died in 1436, at a very advanced

age, in the height of prosperity, and was suc

ceeded by Montezuma I., the greatest mon
arch that ever sat on the Mexican throne.

Scarcely had he been crowned when his aid

was solicited by the Tezcucans against the

Chalcese. The latter were almost entirely
annihilated in one desperate battle, and their

city was levelled with the ground. Monte
zuma on his return found the King of Tlate-

lolcos engaged in designs against bim ;
but

Montezuma soon disposed of him. One Mo-

quihuix was chosen in his stead
; and, in the

election of that chief, it is probable that Mon
tezuma had a considerable share. This was

followed by conquests of a much more im

portant nature. He added to his dominions

the province of Cuihixcas, situated to the

southward, and comprehending a tract of

country more than 150 miles in breadth.

Then, turning to the westward, he conquer
ed another province named Tzompahuacan.
This success, however, was for a short time

interrupted by a war with Atonaltzin, lord

of a territory in the country of the Mixtacas,

and two or three confederates. Commanding
in person, he totally defeated the confederate

army. By this victory, the Mexican mon
arch became master, not only of the domin
ions of Atonaltzin, but of those of many
other neighboring princes, against whom he

had made war on account of their having put
to death some Mexican merchants or couriers

without any just cause. The conquest of

Cuetlachtan or Cotasta, however, wThich he

attempted in 1457, proved a much more dif

ficult task. This province is situated on the

coast of the Mexican Gulf, and had formerly
been inhabited by the Olmecans, whom the

Tlascalans had driven out. The inhabitants

were very numerous and fought with great

valor, but were unable to resist the royal
forces

;
and their allies were almost totally

destroyed. Six thousand two hundred of

them were taken prisoners, and soon after

wards sacrificed to the Mexican god of war

in the barbarous manner already described.

During the reign of this great monarch, Q

violent inundation happened in Mexico. The

lake, swollen by the excessive rains which

fell in 1446, poured its waters into the city

with such violence, that many houses were

destroyed and the streets inundated to such

a degree, that boats were everywhere made
use of. The inundation was soon followed

by a famine. This was occasioned by the

partial failure of the crop of maize in 1448,

the ears whilst young and tender having been

destroyed by frost. In 1450, the crop was

totally lost for want of water
; and, in 1451,

besides the unfavorable seasons, there was a

scarcity of seed. Hence, in 1452, the neces

sities of the people became so great, that they
were actually obliged to sell themselves aa

slaves in order to procure subsistence. Mon
tezuma opened the public granaries for the

relief of the lower classes, but nothing could

arrest the progress of the famine.

Montezuma was succeeded by Axayacatl,
who pursued his predecessor s plan of con

quest, in which, however, he was not very
successful

; many of the provinces reduced

by that monarch having revolted after hi*
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death, so that is was necessary to reconquer
them. The Mexicans sustained a great loss

in 1469 and 1470 by the death of their allies,

the kings of Tacuba and Acolhuacan. The

King of Tacuba was succeeded by his son,

Chimilpopoca, and the Acolhuacan monarch

by his son, Nezahualpilli. A short time af

ter the accession of the latter, the war broke

out between the Tlatelolcos and Mexicans,
which ended in the destruction of the former.

The Tlatelolcos being thus reduced, Axaya-
catl next set out on an expedition against the

Matlazincas, a tribe in the valley of Toluca,

who still refused to submit to the Mexican

yoke. Having proved successful in this ex

pedition, he undertook to subdue Xiquipilco,

a considerable city and state of the Otomies.

His army gained a complete victory, carry

ing off more than eleven thousand pris

oners, amongst wThom was the chief of the

Otomies himself. Axayacatl was succeed

ed by his elder brother called Tizoc, who
was shortly afterwards murdered in a con

spiracy of his subjects. Ahuitzotl, the brother

of Tizoc, succeeded him in the kingdom of

Mexico. His first object was to finish the

great temple begun by his predecessor ; and,

so great was the number of workmen em

ployed, that it was completed in four years.

During the time it was building, the king

employed himself in making war with differ

ent nations, reserving all the prisoners he took

for victims at the dedication of the temple.
The number of prisoners sacrificed at this

dedication in I486, is said by Torquemada to

have been 72,324, and by other historians is

estimated at 64,060. In 1487 there happen
ed a violent earthquake ;

and Ahuitzotl died

in the year 1502 of a disorder produced by
a contusion in the head. At the time of his

death, the Mexican empire had reached its

utmost extent.

His successor, Montezuma Xocojotzin, or

Montezuma the younger, was a person of

great bravery, and was likewise a priest, and

held in great estimation on account of the

gravity and dignity of his deportment. But,

no sooner was the ceremony of his coronation

terminated, than Montezuma began to dis

cover a pride which nobody had befoie sus

pected. He deprived all the commoners of

the offices they held about the court, declar

ing them incapable of holding any for the

future. All the royal servants were now peo

ple of rank. Besides those who lived in the

palace, six hundred feudatory lords and no

bles came to pay court to him. In every re

spect he kept up, as far as was possible, an

extravagant appearance of dignity, splendor,

and luxury. But the reign of Montezuma, j

even before the arrival of the Spaniards, waa
j

far from being so glorious as those of his pre
decessors had been. He attempted to extort

tribute from Tlascala, a small republic at no

great distance from the capital, but the in

habitants had already inclosed all the lands

of the republic w
rith intrenchments, to which

they now added a wail six miles in length OD

the west side, where an invasion was most to

be apprehended. Behind these fortifications

so well did they defend themselves, that,

though they were frequently attacked by the

neighboring States in alliance with Mexico or

subject to it, they were still able to maintain

their ground. Montezuma s reign was also

disturbed by disastrous losses and evil omens.

In 1508, an expedition against a very distant

region named Amatla completely failed. By
this and other calamities, together with the

appearance of a comet, Montezuma was so

terrified, that he applied to the King of Al-

cohuacan, who was reported to be very skil

ful in divination. Nezahualpilli told him that

the comet presaged the arrival of a new peo

ple, but this being unsatisfactory to the empe
ror, he conferred with a celebrated astrologer,O 7

who confirmed the former interpretation .

Mexico was first discovered by Hernandez

de Cordova, who, in 1517, in sailing towards

the Bahamas, was driven by a succession of

severe storms on the coast of Yucatan. On
the 10th of February, 1519, Hernando Cortez

set sail for the conquest of Mexico from

Havana, and, after touching at Yucatan,
arrived in Passion-week of the same year at

the harbor of St. Juan de Ulloa. Here he
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was met by two Mexican canoes, which

carried two ambassadors from the emperor
of that country, and showed the greatest

signs of peace and amity. Their language
was translated into the Yucatan tongue by a

female prisoner, whom they had recently

captured : after which a Spaniard named
Jerom de Aguilar interpreted the meaning
in Spanish. This slave was afterwards named
Donna Maiina, and proved very useful in

their conferences with the natives. By
means of his two interpreters, Cortez learned

that the object of the embassy was to in

quire what his intentions were in visiting

these coasts. He accordingly informed the

ambassadors that he came to propose matters

of the utmost consequence to the welfare of

the prince and his kingdom. Next morning,
without waiting for any answer, ho landed

his troops, horses and artillery, and began to

erect huts for his men, and to fortify his

camp. The day following, the ambassadors

had a formal audience, at which Cortez ac

quainted them that he came from Don Carlos

of Austria, King of Castile, the greatest
monarch of the East, and was entrusted with

propositions of such moment, that he would

impart them to none but the emperor him

self, and therefore required to. be conducted

immediately to the capital. This demand

produced the greatest uneasiness, and in a

few days Cortez was informed that Monte-

zuma would not give his consent that foreign

troops should approach nearer to his capital,

or even allow them to continue longer in his

dominions. In a short time a deputy named
Teutile arrived with a rich present from

Montezuma, and together with it delivered

the ultimate orders of that monarch, to de

part instantly out of his dominions; and
when Cortez, instead of complying with his

demands, renewed his request of audience,
the Mexican immediately left the camp with

strong marks of surprise and resentment.

Cortez, without allowing his men time for

reflection, immediately set about carrying
his designs into execution. In order to give
% beginning to a color y, he assembled the

principal persons in his army, and by then

suffrages elected a council and magistrates,
in whom the government was to be vested.

The new settlement received the name of

Yilla Kica de la Vera Cruz, that is
&quot; the rich

town of the true cross.&quot; Before this court

of his own making, Cortez did not hesitate

to resign all his authority, and was im

mediately re-elected chief-justice of the

colony, and captain-general of his army, with

an ample commission, in the king s name, to

continue in force till the royal pleasure
should be further known. The soldiers

eagerly ratified their choice by loud accla

mations; and Cortez resolved to advance

into the country. Yet, as he had thrown off

all dependence on Yelasquez, the governor
of Cuba, who was his lawful superior, he was

apprehensive of his interest at court, and

thought proper, before he set out on his in

tended expedition, to take most effectual

measures against the impend ig danger.
With this view, he persuaded the magistrates
of his colony to address a letter to the kuig,

containing a pompous account of their own

services, of the country they had discovered,

and of the motives which had induced them

to throw off their allegiance to the governor
of Cuba, and to settle a colony dependent on

the crown alone, in which the supreme

power, civil as well as military, had been

vested in Cortez; humbly requesting their

sovereign to ratify what had been done under

his royal authority. A plan, however, waa

formed to send intelligence to Cuba
;
where

upon, to prevent such plots in future, Cortez,

without any hesitation, burned his fleet, and

thus rendered it necessary for his troops to

follow wherever he chose to lead. He then

began his march into the interior, with

500 infantry, 15 horse, 6 field-pieces, am*

with a reinforcement of native troops, con

sisting of 400 regulars and 200 of those

Indians called Tamanes, whose office was to

carry burdens and perform all manner of

servile labor.

Nothing memorable happened till the

Spaniards arrived on the confines of the re-
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public of Tlascala. As the inhabitants of

that province were implacable enemies of

Montezuma, Cortez hoped that it would be

an easy matter for him to procure their

friendship; but his ambassadors were de

tained, a circumstance which led him to in

fer that the Tlascalans were hostile. He ac

cordingly approached the city, and though op

posed by immense numbers, yet in three or

four battles was victorious. The Tlascalans

yielded themselves as vassals to the crown

of Castile, and engaged to assist Cortez in all

ttis operations, in return for the protection
frhich he guaranteed to extend to their re

public. As soon as his troops were fit for

service, Cortez resolved to continue his march

towards Mexico, notwithstanding the remon

strances of the Tlascalans. But the emperor
had informed Cortez that he agreed to

receive his visit, and that he had given orders

for his friendly reception at Cholula, the

next place of any consequence on the road

to Mexico. Cortez was received with much

seeming cordiality ;
but 6000 Tlascalan

troops who accompanied him were obliged
to remain without the town, as the Cholulans

refused to admit their ancient enemies with

in their precincts. In a short time Donna

Marina, the interpreter, received information

from an Indian woman of distinction, whose

confidence she had gained, that the destruc

tion of the Spaniards was concerted and

ready for immediate execution. Cortez,

alarmed at this news, resolved to anticipate
his enemies. On a signal given, his troops
rushed out and attacked the multitude in

front, the Tlascalans at the same time assail

ing them in the rear
;
the streets were filled

with slaughter, and the temples, which af

forded a retreat to the priests and some lead

ing men, were set on fire, in consequence of

which they perished in the flames. At length
the carnage ceased, after the slaughter of

COOO Cholulans, without the loss of a single

Spaniard, and Cortez continued his march

to Mexico with great circumspection and the

strictest discipline.

When the Spaniards drew near the city,

about 1000 persons of distinction came forth

to meet them, and announced the approach
of the emperor himself. Preceded by all the

pomp and pageantry of an oriental monarch,
Montezuma appeared in a chair or litter

richly ornamented with gold, and feathers of

various colors, surmounted by a canopy of

curious workmanship. &quot;When he drew near,

Cortez, dismounting, accosted him with pro
found reverence, after the European fashion.

He returned the salutation, according to the

mode of his country, by touching the earth

with his hand, and then kissing it. Nothing
material passed at this first interview. The
first care of Cortez was to take precautions
for his security, by planting the artillery so

as to command the different avenues which
led to his quarters, and by appointing a large
division of his troops to be always on guard.
The three subsequent days were employed
in viewing the city, the appearance of which,
so far superior to any place the Spaniards
had beheld in America, and yet so little re

sembling the structure of a European city,

filled them with surprise and admiration.

The access to the City of Mexico or Tenoch-

titlan was by artificial causeways or streets,

formed of stones and earth, about 30 feet in

breadth. As the waters of the lake, during
the rainy season overflowed the level country,
these causeways were of considerable length.
On the east there was no causeway, and the

city could be approached only by canoes.

As the approaches to the city were singular,

so its construction was remarkable. Not

only the temples of their gods, but the houses

belonging to the monarch and to persons of

distinction, were very large, and might even

be termed magnificent. The habitations of

the common people were mean, resembling
the huts of other Indians

;
but they were all

placed in a regular manner on the banks of

the canals, which passed through the city in

some of its districts,or on the sides of the streets

which intersected it in other quarters. In

this city, the noblest monument of the in

dustry and the art of man whilst unacquaint
ed with the use of iron, the Spaniards
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reckon that there were at least 60,000 inha

bitants.

As soon as Cortez had entered Mexico, he

had become sensible that, from an excess of

confidence in the superior valor and disci

pline of his troops, he had pushed forward

into a situation where it was difficult to con

tinue, and from which it was dangerous to

retire. At the same he knew that the coun

tenance of his own sovereign was to be

obtained only by a series of victories. lie

therefore fixed upon a plan no less extraordi

nary than daring. He determined to seize

Montezuma in his palace, and to carry him
as a prisoner to the Spanish quarters. At
his usual hour of visiting Montezuma, Cortez

went to the palace accompanied by five of

his principal officers, and with as many trusty

soldiers. Thirty chosen men followed, not

in regular order, but sauntering at some dis

tance, as if they had no object but curiosity ;

small parties were posted tit proper intervals

in all the streets leading from the Spanish

quarters to the court
;
and the remainder of

his troops, with the Tlascalan allies, were

under arms, ready to sally out on the first

alarm. Cortez addressed the monarch in a

tone very different from that which he had

employed in former conferences, reproach

ing him bitterly as the author of a violent

assault made upon the Spaniards by one of

his officers. Montezuma, confounded at this

unexpected accusation, asserted his own
innocence with great earnestness. Cortez

replied that a declaration so respectable left

no doubt remaining in his own mind
;
but

that his followers would never be convinced

that Montezuma did not harbor hostile in

tentions against them, unless he removed
from his own palace and took up his residence

in the Spanish quarters. The first mention

of so strange a proposal deprived Montezuma
of speech, and almost of motion, and he

resented it greatly. At length, after he

had been alternately coaxed and intimidated

for the space of three hours, he complied
with their request, and was carried off in

lilent pomp to the Spanish quarters. In a

short time Cortez had entirely gained the

ascendant over the unhappy monarch
;
and

he took care to improve his opportunity to

the utmost. He brought Montezuma to ac

knowledge himself a vassal of the crown of

Castile
;
to hold his crown of him as superior :

and to subject his dominions to the payment
of an annual tribute. He then, at the re

quest of Cortez, accompanied his profession

of fealty with a magnificent present to his

new sovereign ; and, after his example, his

subjects brought in very liberal contributions.

Yet, although often importuned, he obsti

nately refused to change his religion, or

abolish the superstitious rites which had been

for so long a time practiced throughout hia

dominions. In an ebullition of zeal, Cortez led

out his soldiers in order to throw down by
force the idols in the great temple ;

but it

was to no purpose. Scarcely had he escaped

from this danger when he was startled by
the news, that an armament sent by Velas

quez, the governor of Cuba, had arrived at

Vera Cruz. He afterwards learned that it

consisted of 18 ships and 900 men, under a

brave officer named Pamphilo de Karvaez,

and that their instructions were, to seize

Cortez and his principal officers, to send them

prisoners to Yelasquez, and then to complete
the discovery and conquest of the country in

his name.

After attempting in vain to induce Nar-

vaez to share with him the glory and gain of

subduing the country, Cortez resolved to

trust his fate to the issue of a war. He
therefore left 150 men under the command

of Pedro de Alvarado, to guard the capital

and the captive emperor ;
and marched with

the remainder to meet his formidable oppo
nent. Even after being reinforced by San-

doval, the governor of Yera Cruz, the force

of Cortez did not exceed two hundred and

fifty men. He hoped for success chiefly from

the rapidity of his movements and the possi

bility of surprising his enemies. At last he

attacked Narvaez in the night-time, and hav

ing entirely defeated and taken him prisoner,

obliged all his troops to own allegiance to
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himself. A short time after the defeat of

Narvaez a courier arrived from Mexico with

the disagreeable intelligence that the Mexi

cans had taken arms, and having seized and

destroyed the two brigantines which he

had built in order to secure the command of

the lake, had attacked the Spaniards in their

quarters, and had carried on hostilities with

such fury that Alvarado and his men must

either have been cut off by famine or over

powered by the multitude of their enemies.

This revolt had been excited by motives

which rendered it still more alarming. On
the departure of Cortez, the Mexicans had

held a consultation for restoring their sov

ereign to liberty, and driving out the Span
iards. The Spaniards in the city suspected
and dreaded these machinations; but Alva

rado, instead of attempting to soothe or cajole

the Mexicans, waited the return of one of

their solemn festivals, fell upon them, un

armed and unsuspicious of danger, and mas

sacred six hundred in cold blood. An action

so cruel and so treacherous, filled not only
the city, but the whole empire, with rage
and indignation. Cortez advanced with the

utmost celerity to the relief of his distressed

companions, and entered the capital without

opposition. But by this time indignation

and success had so intoxicated him that he

refused, with strong words of contempt, a

personal interview with Montezuma. His

expressions being reported amongst the Mexi

cans, they suddenly flew to arms, and made

such a violent and sudden attack, that all the

valor and skill of Cortez were scarcely suffi

cient to repel them. After exerting his utmost

efforts for a whole day, he was obliged to retire

with the loss of twelve killed and upwards
of sixty wounded. When the Mexicans ap

proached the next morning to renew the

assault, Montezuma, who was still at the

mercy of the Spaniards, advanced to the battle

ments in his royal robes, and addressed his

subjects in favor of the Spaniards. But they
testified their resentment with loud murmur-

ings, and at length broke forth with such fury

that they wounded him with two arrows,

and struck him to the ground with a stone.

The unhappy monarch now obstinately re

fused all nourishment, and in a short tine

ended his days.

Upon the death of Montezuma, Cortez

having lost all hope of bringing the Mexicans

to any terms of peace, prepared for retreat.

But his antagonists having taken possession
of a high tower in the great temple, which

overlooked the Spanish quarters, and placed
there a garrison of their principal warriors,

the Spaniards were so much exposed to their

missile weapons, that none of them could stir

without imminent danger. In an attempt
to capture this post Juan de Escobar, with a

large detachment of chosen soldiers, was
thrice repulsed, and it was only by a despe
rate hand to hand fight led by Cortez that

the tower was taken. It was then set fire

to, and towards midnight the Spaniards be

gan their march in three divisions. But

they had not proceeded far before they were

suddenly alarmed with the sound of warlike

instruments, and found themselves assaulted

on all sides by an innumerable multitude of

Mexicans. The Spaniards advanced with

precipitation. At last, overborne with the

numbers of the enemy, they began to give

way, and in a moment the confusion was

universal. More than four hundred Spanish
soldiers perished, together with many officers

of distinction. All the artillery, ammunition,

and baggage were lost
;
the greater part of

the horses, and above two thousand Tlasca-

lans were killed, and only a very small part

of their treasure was saved. The first care

of Cortez, after he had succeeded in escaping

from the city, was to find some shelter for

his small shattered army. At last he dis

covered a temple seated on an eminence, in

which he found not only the shelter he want

ed, but also some provisions. For six days

afterwards the Spaniards continued their

march through a barren, ill-cultivated, and

thinly-peopled country, where they were

often obliged to feed on berries, roots, and

the stalks of green maize
;
at the same time

they were harassed without intermission by
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large parties of Mexicans, who attacked them

on all sides. On the sixth day they reached

Otumba, not far from the road between

Mexico and Tlascala. Early next morning,

when they reached the summit of an emi

nence before them, a spacious valley opened
to their view, covered with a vast army of

Mexicans as far as the eye could reach.

Cortez advanced instantly to the charge,

and a most bloody fight ensued. Cortez

seized the imperial ensign and killed the

general ; whereupon a universal panic struck

the Mexicans
; every ensign was lowered,

and each soldier, throwing away his weapons,
fled with precipitation to the mountains.

The day after this important action, which

was fought on the 8th of July, 1520, the

Spaniards entered the Tlascalan territories,

where they were cordially received. Cortez

now set himself assiduously to prepare for a

second invasion of Mexico. He drew a small

supply of ammunition, and two or three

field-pieces, from his stores at Vera Cruz.

He despatched an officer with four ships of

Narvaez s fleet to Hispaniola and Jamaica,
to engage adventurers, and to purchase

horses, gunpowder, and other military stores
;

and gave orders to prepare, in the mountains

of Tlascala, materials for building twelve

brigantines, so that they might be carried to

the lake in pieces, ready to be put together

and launched when he stood in need of their

service. &quot;Without giving his soldiers an op

portunity of caballing, he daily led them

against the people of the neighboring pro

vinces, who had cut off some detachments of

Spaniards during his misfortunes at Mexico ;

and as he was constantly attended with suc

cess, his men soon resumed their wonted

sense of superiority. About this period an

armament fitted out by Francisco de Garay,

governor of Jamaica, who had long aimed at

dividing with Cortez the glory and the gain
of annexing the empire of Mexico to the,

crown of Castile, arrived at Vera Cruz, and

were soon persuaded to enlist with Cortez.

About the same time a ship arrived from

Spain, freighted by some private adven

turers, with military stores
;
and the cargo

was eagerly purchased by Cortez, whilst the

crew, following the example of the rest,

joined him at Tlascala. From these various

quarters the army of Cortez was reinforced

with one hundred and eighty men and

twenty horses
;
and he mustered upwards of

five hundred infantry, of whom eighty were

armed with muskets or cross-bows, forty

horsemen, and nine pieces of artillery. At
the head of these, with ten thousand Tlasca-

lans and other friendly Indians, he began his

march towards Mexico on the 28th of Decem

ber, six months after his disastrous retreat

from that city.

As soon as Cortez entered the Mexican

territories, he discovered various preparations

to obstruct his progress. But his troops

forced their way with little difficulty, and

took possession of Tezcuco, the second city

of the empire, situated upon the banks of the

lake, about twenty miles from Mexico. For

three months part of his troops were engaged
in building brigantines, and the other part in

reducing the towns situated round the lake.

Meanwhile several of the cities tributary to

Mexico were induced, through hatred to

their oppressors, to make common cause with

the invaders, and not only to acknowledge
the King of Castile as their sovereign, but

to supply the Spanish camp with provisions,

and to strengthen his army with auxiliary

troops. At length intelligence arrived that

the materials for building the brigantinen

were completely finished, and they were di

rectly brought to Tezcuco under safe convoy.
Cortez determined to attack the city from

three different quarters; from Tezcuco on

the east side of the lake, from Tecuba on the

west, and from Cuayocan towards the south.

These towns were situated on the principal

causeways which led to the capital, and

were intended for their defence. From all

the three stations he pushed on the attack

against the city with equal vigor, but in a

manner very different from that in which

sieges are conducted in regular war. Each

morning his troops assaulted the barricades
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which the enemy had erected on the cause

ways, forced their way over the trenches

which they had dug, and penetrated into the

heart of the city, in hopes of obtaining some

lecisive advantage ;
but when the obstinate

valor of the Mexicans had rendered the ef

forts of the day ineffectual, the Spaniards re

tired in the evening to their former quarters.

After this plan of attack had been followed

for a month without any success, Cortez re

solved to give it one trial more, and if unsuc

cessful, to relinquish it altogether. The as

sault was made furiously and determinedly,
and it seemed as if they were victors

; but,

on a given signal, the priests in the great

temple struck the great drum consecrated to

the god of war
;
and no sooner did the Mexi

cans hear its solemn sound than they rushed

upon the enemy with frantic rage. The

Spaniards, unable to resist the fury of the

onset by men maddened by religious zeal,

began to retire, at first leisurely and in order,

but as the enemy pressed on, and their own

impatience to escape increased, the terror

and confusion became general. Cortez him
self would have been carried away captive

by six Mexican captains, had not two of his

officers sacrificed their own lives to save

him. Above sixty Spaniards perished in the

rout
;
and what rendered the disaster more

afflicting, forty of these fell alive into the

hands of the enemy, and were doomed to

have their quivering hearts torn from their

bosoms and offered up with barbarous rites

to hideous idols. Cortez, even with 150,000
Indian allies, as he affirmed, found it neces

sary to adopt a new and more cautious

system of operations. He made his advances

slowly and cautiously, levelling the houses

and filling up the canals as he advanced, and

gradually contracting the retreat of the ene

my. At length all the three divisions pene
trated into the great square in the centre of

the city, and made a secure lodgment there.

Three-fourths of the city were now reduced

and laid in ruins
;
and the remaining quarter

was wasting fast before the attacks of famine

and pestilence. At this crisis the brave

Guatimozin resolved to proceed in person to

rouse the distant provinces of the empire to

arms. With this intent he embarked in a

canoe, and was speeding swiftly over the

lake when he was captured by a brigantine,

and delivered into the hands of Cortez. As
soon as the fate of their sovereign was

known, the resistance of the Mexicans ceased,

and Cortez took possession of that small part

of the capital which yet remained undestroy-

ed. Thus terminated, after it had continued

for seventy-five days, the siege of Mexico,
the most memorable event in the conquest
of America. The exultation of the Spani
ards was quickly damped by disappointment ;

for instead of the inexhaustible wealth which

they expected, their rapacity could col

lect only an inconsiderable booty amidst

ruins and desolation. Guatimozin, aware of

his impending fate, had ordered what re

mained of the riches amassed by h?s ances

tors to be thrown into the lake. The Spani

ards, their cupidity unsatisfied, fell into a

state of uncontrollable discontent. Some

accused Cortez and his confidants of having

secretly appropriated to their own use a

large portion of the riches which should have

been brought into the common stock. Others

blamed Guatimozin for obstinacy in refusing

to discover the place where he had hidden

his treasure. To quiet this universal mur

mur, Cortez subjected Guatimozin to torture,

in order to force from him a discovery of the

royal treasures, which it was supposed he had

concealed
;
but this horrid cruelty was use

less. The fate of the capital decided that

of the empire. The provinces one after an

other submitted to the conquerors. Small

detachments of Spaniards, marching through

them without interruption, penetrated in

different quarters to the great Southern

Ocean, which, according to the ideas of Co

lumbus, they imagined would open a short

and easy passage to the East Indies, and thua

secure to the crown of Castile ill the envied

wealth of those fertile regions ;
and the active

mind of Cortez began already to form plans

for attempting this important discc very. la
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his subsequent schemes, however, he was dis

appointed ;
but from this time until the revo

lutionary spirit broke out in the &quot;New World,
Mexico remained in the hands of the Span
iards.

CHAPTER IL

HISTORY OF MEXICO FROM THE COMMENCEMENT OF

THE REVOLUTION TO THE PRESENT TIME.

FOK nearly three centuries after the con

quest of Cortez, Mexico remained quietly

subject to the Spanish yoke; but the in

ternal tranquillity thus enjoyed ceased with

the invasion of Spain by the armies of Na
poleon. But before proceeding to narrate

the events which terminated in the sepa
ration of Mexico from Spain, it will be

necessary briefly to review the system of

colonial policy by which it was so long

governed, and to point out the causes which

ultimately led to the assertion of independ
ence. It is to the complication of abuses,

to which the old system gave rise, that we
must mainly attribute those events which

have changed the destiny of the New World.

The Spanish viceroy in Mexico was en

dowed with the prerogatives of royalty.
He was commander-in-chief of the troops,

and he regulated the military operations,
and filled up all vacancies. All sentences

of every description bore his signature, nor

was there any appeal from his decision.

The only checks which interposed between

him and despotic sovereignty were the resi-

dencia, or legal investigation of his conduct,
to which the king might subject him on his

return to Spain, a measure which was seldom

or never enforced
;
and the audiencia, or

the court of appeal in the last resort. This

body possessed considerable power and in

fluence. It had control over all other tri

bunals, ecclesiastical as well as civil, in every
case where the value of the subject in litiga

tion did not exceed ton thousand dollars.

It likewise enjoyed the privilege of corre

sponding directly with the sovereign and

with the Council of the Indies, and might
have been a very effective check on the

viceroy, but he was honorary president of

the body, and had thus every opportunity of

conciliating the members, and attaching
them to his interests and those of the Euro

peans. They were more easily swayed in

this direction, as they were always exclu

sively natives of Spain. Besides the boards

already noticed, the municipal corporations,

called sometimes Cdbildo, sometimes the

Ayuntamiento, and sometimes the City, had
a considerable influence. Their members,
called regidors, their president, the corregi-

dor, and their executive officers, the syndics,

were chosen from the people, and originally

by the people. But in a short time the situ

ations of alcalde and regidor were disposed
of to the highest bidder, the purchaser hav

ing the power of relinquishing them in favor

of relatives or friends. These functionaries,

however, uniformly proved the friends of the

Creoles
;
for they were connected with them

by numerous ties, and by a community ol

interest. The Recopilacion de las Leys de las

Indicts, or general collection of the laws ot

the Indies, was the name given to that cha

otic mass of contradictory statutes by which

the decisions of the tribunals were supposed
to be determined. These statutes were orig

inally merely decrees upon different subjects,

emanating from the king or from the Council

of the Indies. But it was not long before

many of these decrees were annulled by
others subsequently issued, so that it was

scarcely possible to know which statutes

were in force, and which had fallen into

disuse or been suspended. It thus happened
that the native American, was generally the

sufferer in cases in which his opponent was

a European ;
for the difficulty of obtaining

redress in any dispute was augmented by the

circumstance of the latter enjoying a double

or triple privilege, as a merchant, a govern
ment officer, a dignitary of the church, or at

least as holding some rank in the militia. To

complete the outline of that mighty fabric by
which the authority of Spain in the New
World was so long supported, it is necessary

briefly to advert to ecclesiastical establish
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mcnts. These were altogether independent of

the see of Rome, and the pope could not fulmi

nate bulls or hold any sort of intercourse with

Spanish America, unless through the medium
of the court of Madrid and the Council of

the Indies. As might have been expected
tinder these circumstances, a traffic in bulls

became an important branch of the royal
revenue. The king bought of the pope in

dulgences and dispensations of all kinds, and

retailed them to his American subjects at an

enormous profit. The business was man

aged with as much strictness and regularity

as an ordinary commercial transaction, the

monopoly of tobacco, for example ;
and so

jealous was the king of his right, that the

most severe penalties were not only enacted,

but enforced against ecclesiastics who dared

to infringe the regulations.

Such is the general view of the colonial

system of Spain ;
and when we consider

that all the great offices of state, not except

ing the viceregal dignity itself, were open
alike to Americans and Europeans, every

subject of the crown being eligible, its de

fects, in theory at least, are scarcely so glar

ing as they are sometimes represented. The

evils, many and grievous, consisted in the

practice and in the maintenance of a system
of laws by which the colonies were sacrificed

to the need or greed of Spain. Every situ

ation, from the highest to the lowest, was

bestowed upon Europeans. Indeed, the col

onial offices were disposed of in Madrid to

the highest bidder; and at one time the

proceeds, like the traffic in bulls, formed a

not inconsiderable .item of the royal revenue.

Of the fifty viceroys who governed Mexico

from 1535 to 1808, only one was an Ameri

can, and even he was born in Peru. But as

exclusive enjoyment of these privileges could

only be preserved to the Spaniards by the

ignorance of the natives, almost every spe

cies of learning was not only discouraged,

but prohibited, and pains and penalties were

annexed to the infringement of the laws

relating to it. The Latin grammar, the

philosophy of the schools, and civil and

ecclesiastical jurisprudence, were the only

subjects which the Inquisition allowed to be

taught. ISTo book could circulate among the

people until it had been thoroughly tested

and sanctioned by the monks. But whilst

ignorance was ranked amongst the virtues,

some branches of industry were degraded into

crimes. The Americans were prohibited,

under severe penalties, from raising flax,

hemp, or saffron, and growing tobacco was

a government monopoly. The cultivation

of the olive, the mulberry, and the vine, was

also frustrated by the same blind policy ;

and even the growth of the more precious

articles of what we term colonial produce,
such as cacao, coffee, and indigo, was only
tolerated under certain limitations, and in

such quantities as the Spanish government

might require annually to import. The

colonists were also forbidden to manufacture

anything which could be supplied by the

mother country. Notwithstanding all the

efforts of Spain, the exclusion of foreign

vessels from her colonies gave rise to one of

the most extraordinary systems of organized

smuggling which the world ever witnessed.

This was known under the name of the con

traband or forced trade, and was carried on

in armed vessels which often bade defiance

to the coast blockades of Spain, and, fighting

their way to American ports, landed great

quantities of European goods.

Such was the colonial system of Spain,

which on all hands is admitted to have been

worse even than that of the Portuguese or ef

the Dutch
;
and such were the evils to which

it gave rise. When, therefore, in connection

with these evils we further consider that

the civil, fiscal, and criminal administration

was tyrannical, unjust, or partial ;
that exac

tions in the shape of taxes, duties, and tithes,

were levied with unexampled severity ;
that

amongst the taxes was one which has justly

been called &quot;the horrible alcavala&quot; and

pressed heavily on all classes, being levied in

infinitum on every transfer of goods ;
that

nothing escaped tithes, and that every individ-

lal was compelled to purchase annually a cer
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tain number of papal bulls, under a penalty

of forfeiting various important advantages ;

that every stage of legal procedure was in

the most corrupt and deplorable state, and

that thrj administration of justice had scarce

ly any existence whatever; that imprison
ment was the grand recipe for every malady ;

that in the most horrible dungeons ill diet,

filth, infectious diseases, and corporal pun

ishment, including occasional torture, all

combined to unhumanize the fettered victim
;

and, finally, that the Inquisition bound in

chains of darkness the minds of all classes of

the community from the viceroy downwards
;

he would be a bold theorist who should

venture to affirm that Spain did not deserve

that fate which eventually befel her posses

sions in the New World.

How long an indisposition upon the part

of the Creoles to assert their rights might
have continued, had not the events of the

year 1808 occurred, it is impossible to say ;

but it is generally admitted that the insur

rection of Aranjuez, which led to the dis

missal of Godoy, Prince of the Peace, and to

the abdication of Charles VI., gave the first

shock to the royal authority in America.

Authentic intelligence of the resignation of

the Spanish monarch arrived in Mexico on

the 15th of July, 1808. The municipality
*nd the popular party demanded the imme
diate creation of a junta in imitation of the

course pursued in Spain, composed of repre
sentatives of the different corporations of the

kingdom. The Audiencia were adverse to

such a course
;
and finding that the viceroy,

Don Jose Iturrigaray, was inclined to favor

their opponents, they contrived to arrest him
and throw him into prison. Not a few in

fluential members of the Cabildo, who had
voted for a Mexican junta, were either ban

ished or otherwise disposed of. The vice

regal authority was for the time confined to

the Archbishop Lizana. In 1809, however,
the archbishop was replaced by the Audien

cia, to wlom the central junta transferred

the reins of the government. The violent

and contemptuous conduct of this body only

served to bring matters more speedily to a

crisis. A general feeling of hostility towards

the Spaniards spread throughout the coun

try, and on the morning of the 16th of Sep
tember, 1810, the standard of revolt and

independence was publicly unfurled by Don

Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, curate of the

village of Dolores, in the province of Guana

juato. Seven Europeans, resident in Do
lores, became the first victims of the revolu

tionary movement. They were thrown into

prison, and their property seized and dis

tributed among Hidalgo s followers. The
news of this first exploit spread throughout
the country with the rapidity of lightning,

and was everywhere hailed, as a propitious
omen. His force increased so suddenly, that

on the 18th, he found himself in possession

of two towns, each containing 16,000 inhabi

tants, in both of which places the confiscated

property of the Europeans enabled him to

reward his partisans as well as to add to their

numbers. His next object was Guana

juato, the capital of the province, and also

the emporium of the Spanish treasures in

that part of the country. The town was

given up to pillage ;
the Europeans were

butchered without mercy ;
their property

eagerly seized
;
and before the next morning

there was not left standing a single house

which had belonged to a Spaniard. An
enormous quantity of money, estimated at

five millions of dollars, was found in the

alhondiga or granary, to which the inhabi

tants had transported their most valuable

effects. During his stay at Guanajuato,

Hidalgo established a sort of government, a

mint with all the appurtenances for coining

money, and a foundry for casting cannon.

The intelligence of the fall of Guanajuato,
whilst it gave celebrity to the name of Hi

dalgo, created great consternation among the

Spaniards of the capital. The new viceroy,

however, Don Francisco Xavier Venegas, by
his judgment and firmness, preserved public

tranquillity in the capital. Don Felix Maria

Caileja, who headed a brigade of troops sta

tioned at San Luis Potosi, was entrusted with
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a command, ani ordered to pursue Hidalgo,
who was excoomunicated afresh. After

remaining at Guanajuato until the 10th of

October, Hidalgo, at the head of his army,
advanced upon Yalladolid, which was quietly

taken possession of on the 17th of the same

month. His army was now about sixty

thousand strong, a force which he considered

sufficient to conquer the capital, and thus,

by one decisive blow to terminate the revo

lutionary struggle. He accordingly left

Valladolid on the 19th
;
and at Las Graces

encountered a corps of observation under the

command of Colonel Truxillo, assisted by
Don Augustin Iturbide, then a lieutenant in

the service of Spain. After a sanguinary

contest, the royalists were defeated, and com

pelled to fall back upon the capital. Hi

dalgo, however, after appearing before the

city, to the astonishment of every one, with

drew his troops without striking a blow,

and retreated towards Guanajuato. On
the 7th of November he came in contact

with the outposts of the royal army at Ac-

ulco. A sanguinary action ensued, in which,

from the superiority of their discipline

and arms, the royal forces gained a com

plete victory. Hidalgo retreated to Vallado

lid, and then proceeded to Guadalaxara,
where he was received with great enthu

siasm. Thence he advanced to the bridge

of Calderon, which is 16 miles from Gua

dalaxara, and having fortified himself in

a strong position, he awaited the approach of

the royalists. On the 16th of January, 1811,

the two armies were once more in sight ofeach

other, and on the following day a general ac

tion took place. After various attacks, which

the Mexicans repulsed with spirit, Calleja at

last succeeded in carrying all their batteries
;

and Hidalgo was forced to withdraw them

from the field. He withdrew to Saltillo,

followed by about 4000 men. But on the

21st of March, 1811, he was captured while

setting out to the United States, and he

was shot on the 27th of July.

After the death of Hidalgo, a guerrilla war

was carried on in various parts of the cou^-

try ;
but as the leaders acted without con-

cert, and no general engagement took place,

it is unnecessary to follow it in its irregular
course. At this period in the history of tho

revolution, disaffection towards the Spaniards
had become very general. Armed bands of

insurgents overran the open country, and

hardly a day passed without being signalized

by a skirmish. Meanwhile Rayon was busily

employed in furthering the scheme of a nation

al junta, and on the 10th of September, 1811.

he accomplished his purpose. A junta, or

central government, was installed, consisting
of five members, who were elected by the

ayuntamiento, in conjunction with the prin

cipal inhabitants of the town and district.

The intelligence of the formation of the jun
ta of Zitacuaro excited enthusiastic hopes

throughout Mexico
;
and from the first mo

ment of its establishment, the Spaniards con

sidered it as their most formidable enemy.

Accordingly, towards the end of the year,

Calleja marched with all his forces against

Zitacuaro, and arrived before it on the 1st of

January, 1812. On the following day he

captured the town, and drove the junta to

Sultepec, where it established a new seat of

government ;
but Calleja inflicted signal and

terrible vengeance on that place for affording
shelter to the fugitives. In October, 1810,

Morelos had been appointed captain-general

of the provinces of the south-western coast,

and had entered upon his duties at the head

of about 1000 men. Advancing with this

force upon Acapulco, he surprised and routed

a well-appointed body of troops under Don
Francisco Paris, the commandant of the dis

trict. Numbers from every quarter flocked

to his standard, and amongst others, three

persons of the name of Bravo, one of whom,
Don Nicolas, afterwards became so famous.

The whole of the year 1811 was spent in a

series of skillful manoeuvres and petty en

gagements, in which the insurgents were gen

erally successful. Meanwhile intelligence

reached Morelos ofthe arrival of the victorious

royalists under Calleja ; but, nothing daunted

by the circumstance, he determined to await
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the attack at Cuautla An ilpas, which is dis

tant about 65 miles from the city of Mex
ico, On the 19th of February, Calleja made

a general attack upon that town, but after a

conflict which lasted eight hours, he was com

pelled to retreat, leaving five hundred dead

behind him. He erected batteries, and be

gan to cannonade and bombard the town.

Disease and severe famine soon began to di

minish the numbers of the besieged, so that

the commander-in-chief formed the resolu

tion of retreating ;
and this he succeeded in

Accomplishing on the night of the 2d of May.

Calleja entered Cuautla, and practiced there

unheard of barbarities. Morelos, leaving Izu-

car, proceeded to Tehuacan, into which he

made a triumphal entry on the 16th of Sep

tember, 1812, having defeated three divisions

of the Spanish army on his way ;
he also cap

tured Acapulco in August of the following

year. During the absence of Morelos every

thing had been prepared for the meeting of

the National Congress, which took place ac

cordingly on the 13th of September, 1813, in

the town of Chilpanzingo. This assembly
consisted of the original members of the junta
of Zitacuaro, the deputies elected by the prov
ince of Oaxaca, and others again selected by
them as representatives for the provinces in

the possession of the royal troops. Exactly
a month after the opening of the session, an

act was published, declaring the absolute in

dependence of Mexico.

Besides the achievements already recorded,
the years 1812 and 1813 had been distin

guished by several other victories gained by
the insurgent generals, Don Nicolas Bravo
and Matamoros. But the time had now ar

rived for Morelos attempting a more decisive

blow than any which had yet been struck.

With seven thousand men and a large train

of artillery, he left Chilpanzingo on the 8th

of November, and after sustaining incredible

fatigue and privations, arrived before Valla-

dolid on the 23d of December. This place
was defended by a formidable force under
Llano and Iturbide. Confident of success,

Morelos ordered his troops immediately to ad

vance to the attack, but they were driven

back with loss, and the next morning routed

entirely. He was also defeated, January 6th,

1814, and Matamoros, who was taken pris

oner, was shot. Reverse after reverse follow

ed
;
Morelos met with a number of defeats

;

and finally, he was taken prisoner, and shot

by the Spaniards, December 22d, 1815. The
loss of Morelos was irreparable, for he was the

only patriot chief who could maintain unity
of plan, concentration of purpose, and combi

nation of movement. For several years,

therefore, the history of the revolution con

sists only of disjointed details of a wide-spread

guerrilla war, in which success on either side

led to no important results.

The Congress, which had escaped under the

protection of Don Nicolas Bravo to Tehuacan,
was dissolved by General Teran in December,
1815. This step has been generally blamed

as at least precipitate. There can be no

doubt that it was attended by disastrous cir

cumstances
;
for from that moment confusion

became worse confounded
; Victoria, Guer

rero, Bravo, Rayon, and Teran, confining

themselves each to his own separate circle,

where they were crushed in succession by the

superiority of the common enemy. Teran at

tempted to establish a government himself,

but none would acknowledge it. Ravon, after
\j v

he had commanded with great success in the

mountainous parts of Yalladolid, was taken

prisoner, and confined in the capital until

1821. The fate of Don Nicolas Bravo ~\vas

exactly similar to that of Rayon. Guerrero

occupied the western coast, and here he main

tained himself in the fastness of the Sierra

Madre until 1821, when he joined Iturbide.

Guadalupe Victoria was driven from hia

strongholds in his province of Vera Cruz, was

deserted by all his followers, and was forced

to skulk in the forest like a wild beast.

When every one had thought him dead, he

appeared in 1821, covered with hair and

emaciated almost to a skeleton.

Some facts relative to the state of the coun

try require to be mentioned. The cause of

independence had been gradually gaining
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ground amongst the people, particularly since

1812, when the constitution, which was sanc

tioned by the Cortes of Cadiz, was extended

to the transatlantic dominions of the crown.

By the new constitution several important

privileges had been conceded to the natives
;

amongst the rest, the right of electing the

members of the Cabildo and the deputies to

the Cortes. In law, also, matters underwent

so complete a reform, that a Creole might
now hope for a favorable decision, provided
his cause was a good one. Thus by the

new constitution the reverses sustained by the

Creole leaders in the field were more than

counterbalanced. Under the mild sway of

Admiral Apodaca, who succeeded Calleja in

the viceregal authority, all was done that

could be done to secure the allegiance of the

natives. The arrival of fresh troops from

the Peninsula enabled him to extend his

military ramifications throughout the whole

country, and enforce obedience even at the

most distant points.

After her last patriotic chiefs had quitted

the open field and sought refuge in the mazes

of the forests, a deep gloom hung over the

affairs of Mexico, which remained for a long
time unbroken save by the sudden inroad of

Mina.* This remarkable individual landed

in Mexico on the 15th of April, 181 Y. With
about 200 men he left Soto la Marina, the

place of his landing ;
and pushing forward to

the confines of the table-land, defeated a body
of 400 royalist cavalry. About the middle

of June, 1817, he reached the Hacienda de

Peotillos
;
and on a little eminence which

commanded the plain he cut to pieces a roy

al army 2000 strong with a force of only 1 72

men. On the 24th of June he reached Som

brero, having in thirty days traversed a tract

of country 660 miles in extent, and been

three times engaged with an enemy greatly

superior in numbers. In conjunction with

* Don Xavier Mina, a famous Spanish guerrilla chief,

still more celebrated in Spain for his patriotic efforts

to create a rising in favor of the Cortes of Pampeluna,

subsequently to the dissolution of that assembly by the

king.

the advanced guard c/ the insurgents and

some recruits, he advanced upon San Juan
de los Llanos, and on the 29th of June totally

defeated the royalists under General Castaiion

On the 24th of October, at nightfall, he took

Guanajuato by storm, and penetrated into the

very centre of the town. At this critical mo
ment his troops refused to advance a step far

ther
;
and time being thus allowed the garri

son to arm themselves, they attacked the in

surgents, who, by the general s orders, dis

persed with the utmost precipitation. Mina
himself was taken prisoner three days after

wards, and sent to the head-quarters of Gen
eral Linan, and there he was executed on the

1 1th of November, in his twenty-eighth year.

Not, long after his death the insurgent chiefs

were driven off the field, and gradually dis

appeared ;
so that in July, 1819, not one re

mained of those who had taken any lead in

the revolution.

The cause of Mexican independence seemed

now to have sunk to such a low ebb, that the

viceroy wrote in great confidence to the court

of Madrid, representing the country as so

tranquil and submissive to the royal author

ity, that he would answer for its safety with

out the assistance of a single soldier from

Europe. But the appearances on which he

relied proved altogether fallacious. The dis

banded insurgents, mingling freely in the

ranks of the Creoles, made proselytes to the

principles of the revolution even in the royal

camp itself. In private the bulk of the peo

ple were as warmly attached to them as ever.

About the middle of 1820 accounts arrived

in Mexico of the revolution in Spain ;
and it

soon became public that orders had been sent

to Apodaca to proclaim the constitution which

Ferdiniind VII. had been compelled to adopt.

The era of 1812 was revived, and the public

mind thrown into a ferment, which the vice

roy, from his restricted powers, found it im

possible to allay. He took the oath to the Con

stitution, but not sincerely, and offered tho

command of the army to Don Augiistin Itur-

bide, a nati^ e Mexican, to whom allusion has

already been made. The proposal was ao
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cepted and Iturbide left the capital in Feb

ruary, 1821, with half a million of dollars,

destined for embarkation at Acapulco, bat

with intentions very different from those by
which the viceroy supposed him to be actua

ted. Having arrived at a town called Ignala,

situated about 120 miles from the capital,

Iturbide took possession of the money ;
and on

the 24-th of February, commenced the second

Mexican revolution by proposing a new gov

ernment, which is well known under the ti

tle of &quot; the plan of
Iguala.&quot;

His force of

800 men unanimously took the oath of fidel

ity to the &quot;

plan,&quot;
whilst a copy was trans

mitted to the viceroy and to all the governors
of provinces. This celebrated document con

sisted of twenty-four articles, the principal

points embodied in which, were, a declara-

of Mexican independence ;
the recognition

of the Catholic religion as the national creed
;

the establishment of a constitutional mon

archy ;
the formation of a junta of govern

ment
;
an offer of the crown to Ferdinand

VII., and in the event of his refusal, to the

Infantes Don Carlos and Don Francisco de

Paula, provided any of them would consent

to occupy the throne in person ;
an abolition

of castes and of the despotism of military

commandants
;
the formation of an army for

the support of religion, independence, and

union, and for guaranteeing these principles,

whence it was to be called the arm of the

three guarantees ;
a general amnesty to all

who should give in their adhesion to the
&quot;

plan ;&quot;

and other provisions of less impor
tance.

&quot;When the viceroy learned the defection of

Iturbide, he concentrated a force upon the

capital for the purpose of defending it
;
but

Iturbide having effected a junction with

Guerrero, his success became certain. On
his route to the Baxio, great numbers of men
and officers joined his standard. Before the

month of July, the whole country had recog
nized his authority, with the exception of the

capital. On his march to invest the city

of Mexico, intelligence reached Iturbide that

the new constitutional viceroy and political

iv. 25

chief, O Donoju, had arrived at Yera Cruz.

He immediately requested an interview with

this functionary, and allowed him to advance

as far as Cordova, where a meeting took

place. O Donoju agreed to the plan of Igu

ala, and in the name of his master he recog
nized the independence of Mexico. Such
was the treaty of Cordova, which was signed

by Iturbide,
&quot; as the depository of the will of

the Mexican
people,&quot;

and by O Donoju, as

the representative of Spain, on the 24th of

August, 1821. By virtue of this treaty Itur

bide obtained possession of the capital, which

he entered in triumph on the 27th of Sep
tember. A provisional junta of thirty-six

persons then elected a regency -of five, with

Iturbide at their head. He was at the same

time created generalissimo and lord high ad

miral, and had assigned to him a yearly sal

ary of $120,000. The career of Iturbide had

hitherto been triumphant ;
but scarcely had

the first Mexican Cortes met on the 24th of

February, 1822, when its members split into

three distinct parties : first, the Bourbon ists,

or those who wished to establish a constitu

tional monarchy with a prince of the House
of Bourbon at its head

; secondly, the Itur-

bidists, who aimed at elevating Iturbide him

self to the throne
; and, thirdly, the republi

cans, who desired a central or federal repub
lic. The Bourbonists soon ceased to exist,

the Cortes of Madrid having declared the

treaty of Cordova &quot;

to be illegal, null, and

void, in as far as the Spanish government and

its subjects were concerned.&quot; A portracted

contest ensued between the two remaining

factions, and resulted in the defeat of the

Iturbidists. Nevertheless, the republican

party were forced to yield to the wishes of the

mob and the army, and to declare Iturbide

emperor on the 19th of May, 1822. The new
monarch assumed the title of Augustin I.

Iturbide began his reign by demanding
the right of appointing and removing at

pleasure the judges of the supreme court
;
he

claimed a veto upon all laws, not excepting
the articles of the constitution then under

discussion
;
and he recommended the estab-
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ment of a military tribunal in the capital,

with powers very little inferior to those exer

cised by the Spanish commandants during
the revolution. This attack upon their liber

ties the Congress indignantly repulsed. Such

decisive conduct led at once to an open rup
ture

;
but Iturbide broke up the Congress by

force, and appointed his own tools. Matters

were brought to a crisis by the defection of

Santa Anna, governor of Yera Cruz, towards

the close of 1822. The far-famed Victoria,

quitting his hiding-place in the mountains,
was invested by the rebels with the chief

command, and rallied the natives in great
numbers round his standard. Echavari, who
had been dispatched by the emperor to in

vest Vera Cruz, made common cause with

the garrison of that city, and induced his

whole army to follow his example. On the

1st of February, 1823, the act of Casa-Mata

was signed, by which the armies pledged
themselves to effect the re-establishment of

the national representative assembly. Bravo,

Guerrero, and Xegrete now joined the re

publican army, and the defection became so

general that Iturbide very willingly left the

country. The old Congress was immediately
convoked

;
a provisional government was

established
;
and an executive, composed of

Victoria, Bravo, and Negrete, was appointed.

They conducted the aifairs of the country un

til a new Congress was assembled in August,

1823; and in October, 1824, the federal con

stitution was definitively settled by the latter.

Meanwhile Iturbide, the ex-emperor, had pro
ceeded to Leghorn, had subsequently visited

London, and on the llth of May, 1824, had

embarked with his family for Mexico. Dis

regarding the sentence of the Congress which

had outlawed him, he landed about the mid

dle of July, at Soto la Marina, where he in

troduced himself in disguise and under a

feigned name. But he was apprehended by
General Garza, and shot a few days after

wards.

The form of government adopted by the

representatives of Mexico was that of a fed

eral republic, upon the plan of that of the

United States, with a few unimportant de

viations. The confederation, consisting of

nineteen States and four Territories, was ce

mented into one body politic by certain gen
eral laws and obligations, contained in the

federal constitution of the 4th of October,
1824. Each State and Territory, however, re

tained the uncontrolled management of ita

own internal affairs. Victoria was elected

president and Bravo vice-president. But the

hopes which had been formed regarding the

peace and prosperity of Mexico proved alto

gether fallacious. Repeated revolutions con

tinued to disturb and agitate the country.
From the moment at which the war of inde

pendence commenced the nation became di

vided into two parties, natives and Guach-

upines, or European Spaniards. The former

consisted of those who wished to establish

the independence of Mexico
;
the latter were

warmly attached to the dominion of Spain.
To these two parties succeeded the Imperial
ists and Republicans; and, lastly, came the

Centralists and Federalists, which went un

der the sobriquets of Escosses and Yorkinos,

appellations derived from two Masonic socie

ties, and synonymous with aristocrats and

democrats.

The time was now approaching when it

became necessary to find a successor to Vic

toria as president of the republic ;
and Go

mez Pedraza, a very efficient member of the

Mexican cabinet, was brought forward as a

candidate by the Escosses party. After an

arduous contest, he was elected president by
a majority of two votes over Guerrero, the

representative of the Yorkinos. But the

disappointed party was loud in its denuncia

tion of the successful candidate. His friends

were accused of bribery and corruption, and

even charged with procuring the interference

of the military in some of the States. It waa

at this time that Santa Anna set out for Ja-

lapa at the head of about 800 men, and took

possession of Perote. There he published

a manifesto charging Pedraza with having
succeeded in his election by fraudulent means.

He further proposed that the people and ar-
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my should annul the election of Pedraza
;

that the Spanish residents should be banished

as the primary cause of the grievances from

which the Mexicans suffered, and that Guer

rero should be declared president. From a feel

ing of hostility towards the natives of Spain,

which prevailed pretty generally throughout

Mexico, matters were very speedily brought
to a crisis. On the night of the 30th Novem

ber, 1828, a battalion of militia, headed by
the ex-Marquis of Cadena, and assisted by a

regiment under Colonel Garcia, took posses

sion of the artillery barracks at the Acordada,

surprised the guard, and seized the guns and

ammunition. By the 2d of December the

insurrection had made alarming progress,

and a sanguinary contest ensued, which end

ed on the 4th in the overthrow of the gov
ernment troops. The city was then given

up to be pillaged. Vengeance was chiefly

directed against the Spaniards ;
but all who

were supposed to possess wealth fell victims

to the rapacity of an unbridled mob. These

disgraceful scenes continued for two days, and

property to a very great amount was de

stroyed or changed owners. Pedraza for

mally resigned his office, and was allowed to

quit the territories of the republic. At a

new Congress, assembled on the 1st of Jan

uary, 1829, Guerrero was declared duly

elected, and General Anastasio Bustamante,
a distinguished Yorkino leader, was associa

ted with him as vice-president. Santa Anna
was invested with the supreme military com
mand of the republic. The first event which

disturbed the country after the elevation of

Guerrero, was the arrival of an invading force

from Cuba, under Barradas, in the summer
of 1829. Santa Anna, however, routed the

invaders, and took Barradas himself prisoner.

But Guerrero was now destined to taste the

cup which he had mixed for his predecessor.

Early in December, 1829, Bustamante, the

vice-president, flew to arms, and having plac
ed himself at the head of the army of Mexico,
which was stationed in the State of Vera

Cruz, he advanced upon the capital, every
where denouncing the abuses and usurpations

of Guerrero. Guerrero appealed to the Con

gress for support ;
but it was all in vain

;
he

was ultimately compelled to abdicate. The

army then elected Bustamante as his succes

sor
;
whilst Santa Anna, following the exam

ple of Guerrero, retired to his estates, and

tranquillity was soon restored.

At this period it required no great gift of

prophecy to predict that even the shadow of

the constitution of 1824 would not long sur

vive. Mexico was now beyond all doubt sub

jected to a military despotism ;
and a pre

text or cause for prostrating Bustamante in

his turn could not long be wanting. It was

enough that the daring, crafty, and cruel Santa

Anna was living in retirement and hatching
new schemes of revolt. From that period Mex
ico has presented a kaleidoscopic exhibition of

factions and parties. It would require vol

umes to detail the series of manoeuvres, of

gritos, and insurrections, which seated Santa

Anna ultimately in power, and made him the

representative of that amalgam of ?J1 parties

w7hich has been designated by a cani uerin in

which the most incongruous ideas are ium-

bled together. In July, 1832, the Ayuiita-

miento and people of San Felipe de Austin

unanimously gave in their adherence to the

plan of Yera Cruz, and to the principles of

the republican party, headed by Santa Anna.

This example was followed by other States
;

and Santa Anna assumed the reins of gov
ernment. In April following, he expelled

the Congress ;
and in 1835, Gomez Farias,

who had been elected vice-president, was

driven into exile. Santa Anna was also suc

cessful in his new
&quot;plan;&quot;

and centralism-

with a defacto dictatorship, succeeded to the

federal republic. The states were converted

into departments, and the legislatures cut

down to a council of five. This new order

of things was acknowledged by the whole

country, with the exception of Texas, which

was warmly attached to federalism. It will

appear, however
,
from the sequel, that the

disaffection of this lately settled Territoiy led

to important results.

At a meeting of the people of Texas, in
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1833, a constitution had been drawn up in

which, amongst other important matters,

tiiey pointed out the necessity of a separation
from Coahuila. They determined also, as

Boon as possible to carry out their wishes. It

is necessary here to premise, that the unap

propriated lands, although State property,
could not be granted to any one without the

sanction of the general government. At this

time, a great rage for land speculation exist

ed, not only in Mexico, but in the United

States, and an extensive system of fraud was

the consequence. In 1834, a company of

speculators, many of whom belonged to, or

had come from the latter country, induced

the legislature of Coahuila and Texas to grant
them 400 square leagues of public land for

the sum of $20,000. The transaction was

disavowed and the grant annulled by the

Mexican government. About the same time,

an attempt to establish customs was forcibly

resisted by the colonists. This, together with

a demand for the persons of those wTho had

been concerned in the grant of the 400

leagues of land, were the immediate precur

sors of hostilities. Proclamations and ad-

dressos were issued, calling the inhabitants

of the State to arms against the encroach

ments of that military power which threat

ened their very existence, not only as a State,

but as a people. Santa Anna was stigma

tized as a dictator, and death was denounced

against all his supporters who should enter

Texas. Taxes were refused, the custom

house officers were expelled, and the laws of

Mexico were set &quot;at defiance. In these cir

cumstances, Santa Anna, who had succeeded

in gaining all the other States of the repub

lic, found it necessary to turn his attention

to Texas.

In September, 1835, General Cos, the con

fidential friend and brother-in-law of the cen

tral chief, landed at Compano at the head of

400 men, destined to reinforce the garrison

of San Antonio de Bejar. But, he was foil

ed in his attempt to defend that city against

the Texians, and was forced to retire from

the province in October. Early in March,

1836, a convention of delegates from the va

rious settlements of Texas having assembledQ
at &quot;Washington, issued a formal declaration

of independence, setting forth the grievances
which impelled the people to take that step.

This declaration was signed by forty-four

delegates, of whom only three or four were

Mexicans by birth. &quot;When this decisive step

was taken, the people of Texas undoubtedly

supposed that the internal divisions of the

country would afford sufficient employment
for the arms of Santa Anna, forgetting that

there existed in Mexico an inveterate preju
dice against the United States colonists,

which might induce them to overlook for a

time all minor differences, and unite as

against a common enemy. Early in Febru

ary, 1836, Santa Anna established his head

quarters on the deuces, to the eastward of

Rio del Norte. By his plan of operations,

he proposed to advance in two columns
;
one

directed against San Antonio, and the other

against La Bahia, which place was lower

down the coast, intending by this means to

intercept all communication between the

Americans and the Gulf. His troops in the

first of these enterprises were repulsed ;
in

the second they were successful, but disgraced

their triumph by massacring 500 captives in

cold blood. This military execution caused

much excitement, and exasperated the Tex

ians in the highest degree. They suddenly
ceased to retreat, and General Houston, hav

ing rapidly countermarched a distance of

about sixty miles, came up with Santa Anna.

On the 21st of April, near the banks of the

San Jacinto, a fierce and sanguinary conflict

took place, in which the Mexicans were de

feated with great slaughter, and above TOO

taken prisoners, amongst whom was the com-

mander-in-chief himself. This unexpected

event totally changed the aspect of affairs,

and numerous adventurers soon appeared
from the United States. On the 15th of

May, a convention was held at Yelasco, in

Texas, where it was stipulated that hostilities

should cease, that the Mexican army should

quit Texas, and that Santa Anna should b&amp;lt;?
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Bent to Vera Cruz, upon condition of his

agreeing neither to take up arms against the

Texians, nor to exercise any influence to

cause them to be taken up during the strug

gle for independence.
The inhabitants of Texas now set them

selves to assert their distinct nationality by

electing their own officers, equipping their

own army and navy, and guarding their own
frontiers. At the same time, their independ
ence was publicly recognized by Great Brit

ain, France, and the United States. For

several years, Mexico was too much engross
ed with internal disturbances and with the

political contests of her magnates to attempt

to reconquer her lost province. At length,

in 1844, the commencement of negotiations

for engrafting Texas on the American Union

roused her from her lethargy. She protested

loudly against the unjust attempt of the

United States to rob her of part of her do

minions. The president, Jlerrera, attempt

ed, at the request of the American govern

ment; to settle the difficulty by negotiation,

but, so violent was the popular indignation

against such lenient measures that, on the 30th

of December, 1345, he was forced to resign

the presidential chair to General Paredes, the

darling of the Mexican mob. The new pres

ident began his sway by raising money and

levying troops for the invasion of Texas. To

General Ampudia was intrusted the protec

tion of the northern frontiers. Accordingly,

on the 11th of April, 1846, lie settled down
with a large force at Matamoros on the Rio

Grande, and confronted an American army
stationed under General Taylor on the oppo
site bank of the river. In a short time, skir

mishes between these two bodies of troops be

gan the war, and were the signal to the United

States for dispatching a large force against

Mexico. An &quot;

Army of the West&quot; and an
&amp;gt;; Army of the Centre &quot; were organized un

der the respective commands of Generals

Kearney and Wool. But, we need not here

go into details. The narrative of the war with

Mexico will be found in the history of the Uni

ted States, on previous pages of this volume.

Soon after the conclusion of the war, San

ta Anna, seeing that his power was on the

wane, sought an asylum in Jamaica. Iler-

rera was elected president of the republic ;

but, both under him and under his successor,

Arista, the country continued in a state of

the wildest anarchy. At length, in 1852, it

had become a prevalent opinion among the

Mexicans that a strong central government
alone could save them from ruin. Santa An
na was allowed to be the fit instrument for

effecting the desired change. Accordingly,
in the same year, that dexterous politician

and able general was recalled from exile by
common consent. In December, 1853, he

was elected perpetual president with the au

thority of dictator, and the title of Most Se

rene Highness. But, the extraordinary pow
ers with which he was invested failed to har

monize those discordant feelings, which

sprung from difference of political opinion

on the one hand, and difference of race on

the other. On the 22d of January, 1854,

a revolution under General Juan Alvarez

broke out at Acapulco, absorbed within its

ranks malcontents of every description, and

spread with resistless rapidity through sev

eral States in the direction of the capital.

Force and policy were alike unable to check

it, and at length, on the 9th of August, 1855,

Santa Anna abdicated and retired to Hava

na. In September, Alvarez was raised to

the provisional presidency, but resigned in

December, in favor of Ignacio Comonfort,

who received the title of president-substitute.

Scarcely had the new potentate formed hia

ministry when lie was assailed by conspiracy.

Early in 1850, an insurrection headed by Ha-

ro y Tamariz enlisted in its cause a formi

dable number of the clergy, magistrates and

destitute workmen. It was suppressed, how

ever, by Comonfort, on the 22d of March.

Comonfort having been elected president

in July, 1857, was inaugurated December

1st ;
within a month he was driven ouf,

by rebellion, Zuloaga taking the supremo

power, and recognized by the diplomatic

corps, as defacto the ruler. Juarez organized
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a constitutional government in opposition at

Yera Cruz. Miramon, of the Church party,

succeeded to Zuloaga s position, and became

&quot;president-substitute.&quot; Outrages and ex

cesses of every kind prevailed ;
there was no

real government in fact
;
there was no safety

anywhere to person or property ;
and murders

and assassinations were of continual occur

rence. Not only citizens of the United States,

but those also of England, France and Spain
had abundant claims against Mexico, on the

score of robbery, plundering, etc., and it be

came evident that some measures must be

adopted to compel redress.

During 1859 and 1860, the constitutional

party, with Juarez at the head, had gained

strength and influence
;
Miramon left the

country and went to Spain ;
and Juarez, for

the time, was apparently ruler of Mexico.

But the Church party gave him immense

trouble and difficulty, as their interests lay

in holding oil to the property and power they
had so long enjoyed, and were ready to fight

to the death to retain. A project of inter

ference now began to take definite shape,

notwithstanding the well-known &quot;Monroe

doctrine
&quot;

of our country. As we, however,

just then, had the rebellion, in its threaten

ing inception, on hand, the three nations,

England, France and Spain, thought it a fa

vorable opportunity to seek redress from

Mexico, at the same time avoiding coming
into collision with the Great Republic. The

plan was, to send a combined fleet for the

purpose of seizing upon Yera Cruz, Tampi-

co, and other ports ;
then to gather the cus

tom dues on all commerce
;
and thus get the

funds to pay off the debts due to the contract

ing powers. The French military part of the

expedition was then 7,000 men ;
the Spanish,

about 11,000 ;
the English only about 800. At

the close of 1861, the Spanish troops took

possession of Yera Cruz, and the other parts

of the expedition arrived and took their place

in the Gulf. In the country generally, the

feeling against the Spaniards was bitterly

hostile, and there was a resolute determination

not to submit to their presence. The interven

tion of the French, however, under Na
poleon s scheming, and the plan to establish

the unfortunate Maximilian on the throne of

Mexico, was of more consequence, and

threatened dire evils to the nation; still, it

was carried forward by means of a large

army, under Marshal Bazaine, with such

success as that, at the close of 1863, the

French were firmly established in Mexico,
held possession of the chief towns and States,

and proposed to make directly new conquesta
north and west.

The supporters of Juarez and the republi

cans in general endeavored to make head

against the French in Southern Mexico and

on the Pacific coast. But now, as always,
the inherent vice of disorder, lawlessness,

want of unity and concentration of purpose
and action, lack of discipline, etc., prevailed.

Each general did pretty much as he pleased,

and guerrillas and brigands ravaged in

every direction. Santa Anna, the veteran

political schemer, appeared early in 1864, at

Yera Cruz, with a promise on his part to be

quiet and not to meddle with politics ;
but

having issued a proclamation which Bazaino

did not like, he was sent off again much

against his will. In the early part of 1864,

the Mexican Deputation sent to offer the

imperial crown to Maximilian, saw him

again in April, at Miramar. Previously, he

had scrupled about taking the crown, except

appointed by the popular vote
;
but as that

could not be obtained, he now accepted the po

sition, April 10th, and became emperor of

Mexico, so far as was possible by this act. A
convention was entered into, by which the

number of the French troops was to be re

duced to 20,000 directly, and these were to

evacuate Mexico as speedily as they could be

spared.

Maximilian and Carlotta his wife, visited

the Pope at Rome, to get his benediction and

be told what to do so as to secure the Roman
Catholic Church rights and rich possessions in

Mexico ;
after which they embarked and

reached Yera Cruz May 28th, 1864. His

reception was cool and impassive on the part
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of the Mexicans
;
and though lie entered the

zapital June 12th, with great pomp and

magnificent display, there were no signs of

enthusiasm or joy among the people. Max
imilian entered at once on his difficult work.

He earnestly sought information from all

quarters ;
he was generous in proclaiming

amnesty and release of prisoners; he was

anxious to develop the resources of the

country ;
and he even applied to Juarez and

others to meet him and seek for some plan
of restoring peace and establishing firmly his

throne. But these latter utterly refused,

and Juarez in particular maintained the un-

equaled contest without flinching. In ap

pearance, the empire promised to be a success
;

but it was only in appearance. The country
was bankrupt ;

the people revolutionary ;

feuds and discords and crimes prevailed

largely; and except by the force of French

bayonets, Maximilian could do nothing, and

be nothing. Added to all, the pope and the

Church party were thoroughly dissatisfied,

and would be content with nothing less than

supreme control; while Maximilian had re

solved upon entire freedom of worship, and

restraint upon their plans of amassing prop

erty and holding on to power over the ig

norant and superstitious natives. France

had at this date (end of 1865), expended

$135,000,000, and lost in killed and wounded
over 11,000 men. The republicans, under

Juarez s government (the only one recog
nized by the United States), continued the

struggle, and the war assumed on both sides

the most ferocious shape, and was carried to

excesses too horrible to mention. Attempts
were made to promote immigration into

Mexico, as well from the United States as from

Europe, and both imperialists and republi
cans made efforts to raise money by loans,

with very indifferent success.

The condition of affairs, during the nextO

year (18GG) was deplorable for the cause of

Maximilian. He held the central portion of

the country, it is true, but it was by means
of French troops and foreign mercenaries

(in all about 50,000) ;
but in other parts of

Mexico, though the republican armies so-

called, were nearly all broken up, the guer
rillas and such like kept the northern and

southern States in continual disorder and dis

tress. The first success of consequence

gained by the republicans was the taking
of Matamoros, in June, when Mejia, the

commander of Maximilian s native troops
and his force were taken prisoners. From
this date, Juarez and his cause grew more

and more hopeful, and the unfortunate Max
imilian was soon after brought to the convic

tion that the experiment of the empire was

a failure. Napoleon resolved to get his

forces away from Mexico as soon as possible ;

his part of the scheme, so far as benefit to

himself was concerned, had failed
;
his in

tervention was a political blunder, and he

was anxious to get out of his trouble as soon

as possible. The United States govern
ment gave him plainly to understand that our

policy would not be departed from, and that

establishing an empire was all out of place
in America. Towards the close of the year

1866, Maximilian, utterly discouraged, and

greatly distressed by learning that his poor

wife, who had visited the pope and tried to

get his approval of Maximilian s course and

proceedings, but failing in this had gone

crazy, was prepared to abdicate and escape
utter ruin staring him in the face. Bazaine,

Napoleon s head of military affairs in Mexi

co, declared that Maximilian must abdicate

formally before he could leave the country ;

and so, he was persuaded, or rather driven,

to hold on a while longer.

The French troops left Mexico early in

1867, and the empire of course fell speedily

into ruins. Maximilian took a stand at

Queretaro, with some 8,000 men, where the

republican forces enclosed him in with

18,000 men; and there was no other alterna

tive left him but to surrender at an early

day. By the treachery of a fellow named

Lopez, Maximilian was made prisoner at

night, and his doom sealed. The ill-starred

emperor and his principal generals were

tried, found guilty of treason, and sentenced
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to be sliut. Our government and that of

England remonstrated and plead in vain
;

Juarez was immovable, unrelenting; and

Maximilian was executed June 19th, 1867.

.Juarez, in July, entered Mexico and re

sumed liis position in the capital as president

of the republic, after four years absence. He
was re-elected president in October, and va

rious amendments to the constitution were

proposed. Yucatan gave great trouble in an

insurrrection there of formidable proportion,

which, however, was put down in February,
1868

;
and in various parts of the country

gangs of robbers and plunderers were still

able to make head against the government.
Insurrections continued in Mexico during
1 868, and disturbances and outbreaks were

frequent, showing, as has for so many years
been the case, that the government is not

strong enough to secure protection to life

and property. The record since, for the last

three years, has been little else than perpet
ual disturbances, more or less serious, and

outbreaks of passion and fighting and mur

dering and plundering. In fact, there is no

good ground 6f hope for the regeneration
and strengthening of Mexico, and giving it

the opportunity of developing its wonderful

mineral wealth and resources, without a

vigorous, strong, effective government. Un
til that much to be desired period arrives,

Mexican history will continue to be, we fear,

a repetition of its past record of weakness,

struggling and mortifying failure.

CHAPTER HI.

STATISTICS, ETC., OF MEXICO.

MEXICO is bounded on the north by Cali

fornia, !$QW Mexico, and Texas
;
east by the

Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea;
south-east by British Honduras and Guate

mala
;
and south-west and west by the Pa

cific Ocean. Its greatest length in a north

west and south-east direction from San Die

go to the extreme south part of Chiapas, is

about 1,987 miles
;
and its greatest breadth

about 1,128 miles. Its area is estimated at

829,900 English square miles, and it has a

coast line of about 5,830 miles in length. A
great portion of Mexico is occupied by the

Cordilleras, which run through its whole

length rendering the surface extremely vari

ed. On entering this country from the soutli,

the chain divides into two great branches;
the western extending along the coast of the

Pacific, and the eastern along that of the

Gulf of Mexico, and afterwards subsiding
into the plains of Texas. The vast tract of

country between these branches, comprising
about three-fifths of the entire area of the ter

ritory, consists of a central table-land called

the Plateau of Anahuac, 6000 to 8000 feet

in general elevation
;
and hence its climate,

though mostly within the tropics, is decidedly

temperate. This region is crossed in various

directions, or divided into sub-plateaus by
numerous chains of mountains some of the

peaks of which rise to a great elevation, tow

ering far above the central plateau; the

principal of these are, Popocatepetl, 17,735 ;

Orizava, 17,388 ; Yxtaccihuatl, 15,700 feet

above the sea-level. These and many others

of the Mexican mountains are volcanoes;
the first is continually burning, but for cen

turies has ceased to eject from its crater any

thing but smoke and ashes. On the western

side of the city of Mexico are the volcanoes

of Jorulla and Calima
;
the latter of which

throws up smoke and ashes, but has not been

known to discharge lava. Jorulla, which is

situated between Calima and the city of

Mexico, is of much more recent origin than

any of the others. It was thrown up en

masse from a fertile plain having an eleva

tion of 2,890 feet, to the height of 4,149 feet

above the sea-level.

&quot;While in the Old World granite, gneiss,

mica schist, and clay-slate often form the cen

tral ridge of the mountain chains, these

rocks seldom appear at the surface of the

Cordilleras of America, being there covered

by masses of porphyry, greenstone, amygda
loid, basalt, obsidian, and other rocks of the

same class. The granite, which here gener

ally forms the lowest stratum, appears at tho
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surface in the little chain that borders the

Pacific Ocean, and which, on the side

of the Acapulco, is separated from the

mass of high country by the valley of Pere-

erino. Farther to the east, the mountains

of Mixteca B :/J ^f Zapateca, in the province

of Oaxaca, are formed of the granitic rock

which is there traversed by veins of aurifer

ous quartz. The great central plateau of

Anahuac, between the fourteenth and twen

ty-first degrees of latitude, appears like an

enormous dyke of porphyritic rocks, distin

guished from those of Europe by the constant

presence of hornblende, and by the absence

of quartz. These rocks contain immense de

posits of gold and silver. Basalt, amygda

loid, trap, gypsum, and primitive limestone,

however, form the predominating rocks
; but,

hitherto, no considerable beds of rock-salt or

of coal have been discovered in the plateau

of Mexico. The porphyritic traps which ter

minate the mountains of Jacal and Oyamel

appear in columns, and are crowned with pine

trees and ^V which materially add to their

picturesque appearance. It is from these

mountains that the ancient Mexicans obtain

ed the obsidian of which they formed their

sharp-edged instruments. The Cobre de Pe-

rote is a porphyritic mountain, resembling an

ancient sarcophagus surmounted by a pyra
mid at one end.

The mines of Mexico were wrought long
before the arrival of the Spaniards, the na

tives of Mexico, like those of Peru, being
well acquainted with the use of metals. They
had also learned to dig for them, and to trace

the metallic veins in the interiors of the

mountains. The dependent tribes pair* their

tributes to the sovereign in a species of me
tallic currency which, though not stamped,
was yet the representative of a standard val

ue. The mines of Mexico are nearly all on

the top ol on the western slope of the great

Cordillera, and the mining region occupies
an area of about 12,000 square leagues. On
the country becoming settled after the revolu

tionary disturbances, especially after the year

1825, the Mexican mines were eagerly seized

as objects of speculation by British and Amer
ican capitalists. In consequence, however,
of bad management, or the wild spirit of

gambling, together with the enormous ex

penses of getting the working of the mines

under way, many of the earliest British and

American speculators were ruined
;
but their

successors are beginning to reap the benefit

of their expenditure ; and, throughout the

republic, steam-engines and the best hydrau
lic apparatus are now employed. The an

nual average produce of the mines before

the revolution was estimated at about $25,-

000,000. The annual produce of silver

alone is estimated at about $35,000,000, and

of gold, not much less. There are also some

twenty-five quicksilver mines, yielding from

250,000 to 300,000 pounds of metal annually.

Besides the precious metals, Mexico abounds

in other ores. Iron is plentiful in the States

of Yalladolid, Zatatecas, and Jalisco, but has

hitherto been little worked. Copper is found

in a native state in Yalladolid, and also, to

some extent, in Guanajuato. Tin, though
obtained in mines, is principally extracted

from the water-carried earth found in the

deep ravines. A combination of these two

metals was used by the ancient Mexicans to

form their tools and weapons ;
and they had

acquired the art of tempering them so as to

render them equal in utihty to iron, or even

to steel.

Mexico is singularly deficient in large rivers.

The Rio Grande del JSTorte, which forms its

N. E. boundary, is the largest, having a

length of about 1800 miles. The principal

affluents of the Rio Grande are the Conchas,

the Salado and Sabinas, and the San Juan

rivers. The Santander, Tampico, Panuco,
and TJsumasinta, are the chief of those flow

ing- into the Gulf of Mexico ; while the RioO 7

Yompex. the Aztla. Santiago, Cnliacan, and

the Rio del Fuerta, fall into the Pacific. A
small portion of the lower course of the Col

orado is in this territory. The lakes of Mexico

are numerous, and some of them are of con

siderable size. Lake Chapala in Jalisco

covers an area of 1300 square miles, and
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Lake Terminos, which, however, is more

properly an arm of the sea, has an area of

about 2200 square miles. The valley ofMex
ico contains five lakes, into which the various

streams of the district flow. These cover an

area of 160 square miles, and are drained by
a canal cut through rock 12 miles in length,

150 feet deep, and 300 feet wide, having its

embouchure in the Rio Panuco.

Mexico, as regards climate, is usually di

vided into the tierras calientes, tierras tem-

pladas and tierras frias. The first, or hot

regions, include the low grounds, or those

under 2000 feet elevation, on the east and

west coasts. The tierras calientes of the

west are less extensive than those of the east,

is the western arm of the Cordilleras ap

proaches nearer to the sea. The mean tem

perature of this region may be estimated at

77. It is especially suited for the growth
and cultivation of sugar, indigo, cotton, and

bananas. The tierras templadas, or tem

perate regions, are of comparatively limited

extent, and occupy the slope of the moun
tain chains which bound on either side the

central table-land. They extend from about

2500 feet to 5000 feet in elevation, and the

mean temperature is from 68 to 70. Ex
tremes of heat and cold are there equally un
known. The tierras frias, or cold regions,

include all the vast plateau elevated 5000 feet

and upward above the sea, and have a mean

temperature of about 62. In the city of

Mexico, at an elevation of 7^00 feet, the ther

mometer has sometimes, though rarely, fallen

below the freezing point. Under the parallel

of Mexico the line of perpetual snow varies

from 14,000 to 15,000 feet above the sea-

level. Vegetation here is not so vigorous as

in the other two regions, and the plants of

Europe do not succeed so well as in the

tierras templadas. In the tropical regions,

and as far north as 28 K Lat., there are

only two seasons
;
that of rain, lasting from

June or July to September or October, and

the dry season, continuing from October to

the end of May. The climate of the pro
vinces denominated internas, and which

are situated within the temperate zone, is

distinguished by a striking inequal: ty in the

temperature of the different seasons; the

winters being very cold, while the summers
are comparatively very warm. To this, as well

as to other local causes must be attributed the

aridity which characterizes a considerable

portion of the plateau of Anahuac. There

are few springs in the mountains
;
and the

water, instead of collecting in little subter

ranean basins, filters through the earth or

porous rocks, and loses itself in crevices

formed by volcanic eruptions. The muriates

of soda and of lime, the nitrate of potass, and

other saline substances, cover the surface of

the soil. Still a great part of Mexico may
be classed with the most fertile countries of

the earth, for there every species of vege
table production is found, or may be success

fully cultivated. On the ascent from Vera

Cruz, climates, to use an expression of Hum-
boldt s, succeed each other in layers ;

and the

traveler passes in review, in the course of two

days, the whole scale of vegetation, from the

parasitic plants of the tropics to the pines of

the arctic regions. In some parts, however, the

climate is very insalubrious. Nevertheless,

excepting the seaports and some of the deep

er valleys, where intermittent fever is very

prevalent, Mexico ought, upon the whole, to

be considered as a healthy country.

The zoology of this interesting country

has only hitherto been partially explored, and

what is krown relates chiefly to ornithology.

Of one hundred and thirteen species of land-

birds ascertained to be natives of Mexico,

sixty-eight seem to be peculiar to that coun

try, eleven likewise natives of South Amer

ica, and thirty-four of other parts of North

America. The quadrupeds, insects, etc., are

as yet little known. Deer and several vari

eties of antelopes are found on the table

lands, and the bison ranges in vast herds

through various parts of Mexico. The do

mestic animals introduced by the Spaniards

have increased to such a degree, that im

mense numbers of them run wild through

the country.
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From the great range of climate in Mexi

co, the vegetable productions must necessa

rily be very varied. The soil is,
in many

parts, of extraordinary fertility ; and, where

well-watered, produces abundant crops with

very little labor. The most important of the

agricultural productions is maize, or Indian

corn, which constitutes the principal food of

the inhabitants, as wr
ell as of most of the do

mestic animals. This valuable grain is al

most everywhere cultivated with success
;

and, in some favorable spots, its fecundity is

very remarkable. Oats are little cultivated

in Mexico, but the wheat and barley of Eu

rope have been naturalized here. The for

mer succeeds well throughout the table-land
;

but, both in the tierras calientes and on the

eastern and western slope of the Cordilleras,

the ear does not form. The success of the

crop on the table-land depends almost entire

ly upon the timely commencement of the

rainy season
; for,* if the dry weather con

tinue beyond the middle of June, unless the

grounds can be watered by artificial means,
the crops of wheat, barley, and maize are

destroyed by drought. Irrigation is, there

fore, the great object of the Mexican farmer
;

and, in the formation of reservoirs, canals,

and the like, vast sums have been expended
on the principal estates. The average annual

produce of the whole of the corn-lands of

Mexico, is estimated at twenty-five bushels

for one
;
while in certain parts of the coun

try, during favorable years and where the

irrigation is good, from sixty to eighty bush

els for one have been produced. The potato
is much cultivated in Mexico. It is not an

indigenous plant, but was introduced from

the mountainous parts of Peru at a very ear

ly period after the conquest of that country

by the Spaniards. It grows to a large size
;

Borne of those found by Humboldt havino-
CT

measured from twelve to thirteen inches in

circumference. The banana, which flourishes

ap to the point where the mean temperature
is 75, produces more nutritious substance in

a less space than any other plant. The same

temperature necessary to the development of

the banana produces also the manioc or cas

sava, which is also abundantly productive
of aliment. Eice is but little cultivated, and

not very generally known. Before the year

1810, the cultivation of the olive was pro
hibited lest the interests of Spain should

thereby be injured. During the revolution,

however, a great number of olive trees wero

planted ; and, at present, there are several

large plantations in the country. The vine

was also a prohibited plant, but now flour

ishes in many parts. Among the other veg
etable productions of Mexico are the yam,
which is confined to the tierras calientes f

the capsicum, which is extensively cultivated

and universally used for seasoning food
;
and

the sarsaparilla, tomato, pine-apple, pome
granate, guava, orange, lemon, melon, pear,

apple, peach, etc. One of the most valuable

plants of the country is the maguey, a spe
cies of aloe, which is, by Humboldt, desig
nated the vine of Mexico. It furnishes a

spirituous liquor called pulque, which is the

chief beverage of all classes of the people.
Its taste is said to resemble that of cider, but

its smell is disagreeable. A kind of brandy
called mexical, very much resembling -whis

key, is produced by the distillation ol

pulque. The maguey plant is useful in other

respects ;
its fibres furnish the inhabitants

with a thread called pita, and is also em

ployed in making ropes and paper; its juice
is used as a caustic application for wounds,
and its prickles serve for pins and needles.

The soil of Mexico is in many parts remark

ably favorable to the production of sugar,
which has become one of the most valuable

products of the republic. The Mexican soil

has also been found well adapted for the cul

tivation of coffee, extensive plantations of

which exist near Orizava and Cordova. The

average produce of each plant is estimated

at about two and a half pounds weight

throughout all parts of the country where

the berry is cultivated, though there are dis

tricts in Mexico in which it is said thai

three or four pounds are yielded. The

slope of the eastern Cordillera is supposed
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to be best adapted for coffee estates. To
bacco is a government monopoly, and grows
well in a small district near Orizava and

Cordova; but the best quality comes from

Simojovel in tlie State of Chiapas, and from

some districts of Oajaca. Indigo was known
and cultivated by the Mexicans previous to

the conquest. It is found in Yucatan, Chi

apas, and about Tehuantepec, in the State

of Oajaca, and grows wild in some of the

very warm districts in Tabasco. Cotton

was among the indigenous products of Mex
ico at the time of its invasion, and formed

almost the only clothing of the natives. The

Aztecs possessed the art of spinning it to a

very high degree of fineness, and of imparting
to it beautiful and brilliant colors

;
but these

arts have been lost. The hot regions are re

markably favorable to the growth of the plant,

and it requires but little attention from the

proprietor. The quantity of cotton produced
in the whole country is estimated at about

seven millions of pounds. Yanilla, yielding

the highly esteemed spice of that name,

grow
r
s wild along the eastern coast and in

other parts of the republic. The opuntia,

or Indian fig, a species of cactus, supports

here an insect from whose body the well-

known cochineal is made. The female alone

produces the dye ;
and the process of rearing

is complicated, and attended with much

difficulty. The plantations of the cochineal

cactus are confined to the State of Oajaca.

Soon after the independence of Mexico was

secured, the cultivation of the mulberry tree

was attempted, for the purpose of feeding

silk-worms, but without success. Flax and

hemp have also been introduced into the

country.

The chief exports from Mexico are cochi

neal and the precious metals. Of the latter

of these products it is estimated that the one

half is remitted to England, and that the

other is divided equally between the United

States and the continental states of Europe.

The greater portion of the silver is shipped

from Tampico, which is the nearest port for

the mineral productions of Guanajuato, Zaca-

tecas, San Luis Potosi, and the principal min

ing districts ofNorthern Mexico. Large quan
tities are also sent from Yera Cruz, as well

as from Mazatlan, on the Pacific coast. The
other exports are principally dyewoods, va

nilla, sarsaparilla, jalap, hides, horns, and a

small quantity of pepper, indigo, and coifee.

The imports consist chiefly of linen, cotton,

woollen, and silk goods, paper, glassware,

ironware, quicksilver, cocoa, wine, brandy,
and gin. The manufactures of Mexico chiefly
consist ofwoollen, cotton, and silk goods, glass,

paper, sugar, oil, wine, and brandy. The In

dians excel in workingjewelry, carving, sculp

ture, and indeed in all the ornamental arts
;

they are likewise good masons, painters, and

musicians. They make beautiful vases, some

what similar in form to the Etruscan, as well

as toys of all kinds, wax figures, ornamental

cloths of great value, and the like.

The government of Mexico is a representa
tive federal republic. Tha legislative power
is vested in a Congress consisting of a Senate

and Chamber ofDeputies. The Deputies are

chosen every two years by the citizens of the

States. The Senate is composed of two mem
bers from each State and the Federal District,

while a number equal to that of all the States

is elected by the Senate, Deputies, and Judges
of the supreme court conjointly, the Deputies

deciding the election in the case of the can

didate not receiving a majority of all the votes

The executive power is vested in a president

elected for four years. Judicial power re

sides in the supreme court of justice, and

in circuit and district courts. Each State o;ovO
ernment is independent within its local juris

diction, and, like the federal government, if.

composed of executive, legislative, and judi
cial departments.
The Roman Catholic religion was estab

lished here by the Spaniards, and is still

maintained with rigor. At the time of the

revolution the pope actively espoused the

cause of Spain, and anathematized the revo

lutionists
;
but on the petition of the new gov

ernment they were readmitted into favor.

The ecclesiastical government is under the
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jurisdiction of an archbishop and nine bish

ops, and the revenue of the church is esti

mated at $20,000,000. Education is still at

a low ebb, though of late years some consid

erable progress has been made. Several of the

States have established primary schools, and

many higher schools and private seminaries

nave been opened in the cities. In the

Federal District there are 250 schools,

and about 20,000 pupils. The other educa

tional institutions are, First, seminaries sus

tained and directed by the clergy ; second,

national colleges in the capital, sustained

partly by their own funds and partly by gov

ernment aid
;
and third, colleges and institu

tions in the States supported by local funds.

The republic of Mexico, according to the

constitution of 1857, comprises 23 States, 1

Federal District, and 1 Territory. The Federal

District comprises 87 square miles of territory,

in and about the capital. The Territory com

prises the peninsula of Lower California,

58,020 square miles, with only 9000 inhabi

tants. The entire area is about 773,1M square

miles. According to the latest census, the

population of Mexico amounted to 9,090,000.

Of the total population, it is estimated that

only about 1,000,000 are pure whites, 4,000,-

000 Indians, and 6000 negroes ;
the remain

der consisting ofMestizos, Zambos, Mulattoes,

Quadroons, Quinteroons, and other mixed

races. The whites in Mexico are divided

into two classes Creoles, or those born in

the country, and Gachupines, or native Span
iards. The Spanish population in this coun

try still forms a numerous and important

body, though the Spaniard has sunk low in

the social scale. The Creole or native Mexi

can is commonly proud, indolent, and often

vicious. An aristocratic feeling, founded on

their complexion, which gives them distinc

tion, prevents them from pursuing thor&amp;lt;3 kinds

of labor which are deemed degrading to gen
tlemen. The consequence is, that their pov

erty is often even greater than that of the

Indians; whilst from indolence, added to

pride, they are prevented from following any

3mployment beyond that of the gaming-table,

or becoming the flatterers of the richer mem-

bers of their own class. Throughout Mexico

there is a universal predisposition to depend
ence upon others, or a blind reliance upon
chance. The Indians form the next class of

the Mexican population. They are the un

mixed descendants of the aboriginal inhabi

tants, and consist of various tribes, resembling

each other in color, and in some general char

acteristics which seem to announce a common

origin, although differing entirely in language

manners, and dress. No less than twenty

languages are known to be spoken in the

Mexican territory, and many of these are not

dialects which may be traced to a common

root, but differ as much as the languages of

Sclavonic and Teutonic origin in Europe.

Some possess letters which do not exist in

others, and in most there is a difference of

sound which strikes even the most unprac-

ticed ear. The different tribes are scattered

over the greater part of the country, and are

mostly cultivators of the soil. A number of

them, however, find employment in the mines
;

some are engaged in the manufacture of cer

tain elegant fabrics of wool and cotton
;
and

some in the formation of articles for domes

tic use. The Indian is remarkable for his

patient endurance of fatigue and pain, and is

exceedingly tenacious of old customs. After

three centuries ofconstant intercoursewithEu

ropeans, he still keeps alooffrom the foreigner,

and continues to live in his native village. He

speaks his hereditary language, delights in his

old pastimes, and, according to the report of

reliable travellers, occasionally worships in

private his ancestral idols. Though the Mex

ican laws prohibit slavery, yet upon the plan

tations the Indians are in reality slaves. The

extravagant and licentious outbursts in which

they occasionally indulge bring them under pe

cuniary obligations, leading them to sell them

selves for a number of years, or even for life,

to the landlord
;
and this condition the latter

is every ready and willing to bring about.

The middle races have, in process of

time, become a very important part of the

population of Mexico. In a country where
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rank depends more on the complexion than

on those endowments which in other coun

tries confer distinction, it is not surprising

that almost every shade has its limits defined

by terms which, though apparently only ex

pressing the color, do in reality signify the

rank of the individual. The son of a white,

whether a Creole or European, by an Indian

female, is called Mestizo. His color is al

most a pure white, and his skin is of a peculiar

transparency. If a Mestizo marry a white

man, the next generation scarcely differs in

anything from the European race. The is

sue of Negroes by Indian females bear in

Mexico the singular name of Chinos or Chi

nese in common language, although by law

they are named Zambos. The term Zambo,

however, is generally applied to the descend

ants of a Negro and a female Mulatto, or of

a.Negro and a female Chinese. From the

union of a white man and a Mulatto woman
the class of Quadroons is derived. When a

female Quadroon marries a white man, the

children are denominated Quinteroons. The
issue of a white man by a female Quinteroon

is considered a white. Next to the pure In

dians the Mestizos are the most numerous

caste.

It was the policy of Spain to foster a spirit

of rivalry between the different classes of in

habitants, by creating little imaginary shades

of superiority amongst them, which pre
vented any two from having a common in

terest. Whiteness of skin was the patent of

nobility; and even the Creole, whom the

Spaniard depised, looked with the contempt
of a European upon the rest of his country
men. The revolution, however, put an end

to castes, the differences of which were all

swallowed up in the grand distinction of

Americans and Europeans. The Creoles

were compelled to court the alliance of the

mixed classes, without whom they could

make no effectual head against the Spaniards.

Many of the most distinguished characters

of the revolutionary war belonged to the

mixed breeds
;
and under the system now

established, all arf equally entitled to the

rights of citizenship, and equally capable of

holding the highest dignities of the state.

Of the ancient inhabitants of Mexico gome

very interesting monuments remain. The
work of Humboldt on New Spain first ex

cited the curiosity of Europeans, and rescued

the antiquities of Mexico from the oblivion to

which they had so long been consigned ;

but it was only until recently, that their

value as works of art, and as indications of a

considerable advance in civilization, was

fully appreciated. Pyramids, having even a

larger base, and being otherwise scarcely

inferior in magnitude to those of Egypt, are

found in many parts of Mexico. Amongst the

most celebrated is that of Cholula, the base

of which is 1423 feet on each side, and the

height 1Y7 feet. It consists of eight gradu
ated square towers, each rising above the

other, and terminating in a species of sanc

tuary. Here vestiges of noble sculpture are

visible, as well as at Otumba, Oajaca, Mit-

lan, Tlascola, and Palenque. The ruins of

the latter, in particular, have attracted a

considerable degree of attention, and are

worthy of description. They extend for

more than 20 miles along the summit of the

ridge which separates the country of the

wild Maya Indians from the State of Chi

apas, and must have anciently embraced a

city and its suburbs. The principal build

ings are erected on the most prominent

height ;
and several of them, if not all, have

been provided with stone stairs. Other ruins

of considerable magnitude, and distinguished

by numerous sculptures, are found upon the

neighboring hills. The Mountain of Tez-

coca is nearly covered with ruins of ancient

buildings. At Mitlan there are the remains

of a large palace, the architecture of which

possesses a stately grandeur, and melancholy

beauty of a peculiar character. The roof

of the portico is supported by plain cylindri

cal columns, and the facade of the palace is

covered with a beautiful matwork, or bas

ket scroll, such as is found in Egyptian se

pulchral chambers. Many of the statues

found at Otumba, Mitlan, Jorhichalo, aud
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the magnificent flower-temple of Oajaca, are

sculptured in a purely classical style ;
whilst

vases rivalling those of Egypt and Etrnria

have been discovered in sepulchral excava

tions. Roads are to be met with, not only

in the vicinity of great cities, but at a vast

distance from them, artificially constructed,

like the Roman military roads, of large

squared blocks of stone. These roads pre

sent a continual level, and may be called

viaducts, in contradistinction to aqueducts,

which were also constructed by the ancient

inhabitants of Mexico. &quot;Where they traverse

acclivities, they are parapeted ;
and the in

dications may still be observed, botli of reg
ular posting stations at certain intervals, and

of the regular division of the distances,

upon the principle of the milestones of

our turnpike roads. Bridges constructed of

the same durable material, and thrown

across torrents, are also to be found. In

these bridges there is occasionally an approx
imation to the principle of the arch and key
stone

; but in general they only display the

primitive and obvious form of architraves of

stones superimposed on two or more piers of

the same massy character and durable ma
terials. Every feature of these structures is at

once singular, ingenious, and colossal.

With regard to the period at which these

remarkable edifices were constructed, and

the people to whom the labor is to be attrib

uted, the learned are as yet not agreed. One

point, however, seems pretty generally ad

mitted, viz., that their erection must be traced

to a race who inhabited the country prior to

the invasion of the Mexicans, and who had
attained to a considerable degree of civiliza

tion. An attempt has been made to prove
that this people lived at a time prior even to

the Toltecans who preceded the Mexicans

by 1500 years ;
and a close analogy between

the antiquities of Mexico and those of Egypt
has been shown to exist. The hypothesis
adv meed regarding the people is, that they
were a branch of the Anakim or Cyclopean

family of Syria, the shepherd kings of

Egypt, the Oscans of Etruria, and the Felas-

gians of Greece, the Titans or giants of class

ical romance, and who are recorded to have
been severally expelled from Egjpt and

Syria. With respect to the religion and the

religious rites of this ancient race, a striking

analogy with those of Eygpt has likewise

been traced. The gods of the Toltecans ap

pear sculptured, as usual, in bas-relief, in the

dark inner rooms of temples. He who would

appear to be the chief-god is portrayed on
the inner wall of the adytum of one of the

sanctuaries belonging to the great temple of

Palenque, and is worshipped symbolically
under other forms and in other localities.

He is supposed to be identical with the

Osiris of Egypt and the Adonis of Syria, or

the well-known classical combinati /&amp;gt;n of both

divinities, the ancient Adoni-Siris. The
manner in which he is enthroned, the cush

ion on which he reposes, the cap, the sym
bols, and various appurtenances, show an

analogy with the Egyptian deity. But there

is a column affixed to the cap which is not

found on any Egyptian head-dress
;

it was,

however, an unquestionable symbol of Osiris.

Of the temples we have already given a

cursory notice. Their architecture has a theo

logical character like that of Egypt and of

Greece
;
and although their forms are pecu

liar to the country, the original type of them
is extant in Syria, Palestine and Judaea.

Like those of the Egyptians, they are all

distinguished by architectural peculiarities,

exclusively appertaining to the people by
whom they were erected. A high-place of

three successive terraces or steps generally
constitutes the platform of the temple. The
terraces are distinguished by that sloping
form which the Egyptian architects peculiarly

affected, and they are generally constructed

of large blocks of stone, covered with stucco

equally hard and durable. On the top of tho

high-place was an oblong rectangular court
,

and in the centre of this court stood the

temple, divided, like the rock temples of

Nubia, into three dark rooms built of stone,

and having an ark or barn-shaped roof. The
innermost of these rooms constitutes the
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sanctuary. The apartments are occasionally

decorated with painted sculptures. Some

times the staircase ascends the high-place in

front, traversing the curvilinear terraces in a

straight line to the door of the temple.

Occasional variety was given to the square

form of the area, and to the triple form of

the terraces, by staircases ascending to the

sanctuary from each of the cardinal points.

The high-place has sometimes a circular in

stead of a square ground-plan, and in that

case, it may remind antiquarians of the well-

known Tepes, or high-places of Syria, w
Thich

is a presumptive proof of the Syrian origin

of these structures.

It appears that the creed of this ancient

people was a form of deism, which permitted

some varieties of symbolic representation.

From the few records of their religious rites

which have come down to us, and which are

principally derived from the extraordinary

rolls of American papyrus, formed of the

prepared fibres of the maguey, on which

their beautiful hierogyphical system is pre

served, we learn that they were as simple as

their creed, No human or even animal

sacrifices appear to have been offered up to

the presiding divinity of their temples;

nothing, indeed, but fruits and flowers.

Such a religious system was therefore quite

different from the hideous idols and sanguin

ary sacrifices which were in use amongst the

Mexican people.

CHAPTER IV.

POLITICAL DIVISIONS.

The republic of Mexico, as has already

been stated, is divided into twenty-three

States, a Federal District, and one Territory,

of which we shall now proceed to give a

short account. Mexico, the most populous

of the whole, and which also contains the

metropolitan city and the Federal District,

extends from 18 30 to 21 57 ofK Lat., and

from 98 to 101 W. Long., and includes an

area of about 19,000 square miles. It is

bounded on the W. by the State of Michoa-

can, S. W. by the State of Guerrero, .N&quot;. bj
that of Queretaro, E. by Puebla, and !N&quot;. E.

by Vera Cruz. This State is situated on tl a

high lands of the interior, and its surface is

almost entirely mountainous. Only one of its

peaks, however, attains the height of perpetual

snow, namely, that of Toluca, upwards of

15,000 feet above sea level. The climate is

necessarily cool and salubrious. .This upland

region embraces a large proportion of valua

ble mines. To the N. and !N&quot;. E. of the cen

tral valley of the State are the great silver-

mining districts of Real del Monte, Moran,
and Atotonilco el Chico. Iron, lead, and

carbonate of soda are also found in the State.

But rich as the mines of this country are, the

fertility of its soil is even more remarkable,

producing every variety of plant with rapid

ity, and in the greatest luxuriance. The

most valuable land, however, is what is called

the Valley of Mexico, a splendid region,

variegated with extensive lakes, and sur

rounded by high volcanic peaks. Its general

figure is an oval of about 200 miles in cir-O

cumference, and forms the very centre of the

great table-land of Anahuac, elevated from

6,000 to 8,000 feet above the level of the

ocean.

The most interesting object in the Valley

of Mexico is the vast system of drainage by
which the capital is protected against the

periodical inundations of the Lake of Tez-

coco, which, during the first two centuries

after the conquest, threatened it repeatedly

with destruction. In the centre of this val

ley stands Mexico City, capital of the repub

lic and of the Federal District. Tenochtit-

lan, the ancient capital of the Aztecs,

was built on several islands in the Lake of

Tezcoco, and connected with the land by four

long causeways : but the drainage of theO v J

marshes and the removal of the forests, com

bined with other causes, have produced a

great diminution in the water of the lake;

so that the modern city of Mexico, which is

believed to occupy the same site, is removed

from its shores by a distance of 2^- miles,

although in the rainy season of the year the
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easterly winds occasionally cause the water

to overflow the outskirts of the city, which

is protected from such incursions by dykes.
The city is generally reputed by travellers to

be very beautiful, and never fails to excite

the admiration of those who view it for the

first time. It is regularly built in the form

of a square, with its streets, which are both

long and wide, intersecting each other at

right angles. They are well paved, but not

lighted, and often very imperfectly cleaned,

though the town is well supplied with water

brought by splendid aqueducts from the

neighboring hills. The houses, built of hewn

stone, have a massive and sometimes rather

forbidding appearance. They generally in

close an open court, round which the different

apartments are situated, the entrance being

by an iron gate in front. Opposite to this is

placed the staircase by which access is gained
to the upper stories and to the roof, which is

flat, surrounded by iron balustrades, and

sometimes ornamented with bronze and mo
saic work of glazed porcelain. The style of

architecture in the city resembles that of

southern Europe ;
and the public buildings

are in many instances very imposing in their

appearance. Mexico contains several squares,

the principal of which, the Plaza Mayor,
which occupies the centre of the town, is of

very large extent, and is surrounded by the

chief public buildings. The centre of this

square was formerly occupied by a large statue

in bronze of Charles IV.; but this has been re

moved to the quadrangle of the university.
On the north side of the Plaza Mayor is the

cathedral, which stands on the alleged site

of the ancient teocalli, or temple of the Az
tec war-god Mexitli, from whom the city
derives its name. The cathedral is 500 feet

in length and 420 in breadth
;
and though

the style is irregular, and not in strict ac

cordance with any architectural order, its

appearance, especially in the interior, is very

imposing. Besides the cathedral, Mexico is

said to contain between fifty and sixty
churches and convents, most of them in a

mixed style of architecture, and remarkable

iv. 26

chiefly for the richness of their ornaments.

There is also a handsome theatre, and a

large circular arena for the exhibition of

bull-fights, called the Plaza de Toros, which
has accommodation for 2000 or 3000 specta
tors. At the west end of the town there ia

a park called the Alameda, which is a great

place of public resort, and has an area of ten

or twelve acres, laid out in walks and laby

rinths, and adorned with numerous fine trees.

There are also two other promenades or pas-

eos, as they are called, one on the east and the

other on the west of the city. These consist

of the roads leading from the town, which

are raised several feet above the surrounding

country, and lined with double rows of fine

trees, thus affording delightful promenades,
which are frequented by multitudes of the

inhabitants. The one which leads to the

east, called the Paseo de la Viga, skirts the

Lake Chalco Canal, which adds much to the

appearance of the promenade. In the city

also there are several covered colonnades or

arcades, which form a favorite place of resort

in the evening, and are often crowded long
after the other promenades are deserted. The

city is supplied with water by means of two

aqueducts; one of which, 11,155 yards in

length, extends from Santa Fe to the Ala

meda, and is carried for one-third of its

course on arches of stone and brick. This

aqueduct supplies the city with water of an

excellent quality ;
while the suburbs to the

S. are supplied by that of Chapoltepec, which

is 3608 yards in length. The manufactures

carried on in Mexico are remarkable nei

ther for quantity nor for quality ;
the most

important being those of tobacco and plate, to

gether with that of gold and silver lace, which

is well made, and sold at a very cheap rate.

The commercial as well as the manufac

turing industry of Mexico is very small, and

the city derives its importance almost exclu

sively from its being the capital of the con

federation and the residence of the head of

the government.
The inhabitants of Mexico City are of sev

eral different races and character. They con-

Lb:
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slst of Creoles or descendants of tlie Spaniards,
of Mestizos, of copper-colored natives, of Mu-

lattoes, and of Europeans. Of the higher

classes, many have acquired considerable

wealth
;
but the great bulk of the people are

very poor; and the lower orders, in their

idleness and dirty habits, as well as in their

general character, have a striking resem

blance to the lazzaroni of Naples. The pop
ulation of the city is estimated at about

200,000.

There are a number of other towns in the

State of Mexico, as Acapulco, on the S. &quot;W.

coast
; Toluca, the nominal capital, situated

at the foot of two steep barren hills, about 27
miles S. &quot;W&quot;. from the federal metropolis ;

Tezcoco, on the eastern shore of the lake of

that name, 12 miles from Mexico
; Otumba,

once large and flourishing, but now a mere

village ; Lerma, which is surrounded by an

extensive morass, traversed by fine raised

causeways ; Chalco, a pretty large town, sit-

u tted in a lake of the same name, about 20

miles S . E. of the metropolis ;
San Augustin,

ui wln3L a great annual fair is held, frequent
ed by vast multitudes from Mexico

;
Tacu-

baya, a village about four miles from the

gate^ Df the capital, and formerly the country
residence of the Bishop of Mexico

; Pachuca
and Cuyoacan.
To the N. W. of Mexico is the small State

of Queretaro, the territories of which are di

vided into the six districts of Amealco, Cad-

ereyta, San Juan del Eio, San Pedro, Toli-

man, Queretaro, and Jalpam. Queretaro
lies entirely on the central plateau of the

CDrdillera, and is intersected by numerous
mountain spurs and elevated hills, some of

which are entirely bare, while others are cov

ered with forests of various kinds of wood.

The agricultural portions of the State are

chiefly confined to the valleys, in which the

soil is frequently of great fertility. The chief

mining district, and the only one of any note

in the State, is that of El Doctor, in the dis

trict of Cadereyta. The inhabitants, with

the exception of those of the capital, are

mosfly employed in agriculture. Queretaro,

the capital, is a finely situated and a well

built town, with about 50,000 inhabitants.

It contains some fine churches and convents,

particularly that of Santa Clara, which is an

immense building, said to resemble a littlo

town in the interior, being regularly laid out

in streets and plazas. The only other towns

of importance are San Juan del Eio, San Pe
dro de la Canada, and Cadereyta.
To the westward of Queretaro is Guanaju

ato. Large portions of the soil are of great

fertility, especially the magnificent plains of

the Bajio, in the southern part of the State,

which extends for more than 100 miles from

Apasco to beyond Leon
;
and in the north,

where the splendid plains or llanos of San

Felipe spread far and wide. The State con

tains three cities, four market-towns, and

thirty-seven villages. The manufactures of

wool and cotton, which formerly abounded
in many of the towns, have recently much
declined. Mining and agriculture now consti

tute the chief sources of wealth The min
eral productions are very valuable. The
town of Guanajuato, in the vicinity of whieii

the principal mines are situated, contains

numerous splendid memorials of the former

wealth of its inhabitants. Many of the pri
vate dwellings are magnificent, as are the

churches, chapels, and other religious edifices.

The town contains a cathedral, a college, a the

atre, barrack, mint, university, gymnasium,
and about 60,000 inhabitants. Celaya City
is a considerable town, containing about

15,000 inhabitants. Salamanca is likewise

a considerable place, situated in a rich part
of the country, and has a population of about

15,000. San Miguel Allen de, formerly San

Miguel el Grande, is a pleasantly situated

town on the river De la Laja, and contains

about 5000 inhabitants.

To the westward of Guanajuato, and

stretching along the Pacific for 480 miles, is

the large State of Jalisco. It is divided into

eight districts, viz., Guadalajara, Lagos, La

Barca, Sayula, Etzatlan, Autlan, Tepic, and

Colotlan ; and these, again, are subdivided into

26 departments. The greater part of Jalisco
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lies on the western slope of the Cordillera
;

and its table-lands, which resemble those of

the great plateau of Mexico, are somewhat

broken up by mountain ranges. The upper

regions are consequently comparatively ster

ile, while the low lands are rich and fruitful.

The city of Guadalajara, capital of Jalisco, is

situated upon an extensive plain about 450

miles from Mexico. It is built with great

regularity, the streets running at right an

gles, being, well paved, and having raised

pathways on each side. The houses, with the

exception of those in the suburbs, are finely

built. Considerable quantities of shawls of

striped calico were formerly made here
;

but these home manufactures have been su

perseded by importations from the United

States. Jalisco derives little benefit from its

foreign trade, San Bias, the only seaport

which it possesses, being nearly abandoned.

Foreign goods are introduced overland from

San Luis or Mexico. The population of the

capital amounts to about 70,000 souls. The

town of Tepic is, next to the capital, the finest

and most populous town in the State, and

has a population of about 20,000. The only

mining region of any note in this State is that

of Bolanos.

The State of Mechoacan is bounded on the

north by Guanajuato, 1ST. E. by Queretaro, S.

E. by Mexico, &quot;W. by Jalisco, and S. TV., for a

short distance, by the Pacific. It lies chiefly

on the western slope of the Cordillera, and

its surface is considerably broken by mountains

and valleys. The land is abundantly water

ed by streams and rivers, and incloses a great
number of lakes. The former riches of the

State consisted almost entirely in its agricul

tural produce, the most ordinary manufac

tures being introduced from the neighboring
towns of the Bajio. But the agricultural in

terest is by no means in so flourishing a con

dition as it once was, nor are the mines re

markable either for their extent or value.

The whole western declivity of the Sierra

Mad re, comprehended within the province
of Mechoasan, is noted for its insalubrity ;

and the sea-coast, as might be expected, is

likewise very unhealthy. The tierra calien-

te, at the foot of the Cordillera, which is fer

tilized in part by the Rio Balsas, is rich in all

the ordinary productions of the tropics ;
and

even in the more elevated valleys sugar was

grown to a very considerable extent before

the revolution. The best sugar lands are

now about 36 miles south of Pasquaro, the

ancient capital of the Indians. At the foot

of the Mountain of Jorullo there are planta
tions of cocoa and indigo ;

and in several

parts of the State the various productions of

the table-land can be raised in abundance.

Mechoacan has been called the cradle of the

revolution, from which it suffered severely.

Morel ia, the capital of the State, is delight

fully situated at the height o 6,300 feet

above the level of the sea. It consists chief

ly of one long, broad street, well paved and

kept in good order. The population has been

estimated at 25,000.

The State of Guerrero was created by vir

tue of the 4th article of the Acta de Reformas,

passed in May, 1847, amending the constitu

tion of 1 847. By this article it was agreed that

this State should be formed of the Districts of

Acapulco, Chilupa, Tasco, and Talapa, and

the municipality of Coyucan, the first three

of which belonged to the State of Mexico,
the fourth to Pnebla, and the fifth to Mecho
acan. The physical character and produc
tions of this State correspond with those of

the three States to which this region origi

nally belonged. Its capital is Tixtly, and

contains about 6,500 inhabitants.

The State of La Puebla, which is situated

to the east of that of Mexico, and stretches

nearly across the continent, is divided into

25 districts. The territory of the State ex

tends beyond the western ridge of the Sierra

Madre, and down to the shores of the Pacific
;

consequently it produces in abundance tha

fruits of either of the tierras calientes, 01

those common to the rest of the table-land

There are, however, no mines, which uni

formly create a home market
;
and as the

foreign trade is comparatively of but little

importance, the agricultural interest is in a
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depressed condition. Manufactures of wool

and cotton are carried on to some extent in

the State. La Puebla contains Popocate

petl, the loftiest mountain in North America,
situated near its S. W. boundary. The capi
tal und largest city of this State is Pueblo de

los Angelos, the seat of the richest bishopric
in the country, and that of the most exten

sive manufactures of cotton, earthenware, and

wool. Glass and soap are also made
;
the

latter to a considerable extent. The streets,

like those of Mexico, are rectangular, spa

cious, airy, and paved with large stones in a

highly ornamental manner. There are a

great number of churches and convents, re

ligious colleges, and a magnificent cathedral,

richly ornamented, and held in. high venera

tion. The principal other towns in the State

are Cholula, Atlixco, Guauchinango, Tehua-

can de las Granadas, Tepeaca and Huajocingo.
La Puebla City contains about 75,000 inhabi

tants.

Tlascala, which was declared a Federal

Territory in 1847, but is now a State, has an

area of about 2000 square miles. It is divid

ed into three districts called Tlaxco, Hua-

mantk, and Tlascala. Its soil is of consid

erable fertility, and its climate mild and gen
ial. Its productions are chiefly of a cereal

character. The capital, of the same name,
is situated on the Rio Atoyac or Papagallo,
the only stream of importance in the State.

It is well and regularly built, and has many
relics and ruins of its former glory in the

town and vicinity. At present it contains

probably not more than 4000 inhabitants.

Oajaca is a very fine State, the southern

boundary of which extends along the coast

of the Pacific Ocean a distance of about 360

miles, from La Puebla to Guatemala. Agri
culture is highly favored by the fertility of

the soil and the salubrity of the climate. The

Cordillera, which here forms two branches,

one extending along the shores of the Pacific,

the other along those of the Gulf of Mexico,
incloses the beautiful and fertile region term

ed the
&quot;Valley

of Oajaca, which constitutes a

great part of this State. The staple produc

tions are, corn, chile, agave, cottcn, coffee,

sugar, cocoa, vanilla, tobacco, cochineal, wax,

honey, and indigo ;
while gold, silver, cop

per, quicksilver, iron, rock-salt, limestone,

gysum, etc. are found in the State. Oajaca,
the capital, is a flourishing place, although it

suffered severely during the revolution.

It contains about 25,000 inhabitants. The
best seaport in the State is Tehuantepec.
About thirty miles from the capital, on the

road leading to Tehuantepec, are the remains

of what antiquarians have styled the se

pulchral palaces of Mitla, lying in the midst

of a rocky granitic region, and surrounded

by sad and sombre scenery. According to

tradition, they were erected by the Zapote-
cas as palaces or tombs for their princes.

They consist of three edifices symmetrically

arranged, the principal and finest having a

front of nearly 150 feet. The walls are cov

ered with figures and ornaments.

Yera Cruz comprises a narrow strip of

land stretching along the Gulf of Mexico
from the State of San Lnis Potosi to that of

Tabasco, a distance of 400 miles, while its

breadth on an average does not exceed 50 or

60 miles. The eastern part of the State is

generally level, low, and sandy ;
but it grad

ually rises inland until the country is broken

into an uninterrupted series of lofty moun
tains and beautiful valleys. The coasts are

rich in rivers, streams, inlets and lagoons,

but unfortunately they are of little practical

use in navigation. There are several mineral

springs in the State
;
and at Atotonilco, near

Calcahualco, in the district of Cordova, there

are warm baths celebrated for their efficacy

in nervous and rheumatic complaints. The
State is divided into four departments, viz.,

Yera Cruz, Jalapa, Orizava, and Acayucam.
The productions of this State are rich and

varied
;
the differences in its altitude render

it capable of yielding fruits and grains both

of the temperate and torrid zone. Tobacco,

coffee, sugar, cotton, corn, barley, wheat,

jalap, sarsaparilla, vanilla, oranges, citrons,

pine-apples, lemons, pomegranates, bananas,

grapes, peaches, apricots, pears, plums, tam
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arinds. mahogany, ebony, cedar, oak, dye-

woods, and numerous other trees, plants, and

shrubs, spring almost spontaneously from

the soil, and render the labor of man almost

unnecessary. The city of Yera Cruz, the

capital of the State, is situated on the

shores of the Gulf of Mexico, in Lat. 19 11

52&quot; N., and Long. 96 8 45&quot; W. It is well

and handsomely built of madrepore ;
and its

red and white cupolas, towers, and battle

ments have a splendid effect when viewed

from the sea. Many of the houses are large,

being built in the Moorish or old Spanish

style, and generally inclosing a square court,

with covered galleries. They have flat roofs,

glass windows, and are well adapted to the

climate. Opposite the town, at the distance

of about 800 yards, is a small island contain

ing the strong castle of San Juan de Ulloa,

which commands the town. The harbor lies

between the town and the castle, and is very
insecure. Yera Cruz is extremely unhealthy
at aV. times; and during the warm season Eu

ropeans are exceedingly liable to become the

victims of the vomito prieto, or black vomit.

The city is surrounded by sand-hills and ponds
of stagnant water ;

there is neither garden nor

mill near it
;
and the only water fit for use

is that which falls from the clouds. The
trade is very considerable; but is shared by

Tampico, a port which has risen into impor
tance within late years. It is situated about

120 miles IST.X.W. of Yera Cruz, bein&amp;lt;rO
about 312 miles from Mexico. The popula
tion of Yera Cruz amounts to about 20,000.
Another town in this State is Jalapa, from

which a well-known drug takes its name.

Formerly it was the great mart of New
Spain for European goods, as the unhealthi-

ness of Yera Cruz compelled traders to trans

fer their merchandise at once to this city,

where a great annual fair was held. It has

now, however, little commerce of its own,
and is only a sort of resting-place between
Yera Cruz arid Mexico. Jalapa is indebted

j

to the peculiarity of its position for the ex-
I

treme mildness of its climate. The town
stands upon a little platform 4500 feet above

the level of the sea, and is protected from the

N.W. winds by a ridge of mountains. The

population is about 25,000.

To the KW. of Yera Cruz lies the State

of San Luis Potosi, under which name, as a

Spanish intendancy, were included Coha

huila and Texas, and New Leon, Tamaa-

lipas, and San Luis. The western portion of

the State is quite mountainous, but towards

Tamaulipas the Cordillera is somewhat

broken, and a lower hilly country stretches out

towards the S.E. The climate of the moun
tain region and table-land is cold

;
while that

of the lower elevations and flats towards the

eastern boundary is much warmer, and at

certain seasons very unhealthy. Maize,

wheat, barley and fodder, are the principal

agricultural productions of this State. Cat

tle are raised in large quantities. Wool and

cotton fabrics, glass, leather, pottery, and

hardwares are manufactured here to a con

siderable extent. In this State there are a

number of rich mines, particularly those of

Catorce, where a metalliferous ridge of

mountains extends for many miles. &quot;With

the exception of the capital, w
rhich bears the

same name, it possesses no large town. San

Luis, including the suburbs, contains about

35,000 inhabitants. It is well built, and

contains a number of churches and monas

teries and public buildings. It derives great

advantage from its situation, as the natural

depot for the trade of Tampico with the

northern and western States. Zacatecas,

Durango, and other States receive through
this channel a large proportion of their foreign

imports ;
and since the building of the new

town of Tamaulipas, which, from being on

a more elevated spot than the old town of

Tampico, is less subject to the vomito, there

is every appearance of increase in this branch

of commercial Intercourse.

To the W. and N.W. of San Luis Potosi

is situated Zacatecas. It is a mountain country
of the high plateau of Mexico, cut up by spurs

of the Cordillera, and mostly arid and inhos

pitable. There are no rivers of any size

in this State, and the country is unusuallv
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dry ; water-tanks, draw-wells, and reservoirs

are established on all the estates. The

country, however, is particularly rich in its

mineral productions, which constitute almost

its sole wealth. Manufactures there are

none, excepting in the capital, where there

are a few cotton-spinners, as also at Aguas
Calientes. Zacatecas, the capital, is situated

at the foot of an abrupt and picturesque por-

phyritic mountain, upon the rugged summit

of which is perched a neat church and a

Email fortress. From the inequalities of the

ground on which it stands the streets are

short and crooked. This town contains about

20,000 inhabitants
;

and Yeta Grande, a

village in its immediate vicinity, numbers

about 6000. Aguas Calientes is a small

town situated on the banks of a stream of

the same name, in a broad and fertile valley,

75 miles S. of Zacatecas. It is celebrated for

its woolen manufactures
;
and in the neigh

borhood are several thermal springs.

The State of Yucatan occupies the greater

portion of the peninsula which separates the

Gulf of Mexico from the Caribbean Sea. It

is a vast alluvial plain, intersected by a

mountain ridge which does not exceed 4000

feet in height. Upon some parts of this ex

tensive territory maize, rice, cotton, pep

per, tobacco, and the sugar-cane are pro

duced, besides dyewoods, hides, and other

articles. In the central parts the want of

water is a very serious drawback to agricul

ture
;
the rainy season is very uncertain, and

in many parts not even a stream is known to

exist
;
so that in unfavorable years the in

habitants are compelled to have recourse for

subsistence to the roots which the woods

supply. The capital of Yucatan is Merida,

situated on an arid plain 40 miles from the

coast. It enjoys little trade, and contains

only about 23,000 inhabitants. Campeachy
is the principal commercial town

;
and here

the logwood, which goes by the same name,

attains its greatest perfection.

Adjoining Yucatan is Tabasco, one of the

smaller States in the confederation, and pre-

vious to the revolution a province of the iii-

tendancy of Yera Cruz. A great portion of

the State is extremely flat, and during tho

rainy season is laid under water, so that in

tercourse between villages has to be carried

on by canoes. On the eastern boundary of

Tabasco is the Laguna de Terminos, which

is 45 miles long by 30 broad, and contains

several large and beautiful islands. The
climate of this State is extremely hot. Ca

cao, coffee, pepper, sugar, tamarinds, arrow

root and some tobacco are cultivated; while

indigo and vanilla grow wild in the forests.

Game is very abundant, and the streams are

well stocked with excellent fish. The capi

tal, San Juan Bautista, lies on the left bank

of the Tabasco River, 70 miles from its

mouth, and contains about 7000 inhabitants.

Yessels of light draught can reach, it from
&amp;lt; O

the sea
;
but its chief intercourse is carried

on with the adjacent States and Guatemala.

Between Tabasco and Guatemala is situ

ated the State of Las Chiapas, which former

ly belonged to Guatemala, but which in 1833

joined the Mexican confederation. Compre
hending the northern slopes of the table-lands

of Guatemala, Las Chiapas is, throughout a

considerable part of its territory, cut up
into successions of ridges and valleys, which

are rich in many of the finest tropical pro
ductions. The most important of the num
erous rivers flowing from the mountains

near the state of Tabasco to the Gulf of Mex

ico, are the Tabasco River, the San Pedro,
the Usumasinta, and the Pacaitun. The
climate of Las Chiapas is mild and temper
ate

;
and the chief productions are corn, ca

cao, sugar, tobacco, figs, apricots, and other

fruits and vegetables ;
but a great part of the

State is uncultivated and unexplored. The

State is divided into four departments, and

the capital is Ciudad Real, a handsome town,
with a population of 8,000. The State of Las

Chiapas, like that of Yucatan, contains many
ancient remains.

The State of Durango is bounded on the

1ST. by Chihuahua, &quot;W. by Sinaloa, E. by

Coahuila, and S. by Zacatecas and Jalisco.

The main branch of the Great Cordillera
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runs &amp;lt;hrough this State in a JST.W. direction.

The north-eastern portion of the State slopes

gradually downwards towards the waters of

the Rio Grande, while the south-western part

consists chiefly of lofty table-lands and

mountain spurs. The climate is healthy and

coo1 and its agricultural productions are

similiar to those of the other States in like

circumstances. Immense quantities of horses,

mules, sheep, and cattle are reared in this

State
; indeed, its cattle and minerals consti

tute its chief wealth. Iron, silver, gold, lead,

and other minerals are likewise abundant.

Durango, or. as it is often called, Victoria,

the capital of the State, is situated 180 miles

to the N.W. of Zacatecas, iv the midst of a

vast plain. Its population amounts to about

15,000. The principal streets, the Plaza

liayor, the theatre, and most of the public

edifices, were built by Zambrano, a wealthy

proprietor, who is supposed to have drawn

from his mines at San Dimas and Guarisa-

mey upwards of 30,000,000 of dollars. The
towns of Yilla del Nombre de Dios, San

Juan del Rio, and Cinco Seiiores de Kazas,
are almost the only considerable places in

the State unconnected with the mines. The

great mineral wealth of this State holds out

the most encouraging prospect of ample re

muneration to those who engage in mining

speculations ;
and there can be little doubt

that in time the advantages which DurangoO O

possesses will be duly appreciated by foreign
and native associations of capitalists.

The State immediately adjoining Duran

go to the K is that of Chihuahua- The

great mountain chain of Mexico, which

forms the connecting link between the Rocky
Mountains of the north and the Andes of the

south, is here known as the Sierra Madre,
and occupies chiefly the western part of the

State, where its elevation attains a great

height, find at length descends abruptly till

it is lost in the plains of Sonora and Sinaloa.

The highest point of the Sierra Madre is said

to be 8-M1 feet above the level of the sea.

The greater portion of the State coLsequently
lies on the plateau of Mexico, and only a

small part of it on the western slope of the

Sierra Madre. Large numbers of the aborig
ines still occupy the lonelier portions of this

State, and frequently annoy the peaceful
settler. Chihuahua possesses a mild and

temperate climate, a fertile soil, and vast

mineral resources. Agricultural operations
are not much carried on here, the chief source

of its wealth being the mines and cattle.

The gold, silver, and copper mines are ex

ceedingly productive. Yeins of iron, cinna

bar, lead, sulphur, coal, and nitre have also

been found and explored. The capital of

the State, Chihuahua, numbers about 12,-

000 inhabitants.

The State of Sinaloa is bounded on the

south by Jalisco, east by Durango, south

west by Chihuahua, north by Sonora, and

west by the Pacific and the Gulf of Califor

nia, along the shores of which it extends for

about 600 miles. The capital is Culiacan
;

population 10,000. It is about 540 mileq

in length from south-east to north-west^
and has a breadth of about 150 miles. The
surface is partly mountainous and partly
level coast land. The coast region is little

cultivated and thinly inhabited, being scorch

ed by a burning sun
;
the central and eastern

parts contain numerous table-lands and val

leys ;
while the slopes of the mountains are

thickly wooded with excellent timber. In

the interior, the air is mild and genial. In

those parts where irrigation is practiced,

abundant crops of grain are raised. Wheat,
Indian corn, and barley, with cotton, sugar,

and tobacco, are its chief agricultural pro
ductions. This State is also rich in miner

als. The principal town is Mazatlan, a sea

port town and a place of considerable t&quot;ade.

It contains about 6000 inhabitants

Sonora is situated on the Gulf of Ca.ifoi

nia to the north of Sinaloa. T IU \vestoi-M

and southern portions of the State are geri

erally flat. The eastern portion is mountain

ous, but contains many fine and productive

valleys ;
this portion of the State is likewise

rich in valuable mineral deposits. The cli

mate is wanu throughout the year, but in
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spring is subject t
-

rapid changes in temper
ature. A great portion of this State is still

in the possession of the Indians, most of

whom are still in a wild and savage state.

The trade of Sonora is principally carried on

at Guyamas, which is situated in a healthy

region, and possesses one of the best harbors

in Mexico. It contains about 5000 inhabit

ants. The capital is Ures
; popula ion TOOO.

Petic, about 120 miles north from Guyamas,
is a larger town, containing about 8000 in

habitants. It is the depot for goods imported
at the Guyamas, and designed for the north

ern district of Mexico.

The State of Tamaulipas extends along
the shores of the Gulf of Mexico, southward

from the Itio Grande, which separates it from

Texas. It has a coast line of about 350 miles,

and its breadth varies from 50 to about 160

miles. The coast is low and sandy, and

fringed with lagoons varying from four to

eighteen miles in width, and divided from

the gulf by banks of sand. In the northern

part of the State, in the neighborhood of

the Rio Grande, the country is compara

tively level. South of this, however, and at

some distance from the coast, the surface is

varied by a succession of mountains, hills,

and valleys, which gradually slope westward-

ly to the flats and sands of the sea-coast. The

climate of the interior is mild and healthy,

but, on the coast, an intense heat prevails

during the greater part of the year ; which,

combined with the rank vegetation and

moisture, renders this region very unhealthy.

The principal ports are Tampico and Mata-

moras, where a large coasting and foreign

commerce is carried on to supply the middle

and northern States of the republic. Mata-

moras is situated on the right bank of the

Rio Grande, about thirty miles from its

mouth, and contains about 22,000 inhabit

ants. Tampico stands on the northern bank

of the Panuco, about five miles from its

mouth. The capital of the State is Victo

ria, formerly Santander, and contains about

10,000 inhabitants. Numerous remains of

ancient edifices etc., exist in this State.

To the westward of Tamaulipas lies the

State of New Leon, which was colonized in

the end of the sixteenth century by the Yice-

roy Monterey, who bestowed upon it the

proud title of El Nuevo Reyno de Leon, 01

the New Kingdom of Leon. It lies among
the first spurs or ridges of the Sier

ra Madre, and is interspersed with wide

plains and fruitful valleys. The climate, ex

cept among the higher mountain ranges, is

warm, but salubrious. Agriculture has not

been much practiced in the State
;
the chief

occupation of the land-holders being the

grazing of cattle. Lead and silver are said

to be abundant
;
but mining operations are

only carried on at two places Cerralvo and

Valecillo. Salt is made at the salt-mines on

the banks of the Tigre. The capital of the

State is Monterey, estimated to contain about

15,000 inhabitants.

The State of Colima lies along the shores

of the Pacific, and is bounded on the other

sides by Jalisco and Mechoacan. Its surface

is generally level, and here and there broken

by ranges of hills. On the north-east corner

of the territory is the Mountain of Colima,

the most western of the Mexican volcanoes,

and which rises to the height of 9,200 feet

above the level of the sea. The climate is

warm, and on the coast hot, but not un

healthy. Cotton, sugar, tobacco, and cacao,

are its chief agricultural productions ; while,

on the coast, large quantities of salt are made

from sea-water. Rich iron deposits have re

cently been found here. The chief town is

Colima, about six miles south of the volcano,

and containing about 30,000 inhabitants.

Manzanillo, the port of Colima, is about fifty

miles west of the capital, and a place of some

trade.

Adjoining to New Leon and Tamaulipas
is Cohahuila, which is generally elevated, and

being well sheltered from the north-west

winds, possesses a healthy climate. A con

siderable mountain chain stretches across the

State in a north-westerly direction, and its

surface is most luxuriantly irrigated by the

numberless springs and streams which, burst-
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in&quot;

1 from these ridges, become tributaries to
rj O J

the Ilio Grande. Its pastures are clothed

with rich, natural grasses, and are admirably

calculated for breeding, rearing, and fatten

ing cattle
;

whilst its forests furnish abun

dance of wood, which is well calculated for

every kind of construction. There are mines

of saltpetre, copperas, alum, lead, tin, and

copper, besides some silver in Santa Rosa,

and gold in Sacramento. These mineral

treasure, for want of population and of cap

ital, have been rather ascertained than ex

plored. The inhabitants are almost wholly

of the white race, or with such slight mixture

of the Indian blood as to make no distinction

in color worthy of notice. The capital of

the State is Saltillo, a large town containing

about 20,000 inhabitants. It is situated upon
the side of a hill branching off from the

Sierra Madre. The inhabitants are chiefly

occupied in agriculture, and produce excel

lent wheat and barley, and a great variety of

fruits. The vines cultivated here make wine

of very excellent flavor, and considerable

strength.

The Territory of Lower California compre
hends that long narrow strip of land which

extends from the northern boundary of the

republic southward to Cape St. Lucas, hav

ing on the east, the Gulf of Mexico, and on

the west, the Pacific. It is about TOO miles in

length, and varies in breadth from 30 to 100

miles. The surface consists of an irregular
chain of rocks, hills, and mountains, which
run through its entire length, and which at

tain a height of nearly 5000 feet. Amid these

ridges there are occasionally found a few

sheltered spots of productive land
;
but it is

for the most part a barren, dreary waste, and

is one of the most unattractive countries in

the warm or temperate regions. Valuable

mines of gold, silver, copper, and lead, are

known to exist in the peninsula, and the

salt-mines on the island of Carmen, in the

Gulf of California, are very productive.

Among the islands of the gulf immense num
bers of seal are constantly found, and the

whaling-grounds on the Pacific coast are of

great value. The principal ports on the west

coast are San Quentin, which is said to afford

a secure anchorage for the largest vessels, and

Magdalen a, which is much resorted to by
whalers during the winter season. La Paz,

its capital, numbers about 1000 inhabitants
;

the population of the territory is almost en

tirely Indian or of a mixed race.
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WEST INDIES.

&quot;1 [~!NDER this designation arc comprised
v_J a very large number of islands, about

1000 in all, lying between !N&quot;orth and South

America, extending in two irregular lines,

which join at Hayti, from Yucatan and Flor

ida to the mouth of the Orinoco. They lie

between lat. 10 and 28 north, and long. 57

and 85 west, and are divided into four

groups : 1. The Bahamas, about 500 in

number, being mostly low, flat islands south

east of Florida; 2. The Greater Antilles,

between the Bahamas and Central America,

comprising Cuba, Hayti or St. Domingo, Ja

maica and Porto Rico
;

3. The Lesser Antil

les or Windward Islands, extending in a semi

circular line, from Porto Rico to the mouth

of the Orinoco; and 4. The Leeward Is

lands, lying off the coast of Venezuela, con-

si^ing of Margarita, Tortuga, Curagoa, and

some smaller islands. The West Indies be

long to the European nations Great Britain,

Spain, France, the Netherlands, etc. The
area in square miles is reckoned to be 92,-

223
;
and the population, according to the

latest accounts, is about 4,000,000. The Ba
hamas are of coralline formation. The An

tilles are volcanic, and form the peaks of a

mountain chain continuous with the north

east range of Venezuela, and rising i; Cuba,

Hayti, and Jamaica, into summits fro/a 6000

to 7000 feet in height. Minerals abound in

the West India Islands. Gold, silver, cop

per, tin, iron, lead, etc., furnish sources of

wealth. The forests supply mahogany, rose

wood, and other woods of beautiful and use

ful character. The pine-apple, cocoa-nut,

pomegranate, orange, lemon, banana, and

other tropical fruits are found in abundance,
as also spices, drugs, ginger, pepper, dye-

stuffs, etc. Tobacco, coffee, and sugar, are

staples in several islands, and cotton is also

cultivated. Birds of beautiful plumage are

frequently met with
; monkeys are here and

there
;

fish are abundant and good ;
and in

sects are so numerous and wide-spread as to

become almost a pest. The population of

the islands is made up of whites, negroes,
and mulattoes, of which the whites are about

one-third. Slavery at one time existed in all

the West India islands
;
but Spain is the only

power which has retained it to the present

day.

ISLAND OF CUBA.

CUBA, the largest and richest of the West
India islands, and the most important colony

of Spain, was discovered by Columbus on the

28th of October, 1492, during his first voyage.
It was then divided into nine independent

principalities, under as many caciques. The

aborigines are described as living in a state

of happy tranquillity among themselves, and

possessing a religion devoid of rites and ce

remonies, but inculcating a belief in the ex

istence of a great and beneficent Being, and

the immortality of the soul. Cuba was twice

visited by Columbus after its discovery in

April, 1494, and again in 1502. In 1511,

his son, Diego Columbus, for the purpose of

colonizing the island, fitted out an expedition
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consisting of about 300 men under Diego

Velasquez, who had accompanied his father

on his second voyage. Their first settlement

was Baracoa
; and, in 1514, they founded

Santiago and Trinidad. In July, 1515, was

planted a town called San Cristoval de la

Havana, which name was transferred in 1519

to the present capital. In 1538, Havana was

reduced to ashes by a French privateer ; and,

to prevent a similar disaster in future, the

Castillo de la Fuerza, a fortress which still

exists, was built by Hernando de Soto, Gov
ernor of Cuba, and afterwards famous for his

explorations in the southern and western re

gions of the United States, as well as for the

discovery of the Mississippi. In 1554, the

French again attacked and destroyed Ha
vana. The early settlers devoted themselves

principally to the rearing of cattle
; but, about

1580, the cultivation of tobacco and the su

gar-cane was commenced, and this led to the

introduction of the system of negro slavery.

Previous to 1600, two other fortresses were

built for the defence of Havana the Moro

arid the Punta which are still in existence.

For about a century and a half after this pe

riod, the island was kept in a state of almost

perpetual fear of invasion from the French,

English, Dutch, or the pirates infesting these

eeas; and several ineffectual efforts were

made to reduce it. About 1 655, the walls

of Havana were commenced. In 1762, Ha
vana was taken by an English fleet and army
under Lord Albemarle. The defence was

exceedingly obstinate
; but, on the 14th of

August, the city capitulated. The spoil di

vided among the captors amounted to over

$3,500,000. The following year Cuba was

restored to the Spaniards, and, from that

time, its progress has been rapid ; indeed,

this restoration is regarded by native writers

as the true era whence its importance and

prosperity are to be dated. The administra

tion of Las Casas, who arrived as captain-

general in 1790, is represented by all Spanish
writers as a brilliant epoch in Cuban history.

He promoted, with indefatigable persever

ance, a series of public works of the first

utility; introduced the culture of indigo;
extended the commercial importance of the

island by removing, as far as his authority

extended, the trammels imposed upcn it by
the old system of privilege and restriction.

By his judicious administration, the tranquil

lity of the island was maintained uninterrupt
ed at the time of the revolution in St. Do
mingo ; although, as is generally believed, a

conspiracy was formed at the instigation of

the French among the free colored people of

Cuba. For the last fifty or sixty years, the

island has been presided over by a succession

of governor-generals from Spain, some of

whom have conducted themselves honorably,
while the names of others are loaded with

infamy.
The Island of Cuba is long and narrow,

somewhat in the form of an irregular cres

cent, with its convex side towards the north.

It divides the entrance to the Gulf of Mexi
co into two passages, that to the north jvest

being 100 miles wide at the narrowest part

between the points of Hicacos in Cuba and

Tancha on the Florida coast
;
and the south

west passage 114 miles wide between the

Cabo de San Antonio of Cuba and the Cabo
de Catoche, the most salient extremity of the

peninsula of Yucatan. Cuba lies between

74 and 85 west long., and 19 and 23

north hit. Its length, following a curved

line through its centre, is 790 miles
;
and its

greatest breadth, from Cape Maternillos to

Mota Cove, is 107 miles. The area is esti

mated at 42,383 square miles, or, including
the other small islands attached to it, 44,163

square miles. The coast of Cuba is generally
low and flat, and is surrounded by numerous

islands and reefs, which render the approach
both difficult and dangerous to those not ac

quainted with the proper channels. No is

land, however, in proportion to its size, has

a greater number of excellent harbors, many
of them accessible even to ships of the line

A range of mountains extends from one end
of the island to the other, dividing it into

two unequal portions, of which the northern

if generally the narrower. The highest are
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those at the south-east extremity of the is

land, to the north-west of Santiago de Cuba,
and have, according to Humboldt, an eleva

tion of 7,6Y3 feet. This Cordillera is one

great calcareous mass, resting on a schistose

formation. The summits are for the most

part rocky and naked, occasionally interrupt

ed by more gentle undulations. The central

and western parts of the island contain two

formations of compact limestone, one of

clayey sandstone and another of gypsum.
The limestone formations abound in caverns.

The secondary formations, east of Havana,
are pierced by syenitic and euphotide rocks

united in groups. The syenite strata are in-

terlocated with serpentine, and inclined to

the north-west. In some places petroleum
runs out of rents in the serpentine ;

and

abundant springs of this fluid are also found

in the eastern part of the island. The riv

ers in general are necessarily short, and flow

toward the north and south. The largest is

the Cauto, rising in the Sierra del Cobre, and

falling into the Bay of Buena Esperanza on

the southern coast after a course of 150 miles,

for sixty of which it is navigable, though at

low water obstructed by bars. On some of

the rivers are beautiful cascades, while sev

eral of them flow during part of their courses

under ground.
The climate of the western half of the is

land presents many inequalities of tempera
ture arising from that portion of the island

being situated along the northern limit of

the torrid zone, and from the proximity of

the American continent. The seasons are

divided into rainy and dry, but the line of

demarcation is not very clearly defined. The

warmest mouths are July and August, when
the mean temperature is from 82 to 84

Fahr.
;
the coldest are December and Janu

ary, when the mean temperature is about 78.

The mean annual temperature at Havana is

about 73.5 Fahr. During the rainy season

the heat would be insupportable but for the

regular alternation of the land and sea

breezes. Snow never falls in Cuba, but hail

and hoar-frost are not uncommon in the win

ter season
; and, at an elevation of 300 oi

400 fe.et above the level of the sea, ice is oft

en seen several lines in thickness during the

prevalence of north winds. Hurricanes are

not so frequent here as in Hayti and the other

West India Islands, and seldom do much

damage on shore. They occur during the

autumn, from August to October.

The only peculiar quadruped known in the

island is the juita or huita, an animal shaped
like a rat, and from twelve to eighteen inches

in length exclusive of the tail. It is of a

clear, black color, inhabits the hollows and

clefts of trees, and feeds on leaves and fruits.

Its flesh is insipid, but is sometimes eaten.

A few deer are found about the swamps, but

they are supposed to have been introduced

from the continent. The woods abound in

wTild dogs and cats, which are very destruc

tive to poultry and cattle. Of domestic ani

mals, the ox, the horse, and the pig, are the

most valuable, and form a large proportion
of the wealth of the island

;
the sheep, goats,

and mules, are less numerous. The manati

frequents the shores. The domestic fowls

include geese, turkeys, peacocks, and pigeons.

The indigenous birds are distinguished by the

beauty of their plumage, and are very nu

merous, including upwards of 200 species.

Birds of prey are few. The vulture and

turkey-buzzard are protected by law and cus

tom, on account of their service in the re

moval of offal. The rivers, bays, and inlets,

are well supplied with fish. Oysters and

other shell-fish are numerous, but of inferior

quality. The reefs and shallows, and the

sandy portion of the beach, abound in turtle,

and the crocodile, cayman, and the iguana^

are common. Among the insects may be

specially noticed, the bee and phosphores

cent fly. These flies are very numerous, and

much used among the poorer inhabitants.

Fifteen or twenty of them confined in a cal

abash pierced with holes are frequently used

during the night to serve as a sort of lantern

The noxious insects are the nigua or jigger,

a species of ant called vivajagua, the family

of mosquitoes, the sand-fly, the scorpion,
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(less poisonous than that of Europe,) and

spiders, whose bite is malignant enough to

produce fever.

The forests of Cuba are of vast extent,

and so dense as to be almost impenetrable.

Mahogany and other hard woods are indig

enous, and several sorts are well adapted for

ship-building. Tho palm is the queen of the

Cuban forests, and the most valuable tree on

the island. The most common species, the

Palma real, the cocoa tree, and the African

palm, are found in all parts. The fruits of

Cuba are those common to the tropics, of

which the pine-apple and orange are the

most esteemed. Of the alimentary plants,

the platano or plantain is by far the most

important. JSText in order come the sweet

and bitter yuca or cassava ; the sweet root

being eaten as a vegetable, and the bitter

converted into bread after its poisonous juice

has been, extracted. The sweet potato and

other farinaceous roots are also common. In

dian corn is indigenous, and rice is extensive

ly cultivated.

The mineral riches of the island have not

yet been explored to any considerable extent.

Though gold and silver have undoubtedly
been found in the island, the quantity has

never been sufficient to repay the labor of

search. Gold was sent to Spain from this

island by the early settlers, but it was more

probably the accumulated wealth of the

aborigines in previous centuries, wrested from

them by tyranny and rapine at the pe
riod of the conquest, than the product
of honest labor on the part of the col

onists. Traces of auriferous sand are

found in some of the rivers. Specimens
of the finest gold have been obtained in re

cent times from the workings of Agabama
and Sagua la Grande, but at an expense of

time and labor that could not remuner
ate the parties engaged in it. In 1827, silver

and copper were discovered in the jurisdic
tion of Villa Clara, and the first ores gave
no less than seven ounces of pure silver to

the quintal (= 107f Ibs.) of ore; but they
have become less productive probably from

not being properly worked. The copper
mines near Santiago, in the eastern part of

the island, are of great extent, and very

rich, employing nearly 900 persons, and yield

ing an ordinary average of about twenty-
seven per cent, of pure metal. They were

wrought with some success during the seven

teenth ce-ntury, but had been abandoned for

more than 100 years. About the year 1830

Mr. Hardy, a landed proprietor in the island,

happened, when on a visit to that part, to

carry off some of the refuse of the old work

ings in order to subject them to analysis, the

result of which wr

as, that the metal was

found so rich as amply to repay the expense
of sending it to England for smelting. Sev

eral other mining companies have since been

established
;
and the amount of copper ore

exported in 1850 was about 25,000 tons

Of the 35,683 tons of copper ore imported in

1851 into the United Kingdom, 20,825 tons

came from Cuba. A highly bituminous

substance affording a strong heat, and leav

ing very little solid residue in the form of

ashes or cinders, is very abundant. In some

places it degenerates into a form resembling

asphaltum, and near the coast it is often

found in a semi-fluid state like petroleum or

naphtha. In the quarries near Havana, a

thick slate is found, fit for floors and pave
ments. Marbles and jaspers of various col

ors, and susceptible of a high polish, are

found in many parts of the island, and par

ticularly in the Isle of Pines. It is generally

believed that iron exists in various parts of

Cuba, and many parts of the great Cordillera

undoubtedly contain rocks of a ferruginous

nature
;
but from the difficulty of access, the

scarcit}
7 of fuel, and the want of capital, no

extensive mining operations have been en

gaged in. Native loadstone, however, has

been found in various parts, and chalybeate

springs are numerous.

The chief agricultural products of Cuba

are sugar, coffee and tobacco. The cultiva

tion of these has advanced with great ra

pidity since 1809, when the ports of the

island were more freely opened to foreigners
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From 1853 to 1868, we may mention, the

yearly exports of sugars were from 700,000,-

000 to 750,000,000 pounds. The cultivation of

coifee advanced for a time with equal or even

greater rapidity than that of sugar ; but, in

later years, from the low prices of coifee, the

cultivation of sugar has become the more prof

itable, and in a great measure supplanted cof

fee. In 1840, the exportation of coffee was

54,516,988 pounds ;
and in 1851, only 11,907,-

904 pounds. Tobacco is indigenous to Cuba,
and its excellent quality is celebrated in all

parts of the world. Of late, 8,500,000 pounds
of leaf tobacco, and 28,045,150 pounds of

manufactured are annually exported. Among
the other productions are Indian corn, rice,

beans, plantains, cotton, cocoa, pine-apples,

lemons, oranges, limes, figs, melons, etc.

Of the manufactures, the principal are

the making of sugar, molasses, rum, and

cigars, and the preparation of coffee and wax.

The foreign commerce of Cuba is very

large and extensive. From 1840 to 1850,
the yearly exports were valued at $25,-

000,000, since 1850, down to 1870, the

valuation of the exports has ranged from

$27,000,000 to $32,000,000, while that of

the imports has averaged about the same.

The discriminating!; and tonnage duties ino o
favor of Spanish and Cuban vessels average
about two-thirds. Despite all restrictions,

one-third of the whole commerce is with the

United States.

Education is in a very backward state in

Cuba, although it has made decided progress

since 1842. No grants in aid of public in

struction are given out of the public treasury,

and those who are unable to pay for educa,-

tion are left dependent upon private efforts.

It was announced in the Diario de la

Marina of January, 1852, that the govern
ment was about to establish nineteen pri

mary free schools in Havana, Matanzas, and

Puerto Prince, and two normal schools in

Havana, but we are not aware what success

they have as yet met with. The royal uni-

varsity of Havana has medical and law

schools. A six rears study of medicine and

a classical education are necessary for gradua
tion in these sciences. There are a number
of collegiate institutions and advanced

schools in Havana and other cities.

The Eoman Catholic is the only religion
tolerated by government. An effort was

made some years ago by England to obtain

permission to erect a Protestant church at

Havana, but without success. None can hold

property or engage in any business in Cuba,
without first acknowledging in writing that he

is an apostolical Roman Catholic
;
but those

who have tender consciences leave out the

word &quot;

Eoman,&quot; and the omission is winked at.

Religion and morality, indeed, like educa

tion, are here at a very low ebb. Nowhere,

probably, is presented a more dark and dis

tressing picture of unbelief, corruption, and.

immorality. In 1788, Cuba was divided into

two dioceses, each embracing half the island.

The eastern diocese, or that of Santiago de

Cuba, was, in 1804, -erected into an arch

bishopric, while that of Havana still remains

under a bishop. The revenues of the church

are derived from tithes on the products of the

island, the fees of christenings, marriages,

deaths, etc. The total revenue of the priests

and ecclesiastical authorities, is estimated at

about $700,000.

The island is divided into several distinct

jurisdictions, as the civil, judicial, military,

ecclesiastical, etc. The military is divided

into two departments, a western and an

eastern, each embracing half the island.

There was a third department, the central
;

but that was suppressed in 1851. Each de

partment is under a commander-general, and

is divided into sections, each under a com-

mander-of-arms
;
the sections are subdivided

into partidos and cuartones, each of the

former being under a petty judge with the

title of captain, and each of the latter under

a leader of patrol. Politically, Cuba is di

vided into two provinces, the western, or

that of Havana, and the eastern, or that of

Santiago. The judicial division contains two

jurisdictions the royal pretorian audience

of Havana, and the royal aud ience of Puerto
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Prince. The maritime division comprises

five provinces, which are subdivided into dis

tricts, each of the former having a com

mander, and each of the latter an adjutant.

The captain-general is invested with almost

unlimited powers, and is responsible only to

the sovereign of Spain : he is the supreme
head of the civil, military, and ecclesiastical

jurisdictions of the island; his decisions are

final, and his word is law. At Matanzas,

Trinidad, Puerto Prince, and Cienfuegos,

there are officers with the title of governor,

whose duties, however, are of a judicial

nature, extending to disputed points of every

sort, civil, criminal, or military ;
and subor

dinate to them are eight lieutenancies, called

capitanais d guerra. In all the cities and

towns are municipal bodies, styled ayun-
tamientos perpetuos, exercising judicial func

tions. There are also in the rural districts

jueces pedaneoSj a sort of itinerant village

judges or justices of the peace appointed by
the local governors. All judges and other

judicial functionaries are paid by fees instead

of salaries
;
and the petty officers of the gov

ernment, dependent on their fees, prey like

so many wolves upon the unprotected within

their jurisdiction. According to the new

Spanish constitution, Cuba has the right of

representation in the Spanish Cortes
;
but up

to 1870 no representatives have been elected.

The crown revenues of the island are the

rentas maritimas, including duties on im

ports, exports, and tonnage, and the local

or municipal dues levied at some of the cus

tom-houses
;

the impuestas interiores, in

cluding the tax on home manufactures, sale

of papal bulls and stamped paper, the profits

derived from the lottery, and the impost on

cock-fights ;
deductions from the rentas eccle-

siasticas, particularly those called the royal
ninths and the consolidated fund, the sinking

fund, the media annata, and the annual and

monthly revenues of the clergy ; personal

deductions, such as from the pay of public

functionaries, and the price of exemption
from military service

; miscellaneous receipts,

as the produce of the sale of royal lands, the

rents of vacant livings and unclaimed estates,

the produce of vendible offices; the casual

receipts, including deposits, confiscations, do

nations, and the recovery of arrears. The
total revenue received from these sources in

1849 was $11,000,000 ;
in 1850, $12,500,000 ;

and in 1857, $17,368,000.

The circulating medium of Cuba is com

posed chiefly of the precious metals
; paper

money was first issued in 1857 by the Spanish
Bank. The coins in use are the Spanish

doblon, which is a legal tender for 17 hard

dollars, and the subdivisions of the doblon,

the half, the quarter, the eighth, and the

sixteenth the last being equivalent to a dol

lar and half a real. The Mexican, Colom

bian, and other South American doblons are

a legal tender for 16 hard dollars, and are

sometimes in demand for exportation at a

premium : their divisions are worth eight,

four, two, and one dollar respectively. Of

silver coins, the Spanish dollar and its divi

sions, and also Mexican, United States, and

South American dollars, are legal tenders at

their nominal value.

The roads of Cuba are generally in a

wretched condition. Several railways have

been established : the oldest, opened in 1838,

extended from Havana to Guines, a distance

of 45 miles, and with branches to Ratabano,

San Antonio, and Los Palos, has become the

principal trunk line in the island. A railway

from Regla to the mines of Prosperidad has

.been abandoned. There are lines in opera

tion from Matanzas to Sabanilla, Cardenas

to Bamba, Jucaro to beyond Altamisal, and

Puerto Prince to jSTuevitas. The coast com

munication is kept up by steamers which

ply regularly between the different ports.

The number of coasting vessels that entered

the port of Havana in 1851 was 3,523. In

1852, the electric telegraph was introduced,

and its lines now extend between the prin

cipal cities and towns.

It is impossible, from the conflicting ac

counts of the different writers upon the sub

ject, to arrive at anything like certainty as to

the number of inhabitants on the island at
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the time of its conquest ;
but it may be esti

mated at probably from 300,000 to 400,000.
There is little doubt, however, that before

1560 the whole of this population had disap

peared from the island. The first census of

Cuba was taken in 1775, when the popula
tion was ] 70,862. In 1791 it was 272,140 ;

in 1841, 1,007,624; in 1857, 1,107,491; in

1870, 1,515,100. This latter number was

made up of 884,754 whites, 250,310 free

colored, 380,036 slaves. The population of

Cuba is steadily and even rapidly on the in

crease, and her future is a subject of deep in

terest to many a looker-on.

The inhabitants of Cuba are divided into

four classes the native Spaniards, who oc

cupy nearly all the offices of power and

trust
;
the Creoles, who are mostly planters,

farmers, or lawyers, and are generally looked

upon with contempt and aversion by the

Spaniards, whom the Creoles hate with equal
heartiness

;
the third class, composed of free

rnulattoes and free negroes in about equal

parts, who are excluded by law from all civil

offices
;

the slaves, constituting the fourth

class, are divided into fiosales, those recently

brought from Africa the ladinos, those im

ported before the law of 1821 prohibiting
the slave trade and the criollos, those born

on the island. Cuba has long been notorious

for the extent to which the slave trade has

been carried on there, and the ineffectual

attempts made to suppress it. The English

government succeeded, in 1853, in inducing
the Spanish government to pledge itself to

adopt measures for its suppression ;
but

despite all treaty pledges on the part of

Spain, there are every year brought into

Cuba 10,000 to 20,000 negroes from Africa.

Under a better and more liberal system of

government, there can be no doubt that Cu
ba would speedily attain a much higher state

of prosperity and importance than it has yet

enjoyed. Great as is its productiveness at

present, it is almost certain that under a good

government it would be increased five-fold
;

its mineral resources would then be fully de

veloped, and it would be able fully to take ad

vantage of its admirable position to develop
its trade. The continuance of the present

oppressive line of policy in reference tc Cuba
must undoubtedly ere long lead to a revolu

tion which Spain of itself will be unable to

quell. Not to mention the heavy taxes with

which the natives are burdened, the old ex

clusive system is here still in full force
;

offi

cers of trust and emolument are almost without

exception bestowed upon persons from Spain ;

the govern or-genoral is the sole medium of

communication between the colonists and the

crown
;
his power is absolute, and from his

decrees there is no appeal ;
and indeed the

island has been under martial law since 1825.

The governor-generalship is notoriously

sought after and bestowed as a means of ac

quiring or repairing a fortune, and a five years
tenure of office is considered sufficient to real

ize a fortune of two or three millions of dol

lars. From its position, it is evident that the

United States have and must have a deep inter

est in the prospects and future condition of

Cuba. Our country can never allow it to

pass into the hands of any European nation.

So long as Spain can maintain her hold on

Cuba, the United States will not directly in

terfere
;
but if any of the revolutions in the

island turn out to be a success, or if Spain
be willing to sell Cuba to the United

States, then, no doubt, it would speedily be

admitted into the Union. In 1848, while J.

K. Polk was president, the American minister

at Madrid was authorized to offer to purchase
Cuba at the price of $100,000,000 ;

but the

proposal was declined very curtly by the

Spanish government. The &quot;

filibustering
&quot;

expeditions of Lopez, in 1850-1, we have al

ready spoken of (p. 217-18) ;
but there was

much sympathy, especially in the South, for

him and his schemes. Our government, though

carrying out fully its duty in respect to the

neutrality laws, did not feel called upon to

go any further
;
and when the governments

of France and England, in 1852, made a

shrewd movement known as the Tripartite

Convention (p. 220), by which the United

States was to bind the nati;n, in conjunction
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with England and France, to guarantee Cuba

to Spain in perpetuity, the president, repre

senting popular sentiment, declined any such

arrangement whatever. In August, 1854,

Messrs. Buchanan, Mason, and Soule, our

ministers at London, Paris and Madrid, held a

conference at Ostend, and drew up a mani

festo on the subject of Cuba, arguing that

the island ought to belong to the United

States, that Spain had better sell it than try

to keep it, that in certain contingencies (such

as emancipating the slaves by Spain) we

ought to seize on the island by force, etc.

This sentiment in regard to Cuba, and its

&quot; manifest destiny
&quot; in connection with the

United States, prevailed to a large extent,

especially in the southern slave-holding States,

which, feeling strongly and bitterly that the

control of the government was passing out

of their hands, were exceedingly anxious to

add to the slave territory of the country by
buying or even stealing Cuba from Spain.

But it is not simply from without that

danger to Spanish rule or misrule is likely to

come. For many years the Cubans have

been hoping to be strong enough to throw

off the yoke of Spain ;
and they have made

various efforts at times, but never as yet with

success. The Spanish forces, as a rule,

have been unsparing in dealing with the

Cubans, and the hatred of the inhabitants

towards Spain and all belonging to her is

so intense, as to lead them to wage war and

fight with savage fury and vindictivencss.

In October, 1866, an insurrection broke out

in Cuba, and a declaration of independence
was issued at Manzanillo, October 10th, giv

ing the reasons and objects of the movement.

In the eastern and central departments the

movement spread rapidly, and Cespedes and

the Provisional Government sought for re

cognition from the United States, which,

however, was not granted. Numerous en

gagements took place between the Cuban
and Spanish troops ;

but as the former were

badly armed, and the latter soon after re

ceived reinforcements from abroad, the in

surgents were unable to accomplish their

purposes. During 1869 the struggle contin

ued with unabated zeal and perseverance on

the part of the Cubans
;
continual engage

ments and fights of more or less magnitude
occurred

;
the Cubans, badly and insufficient

ly armed, fought to great disadvantage.
Considerable help reached them from parties

in the United States who sent men and mili

tary stores to the insurgents ; Cespedes was
elected president, and the Provisional Gov
ernment strained every nerve to preserve its

existence and secure independence ; while,

on the other hand, the new Captain-General,

Kodas, by his proclamations and his acts,

manifested the savage and determined spirit

in which the war was to be carried on . At
the close of October, 1869, a decree of the

Cortes was promulgated in Cuba, whereby

liberty in religion is henceforth unrestricted,

and no person shall hereafter be prevented
from holding office under the government

by reason of his religious belief. In Novem

ber, the burning of sugar plantations became

quite general, and hundreds of the Cubans

sacrificed them in this way to prevent the

Spaniards gaining possession of these sources

of wealth. During the same month the Cu
ban Junta was formed in New York, a body
of patriots who have been and are steadily

working to secure the end in view, i. e. Free

Cuba. Our government, however, maintains

the attitude above noted, and General Grant

holds the view that the &quot;

political organiza

tion of the insurgents is not sufficient to

justify a recognition of belligerency.&quot; Up
to the present hour of writing (end of 1870),

the state of affairs has not been much differ

ent from that of the previous year ;
and the

Junta here and the Cubans at home, though

hoping almost against hope, have but to work

on, till the day of liberty and independence
i shall dawn upon the beautiful island.
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H ATTI.

THE Island of Hayti, or San Domingo, is

second only to C iba, among the West India

Islands, both in size, beauty and wealth. It

lies between Lat. 17 36 and 19 59 N&quot;. and

Long. 68 20 and 74 28 W. Its length
from east to west is about 400 miles

; great
est width N&quot;. and S. from Cape Beata to

Cape Isabella, 163 miles
; area, including a

few small islands, about 32,000 square miles.

San Domingo is separated from Cuba and
Jamaica on the W. by the Windward passage
about fifty miles wide

;
and on the E. from

the island of Porto Rico by the Mona pass

age, 76 miles wide. Bays and inlets indent

the island in every direction, and there are

numerous excellent harbors, of which that

of Samana on the !N&quot;.E. is especially to be

noted. Three mountain chains intersect the

island W. and E., on one of which Mount Ci-

bao reaches to the height of 7200 feet. Where
mountains and hills exist, there also, as in

San Domingo, are numerous valleys and

plains, and broad and rich pasture lands.

The rivers are few in number, and of little

or no value for navigation ;
lakes are numer

ous
;
mineral springs abound

;
the climate is

hot and moist, but generally salubrious, and

in the higher localities, perpetual spring-like

beauty and attractiveness prevail. Earth

quakes occasionally occur, and have at times

(1751 and 1842) done great harm to life and

property. Vegetation for the most part is

tropical in its character. On the north side

of the island are extensive forests of pine,

which is much used for the purposes of ship-

i
building ;

and Brazil-wood is found on many
parts of the coast. The satin-wood of this

island is heavier than that of the East Indies,

and it takes so fine a polish that it does not

require to be varnished. The cotton tree is

the largest of all the vegetable productions,
and is formed into the lightest anl most ca

pacious canoes. Every variety of the palm
tree is found in the woods, of which they
form a principal ornament. The palmetto or

mountain cabbage is an erect and noble tree,

which grows to the heigth of seventy feet,

with esculent leaves at the top. In the con

genial soil of this fertile island the sugar

cane, cotton, and coffee plants, grow in the

greatest luxuriance. There is also the cala

bash, the fruit of which serves as a substitute

for earthenware; the plantain, the staff oi

life in the West Indies; vanilla, which

is found indigenous in the unfrequented
woods

; quassia or simarouba, which is a tall

and stately plant, waving gracefully in the

wind
; sarsaparilla, indigo, tobacco, turmeric,

ginger, and rice plants. The fruits and nu
tritive roots of San Domingo are nearly the

same as those of Jamaica
;
but they are

more abundant, and extremely fine. Of
these may be enumerated the choux caraib, 01

Indian kale, with a variety of other vegeta
bles that come under the same denomination

;

the avocato or vegetable marrow, the melon,

sapadillo, guava, pine-apple, bread and jack

fruit, mango, nuts, rose-apple, plums, etc.,

of many different species. Flowers in end

less variety and splendor adorn the wild

scenery of the woods, and exhale their fra

grance in the desert air.

Little is known of the geological structure

of this island, but a limestone containing

vestiges of marine shells is the prevailing
formation. Mineral springs exist in several

parts. The most noted in the eastern part
of the island are those of Banica, Yaya, and

Pargatal ;
and in the west the chalybeate of

St. Rose, the saline of Jean Rabel, and the

alkaline sulphur waters of Dalmarie. Tho
mineral products are various and rich, and

include gold, platina, silver, quicksilver, cop

per, iron, tin, sulphur, manganese, antimony
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rock-salt, bitumen, jasper, marble, opal, laz-

ulite, chalcedony, etc. The gold mines of

the Cibao Mountains, which, in the sixteenth

century, were very productive, have been

abandoned, and at the present day gold is

obtained only from the washings in the

northern rivers. lS
r
orie of the mines, indeed,

are successfully worked, and hence these

sources of wealth are reserved for the indus

try of future laborers. The indigenous

quadrupeds of the island were confined to

four species, which the Indians called Hutia,

Quemi, Mohuy, and Cory. Of these, all are

believed to be extinct except the first.

Horned cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, horses,

mules, and asses, have been introduced from

Europe, and have multiplied prodigiously in

the wild and extensive pastures ofthe interior.

Wild fowl are abundant, consisting of va

rious species of ducks, pigeons, flamingo, the

wild peacock, the mimic thrash or mocking

bird, the banana bird, the Guinea fowl, the

ortolan, and parrots of various species. The
rivers abound with fish, some of which are

very delicate. Turtle of all kinds are taken,

and the land-crab is much esteemed. The

serpents are not dreaded
;

but the centi

pedes, which are frequent in old buildings,

are large and dangerous. The scorpion is

rarely seen
;
but the venomous crab-spider,

which is equally dangerous, is sometimes met

with.

This island was discovered by Columbus in

1492, and was soon filled with adventurers,

who crowded from Europe to the new world

in search of sudden wealth. The natives

were reduced to slavery by these settlers, wrho

spread themselves over the island, and by
their industry the colony increased rapidly in

wealth and prosperity. But as it was chiefly

oy the desire of gold that settlers were attract

ed to this distant shore, San Domingo was in
* O

its turn abandoned for other regions of great
er reputed wealth

;
and the countrygradual-

y declined, and, instead of yielding a reve-

t ue, became a burden to Spain. About the

middle of the sixteenth century the island of

St. Christopher was taken possession of by a i

mixed colony of French and English, who

being attacked by the Spaniards, were forced

to fly to the barren isle of Tortuga, where

they established themselves, and grew for

midable, under the wrell-known appellation of

buccaneers. They at last obtained a firm

footing in San Domingo, into which they had

made only predatory incursions
;
and by the

treaty of Hyswick that part of the Island ol

which they had obtained possession was ced

ed to the King of France, who acknowledged
these adventurous colonists as his subjects.

The French colony languished for a while

under the galling restrictions imposed on its

trade, but these being removed about the

year 1722, it soon attained a high degree of

prosperity, and was in a very flourishing state

when the French revolution commenced in

1789. The population was composed of three

classes, whites, people of color, and blacks.

Of these the whites were the favored class,

who engrossed all public honors and emolu

ments. They considered the people of col

or as a degraded caste, with whom it \va3

disgraceful to associate on terms of equality.

The black slaves ranked lowest in the scale,

and they experienced from both classes all

the evils of the most cruel bondage. A so

ciety framed of such hostile elements contain

ed in its very constitution the seeds of hatred

and contention
;
and in the course of the

revolution which occurred in France, these

were brought into full activity. The impor
tant discussions by which France was at that

time agitated kindled a corresponding sensa

tion in the colonies
;
and the hostile races of

the whites and mulattoes were already vio

lently inflamed against each other by the ea

gerness of their contests, when the Nationa

Convention, in 1791, passed the memorable

decree, giving to the people of color the un

limited enjoyment of all the rights which

were possessed by French citizens
;
thus at

once breaking down all the distinctions which

had prevailed in the colony, and which were

sanctioned by custom and inveterate prejudice

This decree excited loud and general disappro
bation amongst the whites, who immediate
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ly adopted the most violent measures. The

national cockade, the badge of their attach

ment to the revolution and its leaders, was

openly trampled under foot, and the author

ity of the governor-general and the suprem

acy of France were equally set at nought.
The several parishes proceeded to the election

of a new assembly, which accordingly met on

the 9th of August, under the title of the Gen
eral Assembly of the French part of San Do

mingo. The mulattoes in the mean time,

alarmed at these proceedings, were collecting

in armed bodies for their defence
;
and the

whites were so intent on the meeting of the

colonial assembly that they offered no oppo
sition to these assemblages.
Such was the state of aifairs between the

two hostile classes of the whites and the mu
lattoes, when a new and more powerful par

ty, whom all united to oppress, now sudden

ly combined for their own protection and for

the destruction of their enemies. On the 23d

of August, reports reached the town of the

Cape that the negro slaves in the neighbor

ing parishes were in arms, and that they
were destroying the plantations and massa

cring the inhabitants. This terrible intelli

gence was confirmed next day in its full ex

tent by crowds of wretched fugitives from the

.Tieighboring country, who, having abandon

ed their property, were flying to Cape Town
from the fury of their savage enemies. The

success of this bold and deep-laid conspiracy

spread universal consternation amongst the

white inhabitants. The citizens in Cape
Town were immediately summoned to arms,

and the women and children were at the same

time sent on board the ships in the harbor.

Other measures were also adopted to secure

the place against any sudden attack of the in

furiated slaves. When these precautions had

been adopted, several small detachments of

troops were sent out to act offensively against

the insurgents ;
but although partial successes

were obtained in these encounters, the gen
eral result too fatally demonstrated to the

white inhabitants their own weakness and the

strength of their enemies. In this destruc

tive war it was calculated that, about two
months after its commencement, upwards of

2000 white inhabitants were massacred
;
that

1 80 sugar plantations and about 900 coffee, in

digo, and cotton settlements were destroyed,
and a thousand families reduced from opu
lence to misery. Of the insurgents about

10,000 are supposed to have perished in the

field, and some hundreds by the hands of

the public executioner
;
and the rebellion,

which been hitherto confined to the northern

parts of the island, now began to spread

through the western districts, where the

blacks were aided by the people of color, and

wr

here, under their united devastations, the

country was laid waste for an extent of more

than thirty miles. At length they approached
the town of Port-au-Prince with the intention

of setting it on fire
;
and it was with great diffi

culty that a treaty was concluded by which

the place was saved from destruction. This

treaty was ratified by the colonial assembly,
which also announced its intention of grant

ing an extension of privileges to the free peo

ple of color. But, in the mean time, the na

tional assembly in France, under an impres
sion of the ruinous consequences of their rash

concessions to the people of color, had voted

a repeal of the law which gave them the same

privileges as the whites
;
and the intelligence j

of this repeal reached the colonies at the time
j

when the colonial assembly was holding out

the expectation of general equality and free

dom. The mulattoes, therefore, when they
heard that the national assembly had repeal

ed their former conciliating act in their fa

vor, knew no bounds to their indignation.

All thoughts of peace were now abandoned
;

and the war assumed a diabolical character

of cruelty, each studying to outdo the other

in acts of revenge.
The national assembly, alarmed by the in

telligence of these disorders, sent out three

civil commissioners, with full powers to settle

all disputes. But their authority soon fell

into disrepute. Other commissioners were

sent, and along with them 8000 troops. Un
like their predecessors, however, they adopt-
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ed the most arbitrary measures
;
and about

the beginning of the year 1793, they became

absolute masters of the colony. But their

severity at last provoked resistance to their

authority; and having displaced the gover

nor Galbaud, an officer of artillery, and or

dered him to France, he, along with his

brother, collected about 1,200 seamen, with

whom they landed, and being joined by oth

er volunteers, attacked the government house,

where the commissioners were posted with

their force. A fierce and bloody conflict

now took place, which terminated without

any decisive advantage on either side, and

next day the fighting was continued in the

streets of the town with various success. In

the beginning of these disorders, the commis

sioners had sought to strengthen their party

by the aid of the revolted blacks
;
and a body

of these auxiliaries, amounting to 3000, now
entered the place, which immediately became

a horrid and revolting scene of conflagration

and slaughter. Men, women and children were

massacred by these barbarians without distinc

tion. The white inhabitants flying to the sea

for protection, were met by a body of armed

mrJattoes, by whom they were put to the

sword without mercy ;
the half of the town

was consumed by the flames
;
and the com

missioners, themselves affrighted at these dis

orders, escaped to the sea-shore, whence, un

der cover of a ship of the line, they viewed

with dismay the wide-spreading mischief.

Ever since the commencement of these un

happy disorders, the white inhabitants had

emigrated in great numbers to the neighbor

ing islands, and to the United States
;
and

some of the principal inhabitants having re

paired to Britain, induced the British govern

ment, by their representations, to prepare an

armament with a body of troops to co-operate
with such of the inhabitants as were desirous

of placing themselves under its protection.

At this period the military force of San Do

mingo consisted of from 14,000 to 15,000 ef

fective troops, and 25,000 free negroes, mu-

lattoes, and slaves. About 100,000 blacks

had retired to the mountains to enjoy a sav

age independence, and in the northern dis

tricts, 40,000 slaves still continued in arms.

It was in these circumstances that the island

was taken possession of, in September, 1T93,

by a British force. But though the expedition

gained some partial advantages, the climate

soon began to make the most dreadful havoc

among the troops, and prevented them from

achieving any solid success. Toussaint POu*

verture, who was appointed general-in-chief

of the black armies of San Domingo in 1797,

proved himself an able and indefatigable ene

my ;
and at length the British were obliged

to evacuate the country in the year 1798. On
the 1st of July, 1 801, the independence of

San Domingo was formally proclaimed.
But the war in Europe between Great

Britain and France being by this time con&amp;gt;

eluded by the peace of Amiens, Bonaparte
sent out an armament, consisting of twenty-
six ships of the line, and 25,000 troops, nude*

the command of General Leclerc, his brother-

in-law, for the purpose of reducing the re

volted colony of San Domingo. To enter i nto

details of the barbarous and bloody war now

begun against the unfortunate inhabitants of

San Domingo would be of little value. It

will be sufficient to observe that the numbers

and discipline of the force now landed, joined
to the skill of its leaders, overpowered all

open resistance in the field, so that the blacks

after several obstinate conflicts, and after

burning some of the principal towns, were fi

nally compelled to retire into the inaccessible

mountains of the interior, whence they car

ried on, under their undaunted leader, Tous

saint, a desultory war against detached par
ties of their enemies. Elated by his success,

Leclerc now threw off the mask, and rashly
issued an edict proclaiming the former slav

ery of the blacks. Toussaint was not slow

to profit by this error. Having effected a

junction with Christophe, who had still 300

troops under him, and being joined by the*

cultivators in great numbers, who were no

longer deaf to his call, he poured wtf.a this

collected host like a torrent over the- plain ;

and having everywhere forced the French
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posts, and driven before him their detached

corps, he surrounded the town, to relieve

which the French general was compelled to

hasten to the spot by forced marches with

all the troops he could collect. Here he had

recourse to his former arts, and he was but

too successful in cajoling the negro chiefs,

wearied of war, into a suspension of arms.

Having watched his opportunity, he private

ly seized Toussaint with his family and em
barked him on board of a frigate for France,

where, being thrown into prison, he expired
in April, 1803. This act of cruel treachery

spread universal alarm among the black chiefs
;

and Dessalines, Christophe, and Clerveaux

Boon appeared at the head of considerable

bodies of black troops. This last contest for

the possession of San Domingo was distin

guished by a degree of barbarity which sur

passes belief. The whites and the blacks

seemed to vie with each other in deeds of

cruelty and revenge. Retaliation was the

plea still used to sanction every enormity,
and nothing short of the extermination of one

or the other party was thought of. The

French, however, it was clear, were now

gradually losing ground. About the year,

1803, they were confined within their forti

fications by the vigorous movements of the

black armies
;
and though reinforcements

were received from France, the French gen
eral was forced to enter into a capitulation

with Dessalines, by which he agreed, in 1803,

to evacuate the whole island. On the 30th of

November of that year, the standard of the

blacks was hoisted in Cape Frangois ;
and

the French troops, amounting to 8000, sur

rendered themselves prisoners of war to the

British squadron, by which they were closely

watched. In 1804, a formal declaration of

independence was issued, to which were at

tached all the names of the generals and

chiefs. . The ancient aboriginal name of Ilayti

was revived
;
while Dessalines, whose mili

tary talents were in great esteem, was elect

ed governor-general for life
;
and in Octo

ber, 1804, he was crowned emperor with

great pomp. In this situation he began to

display all the cruelties of a tyrant, massa

cring without mercy the white inhabitants,

and committing the most barbarous depreda
tions. A conspiracy was in consequence
formed against him ;

and as he was advancing

against the insurgents at the head of a few

troops, he fell into an ambuscade where he

was expecting his own advanced guard, and

fell pierced with balls. His power was dis

puted by various chiefs, of whom those best

known and most successful were Petion and

Christophe, the former ruling over the north

of the island, the latter over the southern

districts. Each having a powerful body of

adherents, a civil war was the immediate

consequence of their rival claims. In this

war, which continued for several years, many
battles were fought and many lives were lost

;

but the issue of the struggle was still doubt

ful, when in the year 1810, a suspension of

hostilities took place, though no formal treaty

was signed. From this period civil war ceas

ed in the island of San Domingo. Christo

phe was declared king of Ilayti under the

title of Henry I.
; and, in imitation of other

monarchs, he created various orders of nobil

ity, together with numerous officers of state.

He assumed to himself absolute power, and

committed the greatest cruelties, according
to the mere caprice of his own arbitrary will.

His tyranny produced general discontent,

and at last an insurrection against him.

Being deserted by his troops, he anticipated

his fate by committing suicide on the 20th of

October, 1820. Petion died in March, 1818,

greatly lamented, after having presided over

the republic upwards of eleven years. He
was succeeded by General Boyer, who ruled

over the northern division of the island until

the year 1820
;
when taking advantage of

the death of Christophe, and the confusion

occasioned by that event, he pressed forward

with a considerable force, and took possession

of every strong place in the island
;
and in

this manner the whole French division of San

Domingo was united under one ruler.

The Spanish division of the island had

been ceded to France, in 1795, by the treaty
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of Basle, but it was restored to Spain by the

peace of 1814. Spain, however, was no

longer able to control the revolutionary spirit

which prevailed in the colony ;
and in No

vember, 1821, the Spanish governor was

arrested by the insurgent party, headed by a

lawyer of the name of Nunez, and a decla

ration of independence immediately issued.

A strong party afterwards appeared in favor

of a union of the whole island under one

chief. On the 21st of January, 1822, the

Haytian flag was first displayed in the city

of San Domingo ;
and on the 9th, the keys

of the city, and with them the dominion of

the whole island, were surrendered to Presi

dent Boyer. The independence of the new
State was recognized by France in 1825, on

condition that its ports should be open to

the ships of all nations
;
that French vessels

should pay only half duties
;
and that $30,-

000,000 should be paid as an indemnity, in

five equal payments, the first on the 31st of

December, 1825. Thus, after a series of

struggles, beyond all example bloody and fe

rocious, the whole island of Hispaniola, with

its adjacent islets, became subject to one

government, under the title of the Republic
of Hayti.

Boyer continued to reign over the entire

island till 1843, when he was overthrown

and driven from the island by a revolution

headed by Riviere, who succeeded him as

president. After about four months, the

Spanish part of the island revolted, and Riv

iere marched with an army to reduce it to

submission
;
but while on this expedition the

other parts of the island revolted against

him, and he was compelled to escape to

Jamaica. A succession of presidents of

short duration followed; and on March 1,

1840, Soulouque was elected president.
Previous to his election, Soulouque was un
known to fame. Born a slave, he subse

quently obtained his liberty, and became

boots cleaner to one of the illustrious black

generals. He gradually rose by energy and

undaunted courage, soon obtained the rank

of captain, and subsequently that of general.

His ambition was thoroughly aroused by his

rapid promotion, and he secretly resolved to

emulate the achievements of Napoleon I.,

whose career he studied as a model, brooding
over his plans for three years. In 1849 he

carried them into execution by stratagem.
In April, an alleged plot to assassinate the

president was made the pretext for arresting
all those persons he deemed likely to oppose
his views. Of these he beheaded a great

number, and many fled. In Port-au-Prince,
his capital, a petition was got up on the 20th

of August, requesting him to accept the im

perial crown. Soulouque listened graciously
to this and other petitions, and received the

enthusiastic salutations of the people for the

Emperor Faustin I. A nobility of the first

order was created, and in 1851, the sable

monarch was duly and solemnly crowned.

The constitution wras altered and adapted to

the changed condition of affairs. But Sou

louque soon proved himself a tyrant and a

sort of public robber, and a revolt, ere long,

ensued. In January, 1859, Geffrard, one of

the generals of the emperor, raised the stand

ard of insurrection, and was supported by
the whole population. Soulouque barely

escaped with his life, and fled the country.
The republic was again proclaimed and Gef
frard became president. In May, 1865,

Salnave headed an insurrection in the north

ern part of the republic ;
and for the follow

ing two or three years civil war raged with

its usual fury. Geffrard was compelled to

abdicate and leave the country early in 1867,
and Salnave, in June, became president. A
new insurrection broke out soon after, and

as revolution is a chronic disorder in that

region, Salnave and his various opponents
and rivals kept up the contests and fightings

month after month, almost to the present

time. Salnave was captured at the close oi

1869, and shot, and a provisional government

formed, early in 1870, with Saget at the

head.

The revenue of Ilayti arises chiefly from

customs and port-dues, territorial imposts,

sale of lands, etc. In 1850, the customs
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receipts amounted to $850,000 ;
and in the

same year the expenditure amounted to

$1,800,000. At the present time the reve

nue is estimated at about $4,000,000, and

the expenditures at about $3,500,000. The

public debt amounts to some nine or ten

millions of dollars. The established religion is

Roman Catholic
;
but other forms of wor

ship are not prohibited. Church affairs are

superintended by a vicar-general. Educa

tion is at a low ebb
;
but there is room to hope

that when the republic becomes settled on a

firm and a stable basis, the people may have

the advantages and privileges of mental and

moral culture. The foreign commerce of

Hayti is in the hands of foreign merchants,

who are permitted to reside only at certain

ports, under irksome and injurious restric

tions. The foreign commerce does not

probably exceed $15,000,000 of annual value.

The exports are chiefly mahogany and other

timber, dyewoods, coffee, tobacco and cotton.

The imports are mainly from the United

States
;
also from Great Britain and France

;

value, about $10,000,000. The population

of the republic is estimated at 572,000 ; area,

10,000 square miles. The population of

Port-au-Prince, the capital, is 21,000.

On the fall of Boyer, the Spaniards as

serted their independence, and on the 27th

of February, 1844, proclaimed the Dominican

Republic. Herard Riviere, who succeeded

Boyer, marched with an army of 20,000
men upon San Domingo, but was defeated

at Azua by General Pedro Santana, who

compelled the Haytians to retreat within

their own territory. The provincial junta
of the new republic now formed a constitu

tion, and elected Santana president. He
was followed by General Jimenes in 1848.

Soulouque, then president of Hayti, at

tempted in 1849 to reconquer the territory

with an army of 5000 men, but was signally

defeated at Las Carreras, on the River Ocoa,
21st April, 1849, by Santana, who had only
400 men under his command. For this

victory Santana received the title of &quot; Liber-

tador f o la Patria.&quot; General Jimenes, the

president, not being fitted for his task, and
the invading army having been driven out

of the country, Santana was called upon to

restore order within the republic, and to

force the president to resign. This effected,

Santana directed the affairs of ?tate until a

new election had taken place, by which,

upon his recommendation, Buenaventura

Baez was named president. During his ad

ministration treaties of recognition and com
merce with Great Britain, Franco, and

Denmark were concluded. On the 3rd of

July, 1853, Baez was banished, and Santana

himself raised to the presidency. In 1857,

Baez, by the aid of the clerical party, was

again elected president, but in the following

year, a revolutionary movement under San-

tana compelled him to retire. Early in 1865,

Spain gave up all claim on San Domingo,
and withdrew the troops from the island.

Cabral was prominent in the provisional

government ;
but in December, Baez was

elected president. Another revolution broke

out under Pimental, and Baez fled in June,

1866, to St. Thomas. Cabral was elected

president. A treaty was formed with the

United States, in February, 1867, and the

Bay of Samana was offered on lease to our

government for $5,000,000. In the latter

part of the year another insurrection broke

out in favor of Baez, who drove Cabral out

of the capital, and became president. Since

then there has been a contest going on be

tween Cabral, Luperon and others, against

Baez
;
but Baez seems to hold his own for

the present. The sending a commission to

San Domingo, in 1871, in reference to an

nexation, may lead to important results.

The Dominican Republic claims for its

territory the whole of the Spanish portion
of the Island. It is divided into five pro

vinces, and has an area of about 22,000

square miles. The Dominicans are almost

entirely an agricultural people. The staples

of the south provinces consists chiefly of the

products of the forests. In Seybo, how

ever, the raising of cattle is the chief occu

pation. But by far the most industrious
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part is the north, generally called the Ci-

bao, where the staple article is an excellent

quality of tobacco. The articles of export
are mahogany, satin-wood, fustic, lignum-
vitfB and brazil-wood

; tobacco, hides, etc.

Tlu imports are chiefly flour and provi

sions from the United States, and general

merchandise from Europe.
The constitution of the republic is based

on that of Venezuela. The Congress, which

assembles annually, consists of fifteen depu

ties, three from each province, who form

the Tribunado or Lower Chamber, and five

senators, one from each province, constitut

ing the Consejo Conservador or Upper
Chamber. The executive power is vested

in a president, who is oiected for four years,

and who must be a Dominican by birth, and

at least thirty-five years of age. The judi

ciary is exercised by a supreme court and

various inferior and local courts, and the

French code has been adopted in legal pro

ceedings. The value of imports is estimated

at $550,000 ;
value of exports, $800,000.

! K ; foreign debt is owing ;
but there exists a

large home debt, on which the currency is

based, and which is of low and fluctuating
value. The army amounts to 16,000 men

3

and may be raised to 20,000. The navy
consists of three corvettes and five schooners

equipped as war vessels, and mounted with

forty-four guns. The prevailing religion is

Roman Catholic, but other denominations

are tolerated. Population estimated to be

about 200,000.

The chief seats of commerce are San Do
mingo city and Samana, a small town on a

peninsula of the same name. The city of

San Domingo is situated at the mouth of

the Ozama, on the southern coast, in !N&quot;. Lat.

18i, and W. Lon. 70, and is the oldest Eu

ropean settlement in the New World, having
been built by Columbus in 1504. The pop
ulation is about 14,000, and the town is

defended by substantial fortifications. The

cathedral is more than three centuries old.

The harbor is capacious, but owing to a bar

at its mouth, vessels drawing above thirteen

feet of water are obliged to anchor in the

open roadstead.

JAMAICA.

THE Island of Jamaica lies off the Bay of

Honduras, between the Caribbean Sea and

Gulf of Mexico, within K Lat. 1Y 40 and

18 30
,
and W. Long. T6 10 and 78 30

,

about 4,000 miles S.~W&quot;. of England, 80 miles

S. of Cuba, 90 miles &quot;W. of St. Domingo,
and 515 miles N. of Chagres, the Atlantic

port of the Isthmus of Panama. It is the

most southern of that group, called the

Greater Antilles, or Leeward Islands. It is

the largest, and was formerly the most valu

able of the British West Indies, being 160

miles in length by 50 in extreme breadth,
and containing about 6,400 square miles.

Within its government are comprised, be

sides the three small islands called the Cay-

manas, Balize, or British Honduras, on the

mainland of Central America, with Ruatan

and other islands in the Bay of Honduras.

These places, though distant respectively

600 and 460 miles, have been called the de

pendencies of Jamaica, and are ruled by su

perintendents appointed by the governor.

Jamaica was discovered by Columbus on

the 3d of May, 1494, while coasting along

the south of Cuba during his second voyage.

He called it St. Jago, after the patron
saint of Spain, but it is now generally

known by its Indian name, Jamaica, a word

signifying the Isle of Springs. On ap

proaching the shore, Columbus called the

nearest land after his first ship, Santa Maria,
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a name still preserved in Port Maria. He
effected a landing a little to the westward,

at Ora Cabessa, where, after a slight opposi

tion from the natives, he took possession of

the country, with the usual formalities, for

the King of Spain. The inhabitants were

the same mild, inoffensive race as those of

Cuba and Hayti. Like the Arowaks of

Trinidad and Guiana, they were probably
offshoots of the great Mexican stock, and

very different from the fierce Caribs of the

Windward Islands. After a short stay, Co

lumbus quitted Jamaica, which remained
undisturbed for nine years. In June, 1503,

on his fourth and last voyage, he was driven

by a tempest, in which he lost two ships, to

a bay on the north side of the island, which he

named Sta. Gloria (now St. Ann s Bay),
where he ran his remaining vessels ashore in

a small inlet still called Don Christopher s

Cove.

Jamaica seems to have remained unvisited

until 1509, three years after his death, w
Then

his son Diego, having established his right

in the council of the Indies to the governor

ship of Hispaniola, which included Jamaica,
sent Don Juan d Esquirel to take possession

of the island. By Esquirel the natives were

treated, according to Herera, with unusual

humanity. That his successors did not imi

tate him in this respect is proved by the

astounding fact that of the Indian popula

tion, at this time estimated at from 60,000 to

100,000, not a descendant of either sex ex

isted in 1655, when the island fell into the

hands of the English, nor, it is supposed, for

nearly a century before. About the year

1523, Diego Columbus, visiting Jamaica from

Hispanioia, founded on the River Cobre, in

land to the south of the mountain range,

St. Jago de la Yega, St. James of the Plain,

which gave the title of Marquis to his de

scendants, and is still the official capital, un

der the name of Spanish Town. The union

of the crowns of Spain and Portugal, under

Philip II., in 1580, occasioned an influx of

Portuguese colonists into Jamaica, who con

tributed much to its strength and prosperity,

but were usually on indifferent terms with

the Spanish settlers. Attention had been

paid at an early period to agriculture, the

cotton-plant was extensively cultivated, and
the sugar-cane, vine, and various kinds of

corn and grass had been introduced
;
and

whereas a small species of dog, called the

alco, was the only domestic quadruped known
to the aborigines, horses, horned cattle, and
swine had been imported from Hispaniola,
which multiplied amazingly, and a flourish

ing trade sprang up in lard and hides, as

well as tobacco, sugar, and ginger. In 1596,

during the alliance of Queen Elizabeth with

the Low Countries, and the consequent war
with Spain, Sir Anthony Shirley, a British

admiral, invaded Jamaica with a lanre fleet,7 O &quot;

and landing at Passage Fort, plundered St.

Jago and the neighboring territory, but made
no attempt at occupation. After thirty-nine

years tranquillity, during which, under the

government of Don Arnoldo de Sasi, the

island rose to a high pitch of prosperity, it

was again invaded in the reign of Charles I.,

by Colonel Jackson, who defeated the in

habitants in a severe engagement at Passage

Fort, and did not retire till he had ravagedO
the whole country, and laid the capital

under heavy contributions. The Spanish
colonists never recovered from this attack.

The preposterous claim by Spain to the

exclusive right of navigating the American

seas, and the outrages committed upon
British subjects in these parts, provoked
Cromwell to send an expedition, consisting
of 6,500 men, under Admirals Penn and

Yenables, against Ilispaniola. Failing in

their attempt, for which they were after

wards committed to the Tower, they attack

ed Jamaica, which capitulated, after a trifling

resistance, on the 3d of May, 1655, after

having been 161 years in possession of the

Spaniards. After the capture of the island,

until the restoration of Charles II., Jamaica

remained under military j urisdiction . Great

exertions were made by Cromwell to estab

lish a firm and peaceable government, as well

as to people the island from Scotland and

_J
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Ireland, from the Windward Islands, and

from the English colonies in North America ;

but these efforts were for some time neutral

ized by the incessant attacks of the Spaniards

and their negroes, who had retreated to the

mountains, by the disaffection of the troops,

and rapid mortality among the settlers. A
better state of affairs was at length estab

lished by Colonel D Oyley, a man of courage

find capacity. A formidable armament from

Hispaniola was totally defeated at Rio

Nuevo, on the 8th of May, 1658, and the

remnant of the Spaniards was soon after

driven from the island. Their slaves, how

ever, for the most part, remained, and main

tained themselves in the mountains, where,

being constantly augmented by runaway

negroes, they afterwards became formidable

under the name of Maroons. At this date,

negro slaves began to be imported in large

numbers, and about the same time Jamaica

became the resort of the buccaneers, a band

of freebooters composed of adventurers and

outlaws of all nations, whom the war with

Spain enabled to carry on their trade of

piracy under the British flag. Their ill-

gotten wealth was recklessly squandered in

Port Royal, and their barbarous outrages ap

plauded by the inhabitants who shared their

gains. In 1670, peace was made with Spam ;

the title of England to Jamaica was recog
nized by the treaty of Madrid, and it became

necessary to put down the buccaneers. This

was effectually done by their own former

leader, Sir Henry Morgan, who had been

knighted for the capture of Panama, and

was lieutenant-governor of Jamaica in 1675.

He was succeeded by Lord Yaughan, during
whose administration was formed in Eng
land the 4th, or Royal African Company,
which established a monopoly in the slave

trade. In 1678, under Lord Carlisle, an at

tempt was made to saddle the island with a

yearly tribute to the crown, and to take

away the legislative power of the House of

Assembly, which was to be in future a mere
instrument for voting supplies and passing
those laws which, after being prepared by

the governor and council, were approved at

home. In consequence of the strenuous re

sistance of the colonists, the privileges of the

Assembly were restored under Sir Thomas

Lynch in 1682, but the tribute question was
not settled till 1728, when 8,000 a year

(currency) (about $30,000) was settled on

the crown, on condition, among other

things, that all the laws and statutes of Eng
land should equally apply to Jamaica : this

bill, which was considered the Magna Charta

of Jamaica, was passed under the administra

tion of the Duke of Portland.

Before this event, many calamities had

happened. In 1692, occurred the great

earthquake, when the chief part of the town

of Port Royal, built on a shelving bank of

sand, slipped into the sea and was destroyed.
Two years after, a powerful French arma

ment, from St. Domingo committed the great
est cruelties and devastations on the south

and east coasts, but was at length driven back

by the gallantry of the militia. In 1712,
and again on the same day in 1722, there

were dreadful hurricanes. This last was so

destructive to Port Royal that the seat of

commerce was transferred to Kingston. In

1744, there was another hurricane, and no

less than five in 1780 and the six following

years; numerous others have occurred, at

various intervals up to the present time.

In 1738, under Governor Trelawny, a paci
fication took place with the Maroons, after a

contest of nearly forty years, during which a

body of Mosquito Indians was employed

against them. The Maroons are perhaps
even more averse to labor than the ordinary
Creole negro, and certainly more thievish and
dissolute

;
but the wild life they have led for

so many generations has made them taller,

and more active and vigorous. In 1760, a

dangerous revolt of the slaves was speedily

repressed, and punished by the most barbar

ous executions. In 1765, the Assembly ex

pressed a wish to limit the importation of

slaves, but the governor, by instruction, re

fused his consent. In 1774, a bill passed
the Assembly for the same object, but waa
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disallowed by the Board of Trade in Eng
land. From 1700 to 1786, the number of

slaves imported into the island was 610,000.

In. 1782, Jamaica was threatened with an in

vasion by the combined fleets of France and

Spain under De Grasse. It was saved by
the victory of Rodney and Hood, off Domi
nica. In 1807, the slave trade was abolished,

at which time there were 323,827 slaves in

Jamaica. At this period, Jamaica had

reached the highest pitch of prosperity. Its

fields teemed with sugar, coffee, cacao, cot

ton, pimento, ginger, and indigo ;
and it was

the depot of a lucrative transit-trade between

Europe and the Spanish main. In 1823, the

agitation in England against slavery had

reached such a height that Lord Bathurst, in

a despatch to the Colonial Legislature, re

commended the adoption of certain measures

for the amelioration of the condition of the

slaves. This moderate suggestion was un

fortunately rejected, and, during the follow

ing year, a proposal for the emancipation of

children of a certain age shared the same

fate. From this period, till the moment of

emancipation, we find in Jamaica ill-advised

and indefensible proceedings by the colonists,

and unwarrantable interference on the part

of missionaries
;
in England violent and un

scrupulous agitation. An examination of

the history of these events proves that a

measure, the success of which depended upon
the anxious and cordial co-operation of both

parties, became at length on all sides, with

few exceptions, a mere party, and too often

a mere personal question. The negroes rose,

in 1832, in a revolt, which was not subdued

till many hundred lives had been sacrificed,

property to the amount of upwards of a mil

lion destroyed, and the atrocities usually at

tending a servile war perpetrated on both

sides. The English government passed, on

the 14th May, 1833,
&quot; An Act to Abolish

Slavery,&quot;
but fixing an apprenticeship of

twelve years, reduced afterwards to six, and

eventually to four; and granting to the

owners a compensation of twenty millions

sterling, of which 6,162,000 was awarded

to Jamaica, being rather more than 19 a-

head on a slave population of 309,338. All

parties were determined that the apprentice

ship should be a failure. The magistrates
sent to protect the negroes were prejudiced

against the employers, who, on their part,

could not give up their power without a

struggle. Their manner was more overbear

ing and tyrannical than in the days of slav

ery, and they frequently displayed the bit

terness of their feelings by turning the ne

groes out of their houses, destroying their

provision grounds, and subjecting them to

every kind of annoyance. On the 1st of

August, 1838, the apprenticeship was ter

minated by an act of the Assembly itself, and

entire emancipation took place ; and, in

October, 1839, Sir Charles Metcalfe became

governor. By a wise and conciliatory policy,

he preserved the tranquillity of the colony.
He brought about a better understanding
between the laborers and employers, and

took measures to provide religious instruc

tion and the due administration of justice.

The number ofthe island curates was doubled.

Acts were passed for the selection of the two

puisne judges from barristers of a certain

standing, and for the appointment of nine

chairmen of quarter sessions, also barristers.

These changes were readily granted, though

involving an increased expenditure of $150,-
000 a year. He turned his attention also

to substitutes for the laborious cultivation

of sugar. Agricultural societies were form

ed, and attempts made to develop the re

sources of the colony in silk, cotton, fibrous

materials, tobacco, arrow-root, and copper.
Silk works were established on a grand scale

in St. Ann s, mines were opened, and a new

prosperity seemed about to dawn upon
Jamaica. None of these schemes, however,
rewarded the enterprize of the promoters.

They failed in succession, and from the same

cause, the want of cheap and continuous

labor. Fully alive to this deficiency, Sir

Charles was a zealous advocate of immigra
tion, which commenced in 1839, from Sierra

Leone and the Kroo Coast; and in 1840 an
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Immigration Act was passed. The result

has been, thus far, an accession of some

20,000 to 30,000 coolies and other laborers.

For many years the history of Jamaica has

been largely that of a succession of struggles

and difficulties between the Assembly on the

one hand and the Legislative Council on the

other, in regard to the finances, debts, incum-

brances on estates, modes of relief, etc. The

constitution of Jamaica has been modified,

in many important particulars, by several

acts passed in the island in the years 1854

and 1856. The ruling body consists of a

governor or captain-general, advised by &amp;gt;a

privy council, of a legislative council, and of

an elective legislative assembly. The gover
nor is nominated by the crown through the

secretary of state for the colonies. He re

ceives from the Imperial Government a sal

ary of $30,000, of which about one-third is

paid by the island. His privy council is ap

pointed by himself during pleasure, without

limitation of number or qualification ;
and its

president, or senior member, administers the

government during the absence of the gover

nor, should no lieutenant-governor be ap

pointed, though the commission is usually

given to the commander of the forces. The

Legislative Council is also appointed by the

governor, for life. It consists of seventeenn

members, and forms the upper chamber, and

may initiate any measures not involving im

position of taxes, or appropriation of money.
The House of Assembly consists of forty-

Beven members, being two for each parish,

and an additional one for the towns of Span
ish Town, Kingston, and Port Royal. It is

summoned by the governor in council; it

may be adjourned, prorogued, or dissolved by
the governor alone

;
unless so dissolved, its

duration is for seven years. It forms the

lower chamber, and, in conjunction with the

council, and with the consent of the gover

nor, may pass laws for the colony, provided

they be not repugnant to the spirit of the

English law
;
but all laws so passed are sub

ject to the approval of the Imperial govern
ment. The House of Assembly had former

ly the power of originating and appropria

ting grants of money ;
but by the act ol

1854, this was abolished, and no grant is to

originate in the Assembly except by message
from the governor, or through the executive

committee, a body consisting of one member
of the Legislative Council, and three members
of the Assembly, chosen and changed at

pleasure by the governor, who are to act as his

medium of communication with the Council

and Assembly, and to assist him in preparing

estimates, levying and disbursing money, and

in the general administration of the affairs

of the colony. They each receive a salary

of $4000 a year and allowances. The par
ishes are under the government of a chief

magistrate appointed for life by the governor,

termed the custos rotulorum, who presides

over the vestry, a body consisting of the rec

tor and church-wardens, justices of the peace

and ten vestrymen, who must be free-holders,

tax-payers, electors, etc. The church-war

dens must be also members of the establish

ed church. The vestries meet quarterly.

They raise and appropriate local taxes, by au

thority of an annual act of the Assmbly, for

the relief of the poor, and repairs of churches

aud public buildings ; they regulate markets,

and generally the affairs of the parish ;
and

it is their duty to prepare yearly an account

of the taxable and real property in the par
ish for the executive committee. The judi

cial system of Jamaica consists of a chief-

justice, who must be a barrister of five years

standing, who discharges also the duties of

vice-chancellor, and sits with the ordinary as

surrogate ;
his salary is fixed at $9000 a year.

Associated with him are three assistantjudges,

barristers of three years standing, with sala

ries of $6000 a year. None of these judges
are eligible to seats in the Assembly. The

attorney-general discharges the duty of advo

cate of the admiralty, with an additional sal

ary of $2,500 a year. The supreme court,

presided over by the bench of judges, holda

sittings in Spanish Town three times a year.

It has an appellate jurisdiction, and out of

it all process is to issue. The island isdivid-
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ed into four circuits, the Home, the Corn

wall, the Surrey, and the Middlesex, in the

first of which the chief-justice presides, and

Bits three times a year in Kingston, and three

in Spanish Town. The assistant judges pre

side over the others three times a year. They
take cognizance of crimes, insolvencies, civ

il causes, etc. Almost all fees are replaced

by fixed salaries. Summary jurisdiction is

given in small amounts to two justices of the

peace. Civil cases are decided by a majority

of five in a jury of seven. The same number

tries criminal cases, but the verdict must be

unanimous. A special jury consists of twen

ty-one, of which each side may strike off sev

en. The law of capital punishment is by this

act assimilated to that of England. Within

three or four years important changes have

been made in the way of law-reform. Dis

trict courts now exist all over the island, and

judges appointed by the home government
and from the bar of the mother country pre

side in these courts. The results thus far

have been very satisfactory and justice is

faithfully dispensed. The ecclesiastical es

tablishment consists of a bishop, whose dio

cese includes the Bahamas and Honduras,
with $15,000 a year, first appointed in 1825,

previously to which the bishop of London

was diocesan. There are 4 arch-deacons, 22 rec

tors, corresponding to the number of parishes,

and 50 island or perpetual curates. There

are in addition seventeen Presbyterian, six

teen Moravian, three American, forty-four

Baptist, twenty-two Wesleyan, ten Independ
ents ministers, besides Roman Catholics and

Jews. The number of children in the schools

is estimated at 30,000. The population of the

island is about 450,000, of which 14,500 are

whites, 85,000 mixed blood, and 350,000

blacks. Commerce is not in a flourishing

condition. The revenue is estimated at

f1,500,000 the expenditures generally are

little if at all less. The principal exports are

sugar, rum, coffee, pimento, ginger, etc.

On a previous page we have spoken of ne

gro insurrections occurring at intervals, the

last in 1831-2. A more recent outbreak

took place in 1865, which produced great ex

citement not only in Jamaica, but in England
and other countries. The condition of the

country, for years past, had been very wretch&quot;

ed, and the majority of the inhabitants were

miserable in the extreme. Complaints of griev

ances were made by G. W. Gordon, a black

member of the colonial legislature, to the

colonial secretary in England. These com

plaints were made public, and much agitation

was stirred up in the island in view of these

serious burdens and distresses. In October,

in Morant Bay, the negroes manifested an

insurrectionary spirit, and burning and plun

dering were the results. Governor Eyre
took immediate steps to crush the outbreak.

Troops were ordered out and martial law pro
claimed. Gordon was arrested by the gov
ernor as a conspirator, tried by court-martial

and hung, October 23d. At the close of the

month, those who had been shot and hung, ei

ther by the soldiery without trial, or by or

der of the court martial, were reported to have

readied the enormous and astounding num
ber of 2000. This indiscriminate slaughter,

as it seemed, of the blacks, excited intense

indignation, and the government were com

pelled to institute a searching inquiry in I860.

The commission in their report, shielded Eyre
all that was possible ;

while others resolved

to have him tried for the judicial murder of

Gordon. The trials did not take place, and

Eyre and his companions escaped ;
but the

whole course pursued was marked by excess

of zeal, savagcness of spirit, and reckless

ness in regard to human life shocking to con

template. Under the present governor, ordei

exists, and the island is at peace.

J
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CENTRAL AMERICA.

T
[&quot;NDER

the name Central America is

vJ comprised that portion of the conti

nent which unites North and South America.

It lies between 7 and 18 north latitude, its

entire length is between 800 and 900 miles,

and its breadth varies from 20 to 30 miles

in the narrowest to between 300 and 400

miles in the widest part, the area being about

200,000 square miles. There are five inde

pendent republics in Central America, viz.,

Guatemala, San Salvador, Honduras, Nicar

agua, and Costa Rica. In Central America also

are included the isthmus of Panama, British

Honduras, parts of Mexico and Yucatan.

The general surface of the country is, for the

most part, mountainous. It is traversed by
a part of the Rocky Mountain chain, which

is marked by volcanoes, one of these, Irasti,

attaining the height of 11,478 feet. The

climate is warm and moist, and the soil very
rich. The rainy season is in winter, and in

the low districts fevers and kindred diseases

prevail. Sugar-cane, tobacco and indigo are

cultivated, and the forests contain very val

uable woods, as mahogany, logwood, lignum-

vitae, etc. Central America is important of

late years, because of the several projects for

connecting the Pacific with the Atlantic

ocean either by railroad (as the Panama Rail

road), or by ship canal. The latter, at the

date of writing, is spoken of in encour

aging terms and very possibly will be com

pleted in due time. At first, when the au

thority of Spain was thrown off, in 1823, the

five States above named formed a federal

union under one government, but the confed

eration was abandoned in 1839. Nominally
these States are under a republican form of

government, but in fact, Central America haa

been torn and rent by internal dissensions,
and the intrigues and schemes of military ad

venturers, even to the present day. As was said

of Mexico (p. 392), so here, the greatest of all

necessities is the obtaining a settled govern

ment, based on the intelligence, cultivation, in

dustry and love of law and order of the people.
Schools must be increased in number; edu
cation must be fostered

; industry must be

encouraged in every way possible ;
the spirit

of the people must be roused to a due and

just sense of the duties and responsibilities of

free men, under a free government ;
the les

son must be learned, how puerile and almost

destructive it is to increase, growth, develop
ment, progress, and the like, to endeavor to

maintain a half-dozen or a dozen petty States,
each independent of the other, each jealous
of the other, each disputing, quarreling, fight

ing with the other, year after year, and per
petually with the same result. What, let it

be supposed, would have been the fate of the

Great Republic of the United States, if each
one of the original thirteen had stood off by
itself and spent its energies in quarreling and

fighting, instead of joining all their strength

together and all working together under one

constitutional, free government for the com
mon good ?

GUATEMALA.
GCATEMALA. is one ol the five republics of

Central America, bounded on the north by
Mexican provinces, east by Balize, (belong

ing to England,) and the Bay of Honduras,
south by Honduras r,nd San Salvador, and

west by the Pacific. Area, 44,500 square

miles; population, according to latest esti

mates, nearly 2,000,000 ; political divisions,
into sixteen departments. The principal
rivers fiow northward into the Gulf of Mexi
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eo, or eastward into the Bay of Honduras.

The largest is the Usumasinta, with a course

of 400 miles into the Laguna de Terminos and

Bay of Campeachy. Other principal rivers

are, the Motagua, the Polochoc, and Caja-

ban. The Michatoyal is the only river flow

ing into the Pacific. Most of the surface of

Guatemala consists of table-land, at an ele

vation of about 5000 feet above the sea. The

products of the country, vary of course, with

the variety of soil and climate. Rice, cotton,

sugar-cane, tobacco, etc., flourish on the low

er ground, while coffee and cochineal are

obtained abundantly in somewhat higher

elevations. The imports consist chiefly of

wines, fancy goods, earthenware, porcelain,

cutlery, hardware, silk and linens, dry goods,

and British cotton. The inhabitants of Gua

temala are a mixture of native Indians, Eu

ropeans, and Negroes. The natives of ne

gro blood are principally along the N.E.

coast, and in Amatitlan. With the excep
tion of certain portions of the indigenous

Indians, or northern portions of Guatemala,
the people are characterized by all the vices

that degrade the larger part of the inhabi

tants of Central America. Guatemala re

ceived its name from the Mexican word

quauhtemaU,
&quot; a decayed wooden

log,&quot;
be

cause the Mexican Indians who accompanied
Alvarado found near the palace of the kings
of Kachiquel an old worm-eaten tree, and

gave this name to the capital. In the mouth

of a Spaniard the pronunciation became

guatimala. Another derivation is from the

name of Guitemal, the first king of Guate

mala, as Quiche was named from Nama-

quiche, and Nicaragua from the cacique of

the same name. The principal part of Gua

temala was conquered in 1524 by Alvarado,

who found above thirty different tribes pos

sessing the country, each governed by its

own chief, and using distinct languages and

customs. The Pipil Indians still speak the

Aztec or Mexican language, and dwell on

the Pacific shores. Besides this there are

above twenty different dialects used in the

republic ;
but manv of these are so similar

that one tribe with little difficulty under-

stands another. According to a tradition

related by the historian Juarros, the Toltec

Indians, the most civilized and powerful of

the tribes of Guatemala, came originally
from Tula in Mexico. This emigration is

said to have been undertaken by the direc

tion of an oracle in consequence of the great
increase of the population in the reign of

Namaquiche (i.e., &quot;Quiche the
Great&quot;),

the fifth king of the Toltecas. None of the

Spanish settlements wrere conquered with so

little bloodshed as that of Guatemala ; and

this was mainly owing to the celebrated Do
minican Las Casas, who accompanied the

conquerors in their expedition into this ter

ritory. In 1524, Alvarado founded the city

of Guatemala; and in 1542, a chancery and

royal audiencia were established in this city.

with authority over all the settlements and

provinces from the southern boundary of

Costa Rica to the northern limit of Chiapas.

Hence this city became the residence of the

governor and captain-general. Till his

death in 1541, Alvarado had exercised au

thority over the Spanish settlements from

their subjugation in 1524, during four years
under Cortez, and subsequently by direct dele

gation from the crown. At thie time the king
dom of Guatemala consisted of the aggre

gate of the settlements and districts
;
and

under the Spaniards it fonaed a captain-

generalship independent of tl ie other govern
ments and viceroyalties of Spanish America.

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centurieso
Guatemala was severely l.arassed by the

Dutch and English privateers, and by the

inroads of the Poyaise and Mosquito Indians,

who freely permitted the English to set

tle along their coast, while they maintained

an unrelenting struggle with the Spaniards.

On the 21st of September, 1 S21, the country

became an independent Stiite, and united

itself with the Republic of Mexico; but

again, on the 1st of July, 1 323, it became a

separate government, and eventually the

confederation of the five fitates of Guate

mala. San Salvador, Hond iras, Nicaragua,
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Costa Rica, with the Territory of Mosquitia,

was formed. In 1840, however, this confed

eration was dissolved
;
and Guatemala, as

well as each of the rest, became independent.
Of late, attempts have again been made to re

new the confederation, but, owing to political

jealousies, without any definite result. The

country has long been kept in a state of con

stant agitation, industry has been neglected,

civil wars have been rife, and every effort to

improve the condition of the inhabitants has

been frustrated. Under a united and effi

cient system of government this country

would rise into one of great importance and

influence. It possesses all the elements of

prosperity in the resources and advantages
with which nature has so richly invested it.

The government of Guatemala is rather re

publican in name than in fact. A few of

the old nobility, and the thoroughly ener

getic priests and Jesuits, allow no views

to find favor but their own, and take care

to repress all tendencies to education and

general enlightenment. The power of the

president is absolute. The legislative as

sembly consists of forty-four deputies, with

the addition of two members each from the

chapter of the cathedral, the university, the

high courts of justice, the economical society,

and the tribunal of commerce
;
but the as

sembly is really of no moment. The reve

nues are estimated at $1,500,000 ;
the ex

penditures, about $200,000 less. The princi

pal cities are, &quot;New Guatemala, the capital,

Old Guatemala, Quesaltenango, Flores, etc.

The capital has a population of about 50,000.

The commerce of the republic has been much
diminished by the opening of the Panama
Railroad. A tedious conflict was carried on

for years with England, in regard to the

territory of Balize or British Honduras,
but was settled in 1859

;
and were it

not for the curse of lawlessness and caste

and intolerance, Guatemala might become

not only a free but also a prosperous re

public.

SAN SALVADOK.

SALVADOR is a republic of Central

America, lying between N&quot;. Lat.. 13 7
X

,
and

14 24
,

&quot;W. Long. 87 3T and 90 2
,

bounded on the north and east by Honduras,
south by the Pacific, and west by Guatema
la. Its length is 160 miles, its mean breadth

60, and its area 7,500 square miles. Popu
lation, 600,000. There are two lines of water-

parting in San Salvador, one extending from
east to west parallel to the Pacific coast, sep

arating the waters that flow directly into the

Pacific from the affluents of the Lempa ;
and

the other further inland, having a parallel
direction. Along the shore of the Pacific

stretches a low tract of rich alluvial land,

varying from 10 to 20 miles in breadth. Be

yond this the ground rises abruptly to the

height of 2000 feet, forming a broad

table-land, above which tower many lofty
rv. 28.

volcanic peaks. From the highest portion,

which forms the lower watershed of San Sal

vador and the southern edge of this plateau, to

the chain of the Cordilleras, stretches the

broad valley of the Lempa, about 100 miles

in length, and from 20 to 30 across. The

ground slopes very gradually from the south

for some distance, and then descends abruptly

to the proper valley of the river
;
on the other

side it rises with a more uniform ascent,

though broken and rugged, to the foot of the

mountains that form the upper watershed of

the country, and tower over it at a height of

6000 or 8000 feet. Besides the Lempa, San

Salvador is watered by the Rio Paza in the

west, separating it from Guatemala, and by
the St. Miguel in the east. The whole coun

try is remarkable for its volcanic character,

and for the number of burning mountains,
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both active and extinct, which it contains.

A line of eleven great volcanoes extends along
the crest of the table-land, between the shore

and the Lempa. Probably no region in the

world of equal extent contains so many vol

canoes, or traces of volcanic action, as this lit

tle State, where for days the traveller s road

lies over beds of lava and similar substances.

A consequence of this is the great fertility of

the soil, and the luxuriant vegetation that

covers the mountains up to their very sum

mits. The entire soil of San Salvador is

either volcanic or alluvial. The ground of

the latter sort has been gradually formed, in

the lapse of ages, from the ashes and stones

ejected by volcanoes now extinct. It occurs

for the most part in small patches, scattered

over different parts of the country ;
the most

extensive tract of alluvial ground being in

the district of Gotera, in the department of

San Miguel. In other places, the action of

volcanic forces is most strikingly apparent,

from the confused assemblage of abrupt cliffs,

deep ravines, mountains, valleys, and plains

indiscriminately mixed together.

The country is essentially an agricultural

one, and well cultivated, the low land yield

ing tropical produce, and the upper regions

the crops of northern climes. Indigo is the

plant raised in the largest quantities. Sugar,

cacao, coffee, and tobacco are also grown.

Almost all the land is cultivated, very little

remains unclaimed, and there are few large

estates belonging to individuals. The rural

population consists mostly of Indians, and the

lands which they have been allowed to retain

have tended to their encouragement in indus

trious habits. For the most part they live in

villages, which stud the country in great

numbers
; going in the morning to and re

turning at night from their little patches of

ground in the vicinity. Roads have been con

structed throughout the most of the country.

The mineral resources of San Salvador in

clude the silver mines of Tabanco in the

north-east of the State, which are easily work

ed, and yield from 47 to 2537 oz. per ton
;

and the iron mines of Petapa in the west.

It is also believed that extensive beds of coa.

exist throughout the valley of the Lempa. A
certain part of the coast of San Salvador,
about 50 miles in length by 20 or 25 in

breadth, between La Libertad and Acajutla,
is called the Balsam Coast, because it pro
duces what is erroneously called the balsam

of Peru. This is obtained from the juice of

a tree
;
the whole region as far inland as the

mountains being covered with dense forests

occupied by Indians, who make their living

by selling this balsam and planks of cedar-

wood. The seaports of the country are La

Union, on the Gulf of Fonseca
;
Libertad and

Acajutla further west, along the shore. Very
few manufactures are carried on here, and

these are chiefly articles for domestic use,

such as coarse cotton cloth and hardware.

The great majority of the people are Indians,

belonging, in all probability, to the Nahual or

Aztec race, who inhabited Mexico before the

Spanish invasion. Their language is very
similar to that spoken by the natives of Mex

ico, and they seem from the ancient traditions

to have come from Nicaragua. The to^as

in San Salvador are generally inhabited

by white men and those of mixed blood

(ladinos), the former being generally mer

chants or proprietors of estates (haciendas),

and the latter employed in mechanical pur
suits. The Indians in the villages and coun

try districts are engaged in agricultural la

bor.

The government of the country is repub
lican

;
the executive power is in the hands

of a president, elected for five years; and

the legislature consists of a chamber of twen

ty-five members. The revenue, according to

the latest estimate, amounts to nearly $1,000,-

000
;
value of exports nearly the same amount ;

and the prospects generally are considered to

be favorable for the future progress of the re

public. The capital, San Salvador, which

was very greatly injured by an earthquake

in 1854, now numbers in population about

20,000.

The first European who invaded San Salva

dor was Alvarado, one of the officers under
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Cortez, in the conquest of Mexico. After

having conquered the country now called

Guatemala, he was informed of the existence

of a powerful nation to the south-east, which

he resolved also to conquer. He met with

ar. obstinate resistance, but succeeded in pen

etrating as far as the capital, Cuscatlan, where,

however, he only remained a few days. The

country was then one of the best peopled in

America, and contained many large towns as

well built as those in Mexico. For a long time

the inhabitants resisted the invaders
;
and it

was only by the advantages of cavalry and

fire-arms that the conquest was consummated.

The country afterwards formed part ofthe gen
eral captaincy of Guatemala, and remained un

der the Spanish government till 1821, when,

by a bloodless revolution, the province re

gained its independence. Until 1323, San Sal

vador, along with the other ports of the Span
ish Guatemala, was united to Mexico

;
but

in that year a confederation was formed by
the five States of Guatemala, Honduras, San

Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Eica, undei

the name of the Confederation of Central

America. This arrangement continued un
til 1840, after which the component parts of

the confederation became entirely independ
ent, as they have since continued to be. Not

withstanding, there are a number of patriots
in this and the other republics who look for

ward to a restoration of the confederation as

promising to afford the most stable govern
ment, the greatest freedom, and the largest

liberty of development and growth in the

republic.

HONDURAS.

HONDURAS is a republic of Central Amer
ica, lying between &quot;W. Long. 83 20

,
and

89 3CK, and N&quot;. Lat. 13 10 and 16 ; and

bounded on the N. and N.E. by the Bay
of Honduras and the Caribbean Sea, S.E. by

Nicaragua, S. by the Gulf of Fonseea and

San Salvador, and W. by Guatemala. Area,

47,000 square miles
; population, 350,000 ;

population of its capital, Comayagua, 18,000.

The general aspect of Honduras is moun
tainous. Ranges of mountains and hills radi

ate towards the N. and E. from the common
base of the Cordilleras. This great chain

does not in Honduras approach within fifty

or sixty miles of the Pacific, and on that side

presents the general appearance of a great
natural wall. The northern and eastern

coast of Honduras presents several bold

groups of mountains, the terminations of

ranges radiating from the Cordilleras. From
the high plateaux of Guatemala the great

range Df the Cordilleras pursues a nearly
eastern course to the frontier of Honduras,
where :* is deflected to the S.E., while a

higher range, not inferior in height to the

main chain, runs off E. by N. to the Bay of

Honduras. Most of that wide region be

tween the Sulaco mountains and the Atlan

tic, comprising nearly one-half ofthe territory

of the State, is uninhabited except by de

tached Indian tribes, and is but little known,

except that it is very diversified and rich in

the nature of its soil and the variety of ita

minerals. The northern coast of Honduras

presents a diversified surface. A portion is

flat, and covered with vast growths of tim

ber. In other places the mountains extend

to or very near the coast. Honduras thus

presents the greatest diversity of surface, fer

tile valleys, wide and elevated plains, and

mountains terraced to their summits, afford

ing almost every variety of soil, climate, and

production. The rivers of Honduras are

numerous, and some of them of large size.

The principal are the Chamelicon, Ulua,

Aguan or Roman, Tinto or Black River,

Patuca, and Wanks or Segovia, flowing into

the Atlantic
;
and the Choluteca, Nacaome
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and Go,scoran, flowing into the Bay of Fon-

seca. The Chamelicon rises in the mountains

of Merendon, and pursues a generally N.E.

course to the Atlantic. It is of great length
and rapid, but as it drains only a small

section of country, its body of water is small.

The Ulua, on the other hand, drains a vast

expanse of territory, comprehending nearly
one-third of the entire State, and is the

largest river in Central America, the Wanks

perhaps excepted. The Bay of Fonseca, the

greater portion of which belongs to Hon

duras, is upwards of fifty miles in length, by
about thirty in average breadth, with an en

trance eighteen miles wide, between the vol

canoes of Conchagua (3,800 feet in height)
and Coseguina (3,000 feet in height). Across

this entrance lie the two islands of Cocha-

guita and Mianguera, and a collection of

high rocks called Los Farellones, forming
four distinct channels, each having sufficient

depth of water to admit the largest vessels.

On the island of Tigre, near the center of

the bay, is the free port of Amapala, belong

ing to Honduras. The principal ports of

Honduras on the Atlantic are Puerto Ca-

ballo, Omoa, and Truxillo. Puerto Caballo,

the first port established by the Spaniards on

the northern coast is in 1ST. Lat. 15 49
,

W. Long. 87 57 . Cortez, in his expedition
into Honduras, founded a settlement here for

the purpose of making it the grand entrepot
of !STew Spain. For upwards of two cen

turies it was the principal establishment on

the coast
;
but during the time of the bucca

neers it was removed to Omoa, because of

the large size of the bay, which could not

be properly defended. The port of Omoa is

small but secure, and is defended by a strong

fort, called El Castillo de San Fernando.

The town stands about a quarter of a mile

from the shore, and contains about 2,000 in

habitants. Truxillo is situated on the west

ern shore of a noble bay, in ]ST. Lat. 15 55
,

W. Long. 86. The population has been esti

mated at 2,500, of whom 1,000 were whites

and Ladinos, and 1,500 Caribs. The latter

are described as tall, hardy, and industrious.

The coast alluvions of Honduras aregener

ally densely wooded, the elevated valleys of

the interior spread out in broad savannahs,
and the mountain plateaux are covered with

forests of scattered pines, relieved by occa

sional clumps of oak. Of the vegetable pro
ductions of Honduras the mahogany tree

stands first in importance, and, from its vast

size and magnificent foliage, is deservedly en

titled &quot;

king of the forest.&quot; It is to be found

in nearly all parts of Honduras, in the val

leys of the various streams. It is, however,
most abundant upon the lower valleys of the

rivers flowing into the Bay of Honduras,
where the cortes (cuttings) are chiefly car

ried on by the Spaniards. A fixed sum is

paid to the government for each tree cut

down. Among the gum and medicinal trees,

are the gum-arabic tree, copaibo tree, copal

tree, liquid amber, castor oil, ipecacuanha,
and the Jfevea elastica. Among the more

common of the others are the long-leaved or

pitch pine, cedar, ceiba or silk-cotton tree,

live oak, mangrove, iron-wood, calabash,

various kinds of oak and palm, lime, lemon,

orange, cocoa, pimento, citron, tamarind, and

guava. Sarsaparilla is obtained in great

abundance, and of superior quality. The

sugar-cane grows luxuriantly on the plains

and among the mountains, at elevations of

3,000 to 4,000 feet. Coffee, indigo, tobacco,

maize, wheat, rice, and potatoes are also

grown.

Honduras, in point of mineral resources,

ranks first among the States of Central

America. Silver, the most abundant and

valuable of the ores existing in the State, is

found in various combinations with iron,

lead, copper, and in some instances with anti

mony. Chlorides of silver are not uncom

mon. The silver ores are chiefly found upon
the Pacific ranges or groups of mountains,

while the gold washings, if not the gold mines

proper, are most numerous on the Atlantic

slope. There are also very valuable mines

of copper ;
the ores containing also consid

erable proportions of silver. Iron ore is

common, but no mines of it are worked ex-

\
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cept those of Agalteca. Platina is said to

exist, but the mines have never been work

ed. Cinnabar lias also been found in sev

eral places. Zinc, antimony, and tin also

exist. The coal mines of Gracias are worked

to a large extent, and have been very pro

ductive
;
and beds of coal have been discov

ered in several localities.

The Indian or aboriginal population pre

dominates in Honduras, as in Central America

generally. In the eastern portion of the State,

within the district which lies between the Rio

Roman and the Segovia River, an area of not

less than 1 5,000 square miles, the country is

almost exclusively occupied by native tribes,

known under the general names of Xicaques
and Payas. Portions of these tribes have

accepted the Roman Catholic religion, and

live in good understanding with the white

population. Apart from these there are con

siderable numbers who live among the

mountains, and who follow more closely

their original modes of life, but who are also~
J

friendly in their intercourse with the Span
iards. They tacitly recognize the authority

of the government, but it does not interfere

with their modes of life. They are describ

ed as being short, but remarkably strong,

and capable of carrying heavy burdens over

the rocky passes of their steep mountains

without appearing to suffer much fatigue.

Their character for faith and honesty stands

high. The coast around Carataska Lagoon,
and westward as far as Brewer s Lagoon,
was for many years occupied by Sambos or

Mosquitos, a mixed race of Negroes and In

dians; but the Caribs spreading rapidly

eastward from Truxillo and Black River,

have now nearly displaced them, and driven

them to the southward of Cape Gracias a

Dios into the Mosquito territory. The

Caribs are peaceable, active and industrious,

and arc much employed by the mahogany
cutters on the coast. Comayagua, formerly
V alladolid, the capital of the republic, is sit-

aated on the southern border of the plain of

the same name, in N. Lat. 14 28 . W. Long.
87 39 . It was founded by Alonzo Ca-

ceres in 1540. In 1827, it was taken and
burned by the monarclucal faction of Guate

mala. It then contained about 18,000 in

habitants, and was embellished with foun

tains and monuments
;
but has never since

wholly recovered. It is the seat of a bishop

ric, and has a large and elegant cathedral,

and a university. The trade of the city is

small. The coast of Honduras was discover

ed by Columbus in 1502. It subsequently
formed part of the Spanish kingdom of Gua

temala, which comprised the provinces of

Guatemala, Honduras, San Salvador, Nicar

agua, and Costa Rica. These threw oft

their allegiance to Spain in 1821, and assum

ing the rank of sovereign States soon after

united into a confederacy called the &quot; Re

public of Central America.&quot; This union,

in consequence of internal dissensions, be

came practically dissolved in 1839, and since

that time Honduras has continued to be an

independent republic. Some years ago, a

claim was set up by Great Britain to a con

siderable portion of the coast of Honduras

from Cape Comorin, near Truxillo, to Cape
Gracias a Dios, on the behalf of the so-called

&quot;king
of Mosquito.&quot; The matter was

settled by England abandoning the claim in

1856.

BALIZE, often called British Honduras, is

an English settlement on the east coast of

Central America, and separated from Hon
duras by the republic of Guatemala. It has

a coast line of about 200 miles in length, be

tween the mouths of the Hondo and Sarstan,

and averages about sixty miles in width.

Area, about 1 2,000 square miles. This coast

was discovered by Columbus in the year

1502, but little that can be relied upon is

known of its early settlement. The abun

dance and fine quality of the wood, particu

larly mahogany and logwood, seem first to

have drawn attention to it
;
and at a pretty

early period it was occasionally resorted to

by wood-cutters. But the first permanent
establishment of British wood-cutters was

made at Cape Catoche by some adventurers

from Jamaica, whose numbers increasing.
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they extended as far south as the River

Balize, and as far west as the neighborhood
of Can: peachy. The successes of the settlers

aroused the jealousy of the Spaniards, and

they finally succeeded in driving the wood
men from the Campeachy shore, and confin

ing them to the limits of the present settle

ment. An attempt was again made, in

1718, to dispossess the British of the terri

tory on the River Balize
;
but the firmness

of the wood-cutters deterred the Castilians

from effecting anything. In 1754, an expe
dition was undertaken to exterminate the

colony ;
but by a treaty of peace concluded

in the year 1763, the Spaniards were com

pelled to admit the right of occupancy to the

British colonists, which, however, they sub

sequently attempted to annul. In 1784,
Britain obtained from Spain a specific grant
of &quot; the lands allotted for the cutting of log
wood

;&quot;

and in 1790, an act of parliament
conferred on Balize all the privileges of a

British colony. The last attack on the set

tlement was made during the war in 1798,
but the expedition was gallantly repulsed ;

and since that period the colony has re

mained undisturbed by foreign aggression.
The coast of the Bay of Honduras is low,

and the shore is studded with a number of

low islands or keys, which, however, are ver

dant. As we recede from the coast, the

land rises into a bold and lofty country, in

terspersed with rivers and lagoons, and cov

ered with gigantic forests. The lagoons or

sheets of water, and the falls and rapids of

the rivers, constitute sublime and beautiful

features in the general aspect of the country.

The Hondo River, which forms the northern

boundary, is a fine stream. A few miles

south of it is the jSTew River, which has its

Bource in an extensive lagoon. The Balize

has a N.E. by E. course of above 200 miles,

and discharges itself into the Bay of Hon
duras by two mouths about 3^ miles apart,

the southern branch dividing the town of

Balize into two parts. Fruits spontaneously

produced, are exceedingly abundant, and con

sist of oranges of excellent quality, shaddocks,

limes, mangoes, melons, cocoa-nuts, and many
others. They are all found in the neighbor
hood of Balize, but are sometimes brought
in large quantities from more elevated plan
tations. The mahogany and logwood trees

are at present the staples of Honduras. The

logwood is found in low swarmy grounds,

growing contiguous to fresh water creeks

and lakes, on the edges of which the roots,

the most valuable part of the wood, ramify.

There are various other kinds ofwood of beau

tiful vein and close-texture, such as ironwood,

claywood, rosewood, palmaletta, and the

like. Amongst minerals, strata of fine mar

ble and formations of alabaster are known

to exist.

Balize, the capital of the settlement, stands

on a low, flat shore immediately open to the

sea, and guarded by numerous small islands,

densely covered with trees and shrubs, and

so similar as to render navigation extremely
difficult. It is farther divided into two parts

by the river, which is crossed by a substan

tial wooden bridge of 220 feet span and 20

feet in length. The houses are about 500

in number, and are in general well built,

spacious, and even elegant. They are for

the most part constructed of wood, and rais

ed ten feet from the ground on pillars of

mahogany. Population, about 5000. Tho

streets are regular, and cross each other at

right angles. The whole town is embowered

in groves and avenues of the cocoa-nut and

tamarind trees. In the neighborhood of

Balize the natural heat of the climate is tem

pered by the sea breezes that prevail during
nine months of the year, so that, even in the

hottest season, the thermometer seldom rises

above 83, and during the wet season it sinks

to 60. In June, July, August and Septem

ber, heavy and frequent rains fall, and these

are the most unhealthy months of the year,

from the decomposition of animal and vege
table matter in the adjacent lowlands and

swamps. There are various classes of soci

ety in this settlement, including Europeans,

colored people, Indians, and Mosquito men.

The blacks of Honduras are distinct from the
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aborigines of the country, being of African

descent. In general they are inclined to

indulge those low propensities which are ex

hibited in a state of barbarism. The Mos

quito Indians abound in the colony. They
Ere remarkable for a fine muscular formation

of body, but in their countenances they ex

hibit an utter destitution of intelligence, and

their habits are most barbarous. The In

dians, the real aborigines of the place, are a

timid, inoffensive race, apparently more un

der the influence of instinct than of roason.

They perform the most astonishing journeys

through woods, as trackless as the sea, and

impervious to all but themselves, with infal

lible correctness of direction and amazing

rapidity. Although free from vindictive or

malicious propensities, they are addicted to

drunkenness to an excessive degree. The

population of the colony is estimated at

about 12,000.

NIC AKAGUA

NICARAGUA is a republic of Central Amer
ica, and was under the Spanish dominion, one

of the provinces of the captain-generalcy,
called also the kingdom of Guatemala. Its

boundaries are the Caribbean Sea on the east,

from the lower mouth of the San Juan River

to Cape Gracias a Dios
;
and the Pacific Ocean

on the west. On the north, and separating it

from Honduras, its boundary extends from

the mouth of the Rio Negro, falling into the

Bay of Fonseca, to the head-waters of the

Rio Wanks or Segovia, following down that

river to the sea at Cape Gracias. Its south

ern boundary, separating it from Costa Rica,

starts from Punta Arenas, on the south shore

of the harbor of San Juan, thence to Castillo

Viejo, along Lake Nicaragua to river Japod,
and thence west to the bay of Salinas on the

Pacific. Nicaragua is, therefore, embraced be

tween 83 20 and 87 30 west longitude, and

10 45 and 15 north latitude, and has an

area of about 58,000 square miles. A large

portion of this territory was claimed by Eng
land for the &quot;

king of the Mosquitos ;&quot;
but in

1 860, the pretension was given up, and the
&quot;

Mosquito shore &quot; now belongs to Nicaragua.
The geographical and topographical fea

tures of Nicaragua are not only remarkable,
but interesting to the world at large, from

the facilities which they are supposed to af

ford for opening a ship-canal between the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The northern

part of the republic, embracing the whole of

the district of Segovia, and a portion of

Chontales, borders on the high grounds or

plateau of Honduras, and partakes of its

mountainous character. Here are found nu

merous rich mines of gold, silver, and copper
and many of the streams carry gold in their

sands, whence it is washed in considerable

quantities by the Indians. To the south

ward of this elevated district, and between it

and the high mountain group or center of

elevation in Costa Rica, is the great basin of

the Nicaraguan lakes, lying transversely to

the great range of the Cordilleras, and com

pletely interrupting it. It is precisely this

physical feature which has directed attention

to Nicaragua, as probably the best point
where the oceans may be connected by a ca

nal. This great basin or valley is not far

from 300 miles long by 150 miles wide, and

consists in great part of broad, beautiful, and

fertile plains. In its centre are spread out

the Lakes of Nicaragua and Managua, which

collect the waters flowing inward from every
direction and discharge them through a sin

gle outlet, the Rio San Juan, into the Carib

bean Sea. Some of the streams flowing into

these lakes, especially those from the north,

are of considerable size, and furnish a good

supply of water. Lake Managua is nearly
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50 miles long by 25 broad, and with an aver

age depth of 5 fathoms ot water. It approaches,
at the nearest point, to within 20 miles of the

Pacific Ocean. The gigantic volcano of

Momotombo stands out boldly into the lake

with its bare and blackened summit. Upon
the northern and eastern shores of the lake,

are the mountains of Matagalpa. Upon the

south and west are fertile slopes and broad

plains, covered with luxuriant verdure, and

of almost unlimited productiveness ;
wrhile

in the lake itself stands the Island of Momo-

tombita, an almost perfect cone in outline,

covered with a dense forest, in the deepest
recesses of which are still found gigantic

idols, the rude relics of aboriginal supersti

tion. The town of Leon was first built on

the north-western shore of the lake, at a place
now called Moabita, which was subsequently
abandoned for its present site, in the midst of

the great plain of the Marabios. The great
feature of Nicaragua, however, is the lake of

the same name, the Cocibolca of the aboris;-O
ines. It is upwards of 100 miles in greatest

length, by about 40 miles in average width.

Upon its southern shore, near the head of the

lake, stood the ancient city of Granada, and

once the most important commercial town in

the republic. Upon the same shore with

Granada, but 40 miles distant, is the ancient

city of Kivas or Nicaragua, the capital of a

large, fertile, and comparatively well cultiva

ted district. The water of the lake, in most

places, shoals very gradually; and it is only
at a fewr

points that vessels of considerable size

may approach the shore. Still, its general

depth, for all purposes of navigation, is am

ple, except near its outlet, where for some

miles it does not exceed from 5 to 10 feet.

There are points, however, where the depth
of water is not less than 40 fathoms. The

prevailing winds on the lake, as indeed of the

whole State, are from the north-east; they

are, in fact, the Atlantic trades, which here

sweep entirely across the continent. As al

ready observed, the sole outlet of the great

Nicaraguan basin, and of the lakes just de

scribed, is the River San Juan debouching

into the Caribbean Sea, at the now well

known port of San Juan (Greytown). This

river is a fine stream, but its capacities have

been greatly exaggerated. It flows from the

south-eastern extremity of Lake Nicaragua,

nearly due east to the ocean. With its wind

ings it is 119 miles long. The body of wrater

which passes through it varies greatly at dif

ferent seasons of the year. It is, of course,

greatest during what is called the &quot;

rainy
season

;&quot;

that is to say, from May to Octo

ber. To this variation, in some degree, may
be ascribed the wide difference in the state

ments of the depth and capacity of the river

made by different observers. The width of

the river varies from 100 to 400 yards, and

its depth from 2 to 20 feet. It is interrupted

by five rapids, viz., Rapides del Toro, del

Castillo, de los Yalos, del Mico, and Machnca.

The Machuca rapids are the largest, and in

many respects the wT
orst in the river. Like

the Atrato, the San Juan river has formed a

delta at its mouth, through which it flows for

18 miles, reaching the sea through several

channels. This delta is a maze of low grounds,

swamps, creeks, and lagoons, the haunts of

the manati and alligator, and the homes of in

numerable varieties of water-fowl. The port
of San Juan (Greytow

r

n) derives its principal

importance from the fact that it is the only

possible eastern terminus for the proposed in

ter oceanic canal, by way of the River Sau

Juan and the Nicaraguan. lakes. It is small,

but well protected, easy of entrance and exit,

and has a depth of water varying from 3 to

5 fathoms. Upon the Pacific the best port
of the republic is that of Realejo, anciently

Possession, which is capacious and secure,

but difficult of entrance.

Next to its great lakes, the most striking

physical features of Nicaragua are its volca

noes, which bristle along its Pacific coast, in

nearly a right line, from the Bay of Fonseea,

to that of Nicoya. At the time of the con

quest of Nicaragua, in 1520, the volcano of

Masaya was in active eruption. It has had

one or two violent eruptions since that period,

and after more than half a century of quies-
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cence, is now reported as throwing out vol

umes of smoke, and giving other evidences

of renewed activity. Momotombo to this day
sends out a constant column of smoke, and

an occasional cloud of ashes. The eruption

4 the volcano of Coseguina in 1835 was one

)f the most fearful on record. It commenc-

bu on the 30th of January of that year, and

continued with uninterrupted violence for

four days, and then suddenly ceased. For

three days the clouds of smoke and sand

which it sent forth totally obscured the sun

for the distance of 100 miles. Sand fell in

Jamaica, in Santa Fe de Bogota, and in Mex

ico, over an area of more than 1,500 miles in

diameter. Besides the volcanoes themselves,

and the hundred yawning craters amongst
the hills, there are numerous lakes of volca

nic origin, shut in by vitrified, blistered, and

precipitous walls of rock, without outlets, and

often of great depth.

The natural resources of Nicaragua are

very great. The staples of the tropics, cot

ton, sugar, indigo, tobacco, rice, cacao, coffee,

etc., may be produced in the greatest abund

ance. The cotton, although as yet, from

lack of sufficient labor, produced in but

small quantities, is of a superior quality.

Its sugar is produced from a plant slenderer,

but containing more and stronger juice, than

the variety cultivated in the West India Is

lands. Two crops, and sometimes, when the

fields are irrigated, three crops are taken

from the same ground annually. This cane

seldom requires to be replanted oftener than

once in twelve or fourteen years. The indi

go is produced from an indigenous plant
called juiguitite, and has a high reputation
in commerce. Coffee flourishes well on the

higher grounds, but is not extensively cultiva

ted. The same may be said of tobacco, which
is a government monopoly, and its produc
tion not allowed, except in certain quantities.
Maize grows in great perfection, and, manu
factured into tortillas, constitutes a principal
article of food. Cattle are numerous, and
hides form a large item amongst the exports
ol the country. Dye-woods, chiefly the ~hra-

ziletto, are also extensively exported. In

short, nearly all the edibles and fruits of the

tropics are produced naturally, or may be

cultivated in great perfection. The mineral

resources of Nicaragua are also very great

Gold, silver, copper, lead, and iron are found

in considerable quantities in various parts,

but chiefly in the districts of Segovia and

Chontales. The production of these metals

has greatly fallen off since the assertion of

the country s independence ;
still the pro

duce is considerable; but in the unset

tled state of the country, it is impossible
to obtain any satisfactory statistics concern

ing it. Sulphur may be had in inexhausti

ble quantities, crude and nearly pure, from

the volcanoes
;
nitre is also abundant, as al

so sulphate of iron. Notwithstanding the

variety of its products, and the ease with

which they may be prepared for market,
the commerce of Nicaragua is very small.

The wants of its people are few and easily

supplied.

Politically, Nicaragua is divided into five

departments, each of which is subdivided

into districts for municipal and other pur

poses. The population is estimated to be

above 400,000. Of these there are 40,000

whites, 30,000 negroes, 120,000 Indians, and

200,000 Meztizos. The capital, Managua,
has about 10,000 inhabitants. The people

generally live in towns, and the plantations,

haciendas, hattos, huertas, etc., are scattered

over the country, being often reached by

paths so obscure as almost wholly to escape

the notice of the traveller. The dwellings
are usually of canes, thatched with palm,

many of them open at the sides, with no

other floor than the bare earth, and deserving
no better name than that of huts. Some of

the dwellings are more pretending, are roofed

with tiles, and have the canes plastered over

and white-washed
;

and there are a few

belonging to large proprietors, which are

roomy, neat, and comfortable. In the towns,
the residences of the better classes are built

of adobes or sun-dried bricks, inclosing largo

courts faced bv broad corridors. The
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shurches, as usual in Roman Catholic coun

tries, monopolize nearly all that there is of

architectural skill and beauty. Their lead

ing features are Moresque ;
but there are a

few, and conspicuously among them the

^reat cathedral of Leon, which are of

simpler and more classical styles. This ca

thedral is of substantial masonry throughout.
ft was finished in 1743, after having occu

pied thirty-seven years in building. The
cost is said to have been $5,000,000. Nothing
can better illustrate its strength than the

fact that it has endured unimpaired the

earthquakes and storms of more than a cen

tury. During the frequent revolutionary

paroxysms of the country, it is used as a

fortress, heavy guns being mounted on the

roof. It has sustained several severe can

nonades.

A civil war broke out in Nicaragua in

1855, the country being divided into the

liberal party, having its seat in Leon, and

the opposing party occupying Granada. The

struggle was obstinate and severe, resulting,

however, in favor of the liberals. These had

called in the aid of Walker, of California,

one of that class of adventurers who have a

great proclivity for meddling in Cuban and
South American affairs. Walker and his

co-laborers succeeded in taking Granada by

surprise, Oct. 13th, 1855. As was natural,

dissensions soon broke out, and Walker
availed himself of the opportunity and as

sumed supreme power, under the title of

President. He made a great blunder in. at

tempting to establish slavery, and a strong
coalition was formed against him by the

other States of Central America
;
in May,

1857, he surrendered, and his public career

closed in Nicaragua, although certain parti

zans of his are troublesome to the country in

his behalf. The republic may be said to

have a reasonably bright prospect in the

future, especially if, as is hoped, party

disputes and contests become less acrimo

nious, and all the people resolve and

strive to advance in industry and in men
tal and moral culture.

COSTA KICA.

COSTA RICA is the most southern and one

of the smallest of the republics of Central

America, lying chiefly between Lat. 8

and 11 N., and Long. 82 and 86 W.
It is bounded on the north by Nicar

agua, south by New Granada, east by
the Caribbean Sea, and west by the Pacific

Ocean. It has an estimated area of 21,400

square miles, and a population of 135,000,

of whom about 15,000 are Indians. The

surface of the country is much diversified,

but is chiefly occupied with mountains, some

of which are volcanoes. Among these may
be mentioned Irasu or Carthage, Turrialva,

Chirripo, Barba, Yotos, Erradura, and Mira-

valles. It contains two principal forests :

that of Aguacate is remarkable for its rich

gold mines, which were begun to be worked

about 1821, and have been the means of at

tracting many colonists to settle there
;
and

that of Dota which is of great extent, and

through which passes the road from San

Jose to the towns of Terrava and Borruca,

leading thence into the republic of New
Granada. At a point called Alto-de-Ocho-

mogo, near Carthage, the streams which

run through the principal part of the State

diverge and discharge themselves respect

ively into the Pacific Ocean and the Carib

bean Sea, so that Costa Rica may be con-
s

sidered as divided into two parts, a north

eastern and a south-western. This division

is further borne out by the different char

acters of the two parts. The south-western

slope is easily accessible, and its climate,

throughout nearly its whole extent, varies
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from insupportable heat and aridity to

a mild and genial temperature. On the

north-eastern side the aspect is more rug

ged, the number, complication, and height

of the mountains, and the impetuous cur

rents of the rivers, both large and small, at

tract the attention of the traveller. Among
the rivers of Costa Rica are the Tempisque
and Grande, falling into the bay of Nicoya ;

the Ucus or Macho, which afterwards takes

the name of Reventason, and falls into the

Caribbean Sea
;
the Matina, formed by the

Rivers Chirripo and Barbilla
;
the Escudo de

Veragua, dividing Central from South Amer
ica

;
the Banana, Tiribee and Culabra, all

falling into the Caribbean Sea
;
the Chrico

Mola or Chrickam Aula, falling into the bay
of Cheriqui ;

the Costa Rica or San Carlos,

and the Sarapiqui, into the San Juan. The

Baya is a canal, believed by some to be

natural, and by others to have been cut by
the aborigines, commencing at the port of

Moin or Salt Creek, and running parallel to

the coast as far as Pearl Kay Lagoon, a dis

tance of 180 miles, being, however, stopped

up in a few places. It is crossed by the river

Matina and several others. Boats and canoes

can come up from the port of Moin to the

Matina, and up that river to the Chirripo
and Barbilla, which are also navigable; so

that the valuable wood on the banks of these

rivers can be sent to Moin on rafts. The
chief lakes are Locorra, at the head of the

brook
; Reventado, which supplies the city

of Carthage with water
;
the twin lakes at

Laguna, on the road from San Jose to the

Matina
; Ermosa, near the road from Bar

bara to the Sarapiqui ;
and Surtidor, at the

source of the latter river.

Agricultural and pastoral pursuits consti

tute the principal occupation of the inhabi

tants. Some parts of the State afford excel

lent pasturage, and great numbers of cattle,

hogs, goats, anl sheep are reared. In the

forests are the tapir, mountain cow, wild

goat, wild striped boar, zahino, etc. Amono-
its vegetable productions are coffee, sugar,

maize, tobacco, cocoa, indigo, peas, beans,

etc. It is also rich in various kinds of til *-

ber, as mahogany, beech, cedar, oak, chest

nut, and dyewoods. The climate varies

much in the different parts. In the prin

cipal inhabited places it is said to be remark

ably mild and salubrious, and to have no ex

treme either of heat or cold, the thermom

eter varying between 50 and 76
;
but in

cluding all places cultivated or in pasture it

ranges through every degree, from the freez

ing point to 100, according to the elevation

of the land.

Costa Rica is divided into six depart

ments, San Jose, Cartago, Heredia, Ala-

juela, Guanaceute, and Punta de Arenas.

Its principal towns are San Jose, the capital,

population, 25,000, and Cartago or Carthage,
the former capital. The government is

vested in a president and vice-president,

elected for four years, and a legislative cham

ber composed of twelve deputies elected for

three years. The chief court of justice is

the tribunal of San Jose, which is presided

over by seven judges ;
the State has no debt

;

and the revenue, derived from duties on

tobacco and spirits, amounts to about 120,000

dollars. The militia consists of 5,000 men,
of whom 200 are called upon periodically for

active duty. The Roman Catholic is the

established religion, but complete toleration

is allowed by law. After the declaration of

independence by the Spanish American colo

nies in 1821, Costa Rica formed for a short

time a province of Mexico. In 1823, it

became one of the States of the Central

American Confederacy, but on the dissolu

tion of that union it became an independent

republic. It has, unhke the other States,

been in the enjoyment of internal and ex

ternal peace for several years ;
and the efforts

of its government have been exclusively di

rected to the development of its internal re

sources. One of the latest and most im

portant steps of the government in the right

direction, has been the entering into a con

tract with citizens of the United States for

the construction of an inter-oceanic rail

road from Simon Bay to the Gulf of Nicoya,
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SOUTH AMERICA.

COLOMBIA.

r I THE UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA, or

JL New Granada, is a republic of South

America, in its 1ST. TV. corner, between lat. 3

35 S. and 12 30 K, and long. 65 50 and 83

5 TV. It is bounded 1ST. by the Caribbean Sea,

E. by Venezuela, S. by Brazil and Ecuador,

and TV&quot;, by the Pacific Ocean. It compre
hends the isthmuses of Chiriqui, Panama,
Darien and Atrato, by one of which, prob

ably the Darien route, the great work of in

ter-oceanic communication will soon be ac

complished, and in successful operation.

Among the large number of bays and ports

on both oceans, the most important commer

cially, besides the free ports of Panama and

Aspinwall, are Carthagena, Santa Maria, Sa-

banilla and Rio Hacha on the Atlantic, and

Buenaventura and Tumaco on the Pacific.

The natural configuration of the republic is

peculiar. The Cordillera of the Andes, on

entering the country, spreads out in three

great ranges, the eastern, central and west

ern, between which are the two large and

beautiful valleys of Cauca and Magdalena.
The east branch of the Cordillera is much

the greatest in extent : it forms a series ofO 7

great table-lands or plateaus, from 8,000 to

14,000 feet in elevation, cool and salubrious,

wheie tfie white race flourishes especially,

the African preferring the hot valleys of the

coast. This plateau produces abundantly the

fruits and grains of the temperate zone, and

contains more than a third of the population

of the republic. The most important river

is the Magdalena, with its tributary the Cau-

sa, together 2000 miles in length, and trav

ersing nearly the entire republic from north

to south. The Magdalena is navigated by
steamers for 700 miles to the rapids of Honda.

The Atrato is also an important river, hav

ing a length of 300 miles.

Among the Carious drawbacks to the more

rapid and steady development of the country
and increase in its population and growth,

has been the almost incessant internal war,

the unsettled state of the government, and

the inadequate means of communication with

the interior, which, for want of roads, cannot

export its superabundant produce. Another

great hindrance is the swampy insalubrious

nature of the climate over the tracts border

ing on the sea, endangering the lives of those

who traverse them. So difficult of access is

the valley of the Upper Cauca, which is the

most fertile tract in the republic, that none

of its produce can be exported except what

is carried over its inclosing mountains on the

backs of men. It is everywhere surrounded

by lofty mountains, and the Cauca becomes

unfit for navigation on issuing from the val

ley. The trade of the interior is carried OB

chiefly by mule-carriage, the roads being ex

ceedingly bad
;
but of late years considera

ble improvement has been made in this

respect.

Colombia enjoys a republican form of gov

ernment, based on the written constitution

of 1832, which was a close copy of the con

stitution of the United States. On this, how

ever, some amendments have since been

made. Every man born in the country, able

to read and write, and that without distinc-
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tion of class or color, is a citizen
;
and for

eigners are naturalized at the age of twenty.

The legislature consists of a chamber of

deputies, elected by the people, one for

every 50,000 inhabitants, and a senate of

twenty-seven members, elected by provincial

colleges. The president, in whom the chief

executive power is vested, is chosen for four

years. Justice is administered by an inde

pendent judiciary, consisting of a supreme

court, and provincial and other inferior

courts
;
and all judges are appointed by the

president, with the consent of the senate.

Representation is based on population, but

each province must be represented by at

least one deputy. All religious sects are

tolerated in the State, but the Roman Catho

lic is the only religion that receives support

from the public treasury. They do not, how

ever, it is said, recognize the supremacy of

the pope the Archbishop of Bogota being-

considered the head of the church. The

Bishops of Carthagena, Mompox, Neyva,

Pamplona, Santa Marta, and Popayan, are

his suffragans, and exercise authority in their

particular dioceses. Education, formerly

greatly neglected, has of late years received

the attention of government, and the public

generally have become alive to its great im

portance. Public schools, on the Lancaste-

rian system, are established in all the large

towns. In Bogota there is a university ;

and in the provincial capitals colleges, or

high schools, have been established. Bogota
has also an observatory, a public library, and

several special schools
;
and in several places

associations have been formed for the promo
tion of science, art and literature.

The war of the revolution bequeathed to

the state a bankrupt treasury and a heavy
debt. The national liabilities amount to

about $44,000,000 ;
and this sum is being

constantly increased by unsatisfied interest,

and a deficiency in the annual receipts. Ac

cording to the latest accounts the revenue

amounts to about $2,500,000 ;
the expendi

tures being at least $500,000 in excess.

The United States of Colombia are nine

in number, viz : Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca,

Cauca, Cundinamarca, Magda.ena, Panama,
Santander, Tolima. The area of the repub
lic is 357,000 square miles, or, admitting its

claims to certain disputed territory, is 513,-

000 square miles. The population is esti

mated at 2,794,473, not including the un
civilized Indians, supposed to number about

126,000. The capital of the republic is Bo

gota, which is also the capital of the State

of Cundinamarca
; population, 40,000. The

imports of the ports of Panama and Aspin-
wall (Colon) are valued at $35,000,000, and

the exports at $67,000,000. In 1865, there

arrived at Panama 353 vessels, tonnage 360,-

206
;
at Aspinwall, there arrived 556 vessels,

tonnage 485,044. The value of merchandise

passing over the Panama Railroad is esti

mated to exceed $100,000,000 annually; the

number of passengers is estimated to be

between 40,000 and 50,000 per annum.

New Granada was discovered by Colum

bus, 1498-1502. Different governments hav

ing been established throughout the country,
a viceroyalty was at length, in 1732, formed

of what is now the republics of Ecuador and

Colombia. In 1810, the Spanish authority
was thrown off, and an incessant war against
that power maintained until 1824, when the

Spaniards were finally vanquished. Bolivar,

the most distinguished leader of the Span
ish-American revolution, in 1818, proposed
the union of Venezuela with New Granada

;

and when the Congress of Angostura met,

early in 1819, the fundamental law was en

acted, which established the republic of Co

lombia, and which was inaugurated on the

17th of December, of the same year. This

union was never cordial, and lasted only
ten years. In November, 1829, Venezuela

seceded from it; and in May, 1830, Ecuador

also withdrew. The central part of Colom

bia constituted itself the Republic of New
Granada, November 21, 1831, or, as it is

now called, the United States of Colombia.

In 1832, the constitution was promulgated,
and the republic divided into States. Under

the constitution, New Granada became an
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integral State, and the powers of govern
ment were divided into legislative, judicial

and executive, each independent of the other.

In 1843, the constitution was reformed, but

without any material change in the organi
zation of the government. Slavery was en

tirely abolished, January 1, 1852. The peo

ple are hospitable, great haters of military

rule, industrious, and well calculated to ad

vance in prosperity and happiness. Into de

tails of the disputes and dissensions of the

last eight or ten years, it is not material here

to enter. The most troublesome of these

was the conflict in 1867, between President

Mosquera and Congress, which ended in the

arrest and exile of Mosquera. He had been

playing the part of dictator rather freely,

and on trial, in October, was condemned to

imprisonment for two years and a nominal

fine. The imprisonment was subsequently
commuted to exile. The Darien Canal pro

ject has received much and careful attention,

and a treaty with the United States been

formed with reference to it. The introduc

tion of Coolie laborers, under contract, is now

fully established.

VENEZUELA.

VENEZUELA is a republic of South Amer

ica, lying between K lat. 1 12 and 12 16
;

W. long. 59 42 and 73 IT
;
bounded on

the JS . by the Caribbean Sea
;
E. by the At

lantic and British Guiana; S. by Brazil, and

W. by Colombia. Length from E. to W. 860

miles
;
breadth from 400 to 640

;
area 368,-

235 square miles
; population, about 1,500,-

000
; capital, Caracas, population 50,000.

The name Venezuela, or Little Venice, is

due to Vespucci and Ojeda, the discoverers

of the lake of Maracaibo, who found the na

tive villages there built like &quot;Venice on piles

in the midst of the water. The coasts of

the country are much varied both in their

outline and in their character. From the

Boca de Navios, the most southerly and prin

cipal mouth of the Orinoco, which makes the

boundary of British Guiana, to the Gulf of

Paria, the coast is occupied by the delta of

the Orinoco, a low and alluvial region, in

tersected by the numerous branches of the

river, and covered in some parts with gigan
tic forests. Off this part of the coast lies the

British island of Trinidad, forming the east

side of the Gulf of Paria. The. north side

of the gulf is formed by the peninsula of

Paria, terminating towards the east in the

promontcry of the same name. From this

Headland westward to the Punta d Araya

extends a series of bare rocks, at some places

coming close down to the sea, and at others

leaving a narrow sterile plain along the

shore. Opposite this part of the coast is the

island of Margarita, forming a province of

the republic. South of the Punta d Araya
is the opening of the Gulf of Cariaco, which

runs eastward into the land, and is separated
from the sea by the narrow tongue of land

terminating in the Punta d Araya. Further

west, the coast, which takes a gentle curve

towards the south, becomes low and sandy,
and is lined with many lagoons and salt

marshes. At Cape Codera, about 200 miles

west of the Gulf of Cariaco, its character en

tirely changes ;
and as far as Puerto Cabello,

about 155 miles, a chain of lofty mountains

rises steeply from the very edge of the water

This is, in fact, the termination of one branch

of the Andes. At Puerto Cabello, a low and

sandy tract of coast succeeds
;
and here it

takes a curve towards the north, continuing
to have this character as far as the mouth of

the Lake of Maraeaibo. About the middle

of this tract lies the peninsula of Paraguana,

joined to the mainland by a long narrow

isthmus. The whole length of the coast is

1584 miles, of which about 300 are washed

by the Atlantic and Gulf of Paria, the rest

by the Caribbean Sea. The interior of the
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country is no less diversified in its character

than the coast. About a fourth of the whole

area is occupied by mountains, and these be

long to two different chains, the Andes and

their branches, which occupy the north-west
;

and the mountains of Parima in the south

and south-east of the State. Of the former

range, it is only the eastern Cordillera that

enters Venezuela. That ridge traverses Co

lombia, and near Pamplona in that country
divides into two branches. The most west

erly of these extends northwards along the

frontier of Colombia, and terminates near

the Lake of Maracaibo. It has few summits

more than 4000 feet high, and is for the

most part covered with dense forests. The

other branch of the Cordillera enters Vene

zuela, and stretches about 300 miles in a

north-east direction, covering a tract of coun

try about thirty miles broad. It consists of

an enormous mass of rocks, having in gen
eral narrow plateaux called paramos at the

summit. Theseparamos are from 10,000 to

12,000 feet above the sea
;
but many of the

summits rise higher : the Sierra Nevada de

JVTerida, the only one above the snow-line,

being 15,342 feet, and the Pichado de Mu-

cuchies, 14,168 feet high. The sides of the

mountains have generally steep declivities,

but in some places they descend by terraces

which are occupied by small plains. At the

point where this range terminates, the coast-

range, Sierra Costanera, which may be con

sidered as a sort of branch or continuation

of it, begins. This range, which consists of

several ridges nearly parallel, reaches the

sea near Puerto Cabello. The first of these

branches is nowhere higher than 4200 feet
;

the second contains the summits called Silla

de Caracas, 8808 feet, and Picache de JSTai-

guata, 9480 feet above the sea
;
and the lofti

est points in the third are the Cerro de Pla-

tilla, 6217 feet, and the Cerro Azul, 5816

feet in height. A small portion of the N.E.

of tne country is occupied by a range called

the Bergantin mountains. In the southern

part of Venezuela, on the borders of Brazil,

and nearly half way between the Orinoco

and the Amazon, a range of mountains called

Sierra Parima stretches from west to east,

diverging from the western extremity of the

Pacaraima range. This region, however,
still remains unexplored ;

it is covered with

vast and dense forests
;
but would probably

be capable of cultivation, as the mountains

do not rise above 12,000 feet from the sea.

From these mountains to the coast-range,
and from the delta of the Orinoco to the

foot of the Andes, the whole of Venezuela

is occupied by an immense plain. The por
tion of this region lying north of the Orinoco

and its affluent the Meta, forms what are

called the llanos or levels of Venezuela.

These plains are estimated to cover an area

of 116,592 square miles, and vary considera

bly in their elevation
;
some parts being very

little raised above the level of the sea, while

others, near the foot of the mountains, have

a height of nearly 1300 feet. The whole-

are characterized by the absence of forests
;

the trees that do grow being found either

singly or in small groups. South of the

Meta lies a region of a very different char

acter
;
for here the country is entirely cov

ered with dense forests, which extend as far

as the boundary of Brazil, and, indeed, even

beyond the equator. But in this region the

frontiers of Venezuela are uncertain
; for,

while it claims all the country to the east

of 69 degrees of W. longitude, Colombia

extends its boundaries as far east as the

Orinoco.

Venezuela is on the whole well watered.

The principal river is the Orinoco, which is

the third in size of all the South American

rivers. Of rivers not belonging to its basin,

there are few of any size or importance. The

Cuguni rises in the east of the country, flows

eastward into British Guiana, and joins the

Essequibo. Further west, the Guainia, or

Rio Negro, an affluent of the Amazon, crosses

the south-west corner of the State. The riv

ers that fall immediately into the Caribbear

Sea are for the most part of small size
;
but

some of them are navigable. The lakes and

lagoons of Venezuela are numerous but
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small
;
that of Maracaibo, the only one of

large size, is more properly a gulf than a

lake, as it communicates by a narrow chan

nel with the sea.

The cliinate of the country is various in

different parts, owing to their different ele

vation. The whole of the State is divided

by the natives into three regions or zones

the hot, temperate and cold countries. The

first of these comprises all the land less than

2000 feet above the sea-level
;
the second all

lying between 2000 and YOOO feet high;
and the third all above 7000 feet. The first

of these divisions is by far the most exten

sive, including all the llanos and wooded

plains in the country. Here the climate is

quite of a topical character. The distinc

tion of seasons is into wet and dry ;
the

former corresponding to the winter, and the

latter to the summer of temperate countries.

Immediately after the autumnal equinox the

rains begin, and continue in great abundance

and with few intermissions during the whole

winter
;
while hardly any rain falls in the

summer. This alternation of season produces
a vast difference in the appearance of the

llanos / for they are transformed in the win

ter from vast pastures into an immense sheet

of water. Along the coast the seasons are

subject to various modifications
;
and in some

places there are two wet and two dry sea

sons annually. About the delta of the Ori

noco the climate is very unhealthy, owing
to noxious exhalations

;
and elephantiasis

and goitre are prevalent diseases. Nearly
the whole of the country, especially the re

gions about the coast, is liable to violent earth

quakes, which have frequently proved very
destructive.

The vegetable productions of Venezuela

are most abundant and varied. In the whole

of the temperate zone palms of various kinds

abound
; among which is the cocoa-palm,

yielding large quantities of oil for exporta

tion. Along with these flourish many other

native plants, such as pine-apples, tamarinds,

mimosas, cactuses, and the cow-tree, which

yields a fluid resembling milk. Among the

larger indigenous trees are the ~bauliinia, of

colossal size, the bombax, or silk cotton-tree,

yielding a cottony matter, and the mahogany
tree

;
while among plants that yield valuable

drugs are the sarsaparilla and dragon s-blood

plants. In the more elevated and temperate

regions, cinchonas, which are valuable as

febrifuges, abound ;
and in many places form

by themselves immense forests. There, .,00,

most of the grains ol temperate countries

grow well. The cold regions of Venezuela

are distinguished by an alpine vegetation,

gradually diminishing in amount towards the

snow-line. Many European fruits have been

introduced into the warm regions, especially

vines, figs, pomegranates, oranges, limes and

lemons, which succeed well. Tobacco of ex

cellent quality is grown in the Bergantin

mountains, and in the valley of Barinas in

the north-east of the country ;
and through

out the whole of the State maize is culti

vated. Rice is only grown in a few places ;

wheat only at a considerable elevation
;
and

barley only on the slopes of the Andes. Al

most all kinds of pulse are raised, as well as

potatoes and other edible roots. Domestic

animals form, to a large extent, the riches of

Venezuela. The llanos afford abundant

pasture for cattle, horses, mules and asses
;

and great numbers of these animals are

reared on them. Sheep and goats are not

kept in large numbers, except in a few

places. The chief of the wild animals are

the jaguar or American tiger, hunted for its

valuable skin, and the puma or lion
;
but

both these animals are becoming rare in the

country. The tiger-cat, the ounce, the tapir,

varieties of the deer, and the wild hog, and

many different kinds of monkeys, also abound

in the forests. The birds of the country are

numerous, including various species of fal

cons, hawks, parrots, pelicans, wild geese,

etc. Two kinds of whales are frequently

seen off the coast of the Caribbean Sea, and

all the rivers, lakes and seas abound in fish

of various kinds. The mineral resources of

the country are not very great. Gold haa

been worked at seine places in the Andes,
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but never with much success. Silver, tin

and copper also exist, but only the last has

been profitably worked. Coal occurs in the

coast-range; petroleum and a kind of natron

are obtained in various places ;
and large

quantities of salt are produced in the salt

works along the Lake of Maracaibo, and on

the peninsulas of Paraguana and Araya.
Manufactures in Venezuela are still in

their infancy, being carried on to a very

email extent, as the industry of the people is

chiefly directed to agricultural and pastoral

pursuits. Tocuyo, Barguisemeto, Trujillo,

and Merida, are the principal manufactur

ing towns : and the articles made there areo

chiefly those required for domestic use
;
such

as coarse cotton cloth, hammocks, straw hats

and pottery. There are also a large number

of tanneries in the country, as most of the

leather used is of home manufacture. The

commerce of Venezuela, which declined very
much during the civil war that raged in the

country, has since somewhat improved.
The principal seaport in the country is La

Guaira, on the Caribbean Sea, near Caracas,

the capital. The value of the exports from

that port alone, consisting chiefly of cocoa,

coffee, cotton, hides, indigo, and tobacco,

amounted, according to a recent estimate,

to $3,000,000 ;
while the value of the im

ports in the same year was $3,380,000. At

PuertOrCabello the value of the exports was

$2,900,000 ;
and that of the imports $1,200,-

000
;
and at Bolivar and the other ports on

the Orinoco, the exports were valued at

$585,000 ;
and the imports at $630.000. The

most important article of export is coffee, of

which Puerto Cabello, in the year 1867-8,

exported 18,300,000 pounds.

The population of Venezuela, like that of

the whole of what was formerly Spanish

America, is of a very mixed character. There

are the aboriginal inhabitants, the descend

ants of the Spaniards and Africans, and the

various races that have been produced by
the intermixture of these. The pure natives

are copper-colored, some of them very dark,

and others almost as fair as Europeans,
iv. 29

They are
little, and not very strong, but

have large heads and limbs. Many of them
are altogether independent, divided into

about 100 tribes, speaking different dialects,

and occupying the unexplored forests of the

interior. Others are in subjection to the

government of the country, but live sepa

rately, preserving their own manners and

customs; while some have been entirely

mixed with the more civilized races. The

negroes were formerly kept in slavery, but

since the prohibition of the slave-trade in

1830, the slaves had been very much reduced

in number
;
and by a decree passed in 1854,

they were emancipated. The Creoles, or

people of European descent, form only about

a fourth-part of the entire population; but

the mixed races, Mestizos, Mulattoes, Zam-

bos, etc., are much more numerous. The

government of Venezuela is republican, be

ing framed on the model of that of the

United States. The political franchise is

vested in all the people who possess a certain

property qualification and are able to read

and write. They choose electors, one for

every four thousand, for two years ;
and

these again appoint the president, vice-pres

ident, and members of the legislative body.

This last consists of a senate, in which each

province is represented by two members
;

and a house of representatives, consisting of

one member for every twenty-five thousand

inhabitants. The president and vice-presi

dent, who exercise the executive power, are

elected for four years ;
and half of the legis

lative body retire biennially. Besides the cen

tral government, each province has a legisla

ture of its own, chosen in the same way, whose

acts are subject to the approval or disap

proval of the central legislature. The relig

ion of the country is the Roman Catholic
;

the other sects, though tolerated, are not al

lowed the public exercise of their religion.

Education is provided for by law, but has as

yet made very little progress in the country.

The principal event in the history of Vene

zuela is the war of independence against the

Spaniards, in which the famous Bolivar was
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the active and enterprising champion of liber

ty. In 1821, after securing its independence,
Venezuela was united with New Granada

and Ecuador to form the republic of Colom

bia; but this only lasted till 1830, when the

three States again became independent.
Since gaining its independence, the country
has been in a very disturbed state, and its

finances have fallen into almost total ruin,

the expenditure, some years, being over

three times as much as the revenue, and a

large debt having been contracted. In June,

1868, the internal debt was $18,297,311 ;
the

external debt, $53,61 8,801. During the last

year, the government issued a decree, appro

priating one half of the revenue of the coun

try for the payment of all debts
;
15 per cent,

of this half is to be applied to the settlement

of international claims, as the American,

French, English, etc. The gross revenue

being estimated at $4,000,000 (Venezuela

currency), would leave the sum of $300,000
for this purpose. If the country can escape
the perpetual contests and fightings of mili

tary adventurers, and men ambitious of pow
er, and can attain settled, secure and effi

cient government, there is room for hope in

the future. At present, however, we regret
to say, the prospect is anything but bright or

cheering.

ECUADOK.

ECUADOR is a republic in South America,

lying under the equator, from which it take9

its name. It corresponds, with a trifling

difference, to the old Spanish province or in-

tendancy of Quito ;
but formed anciently the

northern portion of the empire of the Incas

of Peru, and latterly the south-west province
of the now dissolved republic of Colombia.

It is situate between S. Lat. 6 and K. Lat.

2, and W. Lon. 70 and 82, being 830

miles in length from east to west, and 560

in breadth from north to south, and only
contains an area of about 220,000 square
miles. Population, 1,300,000. It is

bounded on the south by Peru, on the north

by Colombia, on the east by Brazil, and on

the west by the Pacific Ocean; but the

boundaries of the eastern portion of Ecuador

are not yet very well defined. The western

portion, to flie extent of about a third of its

area, is covered with mountains. These

3onsist principally of a cross section of the

Andes, about 7 in length, forming at the

northern and southern boundaries respec

tively the two large mountain-knots of Loja
or Loxa, and Pastos. Between these knots

the ranee of the Andes forms a sine-le mass.

about 300 miles in length and from seventy
to eighty miles in breadth, rising with a

steep acclivity at the distance of about sev

enty to ninety miles from the shores of the

Pacific Ocean, to a mean elevation of about

9000 feet, and forming on its summit a long

plateau or table-land, bordered on each side

by parallel ranges of mountains, which again
rise several thousand feet higher, and have

their peaks covered with perpetual snow.

The highest, or those on the east and west

sides of these ranges, are about fifty miles

apart, while the lower and interior ranges

occupy a breadth of several miles on each

side, leaving between them a narrow belt of

flat ground from fifteen to twenty-four
miles in width, and 300 miles in length from

north to south divided into three parts by
three cross ridges. The southernmost portion
forms the valley of Cuenca, which has an

elevation of about 7800 feet; the northernmost

is the celebrated plain of Quito, which has a

mean elevation of about 9600 feet
;
and be

tween them is the valley of Alausi and Am-

bato, with a mean elevation of 8000 feet.

The valley of Cuenca is connected with the

middle valley by the pass of Assuay, the
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crest of which rises to the great elevation of

15,520 feet
;
but the ridge between Alausi

and Quito, called the Alto de Chisinche,

rises only about 500 feet above the contig

uous plains on the north, and is of inconsid

erable width. Among the lofty summits

that border these valleys, the following ta

ble gives the names of the principal, with

their elevation in feet above the level of the

sea :

Feet.

Ohimborazo 21,424

Cayambe-Urcu 19,584

Antisana 19,137

Cotopaxi 18,875
lliaiza 17,370

Sangay 16,827

Chumbal 16,824

Carguairazo 16,663
Cotocaclie 16,448

Tunguragua 15,960
Pichincha 15,930

With the exception of Chimborazo, all these

are active, or only recently qniescent volca

noes
;
and the surrounding districts are sub

ject to frequent earthquakes, some of which

have been terribly destructive.

Between the Andes and the sea the coun

try is covered with mountains, which, how

ever, do not seem to form continuous ridges.

The shores themselves are high, rising along

the Pacific with a bold and broken line of

gulfs, bays, and headlands, except at the

S.AV., where the Gulf of Guayaquil, seventy

miles wide, terminates inland, with an allu

vial valley, or long plain, several miles in

breadth, and so low as to be always Hooded

in the rainv season. In the bosom of the
v

gulf lies the island of Pu?ia, with an area

of more than 200 square miles, but inhabited

only by a few fishermen. To the eastward

the Andes sink abruptly into the great plain

which extends eastward to the Atlantic

Ocean along the River Amazon and its

mighty tributaries, some of which have their

sources among the mountains of Ecuador.

In this direction flow the waters of the val

leys of Cuenca and Alausi, and Ilambato,
while those of Quito find their way to the

Pacific through the rivers of Patias and Es-

meraldas. So far as within this State, the

plain is partiv wooded and partly a

savannah interspersed with many lagunes and

stagnant pools, and intersected by innumer

able streams flowing from the Andes.

Granite seems to form the basis of the whole

range of the Andes, but it rarely appears or

the surface. Gneiss is sometimes found in

connection with the granite, but mica-schist

is by far the commonest of the crystalline

rocks. Quartz is likewise very abundant,
and vast tracts of red sandstone with gypse
ous and saliferous marls occur near Quito.

Porphyry and greenstone abound all over

the range, and great masses of trachyte, from

14,000 to 18,000 feet thick, are visible on

Chimborazo and Pichincha. Basalt, of co

lumnar structure, inclosing olivine, and over

laid with thick beds of clay, is found on the

table-land of Quito. Immense quantities of

lava, tufa, obsidian, and other volcanic pro

ducts, are likewise found, particularly along

the western face of the Andes.

Although Ecuador lies under the equator,

the great elevation of the mountain mass of

the Andes renders the climate, in the ele

vated districts, mild and temperate. In the

valley of Quito there prevails an everlasting

spring, so equal in its temperature that vege
tation never ceases

;
and the city has acquir

ed the title of Sempre verde (ever-green), and

Eterna prima/vera (everlasting spring). The

change of seasons is scarcely perceptible,

while the mean temperature of the day. all

the year round, varies only from 60 to 67,
and that of night from 48 to 52. The sea

son between September and May is called

wr

inter, and the rest of the year summer ; but

the winter is only distinguishable by a some

what greater quantity of rain, and the sum

mer by a greater number of fine days. All

the year round, however, scarcely a day

passes without rain. In the mornings and

evenings the sky is generally clear and se

rene, bat in the afternoon it is generally over

cast with dark clouds, which pour down tor-

rents of rain, often accompanied with awful

storms of thunder. Sometimes, however,
the rain continues all night, and occasionally

three or four days together. Wind blows
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continually along the valley, either from the

north or from the south, but never with

great violence. In the low country on the

coasts the climate is very different. At

Guayaquil the temperature is generally be

tween 98 and 104, and people complain of

sold when it falls to 84 or 86. In the

other valleys along the coast the mean tem-

peratuie of the year varies between 78 and

82
;
but from December to April the heat

rises to 95, and during these months rain

falls with little interruption, frequently ac

companied with violent tempests. The

floods of that season are so great, that in the

valley of Guayaquil the country becomes one

sheet of water even to the base of the Andes,
to which the people betake themselves for

refuge, with their herds and flocks. Fevers,

diarrhoaas, dysentery, vomiting, and spasms,

then prevail, and the mortality is often very

great. On the acclivity of the Andes, at

the elevation of 3000 to 5000 feet, a soft

spring temperature prevails, never varying
more than 7 or 8, and the mean tempera
ture of the year being from 68 to 70. The

great eastern plain has a hot climate, the

mean temperature being probably from 75

to 85. The heat sometimes rises to 95
;

but every day, early in the afternoon, a wind,

generally accompanied with rain, begins to

blow from the eastward with great force, and

continues till sunset.

In the low countries that flank the base of

the Andes the banana, plantain, cacao, jatro-

pha, which produces cassava and manioc, the

cotton tree, indigo, coffee, and the sugar-cane

abound
;
beneath the elevation of 4000 feet,

the plants chiefly cultivated for food are the

Bweet potato, manioc, yam, and banana,

with rice, maize, and some legumes ;
but

above 3100 feet most of these become rare,

and thrive only in particular situations. The

sugar-cane, however, has been grown so far

up as 7500 feet. In some of the valleys are

extensive plantations of sugar-cane, cotton,

tobacco, and cocoa. The valley of Guaya

quil is particularly fertile; the soil is allu-

rial, and there are few spots even between the

tropics which can vie with it in richnes-s and

variety of vegetation. It is covered with

groves of every kind of tropical fruits, either

wild or cultivated, as the pine-apple, pome
granate, orange, lime, lemon, peach, apricot,

granadilla, tuna, and paca. In the same

region are found the olive, pepper plant,

tomatoes, and sweet potatoes, gum copal, co

paiba balsam, carana, dragon s blood, sarsa-

parilla, and vanilla. To these succeed, in

the humid and shaded clefts on the slopes of

the mountains, tree ferns and cinchona or

Peruvian bark, the finest kind of which is

obtained about eight to twelve miles south of

Loja among the mountains of Uritusinga,

Yallanaco, and Rumusitana, where the trees

that yield it grow in a soil resting on mica-slate

and gneiss, at the moderate elevation of

5756 to 7673 feet above the level of the sea.

Between the elevation of 6000 and 9000 feet

is the region best suited for the European
cereals. Wheat will not form the ear lower

than at 4500, or ripen higher than at 10,000
feet

;
but barley and rye grow at an eleva

tion 2500 feet still higher. To these may
be added the guinoa, a most useful produc
tion for domestic purposes. In this region

also, and a little above it, grow the potato

and its congeners, all of which are exten

sively used as food
;
the chick pea, broad

bean, cabbage, and other European vegeta

bles, are likewise abundant. Within the

cereal limits are found the oak, elm, ash, and

beech, which never descend lower than

5500 feet, and are seldom found higher than

9200 feet above the level of the sea. Higher

up, the larger forest trees, except the pine,

begin to disappear; and on the mountains

of Quito the escallonia mark the highest

limit of trees at an elevation of 11,600 feet.

The bejarias, the highest of shrubs, termi

nate at 13,400 feet, above which in rich and

beauteous verdure, rises the zone of the

grasses. Above these, among the trachyte

rocks, only lichens, lecideas, and the brightly

colored dust-like lepraria are met with
;
and to

these succeed the region of perpetual snow.

In some parts of the low country the air
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swarms with musquitoes and other flies still

more tormenting, while the ground teems

with snakes, centipedes, and other reptiles.

The banks of the great rivers are crowded

with caymans or alligators. Bats are ex

ceedingly numerous and of great size; the

forests of the warmer regions abound with

armadillos, monkeys, and cavies
;
and every

where are found the jaguar, the puma, the

ounce, the ocelot, and several varieties of

the wild cat. The pecary and deer are like

wise common, as well as that singular animal

the ant-eater. The characteristic animals of

the Andes are the llama, the guanaco,
the vicuna and the paco or alpaca, some of

which are trained as beasts of burden,
while others, particularly the vicunas,

run wild among the mountains, where

they are hunted by the Indians. Sheep
and cattle are reared in great numbers,

especially the former, in the valleys of

the Andes, and on the declivities of the

mountains. Horses, asses, and mules, are

reared in sufficient numbers to be articles of

export. The chief of the birds is the condor,

which is found all along the Andes southward

as far as the Strait of Magellan, but nowhere

to the north of the equator. The turkey,

vulture, and gallinago, are frequently met

with, together with many kinds of smaller

birds. In some districts, particularly along
the coasts, considerable quantities of bees

wax are collected
;
and higher up there are

spots in which the cochineal insect is reared.

Along the rivers of the great plain turtles

are numerous
;
and their fat, called mantcca

butter, forms a considerable article of trade.

Fishing is carried on to some extent along
the coasts, and a good deal of salt-fish is

prepared. A mnrex is also found which

yields a juice used in dyeing purple.
Ecuador is less rich in minerals, especially

in the precious metals, than any other of the

South American States. There are indeed

everal mines of gold and silver, but the

yearly product is inconsiderable. In some

places are found lead and quicksilver, but

the latter is found, as usual, in combina

tion with sulphur, in the form of cinnabar.

Near Azogue, fifteen miles jST.E. by E. of

Cuenca, the ore is found in an immensely
thick bed of quartzose sandstone, containing
fossil wood and asphalt. Sulphur is prepared
in considerable quantities; gold has been

washed from the sands of some of the. rivers;

and salt is obtained from sea-water along tho

coasts. The settled population is composed of

Spanish Creoles of pure descent, mestizos, mu-

lattoes, and negroes, the greater part of them

being agriculturists, graziers, and growers of

cocoa. These form about half of the popu
lation. The other half are native Indians,
of whom those that live amon^ the motm-D
tains are mostly agriculturists, cultivating
their lands with much care, and making for

themselves coarse stuffs of wool and cotton.

The Indians \vho inhabit the eastern plains
are in a much lower degree of civilization.

They cultivate only small patches of ground,
and apply themselves chiefly to hunting and

fishing. Three-fourths of the population dwe.I

in the western or mountainous part of the

State; and the total number, as above stated,

is 1,300,000. The manufactures are unim

portant, consisting chiefly of coarse woolen

and cotton cloths and other necessary arti

cles. The foreign trade is almost confined

to Guayaquil, and is of small importance.
Yalue of exports, 1868-9, from the port of

Guayaquil, amounted to over $3,000,000.
The worth of cocoa alone was estimated to

be more than $2,000,000.

Till 1812, Ecuador remained a portion of

the Spanish portion of the Indies. It then

threw off the yoke of Spain, and in 1821

became a part of the newly constituted

republic of Colombia. This union, how

ever, lasted only till 1831, when Ecuador

became an independent State. It has gobe

through numerous revolutions : and the

democratic party having gained the ascend

ancy, there was a tendency to adopt the United

States of America as their political mode1
,.

The republic, in consequence, received a new
and more liberal constitution

;
tbe Jesuits

were expelled ;
and laws were saa.de for the
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abolition of slavery. The government is

vested in a president, with a vice-president

and two chambers, all elective
;
but the con

stitution is still notably complicated by what

has always been its principal characteristic,

a predominating mixture of military despot

ism, the president being always the master

of the State. More, perhaps, than any other

country of South America, Ecuador has been

slow in the development of its resources and

national industry. Frequent revolutions have

paralyzed its trade, and prevented the regula
tion of its finances. No interest has been paid
on its public debt since 1 826. It is emphati

cally the country of natural convulsions

and political revolutions. In August, 1868,

one of the most terrific earthquakes on record

visited Ecuador; in the province of Irnbalura

.he destruction was fearful, probably of more

than 30,000 persons in all. For administrative

purposes the republic is divided into the three

departments of Ecuador, Guayaquil, and As

suay ;
and these are subdivided into the seven

provinces of Quito, Riobamba, Ibarra, Guay
aquil, Babahoyo, Cuenca, Loja, or Loxa

(Loh-ha), and Jaen cle Bracamor. The State

likewise claims the sovereignty of the Islas

de los Galapagos, or islands of land turtles,

lying under the equator at a distance of TOO

to 900 miles from the mainland. The chief

towns are, Quito, with from 50,000 to 80,000

inhabitants
; Guayaquil, 25,000 ; Cuenca,

20,000 ; Riobamba, 15,000 ; Loja, Babahoyo
and Ibarra, about 10,000 each. Quito is

beautifully situated in the elevated plain to

which it gives its name
;
and Guayaquil on

the banks of a navigable river, opening into

the spacious bay to which it gives its name.

GUIANA.

GUIANA, Guyana, or Guayana, an exten

sive territory in the north-eastern part of

South America, comprehending in its widest

acceptation all that extent of country

lying between the rivers Amazon and Ori

noco, between Lat. 3 30 S., and 8 40 K,
and Long. 50 22 and 68 10 W. It is

bounded on the ~N. by the Orinoco and

the Atlantic, E. by the Atlantic, S. by
the Amazon and the Rio Negro, and &quot;W.

by the Orinoco and the Cassiquiare. Its

greatest length from E. to &quot;W. is about

1,200 miles, and its greatest breadth about

850 miles
;

estimated area 700,000 square

miles. This vast territory is divided into

Brazilian (formerly Portuguese) Guiana,

Venezuelan (formerly Spanish) Guiana, and

Colonial Guiana. The two former, com

prising about five-sixths of the entire region,

are now included within the limits of their

respective countries
;
while Colonial Guiana

is that to which the general term of Guiana

is now commonly applied. It is subdivided

into British, Dutch, and French Guiana.

Guiana, British, or Demerara, the most

westerly of the three colonies, is bounded on

the N. and N.E. by the Atlantic, E. by
Dutch Guiana, from which it is separated by
the River Corentyn, S. by Brazil, and &quot;W.

by Venezuela. It lies between N. Lat.

W and 8 40
,
and W. Long. 5T and

61, and has an estimated area of 70,000

square miles
;
but the possession of much of

this has been disputed by Brazil and Vene
zuela. It is divided into three counties,

Demerara, Essequibo, and Berbice, so named
from the three principal rivers which drain

them. Demerara, situated between the

other two, occupies the centre of the sea

board for nearly ninety miles. To the N.W
the county of Essequibo stretches along the

coast towards the swamps and forests of the

western frontier; and to the S.E. lies the

county of Berbice. The entiro coast of
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British Guiana is low, and generally bor

dered with a sandy flat extending far out to

eea, so that vessels drawing more than

twelve feet of water cannot approach within

^AVO or three miles of land. The rivers, too,

deposit at their mouths large quantities of

mud and sand, and are thus inaccessible to

vessels of large size. Extending from low-

water mark to a distance of five or six miles

inland, is a tract of rich alluvial soil of recent

formation. This is succeeded by a flat, nar

row reef of sand running exactly parallel

with the present line of coast. Banning

parallel to this reef, at irregular distances,

varying from ten to twenty miles, is a second

and higher range, composed of coarse white

sand
;
and which at a period more remote

probably formed the sea-limit. In the wet

seasons the intermediate tract between these

two reefs becomes the bed of extensive savan

nahs; for the creeks being then unable to

carry off the torrents of rain which fall, over

flow their level banks, and inundate the sur

rounding country to the depth of five or six

feet, On the return of dry weather the

waters gradually subside, leaving behind

them a thick layer of decayed grasses and

aquatic plants which had floated and flour

ished on their surface, and these in time pro
duce a vegetable mould of considerable

thickness. The high land does not rise im

mediately from the plain to a great eleva

tion, but begins with a range of sand hills of

from 50 to 200 feet above the plain.

Behind these the high land stretches out in

level or undulating plains, rising here and

there into eminences. About N. Lat. 5, a

mountain chain, an offset of the Orinoco

mountains, and composed of granite, gneiss,

and other primitive rocks, runs from west to

east through this territory, forming large
cataracts where it is crossed by the rivers,

and rising frequently to the height of 1,000

feet above the level of the sea. About a

degree further south is the Pacaraima chain,

which, in like manner, runs from west to east,

and is of primitive formation. The plains

south of this range are in general level, and

form extensive savannahs covered witr

grasses and plants. The Sierra Acarai is a

densely wooded chain of mountains, forming
the southern boundary of Guiana, and the

watershed between the basins of the Amazon
and the Essequibo. The principal river of

British Guiana is the Essequibo, which rises

in the Sierra Acarai, and after a course of at

least 600 miles, discharges itself into the

ocean by an estuary twenty miles in width,

in X. Lat. 7, W. Long. 58 40 . In the

estuary of the Essequibo are a group of

beautiful islands partially cultivated, the

principal of which are Yarken or Hog
Island, about twenty-one miles in length by
three in breadth, &quot;VYakenaam and Leguan,
each about twelve miles by three, and Tiger

Island, about half that size. The entrance is

difficult and dangerous, even for vessels of

small size, on account of the banks of mud
and sand. Its course lies through forests of

the most gigantic vegetation. The Demei r

tra

or Demerary rises probably near K. Lat 5,
and after a northward course, nearly parallel

with the Essequibo, of more than 200 miles,

it enters the Atlantic near K Lat. 6 50
,

W. Long. 58 20 . It is navigable for 85

miles, and at its mouth at Georgetown it is

more than a mile and a half across. Farther

east runs the Berbice, whose source is prob

ably about N. Lat. 3 40 . It joins the At

lantic by an estuary five miles in width, ten

miles N. of New A msterdam, and in N. Lat.

6 21
,
W. Long. 57 12 . It is navigable for

165 miles from the sea, by vessels drawing
seven feet water. The Corentyn, which

forms the eastern boundary of British

Guiana, and probably has its source in the

Sierra Acarai, flows generally northward and

falls into the Atlantic in .N. Lat, 6, &quot;W.

Long. 57
C

It is navigable for boats for 150

miles. The mineral productions of Guiana

are necessarily but imperfectly known. Clays

of various kinds, including excellent pipe

clay, are found near the coast. The chief rocks

are granite, porphyry, gneiss, clay-slate, sand

stone, etc. Traces of iron are found in various

parts ;
and gold has been discovered in con-
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siderable quantities or. the Upper Essequibo.

The climate of Guiana is more healthy than

that of most places in the West Indies.

Its salubrity has been much increased since

the occupation of the country by Europeans,
the gradual clearing and cultivation of the

surface having done much to mitigate those

diseases so fatal in a low, marshy, and hot

region. The year is divided into two wet

and two dry seasons. The long rainy season

sets in about the middle of April, when light

showers begin to fall. The rain increases till

the middle of June, when it falls in torrents
;

in the beginning of July these heavy rains

begin to decrease ; and in August the long

dry season begins, and continues till Novem
ber. December and January constitute the

short rainy season, and February and March
the short dry season. The thermometer sel

dom rises above 90, and rarely falls below

75. The mean annual temperature at

Georgetown is 81 2
;
the total annual fall

of rain averages about 100 inches. The

vegetation of Guiana is most luxuriant. The

interior is thickly wooded with valuable

timber, with the exception of the swamps of

Berbice and the savannahs. The trees are

of great size, and many of them are valuable

for their timber or their fruits, or as dye-

woods. Medicinal plants, including quassia,

gentian, the castor-oil plant, and many others,

are abundant. The domestic animals are the

same as those in England, and the wild ani

mals are those common to tropical South

America generally. Black cattle here attain

a larger size than in Europe, but their flesh

is not so tender and so fine flavored. The

wool of the sheep is converted into hair.

Game, chiefly deer, range the upper savan

nahs. Tigers, little inferior in size to those

of Asia, but different in character, being

rarely known to attack man, abound
;
as do

also jaguars, which prey upon the herds of

wild cattle and horses that graze upon the

extensive plains among the mountains.

Among the other animals are the tapir,

armadillo, agouti, ant-bear, sloth, and a great

variety of monkeys. Lizards, snakes, and

alligators are numerous. There are several

kinds of parrots, macaws, and humming
birds

;
also the flamingo, Muscovy duck

toucan, spoonbill, and vampire bat. Trouble

some insects are numerous, as might be ex-

pected from the swampy nature of the coast

districts. The rivers and coasts abound with

a great variety of fish.

The cultivated portion of British Guiana

is merely a narrow strip along the sea-coast,

and for a few miles up the rivers, including
a portion of the islands of Essequibo. The
whole surface of the coast lands being on a

level with high-water mark, when these lands

are drained and cultivated they consolidate

and become fully a foot below it, so that the

estates require to be protected from inunda

tion by damo and sluices. Each estate has

therefore a strong dam or embankment in

front
;
while a similar erection at the back or

inland boundary, as well as on each side, is

requisite to keep off the immense body of

water accumulated on the savannahs during
the wet seasons, and which, if not repelled,

would rush down to the sea, carrying every

thing before it. The state of his dams,

therefore, requires the planter s unremitting
attention

;
not the slightest hole or leakage

is allowed to exist in them, and by law their

wilful injury is considered felony. One inun

dation destroys a sugar estate for eighteen

months, and a coffee one for six years. In

side and at the foot of these dams are

trenches twelve to eighteen feet wide and

five deep, running round the whole plan

tation, and into these, smaller trenches and

open drains convey the water that falls upon
the land. These large trenches discharge

their contents into the sea through one or

more sluices, which are opened as the tide

ebbs, and shut against the returning flood.

The staple productions of the colony are

sugar, coffee and cotton. In proportion to

the sugar obtained the quantity of molasses

is large, owing partly to the defects ol

the common process of preparation, but

chiefly to the fact that the soil is so rich

an alluvium, and so abundant in alkaline

l
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and earthy saline matter. Little of the mo
lasses is boiled dow~_ to sugar in the colony ;

it is chiefly made into rum, or sold to the re

finers, by whom it is much prized. Although
the ruin produced in this colony does not

equal in character that of Jamaica, it yet oc

cupies a respectable place in the market.

The quantity exported in 1851 was 15,848

puncheons. Indian-corn, rice, tobacco, indi

go, sweet potatoes, yams, and arrowroot, are

also cultivated.

The constitution of British Guiana still re

tains traces of its Dutch origin. The gov
ernment is vested in a governor and a court

of policy; the latter composed of ten mem
bers, five being government officers (the gov

ernor, chief-justice, and colonial secretary.,

attorney-general, and collector of customs;,

and five elected from the colonists by the

College of Justice. This college is composed
of seven members chosen for life by the in

habitants possessing the right of suffrage.

A property qualification is required in order

to become a member of the legislative assem

bly. Neither ministers of religion nor school

masters can, however, be chosen for either

of the chambers. For electoral purposes the

colony is divided into five districts. Electors

must be in possession of an income of six hun

dred dollars, or pay twenty dollars per an

num of direct taxes, with some other mi

nor qualifications. The supreme civil court

consists of a chief judge, two puisne judges,

a secretary, registrar, and accountant. The

colony is also divided into nine judicial dis

tricts, each under the charge of a stipendiary

magistrate appointed and removable only

by the secretary for the colonies, assisted by

unpaid justices holding their commissions

from the governor. The population of Brit

ish Guiana is composed of aboriginal tribes

and foreign settlers. The aborigines consist ofo o
Bix tribes of Indians, a copper-colored, lank-

haired race, and evidently members of the

one great family which is spread over the en

tire continent of America. When slavery ex

isted these were found useful allies and auxil

iaries of the planters in capturing runaway

negroes who had taken refuge in the &quot;bush.&quot;

They still enjoy protection from the govern

ment, as far as is possible. Nor is their spir

itual welfare neglected. Numerous schools

and missions have been established by the

bishop for their instruction in the remotest

parts of his diocese. Religion was here in a

very neglected state till 1827, when British

Guiana was included in the see of Bishop

Coleridge ;
and shortly after this it was divided

into parishes. In 1838, an archdeaconry was

constituted, and there were then thirteen cler

gymen of the Church of England in the col

ony. In 1 842, the number had increased to

twenty-eight, and the colony was erected in

to a bishopric, with a salary of 2,000 per
annum attached. In 1851, there were one

hundred and twelve churches and chapels in

British Guiana
;
of these forty-one belong to

the Church of England, the remainder to oth

er denominations of Protestants. The Roman
Catholics had three churches. The population
is estimated to be 136,000, of whom 96,500
are whites, 8,000 coolies, and 15,000 negroes.

It is generally believed that this portion of

South America was discovered by Yicente

Yanez Pinzon, a Spanish navigator, in 1499.

In 1580 the first settlement was formed by
the Dutch on the rivers Pomeroon and Esse-

quibo, and they afterwards established them

selves in other places. The English began
to form settlements, about 1630, in the neigh
borhood of the rivers Berbice and Surinam.

Most of Guiana, however, remained in tho

hands of the Dutch till 1796, when it sur

rendered to the English. It was restored to

the Dutch in 1802; but was again taken by
the English on the breaking out of the warO CJ

in 1 803, and has since remained in their pos

session. In 1831, Demerara, Essequibo, and

Berbice were formed into one colony, under

the name of British Guiana. In 183-4, slav

ery ceased in the colony, but parliament at tho

same time decreed that the negroes should

undergo an apprenticeship : this system wag

abandoned in 1838. The revenue is estima

ted to be about $1,000,000, and the expend!
tures not very much less.
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GUIANA, Dutch, or Surinam, lies between

British and French Guiana, being separated

from the former on the west by the Biver

Corentyn, and from the latter on the east by
the Maroni

;
on the north it has the Atlan

tic, and on the south Brazil. It lies between

north latitude 1 30 and 6, and west longi

tude 53 3(X and 57 30
, being three hun

dred miles in length from north to south, and

two hundred and sixty in extreme breadth.

Area, about thirty thousand square miles.

Population, fifty-three thousand, of whom
five-sixths are estimated to be negroes. In

physical geography, climate, productions,

etc., it differs but little from British Guiana.

The principal river is the Surinam, which

flows northward through the center of the

territory and falls into the Atlantic after a

aourse of nearly three hundred miles. It is

navigable for large ships for about twelve

miles from its mouth. Along the coast and

on the banks of the rivers are many settle

ments and plantations ;
and the higher parts

of the country are occupied chiefly by the

Maroons, the descendants ofrunaway negroes.

In the last century they were very trouble

some to the colonists, but they have now

adopted more settled habits. Slavery was

abolished here by the Dutch government, in

1851, but, in lieu of compensation, the slaves

were to remain apprenticed and work with

out wages to their proprietors for twelve

years. The colony is ruled by a governor

appointed by the crown, and a council elected

by the freeholders. Justice is administered

by a supreme court, courts of minor jurisdic

tion, and a court of inheritance and orphans.

The receipts are estimated to amount to

450,000; the expenditures to $420,000.
The chief productions are sugar, ruin, molas

ses, coffee, cacao, and cotton. Its chief trade

is with Holland. Imports amount to $816,-

474
; exports, $1,312,000. Paramaribo, the

capital, is situated on the right bank of the

Surinam, about ten miles from its mouth. It

is built in the Dutch style, with wide and

straight streets planted with orange trees
;
and

the houses are generally two stories in height,

and built of wood. Population about twenty
thousand. A little north of the town is the

fort of Zeelandia, where the governor resides,

and where are also most of the government
establishments.

GUIANA, French, or Cayenne, is the small

est and most eastern of three colonies. It

lies between north latitude 2 and G, and

west longitude 51 30 and 54 30
; being

bounded on the north and north-east by the

Atlantic, east and south by Brazil, and west

by Dutch Guiana. It is about two hundred

and fifty miles in length from north to south,

and varies in breadth from one hundred to

one hundred and fifty miles. Area, fourteen

thousand square miles. It has a coastline of

two hundred miles, extending from the Ma
roni to the Oyapoc. The low alluvial tract

along the coast is of great fertility. The
mountain chains run east and west, and are

almost wholly of granite, but do not attain a

great elevation. The country is abundantly
watered

;
and the coast-lands appear to be

less unhealthy than in British Guiana. The
island of Cayenne, at the mouth of the Oyak,
is about thirty miles in circumference, and is

separated from the continent by a narrow

channel. The roadstead at the mouth of the

Oyak, though small, is the best on the coast,

having everywhere from twelve to thirteen

feet of water. The capital, Cayenne, is sit

uated on the northern side of this island, and

contains five thousand inhabitants. The new
town is well built, and has good streets

;
the

government house is in the old town. The

harbor is protected by a fort and several

batteries. The colony is divided into two

districts, Cayenne and Sinnamary, and four

teen communes. The government is vested

in a governor, a privy council, and colonial

council composed of sixteen members elected

by the colonists. Besides the staples of

British and Dutch Guiana, its productions

comprise pepper (including Cayenne, which

is so called from the island of that name),

cloves, cinnamon, and nutmegs. Trade is

chiefly with France and its colonies, and is

valued at more than $2,500,000. The French
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first settled in Cayenne in 1G04
;
the British

and Portuguese captured the colony in 1809,

but restored it to the French in 1814, in

whose possession it still remains. Since 1848,

it has been made a p^ase of banishment for

French political offenders. Population about

twenty thousand, of whom about thirteen

thousand are emancipated slaves.

PERU.

PERU, a republic of South America, lies

between 3 35 and 21 48X south latitude,

and GS 10 / and 81 30 west longitude. It is

bounded on the north by the republic of Ecua

dor, west by the Pacific Ocean, and east

and south by the territories of Brazil

and Bolivia. Its extreme length from

north to south is about one thousand

two hundred and fifty miles, and its

breadth varies from sixty to about seven hun

dred and fifty miles, the width increasing

gradually from south to north. Area, about

509,000 square miles
; population estimated

at about 2,500,000.

In the chapter devoted to a General Yiew
of America, we have already given (pp. 14-

17) some notices of the ancient empire of Pe

ru, advances towards civilization, political

organization, government of the Incas, relig

ious rites and observances, Manco Capac,

character of the natives, etc. &quot;We shall now

present a brief resume of the history and con

dition of Peru from the time of the Spanish
invasion and conquest to the present day.

Balboa, the discoverer of the Pacific Ocean,
made the earliest attempt to penetrate the

Peruvian empire ;
but without success. In

1524, an expedition was fitted out, at the

head of which was Francisco Pizarro, of low

birth, totally uneducated, but of a daring

spirit, and able to endure the greatest fatigue.

Such qualities soon brought him into notice
;

and he was found to be possessed of others

of a higher order, fitting him to command as

well as to serve. He was one of those that

had accompanied Balboa on the previous ex

pedition, and gained the esteem of that gen
eral. Associated with him on the present

occasion were Diego de Almagro, a man of

mean birth, but a brave soldier, and Ilernan-

do de Luque, an ecclesiastic, who acted as

priest and schoolmaster at Panama. The

last of these was to contribute principally to

the expenses of the expedition, while the oth

ers were to give their labor and experience,

with what small funds they had. A vessel was

speedily got ready, and Pizarro set sail from

the port of Panama about the middle of oS&quot;o-

vember, 1524, with little more than a hun

dred men, Almagro being to follow in a sec

ond vessel of inferior size, as soon as it could

be fitted out. The season of the year was the

most unsuitable for the enterprise, and neither

Pizarro nor Almagro was able to effect any

thing. They saw several villages and towns

along the coast and were received with hos

pitality by the natives
;
but as they were not

yet strong enough to venture upon conquest

they refrained from perfidy and outrage,

The governor at Panama frowned upon the

matter and refused help. The greed of gold

was so strong that Pizarro went to Spain in

1528, and the emperor, Charles V., gave him

supreme authority over any country or people

he might conquer. Almagro and Pizarro

quarrelled, almost of course, as the former

thought himself shabbily used
;
but the quar

rel was patched up, and so, athirst for gold,

they set out anew in January, 1531, for the

conquest of Peru. They mustered in all

about three hundred men, and had some four

or five vessels for aid along the coast. Pi

zarro now considered himself in a position to

enter upon his nefarious purposes. He ac

cordingly passed over to Tumbez, and there

learned that the country had been for some
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time distracted by a civil war between the

two sons of the late monarch. Huayna Capac
was the reigning Inca at the time when the

Spaniards first visited the coast of Peru. He
is represented as a prince distinguished both

in peace and war. He brought under the

sway of the Incas the powerful State ofQuito,

and reduced to subjection many of the inde

pendent tribes on the remote borders of his

territory. He likewise pursued an enlight

ened policy towards his subjects, encouraging

agricultural and other branches of industry,

opening up new roads, and introducing the

civilization of the Incas among the conquered
nations. He is said to have been deeply im

pressed with the accounts brought to him of

the white men. He saw in their ships and

weapons indications of a civilization and pow
er far superior to that of his own people ;

and

he feared that at no distant day they would

return. Huayna Capac died about 1529,

leaving his kingdom of Peru to his eldest son

Huascar. but Quito he left to his favorite son

Atahuallpa, by a daughter of the conquered
monarch. The two sons, however, did not long
rest contented with their respective posses

sions and a civilwar was the consequence. Yic-

tory at length declared for Atahuallpa ;
and

Huascar was detained a close prisoner. These

events occurred in the early part of 1532, and

completely diverted the attention of the Peru

vians from the circumstance of a foreign in

vader having landed on their soil. Pizarro

at once saw the importance to him and his

cause of this state of the country. After

some time spent in reconnoitring the country,
he fixed upon a spot in the rich valley of

Tangarala as a site for a settlement. Hither

accordingly the Spaniards removed and set

about building a town, to which they gave
the name of San Miguel. Pizarro here learn

ed that the victorious Atahuallpa lay encamp
ed about about ten or twelve days journey

off, and he marched out of San Miguel at the

head of his small body of adventurers, amount

ing in all to one hundred and seventy-seven

men, of whom sixty-seven were cavalry.

Everywhere the jeople received them with

confiding hospitality, and as yet the Spaniards
saw it to be their interest to reciprocate their

friendships. In the afternoon of the 15th oi

November, 1532, the Spaniards reached Cax

amalca, which had been vacated by the in

habitants for their reception, and immediate

ly they sent an embassy to the Inca inviting
him to visit them in their new quarters.

They were graciously received by the Inca,
and he promised to pay them a visit on the

following day. The reception prepared for

the Inca was such as he little expected when
he set out with an unarmed retinue to redeem
his promise. He was borne on the shoulders

of his principal attendants seated on a throne

or couch resplendent with plates of gold and

silver, enriched with precious stones, and

adorned with waving plumes of the most

gorgeous hues. When he entered the plaza
or great square of the town, a dominican

friar, Fray Vicente de Yalverde, came for

ward with his breviary, or, according to oth

er accounts, a Bible in one hand, a crucifix in

the other, and, approaching the Inca, ex

pounded to him the doctrines of the Christian

religion, exhorting him to embrace the true

faith, and to acknowledge himself a vassal of

the Spanish crown. Enraged and astonished at

this extraordinary proceeding, the Inca de

manded by what authority he said these

things. The friar handed him the book

which he held in his hand. &quot;

This,&quot;

said he, holding it to his ear for a

moment,
&quot;

tells me nothing,&quot; and dashed

it to the ground with disdain. The monk

immediately ran towards Pizarro, calling out

that the Christian religion had been dishon

ored, and at a given signal the Spaniards, who

had been concealed in the adjoining building?

rushed out upon the defenceless natives.

The slaughter was immense on the side of

the Indians
;
and the murderous nature of

the attack may be gathered from the fact,

that not a single Spaniard was killed or

wounded with the exception of Pizarro, who
received a slight wound on the hand by one

of his own men. Atahuallpa himselfwas tak

en prisoner ;
and a rich booty was found m the
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Peruvian camp, consisting of gold and silver,

precious stones, cotton, and woollen stuffs,

etc. The captive monarch soon perceived
that the love of gold was the prime motive

that had brought the Spaniards into the

country ;
and as the price of his liberty, he

offered to Pizarro to fill the room in which

they stood with gold as high as he could

reacc. This room is said to have been twen

ty-two feet long by seventeen wide, and the

height nine feet from the floor. Pizarro,

jharmed with the idea of so much gold, and

mowing how easy a matter it was to break

faith with a captive, readily entered into the

agreement, and the terms of it were duly
drawn up by a notary. Atahuallpa there

fore, with all haste, despatched couriers to Cuz-

co and all the principal places of the king

dom, with orders to forward the gold utensils

and ornaments of the palaces, temples, etc.,

to Caxamalca without delay. In the mean

time, the Spaniards were not disturbed, not

withstanding their perfidious conduct, and

Almagro soon after arrived with a strong
reinforcement of one hundred and fifty foot

and fifty horse. This was about the middle

of February, 1533
;
and now Pizarro found

himself in a position to go forward with the

conquest of the country. The whole of the

Inca s ransom, however, had not yet arrived
;

but at length they agreed to accept what had

already arrived in full of the obligation. The

total amount of gold, when melted down, was

found to be 1,320,539 pesos deoro, equivalent
to about $18,000,000. Besides this there

were a number of articles of very delicate

workmanship, which were reserved for being
sent as a present to the emperor. After de

ducting one-fifth for the crown, the rest was

divided in certain proportions among the

troops, Pizarro himself and his officers re

ceiving sums in proportion to their rank.

After dividing the spoil, it came to be

considered what was to be done with the

Inca, who now became clamorous for his lib

erty ;
but the Spaniards made short work of

Uim
;
he was executed August 29th, 1533.

Early in September, the Spaniards, now

amounting to about five hundred men, cf

whom nearly one-third were cavalry, set out

from Caxamalca for the capital. Pizarro

halted for some time at Xauxa, in order to

found there a Spanish colony. A detachment

of sixty horse, under De Soto, having been

sent forward to reconnoitre the country in

advance, were attacked by a body of the na

tives, who fought with great fury, and the is

sue was doubtful, till the arrival of Almagro
with a reinforcement of cavalry struck ter

ror into the natives, and prevented them from

renewing the contest. Soon after this, Man-
co Capac arrived in great state at the Span
ish camp, and, announcing his title to the

throne, claimed the protection of the white

men. He was received with great cordiality

and assured that they had come into the coun

try in order to vindicate the claims of Huas-

car to the throne, and to punish the usurpa
tion of his rival. Taking with him the In

dian prince, Pizarro now resumed his march,
and on the 15th of November, 1533, entered

the Peruvian capital. This city far surpassed

anything that they had yet seen in the Xew
World. The population of the city itself is

said to have amounted to two hundred thous

and, and that of the suburbs to as many more.

Though doubtless the inhabitants had con

cealed much of their treasures, yet the gold
obtained here is said to have even exceeded

that received as the ransom of the Inca. One
of the first acts of Pizarro, after dividing the

spoil, was to place Manco on the throne, in

order to give his acts some air of authority
with the natives. He afterwards organized
a municipal government, and induced his

soldiers to settle in the place by liberal grants

of houses and land. In March, 1534, a

Spanish force, amounting to five hundred

men, under Don Pedro de Alvarado, arrived

in the Bay of Caraques. He had come to

take possession of Quito, which he believed

or pretended to believe, was not included in

Pizarro s territory ;
but he soon after agreed

to hand over his fleet, forces, and stores tc

Pizarro for about $500,000.

Cuzco being found to be unsuitable as the
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capital of the colony, it was resolved to build

another near the coast
; accordingly, in Jan-

nary, 1535, the new capital was founded in

the valley of Rimac, and was called Lima.

The Spaniards applied themselves with vigor
to the task of building the new city, under

the eye of their chief. In the meantime, Al-

magro had arrived at Cuzco and taken com
mand of that capital, and here he received

intelligence from Spain that he had received

a grant of all the country lying south of the

southern limit of Pizarro s territory. Alma-

gro immediately laid claim to Cuzco as being
within the bounds of his territory. He ac

cordingly proceeded to exert his independent

authority, and matters were approaching an

open rupture, when Pizarro managed to get
him to set out on the conquest of Chili.

Manco Capac, who had hitherto so tamely
submitted to be a tool of the Spaniards, was

nevertheless a person of some spirit and cour

age ;
and at length, exasperated by the re

peated indignities to which he was exposed,
he effected his escape from Cuzco, where he

then was. A rising among the natives im

mediately followed, and Cuzco was besieged
n February, 1536, by a force amounting, it

s said, to 200,000 men. To add to the dis

tress of the Spaniards, their city was set on

fire by the burning arrows and red-hot stones

of the natives, and more than one-half of it

was reduced to ashes. They frequently sal

lied out of the town, but beyond killing a

number of the natives, they effected no ad

vantage, while the natives increased in skill

and bravery with each contest. The rising

had been general. Several of the Spaniards

living upon their estates had been massa

cred
;
and a strong force had attempted to

besiege Lima, but were put to flight. Sev

eral detachments had been sent by the gov
ernor to relieve Cuzco, but they were all cut

off by the natives. The siege of Cuzco had

now lasted more than five months, and as

the season of planting had come on, Manco,

fearing a famine, sent the greater part of his

followers home, with orders to return and

renew the blockade as soon as their field la

bors were over. New and greater trouble

arose. Almagro had gone on his expedition

against Chili, but met with such indifferent

success that he returned with his men. The
contest with Pizarro led to hostilities at ones.

Almagro at first was the more successful, but

Pizarro proved too astute for him. A battle

was fought at Las Salinas, near Cuzco, June

26, 1538, a bitter, savage fight, in which Pi

zarro gained his end. Cuzco was given up
to pillage ; Almagro was taken prisoner and

thrown into irons, and shortly after was con

demned and executed.

Pizarro s conduct now showed that he

considered himself the undisputed possessor

of all this vast kingdom. Instead of attempt

ing to conciliate Almagro s party, he treated

them with undisguised contempt; while

many of his own adherents he disgusted by
his haughty bearing, and by the manner in

which he appropriated to himself, or bestow

ed on his brothers and favorites, all the most

valuable districts of the country. But the

time had not yet come for a revolt. One of

his brothers visited Spain, but was soon put
in prison, and lay there for twenty years.

The state of Peru was now such as to de

mand the immediate interposition of govern
ment

;
but the mission was one of extreme

difficulty, for Pizarro s power was now firm

ly established over the country, and he waa

not one readily to submit to any interference

with his authority. At length Licentiate

Yaca de Castro, a member of the Royal Au-

diencia of Yalladolid, was selected for this

delicate mission. He was to appear before

Pizarro in the capacity of a royal judge, to

consult with him on the redress of griev

ances, especially with reference to the na

tives, to transmit an account of the state of

the country to the court at Castile, and, in

the event of Pizarro s death, to take upoc
himself the government of the country.

Almagro s son was living at Lima, and a

conspiracy was formed to kill Pizarro, who

seems to have despised the warnings he re

ceived. On the 26th of June, 1541, the con

spirators to the number of eighteen or twen-
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ty, sallied out from Almagro s house, headed

by Juan de Herrada, shouting
&quot;

Long live

the king ;
death to the

tyrant.&quot; They gained

the palace without opposition, and reached

the apartment where their victim was con

versing with some friends, having just risen

from table. Hastily enveloping one arm in

his cloak, and seizing a sword, he maintained

for some time the unequal contest
;
but at

length he received a deadly thrust in the

throat, and fell to the ground, when he was

immediately dispatched. Thus perished the

man who had acquired for Spain the richest

of her possessions, a man possessed of great

abilities, but whose perfidy and cruelty have

left a stain upon his character that, however

much it may be extenuated by the circum

stances of his early life, and the times in

which he lived, can never be removed.

On the death of Pizarro, the young Alma-

gro was placed at the head of the govern

ment, but his authority was only tardily ac

knowledged in places at a distance from

Lima. Yaca de Castro meanwhile received

the news of the death of Pizarro at Popayan.
He continued his march to Quito, where he

was well received, and he now produced his

royal commission to assume the government.
Emissaries were dispatched to the principal

towns, requiring their submission, while Cas

tro himself continued his march slowly to

wards the south. Almagro meanwhile had

proceeded to Cuzco, where he learned of the

arrival of Castro at Lima. He tried to ne

gotiate with Castro, but to no purpose ;
the

sword as usual was the arbiter
;
and accord

ingly a battle took place near Chupas, Sep
tember IGth, 1542. Almagro was defeated,
and suffered the fate of his father. Castro

having now got rid of his rival, gave his at

tention to the settlement of the country. He
laid down laws for its better government,
and attempted to ameliorate the condition

of the natives by in some measure protect

ing them from the unjust exactions of their

conquerors, and by establishing schools for

teaching them Chrstianity. But while these

gradual measures were being carried out in

Peru, one of a much more sweeping nature

was resolved upon in Spain. This was noth

ing less than the proclaiming all the Indiana

to be vassals of the crown of Spain, and thus

only to be employed in voluntary labor, for

which they were to receive a fair remunera

tion. Slaves were declared to be free on the

death of their present proprietors; but all

those held by persons in public offices, eccle

siastics, or persons criminally concerned in

the feuds of Almagro and Pizarro, were to

be immediately set at liberty. To carry out

this measure, Blasco Nunez Yela was appoint
ed governor of Peru, with the title ofVice

roy. A royal audience, consisting of four

judges, was also named to assist him in ad

ministering the law. The news of this caused

the greatest excitement in Peru. The vice

roy reached Tumbez on the 4th March, 1544,
and immediately began to act up to his in

structions by liberating a number of slaves.

The country was now in the greatest con

sternation, and all eyes were turned towards

Gonzalo Pizarro, the last in the land of the

family of that name. He was invited to

Cuzco, and was there invested with the title

of Procurator-General of Peru. The vice

roy, meanwhile, had reached Lima, where
he was installed in his new office, and offer

ed to join the colonists in a memorial to the

crown, soliciting the repeal of a code which
he now believed would be neither for the in

terests of the colony nor the crown
;
but in

the meantime he had no warrant to suspend
its execution. Gonzalo was not long in mus

tering a force of nearly four hundred men,
and as others joined him, he was soon ready
for action. The viceroy, a vain, arrogant
and weak man, prepared for war. He ar&amp;lt;

rested Castro on suspicion. Having resolved

to retreat from Lima, the viceroy himself

wag arrested, and Gonzalo, per force, was

invited to assume the government. He en

tered the city in great state, at the head of

nearly 1200 followers, on the 28th of Octo

ber, 1544. The first act of the new gover
nor was to apprehend and punish those that

had taken the most active part against him ;
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some he condemned to death, and others he

sent into banishment. His next concern was

to fill all the places of trust with his own

partizans. Castro escaped to Spain, but was

thrown into prison for twelve years, though
innocent of crime. Nunez also escaped, and

prepared to contest the prize with Gonzalo

Pizarro. He raised the standard of loyalty

at Tumbez, and was joined by numbers.

The battle was fought in January, 1546, near

Quito ;
Nunez was slain

;
and Gonzalo was

hailed as a liberator of the people, being very
much elated thereby.

In Spain, the news of these proceedings
caused great consternation and dismay ;

and

the government felt the greatest difficulty in

coming to a decision regarding the course to

be followed. At length it was resolved to

try conciliatory measures, and to send out a

representative who, by arguments and politic

concessions, might bring back the people to

their allegiance. For this difficult mission was

chosen Pedro de la Gasca, an ecclesiastic

who, though bred to the church, had also

distinguished himself as a soldier and a diplo

matist. He was a man well qualified for the

management both of affairs and men
;

he

was possessed of great abilities, of a gentle

and winning manner, with at the same time,

great firmness and decision of character, and

of undoubted fidelity and loyalty. He re

ceived the title of President of the Eoyal

Audience, and was placed at the head of

every department in the colony, civil, mili

tary and judicial. He made few preparations,

had only a small number of attendants writh

.him, and appeared to Gonzalo and others

rather a harmless visitor; but, on making
known his official rank, the successful head

of affairs was astounded. He soon found

that Gasca was raising forces and preparing
to bring Peru under the royal authority.

The final contest on which all depended,
^as had in the plain of Xaquixagua, at the

close of 1547. The two armies met, and

Gonzalo found that his men openly, in troops,

passed over to Gasca. He surrendered, of

course, and, together with a number of

others, was soon after executed. Gasca, by
a judicious policy, soon reduced the country
to quiet and order, and his successor? had

good sense enough to follow his example.
In the subsequent history of Peru there

occurs little of interest to the general reader

till the time of the war of independence
The whole of the Spanish dominions in the,

New World were at first divided into two

governments, one subject tc the viceroy of

Mexico, and the other subject to the viv eroy
of Peru. In 1718, the province of Quito
was separated from Peru and annexed l~

New Granada, and in 1788, the provinces of

La Plata, Potosi, Charcas, Chiquitos, and

Paraguay were detached from Peru to foni?

the government of Buenos Ayres. Each of

these governments constituted a viceroyalty ;

while Guatemala, &quot;Venezuela, Caracas, Cu-

mana, and Chili were severally formed into

distinct jurisdictions under a captain-general.

In 1780, an insurrection broke cut among the

Indians in Peru, under Tapac Amaro, who
assumed the title of Inca, but it was at length

suppressed. Peru did not join in the celebrated

war of independence which broke out among
the Spanish possessions in South America in

1810, and it was the last to throw off the

Spanish yoke. It soon became evident,

however, that the expulsion of the Spaniards

from Peru was necessary to the safety of the

other States
;
and hence a combined Chilian

and Buenos Ayrean army, under San Martin,

laid seige to Lima in February, 1821. After

some months, a convention was agreed to,

when Lascerna, the Spanish general, with

his army, left Lima, and San Martin took

possession of the city. On the 28th of July,

1821, the independence of Peru was de

clared
;
and a few days afterwards Sim Mar

tin was proclaimed protector. Among the

first legislative acts of the protectorate was a

decree declaring that the children of slaves

born in Peru subsequently to the 28th of

July, 1821, should be free. This was followed

by another abolishing the tribute, and enact

ing that the aborigines be thenceforth de

nominated Peruvians like the Creoles. On
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the 21st of September, the fortress of Callao

surrendered to the protector. He did not

long retain his popularity ; deputies were

summoned
;
and he resigned his power into

their hands on 21st of September, 1822.

Congress lost no time in appointing a new

executive, under the title of the Junta Gu~b-

emativa. The proceedings of the new gov
ernment were marked by feebleness and dis

cord. It was soon expelled from power, and

Gen. Don Jose de la Riva Aguero was made

president of the republic. Santa Cruz, a

Peruvian, who in the sequel greatly distin

guished himself, assumed the chief command
of the army ;

and it was determined in a

council of war to make another effort in

the Puertos Intermedios. Being unable to

hold Lima, it was abandoned by the patriots,

and immediately taken possession of by the

royalists, who, however, soon afterwards

evacuated it, after having exacted heavy con

tributions from the remaining inhabitants,

and destroyed the mint. The cause of inde

pendence in Peru seemed hanging by a

thread, which it required little exertion to

break, when the celebrated Bolivar made
his appearance in Lima, on the 1st of Sep
tember, 1823. He was received with the

greatest enthusiasm, and was immediately
invested with supreme authority, military
and political. Great activity was now in

fused into the measures of government ;
and

acting in the capacity of dictator, Bolivar

dissolved Congress, and levied an army, with

which he sallied from the capital on the sec

ond week of November. Callao, however,

along with the city of Lima, once more fell

into the hands of the royalists. The cause

of independence in Peru now seemed des

perate ;
but the conduct of Bolivar at this

critical moment is deserving of the highest

praise. By his firmness, activity, and sea

sonable severities, he checked further defec

tions, and obtained the respect and entire

confidence of every true patriot. In the

month of July, 1824, the liberating army com
menced its march towards Pasco in three di

visions, two of which were Colombians, head-

iv-. 30

ed by Generals Lara and Cordova
;
and one

was Peruvian, under Lamar. The march was

successfully accomplished ;
various marches

and skirmishes took place during the follow

ing months
;
and at last a decisive battle was

fought, December 9th, 1824, on the plain of

Ayacucho, near the village of Quinua, a little

distance in front of which lay the patriot

army, not 6000 strong, that of the royalists

being fully one-third more numerous. The
connict continued for about an hour, when
the royalists were defeated with great loss.

Indeed, their army may be said to have been

almost annihilated
;
for 3200 rank and file,

amongst whom was the viceroy, were made

prisoners of war, the remainder dispersing in

a state of total disorganization in all direc

tions.

Bolivar continued dictator till the month of

July, 1825, when he resigned, and placed at

the head of affairs a council of government

composed of his own ministers. Towards

the end of 1826, he promulgated a new con

stitution, according to which the executive

was to be vested in an irresponsible president

elected for life. This new constitution ex

cited great discontent among the people ;

but it was accepted by the electoral colleges,

and Bolivar was named president. The

people were further incensed by the presence
of the Colombian troops; and soon after,

Bolivar being called away to quell an insur

rection in Colombia, an open revolt broke

out in Peru. The Colombian troops were

expelled from the country, a Congress was

assembled at Lima, and the Bolivian consti

tution abolished. On the 18th of June, 1827,
a new constitution was promulgated, and

General Lamar was named president. An
increased dissatisfaction between Colombia

and Peru at length led to a declaration of

war between the States
;
and Lamar entered

the Colombian territory at the head of a

considerable army. A battle took place on

Tarqui, near Jiron, in Quito, on the 27th of

February, 1829, in which the Peruvians were

defeated, and the next day preliminaries of

peace were agreed to. Gamarra now be-
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3ame president. He retained office for the

four years designated by tlib constitution
;

and at the end of this term a convention was

convoked to reform the constitution. The

reformed constitution was promulgated in

the month of August, 1834, and General

Orbegoso was named president. In Janu

ary, 1835, Salaverry revolted at Callao,

whereupon Orbegoso applied for aid to Santa

Cruz, president of the Bolivian republic.

That general accordingly entered Peru with

an army, and joining forces with Orbegoso,
defeated Garnarra, August 13th, 1835, and

later, Salaverry himself, near Arequipa, at

the end of January, 1836. Lima, Callao, and

the rest of Peru immediately submitted to

the conquerors. Santa Cruz having succeed

ed in establishing tranquillity, now assumed

the supreme power; and, dividing the coun

try into North and South Peru, he conjoined
it with Bolivia, nominating himself supreme

protector of the three States. This arrange
ment met with a powerful opposition both in

Peru and Bolivia, and also brought him into

collision with the republic of Chili. At

length, in January, 1839, a bloody battle was

fought at Yungay, in which Santa Cruz was

defeated, and driven out of the country. The
confederation was thus brought to a close,

and the two countries, Peru and Bolivia,

returned to their former limits and forms of

goverment.
In Peru, a Congress was convoked, which,

in November, 1839, gave out a new constitu

tion, and nominated Gen. Gamarra, who had

commanded the Chili-Peruvian troops, presi

dent of the republic. General Gamarra died

in November, 1841, and on his death civil

war followed, which was settled by Gen.

Castilla in 1844. He was elected president,

and entered upon office on the 1st of April,

1845. Castilla completed his six constitu

tional years of office, and under his rule the

country enjoyed great peace and prosperity.

His successor, General Eehenique, assumed

the pupreme power on the 1st of April, 1851,

but the people soon became dissatisfied with

him
;
and being charged with fraud and cor

ruption, he was driven out. Yivanco stirred up
sedition and kept alive the contest for several

years. The war was at length brought to a

close in March, 1858, by the taking, by aa

sault, of Arequipa, after a most obstinate

defence by Yivanco and his adherents, tho

number of killed arid wounded amounting toO
about 3000. Though slavery had been abol

ished by the charter of independence, yet it

continued till put an end to by Saltilla s proc
lamation in 1855. He also freed the Indians

from the unjust capital tax to which they
had been subject since the time of the Span
iards, and the punishment of death for polit
ical offences was also abolished.

The name of Peru is not known to the

early inhabitants, but was given to the coun

try by the Spaniards ;
and is said to be a

corruption of the word Pelu, the Indian

name for
&quot;river,&quot; and mistaken by the

Spaniards for the name of the country. Tho
name given to it by the natives was Tavan-

tinsuyu, or &quot;four quarters of the world.&quot;

The most distinguishing natural feature oi

Peru, and that from which the country de

rives its peculiar aspect and character, is the

vast chain of the Andes, which traverses it

in a direction from S.S.E. to KN.W. The

country is thus naturally divided into three

distinct regions, differing widely from each

other in their physical characteristics, and

familiarly known as La Costa, or the region
between the sea and the Andes

;
La Sierra,

or the mountain region ;
and La Montana,

or the wooded region to the east of the An
des, forming part of the basin of the Amazon.
La Costa, or the coast region, extends the

entire length of the country, but its average
breadth is not more than thirty miles. &quot;With

all its extent of coast, Peru has few good
harbors, probably not more than a dozen in

all. The best are those of Payta, Salinas,

Callao, Pisco, Islay, Arica, and Iquique.
The water on the coast being almost uniform

ly deep, vessels are obliged to approach
within a quarter of a mile of the shore before

they can anchor
;
and as the great swell of

the Pacific occasions a heavy and dangerou?
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surf, landing with boats is both difficult and

hazardous. The operation, however, is effect

ed with ease and safety by means of balsas or

rafts, constructed usually of cane, and sup

ported by means of inflated seal-skins. The

coast region is almost one continuous sandy

waste, where no rain falls, and where neither

plant nor animal can obtain subsistence.

Vegetation is only to be met with along the

banks of the streams that come down from

the high lands. Many parts of these are dry
for the greater part of the year, and only a

few of them are perennial. Some of the larger

streams reach the sea, but the smaller ones

are absorbed by the encompassing desert, or

exhausted in irrigating the cultivated

patches. The insulated river valleys are

thus the only inhabitable parts of the coast,

and they are from twenty to ninety miles

apart. The rest of the region is covered

with a fine light-yellow drift sand
;
this is

often driven about with great velocity by
the wind, which, when violent, frequently

raises columns of sand to the height of eighty

to one hundred feet. The rainless region

extends to the height of about 7000 feet

above the level of the sea
;
but to the height of

about 2000 feet above the sea the coast region

is periodically refreshed by sea vapors or driz

zle, called garua. These vapors prevail

from May till November, and are most dense

and abundant towards the end of June,
when the lomas or hillocks bordering the

Band-flats become covered with a luxuriant

vegetation. At Lima this coast vegetation
is most abundant in the months of July,

August and September. The heat of this

region is not so excessive as might be sup

posed ;
and during summer the thermometer

rarely rises above 85
;

the mean annual

temperature is 72, the maximum, 82, and

the minimum, 55. In this district are pro
duced most of the plants of tropical countries.

The plantain, banana, pine-apple, sugar-cane,

vine, cocoa, olive, coffee, cotton, as well as

other fruits, some peculiar to the country, ar

rive at great perfection. Maize, rice, wheat,

barley, and potatoes are also cultivated.

The district called Sierra, or highlands of

Peru, commences immediately above the

rainless district, at 7000 feet above the level

of the sea, and extends to the eastern chain

of the Andes. The Andes here consist of

two main chains or Cordilleras, running

nearly parallel to each other, and connected

in various parts by cross-ridges ;
but they do

not in general rise to such a height as in Bo
livia. The eastern cordillcra from Bolivia

preserves its grand character northward to

13 S. Lat., being composed of a series of

snowy-peaks, which terminate in the Nevada
de Sacantahi

;
but north of this no snow

capped mountains occur. In the western

chain, near 15, a considerable portion of the

range is covered with snow
;
S.E. of Lima

the Toldo de Nieve rises above the snow-

line
;
and between 11 and 11 30 is the ele

vated summit of La Yinda, nearly 16,000

feet in height, and the nevadas of Pelagotas,

Mayapota, and Huaylillas. Between the last

mentioned and Chimborazo in Ecuador none

of the summits of this chain attain the snow-

line. The chains of the east and west cor-

dilleras are usually about 100 miles apart.

South of 11 S. Lat., the country between

the two chains consists properly of two in

clined planes sloping down from the Andes

of Vileanota and the table-land of Pasco, and

separated from each other by the water-line

of the Mataro, a feeder of the Apurimac,
near 12 S. The southern plane lies at a

great elevation, the town of Cuzco being

11,380 feet above the level of the sea; but

even here wheat and Indian corn are raised,

and farther north, where the country is con

siderably lower, the sugar-cane is cultivated.

The surface is by no means level, being
traversed by various ridges of hills, wlucU
rise several hundred feet above their bases.

The northern plain has a very similar sur

face
;
and contiguous to the western cordil-

lera it forms an undulating valley 40 miles

wide, which is drained by the Jauja, and

which, on account of its fertility, is one of

the best peopled districts of Peru. In the

lower part of this valley the sugar-cane sue
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ceeds well; while the higher produces ce

reals and fruits in abundance. To the north

is the table-land of Pasco, which lies between

11 and 10 30 S., and, with the exception
of a few miners huts, in the region of per
manent snow, is the highest inhabited part
of the Andes. &quot;Were it not for the rich

mines which it possesses, it would have re

mained a sheep-walk. Its surface presents
several low but steep ranges of hills, with

level grounds between them. These level

tracts are from 13,000 to 14,000 feet above

the sea, or about 1500 feet below the snow-

line in this latitude. The climate is exceed

ingly cold all the year round, and unfavor

able to any kind of cultivation. In the

numerous and deep lakes which cover a con

siderable part of its surface, the rivers Ma
ranon, Iluallaga, and Ucayale take their rise.

The northern portion of the Peruvian Andes
consists of three cordilleras, of which the

western contains the nevadas already men
tioned. The central chain is connected with

the table-land of Pasco, and runs parallel

with the western chain to about 7, their

summits being about fifty miles apart ;
but

aorthward of this parallel the chain runs

H&quot;.E. to its termination on the banks of the

Amazon. In the northern portion of this

central chain a few summits occur which

rise above the snow-line. The eastern cor-

dillera is connected with the mountain sys
tem of the eastern border of the table-land

of Pasco, and runs in a direction parallel

with the central chain, terminating near 6

S., opposite an offset of the central range,
which here conies close up to the Huallaga.
The highest summits of this range are towards

the south, but probably none of them much
exceed 15,000 feet in height. Toward the

north they sink down to mere hills. Of the

(two valleys inclosed by these three ranges,
ithe western, or that of Maranon, is very nar

row in its southern parts, and here the river

is ,om.e continuous series of rapids and falls

until it reaches 8, where it enters a wider

valley, which spreads out to 20 miles in

width. This wider valley gradually subsides

from 3000 to 2000 feet above the level of the

sea. Its climate is consequently very hot,

and its fertile soil is capable of producing all

the intertropical plants and fruits. The
eastern valley is drained by the Iluallaga. It

slopes very rapidly, from 5000 in 10 to 2000

in 9, and in its fertility, climate, and pro
duce resembles the valley of the Maranon.

Presenting, as it does, almost every variety
of climate, the vegetation of this region is

extremely varied in its character, from the

gigantic growth of the tropics to the dwarf

plants of Lapland. In this mountainous

district are situated the famous gold and sil

ver mines of Peru. It likewise contains the

sources of those vast rivers which traverse

the continent of South America. Here the

Maranon commences its course, and here rise

its magnificent tributaries, the Ucayale, Ilu

allaga, and others, which themselves are

swelled by an innumerable multitude of

streams descending from the eastern ridges
of the Andes, all being finally absorbed in

the mighty Amazon. But by far the most

beautiful and valuable part of the Peruvian

territory is the Montana, or wooded region,
which lies to the east of the Andes, com

mencing on the eastern declivity of the sec

ond chain, and stretching to the confines of

Brazil and Bolivia. After crossing the An
des, and descending a few hundred feet low

er in the direction of the east, the traveller

beholds a country totally different from that

which he has left a country richly covered

with a luxuriant vegetation. So far as we
are acquainted with this region, and as yet it

is only imperfectly known, it seems to rival

in fertility, and in luxuriance and variety of

its vegetation, even the finest parts of Brazil.

Peru is very rich in vegetable productions.
The coast district has not many plants ;

but

east of the Andes the species are very nu

merous. Many medicinal herbs, and a vari

ety of balsams, oils, and gums are produced.

Almonds, ginger, balsam of Copaiba, gum
copal, etc., are all said to abound. On the west

ern slopes of the Andes, the cabbage-palm is

produced, as are also the cocoa-nut, the choco-
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tate nut, cotton shrub, pine-apple, sugarcane,

etc. Tobacco and jalap are abundant in the

groves at the foot of the mountains
;
cotton

ie found in a wild state on the banks of the

Amazon
;

and on the high lands which

skirt the Andes for two thousand miles, at

elevations from two thousand eight hun

dred to nine thousand five hundred feet,

the different species of the cinchona or Pe
ruvian bark are most valuable and abun

dant. Among the wild animals of the coun

try are the bear, puma, jaguar, deer, fox, ar

madillo, etc. The Peruvian sheep are very
numerous and valuable

;
of these there are

four varieties, the llama, alpaca, guanico, and

vicuna. The Spaniards brought in the Eu

ropean sheep, and innumerous herds are to

be met with m the highlands. They also in

troduced horses, horned cattle and asses
;

all

of which have increased greatly, the mule

being now the ordinary beast of burden.

The shores of Peru are frequented by myriads
of birds, and to them we are indebted for the

valuable manure called guano. The common
carrion vulture is found near the towns

;
be

sides which may be noted the condor, hawks,

falcons, owls, etc. In respect to agriculture,

manufactures, native industry, and the like,

Peru is very much below the fair average ;

and education has made almost no progress

among the people generally. The Roman
Catholic is the established religion, and by

long possession the heads of the state relig

ion have become very wealthy, and are big
oted and intolerant towards all outsiders.

In theory, the government is republican,

based upoa representation, but in practice, it

is in Peru as in so many other States, but

little else than a military despotism or oli

garchy. The president s term of office is six

years ;
there are four cabinet officers, and a

congress composed of a senate and chamber

of deputies; two senators for every depart

ment, and one deputy for every twenty thous

and inhabitants.

During the last eight or ten years, Peru

has been gcing through contests and strug

gles of various sorts. Spain behaved very

unhandsomely in the early part of 1864, on

the plea of demanding a settlement of claima

against Peru. She sent out a commissioner,
who carried himself with the usual Spanish

arrogance, and in March, the Spanish vessels

seized upon the Chincha Islands, the most

valuable possession of Pern, the worth of the

guano there being estimated at Borne $40,-

000.000. Great excitement of course was

stirred up, and Peru determined to maintain

its rights ; preparations were made for war,

and an alliance was entered into with Chili
;

Gen. Prado was appointed dictator, and he

brought to the position energy, decision, skill,

and ability. In February, 1865, a treaty was

made with Spain ;
but it proved so little sat

isfactory to the country, that a revolutionary

movement spread in all directions, with its

usual accompaniments of fighting, bloodshed,

etc. Gen. Prado, the dictator, early in January,

1866, re-declared war against Spain, andjoined
Chili at once in the war. The Spanish fleet

bombarded Valparaiso, March 30th, 1866, and

thence proceeding to Callao, did the same

destructive work there, May 2d. During

1867, matters continued unsettled wTith Spain,

and in Peru several outbreaks against Pi-ado

and his government occurred. Early in the

next year, Prado resigned and went to Chili,

and Col. Balta being the successful leader, be

came president in July, 1868. Since then,

various efforts have been made to induce im

migration to the banks of the Amazon, to build

additional railroads and lay telegraph wires in

several parts of the country, to endeavor to

promote fraternal feeling and combined action

among the several republics of South Ameri

ca, and as far as possible, and as rapidly ag

possible, to get rid of an enormous public

debt, and develop the rich resources of tho

country. The spirit of Peru at present ia

certainly progressive, and there is room to

hope that despite many serious and weighty
difficulties in the way, the republic may ad

vance in genuine prosperity and true inde

pendence.
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BEAZIL.

IN presenting an account of this extensive

and important country, the only American

monarchy, we shall, first, give a brief histor

ical sketch of the progressive discovery of its

coasts and interior, of its gradual settlement,

and of the auspices under which its social in

stitutions have developed themselves; sec

ondly, a condensed view of its physical geog

raphy, meteorology, and natural products ;

and, thirdly, a similar view of its inhabitants,

their form of government, moral and intel

lectual culture, manufacturing, and commer
cial industry.

Brazil was discovered in 1499, by Yincent

Yaiiez Pinzon, a companion of Columbus. He
descried the land near Cape St. Augustine,
and sailed along the coast as far as the river

Amazon, whence he proceeded to the mouth

of the Orinoco. He made no settlement, but

took possession of the country in the name of

the Spanish government, and carried home,
as specimens of its natural productions, some

drugs, gems, and Brazil-wood. Next year
the Portuguese commander, Pedro Alvarez

Cabral, appointed by his monarch to follow

the course of Yasco de Gama in the east, was

driven, by adverse winds, so far from his

track, that he reached the Brazilian coast,

April 24, and anchored in Porto Seguro (Lat.

16 south) on Good Friday. On Easter-day

an altar was erected, mass celebrated in pres

ence of the natives, the country declared an

appanage of Portugal, and a stone cross erect

ed in commemoration of the event. Cabral

despatched a small vessel to Lisbon, . to an

nounce his discovery, and without forming

any settlement, proceeded to India on the 3d

of May. On the arrival of the news in Por

tugal, Emanuel invited Amerigo Yespucci to

enter his service, and dispatched him with

three vessels to explore the country. This

navigator s first voyage was unsuccessful
;

but in a second he discovered a safe port, the

site of which is not accurately known
t

to

which he gave the name of All-Saints. He
remained there five months, and maintained

a friendly intercourse with the natives. Some
of the party travelled forty leagues into the

interior. Yespucci erected a small fort, and

leaving twelve men, with guns and provis

ions to garrison it, embarked for Portugal,

having loaded his two ships with Brazil-wood,

monkeys, and parrots. The poor and bar

barous tribes of Brazil, and their country, the

mineral riches of which were not immediate

ly discovered, offered but few attractions to

a government into the coffers of which the

wealth of India and Africa was flowing.

Yespucci s settlement was neglected. For

nearly thirty years the kings of Portugal

paid no further attention to their newly-ac

quired territory, than what consisted in com

bating the attempts of the Spaniards to occu

py it, and dispersing the private adventurers

from France, who sought its shores for the

purposes of commerce, The colonization of

Brazil was prosecuted, however, by subjects

of the Portuguese monarchy, who traded

thither chiefly for Brazil-wood. It was con

venient for these traders to have agents liv

ing: amonjr the natives: and adventurersO c3

were found who were willing to take up their

abode with them. Unfortunately these were

mostly criminals, and men of degraded char

acters and morals, generally sent out by gov
ernment.

The first attempt on the part of a Portu

guese monarch to introduce an organized gov
ernment into his dominions, was made by

John III. He adopted a plan which had

been found to succeed well in Madeira and

the Azores
; dividing the country into heredi

tary captaincies, and granting them to such

persons as were willing to undertake their

settlement, with unlimited powers of juris

diction, both civil and criminal. Each captain
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cy extended along fifty leagues of coast. The
boundaries in the interior were undefined.

The firs, settlement made under this new

Bystem was that of S. Yincente. Martini

Affonso de Sousa, having obtained a grant,

fitted out a considerable armament, and pro
ceeded to explore the country in person.

He began to survey the coast about Rio

Janeiro, to which he gave that name because

he discovered it on the first of January, 1531.

He proceeded south as far as La Plata, nam

ing the places he surveyed on the way from

the days on which the respective discoveries

were made. He fixed upon an island, in

latitude 244- south, called by the natives

Guaibe, for his settlement. The Goagnazes,
or prevailing tribe of Indians in that neigh

borhood, as soon as they discovered the in

tentions of the new comers to fix themselves

permanently there, collected for the purpose
of expelling them. Fortunately, however,
a shipwrecked Portuguese, who had lived

many years under the protection of the prin-

cipal chief, was successful in concluding a

treaty of perpetual alliance between his coun

trymen and the natives. The good under

standing thus happily established was long

preserved. Finding the spot chosen for the

new town inconvenient, the colonists remov
ed to the adjoining island of S. Yincente,
from which the captaincy derived its name.

An unsuccessful expedition was made into

the interior in search of mines. Neverthe

less the colony prospered. Cattle and the

sugar-cane were at an early period introduc

ed from Madeira, and here the other captain
cies supplied themselves with both. The
founder of the colony was soon removed from

the active superintendence of its progress,

by being appointed governor-general of In

dia
;
but on his return to Portugal he watched

over its welfare, sending out supplies and

settlers, and leaving it at his death in a flour

ishing condition to his son. Pero Lopes de

Sousa received the grant of a captaincy, and

get sail from Portugal at the same time as his

brother, the founder of S. Yincente. He
chose to have his fifty leagues in two allot

ments. That to which he gave the name of

S. Amaro adjoined S. Yincente, the two
towns being only three leagues asunder.

The other division lay much nearer to the

line between Paraiba and Pernambuco. He
experienced considerable difficulty in found

ing this second colony, from the strenuous

opposition of a neighboring tribe, the Peti-

guares ;
but at length he succeeded in clearing

his lands of them
;
and not long afterwards

he perished by shipwreck.
Rio Janeiro was not settled till a later pe

riod. It was founded by Yasco Fernandes

Coutinho, who having acquired a large for

tune in India, sunk it in this scheme of col

onization. He carried with him no less than

sixty fidalgos. They named their town by
anticipation, Our Lady of the Yictory ;

but

it cost them, some hard fighting with tho

Goagnazes to justify the title. Having de

feated these savages, the colonists carried on

the building with spirit, planted canes, and

established four sugar-works ;
and Coutinho,

seeing everything prosperous, returned to

Lisbon to enlist more colonists, and to make

preparations for an expedition into the inte

rior in search of mines. Pedro de Campo
Tourinho, a nobleman and excellent naviga

tor, received a grant of the adjoining cap

taincy of Porto Seguro. This, it will be re

membered, is the spot where Cabral first

took possession of Brazil. Tourinho and his

associates fortified themselves on the place
where the capital of the presidency still

tands. The Tupinoquins at first offered

some opposition ;
but having made peace,

:hey observed it faithfully, notwithstanding
that the oppression of the Portuguese obliged

them to forsake the country. Sugar-works
were established, and considerable quantities

of the produce exported to the mother-conn

try. It was found impossible, by reason .&amp;gt;!

an endemic disorder, to rear kine in the

province ;
but horses, asses and goats suc

ceeded.

Jorge de Figueiredo, was the first donatory
of the captaincy of IlMos. The Tupinoquins,
the most tractable ofthe Brazilian tribes, mada
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peace with the settlers, and the colony was

founded without a struggle. The son of the

original proprietor sold the captaincy to Lu-

cas Geraldes, who expended considerable

wealth in improving it
; and, in a short

time, eight or nine sugar-works were estab

lished. The coast from the Rio S. Francisco

to Bahia was granted to Francisco Pereira

Coutinho : the bay itself, with all its creeks,

was afterwards added to the grant. &quot;When

Coutinho formed his establishment, where

Villa Velha now stands, lie found a noble

Portuguese living in the neighborhood,
named Caramaru, who, having been ship

wrecked, had, by means of his fire-arms,

raised himself to the rank of chief among
the natives. He was surrounded by a patri

archal establishment of wives and children
;

and to him most of the distinguished fami

lies of Bahia still trace their lineage.

A factory had, some time before the pe
riod at which these captaincies were estab

lished, been planted at Pernambuco. A ship

from Marseilles took it, and left seventy men
in it as a garrison ;

but being captured on

her return, and carried into Lisbon, imme
diate measures were taken for re-occupying
the place. The captaincy of Pernambuco

was granted to Don Duarte Coelho Pereira

as the reward of his services in India. It

extended along the coast from the Rio S.

Francisco, northward to the Rio de Juraza.

Duarte sailed with his wife and children,

and many of his kinsmen, to take possession

of his new colony, and landed in the port of

Pernambuco. To the town which was there

founded he gave the name of Olinda. The

Cabetes, who possessed the soil, were fierce

and pertinacious. The Portuguese managed,

however, to beat off their enemies
; and,

having entered into an alliance with the

Tobayanes, followed up their success. At

tempts were made about this time to estab

lish two other captaincies, but without suc

cess. Pedro de Goes obtained a grant of

the captaincy of Paraiba, between those of

S. Tincente and Espirito Santo
;
but his

mca is were too feeble to enable him to make

head against the aborigines, and the colony
was broken up after a painful struggle of

seven years. Joao de Barros, the historian,

obtained the captaincy of Marauhuo. For

the sake of increasing his capital, he divided

his grant with Fernan Alvares de Andrada

and Aires da Cunha. They projected a

scheme of conquest and colonization upon
a large scale. Nine hundred men, of whom
one hundred and thirteen were horsemen,
embarked in ten ships under the command
of Aires da Cunha. But the vessels were

wrecked upon some shoals about one hun

dred L}agues to the south of Maranhuo
;
and

the few survivors, after suffering immense

hardships, escaped to the nearest settlements,

and the undertaking was abandoned.

By these adventurers, the whole line of

Brazilian coast, from the mouth of La Plata

to the mouth of the Amazon, had become

studded at intervals with Portuguese settle

ments, in all of which law and justice \vere

administered, however inadequately. It is

worthy of observation, that Brazil was the

first colony founded in America upon an

agricultural principle, for until then the

precious metals were the exclusive attrac

tion. Sufficient capital was attracted be

tween the year 1531, in which De Sousa

founded the first captaincy, and the year

1548, to render these colonies an object of

importance to the mother-country. Their

organization, however, both in regard to

their means of defence against external ag

gression and internal violence, was extremely
defective. Portugal was distant, and the in

habited portions of each captaincy were too

far asunder to be able to afford reciprocal as

sistance. They were surrounded by, and

intermingled with, large tribes of savages.

Behind them the Spaniards, who had an es

tablishment at Assumption, had penetrated
almost to the sources of the waters of Para

guay, and had succeeded in establishing a

communication with Peru. Orellana, on the

other hand, setting out from Peru, had cross

ed the mountains and sailed down the Ama
zon. Nor had the French abandoned their
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hopes of effecting an establishment on the

coast. But the want of internal organiza

tion in th.; Portuguese settlements was even

worse than the inadequacy of their defensive

force The governor of every captaincy ex

ercised uncontrolled authority; the property,

and lives of the colonists, were at the

of these feudal chieftains
;
and the

people groaned under many oppressions.

The obvious remedy for these evils was to

concentrate the executive power, to render

the petty chiefs amenable to one tribunal,

and to confide the management of the de

fensive force to one hand. In order to thift

the powers of the several captains were re

voked, whilst their property in their grants
was reserved to them. A governor-general
was appointed, with full powers, civil and

criminal. The judicial and financial func

tions in each province were vested in the

Ouvidor, whose authority in the college of

finance was second only to that of the gover
nor. The chief cities received municipal

constitutions, as in Portugal. Thome de

Sousa was the first person nominated to the

important post of governor-general. He was

instructed to build a strong city in Bahia

and to establish there the seat of his govern
ment. In pursuance of his commission, he

arrived at Bahia in April, 1549, with a fleet

of six vessels, on board of which were 320

persons in the king s pay, 400 convicts, and

as many free colonists as swelled the number
of adventurers to 1000. Care had been taken

for the religious wants of the provinces, by
associating six Jesuits with the expedition.
Old Cararnaru, wrho still survived, rendered

the governor essential service, by gaining for

his countrymen the good-will of the natives.

The new city was established where Bahia
still stands. Within four months one hun
dred houses were built, and surrounded by a

mud wall. Sugar plantations were laid out

in the vicinity. During the four years of

Sousa s government, there were sent out at

different times supplies of all kinds
;
female

orphans of noble families, who were given in

marriage to the officers, and portioned from

the royal estates
;
and orphan boys to be

educated by the Jesuits. The capital rose

rapidly in importance, and the captaincies

learned to regard it as a sommon head and

center of wealth. The governor visited them,

inspected their fortifications, and regulated
the administration of justice. Meanwhile

the Jesuits undertook the moral and relig

ious culture of the natives, and of the scarce

ly less savage colonists. Strong opposition

was at first experienced from the gross igno
rance of the Indians, and the depravity of

the Portuguese, fostered by the licentious en

couragement of some abandoned priests who
had found their way to Brazil. Next year
Sousa was succeeded by Duarte da Costa,

who brought with him a reinforcement of

Jesuits, at the head of whom was Luis de

Gran, appointed, with Kobrega, the chief of

the first mission, joint provincial of Brazil.

Xobrega s first act was one which has exercis

ed the most beneficial influence over the social

system of Brazil, namely, the establishment

of a college on the then unreclaimed plains

of Piratininga. The spot selected by him for

the site of this establishment is on the ridge
of the Serra do Mar, ten leagues from the

sea, and thirteen from S. Yincente. It was

named S. Paulo, and has been at once the

source whence knowledge and civilization

have been diffused through Brazil, and the

nucleus of a colony of its manliest and hard

iest citizens, which has sent out successive

swarms of hardy adventurers to people the

interior. The mode of education pursued

by the Jesuits at S. Paulo was the same

as that observed in all their other missions.

Their good intentions were in part frustrated

by the opposition of Duarte, the governor;
and it was not until 1558, when Mom de Sa

was sent out to supersede him, that their

enlightened projects were allowed free scope.

This great man, comprehending better than

his predecessors the system of these mission

aries, went hand in hand with the ecclesi

astics during the whole of his government
Mem de Sa continued to hold the reins of

1 government in Brazil upon terms of tho best
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Understanding with the clergy, and to the

great advantage of the colonies, for fourteen

years. On the expiration of his power, which

was nearly contemporary with that of his

life, an attempt was made to divide Brazil

into two governments ; but, this having

failed, the territory was re-united in 1578,

the year in which Diego Laureno da Veiga
was appointed governor. At this time the

colonies, although not yet independent of

supplies from the mother-country, were in a

flourishing condition
;
but the usurpation of

the crown of Portugal by Philip II. changed
the aspect of affairs. Brazil, believed to be

inferior to the Spanish possessions in mines,

was considered of importance merely as an

outpost to prevent the intrusion of foreign

nations. It was consequently abandoned to

comparative neglect for the period interven

ing between 1578 and 1640, during which it

continued an appanage of Spain. The popu
lation increased

;
and domestic enterprise

and foreign invasion called forth the ener

gies of the people ; but, as far as legislation

was concerned, nothing was done.

No sooner had Brazil passed under the

Spanish crown, than English adventurers di

rected their hostile enterprises against its

shores. In 1586, Witherington plundered
Bahia

;
in 1591, Cavendish burned S. Yin-

cente
;

in 1595, Lancaster took Olinda.

These exploits, however, were transient in

their effects. In 1612, the French attempted
to found a permanent colony in the island

of Marajo, where they succeeded in main

taining themselves till 1618. This attempt

led to the erection of Maranhao and Para

into a separate Estado. But it was on the

part of the Dutch that the most skillful and

pertinacious efforts were made for securing
a footing in Brazil

;
and they alone of all

the rivals of the Portuguese have left traces

of their presence in the national spirit and

institutions of Brazil. The very imperfect

constitution of the United Provinces was the

cause why many of the executive functions

were delegated to companies of mercantile

adventurers. Among the offices properly

appertaining to the government, the main,

tenance and defence of the Spice Islands

had been intrusted to the East India Com
pany. The success of tha body suggested
the establishment of a West India Company.
Its charter secured to it a monopoly of the

trade to America and the opposite coast of

Africa, between the tropic of Cancer and

the Cape of Good Hope. This body dis

patched, in 1624, a fleet against Bahia.

The town yielded almost without a struggle.

The Dutch governor fortified his new acqui
sition

;
and his proclamation offering tolera

tion and protection to all, collected around

him a multitude of Indians, Negroes and

Jews. The fleet soon after sailed, a squad
ron being detached against Angola, with the

intention of taking possession of that colony,
in order to secure a supply of slaves. The

Portuguese, in the meanwhile, who had fled

at first in the hope of eluding what they con

ceived to be merely an incursion of pirates,

began to collect for the purpose of expelling
the permanent intruders

;
and the weaken

ing of the Dutch force by the departure of

the fleet inspired them with fresh courage.
The descendants of Caramaru formed a link

between the aborigines and the Portuguese
which existed in no other part of Brazil.

The consequence was, the hearty co-opera
tion of all the natives against the invaders.

The Dutch were obliged to capitulate in

May, 1625. For some years the Dutch con

fined themselves to depredations upon the

marine of Spain and Portugal. In 1630,

they attempted again to effect a settlement
;

and Olinda yielded after a feeble resistance.

They were unable, however, to extend their

power beyond the limits of the town, until

the arrival of Count Maurice of Nassau, in

1630. His first step was to introduce a regu
lar government among his countrymen ;

hia

second, to send to the African coast one of

his officers, who took possession of a Portu

guese settlement, and thus secured a supply
of slaves. Nassau suffered repulses in sev

eral of his expeditions, and particularly in

that which he undertook against Bahia.
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Nevertheless, in the course of four years, the

limited period of his government, he succeed

ed in confirming the Dutch supremacy along

the coast of Brazil from the mouth of the S.

Francisco to Maranhuo. He expended the

revenues of the country, the booty obtained

from the Portuguese, and a great part of his

private fortune, in fortifying the mouths of

rivers, building bridges to facilitate mercan

tile intercourse, and beautifying and repair

ing towns. He strictly observed the Dutch

policy of tolerating all religions. He pro

moted the amalgamation ofthe different races,

and sought to conciliate the Portuguese by the

confidence he reposed in them. His object

was to found a great empire ;
but this was a

project at variance with the wishes of his

employers an association of merchants, who
were dissatisfied because the wealth which

they expected to see flowing into their coffers

was expended in promoting the permanent
interests of a distant country. Count Mau
rice was recalled in 1644. His successors

possessed neither his political nor his mili

tary talents, and had to contend with more

energetic enemies.

In 1G40, the revolution which placed the

house of Braganza on the throne of Portugal
restored Brazil to masters more inclined to

promote its interests, and assert its posses

sion, than the Spaniards. It was indeed

high time that some exertion should be made.

The northern provinces had fallen into the

power of Holland
;
the southern, peopled in

a great measure by the hardy descendants of

the successive colonists, who had issued on

all sides from the central establishment of

S. Paulo, had learned, from their habits of

unaided and successful enterprise, to court

independence. Adventurers had penetrated
into those central mountains where the dia

mond is found. They had ascended the

waters of the Paraguay to their sources.

They had extended their limits southwards

till they reached the Spanish settlements on

La Plata. They had reduced to slavery
numerous tribes of the natives. They were

rich in cattle, and had commenced the dis

covery of the mines. While yet nominally

subject to the crown of Spain, they had not

scrupled on more than one occasion to wage
war on their own account against the settle

ments of that country. When, therefore, the

inhabitants of S. Paulo saw themselves about

to be transferred, as a dependency of Portu

gal from one master to another, they con

ceived the idea of erecting their country into

an independent State. Their attempt, how

ever, was frustrated by Amador Bueno, the

person whom they had selected, who utterly

refused to be their king. Bio and Santos,

although both evinced a desire of indepen

dence, followed the example of the Paulistas.

Bahia, as capital of the Brazilian States, felt

that its ascendency depended upon the union

with Portugal. The government, thus left

in quiet possession of the rest of Brazil, had

time to concentrate its attention upon the

Dutch conquests. The crown of Portugal

was, however, much too weak to adopt ener

getic measures. The tyranny of the succes

sors of Nassau, by alienating the minds of

the Portuguese and natives, drove them to

revolt, before any steps were taken in the

mother country for the re-conquest of ita

colonies. Joao Fernandes Vieyra, a native

of Madeira, organized the insurrection which

broke out in 1645. He repaired to the court

of Portugal, and discovering the weakness

and poverty of the executive, suggested the

establishment of a company similar to that

which, in Holland, had proved so successful.

His plan, notwithstanding the opposition of

the priests, was approved of, and in 1649,
the Brazil Company of Portugal sent out its

first fleet. The additional impetus commun
icated by this new engine to the exertions of

the colonists and their Indian allies, turned

the scale against the Dutch. After a most

sanguinary war, Vieyra was enabled, in

1654, to present the keys of Olinda to tJio

royal commander, and to restore to his mon
arch the undivided empire of Brazil

;
and in

1661, a treaty of peace was signed with

them, and they renounced their pretensions
to a portion of Brazil.
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After this, except some inroads on the fron

tiers, the only foreign invasion which Brazil

had to suffer was from France. In 1710, a

Bquadron commanded by Duclerc disembark

ed 1000 men, and attacked Rio de Janeiro.

After having lost half of his men in a battle,

Duclerc and all his surviving companions
were made prisoners. The governor treated

them cruelly. A new squadron with 6000

troops was entrusted to the famous Admiral

Duguay Trouin to revenge this injury. They
arrived at Rio on the 12th of September,
L711. After four days of hard fighting, the

town was taken. The governor retreated to

a position out of it, and was only awaiting
reinforcements from Minas to retake it

;
but

Duguay Trouin threatening to burn it, he

was obliged, on the 10th of October, to sign
a capitulation, and pay to the French ad

miral 610,000 crusados, 500 cases of sugar,
and provisions for the return of the fleet to

Europe. The same day Albuquerque, the

governor of Minas, arrived with the expected
reinforcement of 15,000 men. The condi

tions of the capitulation were, however, ful

filled. Duguay Trouin departed to Bahia

feo obtain fresh spoils; but having lost in a

storm two of his best ships, with an impor
tant part of the money received, he renounc

ed this plan and returned directly to France.

The Portuguese hcHceforth governed their

colony undisturbed. The approach of for

eign traders was prohibited, while the regal

ities reserved by the crown drained the

country of a great proportion of its wealth.

The authority of the governors was despotic

in its abuse, but limited in its corrective

powers ;
the administration of justice was

slovenly in the extreme
;
the pay of all

functionaries, civil, ecclesiastic, and military,

was so parsimonious as to render peculation

inevitable
;
and yet, in spite of all these dis

advantages, the wealth and happiness of the

people continued silently and steadily to in

crease \ The reason was, that they were left

in a great measure to themselves, and had an

ample field within their own land for the

exertion of their industry.

We have already adverted to the impor
tant part which the inhabitants of the cap-

taincy of S. Paulo have played in the history
of Brazil. The establishment of the Jesuit

college had attracted to its neighborhood a

number of settlers from S. Yincente. Tho
Indians of the district were of mild disposi

tions, ana frequent intermarriages took place
between them and the Europeans. A race

of men sprung from this mixture, native to

the soil, hardy and enterprising, wearing but

lightly the bonds which attached them to the

mother country. The first object of inquiry
with the colonists was, whether the land

of which they had taken possession was rich

in metals. Gold was found, but not in suffi

cient quantities to reward the labor bestowed

in search of it. The Portuguese next devoted

their energies to excursions against the more

remote Indian tribes, with a view to obtain

ing slaves. Traces of gold having been ob

served in the mountain ranges north of S.

Paulo, successive bands of adventurers at

tempted to penetrate the wilderness. The

spirit of enterprise was thus nourished and

confirmed. At first the gold-searchers, like

the slave-hunters, undertook temporary ex

peditions, with the view, doubtless, of return

ing laden with booty, and settling in their

native homes. By degrees, however, as the

distance of the newly discovered mines in

creased, and establishments for working thems O
became necessary, new colonies were founded.

Different associations of adventurers pene

trated, in the years 1693, 1691, and 1695,
into the district of Minas Geraes, which had

been explored by the Paulists at least twenty

years before. In the beginning of the eigh
teenth century five of its principal settle

ments were elevated by royal charter to the

privileges of towns. In 1720, the district

was separated from S. Paulo, of which it had

previously been esteemed a dependency, and

placed under the control of a governor-gen
eral. In 1670, the gold-searchers penetrated
into Goyaz ;

but it was not till the commence
ment of the next century that, encouraged

by the discovery of the mines of Cuiaba, in
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the province of Matto Grosso, a permanent

colony was settled there.

The first attempt to regulate by legislative

enactments the industry of the miners of

Brazil was made as early as 1618, by Philip

III. According to his code of regulations,

the privileges of the discoverer were that he

should have one mine of eighty Portuguese va-

ras by forty, and a second allotment of sixty

by thirty upon the same vein. A hundred and

twenty varas were to intervene between the

portions. Any adventurer might claim a

mine, but he could only have one of the same

extent as the discoverer s first portion. No
one except the discoverer might have more

than one original grant within the distance of

a league and a half; but the purchase of an

other person s allotment within that distance

was allowed. Mines might be sought for

and worked upon private property, because

they belonged to the king, but the owner of

the land had a right to indemnification.

Mining adventurers were entitled to turn

their cattle into the lands of the municipality

(concelho), and even into private property,
without the owner s permission, upon paying
the value of the pasturage. Mines might

only be granted to such persons as possessed

the means of peopling and working them.

A grant was forfeited if not taken possession

of within sixty days. The executive and ju
dicial functions within the mining districts

were vested in zprovedor and his secretary,

those of the fiscal in a treasurer. None of

these officials could hold a share in a mine,
or trade in its produce, under penalty of loss

of office and confiscation of property. The

proved or or his secretary measured out the

allotments
;
received and inspected the sam

ples of metal from new mines
; registered

the grants, with the holder s oath to pay his

fifths regularly and faithfully, etc. The
treasurer received the royal fifths, and super
intended the weighing, registering, refining,
and stamping of all the gold. A yearly ac

count was returned of all the discoveries and

produce. For many years these laws were
little more than a dead letter. The Paulistas

were wholly engrossed with t ieir expeditions
in quest of slaves

;
the government and the

colonists of the other captaincies, with the

Dutch and other wars. Some few gipsy-like
establishments were scattered thinly through
out the gold country. By degrees the desire

of gain induced the more powerful and

wealthy colonists to solicit large grants. No
attention was paid to the restriction of the

number that might be conferred on each in

dividual
;
and the consequence was, that men

of influence monopolized the mines, and were

obliged either to sublet them, to those they
had forestalled, or to leave them unopened. It

was found necessary, in 1702, to alter the exist

ing laws. The whole ordinary civil and mil

itary authority was vested in the superin
tendent (Guarda Mor). The appointment
of the treasurer belonged to this officer

Both were allowed a limited number of dep
uties. At first the salaries of all these offi

cers were levied upon the miners, but subse

quently the privilege of mining was conceded

to them in lieu of a salary. No second gran t

was made to any person until he had worked

the first. The allotments were regulated by
the number of slaves which the miner em

ployed. Besides its fifths, the crown reserv

ed an allotment, selected after the adventur

er had taken his first grant and before he had
chosen his second. These regulations were

enforced by strong penalties, in order to pre
vent frauds upon the revenue. Slaves, and all

other goods except cattle, were only allowed

to be introduced from Rio, and that either by
the way of S. Paulo or Taboate. No idle

persons were allowed to remain abouc the

mines
;
no goldsmith was tolerated there, nor

any settler possessed of a slave capable of ex

ercising this craft. The same infatuated pas
sion for mining speculations which had char

acterized the Spanish settlers in South Amer
ica, now began to actuate the Portuguese.
Adventurers crowded to the scene of action

from all the captaincies ;
not mere &quot;

landless

resolutes
&quot;

alone, but men of substance also

Laborers and capital were drained off to the

mining districts. The sugar-mills (Engtmhos}
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were either abandoned or left half-cultivated,

from the inability of the proprietors to offer

for slaves the ruinous prices paid by the adven

turers of the mines. Brazil, which had hith

erto in a great measure supplied Europe with

sugar, sank before the competition of the

French and English, who had no mines to

distract their attention. Commerce of every
kind declined along with this staple commod

ity. The court endeavored for a time to

counteract this course of enterprise, but in

vain.

A new source of wealth for Brazil, had it

been properly managed, but, as matters have

turned out, merely a new source of injudicious

restriction, was now about to be opened up.

Some adventurers who had prosecuted the

business of gold-washing northwards from

Villa de Principe in the captaincy of Minas,
made a discovery of diamonds about the year
1T10. The value of these minerals was not

known till several years, when an Oumdor
of the Comarca of Serro Frio, in which they
were found, who had seen unpolished dia

monds at Goa, ascertained what they were.

In 1730, the discovery was announced for the

first time to that government, wilich imme

diately declared diamonds regalia. A fur

ther search showed that the district was

equally rich in other gems. In 1741, its

limits were described with greater precision,

and the liberty to collect diamonds farmed

upon a lease of four years to two influential

inhabitants, at the rate of 230,000 reis for

every negro, with permission to employ six

hundred. At ev*ry renewal of the lease a

high rent was exacted, and the tenants in

demnified themselves by conducting their op
erations in the most wasteful manner.

While the population of Brazil, and the

cultivation of its natural products, continued

thus to increase, the moral and intellectual

culture of its inhabitants wras left in a great

measure to chance. There was a hierarchical

establishment, but one altogether inadequate
to the extent of the territory. There were

schools, but few and far between. The col

onist?, thinly spread over what appeared an

illimitable region, were most of them alike

beyond the reach ofinstruction and of the arm
of the law. The restrictions upon the free

exercise of industry, introduced with a view

to benefit the royal treasury, were little cal

culated to reconcile men to legal restraints

which they scarcely knew in any other form.

They grew up, therefore, with those robust

and healthy sentiments engendered by the

absence of false teachers
;

but at the same

time they became habituated to a repugnance
to legal ordinances, accustomed to give full

scope to all their passions, and encouraged

by their sense of ascendency over the Indians

to habits of violence and oppression. From
the first moment of their landing in Brazil,

the Jesuits had constituted themselves the

protectors of the oppressed natives. But

they were strenuously opposed by the inter

ested colonists, and by the ordinary clergy.
The Jesuits were not however easily dismay
ed, and, by dint of the most persevering ex

ertions, they procured from government an

explicit confirmation of the freedom of the

natives. Their next step was to collect their

red children, as in all their other missions,
into aldeas, over which officials of their order

exercised both spiritual and temporal author

ity. Their intentions were pious and good, but

their plan was erroneous. They attempted to

teach the most recondite dogmas of the Chris

tian faith, before either the hearts or heads of

their pupils were sufficiently awakened to

comprehend them. They taught observance to

the rules of external decorum, without in

culcating those more essential principles
which are independent of all form. By de

priving the Indians of the power of manag
ing their own affairs, they effectually stifled

within them the germs of human thought and
action. The Indian of the aldeas was little bet

ter than a puppet, and, when separated from

his tutors, he soon sunk back into hopeless
and irreclaimable barbarism. The persecu
tion of the Indians was yet more efficacious

ly put a stop to by the sacrifice of an cqua*-

ly innocent and yet more injured race. The

Portuguese establishments on the eoast of
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Africa have ever been more extensive, and

their slave dealings better organized, than

those of any other nation. By this means a

large number of negroes was annually im

ported into Brazil, and being found more ac

tive and serviceable as laborers than the na

tive tribes, the latter were in a great meas

ure left to enjoy their savage independence.
The Portuguese government, under the

administration of Carvalho, afterwards Mar

quis of Pombal, attempted to extend to Bra

zil the effects of that bold spirit of innovation

which directed all his actions. Carvalho had

experienced great resistance to his plans of

reform at home from the Jesuits; and his

brother, when appointed governor of Maran-

hao, experienced a resistance no less strenu

ous on their part to some measures of his gov
ernment. This was enough to determine the

proud minister to lessen the power of the or

der. With his sanction, the Jesuits and oth

er regulars were deprived of all temporal au

thority over their aldeas in the State of Ma-
ranhtio and Para. These, twenty-eight in

number, were converted by the edict of the

governor into nine townlets, eighteen towns,
and one city. The towns were to be governed

by juizes ordinaries, to fill which offices a

preferencp was given to Indians. The aldeas

independent of towns were to be governed

by their respective chiefs. The lands adja
cent to the towns and hamlets were divided

among the Indians, and declared heritable

property. To these regulations of his broth

er, the minister superadded some enactments

intended to supply the loss of Jesuits as

teachers. The task of religious instruction

was delegated to the bishop. Till such time

as the Indians should be sufficiently advanc
ed in civilization to manage their own affairs,

a director was appointed to reside in each

settlement
;
a man of integrity and zeal, and

conversant with the native tongues. These

functionaries were directed to combat the

prejudice, that there existed a natural infe

riority in the Indian character, and to pro

mote, as far as in them lay, intermarriages
between the vhite and red races. As a re

ward for the directors, they were to have a

sixth part of all that the Indians reared, ex

cepting what was specially appropriated for

their own consumption.
These ordinances, originally promulgated

for Maranhuo and Para, were ratified in Lis

bon, and extended to the whole of Brazil.

But the good which they might have done

was neutralized in a great measure by some

compulsory services still left binding upon
the Indians, and by listlessness on the part of

the white inhabitants m carrying them into

effect. !N&quot;o good understanding could sub

sist between an ambitious order and the min

ister who had so openly braved them. Car

valho felt his new arrangement insecure as

long as a Jesuit remained in Brazil. First of

all, he sought to render the order suspected

of being accessary to some partial revolts

among the Indian troops on the Rio Negro.
But it was the confession of one of the leaders

of the conspiracy against the life of the King
of Portugal, when put to the torture, that

some Jesuits were implicated in the under

taking, that finally delivered them into his

hands. In 1760, they were expelled from

Brazil, under circumstances of considerable

severity.

Pombal s next measure attracted more at

tention than his plans for the improvement
of the Indians. The Brazilian Company,
founded by Yieyra, which so materially con

tributed to preserve its South American pos

sessions to Portugal, had been abolished, in

1721, by John Y. Such instruments, how

ever, were calculated to win the confidence

of a bold spirit like that of Pombal. In

1755, he established a chartered company,
with a capital of 1,200,000 crusados, in 1200

shares, to trade exclusively with Maranhao

and Para. In 1759, a similar company was

chartered for Paraiba and Pernambuco. Re
monstrances were made on the part of the

Board of Public Good, and the British fac

tory at Lisbon
;
but the members of the for

mer body were punished, and those of the

latter were disregarded. Encouraged by suc

cess, the minister established an exclusive
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company for the whale fishery, and bestowed

upon it the monopoly of furnishing Brazil

with salt. This company had its head-quar
ters in the island of S. Catharina. Some
time after these arrangements, an extension

of the facility of intercourse was granted, and

Portuguse subjects, instead of being restricted

to the annual fleets, were allowed to trade in

single ships to Bahia and the Rio. The ar

rangements of Pombal extended also to the

interior of the country. The claims of the

original donatories in the respective captain

cies were indefinite and oppressive in the

highest degree. Other ministers had from

time to time bought up some of these rights ;

Carvalho extinguished them at once, indem

nifying the holders. &quot;With all his power,

however, he durst not interfere in behalf of

such new Christians (converted Jews) as were

accused of adhering in private to their ances

tral faith; but he prohibited, under strict

penalties, light and malicious denunciations.

He strengthened and enforced the regula
tions in the mining districts. Observing the

profuse mode in which the treasures of the

diamond district were lavished, he moved the

king to take the management of it into his own
hands. In 1772, an ordinance was issued, in

which Pombal, as prime minister, reserved

to himself, the management of this district.

The details of the business were discharged

by three directors in Lisbon, and three ad

ministrators in Brazil. At the head of the

latter was placed an intendant-general, who,
as the representative of majesty, exercised an

unlimited power within his jurisdiction. He
controlled the working of the diamond mines

;

he stood at the head of the judicial and po
lice establishments

;
and he was authorized

to punish every inhabitant convicted of hav

ing jewels in his possession with banishment

and confiscation of goods, and even upon
mere suspicion to order any individual to

quit the district. The policy of many of

Pombal s measures is more than questionable.

His encouragement of monopolies, and his

preference of the interests of the crown to

those of the state, as evinced in the regula

tions of the mining and diamond districts, do
not admit of defence. But the admission of

all races to equal rights in the eye of the law

the abolition of feudal privileges, and of

certain restrictions upon commerce, with the

livelier spirit which he knew how to infuse

even into his monopolies powerfully co-op
erated towards the development of the capa
bilities of Brazil. The spirit of improvement
must have been already awake in the bos

oms of the people, otherwise even his legis

lative energies would have been expended
in vain. Still the merit abides with him of

having firmly organized the powers of the

land, and marshalled their way. And yet

when, upon the death of his king and patron
in 1777, court intrigue forced him from his

high station, and his successor was lauded to

the skies for concluding a treaty of limits, in

which Pombal s chivalrous bravery had ren

dered Spain glad to acquiesce, whilst he who
had done so much for his country s institu

tions was reviled on all hands.

During the first thirty years after the re

tirement of Pombal from active life, the most

important feature in the history of Brazil was

the conspiracy of Minas, in 1789. In this

rich district the population was increasing rap

idly. Some young men began to be remark

ed for their literary talents, chiefly as poets.

The successful issue of the recent revolution

of the English colonies in North America,
filled their minds with such enthusiasm, that

they fancied it would be very easy to imitate

them. A cavalry officer, Silva Xavier, nick

named Tira-dentes (tooth-drawer) formed a

project to throw off the Portuguese yoke and

to proclaim an independent republic. He
associated in his plan Colonel Freire de An-

drade, commander of the military forces of

Rio de Janeiro, some wealthy merchants of

that town and others
;
but the plot was dis

covered. The conspirators were all con

demned to be quartered, but the queen modi

fied the sentence. Tira-dentas alone was

hanged ;
the others were banished to Africa.

As a means of adding to its popularity the

government decreed the immediate abolition
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of the oppressive salt monopoly, as a reward

fo.v the good conduct of the people. By such

means peace and tranquillity were preserved,

and from that time affairs went on prosperous

ly. The mining districts continued to be enlarg

ed, especially in the direction of Matto Gros-

feo and Goyaz, where diamonds had been dis

covered. Roads, although very imperfectly

constructed, were opened to facilitate the

communication with those districts. The

companies of Maranhao, Pernambuco, and

Paraiba were abolished, but the impulse they
had given to the agricultural industry re

mained. Cotton, the growth of wm&amp;gt;h they

had promoted in Maranhao, was introduced

into Pernambuco, and cultivated so success

fully as to become in a short time the main

article of export. Removed from all commu
nication with the rest of the world, except

through Portugal, Brazil remained unaffected

by the first years of the great revolutionary

war in Europe. Indirectly, however, the fate

of this isolated country was decided by the

consequences of the French Revolution.

Brazil is the only instance of a colony be

coming the seat of the government of its own
mother country, and this was the work of

Napoleon. &quot;When he resolved upon the in

vasion and conquest of Portugal, the Prince

Regent, afterwards Don John YL, having
no means of resistance, decided to take ref

uge in Brazil. He created a regency in Lis

bon, ordered that no resistance should be of

fered to the French invasion, and departed
for Brazil on the 29th of November, 1807,

accompained by the Queen Donna Maria I.,

the royal family, all the great officers of

state, a large part of the nobility, and numer
ous retainers. They arrived at Bahia on the

21st of January, 1808. The royal family was

received with enthusiasm. The regent was re

quested to establish there the seat of his gov
ernment, but a more secure asylum presented
itself in Rio de Janeiro, where the royal fugi

tives arrived on the 7th of March. Before

leaving Bahia, Don John took the first step
to emancipate Brazil. By a decree dated

th*i 28th of January, its ports were opened to

iv. 31
&quot;

foreign commerce, the merchandise being

subject to a duty of 24 per cent. The ex

portation also of all the products of Brazil

under any flag was permitted, except some

royal monopolies, such as diamonds, Brazil

wood, etc.

Once established in Rio de Janeiro, the

government of the regent was directed to the

creation of an administrative machinery for

the dominions that remained to him
;
and all

the supreme tribunals of administration, of

justice, and of finance, were established as

they existed in Portugal. Besides the minis

try which had come with the regent, the coun

cil of state and all the other departments ofthe

four ministers then existing, there were in

the course of one year created, a supreme
court of justice and equity, which had the

power to annul and revise the sentences of

the other courts, the royal mint, the bank of

Brazil, royal printing office, etc. The sala

ries of so large a number of high officials, and

the maintenance of the court entailed expen
ses which the simple colonial administration

had never required. The imposition, there

fore, of new taxes, was a natural consequence.

Heavy duties were successfully imposed up
on tobacco, sugar, dry and salted hides, cot

ton, and other exports. A tax of ten per

cent, upon house rents in the towns, and upon
the sale of real estate, and harbor dues, were

also levied. The expenses, however, contin

uing to increase, the government next had

recourse to the reprehensible measure of al

tering the money standard. Gold was coin

ed in a new form, the intrinsic value of which

was not comparatively equal to the former

standard, and the Spanish dollars were re-

coined, retaining the same weight and size, and

sent into circulation with a value of20 per cent,

hiffher than their intrinsic and commercial valO
ne. The whole monetary system was thrown

into the greatest confusion by the simultaneous

circulation of three different standards of cur

rency. From this ensued a confusion in the

finances of the country) and in private trans

actions, as well as a riuctuation in foreign ex

change, from which Brazil suffers even at the
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present day. The bank, in addition to its

private mercantile functions, farmed many
of the regalia, and was in the practice of ad

vancing large sums to the state, sometimes

in consideration of valuable deposits, some

times upon the assignment of taxes not yet
due. An extensive system of corruption,

however, arose, and the breaking of the bank

Borne years later was the consequence. Thus

the government of the Prince Regent com
menced its career in the New World with

the most palpable and dangerous errors in

the financial system.

Notwithstanding these evils, the increased

activity which a multitude of new customers

and an increased circulating medium, im

parted to the trade of Rio, added a new stim

ulus to the industry of the whole nation.

Immense numbers of English artisans and

ship-builders, Swedish ironfounders, German

engineers, and French artists and manufac

turers, sought fortunes in the new land of

promise, and diffused, both by example and

precept, industry and ingenuity throughout
the country. Useful measures were continually

appearing; vaccination was introduced, va

rious educational institutions were founded,
and several arrangements were adopted in

favor of commerce, such as the appointment
of inspectors to prevent frauds on exported

goods, and the permission to give money in

bottomry, with such interest as parties might

agree upon. Foreigners were permitted the

free exercise of their worship ;
and it is wor

thy of remark, that while all the tribunals

which existed in Portugal wrero established,

and a See of Rio do Janeiro erected in imi

tation of the Patriarchal See of Lisbon, no

Inquisition was established.

In the beginning of 1809, in retaliation of

the occupation of Portugal, an expedition
was sent from Para to the French colony of

Guiana. After some fighting, the governor
and garrison capitulated, and Guiana was in

corporated with Brazil. Although this con

quest was of short duration for by the trea

ty of Vienna, in 1815, the colony was restor

ed to France it contributed to the improve

ment of agriculture in Brazil. It had been

until then the policy of Portugal to prevent
its colonies from enjoying the same produc
tions. The cultivation of sugar, for instance,

was reserved to Brazil and prohibited in

Africa
;
while the cultivation of the spices of

India was prohibited in Brazil, and even

those which grew spontaneously (such as cin

namon), were ordared to be destroyed. Now,
however, many seeds of different plants were

imported not only from Guiana, but also

from India and Africa, cultivated in the

Royal Botanical Garden, and from thence

distributed amongst private individuals. The
same principle which dictated the conquest
of French Guiana, dictated some attempts to

seize the Spanish colonies of Monte Vidoo

and Buenos Ayres, Portugal being also at

war with Spain. Here, however, a conquest

by force of arms was not easy, and the chiefs

of these colonies were invited to place them
under the protection of the Portuguese crown.

At first they affected loyalty and devotion to

their king and refused the invitation
;
but a

little after they threw off the mask, and de

clared themselves an independent .republic.

The Spanish governor was able for some time

to hold the Banda Oriental in subjection,

and received succors from the court of Rio de

Janeiro, but was afterwards defeated by Arti-

gas, the chief of the independents ;
and Mon

te Video met with the same fate as Buenos

Ayres. The inroads made on the frontiers

of Rio Grande and S. Paulo, together with

the dangerous example of anarchy and of

republican, principles, decided the court of

Rio de Janeiro to take possession of Monte
Yideo. A force of five thousand select

troops, under General Lecor, was sent from

Portugal, together with a Brazilian corps
under General Curado. The irregular troops

of Artigas, terrible in skirmishes and sur

prises, were incapable of resisting disciplined

troops, and were forced after a total defeat

to take refuge on the right bank of the Uru

guay. The garriscn of Monte Video evacu

ated, and General Lecor took possession ol

the city on the 20th of January, 1817. The
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territory of Missiones was occupied after

wards. Artigas, however, having recrossed

the Uruguay, continued master of a part of

the Banda Oriental
;
but this province prop

erly formed part of the Brazilian territory

from 1817. Without possessing one sea-port,

Artigas sent letters of marque to American

privateers, which did incalculable mischief to

the Portuguese commerce.

The importance which Brazil was acquir

ing decided the regent to give it the title

of kingdom, and by a decree of the 16th of

January, 1815, the Portuguese sovereignty

thenceforward took the title of the United

Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil and Argarves.

Thus the old colonial government disappear

ed even in name. The national pride of the

Brazilians was nattered, and for some time

nothing else was heard of but addresses of

thanks and congratulations, feasts and re

joicings in every district. In March, 1816,

the Queen Donna Maria I. died, and the

Prince Regent became king, under the title

of Don John YI.

Although Brazil had now become in fact

the head of its own mother country, the gov
ernment was not in the hands of Brazilians,

but of the Portuguese who had followed the

court. This government was ignorant and

profligate, and the morals of the court were

far from being pure. The amiable charac

ter of the king preserved his personal popu

larity, but the public discontent daily in

creased. Justice was ill administered, and

negligence, disorder, and corruption reigned
in all the departments. In Portugal the dis

content was still greater on account of its

anomalous position, standing as it were in the

relation of a colony of its own. These causes

and the fermentation of liberal principals

produced by the French Revolution, origina

ted, in IS 17, a conspiracy in Lisbon, which

was, hoAvever, discovered in time to prevent
its success. A similar result took place in the

province oi Pcrnambuco, where a regular con

spiracy to establish a republican government
had in fac ; arrived at the point of having ram
ifications in Bahia and other provinces ;

but an accident led to its bursting forth be

fore the time, and probably was the cause of

its being so promptly smothered. In Bahia

the governor was able to avoid a similar out

break, and even to detach at once a sufficient

force to put down the revolution of Pernam-

buco, so that the republic established there

scarcely lasted ninety days. Some of the

chiefs fled in time
; three, Martins, Mendon-

ga, and the priest Almeida, were hung, and a

great number were condemned to exile and

imprisonment. Don John, fearing the progress
of the republican spirit in Brazil, sent to Por.

tugal for bodies of picked troops, wInch were

stationed in Rio and in the different capitals

of the provinces under the command of the

best generals.

In Portugal the popular discontent pro
duced the revolution of 1820. Representa
tive government was proclaimed, and the

constitution was to be framed by a congress
of the representatives of the people, the

Spanish constitution of 1812 being adopted

provisionally. In Rio de Janeiro the Portu

guese troops, with which the king had sur

rounded himself as a defence against the

liberal spirit of the Brazilians, took up arms

on the 26th of February, 1821, to force him
to accept and swear to the system proclaim
ed in Portugal. The king attempted a

modification of the Spanish constitution,

adopting a chamber of peers, but the insur

gents would accept no compromise. He
finally submitted, took the oath, and named a

new ministry. The scenes of Rio de Jan

eiro were repeated, or simultaneously enacted

in Pernambuco, Bahia, Maranhuo, and other

provinces, where the governors were deposed
and provisional juntas created in their stead.

The idea of a free government filled them

with enthusiasm, and the principles of a

representative legislature were freely adopt
ed. From this time such use was made of

the liberty of the press, that talents and

knowledge of a high order were revealed,

which had not been supposed to exist in Bra

zil. The first care everywhere was tho

election of deputies to the coiies of Liobou
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to take part in the framing of the new con

stitution of the united kingdom. Magis
trates, advocates, priests, and military

men, put themselves at the head of this

movement and were elected. From this

time great political importance was given to

the existing municipal councils, which being
formed by popular elections, were considered

to represent the people. As the king could

not abandon Portugal to itself, he determined

at first to send Don Pedro, heir to the throne,
to Portugal, but afterwards decided to go* O
himself, and leave the prince in Brazil as

regent and locum-tenens. It is now beyond
doubt, that the secret instructions he left

him were to oppose as far as possible the in

dependence of Brazil, which he considered

to be imminent; but if it could not be

averted, to place himself at the head of the

movement, and obtain the sovereignty of

Brazil, so that this most considerable portion
of the united kingdom might remain in the

bands of the family of Braganza, rather than

in the hands of adventurers. The Brazilian

deputies, on arriving in Lisbon, expressed
their dissatisfaction with the cortes for hav

ing commenced the framing of the constitu

tion, and taking measures in respect to Bra
zil before their arrival. Brazil felt that she

could not be treated as a secondary part of

the monarchy. The organization which the

cortes were giving to the monarchy would

have the effect of reducing Brazil to its

former condition of a colon}-. Sharp discus

sions and angry words passed between the

Brazilian and Portuguese deputies. The
news of these proceedings excited great dis

content in Brazil. The tone of the discus

sions with regard to the prince regent irri

tated him, and a decree ordering his retire

ment to Portugal, filled the Brazilians with

alarm. They saw that, without a central

authority, the country would fall either into

its former condition of a colony, divided into

provincial governments subject to Portugal,
or else into a state of anarchy. The pro
visional government of S. Paulo, influenced

by the two Andradas, brothers of the leading

deputy in Lisbon, commenced a movement
for independence by asking the prince re

gent to disobey the cortes and remain in

Brazil. The municipal council of Rio do

Janeiro made a similar representation, to

which the prince gave a decisive assent. The

Portuguese troops assumed at first a coercive

attitude, but were forced to give way before

the unanimous ardor and the formidable

military preparations of the Brazilians. They
submitted, accordingly, to embark for Portu

gal. These scenes in Rio were repeated ill

Pernambuco, where the Portuguese, after

various conflicts, were obliged to leave the
f O

country. In Bahia, however, the Brazilians

succumbed, and the Portuguese troops re

mained masters of the city. In Ma-

ranhuo, and Para also, the Portuguese

party prevailed. In Rio the agitation for in

dependence continued. The two brothers

Andradas were called to the ministry ;
and

the municipal council conferred on the prince

regent the title of Perpetual Defender of

Brazil. With great activity and courage he

set off to the central provinces of Minas and

S. Paulo, to suppress disaffected movements

and direct revolution. In S. Paulo, on the

7th of September, 1822, he proclaimed the

independence of Brazil. On his return to

Rio de Janeiro on the 12th October, he was

proclaimed Constitutional Emperor with

great enthusiasm.

Bahia was chosen by the cortes at Lisbon

as a centre for resisting the independence.
Thither numerous forces were sent to Gen
eral Madeira, who had at his disposal, be

sides militia, 12,000 of the best disciplined

troops, who had served under the Duke of

Wellington in the Peninsular wars. The

city, however, was vigorously beseiged by
the Brazilians by land, and succors were

sent to them from Rio and Pernambnco. The

Portuguese made many obstinate sallies, but

were always repulsed ;
and finding their

provisions fail they were obliged to embark

for Portugal, July 2, 1823. Their squadron
was composed of fifteen ships of war, and

seventy-seven transports. The Brazilian
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squadron, under command of Lord Cochrane,

although weaker, was better prepared for

action than that of the Portuguese, which

was embarrassed with, so many troops.

Oochrane attacked them, and took some

ships. Taylor, another Englishman in the

Brazilian service, followed it to the coast of

Portugal, and even took some ships within

the sight of land. Cochrane proceeded to

reduced Maranhfio, and sent Grenfell to

Para. Independence triumphed in both

provinces, All resistance seemed impossi

ble to the Portuguese after their power was

destroyed in Bahia. The troops in Monte

Video were abandoned by General Lecor,

who declared for the independence, and they

also embarked for Portugal; the Banda

Oriental remaining part of Brazil, with the

title of Provincia Cisplatina. Before the.

end of 1823, the authority of the emperor
and the independence of Brazil were undis

puted throughout the whole country. It is

worthy of mention that during the whole

contest the name of the king was always

pronounced in Brazil with rgspeet; all the

manifestoes and proclamations were directed

against the cortes, and the king was always

commiserated by his Brazilian subjects as

under coercion, and as a prisoner of the

cortes.

In almost every part of Brazil, chiefly in the

north, as soon as the Portuguese yoke was

thrown off, republican movements spread.

To suppress these the authorities employed
the Portuguese, and, above all, the militia

regiments formed of the commercial young
men. These, as soon as they lost -all hope
of assistance from Portugal, looked to the

emperor for support. The emperor, on his

side, began to fear the spirit of republicanism
in Brazil, and to consider the Portuguese as

his firmest supporters. This disposition

much influenced the course of his govern
ment and his future destiny. The contest

with the troops and with the Portuguese

party went on jointly with the organization
of the empire. At firs! a council was given
to the prince, composed of Procuradores of

the provinces freed from the Portuguese yoke,
which assembled in Rio de Janeiro on the

2d of June, 1822. This council immediately
deliberated upon the convocation of a con

stituent assembly, which the prince convoked

by a decree of the 6th of June. On the 3rd

of May, 1823, Don Pedro, crowned emperor
since 1st of December, opened this constitu

ent assembly in Eio de Janeiro. Then
commenced the discussion of a project of

constitution, in which the democratic ele

ment prevailed, though not so much as in

the constitutions adopted at the same time

by Spain, Portugal, Naples, and Sardinia.

In Brazil a chamber of senators was to be

created, in whose selection the monarch

would take a part ; while, in the constitu

tions of those kingdoms, the legislative

power was vested in a single chamber. The

two Andradas, and their brother, at first a

distinguished leader of the independence in

the cortes of Lisbon, and now in the constit

uent assembly, encountered great opposition

while their yoke was becoming every day
more insupportable to the young emperor,
whom they imagined they could govern as a

sovereign of their own creation. On the

16th of July, the emperor resolved to dismiss

them, and a new ministry was formed. The

Andradas organized a violent opposition

against this and the person of the emperor,
which led to the dissolution of the assembly
and the exiling the Andradas, November 13,

1823. In the decree which dissolved the as

sembly, Don Pedro convoked another to

deliberate upon a proposed constitution

more liberal than the one the assembly wa?

discussing. Public opinion, meantime, was

in a state of intense fermentation. In Por

tugal, Spain, Naples, and Piedmont represeu
tative government had fallen. The dissolu

tion of the Brazilian constituent assembly led

to the belief that the emperor intended also to

make himself absolute. In Rio S. Paulo and

Minas the discontent was so strong and uni

versal that the emperor published in-w de

crees, proclamations and manifestoes, explain

ing his motives, and protesting that he wished
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to maintain the representative system. The

proclamation of a republic in the province of

Pernambuco, Ceara, and others in the north,

disorders in the south, and the loss of the

province of Cisplatina, were the consequences

of the coup d? etat of November 13th, 1823.

The Brazilians were universally discon

tented
;
on one side fearing absolutism if

they supported the emperor, on the other

they feared anarchy if he fell. The empe
ror, knowing the danger of an undefined

position, caused the municipal council to

petition him to dispense with the delibera

tion of a constituent assembly, and to adopt

immediately as the constitution of the em

pire the project framed by the council of

state. Accordingly, on the 25th of March,

1824, the emperor swore to the constitution

with great solemnity and public rejoicings.

This policy of the emperor saved him and sav

ed Brazil. The year 1824 was a time of diffi

culty, but the assurance given to the Brazil

ians that they would not lose the represen
tative government enabled the emperor to

triumph over the rebellion of the northern

provinces, and to prevent similar movements

in others. On account of the continued dis

orders the legislative chambers were not

convoked during this year. The next year
foutid Brazil in a state of tranquillity and

obedience, but still the chambers were not

convoked. The cortes of Lisbon having

fallen, the king fancied that the Brazilians

would submit to him, and sent emissaries to

Rio de Janeiro to treat with the emperor.

They arrived in September, 1823, but the

Brazilian ministry did not permit them to

land. Afterwards preparations were begun
in Portugal to fit out a squadron against

Brazil
;
but these were finally given up, the

ministers, acceding to the wishes of the

king, having always opposed the war. Ne

gotiations were opened in London between

the Brazilian and Portuguese plenipotentia
ries

;
on the 29th of August, 1825, a treaty

was signed, by which the king, Don
John VI., assumed the title of Emperor of

Brazil, ancA immediately abdicated in favor

of his son, acknowledging Brazil as an inde

pendent empire. Brazil was obliged to take

upon herself all the debt of Portugal con

tracted in London= $7,500,000, and pay be

sides $1,000,000 as indemnification for prop

erty of Don John VI. A treaty of

commerce was promised by which Portugal
would be considered as the most favored

nation, her merchandise paying provisionally
no higher duties than 15 per cent, in the

custom-houses. Finally, Brazil was to pay
the sums liquidated as expenses incurred by

Portugal for the transport of troops and othei

indemnities to private Portuguese subjects.

The rebellion of the province Cisplatina

(Banda Oriental), favored by Buenos Ayres,
was followed by a declaration of war by tho

emperor against that republic. On the pre
tence of that war he commenced forming

regiments of Germans engaged in Europe.
He entered into a treaty of commerce with

France, and another with England, for the

cessation of the clave trade, and finally con

voked the legislative chambers at Eio do

Janeiro on thedtth of May, 1826.

Until the middle of the year 1823, Don
Pedro had acquired in Brazil a high and

well deserved popularity. He wras the cre

ator of the empire ;
he had delivered Brazil

from anarchy, and had given her political

liberty ;
but since the dissolution of the con

stituent assembly, he had entirely lost his

popularity. He had given himself up to the

influence of the Portuguese, preferring them

in all things to the natives. He had also

shown a desire to make himself absolute.

The most popular men who had worked for the

independence, the Andradas, were banished.

The war with Buenos Ayres was considered,

like, the rebellion in the north, as provoked

by him, and threatened disastrous conse

quences to the country, whose resources ho

should have employed in the development of

its internal prosperity and its new institu

tions. The treaty with Portugal was not

only indecorous but unjust. Brazil purchas
ed for nearly $2,000,000 the independence
which she hud won by her arms, and was
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obliged to pay the expenses of a war in

which she had been victorious. His licen

tious life alienated the respect and consider

ation of his subjects, above all, when con

trasted with the high character of the em

press for virtue, charity, and condescension.

The death of his father offered an oppor

tunity to Don Pedro for regaining in some

measure his popularity. He was unanimously

acknowledged as king of Portugal ;
and rep

resentatives of the clergy, the nobility, and

the people, came to. Rio de Janeiro to make

their submission. A suspicion immediately

sprung up that the independence of Brazil

would be annulled. Don Pedro, however,

promptly tranquillized the public mind,

by abdicating the crown of Portugal
in favor of his daughter, Donna Maria,

and giving it a constitution on the model of

that of Brazil. This resolution, taken on

the eve of opening the Brazilian legislative

assembly, won him a very flattering recep
tion from the chambers and the public.

The ministry, however, did not present

any measure or system of public utility, or

any regulations to give practical working to

the representative government. The entire

session of the chambers was passed in barren

and odious accusations and recriminations.

In the session of 1827, the legislative body,

notwithstanding their dissatisfaction at the

system of government, allowed so large a

civil list that it almost absorbed a tenth part

of the total revenue of the empire. The

violence, however, of the opposition in the

chamber of deputies was always increasing.
The lavish expenditure of the public moneys,
and the bad state of the finances the currency

exclusively composed of copper money and

of the notes of a bank in a state of bankrupt

cy the shameful manner in which the oper
ations against Buenos Ayres, both, by sea

ar.d land, were conducted
;
the evils suffered

by commerce, the presence of mercenary
soldiers and the vexation of recruiting,

afforded ample subjects for public discontent

and for the denunciations of the opposition.

The emperor continued the same line of

policy; he was constantly changing hia

ministers, but rarely to any profit. Unpop
ular treaties were made with various nations;
but the chambers established by law equal
custom-house duties for all nations, in order

to render the treaties unnecessary. During
the session of 1827, the public internal debt

was consolidated and inscribed in the ereatO
book, and a department was created for the

application of the sinking fund and payment
of dividends.

The year 1828 was a calamitous one for Don
Pedro and for Brazil. It commenced with

the defeat of the Brazilian army by the Ar

gentine forces, and this entirely through the

incapacity of the commander-in-chief. In

Rio de Janeiro the German and Irish resri-O
ments mutinied, and there were three days

fighting in the city between them and the Bra
zilian troops. Misunderstandings arose with

the United States and France on account of

the merchant vessels made prizes of by the

Brazilian squadron blockading Buenos Ayres ;

and the imperial government being threaten

ed with force, consented to pay for them.

Afterwards England made a srailar claim in a

menacing tone, with a like result. The finan

cial embarrassments were increasing to an

alarming extent. The emperor was compel
led by the English government to make peace
with Buenos Ayres, renouncing the Banda

Oriental, provided that it did not unite itself

to Buenos Ayres, but formed an independ
ent State with the title of the Republic of

Uruguay. At length, to fill up the sum of

disasters, affairs went wrong with Don Pe
dro even in Portugal. His brother, Don

Miguel, treacherously usurped the&quot; crown,

availing himself of his authority as regent,
with which he had been invested. So many
misfortunes were the result of a policy tiie

responsibility of which the emperor incurred

personally, as it was in opposition to the feel

ings of the public and of the chambers. It

was under such unlucky auspices that the

elections of the new deputies took place in

1829. As was expected, the result was the

election everywhere of ultra-liberals opposed
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to the emperor, who still persevered in his

course. A trifling riot in an insignificant

town of Pernambuco was immediately seized

as a pretext for the suspension of the habeas

corpus in all that provinx e, and the forma

tion of a military commission to try even ci

vilians. These measures caused great discon

tent. In October, the second wife of Don

Pedro, the Princess Amelia of Leutenbnrgh,
arrived in Rio do Janeiro. She was well re

ceived by the public. The arrival of an em

press, beautiful, and adorned with so many
brilliant accomplishments, encouraged a hope
that the emperor would wholly abandon licen

tiousness and vice.

In 1830, the chamber, elected in 1829, as

sembled. If in the first, the opposition against

the personal policy of the emperor had been

violent, and led by men of the highest talent,

in this, the opposition obtained almost a

unanimity of votes. The democratic press ev

ery day insulted the emperor in a very unbe

coming manner, and the people everywhere
exhibited their disaffection. During the ses

sion of 1 830, the chambers adopted a crimi

nal code, framed according to the doctrines

of Jeremy Bentham, in which punishment by
death for political offences was abolished, and

in the budget they included a clause which

compelled the government to disband the

foreign regiments. Animated by the exam

ple of France, the republican party thought
that the moment had arrived to dethrone Don
Pedro. Some journals suggested the idea of

reforming the constitution by turning Brazil

into independent federal provinces governed

by authorities popularly elected, and only ac

knowledging the emperor as a common cen

tre, assisted by a federal congress, as in the

United States. This idea was gaining ground

i

in the provinces, not only because it flattered

local interests and passions, but because what

ever tended to evince disaffection to the em

peror, and limit his authority, pleased the

discontented. The emperor alarmed, set off

with the empress for Minas to stir up the

former enthusiasm of that province in his fa-

ror, from recollections of the independence.

On his return to Rio in March, 1831,
scenes of disorder occurred. Some deputies,

at the time in Rio, presented a very energet
ic remonstrance to him, upon which he de

cided to form a ministry which included the

most forward members of the liberal party ;

but men who ought to have been chosen, the

most conspicuous and moderate leaders of

the majority in the chamber, were excluded,

The agitation and discontent continued. Don

Pedro, tired of struggling, and disgusted at

the opposition of his subjects, accused them

of ingratitude, and resolved to try his fortune

in Portugal. There, he was persuaded, lie

could unite Portugal and Spain under his

rule
;
and so, early in April, he abdicated in

favor of the heir apparent, then a little over

five years old. The country was thus left

without a government, and exposed to all the

horrors of anarchy. Don Pedro immediate

ly embarked with the empress on board an

English ship of the line, leaving the new em

peror, Don Pedro II., and the princesses

Januaria, Francisca, and Paula. On the

13th of April he left Brazil to its fate.

Meanwhile the deputies and senators as

sembled to snatch the country out of the

hands of the republican party. They first

elected a provisional, and afterwards (May

3d) a permanent regency composed of three

members. The first care of the new regent
was the appointment of a ministry composed
of the most influential members of the cham

bers. The republican party, however, en

raged at seeing the power escape from their

hands, excited discontent in all directions
;

and such horrible scenes of disorder succeed

ed, that it seemed as if Brazil were destined to

the state of chronic anarchy which prevailed

among its neighbors of the Spanish race. The

regency and the ministry showed the greatest

prudence and courage. To the activity and

energy, however, of Feijoo, a priest, minister

of justice, the country is chiefly indebted for

the preservation of order and the union of the

provinces. The government and its support
ers adhered to the reform of the constitution,

and treated to gain time, and so to modify
T
t
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that the monarchy might be saved. The re

form was finally decreed in 183-i-. Instead

of a regency of three members elected by the

legislative chambers, one regent only was ap

pointed, chosen by the electors in the same

manner as the deputies. The councils of

provinces, which hitherto had simply a con-

suiting vote in local matters, were replaced

by legislative provincial assemblies, with pow
er in such matters to make provincial laws,

which were to be executed with the sanction

of the president of the province. These re

forms were well received, and immediately

put into execution. They inaugurated in

Brazil in reality a republican government

analogous to that of the United States, for

not the least difference existed between the

election of the regent and that of the presi

dent of this republic. The election for the

regency fell on the ex-minister of justice Fe

ijoo, a man of small attainments and demo
cratic principles, whose remarkable self-will

and obstinacy brought him into great difficul

ties. The provinces, although more or less

agitated, had already been reduced to obe

dience. Para and Rio Grande alone were in

opei. rebellion. The former, in which great
horrors were perpetrated, became pacilied;
but in Rio Grande the warlike habits of the

people, the interest which many of the inhab

itants had in a civil Avar, which afforded them

opportunities of enriching themselves by

plunder, the facility in receiving succors from

the other rebels of the republic of Uruguay,
and the nature of the ground, rendered the

pacification of the province very difficult.

The imperial forces occupied all the cities and

villages, while the rebels ravaged the open

country. The regent was accused of con

niving at the rebels, and the opposition of the

chamber of deputies became so violent, that

rather than change his policy he resigned.
In September, 1837, he appointed the sena-

toi Araujo Lima minister of the home de

partment, a man of extensive abilities and

experience, and who had been a candidate

at all the elections for the regency. Araujo
Lima appointed a ministry composed of men

of the greatest note in the chambers, gave n

great impulse to the war in Rio Grande, and

strove to give his government the character

of a monarchical reaction against the princi

pals of democracy, which had guided the

policy of Feijoo. On the new election for

the regency, he was chosen by a large ma
jority.

The experiment of a republican govern
ment in Brazil had proved so discreditable

the country was so wearied of cabals and in

stability, that the men known hitherto for

their sympathy writh democratic principles^

saw that it was only by being more monarch
ical than the regent himself, that they w

rould

be able to seize the power. Under this im

pression they set to work. They maintained

that as soon as the Princess Donna Januaria

completed her eighteenth year, she would be

entitled to the regency in the name of her

brother. The article, however, of the con

stitution which they appealed to was not

clear
;
and the good sense of the public per

ceived, that if the empire could be governed

by a princess of eighteen, it would be gov
erned far better by the emperor himself, who
was then fourteen. A bill was accordingly

presented to the legislature, dispensing with

the age of the emperor, and declaring that he

had attained his majority. It was carried af

ter a noisy discussion, and the majority of the

emperor was proclaimed in a sort of revolu

tionary manner on the 23d of July, 1840.

The emperor appointed a coalition minis

try (including two of the Andradas), which

fell before the year had expired, and was re

placed by the party of the last regent, which

began to be called the Saquarema party. In

1842, a rebellion broke out in the provinces
of San Paulo and Minas, which was with dif

ficulty repressed. A misunderstanding be

tween the emperor and his ministers cast him

again into the arms of the Feijoo party, which

was now called the Santa Luzia party. Sev-

ral ministries taken from this party govern-
d the empire from 1843 to 1848, and the

most important service rendered was the pac
ification of Rio Grande de Sul, obtained more
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through negotiation than by force of arms. In

September, 1848, the emperor formed a Sa-

quarema ministry, with the ex-regent Araujo

Lima, now Yisconde de Olinda at its head.

The ministry commmenced with two great
difficulties. Hostilities had been roused by the

English government on account of neglect
shown by the Brazilian authorities in putting
the treaty in force for the abolition of the

BJave-trade. On the other hand, the gover
nor of Buenos Ayres, General Rosas, was eu-

leavoring to revolutionize afresh the prov-
mce of Rio Grande, separate it from the

empire, and in this way break up or weaken

the Brazilian monarchy. The slave-trade

had hitherto been impudently carried on,

protected by some authorities, and tolerated

by others. The number of slaves introduced

in 1849 amounted to 54,000. This excess

of itself, and the symptoms of insurrection

which appeared, had already rendered un

popular the dealers in slaves, who enriched

themselves by exacting money from the ru

ined planters. The appearance of the yel

low fever also, until now unknown in Brazil,

was attributed to the importation of slaves;

BO that public opinion began at last to

declare against the traffic. The minister of

justice, Sr. Eusebio de Queiroz, profited by
this feeling to pass severe laws against slave

dealing, and to secure their rigorous enforce

ment, so that in 1850, the importation of

slaves diminished to 23,000; in 1851, to

3,280, and in 1852 to 700. In 1853 there

was not a single disembarkation
;
so that it

may now be said that the slave-trade is ex

tinct in Brazil.

In the contest with Rosas, the success of

the ministerial policy was no less brilliant.

The Yisconde de Olinda left the ministry,

through ill health, in the beginning of 1849.

lie was succeeded by the Visconde de Mont

Alegre, who had been one of the three re

gents appointed by the legislature in 1831 :

the secretaryship of foreign affairs was given
to Sr, Paulino de Souza. This ministry en

tered into an alliance with the governors of

Monte Viedo, Paraguay, and the States of

Entre-Rios and Corrientes, for the purpose 01

maintaining the independence of the rep ib-

lies of Uruguay and Paraguay, which Rosas

intended to reunite to Buenos Ayres. The

troops of Rosas which besieged the city of

Monte Video, and infested the frontiers ofBra

zil, under the command of General Oribe,

were forced to capitulate. Rosas then form

ally declared war against Brazil. An army

composed of the troops of Entre-Rios, Cor

rientes, Uruguay, and Brazil, commanded by
General Urquiza, and assisted by the Brazil

ian squadron, under the command of Admi
ral Grenfell, marched on Buenos Ayres.

Rosas was able to oppose the allies with an

army of 30,000 men
;
but the cavalry of

Urquiza and the Brazilian infantry (amount

ing in all to 23,000 men), completely routed

them on the field of Monte Caseros, and

crushed lev over the power of that bloody
dictator. The Brazilian infantry took fifty

pieces of cannon at the point of the bayonet,

and earned a still more glorious distinction

by their clemency to their prisoners.

From 1844, Brazil was free from intestine

commotions and civil war, and had resumed its

activity in useful undertakings. Public ed

ucation received a strong impulse, and many
new streets, roads, canals, improvement of

ports, steam navigation, embellishment of

cities, and other works of public utility were

commenced. The finances rose to a degree

of prosperity previously unknown, and com

mercial intercourse immensely increased.

Of late years the prosperity of the country
has been steadily on the increase, except that

a protracted and obstinate struggle has been

kept up with Paraguay. The government
has earnestly striven to promote immigration,

especially to the banks of the Amazon, where

there is room for large and abundant develop
ment. According to the latest statement, the

annual immigration exceeded 12,000, includ

ing Portuguese, Germans, English, etc. The

great majority, of these are laborers and agri

culturists.

Brazil is bounded on the north by Ne\\

Granada, Venezuela, and the Guianas, Brit
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ish, French, and Dutch
;
on the east by the

Atlantic
;
on the south by the republics of

UnuniaY and the Argentine Confederation:O / O
a 4d on the west by Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru,

and Ecuador. It extends from about 4

N. Lat. to 33iO S. Lat,, and from 35 to 70

W. Long. Its greatest length is about 2600

miles, its greatest breadth about 2500
;

it has

a sea-board of nearly 3700 miles area esti

mated to be 3,000,000 square miles. The

principal rivers of Brazil are the Amazon,
and its tributaries the Tocantins, the Xingti,

the Topajoz, from the south
;
and the Rio

Xegro and Yapura from the north. From
latitude 19 to 21 south stretch the moun
tains of Itacolumi, 5710 English feet above

the level of the sea, and of Itambi, 6900.

These, and their connecting range, may be

considered as the nucleus of the mountain

formation of Brazil. Towards the north, and

parallel to the coast, extends the Serra do

Mar. Towards the S. &quot;W. a similar, or rather

the same chain stretches, throwing out spurs
on either side, till it gradually subsides into

the high plain on the eastern side of the Para

na, near its mouth. By means of the Serra

dos Yertentes the Itacolumi connects with

the system known under the names of Montes

Pyrenees, extending in the direction of &quot;W.

S. W., to the banks of the Paraguay, a little

above where it receives the waters of

the Parana, and thence towards the north

to the sources of the Tocantins. An
important arm of this latter, the Itiapomba,
but of which little is yet known, runs out to

theN. E., and loses itself in the northern

sea-board provinces of Brazil. To the west

extends the Serra Geral. To the south and

the west, in the provinces of S. Paulo
and Matto Grosso, these mountains attain an

elevation considerably above the level of a

high and extensive inland plain. From the

Sevra dos Yertentes, in Lat. 20 south, flow

the streams which combine to form the Rio
Francisco

;
at first in the direction of north,

afterwards curving towards the east, till it

reaches the ocean in Lat. 11 south. On the

southern declivity of the same serra arise the

highest sources of the Parana. They flow at

first in the direction of due wes 1

:,
and then

south. The Parana receiving numerous trib

utaries, joins the Paraguay in Lat. 27 N
,

and Long. 58 west. From the southern de

clivity of the Serra Geral, and from the west

ern side of the Serra do Anambaty, flow the

confluents ofthe Paraguay. From the northern

side of the Serra Geral, and from the central

and eastern branches of the Montes Pyrenees,
descend the four great tributaries of the Ama
zon, which join that inland ocean from the

south, and the streams that intersect the coast

of Brazil between Para and the mouth of the

Rio Francisco.

The great constituent of all the mountain

ranges of Brazil is granite ;
the maritime

ridge seems exclusively composed of it. The
soil on the shore consists of clay, covered in

many places with a rich mould, resting on a

bed of granite, mixed with amphibole, felspar,

quartz, and mica. In the high inland plains
of Piratininga we find on the surface a red

vegetable earth impregnated with oxide of

iron
;
a mass of solid granite supports the

whole. Between Rio Janeiro and Yilla Rica

the soil consists of a strong clay, and the

rocks are composed of granite. The moun
tains in Minas Geraes are composed of fer

ruginous quartz, granite, or argillaceous schis-

tus. Beds of limestone have been found

near Sorocaba, near Sabara in Minas Geraes,
and in the gold mines near S. Rita. The Itia-

pamba, the great chain on the northern coast,

consists chiefly of granite. The northern coast

from Maranhaoto Olindais bounded by a reef

of coral, in many places resembling an arti

ficial mole. It is employed by the inhabi

tants in building their houses. The valley of

the Amazon has been so little explored, and
its impenetrable woods and luxuriant vegeta
tion throw so rnaTiy difficulties in the way of

the geologist, that time must yet elappe ere

we can hope for full and satisfactory intelli

gence. All along the banks of the main

stream, and of its tributaries, as long as they
continue in the plain, only two mountain

rocks are discovered the variegated and the
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green sandstone. Beds of marl, clays of dif

ferent colors, and porcelain clay, occur fre

quently. On the Tapajos, gypsum occurs in

one place. To the south this sandstone for

mation is bounded by the granite ridges of

the Itiapamba, Montes Pyrenees, and Serra

Geral. To the north the sandstone is bound

ed by the gneiss and granite of the Parime

range ;
to the westward, on the rivers Negro

and Yapura, a quartz rock of slaty structure

is the basis on which it rests.

The metallic and mineral products which

occur in the geological formations above de

scribed are various. Iron is found in vast

cmantites in the high plains of S. Paulo and

in Minas Geraes. In Goyaz and Matto Grosso

whole districts are covered with formations

rich in iron ore. Gold is next, in the extent

of country through which it occurs, to iron.

It is found in grains intermingled with the

latter metal almost wherever it is worked.

The chief scene of the exertions of gold-mi
ners has hitherto been in the district of Minas

Geraes, among the central mountains, and at

the sources of the Paraguay. It is certain,

however, that the gold country extends to S.

Paulo on the south, and to the mountains

among which the Tocantines arises on the

north. The soil where the gold is found is

ferruginous and deep in many places, resting

on rocks of gneiss and granite. The gold
rests on a stratum of cascalho or gravel, in

cumbent on the solid rock. It occurs some

times in grains, sometimes in crystals, and

occasionally in large masses. Lead and zinc

have been found on the banks of the Rio

Abaite, a tributary of the Rio Francisco ;

chrome and manganese in Paraopeba ; pla-

tina in other rivers
; quicksilver, arsenic, bis

muth, and antimony, in the neighborhood of

Villa Rica
;
and copper in Minas Novas.

The diamond occurs in greatest abundance in

a district of the Serra do Frio, sixteen leagues
from north to south, and eight from east to

west, known by the designation of the dia

mond district. It is found in a stratum, of

variable thickness, of rounded quartzose peb

bles, cemented by an earthy matter. They

are found along the banks of rivers, and in

cavities and water-courses on the mountains.

Fine crystals of euclase are found in Matto

Grosso; and no country surpasses Brazil in

the size and purity of its beryls. Topazes
occur in nearly the same localities as the dia

mond. They are found among a conglomer
ate of friable earthy talc, quartz, and crys
tals of specular iron ore

;
and they are of

many colors, yellow, white, blue, etc. The

chrysoberyl, amethyst, and green tourmaline,
have been found in the Serra dos Esmeraldos.

Vast quanties of culinary salt effloresce from

the soil during the dry season in the uppei
districts of the Paraguay. In the neighbor
hood of Arrayal are some caves which yield

annually about 2250 cwt. of saltpetre. In

Piauhy quantities of alum have been found

efflorescing from the sandstone. The only
fossil remains of animated beings occurring in

Brazil, of which we have any authentic ac

count, are found in these caves. It is said

that they correspond in every respect with

the Megalonyx of Cuvier. They are scatter

ed about in a fine greasy earth, which covers

the limestone to the depth of eight inches.

Bones, supposed to have formed part of a

mammoth, have been found in Minas Geraes
;

and similar remains have been discovered in

Bahia, near the Rio Solitre, and in Pernam-

buco. Bones resembling those of the me

gatherium, found in Paraguay, and now in

the Cabinet of Natural History at Madrid,
are said to have been seen near the Rio de

Contas.

A country so extensive as Brazil, and so

diversified in its surface, necessarily exhibits

a considerable variety of atmospheric phe
nomena. The greater portion lies within the

tropics, and has consequently the periodical

interchange of wet and dry seasons. The

narrow valleys, exposed to great heats, and

surrounded by lofty mountains, have the va

pours forced down upon them, and have a

moist atmosphere. The high plains of the

interior, the extensive level region of the

northern coast, and the summits of the moun

tains, are comparatively dry.
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Except on the loftiest mountains, and on

the wide sertaos, the vegetation of Brazil is

luxuriant beyond description. In the moun

tain passes in the neighborhood of the sea

shore, the conjoint effects of heat and mois

ture produce a superfluity of vegetable life,

which man s utmost efforts cannot restrain.

The vegetable productions of Brazil have a

strong analogy with those of Guiana. The

most common are the composites, leguwiin-

osce, euphorbiacecB, nibiacece, aroidece, and

ferns of the most varied forms. The vegeta

tion of the valleys differs from that of the

campos, as it again does from that which oc

curs in the sertaos. Along the coast, the

mangoes are the most numerous and promi
nent species. They nourish from Rio Grande

do Sul to Maranhao, converting the land into

a morass wherever they are allowed to

flourish unmolested. Immediately behind

them numerous families of palms raise their

graceful heads. The underwood in the

neighbourhood of Rio Janeiro consists prin

cipally of crotons. Every large river of

Brazil has its own appropriate form of veg
etable life, giving a peculiar character to its

banks. The vegetation of the Amazon may
be divided into three classes

; 1, that which

we find on the Islands
; 2, the vegetation

upon the banks overflowed at regular inter

vals by the stream; 3, that which stands

high and dry. Representatives of the most

estranged natural families grow side by side.

It is only on the islands, where the willow

and some other plants are found in numbers,
that Ave are reminded of the monotony of

our northern vegetation. Cocoa trees and the

vanilla, capsicum frutescens, and different

kinds of pepper, the cinnamon tree, and Bra
zilian cassia, abound. The flora of all the trib

utaries of the Amazon is similar to that just

noted, until the traveller ascends above the

falls, and finds himself in another region.
The vegetation of the southern campos (cor

responding to the North American prairies}
is widely different. On the plains of the

southern provinces we find scattered about

strong tufts ofgrayish-green and hairy grasses,

springing from the red clay. Mingled with

these are numerous herbaceous flowers, of

the most varied colors and elegant forms.

A similar vegetation, but with a richer varie

ty of plants, occurs in the diamond district.

On the western declivity of the Serra do Mar,
and along the upper banks of the Rio San

Francisco, extends a wooded country, but of

a character entirely different from that which

is found in the valleys below. Jfalvce, eu-

phorbiacece, mimosa, and such like, are the

prevailing types on the Rio Francisco
;
cac

tuses, palms, and ferns, abound on the Serra

do Mar. In this latter district the ipecacuan
flourishes best. In the valley of the Paraguay
the most striking feature is presented by the

water plants, which in one river are sufficient

ly strong to impede the navigation of a

stream both deep and broad. The forests of

Brazil contain almost every species of useful

and ornamental wood. The cocoa-tree is

found in great quantities in the provinces on

the sea-shore, and furnishes one of the most

important items of internal commerce. A
considerable surplus of cocoa is annually ex

ported. One of the most valuable sorts of

timber is furnished by the Ibiripitanga or

Brazil-wood which yields a fine red dye.

The wood itself is very hard and heavy, and

takes a beautiful polish. The other trees

most worthy of mention are tkejaracanda or

rosewood tree, the trumpet-tree, the laurel
;

the soap-tree ;
the tapia or garlic pear-tree,

and the whole family of palms. The banana

is one of the most useful of all the trees that

grow in Brazil, and its fruit is the chief food

of the native Indians. The fruits of Brazil

are numerous and excellent. The best of

these are the pine-apple, the mango, the cus

tard-apple, the guava, and the various kinds

of melons and nuts.

In an empire of such vast extent as Brazil,

embracing as it does, every variety of tem

perature and elevation, the value and impor
tance of the agricultural products cannot fail

to be very great. The number of farmers,

however, is, as yet, small compared with the

extent of the soil. The chief products of
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Brazil are coffee, sugar, cotton, mandioc or

cassava flour, tobacco, rice, maize, fruits, and

spice. Of these by far the most important
now is coffee, while sugar ranks next in value,

and cotton after sugar. The cultivation of

sugar lias not increased nearly in the same

proportion with, that of coffee. It is produced
in greatest quantity in the districts adjoining

Bahia. Cotton is found to thrive best in the

dry table-lands of the northern provinces,

especially in Maranhao and Pernambuco. Its

quality is considered excellent
;
but the rude

and expensive method of its culture, and the

high rates of carriage in these inland districts,

operate very unfavourably for this branch of

traffic. The tea plant has been recently in

troduced into Brazil, where it flourishes ex

tremely well. Though not equal in quality

to that of Chinese growth, it finds a ready
market in Europe. Tobacco grows in great

est abundance in the neighborhood of Rio,

but, from its inferior quality, it cannot com

pete with that of the United States, and the

demand for it is annually decreasing. Rice

grows in considerable quantities, and, not be

ing much used by the natives for food, a large

surplus remains for exportation. The cassava

or mandioc is extensively grown, and forms

the staple food of the lower classes. Tapioca
is a preparation from the root of the cassava.

The varieties of animated life in Brazil

are more numerous perhaps than in any oth

er region in the world. Of beasts of prey,

the most formidable are the jaguar or South

American tiger, the ocelot, the tiger-cat, the

puma, and the saratu, a kind of fox. Large
herds of the peccary roam in the forests, in

which also is to be found the tapir. This

animal resembles the hog, but is many times

larger, and is amphibious. It is capable of

remaining a long time under water without

rising to the surface to breathe. Its flesh is

like that of the ox. The varieties of the

monkey tribe that abound in the forests appear
to be almost infinite. No less immense is the

variety of birds, from the ouira, an eagle far

larger than our most powerful birds of prey,

to the humming oird, no larger than a bee.

The rhea, a species of ostrich, is found in

Brazil. Snakes of every kind abound in the

marshy districts, some of which, such as the

rattlesnake and thejararaca, are remarkably
venomous

;
while others, such as the boas, at

tain an enormous size and strength. A vast

number of troublesome insects infest the

margins of all the great rivers. The Brazil

ian birds are celebrated for the beauty of

their plumage. The different species ofhum

mingbirds are more numerous in Brazil than

in any other country of America. The gay
est butterflies flutter through the air, the blue,

shining Menelaus, the Adonis, the ISTestor,

etc. More than ten species of wild bees have

been observed in the woods
;
and the greater

number produce honey. Lizards and cay
mans abound. The quantity of turtle in the

Amazon and its principal tributaries is al

most incredible. The waters generally swarm
with fish. Of domestic animals the most im

portant are the horse, the ox, and the sheep.
Yast numbers of horses, sprung from the

original European stock, roam at large over

the extensive plains of the southern provinces.

They are generally found in droves of twen

ty or thirty. Oxen are also allowed to wan
der half wild. They are hunted down with

the lasso in great numbers, and are valued

chiefly on account of their hides, horns, and

tallow, which are exported in immense quan
tities.

The population of Brazil hasbeen variously

estimated at different times, and indeed even

now the facilities for investigating the matter

are not great. To the natural difficulties the

people themselves add new causes of incor

rectness. Fearing the conscription, they

conceal from the authorities the number of

their sons
;
and to avoid payment of taxe?

and the contribution of labor for the bene

fit of roads and other municipal works, they

likewise conceal the number of their slaves.

According to the most recent statements

made by Brazilian authorities, the population

of the twenty provinces of the empire, is

11,^80,000; in which number are included

1,400,000 negro slaves, and 500,000 Indians.
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The population of Rio Janeiro, the capital,

is estimated at 600,000.

The Brazilian monarchy derives from the

ancient monarchy of Portugal the principle

of hereditary succession to the crown. The
laws of succession are defined with great dis

tinctness in the constitution, and are the

same as in England. In Brazil there is no

privileged aristocracy, but descent from the

noble families of Portugal, length of time in

the service of the country, or large fortune,

give a certain claim to the privileges of aris

tocracy readily admitted by the Brazilians.

The emperor rewards services according to

their difficulty or importance with the titles of

marquis, count, baron, or knight (mocos fidal-

gos). Titles are not hereditary, but if a son

prove himself worthy of his father, he inherits

his title. There are in the empire three orders

of chivalry adopted from Portugal, those

namely of Christ, Aviz, and Santiago, and
two created since the declaration of inde

pendence, those namely of Cruzeiro and

Rose. The senate represents the only ele

ment of aristocracy recognized by the consti

tution. The democratic element preponder
ates in the constitution of Brazil, but its

action is greatly modified by the complicated

system of election. The constitution estab

lished four powers, the moderator (what is

called in England the royal prerogative),
the legislative, the executive, and the judi
cial. The moderator is vested in the emperor,
whom it empowers to select senators and

ministers, to sanction laws, to convoke ex

traordinary assemblies, prorogue parliament,
dissolve the chamber of deputies, grant am
nesties and pardons, and suspend judges to

be afterwards tried.

The legislative power is vested, for the af

fairs of the empire, in the general legislative

assembly, with the sanction of the emperor,
and for the provincial affairs in the provin
cial assemblies with the sanction of the

president (governor) of the province. The

general legislative assembly consists of two

chambers, that of deputies, and that of sen

ators. The deputies are nominated by indi

rect election. Citizens, and even manumit
ted slaves, born in the empire, who possess
an income of $120, choose the electors in

parochial assemblies, and these electors nomi
nate the deputies. The qualification for an

elector is an annual income of $225 ;

that of a deputy an income of $400. The

deputies are elected for four years, and must
hold an annual session of four months, open

ing on the 3d of May. The senators are

elected for life. Every province has a num
ber of senators, equal to half its number of

deputies ;
but they are nominated in triple

lists, from which the emperor selects one-

third. A senator must be forty years of age,

and possess a clear annual income of $1)00.

The allowance of a senator is one-half more
than that of a deputy. The chamber of de

puties has the initiative in taxes, in recruit

ing, and in the choice of a new dynasty.
The senate has the exclusive privilege of

taking cognizance of offences committed by
members of the imperial family, councillors

of state, senators, and deputies, during the

session
;
of enforcing the responsibility of

secretaries and councillors of state
;
of con

voking the assembly in case the emperor
fail to do so within two months after the pe
riod fixed by law

;
and also of calling it to

gether on the death of the emperor.
The executive power is vested in the

emperor assisted by his ministers and secre

taries of state, who are responsible for treason,

corruption, abuse of power, acts contrary to

the liberty, security, or property of the citi

zens, and waste of public property. The

ministers are six : one for each of the de

partments of home, justice, war, marine, fi

nances, and foreign affairs. To these is

superadded a council of state, composed of

ten ordinary and ten extraordinary members

nominated by the emperor, and the imperial

prince, if of age, is by right a councillor of

state, Every town and village, with the

surrounding district, has a municipal counci

composed of seven or twelve members, elect

ed directly by the citizens who possess an

annual income of $120. This council is
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charged with all that concerns the good of

the district, meets four times a-year, besides

extraordinary sessions. They impose fines

to a certain amount, and even enforce their

decrees by a penalty of thirty days imprison

ment. They annually draw up a municipal

budget, which is submitted to the provincial

legislative assembly for approval. Their en

actments can be annulled by the provincial

legislative assembly.

Each parish has four justices of peace
elected for four years, but only one is active

ly engaged for the year. They are nominat

ed by the citizens in the same manner as the

municipal councils. Trial by jury is author

ised for civil as well as for criminal cases.

Each province is divided into comarcas, and

then into municipalities. In each comarca

there is a judge called Juiz de Direito, who

presides at the sessions of the jury, in every

municipality, twice or thrice a-year. In each

municipality there is a municipal judge, who

decides in civil cases, and prepares the pro

cess for the criminal. The decisions of this

judge may be amended by the Juiz de Di
reito. Both must be doctors of law. The

empire is divided into four appeal districts,

in each of which there is a Relacao (court

of appeal), composed of fourteen members.

There is, besides, in Rio a supreme court of

justice, composed of seventeen members,

whose duties are to permit or refuse the re

vision of causes, to try its own members, or

those of the court of appeal, the members of

the diplomatic body, and the presidents of

provinces, and to decide on disputed cases

between the other courts. The civil laws,

originally the same with those of Portugal,

have been greatly modified by a number of

new ones. A criminal code was organized

in 1830, on the principles of Jeremy Ben-

tharn, and is considered very perfect and

clear. The new form of procedure, and the

new organization of justices, is embodied in

a code decreed in 1832. Finally, a new code

of commerce, nearly copied from that of

.France, was decreed in 1850.

To carrv on the war of the independence,

and to crush a subsequent revolution in the

northern provinces, the government contract

ed two loans in 1824-5, of the nominal

amount of $18,000,000 ;
and on the recogni

tion of its independence by Portugal, in

1825, it undertook the liability of a loan of

$7,500,000. The war with Buenos Ay res,

and the assistance rendered by Don Pedro

to the constitutional party of Portugal, led

to two farther loans in 1829, of the nominal

amount of $3,800,000. Internal difficulties

in 1839, compelled the regency to contract

another loan of the nominal amount of $2,-

000,000. The debt contracted and assumed

by Brazil between 1823 and 1843, therefore,

amounted to $31,300,000 nominal
;

and

throughout all its difficulties and embarrass

ments the imperial government punctually
and honorably provided for the dividends as

they became due. According to the latest

information furnished by the government,
the external consolidated debt of the empire
amounted to $70,000,000 ;

the internal con

solidated debt amounted to $250,000,000.

For a number of years there was an annual

deficit in the revenue of the country, which

seemed to threaten great danger to the fi

nances, if not ultimate bankruptcy ;
but of

late, there has been a great and marked im

provement combined with growing prosperity

at home, greater liberality of treatment of

its produce in foreign markets, and with an

improved collection of the customs revenue,

a state of chronic deficit has been changed
into one of surplus. The government of

Brazil has availed itself of financial prosper

ity to establish naval and to extend and per

fect iudicial means for the effectual suppres-v

sion of the slave trade, has reduced the

tonnage duties on shipping by two-thirds, has

lowered some oppressive internal taxes, and

abolished others, has already made some par

tial modifications of the tariff, etc. The war

with Paraguay has had the effect of produc

ing a deficit in the revenue again ;
but that

must of course be of only temporary con

tinuance.

For a number of vears past, the annual
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exports from Brazil have averaged about

$60,000,000; the imports, $57,000,000.

Great Britain and the United States are

chiefly concerned in the foreign trade of the

country, the exports to England and her de

pendencies being over $20,000,000 annually,

those to the United States being somewhat

less. France, the Argentine Republic and

Portugal, also furnish markets for the pro
ducts of Brazil. The standing army is re

ported to consist of 25,884 men. The

strength of the army employed against Para

guay, was estimated recently at about 43,-

000, of whom, however, over 10,000 were

reported as on the sick list. The total number
of Brazilian troops forwarded to the war

with Paraguay is given at 84,219. The

navy of Brazil consists of 17 monitors and

casemates, 40 wooden steamers, 8 transport

steamers, and 13 other vessels of various kinds.

These mount 298 cannon, and are manned

by 7,353 men. Fifteen iron clads, 17 steam

gun-boats, and 6 other vessels form the

squadron in Paraguay, to which a number
of transports is attached. Several small iron

steamers have been built and are building in

Europe for service on the Amazon, the ex

ploration and settlement along the banks of

which promise almost incredible result?,

not only to Brazil, but to the neighbor

ing republics, and, in fact, to all maritime

nations of the earth. Ten or twelve largeO
Brazilian steamers are plying on the Ama
zon proper, while smaller steamers ascend to

Peru and Ecuador. An international tele

graph line, bringing Brazil into communica
tion with the United States and Europe, is

in course of construction, and may in the

course of a year or two be in active op
eration.

On the whole, then, under an able and

enlightened ruler, Pedro II., with decided

tendency to avail herself of the advantages
of progress in its manifold varieties, to ex

tend the benefits of education to all her

people, and to rid the empire of the curse

of slavery, the future of Brazil may be con

sidered as assured. If the nation be true to

its mission, it cannot fail to be a great and

happy nation.

BOLIVIA.

BOLIVIA is a republic of South America,

lying between Lat. 10 IV and 25 38 S.,

and Long. 57 36 and 70 30 W., bounded

north and east by Brazilian provinces and

the Paraguay River, south by the Argentine
Confederation and Chili, and west by the

Pacific and by Peru. Its greatest breadth

is 760 miles; its greatest length, 1100 miles;
its sea coast is only about 250 miles. Area,
estimated at about 600,000 square miles. It

is divided into eleven departments. Popu
lation, 1,987,352, including 245,000 Indians.

La Paz, the capital, has a population of

76,372.

Ever since the conquest of Peru by the

Spaniards in the sixteenth century, the na

tives have been subjected to a system of tyr-
iv. 32

anny and oppression which has few parallels in

the history of the universe. They were treated

little better than beasts of burthen. By their

toil the gold and silver were obtained from

the mines, the lands were cultivated,

the flocks and herds were attended to,

and all the domestic and menial offices per

formed. Yet the fruits of their labor,

especially that of mining, which was attend

ed with numerous privations and too often

with great loss of life, were altogether der

voted to enriching their cruel oppressors.

While so employed they were denied all tho

comforts and many of the necessaries of life
;

they were treated as minors, and considered

as incapable of attending to their own affairs

and interests, nay even deprived of the means
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of information and improvement ;
while the

clergy powerfully contributed to the general

degradation, by keeping them in the most

profound ignorance of their moral and relig

ious duties, and substituting instead of these

a lew unmeaning and useless ceremonies, by
means of which they plundered the Indians,

without ceremony or remorse, of the scanty

pittance which they were able to save from

the rapacity of their civil rulers. One of

their principal grievances was the mita, a

compulsory kind of personal labor either in

the working of the mines or in the cultiva

tion of the fields, exacted from the Indians

generally for the space of one year. The

proprietors of mines or land to be worked or

cultivated, were privileged to claim as their

undoubted right, the personal services of the

Indian population of the district surrounding
that in which their property was situated.

By the regulations of the mita a proportional

number of the Indians of the district were

annually chosen by lot for the purposes re

quired ;
and some idea may be formed of the

effects of such a regulation, by stating, that

1400 mines were registered in Peru alone,

and that every mine which remained un-

worked a year and a day became the proper

ty of the first claimant. So much was the

labor of the mines dreaded by those persons
on whom the lot fell, that they considered it

as equivalent to a sentence of death, and

made all their arrangements accordingly;

they were cheated in every possible manner ;

ground down to the earth by their accursed

tyrants ;
and rarely escaped save by death. An

estimate may be formed of the extent of this

evil, by stating that 12,000 Indians were an

nually required by the mita of Potosi alone
;

and it is calculated that, in the mines of Peru,
no less than 8,285,000 Indians have perished
in this manner. Besides the mita for the ser

vice of the mines, the Indians were also

compelled to labor for their superiors on

their cultivated estates, their estancias or

grazing farms, and also in their obrages or

manufactories. In these latter establish

ments, according to Ulloa, they were oblige 1

to work all day, and only received a pittance
for their labor; the half of which was in

many instances stopped to pay their arrears

of tribute, and the other half was generally
insufficient to pay for their necessary suste

nance. The Indians were besides liable to

serve as pongos or menial servants to the

governors, and other functionaries, as like

wise to the caciques and the curates
;
but for

this service they received no recompense,

excepting their food and clothing. The
numbers employed in these domestic occupa
tions in Peru and Bolivia have been estimat

ed at 60,000. The tribute exacted by the

government from every Indian between the

age of eighteen and fifty-five was a capita
tion tax of eight dollars. This was levied

with the greatest rigor, and the official per
sons charged with its collection too frequent

ly committed great injustice in doing so
;

obliging the Indians to commence these

payments at fifteen, and continue them until

seventy years of age, and putting the amount
of tribute for the years before and after :tie

legal period into their own pockets. The

governor of each province was responsible

to the government for the amount of the

tribute, which was regulated by a census of

the tributary Indians, taken every seven

years ;
and in this many frauds were prac

ticed, the actual number beins; often much
/ o

underrated. Tlus tribute continued to be

exacted until the year 1825, when it was

finally abolished by General Bolivar on his

arrival in the country ;
and all the Indians

now enjoy the same rights and privileges as

the other inhabitants of the country.

Besides all these, the Peruvian Indiana

were long subjected to another system of

extortion no less grievous and unjust, tho

law of repartamiento. This was originally

established with the best intentions
;

the

governors or corregidors of the districts be*

ing intrusted with the charge of supplying

the inhabitants under their care with such

articles as they might require at a fair and

equitable price. But the law, which had so

plausible an origin, was shamefully abused
;
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and it was made compulsory on the Indian

population to purchase articles of the most

worthless description, both in kind and qual

ity, whether they required them or not, and

at a price double or treble that for which the

same article of the best possible quality

might have been purchased. Thus razors

were forced at an exorbitant price on Indians

who had no beards to shave
;
and those who

had never gone otherwise than barefooted

were compelled to purchase velvets and silk

stockings, of the use of which they were ig

norant. A repartamiento took place in

1743, at about forty leagues from Lima,
where the corregldor exacted the sum of

$300,000 for goods which he had purchased
at $70,000. The accumulated grievances at

length exceeded even the powers of endur

ance possessed by these pacific Indians, and

gave rise to the memorable insurrection of

Tupac Amaru in 1780, in which torrents of

native as well as Spanish blood were shed

before it was finally suppressed. This event,

however, gave a death-blow to the law of

repartamiento, which was then finally

abolished.

The constant and extensive operation of

these demoralizing practices, although more

immediately affecting the aboriginal popula
tion, could not fail to produce the most per
nicious and injurious effects on the Creoles or

descendants of the Spaniards ; but, in addi

tion to these causes of debasement, the latter

were subjected to numerous unjust and op

pressive laws, all tending to paralyze their

advancement in industry, intelligence, and

civilization. The raising of those vegetable

productions which form the principal objects

of culture in Spain, as articles of commerce,
was strictly prohibited to the South Ameri

cans, however favorable the soil and climate

of their native country might be for tlie pro
duction of them. The prosperity and happi
ness of the transatlantic population were of

no value or importance when put in competi-
tion with the interested views and wishes of

the mother country. Thus the cultiva

tion of the vine and the olive was either pro- j

hibited, or the plants were rooted out where

they had been introduced. Prohibitory de

crees were issued against the manufacture of

wines, brandies, vinegar, olive oil, etc.
;
and

even the culture of almonds and raisins was

interdicted. ~No kind of manufacture of cloth

or articles of clothing was permitted which

could interfere with the commerce of Spain,

excepting only the coarse fabrics manufac

tured and worn by the Indians. And, not

content with confining the commerce of

South America entirely to Spain, and pro

hibiting it under the severest penalties with

other nations, these colonies were not per
mitted to have any intercourse or commerce

with each other. The South Americana

were generally excluded from all offices of

honor or emolument in their own country ;

and when any deviation from this law took

place, it was too frequently in consequence
of enormous bribes received, or a reward to

some unnatural Creole for acts of cruelty and
/

oppression committed on his own country
men. They were systematically deprived of \

the means of obtaining a suitable education

for their children, and every attempt at im

provement on the part of the natives was

resisted by the government.
The upper provinces of Bolivia and Peru

were those which formed the principal scenes

of the memorable insurrection of Tupac Ama
ru, so just in its origin, so energetic in its pros

ecution, and so unfortunate in its results to

the Peruvian nation. From the details

which have appeared of this eventful period,

it is evident that a deep-rooted feeling of the

oppressive and degrading servitude to which

they had so long been subjected by the

Spaniards, united with a lively recollection

of the happiness and glory of their more

fortunate ancestors, conspired to rouse thy

latent energies of the whole nation to ac

complish their liberation from the cruel yoke
under which they had groaned. And they
found an able and a willing leader in Jose

Gabriel Condorcanqui, cacique of Tungasuya,
a lineal descendant of the Inca Tupac Amaru,
whose name and title he afterwards assumed.
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But although an excellent and intrepid man,
and possessing the entire confidence of his

countrymen, he was deficient in that knowl

edge, foresight and energy, so requisite for con

ducting to a happy determination so difficult

and hazardous an enterprise. He experienced
various successes and reverses, but was

eventually taken prisoner, and put to death

in the most barbarous manner by the Span
iards

;
and not long after, the superior skill

and discipline of the Spaniards triumphed,
and the insurrection was put down in 1782.

The poor natives now sank into despondency
and despair ;

and subsequently they viewed

with apathy and indifference the rise and

progress of the war of independence, the ob

jects of which they did not rightly under

stand, and found it difficult to reconcile with

their knowledge of the active part taken by
&quot;ihe Creoles in the suppression of their own

previous endeavors to throw off the Spanish

yoke.
from the cause already stated, the war of

independence wras principally carried on, as

regards Bolivia, by the resources of, and in

concert with, the neighboring provinces of

Rio de la Plata and Peru, all of which had

equal cause to avenge themselves on their

oppressors, but were placed in circumstances

somewhat more fortunate for accomplishing
their purpose. When the patriots of Buenos

Ayres had succeeded in liberating, from the

dominion of Spain, the interior provinces of

the Rio de la Plata, they turned their arms

against their enemies in possession of Upper
Peru. General Antonio Balcarce was there

fore sent with the forces of Buenos Ayres into

that country, and succeeded in defeating the

royalist General Nieto, at Cotagaita, on the

27th of October, 1810
;
and on the 7th No

vember following, a similar fate overtook

Colonel Cordova at Tupiza. These suc

cesses gave liim possession of the country as

far as ;the bridge of the Incas, which crosses

the .river Desaguadero ;
at which time his

army had been increased by recruits to about

4000 men. Castelli was sent from Buenos

Ayres as governor of Upper Peru, and to

act as the commissioner of the Argentine

government, with the army of Bal

carce. He was a man distinguished for his

great and versatile talents, but was of a rest

less and fiery temper. By the violence of

his proceedings, and numerous acts of unjus
tifiable cruelty, he so far succeeded in inspir

ing the Spaniards with terror and dismay,
that the army of Buenos Ayres was enabled,
on the 25th of May, 1811, to celebrate the

first anniversary of their independence

among the ruins of the palace of the Incas at

Tiaguanaeo, on the shores of the lake of

Titicaca, 2000 miles distant from Buenos

Ayres. The dissolute conduct of Castelli,

however, and the irregularities of the Bue-

nos-Ayreans who accompanied him, tended

greatly to alienate the affections of the in

habitants of Upper Peru from their deliver

ers, and considerably aided the efforts of

Abascal, the viceroy of Peru, who, after

some unsuccessful attempts to conclude an

armistice with Castelli, in which little cour

tesy seems to have been observed on either

side, collected all his disposable forces under

his best generals. The civil administration

of the provinces was neglected by the patri

ots; and the army became disorganized,

from the dissolute conduct and negligence
of Castelli and his followers. General Goy-
eneche was intrusted with the command of

the Spanish army, which, to the amount of

4000 men, took up a position on the north

side of the Desaguadero, and by an act of

treachery gained a victory over Balcarce, in

June, 1811. After his success Goyeneche
committed great cruelties in Bolivia, partic

ularly at Chuquisaca and La Paz
;
but he

met with considerable opposition from tho

patriots, who had retired to the mountains

of Cochabamba, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, and

Chayanta.
General Belgrano, who succeeded to the

command of the army of Balcarce, had the

good fortune, at Tucuman, to defeat the roy

alist army, 3000 strong, under General Pio

Tristan, on the 30th of September, 1812,

while his own force did not amount to half
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that number. And, again, on the 20th of

February following, he obtained another

victoiy over the same general, who had en

trenched himself in Salta with 2000 men,
all of whom were either killed or taken

prisoners. Belgrano generously permitted
the vanquished Tristan, with his officers and

men, to return to Pern, on their giving
solemn pledges not to again baar arms

against the republic of the Rio de la Plata.

But all of them, influenced by the example
of their general, and regardless of their obli

gation, violated their parole, and joined the

army of Pezuela, which, by such dishon

orable means, was augmented to 4000 men.

&quot;With these he attacked Belgrano, \vlio, with

his army, had advanced into Upper Peru,
and defeated him at Vilcapugio, between

Oruro and Potos, on the 1st of October,

1813; and again at Ayoma, in the depart
ment of Cochabamba, on the 14th of Novem
ber of the same year. Belgrano escaped
with the remains of his army to Tucuman.

Notwithstanding these disasters, the cause

of independence did not slumber in Upper
Peru, since the numerous bands of patriots
maintained themselves in Cochabamba,
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Chayanta, and

Yampnraes, and obtained many advantages
over the royalists, under the able command
of Warnes, Camargo and Pedilla, who carried

on a guerilla warfare. On the 25th of May,
1814, Colonel Arenales obtained some ad

vantages over his opponents in the provinces
of Cochabamba, and &quot;Warnes was equally
fortunate on the 9th of October following, inO
the Quebrada of Santa Barbara. Guernes,
with the irregular troops of the province of

Salta, cut off the supplies of the royalists in

front
;

whilst the guerilla parties under

Warnes, Pedilla, and Munecas, in the rear, so

distressed them, that Pezuela with his army
was obliged to retire upon Cotagaita. He,
however, in November, 1815, defeated the

patriot forces, and thus gained control of

Upper Peru. Belgrano was a second time

appointed to command the army stationed at

Tucuman. But a spirit of disaffection and

anarchy had crept into his army, which, in

cited by the principal officers, revolted

against their general. He was deposed and

made prisoner ;
and the officers, with such

soldiers as chose to follow them, were dis

persed over the provinces.

To these events succeeded, under Puma-

cagua, an insurrection of the Indians of the

neighboring provinces of Arequipa, Cuzco,

and Huamanga, in Peru
;

and the object

being the independence of the whole country,

it was joined by numerous Creoles from

Bolivia and Peru. But this attempt was

speedily put down by the activity of the

royalist general, Ramirez. After this period

Upper Peru remained tranquil for a consid

erable time. On the viceroy Abascal being

superseded in that office by Pezuela, Gen
eral Laserna was appointed commander-in-

chief in Upper Perii,where he arrived in Sep

tember, 1816, with 2000 fresh troops. He
introduced many innovations, and very bu-

manely prohibited the infliction of the pun
ishment of death for political offences, with

out his previous permission. He made an

attempt, with an army of from 4000 to 5000

men, to penetrate into the Argentine pro

vinces, intending to march to Buenos Ayres ;

but he was completely foiled by the activity

and intrepidity of the Gauchos, or irregular

troops of the provinces of Salta and Jujuy,

and was compelled to retire with the re

mainder of his army to Cotagaita.

The expedition of General Santa Cruz, pre

pared with great zeal and activity at Lima,

landed in June, 1823, in the Puertos Inter-

medios, and marched in two divisions to

Upper Peru : the one under Santa Cruz by
the Cordillera of Iscuchaca, obtained posses

sion of the bridge of the Incas on the Desag-O * -

uadero on the 29th of July, and occupied La

Paz on the 7th of August ;
the other divis

ion, under General Gamarra, marched by the

route of Tacora and San Andres de Machaca,

and reached Calemarca on the 10th of Au

gust, where it had a sharp rencontre with a

division of the army of General Olafieta, and

then marched to Oruro, where it was joined
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by Lan;:a with six hundred men. During
BIX years the latter had maintained himself in

the Yungas with great valor against all the

efforts of the Spaniards. At this time the roy
alist force in Upper Peru, under Olaneta, did

not exceed from two thousand to three thous

and men, besides about fifteen hundred men in

garrison at Puno and La Paz. But Canter-

ac, then near Lima, hearing of the large ar

my which had gone to Upper Peru under

Santa Cruz, dispatched considerable reinforce

ments
;
Sucre also sent from Lima three

thousand troops, either to co-operate with

Santa Cruz, or to act separately, as occasion

might require.

Santa Cruz remained in quiet possession

of Upper Peru, occupying the country frorti

Oruro to the bridge of the Incas, his head

quarters being at La Paz. On the approach
of the royalists, Santa Cruz took up a posi

tion near the bridge of the Incas
;
and at

Zepita, on the 25th of August, fought an in

decisive action with Yaldez, who commanded

eighteen hundred men, his own force beinor
Zj s O

only sixteen hundred. The royalists imme

diately concentrated their forces at Sicuani,

amounting to four thousand five hundred

men, whilst those of Santa Cruz were about

seven thousand men. Various movements
now took place on both sides, wrhich evinced

much skill and activity on the part of the roy

alists, and great indecision and want of judg
ment on the part of Santa Cruz. In fact,

the latter refused to fight at all, but kept on

retreating, until his retreat became a precip
itate flight. The fugitives retired by Santa

Kosa and Moquegua towards Ilo, where about

thirteen hundred embarked in the transports ;

but of an army of seven thousand men only

one thousand returned to Lima. About one

thousand retired from Sicasica with Lanza,
but were afterwards defeated by Olaileta, and

a few followers only escaped to the moun
tains. In May, 182-i, Generals Yaldez and

Olaneta occupied Upper Peru, each with

about five thousand men under his command,
but opposed to each other on political points ;

the former having withdrawn his allegiance

from the viceroy Laterna, in consequence of

advocating the constitutional cause of Spain,
while Olaiieta adhered to the principles of

absolute monarchy. This dispute was useful

to the cause of tho patriots, as it prevented
Olaneta from uniting his forces with the vice

roy during the campaign which terminated

in the battle of Ayacucho, so glorious to the

cause of freedom. General Sucre, whose

abilities and valor so much contributed to the

success of that day, improved the advantages

he had obtained, by his clemency and genor-

osity to the vanquished, and by the rapidity

with which he followed up his successes
;
so

that none of the fugitives could unite with

the army of Olaiieta, now the only royalist

general in arms in Upper or Lower Peru.

A part of the army, therefore, proceeded to

wards Upper Peru, and in their march expe
rienced in some instances great hardships.

On hearing of the victory of Ayacucho, the

patriot prisoners of war confined in the island

of Chuquito, in the lake of Titicaca, rose OD

their guards, whom they overcame
;

and

placing themselves under the command of

General Alvarado, likewise a prisoner, they

took possession of the country as far as the

bridge of the Incas
;
a division of fifteen hun

dred patriots under the command of General

Urdininea still occupying the quebrada of

Humaguaca, on the southern frontier of the

department of Potosi. General Olaneta,

however, still retained his position in Upper

Peru, at the head of about four thousand

men, having refused to accede to the liberal

and even generous terms of accommodation

proposed to him by General Sucre. The

latter, therefore, advanced to Oruro, and af

terwards to Puno, which he reached on the

1st of February, 1825, and there obtained in

formation that the royalist garrisons of Co-

chabamba, Chuquisaca, and Santa Cruz de la

Sierra, had declared for the patriots, and that

the city of La Paz was in possession of the

indefatigable Lanza. Olaneta, with his ar

my, diminished to two thousand, was confin

ed to the department of Potosi, but persisted

in his determined opposition, till his troops
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rose against him and he lost his life, in March,

1825.

General Sucre was now invested with the

supreme command in Upper Peru, until the

requisite measures could be taken to estab

lish in that country a regular and constitu

tional government. Deputies from the va

rious provinces to the number of fifty-four

were assembled at Chuquisaca, the capital, to

decide upon the question proposed to them

on the part of the government of the Argen
tine provinces, respecting their separation or

otherwise from that country. In August,

1825, they decided this question, and declar

ed it to be the national will that Upper Peru

should in future constitue a distinct and in

dependent nation. This assembly continued

their session, although the primary object of

their meeting had thus been accomplished,
and afterwards gave the name of Bolivia to

the country ; issuing at the same time a for

mal declaration of independence. They also

voted one million of dollars to General Boli

var, as a reward for his past services
;
and an

equal sum to those belonging to the army
who had served in the campaign of 1824.

The former grant, however, was only accept

ed by Bolivar on the express condition that

it should be wholly appropriated to purchasing
the freedom of about a thousand slaves still

existing in Bolivia. The first general assem

bly of deputies of Bolivia dissolved them

selves on the 6th of October, 1825, and a new

congress was summoned, and formally in

stalled, at Chuquisaca, on the 25th of May,
; 1826, to take into consideration the constitu

tion prepared by Bolivar for the new repub
lic. A favorable report was made to that

body by a committee appointed to examine

it, on which it was approved by the congress,

and declared to be the constitution of the re

public ;
and as such, it was sworn to by the

people. General Sucre was chosen president
for life, according to the constitution

;
but

only accepted the appointment for the space
of two years, and on the express condition

that two thousand Colombian troops should

be permitted to remain with him, which re

quest was agreed to without difficulty by the

congress.

The Bolivian constitution is founded on

the strictest principles of justice, in as far as

regards the civil rights and privileges of the

community ;
but in other respects, and par

ticularly in reference to the supreme execu

tive authority, its provisions savor strongly

of a monarchical spirit. The supreme au

thority is vested in a presidente vitalieio, or

president for life, with the power of nam

ing his successor. It guarantees to the Bo
livians civil liberty, security of persons and

property, and equality of rights ;
the free ex

ercise and communication of thoughts and

opinions, either by the press or otherwise;

liberty to remain or leave the territory of the

republic with their property, at their pleas

ure, but without prejudice to others
; equal

ity in the imposition of taxes and contribu

tions, from the payment of which none can

be exempted ;
and the abolition of all hered

itary employments, privileges, and entaiU

All trials and judgments are public ;
and

in criminal cases none can be impi.soned
more than forty-eight hours without having

presented to him the charges preferred against

him, and being delivered over to the proper
tribunal or judge. By this constitution, a-11

legitimate power emanates directly from the

people, and is in the first instance exercised

by all who can justly claim the privilege of

citizens. Of these, every ten nominate an

elector, who exercises his delegated authority

for a period of four years. At the commence

ment of each year all the electors assemble

in the capitals of their respective provinces,

and regulate their proceedings and the exer

cise of their various functions by a plurality

of votes. They elect the members of the

three legislative chambers, the number forO *

each amounting to thirty ;
those for the

chamber of tribunes being nominated for fouv

years, and renewed by moieties every two

years ;
those for the senate for eight years,

and renewed by moieties every four years ;

and those for the chamber of censors being

nominated for life. The functions of the
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chamber of tribunes are, to originate all laws

respecting the revenue, peace and war, and

to exercise an immediate inspection of those

branches which are administered by the exec

utive, with the least intervention of tke legisla

ture. This chamber also possesses the nitiative

in the settlement of the territorial division of

the republic ;
the coinage, weights and meas

ures
;
the seaports, roads, bridges, and public

buildings ;
the police, etc. The attributes and

functions of the chamber of senators are, to

form the civil, criminal, and ecclesiastical

regulations and codes, and watch over the

tribunals of justice and religion ;
to choose

from those presented to them by the execu

tive and by the electoral body, the prefects,

governors, corregidors, judges of districts,

and all others in the department of justice;

to propose to the chamber of censors those

who are to be members of the supreme tri

bunal of justice, the archbishops, the bishops,

dignitaries of the church, canons, and pre

bends; and to examine the decision of ec

clesiastical courts, bulls, rescripts, and ponti
fical briefs, with a view to their approval or

disapproval. The chamber of censors exer

cise a political and moral power. It is their

duty to watch that the constitution, the laws

and treaties, are strictly adhered to and exe

cuted
;
and to express the national judgment,

when such is rendered necessary by the good
or bad administration of the executive gov
ernment. The censors are also charged with

the protection of morality, the arts and

sciences, education, and the press. They
exercise the important functions of condemn

ing those who usurp so\ ereign power, or are

guilty of high crimes and malversation
;
and

they bestow public honors and rewards on

the services and virtues of illustrious citizens.

The general or collective duties and attributes

of the three chambers, when united, are, to

nominate the president of the republic for

the first time, and to confirm his successor
;

to approve of tho vice-president; to deter

mine on the s?at of government; to decide

on airy charge against members of the cham

bers, the vico-pr
:-iident. or secretaries of

state
;
to invest the president with extraordi

nary powers in cases of great emergency or

danger, etc. All the sessions must be public,

excepting in such state cases as require se

crecy. No public functionaries are capable
of being members of the chambers; and the

latter enjoy inviolability in their persons for

opinions expressed, and are not subject to ar

rest.

The executive government, according to

this constitution, consists of a president, vice-

president, and three secretaries of state. The

president of the republic is named for the first

time by a majority of the collective legisla

ture, and retains the dimiitv during life, with? O i/ O
the power of naming his successor. He is

the chief of tho administration of the state,

and is not responsible for the acts of his ad

ministration. On his death, resignation, or

infirmity, the vice-president is virtually his

successor. In the absence or non-existence

of both of these functionaries, the three sec

retaries of state take charge, ad interim, of

the administration of the government, the

oldest in office acting as president until the

assembling of the legislature. The constitu

tional privileges of the president are the

most limited that have been intrusted to the

supreme chief of any nation. They extend

only to the nomination of the officers of the

revenue, of peace and of war, and the com
mand of the army. The president cannot

deprive any Bolivian of his liberty, or inflict

punishment on him, of his own accord
; nor

can he imprison any one longer than forty-

eight hours without delivering him over to

the proper judge or tribunal
;
nor deprive

any individual of his property, unless such a

proceeding be urgently demanded by the

public interests
;
nor impede the elections or

any other public functions authorized by the

laws
;
nor absent himself from the republic or

the capital without permission of the legisla

ture. The administration belongs wholly to

the ministry, which is responsible to the sen

ate, and is subject to the zealous vigilance of

the legislators, magistrates, judges, and citi

zens. The vice-president is proposed by the
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president, and approved by the legislature.

He is at the head of the ministry, and,with th e

secretaries of state, is responsible for all the

acts of the administration
; while, in the name

of the president and the republic, he signs all

the public documents, along with these sec

retaries, in order to legalize the orders of the

executive. Of all the magistrates intrustedo
with the command, the vice-president is that

one whose hands are most shackled
;
for he

has to obey both the executive and the leg

islature. He receives laws from the latter,

and orders from the former; and between

the two has often a difficult course to steer.

As the expectant of the supreme command,
the vice-president has the most powerful mo
tives for the zealous and conscientious dis

charge of his functions, in order to secure, on

the one hand, the confidence and support of

the president, and, on the other, that of the

legislature and the people. The three secre

taries of state are for the home and foreign

departments, for the finance, and for war and

triarme
;
and each is required to give in ac-

iounts of the expenses incurred in his respec
tive department, and the estimates for each

ensuing year.

The judicial power enjoys the most per
fect independence, the members composing
it being proposed by the people, and chosen

by the legislature ;
a condition which insures

the strict and impartial administration of the

laws. Tortures and confessions are altogether

abolished, as repugnant to humanity. The

territory of the republic is governed bv pre

fects, governors, corregidors, justices of the

peace, and alcaldes
;
and the proportion of

these is regulated by the population, the de
tails to be defined by the congress; and

every one in the enjoyment of office is made

responsible for his actions. The armed force

is composed of the regular army to garrison
and defend the frontiers, of the national

militia to preserve internal order, of the pre
ventive service to protect the revenue, and
of the navy, when circumstances may re

quire the formation of such. Slavery in

every form was abolished, as inconsistent

with the just rights of mankind, and at va

riance with the whole spirit of the constitu

tion. The exercise of religion was freed

from all restraints
;

it being considered in

competent to legislate in matters affecting

the consciences of others.

Such are the principal features of the Boliv

ian constitution, the merits of which will be

variously estimated, according to the partic

ular political bias of each individual. It

contains in theory much that seems calculat

ed to insure the liberty, the prosperity, and

the happiness of the community. No part

of it, however, has excited more criticism, or

given rise to more suspicion, than that which

provides for the election of a president or

supreme ruler for life, with the power of

nominating his successor. &quot;With such a pro

vision, the Bolivian constitution seems to be

nothing more nor less than a limited monar

chy, somewhat incuriously disguised under

republican forms. Had Bolivar, the law

giver of this republic, ceased to exist, or had

he retired altogether from public life, on the

promulgation of the Bolivian code, his repu
tation as a patriot and a statesman would

have been handed down to posterity as one

of the brightest in the annals of history.

But, unfortunately, the formation and estab

lishment of this constitution gave rise to

events in Peru, Colombia, and other parts of

South America, which incontrovertibly prove
that it was not dictated by that pure spirit

of patriotism which his friends and ad

mirers have attributed to Bolivar
;
but that

under it lurked a gigantic scheme of ambi

tion and aggrandizement, in fruitless en

deavors to accomplish which much crime and

misery were occasioned, whilst the glory
which its author had previously earned con

tracted a stain which, it is to be feared, no

length of time will ever efface. The project

which emanated from the promulgation and

establishment of this code in Bolivia, and in

the prosecution of which Bolivar principally

employed his active energies during the lat

ter years of his life, was, the establishment

of the same constitution in Peru and Colom-
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bia as well as in Bolivia, and the union of

these three republics, either federally, or as

one State, of which he was to be the presi

dent for life. The celebrated congress atO

Panama, which took place in June, 1826, was

originally projected by him for this express

object; and other expedients were also re

sorted to for the accomplishment of his

design. But all his schemes proved abortive,

and he died, December 17th, 1830, without

effecting any of the objects, personal to him

self, for which he had compromised his fame,

and incurred the apprehension of all who

were. friendly to republican institutions.

The congress which sanctioned the adop
tion of the Bolivian code, and elected Gen
eral Sucre as the president of the republic,

continued its sessions, to legislate more in

detail. The republic was peculiarly fortun

ate in its first choice of a president in the

person of the conqueror of Ayacucho, whose

mildness, urbanity, integrity, love of justice,

and devotedness in the discharge of the im

portant duties confided to him, endeared him

to all. Under the upright administration of

this officer much progress was made in or

ganizing the various departments of the ad

ministration
;
the resources of the country

were called forth
;
and effectual means were

adopted for promoting the extension of edu

cation and intelligence throughout the com

munity. Amidst these powerful inducements

to tranquillity, much discontent was excited

by the presence of a body of Colombian

troops in the country, which, in a period of

profound peace, was considered by many as

derogatory to the dignity, and inconsistent

with the liberty, of the republic. These

succeeded in gaining over to their party the

Colombian battalion of voltigeros stationed

at La Paz, among whom a mutiny took

place on the 23d December, 1827
;
but this

was speedily suppressed by the Colombian

cavalry under Colonel Brown, and the armed

peasantry of La Paz, after a desperate re

sistance on the part of the mutineers, of

whom eighty were killed. The battalion

was consequently disbanded. This revolt

was hailed with joy by the government and

people of Peru, who viewed it as the first

step towards the downfall of the policy of

Bolivar. General Sucre, convinced that re

moving the principal source of discontent

was essential to the stability of the constitu

tion and the welfare of the country, applied
to the government of Peru for permission to

the Colombian troops to march through the

territory of that State, and embark at Arica.

But the Peruvian administration declined to

allow this favor
; subsequently, however, the

troops were embarked at Arica and left Boli

via. A spirit of discord, meanwhile, had

extended itself to Chuquisaca, the capital,

and spread amongst the garrison. With the

view of repressing this disorder, Sucre rode

in amongst the mutinous soldiers, accompani
ed by his staff and a few other officers

;
but

he was unsuccessful in his attempt to quell

the mutiny ;
Colonels Lanza and Escalona

were mortally wounded, and the general
himself was so severely wounded as to be

made prisoner. This revolt, however, wao

ultimately suppressed by General Lopez with

some troops from Potosi, aided by the well-

disposed inhabitants of Chuquisaca; and

Sucre was set at liberty. But he intimated

his fixed determination not to resume the of

fice of president, except for the purpose of

resigning it into the hands of congress, at its

first meeting. On hearing of the affair at

Chuquisaca, Gamarra called a council of

war, the members of which, with only one

dissentient voice, agreed as to the propriety

of his marching into the Bolivian territory,

with the ostensible object of preventing an

archy, and protecting Sucre from further per

sonal violence
;
and this resolution was soon

afterwards sanctioned by orders to the same

effect from the Peruvian government. Ac-

ordinijlv, Gamarra and his armv crossed theO v / /

Desaguadero on the 1st of May ;
but they

were coolly received by the Bolivians, whose

forces being too few for resistance, retired

from La Paz, and concentrated themselves

towards Oruro and Potosi, under the com

mand of General Urdininea. Ineffectual
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endeavours at negociation were followed by
some indecisive affairs between the two

armies in the province of Paria. Blanco

succeeded in placing himself in communica

tion with the Peruvian forces, and with a

party of them proceeded to Chuquisaca,

where he seized General Sucre, hurried him

by forced marches to the head-quarters of

Gamarra, and during the whole journey
treated him with the greatest inhumanity
and indignity. A treaty of peace was now
entered into between Generals Gamarra and

Urdininea at Piquisa (6th July), by which

the independence of Bolivia was guaranteed,

and the object of the Peruvian invasion ac

complished by the retirement of General

Sucre, and the removal of the few remain

ing Colombian troops from the territory of

the republic. Accordingly, the latter em
barked at Arica for Colombia on the 28th of

July, under the command of Colonel Brown.

Sucre was then set at liberty, and formally

resigned the presidency of Bolivia on the

ISth of August, 1828
;
on which occasion

General Santa Cruz was elected as his suc

cessor. Sucre s merits in organizing Bolivia,

and his impartiality in pointing out that part
of the Bolivian code which he considered as

most imperfect) deserve honorable mention.

During the two years of his administration,

colleges and Lancasterian schools were estab

lished in the capitals of each of the depart

ments, and schools of the same description
for females were instituted in three of them

;

besides which, other schools were multiplied

throughout the country under improved re

gulations, and well provided with funds. Ag
riculture had been improved in all its branch

es, and no forced loan or contribution of

any kind was made. Mining had increased

so much, that during the preceding year one-

third more of the precious metals had been

extracted than in any former year. Com
merce had also been promoted, and efforts

were made to establish the free port of Cobi-

ja or La Mar.

Santa Cruz was now elected president of

the republic ;
General Velasco vice-president.

The new governor, who happened to be ab

sent in Chili, found, to his surprise, on reach

ing Chuquisaca, that General Blanco had in

the meantime usurped his functions, and ap

pointed a new vice-president. The usurper,

however, did not live long to enjoy his hon

ors
;
for in a week he was assassinated, and

his death left Santa Cruz in undisputed pos
session of the chief power. From this date

till the year 1834, the president directed all

his efforts to developing the internal re

sources of the State. The better to gain his

end, and attract to his own country a share

of the foreign commerce which had hitherto

been almost monopolized by the neighboring
States of Chili and Peru, he formed the bold

design of uniting Bolivia and Peru into a

confederation. The latter country was at

this time in a state of anarchy. At the in

vitation of Orgebozo, the deposed president,

Santa Cruz marched an army into Peru,

gained two battles, and reinstated Orgebozo,
with whose assistance he carried out h

scheme, and was appointed protector of the

Peru-Bolivian confederation. The two coun

tries had just begun to prosper under his

rule, when the Chilians, jealous of their com

mercial interests, sent an invading army,
which defeated Santa Cruz at Yungay in

1839, dissolved the confederation, and com

pelled the protector to abdicate. He now

became an exile from his country, where his

influence was still dangerously great ;
and

though he more than once tried to return,

he was always intercepted. In 1843, he fell

into the hands of the Peruvians, by whom
he was delivered up to the Chilian govern

ment, which detained him for some time as

a prisoner at Chiloe. It was at last found

convenient to despatch him to Europe as

Bolivian plenipotentiary ;
and he was, till

1852, the accredited minister of that coun

try at the courts of London, Paris, Madrid,

Home and Brussels. After the battle of

Yungay, another revolution occurred in Bo

livia, which left Yelasco president, and Bal-

livian vice-president. As the former POOH

showed himself incapable, the army mutinied
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in 1841, and endeavored to reinstate Santa

Cruz. To prevent this, the Peruvians inter

fered, and invaded Bolivia with a large

army. The vice-president hurried to meet

the invaders, routed them completely at In-

gavi, in his turn entered Peru, and estab

lished himself at Arica on the Pacific. In

testine troubles, however, compelled him soon

after to return home, where in 1843 he was

duly elected president of the republic. De

spite the numerous attempts to dispossess

him of his power, he retained it till 1848,

when a new revolution more formidable than

its predecessors compelled him to abdicate.

No regular president was appointed for t\vo

years; but the administration was carried on

by Manuel Isidore Belzu, commander-in-chief

of the army. These two years were signal

ized by the number of revolts and conspira

cies, and by the bloody atrocities of a civil

war. The year 1852 elapsed without a revo

lution, or civil commotion. It was signal

ized by no event of public interest, except
the retirement of Santa Cruz, the death of

the ex-president Ballivian, and the enact

ment of certain measures for the prevention
of treacherous designs against the govern
ment. At the beginning of 1853, another

rupture broke out between Bolivia and Peru.

The principal cause of this event was as

serted to be the Bolivian coinage. Since

1830, the money struck at the national mint

was stated to be only 23 per cent, below the

usual alloy ;
the Peruvians, into whose coun

try this coinage readily found its way, main

tained that it was 33, and even 40 per cent,

below the legal value. The bad feeling en

gendered on both sides by the mutual com

plaints and recriminations on this subject,

was further complicated by another unto

ward event. The Bolivian government ac

cused M. Paredes, the Peruvian charge d af

faires at La Paz, of communicating false

intelligence to the authorities at home, and

spreading alarming rumors about the inten

tions of the State, and demanded his recall.

The Peruvians refused to comply with the

domain 1. but to obviate difficulties M. Pa-

redes voluntarily retired. Pending negotia

tions, he was seized and expelled the country

by the police. His countrymen demanded

reparation for this outrage, which was refused.

Then began a mutual system of reprisals ;

the result of which was a declaration of war,
and its usual results. In 1836, slavery wa3

formally abolished in Bolivia by act of Con

gress, though the native Indians are still

considered as in a state of tutelage, and con

tinue to pay the capitation tax
;
and in 1839

the entire political constitution of Bolivia

was remodelled. In 1843 it was again al

tered
;
and was not finally established till

1848. The executive is now vested in a

president, who holds office for four years,

and is re-eligible after an interval of the

same duration. He is assisted by a council

of state and four ministers. The power of

legislation belongs to the congress, which

consists of a senate and a chamber of depu
ties. The congress, whose sessions last for

two months, meets annually on the 6th of

August. Every department returns three

senators
;
while the deputies are elected in

the proportion of 1 to 40,000 electors. Every
elector must be able to read and write, and

possess a capital of 4000 piastres, cr an

equivalent.

Since 1854, Bolivia has had its full share

of disturbances and troubles, and has suffered

deeply from that same evil which we have

noted in the case of other States, viz : the

lack of solid and effective government. In

the latter part of 1864, Melgarejo rose

against De Acha, then president ;
the formei

was successful, and became provisional presi

dent. He also gained decisive victories over

Belzu and other opponents in January, 1866.

Bolivia joined the alliance of Chili and Peru

against Spain, and, like her allies, expelled

all the Spanish residents from her territory,

The long dispute with Chili about the south

western frontier was settled by treaty in

1866. The next year Melgarejo ordered an

election for president, and convoked the na

tional assembly in August. At the close of

the year De Acha escaped from confine-
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ment, and stirred up revolution in Eastern

Bolivia. A contract was entered into at this

date with some Frenchmen, for the purpose

of obtaining the valuable deposits of guano
on the coast of Mejillones. A new congress

was elected in 1868, and met in August of

the same year. Melgarejo proclaimed him

self dictator in February, 1869
;
in May he

issued a decree restoring the constitution,

and ordered elections for congressmen and

senators. This was very acceptable to the

people, although Melgarejo holds full control

by means of the army being devoted to him.

Bolivia possesses many advantages from

which to draw encouragement for the future.

Its natural products are the potato, Indian

corn, wheat, barley, etc. The finest Peru

vian bark comes from the north-west of the

republic. Tobacco is extensively grown, co

coa, coffee, sugar, cotton, and other valuable

staples are here found, and its mineral wealth

of silver, gold, lead, tin, iron, etc., is ex

tremely abundant. The people are partly

miners, partly agriculturists, and are reputed
to be among the most hardy, energetic and

industrious of South America. The govern
ment has for some years been occupied in

eiforts to develop the resources of the

zon Yalley ;
the internal trade amounts to

$50,000,000 annually ;
the foreign European

trade in imports amounts to some $3,000,000

annually ;
and the exports in Peruvian bark,

guano, copper, and especially the silver pro

duct, more than offset the imports. One
other thing may be mentioned, in conclusion,

as decidedly encouraging, viz : that, in Bo

livia, there is neither a direct tax nor a pub
lic debt, nor paper money

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

THE Argentine Republic is a republic in

South America. It is bounded on the north

by Bolivia, east by Paraguay, Brazil and

Uruguay, south by the Atlantic and Patago

nia, and west by Chili. It lies between the

20th and 40th parallels of S. lat, and 56

and 70 &quot;W. long., covering an area of 826,-

828 square miles. The republic contains

fourteen states or provinces, as follows :

Buenos Ayres
Santa Fe
Entre Rios

Corrientes

La Rioja .

Catamarca

San Juan .

Mendoza

Cordova .

Sail Luis

Santiago
Tucuman
Salta

Jujuy .

Population.

650,000

60,000

160,000

115,000

45,000

110,000

80,000

68,000

165,000

68,000

125,000

105,000

105,000

45,000

Total 1,801,000

The population of Buenos Ayres, the capi

tal city of the republic, is estimated to bo

200,000. The federal constitution was adopted

May, 1853, and revised in consequence of

the re-union of Buenos Ayres with the re

public, June 6th, 1860. According to this

constitution the legislature consists of two

chambers, a senate and house of representa

tives, the senate having twenty-eight and

the house fifty-four members.

In the year 1516, Juan Diaz de Solis dis

covered the mouth of the Rio de la Plata.

He took possession of the coast in the name
of the king of Spain, but was slain by the

natives. In 1526, Sebastian Cabot, then in

the service of Spain, entered the river, and

anchored opposite the site of the present
Buenos Ayres. Advancing about three hun

dred miles upwards, Cabot discovered a fine

river, the Tercero, flowing into the main

stream. Up this he sailed with his fleet,

and disembarking his men, built a fort, in

which he left a garrison ;
whilst he himself,

with his remaining followers, pursued Ills
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discoveries still further up the river. The

Indians with whom he came in contact ex

hibited abundance of gold and silver plates,

particularly the latter, brought by them from

the eastern parts of Peru. This circumstance

led Cabot to believe that mines of the pre

cious metals existed in the country in which

he then was
;
and accordingly he gave the

name of Rio de la Plata, or River of Silver,

to the noble stream by which it was watered.

The Spaniards soon determined on coloniz

ing this valuable acquisition ; and, to pre
vent any interference on the part of the

other nations of Europe, Don Pedro de Men-

doza, with two or three thousand followers,

was sent from Spain to secure the possession,

and establish a relationship between it and

the mother-country. He landed upon the

western shore of the La Plata in the year

1535, and founded the city of Buenos Ayres,

which he so named from the salubrity of the

climate. Pursuing his way into the interior,

he explored all the country as far as Potosi,

at which mines of silver Avere discovered

nine years afterwards. The first settlers at

Buenos Ayres were most unfortunate
;
their

town was burned by the Indians, and after

suffering every privation, they were shortly

afterwards compelled to abandon the place.

Contentions with the Indians were frequent
and bloody, for the Guarani Indians of the

vast plains upon either bank of the La Plata

proved much more difficult to subdue than

the timid and tractable Peruvians. It

was not until the year 1580, that the Euro

peans succeeded in their attempts to found

a town upon the site chosen by Mendoza.

Before this period, however, they had estab

lished themselves at Santa Fe, Mendoza, and

some other places in the interior
;
so that

the history of this part of South America

differs from that of any other colony in one

remarkable circumstance, the first perma
nent settlement was formed in the heart of

the country, and the Spaniards colonized

from the interior towards the sea. But they
were not permitted qu etly to enjoy the suc

cess of their third attempt to found Buenos

Ayres. Stimulated by the recollection of

their previous triumphs in demolishing the

works of the invaders on the same ground,
the Indians once more attacked it

;
but

the town was so well fortified and garri

soned as to bid defiance to their efforts.

From this period the city began to prosper ;

and the ship which carried to Castile the in

telligence of its re-foundation took home a

cargo of sugar, and the first hides with which

Europe was supplied from the wild cattle

which now began to overspread the country,
and soon produced a total change in the

manners of all the adjoining tribes. The
immense pampas of La Plata appear to have

been originally stocked with cattle from a

few which had been brought by the earliest

settlers
;
and so rapidly had they multiplied

that, about the year 1010, no less than a

million is said to have been driven from the

country in the neighborhood of Santa Fo
into Peru.

From the first period of the colonization

of this country till the year 1TT8, the gov
ernment was dependent on that of Peru,

although the chief of Buenos Ayres had the

title of captain-general. The pernicious sys

tem of policy practiced by Spain towards her

colonies was the main cause why this city

remained for such a length of time almost

entirely unknown to Europeans. Apprehen
sive lest commodities might be introduced

into Peru by wr

ay of Buenos Ayres, and

thus prejudice the sale of the cargoes im

ported by the fleets which they sent to Pan

ama, the early traders solicited and obtained

from the government the prohibition of

every kind of commerce by the Rio de la

Plata. Remonstrance and complaint pro
duced little effect, and the provinces of the

Rio de la Plata languished in indigence and

obscurity. But the resources of so extensive

and fertile a territory could not remain for

ever concealed. As the population and

wealth of the country increased, the contin

ual remonstrances of the people at last open
ed the eyes of the Spanish government to

the importance of the colony, and a relaxa

L
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tion took place in the system of commercial

monopoly which had hitherto been rigorously

adhered to. Indeed, the absurd restrictions

had been followed by their natural conse

quence, smuggling ;
and to such a height

was the contraband trade carried that, in

order to put a stop to it, the government of

Castile gave permission to register ships to

sail under a license from the council of the

Indies at any time of the year. The flota

which hitherto had embarked from Spain
once a year, and was the only legitimate

means of communication with America,
dwindled away from 15,000 to 2000 tons of

shipping ;
and in 1748, it sailed for the last

time to Cadiz, after having carried on the

trade of Spanish America for two centuries.

The register-ships now supplied the market

with European commodities at a cheaper
rate and at all seasons of the year ;

and from

that time Buenos Ayres gradually rose into

importance. Other relaxations in the mer

cantile system followed soon afterwards. In

the year 1774, free trade was permitted be

tween several of the American ports ;
and

this was subsequently followed by additional

liberties.

The improvements which took place in

Buenos Ayres by this enlargement of its

commercial relations were frequently inter

rupted by &amp;lt; ircumstances which carry us back

to an early period of its history. The Span
iards and Portuguese have, by a singular

coincidence, been destined to be rivals, not

only in the Old but in the New &quot;World. The

neighboring territory of Brazil belonged to

Portugal, and bitter hostilities frequently
took place between the two countries. It is

computed that, in the hostile incursions

which the Brazilians made into the Spanish

possessions in this quarter of America, they

destroyed upwards of four hundred towns

and villages- These marauders, the offspring
of Portuguese, Dutch, French or Italians, by
Brazilian women, were called Mamelucos.

Their principal object was to carry into

slavery the Indians whom the Jesuits had

partially civilized ; and iu exercising their

inhuman trade they committed the most

horrid enormities. In the year 1773, tho

provinces of the Eio do la Plata, Paraguay,

Uruguay and Bolivia were erected into a

vice-royalty, of which Buenos Ayres was

constituted the capital. At the same time,

it was thrown open to free trade of every

description, even with the interior of Peru
;

and such was the effect of this wholesome

measure that the number of vessels trading
with South America was at once augmented,
and kept gradually increasing from year to

year.

In the year 1806, a British squadron, un

der the command of Sir Home Popham,

appeared in the Rio de la Plata. From this

armament a body of troops was landed, for

the purpose of taking the capital, in which

they succeeded, June 26th. They were, how

ever, attacked and compelled to surrender,

August 12th. In the meantime, British re

inforcements arrived from the Cape of Good

Hope, whence the original expedition had

sailed
;
and Popham, after making an unsuc

cessful attempt on Monte Yideo, took Fort

Maldoriado, at the mouth of the Plata. But

the intelligence of the first capture of Bue
nos Ayres was so well received by the Brit

ish public that government resolved on main

taining possession of the banks of the Plata
;

and an armament was therefore fitted out

for effectually reducing the country. Monte

Yideo was taken, February, 1807, but the

attack on Buenos Ayres failed, and the Brit

ish forces were compelled to evacuate the

country. But the events which were now

passing on the continent of Europe were des

tined to change completely the aspect of af

fairs in South America. The invasion of

Spain by Napoleon, in 1808, gave the colo

nies an opportunity of throwing off their

allegiance to the mother-country. The prin

cess-regent of Portugal, claiming the crown

of Spain, despatched emissaries to La Plata

to concert measures for her residence at Bue

nos Ayres. Her proposals were received

with enthusiasm
;
but they were rendered

abortive by the viceroy Cisneros, who was a
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staunch supporter of the rights of Ferdinand

VII. From this period the principal sup

porters of the Princess Carlota changed their

views, and formed plans of ultimately setting

up the standard of independence. After

some political struggles, they succeeded in

deposing the viceroy, and, on the 25th of

May, 1810, named a junta giibernativa, the

leading member of which was Don Mariano

Moreno, the secretary. He was not, however,

supported, and died soon afterwards. Nearly
the whole of tke country was nowr in favor

of independence ;
still there were continual

disputes as to the form of government that

should be established, Buenos Ayres en

deavoring to obtain the supreme power,
while the other provinces contended for

equal rights. In January, 1813, a sovereign

constituent assembly was convened at Bue

nos Ayres. It was not until now that the

Spanish flag and cockade were replaced by
the bicolor. Now also the coinage bore the

republican arms.

Monte Video still stoutly maintained the

sinking cause of Spain ;
the effort was una

vailing. In 1812, the town was taken, when
between 5000 and 6000 royalist troops laid

down their arms, and an immense quantity

of military stores was likewise given up.

The changes which the government of Bue

nos Ayres underwent we &quot;will not follow
;

and the civil dissensions by which the country
was afflicted are equally endless and uninter

esting. In 181G, a congress of deputies from

all the provinces met at Tucuman, which

named General Pueyrredon director of the

republic, and declared the countries on the

Plata independent. An army was raised

and disciplined to defend the country, and to

assist the people of Chili against their com
mon enemy. The combined forces gained

over the Spaniards the two decisive victories

of Chacabuco (1817) and Maypu (1818).

Various attempts were made by the Span
iards to regain possession of La Plata, but

they were all without success
;
and finally

their troops were totally defeated by the

republicans in July, 1S21. In 1824, the in

dependence of La Plata \vis recognized by
the British government. The internal dis

sensions in the country previous to the ap

pointment of Rosas dictator in 1835, and

the events which led to his downfall and

flight in 1852, need not here be dwelt

upon. This event, which seemed to put
an end to a protracted war, was in reality

but the signal for fresh contests. The peo

ple of Buenos Ayres, exulting in their newly-
obtained liberty, were still animated with

all their old jealousy of the other provinces,

and of General Urquiza who supported their

rights. Accordingly, when the governors of

all the provinces, assembled by Urquiza at

San Nicolas, appointed him provisory direc

tor until a general congress, which was to

meet at Santa Fe, should prepare a constitu

tion, the representative assembly of Buenos

Ayres accused Urquiza of attempting to set

up a new tyranny, and forbade the execution

of the treaty of San Nicolas. Urquiza, in the

exercise of his provisory power, dissolved

the assembly, and occupied the city with his

troops. &quot;While thus possessed of supreme

power, the director followed a more liberal

policy than Kosas, by acknowledging the in

dependence of Paraguay, opening the La

Plata to ships of all nations, and permitting

free commerce in the interior of the country.

But no sooner had Urquiza quitted Buenos

Ayres to attend the congress at Santa Fe,

than a revolution took place in the town
;

his troops were obliged to retire
;
the repre

sentative assembly again met, and appointed

General Pinto provisory governor of the

province. But the province of Buenos Ayres

itself soon became divided, the country rising

against the town; civil war raged afresh;

and General Urquiza beseiged Buenos Ayres

by land and sea. Meanwhile all the other

provinces sent deputies to the congress of

Santa Fe, which prepared a federal constitu

tion, and published it May 1st, 1853. The

representatives of Brazil and Bolivia at

tempted in vain to mediate between the con-

telling parties; and afterwards the minis

ters of Great Britain and France interfered
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Lb-

with as little success. On the 26th of June,

1853, Commodore Coe, the commander of

Urquiza s squadron at Buenos Ajres, influ

enced, it is said, by a bribe, went over to the

other side. Mutiny and desertion broke out

in the besieging army; and Urquiza was

obliged to retire to the province of Entre

Ilios, of which he was governor. Then en

sued a separation between the contending

parties. Buenos Ayres declared itself a sov

ereign State; while the other provinces fixed

their capital at Parana, and appointed Ur

quiza president of the republic for six years.

Two treaties were concluded in December,

1354, and January, 1855, by which the two

States were to allow free commerce between

their territories, to use one national flag, and

to defend each other against foreign aggres
sion. Fresh misunderstandings and aggres
sions however arose

;
and these treaties were

declared null March 18, 1856. The thirteen

provinces, in 1857, endeavored to lessen the

preponderance of Buenos Ayres by opening

up the Parana and Paraguay to commerce,
and imposing extra duties of 30 per cent, on

merchandise coming by Buenos Ayres. The

arrangement, however, effected in 1860,

by which Buenos Ayres has become and is

now one of the States of the republic, has put
an end to these and other troubles, and al

lows room for development and growth to

the fullest extent.

The invasion of the province of Corrientes

by a Paraguayan army, in 1865, led to a long
and exhaustive struggle of several years con

tinuance, involving the republic in a debt for

the war of $20,000,000 (gold). Nevertheless

under its present ruler, Domingo F. Sarmien-

to, (president for the term 1868 to 1874,) the

progress of the republic is very encouraging.
Peace and order have been reestablished in

the provinces desolated by civil war, and it

is fc-lt and believed that the Argentine re

public has entered upon a new career which

promises great and noble results. European

immigration has been rapidly on the increase

during the last ten years. Between 1858 and

1802, it averaged 5,613 ; during 1863 to 1867,
iv. 33

the average was 13,000 ;
and since that it has

risen to nearly 30,000 per annum. About

10,000 of these are Italians; some 9,000
French and Swiss

; together with a moder
ate proportion of Germans, English, etc.

Towns and villages have sprung up, railroads

have been built, canals have been opened,

improvements in navigation adopted, and

manufactures of all kinds established. More

especially in this progress noticeable in the

province or State of Buenos Ayres. Here
there are four lines of railroad in active- op

eration, and the city itself has grown largely
in various directions. In order to give new

encouragement to agriculture and immigra
tion, Congress appropriated $200,000 for the

national exhibition at Cordova, April, 1870.

A sub-marine telegraph connects BUCDQS

Ayres with Monte Yideo, and a telegraph
line (300 miles in length) is completed be

tween the capital and Eosario. The finan

cial condition of the republic is now
&quot;crj

good, its budget annually showing a gratify

ing increase of revenue over expenditures.

The Argentine republic has a great varie

ty of soil and temperature, and consequent

ly the productions and occupations of the

country and people are varied and diverse to

a considerable extent. Cattle forms the

most valuable property, and immense num
bers are herded on the luxuriant plains.

Hides, skins, hair, horns, bones, salt meat,
and tallow furnish a large part of the exports.

Cotton, tobacco, rice, cocoa, sugar, etc., are

raised, together with wheat and other grains.

The fruits grown are chiefly those of south

ern Europe, such as the orange, fig, olive,

peach, apricot, apple, pear, and grape. In

mineral productions the republic is not im

portant. The mountains occupy the western

and northern portions of the country ;
and the

fertile valleys of the rivers separate most of

it into vast ranges, which are either covered

with rich vegetation, or made desert by the

efflorescence of salt. The south-western por
tion of the republic has not as yet been ex

plored to any great extent, although promis

ing wel! in the result.
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PAKAGUAY.

PARAGUAY is a republic of South Amer

ica, lying between S. Lat. 27 IS and

21 20
,
W. Long. 54 23

,
and 58 46

;
and

bounded on the north and east by Brazil, and

on the south and west by the Argentine Re

public. Its form is nearly that of a parallel

ogram : its length, from north to south, abont

416 miles; average breadth, 180
; area, 73,-

000 square miles. Population, 1,400,000;

Ascuncion, the capital, has a population of

48,000.

Paraguay forms a sort of inland peninsula,

being surrounded on three sides by the River

Parana, and its tributary the Paraguay,
which joins it at the south-west corner of the

State. The centre of the country is travers

ed from north to south by a mountain-chain

called the Sierra Anambahy, which separates

ilr-elf into two at its southern extremity,

terming the valley of the Tibicuary, an afflu

ent of the Paraguay. The whole of the rivers

of this country flow either into the Paraguay
or the Parana; and as the central mountain-

chain which divides their waters is in no

place more than one hundred miles from

either of these rivers, the streams of the

country are more remarkable for number than

for magnitude. By far the longest and most

important of these is the Tibicuary already

mentioned, which has a tortuous course, and

waters the southern portion of Paraguay.
This southern region is a rich and beautiful

country, presenting a striking contrast to the

adjacent parts of the Argentine Republic.

Ft consists of broad valleys and plains afford

ing excellent pasturage, undulating slopes,

and hills covered from top to bottom with

magnificent forests. The soil here is very
fertile

;
and cultivation is more extensively

carried on in this district than in any other

part of the interior of South America. White

cottages may frequently be seen in the midst

of trees, surrounded by cultivated fields
;
but

even here it is only scattered patches oi

ground that are tilled. Portions of this south

ern region are occupied by extensive marshes

and broad but shallow lakes. The northern and

eastern part of Paraguay is but little known.

It seems to be a rugged and mountainous

country, densely covered with forests, and

watered by numerous rivers, which have

many rapids and waterfalls. In the north

east there is a branch of the principal moun
tain-chain known by the name of the Sierra

Maracaju or Maracay. To the west of the

Anambahy range, the country, though moun

tainous, is not so rugged as that to the east
;

and the rivers, rapid and impetuous as they

are, follow a more even course to the Para

guay. Here, as in all parts of the country,
we find extensive forests; but the fertility

of the soil is not so great. The climate,

though tropical, is tempered by the irregu
larities of the surface, and by the periodical

rains which fall here. The rains, though not

so abundant as in countries nearer the equa

tor, serve to fertilize the country. The heat

at Asuncion, the capital, in summer averages
about 85 Fahr., though it sometimes risea

to 100, and in winter it is usually about 45
;

but the temperature is much influenced by
the direction of the winds. In geological

structure, the greater part of Paraguay be

longs to the tertiary formation
;
but there are

also some graywacke rocks in the northern

and eastern portions. The productions of

Paraguay are numerous, including those of

tropical as well as of temperate climates. The
forests abound in many kinds of timber, some

of which are used for ship-building, and fur

nish the materials for most of the vessels that

navigate the Paraguay and Parana
;
while

there are also many dye-woods, and trees

yielding valuable juices and other products;
as the dragon-tree, the India-rubber tree, and

the mate* or Paraguay tea, from which is ex-
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tractec the beverage most generally used

throughout South America. The last men
tioned plant, which is about the size of an

orange tree, grows wild in great abundance

in the almost impenetrable forests in the

north-ea^. The leaves are gathered, dried,

and redu fed to powder ;
and they afford an

ample profit to the merchants of Paraguay.
The pounded leaves are infused in the same

way as the teas of China. Among the other

natural products of Paraguay are, indigo,

cochineal, gums, wax, and medicinal plants.

The principal crops raised are, maize, rice,

mandioc, tobacco, sugar-cane, coffee, and ca-

coa. Cotton thrives well here, and was at

one time extensively grown ;
but its culture

has now been aimost entirely given up.

Agriculture is not in a very advanced state in

Paraguay ; although this is the occupation
of the greater part of the people. A large
extent of the country belongs to the State,

and is let out in small portions to separate

families. The prairies of Paraguay, being
less extensive than those of the adjacent

countries, do not support very large numbers

of cattle, but there are enough of horses, cattle,

and sheep to supply the wants of the inhabi

tants. The wild animals are the same as

those found in other parts of South America.

The jaguar, the puma, and the ocelot are the

most ferocious beasts
; monkeys also abound.

Of birds the largest is the cassowary; and

among other remarkable species are numer
ous species of parrot and humming-bird, and

several species of curassows and guans.
Manufactures are by no means extensively
carried on in Paraguay. Small quantities of

sugar, rum, mandioc flour, cotton and wool

len cloth, salt, lime, bricks, etc., are made for

domestic use
;
and a few hides are tanned

for exportation. At present the government

monopolizes the exportation of the Paraguay
tea, and nearly the whole of that of timber

;
so

that as these articles form the principal ex

ports of the country, nearly one-half of the

whole value of goods exported belongs to the

government. The imports consist chiefly of

cotton and woollen goods, hardware, silk,

flour, wine, sugar, and salt
;
and about three-

fourths of these articles are of British manu
facture. The imported goods are brought to

Paraguay through Buenos Ayres, whence

they are conveyed up the river by small

schooners to Asuncion. The means of com

munication in the interior of the country are

slow and expensive ;
as all goods are con

veyed by means ofheavy bullock carts. There

are some tolerably good roads, and several of

the rivers might be navigated by small steam

ers, to the great advantage of the commerce

of the country. The port at which the

greater part of the trade is carried on is As-

suneion. This, with Pilar and Encarnacion,

are the only ports open to foreign commerce.

Pilar, on the Paraguay, is about 180 miles

below Asuncion, and was, previous to 1851,

the only port. At Encarnacion, on the Par

ana, there is no trade, as it can only be reach

ed by boats. There are several smaller
po.&quot;t8

on the Paraguay, but these are only cpen to

the coasting trade, and convey all their goods
to Asuncion.

The constitution of Paraguay is in form

republican, although there is little real liber

ty among the people, and no liberal policy in

the government. The executive power is in

the hands of a president ;
this office \vas held

by Don Carlos Antonio Lopez, who was

elected in ISM for ten years, re-elected in

1854 for three, and again in 1857 for seven.

The legislative body consists of a congress,

which meets once every five years. The an

nual revenue is estimated to amount to

$2,000,000, and the military forces have been

raised to the number of 47,000. The navy
consists of eighteen steamers. The country

is divided into eight departments. The es

tablished religion is the Roman Catholic.

Education is widely diffused throughout the

people, and there are comparatively few who

cannot read and write
;
but the state of mor

als is low. The aboriginal inhabitants of

Paraguay were the Guarani Indians : and

they, along with the Mestizoes, a mixed race

of Spanish and Indian origin, still form the

bulk of the population. In and about the
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principal towns, however, there are a small

number of Spaniards, and there the Spanish

language is coming into use, while the pre

vailing dialect throughout the country is the

Guarani.

The estuary of the La Plata was discovered

by the Spaniards in the beginning of the six

teenth century ;
and they soon afterwards

sailed up the river and attempted to found

settlements on its banks. After having been

twice unsuccessful, they sent Don Pedro de

Mendoza with a number of ships, in 1535, to

establish a colony; and he, sailing up the

Paraguay, founded the city of Asuncion,
from which as a center, the Spanish extended

their dominion over the countries watered

by the Parana and its affluents. Paraguay
then made a Spanish province, forming a

part of the viceroyalty of Peru. The origi

nal settlers found the Guaranis a bold and

warlike people, who offered much resistance

to their arms. They were divided into nu

merous tribes in various stages of civilization,

some living by agriculture and others by war

and the chase. Their religion consisted in

the worship of two deities, a good and a bad

spirit ;
and their government was in the

hands of hereditary chiefs with despotic pow
er. These tribes, after an obstinate defence,

were reduced to submission by the courage
and perseverance of the Spaniards. Owing
to its containing none of the precious metals,

Paraguay was little attended to by the Span
ish government. The Jesuits were sent into

the country about the middle of the sixteenth

century for the purpose of converting the

natives
;

but they found it impossible to

make much progress, or to protect the

Indians against the oppression of the col

onists, until the Spanish court, towards the

end of the seventeenth century, granted them

entire independence of the provincial author

ities, along with the right to exclude all oth

er Europeans from their settlements. After

this, their labors were attended with great
success

; they established numerous missions

or communitk-.., in which the Indians were

gradually reclaimed from their previous sav

age state to peaceful and industrious habits.

They had thus attained to a state of some

civilization, when, in 1767, the Jesuits were

suddenly expelled from South America
;
and

Paraguay again became the subject of Span
ish viceroys. After this event, though some

of the communities continued in existence

till a later period, the greater number fell to

the ground ;
and the inhabitants relapsed in

to a state of barbarism. In 1776, Paraguay
became a province of the vice-royalty of Rio

de la Plata, which was then formed. In

1810, Paraguay rebelled against the Spanish

government ; and, in the following year,

without joining the confederacy of the other

Spanish States, declared its independence.
Its remote and isolated situation prevented

any attempt being made to reduce it tq sub

jection, and it was thus the earliest of the

Argentine States that achieved its independ
ence. The celebrated Dr. Francia, who was

originally a lawyer, and afterwards secretary

to the revolutionary junta, obtained such in

fluence by his integrity and ability as to be

appointed dictator in 1814, for three years,

and in 1817, for life. His government, which

lasted till his death, in 1840, was an absolute

depotism ;
and has been represented by many

writers as a most cruel and capricious tyranny.

His measures, however, seem in many in

stances to have conduced to the benefit of

the country : he encouraged agriculture and

manufactures, composed a code of laws, es

tablished schools throughout the country, and

raised a standing army. He attempted to

isolate Paraguay entirely from the rest of

the world, by prohibiting foreigners from en

tering, and detaining all who set foot in the

country, a policy adopted by the Jesuit mis

sionaries, and which he pursued probably
from the same motives. In judging of the

contradictory accounts given of the character

of his government, we should not forget the

half-savage state in which the most of the

Paraguayans were at that time. After the

death of Francia, the country w
ras governed

for two years by two consuls; and in 1844,

the present constitution was adopted. The
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restrictions against foreign intercourse were

not at once removed under the new system

of government ; but, in 1852, a treaty was

signed with the Argentine Republic, and in

1853, with Great Britain, the United States,

France, and Sardinia, opening up the country

to the commerce of these nations. A French

colony was established, in 1855, on the right

bank of the Paraguay, under the name of

New Bourdeaux, but it was not encouraged

by the president of the republic, and had to

be abandoned for want of provisions in the

end of the same year.

In 18C2, Don Francisco Solano Lopez as

sumed the presidency on the death of his

father, mentioned above. Though elected

nominally for ten years, Lopez is, in fact,

absolute ruler of Paraguay, and unless driven

out, is permitted to transmit his office to a

successor. The principal feature of note in

the history of Paraguay of late years, is the

long, steadily maintained and desperate

strugg e between Lopez on the one side, and

the allied powers, Brazil, Argentine Repub

lic, and Uruguay, on the other. The war

was begun in 1864, by the Paraguayans seiz

ing a Brazilian mail steamer, and Lopez soon

after invading the province of Matto Grosso.

Early in 1865, Argentine vessels were cap

tured, followed by a declaration of war, and

seizing the port of Corrientes. During this

and the following years, the war was carried

on with varied success, at one time Lopez

gaining advantages, at another the allies

pressing him severely and closely. The de

tails are neither important nor of goneral

interest, and we shall not undertake to dwell

upon them. The allies have bound them

selves never to cease hostilities until Lopez
is overthrown

;
at the same time they avow

distinctly, that they shall not interfere with

the independence and integrity of the re

public. Of course, Lopez has no alternative-

but to fight it out
;

it is all, or nothing, with

him. According to the latest information,

Lopez is reduced to very nearly the last

straits
;
but whether the contest is over and

done with, or whether it will be again re

newed, time alone can show. Efforts have

been made to bring the struggle to a close

by offers of mediation
;

first by Mr. Gould,

English secretary of legation at Buenos

Ayres, based mainly on Lopez s abdication ;

this was refused at once
; subsequently by

other parties, but without success. The

American minister, Mr. &quot;Washburn, had seri

ous difficulty with the dictator, who used

him rather shabbily. McMahon, who went

out as Washburn s successor, in 1868, stuck

closely to Lopez ;
and when, in March 1869,

Gen. Grant recalled McMahon, he sent a

very complimentary letter to his &quot;

great and

good friend,&quot;
the Dictator of Paraguay. A

provisional government, organized by the

allies in 1869, offered free grants of land

along the Upper Parana for live cattle. The

monopoly on yerba, or Paraguayan tea, was

also abolished.

URUGUAY.

URUGUAY, or Banda Oriental, is a repub
lic of South America, bounded on the N.

and KE. by Brazil, S.E. by the Atlantic

Ocean, S. by the river La Plata, and W. by
the Uruguay River, separating it from the

Argentine Republic. It lies between 30

5 and 34 50 S. lat., and 53 10 and 58

20 W. long. ;
and is about 360 miles in

length from N.W. to S.E., by 300 in extreme

breadth
;
area 70,000 square miles. Popu

lation, about 350,000, of whom 150,000 aro

foreigners ;
Monte Yideo, the capital, has a

population of about 40,000.

The surface is generally elevated and un

dulating, consisting of extensive plains inter

sected by ranges of hills of moderate eleva

tion, and by gently sloping valleys. The

principal river in the State is the Rio No
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gro, which divides it into two nearly equal

portions. The southern portion is traversed

by a range called the Cochilla Grande, which

forms the water-shed between the La Plata

and the Hio Negro. It enters the State

from the north-east, and, after running in a

south-westerly direction for some distance,

it divides into two branches which terminate

in the west of the State. It sends off nu

merous ramifications, many of which termi

nate rather abruptly on the banks of the

Paraguay and the La Plata. In the north

ern portion of the State is a range called the

Cochilla del Hasdo, which, entering from the

north, proceeds southward for some distance,

and then divides into a number of arms.

The country is watered by numerous streams,

but none of them are of great size except the

La Plata and Uruguay, which form its south

and western boundaries
;

the Rio JSTegro ;

and the Guary, which bounds it upon the

north. Little is known of the geology of

the country ;
the prevailing rocks, however,

are granite, gneiss, limestone and clay-slate.

Gold and silver are said to be found, and

copper has been successfully worked. The

climate is mild, equable and healthy, but

during the winter a good deal of rain falls

in the valleys and on the low plains. The

winter extends from May to October
;
but

very little snow falls, though frost is occa

sionally felt in July and August. The coun

try is fertile, but is mostly covered with rich

pasture, supporting immense herds of horses

and cattle, which constitute the chief wealth

of the inhabitants. Timber is scarce, and

chiefly to be met with on the banks of the

larger rivers. Though capable of easy culti

vation, agriculture is almost entirely neg
lected. &quot;Wheat, maize, barley, rice, cotton,

flax, hemp, pease, beans, melons, the sugar

cane, vine, etc., are grown. Few or none of

these products find their way out of the

cor try, the chief exports being hides, skins,

hair, horns, bones, jerked-beef and tallow.

The manufactures are confined to rude arti

cles for domestic use. Monte Video, the

capital, is the centr&amp;gt; of the foreign trade.

This trade occupies about 1500 vessels, of

some 300,000 tonnage. The value of exports
to Great Britain and her colonies is esti

mated at $3,000,000 ;
to France over $3,000,-

000
;
to the United States, something more

than $11,000,000 ;
and to other States in va

rious proportions, making in all some $21,-

000,000.

Uruguay is a republic modelled after that

of the United States, having a president
elected for four years, a senate of ten, and a

representative chamber of thirty-nine mem
bers

;
in point of fact, however, the govern

ment has been for many years little else than

a military despotism. For administrative

purposes it is divided into thirteen provin

ces, viz : Monte Video, Maldonado, Canelon-

nes, San Jose, Florida, Colonia del Sacra

mento, Soriano, Paysandu, Salto, Tacuarem-

bo, Carro-Largo, Minas, Durazno. The reve

nue of the State is estimated at $2,500,000 ;

the expenditure at $3,200,000. The total

public debt amounts to some $50,000,000.
Banda Oriental was, during the Spanish

rule, the name of that portion of the vice-

royalty of Buenos Ayres which lay to the

east of the river Uruguay, and comprehend
ed the present Uruguay and the territory

formerly known as the Seven Missions.

When Buenos Ayres declared itself inde

pendent of Spain, Banda Oriental formed a

part of the new republic. In 1821, however,
it was taken possession of by Brazil, and

united with that State under the name of

Provincia Cisplatina. By the treaty of 1828

between La Plata and Brazil, the northern

portion of Banda Oriental, or the Seven

Missions, was united to Brazil, and the south

ern and larger portion formed into the re

public of Uruguay. Internal dissensions led

to the interference of Rosas, president of

Buenos Ayres, and a long and hurtful strug

gle took place. Brazil, together with Eng
land and France, took matters in hand, and

compelled the combatants to cease their fool

ish strife. Some ships of war were sent to

the Plata in 1845, Monte Video was block

aded till 1849, when treaties were made with
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Buenos Ayres. Fighting was not long after

Degun again and continued till 1851. Peace

was now secured
;
treaties were entered into

with foreign countries
;

and in January,

1859, Brazil and the Argentine .Republic, by

treaty guaranteed the neutrality and inde

pendence of the State. In 18G5, and during

the following years, Uruguay was one of the

allied powers engaged in war with Para

guay. But here, as in other States, revolu

tion and civil disturbances seem to be a

chronic disease. In 1868, Col. Battle wa^

elected president for the four years from

1868 to 1872.

CHILI.

THE REPUBLIC OF CHILI occupies that long

strip of land which lies on the south-western

side of South America, extending from S.

lat. 24 to 55 59
;
and from W. long. 69

to 72. It is bounded W. by the Pacific

Ocean, and E. by the Andes, by which it is

separated from the Argentine Republic. On
the N., Chili is separated from Bolivia by the

extensive desert of Atacama
;
and it extends

southwards to the extreme limits of that

archipelago which embraces all the islands

between Chiloe and the Straits of Magellan.

Reckoning its length from the desert of Ata
cama to Cape Horn, it comprehends 36 de

grees of latitude. Its average breadth is only

150, and where greatest, not more than 210

miles. The superficial area of Chili is com

puted at 132,624 square miles. Except where
the Andes are intersected by ravines, which

frequently expand into vales or plains fit for

cultivation, these mountains, with their par
allel ranges and spurs, occupy a great part
of its area. Population (inclusive of Arau-

cania, Patagonia and Terra del Fuego), 2,-

084,945. Santiago, the capital, has a popula
tion of 80,000.

Under the dominion of Spain, the Capi
tala-General of Chili extended from S. lat.

24 to Cape Horn
;
but as no settlements

were actually formed beyond S. lat. 4-4, the

length of the Spanish possessions may be es

timated at 1400 English miles. The ranges
of tl Andes, which, from their height and
excessive coldness, are uninhabitable, cover

nearly one-third of the surface of Chili. Be

tween the Andes and the sea there are two

parallel ranges, which decrease in elevation

towards the coast, and are connected by sev

eral smaller ridges. Many deep basin.-; :irc

thus formed, some of which are filled with

water from the melted snows of the Cordil

leras
;
while in others the waters have found

an outlet, and have left a fertile table-land,

in which pasture may be obtained when the

great droughts have destroyed the herbage
in the less elevated districts.

From the foot of the lower range of the

Andes the land gradually descends towards

the sea, but more precipitously near the

shore, which is skirted by a comparatively
low tract of country. Even this district,

however, is crossed by numerous spurs from

the Andes, and presents a series of barren

mountain plains, intersected by deep quebra-

das, or fissures, which, during the melting
of the snows in summer, are watered by large

and rapid streams, and form the only culti

vated districts in the country. As rain rarely

falls in N orthern Chili, except in the two or

three winter months, and as the dews are

light, the districts between these fissures are

almost destitute of vegetation. In the An
des, which separate ChiK from the Argen
tine Republic, there are several passes that

can be traversed in safety in summer. The

most frequented are those of Dehesa, near

Tupungato, to the east of Santiago ; Copi-

apo, in Atacama
; Colglien, in Coquimbo ;

the Patas, in Aconcagua : and the Portillo

Uspallata.
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No part of South America has had its

geology so well investigated as Chili. Its

stupendous mountains, rising in some places

to the elevation of 23,900 feet above the

level of the sea, its numerous volcanoes,

three of them generally in a state of active

eruption, and its very peculiar geological

structure, make it, with the exception of

Peru, the most interesting part of South

America. It may be said that in Chili vari

ous geological phenomena are still in active

operation. The grand range of the Cordil

leras has suffered the most violent rendings
and movements both upward and downward.

The Cordilleras and the Andes, though often

spoken of indiscriminately, are, as in Peru,

different chains of mountains, running nearly

parallel to each other. The former are termed

in the south Cordilleras de la Costa (Cordil

leras of the Coast), and between them and the

Andes are extensive plateaux, which grad

ually sink in elevation from Central Chili to

the south. For instance, Santiago, the capi

tal, is at an elevation of 1830 feet above the

level of the sea
;
whilst Rancagua, 63 miles

further south, is 1558 feet; and Talca, 165

miles further south, is only 311 feet above

the sea. Although the plain between the

southern chain alters so rapidly in elevation,

yet the northern chain from Aconcagua to

Atacama, rising to a mean elevation of nearly

15,000 feet, displays throughout little variety

in its forms
;
but further south, in S. lat.

33, it assumes a different appearance, new
rocks and formations showing themselves on

its surface. Towards lat. 33, volcanic masses

of a modern period are first met with
;
cones

springing up into points, covered with snow

and ice, the fires of whose craters have only

lately become inactive. There, rising to an

elevation of 23,600 feet, is the stupendous
mountain of Aconcagua, which has been

generally considered as a volcano
;
but re

cent observation has ascertained that this is

not the case. Although its top is far above

the line of perpetual snow, yet frequently no

Enow is visibly for many months on its sur

face. This is caused no doubt by the ex

treme dryness of the air. Further south are

Tupungato, 23,000 feet high; Juncal, 19,-

900
;

the Maipo Yolcano, 19,000 ;
and El

Portillo, with its immense escorias, and the

volcano of San Jose, each rising to the height
of more than 18,000 feet above the level of

the sea.

The whole chain of the Cordilleras, from

Terra del Fuego to Mexico, is penetrated by
volcanic orifices, and those now in action are

connected in great trains. In the Chilian

range there are twenty-three volcanoes, some

of them very ancient, without craters
;
some

with craters, but quite extinct
;

others in

the condition of solfataras
;
and others, such

as Osorno, Villa Rica, and Antuco, in the

south, and San Jose in the province of San

tiago, in occasional and fierce action. The

average width of the country between the

Cordilleras and the sea is from 80 to 100

miles. It is crossed by various spur-like

chains, the greater part of which, lying
south of S. lat. 31, range nearly north and

south
;
but in the northern parts they run

in every direction. The cultivated region cf

Chili may be considered to be between the

river Biobio and the port of Coquimbo, that

is to say, between seven degrees of latitude
;

and as the mean width is about two degrees

of longitude, consequently the surface is equal

to 7350 square Chilian leagues of twenty-five

to a degree, from which must be deducted

the part occupied by the Cordilleras of the

Andes, forming at least one-third of this sur

face
;
therefore the actual part susceptible

of cultivation is reduced to 4900 square

leagues. However, several of the valleys of

Huasco and Copiapo produce considerable

quantities of fruit and vegetables.

There is the most positive evidence of the

recent elevation of the most northern part

of Chili from about 45 S. lat.
; and, indeed,

a similar elevation can be traced on to Peru

to a distance of about 2000 miles. The marka

of sea action are evident at a distance of

thirty to forty miles inland, by ancient beach

es, and successive and perfectly formed ter

races. In Chiloe, shells are found at an ele
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vation of 350 feet
;

at Concepeion, 625
;

at

Valparaiso, 1300
;
and at Coquimbo, 252 feet.

At Baldera, the port of Copiapo, the present

line of the railroad, to an elevation of 300

leei above the level of the sea, is cut through
thick beds of shells of existing species. On

examining with attention the northern part

of Chili, it is seen that there have been five

ascensional movements of the coast. Round

the Bay of Coquimbo the surface rises like

an amphitheatre in five very marked stages,

forming concentric terraces. The first ter

race, a mile wide, rises to an elevation of

about twenty-three feet, it consists of sand-

dims, and towards the town of Serena, of

salt and fresh water marshes, with shells

similar to those found on the beach. A
steep escarpment leads to the second terrace,

about seventy feet above the level of the sea,

on which the town of Serena is built, the

upper part covering the third terrace at an

elevation of 120 feet. The fourth terrace,

which is narrow, rises 182 feet above the

third
;
and a steep escarpment leads to the

fifth., or upper terrace. Above the town, it

is entirely composed of immense masses of

rounded shingle, and stretches along the

coast, and inland to a distance of eleven

miles. About two miles from Port Coquim

bo, this fifth terrace sinks about 100 feet be

low the surrounding level
;
and a few inches

below the sandy surface, there is a thick

stratum of calcareous matter filled with shell?,

which forms an excellent building-stone and

good lime. On advancing northward, the

same terraces are observed. On going up
the valley of Huasco to the town of Balle-

nar, about 37 miles inland, the five terraces

are perfectly defined, composed of gravel ag-

grcgr/ed together in a matrix of clay. In the

neighborhood of Valparaiso the elevation of

the coast is very apparent. On the south

side of that town are numerous headlands,

covered with broken shells to an elevation

of 230 feet
;
and even at an elevation of 557

feet very comminuted shells are found, simi

lar to thoee which exist in the neighboring

sea. The prncipal species are the patellffi,

trochus, crepidulce and concholepas, some ol

which are occasionally to be found at an ele

vation of 1300 feet.

North of Valparaiso, near to Concon, are

immense beds of the mesodesma-donaciforme,
which supply lime for the town and many
leagues round. The same fossil shell is found

in such abundance near Coquimbo, to the

elevation of eighty feet above the sea, that

an English smelting establishment at Herra-

dura, two and a half miles from the port of

Coquimbo, has frequently purchased nearly
3000 quintals in a week for the purpose of

making lime
;
and at Sangoy, where the

same English company has another smelting

establishment, the quantity is so great that

it is collected and delivered into the works

at the low rate of two dollars per cajon of

sixty-four quintals. From the indications of

the action of the sea at different elevations,

we may suppose that the process of elevation

has been interrupted by long periods of

comparative rest
;
and from the similarity

of the distant terraces, no doubt the periods
were synchronous over wide spaces of the

coast.

Chili is very subject to severe earthquakes.

They manifest themselves by a quick hori

zontal, vertical, and sometimes by a sort of

rotatory vibration. They generally occur in

a linear direction
;
but at other times partly

in circles or in long ellipses. The earth

quakes of 1835 and 1851 were of the latter

description, the vibrations being propagated
with decreasing intensity from a centre to

wards a circumference. It is affirmed by
all miners, that the most severe shocks are

not felt in deep mines, although the loud

rumbling sound, like a heavy cart passing

rapidly along a narrow street, which precedes

the shock, is distinctly heard. It is a very

general opinion, that the atmospheric pres

sure is disturbed on the days when earth

quakes occur
;
but the result of seven years

barometric observations in Chili refutes this

opinion, as we have observed the horary va

riations of the barometer to be rarely affected

cither before or after earthquakes. Changes
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of the weather, however, generally succeed

earthquakes. Immediately after the great

earthquake of February, 1835, torrents of

rain fell in Concepcion, although in the midst

of summer, when, rain is nearly unknown.

Experience shows, that about two desolating

shocks may be expected in a century. The

intensity of the shocks is supposed to be in

creased according to the time intervening

between them, and the danger to be greatest

when the volcanic vents are closed. Al

though they appear to be simply dynamic

phenomena of motion, yet in Chili they have

Buddenly elevated whole districts above the

ancient level. By the earthquake of Febru

ary, 1835, the Isle of Santa Maria was dp-

lifted, the southern end eight, the central

part nine and the northern end ten feet
;

but both it and Concepcion subsided a few

weeks afterwards, and even lost part of their

previous elevation. The sea is generally

much agitated during and for a short time

after the shocks. During the earthquake
which destroyed Concepcion and nearly all

the towns in the south of Chili, two great

waves rolled over the town of Talcahuano,

and the small penal establishment of Juan

Fernandez was nearly washed away ;
the

deep sea, close in shore, was dry for a few

moments, and smoke burst from the surface

of the water. During an earthquake at Co-

quimbo, in November, 1849, the sea retired

about one hundred and fifty yards, and then

rolled back about twleve feet high. An

English ship, anchored in seven fathoms of

water, in the neighboring bay of Herradura,

nearly touched the bottom from the receding

of the sea, which afterwards rolled in like a

bore, and the water continued to ebb and

flow for an hour and a-lialf after the shock.

The appearance of the country is agree

ably diversified by lakes, which are especially

numerous in the southern provinces. In

some of these, situate near the coast, such as

Bacalemu, Cahuil,Vichuquen and Bolleruca,

the water is brackish
;
but in Kanca, Villa

Rica, and the lakes of the interior, it is quite

fresh. They generally abound with fish
;

and are frequented by numerous varieties

of aquatic birds. In some districts and par-

ticularly in the Cordilleras, there are valu

able thermal springs. The most celebrated

for their medicinal virtues are those of Colina,

Cauquenes, Panimavida and Chilian. Chili,

particularly in its southern division, is abund

antly supplied with rivers and streams,which,

however, from the nature of the surface, have

generally a short and rapid course, and are

navigable only for a few miles from their

mouths. The Biobio has a course of nearly

200, miles, and though not less than two

miles in breadth at its mouth, is too shallow

for large vessels to enter. It is navigable

for river craft as far as ]S
r
acimiento, about

100 miles from the sea,. The Maule is navi

gable for river barges for about twenty miles
;

and the Aconcagua, the Caaten and the Cal-

lacalla (which last is deep enough for large ves

sels to enter), are considerable streams. All

the navigable rivers flow through that part

of Chili which is south of the Maipu, where

the rains fall abundantly. They are very

rapid, owing to the declivity of the country,

which renders them easily available for irri

gation ;
and thus large tracts, which would

otherwise be barren, are rendered rich and

fertile.

In a country like Chili, extending from

the tropic of Capricorn to within twelve de

grees of the Antartic circle, and presenting

great differences of elevation, considerable va

riety of climate may be anticipated. Omit

ting the cold and thinly inhabited region to

the extreme south, and beginning \vith the

province of Chiloe, Chili may be divided

into three regions, which may be distinguish

ed as the wet region, the corn and wine re

gion, and the dry, or mineral region. The

wet region comprehends Valdivia, Arauco

and Chiloe, and is so much exposed to ex

cessive rains, that in Chiloe it is frequently

necessary to dry the wheat and barley cropa

by artificial means. The corn and wine re

gion embraces the eight provinces between

Arauco and Coquimbo, and in these rain

falls in the months of June, July and An-

_J
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gust, with more or less abundance as the}
7

approach the south. In April, May, Sep
tember and October, showers are more rare

and uncertain. In the provinces south of

Talca, the amount of rain being insufficient

for agricultural purposes, it is necessary to

resort to irrigation. The dry, or mineral

region, including Coquimbo and Copiapo, is

very warm, and receives only four or five

showers in the whole course of the year.

These, however, are so fertilizing, that an

almost instantaneous change takes place in

the appearance of the country. In the neigh

borhood of the Andes, as well as towards the

south, the atmosphere is often cooled by noc

turnal frosts. Spring commences in Sep

tember, summer in December, autumn in

March, and winter in June. The mildness

and salubrity of the climate is unsurpassed

by that of any other country. In a sanitary

point of view, Yaldivia is the most favorably

situated of all the provinces ;
and Valparaiso

and Santiago, in which are the two largest

cities, are the worst. Deaths are most nu

merous in December, November and Jan

uary ;
and fewest in February, March and

According to the constitution of Chili, the

sovereignty is declared to reside in the peo

ple ;
but the exercise of its functions is dele

gated to three distinct powers : the legisla

tive, the executive and the judicial. The

. igislative power is committed to the Na-

i. onal Congress, which consists of the Cham
bers of Deputies and Senators. The Cham
ber of Deputies consists of members who are

elected each for a period of three years, in

the proportion of one deputy for every 20,-

000 inhabitants in the electoral districts.

According to the eighth article of the con

stitution, all who exercise the right of suf

frage must be twenty-one years of age if

married, and twenty-five if unmarried. They
must be able to read and write. They must

also possess a certain amount of property,

varying from $500 to $1,000 in value. Ef

forts have recently been made to remove

all property qualifications, but without sue-

cess. The Senate is composed of twenty

members, who are chosen by a select body
of the electors of each province ; every one

of whom must have a clear annual income

of $500. This body must be equal to three

times the number of deputies representing

any particular province ;
and its members

are chosen by the electors themselves from

their own number. A senator s term of of

fice is nine years. The house of this branch

of the legislature is renewed by thirds. In

each of the first two periods of three years

seven new senators are chosen, and in the

last only six.

The functions of the Chamber of Deputies
and of the Senate, are partly discharged in

concurrence with each other, and partly ex

clusively. The former body alone possesses

the power of accusing the higher officers of

government before the senate for various

political offences. It originates all money
bills and propositions relating to the recruit

ing of the military force of the country.
The senate alone has the right of pronounc

ing judgment on those public functionaries

against whom accusations have been brought

by the members of the chamber of deputies.
It confirms all the ecclesiastical nominations.

In certain cases it gives or withholds its con

sent to the acts of the executive. In all the

other proceedings of the legislature the con

current voice of the two houses is necessary.
Laws for the benefit of the country may
originate with either body. When a law

has been rejected, or the veto of the presi

dent put upon it, it cannot be brought again
before the chambers till the following year.

The period during which the Congress sits is

limited to the three winter months
;

but

when the affairs before it are of such a na

ture as to render additional deliberation nec

essary, the session ma}
T be prolonged by the

president for fifty days. On the day before

the regular session closes, the senators elect

seven of their number to form the conserva

tive committee, which replaces the Congress

during the period of its prorogation. The
duties of this body are. to observe the con
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duct of the president ;
to exercise in certain

cases conjoint powers with him
; and, gener

ally, to see that the laws are duly obeyed.
The executive power is committed to the

president, who is the supreme chief of the

nation and of the administration. He is

elected with the same formalities as the sena

tors, and by electors chosen in a similar man
ner. The office is held for a period of five

years ;
but the president whose term has ex

pired may be immediately re-elected for the

same period. On the termination of his sec

ond term of office, an interim of five years

must elapse before ho can be elected a third

time. The president possesses certain exclu

sive powers of a very important nature. He
alone can appoint and remove at will not

only cabinet ministers, clerks of department,
and councillors of state, but also diplomatic

ministers, consuls, and the higher provincial

officers. He also inducts the higher legal

and judicial functionaries
;
but the nomina

tion of these officers, as well as of the eccle

siastical dignitaries, must proceed from the

council of state. The president has the power
of distributing the army and navy according
to his pleasure ;

and when, with the sanc

tion of the senate, he assumes the command
of the national troops in person, he alone is

vested with the right of bestowing naval and

military commissions. In other circum

stances, the appointments of this nature

which he makes must be approved by the

senate. In periods of tumult and insurrec

tion he can declare the towns and provinces

of the republic in a state of siege. The

president is liable to impeachment for mal-

idministration for a year after the expiration

Df his authority. During that time he is

not allowed on any account to leave the

country, except with the permission of Con

gress. All the other officers of government
are subject to the same law

;
but in their

case the time is more limited.

Nearly co-ordinate with the president in

the executive department is the Council of

State. This body is composed of ministers

in the exercise of their functions of two

members of the courts of justice, of

siastical dignitary, a general, an admiral, a

chief of the administration of finances, two
ex-ministers or diplomatic agents, and two

former provincial intendants, governors of

departments, or municipal magistrates, who
must all possess the qualifications necessary
for the rank of senator. The duties of the

council of state are, to advise the president

in the administration of the government,
and to act as a check upon him in proceed

ings w
Thich it may consider as injurious to

the interests of the country. The adminis

trative department of the government is con

ducted by four cabinet ministers. One pre
sides over home and foreign affairs

;
another

over justice, worship, and public education
;

a third is a minister of war and marine
;
and

the fourth of finance. The president has no

power of enforcing obedience to orders re

lating to any one of these departments until

they have been confirmed by the appropriate

minister. The ministers are individually re

sponsible to Congress for the due discharge

of all the duties pertaining to their respect

ive branches of the administration, and also

for whatever is done by them in common as

a cabinet. They are entitled to be present

and to take part in all the debates of Con

gress ; but, unless holding at the same time

the office of senator or of deputy, they are

not allowed to vote in that body. Any of

them may be impeached by the chamber of

deputies for treason against the laws of the

State, or for the mal-administration of the

duties of his office. An action may be

brought against them even by private indi

viduals who have suffered by any of their

acts, if the Senate, to whom appeal must in

the first place be made, decide that there is

sufficient ground for complaint.

The tribunals of justice may be divided

into three classes. Of these only two are

properly judicial in their functions, fcie third

being mainly political.
The third class in

cludes five tribunals, of which the Congress

collectively and in its separate branches forma

three, with parliamentary jurisdiction, and
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the council of state one with administrative

powers. The fifth is the mixed tribunal,

which was formed under the treaty with

Great Britain in 1839, guaranteeing the mu
tual right of search in vessels suspected of

slave traffic. The first of the other two clas-

Bes whose functions are more strictly judicial?

comprehends the supreme courts and the

three courts of appeal. The supreme court

nas direct supervision over all the others.

The courts of appeal are composed of a cer

tain number of legal ministers or justices,

with a corps of special ministers to them in

certain cases. These special justices, who
form a remarkable feature in the Chilian

system of legal administration, are taken

from the intelligent classes connected with

the military, the agricultural, the mining,
and commercial interests of the country. In

cases on trial pertaining to their respective

interests they sit on the bench, and have an

equal voice with the legal judges, both as to

the law and the fact. The same class com

prehends four other tribunals, presided over

by judges who, having been advocates, are

termed, in contradistinction to the others,

learned judges. Of these courts, one posses

ses the right of decision in all cases involv

ing sums of more than $150, or in which cer

tain government officers are the parties. Its

jurisdiction extends also to criminal cases.

Another decides, in connection with the pro
vincial intendant, fiscal causes

;
and its de

cision cannot be appealed from in any suits

under $200. The third of these courts,

which is composed of one learned and of one

commercial judge, together with the collect

or of customs, has the power of giving a fi

nal decision in revenue cases involving con-O
fiscation. The fourth has jurisdiction in suits

for libel. There are eleven kinds of inferior

tribunals, some having as important spheres
of jurisdiction as the lower grades of the su

perior courts
; but differing widely in the

nature and extent of their powers. They
resemble eacli other, and differ from the su

perior courts in this that the presiding

judges are educated lawyers. The eccle

siastical and military tribunals, composed re

spectively of dignitaries of the church and
officers of the army, decide in all cases per

taining to their several spheres of duty. The

Exchequer Court, over which the chief of

that department presides, takes cognizance
of suits arising in matters connected with

that branch of the administration. The tri

bunals of commerce consist of members ap

pointed by all the commercial districts ex

cept Valparaiso, and exercise jurisdiction in

all cases relating to mercantile affairs. The

remaining tribunals, composed of the various

grades of provincial officers, have under their

jurisdiction a great variety of subjects re

lating to mining, public roads, theatres, some

domestic matters, money claims, and the

lesser crimes. The Domestic Court consists

of five fathers of families, summoned by the

political chief of the province or department
in which they reside. It hears and decides

upon the complaints of minors against their

parents, for refusing assent to their marriage.

Complaints of this nature are of more im

portance in Chili than in other countries, as

majority is not reached by single men till the

age of twenty-five, while it is attainable

through marriage at twenty- one.

For the administration of its internal af

fairs, Chili is divided into thirteen provinces*

each with subordinate departments, sub-dele

gations, districts, and two settlements. The

names of the provinces are, Atacama, Co-

quimbo, Valparaiso, Aconcagua, Santiago,

Colchagua, Talca, Maule, Kuble, Concepcion,

Arauco, Yaldivia, and Chiloe, and of the set

tlements Magallanes and Llanquihue. Each

of these provinces is governed by an in

tendant, who is nominated by the president,

and holds office for three years. The departr

ments are under the control of governors,

who hold office for a similar term. The in

tendant generally acts as governor in that

department in which the capital of the pro

vince is situate, and is, at the same time,

mayor of the municipal corporation ;
but the

authority of this body is very limited, as it

cannot dispose even of its local funds \vith
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out the permission of government. The

sub-delegations are directed by sub-delega-

does, who are appointed by the governors for

a period of two years. Their jurisdiction

extends only to minor criminal cases, and to

civil suits involving sums of between $40
and $150 ;

but they have also appellate pow
ers from the decision of the inspector s court

in actions for sums under $12. The districts

are presided over by inspectors, who are

chosen by the people, and hold an office sim

ilar to that of justice of the peace. They
manage also the local postage arrangements.
Their decision is final in all suits for sums

under $12, but they also dispose of cases in

volving sums as high as $40, with an appeal,

however, to the sub-delegado. The offices

of sub-delegado and inspector are compul

sory ;
and those who decline to undertake

their duties are liable to fines equal to the

sums limiting their respective legal jurisdic

tions.

The Roman Catholic religion is the only
form of worship recognized by the constitu

tion of Chili
;
and the profession of any

other is prohibited by law. For the purposes
of ecclesiastical administration, the country
is divided into four dioceses (comprehending
the archbishopric of Santiago and three suf

fragan bishoprics), and 157 parishes. Great

efforts have been made to induce the Indians

to adopt the religion sanctioned by the State.

In the island of Chiloe, which is chiefly in

habited by native tribes, a propaganda has

been established for this purpose ;
and nine

missionaries have been sent to spread the

faith among the Araucanian Indians. These

attempts have as yet been crowned with al

most no success among these fierce and un

tamable savages. In return for her exclu

sive privileges, the church in Chili furnishes

a large revenue to the public finances, yield

ing from $250,000 to $300,000 profit annual

ly to the state, over and above the expenses
of maintaining public worship. Some few

places of worship for Protestants are tacitly

allowed. The power of the Roman Catholic

priesthood is particularly manifested in the

obstacles by which they endeavor to prevent
the marriage of a Protestant and one of their

own number. If a Protestant proposes to

marry a Roman Catholic Chilina, he must

either publically apostatize from his own

faith, or purchase a dispensa, by making a

liberal present to the bishop of his diocese
;

and in all such marriages it is made an indis

pensable condition that the children be edu

cated in the Roman Catholic faith. The

same bigotry prevails in the laws which re

gulate the interment of Protestants, though
the stringency of these has of late been re

laxed. In Santiago, adjoining the public

cemetery, government has allotted a piece of

ground as a burying-place for Protestants
;

and in Valparaiso and Coquimbo the same

has been done by private individuals, with

the permission of government.
Much attention is now given in Chili to

the important subject of education. The first

in rank of the educational establishments is

the National Institute, composed of two de

partments the university, and preparatory
section occupying one large edifice. The

university has fifteen professors, whose sal

aries range from $1000 to $2000 a-year ;

while the average number of students is

about 250. No fees are charged, and any
one who has the requisite elementary knowl

edge may attend the classes. It is governed

by five deacons, a secretary, and representa

tives from the faculties of science, philosophy,

humanity, medicine, law, political economy,
and theology; who are also charged with the

superintendence of education in the provin

ces. The preparatory section corresponds to

our grammar or high schools
;
and here, too,

education is free. Those who reside in the

school pay $150 a-year for board. The edu

cational staff comprehends a rector, vice-rec

tor, and twenty-six masters, whose salaries

range from $2000 to $200 a-year. There are

also eleven inspectors, whose emoluments

vary from $200 to $400. The National In

stitute costs government about $50,000 a-year.

In Santiago, government also supports a

military academy (annual charge about $30,
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000), a school foi the instruction of mechan

ics ($26,000), a training school for teachers

($12,500). and a seminary for the education

of priests ($6000). In addition to these, an

agricultural school, an academy of painting,

an academy of music, a school for the deaf

and dumb, and other useful institutions, are

all supported at the national expense. A ly-

ceum, on the same plan as the National In

stitute, is established in every provincial

capital, and is supported by local taxation,

government grants, and fees from pupils.

Besides these, government supports through

out the country 352 schools, where poor chil

dren are taught reading, writing, arithmetic,

and the Roman Catholic catechism
;
the mu

nicipal corporations support 100 similar

schools
;
and over 300 schools are carried on

by private individuals. The capital contains

also an excellent observatory, a museum, and

a public library with about 32,000 volumes.

Akin to these statistics it may be added, that

government contributes to twelve hospitals

annually $40,000 ;
and supports a madhouse,

a penitentiary, house of correction, a convict

establishment in the island of Juan Fernan

dez, besides prisons, a company of French

Sisters of Charity, dispensaries, and vaccin

ation establishments.

The cities and towns of Chili, with the ex

ception of Yalparaiso, are built generally

upon the same plan. Their most striking

peculiarity is, that they are divided into

squares of equal size, the sides of which are

about 400 feet in length, and inclose an area

of about four acres. Within each of these

quadras there are parallel rows of broad and

well-paved streets, intersecting each other at

right angles. The houses are also built in

the form of a square, inclosing one or more

courts, into which the various apartments
look

;
and are of timber, bricks, and adobes,

which are large bricks formed of mud mixed
with chopped straw, and dried in the sun.

The unoccupied spaces are in most cases laid

out in gardens, and stocked with fruit trees

and flowers. In the larger cities great taste

and elegance are displayed in the furniture

of the houses of the wealthy, a great part of

which is supplied from abroad. The most

splendid public edifice in Chili is the mint,

which is built of brick, at a cost of $825,000,
and contains the apartments of the president
of the republic. In ecclesiastical architec

ture Chili is inferior to most Roman Catholic

countries. The majority of the churches are

very plain ;
and the internal decorations,

paintings, and images are for the most part
of a very paltry description. The Compa-
nia and Santo Domingo, however, display

considerable taste. The cathedral church

has been designed on a very grand scale;

and although still unfinished, has already cost

$1,700,000. The cathedral of Serena is

small, but much admired for the style of its

architecture, which, with the light magnesian
limestone used in its erection, is well calculat

ed to resist the dangers arising from the fre

quency of earthquakes. In complexion the

natives present considerable variety. Among
the peasantry the Araucanian copper color

still prevails ;
but in consequence of the

large infusion of European blood, a greater

variety of shade is to be found in the upper
and middle classes. In general their com

plexion closely resembles that of the natives

of Southern France.

Chili is rich in almost every class of metals
;

and of late years the silver mines have yield
ed enormous quantities of ore. The metals

at present discovered are gold, silver, copper,

lead, antimony, cobalt, zinc, nickel, bismuth,

iron, molybdenum, and quicksilver ;
but the

only ores which are worked are gold, silver,

copper, and occasionally quicksilver. The
metals are found in all the series of rocks be

tween granite and trachyte, in veins gener

ally running from K. and N.W. to S. and

S.E.
;
in some places, however, their course

is irregular ;
or they extend E. and W. The

auriferous veins run nearly parallel to the

grain or imperfect cleavage of the surround

ing granite rocks. Gold is found most

abundantly in the beds of detritus derived

from the degradation of the upper portion of

the rocks. Copper ores, containing a small
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quantity of gold, are generally associated

with, micaceous specular iron. In the hills

of Altruc, about twelve miles from Rancagua,
in the province of Santiago ,

are the only

gold mines worked with any spirit, except

ing some new mines near Copiapo, and they
are remarkable for the variety of minerals

mixed with the gold, such as galena, blende,

copper and iron pyrites, and peroxide of iron.

Until 1832, the only silver mines in Chili

were those of Dehesa, San Francisco, San

Lorenzo, Sema and San Pedro Nolazco in the

province of Santiago, and Arqueros mineral

district, about fifty miles from Coquimbo ;

but these mines now produce very little silver,

and are nearly abandoned for the rich silver

mines in the province of Atacama, near to

Copiapo. Within a circuit of 125 miles from

Copiapo there are nineteen silver mineral

districts; the richest are Chanarcillo and

Tres Puntas. As the mines become deeper,

the silver ores are changing principally into

what the natives call
&quot; metales frios

&quot;

(cold

ores) ;
these contain different proportions of

antimony, sulphur, and one sort a little ar

senic. The dark red silver ore is a pyrargy-

rite, containing sulphuret of silver and anti

mony, with, sometimes a little arsenic. The

gray ore contains silver, arsenic, and anti

mony. Some of the mines in Chanarcillo

yield nearly pure silver
;
the most productive

are in the hands of four or five large capital

ists. The ground near some of the richest

mines is sometimes sold at enormous prices,

the price being in some regulated by the pro

bability of rich veins of metal running into

it. A railroad runs from Caldera to Copiapo,
a distance of fifty-four miles, and from that

jity on to Chanarcillo, a distance of about

fifty miles
;
and a tram-road to the rich min

eral district of Tres Puntas (8iOO feet above

the sea) has recently been completed, by
which the miners are now enabled to send

down the poorer silver ore which they form

erly threw away.
The mines of copper may be said to occu

py the first rank in the productions of Chili.

It is found in more or less abundance from

the province of Santiago to the most north

ern confi. les of Chili. It is generally discov

ered in the lower granite and metamorphic
schistose series. The principal mining dis

tricts are Aconcagua, Illapel, and Tamaya,
about forty miles from the coast, and seventy

*

from Coquimbo. This last district is a

mountain about 3500 feet above the sea,

which produces about 150,000 quintals a-year
of various kinds of sulphurets, of a produce
from nine to sixty-four per cent. Tambillos,

ten leagues from Coquimbo, produces prin

cipally poor sulphurets ; Runeral, near the

river, entirely poor carbonates
; Andacollo,

carbonates, oxides, oxysulphurets, and native

copper; La Higuera, black sulphurets and

pyrites ;
Herradura de Carisal and Huasco,

carbonates and sulphurets of low produce-
In the Cordilleras above Huasco are some

mines containing ores of copper, silver, and

lead combined together ;
but the silver does

not exceed seventy marks the cajou of sixty-

four quintals Spanish. Cobalt is found in

the province of Santiago, near the Cordillera

called Caro delVolcan; it is an arseniate

containing from eighteen to twenty per cent.

of cobalt. At Tambillos is found glance co

balt, and arsenite or erythrine ;
the former

sort is frequently combined with nickel.

The mines have been workod some years, and

the ores shipped to England. In Huasco

similar ores are found, but the mines have

lately been abandoned. Nickel has been

found in considerable quantities in a mine in

the Cordilleras above Copiapo. The sulphuret

of zinc is found in various parts ;
likewise

antimony, lead, manganese, bismuth, mer

cury, and molybdena ;
iron ores of every de

scription are very abundant
; amongst the

latter is caquimbite, or white copperas, and

copiapite, or yellow copperas. It is much
used by the natives for dyeing, tamr ng, and

in the manufacture of ink. Gypsum *s found

in immense bsds, particularly in the valley

of the Pinquenes, and other places in the

provincs of Santiago. The fine massive va

riety called alabaster is found at tho Salto de

Agua. near to Santiago, of a Quality nearly
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equal to that of Italy. In the province of

Concepcion, the coal mines have become of

great importance. The Concepcion coal is

excellent for the manufacture of gas and for

domestic purposes ;
but for the smelting of

copper ore it requires to be mixed with bitu

minous coal.

The animal value of the agricultural pro

duce is estimated to be about $12,000,000.

Irrigation is extensively practiced, without

which the greater part of Chili would be un

productive. The level lands thus watered

yield abundantly corn and wine, and rich

pasture on which the farmers fatten the cat

tle bred upon the hilly portions of their

estates. These hills are sparingly covered

with a peculiar kind of short and wr

iry grass,

\vhich, after one winter of abundant rain,

lasts for two seasons, even although the suc

ceeding winter may have been dry. These

arid regions likewise produce the carbon tree,

which affords excellent firewood, but is used

for nothing else
;

the carrob tree, which, in

defiance of a broiling sun, stretches out his

spacious limbs covered with foliage, forming
a most delicious retreat to the weary travel

ler by day as well as by night ;
the espino,

inferior to the carrob tree in size, hardness,

and durability of its timber; and the great
torch thistle, whose long, smooth spines are

used by the country people for knitting-

needles, and whose interior woody substance,

stripped of its fleshy bark, forms the beams
and rafters of their cottages. Timber is abun
dant in all the provinces south of Santiago,
but chiefly in Arauco, Valdivia, and Chiloe,
which may be termed the forest region of

Chili. There are altogether above a hundred
different kinds of indigenous trees, of which
not more than thirteen ever shed their leaves.

Several have been found serviceable in ship

building ;
but for purposes of house-carpentry,

none afford an adequate substitute for pine.
Ornamental woods are scarce, and too soft

for the use of the cabinet-maker. The prin

cipal timber trees are the Chilian oak, which
attains a height of forty feet; the lingue

ninety feet
;
the cypress and the patagua forty

iv. 34

j
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feet
;
the laurel sixty feet

;
the luma thirty

feet; the Araucanian pine, 150 feet; and

the alerce, or Chilian cedar. The most valu

able is the Chilian cedar, a soft but durable

wood, and not liable to warp. The trunk is

divided into pieces of eight feet long, and so

straight are its fibres that they are split into

small boards six or seven inches broad, and

about half an inch thick a single trunkO

yielding 500 or 600. In Yaldivia and Chiloe

they form the chief article of export, and are

used for purposes of exchange. The Arau
canian pine flourishes on the high lands south

of the Biobio, and grows in pairs the female

under the foliage of the male. The fruit,

which takes two years to ripen, is arranged

conically, each one containing from fifty to

one hundred nuts, two inches long, and which,
when cooked, form more delicate eating than,

chestnuts. Under the governorship of O Hig-

gins their trunks were used for ship-masts ;

but the expense of bringing them to the

coast prevents their being employed as such.

In the gardens of Coquimbo, a fruit tree

known by the name of the Lucumo achraes

is much cultivated. Its fruit, which is about

the size of a small orange, resembles some

what a hard-boiled egg, but is too dry and

insipid to form a palatable article of food.

The potato, whose introduction into Europe
formed an important era in the history of ag

riculture, is indigenous to Chili, or, as some

assert, to Peru. In the equatorial regions
of South America this plant was formerly
cultivated on the sides of the Cordilleras at

an elevation of many thousand feet above

the limits of perpetual snow in the latitudes

of Europe.. It is still extensively cultivated

in Chili. Much attention is also bestowed

on the production of the French bean. This

vegetable is a standard dish with all classw,

and is to the Chilian what oatmeal is to th&amp;lt;j

Scotchman. The supply of the various kinds

of fruit is very abundant in Chili. Apples,

pears, cherries, strawberries, peaches, fio-g^

oranges, melons, olives, quinces, and pump
kins abound. Where cultivated with care,

as in some private gardens in the neighbor-
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hood of Santiago and Valparaiso, they are

unrivalled in quality.

In Chili the most formidable animal is the

puma. On account of its ravages in the farm

yard, it is frequently hunted with dogs, or

caught by the lasso. The guanaco roams

about among the lower regions of the Chilian

Alps in herds numbering from twenty to one

hundred. The vicuna has fixed his abode at

a higher elevation. The hnamul is not found

in such numbers, and is unknown in the

Andes beyond the bounds of Chili. Otters,

vild cats, foxes, and chinchillas are numer

ous. The horses of Chili are Inferior in

strength and height, but greatly superior in

point of endurance. The mule is the beast

of burden, and will carry on an average a

load of 355 Ibs. a distance of twenty or even

thirty miles per day. The breed of cattle is

good ;
those of sheep and pigs arc fast im

proving. Among the birds of Chili the most

remarkable is the condor, which is easily re-

o
&amp;gt;gnized by the white ruff encircling its neck.

As its wings on an average extend eight or

nine feet, its flight has a very majestic ap

pearance. Ilumboldt mentions having seen

one flying at the height of 22,000 feet above

the level :&amp;gt;f the sea. They scent an exposed
carcase from a great distance, and soon

gather round it in immense numbers. The tur

key-buzzard is also very common
;
and when

these meet the condors over the same prey,
the coveted prize becomes the subject of

fierce contest. These two species are most

abundant in the northern districts
;

while

eagles, hawks, and owls are more numerous
in the south. The only song-birds worthy of

notice are the tenca, the thrush, the tordo (a

kind of blackbird), and the molloyca (a kind

of redbreast). The tenca is said to emulate

the mocking-bird in imitative power. The

tapaculo, a bird about the same size as the

thrush, rarely flies, but runs about with great

agility, emitting an odd but cheerful note.

The chingol, or sparrow, has gayer plumage
than his European representative. Besides

these, par-roquets, flamingoes, partridges, and

woodpeckers abound in several localities.

The pelican, the albatross, the penguin, and

the shag, of which there are numerous vari

eties, frequent the shores.

Great varieties of fish are found off the

coast of Chili, and of these the piehihnen,

which is caught chiefly in the Bay of Co-

quimbo, is regarded as a choice delicacy.

There are abundance of small sweet oysters

off the coast of Chiloe; quantities of huge

mussels, barnacles, and fissurellee, off Con-

cepcion ;
and large clams off Coquimbo ;

be

sides sea-eggs, cockles, limpets, etc., which

are found in great plenty all over the coast.

Of the reptiles of Chili, the lizards are the

most numerous, and they are very harmless.

Serpents are found varying from twelve to

thirty inches in length. The honey-bee ia

propagating very fast. Of beetles, there are

from 3000 to 4000 species not found in

Europe.

Agriculture as a science is comparatively
little known in Chili, and everything connect

ed with the farm is still of a primitive de

scription. The plough is a clumsy one-hand

ed instrument, formed from the crooked

trunk of a tree. In using it the peasant

grasps its handle in his right hand, wrhile in

his left he wields a long sharp-pointed stick

to goad on the oxen, which are invariably

yoked not by the shoulder but by the horns.

The operation of treading out the grain is

performed by mares. For this purpose the

sheaves are piled up in bundles in the centre

of an extensive circus, having an empty space

of from ten to twenty feet between the heap

and the inclosure
;
and some of the bundles

being spread over this space a troop of mares

are made to gallop over them until all the

grain has been beaten out. Winnowing is

performed by throwing up spadefuls of grain

into the air on windy days. Other operations

of the farm are performed in an equally un

skilful and tedious manner Maize is largely

cultivated in all parts of Chili, but not to

such an extent as wheat. As the plant spreads

out into numerous stems, half the quantity

of seed used elsewhere is quite sufficient to

cover the field with an abundant crop. The
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provinces of Aconcagua, Santiago, Talca,

Nuble, Maule, and Concepcion, yield annual

ly large crops of wheat, maize, and French

oeans. The lands of Aconcagua produce
about fifty or sixty fanegas of wheat on every

quadra, equal to about thirty or forty bushels

an acre
; Santiago from thirty to thirty-five

fanegas on every quadra ; Colchagua from

twenty-five to thirty ;
Maule from fifteen to

eighteen ; Kuble, Talca, and Arauco from

fifteen to twenty ;
and Concepcion from eight

to ten. The total produce of wheat may be

estimated at 1,000,000 quarters, but is in

creasing annually. The price of wheat has i

risen, considerably of late years. The back

ward condition of agriculture in Chili is ow

ing to the thinness and natural indolence of

the population, and the absence of easy means

of transportation. The government has for

several years taken vigorous measures to en

courage emigration from Europe into Chili,

chiefly with the view of promoting the agri

cultural interests of the country. A great

number of German agriculturists have already

settled in the province of Yaldivia, and every

year is making additions to their number.

Manufactures also, are in a backward state.

In Santiago a cloth factory, commenced un

der the protection of government, has as yet

produced only the coarser kinds of cloth,

such as are used in the army. Other looms

in Chili are worked by the hand, and used in

the production of carpets and ponchos, some

of which, made of vicufia wool, are of a very
fine texture. A large portion of the popu
lation wear home-made stuffs, especially

woollen. The importation of foreign goods

is, however, increasing ;
and the facility with

which stuffs from abroad can be imported
i has checked the establishment of important
manufactures. Coarse earthenware, cordage,

combs, leather, saddles, and wooden stirrups,

are made in several parts of the country. In

Valparaiso and Maule ship-building is car

ried on. In the cities and larger towns most

of the mechanical trades which exist in other

parts of the world are pursued.

The commerce of Chili has vastly increas

ed since the time when the country lay tor

pid under the yoke of Spain. As soon as it

had recovered from the unsettled condition

caused by the revolution, business of all kinds

required new energy, and the trade, freed

from its oppressive restrictions, extended to

the larger ports of the United States and

Europe. A few years were sufficient to show

a large increase in its export and import

trade, and Valparaiso soon rose to be a flour

ishing port. During the years 1861 to 1865,
the annual average of imports was $18,900,-

000
; exports,- $21,690,000. The commerce

of the republic is steadily on the increase
;
in

1567, imports, $24,860,000; exports, $30,-

690,000 ;
the average since has been over

$25,000,000 in imports ;
and 632,000,000 in

exports. The number of vessels entering
the Chilian ports is estimated to be about

4000, making together nearly 2,000,000 tons.

The merchant marine numbers over 300 ves

sels, together above 70,000 tons.

The revenue of Chili is, on the whole, with

occasional fluctuations, in a prosperous con

dition. The public debt amounts to over

$34,500,000. The estimates of 1869- 70,passed

by both Houses of Congress, amount to $12,-

296,876.44, in the following form : home and

foreign department, $2,576,769.76; justice,

religion, and education, $1,337.005.03; fi

nance, $5,896,257.99; war and; navy, $2,-

486,813.66; total, $12,296,876.44. The

army is composed of troops of the line

(about 4000), and of the natiosal guard,
which numbers, according to the latest infor

mation, 50,618 men. The fleet consists of

ten screw steamers, to which others are about

to be added.

Government derives considerable profit

from its monopoly of tobacco and playing-
cards. To prevent the smuggling of tobac

co, the authorities are obliged to maintain

an expensive establishment of officers along
the ccast and among the mountains

;
and so

stringent are the laws in regard to the

growth of tobacco, that when it springs up,
as it does-, spontaneously, in the court-yard^
of the houses, the inhabitants are liable to a
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fine if it be not immediately rooted up.

But for these oppressive restrictions, tobacco

would undoubtedly rank high among the

exports of Chili, and add greatly to the rev

enue.

The communication between the several

cities and towns of Chili is now greatly fa

cilitated by roads, railways, and steam-vessels.

The excellent road from Santiago to Valparai
so was constructed at a great cost by General

O Higgins, when president of the republic.

A road, generally kept in good repair, con

nects the towns of Atacama and Concep-
cion. A railroad has been already establish

ed between Copiapo and Caldera; and in

1852, the present M. Montt, laid the first

etone on the line (about 90 miles in length),

between Santiago and Valparaiso, which is

now in active operation. Another has been

built between Santiago and Talca
;
while

others from Serena to the sea, from Copia

po to Tres Puntas, and from Concepcion to

Talealmano, have either been finished, or are

well under way. A line of electric tele

graph has also been established between Val

paraiso and Santiago. Other lines also are

in course of construction. In 1835, the ex

clusive right of steam navigation between

the ports of the republic, was granted to a

company, which commenced its operations

in 1840. A similar privilege was afterwards

extended to the same company by the gov
ernments of Peru, Ecuador, and New Gra

nada. In May, 1868, the first steamer of

the line which places Chili in direct commu
nication with Europe, by the way of the

Straits of Magellan, sailed from Valparaiso.

The line receives a government subsidy of

$60,000 annually, which is to be increased to

$100,000, as soon as the line is permanently

established, and proven to be a success.

The name Chili, is supposed to be de

rived from
&quot;Tchili,&quot;

a word belonging to

the ancient language of Peru, signifying
&quot;

snow.&quot; The country first became known
to Europeans in the sixteenth century. It

was then, to a considerable extent, under
|

the dominion of the Incas
;
but had been

!

previously inhabited by certain tribes of In-

dians, of a warlike and ferocious ra.;e, who,
at the period of the Spanish invasion, still

maintained their independence in a great por
tion of the country. In the time of the Inca

Yupanqui, grandfather of the monarch who

occupied the throne of Peru on the ar

rival of the Spaniards, and the tenth in suc-

cessioii from Manco Capac, the reputed
founder of the Peruvian empire, the first

attempt was made by the Incas to extend

their dominion over the territory of Chili.

Yupanqui, leading his army across the des

ert of Atacama, and penetrating into the

southern regions of the country, made him
self master, of a considerable portion of it.

The permanent boundary of the dominions

of this prince is said, by some writers, to

have been determined by the river Maule
;

while others are inclined to think that the

Rapel constituted the extreme limits of the

Peruvian empire towards the south. The
latter opinion is, to some extent, supported

by the fact, that the remains of an ancient

Peruvian fortress, apparently marking the

frontier, are still found upon the banks of the

Rapel; while no such remains are known to

exist in any part of the country situate far

ther to the south. It is also worthy of re

mark, that this place of defence has evidently
been built in the same manner as the fron

tier forts of Callo and Asuay, which were in

all probability intended to answer a similai

purpose in the province of Quito.

All the endeavors that were afterwards

made by the Inca to extend his dominions

further southward were unsuccessful. The

better portion of the country still remained

in possession of its native defenders till the

arrival of the Spaniards, in the year 1535,

under the command of Almagro, once the

friend and companion of Pizarro. For two

years, amid almost unparalleled hardships,

this general endeavored to make head against

the natives, who obstinately defended their

soil
;
but at the end of that period he was

obliged to retrace his steps over the Andes

into Peru. Undaunted by the failure of
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Almagro, Pizarro resolved to attempt the

conquest of Chili. lie accordingly sent for

ward on this expedition, 150 Spanish troops,

with a body of Peruvian auxiliaries, under

the command of Don Pedro de Yaldivia,

and was preparing to follow in person with

a larger force, when -he was assassinated in

1541, (p. 463).

Meanwhile, Yaldivia entered Chili, over

ran a great part of it, and fighting his way
onwards, encamped at length on the banks

of the Mapocho, where he founded the city

of Santiago, the present capital of the re

public. For the period of twelve years he

maintained his position in the country.

By the end of that time he had pene
trated into the southern division of Chili,

where, in addition to several other cities, he

founded that which is now known by his

name. His life and conquests Trere at last

brought to an end, in a desperate engage
ment with the Araucanian Indians.

After these evei.vi the war continued to be

earned on wif n various success for the long

period of 180 years. At the end of that

time, however, the Indians had succeeded in

altogether recovering their original posses

sions, and all the cities founded by Yaldivia

fell into their hands. For another century,

however, they were exposed to the constant

inroads of the Spaniards, who were unwill

ing to give np all hope of ultimately con

quering the southern part of Chili. At

length, in the year 1722, this sanguinary
war was brought to a termination by a treaty

which defined the River Biobio as the bound

ary between the Indian and the Spanish
territories. That part of the country which

remained in possession of the Indians, lay

chiefly between the River Biobio and the

island of Chiloe. All the territory north of

this river was entirely subject to the domin
ion of the Spaniards. It was divided by
them into thirteen districts or provinces.
Most of these provinces were very irregular
in size, some of them extending from the

Andes to the sea, while others, whose locali

ty was nearer to the mountains, or upon

the sea-coast, occupied only about half ot

that space. In the political contest between

Spain and her American colonies, the inhab

itants of Chili declared their independence,

which, after a contest of some years, was

acknowledged by the Spanish government.
A long period of profound peace followed

the treaty which had been concluded with

the Araucanians in 1722. During that time,

however, changes of great importance were

gradually developing. A new and im

portant class of inhabitants had arisen in

the country, composed of the Creoles, or na

tives of Chili, who were of Spanish extrac

tion, and who spoke the Spanish language.

By a perverse course of misgovernment, the

authorities in Spain completely alienated the

minds of this class from the mother country.

It was unfortunately a maxim with the gov

ernment, that the colonies existed only fcr

the sake of Spain. The viceroys, captains-

general, and officials of all grades, instead

of conciliating the Chilenos, regarded them

only as a means of furthering their own ag

grandizement. Their insolence and tyranny

persisted in for many years, at icngtL ex

cited against them so bitter a feeling of ha

tred and discontent, that nothing but the op

portunity was wanting to blow into a flame

the smouldering fires of rebellion. In 1810,

that opportunity occurred, when Spain was

overrun by the armies of France, and DO

longer able to vindicate her own claims to a

national existence. In July of that year,

the Chilenos took the first step towards as

serting their independence by deposing the

president, Carrasco. A junta, which was

then formed, assumed the government, with

the expressed intention of conducting it ac

cording to the old system. Their real de

sign, at first kept secret, was to declare their

independence, and to separate entirely from

Spain, on the first favorable opportunity.

In April, 1811, the first blood was spilt in

the cause of Chilian independence. On
the day appointed for the election of mem
bers to the National Congress, the Spanish
rulers attempted to overawe the leaders and
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people of Chili, of whose dissatisfaction

with their government they were fully con

scious. A battalion of royal troops, which

had been drawn up in the great square of

Santiago, was attacked by a detachment of

patriot grenadiers, and routed after a consid

erable loss of life on both sides. In the

same year, Don Juan Jose Carrera, a young
man of great talents and promise, was nom
inated by the junta supreme president of

the Congress which was now convened, and

was at the same time appointed general-in-

chief of the army about to be formed. Hos
tilities were commenced by the Spanish

troops who were sent from Lima, Coquimbo
and Chiloe. In the skirmishes that took place,

during the early part of the contest, the

Chilian troops had generally the advantage.

In 1813, a powerful army, under the com
mand of General Paroja, invaded Chili, but

was twice defeated by the republican troops

under Carrera. The royalists, however,

speedily received large reinforcements
;
and

after a severe contest, Chili was once more

obliged to own for a time the sovereignty of

Spain. For three years the people submit

ted to the old system of tyranny and mis-

government, till at length the patriot refu

gees, having levied an army in La Plata, and

received the support of the Buenos Ayreans,
marched against the Spaniards, and com

pletely defeated them at Chacabuco, in 1817.

The patriots next proceeded to organize an

elective government, of which San Martin,
the general of the army, was nominated the

supreme director. Their arrangements, how

ever, were not completed when they were

attacked once more by the royalists, and

routed at the battle of Chancharayada with

great loss. Betrayed into a fatal security by
this success, the royalist troops neglected the

most ordinary military precautions ; and

being suddenly attacked by the patriots in

the plains of Maipu, were defeated with

great slaughter. It is believed that not more
than 500 men escaped from the field of bat

tle. This victory secured the independence
of Chili.

The new republic had no sooner vindica

ted for itself a place among the nations i

South America, than it resolved to assist the

neighboring State of Peru, in achieving a

similar independence. This object it at last

eifected, after a bloody war of six years du

ration. No small share of this success, how

ever, is to be attributed to the ability with

which Lord Cochrane conducted the naval

aifairs.

Till 1823, General O Higgins held the

chief directorship at Santiago, but in that

year, he was compelled to resign in conse

quence of a popu-lar tumult. For a few

weeks, a provisional triumvirate discharged
the duties of an executive government. Gen
eral Freire was next chosen director. Dur

ing the period of three years in which he

held the reins of government, the country
was harassed by constant dissensions; and

for the four years subsequent to his resigna

tion continued in a state of disorder border

ing upon anarchy. From 1826 to 1830, the

government was administered by no fewer

than six different directors, in addition to a

second provisional triumvirate. In 1828,

under the administration of General Pinto,

a constitution was promulgated, which had

the effect of temporarily reconciling politi

cal differences, and calming party spirit.

In 1831, however, when General Prieto

was raised to the chief magistracy, a con

vention was called for the purpose of revis

ing this constitution. The result of its de

liberations was the constitution of Chili,

which was promulgated on the 25th of May,
1833. Since this period, Chili has enjoyed
remarkable prosperity ;

its government has

been administered with firmness and regu

larity, and it has assumed a position among
the nations

; for, aided by the counsels of

his prime minister Portales, General Prieto

completely succeeded in restoring order, and

in promoting the material prosperity of the

republic. After holding office for ten years,

Prieto retired, and was succeeded by General

Bulnes, a very distinguished officer of the

war of independence. Like his predecessor,
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he was fortunate in finding an able and in

telligent minister to counsel and assist him.

Manuel Montt was to him what Portales

had been to Prieto, and under his guidance,

Chili continued its onward march in the

path of quiet and peaceful prosperity.

The insurrectionary movements which

took place in Europe, in 1848, extended

their influence even to the western shores of

South America. Imitating the anarchists

in Europe, the revolutionists formed clubs,

selected emblems, and displayed banners.

Their irritation was increased by the fact

that for twenty years they had been deprived

of all participation in the government.
When the time for the presidential election

of 1S51 approached, they brought forward,

as a candidate for the presidency, Ramon

Errazaris, who had formerly belonged to the

conservative party, and who was in every

way unfitted for the post to which they wish

ed to advance him. The violence of their

measures at length led to serious outbreakso
in the province of Aconcagua and the town

of Santiago. The government at once took

vigorous measures to suppress the disturb

ances. These places were declared in a state

of sie2;e, and order was soon restored. Ino /

1851, the country still continued in a very

agitated condition. Genera] Urriola assumed

the direction of the insurrectionary move

ment. On the 20th of April, serious dis

turbances broke out at Santiago, during the

solemnities of the holy week, which were

i

not quelled without considerable loss of life.

The insurgent chief himself was accidentally
I killed.

The extreme liberal party next brought

forward, as a candidate for the presidency,

i
General Jose Mana de la Cruz, in opposition

j

to Don Manuel Montt, the celebrated minis-

;

tcr of the former president. The revolu-
1

tionury party used every exertion to secure

the election of their representative, but

Montt was chosen president by the almost

unanimous suffrages of the people. Enraged
at this result, the revolutionary party resolv

ed to throw every obstacle in the way of

his regular inauguration. Insurrection waa

excited by thoir agents in the provinces nf

Coquimbo, Copiapo, and Valparaiso. The
south was the principal seat of disturbance

;

and Serena, the capital of Coquimbo, was in

the hands of the insurgents. General Bul-

nes, the former president, was appointed
commander-in-chief. Having met the army
of the insurgents at Longomilla, he gained a

complete victory over them. A capitulation

was then agreed to, the result of which was

the full acknowledgement of the establish

ed government.
From that date, 1852, under the active

and efficient administration of M. Montt

Chili made steady, and even rapid progress,

in wealth, intelligence, and j:ist appreciation

of her position among the nations of the

world. Montt was elected for a second

term, in October, 1856. Having completed
his allotted term, Montt was succeeded by
Jose&quot; Joaquin Perez, who was elected presi

dent, by a unanimous vote, September 7th,

1861. Perez was again elected for the term

from 1S68 to 1871. Vigorous efforts have

been made of late years, to extend the suf

frage more largely among the people, and

also to reduce the immense patronage in the

hands of the president, his power being so

great as to constitute him, in effect, a dicta

tor. During the last year or two, Chili has

been engaged in a renewed struggle with

the wild and restive Indians in Araucania.

These fight with intense fury and spare nei

ther age nor sex. There is now a prospect

of a peaceable settlement with them
;
but

with savages like these, there is little re

liance to be placed upon promises and treat

ies. Some $250,000 have been voted to es

tablish military posts in their country. The

great Agricultural Exhibition was held at

Santiago, early in May, 1869, and proved to

be a gratifying success. The action of Con

gress, also, in taking ste
1

-

to increase and

promote industry and commerce, gives as

surance, as far as is possible, in sublunary

matters, of the future prosperity of the

republic.
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As an interesting addition to the history

of the South American States, we subjoin a

brief narrative of the life and career of SIMON

BOLIVAR, the champion of independence in

liis native land. He was born in the city of

Caraccas, on the 24th of July, 1783. His

father was Don Juan Vicente Bolivar y

Ponte, and his mother Dona Maria Concep-
cion Palacios y Sojo, both descended of noble

families in Venezuela. After acquiring the

elements of a liberal education at home, Boli

var was sent to Europe to prosecute his stud

ies, and with this view repaired to Madrid,
where he appears to have resided for several

years. Having completed his education, he

spent some time in traveling, chiefly in the

south of Europe, and visited the French capi

tal, where he was an eye-witness of some of

the last scenes of the revolution. Returning
to Madrid, he married the daughter of Don
N&quot;. Toro, uncle of the Marquis of Toro in

Caraccas, and embarked with her for Amer

ica, intending, it is said, to dedicate himself

to domestic life and the improvement of his

large estate. But this plan was frustrated

by the premature death of his lady, who fell

a victim to yellow fever
;
and Bolivar again

visited Europe, in order, by change of scene,

to alleviate the sorrow occasioned by this

bereavement. On his return home he passed

through the United States, where, for the

first time, he had an opportunity of observ

ing the working of free institutions
;

and

BOOH after his arrival in Venezuela he ap

pears to have embarked in the schemes of

the patriots, and pledged himself to the cause

of independence. Being one of the promot
ers of the movement at Caraccas in April,

1810, he received a colonel s commission

from the supreme junta then established,

and was associated with Don Luis Lopez
Mendez in a mission for communicating in

telligence of the change of government to

Great Britain. He took part in the first

military operations of the Venezuelan pa
triots, after the declaration of independence
on the 5th of July, 181

;
and in 1812, when

the war commenced in earnest, by the ad

vance of Monteverde with the Spanish troops,

he was intrusted with the command of the

important post of Puerto Cabello. But the

castle of San Felipe, which commanded the

town, having been treacherously surrendered

to the Spaniards, Bolivar was compelled to

evacuate the place ;
and Miranda having soon

afterwards made his peace with the govern

ment, Venezuela submitted to Monteverde,

while those who had been most deeply com

mitted in the revolution consulted their safety

by quitting the country. On this occasion

Bolivar succeeded in obtaining a passport

under a fictitious name, and made his escape

to Cura^oa.

But as important events were passing on

the continent, he repaired to Carthagena in

September, 1812, and, with other refugees

from Caraccas, joined the patriots of lSTew

Grenada, who gave him a command in the

small town of Baranca, under the orders of

Labatut, the republican governor of Santa

Martha. Not content, however, with the ob

scure part of a subaltern at Baranca, Bolivar

undertook an expedition against Teneriife, a

town higher up on the Magdalena ;
and hav

ing made himself master of the place, pro

ceeded to Mompox, driving the Spaniard?

before him from all their posts on the Upper

Magdalena, and finally entering Ocana in

triumph amidst the acclamations of the in

habitants. He then marched upon Cucuta
;

defeated a Spanish division commanded by
Correa

; and, emboldened by success, con

ceived the design of invading Venezuela, and

expelling Monteverde. The Congress of New
Grenada approved of the project, and gave
him a commission as brigadier ;

but from

the jealousy of some, the lukewarrnness of

others, and the procrastination of all, many

disheartening obstacles were thrown in his

way. By zeal and perseverance, however,

he at length surmounted every difficulty,

and commenced his march for Venezuela

with little more than 500 men. At the head

of this handful of troops he boldly entered

the province of Merida
;
made himself mas

ter of the provincial capital, where, on learn-
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ing the news of his approach, the inhabitants

rose upon the Spaniards ;
re-established the

republican authorities there
;
then pushed his

vanguard under Jirardot upon Trujillo, where

s corps of royalists under Cafias was defeat-

i ed
;
and finally expelled the Spaniards from

the provinces of Merida and Trujillo. While

he was thus carrying everything before him,

Bolivar obtained intelligence of the cruelty

and oppression exercised by Monteverde and

his subordinate officers in Venezuela
; and,

exasperated at their barbarity, as well as

desirous to give a check to their excesses, he

issued the famous decree of guerra a muertc,

condemning to death all Spanish prisoners

who might fall into his hands.

Bolivar s- army increasing daily, he now
formed it into two divisions, one of which

he committed to the charge of Bivas, and

advanced rapidly on Caraccas through the

provinces of Trujillo and Varinas. After a

variety of encounters, which generally ter

minated in favor of the patriots, a decisive

battle was fought at Lastoguanes, where the

flower of Monteverde s troops sustained a

total defeat, and the road to Caraccas was in

consequence left uncovered. Monteverde

threw himself into Puerto Cabello, and Boli

var lost no time in marching on the capital,

which being evacuated by the Spaniards, he

entered in triumph on the 4th of August,
1813. While this operation was in progress,

Marino effected the liberation of the eastern

provinces of Venezuela, of which, excepting
the fortress of Puerto Cabello, the patriots

regained entire possession. At this period
the whole authority in Venezuela centered

in Bolivar as commander of the liberating

army, and a convention of the principal civil

and military officers, held at Caraccas on

the 2d of January, 1814, confirmed the

dictatorial power which circumstances had

placed in his hands. Misfortune, however,
was at hand.

The contest, which had hitherto been con

fined to a species of partisan warfare, now
assumed a more serious character. The roy
alists, effectually roused by the reverses they

had sustained, concentrated all their means

and a number of sanguinary encounters en

sued. At length, after various vicissitudes

of fortune, Bolivar was defeated by Boves

near Cura, in the plains of La Puerta, and

compelled to embark for Cumana with the

shattered remains of his forces. Caraccaa

was also retaken by the Spaniards in July ;

and before the end of the year 1814 the roy
alists were again the undisputed masters of

Venezuela. From Cumana, Bolivar repaired

to Carthagena, where he once more appeared
as a fugitive, and thence proceeded to Tunja,
where the Congress of New Grenada was

sitting, in order to render an account of his

operations. lie had been unfortunate, which

generally exposes a commander to miscon

struction and obloquy ;
and his expedition,

as brilliant in its outset as it proved disas

trous in the issue, was severely criticised
;

but notwithstanding his misfortunes, and the

efforts of his personal enemies, he was re

ceived and treated with great consideration
;

and as the Congress were then organizing an

expedition against Bogota, for the purpose
of compelling Cundinamarca to accede to

the general coalition of the provinces, Boli

var was intrusted with the command of the

forces of the union on this occasion. Ac

cordingly, in December, 1814, he marched

against Santa Fe at the head of 2000 troops.

All attempts at negotiation having failed, ho

invested the city, drove in the out-posts, car

ried the suburbs by storm, and was prepar

ing to assault the grand plaza or square,

where Alvarez and the troops of Cundina

marca were posted, when the latter capitu

lated and acknowledged the general govern
ment of New Grenada, which was now trans

ferred to Bogota. For this important service

Bolivar received the thanks of the Congress;
and even the inhabitants of the city against

which he had been sent expressed their ap

probation of his conduct.

In the meanwhile Santa Martha had fallen

into the hands of the royalists, through tha

incapacity of Labatut
;
and as the genera

government appreciated the importance of
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recovering possession of that place, Bolivar

was employed on this service, with orders to

receive the necessary supplies and munitions

of war from the citadel of Carthagena. But

,he pro oosterous jealousy of Castillo, the mili

tary commandant, defeated all his plans. The

season for action was wasted in disgraceful

altercations and ruinous delays ;
and while

Bolivar was investing Carthagena, in the

hope of intimidating Castillo into submission,

Morillo landed on the island of Margarita at

the head of an overwhelming force of Span

iards, and put an end to dispute. Finding a

check thus effectually given to any move

ments against Santa Martha, and satisfied

that he could not be usefully employed at

Carthagena, Bolivar resigned his command,
and embarked for Jamaica in May, 1815.

He remained at Kingston during the greater

part of the year, whilst Morillo was reducing

Carthagena and overrunning New Grenada

almost without opposition ;
and in the in

terim narrowly escaped assassination by a

Spaniard who had been hired to make an

attempt on his life.

From Kingston, Bolivar repaired to Aux

Cayes in Hayti, where, assisted by private

individuals, and furnished with a small force

by Petion, he organized an expedition, in

order to join Arismendi, who had raised

anew the standard of independence in the

island of Margarita. In May, 1810, he

reached Margarita, and sailing thence, land

ed on the continent near Cumana
;
but be

ing attacked at Ocumare by the Spaniards,

under Morales, he was compelled to re-em

bark. Nothing disheartened by this failure,

he obtained fresh reinforcements at Aux

Cayes, and in December, landed again in

Margarita, where he issued a proclamation

convoking the representatives of Venezuela

in a general Congress. He then proceeded
to Barcelona, where he organized a provis
ional government, and assembled troops to

resist Morillo, who waa then advancing at

the head of a strong division. The hostile

forces encountered each other on the 16th

of February, 1817, when a desperate conflict

ensued, which lasted during that and the two

following days, and ended in the defeat of

the royalists. Morillo retired in disorder, and

being met on his retreat by Paez with his

llaneros, experienced a new and more com

plete overthrow. Being now recognized as

commander-in-chief, Bolivar proceeded in

his career of victory, and before the close of

the year had fixed his headquarters at An

gostura. He presided at the opening of the

Congress of Angostura on the 15th of Feb

ruary, 1819, when he submitted an elaborate

exposition of his views on government, and

also surrendered his authority into the hands

of Congress. Being, however, required to

resume his power, and retain it until the in

dependence of the country should be com

pletely established, he reorganized his troops,

and set out from Angostura, in order to cross

the Cordilleras, effect a junction with Gen

eral Santander, commanding the republican

forces in New Grenada, and bring their uni

ted means into action against the common

enemy. This bold and original design was

crowned with complete success. In July.

1819, he reached Tunja, which he entered

after a sharp action on the adjoining heights ;

and on the 7th of August he gained the vic

tory of Bojaca, which gave him immediate

possession of Santa Fe and all New Grenada.

Nor was this all. By the resources of men,

money and munitions of war, which he found

at Bogota, he was enabled to augment the

effective strength of his army, and to return

to Yenezuela with a force sufficient to secure

the expulsion of the Spaniards.

The campaign of New Grenada is unques

tionably Bolivar s most brilliant achievement,

and deserves much of the praise which has

been lavished on it. His return to Angos
tura was a sort of national festival. He was

hailed as the deliverer and father of his coun

try, and all manner of distinctions and con

gratulations were heaped upon him. He
availed himself of this favorable moment to

obtain the enactment of the fundamental

law of the 17th of December, 1819, by which

the republics of Venezuela and New Gra&amp;gt;
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nada were henceforth united in a single

State, under his presidency, by the title of

the Republic of Colombia. The seat of gov
ernment was also transferred provisionally

to &quot;Rosario de Cucuta, and Bolivar again

took the field. Being now at the head of

the most numerous and best appointed army
the patriots had yet assembled, he gained

important advantages over the Spaniards,

under Morillo, and on the 25th of November,

1820, concluded at Trujillo an armistice of

six months, probably in the hope that the

Spaniards would now come to terms, and

that the further effusion of blood might be

spared. If such were his views, however,

they were disappointed. Morillo was recall

ed
;
Torre assumed the command

;
and the

armistice was allowed to expire without any

pacific overture being made. As a renewal

of the contest was therefore inevitable, Boli

var resolved, if possible, to strike a decisive

blow
;
and this accordingly he did at Cara-

bolo, where he vanquished Torre, and so

completely destroyed the Spaniards, that the

shattered remains of their army were forced

to take refuge in Puerto Cabello, where two

years after they surrendered to Paez.

The battle of Carabolo may be considered

as having put an end to the war in Vene
zuela, On the 29th of June, 1820, Bolivar

entered Caraccas, and by the close of the

year the Spaniards were driven from every

part of the country, except Puerto Cabello

and Quito. The next step w
ras to secure, by

permanent political institutions, the inde

pendence which had now been conquered ;

and accordingly, on the 30th of August,

1821, the constitution of Colombia was

adopted with general approbation, Bolivar

himself being president, and Santander vice-

president.

Having thus achieved the independence
of his own country, Bolivar next placed him

self at the head of the army destined to act

against the Spaniards in Quito and Pern.

The fate of Quito was decided by the battle

of Pichincha, which was fought in June,

1822, and gained by the conduct and prowess

of Sucre. Bolivar then marched upon Lima,
which the royalists evacuated it his ap

proach ; and, entering the capital in tri

umph, lie was invested with absolute power
as dictator, and authorized to call into action

all the resources of the country.
On the 6th of August, 1824, Bolivar

defeated Canterac on the plains of Junin
;

after which he returned to Lima, leav

ing Sucre to follow the royalists in their

retreat to Upper Peru
;
an exploit which

the latter executed with equal ability and

success, gaining a decisive victory at Ayaeu-

cho, and thus completing the dispersion of

the Spanish force. In June, 1825, Bolivar vis

ited Upper Peru, which having detached itselt

from the government of Buenos Ayres, was

formed into a separate State, called Bolivia,

in honor of the liberator. The first Congress
of the new republic assembled in August,

1825, when Bolivar was declared perpetual

protector, and requested to prepare for it a

constitution of government.
Bolivar s project of a constitution fur

Bolivia was presented to the Congress of

that State on the 25th May, 1826, accom

panied with an address, in which he embod
ied his opinions respecting the form of gov
ernment which he conceived most expedient
for the newly-established republics. Of this

code some account has already been given,

(pp. 503-506,) but its most extraordina

ry feature consisted in the provision for lodg

ing the executive authority in the hands of a

president for life, without responsibility, and

with power to nominate his successor. This

alarmed the friends of liberty, and excited

lively apprehensions amongst the republicans

of Buenos Ayres and Chili
; whilst, in Peru,

Bolivar was accused of a design to unite into

one State Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia, and

to render himself perpetual dictator of the

confederacy.
In the meanwhile the affairs of Colombia

had taken a turn which demanded the pres

ence of Bolivar in his own country. During
his absence Santander had administered the

government ably and uprightly ;
its independ-
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ence had been recognized by other countries
;

and its territory had been subdivided into de

partments, defined by geographical bounda

ries analogously to that of France. But Paez,

who commanded in Venezuela, having been

accused of arbitrary conduct in the enrolment

of the citizens of Caraccas in the militia, re

fused obedience to the summons of the Senate,

and placed himself in a state of open rebel

lion against the general government ;
whilst

the disaffected party, taking advantage of

this collision, united with the refractory com

mander, and encouraged him in his opposi

tion, by which means the northern depart

ments became virtually separated from the

rest of the republic. All, however, professed

a willingness to submit their grievances to

the decision of Bolivar, and equally required
his return to Colombia.

Accordingly, having intrusted the govern
ment to a council nominated by himself,

with General Santa-Cruz at its head, he set

out from Lima in September, 1826, and hast

ened to Bogota, where he arrived on the 14th

November, and immediately assumed the ex

traordinary powers which, by the constitu

tion, the president was authorized to exercise

in case of rebellion. He remained only a

few days in the capital, and then pressed for

ward to stop the eifusion of blood in Vene

zuela, where matters had gone on much far

ther than he could ever have contemplated,
even supposing him to have been the main

spring of the various intrigues charged

against him. On the 31st December he

reached Puerto Cabello, and the following

day issued a decree offering a general amnes

ty. He had then a friendly meeting with

Paez, and soon afterwards entered Caraccas,

where he fixed his head-quarters, in order to

check the northern departments, which had
been the principal theatre of the disturbances.

In the meanwhile Bolivar and Santander

were re-elected to the respective offices of

president and vice-president, and by law

should have qualified as such in January,
1827. In February, however, Bolivar form-

illy resigned the presidency of the republic,

at the same time expressing a determination

to refute the imputations of ambition which

had been so freely cast upon him, by retiring

to private life, and spending the remainder of

his days on his patrimonial estate. Santan

der combated this resolution, urging him to

resume his station as constitutional president,

and declaring his own conviction, that the

troubles and agitations of the country cou. d

only be appeased by the authority and per
sonal influence of the liberator himself. But

distrust and suspicion of Bolivar s conduct

and intentions now filled the friends of

the republican institutions. A significant

proof of the belief which then prevailed is

the large minority in Congress who voted for

accepting his resignation of the presidency.

But as a majority w?ere of a contrary opin

ion, and insisted on his retaining the pres

idency, he repaired to Bogota to take the

oaths and resume his functions. Before his

arrival, however, he issued simultaneously

three separate decrees
;
one granting a gen

eral amnesty of all past offences
; another,

convoking a national convention at Ocafla
;

and a third for establishing constitutional

order throughout Colombia.

His arrival was accelerated by the occur

rence of events in Peru and the southern de

partments, which struck at the very founda

tion of his power. !N&quot;ot long after his de

parture from Lima, the Bolivian code had

been adopted as the Constitution of Peru

and Bolivar had been declared president foi

life. This took place on the 9th of Decem

ber, 1826, the anniversary of the battle of

Ayacucho ;
at which time the Colombian

auxiliary army was cantoned in three divis

ions, one in Upper, and two in Lower Peru,

at Arequipa and Lima. The third division,

stationed at Lima, consisted of veteran troops,

commanded by Generals Lara and Sands

personal friends of the liberator But not

withstanding their known att aliment to

Bolivar personally, his recent sonduct in

Colombia had rendered them distrustful of

his designs; and although they had original

ly no disposition to thwart his views on Peru,
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had his ambition been confined to that State

alone, they resolved to strike a blow against

his power when they conceived it employed
for the subjugation of their own country.

Accordingly, in about six weeks after the

adoption of the new Constitution, a counter

revolution in the government of Peru was

effected by this body of dissatisfied veterans.

They had taken their measures so well that

they arrested their general officers without

opposition ; placed them under the orders of

Bustamente, one of their colonels
;
and an

nounced to the inhabitants of Lima that their

sole object was to relieve the Peruvians from

oppression, and to return home to protect
their own country against any attack on its

liberties. Availing themselves of the oppor

tunity thus unexpectedly afforded them, the

Peruvians abjured the Bolivian code, deposed
the council ofministers appointed by the liber

ator, and proceeded to organize a provisional

government for themselves.

Intelligence of these events reached Boli-

\ar while in the north of Colombia. He
had long remained in a state of comparative

inactivity ;
but the news of the counter rev

olution in Peru, effected by the very troops
in whom he had most implicitly confided,

called forth all his energy, and he lost no

time in preparing to march to the south, in

order to reduce the refractory division. But
he was spared the necessity of coming to

blows with these troops, who, finding the

government in the hands of the national ex

ecutive, had peaceably submitted to General

Ovando. In the meanwhile, Bolivar had

accepted the presidency, and resumed the

functions belonging to his official station.

But although Colombia was, to all external

appearance, restored to tranquillity, the na

tion was divided into two parties, and agi
tated by their opposite views and incessant

collisions. Bolivar had regained the person
al confidence of the officers and soldiers of

the third division
;
but the republican party,

with Santander at their head, continued to

regard, with undisguised apprehension, his

iecendeucy over the army, and the political

movements in which he was continually en

gaged, frequently a. /cusing or suspecting him
of a desire to imitate the career of Napo
leon.

In virtue of a decree, dated Bogota, the

27th of August, 1828, Bolivar assumed the

supreme power in Colombia, and continued

to exercise it until his death, which took

place at San Pedro, near Santa Martha, on

the 17th of December, 1830. By this de

cree, he was authorized to maintain peace at

home, to command the forces of the State

by land and sea, to negotiate with for

eign powers, to make peace and declare war,
to enter into treaties, and in short to ex

ercise all the functions and prerogatives
of sovereign, not to say absolute power. The

decree, indeed, provided that he was to be

assisted in the exercise of the executive

power by the council of ministers
;
but it is

obvious, from the terms of this document,
and above all, from the nature of the powers
it conferred on the president, that although
the council might advise, it could never con

trol him; and that with the army at his

back, he was sovereign of Colombia under a

new denomination. Still his position was,
in many respects, far from being an enviable

one. Suspicion and distrust were excited by
all his actions, and his life seems to have

been embittered, if not shortened, by the in

cessant attacks made on his character and

conduct. This seems evident from an ad

dress to the Colombian nation, which he dic

tated only a few days before his death
;
and

in which, after alluding to his efforts in

the cause of liberty, and asserting his disin

terestedness, he complains that his enemies

had abused the credulity of the people, and

violated what to him was most sacred, his

reputation ;
that he was the victim of his

persecutors, who had brought him to the

brink of the grave ;
that he had aspired to

no other glory than the consolidation of

Colombia
;

and that if his death should

contribute to pacify all factions, and to

strengthen the union, he would descend

with tranquillity to the tomb.
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PATAGONIA.

PATAGONIA, a large country of South

America, occupies the southern extremity
of that continent, from the Rio Negro to

the Strait of Magellan. It lies between

S. Lat. 38 50 and 53 55
,
W. Lon. 63 and

76, and is bounded on the north by the

Argentine Republic, east by the Atlantic,

south by the Strait of Magellan, west by
the Pacific, north-west by Chili. Its length
from north to south, is 970 miles, its breadth

varies from 200 to 420, and its area is about

300,000 square miles. The country is di

vided into two regions differing widely from

each other in their general character. The

one of these lies along the west coast, and is

entirely mountainous
;
while the other, to

the east, is in general low and flat.

In the western region, the mountains all

belong to the chain of the Andes, which is

here much lower than in the more northerly

parts of South America, for the average

height of the range in Patagonia does not

exceed 3000 feet
;
but even here, there are

some mountains upwards of 7000 feet above

the sea. Southwards from the Gulf of An-

cud, where the Chilian and Patagonian ter

ritories meet, the country along the shore

of the Pacific presents an aspect quite differ

ent from that which is met with farther

north. Instead of having a narrow strip of

low land, with an almost unbroken coast ex

tending between the mountains and the Pa-

ciiic, as is generally the case on this coast,

the Patagonian Andes rise abruptly out of

the sea,.which, frequently flowing into the

deep defiles of the mountains, extends long
and winding arms far into the land. Nu
merous high and rocky islands, rising ab

ruptly out of the sea, line the coast. The
chief of these are Chiloe, the Chonos Ar

chipelago, Wellington Island, the Archipela

go of Madre de Dios, Hanover Island, and

Qu^en Adelaide s Archipelago. There is

also a large peninsula, called Tres Montea,

lying between the Chonos Archipelago and

Wellington Islands, joined to the mainland

by a narrow isthmus. Near the southern

extremity of Patagonia, two remarkable

inlets break the continuity of the Andes
chain. The first of these divides itself into

two branches Last Hope Inlet, extending
to the north, and Ancon Sin Salida, or Ob
struction Sound, to the south

;
while the sec

ond, which is much larger, spreads itself out

in two sheets of water Otway Water and

Skyring Water connected by a narrow

strait. Farther to the south, not only the

mountain chain, but the entire mass of the

land is divided by the Strait of Magellan,

extending from the Pacific to the Atlantic,

and separating Terra del Fuego and the

adjacent Islands from Patagonia. All the

mountains of Western Patagonia, as well as

those on the islands, are thickly wooded on

their western declivities, but entirely bare

on the side that is exposed to the ocean.

The whole of the region is subject to inces

sant winds and rains, the breezes being gen

orally from the west, and bringing from the

Pacific an immense quantity of moisture,

which is condensed on the mountains, and

deluges the country with almost incessant

showers. The ground is thus kept constant

ly wet; and there are few days in the year
when rain does not fall in summer, or snow

and sleet in winter. The largest river in

Western Patagonia is the San Tadio, a small

stream which falls into the Pacific south of

the peninsula of Tres Montes. It is formed

by two mountain torrents, and is navigable
for about 11 miles. On the mainland oppo
site the island of Chiloe, there are two vol

canoes, the farthest south of i \iy that aro

known to have been active in modern times.

These are Minchinmadiva, 8,010 feet, and

Corcovado, 7,500 feet above the sea.

i
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The east:rn part of Patagonia is in its

surface and climate the very reverse in many
respecto of the western. The land is low

and flat, rising gradually in terraces from

the Atlantic to the Andes. The uniformity

of the surface is, however, broken by the

high lands of the Espinosa, which occupy a

large promontory between S. Lat. 47 and

48
,
and rise to the height of 4000 feet above

the sea. In the southern portion of the

country, the soil consists of tertiary strata,

covered with shingle, and destitute of all

vegetation, except here and there scattered

tufts of grass and low bushes. Although
numerous salt pools occur in this region,

there is a great scarcity of fresh water.

North of 45 S. Lat., the country is more un

dulating, and not so entirely destitute of

vegetation as the southern portion ;
for in

some places the valleys and low hills are

covered with grass and stunted trees, and

there are even parts where good pasturage
and timber may be obtained. Eastern Pat

agonia is traversed by several rivers, which

are much larger than those that water the

western region. The Rio Negro, which

forms the northern boundary of Patagonia,
rises in the Andes, flows first north-east,

then east, and finally south-east, falling into

the Atlantic. Its whole length is about 700

miles
;
and at a long distance from its mouth

it has a breadth of 500 yards. Of the other

rivers, little is known except their mouths
;

the Chupat, the Camerones, the Desire Riv

er, the Santa Cruz, and the Gallegos, are

the most important all falling into the At
lantic. The Santa Cruz is a river of consid

erable size, and is believed to flow through
several lakes, one of which, Lake Capar, is

30 miles long and 10 or 12 broad. This

river flows for a great part of its course in a

deep valley, through an elevated plain which

rises in some parts 1,SOO, and in others be

tween 2000 and 3000 feet above the sea.

Along the banks there are in some places,

deep and extensive layers of lava.

The eastern coast of Patagonia, from the

enhance of Magellan s Strait, as far north

wards as 49 S. Lat, consists of cliffti of

marly clay, rising 200 or 300 feet perpen

dicularly from the sea, and somewhat re

sembling, when seen from a distance, the

coast of Kent. North of this, as far as 45

S. Lat., the cliffs are somewhat higher, ando &quot;

their prevailing structure is porphyritic.

Beyond this point, the coast presents a dif

ferent aspect, consisting of a shingly beach

skirted by a reef of rocks. The largest

gulfs of the eastern coast are those of San

Matias, south of the Eio Negro ;
and St.

George, north of Cape Blanco. There are

also several harbors along this coast, such a?

Port San Antonio, in 41 S. Lat.
;
Nuevc

Golfo, in 43
;
Port Desire, in 47 5

;
Port

San Julian, in 49 12
;
Santa Cruz, in 50

T ; and Gallegos, in 51 38 .

The climate of Eastern Patagonia is aa

remarkable for dryness as that of the west

ern region is for its constant showers. Cap
tain Fitzroy, who explored the Patagonian
coasts between the years 1826 and 1836,
thus speaks of the climate of this country :

&quot; One naturally asks why Eastern Patagonia
should be condemned to perpetual sterility,

while the western side of the same country,
in the same parallel of latitude, is injured by
too much rain \ The prevailing western

winds and the Andes are the causes. The
winds bring much moisture from the Pacific,

but they leave it all, condensed, on the

west side of the mountains. After passing
the cordillera, those same winds are very

dry. Easterly winds are very rare upon
the east cost

; they are the only ones which

carry rain to the almost deserts of Pata

gonia. Westward of the Andes, an east

wind is dry and free from clouds. All this

country is exposed to severe cold weath

er in winter, and to excessive heat in sum
mer. Great and sudden changes of tempera
ture take place, when, after very hot weather,
cold winds rush northwards with the fury of a

hurricane.&quot; The temperature of the country
south of the 45th parallel of latitude, is in

general extremely cold, although during the

short summer, great heat is experienced.
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The vegetable products of Patagonia are

very scanty, the only portion where there is

a luxuriat t vegetation being the country
near the Rio JSTegro, in which the same

plants are found as in the adjacent parts of

the Argentine Republic. Among the for

ests of the west, several species of beech

and many large and beautiful ferns occur.

Animals are found in greater abundance

than vegetables in most parts of Patagonia.
Herds of guanacos, amounting to several

hundreds in number, roam about the coun

try ;
and the puma, the wolf, the fox, the

opossum, the cavia, the armadillo, the otter,

and the seal, are also met with. There

are an immense number of animals of

the class Rodentia more, perhaps, than

in any other part of the world. The horse

is found in all parts of the country, being
the invariable companion of the natives of

Eastern Patagonia. The condor and the

cassowary are the principal terrestrial birds
;

but the sea-fowl are very numerous, includ

ing several species of swans, ducks, and

geese. Fish and other sea animals are plen
tiful along the coasts.

The aboriginal natives of Patagonia are a

tall and extremely robust race of men. Their

bodies are bulky, and their head and fea

tures large, but their hands and feet are

Email. Their limbs are neither so muscular

nor so large-boned as their height and appa
rent bulk would lead one to suppose ; they are

rounder and smoother than those of white

men. Their color is a rich reddish brown,
rather darker than the hue of copper. The

only attractive feature about their persons is

their teeth, which are sound and white.

Their cheek-bones are prominent, and so is

their brow, which is broad but low. Their

heads are furnished with a profusion of rough,

lank, and coarse black hair, which is tied

above the temples by a fillet of plaited or

twisted sinews
;
and they wear no other cov

ering upon this part of their body. The
size of the Patagonians has been represented

by some writers as quite gigantic ; and, al

though the earlier voyagers have given some

what exaggerated accounts of them, which
have been improved by some subsequent au

thors, it seems to be the universal testi

mony of those who have visited the country
in modern times, that they do considerably
exceed the average stature of Europeans.

Captain Byron, in the middle of the last

century, saw a number of men above eight
feet, and some as much as nine feet in height.

A recent traveller thus speaks of the natives

that he saw :

&quot;

Among two hundred or

three hundred natives of Patagonia, scarcely
half a dozen men are seen whose height is

under five feet nine or ten inches; the

women are proportionately tall. I have no

where seen an assemblage of men andO
women whose average height and apparent
bulk equalled that of the Patagonians. Tall

and athletic as are many of the South Sea

islanders, there are also many among their

number who are slight and of lower stature.

The Patagonians seem to be high-shoulder

ed, owing perhaps to their habit of folding
their arms across the chest, in their man

tles, and thus increasing their apparent

height and bulk, because the mantles hang

loosely, and almost touch the ground. Until

actually measured, it is difficult to believe

that they are not much taller than is the

case.&quot;

Mr. Bourne, mate of an American vessel,

who was for some time a captive in Patago
nia in 1849-50, says that their average height

is six and a half feet, while some nearly

reach seven feet. These accounts are so pre

cise and satisfactory that the question as to

the actual size of the Patagonians may be re

garded as completely set at rest. Is it more

improbable that there should be races of

men of above the European standard, than

it is that there should be races whose height

is below it ? Yet we know beyond a doubt

that the Esquimaux are so.

&quot;With the exception of the head, little hair

grows upon their bodies
;
and from the face

it is carefully removed by shells or pincers.

They do not disfigure their naturally coarse

features by piercing either nose or lip, but
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they bedaub their body with white, black, or

red paint, forming grotesque figures, such as

circles around their eyes, or great marks

across their faces. This ornamental body-

painting is practiced by all the different

races of Patagonians, from Cape Horn to

Buenos Ayres. On their feet and legs they

wear boots made of the skins of horses hind

legs. Spurs made of wood, but of iron if

they can get it, balls (bolas), or stones, at

tached to a long leather thong, for the pur

pose of catching the guanaco or the ostrich,

by throwing the balls so as to wind round

their legs, whilst a long tapering lance, and

a knife, if it can be procured, complete their

equipment. Mounted upon horses of a mid

dle size, under fifteen hands high, and rather

well-bred, the Patagonians seem to be car

ried no better than English dragoons, who
ride eighteen stone upon horses able to carry

ten
; yet they go at full speed in chase of os

triches or guanacos. When hunting or

making long journeys they often change
horses. The women are dressed and booted

like the men, with the addition of a half

petticoat. They clean their hair and plait it

into two tails. Ornaments of brass, beads,

bits of colored glass, or such trifles, are prized

by them. The huts of these wanderers are

somewhat like gipsy tents. Poles are stuck

in the ground, to which others are fixed.

Over them are thrown the skins of animals,

an irregular tilt-like hut being thus formed.

It is to be observed that the inhabitants of

Terra del Fuego, and of the islands to the

south and south-west, wear little or no cloth

ing.^
The Patagonians appear to possess noth

ing like towns, but lead a wandering and

unsettled life, somewhat resembling that of

the Tartars. The different parts of the coun

try are inhabited by several distinct nations,

the chief of which are the following : The

Moluche, or Warrior Indians, who inhabit

the Andes and neighboring regions, imme

diately south of the Rio Negro ;
the Puelche,

or Eastern People, who wander about the

north-east of Patagonia; the Chulian In-

iv. 35.

dians, who occupy the mountainous regions
south of 42 S. Lat.

;
the Te-huel-het, or

Southern People, who inhabit the south-east

ern extremity of the country ;
and the Fue-

gians, who people not only the island of Ter

ra del Fuego, but the western coast of the

mainland, as far north as the peninsula of

Tres Montes. The last of these differs from

the others in being of much lower stature.

The various tribes into which they are di

vided are generally under the command of

chiefs
;
and they subsist chiefly on the flesh

of mares, guanacos, etc. They are for the

most part filthy and disgusting in th^r hab

its, exceedingly vain and greatly given to

tying-

Very few traces of any religious ceremo

nies have been observed among them. We
are informed by Falconer, the Jesuit mis

sionary, that after the dead have been in

terred twelve months, the graves are visited

by the tribe for the purpose of collecting the

bones, and conveying them to their family

sepulchres, where they are set up, and adorn

ed with all the beads and ornaments which

the friends and family of the deceased are

able to collect for the occasion. The cere

mony is performed by certain women of the

tribe, whose peculiar office it is to attend to

these rites. In corroboration of the Jesuit s

testimony, Captain King of the British

navy, informs us, that near Port Desire he

had seen the graves of the Indians upon the

summits of hills, but without the bodies,

which he supposes to have in all probability

been removed by the Indians.

It seems highly probable that Magalhaena
wras the original discoverer of the southern

coast of Patagonia and the northern coast of

Terra del Fuego, as well as of the strait which

bears his name. Sir Francis Drake passed
the strait in the year 1578; and being driven

by storms to the south, discovered the west

ern and south-western coast of Terra del

Fuego, and also Cape Horn
; although the

honor of the discovery of the latter has

generally been ascribed to Jacob Le Maire,
a Dutchman, in the service of the States of
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Holland. In the year 1 61 6, this navigator

was the first who doubled that terminus of

South America, and called it Cape Horn,
after a village in Holland. Proceeding in a

north-easterly direction, he crossed the strait

which bears his name, and discovered Staten

Island, which he so designated after the

states of Holland. It is supposed that Da-

vies, one of the companions of Cavendish in

his voyage to the South Seas in 1592, was

the first person who saw the Falkland

Islands
;
but they were not, properly speak

ing, discovered till the year 1594, when Sir

Richard Hawkins examined them, and called

them in honor of his queen and himself,

Hawkins Maiden Land. The name, how
ever wras subsequently changed to Falkland

Islands by Strong, another English naviga
tor. During the early part of the eighteenth

century they were re-discovered by some

French navigators ;
and hence the origin of

the French name, Malouine Islands. To

Captain Cook we are indebted for the first

accurate account of the south-eastern coast

of Terra del Fuego, which he explored in

1774:
;
and so little was known concerning

it before this period that, when actually in

sight of Cape Horn, he was unable to de

cide whether it was a detached island or a

part of Terra del Fuego. Amongst the

other distinguished names connected with

the discovery or investigation of this part
of the South American continent, are those

of Sarraiento (whose account of a voyage
down the western coast, and through the

Strait of Magalhaens, has never been sur

passed), Sir John Narborough, Cordova,,

Byron, &quot;Willis, Caterct, Bougainville, Wed-

del, King, Stokes, and Fitzroy. It only re

mains to be noticed that, although repeated

attempts have been made to form perma
nent settlements in Patagonia, or upon the

neighboring islands, particularly by the

Spaniards, until recently none of these has

been successful. In 1843, however, the

government of Chili founded a settlement

at Port Famine, on the Strait of Magellan,
which was in 1850 transferred to Sandy

Point, some distance to the north. This

colony contained, according to the latest ac

counts, about twenty houses, with a chapel

and sacristy. The population was 150
;
and

they had ten horses, eighteen goats, and a

number of swine. Another settlement on

the strait has recently been projected ;
and

recently, an exploring expedition was sent

thither, with a view to that undertaking.

The western part of Patagonia is claimed

by Chili, and the eastern by the Argentine

Republic. With regard to population, it

must be quite obvious that no accurate idea

can be formed. It has, however, been esti

mated at 120,000. By far the greater part

of the country that which stretches along

the eastern side of the Andes, from their

base to the Atlantic Ocean -is almost en

tirely unknown, with the exception of a very

few places upon the coast. It is quite pos

sible, therefore, that the inhabitants may be

far more numerous in this region than is

supposed; but the general sterility of the

country holds out little prospect of any great

commercial advantages to be gained by in

tercourse with them, except in the precious

metals, which are doubtless to be found in

the Patagonian Andes.

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

FALKLAND ISLANDS (French Maloumes.

Spanish Jlfalvinas), a group of Islands in

the South Atlantic Ocean, belonging to

Great Britain, and lying about 250 miles east

tween 51 and 53 S. Lat., and 57 and 62

W. Long. The group consists of two prin

cipal islands, East and West Falkland, with

several hundred others of different sizes clns-

of the nearest mainland of South America be- i
tered around and in the strait between them-
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East Falkland is about eighty-five miles in

length, by forty in breadth, and &quot;West Falk

land eighty miles long by twenty-five to

thirty miles \vide. They are separated from

each other by Falkland Sound. The other

islands range in size from sixteen miles by

eight, to mere islets of half a mile across.

The whole group is deeply indented by nu

merous harbors and creeks, which, if they di

minish the area, produce more than counter

balancing advantages. Very little is known

of West Falkland. It is uninhabited, but at

certain seasons is visited by whaling and

other vessels. East Falkland is nearly di

vided into two unequal portions by the es

tuaries called Breton Sound and Choiseul

Sound, the two parts of the island being con

nected by an isthmus not more than a mile

and a half across. The northern portion is

crossed by a chain of rugged hills, called the
t/ P5O

Wickham Heights, extending due east and

West, from Port William to Port Sussex, and

varying in height from 800 to 2000 feet.

This range consists chiefly of quartz rock,

which crops out with great irregularity, so

that it can be crossed only at certain passes.

South cf this range it is one continued un

dulating plain, few of the heights rising to

more than sixty feet above the level of the

sea, and the ridges running nearly north

west and south-east. Through every little

valley a stream of fresh water flows into one

or other of the numerous creeks and inlets

of the sea. Besides these rivulets, there are

numerous fresh water ponds or lakes, vary

ing from thirty yards to three or four miles

in circumference. North of the Wickham

Heights the surface is hilly, some of its ele

vations rising to the height of upwards of

1000 feet. The side of the heights contains

elate, some of which is suitable for buildingo
and roofing purposes ;

and limestone has

been discovered on and about the foot of

Mount Usborne. From certain parts of

these upper regions there descend into the

valleys streams of stones, from twenty or

thirty feet to a quarter of a mile wide, and
below these stones there usra lv fows a

stream of water. These stones are frequent

ly of considerable size, and have not moved

far, as their angles are generally but little

broken. The climate is said to be very mild

and salubrious. The temperature is equa

ble, being rarely very hot in summer or very
cold in winter. The ice is seldom more than

half an inch thick, except in severe winters,

and snow lies but a short time on the ground.

Light showers are frequent, but a day of

heavy rain never occurs. Excessive winds

are common, but thunder-storms are ex

tremely rare. The hottest months in the

year are December and January. The soil

is of a deep brown, almost black, compact,

peaty quality, lying upon a strong clay sub

soil, and from six inches to two feet deep.

There are few wild animals indigenous

to the Falklands. The only quadruped is

the warrah or wolf-fox, rather taller, but not

much heavier, than the English fox. The

other animals which are found in a wild state

are those which have been left there by

Europeans, as horned cattle, horses, sheep,

wild hogs, and rabbits, all of which are very

abundant. There is a ^plentiful supply of

excellent fish in all the creeks, and of small

trout in the lakes and rivulets. Hair and

fur seals abound, and the black whale is still

numerous about the coasts. The wild fowl

are also numerous, as swans, geese, ducks,

snipes, etc. There are few land birds or in

sects, and no reptiles.

A gigantic sedgy grass, called tussac, of

the genus Carex, is very common on most of

these islands. Its blade averages seven feel

in length by about three-quarters of an inch

in width, is extremely nutritious and ad

mirably adapted for fattening cattle.* Tur

nips, carrots, potatoes, and vegetables thrive

well, and barley and oats have been success

fully cultivated. Furze and other shrubs

grow well, but there are as yet no trees.

Peat is abundant, and some of it is highly

bituminous.

The discovery of these islands has been by

many attributed to Amerigo Vespucci, 1502

but it is more probable that they were first
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discovered by Davis in 1592. In 1594,
Hawkins sailed along their north shore

;
and

in 1690, Strong sailed through the channel

which separates East from West Falkland,

and called it Falkland Sound, whence the

group afterwards took its name. During the

earlier parts of the eighteenth century these

islands were frequently visited by French

vessels
;
and in 1764, a French colony was

established at St Louis, on East Falkland.

Two years later, the English planted a colony

at Port Egmonton, West Falkland. In 1767,

the Spaniards took possession of the French

settlement, and three years later of the Eng
lish. In consequence of this step, some ne

gotiations were entered into, the result of

which wras that the sovereignty of these

islands was ceded to the English, who, how
ever

;
some time afterwards abandoned them.

Though frequently visited by whaling ves

sels and others, they continued without per

manent inhabitants till 1820, when they

were taken possession of by the republic of

Buenos Ayres. A settlement was formed

at Port Louis, which rapidly increased until

1831, when, in consequence of a dispute with

the United States, it was destroyed by the

Americans. In 1833, the English again

assumed possession of the Falklands, and

stationed an officer and boat s crew at

Port Louis. In 1840, the government re

solved to colonize these islands, and sent out

for that purpose a governor and a small es

tablishment, who settled at Port Louis. A
more advantageous situation for a settle

ment was subsequently found on me south

side of Stanley Harbor, where, in 1844, a

town was laid out. Mr. Lafone, a wealthy

merchant, obtained from the government an

extensive tract of land, and possession of all

the wild cattle and other wild stock for six

years, from 1st of January, 1843, in consid

eration of a payment by instalments of

$300,000. Lafone s interests were purchased

by a chartered company, which now posses

ses, in East Falkland, all the southern penin
sula called Lafonia, consisting of about

600,000 acres, besides 138 islands and islets.

with an aggregate area of about 200,000

acres. In 1847, the population of the colony

was estimated to be less than 300. Ten

years later, the governor reported that there

was a steady increase in population ;
and ac

cording to the latest accounts, the Falkland

Islands number not far from 3000 inhabit

ants. The commerce of these islands is of

course but moderate
;
the exports consisting

of hides, tallow, salted beef, seal skins, and

fish oil
;
the imports being mostly timber,

lime, brick, flour, sugar, coffee, and British

manufactured goods. The value of the im

ports, as recently stated, is over $100,000

per annum, and exports about $95,000. On
an average, fifty to sixty vessels touch at

Stanley, which has an excellent harbor, and

is supported mainly by the British govern

ment, to afford ships a place of call for

water and fresh provisions in this ur fre

quented part of the ocean.
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SUPPLEMENTAL T.

THE WAR BETWEEN FRANCE AND PRUSSIA.

JULY 15Tn, 1870 MARCH 3D, 1871.

AT the commencement of the narrative

of this remarkable war, it seems ap

propriate to dwell for a moment on. an occur

rence in French history, that was an incidental

prelude to the great drama.

For reasons that probably are not well

understood by the outside world, Napoleon
III. set about the experiment which was

termed the plebiscitum that is, a vote of the

French people on the question, whether they
had confidence in the Imperial Government.

It was a novel proceeding. So far as the

taking a vote was concerned, it was virtually

the same thing as an election by the people ;

only there was but one candidate for the

office of Emperor : and the real point to be

ascertained, was whether the election should

be unanimous. Supposing the votes cast on

the plebiscitum to be given freely, without

restraint or constraint, the whole matter was

an expression of opinion, merely; and why
an Emperor, in the plenitude of power, should

call on an entire people to express such an

opinion, when it was quite certain that a

vote of a want of confidence would lead to

no definite result, is and will remain a prob
lem. The proceeding was, at best, &quot;fishing

fur a compliment
&quot; on a grand scale : and

the sequel shows what the compliment was

worth. As to the vote itself, it was on the

\vnole what might have been expected.

Cofnparatively few Frenchmen were prepar
ed for a revolution, and they, as a mere

formality, voted yea. Their number was

7,836,434:. The minority, whose action in

the premises might be called affirmative, set

themselves in array against the Emperor, to

the number of 1,502,790 ;
a ratio one to six

of the whole number. It is remarkable that

in the army, where a unanimous vote was

hoped for, no less than 50,000 voted nay.
To a certain extent, what is called the popu
lar opinion of the world regarded this vote

as a proof of the strength of the empire.
Others held the vote to be a proof of its

weakness
;
and as, at least, a proof of the

Emperor s own want of confidence in it for

if he felt secure in his seat, why did he wish

a vote on the subject ?

The vote was taken on the 8th of June.

On the llth of June, a cloud, at first no

larger than a man s hand, and seemingly as

remote as the poles from any connection with

the plebiscitum, arose on the Spanish horizon.

On that day, in the Spanish Cortes, Marshal

Prim made a statement respecting his en

deavours to provide the country with a king.
But ho wished his auditory to understand,
that he did not seek to bring about this re

sult by a restoration of any member of the

Bourbon family. It was already rumored
that a certified copy of the abdication of

Queen Isabella had been received in Madrid;
but the rumor proved to be in anticipation
of the fact

;
as the formal abdication and in

favor of Queen Isabella s son, Alphonso, waa

made in Paris on the 2Gth of June.

For some days following, the announce
ment by Marshal Prim was discussed in tho

Cortes, and petitions on behalf of Espartero
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and of the Duke of Montpensier were pre
sented. Those petitions were rejected, and

on the 5th of July, Prim made a formal offer

of the crown to Prince Leopold of Hohenzol-

lern, a prince of the reigning dynasty of

Prussia, and the prince accepted the offer.

The prince was the elder brother of Prince

Charles of Roumania, and the eldest son of

the reigning Prince of Hohenzollern, who,
m 1849, surrendered to Prussia his sovereign

rights. His father lived at Dusseldorf, and

was considered a member of the Prussian

Royal Family. The prince was thirty-five

years of age, and a colonel in the Prussian

foot-guards. He was married in 1861, to

Marie, the sister of the King of Portugal. In

religion, he was a Roman Catholic.

The news caused great excitement in Paris,

where the selection was regarded as the work
of Count Bismarck. In the Legislative

Body, 011 the 6th of July, the Duke de

Grammont, the Foreign Minister, said that

the negotiations which led to the prince s ac

ceptance of the offer of the crown, had been

kept secret from the French Government;
and he added,

u We do not believe that re

spect for the rights of a neighboring people

obliges us to suffer a foreign power, by plac

ing a prince on the throne of Charles Y., to

disturb the European Equilibrium to our dis

advantage, and thus to imperil the interests

and the honor of France. We entertain a

firm hope that this will not happen ;
and to

prevent it, we count on the Avisdom of the

German nation and the friendship of the

people of Spain ; but, in the contrary event,

with your support and the support of the

nation, we shall know how to do our duty,

without hesitation or weakness.&quot; M. Ollivier

remarked,
&quot; The ministry is convinced that

the Duke de Grammont s statement will

bring about a peaceful solution
; for, when

ever Europe sees that France is firm in pur
suance of her legitimate duty, it does not

resist her desire.&quot; MM. Picard and Jules

Favre asked for copies of the dispatches ex

changed between the courts of Paris and

Berlin, since the previous day ;
and when

M. Ollivier, instead of complying with the

request, moved an adjournment of the debate,
M. Jutes Favre exclaimed,

&quot; Then this is a

ministry of Stock Exchange jobbers.&quot; This,
of course, caused a great uproar, and the

speaker was called to order. The journals
of the next day asserted that,

&quot; should the

Cortes vote for the Prince of Hohenzollern,
the French Government will hold Prussia

responsible. Stringent orders have been

issued to the military authorities throughout
the empire, not to grant any further leave of

absence. Officers are returning to their

regiments, and the frontier fortresses are

undergoing a rapid inspection.&quot;

It was, at first, stated that Prim had offer

ed the throne to Prince Leopold on his own

authority, without consulting his colleagues ;

but later intelligence showed that there was

a complete unanimity of opinion on the sub

ject in the ministry. Prim, however,

originated the nomination. It is evident

that the welfare of Spain was a secondary

object with her successful generals, who in

sisted on playing the game of revolution foi

their own exclusive benefit or, what they
deemed such. If they had cared to reconcile

warring factions, to give the greatest attain

able stability to the governnent, and to launch

constitutional monarchy on the most favor

able conditions, they would have fixed on a

successor to Queen Isabella, in the first days
of the insurrection, and thus have seated one

sovereign at the same moment that they de

throned the other. But men who are selfish

at home, are rarely disinterested abroad
;
and

it is no wonder that this intricriin^ soldiero o
who displayed such a philosophical indiffer

ence to the happiness of the Spanish people,

should have shown himself equally careless

about the maintenance of peace in Europe. A
manoeuvre more reckless than the choice of

the Prince of Hohenzollern as the official

candidate for the vacant crown, has seldom

been seen. From whatever point of view it

is regarded, it equally deserves condemnation.

General Prim cannot but ha\e known how

intensely distasteful such a selection won id
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be to the French nation. His offer to the

prijce, if made without his first securing the

support of the Prussian government, was

amply preparing a gratuitous humiliation for

Spain : for it was idle to suppose that a

candidate seriously objected to by France

could make his claim good without the sup

port of a foreign army ; if, on the contrary,

he had made himself acquainted with the in

tentions of Prussia, and found that he could

rely on her support, his offer was a voluntary

expedient to stir up a European war. In

either case, therefore, he stands inexcusa

ble.

The moment that the nomination of the

Prince of Hohenzollern was understood in

France, the French government demanded
from Prussia a disavowal of the transaction.

In reply, Prussia disclaimed all agency in

the appointment. She further declared, that

the prince was not even a relation of the

family of Prussia
;
and that as it was General

Prim who negotiated with the prince, it was

ho, and not Prussia, who must be held re

sponsible. On the 12th of July the Spanish
Ambassador in Paris received a dispatch
from the father of Prince Leopold, stating
that in consequence of the opposition to the

candidature of his son, he had withdrawn it

in the name of the prince. To this, France

replied :

&quot; Prussia claims that she has had no

agency in this candidature
;

if that is true,

let her force the prince himself to renounce

the offer. The prince is under the authority

of the King of Prussia, and thus the latter

has the peace of Europe in his hands.&quot; On
the 14th, at Eras, as King &quot;William was walk

ing with Count Lehndorff, his adjutant, in

the Kurgarten, M. Benedetti, the. French

Ambassador, accosted him personally, and

demanded that he. the king, should not only
refuse his consent to Leopold s acceptance of

the Spanish crown, but should engage, under

sufficient guaranties, to resume said refusal

should the prince at any future day receive

the nomination. King &quot;William turned

around and order K! the Count Lehndorff to

tell M. Benedetti that there was no reply,

and that he would not again admit M. Bene
detti to an audience.

On the loth of July, France declared war

against Prussia. The causes were thus

stated :

First The insult offered to Count Bene-

detti, the French Minister, at Ems, and its

approval by the Prussian Government.

Second The refusal of the King of Prus

sia to compel the withdrawal of Prince Leo

pold s name as a candidate for the Spanish
throne.

Third The fact that the King of Prussia

persisted in giving the prince liberty to ac

cept the crown.

The declaration was in these words, ad

dressed to the Senate by the Duke de Gram-
mont :

&quot; The manner in which the country re

ceived our declaration on the 6th of July, led

us to commence negotiations with Prussia to

secure her recognition of the validity of our

grievances. &quot;We did not treat with Spain,
whose independence we have no wish to

trammel, nor with the Prince ofHohenzollern,
whom we consider to be under the shadow

of the king; nor have we advanced any
other grievance than the candidature of the

prince for the Spanish throne.
&quot; The Prussian Minister of Foreign Af

fairs opposed to us a determination not to re

ceive our representation, pretending to ignore
the affair, and that he could not intervene ex

cept as head of the family ; but he avowed

that he had instructed Bismarck. We could

not accept that answer, and we demanded

that the king should influence the Prince of

Hohenzolleru. Resistance to our project

came from the quarter where it was least

expected. &quot;We then demanded that the king
should give a promise for the future. This

moderate demand, made in moderate terms,

we declared to be without any reservation

The king declined to say that he would re

fuse in future to interfere with the candida

ture, and he refused to authorize us to trans

mit to you the declaration that he would in

future oppose the candidature. Tie declared
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that he reserved to himself the right to con

sider the circumstances. Even after this re

fusal, we did not break off the negotiations,

but adjourned our explanations to you until

this date. Yesterday we were apprized that

the King of Prussia had informed our am
bassador that he would not again receive

him
; and, to render the rupture more ob

vious, he gave notice of his action to the

cabinets of Europe. At the same time he

announced that Werther might take leave,

and that the armament of Prussia had com
menced. On our part, we yesterday called

out the reserves, and we have taken such

other measures as the interest and the honor

of the country demand. A copy of this de

claration has been presented to the Corps

Legislatif by Monsieur, the keeper of the

seals. The government asks a vote of sup

plies and a call to arms of all classes owing
the military service.&quot;

In both houses the ministerial declaration

was received with great applause ;
but it is

to be remarked, that in the Corps Legislatif

a considerable minority opposed the policy of

the government, at least, until they had fuller

information. M. Jules Favre called on the

ministry to communicate the documents

which passed during the negotiations, and

especially the Prussian dispatch addressed to

foreign governments, admitting the refusal

of the King of Prussia to receive M. Bene-

dctti. M. Buffet opposed the demand for

papers, and M. Jules Favre s motion was re

jected by a vote of 164 against 83.

On the 19th of July, the North German
Parliament was opened with a speech from

the throne, delivered by King William in

person. His majesty said, in the course of

his speech
&quot; The candidacy of a German Prince for

the Spanish throne both in the bringing
forward and withdrawal of which the Con
federate Govenments were equally uncon

cerned, and which interested the North
German Confederation only so far as the

government of a friendly country appeared
to found on its success the hope of acquiring

for a sorely-tired people a pledge for a reg
ular and peaceful government afforded the

Emperor of the French a pretext fcr a casua

l&amp;gt;elli, put forward in a manner long since un

known in the annals of diplomatic inter

course, and adhered to after the removal of

the very pretext itself, with that disregard

for the people s right to the blessing of peace,

of which the history of a former ruler of

France affords so many analagous examples.

If Germany, in former centuries, bore in

silence such violations of her rights and of

her honor, it was only because, in her then

divided state, she knew not her own strength.

To-day, when the links of intellectual and

rightful community, which began to be knit

together at the time of the wars of liberation,

join the more slowly, the more surely, the dif

ferent German races to-day, that Germany s

armament leaves no longer an opening to

the enemy, the German nation contains

within itself the will and the power to repel

the renewed aggression of France. It is not

arrogance that puts these words in my mouth.

The confederate government, and I myself,

are acting in the full consciousness that vic

tory and defeat are in the hands of Him who
decides the fate of battles. With a clear

gaze we have measured the responsibilities

which, before the judgment seat of God and

of mankind, must fall on him who drags two

great and peace-loving peoples of the heart

of Europe into a devastating war.&quot;

Subsequently, the king received an address

from the Berlin Town Council, thanking his

majesty for having repelled the unheard-of

attempt made on the dignity and independ
ence of the nation, and assertino- that aso
France has declared war against Prussia,

every man in Prussia must do his duty. The

king, in reply, expressed his gratitude for

the sentiments contained in the address, and

said:
&quot; God knows that I am not answerable for

this war. The demand sent me was one that

I could not do otherwise than reject. My
reply gained the approval of ail the towns

and provinces, the expression of which I
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have received from all parts of Germany,
and even from Germans residing beyond the

seas. The greeting which was given me here

on Friday last, has animated me with pride
and confidence. Heavy sacrifices will be

demanded of my people. We have become

unaccustomed to them, by the quickly gained
victories which we achieved in the last two

wars. We shall not get off so cheaply this

time
;
but I know what I may expect from

rny army and from those now hastening to

join the ranks. The instrument is sharp and

cutting. The result is in the hands of God.&quot;

War being thus resolved on by France,

nothing remained for Prussia but immediate

resistance to the aggression ;
and the utmost

energies of each nation were at once applied
to the marshalling of their respective armies.

The excitement in the two capitals spread,

with the rapidity of telegraphic communi

cation, throughout the two countries, and to

all tlie civilized world. The comment of

the London Times was &quot;France, without a

shadow of excuse or justification, plunges

Europe into a war of \vhich no person living

may see the end.&quot;

It is notable, that from the moment when
the action of the French government made
war inevitable, the nominal cause of the war,

namely, the Prince Leopold, and even the

Spanish throne itself, sank into insignificance,

so far as any public interest in either was

concerned.

As this war was declared by France and

accepted by Prussia with the rapidity that

characterizes all proceedings of a period
when, railroads and telegraphs are the ex

clusive mediums of communication, eacli of

the belligerents took its course without con

sultation or negotiation with indeed, almost

without the knowledge of, the other powers
of Europe; yet each was profoundly in

terested in obtaining for itself, at least the

respect and good-will, if not the sympathy
and aid of those powers. And, naturally,

if either of the belligerents had at hand any j

means of exciting against the other the jeal

ousy or ill-will of any of those powers, such

means would be promptly used. It may
therefore, readily be supposed that Count
Bismarck had some agency in promulgating
the contents of a secret treaty which France
had several times attempted to negotiate with
Prussia. This astounding document, which

exposed the real sentiments and purposes of

the French Government in regard to the

other European States, was published in the

London newspapers of Monday, July 25th.

The proposed treaty consisted of five arti

cles, in the following words :

I. His Majesty, the Emperor ofthe French,
admits and recognizes the requisitions which
Prussia has made as the result of the last

war which she sustained against Austria and
her allies.

II. His Majesty, the King of Prussia, pro
mises to facilitate the acquisition of Luxem
bourg by France

;
to that effect, his aforesaid

majesty will enter into negotiations with his

Majesty, the King of the Netherlands, to in

duce him to cede to the Emperor of the

French his sovereign rights over that Duchy,
in return for such compensation as shall be
deemed sufficient, or otherwise. On his

part, the Emperor of the French engages to

bear the pecuniary charges which the tran

saction may occasion.

III. His Majesty, the Emperor of tho

French, will not oppose a federal union of

the Confederation of the North with tho

Southern States of Germany, with the ex

ception of Austria, which union may be
founded on a common parliament, provided
the sovereignty of the said States is duly

respected.

IV. On his part, his Majesty, the King of

Prussia, in case his Majesty, the Emperor of

the French should be obliged by circum
stances to cause his troops to enter Belgium,
or to conquer her, will accord the succour of

his arms to France, and will sustain her with
all his forces of land and sea against every

power, which, in that event, shall declare

war upon her.

V. To ensure the complete execution of

the above-mentioned arrangements, his Ma
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jesty the King of Prussia and his Majesty
the Emperor of the French, contract, by the

present treaty, an alliance offensive and de

fensive, which they solemnly engage to

maintain. Their Majesties undertake beyond

this, and specially, to observe ifc in every
jase where their respective States, of which

they mutually guaranty the integrity, shall

be menaced by aggression, holding them
selves bound, in such a conjuncture, to make
without delay, and not to decline on any pre

text, the military arrangements which may
be demanded by their common interest con

formably to the clauses and provisions above

set forth.

It may well be supposed, that this cool at

tempt on the part of Louis Napoleon, to

tread in the footsteps of his illustrious pre
decessor by offering to give away what did

not belong to him in order to obtain what be

longed to others, opened the eyes of his

neighboring sovereigns, and taught them how
to estimate his official friendship. And, on

the other hand, the fact that this treaty,

though frequently pressed on the Prussian

government, had been steadily rejected by
them, went far toward exciting the good
will of the other powers in favor of Prussia.

The course pursued by England in the

matter of neutrality, at this crisis, is worthy
of a separate paragraph, and to be remem
bered. The point is embodied in this widely

published comment :

&quot; The newspapers of

all shades of opinion blame the course pur
sued by England, especially the unimpeded

supply of coals, horses and ammunition to

France, for warlike purposes, and the evasive

answers of Lord Granville to the questions
in the House of Lords with reference to the

representations on the subject of the North

German Ambassador.&quot;

The respective forces of the two nations,

at the commencement of the war, may be

thus staled. In the two arms of artillery

and cavalry, the preponderance wras but

lirtle on either side. Of infantry, France

bad about five hundred and fifty thousand

drilled and available men
;

while North

Germany mustered no less thann lie hundred

and fifty thousand, ofwhom almost every man
had passed through his time of regular ser

vice in the army. Besides that, the troops of

the line of rlesse Darmstadt, Baden, Wurtem-

burg and Bavaria, amounted to at least

eighty battalions.

The preliminary movements of the French

troops were toward a concentration in th?

quadrilateral formed by the towns of Nancy,

Thionville, Strasbourg and Mayence. Sub-

ordinately to the general command of the Em
peror, the several corps were under the lead

ership ofMarshal MacMahon, Baron Frossard,

Marshal Bazaine, Count Ladmarault, Mar
shal de Failly, Marshal Canrobert, and Felix

Douay, General of Division. General Ed-

mond Leboeuf was on the 21st of July ap

pointed Major-General of the French Army.
The Prussian Army of the South was un

der the command of the Crown Prince, Fred

eric William
;
the Army of the Centre was

led by the Prince Frederic Charles
;
and the

right wing was commanded by Henvarth

von Bittenfield. The Baron Yon Moltke,

in connection with the King of Prussia, was

commander-in-chief of the whole Prussian

force.

The first aggressive movement was made

on the 20th of July, when a detachment of

French troops crossed the Prussian frontier

near Saarbruck, and seized the custom-house.

On the next day, Thursday, July 21st, a

detachment of two hundred French soldiers

crossed the Prussian frontier for a reconnais

sance, and had a skirmish with a small Prus

sian force. The Frenchmen were finally

surrounded by the Germans, and were all

made prisoners. None were killed, and only

a few wounded.

On Saturday, July 23d, a Prussian detach

ment from Saarlouis crossed the French fron

tier in the direction of St. Avoid and Metz.

After proceeding some distance, they en

countered a French outpost, and a brisk skir

mish ensued with a body of Drench chasseurs

The Prussians were driven back, leaving two
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men dead on the field. The loss of the

French was greater. These were the first

men killed in the war.

On Sunday, July 24th, the Emperor Na

poleon issued the following proclamation,
which is remarkable in this respect, if no

other, that it assumes, on the part of France,

the tone of a pacific nation, desirous of peace
and unwillingly forced to resist aggression

by war; whereas, the unanimous voice of

the civilized world, outside of the empire,

declared that France was itself the aggres

sor
;
and that she, without the slightest pre

text, had forced Prussia into this terrible

contest :

&quot; FRENCHMEN : There are in the life of a

people solemn moments when the national

honor, violently excited, presses itself irre

sistibly, rises above all other interests, and

applies itself with the single purpose of

directing the destinies of the nation. One
of those decisive hours has now arrived for

France. Prussia, to whom we have given
evidence during and since the war of 1856,
of the most conciliatory disposition, has held

our good-will of no account, and has returned

our forbearance by encroachments. She has

aroused distrust in all quarters, necessitating

exaggerated armaments, and has made of

Europe a camp where reign disquiet and

fear of the morrow. A final incident has

disclosed the instability of the international

understanding, and shown the gravity of the

situation. In the presence of her new pre

tensions, Prussia was made to understand

our claims. They were evaded, and followed

with contemptuous treatment. Our country
manifested profound displeasure at this ac

tion, and quickly a war-cry resounded from

one end of France to the other.
&quot; There remains for us nothin2 but to con-

cD

fide our destinies to the chance of arms. We
do not make war upon Germany, whose in

dependence we respect. We pledge our

selves that the people composing the great
Germanic nationality shall freely dispose of

their destinies. As for us, we demand the

establishment of a state of things guaranty

ing our security and assuring the future.

We wish to conquer a durable peace,founded
on the true interests of the people, and to as

sist in abolishing that precarious condition

of things when all nations are forced to em

ploy their resources in arming against each

other.

&quot;The glorious flag of France, which we
once more unfurl in the face of our challen

gers, is the same which has borne over

Europe the civilizing ideas of our great revo

lution. It represents the same principles;
it will inspire the same devotion.

&quot;Frenchmen : I go to place myself at the

head of that gallant army which is animated

by love of country and devotion to duty.
That army knows its worth, for it has seen

victory follow its footsteps in the four quar
ters of the globe. I take with me my son.

Despite his tender years, he knows the duty
his name imposes upon him, and he is proud
to bear his part in the dangers of those who

fight for our country. May God bless our

efforts. A great people defending a just

cause is invincible. NAPOLEON.&quot;

On the same day, Sunday, July 24th, a

body of Prussians crossed the frontier, near

Saarbruck. After a march of several miles,

they encountered a considerable French force

near the town of Gersweller. On this occa

sion the French were driven back, leaving

twelve killed or wounded on the field, while

the Prussians sustained no loss. It was

claimed that the result of this skirmish proved
the superiority of the needle-gun over tho

chassepot rifle. Subsequently, a company
of the Prussian Seventeenth regiment of the

line captured the French custom-house at

Schrecklingen, with all its officers.

On Monday, July 25th, the French gov
ernment issued the following manifesto :

&quot;

That, in the prosecution of the war, the

commanders of the French forces shall scru

pulously regard, with respect to neutral pow
ers, the rules of international right ;

and

that, especially, they conform to the princi

ples of the declaration of the Paris Congresa
of 1 850, as follows : Privateering is abolished.
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A i eutral flag protects the enemy s merchan

dise, except contraband of war. Merchandise

of a neutral, except contraband of
&quot;war,

is

seizable under a foreign flag. A blockade

must be effective.&quot;

Prussia responded to this decree, and an

nounced the adoption of its provisions.

On Tuesday, July 26th, an official decree

was issued in Paris, naming the Empress

Eugenie Regent, during the absence of the

emperor from the capital.

On Thursday, July 28th, another skirmish

took place between detachments of the two

hostile forces at Yolkinger. The losses were

trifling, but the advantage was with the

Prussians. On the same day, the emperor
left Paris to join the army, and he issued the

following proclamation to the soldiers :

&quot; SOLDIERS : I come to take my place at

your head to defend the honor of the soil of

our country. You go to combat against one

of the best armed of European countries;

but other countries, as valiant as this, have

not been able to resist your valor. It will

be the same to-day. The war which now
commences will be long and hardly contest

ed, for its theatre will be places hedged with

obstacles and thick with fortresses
;
but noth

ing is beyond the persevering efforts of the

soldiers of Africa. You will prove once

more what the French army is able to ac

complish, animated by a sentiment of duty,
maintained by discipline, influenced by love

of country. &quot;Whatever road we may take

across our frontiers we will find upon it glo

rious traces of our fathers, and we will show

ourselves worthy of them.
&quot; All France follows you with ardent pray

ers, and the eyes of the universe are upon

you. Upon our success depends the fate of

liberty and civilization. Soldiers, let each

one do his duty, and the God of Battles will

be \dtli us. NAPOLEON.
&quot; At the General Headquarters at Metz,

23th July, 1870.&quot;

On Friday, July 29th, the French fleet

arrived at Copenhagen, whence it proposed
to establish a bio kade of all Prussian access

to and from the sea, and to prepare for an

aggressive movement on the Prussian porta
and fortresses.

On Saturday, July 30th, the estimate of

the Prussian forces, published f.emi-officially in

Paris, was as follows . At Treves, 300,000 ;

in the Black Forest, 100,000 ;
near Mayence,

200,000 j
in Schleswig, 100,000 ;

near Berlin,

80,000. The triangle between Treves, May-
enee, and the River Lauter, is well filled

with soldiers.&quot;

It is notable, that, at this early day, while

the French press was nearly unanimous in

its expressions of confidence in their army
and of its assured victories, and while noth

ing that indicated apprehensions of danger
was taking place in Berlin, extensive prepa
rations were made for the defence of Paris.

On the 31st of July and the 1st of August
there were several skirmishes between the

approaching hosts, which rumor magnified
into important engagements; but the first

encounter that in any respect deserved the

name of a battle, took place on Tuesday, Au

gust 2d, on the heights of Saarbriick. These

heights were occupied by a detachment of

Prussians; and at about eleven o clock in

the morning, a division of the French army,

commanded by the emperor in person, and

accompanied by his son, made an attack on

the position. The Prussians held their

ground with great bravery for about two

hours, when they retired from the field. The

losses on each side were trifling; but the

moral effect of a first victory in the cam

paign was important. The French emperor
was so elated by this affair, that he tele

graphed to the empress the following pa-

thetic despatch :

&quot; Louis
&quot;

[that is the young Prince Impe

rial]
&quot; has received his first baptism of fire.

He was admirably cool, and little impressed.

A division of Frossard s command carried

the heights overlooking the Saar. The Prus

sians made a brief resistance. Louis and I

were in the front, where the balls fell about

us. Louis keeps a bullet which he picked

up. The soldiers wept at -his tranquillity.&quot;

J
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If this bombastic effusion had been a pre-

hicle to a successful and triumphant cam

paign on the part of France, it would still be

n very poor taste
;
but the actual sequel of

the campaign renders it intensely ridiculous.

The proclamation of the King of Prussia

to nis army was in very honorable contrast

to the inflated sentences of Louis Napoleon.
He said :

&quot; All Germany stands unanimously in

arms against a neighboring State who has

surprised us by declaring war against us

without any provocation. The defence of

the threatened Fatherland, of our honor and

our hearths, rests upon you. To-day I un

dertake the command of the whole army,
and I advance cheerfully to a contest which,
in former times, our fathere fought gloriously.

The whole Fatherland trusts confidently in

you, and I share their confidence. The Lord

God will be with our righteous cause.&quot;o
The arrangements between France and

Italy for the evacuation of Rome by the

French troops, were completed on the 3d of

August ;
an event which left the Pope to

adjust his affairs with the King of Italy as

best he might ;
and which enabled Louis

Napoleon to bring back to France the forces

so long employed in the Pope s service, and

to be now added to the French army.
Great as was the exultation of the emper

or, of the French army, and, indeed, of Paris

and France, over the affair of Saarbriick, the

developments of a few succeeding hours suf

ficed to show how little actual cause there

was for such demonstrations. The small

force placed at Saarbriick by the Prussian

commander, and its early retreat, when, had

the defence of the position been intended, it

could easily have been reinforced, were parts

of a stratagem to draw the French divisions

into an ambuscade, from which not a man
would have escaped. A little behind the

forests surrounding Saarbriick, a corps of

25,000 Prussians lay quietly awaiting the

movements of the French troops. Had the

French pursued the retreating detachment
[

Df Prussians, and undertaken to establish

themselves at Saarbriick, as was expetrted by
the Prussians, they would have been cut off.

But the French seem to have suspected the

trap laid for them, and they remained on the

heights they had captured.
On Thursday, August 4th, the Prussian

forces, under the command of the Crown

Prince, moved against Wissembourg, which

was held by five French regiments ; namely,
two of the line, and one each of Chasseurs a

Pied, Zouaves, and Tirailleurs, from Algiers.

The Prussian force consisted of the Fifth and

Eleventh Prussian corps, and the Second

Bavarian. The attack was by assault, and

Weissembourg and the heights toward Geis-

burg were carried at the point of the bay
onet. General Douay, chief in command of

the French, was killed, five hundred im-

wounded prisoners and one gun were cap

tured, and the entire encampment fell into

the hands of the victors.

On the 5th of August, Marshal MacMahon,

having learned the defeat at Wissembourg,
moved rapidly toward that point with be

tween sixty and seventy thousand men
;
and

the Paris newspapers announced, in advance,

that he had met and defeated the Prussians.

The Crown Prince marched from Weis

sembourg on the same day and crossed the

frontier, invading the French territory to

meet MacMahon, whom he encountered

near Woerth on Saturday morning, August

6th, at nine o clock. This place is about

fourteen miles south-east of Wissembourg.
The Prussians took post in the forest of Hag-
enau, and commenced a fearful artillery fire

on the French columns. Turcos, Zouaves,
and the troops of the line, fought heroically ;

but they were outnumbered, nearly three to

one. The French cavalry made repeated

charges, but every time without avail. The
battle raged nearly the whole day, and ended

by the entire defeat of MacMahon. Nearly
all his staff were killed

;
and he himself, after

having been fifteen hours in the saddle, was

at length unhorsed, and fell fainting into a

ditch, where he was discovered by a soldier,

who revived him with some brandy from lug
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flask. The marshal then directed the retreat

of the remnant of his army, on foot. The

French suffered very much from the supe

riority of the Prussian infantry in the steadi

ness and accuracy of their fire. The losses

on both sides were very heavy. That of the

French was 10,000 killed and wounded and

6000 prisoners ;
and of the Prussians, be

tween 3000 and 4000, killed and wounded.

The defeated army left behind them their

entire baggage, thirty guns, two standards,

and six mitrailleuses.

This was not the only disaster of the

French on that day. Early in the morning,
the French troops which had remained at or

near Saarbriick, evacuated thb place and

moved toward the frontier, taking a position

at Speicheren, a small village south of Saar

briick. The road from Saarbriick to For-

bach runs on the western slope of the hill.

The Prussians, following the French move

ment, charged up the hill, and a fierce con

test ensued. The French, under General

Frossard, held their ground on the top of

the hill, where the Prussians had driven

them, until dark, when they were compelled
to give way. The French corps was almost

entirely broken up, and its losses in killed

and wounded were very heavy. The camp,
a large quantity of stores, and 2000 prison

ers, fell into the hands of the Prussians.

The progress of the campaign, thus far,

was the reverse of what was generally looked

for, and what, from tradition, might have

been expected. It was the Prussians who
took the aggressive, and the French who
were forced to defend themselves. The
Prussians moved rapidly, and in large mass

es
;
the French were easily broken, and not

readily reconstructed. The excuse for their

repeated defeats, as promulgated by the

Paris journals, was that their armies were

attacked by superior numbers; but it was

the superior generalship of the Prussians

which concentrated the larger masses on in

ferior forces.

In Paris, the news of the French reverses

produced a frantic outburst of rage. The

government furnished no information to tl.

people of the defeat at Wissembourg ;
It

first became known to them through the

English newspapers. On Friday evening,

August 5th, the Boulevards des Italiens and

Montmartre were thronged with an immense

crowd. About six o clock in the evening the

shop of a banker was assaulted and destroyed

by the rnob, in consequence of a rumor that

he had publicly expressed his satisfaction at

the French defeats. A similar demonstra

tion wa*J made before the office of Baron

Hirsch, another banker, but the energetic ac

tion of the police saved it from destruction.

Hirsch was one of the four bankers against
whom proceedings had been commenced for

an alleged breach of law in sending money
to the enemy s country. On the night of

Wednesday, August 4th, several parcels of

specie belonging to the four bankers, and

amounting to about three millions of dollars,

were seized by the police at one of the rail

way stations. The money was declared to

be destined for England, Italy, Holland, and

Switzerland; but the authorities acted on

the impression that it was really intended for

Germany. On Saturday afternoon, a great

revulsion in public feeling was caused by a

report, at the Bourse, that MacMahon had

retaken Wr
issembourg. For a time, the

wildest excitement prevailed, and business

was suspended in the law courts that the

news might be read. But, on application at

the government offices, it was found that

the report was false. The fury of the mob,
with its usual discrimination, was then turned

against the Bourse, and they attempted to

pull down the offending building ; but, again,

the influence of the police prevented the de

struction. The mob then moved to the resi

dence of M. Ollivier, who came out and as

sured them that the author of the false report
was arrested

;
and that all news, of whatever

complexion, should bo faithfully communi
cated to them, as soon as it was received.

On Sunday, the emperor s telegrams an

nounced the French defeats at Woerth and

Speicheren. At five o clock in the morning
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the empress hurried up from St. Cloud to

the Tmieries, whence she issued the follow

ing proclamation :

&quot; FRENCHMEN : The opening of the war

has not been in our favor. Our arms have

suffered a check. Let us be firm under this

reverse, and let us hasten to repair it. Let

there be among us but a single party, that

of France but a single flag, the flag of our

national honor. Faithful to my mission and

my duty, I come among you, and when dan

ger threatens, you will see me the first to de

fend the flag of France. I call on all good
citizens to preserve order

;
to disturb it

would be to conspire with our enemies.&quot;

The Council of Ministers, in the afternoon,

put forth a proclamation, which concluded

as follows :

&quot;In the face of the grave news which is

received, our duty is clear. &quot;We appeal to

the patriotism and energy of all. The Cham
bers are convoked. Let us first place Paris

in a state of defence, in order to facilitate

the execution of the military preparations.

We declare the capital in a state of siege.

Let there be no weakness, no divisions. Our
resources are immense. Let us fight with

vigor and tJie country will l)e saved.&quot;

Observe, here, that this concluding line

was promulgated just twenty-three days after

the declaration of war by France, against
Prussia.

On Monday, August 8th, the minister

issued another proclamation, in the same

tone
;
and the state of affairs at the capital

became so menacing, that the convocation of

the Senate and the Legislative Body, at first

appointed for Friday, the 12th, was antici

pated by a change to Tuesday, the 9th of

August. As soon as the Senate was assem

bled, M. Parrieu made a statement on behalf

of the government, in which he said :

&quot; The Emperor promised to assemble the

Chamber as soon as circumstances should

require. The Empress, now, did not wish
to wait until the state of affairs was more

compromised. We have suffered reverses,

but we have not been vanquished. The

greater part of our army has not yet fought,

and it is ready to obtain victory for us. Our

resources are intact. We ask you to author

ize a levy en masse. Everything is ready.

Paris is placed in a state of defence, and it

can sustain a long siege. We shall shorten

the formalities for the enrolment of volun

teers. We ask you to approve a general or

ganization of the National Guard, and the

incorporation of a part of the Garde Mobile

in the regular army, and to accelerate the

drawing of the class for 1871. The Prus

sians hope to profit by our internal divisions
/

but that hope will be deceived. If order

among us should be disturbed, we shall make

use of the powers conferred upon us by the

state of siege, and we shall call to our aid

other forces than those of the National

Guaid.&quot;

In the Legislative Bodv, M. Ollivier at-O v *

tempted to deliver a similar address
;
but,

owing to the interruptions he met with, little

of what he said could be heard. M. Jules

Favre declared that the military incapacity
of the emperor had been fully proved, and

that he ought to resign the command of the

army. He proposed that the government
of the country should be taken in hand by
the Chamber itself. At this point there was

a great uproar, in the midst of which, M.
Granier de Cassagnac exclaimed that M. Jules

Favre and the other members of the Left

ought to be shot; notwithstanding which the

Count Kerartry declared that the emperor

ought to abdicate. A great tumult ensued
;

and the ministers nearly came to blows with

some of the deputies. LTltimately, the presi

dent put on his hat and suspended the sit

ting. Subsequently, on the motion of M.
Clement Duvernois, an order of the day,

which was virtually a vote of want of confi

dence in the ministry, was adopted; and,

shortly afterward, M. Ollivier announced

that he had conferred with the empress, aid

that, with the consent of the emperor, Gf jn

eral Montauban, Duke of Palikao, had been

charged with the formation of a new cabi

net. On Wednesday the names of the new
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ministry were announced : General Cousin

Montauban, Minister ofWar
;
M. Chevreau,

Minister of the Interior
;
M. Magne, Minis

ter of Finance; M. Clement Duvernois, Min

ister of Commerce and Agriculture ;
Admiral

Rigault de Genouilly, Minister of Marine
;

Baron J. David, Minister of Public Works;
Prince de la Tour d Auvorgne, Minister of

Foreign Affairs
;
M. Grandperret, Minister

of Justice
;
M. Jules Brame, Minister of

Public Instruction
;
and M. Russon-Billault,

President of the Council of State.

These events in Paris already very dis

tinctly foreshadowed a revolution, and even

the nations not involved in the war, began
to look aghast at its astounding develop

ments. The power which had for some time

claimed to be, and to a certain extent, was

supposed to be, the first military country of

Europe, had, within three weeks from the

commencement of a war of its own choos

ing, been brought to the verge of national

humiliation and disgrace. That army,
which with its cliassepot rifle and its un

rivalled organization and discipline, assumed

to control the destinies of Europe, was found,

in its first hour of trial, to be almost as im

becile as the troops of Austria when led by

Mack, and commanded in chief by the

Aulick Council of Yienna. The explana
tion is to be found in the difference between

the nominal and the real condition of the

French army ;
between what its commissa

riat was, and was supposed to be
;
and be

tween the assumed and the actual military

capacity of the marshals of the empire.
The first error of Louis Napoleon was

his mistaken estimate of the number of his

own available troops and those of his oppo
nents. He flattered himself that his sol

diers outnumbered his enemies, when in

fact, he was outnumbered by nearly two to

one. And then, instead of taking the initia

tive of invasion, and striking a telling blow

before Prussia was prepared for it, he failed

to have his legions reacty for action on the

frontier until more than a week after the

criti-.al moment had passed.

His plan of campaign was good. Three

corps at Thionville, St. Alvold and Bitche,

in the front line immediately on the frontier
;

two corps at Metz and Strasbourg, in a sec

ond line
;
two corps in reserve above .Nancy ;

and an eighth corps at Belfort. With the

aid of the railways, all these troops could be

massed in a few days for an attack, either

across the Saar from Lorraine, or across the

Rhine from Alsace, striking either north or

east, as the case might require. But this

was a disposition for attack. For defence, it

was faulty. The first condition of a disposi

tion of troops for defence, is to have the ad

vance so far in front of the main body, that

news of an attack can be received in time to

concentrate before the enemy arrives. Thus,
if one day s march is needed to bring the

wings to support the centre, the advanced

guard should be one day
:

s march in front of

the centre. But in this case, the three corps

of Ladmirault, Frossard and De Failly, and

afterward a part of MacMahon s also, were

close on the frontier, and yet spread on a

line from Wissembourg to Sierck at least

ninety miles. Two days, at least, were

needed to bring these wings to the centre
;

and yet, even when the Prussians were

known to be within a few miles in front, no

steps were taken to shorten the line, or to

push forward an advanced guard. It was

almost a matter of course, that the corps so

situated should be destroyed in detail. Then

came the blunder of posting one division of

MacMahon s corps east of the Vosges, at A\
r
is-

sembourg, actually inviting an attack by su

perior forces. Douay s defeat at Wissem

bourg brought on MacMahon s next blunder

in trying to retrieve the fight east of the

Vosges, thereby separating the right wing
still further from the centre, and exposing

his line of communication with it. While

the right wing, MacMahon s, and portions at

least of Failly s and Canrobert s corps, were

crushed at Woerth
;
the centre, Frossard and

two divisions of Bazaine, were severely

beaten before Saarbriick. The remainder

of the troops were too far away to render
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any assistance. Thus, the whole disposition,

BO far, indicated nothing but indecision, hes

itation, vacillation in the most decisive mo
ment of the campaign.
And all this time, whaf estimate of their

enemies qualities were the French soldiers

permitted to have ? At the last moment,

indeed, the emperor informed them, that

they were about to face one of the best

armies of Europe ;
but for preceding years,

they had been elaborately taught to despise

the Prussians as soldiers, and to regard Prus

sia as unprepared for war. And this teach

ing was not limited to the rank and file of

the French army. A captain in the regular

service, who was a man of education, and

who had been made prisoner at the &quot;

bap
tism of fire&quot; affair, spent two days with the

Prussian eighth corps. He was astounded at

what he saw, after what he had been taught
to believe. He wrote thus his first impres
sions on being brought to the Prussian

camp :

&quot; There were outposts under the trees,

battalions massed along the roads
; and, in

every respect, I found what distinguishes

an excellent army, as well as a nation pow
erfully organized for war. The demeanor

of the men, the subordination of their small

est movements to chiefs maintaining a disci

pline far superior to ours
;
the patriotic ex

pressions to which they gave vent
;
above

all, the moral worth of the non-commissioned

officers these, and a thousand other things,

which the eye of a military man catches at

a glance, showed me of what this nation is

capable in the hour of
danger.&quot;

The same writer said, in reference to the

French commissariat :

&quot; The distribution of provisions for the

campaign, did not begin until the first of

August ;
and when it began, the men ware

found to Le short of field flasks, cooking

tins, and other camp utensils. The meat

was putrid, and the bread
musty,&quot; etc., etc.

This might have been expected under a

regime which was forced to yield bounties to

its supporters by all the known means of

iv. 36

jobbery ;
for this war, according to M.

Kouher s confession, was provided for long
before it was declared, and the laying in of

stores and equipments had been going on

for many months but, as it proved, on the

system of furnishing the poorest quality for

the highest price. These things, all taken

together, explain the delay in the French

movements and the defeats which followed

them.

It is a remarkable fact, and it may be

mentioned here as well as elsewhere, that

General Trochu, in his well-known work
&quot; L Armee Francaise en 1867,&quot; exposed the

defects of the entire military organization
of France

;
so that the emperor had full no

tice and warning of what at last proved
fatal to him. General Trochu says, among
other things,

&quot; In France, after the campaigns of the

republic and the empire, men whose experi

ence was considerable, united for the pur

pose of furnishing the army with a system
of military administration, the principles

and mechanism of which had a high practi

cal value in reference to war. ... In

the system of these great administrators the

direction and control of the various services

were carried on side by side, without being
confounded with one another. . .

&quot; The directors, the controllers, and the

executive officers, were men of business,

who had been initiated into business from

the first steps in their career, and educated

from an early period for the performance of

their functions in the army by actual duly,

by exchanges and by being specially brought

into contact in every way with the details oi

those functions. They lived from the ago
of eighteen or twenty in an atmosphere of

business, having special reference to the ad

ministration of the army.
&quot; The members of the central department,

and the agents of the administrative ser

vices, commenced their career as students,

learning from their youth what was always

to be their specialty.
u Under the system which prevails now-a-
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days all such functionaries, without exccp

tion. before entering upon their public busi

ness, have been through long years the

years of youth, in which men learn and

study with most fruit officers and non-com

missioned officers in the army. With them

a public examination takes the place of ten

or fifteen years of practical and professional

experience, what do I say of thirty or

forty years of such practical experience, for

we see generals of brigade, not unfrequently

at the last stage of their career, becoming

intendant-generals, that is to say, the arbi

ters for the next war, of the existence of

our troops in the field. It is idle, I think,

to search through the whole scope of the

public affairs of France for a more astound

ing specimen of blunder.&quot;

The same high authority says that through
*he failure of the intendance in the Italian

campaign, whole divisions of the French

army were often for days together without

bread
;
and that in the Crimea the army

must have perished but that a well-known

house of business in Marseilles, stepped for

ward to sustain a paralyzed department.

Again he says, that in consequence of being
thrown upon the intendance for its supplies,

the medical department of the French army,
both in Italy and the Crimea, was con

tinually at its wit s ends. The surgeon-in-

chief of the guard, writing from Alexandria

on the 19th of May, 1859, says :

&quot; No litters, no ambulances, no wagons.
I have begged hard for chloroform and per-

chloride of iron; nothing has as yet been

given me.&quot;

He writes again from Yaleggio on the 7th

of July :

&quot;For the last fortnight, some regiments
have only once or twice had bread, and even

then it was mouldy, and of a very bad qual

ity. Wine has completely failed
;

there

has been scarcely any issue of it.&quot;

On the 2nd of July, an officer wrote to

the emperor himself from Castiglione :

&quot;Sire, the wounded of Solferino, who
Were wounded here, have never yet had

wounds dressed, for want of supplies

We Lavs lint, but no linen, no sheets, nc

sugar, no
provisions.&quot;

Matters ?vere quite as bad in the Crimea,

perhapa vorse. It is stated in the Gazette

Hebdomadair?, !n which some recent articles

on the medica? statistics of the French army
have attracted great attention, that whereas

in the English army 33.9 per cent., and in

the American army 4.0.2 per cent, of the

surgical operations in war proved fatal, in

the French army, the proportions were, dur

ing the Italian campaign 63.9 ptr cent,

during that in the Crimea 72.8 ;
and the

cause assigned for such excessive mortality
is the supremacy the omnipotence of the

intendance militaire, which, from a medical

point of view, is in a Condition of absolute

incapacity.

With such criticisms upon the French

military service as Trochu s, unheeded, and

the same errors maintained and exaggerated,

which were so fatal in the Crimea and Italy,

it is impossible to doubt that the French

army was beaten before it saw an enemy.

But it throws a strange light on the charac

ter of Napoleon III. as a ruler, to know

that the publication by Trochu of his un

answerable reasons for reform, was regarded

by the emperor as an insult; and was fol

lowed, not by abolishing abuses, but by with

drawing his confidence from the man who

pointed them out.

Immediately after the Prussian victory at

Speicheren, on the 6th of A.ugust, King
William issued the following proclamation

in French, to the French people :

&quot; The Emperor Napoleon having made by

land and sea an attack on the German na

tion, which desired and still desires to live in

peace with the French people, I have assumed

the command of the German armies to repel

this aggression, and I have been led, by mil.

itary circumstances, to cross the frontier of

France. I am waging war against French

soldiers, not against French citizens. The

latter, consequently, will continue to enjoy

security for their persons and property, so
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long as they themselves shall not, by hostile

attempts against the German troops, deprive

me of the right of according them my pro
tection.&quot;

After the defeats and retreats of the

French, as now above narrated, an official

announcement showed that, on the 9th of

August, Marshal Bazaine was at Metz with

one hundred and thirty thousand men
;

Marshal MacMahon at Saverne, with fifty

thousand
;

and Canrobert at Nancy with

fifty thousand. On the same day, a general

advance of the Prussians toward Metz was

commenced
;
and the South German forces,

nearly sixty thousand strong, assembled

around Strasbourg, and made preparations
for besieging it.

During the day, on the 10th of August,
the French troops were all falling back to

the line of the Mozelle, harassed by the

Prussian cavalry, which had already passed

Saarunion, Falquemont, and Les Etangs,

capturing on their way stores of all kinds,

and railway trains. They also took the

small fortress of Hutzelstein, in the Yosges,
which the French had evacuated, leaving
the guns and provisions. MacMahon, after

a brief halt at Saverne, abandoned it at

night, and it was immediately occupied by
the Prussians.

On the llth of August, Strasbourg was

completely invested by the Prussians
;
and

General Beyer who commanded the garris

on, was summoned to surrender
;
but he re

fused. On the same day, the Moniteur of

Paris, gave the following account of the

death of General Douay, at the battle of

Wissembourg :

u The General was from the beginning in

the thickest of the fight. &quot;When he saw the

day was lost, after he had done all that he

could to retrieve it, when not even a battal

ion was left him, he called his aids one by
one, gave them orders and sent them away.

&quot; As soon as the last one was gone, the

general, spurring his horse, rode some dis

tance to the front, dismounted, and taking a

pistol from the holster shot the animal.

Then turning around, he slowly walked
towards the enemy. His soldiers vainly
tried to stop him. Amid the terrible firing

he deliberately walked on. The retreating

soldiers, aroused by the spectacle, turned again

upon the enemy, but fell in heaps around

their general who still pressed forward.

Another tremendous discharge from the

enemy, and General Douay, almost alone,
fell dead.&quot;

And also on the same day the following

proceedings, among others, took place in

the Corps Legislatif :

Count Palikao announced that the arma
ment of Paris would be complete in eight

days. He expressed the fullest confidence

in Marshal Bazaine, and counted on a vic

tory to efface the traces of recent reverses.

M. Glaiz-Bizoin demanded that the na

tion should make no treaty of peace so long
as the enemy was on French soil.

Minister Magne proposed that the amount
of the loan, which the govern ment has beer)

authorized to make, be increased from five

hundred millions to a thousand millions
;

that the bills of the bank of France be legal

tenders
;
that the bank shall not be obliged

to redeem them in gold or silver, but that

the paper circulation of the bank be limited

to a thousand millions of francs, eight hun-&quot;

c&quot;)

dred millions to be applicable to the use of

the government ;
that similar privileges be

conferred on the bank of Algeria, whose

paper circulation is limited to eighteen mil

lions.

The minister declared the financial mea
sure urgent, and it was carried by a vote of

251 to 1.

On the 12th of August, the London Tinea
uttered this prophecy :

&quot; The pride of Franco

is wounded and her prestige is dimmed.
He who brought this on her must suffer for

it. Victorious, or discrowned, is Napoleon s

alternative on the next battle field.&quot; On
the same day, M. Thiers said that the em
pire was at an end and that a republic wia

inevitable. And the Paris Pays published
a letter from Charles Desmoulins, dated at
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Nancy, denouncing the emperor s bad gen

eralship. He says :

&quot;

MacMahon, gallantly

struggling, was beaten for lack of support,

though ther3 were multitudes of armed

Frenchmen at hand eager to save him. The

passage of the Rhine was undefended. The

commissariat was utterly inadequate, and

the soldiers were compelled to eat sour fruit

and raw vegetables and take the consequen

ces. Prussia to-day has Alsace
;
to-morrow

she will have Lorraine. The people are

desperate; the soldiers believe themselves

betrayed and clamor for a leader.&quot;

Lieutenant -General Sheridan, of the

United States Army, was announced, this

day, as having joined himself to the Prus

sian staff for observation. He was courte

ously received and welcomed by the King
of Prussia.

On the 13th of August, General Trochu

assumed command at Chalons, and General

Canrobert replaced D Hilliers in command

of the army at Paris. On the same day,

MacMahon retreated from Nancy across the

Mozelle to the fortress of Toul, and destroy

ed the fine bridge of seven arches, which

spanned the river. The Crown Prince s

army, following closely at MacMahon s heels,

took possession of Nancy.
On Sunda}

r
, August 14th, at Paris, Count

palikao issued an address to the troops, in

which he blames them for firing too quickly.

At Wissembourg he says they used more am
munition in one day than the Prussians

would in three days. The Marshal reminds

the soldiers that they are now on the grand
line of defence from Thionville to Metz and

3S
T

ancy, and they must hold their ground.
Back of this is the line of the Meuse

;
then

that of Champagne ;
then the Arennes

;
then

the line of rivers illustrated by the campaign
of 1814

;
and behind all this is Paris

;
and

behind Paris is all France, with 4-,000,000

of armed men and 1,000,000,000 of treasure.

On the same day, the Journal Ojjiciel of

Paris said : One of the public journals of

this city still presumes to doubt that real

work is going on for the armament and de

fence of Paris. Although it may be a a act

of treason to speak thus in face of the enemy,
such insinuations impose the necessity of a

reply, notwithstanding the danger of doing
so. All the material necessary for the arma

ment of Paris is in Paris itself. More than

600 cannon are already mounted on the walls

of those forts which are likely to be first

threatened with attack, and the work of

placing other pieces in position continues with

out interruption day and night. Yesterday

7,500 workmen were engaged in cutting

off the streets leading into Paris. This work

has been completed, and nothing remains but

to close up the openings in the walls and

place drawbridges in position. Thousands

of laborers are occupied outside the walls on

earthworks, mines, ditches, etc., which are

to connect and complete the network of forti

fications around the capital.

About five o clock in the evening of the

same day, the advance guard of the Seventh

Prussian army corps attacked the rear guard
of the retiring French army near Metz. The
latter was gradually reinforced from the

fortress
; and, more Prussian troops arriving

to take part in the conflict, a bloody and

obstinately fought battle ensued. The French

were thrown back to the glacis of the out

works; when, with the approach of night,

the Prussians retired to the ground where

they had bivouacked the night before.

On Monday, the 15th of August, late in

the afternoon, the First and Seventh Prussian

army corps advanced again toward Metz

and attacked the French under its walls.

Again, a sanguinary conflict ensued. The

French were at length driven within the

city, with a loss of 4000 men. On the same

day, a body of Bavarian troops, after a sho? t

bombardment, captured fortress Marsal, a

small town northeast of Nancy, and found

sixty pieces of artillery in the lines.

On Tuesday morning, August 10th, Mar

shal Bazaine, while attempting to fall back

from Metz to Verdun, was attacked at Pont-;V

Mousson by the Fifth Prussian Corps and

forced to face about. The Prussian? main
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tained their attack against four French corps

and among them the Imperial Guard, for six

hours, when they were reinforced by the

First Corps. The French were again driven

in upon Metz, with a loss of 2000 prisoners,

two eagles and seven cannon.

The incidents of &quot;Wednesday,
the 17th of

August, were almost a repetition of those of

Tuesday. A large body of French troops in

retreat from Metz were driven as far as

Gravelotte, when night put an end to the

conflict.

On Thursday, the 18th, a battle was fought

at Gravelotte, which, up to that time, was

the bloodiest and most obstinately contested

action of the war. The French were posted

along the heights beyond a wide and deep

ravine, whence their artillery swept every

point of approach. The French, therefore,

had every advantage of position, and the

entire force on each side was nearly equal.

King William commanded the Prussians in

person, and Generals Sheridan and Forsyth
watched the battle from Count Bismarck s

carriage. The action lasted for nine hours, and

the killed and wounded on the Prussian side

were not less than 10,000. The losses of the

French in the battles of the week, commenc

ing with Sunday, August 14th, in killed,

wounded, and prisoners, exceeded 50,000.

The dispatch of King William at nine

o clock p. 3i., on Thursday, showed the result

of the battle of Gravelotte. It was in these

words :

&quot; The French army, occupying a very

strong position to the west of Metz, was to

day attacked under my leadership, and after

mne hours fighting, was completely defeated,

cut oft from its communications with Paris,

and driven back toward Metz.&quot;

Bazaine with his army being thus isolated

in Metz, and the Prussians having not onlvO v

troops enough to hold Bazaine where he was,

and also to send a separate army in pursuit
ol MacMachon, but having besides at least

two corps ready to march upon Paris

now found the road to the French capital

rwen before them.

On the 21st of August, General Trochu

was appointed Governor of Paris, and he

issued a proclamation expressive of the serious

emergency in which bath he and the capital

were placed.

On the 22d of August, the Crown Prince

of Prussia, with an army of 150,000 men
commenced his march toward Paris. The

London newspapers expressed the opinion

that nothing, now, could interrupt his prog
ress to the capital. On the same day, the

Journal Officiel of Paris announced, that
&quot; The military situation is such that this

circumstance need not alarm, still less dis

courage. If the enemy has happened for a

moment to hold Bazaine s army near Metz,

he has done so at the cost of the greatest

sacrifices, and is at the same time compelled
to keep there the greater part of his own

army, namely the corps of Prince Frederick

Charles and General Steinmetz. What in

the meanwhile will the corps of the Prince

Royal do? March directly on Paris? or

join the other two corps in the effort to

crush the army of Bazaine ? The latter sup

position is the more probable ;
but they must

take into account an army re-united at

Chalons or some other point, under the orders

of Marshal MacMahon, an army which may
place the Prussians in the same situation they

boast they have put the army of Bazaine
,

that is to say, cut them off and block them

up. Let us with confidence await events.

In any case, supposing our armies are defeat

ed at Metz or at Chalons, the Prussians may
expect to encounter at Paris other and greater

difficulties than any they have met with up to

the present time. Paris they may be sure will

defend herself to the last drop of blood, to

the last cartridge. She will thus give entire

France all the time it needs to come to hei

defence, and then there will be no hope foi

those who have come to brave our ramparts,

Not one of them will return to his
country.&quot;

On the 23d of August the following official

statement of the Prussian forces was publish

ed in Berlin :

&quot;The German forces in France have unr
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dergone a partial reorganization, and as

reinforced and redistributed will go into bat

tle in the following order :

u The first army, under the command of

General Stein metz, is composed of the First,

Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Prussian army

corps, amounting in all to 100,000 infantry

and 28,000 cavalry.
&quot; The second army, under the command of

Prince Frederick Charles, composed of the

Second, Third, Fourth, Tenth and Twelfth

Prussian army corps, the corps of the Prus

sian Guards, the Koyal Saxon corps and the

division of the Grand Duchy of Hesse.

This is the strongest of the three armies. It

contains forty-eight regiments of infantry,

with three batteries each, and four regiments
of infantry, with two batteries each, and

thirty-four regiments of cavalry. Aggregate
in round numbers, 220,000 men and 600

guns.
&quot; The third army, commanded by the Crown

Prince, is formed into two Bavarian army
corps, under Generals Tann and Hartmann,

containing eacli eight regiments of infantry,

five battalions of riflemen, and five regiments
of cavalry ;

one mixed corps of Baden and

Wurternberg troops, commanded by General

Von Werder, and consisting of eight regi

ments of infantry, two battalions of riflemen,

four regiments of cavalry, and nine batteries

of artillery, belonging to
&quot;Wurtemberg, and

six regiments of infantry and three of caval

ry, eight batteries of artillery belonging to

Baden
;
also the Fifth and Eleventh Prussian

army- corps, containing sixteen infantry and

sixteen cavalry regiments and thirty batteries

of artillery.
&quot; The grand total of the German forces in

France is 520,000 men, divided into sixteen

army corps. Up to this time 300,000 of the

Landwehr have entered Alsace and Lorraine

to invest and occupy places in the rear, and

relieve the regular soldiers of those duties, so

that they may join their own regiments in

front. Orders have been issued to disband

the veteran reserves which were called out

it the commencement of the war.&quot;

On the 24th of August, the Crown Prince

arrived with his army at Sezanne, a town of

about 5000 inhabitants, about sixty-five miles

from Paris.

On the 25th, the Paris Journal Officid

announced that,
&quot; the sum of all the news re

ceived at the Ministry of the Interior, is that

the Prussians push their reconnaisances into

the Department of Marne, and even into the

town of Chalons. The prefect of the De

partment of Upper Marne announces that a

part of the northern arrondissement of Vasy
is occupied by the Prussian forces.

&quot; Orders have been given that the march of

the Prussians be opposed by every obstacle

which the patriotism of the people can sug

gest, in addition to the systematic measures

which will be executed under the direction

of engineer officers sent out by the govern
ment.

&quot; The grain mills of the valley of the Seine

and Marne, and all of their contents which

could not be removed, have been burned.

The country people are destroying the roads

and doing all they can to impede the march

of the Prussian armies. They will burn or

destroy such provisions as they are unable to

remove or store out of the reach of the Prus

sians. The scouts of the Prussians have made

their appearance at Chalons-sur-Marne, and

also at St. Menehould. The prefect of the

latter town and all the railway officials have

left the
place.&quot;

August 26 th. There was a severe artillery

battle at Kehl and Strasbourg, continued

through the night. A part of the citadel and

arsenal in Strasbourg were destroyed, and

many fires took place from the vigorous bom

bardment.

General Trochu declared that all persons

devoid of the means of subsistence, whether

natives or foreigners, and all those whoso

presence contributes to the danger of public

order, or is inimical to the security of persons

or property, or whose acts tend to impede
the measures of the authorities for the de

fence and general safety of the city, are to be

summarily expelled from Paris. During a
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discussion in the Corps Legislatif, Jules Favre

ir.formed tlie deputies that, in his opinion, the

recent French misfortunes were due to the

incapacity of the leaders. After denounc

ing them, he demanded to know whether the

army was fighting for the nation, or for a

lynasty. This day, the task of removing
the principal paintings and other works of

art from the Louvre was begun.

August 2Wi. The Prussian army which

was advancing on Paris, had its head-quar
ters at Bar-le-Duc. The advance reached a

point about midway between Chalons and

Epernay. ~No further opposition to the march

was anticipated.

August 2$th. The garrison of Vitry sur

rendered to the Prussians. The victors cap
tured sixteen guns and about one thousand

prisoners.

August 30th. The Prussians, with King
William in command, attacked MacMahon at

Beaumont, and drove him under the walls of

Sedan. Twenty pieces of artillery, eleven

mitrailleurs and upward of seven thousand

prisoners fell into the hands of the Prussians.

In regard to all these disasters of the French,
it wus authoritatively stated, that the French,

at the beginning of the war, were so confi

dent of victory, that they made no systematic

arrangements to save their baggage in case

they were compelled to retreat
;
and hence,

in almost every instance, it was abandoned

as a matter of course. This proved a serious

aggravation to the otherwise heavy losses of

the French army.
From the 30th of August to the 2d of Sep

tember, Bazaine, with several corps, made re

peated attempts to break out from Metz in a

northerly direction, with a view to cooperat

ing with &quot;MacMahon. Under the chief com

mand of Prince Charles Frederic, General

Manteuffel defeated all their efforts, ending
in the battle of ]S

r
oisseville. The French

wore finally driven back into Metz after sus

taining very heavy losses, chiefly in killed,

wounded and prisoners.

September \st. One day of respite was

gained by the French troops, after their de

feat at Beaumont and their retreat to Sedan

On Thursday, the 1st of September, the Prus

sian army, with King William in command,
attended by Bismarck, Yon Boon, YOD
Moltke and a numerous staff, including the

American Generals Sheridan and Forsyth,

lay around the village of Chevenge, about

three miles from Sedan. The king and his

staff occupied a hill adjoining the village ;

and from that elevated position they com
manded a view not only of the town of Se

dan, but of the valley of the Mouse for many
miles around it, including, of course, the two

hostile armies. The number of the Prussian

troops was about two hundred and forty
thousand

;
and that of the French about one

hundred thousand. The latter were uiulor

the command of General Wimpffen, MacMa
lion having been severely wounded in the

action at Beaumont. The Prussian, Bava
rian and Saxon corps stood in the form of a

crescent around Sedan, with its two horns

toward the Belgian frontier. About twelve

o clock in the day, this crescent became a

circle, completely enclosing Sedan and the

French army, the junction between the

Prussians on the left wing, and the Saxons

on the right having been by that hour effect

ed near the road to Bouillon, and not far from

La Chapelle. This circle grew smaller as

the battle continued.

The battle began at six o clock in the

morning, and by nine o clock, the batteries

on each side having got within easy range of

each other, the contest became animated.

By twelve o clock, the musketry fire in the

valley behind Sedan had grown to one con

tinued rattle, broken only by the loud growl

ing of the mitrailleuses, which played with

deadly effect on the advancing Saxon and

Bavarian columns. General Sheridan was

heard to remark that he had never bete re

known such a well-sustained and long-con
tinned fire of small arms. It made itself

heard above the roar of the artillery.

At twelve o clock, a Prussian battery of

six guns near La Yilette, had silenced two

French batteries at the foot of the hill, neai
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the village of Floing. At ten minutes past

twelve, the French infantry, no longer sup

ported by their artillery, were compelled to

retire from Floing; and, as already mention

ed, the junction of the Prussian and Saxon

wings, by completing the circle around the

French, showed, at this moment, that all

chance of escape for the French was lost.

At half-past twelve, clouds of retreating

French infantry were seen on the hill be

tween Floing and Sedan, enfiladed by a Prus

sian battery in front of St. Menges. For a

quarter of an hour, the hill was literally cov

ered by the Frenchmen, running for their

lives. At one o clock, another French col

umn was seen in full retreat to the right of

Sedan, on the road leading from Bazeilles to

the wood of La Garenne. Almost at the

same moment, a third French column was

seen moving up a broad grass-road through
La Garenne, immediately above Sedan, to

support the troops defending the Bazeilles

ravine, north-east of the town. The French

batteries on the edge of the wood and above

it, now opened a vigorous fire on the advanc

ing Prussian columns, whose evident inten

tion was, to storm the hill north-west of La
Garenne. The Prussians were compelled to

shift their ground continually to avoid this

storm of balls, until they were in sufficient

strength for the final rush. Shortly after

ward, the Prussian skirmishers appeared on

the crest of the hill, nankins: the French
/ o

position. But they were few in number, and
General Sheridan exclaimed,

&quot; Ah ! the be&quot;
1-

7 O
gars are too weak : they cannot hold that

position against all those French.&quot; And so

it proved ;
for the French rushed upon them,

at least six to one, and drove them down the

hill toward the reinforcements which were

hurrying to their support. In a few minutes,

they returned in greater force, but still ter

ribly inferior to the French masses. &quot; Good
heavens !

&quot;

again exclaimed General Sheri

dan,
&quot; the French cuirassiers are there, and

preparing to charge those Prussians.&quot; And,
%t the word, a regiment of cuirassiers, their

\jelmets and breast-plates flashing in the

bright sun, formed in squadrons and dashed

down on the Prussians. &quot;Without deiernin*O D
even to form in line the Prussians never

form in squares the Prussians, at a distance

of about a hundred yards, delivered one ter

rible volley, and proceeded to load and fire

independently, on the dense mass of horse

men. The men and their horses rolled to the

ground by hundreds
;
and the survivors, not

venturing a collision with these terrible

marksmen, drew bridle and retreated. The

moment that they turned, the Prussians ac

tually gave chase to them at the &quot; double-

quick ;

?1 a thing not often, if ever before,

seen on a battle field. The French infantry
now came forward, delivering the fire of their

chassepots as they marched. The Prussians

waited under this storm of bullets until their

opponents were within the before mentioned

distance of a hundred yards, when they again

discharged that fatal volley, which stopped
the French advance and drove them after

their retreating cavalry. The Prussians,

strengthened by reinforcements, then pressed

on to the crest of the hill where they estab

lished themselves in force. It was now halt-

past one. Presently, a regiment of French

carabiniers rode up to the Prussian position ;

but they met the same fate as the cuirassiers

and the infantry, and the Prussians following

their retreat, advanced their line about two

hundred yards nearer to the French position.

Suddenly, they divided themselves into two

separate bodies, leaving a space of a hundred

yards between them. The object of this

movement was not visible at the moment, but

very shortly it appeared that by some means

their companions in the rear had forced up
that steep height two pieces of artillery,

which at once were brought into the desig

nated space, and opened fire on the French

men. Something at this point was amiss

with the French infantry ; for, although they

still outnumbered the Prussians by at least

two to one, they remained standing fast in

column, sinking rapidly before the Prussian

fire, and doing nothing to retrieve the day.

By this time, the cuirassier? had rallied, and
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returning toward the crest of the hill, made

straight for the two guns. The Prussians

formed in line, as if on parade, and delivered

a volley that destroyed almostthe whole face of

the leading squadron. The cuirassiers at once

foil back and retreated, followed by their

own infantry, toward Sedan. The Prussian

tiralleurs now seemed to rise from the ground,
so quickly did they cover the whole of the

hill, and the whole mass joined in pursuit of

the French. The French cavalry made one

desperate attempt to check their enemies, but

the day for breaking infantry with cavalry
seemed to have past, and the Prussians press

ed on. It is very remarkable that the French

had no artillery on the hill to support their

infantry. In the Bazeille ravine, however,

they had both artillery and mitrailleuses, and

the Bavarian divisions in that part of the

field suffered fearfully from their shot. A
little after two o clock, there was a lull in the

firing along the entire lines, and General

Sheridan remarked that the French were

hopelessly defeated. Some one inquired of

Bismarck if he thought that the emperor
was in Sedan. &quot;Oh, no,&quot;

was the reply:
&quot;

Napoleon is not very wise, but he is not

quite so foolish as to put himself in Sedan

just now.&quot; It soon appeared, however, that

the count had misjudged the case.

The cannonading was renewed at intervals

until about five o clock, when all firing was

entirely suspended. Almost immediately af

terward, a French officer, escorted by two

Uhlans, came up the steep bridle-path at a

hard trot, carrying a white duster on a fag

got stick as a flag of truce. He proved to

be a French colonel asking for terms of sur

render. After a very brief conference be

tween the king and General Yon Moltke,
the messenger was told that in a matter so

important as the surrender of probably eighty
thousand men, and an important fortress, an

officer of higher rank must be commissioned

to receive the terms. &quot;You are, therefore,&quot;

the reply concluded,
&quot; to return to Sedan,

and tell the governor of the town to report
himself immediately to the King of Prussia.

If he does not arrive in an hoar, our guns
will open again. You may tell him that no

terms other than an unconditional surrender

will be accepted.&quot; At half-past six, tho

French General Reilly rode up with a letter

for the King of Prussia. As he approached,
the guard-royal of cuirassiers and dragoons
drew up in line two deep behind the king.
In front of the guard \vas the staff, and ten

yards in front of them stood his majesty to

receive the French general who, to the as

tonishment of every one, proved to be the

bearer of a letter from Napoleon to King
&quot;William. The letter was in these words :

&quot;Ne pouvant pas mourir a la tote de mon

armee, je viens mettre mon epee aux pieds
de votre majeste :

&quot;

that is, As I cannot die

at the head of my army, I lay my sword at

the feet of your majesty. A miserable piece

of melo-dramatic affectation ! and a very

poor imitation of the letter addressed by Na

poleon I. to the Prince Regent of England,
when he surrendered himself on board the

Bellerophon. Why, Napoleon III.
&quot; could

not die,&quot;
as thousands of his misguided sol

diers did, sword in hand with his face to the

foe, does not appear either in his brief dis

patch, or on any ready reflections upon it.

A brief consultation ensued between the

king, the crown prince, Bismarck, Moltke,
and Yon Roon. The king then sat down on

a rush-bottomed chair and wrote a note on

another chair held by two aides-de-camp, re

questing the emperor to come to the king s

head-quarters at Yendres, the next morning.
The king himself handed this note to Gen
eral Reilly, who stood uncovered to receive it.

Hostilities were at once suspended ;
and

the next day the capitulation was concluded

with General Wimpffen, Marshal MacMahon,

being too severely wounded to act in the

matter. Eighty thousand men laid down \

their arms and became prisoners of war. The /

King of Prussia sent the two following tele

grams to the queen :

&quot; Before Sedan, September 2d, 1 : 22 P. M.

A capitulation, whereby the whole army a*

Sedan are p. toners of war ha* just been
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concluded with General Wimpffen, who was

in command instead of the wounded Marshal

MacMabon. Tho emperor surrendered onlj

himself, as he had no command, and left

everything to the Regency at Paris. I shall

appoint his place of residence after I have

had an interview with him. &quot;What a course

events have taken by God s guidance !

&quot;

&quot;

Varennes, September 4th, 8 A. M. What
a thrilling moment was that of my meeting
with Napoleon ! He was cast down, but dig
nified in his bearing, and resigned. I gave
him Wilhelmshohe, near Cassel, as the place

where he will stay. Our meeting took place
in a small castle in front of the western gla

cis of Sedan. From there, I rode through
the ranks of our army around Sedan. The

reception by the troops you may imagine
it ! was indescribable. May God aid us fur

ther !

&quot;

And in a letter to the queen, King Wil

liam said further &quot; You know by my tele

grams the great historical event. It is like a

dream, although we saw it. I bow before

God, who alone chose my army and those of

my allies, and who ordered us to be the in

struments of His will.&quot;

General de Failly was killed at the battle

of Sedan. It was reported that he had been

shot by his own soldiers
;
but he was, in fact,

killed by a shell.

The emperor, with a suite of about one

hundred persons, and the imperial horses and

carriages, arrived at Bouillon on Saturday,
and on Sunday went by railway to Yerviers,

by way of Libramont and Liege. The King
of Prussia and the emperor had jointly asked

the Belgian government to authorize their

passage through Belgian territory, as the em

peror wished to avoid being seen by his own
soldiers.

Up to Saturday night, the news of the

emperor s surrender was not known to the

Parisians, but statements had been made in

the Chambers with the object of preparing
the public mind for the worst. In the Senate,

Baron Jerome David admitted that Marshal

Bazaine had failed in an attempt to disengage

himself from the armies which hemmed him
in at Metz, and that MacMahon s attempt to

extend a hand to Bazaine &quot;has terminated

in a manner unfortunate for our arms.&quot; He
added, that other information had been re

ceived, but as it was from Prussian sources,

the government did not deem it worthy of

belief. In the Corps Legislatif, the Count

Palikao said that grave events had occurred,

and that for some time to come, the junction
between MacMahon and Bazaine could not

be effected. He said a rumour was circu

lated of MacMahon s being wounded, but it

was not authentic. He, however, added,
&quot; The position is serious. We must no longer
dissimulate. We are determined to appeal
to the vigorous forces of the nation. We
shall act with the greater energy, and shall

ceaso our eiforts only when every Prussian

is expelled from the
country.&quot; M. Jules

Favre declared that all parties were unan

imous in their determination to defend Franco

to the last gasp. He concluded by attacking
the imperial regime, and proposed to con

centrate all power in the hands of General

Trochu. Count Palikao and several of the

deputies protested against the language of M.
Jules Favre.

As soon as the tenor of these communi

cations became known outside of the Cham

bers, the popular agitation was intense, and

as yet the surrender of the emperor was not

known. At eight o clock an assemblage of

about six thousand persons sent a deputation
to General Trochu, to demand that he should

proclaim the deoheance of the dynasty ;
but

the general replied that he was a soldier, and

that his oath bound him not to act against

the law. Ho said it was for the Chamber to

comply with their demands
;
but they might

rely on his defending Paris. The crowd re

ceived his reply with shouts of &quot; Abdica

tion ! France forever ! Trochu forever !

&quot;

It was not until Sunday morning, Septem
ber 4th, that the whole truth was announced

in the Journal Officiel, which published the

following proclamation, issued by the Coun

cil of Ministers :
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&quot; Frenchmen ! a great misfortune has befal

len the country. After three days of heroic

struggles, kept up by the army of Marshal

MacMahon against three hundred thousand

enemies, forty thousand of our soldiers have

been made prisoners. General &quot;Wimpffen,

who had taken command of the army, re

placing Marshal MacMahon, who was griev-

wusly wounded, has signed a capitulation.

This cruel reverse does not daunt our cour

age. Paris is now in a state of defence.

The military forces of the country are being

organized. Within a few days a new army
will be under the walls of Paris, and another

is forming on the banks of the Loire. Your

patriotism, your concord, your energy, will

save France. The emperor has been made

prisoner in this contest.&quot;

These statements were, however, communi

cated to the Corps Legislatif some hours

earlier. A midnight session of the Chamber

was held, when the Count Palikao related

the news that was the next morning promul

gated by the proclamation above quoted. M.
Jules Favre then rose and submitted these

propositions :

I. Louis Napoleon Bonaparte and his

dynasty are declared to be divested of the

powers conferred upon them by the consti

tution.

II. A governing commission, consisting of

members, shall be appointed by the Corps

Legislatif, which commission shall be invest

ed with all the powers of government, and

which shall have for its special mission to

offer every resistance to invasion, and to ex

pel the enemy from the territory.

III. General Trochu is continued in his

functions as Governor-General of the City

of Paris.

The only remark on these propositions was

made by M. Pinard, who said that the Cham
ber had not the power to decree a forfeiture

of authority ;
and the sitting was adjourned

until noon on Sunday.
As soon as the sitting was over, the minis

ters went to the empress, and told her that

they felt themselves bound in honor to stand

by the dynasty, but that, in f
)ieir judgment,

all hope for her and her family was over.

The empress, however, desired that an effort

should be made. General Trochu was con

sulted
;
but lie said that he was responsible

only for the defence of Paris, and that he

could do nothing for the dynasty. It was

then decided that Count Palikao should pro

pose a Provisional Government, with him
self at its head, which would assume power

by a decree of the empress. In the mean
time the deputies of the Left Centre had

held a meeting, at which they agreed to

support a proposal of M. Thiers, which,
without saying as much in words, partially

suspended the empire, and gave power to a

Committee of National Defence, in which all

parties would be represented. General Tro

chu promised to advise the Garde Rationale

to go down to the Chamber and to support
this combination. The Left, too, held other

meetings, and agreed to insist on decheance,

and the nomination of a Provisional Govern

ment of nine, five of whom should be depu
ties of Paris. Things stood thus when, at

nine o clock, President Schneider announced

that the sitting of the Chamber had com
menced. General Palikao had surrounded

the palace of the Corps Legislatif with

troops ;
a body of the Gardes de Paris held

the approaches of all the bridges; about

three thousand troops were in the court of

the Tuileries
;
a few regiments were stationed

at their barracks, but were ready to act
;
and

the remainder of the soldiers in Paris were

left to their own inspirations. At the com

mencement of the session, it was evident

that the Bight, composed of official candi

dates, were awed and could not be depended
on

;
and the troops were so thoroughly dis

gusted at the surrender of the emperor, that

they would not act against the National

Guard
; they therefore fell baok and were

replaced by the latter. The three proposi

tions of Count Palikao, M. Thiers, and M.
Jules Favre, were then submitted to the

Chamber, and they were each declared ur

gent, and were collectively referred to a com
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mittee. The sitting was then temporarily

suspended.
On the resumption of the sitting, the gal

leries, and afterward the floor of the House,

were invaded by the people, demanding the

deposition of the emperor and the proclaim

ing of a republic. M. Gambetta came for

ward and informed the people that the

Chamber was deliberating on the decheance.

The announcement was received with great

enthusiasm, cries of &quot; Yive la France !

&quot; and

national songs. Inside the chamber there

was an attempt to get through business

amid cries of &quot; Down with Bonaparte,&quot; etc.,

etc. President Schneider then took the

chair, and addressed a few words to the

members, both Right and Left, but M. Brame
was the only minister who faced the storm.

M. Schneider protested against the invasion

of the chamber, and declared that the

House could not deliberate under intimida

tion. There were fierce cries for the re

public, and again the chamber was invaded,
the benches were taken by storm, and the

president was driven from his chair. M.
Jules Favre then managed to get possession

of the tribune, and he proclaimed the down
fall of the Bonaparte family. M. Gambetta
confirmed his words, and stated that in fact

the decheance had been voted in committee

bj an immense majority the vote having
been one hundred and ninety-five against

eighteen.

The deputies of Paris, accompanied by
the mob, then proceeded to the Hotel de

Ville, which they were allowed to enter

without opposition, and there M. Gambetta

proclaimed the republic. The crowd after

ward rushed through the streets, singing na

tional songs, shouting &quot;Yive la E-epub-

lique ?
&quot; and embracing and kissing each

other in manifestations of exuberant joy. In

this way the second empire came to an end,
without bloodshed or violence. The only
mischief done by the mob was the destruc

tion of a picture of the emperor at the

Hotel de Yille, and the pulling down and

destroying of the busts and portraits of the

imperial family, and all emblems of im

perialism wherever they were seen.

As soon as the Empress Eugenie was awars

of the extent and result of this revolution,

she quitted the palace of the Tuileriesby the

entrance on the river, accompanied by but

one servant, in disguise. She took a private

carriage and went to the railway station in

time to catch a train just starting for Bel

gium. The haste of her departure was shown

by the appearance of the rooms, after her

flight was discovered. Trunks were piled

about in various places, band-boxes and arti

cles of apparel were lying about in disorder,

and the bed was not made. The official per
son who remained in charge of the palaca

said, that all those whom the empress had

favored during her reign had deserted her,

and not one remained to see her departure.

The circumstances attending the escape

and flight of the Due de Grammont, after

he heard of the surrender at Sedan, ara

like some of the narratives of the old revo

lution. The case is thus related in the Lon

don newspapers :

&quot; The Due de Grammont, as Minister for

Foreign Affairs, naturally heard of the ern-

peror s surrender a day before the news was

published in Paris. He saw at once that

flight was necessary, as the wrath of the mob
was sure to be turned against the ministry,

who were responsible for the war. He ac

cordingly went to his banker s to provide

himself with money and various securities,

but was informed that the partner who had

charge of his affairs was in the country,

whither the Due pursued him. The partner

was found engaged in burying his property
in his garden, but returned to Paris and de

livered up to the Due de Grammont the

papers and money which were required. On
the next day the bad news was published and

the minister fled. He sent oif a servant in

his carriage openly, and escaped himself by
a private door. The mob pursued the car

riage, but of course found no one in it that

they wanted, and the Due got safely to

Calais. On his arrival there, however, a
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new cause for alarm arose. It was neces

sary for him to produce his passport before he

could leave the country, and it was evident

that in this way his identity would be dis

covered, and he himself, as seemed only too

probable, would be arrested and sent back to

Paris, never to quit it again. The risk, how

ever, had to be encountered, and he showed

his passport to the proper officer, and was,

much to his relief, suffered to go on board

the English steamer without remark. He at

once went to the cabin, and, the better to

escape notice, pretended to be very ill. In a

few minutes, however, he felt an ominous

tap on the shoulder, and looked around ex

pecting to find himself a prisoner. He saw

only the passport officer, who said to him,
When you were in office you gave my son

an appointment. In return for that I have

to-day let you pass, and thereby in all prob

ability saved your life. The officer went

his way, and the Due de Grammont got

safely to Dover.&quot;

In the course of Sunday, a new govern

ment, calling itself the Government of Na
tional Defence, was formed, consisting almost

exclusively of members of the Left. The sin

gle exception was General Trochu, who was

named president,
&quot; with full military power

for the national defence,&quot; and who installed

himself at the Tuileries. M. Jules Favre

was entrusted with the portfolio of Foreign
Affairs

;
M. Gambetta was Minister of the

Interior
;
M. Picard, of Finance

;
General

Leffo, who owed his general s commission to

the government of 1848, Minister of War
;

M. Fourichon, of Marine
;
M. Cremieux, of

Justice; M. Jules Simon, of Public In

struction and Religion ;
and M. Dorian, of

Public Works. One of the first acts of the

new ministry was to proclaim an amnesty
for all political offences. The prisoners con

demned to death for their participation in

the riots at La Yillette, as well as those con

demned at the high court at Tours, were set

ftt liberty. The government also decreed

Jie dissolution of the Corps Legislatif, and

-he suppression of the Senate and of the

Presidency of the Council of State. M
Thiers was invited to join the new govern

ment, but he declined. On Monday, the

Journal of the French JKepublic published
the following proclamation :

&quot; FRENCHMEN ! The people have disavow

ed a Chamber which hesitated to save the

country when in danger. It has demanded
a Republic. The friends of its representatives
are not in power, but in peril.

&quot; The Republic vanquished the invasion

of 1792. The Republic is proclaimed.
&quot; The Revolution is accomplished in the

name of right and public safety.
&quot; Citizens ! Watch over the city confided

to you. To-morrow you will be, with the

army, avengers of the
country.&quot;

On Tuesday, M. Jules Favre, as Foreign

Minister, issued a circular to the diplomatic

agents abroad, in which he vindicated the

position of the Provisional Government, and

stated, somewhat broadly, the principles on

which it was prepared to treat for peace.
He stated that he had always been in favor

of a peace policy, and of leaving Germany
to manage her own affairs : that the King
of Prussia had declared he made war not

upon France but upon the dynasty : that

the dynasty having fallen, the King of Prus

sia would be responsible to the world if

he continued the war. He declared that
&quot; France will not yield an inch of her terri

tory, nor a stone of her fortresses. The gov
ernment will treat only for a durable peace.
The interest of France is that of all Europe ;

but were she alone, she stands unenfeebled.

Paris has a resolute army, well provided ;
a

well-established ericiente
; and, above all, the

breasts of three hundred thousand combat

ants, determined to hold out to the last.

After the forts, we have the ramparts ;
after

the ramparts, we have the barricades. Paris

can hold out for three months and conquer.
If she succumbs, France will start up at her

appeal and avenge her. France will con

tinue the struggle, and her aggressors shall

perish.&quot;

The new government issued an appeal ttf
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the army, explaining that the imperial dy

nasty had been abolished, because it was

responsible for the misfortunes of France,
and because the step was necessary to her

preservation. The republic was proclaimed

by the inhabitants of Havre, Marseilles,

Nantes, Lyons, Bordeaux, and other places,

with much enthusiasm. Decrees were pub
lished in Paris, abolishing the stamp duty
on newspapers, and absolving all public func

tionaries from their oaths of allegiance to

the late dynasty. The regalia and theFrench

crown were deposited in the Bank of France.

Alterations were made in the names of seve

ral streets which had been re-named under

the empire: the Rue Dix Decembre was

changed to the Quatre Septembre ;
the Ave

nue de 1 Empereur, to the Hue Victor Noir
;

and the Rue de Morny, to the Rue Mac-

Mahon. Victor Hugo and Louis Blanc re

turned to Paris from their long banishment.

As soon as the arrangements connected

with the capitulation of Sedan were com

pleted, the armies of the Crown Princes of

Prussia and Saxony resumed their march

toward Paris. &quot;When General Uhrick, in

command of Strasbourg, was informed of the

surrender of Sedan, he dispatched a messen

ger to the head-quarters of the beseiging

army, offering to surrender the fortress if he,

with the garrison, were permitted to march

out with the honors of war. These terms

were refused by the German commander,
who insisted on an unconditional surrender,

and the bombardment was recommenced

with increased vigor. Up to that time, the

third parallel of the besiegers was completed,
and their guns were within four hundred

feet of the fortifications. Frequent sorties

had been made by the garrison, but they
were all repulsed with slaughter. The an

cient library, containing many thousands of

unique works, was already destroyed, and the

venerable cathedral considerably damaged.

King AVilliam had, however, given orders

that the bombardment should be chiefly limit

ed to the fortifications.

At this pause in the series of great battles,

which until this time had been of almost

daily occurrence, it is appropriate to reflect

a little on the portion of France. That po
sition was intelligently described by the

Courrier des Etats Urns, a French news

paper published in New York. That paper
of September 5th, said :

&quot;

It is useless to disguise the truth. The

army which has not surrendered, but has been

surrendered to the enemy, was the flower ol

our military population. &quot;With MacMahon

destroyed and Bazaine helpless, France haa

left countless masses fanatical with patriot

ism, ready to throw themselves blindly upon
the mouths of the Prussian cannon; but

she has no longer an army.
&quot;New masses, however full of confidence,

are helpless against military science, dis

cipline, and above all against modern arms.

Once it was men who made war
; bravery

supplemented numbers; enthusiasm made
heroes. Now, it is rifled cannon and per
fected musketry that fight ;

the man is no

longer more than the attendant of the wea

pon; he counts but for one, and courage
without numbers only makes victims.

&quot; All France, with her three millions of

young men from twenty to thirty years of

age, rising as one, extemporized into soldiers,

and hurried in full career upon the solid, in

telligent, well-armed, disciplined mass of the

victorious Prussians, would throw itself on

butchery, and would not drive back one step
the wall of steel before her.

&quot; No doubt France will receive with a cry
of fierce wrath, like the lion fallen into a

ditch, the story of the surrender signed in

her name
;
and that the first movement will

be a levy of the whole people and a leap to

wards new combats. But this first frenzy

over, cool reflection will come to throw an

icy shroud on this heroism, and we doubt if

any man can be found to take the lead in

bringing on new conflicts, that is to say, the

responsibility of new disasters.

&quot; The people of Paris and the commanders

of the besieged places, nay, every manly
.heart that has its hand on a flag-staff, may
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refuse to subru it,
and determine rather to die

than to suffer the Prussian flag to stand on

the ramparts they guard ;
but there will be

no one to organize this resistance, -which

would be suicide
;
no political party which

will risk, on this bloody resort, the future

before it
;
no one who does not know that

France has no right to commit suicide
;
that

she belongs to the world, to civilization, to

humanity, and that at least one chance of

success would be necessary to justify the hor

rors which would result from continuing a

war that could no longer be anything but an

unbroken series of ravages, waste, slaughter
and ruin.

&quot;&quot;We cannot tell what counsels will pre
vail in the fearful embarrassments into which

France is plunged. Not to-day nor to-mor

row will calm and reflection come out of this

chaos. Some days must be allowed to ap

pease the hot fever of this hour. Then will

come the time of great resolves. Who will

take them? Doubtless the natural repre
sentatives of the country, the assembled

Chambers, who will find in their patriotism
the solution, of the immense problem of re

establishing peace on the least sad conditions

for the pride and the interest of France that

can be obtained.
&quot; The fate of the Empire is sealed. Our

first defeats were the signal of its fail. Na
poleon III. is no longer more than a phan
tom, and his dynasty dies with him. What
will succeed him is the secret of the future.

&quot; Nor is it our part to predict at a glance
what changes these great events will bring
to the political, moral and material condition

of Europe. One prominent fact, however,
seems to us to be .fixed ;

it is that this atro

cious butchery, this frightful spectacle given
to a trembling world, this accursed holocaust

will put an end to war. Prussia takes up
the sceptre of military greatness fallen from

the hands of France, but it is a broken scep
tre. No longer the emblem of anything but

a dead power ;
ofglory, indeed, but glory that

does not shine on the future. No longer is

t arms that shall give supremacy to nations,

and Germany, united by the victory of Prus

sia, will hereafter be neither greater nor

more powerful than yesterday, if her ag

grandisement is not the signal for a liberal

progress of humanity. Her flag will not be

more glorious, if it is only to continue to

shelter effete institutions.
&quot; The struggle henceforth is no longer be

tween the material forces of the nations
;

it

is in their moral development, their civiliza

tion and their liberties. Thus France, even

mutilated, if it must be so, will still remain,
we hope, the great leading and glorious na
tion. The day when, by the fated march of

events, a day, doubtless, not far distant, the

destiny of the people will no longer be left

to the chances of battle
;
the day when a less

barbarous justice will settle the disputes

among men
;
the day when armies cease to

consume the brightest resources and energies
of the nations, to put at risk the equilibrium
of public forces, the genius of France will

recover in moral power what she has lost in

material power. Countries will no longer
be measured by the extent of their territory
and the number of their people, but by the

worth of the progress they have achieved

and the liberties they have conquered ;
on

that day France, cured of her wounds, will

again, in spite of the cruel way in which she

is torn, take the place of honor which be

longs to her in the front of civilized na

tions.&quot;

Those words are the more impressive, as

they show that the more reflecting of the

French people began themselves to under

stand what the rest of the world long ago

knew, that the maintenance of the Imperial

system and the prosecution of the ambition?

projects of military glory which it entailed

could never result to the benefit of France

or the prosperity of Europe.

September 1th. The French engineers be

gan to destroy the tunnels of the railroads

running into Paris from the east. The Prus

sian advance reached Soissons. Many line

private residences and groves of trees in the

suburbs of Paris were destroyed, in order to
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remove all obstructions between the guns of

the garrison and the Prussians.

September 8th. The official report on the

troops in Paris on this day gives the number

at one hundred and fourteen thousand. A
letter from the American Minister, Mr.

Washburn, was published, announcing the

recognition of the French Republic by the

United States. In the afternoon, M. Jules

Favre had an interview with Mr. Washburn,
when the former grasping the hand of Mr.

Washburn, exclaimed, &quot;I receive this news

with gratitude and profound emotion.&quot; The

American Minister then solicited the libera

tion of the Germans who were held in prison

in Paris under various charges connected

with the war. Jules Favre consented, on

the part of the French Government, to their

discharge ;
and hundreds of emancipated

Germans at once took their departure from

Paris, provided with safe -conduct passes

signed by Mr. Washburn.

M. Gambetta, the Minister of the Interior,

issued a circular to the prefects of the de

partments, bidding them think only of war

and of the restoration of calmness and secu

rity, which are alone productive of strength.
&quot;

Postpone every thought,&quot; says M. Gam
betta,

&quot; save that of the national defence.&quot;

The following proclamation appeared in

extras and was placarded about the city :

&quot; The country is in danger. In the presence
of the enemy all differences of opinion and

all opposition should disappear before the

general safety. Accursed be he who can re

tain personal desires or prejudices in such a

supreme moment. The undersigned set

aside all opinions save one that it is our

duty to offer our most energetic and abso

lute assistance and make no condition save

that the republic be maintained. Let us all

be buried in the ruins of Paris rather than

agree to the dismemberment of France.&quot;

Signed by Blanqui, Lacambre, the Tridor

Brothers, Yilleneuve, Fegnard, La Yraud,
Pilhes and others.

/September 9th. The German march on

Pai is was conducted in a systematic manner,

impeded somewhat by heavy rains. The
advance was in three corps. One took the

route through Laon, and by the railway
north and west from that place to Chauny,

Noyon and Compeigne. At Laon the Prus
sians met with a disaster. On the afternoon

of Friday, September 9th, the general in

command of the fortress capitulated, to save

the town and the inhabitants. The terms

of capitulation had been arranged, including
the setting at liberty of the garrison sf

Gardes Mobiles. Soon after the Gern.an

staff had entered the fortress, a powder mag
azine exploded, and fifty Prussians, with

three hundred of the Garde Mobile, were

killed, and many more were wounded, in

cluding Duke William, of Mecklenburg, and
the French General D Harne. The expb-
sion was an act of treachery on the part of

the French garrison. The second German

corps marched along the line of the Marne
and approached Meaux on the same day.
The third corps moved from the south-east

by way of Montereau and Melun. Melun is

about forty miles from Paris. The direct

railway trains between Paris and Boulogne
and Calais, were stopped on Wednesday, the

7th of September. The Director of the Gen
eral Postal Administration went to Tours on

the 9th, to organize the postal service for

the whole of France. The Court of Crimi

nal Justice and the Court of Cassation were

transferred to Tours. M. Cremieux went

with it
;
but the rest of the ministry and all

the foreign ambassadors decided to remain

in Paris. The official statement of the day

reported the total number of troops the

regular army, the National Guard and the

Garde Mobile at from one hundred and

eighty to two hundred thousand men. But

they were indifferently armed, not half of

them having the chassepot rifle
;
and many

thousands of them had the oldest style of

musket.

The government issued an official decree

convoking the electoral colleges on the 16th

of October, to elect a National Constituent

Assembly, to consist of seven hundred and
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fifty members. The preamble of the decree

is in these words :

&quot;la proclaiming the Government of the

National Defence, we have defined the ob

ject we had in view. The executive power
had fallen to the ground ;

what commenced

by a coup detat, haii. ended in a desertion.

We have but seized again the helm which

had slipped from feeble hands. But Europe

requires to be enlightened : it is necessary

that she should know, by means of irrefraga

ble proof, that the whole of France is with

us. It is necessary that the invader should

meet not only the obstacle of an immense

city resolved to perish rather than surrender,

but also a whole people, upstanding, well-

organized, and represented by an Assembly

capable of bearing to every place, in spite

of all disasters, the living soul of the coun-

try.&quot;

Immediately on the receipt of the news,
that the Republic had been proclaimed, the

Duke d Aumale, the Prince de Joinville and

the Duke de Chartres, went to Paris and

had an interview with two leading members

of the Committee of Public Defence, who
were informed that their royal highnesses

considered their decree of banishment was

annulled by the fall of the empire ;
and that,

as Frenchmen, they held themselves entitled

to take part in the defence of Paris. The

members of the committee replied that, in

their individual capacity, they fully recog
nized the right of the Orleans princes to re

turn to France
;
but they appealed to the

princes to say whether any benefit their in

dividual services could confer on the French

cause would not be more than extinguished

by the probability that their presence in Paris

might lead to civil disturbances. The princes,

on this hint, announced their intention of

quitting the capital at once, with the under

standing that they would await at Calais

the result of a cabinet council to be held

that evening. They accordingly left Paris

on the evening of the day that they arrived

there
;
and during their brief sojourn they

l&amp;gt;eld no communication witli any of their

iv. 37

friends or adherents. Indeed, with the ex

ception of the Duke de Chartres, who drove

out after dark to catch a glimpse of the city,

which he had not seen since he left it when
a child of eight years old, the princes re

mained through the day in the house of the

friend who accompanied them to Paris.

When they reached Calais, they found wait

ing for them a telegram from the Council of

Ministers, substantially repeating the advice

given them in Paris, and requesting the

princes, in courteous terms, not to delay their

departure. They accordingly sailed from

Calais and returned to England. Unques

tionably, the ministers took a statesman-like

view of that matter !

This reference to the disappointment of

the Orleans princes suggests some thoughts
on the fortunes and fate of the Empress Eu

genie. But a few days previously, she was

the most brilliant, the most powerful, the

most envied and apparently the happiest
woman in all Christendom &quot;the glass of

fashion and the mould of form&quot; the em

press of modern society and the chosen god
dess of the gay world in both hemispheres.

ISTow, she was crownless and houseless a

fugitive and an exile in a foreign land. Her de

parture from the Tuileries and from France

was a flight as from the wild popular ven

geance of another Reign of Terror, and doubt

less in crossing the Belgian frontier she thought
less of her imperial splendor swept away than

of her personal safety secured. She was in

no danger : she might have retired with de

liberation and dignity ;
but in the midst of

that fearful commotion in Paris how was she

to know it? Twenty-two years before King
Louis Philippe fled as precipitately in his

pea-jacket from the ominous tumult of a

French revolution, because he knew not that

the horrible ferocities of the first French

revolutionary convulsion had passed away
that the masses of the French people, through
that hideous carnival of crime, had risen

from the revenges of barbarism to the re

sponsibilities of civilization.

Yet it is hard to believe that Eusrcnie waa
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not in some degree prepared for this sudden

collapse of the Napoleonic empire and dy

nasty. She had been too active and too am
bitious as a politician in the affairs of the

empire, and too familiar with the reasons of

Napoleon for every scheme of his, in his in

ternal policy and in diplomacy or war, not

to know the dangers that encompassed him.

Yet she was, doubtless, deceived by the de-

&quot;sions of the plebiscitum, and satisfied that,

from the glory of this war with Prussia, the

empire would be secured for her son, as its

absolute despotism had been secured for her

husband, by the will of the French people.

How could she believe that the French peo

ple, in ratifying the empire over and over

again, had spoken under the pressure of an

imperial army, and that with this army re

moved, they would speak for themselves with

out the warning of a single day ?

It is all over now, and, in the light of the

restored republic, it is only a matter of

amazement that the shadowy empire of

Louis Napoleon survived so long. For eight

een years, with the skill of a conjuror in his

domestic and foreign policy, he had managed
to divert the public mind of France from the

outrages of his usurpation to the glories and

prosperity of his government at home and

abroad. But all this time, as we can now

see, the French people had only submitted

to the empire as a choice of evils, and that

they had been impatiently awaiting their

opportunity to replace the republic which he

(Napoleon) betrayed and set aside, but which

he had failed to extinguish.

It may be that in the glitter and splendors
of her imperial court, and with emperors,

kings arid queens dancing attendance upon
her, Eugenie really believed the republic

dead, the Bourbons a mere tradition, and
the empire needing only the glory of the

rectification of the Ehine frontier to make
its transmission to her son a scene of popular
acclamation. But &quot;how are the mightyO i/

fallen and the weapons of war perished !&quot;

We can hardly realize the stupendous events

of these six weeks, or that, among them,

the Emperor Napoleon i.* a prisoner, Lis

prince imperial a wandering exile, and hia

empress a fugitive from a back doer of tho

Tuileries, with a single attendant, and anxi

ous only to escape with her life from the

surging revolution around her. We can

hardly believe that this trembling fugitive was

that magnificent empress who but the other

day was welcomed at Constantinople by the

Sultan vith a reception excelling in its ori

ental splendors the royal Asiatic welcome of

King Solomon to ^-he Queen of Sheba. Can

it be true that this weeping exile on the Bel

gian frontier, pleading for information of her

unhappy husband and her poor sick boy, was

the same person as that glorious empress
who in the grand eastern spectacle of the

opening of the Suez Canal eclipsed in her ra

diant beauty the charms of the gorgeous

Cleopatra in all her glory ! &quot;V es
;
the glori

ous empress whose presence in her imperial
travels inspired the admiration and wonder

of Europe, Asia and Africa, and the melan

choly wanderer in search of the sick boy and

his father, were one and the same person. It

was only a change in the character she was

called to play ;
and such are the ups and

downs of crowns and dynasties; and so it

has been from the beginning, and will be to

the end.

September 10th. Soon after the return tn

Paris of Yictor Hugo, he published an ad

dress to the Germans, from which the fol

lowing sentences are extracted :

&quot; You may take the fortress, you will find

the rampart.
&quot;You may take the rampart, you will find

the barricade.
&quot; You may take the barricade, and then

who knows the resources of patriotism in dis

tress you will find the sewers mines of pow
der ready to blow whole streets into the air.

This will be the terrible sentence you must

accept.
&quot; To take Paris stone by stone, to slaughter

Europe on the spot, to kill France in detail,

in each street, in each house, that great light

must be extinguished soul by soul !
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&quot;

Germans, hold back ! Paris is formid

able!

&quot;Think awhile before her walls. All

transformations are possible for her. Her

indolence gives you the measure of her

energy.
&quot;She seems to sleep. She will awake.

Her thought will leap from its scabbard like

a sword, and this city, which yesterday was

Sybaris, to-morrow may be Saragossa.&quot;

In view of the sequel to the siege of Paris,

that flight of the novelist is worth preserv

ing.

On this day, Saturday, September 10th,

it was announced that the Bank of France

was removed to Toulouse
;
that all the watch

makers and jewellers shops were closed, and

their contents removed to a place of safety ;

that the theatres were all closed
;
and that on

Sunday, next ensuing, the supply of gas
would be stopped. The crowd of strangers

at Havre, seeking to embark from France

was so great that the hotels were unable to

give them lodgings. The trains arriving
from Paris were several hours behind time,

by reason of the number of passengers. It

was announced in Berlin, that the King of

Prussia, holding that the self-constituted

government, which assumed to speak and act

for the French nation, was destitute of even a

shadow of authority, and that, in the event

of the occupation of Paris by the Prussian

army, he would treat for a present peace and

for the future relations between France and

Germany, only with the recognized Emperor,

Napoleon III., he therefore gave orders

that the imperial prisoner at Wilhelmshohe

should be treated in every respect as the

actual reigning sovereign of France.

September 1.1th. The corps of sappers
and miners, assisted by the inhabitants, felled

the forests in the departments of the Seine

and Seine-et-Oise
; and, as the Prussians ap

proached, the trees were to be set on fire.

The gas works had been destroyed.

September 12A. The Prussians arrived

in fui ce at Creey and Meaux, each place

twenty-five miles from Paris, and their

advanced guard reached Noisy-le-Grand, only
nine miles from Paris. It was announced

in Paris that M. Thiers had gone on a mis

sion to London, and would thence proceed
to St. Petersburg and Yienna, in the hope
of securing such intervention from those gov
ernments as would lead to a peace.
As the Prussian forces were thus ap

proaching the French capital, it is proper tc

give a brief sketch of its defences at this

time.

Paris was completely surrounded by a

bastioned enceinte, with a crest nearly

fifty feet high. This enceinte consisted of

several main fronts, traced to suit the peculiar

conformation of the ground, and formed a

kind of pentagon with unequal sides. On these

main fronts were traced over ninety bastions,

varying in proportions, bnt maintaining a

uniform shape throughout. The scarp of the

works was faced with a kind of soft stone, laid

in regular courses, and backed by rubble

masonry. The height of the scarp was thirty-

one feet, the ditch seventy-seven feet wide,

and the counterscarp, eighteen feet deep,

and sloping at an angle of forty-five degrees.

A simple glacis, with a beam separating its

crest from the top of the counterscarp, and

thus forming a covered way, extended outside

the ditch. The perimeter of the enceinte was

over eight French leagues in length, and a

considerable space was left for military pur

poses between the works and the city.

Inside the enceinte ran the grand military

road from which the bastions and curtains

of the fortifications were reached by ramps or

slopes. In some of the interiors of the bas

tions, cavaliers of earth-work were construct

ed, by which a defilement of the adjoining

terre-pleins and the military road, as well as a

searching fire over the ground in front was

obtained. By means of the adoption of such

extended lines of front, protected by bastions

constructed on the same right line, the task

of approach to a besieger would be extremo-

ly difficult, as no salient point was presented

which he could envelop or on which he could

concentrate his attack. This is the reason
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\vhy the French Government expressed their

confidence in the security of Paris, as it

would take an immense force to invest the

place, while the besiegers would in no place

be strong enough to resist the repeated sorties

enforce of the garrison.

Paris was not dependent for safety on the

bastioned enceinte above described. A
second and exterior line of defence had been

established by which an approach to the first

or interior line of works was prevented. The

exterior line of defence consisted of sixteen de

tached forts, each one so constructed as to

render it an independent defensive position,

capable of resisting a siege. The town of

St. Denis, on the north side, was defended by
three forts, besides minor defensive works

connecting the same, covering the north,

east, and south sides of the town. Of these,

Fort de la Briche and Fort de 1 Est protected
the place from attack from the north and

east, while they were in turn covered by Fort

d Aubervilliers, which also protected the vil-

T

age of the same name.

September 13th. The Prussian advance

on Paris was temporarily suspended by
orders from Bismarck, and in reference to

the attempts of the French officials to obtain

peace. It transpired that the programme
for peace entrusted to M. Thiers, included :

First The payment by France to Prussia

of the expenses of the war. Second The
destruction of all the French forts in Alsace

and Lorraine, excepting Metz and Stras

bourg. Third A temporary occupation of

Mefe and Strasbourg by the German troops ;

the occupation to continue until after a

general election in France had duly author

ized the complete ratification of the treaty

of peace by the proper French authorities.

/September lt/i. Authentic information

from London showed that the mission of M.
Thiers was a sort of private enterprise, to

ascertain the feelings and opinions of the

British Government, and that he was abso

lutely without official instructions or autho

rity from the new French Ministers. Of

course, his visit cam3 to nothing.

The termination of the temporal power of

the Pope, which occurred almost simul

taneously with the surrender of Napoleon,

though not strictly forming any part of the

history of the war between France and Prus

sia, was in a measure caused by that war
;

and a reference to the event, taken from one

of the journals of the day, will not be out of

place here :

&quot; One of the most remarkable events in the

wonderful transformation that Europe is un

dergoing through the Prussian-French war is

the extinguishment of Papal sovereignty.
The superstructure of the temporal power of

the Pope, which has existed over a thousand

years, and which has stood so long the shock

of revolutions and falling dynasties, has been

overturned finally by the events of the last

few weeks. True, its foundations were under

mined by the great French revolution at the

close of the last century, and modern progress

since has shaken it fearfully; but it has been

propped up by the monarchies of Europe
from time to time, and within the past few

years it has been supported by the bayonets
of the soi-disant modern Charlemagne

Napoleon the Third. With the fall of this

aspiring emperor, this so-called eldest son of

the Church, the last prop is taken away.
The temporal sovereignty of the Pope and

its last supporter have fallen together.
&quot; Whatever may be the results of the war

in other respects, whatever government may
be established in France or transformation

take place in other parts of Europe, Papal
secular dominion is at end. The French

soldiers have left Rome, never to return to

uphold the Papacy. The republicans of

France, should they hold the government,

certainly will not interfere with the Italians

in their rapid progress toward appropriating

the Papal territory and uniting all Italy. If

by any chance the Orleans dynasty should

be restored, that would not make war on

Italy to replace the Pope in temporal power.

No, not even the Bonapartes would attempt

to undo the work of Italian unity and to re

store the Pope should they by any extra
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ordinary turn of the wheel of fortune regain

power in France. Under no circumstances

can or will France assume again the

defence or restoration of the fallen Papacy.
Austria has cut loose from the Pope. Spain
is too republican to think of- interfering, and

j

is powerless. Catholic Germany is too

j liberal, and would not raise a finger for the

Pope. Of course none of the Protestant

i Powers will interfere. In fact, Pius the

; Ninth, as a temporal ruler, is without a

:
friend is more friendless, perhaps, than

even Napoleon.
&quot; The army of the King of Italy is meet

ing with little resistance in its march on

Rome. The Pope has no force capable of

resisting. But the Papal troops even are

fraternizing with the advancing Italians.

Behind all is a greater power still the re

publicans of Italy. Yictor Emanuel is not

unwilling in the least to seize the opportunity
of making Rome the capital of his kingdom,
and of uniting all the Italians under one

government, but if he were he could not re

sist the popular impulse. The agitation and

enthusiasm of the people compel him to

move. His own safety lies in that, if any
where. Italy is republican to the core, and

it is only by gratifying the ambition of the

Italians in taking Rome that he may be able

to save for a time his own crown. He is

liberal and progressive and the people are

willing to accept him for the time as a leader

in the national movement. It is probable,

however, that Victor Emanuel is but the

pioneer of the Italian republic ;
for not only

are the masses of Italy republican, but the

cultivated and intelligent classes hope to re

store the former liberties and glory of their

country. They remember the ancient great
ness of Italy and Rome under republican

government, and their enthusiasm is aroused

to restore the past and to march in the way
of modern progress. The occupation of

Rome and the destruction of the temporal

power of the Pope are the first steps in the

realizati *n of their ardent and patriotic aspir

ations. In a few days they will see this ac

complished. Long centuries of darkness and

repression will yield to the enlightened spirit

of the age and liberty. What a change !

What a magical political transformation with

in a few days ! So wonderful are these

events that we can hardly keep pace with or

realize them.

&quot;It is said the Italian government assures

the Pope that his independence will not be

molested in any way. We can understand

what this means, and no doubt his holiness

understands it. His personal independence
will not be interfered with and he may be

left some authority over certain districts in

Rome, embracing the Vatican and St. Peter s

something like that which a mayor has in

a city ;
but neither the King of Italy nor the

Italian republicans will consent to his reten

tion of sovereign territorial power over th ;

city or Papal States. That is all this sooth

ing language about the independence of the

Pope means. And why should his holiness

be troubled? Why should he not be con

tent ? Has he not lately got infallibility 1

Is he not the chief of all mortals, with im

munity from error or wrong-doing ? Who
can equal him? Who is so blessed? It

seems providential that he should have re

ceived infallibility just before this wonderful

revolution and just when he most needed it.

After all, neither Yictor Emanuel nor the

Italian republicans can deprive him of his

spiritual supremacy. He should now put
himself at the head of the people and the

democratic movements of the age. He could

thus become more powerful than he ever has

been or than any of his predecessors. The
loss of his temporal power would be moro

than compensated by the moral influence he

would exercise and the good he would do.&quot;

September \oth. The Prussians were this

day camped at Croix aux Bois, Gaston Glas

and Fontaine
;
and therefore, practically, the

siege of Paris may be said to have com
menced.

September ~L6th. The railroad trains that

left Paris for the north were captured by the

Prussians. The French uselessly destroyed
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all the works of art on highways leading

out of Paris. Electric lights were placed in

all the forts around Paris, to discover any

attempt of the Prussians for a night attack.

The Prussian advance reached Breteuil and

Neuilly-sur-Marne, and their scouting parties

occupied Corbeil and Clamart. At Join-

ville, seven miles from Paris, there were

fifteen thousand Prussians.

September Vlth. The Prussians were in

force near Yilleneuve, Dammartin and La

Plessis. Three thousand were at Yillers

Cotterets and ten thousand at ISTanteu.il. The

Paris Gaulois published a list of twenty

bridges to the east of the capital which had

been destroyed by the French to retard the

Prussian advance. The scarcity of paper

began to be so serious in Paris, that the

newspapers were issued on half-sized sheets.

No railroad trains left Paris in any direction

on this day. Some of the newspapers re

moved their offices to Tours. The French

to-day blew up the fort at Yincennes, as its

position was not tenable against the Prus

sians. The flour mills and granaries at Car-

bell, fourteen miles from Paris, were burned

by the Prussians.

September IStfA. Several skirmishes took

place between the Prussian advance parties

and sallying parties from Paris; but they

were not of importance as to numbers or re

sults. The following opinions of General

Sheridan were this day published in Lon

don :

&quot; There seems to be but little of the war

left except the siege of Paris, and that will

not save France. It is possible that French

troops have not done so well, as I think they

are capable of doing, on one or two occasions

which I witnessed, from the fact that the

poor fellows found themselves so badly

handled by their commanders that they could

Bee no equivalent to be obtained by sacrificing

their lives. All men like to have an equiva
lent for their labor, and especially is it so

with soldiers, who require success where

many lives have to be sacrificed. The

French generalship put this out of the ques

tion in every battle which I have witness

ed.

September 20^. Prussia, citing the pre
cedent of the first Napoleon, compelled the

French prisoners to labor on the public

works. Yersailles was to-day occupied by the

German Uhlans, who are somewhat like the

Russian Cossacks. The government of Paris

decided on constructing a complete system

of barricades throughout the city. The

Prussians threatened death to every man who

attempted to repair the railroads which they

destroyed.

The French authorities having this day
announced the withdrawal of their fleet from

the German Ocean and the Baltic, and the

abandonment of the blockade, renders a fitting

occasion for a statement of the respective

naval forces of the two nations at the com
mencement of the war. The French fleet

consisted of the following vessels :

6 large ships of the line, with 152 cannon.
14 frigates with batteries, with 228
9 casemated ships, with 76
5 rams, with 9

2 turret ships, with 18
15 floating batteries, with 198
11 plated gunboats, with 22

62 iron plated vessels, with 697 cannon
233 unplated vessels, with 2,618
51 paddle steamers 116
100 sailing ships, with 914

406 vessels of war, with 4,845 cannon

The Prussian fleet was as follows :

3 plated frigates Kcenig Wilhelm,
Friedrich Ca^, Kronprinz. . . .with 55 cannon

1 plated corvette Hansa 8

2 plated vessels-Arminius & Prinz
Adalbert 7

5 covered corvettes 140
5 smooth-deck corvettes 68
8 gunboats, 1st class 24
14 &quot; 2d do 28
1 paddle steam yacht
2 despatch boats 6
2 tug steamers
1 transport steamer

336
112
88

44 steamers
3 frigates ( eight ) ....

3 brigs
-|
sailing &amp;gt; ....

2 small schooners, (vessels)
32 armed sloops 64
4 cannon jollyboats 4
1 school ship 9

9 vessels of war 563

The reasons assigned for thewithdrawal ot
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the fleet were, that the draught of the French

iron-plated ships, from twenty to thirty feet,

is too heavy for the shallow waters along

,he southern Baltic coast
;
that the guiding

lights to the channels and against the shoals

of that coast are extinguished and false lights

substituted, rendering it difficult, if not im

possible to distinguish between channels and

shoals; that the Prussian inlets and river

entrances are infested with torpedoes, which

must be avoided, and by troublesome light-

draught gunboats, or avisos, which cannot be

pursued by heavy-draught ships, and that the

regular Prussian war vessels, under the

shelter of the forts and the protection of tor

pedoes, cannot be reached.

These reasons are sufficient in accounting

for the failure of the French navy to accom

plish anything in this war beyond the block

ade of the Prussian ports. But had IS apoleon,

in his preparation fur this war, studied more

closely the peculiarities of the southern Baltic

coast, its river mouths, its inlets, shoals, is

lands, etc., and studied less the strength of the

Prussian navy in heavy iron-clads, the French

naval operations against Prussia in this con

test, instead of being useless, might have

been made equal to an army in the field of a

hundred thousand men. In the Crimean

war England sent up in the Baltic a formida-

able fleet of heavy-draught ships only to find

that for aggressive purposes against Russia in

that quarter they were useless. England, how

ever, proceeded at once to repair the blunder,

in building a large number of light-draught

gunboats, each armed with a gun of heavy

calibre, for the Baltic service
;
and but for

the fall of Sebastopol, which brought peace,

those gunboats would doubtless have tried

the strength, to some purpose, even of the

powerful fortifications of Cronstadt. At all

events, a well appointed and numerous fleet

of swift and light-draught gunboats would

have enabled France in this war to give con

stant employment to a Prussian army on the-

Baltic coast of a hundred thousand men.

Napoleon, in failing to make this special

provision for this war with Prussia, simply

left the French navy in a condition in which

it was not able to give any valuable as

sistance to the French army. This, too, when
the navy of France numbered nearly 500 ves

sels of all desc-riptions, being very nearly on

paper equal to the navy of England, even in

iron-clads, and when the money expended

upon a single useless but ornamental iron-

plated ship would have supplied a fleet of

gunboats equal to a land force of 100,000 men
Prussia had expected some formidable diver

sions by the French navy on the Baltic coast,

and had accordingly placed an army of 100,-

000 men under Von Falkenstein to guard that

line against the landing at any point of a

French army under cover of a supporting fleet

of ships or gunboats. Von Moltlco, comprj-

hending the danger of such an attack upon the

rear of the Prussian army and its communi

cations, had thus amply provided for it
;
but

the French, in failing to make any such di

version by their navy, and in withdrawing
at length from their profitless blockade, re

leased Falkenstein s army and added its

important support to the German columns

operating in the heart of France.

Thus, while the developments of this war

showed that the army of France was never

so badly prepared for aggressive or defensive

operations, it was confessed by her admiral

commanding in the Baltic that his costly and

formidable fleet of iron-clads in those waters

were worse than useless against the Prussian

fleet which was locked up, and against the

Prussian seaboard towns, which, on account

of flats, bars, torpedoes, false lights and light

footed avisos, could not be approached. The
whole civilized world was astonished at

these revelations, in regard both to the inef

ficiency of the army and the navy of France,

which, under the liberal expenditure of Na

poleon the III, it was supposed, would

prove equal to any possible emergency

by land and sea. The facts are, however,
that the empire, with all its pomp and glitter,

and all its luxurious parades of abounding

military strength and resources, had still, with

its fearful demoralizations, brought France
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to the verge of ruin
;
that wliile her standing

army, but yesterday the terror of Europe,
was destroyed, her immense navy, pronounced
useless in this conflict, was withdrawn from

the field of active operations.

All telegraphic communications with Paris

ceased on the 20th of September. On the

same day occurred the tirst serious conflict

since the commencement of the siege. The

Prussians having passed the Seine at Choisy,

six miles south of Paris, moved west and

seized a low range of hills lying in front of

forts Issy, Vannes, Montrouge, Bicetre, and

[vry. In the immediate vicinity of Bicetre

is the village of Yillejuif, where the action

took place. The Crown Prince of Bavaria

commanded the Prussian and Bavarian corps.

The French corps was that of General Vinoy,
which failed in the attempt to reach Mac-

Mahon, and after the surrender of Sedan, fell

back on Paris. The engagement resulted in

the total defeat of the French corps, which

left seven guns and 2,500 prisoners in the

hands of the Prussians, and retreated behind

the forts. The condition of the country in

the district between Metz, Nancy and Sedan

is shown by an appeal for aid made to the

United States and to England by the mayors
and other civil and ecclesiastical authorities

of the towns and villages in the district in

dicated. The appeal contains this statement :

&quot; The people are usually dependent upon
their crops and cattle for support. They have

now nothing remaining; houses, stables

and barns are destroyed ;
fields and meadows

are trampled down ;
there is no harvest. All

the cattle, sheep and swine have been seized.

The laborers are pressed into the army. Not

even seed-corn remains. . Starvation and pesti

lence impend.&quot;

September 22&amp;lt;#. The Prussians cut the

Orleans railway, and the traffic on that line

was stopped at Blois. The bronze statuary

of Paris \vas melted up to supply the found

ries with material for cannon. New troubles

for France were developed. A general revolt

took place in Algeria, so alarming in its

character that the Chasseurs d Afriq e, lately

withdrawn from that country, were sent back
and many of the new Gardes Mobiles, raised

in the south of France for the defence of

Paris, were ordered in the same direction.

Why should a French republic or a French

monarchy desire to retain Algeria among ita

dependencies? As an attempt at coloniza

tion it was an utter failure. As a financial

investment, it was worse than a disappoint

ment, it wras a constant drain. The authori

ty of the French was established at a

ruinous loss of men and money, and after all,

it was maintained only over a narrow little

strip of territory on the sea-coast. The

productions of the country have always
been considerable, but to the French they

brought no revenue. In the frequent indus

trial expositions in Paris, especially that of

1867, they made a brave show, but every

pound of cotton cost a napoleon, and every

sugar cane had been produced at the expense
of its weight in gold. In the towns and sea

ports the French opened restaurants, where
idle officers drank absinthe and played bil

liards, and there were French barber-shopa
on the corners, and wretched little imitations

of the gardens of the Palais Eoyal, where the

foreign population strolled up and down after

sunset and this they called a French colony.
The only purpose that Algeria served for

France, during the forty years of her occu

pation of the soil, was as a school of war

for French generals and soldiers, and a very
bad school it was, judged by the light of

Wosrth, Gravelotte and Sedan.

September 23d. The Prussian Moniteur,
official organ, published at Berlin, contained

this morning two notes from Count von Bis-

marck to the ambassadors of the neutral

powers to the North German Confederation,

in relation to the propositions for peace, now
under consideration.

The first of these notes is dated Septem
ber 13th, in which is urged the necessity for

better and more material guaranties against

a new attack by France, and especially upon
the States of South Germany, Bavaria, Wur-

temburg and Baden. Hence the need, on
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the part of Germany, of possessing these for

tresses, which were a perpetual menace.

In the second note Count von Bismarck

denies all idea of German intervention for

the reorganization of France
;
but says :

&quot; If

Strasbourg and Metz remain in French

hands, the offensive of France overpowers
the defensive of Germany. These material

guaranties alone will give peace. While

France, retaining these places, will always
consider a truce as enabling her to choose

her own time for a renewal of hostilities,

Germany asks only the passive strength to

resist such attacks.&quot;

A telegram from Berlin to London statedo
that Count Bismarck and Jules Favre were

closeted all day ;
the former insisting on the

meeting of the Constituent Assembly to ra

tify any treaty that might be agreed on.

Jules Favre conceded an indemnity for the

cost of the war, the surrender of a part of

the French fleet, and the dismantling of

Metz and Strasbourg.

September 23d. The following letter from

Count Bismarck, addressed to the Prussian

ambassadors at the several European courts,

was this day made public. It shows the views

held by Prussia on the subject of peace and

in reference to proposals of M. Jules Favre :

&quot; Your Excellency is familiar with the cir

cular which M. Jules Favre has addressed to

the foreign representatives of France in the

name of the men at present holding power
in Paris, and who call themselves Le Gouv-

ernement de la Defense National? I have

learned simultaneously that M. Thiers has

entered upon a confidential mission to the

foreign courts, and I may presume that he

will endeavor on the one side to create a be

lief in the love for peace of the present Par

isian Government, and on the other side will

request the intervention of the Neutral Pow
ers in favor of a peace which shall deprive

Germany of the fruits of her victories, and

for the purpose of preventing every basis of

peace which would make the next attack of

France m Germany more difficult.

&quot; We cannot believe in the sincerity of the

desire of the present Parisian Government tc

make peace so long as it continues by its lan

guage and its acts at home to excite the pas
sions of the people and to increase the hatred

and bitterness of a population stung by the

sufferings of war, and to repudiate in advance

every basis acceptable to Germany as unac

ceptable by France. By such a course it be

comes impossible to make peace. The peo

ple should be prepared for peace by calm

words and in terms corresponding to tho

gravity of the situation.
&quot; If wre are to believe that negotiations

with us for peace are honestly intended, the

demand that we should conclude an armistice

without any guaranties for our conditions of

peace could be meant seriously only on the

supposition that we lack military or political

judgment, or are indifferent to the interests

of Germany. Moreover, the hope entertain

ed by the present rulers in Paris of a diplo
matic or material intervention of the Neutral

Powers in favor of France prevents the

French nation from seeing the necessity of

peace. When the French nation become con

vinced that as they have wantonly conjured

up the war alone, and Germany has had to

fight it out alone, they must also settle their

account with Germany alone, they will soon

put an end to their resistance, now surely

unavailing.
&quot;

It would be an act of cruelty to the

French people by the Neutral Powers to per
mit the Parisian Government to nourish

among the people hopes of intervention that

cannot be realized, and thereby lengthen the

contest.

&quot;We are far from any inclination to mix
in the internal affairs of France. It is im
material to us what kind of a government
the French people shall formally establish for

themselves. The government of the Emper- \

or Napoleon has hitherto been the only one /

recognized by us. Our conditions of peace,
with whatever government, legislating for

the purpose, we may have to negotiate with,
are wholly independent of the question how
or by whom the French nation is goveined.
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They are prescribed to us by the nature of

things, and by the law of self-defence against

a violent and hostile neighbor.
&quot; The unanimous voice of the Germanic

governments and the German people de

mands that Germany shall be protected by
oetter boundaries than we have hitherto had

against the dangers and violence \ve have ex

perienced from all French governments for

centuries. So long as France remains in

possession of Strasbourg and Metz, so long
is its offensive strategically stronger than our

defensive so far as all South Germany and

North Germany on the left bank of the

Rhine are concerned. Strasbourg in the

possession of France is a gate wide open for
v

attack on South Germany. In the hands of

Germany, Strasbourg and Metz obtain a de

fensive character.
&quot; In more than twenty wars we have never

been the aggressors on France
;
and we de

mand of the latter nothing else than our

safety in our own land, so often threatened

by it. France, on the other hand, will regard

any peace that may be made now as an ar

mistice only, and, in order to avenge the pres

ent defeat, will attack us in the same quar
relsome and wanton manner as this year, as

soon as it feels strong enough in its own ro-

sources or in foreign alliances.

&quot; In rendering it difficult for France, from

whose initiative alone hitherto the disturb

ances of Europe have resulted, to resume the

offensive, we at the same time act in the in

terest of Europe, which is that of peace.

From Germany no disturbance of the Euro

pean peace is to be feared. Although France

had been trying to force the war upon us for

four years, we, by our care and by restrain

ing the feelings of our national self-respect

BO incessantly outraged by France, had pre
vented its occurrence. We mean now for

our future safety to demand the price of our

mighty efforts. We shall demand only that

which we must have for our defence. No
body will be able to accuse us of want of

moderation if we insist upon this just and

equitable demand.&quot;

The French ministers, in reply to this cir

cular of Bismarck, issued the followino-7 O
&quot; Proclamation to France : Before the eiege

of Paris, Jules Favre desired to see Count

Yon Bismarck, to know the intentions of the

enemy. The following is the declaration of

the enemy :

&quot; Prussia wishes to continue the war in

order to reduce France to a second-rate power.
Prussia demands Alsace and Lorraine as far

as Metz, by right of conquest. Prussia, be

fore consenting to an armistice, demands the

rendition of Strasbourg, Toul and Mont Yal-

erien. Paris is exasperated, and will rather

bury herself beneath her ruins. To such in

solent pretensions we can respond but by re

sistance to the last extremity. France accepts

the struggle, and counts upon her children.&quot;

September 24.th. The incident of chief

importance this day was the surrender of

Toul after a bombardment of six hours. It

was an important victory for the Prussians.

They not only gained one hundred and nine

ty-seven cannon, twenty-seven hundred pris

oners and five hundred thousand rations
;
but

they captured the only remaining obstruction

to their railway communication between the

Prussian frontiers and Paris.

September 25A. Marshal Bazaine made a

sortie from Metz; but after some hours of

Iftird fighting, his troops were driven back

with heavy losses. The Prussian prisoners

which fell into his hands in the course of the

action were sent back at the close of the day,

as they would only be so many more to con

sume the provisions of the garrison. Letters

conveyed from Paris to Tours by a balloon

gave some particulars about the condition of

Paris. The omnibuses of the capital were

given up and the horses seized for the use of

the garrison. Constant skirmishes took place

between the besiegers and the French troops.

/September 2Gth. The city of Orleans was

evacuated to-day by the French troops on the

approach of the Prussians, under Prince Al

bert. Advices from Tours announced that

the removal of the government to a point

further south was imminent. The mot-t en.
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ereretic measures for defence were resolvedO
on. Requisitions were made for all arms in

the hands of the people, and all the inhabit

ants were ordered to lodge and feed the

troops. All men under the age of twenty-

five to be called into active service. The

Prussians around Paris maintained the strict

est discipline.

September %Sth. The event of to-day, sec

ond in importance only to the surrender of

Sedan, was the unconditional surrender of

Strasbourg, with its garrison of seventeen

thousand men.

No city in France save Paris has greater

interest for the traveller or the student of

history than the capital of Alsace.

The glories of Strasbourg associate it close

ly with Germany. Its greatest treasure is

the nobla Dom or Cathedral, in which ser

vices have been conducted in the German

language almost every Sunday for eight hun

dred years. It was built by Erwin von Stein-

bach in 1015, and the tower was crowned by
Johann Hultz in 14:13. All its architects and

builders were Germans ; and though it has

been repeatedly struck by lightning, and the

height of the spire somewhat reduced, and

though in the siege the wood-work has

been burned, the nave broken in, and the

famous clock, the most complete in the world,

perhaps destroyed, it still stands, the loftiest?

work of human hands on earth, rising

twenty-five feet higher than the great

pyramid of Egypt, and one of the chief

artistic glories of the German people.

Guttenberg and Schoffer, the inventors of

printing, were natives ofStrasbourg, and there

practiced their new art together, in a rude

form, before they parted and rivalled one

another in striving to perfect it. The deposi

tions taken in the famous lawsuit between

Guttenberg and Faust, in which the origin

of the most important invention ever made
was disputed, were contained in a manuscript
volume of the time, which lay, until a few

weeks ago, in the Strasbourg city library ;
but

the library, like most of the city, is utterly

destroyed, and this unique book, one of the

chief antiquarian treasures of its kind in the

world, has probably disappeared, together
with an immense collection, no less than four

thousand volumes, of books printed in the

fifteenth century.

It is now nearly two hundred years sii.ce

Louis XIV. seized Strasbourg, then a free city

of the German empire. He marched into it

in 1681, while avowedly at peace with the

whole world, and immediately employed Yau-

ban, the first engineer of his age, to make it

impregnable. He built the famous citadel,

and surrounded it with works so strong that

it has ever since been regarded as one of the

chief strongholds of France. It is, except

Paris, her most important depot of military

stores and manufactory of artillery, and has

been strengthened and supplied from year to

year by Napoleon III., as a menace against

Germany.
The history of Strasbourg since the French

occupation has had but one important event

to record, before the siege of 1870, and that

not one of such dignity as the completion of

the cathedral or the invention of printing.

On October 30th, 1836, Louis Napoleon

Bonaparte dressed himself up with care in

imitation of the well-known figure of Napo
leon I

; and, with a colonel of the garrison,

whom he had hired to betray his trust, pre
sented himself to the soldiers of the garrison
of Strasbourg. They tried to win the troops

over by a strange set of falsehoods, asserting

that Louis Philippe was dead, and that Na

poleon II. (not III., as afterward), had been

proclaimed in Paris. But General Yoirot,

being awakened by the noise, coolly shut up
the young would-be-emperor in prison, and in

November the citizen king, considering such

a hare-brained adventurer as too contempti

ble to treat seriously, shipped him off to

America.

Of more fame and more importance than

this exploit of Louis Napoleon, however, Is

the Strasbourg pie, known aspate defole gras.

Since the French flag has waved over the

city, its chief manufacture, ne^t to heavy

guns, has been goose-liver pie. To produce
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this delicacy, the geese must be fattened in

damp and dark cellars
;
and their food regu

lated so as to produce the disease which

swells the liver to an enormous size. Nearly
all the cellars in Strasbourg are said to have

been used for this purpose ;
and the numbers

of these pies shipped to other places, as well

as of those consumed by the inhabitants, are

enormous. They were so, at least, before the

siege ;
but this had long since reduced Stras

bourg to extreme want, not of Inxmiouspates
so much as of rye bread, hard tack and salt

bacon.

For Strasbourg was defended with a per
sistence and devotion, in the face of inevita

ble ruin, which won the applause of admir

ers of heroism everywhere, and gave a strong
moral support to the resistance of France at

all assailed points, and especially at Paris.

General Uhrich continued his obstinate de

fence long after he was himself badly wound

ed, his works ruined, his guns nearly silenc

ed, the city mostly burned, and his garrison,

half of it slaughtered and the rest half starv

ed. To do this merely as a Quixotic sacrifice

to a point of honor, would have been unjus

tifiable, but if General Uhrich did it delib

erately, with a view to afford to suffering
and bewildered France a point of moral

support, while preparing further resistance

to the invaders, he nobly did his duty
as a soldier, and is entitled to the same honor

as if he had laid down his life in leading aO

storming party to a breach in an enemy s for

tress.

September 29^. An official statement,

published at Berlin, of the captures thus far

made by the Prussians since the 2d of Au
gust, showed this aggregate : prisoners, one

hundred and ten thousand
; horses, ten thou

sand two hundred and eighty ; eagles, fifty-

six
; mitrailleuses, one hundred and two

;
field

and fortress guns, eight hundred and eighty-
seven

; wagons, four hundred
;
and an almost

incalculable quantity of small arms, ammu
nition, clothing, equipments, forage and pro
visions.

General Cl.^eret, to-day, headed a revolu

tion at Lyons. He forced his way into the

Hotel de Yille and harangued the people.
The National Guard arrested him and hia

adherents. No lives were lost. Clermont

was captured to-day. Three hundred Mo
biles and the citizens successfully resisted the

first attack of the Prussians. After the lat

ter had been repulsed they returned with ar

tillery and reinforcements and captured the

place.

The Prussians surrounded Soissons. Shot

and shell were exchanged since Saturday.
The suburbs were destroyed by artillery fire.

A bridge was thrown over the Aisne at that

place.

Advices from Havre state that the mer
chandise remaining in the warehouses in that

port was protected by the consuls of neutral

countries, who hoisted their respective flags.

A huge electric light revolved at night, light

ing up the entire bay and the batteries

around it. Enormous chains protected the

entrance of the harbor.

September 30th. A great number of the

private documents belonging to the emperor,
which were seized at the Tuileries by the of

ficers of the new government, were made

public in Tours, in the columns of the offi

cial journal of the Republic. Many noted

persons under the old regime were implicat

ed in the scandals. The provisional govern
ment at Paris had already dismissed M. De-

vienne, the president of the Cour de Cassa

tion, he having been shown to be mixed up
in the scandalous transactions of the ex-em

peror and Marguerite Belanger. The Jeckei

correspondence in relation to Mexico waa

found, implicating the Due de Morny and

others high in the emperor s confidence. Be
side these there was found a letter from Per-

signy to Napoleon, proving the existence of

a black tribunal, and another from the Queen
of Holland written directly after the battle

of Sadowa, warning the emperor against the

very events now occurring. Altogether the

disclosures thus far made in regard to the

private life of Napoleon, have substantiated

all the charges that the opposition ever made,
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and it is thought the other letters, soon to be

published, will be still more scandalous.

The following official account gives parti

culars of the surrender of Strasbourg :

&quot;Since the 24th the bombardment has

been terrific and almost incessant, and the

breach in the walls became large enough to

warrant an assault. It became evident to

everybody that storming was inevitable in a

few hours, unless stayed by a capitulation.

On Tuesday, the 27th, near four o clock in

the afternoon, the joyful sight of a white flag

was beheld flying from the cathedral. This

Was speedily followed by the same welcome

token of surrender from the citadel. A young
lieutenant of the thirty-fourth regiment was

the first to discover the flag, and the firing

Instantly ceased. Then general attention

was called to the flags by a universal cheer

which rose from one portion of the besieging

lines, and was soon caught up and echoed

throughout the entire army.
&quot; The scene which followed was indescrib

ably exciting. Officers sprang to their feet

and embraced each other, clasping hands.

The men followed the example, and some

actually cried with joy.
&quot; The terms of the capitulation arranged

have already been reported. Yesterday I

was fortunately enabled to enter the city
with a Baden regiment. The sight, which

was impressive and sad, was relieved by the

evident joy of the citizens at their release

from their terrible condition of suffering andO

suspense.
&quot; The commanders of the two forces, Gen

erals &quot;Werder and Uhrich, met for the first

time yesterday, after the terms of capitula
tion had been arranged. The meeting took

place just inside the gate, on the east side.

General Uhrich advanced to General &quot;Wer

der, and, with a voice much agitated, said :

&quot; I have yielded to an irresistible force

when further resistance was only a needless

sacrifice of the lives of brave men. I have
the consolation of knowing I have yielded to

an honorable enemy.
&quot; General Werder, much affected, placed

both hands on General Uhrich s shoulders,

and said :

&quot; You fought bravely. You will have as

much honor from the enemy as you can have

from your own countrymen.
&quot; A hasty examination of a portion of the

city shows it has not suffered so much as was

supposed from the bombardment. The ex

terior of the cathedral appears to be much

injured, but not sufficiently so as to prevent
its restoration in its original shape. Some
fine houses in the Place de la Cathedral are

burned.
&quot; Here and there the ruins of buildings show

the dangers to which the city has been ex

posed. In the neighborhood of the cathedral,

on the east side of the city, the destruction

was the greatest. A singular appearance
was presented by the inhabitants, busily en

gaged in removing straw, bags, rags, mat

tresses, and every conceivable means of stop

ping the unwelcome visitors, from the win

dows. These defences, scattered in the

streets, gave the appearance of a general re

moval of the inhabitants.
&quot; The ruins of the theatre present a dismal

appearance. Among the buildings destroyed
was the fine public library. It is reported
that the books were previously removed, or

at least those of the greatest value.
&quot; It does not appear that there had been

much actual suffering for want of food,

though the means were husbanded with the-

greatest care. One principal cause of anx

iety was confinement and want of good
water.&quot;

October 1st. The following account of the

journey of an aeronaut from Paris to Tours,

gives some interesting particulars :

&quot; He started from that city at two o clock

yesterday afternoon. No Prussians were to

be seen near Paris. A complete silence

reigned about the city. There were no peo

ple to be seen on the roads leading to the city,

and no boats of any kind on the river. On

nearing Yersailles the Prussians were ob

served in great numbers in camp. M. Tis-

sander dropped among them great numbers
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of the proclamation of the government of

ficers, which had been printed in the Ger

man language for that express purpose. The

Germans opened a sharp fire on the balloon,

but the range was too long, and no damage
was done. On arriving over Houdan, fif

teen miles south-west of Mantes, the balloon

began to fall, and M. Tissander was obliged

to throw out ballast. Fortunately he had

several packages of newspapers which an

swered the purpose, and he was not obliged

to throw over his letters or sacrifice anything
valuable. The balloon then rose rapidly, and

was carried along to a point near Dreux, in

the Department of Eure-et-Loire, many miles

west of the Prussian lines.

&quot; M. Tissander descended slowly, until he

came within hailing distance of a few peas

ants, whom he now saw for the first time.

These assured him that there was no dangerO
of capture, as no Prussians had yet been seen

in the neighborhood. M. Tissander there

fore alighted on reaching an open spot favor

able to his project. The balloon was prop

erly secured, and the letters, twenty -five

thousand in number, were placed in sacks

and taken to the post-office at Dreux, whence

they will be forwarded in all directions,

wherever the lines of communication are un

interrupted.
&quot; A special locomotive was placed at the

command of M. Tissander at Dreux, in which

he came forward to Tours, with a large num
ber of dispatches to the government.

&quot; Relative to matters in Paris M. Tissander

says :

&quot;The city is admirably defended. More
than 500,000 soldiers are behind the walls.

These are all well-armed and disciplined.

The firing from the forts has been so accu

rate that the Prussians have been baffled in

their attempts to erect batteries.
&quot; The city is perfectly tranquil. Nearly

all the shops are open as usual, and the pub
lic squares are occupied by the troops, which
are there drilled and exercised. The boule

vards next to the fortifications, and the

Champ do M irs, in the western part of the

city, have been given up for barracks for the

Garde Mobile.

&quot;At ten o clock in the evening all the

cafes are closed, and a constant watch ia

kept throughout the night. The forts are

supplied with electric lights, which are found

to be admirably adapted for guarding against

surprises. There is neither butter nor fruit

to be had anywhere in the city, and fresh

meat will soon be scarce. There is, how

ever, no lack of salted provisions, and of

flour the supply is sufficient for six months.&quot;

October 3d. Every day adds to the en

croachment of the besiegers on the French

capital, and they are at once closing and

strengthening their lines. Thus far they
have attempted no bombardment. The Canal

de Lourcqhas been drained by the Prussians

to reduce the Parisian supply of water. A
part of the besieging army of Strasbourg

joined the Prussian army at Paris. On

Saturday, during the sortie of the garrison

of Paris, which was repelled with loss to

the French, the Prussians captured 500

prisoners.

Soon after the breaking out of the war,

the French authorities issued a peremptory
order for the expulsion of Germans from

France. The operation of this tyrannical

and unprecedented edict, and the particulars

of its enforcement, are thus described by a

writer in Frankfort :

&quot; The unfortunate banished Germans have

been arriving during the past week by thou

sands from all parts of France. It has been

a sad spectacle. Most were without mone^
and food. Two workingmen came to Frank

fort a few days ago in great despair. While

their wives in Paris had gone to the pawn-
house to pledge enough of their furniture tc

procure money for the journey, the police

appeared and drove them to the railroad,

without allowing them to wait for their

wives and children, who are now totally lost

to them.
&quot; German manufacturers have in some

cities at once offered work to their country

men, and even cities are entering into active
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competition for procuring tlie skilled labor

thus thrown upon the country. Switzerland

is offering temporary homes to the refugees,

of whom, at the lowest estimate, 50,000 have

been cast from their homes. I have heard

of an old man one hundred and five years
of age being seen among the refugees in

Stuttgart, and in Basle an old woman of

one hundred and six walked with firm step

among the poor crowd. Many of them -were

born in France
;
most belong to the working

and the lower classes. They say that in the

French provinces a great deal of sympathy
was expressed for them

;
but those that

passed through Belgium relate that they were

oftenor greeted with curses and stones than

with bread and water. Many of the women
have broken down in confinement on the

way. One woman arrived in Basle insane

from the privations of the journey.
&quot; A gentleman who saw the refugees ar

rive in Basle asserts that all the men were in

blue blouses, the women were often in rags ;

little children were carried in the arms, the

larger ones led by the hand. The old woman
of one hundred and six had snow-white hair,

was bent down, and led with great kindness

by two young men. They were her grand
children. She went to Paris ninety years

ago.&quot;

In partial retaliation for this barbarous

proceeding, the Prussian commanders have

levied an indemnity of one hundred thou

sand francs in each department which they

pass through, or occupy, from which the

Germans were thus expelled.

Two newly organized German corps crossed

the Rhine to-day, to join the invading hosts

already in France. Another sortie made to

day from Paris, was repulsed with heavy loss

to the French.

The publication and exposure, on the 25th

of July, of a secret treaty proposed by France

to Prussia, has already been mentioned. That

exposure was so damaging to Louis Napo
leon, in regard to his standing with the other

European Powers, that he made haste to dis-

avc; w his agency in proposing any such treaty,

and he positively and distinctly denied that

it originated with him. But, among other

things revealed by the seizure of his private

papers when the people took possession of

the Tuileries, was a copy of a note from the

emperor, in his own hand, containing these

words :

&quot; If France boldly places itself on the ter

race of the nationalities, it is necessary to

prove that the nationality of Belgium does

not exist. The Cabinet of Berlin seems to

be ready to enter into negotiations. It would

be well to negotiate a secret acte which would

satisfy both parties. This acte would have

the double advantage of compromising Prus

sia, and of being to her a pledge of the sin

cerity of the emperor.
&quot; An acte is wanted, and one which would

consist of a regulation of the ulterior fate of

Belgium in concert with Prussia, would be

proving at Berlin that the emperor desires

the extension as necessary to France. Since

the events which have taken place in Ger

many there is at least a relative certainty

that the Prussian government would not ob

ject to our aggrandizement.
Should the reputation for veracity of Louis

Napoleon ever become a matter of public im

portance, the contents of that note will go
far toward undermining it.

October 4th. Orders were issued to-day by
Gen. Trochu to take no more prisoners into

Paris, as they help to consume the stores of

city. When this order was promulgated, the

Prussian commander gave the same order as

to the taking of French prisoners. The rea

son for the latter order is not obvious. The

siege guns and mortars for the Prussians ar

rived, and were placed in position before

Paris to-day. The Germans advanced from

Versailles and attacked Epernay, where were

posted a considerable body of Gardes Mobiles

and a detachment of the line and artillery.

The position was strong, and was vigorously
defended

;
but the Germans finally succeeded

in turning the fiank of the French, when the

latter retreated, leaving the Germans in pos
session of the place. The garrison at Met!
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continued to make daily sorties, but they

were always repelled with loss. The villages

around Metz were destroyed by the incessant

artillery practice.

October 8th. An attempt was made by Ba-

zaine to break through the Prussian lines

around Metz
;
but the sortie was repulsed,

and the French were driven back with a

loss of 400 killed and wounded, and 600

prisoners.

October IQtL M. Gabetta, Secretary of the

Interior, having made his escape from Paris

in a balloon, issued the following proclama

tion at Tours :

&quot;

By the order of the republican govern
ment I have left Paris to transmit to you the

hopes of the Parisians and others of those

who are seeking to deliver France from for

eigners. Paris, invested for seventeen days,

presents the spectacle of two million men,

forgetting their differences to withstand the

invader, who expected civil discord.

&quot; The revolution found Paris without guns

or arms of any kind. 400,000 of the Na
tional Guard are now armed, and 100,000

Mobiles and 60,000 regulars are assembled.

The foundries are casting cannon. The wo
men make a million cartridges daily. Each

battalion of Nationals has two mitrailleuses

and field pieces, and is prepared for sorties.

The forts are manned by the marines, and are

supplied with artillery of the greatest excel

lence, and served by gunners the first in the

world. Hitherto their fire has kept the ene

my from erecting the smallest work. The

enceinte on the 4th had only 500 cannon
;

now it has 3,800, with 400 rounds for each.

Every defence has its men at their posts.

The Nationals drill constantly. Behind the

enceinte is the third line of defence the bar

ricades, which are adapted to the genius of

the Parisians. This has all been achieved

calmly and orderly, amid general patriotism.

The impregnability of Paris is no illusion.

It cannot be captured or surprised, and there

is no danger of sedition or starvation, which

the Prussians have been counting on.&quot;

October \\th. An action of importance

took place to-day, at Artenay, near Orleans.

About 3,500 French troops were strongly

intrenched there
;
but the attacking forco

of Prussians outnumbered them, and drove

them from Artenay into the forest of Or
leans. Here, during the night, they were

reinforced by nearly 20,000 men despatched
from Orleans. But the victorious Prussians

followed up their success the next morning,
October 12th, drove the French from the

forest into Orleans, and through it, taking

possession of the town and making more

than 10,000 French soldiers prisoners. The
remainder of the French army at Orleans

succeeded in retreating to the south bank of

the Loire.

The capture of Orleans was a discouraging
blow to the strength and spirit of the French

defence. This ancient capital of the Franks

is a centre of stirring traditions of heroism,
as well as a valuable military position. Res
cued from Attila by the prayers of the church,

and, a thousand years later, saved from Brit

ish pillage by the anointed maid whose name
is linked with that of the city in history for

ever, it has been regarded by the French

people with a reverence that is religious in

its fervor, as the traditional home of the na

tion s patriotism, and the safe refuge of its

hard-pressed valor. There is no city but

Paris the occupation of which
*&amp;gt;y

the enemy
would be TV ore deuressing to that sentimen

tal enthusiasm which the French hoped to

make a substitute for military strength and

science.

Orleans is very important as a strategic

position. It commands the main avenue of

railway and telegraphic communication be

tween the north and the south of France.

October V&th. Epinal, a city of about 15,-

000 inhabitants, in the department of the

Yosges, on the Moselle, was captured by the

Prussians. On the same day, the Prussians

captured Breteuil.

October \Qth. Soissons surrendered to-day

to the Prussians. The town capitulated only
after a terrible destruction of life and prop

erty. Three hundred and fifty houses are
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estimated to have been laid in ashes in the

two Faubourgs of Rheims and of St. Christo

pher. The Prussians occupied the Faubourg
of Rheims five days before the capitulation,

and the National Guard compelled them to

burn it by their incessant and destructive

fire. &quot;When the Prussians attacked the Fau

bourg of St. Christopher for the Campiegne

road, the National Guard set fire themselves

to their own houses, and a terrific hand to

hand encounter ensued in the streets and up
to the Porte St. Christopher. The Faubourg
was carried, house by house, the troops fight

ing in many places with clubbed muskets.

Women and children flying bewildered and

in fear for refuge from one side of the town

to the other under the cross-fire of the com
batants were struck down and killed. The
Germans were driven back through the burn

ing town four times in succession, but they
were constantly reinforced and bore the

French down by sheer weight of numbers.

No quarter was shown in the fight of the

Faubourg ;
the wounded were bayonetted

where they fell. Women hurled furniture

and stones out of the houses on the heads of

the enemy. The result of this heroic resist

ance was an awful sacrifice of human life.

The slaughter of the Germans was so terri

ble that the Grand Duke of MecklenburgO
wrung his hands and wept. lie positively

refused to order an attempt to storm the

town, but sent a flag to the French com
mander begging him to capitulate in the

name of humanity. The loss of property
has been only less dreadful than the loss of

life. Foundries, mills, houses, refineries

the splendid glass-works of St. Gobein, where

,the finest mirrors in the world are made
have all been destroyed. Many beautiful

villas as far as La Folie and Cervance have

been demolished. The deaf and dumb asy
lum of St. Medard, and the convent of the

Sisters of Mercy have been burned
;

the

spires of St. Jean des Yignes, at the arsenal,

the most beautiful in France, have been in

jured, as have also the cathedral, one of the

finest in Europe, and the church of St. Leger.
rv. 33

October Vlth. The missiles from the French

forts, in some instances passing over the

Prussian position, set fire to the palace of

St. Cloud
;
and despite the efforts of the

Prussians to preserve that beautiful and his

toric edifice, it was destroyed with all its

pictures and tapestry.

St. Cloud, the ancient Novigentum, de

rives its modern name from Clodoald, the

grandson of King Clovis. The young man

escaped from the assassin hands of his uncle

Clotaire to this spot, and after a life passed
as a hermit in the neighboring forests was

canonized by the title that the noble parks
and the palace there erected in 1658 by the

great capitalist, Jerome de Gondy, have since

borne. The vast wealth and power of Louis

XIY., which, during his reign seemed to ab

sorb everything splendid in France, gave him

possession of St. Cloud, and the grand mon
arch bestowed this gem upon his brother, the

Due d Orleans. Become a royal palace it

extended its hospitality to Queen Henrietta

of England, who died there
;
and in succeed

ing years it witnessed the murder of Henry
III.

;
the plottings of the First Napoleon for

imperial control ; the royal folly of Charles

X., who dated thence the rescripts that re

volted France and precipitated the revolu

tion of 1830
; and, finally, the fetes of the

hearty citizen-king Louis Philippe and the

summer pleasures of Napoleon III. St.

Cloud rivals Versailles in its memories of

the lovely but unfortunate Mary Antoinette

and the gayeties of Queen Victoria s sojourn

in France in 1855. Some of the most im

posing scenes of the reign of the First Napo
leon occurred at this celebrated residence,

and the shades of the gentle Josephine and

of her successor the fair Austrian Marie

Louise seemed, even in our day, to haunt

the apartments the crowned dames once oc

cupied, and on the walls of which their por

traits smiled in the bloom of pride and beau

ty as limned by master hands.

None who have ever visited the delightful

abode with a tourist s elegant curiosity or

by imperial invitation will forget its parka
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stocked with rare growth and ranged by
herds of English deer, its enchanting gar

dens, its lakes, its fountains and its cascades,

the delight of the Pads Sunday throng who
went a Maying in its lawns and woods.

October ISth. The French opened a heavy
fire on Bagneux, before Paris. This was fol

lowed by an attack in force of the line and

Garde Mobile
; and, at first, the Prussians

were driven back
;
but they soon rallied and

were reinforced, and the French in turn re

treated to their own lines, under a galling
and destructive fire from the Prussians guns.

October 19A. Chateaudun was captured

by the Prussians, after an action lasting from

noon till ten o clock at night. As usual, the

French had the disadvantage of being out

numbered.

October 24A. No event of special im

portance took place for five days. Occasional

sallies from the beseiged towns were made :

and various movements were made, in seve

ral quarters, tow-ard an armistice or a treaty

of peace. On the Mth of October, the Prus

sians captured Schlestadt, including twenty-
four hundred prisoners and one hundred and

twenty pieces of artillery. The capture of

this town, a stronghold on the north-eastern

frontier of France, was important, as it gave
to the Prussians command of the railway
from Strasbourg to Mulhauscn

;
and thence,

by Chaumont and Troyes to Paris. It also

gave them full possession of Alsace.

October %lth. The great event of this

day, and one which, more than anything

else, except the surrender of Sedan, was fatal

to France, was the surrender of Metz with

Marshal Bazaine and one hundred and twenty
thousand men

;
which included the entire

remainder of the veteran French army.
This capture completed the conquest of Lor

raine.

The capitulation of Metz includes 67 in

fantry regiments, 13 battalions of foot chas

seurs
;
18 fort and depot battalions

;
36 caval

ry regiments, namely, 10 of cuirassiers, 1 of

guides, 11 of dragoons, 2 of lancers, 3 of

hussars, 6 of chasseurs, and 3 of Chasseurs

d Afriques; also, 6 depot squadrons; 115

field batteries; 17 batteries of mitrailleuses,

69 eagles belonging to infantry, 2 of which

were captured at Mars-laTour, and 36 eagle?

belonging to cavalry.

Including the garrison surrendered, the

army originally comprised 221 battalions of

infantry and 162 squadrons of horse. The

original numerical strength was 210,000 in

fantry, 21,450 cavalry, 690 guns and 102

mitrailleuses.

Besides the foregoing, there were three

marshals Bazaine, Canrobert and Lebceuf
;

three corps commanders Frossard, De Caen

and Ladmirault
; forty division generals ;

one

hundred brigadier generals ;
of sound pri

soners, 90,000 sent to North Germany and

50,000 sent south, the sick and wounded be

ing distributed in the same proportion.

Metz is a fortified city, the capital of the

Department of the Moselle. It is situated

at the confluence of the rivers Seille and

Moselle, and distant 245 miles east by nortb

from Paris. It was one of the strongest

fortresses of France, ranking next after Stras

bourg, and was garrisoned by 10,000 men,
even in times of peace. It is surrounded by
a regular system of fortifications, and entered

by nine different gates, furnished with draw

bridges. The most formidable and import
ant of the works, which were commenced by
Yauban and Belle-Isle, and completed by

Cormontaigne, are the fort of Belle-Croix,

which commands the eastern part of the city

from Port des Allemands to the river; the

Fort La Double Couronne, which protects

the southern portion ;
and the Redoute du

Pate, which forms an island connected with

the city by a subterranean gallery. Inside

the town there are many steep and narrow

streets. There is also the arsenal, a cathe

dral, the church of Notre Dame de la Rondo,

and the abbey of St. Yincent religious

edifices of very great antiquity. There ar&amp;lt;j

a military hospital, a hall of justice and pub
lic library also. Metz contains many Cath

olic churches, a Calvinist church, and several

Israelite synagogues. The city had, before
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the war, manufactories of woollen goods,

hosiery, plush, beer, tiles, nails, and so forth.

The annual value of its products was esti

mated as equal to $2,000,000.

Metz was known to the Romans under the

name of Dividomm. This was changed sub

sequently to that of Mediomatrici, the place

being then the capital of Belgic Gaul. It

was named Mettis in the fifth century. From
this it became celebrated as the capital of

Austrasia, which was afterwards called the

kingdom of Metz, but which assumed the

name of Lorraine in the middle of the ninth

century.

Early in the tenth century, Metz fell under

the power of Henry the Fowler, of Germany,
but recovered its independence in the

eleventh century. After that period the

city became famous for its commerce with

Germany, its brilliant and fascinating so

ciety, and its patronage of letters and art.

Metz was formally united to France in the

year 1542.

Alsace and Lorraine comprize six French

departments, the former having been divided

into the departments of the Haut and Bas

I thin, and the latter into the departments of

the Meuse, the Moselle, the Meurthe, and the

Vosges. They are chiefly watered by the

Moselle and the Meuse, two principal tribut

aries of the Rhine, and are traversed by the

chain of the Vosges mountains, connected

with the Swiss Alps and the Black Forest.

They are bounded on the east by the Rhine,
on the west by the Champagne country, on

the south by Switzerland, and on the north

by Rhenish Bavaria. They comprise some

of the most fertile territory and picturesque

scenery in all the broad and beautiful land of

France. Corn and wine, tobacco, pulse and

fruits are raised without difficulty, and in

harvests of almost fabulous plenty ;
timber

for every useful and decorative purpose is

found in the greatest abundance
;
and there

arc rich mines of silver and copper, of lead

And iron. Many of their springs possess
medicinal virtues of world-wide renown.

The history of b;. tli Alsace and Lorraine

is singularly interesting. Alsace, as early ag

the time of the great Julius, was a field of

battle for Celts and Germans. Caesar him
self tells the story of how the Allemanni and

some other allied tribes crossed from the dim

forests of Germany over the Rhine into this

fertile and beautiful land, and drove out the

Gauls, who had hitherto peopled it. It sub

sequently became a German duchy, but in

1268, the line of its hereditary dukes becom

ing extinct, it was parcelled out among seve

ral members of the German empire. By the

peace of Munster, in 1648, a part of Alsace

belonging to Austria, together with ten free

cities of the empire, were ceded to France,

while the remainder was still ruled by Ger

man princes owning fealty to the House of

Hapsburg. The peace of Ryswick in 1697,

however, gave up to France in addition the

city of Strasbourg and all the territory that

had been occupied by the French troops on

the left bank of the Rhine. But some few

square miles of territory even yet remained

a fief of the empire until the beginning of

the revolution, when the National Assembly
in a characteristic proclamation, declared

them to be a conquest indicated by nature

herself, since no foreign power could, under

any consideration, be permitted to retain

territory in France. Compensation was offer

ed to the German landholders thus dispos

sessed, but few of them deigned to accept it,

and this was one of the chief causes of the

war that broke out shortly afterwards between

France and Germany. It should be men
tioned that the mass of the people cheerfully

accepted this change of government. Alsace

had long been celebrated for the freedom of

its religious sentiments, and before the con

quests of Louis Quatorze most of its inhab

itants had embraced the principles of Luthei

and Melancthon. When it came under the

authority of the republic it soon distinguish

ed itselt by the uncompromising extravagance

of its sans-cullotism, and furnished to the

National Assembly several of its most fierj

and earnest demagogues.
The earliest ruler of Lorraine of wliom

L
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we Lave any record was Lothair, the grand
son of Charlemagne, and lie was succeeded

by a number of princes who acknowledged

fealty to the German empire. Its position,

however, marked it out as the battle-field of

Germany and France, and for centuries it

was the scene of constant conflict. On the

death of Louis XL, the last German emperor
of the blood of Charlemagne, Lorraine was

annexed to France, and the well-known Reg-

nier, the hero of the satire,
&quot; Reineke Fuchs,&quot;

was appointed as its duke. In subsequent
contests half of Lorraine was again torn

away by Germany and given to dukes re

ceiving their nomination from the Kaiser.

This state of things lasted about eighty years,

when the Emperor Henry III. again united

the whole of Lorraine in a single dukedom,
and bestowed it upon Albert of Alsace,

whom the heralds report to have been de

scended from the Hector of Homer. The line

of princes thus founded lasted 700 years.

Among them were some of the most gallant

and chivalrous of mediaeval celebrities, while

others acquired a questionable renown for

eccentricity. Simeon, the fourth of the line,

after reigning twenty-two years, retired into

a monastery. His nephew, Frederick, who
succeeded him, was celebrated as one of the

most accomplished men of his time, but per

ished miserably by poison at the treacherous

hands of a favorite mistress. His brother, Mat

thew II.
, reigned in his stead, and lives in his

tory as a monster of cruelty. One of his ex

ploits was the skinning alive of the governor

of some small town, who was accused of ma-

administration. Raoul, his successor, was

killed at the battle of Cressy, and John,

who followed, left his kingdom in order to

follow the fortunes of his godfather and

namesake, the king of France. He was

captured by the Black Prince at the battle

of Poictiers, and shared the captivity of the

French monarch. While he was away, his

dukedom was the prey of internal troubles,

the unscrupulous oppression of the nobles

having provoked the peasantry into insur

rection. This rebellion was for a time suc

cessful, and the horrors of the revolution of

1792 wTere enacted on a smaller scale, much
of the best blood in the duchy being poured
out by the infuriated Jacquerie. Next came
the Avar of the disputed succession, which

forms so prominent a feature in Sir Walter

Scott s novel,
&quot; Anne of Geirstein.&quot; Charles

of Burgundy claimed the duchy for his vas

sal, the Comte de Yermandois, but was de

feated near ISTancy by the rightful heir, Duke
Eene the Second, and died in a marsh just

outside the city. &quot;When his body was dis

covered, Rene seized the cold hand and said :

u
May God have your soul, cousin, for you

have caused me many a pain and sorrow.&quot;

Rene, in all other respects, acted with the

greatest magnanimity on this occasion, re

fusing to confiscate the lands of such of the

nobility of Lorraine as had supported the

pretensions of Charles, and taking only a

crystal vase out of all the rich spoils of the

Burgundian camp. In this vase, on the even

ing of the funeral of Charles, he drank to

the &quot;oblivion of vengeance.&quot; Upon his

death his wife took the veil, and the cere

mony of her initiation presents one of the

most striking pictures in mediaeval history.

Her son, a boy of ten years of age, handed

her the wax candle which serves as the sym
bol of the irrevocable vow, and then turning

away wept bitterly. The whole court were

in attendance, and were also affected to tears

at this touching spectacle. This house reigri-

ed over the destinies of Lorraine until 1736,

when Francis Stephen, who had a few years

previously made quite a conspicuous figure

in London fashionable society, exchanged his

hereditary duchy for that of Tuscany, in or

der to be able to marry Maria Theresa, the

Empress of Austria. Both Francis and

Maria traced back their descent to Gerald

of Alsace. The duchy did not immediately
come within the jurisdiction of France, but

was handed over to Stanislaus Leczinski, the

deposed king of Poland, who reigned twenty-

eight years. He was one of the most singu

lar men of his generation. He was by turns

a reckless rake and a superstitious devotee ;
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now he donned the cook s apron and employ
ed himself in inventing a ragout or a jelly,

and again turned a few couplets or set about

acquiring immortality by authorship. His

death \va3 worthy of him
;
as he was stoop

ing down to light his pipe his dressing-gown

caught fire and he was burned to death.

After his decease, Lorraine passed into the

possession of the French crown. The peo

ple, however, by no means took kindly to

this forced change of masters, and various

bloody riots occurred, in which women took

a conspicuous part.

The moment that the news of the fall of

Metz reached Tours, a government council

was convened to debate the matter
;
on which

occasion the ministers, instead of taking a

common-sense view of the overwhelming

calamity, waxed indignant, and endeavored

to help the case by issuing the following

proclamation :

&quot; FREXCIIMEX : Raise your spirits and reso

lution to the fearful height of the perils

which have broken upon the country. It

still depends on us to mount above mis

fortune and show the world how great a

people may be who are resolved not to perish,

and whose courage increases in the midst of

calamity.
&quot; Metz has capitulated. A general, upon

whom France counted, even after Mexico,
has just taken away (vient cFenl-ever} from the

country in its danger more than a hundred

thousand of its defenders. Marshal Bazaine

has betrayed us. He has made himself the

agent of the Man of Sedan and the accom

plice of the invader; and, regardless of the

honor of the army of which he had charge,

he has surrendered, without even making a

last effort, a hundred and twenty thousand

fighting men, twenty thousand wounded,

guns, cannon, colors, and the strongest cit

adel of France Metz -Virgen, but for him,
to the contamination of the foreigner. Such
a crime is above even the punishments of

justice !

&quot;Meanwhile, Frenchmen, measure the

depths of the abyss into which the empire

has precipitated you. For twenty years
France submitted to this corrupting power ;

which extinguished in her the springs of

greatness and of life. The army of France^

stripped of its national character, became,

without knowing it, an instrument of tyran

ny and of servitude, and is swallowed up in

spite of the heroism of the soldiers, by the

treason of its chiefs.

&quot; In the disas-ters of the country in less than

five months two hundred and fifty thousand

men have been delivered over to the enemy,
a sinister sequel to the military coupde main

of December.
&quot; It is time for us to reassert ourselves,

citizens, and under the osgis of the republic,

which we have determined not to allow to

capitulate, within or without, to seek in the

extremity even of our misfortune the reno

vation of our political and social morality
and manhood.

&quot; However tried by disaster, let us be found

neither panic-stricken nor hesitating. Lot it

be seen that we are ready for the last sacrifices,

and in the face of enemies whom everything

favors, let us swear never to give up so long
as there remains an inch of sacred soil under

the soles of our feet. Let us hold firmly tho

glorious banner of the French Revolution.

Our cause is that of justice and of right.

Europe sees it
; Europe feels it. In the pre

sence of so many unmerited misfortunes,

Europe, of her own accord, receiving from

us neither invitation nor encouragement, is

moved and begins to act. No illusion is now

left. Let us no longer languish or grow

weak, and let us prove by our acts that wo

can ourselves maintain honor, independence,

integrity all that makes a country proud
and free.

&quot;

Long live the Republic, one and indivisi

ble !&quot;

This unconsidered and precipitate attack

upon a national general was, in the doubt

ful circumstances of the case, unjustifiable)

and unwarranted. The surrender of the

French army under Bazaine, with the

strongest inland fortress in the worll a
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fortress full of modern artillery and ammuni

tion, with a garrison of one hundred and

seventy thousand prisoners of war, is, per

haps, the greatest defeat in military history.

Yet it was unavoidable. With his supplies

nearly exhausted, his soldiers weakened by

poor and scanty food, and decimated by
pestilence, Bazaine might doubtless have

iield out a little longer, but to what end?

There was no force to relieve him at anv de-
v

finite future time. Had he sacrificed half his

men to get out with the rest, there was no

country to feed him
; only a vastly stronger

force of the enemy to meet, before which he

would have been more helpless than Mac-
Mahon at Sedan.

Nothing could be gained by further resist

ance but a short postponement of the inevi

table blow which would lay France prostrate.

The longer the delay, the more, terrible and

hopeless the shock of the country, the greater
its exhaustion, its dissensions, and its anar

chy. If Marshal Bazaine took the responsi

bility of saving scores of thousands of lives,

and preventing immeasurable misery, by ac

cepting his fixed fate a few days before it

was forced upon him, the public opinion of

the world will not blame him.

But there is no evidence that he could

have escaped at any sacrifice, or even delayed
the fall of the citadel a week. Some of his

men are said to have literally died of starva

tion
;
how many must perish thus before mil

itary honor will acknowledge a necessity for

surrender? Surely the Committee of De
fence at Tours had no right to denounce Ba

zaine, unless it could show that it had a reason

able prospect of relieving him before his men
wrere all dead, and of saving Metz at last.

And of this there was no pretence, even in

their proclamation condemning him for trea

son. Indeed, this unreasoning, frantic docu
ment gives little information as to the condi

tion of the army which surrendered
;
but

founds its violent .denunciations upon the

simple fact of the capitulation, without any
inquiry into the reason which compelled it.

&quot;The 20,000 wounded,&quot; of whom it speaks,

are a sufficient military defence of Marshal
Bazaine s patriotism.

October SOth. A force of 12,000 Prus
sians attacked the city of Dijon to-day, and
after a bombardment of several hours, the

place was surrendered. It was not a forti

fied town. Dijon had about 40,000 inhabit

ants, and lies about 160 miles south-east of

Paris. It is celebrated as being the birth

place of Bossuet.

November ktk. After a long negotiation,
an armistice was finally agreed upon, with

the following conditions :

Its duration to be twenty-five days.

Paris to be, under certain restrictions,

supplied with food taken through the Prus

sian lines.

Free elections to be held in all the depart
ments.

This was signed on the part of France, by
Trochu, Jules Favre, Arago, Perry, Gamier

Pages, Pelletau, Picard, and Simon
;
and on

the part of the Prussians, by Bismarck and

Yon Moltke.

The government of Tours, on the same

day, issued the following decree :

11

Whereas, the country is in danger, and

it is the duty of all citizens to save her a

duty that was never more pressing and more

sacred than now it is decreed that all able-

bodied married men from twenty to forty,

or widowers with children, shall be mobilized

and organized by the prefects, and placed at

the disposition of the minister of war. The

organization must be terminated on the 19th

of November; all exemption based upon

qualification of support of a family is abol

ished, even for those who have hitherto re

ceived such exemptions. The republic will

provide for all families recognized as neces

sitous by authorities duly appointed for that

purpose. The republic will adopt the chil

dren of those who die in her service. It ia

also desired that each department shall,

within two months, have as many field bat

teries as it has hundreds of thousands inhab

itants in the department. The prefects aro

entrusted with all the requisite powers to
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hasten the enforcement of this clause of the

decree. The first battery in each depart

ment must be ready within a month.&quot;

November ^th. Notwithstanding the for

malities connected with the armistice, it

finally failed of being adopted. The French

government if its disjointed members can

bo called a government refused a final rat-

iiication on two points : as to the vote of

Alsace and Lorraine, and as to the admis

sion of food to Paris.

November th. Yerdun, to-day, capitu
lated and surrendered to the Prussians.

November 10th. Briesach, to-day, surren

dered to the Prussians, with its garrison of

5,000 men. It is a small, frontier village of

France, of perhaps 2,000 inhabitants. The
fortress dates back to Vauban, and is of the

second class of fortifications in the French

system.

November \\th. After a series of attacks

that continued through two days, the French

succeeded in re-taking Orleans, from which

the Prussians retired in good order. As it

was an isolated case of French success, its

moral effect on the French army was very

great; yet no important results followed.

November ttth. After a fortnight s inter

val, in which the privations and distress of

the garrison and inhabitants of Paris con

tinued to increase, and various movements
of troops of but little importance took place

elsewhere, Thionville was surrendered to

the Prussians. Thionville is seventeen miles

north of Metz, in the department of Moselle,
near the Luxembourg border. It was the

last stronghold of the French in Lorraine.

The town had been on fire, from the bom
bardment, for three days.

November 27th. An engagement took

place to-day near Pasques, in the depart
ment of the Vosges. The French, under

Garibaldi, while on their inarch from

Pasques, came suddenly upon the outposts
of the Prussian Rifles, commanded by Gen
eral Werder. The Prussians at first gave

way ;
but reinforcements being at hand, the

French were, in turn, compelled to retreat,

which they did in great disorder, the soldiers

throwing away their arms and knapsacks in

their flight.

November 23A. General &quot;Werder took a

circuit around Plombieres and overtook tb*

the French rear-guard. In the action that

ensued, the French were again defeated, and

the Prussian loss in killed and wounded, was

but fifty men. By the capitulation of La

Fere, seventy cannon fell into the hands of

the Prussians.

November 29/i. Amiens was to-day sur

rendered to the Prussians. The following

address was issued by the Prefect of the De

partment of tlu Somine, previous to the sur

render :

&quot;CITIZENS! the day of trial has arrived.

In spite of all our efforts,Amiens must fall into

the enemy s hands. The army of the North

is retreating, and the National Guard is dis-O

arming. I leave you but will soon return.

Be calm, be confident
;
France will be saved.&quot;

The French loss in the action which pre

ceded the surrender of Amiens was 1000

killed and wounded, and about the same num
ber of prisoners.

Three sorties were made to-day from Paris
;

but they were all repulsed with severe losses

to the French.

The following dispatch from the King of

Prussia was issued to-day :

&quot; Frederic Charles reports the complete
defeat of the French army of the Loire in the

battle of Monday, in which the French had

the Twentieth corps, probably the Eighteenth,

and a portion of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth

corps engaged. One thousand French were

found dead on the field, and 4000 wounded,
and 1000 unwounded were taken prisoners.

The total German loss was 1000.&quot;

Subsequent accounts increased the number

of unwounded prisoners to 2000.

December ^th. King William sent the fol

lowing despatch to Berlin :
&quot; After two

days fighting, in which the army of the

Grand Duke of Mecklenburg was mainly en

gaged, Manstcin s corps captured St. Jean,

,

a railway station and suburb of Orleans .
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Thirty guns and 1000 prisoners were taken.

The Prussian loss was moderate. The Prus

sians found nine cannon and much ammuni
tion on the field before Amiens.&quot;

A large number of people left Tours, fear

ing an attack by the Prussians, who were in

great force near at hand.

December 6th. A battle took place near

Orleans between the Prussians and the French

army under de Paladines, in which the latter

were routed with a loss of 10,000 prisoners,

seventy-seven pieces of camion, and four gun
boats on the Loire, besides the killed and

wounded. De Paladines was removed from

his office.

December 8th. Gambetta, in command of

the army of the Loire, succeeding de Pala

dines, announced that he- had lost all hope
of success for the French, that he could not

defend Tours, and he made a formal applica

tion at the Prussian headquarters, at Ver

sailles, for an armistice to enable the French

authorities to hold an election for members

of the National Assembly, in reference to the

future government of the country.

January lO^A. For more than a month,
a series of military movements and partial

actions took place throughout those portions

of France occupied by the respective armies,

with very little practical result. And during

the same period, the siege of Paris was rigidly

maintained. The severe weather of winter

set in, and increased the hardships of the

troops on both sides. Occasional sorties

were made with slight results. The inhabi

tants of Paris, as well as the garrisons of the

capital and the surrounding forts, were much

straitened by want of proper food, and nu

merous troubles and perils were sustained

by reason of the unmanageable tempers of

the lower classes. At the close of the first

week in January, the long threatened bom
bardment of Paris commenced, but with no

very serious effects at first, owing to the dis

tance of the Prussian batteries.

For several weeks preceding this date, the

army of the Loire, under the command of

General Chanzy had been manoeuvring in

front of the Prussian army by winch he

was opposed. Movements were initiated by
General Chanzy against the Mecklenburg

troops, who,- at one time composed almost the

entire force opposed to him, which brought
to the French army success and to the sym
pathizers with France, hope. A glimmer of

light had at length appeared on the horizon,

so long dark and dreary. With many, it was

thought that the day was fast approaching
when Chanzy, with his 200,000 men, assault

ing the German investing line outside the

walls of the doomed capital, would have been

the signal for Trochu to mass his forces and

strike from within, cut his way out and make
a junction with the army which had come to

his rescue. Such a consummation was not

as remote as many seemed to consider it.

The forces appointed to keep watch over

Chanzy and stay his advance on Paris were

unequal to the task. The French commander
was pressing them sorely, gaining little, it

is true, but still gaining. The German com-

mander-in-chief saw it, dreaded it, and re

solved to check it. Chanzy s manoeuvring so

far had succeeded. It may be that the very
success he attained surprised him. He rest

ed call it hesitation
; but, whatever it may

be, that delay cost him in the end defeat.

There is no doubt that Chanzy s movements

were the source of considerable anxiety in

the German camp ;
for it was not until the

very position of his forces as well as the

strength of the arnnv under his command,
became almost threatening that the German
commander-in-chief resorted to the adoption
of that policy which all through the war hag

proved so fruitful of results for the armies of

Germany. Finding the army opposed to

Chanzy unequal to the task of staying the

French advance, Prince Frederic Charles,

with his veterans, was ordered to assume the

offensive, reinforcements were hurried on

from investing lines outside of Paris, and the

German forces opposed to the army of the

Loire were not only rendered equal in point

of numbers, but made superior to it. This

point gained, the results may be briefly sum
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mod up for the French in these words

checked and defeated.

These details, however, are but the prelimi

naries of the events which followed on the

10th of January. At nine o clock on the

morning of that day, within seven miles of

the city of Le Mans, the Germans suddenly

appeared in force and attacked the right wing
of the French army. Sudden as was the

attack the French behaved admirably. Form

ing line of battle they waited the struggle.

Infantry, cavalry and artillery all appeared

to be well handled, well posted and well sup

plied on the French side. It is almost need

less to say that a similar remark must be ap

plied to the Germans. It was in most respects

a fair fi-ht. On the two hills which lookedO
down upon the valley below, clothed with a

covering of snow, were arrayed the armies

of France and Germany. For hours the

German cannon belched forth their iron hail

upon the enemy, and for hours the French

replied with equal spirit to the murderous

missiles. Shot and shell fairly rained on both

combatants. At length the German com

mander ordered an advance. Then com

menced the movement of the German infant

ry. No way loth to meet the foe, the French

equally gallant, also advanced, and down the

hill sides and across the plain which separat

ed them marched the opposing forces. Mid

way in that valley, which but a few short

hours before was covered with a mantle of

spotless snow, the two armies met in hand

to hand conflict. Fierce, desperate, impetu
ous and bloody was the struggle. Man to

man the tried veterans of Germany and the

hastily gathered levies of the French met.

Calmly and determinedly fought the soldiers

of the lied Prince; with determination

equally strong, but lacking the coolness

of the Germans, fought the republican sol

diers of France. On the one side it was a

struggle of cool, collected soldiers, direct

ed by officers whose ability they had proved
and whose tactics they understood

;
on

the other side it was the dash of equally
brave men lacking the discipline of their

opponents, but fighting with an impetuous

gallantry, directed but by the individual

judgment of the soldiers themselves. A con

test equal in some respects, yet so unequal on

the whole, could have terminated only in

one way. The French were forced to re

tire, with a loss of 15,000 men. The Ger

man loss was comparatively small. By six

o clock in the evening the battle ended, and

the snow which covered the valley in the

morning served as the winding sheet of

many a brave fellow that cold night of the

10 th on the battle-field near Le Mans.

January \\ih- The next day General

Chanzy rallied his broken columns, and,

having received reinforcements, determined

to try to break through the strong opposition

of the Red Prince and advance to the relief

of Paris. After a night of unceasing labor

and anxiety daylight found the French

forces ready. Their three corps, the Six

teenth, Seventeenth and Twenty-first, were

commanded by Admiral Jourequiberry and

Generals Colomb and Jouftroy. They con

sisted of about 50,000 men each, in all 150,-

000 men, under the command of General

Chanzy. By ten o clock in the morning

Jourequiberry s corps had taken up position

on the right bank of the river Iluisne, Gen
eral Colomb s on the plateau of Auvours, and

General Jouffroy s on the right, covering the

village of Brette.

The Prussians advanced along three roads,

led, it is said, by Frederic Charles, and

about 100,000 strong. Soon after ten o clock

a sharp fire was opened by the Prussians

from well-located batteries on the left of the

French. Et was replied to with spirit ;
but the

superiority of the Prussian fire soon rendered

resistance useless on the part of the French
;

and before night the entire force of Gen
eral Chanzy was disorganized and in fulJ

retreat in three different directions, with a

loss of 22,000 unwounded prisoners. It was a

crushing defeat for France.

One ofthe objects of Louis Napoleon in de

claring war against Prussia, was the spoliation

and dismemberment of the Prussian terri-
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tory ;
but one of its results, was the perfect

union and consolidation of the whole Ger

man empire. This political change took

place while the war was at its height, and

the several German States resolved them

selves into an empire and designated King
William of Prussia as its head. On the 18th

of January, King William issued from his

head-quarters at Versailles, the following pro

clamation of his acceptance of the imperial

crown :

&quot; In consequence of the appeal of the

German princes and of the free towns for us

to restore the German empire, after a lapse

of sixty years, we announce that we consider

it our duty to the fatherland to accept the

imperial dignity. Henceforth we and our

successors will bring to the title of Emperor
of Germany the hope that God will vouch

safe a blissful future to the fatherland, and

that under our auspices its ancient splendor

may be restored.

&quot; We partake of the dignity, conscious of

our duty to preserve with German fidelity

the rights of the empire and of its members to

maintain peace, and to support and strengthen
the independence of Germany, in the hope
that the German people will reap in lasting

peace within our boundaries the fruits of their

bloody battles, and be safe against the re

newal of French attacks. God grant that we
and our successors may protect the empire,

not by warlike conquests, but by works of

peace, freedom and civilization.&quot;

January %2d. A severe battle took place

before St. Quentin, between the Germans

under General Yan Goeben, and the French

army ofthe North, under General Faidherbe
;

in which the French lost six guns, 5,000 men
killed and wounded, and 9,000 unwounded

prisoners. The total German loss was 2,000

killed and wounded. A sortie, in force, was

made by the French at Paris, which was re

pulsed with a loss to the French of 6,000

killed, wounded and missinsr.* o

January 25^. Long\vy, after a long

siege, capitulated to the Germans, yielding
to the victors 4,000 prisoners and 200 guns.

January 2Stk. At last, after sustaining
all the trials, privations and losses of the

siege and a bombardment and with the

usual (in such cases) forgetfulness of their

bombastical threats of suffering annihilation

rather than surrender, and so forth, the

French authorities in Paris agreed to yield

to the conquering Prussians and live on the

right side of the &quot;

last ditch.&quot; The dispatch

of the Emperor of Germany to the Empress

Augusta, at Berlin, dated January 29th,

1871, at Versailles, was in these words :

* Last night, an armistice for three weeks

was signed.
&quot; The regulars and Mobiles are to be retained

in Paris as prisoners of war. The National

Guard will undertake the maintenance of

order. We occupy all the forts. Paris re

mains invested, but wr
ill be allowed to revie-

tual as soon as the arms are surrendered.
&quot; The National Assembly are summoned

to meet at Bordeaux in a fortnight. All the

armies in the field will retain their respec

tive positions, the ground between opposing
lines to be neutral.

&quot; This is the reward of patriotism, heroism

and great sacrifices. Thank God for this

fresh mercy ! May peace soon follow.&quot;

The convention for the armistice was in

these words :

Count von Bismarck, Chancellor, in the

name of his Majesty the Emperor of Ger

many, and Jules Favre, Minister of Foreign
Affairs for the government of the National

Defence of France, are furnished with regu
lar power to determine the following ar

rangements :

ARTICLE 1. A general armistice, over all

the line of military operations in the course

of execution between the German and

French armies, shall begin in Paris this very

day, and in the Departments, within the

term of three days. The duration of the ar

mistice shall be twenty-one days, dating from

to-day, and, excepting it be renewed, will be

terminable everywhere on the 19th of Feb

ruary, at noon.

AKT. 2. The armistice thus agreed upon
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has for its object to permit the government
for the national defence to convoke an assem

bly, freely elected, whether war will be con

tinued or not. No matter what conditions

of peace may be made by the Assembly to

meet at Bordeaux, every facility will be

given by the commanders of the German ar

mies for the election and the meeting of the

deputies who will compose the Assembly.
ART. 3. There shall be immediately sur

rendered to the German army, by the French

military authorities, all the forts forming the

perimeter and exterior defence of Paris, as

well as the material of war. The communes
and houses situate outside that perimeter, or

between the forts, may be occupied by the

German troops as far as the line drawn by
the military commissioners. The ground
between this line and the fortified enceinte

of the city of Paris will be interdicted to the

armed forces on the two sides. The manner
of surrendering the forts by the drawing of

the line already mentioned will form the ob

ject of a protocol to be annexed to the pre
sent convention.

ART. 4. During the armistice the German

army will not enter the city of Paris.

ART. 5. The enceinte will be stripped of

its guns and carriages, which will be trans

ported to the forts designated for their recep
tion by the commissioner ofthe German army.
ART. 0. The garrisons of the forts and the

regiments of the line, the Mobiles and the

Marine-3 at Paris are to be prisoners of war,

excepting a division of twelve thousand men,
whidi will be under the military authority
of Paris, to preserve order inside the city.

The troops who are prisoners of war will lay
down their arms, which will be collected at

the places designated, and to be given up
according to an arrangement made by the

commissioner in the usual manner. These

troops will remain in the interior of the city,

and will not be allowed to pass the enceinte

during the armistice. The French authori

ties bind themselves to take care of every
individual belonging to the army. The Mo
bile Guard shall remain in the interior of

the town. The officers of the captive troops
are to be designated in a list, which is to be

delivered to the German authorities. At
the expiration of the armistice all combatants

belonging to the army confined within the

walls of Paris shall constitute themselves

prisoners of war to the German army if be

fore peace is not concluded. The officers

made prisoners shall retain their side-arms.

ART. V. The National Guard shall retain

their arms, and be charged with the protec
tion of Paris, and maintaining order. The
same will be the case with the gendarmerie,
assimilated with the troops and employed in

the municipal service, such as the Republican

Guard, Douanieres, Pompiers, and the whole

of this category, not exceeding three thou

sand five hundred men. All the corps of

the francs tireurs will be dissolved by an or

dinance of the French government.
AET. 8. Immediately on the signature of

these presents, and before taking possession
of the forts, the commander-in-chief of the

German armies will give every facility to

commissioners of the French government to

send, whether into the departments or abroad,
to take steps for revictualling. and to bring
into the city commodities destined for it.

ART. 9. After the surrender of the forts,

and the disarmament of the enceinte and the

garrison stipulated in Articles 5 and 6, the

revictualing of Paris will be effected fairly

by transit, by railways and rivers, of provi
sions intended for revictualment, now drawn
from districts occupied by the German

troops. The French government engages
itself to obtain provisions outside of the line

of demarcation which surrounds the position
of the German armies, except in case author

ization to the contrary effect is given by tho

commander of the latter.

AET. 10. Every person wishing to quit the

city of Paris must be furnished with regular

permits, delivered by the French military

authorities, and submitted to the inspection
of the German authorities. Free passes will

be granted as a right of their position to

candidates, provincial deputations, and Dep-
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uties to the Assembly. This free movement

to persons who have received the authoriza

tion indicated will be permitted only between

BIX in the morning and six in the evening,
ART. 11. The city of Paris will pay a mu

nicipal contribution of war amounting to

200,000,000 francs
;
the payment must be

effected before the fifteenth day of the ar

mistice. The mode of payment will be de

termined by a mixed French and German

commission.

AKT. 12. During the armistice nothing
shall be taken away of public articles of value

which may serve as a pledge for the recov

ery of the war contribution.

AET. 13. The transport into Paris of arms,

munitions, and articles entering into their

manufacture are forbidden by the terms of

the armistice.

ART. J4r. Immediat steps will be taken to

exchange all prisoners of war made by the

French since the commencement of the war.

For this end the French authorities will

hand, as promptly as possible, a list of the

German prisoners of war to the German mil

itary authorities at Amiens, Le Mans, Orleans

and Vesour. The liberation of German pris

oners of war will be effected at the points

nearest the frontier. The German authori

ties will deliver in exchange, at the same

points, in the quickest possible time, a like

number of French prisoners of war, and of

corresponding grades, to the French military

authorities. The exchange will extend to

civil prisoners, such as captains of ships of

the German merchant service and the navy,
and of French civilians who may be retained

in Germany.
AET. 15. A postal service, with letters un

sealed, will be organized between Paris and

the Departments, through the medium of the

headquarters at Versailles.

In the faith of which the undersigned
have appended to the present convention

their signatures

Sealed and done at Versailles, the 28th

Jary of January, 1871. BISMA.RCK.

FAVRE.

February 1.1th. The National Assembly
elected in conformity to the provisions of

armistice, met at Bordeaux and elected M.
Thiers president of the new French Repub
lic.

February 25#7i. President Thiers, M. Fa-

vre, and a Committee of Consultation spent
the day at Versailles in consultation with

the Emperor of Germany and his advisers,

and finally agreed upon a treaty of peace,

embracing the following conditions :

First. The province of Alsace and the

fortress of Metz to be ceded to Germany ;

but the fortress of Belfort, situated on the

southern boundary of Alsace, to be restored

to France.

Second. France to pay to Germany a war

indemnity of five milliards of francs (one

thousand millions of dollars).

Third. The Germans to retain possession

of a portion of French territory, including a

number of fortified towns, such as Sedan,

until the French fulfill the conditions of the

treaty of peace.

Fourth. The German army to enter Paria

on Monday and to occupy the Champs Ely-

sees.

Fifth. As soon as the French National

Assembly formally ratifies these conditions

peace to be proclaimed between the two

countries.

March 1st. At the session of the Assembly
at Bordeaux, the Committee of Consultation

made a report unanimously recommending
the ratification of the preliminaries of peace

as agreed on at Versailles. The Assembly
assented to the ratification by a vote of five

hundred and forty-six ayes against one hun

dred and seven nays.

The German army, at the appointed hour,

ten o clock this morning, entered within

the enceinte under the eye of his Imperial

Majesty. The Eleventh Prussian corps,

thirty thousand strong, with ninety-six pieces

of field artillery and a complement of cav-

alrv, under the command of General Von

Bose, advanced in two columns
;
one through

the Porte de Neuilly and the other through
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the Porte du Jour. Nothing could exceed

the splendid appearance of the German

troops ; who, despite the hard service of a

seven months campaign, appeared as fresh

and in as fine condition of dress and appoint

ments as if they had just been mustered into

the service.

March 3d. The Emperor of Germany
sent the following dispatch to the Empress
at Berlin :

&quot;

VERSAILLES, March 3d. I have just

ratified the conditions of peace, which the

Bordeaux Assembly have accepted. Thus

for the work is complete which was through
seven months of battles to be achieved.

Thanks to the valor, devotion and endurance

of our incomparable army, and the sacrifices

of the whole Fatherland. The Lord of Hosts

has everywhere visibly blessed our enter

prises, and by His mercy has permitted an

honorable peace. To Him be the honor
;
to

the Fatherland the thanks. WILHELM.&quot;

The line of demarcation between France

and Germany was finally adjusted as fol

lows: It commences in the northwestern

frontier of the Canton of Cattenom, in the

Department of the Moselle
;
runs thence to

Thionville, Briery and Gorze
;

skirts the

southwestern and southern boundaries of the

arrondissement of Metz
;

thence proceeds
in a direct line to Chateau-Salins, and at

Pettoncourt, in that arrondissement, turns

and follows the crest of the mountains be

tween the valleys of the rivers Seille and

Yezouze, in the Department of Meurthe, to

the canton of Schirmeck, in the north

western corner of the Department of the

Yosges; thence it runs to Saales, dividing

that Commune, and after that coincides writh

the western frontiers of the upper and lower

Rhine Departments, until it reaches to the

Canton of Belfort, thence it passes diagonally
to the Canton of Delle, and then terminates

by reaching the Swiss frontier.

An alteration made at the last moment in

these boundaries gives Belfort to France,

and cedes additional territory around Metz

to Germany.

Germany is to possess her acquisitions
from France in perpetuity.

It is agreed that as soon as the prelimina
ries are ratified the Germans shall evacuate

the Departments of Calvados, Arne, Gorthe,

Eure-et-Loire, Loiret, Loire-et-Cher, Indre-

et-Loire, and Yorme, and all territory on the

left bank of the Seine. The French troops
will retire behind the River Loire until peace
is finally declared, except from Paris and

other strongholds.

After the payment of two milliards the

Germans will occupy only the Departments
of Marne, Ardennes, Haut-Marne, Meuse,

Yosges, Meurthe, and the fortress of Belfort.

Germany will be open to accept suitable

financial instead of territorial guaranties for

the payment cf the war indemnity.
The evacuation ofParis by the Germans on

the 3d of March, 1871, was the signal for an

insurrectionary movement on the part of the

Red Republicans who had gained confidence

with the military license of the siege. A
large body of them, with a considerable num
ber of the National Guard, entrenched them
selves on the heights of Montmartre with

batteries well armed with guns. The Thiers

government, unwilling to proceed to extremi

ties, delayed to enforce the surrender of the

cannon. Yarious riotous demonstrations

in the meantime took place in different parts
of the city. On the 18th, troops were sent

by the government to put an end to the Mont
martre demonstration. The cannon were

taken possession of without resistance, and

several hundred prisoners captured. A few

hours afterwards several battalions of the

National Guards arrived and fraternized with

the insurgents, who, with increased forces,

were again left in possession of the cannon.

General Lecompte, who commanded the body
of troops who first took the guns, and Gen
eral Clermont Thomas, an eminent Republi
can who commanded the National Guards in

Paris during the siege, \vere taken prisoners

by the insurgents, condemned to c^athby an

impromptu tribunal, and imme liately shot.

The insurrection rapidly spread, barricades
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were erected and the whole of Paris on the

right bank of the river was abandoned to the

insurgents ;
General Vinoy, the commander

of the troops of the line,with the remnant of

his forces, retired to Versailles where the

government now established its headquarters.

The insurgents quietly now without took pos
session of the Hotel de Ville, the Tuileries

and the Ministry of Justice, and assumed all

the authority of government within the city.

A call was issued by a self-constituted
&quot; Cen

tral Committee &quot;

for the Communal elections.

The government at Versailles issued a pro
clamation denouncing the insurrection. By the

21st, the day appointed for the election, the

Committee had obtained possession ofthe whole

city, and occupied some of the southern forts.

On the 22d an effort was made for a grand
moral demonstration of the party of order.

A large body of respectable citizens, entirely

unarmed, proceeded to the Place Vendome,
which was occupied in force by two insurgent

battalions. Fearful of the effect of any ap

peal which might be made, the revolutionists

persistently fired upon the crowd. A num
ber were killed, and the mass sought safety

in flight. The Committee proceeded with

various military and other revolutionary

measures. On the 26th Communal elections

were held, and resulted in a decisive triumph
for the Red Republicans. The members re

turned, with the exception of a few notabil

ities, such as Pyat, Flourens, and Assy, were

hitherto unknown. Two days after, the Com
mune was formally proclaimed in the Place de

1 Hotel de Yille, where a platform covered

with red cloth had been erected, on which

was placed a bust, representing the Republic

wearing the Phrygian cap of Liberty orna

mented with red ribbon
;
the red flag was

hoisted on all the public buildings in Paris.

Funds were raised by a requisition on the

Bank of France, vaiious military positions

taken outside the city, as a means of assault

or protection against the Versailles troops.

An effort* was in fact made to advance upon

Versailles, but th .s was defeated by the gov

ernment fire from, the fort at Mont Valerien,

the garrison of which had been relied upon
by the insurgents as friendly to their cause.

Flourens who acted as General in this move
ment was killed. This was the commence
ment of a series of continued operations in.

volving constant engagements of more or less

severity, between the government troops and

the insurgents, who made desperate efforts,

aided by their possession of the forts, to hold

the direct Versailles approaches to Paris.

The military leaders of the insurgents were

appointed for the occasion according to the

fortune of the day. General Cluseret, act

ing as War Minister of the Commune, Dom-

browski, a Pole, succeeding Bergeret in com
mand of the forces outside of the city. Mar
shal MacMahon was called to the command
of the government army, and immediately

organized a series of active movements.o

Neuilly was the scene of the most obstinate

contests, the inhabitants living in their cellars

for several weeks, while their village was

bombarded and reduced to ruins. The

Avenue de Neuilly, with its imposing monu-

njents, the Arc de P3toile, at the barrier, be

came the theatre of a prolonged contest.

The fine residences in its vicinity suffering

heavily from the bombardment. It was not

till the 9th ofMay that Fort Issy, after an ob

stinate series of engagements was compelled

to be evacuated by the insurgents. A depre

catory movement on the part of the latter,

was finally attempted by a body of Freema

sons who planted their banners on the ram

parts of Fort Maillot and secured permission

for two of their body to pass through the lines

and proceed to Versailles. They were re

ceived by M. Thiers, who, refusing to treat

with them, advised them to address the Com
mune if they wished to restore peace. The

fall of the rebellion now depended upon the

final assault on the city for which the nation

al army had been strengthened, and the ut

most precautionary measures for success

taken. General Cluseret had meanwhile

been succeeded in the War Ministry of the

Commune by Colonel Rossel, formerly of

ficer in the regulstr army.

J
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While these military proceedings were in

progress, the Commune, though mainly en

grossed with the defence of the city, employ
ed ibelf in various revolutionary decrees.

The main political idea of the body as set

forth in their official Journal was to be em
braced in a charter such as their ancestors of

the middle ages called their Commune. This

charter was to guarantee the municipal auton

omy of Paris. Paris, it was further urged,
should be federated with the Communes of

the other large towns of France by a treaty

which the national Assembly should be called

upon to accept. This, of course, was regard
ed by the Versailles government as an im-

perium in imperio, a virtual act of disinte

gration, and utterly incompatible with the

now established national authority. The ac

tion of the Commune was not confined to po
litical theories of ^State or local Sovereignty.
At an early period it decreed the &quot;

separation
of Church and

State,&quot;
and the confiscation of

property belonging to religious communities

on the ground that &quot; the clergy had been the

accomplices of the crimes ofmonarchy against

liberty.&quot;
At the same time they impeached

the chiefs of the &quot;

insurgents of
Versailles,&quot;

as they were pleased to call them
; issuing a

decree summoning Thiers, Favre and other

leading members of the government before

the &quot;tribunal of the
people,&quot;

in the mean
time sequestrating their property. In pur
suance of this decree the private residence

oi M. Thiers in the Place St. Georges, a

beautiful edifice, filled with works of art, was

completely destroyed. The furniture was

sold at auction, the money to be given to

widows and orphans of National Guards kill-

, ed in this civil war; while the collection of

works of art was to be distributed among the

museums and public libraries of France. A
special decree ordered the arrest and sum

mary trial of every person suspected of com

plicity vith the Versailles government.

Leading personages adjudged to belong to

the party of order opposed to the Com
mune, were ordered to be held as host

ages, upon whom death was to be inflicted in

retaliation for every prisoner of war or parti-

zan of the Commune executed by order of

the Versailles authorities. Large numbers
of priests were arrested and confined in pris

on. Darbois, the archbishop of Paris, Dn-

guerry, the cure of the Madeleine, Turct, the

grand vicar of the diocese, were among the

notables of the order who were imprisoned.
A dispatch dated April 23d, 1871, from

the legation of the United States at Paris,

from Minister Washburne to the Secretary
of State at Washington, presents a memora
ble account of an interview with the Arch

bishop in prison :

&quot; SIK : You are aware that Monseignc jr

Darbois, the Archbishop of Paris, was seized

some time since by order of the Commune,
and thrust into prison, to be held as a host

age. Such treatment of that most devout

and excellent man could have but created a

great sensation, particularly in the Catholic

world. On Thursday night last I received

a letter from Monseigneur Chigi, Archbishop
of Myne, and Nuncio Apostolic of St. Liege,
and also a communication from M. Lauoner

Chanvins, of the diocese of Paris; Mr. Lag-

ard, the Vicar-General of Paris, and Messrs.

Bousset and Allain Chanvines, and members
of the Metropolitan Chapter of the Church

of Paris, all making a strong appeal to me,
in the name of the right of nations, human

ity, and sympathy, to interpose my good
offices in behalf of the imprisoned Archbish

op. I have thought that I should have been

only conforming to what I believed to be the

policy of our Government, and carrying out

what I conceived to be your wishes under

the circumstances, by complying with the

request of the gentlemen who have addressed

me. I therefore, early this morning, put

myself in communication with General 01 u&amp;gt;

seret, who seems, at the present time, to be

the directing man in affairs here. I told

him that I applied to him, not in my diplo

matic capacity, but simply in the interest of

good feeling and humanity, to 333 if it were

not possiblo to have the Archbishop relieved

from arre?t a:id coafinainaat. 113 answered
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that it was not a matter within his jurisdic

tion, and, however much he might like to

see the Archbishop released, he thought, in

consideration of the state of affairs, it would

be impossible. He said that he was not ar

rested for crime, but simply to be held as a

hostage, as many others had been
;
under the

existing circumstances, he thought it would

be useless to take any steps in that direction.

I myself thought the Commune would not

dare, in the present excited state of public

feeling in Paris, to release the Archbishop.
I told General Cluseret, however, that I

must see him to ascertain his real situation,

the condition of his health, and whether he

was in want of anything. He said there

would be no objection to that, and he imme

diately went with me in person to the Pre

fecture of Police, and, upon his application,

I received from the Prefect a permission to

visit the Archbishop freely at any time. In

company with my private secretary, Mr.

McKean, I then went to the Mazas Prison,

where I was admitted without difficulty.

Being ushered into one of the vacant cells,

the Archbishop was very soon brought. I

must say I was deeply touched at the appear
ance of this venerable man. With his slen

der person, his form somewhat bent, his long

beard for he had not been shaved appa

rently since his imprisonment his face hag

gard with ill-health all could not have failed

to have moved the most indifferent. I told

him I had taken great pleasure, at the in

stance of his friends, in intervening on his

behalf, and while I could not promise myself

the satisfaction of seeing him released, I was

very glad to be able to visit him, to ascertain

his wants, and to assuage the cruel position

in which he found himself. He thanked me
most heartily and cordially for the disposi

tion I had manifested toward him. I was

charmed by his cheerful spirit and interest

ing conversation. He seemed to appreciate

his critical situation, and to be prepared for

the worst. He had no word of bitterness

or reproach for his persecutors, but, on the

other hand remarked that the world

them to be worse than they really were. He
was patiently awaiting the logic of events,

and praying that Providence might find a

solution to these terrible troubles without

the further shedding of human blood. He is

confined in a cell about six feet by ten, pos

sibly a little larger, which has the ordinary
furniture of the Mazas Prison a wooden

chair, a small wooden table, a prison bed.

The cell is lighted by one small window.

Aa a political prisoner, he is permitted to

have his food brought to him from outside

the prison, and in answer to my suggestion
that I should be glad to send him anything
he might desire, or furnish him with any

money he might want, he said he was not in

need at present. I was the first man he had

seen from the outside since his imprison

ment, and he had not been permitted to see

the newspapers, or to ha^e any intelligence

of passing events. I shall make application

to the Prefect of Police to be allowed to

send newspapers and other reading matter,

and shall also avail myself of the permission

granted me to visit him, to the end that I

may afford him any proper assistance in my
power. I cannot conceal from myself, how

ever, the great danger he is in, and I sin

cerely hopo that I may be instrumental in

saving him from the fate which seems to

threaten Urn.&quot;

Simultaneously with these decrees against

the clergy, the demolition was ordered of

the imperial column in the Place Vendome,
erected by the first ISTapoleon, covered with

sculptures in bronze, representing the inci

dents of the French victories in Germany,

including the battle of Austerlitz. From

the stability of this work, its destruction was

a work of time, requiring considerable labor

and mechanical ingenuity for its accomplish

ment. A large aperture was made at its

base, and it was finally overthrown by ropes

fastened to its summit, on the afternoon of

the 16th of May. This act of vandalism was

performed in the presence of the members

of the Commune, or Committee of Public

Safety, as the shifting local authorities we] e
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cailcd. These officials looked from the win

dows of the Ministry of Justice. After va

rious eiforts, the column, one hundred and

thirty-two feet in height, fell, in a straight

line, on the litter prepared for it. The figure

of the first Napoleon, which crowned its

summit, was thrown a fow feet forward, de

tached from the main shaft. It was expect

ed that the fall would give a severe shock

to the neighboring buildings, but, in conse

quence of the precautions, it proved very

Blight. No glass in the windows of the

houses was broken; a thick cloud of dust,

from the crushed and powdered masonry
which formed the body of the work, rose into

the air, while the crowd raised a loud shout

of &quot; Vive la Commune !

&quot; while the bands in

attendance played the Marseillaise. The
beautiful Chapelle Expiatoire, erected in

commemoration of the first burial place of

Louis XVI. and Marie Antoinette, was or

dered to bo destroyed, in sympathy with one

of the least defensible acts in the Revolution.

The motive for the demolition of the Ven-

doine column was proclaimed as the insult

which it offered to the vanquished in its con

tradiction to the principle of fraternity by

perpetuating the memory of the empire.
At the close of May the civil war in Paris

was evidently approaching its termination.

The final preparations of the Versaillists had

been made for an entrance into the city, and

internally, the Commune had been weakened

by the dissensions of its members and the

numerous disasters, in spite of the most ob

stinate fighting it had encountered in the

field. On the night of Sunday, May 21st,

an entrance into the city, contrary to expec-

,tation, was quietly effected by General Douay
at the Porte de St. Cloud, while General

L Admirault took the gates of Passy and

Auteuil, while General Vinoy entered by
the Porte du Jour, and opened the gate of

Sevres to General Cissy. Some opposition
j

was offered by Dombrowski, at the head of
j

a body of men, who retreated after a few

hours fighting. In the morning the Ver- ;

sailles troops were in position at the Arc de

I iv 3!)

Triomphe, and were sweeping down the

Champs Elysees and the Boulevard Hauss-

inann. M. Thiers, who, with Marshal Mac-

Mahon, had witnessed the entry of the troops

into Paris from Mont Valerien, addressing

the Assembly in the afternoon, declared that

&quot;the cause of right, liberty, order and Civil

ization was triumphant.&quot; &quot;We will visit

with the rigor of the law,&quot; he added,
&quot; those

men who have been guilty of crime against

France, and have not shrunk from assassina

tion, or the destruction of national monu
ments. The laws will be rigorously enforced.

The expiation shall be complete.&quot;

In the meantime, Paris had been com

pletely isolated. The strictest orders were

given to the German outposts to drive back

all insurgents, and the advanced corps were

doubled to prevent any from breaking

through the circle of investment north of

Paris. Dombrowski, who was wounded,

attempted to pass the Prussian outposts, but

was forced to go back, and was afterwards

taken prisoner by the Versailles troops. Cit

izen Assy was also taken prisoner, and

brought to Versailles. In the course of the

day, however, the insurgents seemed to have

recovered from their panic. New barricades

were thrown up in all directions, and severe

fighting went on in the streets, but the Ver
sailles troops gradually advanced, carrying
one position after another. On Tuesday

morning they held the districts on the left

bank of the Seine, and early in the day the

insurgents position at Montmartre was taken

by two corps d armee. A large number of

insurgents were killed in the action, and

about 4,000 were made prisoners. On the

Place de la Concorde, and in the neighbor
hood of the Rue St. Honore, there was ter

rible fighting during the day. A correspon
dent of the Daily News says that he looked

for a moment round the corner of the RUG

Faubourg St. Honore, and had he looked for

a moment longer he would have been killed.

&quot; The street,&quot; he says,
&quot; was a pneumatic

tube for shell fire. Nothing could have lived

in it.&quot; The losses on both sides were said to
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have been very heavy, and the Yersaillist

troops gave no quarter.

On Wednesday morning the Yersaillists

carried the Place de la Concorde, and also

the Place Yendome
;
but before they could

obtain possession of the Tuileries, the palace
was in flames, the insurgents having set fire

to it and the Louvre, the Palace of the Le

gion of Honour, the Hotel of the Council of

State, the Ministries of War and Finance,
and the Hotel de Yille. The flames were

said to have been kindled by petroleum, the

fumes of which filled the air. When the

news of the firing of the public buildings
reached Yersailles the fire brigade was dis

patched to Paris, M. Tliiers himself accom

panying it to direct its operations. In the

National Assembly on Wednesday afternoon,

M. Thiers, whose voice is said to have been

broken by emotion, described the terrible

scenes which had occurred in Paris on that

day, and implored the Assembly not to dis

turb the government. &quot;When the insurrec

tion shall have been suppressed, . he said,
( we shall not fail to punish according to

law, but implacably.&quot; On the following

day he issued a circular of information to

the provinces, as follows :

&quot; We are masters

of Paris, except a small portion, which will

be occupied to-day. The Louvre has been

saved. The Hotel of the Minister of Finance

has been partially burned, and the Tuileries

and the Palais du Quai d Orsay (in which

the Council of State holds its sessions) are

wholly destroyed. We have already 12,000

prisoners, and shall have 20,000. The soil

of Paris is strewn with insurgent corpses.

Our loss is small. The army has behaved

admirably. Justice will soon be satisfied,

and France be happy in the midst of her

own misfortunes.&quot;

The fighting was kept up on Thursday,
and the Yersaillists, on the evening of that

day held every position but Belleville and
the Buttes de Chaumont. From these strono--

c&quot;&amp;gt;

holds the insurgents continued to rain petro

leum shells on every part of Paris within

reach. Here, and in the Cemetery of Pere-

la-Chaise, the Communists were brought to

bay, and made a desperate resistance; but,

on Saturday, May 27th, these positions wero

carried by Generals L Achmrault and &quot;V inoy,

and the Commune was at an end. The last

act of the insurrectionists was one that cov

ered their name with infamy, and almost

made men forget the horrors of the indis-o
criminate slaughter which the triumphant

government had remorselessly wreaked upon
them. On Saturday they shot the Arch

bishop of Paris, the Abbe Duguerry, and

sixty-two other hostages remaining in their

possession. The troops had previously cap
tured La Roqnette, and saved one hundred

and sixty-nine hostages detained there.

The fall of the Commune was followed by
the summary execution of the leaders, and

of a great number of the prisoners. In the

Pare de Monceaux and the Champs Elysees,
the insurgents were shot in divisions of fifty

or a hundred, and during the heat of the en

gagement no quarter had been given to the

National Guards found fighting against tho

government. Many of the Communists who

were taken had large sums of monev in theiro tJ

possession, showing that the members of the

revolutionary government had not scrupled

to avail themselves of the facilities for plun*

der afforded by their wholesale requisitions,

By June 1st order was restored, and military

executions ceased.

A definitive treaty of peace bttwecn

France and Prussia, was signed at Frankfort,

on the 10th of May. The only important

difference in the terms from those of the

preliminary treaty given above, was in the

retrocession of a small portion of Alsace in

exchange for a strip of country near Thion-

ville, on the borders of Lorraine, and the

delay of the first payment of the indemnity
until one month after the restoration of

the authority of the French government in

Paris.

T II i: END.
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;
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War for independence,
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423
;
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Asturias and Leon, Kings of, iii, 87
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;
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;
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;
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Boleyn, Anne, iii, 248 et seq.
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498 ;
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496
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covery of gold, 476
; Regulation of the mines, 477
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;
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;
The Emperor in
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dicates the government, Don Pedro II., 488; Admin
istration of Feijoo, suppression of internal dissen

sions, 489
; Geography of the country, Mountains,

491 ; Minerals, Climate, 492 ; Vegetation, 493
;
Ani

mals, Population, 494
; Government, 495.

(&amp;gt;ee
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tugal.)
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Decatur, Commodore, iv, 130 et seq.
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;
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;
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;
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Drake, Sir Francis, iii, 268
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emperor, 583 ;
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;
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591 ;
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594
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De
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599
;
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;
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;
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;
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Alexander, 260

; Ptolemy Soter, 261 ; Ptolemy Phila

delphus, 262 ; Ptolenr.y Euergetes, 262 ; Ptolemy
Philopater and Epiphanes, 263 ; Ptolemy Philo
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metor, 264 ; Ptolemy Physcon, 265; Ptolemy

Lathyrus, 265 ; Ptolemy Auletes, 266; Cleopatra
267 ; Egypt conquered by Augustus, 268

; Egypt
under the Empire, 269

;
Persecutions of the Chris

tiana, 270
;
Arius and Athanasius, 271

;
Abolition

of Paganism, 271 ;
Invasion of Khosroes, 272 ;

Es
tablishment of Mohammedanism, 273

;
Government

of the Khaleefs of Bagdad, 274 ; Independent Rulers,

274 ;
Fatimite Khaleefr, 276 ;

First Crusade, 281 ;

Salab el-Deen, and the Crusades, 283 ; bis succes

sors, , 86 ;
Crusade of St. Louis, 288

; Usurpation of

the Mi&amp;gt;mlooks, 289 ; Conquests of Beybars, 290
; Reign

of En Nasi, 291
; Dynasty of Circassian Memlooks,

292 ; Fgypt added to the Turkish Empire, 295 ;
Re

bellion &quot;of Alee Bey, 297 ; Napoleon s invasion of

Egypt, 208 ;
Mohammed Alee, 299 ;

Places himself

at the head ofthe Albanians, 301 ;
Becomes Governor

of Egypt, 304 ; War with the Beys, 305; British

expedition to Egypt, 306
; Slaughter of the Mem-

looks, 307 ; Expedition against the Wahhabees.
308

;
War with the Porte, 310 ;

Succession of Ibra-

heem, 311 ; Improvements of Mohammed Alee, 312 ;

Opening of the Suez Canal, 312

Elagabalus, i, 567

Eliot, John, Indian Missionary, iv. 63

Elizabeth, Queen of England, iii, 266, el seq.

Elizabeth, Empress of Russia, ii, 238

Emmett, Robert, iii, 625

Endicott, John, iv, 59

England. Early Inhabitants, iii, 169
;
The Druids, 170 ;

Invasion of Julius Ctesar, 171 ; Roman Domination,
172 ; Descent of the Saxons, 177

;
The Heptarchy,

178, Landing of the Danes, 180 ;
Alfred the Great,

181
; Athelstane, 183 ;

Dissensions in the Church,
185 ; Incursions of the Danes, 187 ;

Edmund Iron-

bide, Canute, 188 ; Hardicanute, Harold, 189 ;
Ed

ward the Confessor, 190
; Invasion of William the

Conqueror, Battle of Hastings, 193 ; Coronation of

William, 194; Saxon and Danish Insurrections, 195 ;

War with Scotland and France, 196 ; William Ru-

fas, 1U7; Henry I, Wars with France, 199 ; Stephen,
Insurrection of the Empress Matilda, 200 ; Henry
II, 201

; Quarrels with A Becket, 202; Assassination

of the Archbishop, Confederacy against Henry II,

204 ; Dissensions with his sons, 205 ;
First Crusade,

Richard I, 206 ; Imprisonment of Richard, 207 ;

John, 208; Contest with the Pope, 209; Barons

Wars, 210; Signing of Magna Charta, 211; War
with France, Henry 111,212; Simon de Montfort es

tablishes the first Parliament, 214; War between
the king and Parliament, 215 ; Edward I, Wars with
Wales and Scotland, 216; Edward II, 217; Rebel
lion excited by the Queen, murder of Edward, 218

;

Edward III, 219 ;
War with France, 220; Richard II,

Rebellion of Wat Tyler, 221
; Quarrels with the Par

liament, 223; Richard deposed by tho Duke of Lan
caster, His death, 225; Rebellion of the Earl of

Northumberland, 226 ; Battle of Shrewsbury, The
Lollards, 2^7

; Kenry V, 228 ; Conquest of France,
229

; Henry VI, 230 ; Insurrection of Jack Cade,
231; Wars of the Roses, Battle of Wakefield. 233

;

Edward IV proclaimed king in London, Battle

of Towton, 234 ; Rebellion of Warwick, 235 ; De
feat of the party of Henry VI at Barnet and Tewkes-

bury, 236 ; Edward V, 237; Usurpation of Richard

IK, 238; Landing of the Earl of Richmond, 239;
Bat le of Bosworth Field, Earl of Richmond pro
claimed Henry VII. 240

;
Rebellion in Ireland, 242

;

Pet-kin Warbeck s Rebellion, 243 ; Henry V1I1, 245 ;

League against the king of France, Ascendancy of

Wolsey, 246
;
The; divorce of Queen Catharine, 248

;

Fall of Wolsey, 249 ; Marriage with Anne Boleyn,
Separation from the Church of Rome, 250; Trial

and Execution of Anne Boleyn, 252 ; Marriage with
Jane Seymour, Suppression of the Monasteries, 253 ;

Reformation in England, 254 ; Marriage with Ann
of Cloves, 255 ; Marriage with Catharine Howard,
Execution of Cromwell, 256

;
Execution of Cath

arine Howard, and marriage with Catharine

Parr, 257 ; Death of Henry VIII., 258 ; Protector

ship of Somerset, 259 ; Death of Edward VI., 260 ;

Lady Jane Grey proclaimed Queen, Succession of

Mary. 261 ; Persecution of Protestants, 262 ; Wyatt ?

Rebellion, 263 ; Elizabeth, 266 ; Restoration of the
Protestant Religion, 267 ; Spanish Armada, 2G9

;

Trial and execution of the Earl of Essex, Death of

Elizabeth, 271 ; Accession of James L, and Union
with Scotland, 272

; conspiracy of Arabella Stuart,

gunpowder plot, 274
; quarrels with the Parliament,

278
;
the Spanish Match, 279 ;

Charles I., 281 ; hos
tilities between the King and Parliament, 282

; ship
money, 283 ; war with France, 284 ; murder of the
Duke of Buckingham, 286 ; opposition of Hampden,
287 ; disputes with the Church of Scotland, 288

;

rising of the Covenanters, 289
; impeachment of Staf

ford, 293
;
rebellion in Ireland, 294 ; increasing op

position of the Commons, 296
;
the king raises an

army to oppose the Parliament, 299 ; siege ol

Bristol, battle of Newbury, 301 ; su?cesses of

Parliament in the North, 302
;

battle of Marston-

Moor, 303
; Negotiations, 304

;
Montrose s campaign

in Scotland, 305 ; battle of Naseby, 307 ;
Charles

given up by the Scotch, 309
; triumph of the Parlia

ment, 310
;
war in Scotland between Independents

and Presbyterians, 312
;
trial and execution of the

king, 314; the Commonwealth, 316
; subjection ol

Scotland and Ireland, 317 ;
war with Holland, 320

;

dissolution of the long Parliament, 321
;
absolute

power of Cromwell, 322; his death, succession of

Richard, Monk comes to the aid of the Parliament,
324

;
restoration of Charles II., 326

;
war with tho

Dutch, 329
;
the Plague, 332

;
the Great &quot;Fire, 333

;

conspiracy of Titus Gates, 337
; persecution of the

Covenanters, 339
; arbitrary rule of the King, 342

;

Rye House Plot, 345
;
death of Charles II., James II,

346
;
Monmouth attempts a rebellion in Dorsetshire,

346
;
James attempts to establish the Catholic

Religion, 348
; opposition of the Parliament, 349

;

landing of the Prince of Orange, 351 ; flight of James,
352

;
James deposed and the Prince of Orange de

clared King, 355
;
Dundee in Scotland opposes tha

new government, 357
;
battle of Killikrankie, 358 ;

James received by the Irish, 359 ; battle of the

Boyne, 361 ; treaty of Limerick, 362 ; massacre
of Glenco, 363 ;

war with France, battle of La Hogue;
365 ; peace of Ryswick, 366 ; Queen Anne, 867 ,

Marlborough s campaigns, 368 ; Naval war in the
West Indies, 369 ;

battle of Blenheim, 370 ;
Earl of

Peterborough s campaign in Spain, battle of Rami-
lies, 371 ;

union of the governments of England and
Scotland, 372; battles ot Oudenarde and Malplaquet,
374

; disgrace of tho Duke of Marlborough, peacr&amp;gt;

with France and Spain, 375 ; death of Queen Anne
376 ;

succession of the House of Hanover, George I.,

opposition of the Jacobites, 377 unsuccessful at-

tempt to proclaim the Pretender in Scotland, 378 ;

rebellion in the North of England, 379 ; South Siva

Company, 383 ; George II., 385 ;
war with Spain,

386 ;
war on the Continent, 387 ; battlo cf Fontenoy,

389 ; attempt of Charles Edward, tho y ing Proton,

der, 390 ; battle of Culloden, 391 ; war in Flanders,
393 ;

French war in America, capture of Minorca,
894 ;

war with Prussia, 395 ; George III., 39S ; war
with Spain and Franco, 899 ; peace with France,
400

; prosecution of Nowpapers, 401 ; war of inde

pendence in America, 404; death of the Esirl

of Chatham 404
;

rolaxntion of laws against Ro
man Catholics, 407; Gordon Riots, 408; Naval
conflict with the Spaniards, 410 ; war with the

Dutch, 413 ; operations in tho West Indies, 414
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recognition of the United States, 416
;
French revo

lution, 419 ; war with France, 423 ; battle of St.

Vincent, 427 ;
battle of Camperdown, 429 ;

battle of

the Nile, 431
;
battle of Copenhagen, 437

; campaign
of Sir Ralph Abercromby in Egypt, 443 ; treaty of

Amiens, 445 ; reopening of the War, 446
;
battle of

Trafalgar, 448 ; campaign in Naples, 451 ; expedi
tion to Spain, 452; battle of Vimeiro, 453

;
retreat of

Sir John Moore, battle of Talavera, 454 ; expedition
of the Earl of Chatham in Holland, 456 ;

battles of

Barrosa and Albuera, 457 ;
battle of Vittoria,

siege of San Sebastian, 460
;

end of the war,
461 ; campaign of Waterloo, 462 ; succession of

George IV., Thistlewood s conspiracy, 463 ; pro

ceedings against the Queen, 464 ;
Catholic eman

cipation, 469 ; succession of William IV., 470 ; Re
form Agitation, 471 ;

Riots in the country, 473 ;

passage of the Reform Bill, 474
;
troubles in Ire

land, 475 ;
accession of Queen Victoria, insurrection

in Canada, 476 ;
Persian war, 479

; Afghan war,
481 ;

wars in India, 482 ; repeal of the Corn Laws,
distress in Ireland, 484 ;

Russian and Chinese wars,
486 ; death of the Prince Consort, disestablishment

of the Irish Church, 488

Epaminondas, i, 427

Epirus, early kings, i, 473 ; Pyrrhus, 474

Espartero, General, iii, 127, et seq.

Essex, Earl of, iii, 271

Essex, frigate, capture of, iv, 168

Esslino;, Battle of, ii, 554

Eudocia, Byzantine empress, i, 604

Europe ;
General remarks, 860 ; climate, 361

;
moun

tains, 361
; rivers, 365 ; seas, 362 ; vegetation, 360 ;

races, 367 ; religion, 370
Eutaw Springs, Battle of, iv, 90

Eversham, Battle of, iii, 215

Eylau Battle of, ii, 545

Eyre, Governor of Jamaica, iv, 430

Fair Oaks, Battle of, iv, 288
Falkland Islands, iv, 546

Farragut, Admiral, iv, 284, et seq.
E avre, Jules, iv, 552, et seq.
Federal Convention, iv, 102, et seq.
Fenian Brotherhood, iii, 629 ; iv, 47
Ferdinand III., of Leon and Castille, iii, 93
Ferdinand IV., of Leon and Castille, iii, 92
Ferdinand V. of Aragon, iii, 94
Ferdinand VL of Spain, iii, 109
Ferdinand VII. of Spain, ii, 551 ; iii, 111

Filmore, Millard, iv, 216 et seq.

Fingal, Irish hero, iii, 563

Fitzgerald, Lord Edward, iii, 621

Fitzgerald, Lord Thomas, iii, 583
Flanders

; Takes part in the war of Edward 111.

against France, ii, 366

Floury, Cardinal, ii, 403

,

Flodden Field, Battle of, iii, 522
Florence

;
Establishment of the Grand Duchy, ii, 42

Foote, Admiral, iv, 280, et seq.
Fort Fisher, Capture of, iv, 360
Fort Minimus, massacre of, iv, 157
Fort Sumter, Bombardment of, iv, 241
France ; early inhabitants

; conquest by Caesar, ii, 337 ;

irruption of the Franks ; wars with the Romans,
338 ; Merovingian dynasty of Frankish kings, 339 ;

establishment of the monarchy by Clovis, 340 ; wars
of Clovis, 340, et seq. ; successors of Clovis. 342 ; as

cendancy of the mayors of the palace, 346
;
Charles

Martel defeats the Saracens, and makes himself

king; division of the kingdom; Pepin becomes
king and founds the Carlovingian dynasty, 348 ;

Charlemagne, 349 ; becomes sole king ; defeats the

Lombards ; subdues the Saxons, 350 ; expedition
into Spain ;

divides his kingdom between :iis two
sons, and defeats the Saxons

; conquers Bavaria, 351
;

defeats the Saxons and Huns, and invades the Bal
earic Isles

;
crowned emperor of the Romans by the

pope, 352
;
death of Charlemagne, 353

;
Louis le

Debonnaire, 354
;

civil war ; Lothaire ; Louis
Charles the Bold, 355 ; wars with the Normans and
Bretons, 356; Louis the Stammerer; interregnum,
Charles the Gross and Charles the Simple ; Louis
IV. and V.

; revolution, and rise cf the house of

Capet ;
Robert

; Henry I., 357 ; wars with Nor
mandy ; Philip I., 358 ; quarrel with the pope ;

Louis VL, 359
;
Louis VII.

; Philip II. surnamed
Augustus ;

Louis IX. called St. Louis
; leads the

Crusades and dies in Africa, 360
; Philip III

;
ha

carries on the Crusades
;
massacre of the Sicilian

Vespers ; Philip the Fair, 361
;
war with England ;

quarrel with pope Boniface, 362
;
war with Flanders,

expulsion of the Templars ;
Louis X. 364

;
John I.,

Philip V.
;
Charles IV. surnamed the Fair, 365

;

Philip of Valois, 366
;
war with England, 866 et seq. ;

John II., 369
;
renewal of the war with England.

370 ; battle of Poitiers and capture of the king, 371
;

regency of the dauphin and seditions among the

people, 372
;
Charles V. or the Prudent, 373

;
Charles

VI., 374
;
war with Flanders, 375

; insanity of the

king, 376
;
confusion in the kingdom, 377

;
invasion

of France by Henry V. and siege of Harfleur, 378 ;

battle of Agincourt ; Henry marries the Princess
Catharine and takes possession of the throne

; the

dauphin opposes the English, 379
; Charles VII. pros

ecutes the war
;
Joan of Arc, 380

;
Joan of Arc raisee

the siege of Orleans
; Charles VII. crowned at RheimSj

381 ; capture of Joan of Arc, 382
;
her execution

;
ex

pulsion of the English, 383; Louis XL, 384; wara
with the Count of Charolois, 384; interview at Pe-

ronne, 385; by his policy Louis acquires Guienne,
Burgundy, etcv 385 et seq. ;

his death, and succession
of Charles VIII

, regency of the Lady of Beaujeu, 390
;

invasion of Bretagne, 391
;
invasion of Italy, 392 ;

Louis XII., 392
;
second invasion of Italy ; battle ol

Ravenna
; Francis I.

;
third invasion of Italy, 393 ;

taken prisoner at the battle of Pavia
; treaty with

Charles V. at Madrid, 394 ; its violation, 895
; Henry

II. ; persecution of the Protestants, 396
; Francis IL

Charles IX., 397 ;
massacre of St. Bartholomew, 397, !

et seq.; Henry III.; edict of pacification ; Henry IV.,
399

;
edict of Nantes

;
assassination of Henry IV.

;

LouisXIIL, 400 ; ministry of Richelieu, 401 ; Louis
XIV., 401

; wars with Spain and England, 401 ct seq.;
Louis XV. and regency of the Duke of Orleans. 402

; !

banking law, 403
;
administration of Cardinal Fleury ; \

Seven Years War ;
the bull Unigcnilus, 404

;
dis

putes with the parliament, 404, et seq. ; expiilsion ol

the Jesuits
;
war with the Pope, 406

; Louis XVI.,
407 ; encourages the American revolution, 409

; war
with England, 410

; general peace, 411
; financial

difficulties, 412 ; Convention of the Notables, 413
;

tho Assembly rejecting the proposed taxes, is dis
solved by the king ; the parliament banished to

Troves, 416 ; the king endeavors to conciliate the

people and restores tho parliament, 417; hostility
between the king and the parliament, 418

;
second ;

assembly of the Notables
;
outbreaks in the pro

vinces, 419 ; convention of the States-General, 42Q
;

&amp;gt;

the commons form themselves into the National
Assembly, 422 ; the assembly openly opposes the

king, 423 ;
Paris threatened with the army, 425

;
j

conflict betsveenthe people and iroops ;
attack on the I

Bastile, 426
;
the king visits l aris,428; the nobility

and clergy surrender their privileges for the benefit
j

of the State, 429 ; the palace of Versailles invaded
i

by the mob
;
the king brought back to Paris, 432 : !

festival in the Champ de Mars
; the king swears to
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support the constitution, 434 ;
death of Mirabeau,

435 ; attempted flight of the king ;
declaration of

Pilnitz, 430
;
the new constitution, 437

; opening of

the Legislative Assembly; 438 ; war with Austria,
440 the king insulted by a mob ;

manifesto of the

Duke of Brunswick, 441 ;
the Republicans take pos-

sessicn of the Common Hall, 442 ;
the Insurgents

attack the Palace and massacre the Swiss guard, the

king deposed, 443 ; Prussia and Austria invade

France, 444 ; massacre of prisoners in Paris, cam
paign of the Duke of Brunswick, 445 ; the Austrians
driven out of France, abolition of Royalty, 446 ; the
Girondists and the Mountain, Dumouriez invades
the Netherlands, 447 ; battle of Jemappes, occupa
tion of the Austrian Netherlands, 448 ; trial of the

king, 449 ; sentenced to death, 451 ; his execution,
452: .war with England and Spain, retreat of Dumou
riez, 453 ; treason of Dumouriez, insurrection in La
Vendee, 454 ; parties in the Convention, 455 ; siege
of Valenciennes, 456 ;

successes in Flanders, dissen
sions in the Republic. 457 ; siege of Lyons and Tou
lon, 458 ; the war on the Rhine, 400

;
execution of

Marie Antoinette, 461 ; Reign of Terror, Republican
Calendar, 402 ; execution of the Hebertists, 463

;

campaign of Pichegru in Flanders, 405 ; retreat of
the allies, 466 ; fall of Robespierre, 469 ;

the French
enter Holland, 472 ; successes in Spain, 473 ;

New
Constitution, 475 ; Napoleon Bonaparte quells the

opposition of the Sectionaries, 477 ; Council of Five
Hundred and the Council of Ancients, death of the

Dauphin, treaties with Prussia, Spain, Sweden and
Holland, 478 ;

war in La Vendee, 479
; campaign

on the Rhine, affairs in France, 480 ; Napoleon s first

Italian campaign, 432 ;
battle of Lodi, 483 ;

Moreau s

campaign in Germany, 484 ; retreat through the
j

Black Forest, 487; successes in Italy, 488
; siege

of Mantua, battle of Arcola, 489
; attempted invasion

of Ireland, 490 ; battle of Kivoli, 491
; Napoleon in

vades the Papal Territory, 492
;
crosses the Alps and

maiehes toward Vienna, treaty with Austria, 493 ;

dissensions in the government, 494
; treaty of Cam-

po Formio, 495 ; Naval engagements, affairs at

Rome, 496 ; war in Switzerland, 497
;
invasion of

Egypt, battle of the Nile, second attempt in Ireland,
499 ; campaign in Naples, 500 ;

renewal of the war
with Germany, 501 ; Austrians successful in Italy,
512

;
the Austrians and Prussians under Suwarof

defeat Moreau, 504
; success of the French in Swit

zerland, 506
;
Great Britain invades Holland, 507 ;

return of Napoleon, 508 ;
he dissolves the Council

of Five Hundred, 510; Napoleon First Consul, 511 ;

Campaigns in Italy and on the Rhine, 512
; Napo

leon crosses the Alps, 514
; battle of Marengo, 515 ;

the war in Egypt, 516 ; battle of Copenhagen, 517 ;

Moreau s campaign, battle of Ilohenlinden, 518 ;

treaty of Luneville, 519 ; evacuation of Egypt, peace
of Amiens, 5SO ; Napoleon declared First Consul fop

life, 521
;
violation of the treaty by England, 521 ;

reopening of hostilities, 523
; conspiracy of the Roy

alists against the life of Napoleon, 524 ; arrest of

Moreau, Pichegru, and Georges Cadoudal, 525 ; cap
ture and execution of the Due d Enghien, 526

;
sui

cide of I ichegru, 527
;
trial of the other conspirators,

527
; establishment of the Civil Code, 528 ; Napoleon

declared Emperor, 528 ; coronation celebrated by the

Pope, 529 ; new coalition against France, 530 ; Na
poleon crowned king of Italy, 531 ; threatened in
vasion of England, 531

; league of Great Britain and
Russia, 531 ; war with Austria, 532 ; surrender of

Ulm, 533
;
battle of Austerliz, 535

; treaty with Aus
tria and Prussia, 538

; creation of new kings, and
addition of Venice and Dalmatia to Italy, 538 ; con
federation of the Rhine, negotiations with Prussia,
539

; renewal of the war, 540 ; Jena and Auerstadt,
541

; reorganization of Germany, 512
; campaign

against Russia, 543 ; battles in Poland, 544 ; battle
of Eylau, 545 ; battle of Friedland, 546 ; treaty of

Tilsitt, 547 ; war in the Peninsula, 548 ; Joseph Bo
naparte declared king of Spain, 551

; fifth coalition

against France, 552
; campaign in Italy, capture of

Vienna, 553; battle ofEssling, 554; bati.e of \Ya-

gram, 555
; treaty of peace, 555 ; divorce of the Em

press Josephine, and marriage with Maria f jouisa,
556

; invasion of Russia, 557 ; battle of Smolensk.
500

; battle of Borodino, 501 ; burning of Moscow,
563 ; disastrous defeat from Russia, 5 iO ; passage ol

the Berezina, 567
;
return to Paris, 569 ; battles of

Lutzen and Bautzen, 571 ; Congress of Prague, 573 ;

campaign of 1813, 574
; battle of Dresden, 575 ; bat

tle of Leipsic. 577 ; the allies invade France, battle
of Brienne, 580 ; battle of La Rothiere, Blucher de
feated on the Marne, 581 ; battle of Montmirail, Con
gress of Chatillon, 584 ; capitulation of Paris, abdi
cation of Napoleon, 584

;
restoration of the Bourbons,

Louis XVIII., 585 ; return of Napoleon from Elba,
588 ;

the Hundred Days, 589
;
battle of Waterloo,

590
; imprisonment of the Emperor, 592 ; return of

Louis XVIII., 593 ; treaty of Paris, execution of the
adherents of Napoleon, 596 ; assassination of the
Duke de Berri, 599

; death of Louis XVIII., Charles
X., 602

;
influence of the Jesuits, 603 ; coronation of

the king, 604 ; invasion of Algiers, 006
;
Revolution

of 1830,608 ; flight of Charles, Louis Philippe., kin-
of the French, 614

; insurrection at the funeral of
General Lamarque, 617 ; siege of Antwerp, rising
in Lyons and Paris, 619 ; Fieschi conspiracy, 620 ;

at

tempt of Louis Napoleon at Strasbourg, 621 ; the
Eastern Question, 624

; cabinet of M. Guizot, 625
;

war in Algeria, 627 ; the Spanish marriage, 629 ;

disclosures of corruption in the Administration. 630 ;

Revolution of 1848, 631 ; provisional government,
633 ; Louis Napoleon elected president, 635 ; the

Coup d Etat, 637
; Louis Napoleon Emperor, wars of

the Empire, 639
;

&quot; La Lanterne,&quot; killing of Victor

Noir, the Plebiscite, 640 War between France
and Prussia, iv

; the Plebiscitcum, 549 ; Prim
offers the crown to Hohenzollern, excitement in

France, 550 ; France demands from Prussia a dis
avowal of the transaction, declaration of War, Duke
de Grammont s speech 551 ; King William s speech
in the North German Parliament, 552

; proposed
secret treaty between France and Prussia, 553 ; neu
trality of England, the French cross the Prussian
frontier, 554 ; proclamation of the Emperor Napoleon,
Skirmishes on the frontier, 555

; battle of Saar-

bruck, 556 ; the Prussians invade Franco, battles of

Wissembourg and Woerth, 557 ; demonstrations in
Paris at the news of the defeat 558

; debates in the

Corps Legislatif, 559 ; comparative view of the
French and Prussian army, 560

; proclamation of the

king of Prussia, 562
;
battles near Metz, 564 ; invest

ment of Strasbourg ; retreat of MacMahon, 563 ;

battle of Gravelotte, Bazaine shut up in Metz , 565 ;

the army of the Crown Prince marches towards
Paris, 566 ; battle of Sedan, 567

;
surrender of Na

poleon and his army, 569 ; revolution in Paris, dis

position of Napoleon, 571 ; flight of the Empress
and her suite, 572 ;

formation of the government cf
national defence, 573 ; the position after Sedan, &amp;gt;74;

the march on Paris, the government removed to

Paris, 576 ; proclamation of the Republic, 577 ; the
fortifications of Paris, 579; attempted negotiations
by M. Thiers, 580 ; commencement of the siege of

Tours, 581 ; report of an interview with Bismarck,
584 ; comparison of the French and Prussian Navies
585

; operations around Paris, battle of Viljuif, 587 ,

attempt of Jules Favre to negotiate a treaty, Bis
marck s circular, 588 ; reply of the French Ministers,
capture of Toul, 589 ; surrender of Strasbourg, 590;
insurrection at Lyons. 591 ; order expelling German
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workmen from Franec, 593 ;
the siege of Paris, 594

;

the capture of Orleans, surrender of Soissons, 595 ;

burning of the Palace of St. Cloud, capitulation of

Metz, 597 ;
historical notice of Alsace and Lorraine,

598 ; proclamation of the French ministers, 600
;

armistice agreed upon, 601
; fighting around Or

leans, surrender of Thionville, 602 ; movements of

Chanzy on the Loire, 603
;
battle of Le Mans, 604

;

retreat of Chanzy, revival of the German Empire,
605

; closing battles near Paris, signing of an armis

tice, 607
; treaty of peace, 009

Francia, Doctor, dictator of Paraguay, iv, 516
Francis I., of France, ii, 393
Francis II. of France, 397
Francis Joseph of Austria, ii, 167 et seq.

Franklin, Benjamin, iv, 83 et seq.

Franks, ii, 338

Fredegonde, wife of Chilperic, ii, 343
Frederic Augustus, king of Poland, ii, 201, 230, 300
Frederick I. of Brandenburg, ii

Frederick I. Emperor of Germany, ii, 3 et seq.
Frederick II. Emperor of Germany, ii, 33
Frederick I. of Prussia, ii, 116
Frederick If. of Prussia, (the Great), ii, 117 et seg. ;

159
Frederick VII. of Denmark, ii, 334
Frederick William I, ii, 114 et seg.

Frederick William I. of Prussia, 116 et seq.
Frederick William II. of Prussia, ii, 125
Frederick William III. of Prussia, ii, 125
Frederick William IV. of Prussia, ii, 130

Fredericksburg, Battle of, iv, 310

Fremont, John C., iv, 207 et seq.

Friedland, Battle of, ii, 546
Friendlv Islands, iii, 637

G
Gaeta, Siege of, 64

Gage, General, iv, 74 et seq.

(ialatia, i, 208

Galba, i, 550

Gallienus, Emperor of Rome, ii, 338
Gallus Caesar, i, 583

Gama, Vasco de, iii, 147

Gambetta, M., iv, 573 et seq.

Garibaldi, ii, 63 et seq.
Gaston de Foix, ii, 393

Gates, General, iv, 86

Gauls, ii, 337

George I. of England, iii, 377 et seq.

George II. of England, iii, 385 et seq.

George Ifl. of England, iii, 398 et seq.

George IV. of England, iii, 463 et seq.

Georgia, Foundation of the colony of, iv, 68
Genet. French minister to tLe United States, iv, 114

Genghis Khan, i, 51, 84
Germanicus, i, 542

Germany ; aboriginal inhabitants, ii, 80 ; early expe
ditions of the Romans under Caesar and Drusus

;

defeat of Varus by Arminius, or Herman, 81
;
the

Marcomanni and Cherusci, 83 ; emigrations of the

Huns, Franks, Goths, etc , 85^; Gothic and Lombard
kingdoms, 86 ; introduction of Christianity ;

Charle

magne, 87 ;
historical sketch of the&quot; German empire,

88 ; dissolution of the ancient constitution, 91 ; no-

tic3 of the literature, etc. of, ii, 149 et seq. (See
A ustria, Prussia, Saxony, Hanover

;
the reforma

tion).

Germantown, Battle of, iv, 84
Girondists, ii, 446 et seq.

Glenco, massacre of, iii, 363
Gordian Knot, i, 456
Gordon Riots, iii, 408

Godoy, Manuel, called the Prince of Peace iii, 110
Goths, ii, 85

Oowrie, Earl of, iii, 557
Brarchi, The, i, 513

Grammont, Duke de, iv, 551

Granada, kings of, iii, 87

Granada, conquest of, iii, 95

Grant, General U. S., iv, 264 et seq.

Grattan, Henry, iii, 618

Gravelotte, Battle of, iv. 585
Great Exhibition, iii, 486
Greece

; general remarks, i, 374; early inhabitants. 317
heroic age ; Danaus, 378 ; Theseus, 379 ; Minos, 380

,

voyage of the Argonauts, 380 ; Thebes ; Oedipus,
381 ; sie^e of Troy, 381 ; Homer, 382 ;

authentic!

history ;
Dorian migration, 383 ; Phidon, 384 ;

foun
dation of Sparta ; Lycurgus, 385 ;

first and second
Messenian wars, 386

; tyrants ; Bacchiadae, 387 ;

Athica, 388 ; Ogyges. 388 ; Codrus, 389 ; government
of Archons, 389 ; Draco, 389 ; Mytelenian war, 390 ;

conspiracy of Cylon, 390 ; Solon, 390 ; capture of

Cirrha, 391
;
Solon reforms the laws, 892 ;

rule of

Peisistratus, 394; Ilippias assassinated by Harmodias
and Aristogeiton, 396

; expulsion of the Peisistradse,
397 ; Persian war, 398 ; battle of Marathon, 399 ;

Aliltiades, Themistocles and Aristides, 400 ;
invasion

of Xerxes, 400
;
battle of Thermopylae, 401 ;

battle of

Salamis, i, 402 ; battles of Plataaa and Mycale, 403
;

exile of Themistocles, 404
; Cymon, 405

;
Theban

war, 406 ; Pericles, 407 ; greatness of Athens, 407 ;

Corcyraean war, 408
; Peloponnesian war, 410

; plague
in Athens, 411 ;

death of Pericles, 412
;
Cleon and

Nicias, 414; Alcibiades, 416; Alcibiades joins the

Spartans; is obliged to flee to Persia, 417; est

ablishment of an oligarchical government in

Athens, and intrigues of Alcibiades, 418; Alci

biades returns to Athens, and again exiled, 419
,

defeat of the Athenian fleet by Lysander ;
hu

miliation of A thens, 420 ; thirty tyrants, 420
,

rising of the Athenians under Thrasybulus, 421 i

restoration of the popular government ;
decline of

Athens, 422 ; expedition of the ten thousand, 423

ascendancy of Sparta ;
war with Persia and the

other Grecian States, 424
; peace of Antalcidas, 426 ;

the Thebans reassert their independence, 426 ;
battle

of Leuctra, 427 ; supremacy of Thebes ;
battle of

Mantinea, 429
;
invasion of Philip of Macedon, 430 ;

conquest of Greece, 430 ;
Corinth after the Conquest,

430 , Athens after the death of Alexander, 431
,

under the Romans, 432 ;
in the Middle Ages, 433

;

observations on the Greek character, 434 ;
Greek

art, 435 ; architecture, 437 ; philosophy, 438 ; poetry,
439 ; drama, 440 Modern Greece ;

unsuccessful at

tempts of liberate itself, ii, 1
;

rebellion of All

Pacha in 1820, 2
;
insurrection breaks out in Greece

at Kalavrita, and spreads through Rumelia, etc., 4 ;

successful opposition to the Turkish troops, 5
;
sur

render of Corinth, 8 ;
victories of the native leaders,

10 ; death of Lord Byron at Missolonghi, 12
;
heroic

defence of the convent of St. Nicholas, 12
; operations

of Ibrahim Pacha, 13 ;
defence of Missolonghi, 14

;

interference of the Western powers; battle of Nav
arino, 15 ;

Greece erected into an independent moil

archy under Otho, 17
;
revolution of 1862, 18.

Greene, General, iv, 92

Greenland, iv, discovery ; subsequent explorations.

37 ; geographical description, 38

Grey, Lady Jane, iii, 261, et seq.

Grotius, iii, 24

Guatemala, iv, 31, 431

Guiana, iv, physical description, 454 ;
mountains

rivers, 455
; climate, 456 ;

British Guiana, 457

Dutch Guiana. French Guiana, 458

Guilford Court House, battle of, iv, 97

Guiscard, Robert, i, 607

Guise, Duke of, ii, 398

Guizot, M., ii, 625, ct spq.

Gunpowder Plot, iii, 274
Gustavus Adolphus, ii, 288, ct seq
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Gustavus Vasa, ii, 285, et seq.

Gustavus III. of Sweden, ii, 308, et seq.

Guttenburg, ii, 149

Guy Fawkes, iii, 274
II

Hadrian, i. 559, et seq.

Halleck, General, iv, 272, et seq.

Hamilton, Alexander, iv, 105, et seq.

Hampden, John, iii, 287

Hannibal, L 503; iii, 80

Hanover, history of, ii, 146, et seq.
Hans Towns, ii, 322

Hardicanute, iii, 189

Harfleur, siege of, by Henry V., ii, 378

Harold, .ii, 191
Harold Harfagr, king of Norway, ii, 316

Harrison, General, iv, 150, et seq.

Hastings, battle of, iii, 193

Hastings, Warren, 416

Havelock, General, i, 102

Hayti, iv
; general view, 33 ; description of, 418 ;

uis-

tory, discovery, insurrection of the slaves, 420 ;
Tous-

sant Lo iverture, 422; different governments, 423;
the Dominican Republic, 424

Ilegira, i, 147

Hennebone, siege of, by Edward III., ii, 363

Hengist and Horsa, iii, 178

Henry I. of England, iii, 199, et seq.

Henry If. of England, iii, 201
Heurv III. of England, iii. 212, et seq.

Henry IV. of England, ii, 224, et seq.

Henry V. of England, ii, 377, et seq. ; iii, 228

Henry VI. of England, iii, 229, et aeq.

Henry VII. of England, iii, 240, et seq.

Henry VIII. of England, iii, 245, et seq.

Henry I. of France, ii, 359

Heury II. of France, 398

Henry III. of France, 399

Henry IV. of France, ii, 399

Henry V. Emperor of Germany, ii, 29

Henry VII. of Germany
Henry, Patrick, iv, 88
Herman

vor Arminius), ii, 81
Hessians in the Revolution, iv, 78
Hexham, battle of, iii, 234
Hildebrand (Gregory VII.), ii, 28
Historians, primeval, i, 10 ; medieval, 10

; classical, 10
;

modern, 11

History, general remarks on, i, 5

Hohenlinden, battle of, ii, 518

Ilohenzollern, ii, 110

Holland, ancient Batavians, iii, 1
; the Dukes of Bur

gundy, 2 ; Charles V., 3 ; Philip II., 5
;
introduction

of the Inquisition, 7
; Protestant insurrection, 8

;
the

Duke of Alba sent to restore the Catholic religion,
11

; religious persecution, 12
;
the Prince of Orange,

aided by the Protestant Powers, raises an army
to liberate the Netherlands, 13

;
resistance of the

Hollanders by sea and land, 15; Flanders joins the
Netherlands, 18; campaign of Don Juan of Austria,
19; murder of the Prince of Orange, aid from Eng
land, 21

; peace with Spain ; religious dissensions

among the Protestants, 24
; renewal of the war with

Spain ; Thirty Years War, 26
; treaty with Spain,

2!)
; naval wars with England and France, 31 ; the

Prince of Orange gains the English throne, 35 ;

Seven Years War
; the French Revolution, 36 ;

Louis Bonaparte, king of Holland
; restoration of

the House of Orange, 37 ; separation of Belgium, 39
;

Dutch literature and language, 40
;
the Fine Arts in

the Netherlands, 42

Homer, i, 382

Honduras, iv, 435

Hooker, General, iv, 318, et f(q.

Liotspur, hi, 226

Howard, Catherine, queen of Henry VIII., iii, i56, et seq
Howe, General, iv, 76, et seq.

Hudson, Henry, iii. 25; iv, 57

Hugo, Victor, iv, 578

Hull, Commodore, iv, 149, et seq.

Hull, General, iv, 147, et seq.

Humboldt, Alexander von, ii, 153

Hungary, Magyar conquest ; Stephen I. founds the

kingdom, 170; the Golden Bull, 171
; Sigismund ;

wars with the Poles and Turks
;
John Hunyadi,

172 ; battle of Varna, 173
; great victory over

the Turks at Belgrade ;
Matthias Corvinus suc

ceeds to the throne, 174
; conquests of Matthias,

175 ; decline of Hungary after his death, 176
;
the

dynasty of Zapolya ; the Reformation in Hungary,
177 ; Hungary united to the Austrian empire ; relig
ious persecutions, 178 ; struggle for independence
led by Prince Racoczy, 179 ; wars of Maria Theresa,
180 ; war for liberty in 1848, 181 ; Hungary subdued

by the aid of Russia, 184 ; restoration of the Consti
tution and equality of the kingdom, 186

Hunvadi, or Hunniades, John, king of Hungary, i.

614; ii, 171

Huns, ii, 85

Hunter, General, iv, 294
Hutchinson, Mrs., iv, 60

Hypatia, i, 272
I

Iberians, iii, 80

Impeachment of President Johnson, iv, 366

India, Alexander s invasion, i, 83 ; Mohammedan con

quest, 83
; conquests of Genghis Khan and Tamerlane,

84 ; reign of Acbar and his successors, 85
; Arung-

zabe, 85
; Bahader Shah, 86 , establishment of the

East India Company, 87
;
Mohammed Shah, 87 ;

inroad of Nad\r Shah, 88
;
overthrow of the Mogul

dynasty by Ahmed Abdalli, 89
;
first hostilities of

the Europeans, 89
;
war between the East India

Company and the Nabob of Arcot, assisted by the
French, 90 ; successes of Clive, 91 ;

battle of Plassey,
92 ; final overthrow of French power in India, 94

;

governorship of Warren Hastings, 96
; campaign of

Lord Wellesley against Tippoo Saib, 96 ; battle of

Seringapatam, 97
; conquests of Tippoo added to the

British Empire, 97
;
war with the Pindarees, 98 ;

Sepoy rebellion, 99

Inkermann, battle of, ii, 268
Ionian Islands, under the Roman Empire, i, 638

;
the

Turks and Venitians, 639 ; British Protectorate ; in

dependent, 640

Ireland, early legends, iii, 560 ; descendants of Milo-

sius, 561
;
introduction of Christianity, St. Patrick,

564; assembly of Dunnkeath, 565 ;
incursions of the

Danes, 566 ; Brian Boree, Malachy, 567 ; Dermot
calls in the English, 568

; landing of Fi zstephens
and Fitzgerald and Strongbow, 569 ; establishment
of the English in Ireland, 570

; government of Prince
John and De Lacy, 571 ; privileges of the Magna
Charta granted to Ireland by Henry III., 572

;
Rob

ert Bruce attempts to separate Ireland from Eng
land, 574 ; oppression of English governors, 575 ;

Duke of Clarence, 576 ; prohibition of Irish usages
to the English, government of De Vere, 577 ; expe
ditions of Richard II. to Ireland, rule of Henry IV.,
578 ;

Irish expelled from England, government of

Richard, Duke of York, 579 ; reign of Edward IV.,
530 ; Lambert Simnel and I erkin Warbeck, 581 ;

government of the Earl of Kildare, 582 ;
his impris

onment in England, rebellion of his son Thomas,
583; attempt to introduce the Reformation in Ire

land, 584 ; opposition of the people, 585
;
dissensions

of the native lords, 586 ; insurrections of O Neill and
Desmond, 58 T; administration of Sir John Per
rott, 538

; campaign of the arl of Essex against
O Neill. 58U ; submission of O Neill, 591 ; James I
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introduces Scotch colonists into Ulster, 592
; oppres

sion under Charles I., 593
;

rebellion of Roger
Moore and the O Neills, 594 ;

massacre by Cromwell
at Drogheda, 599 ; siege of Clonmel, 600

;
end of the

rebellion, distribution of the forfeited estates, 602 ;

government of Henry Cromwell, 603 ;
new settle

ment after the Restoration, 604
;
administration of

the Duke of Ormond, 606
;
strict regulations against

the Catholics, 608
; rising against the Prince of

Orange (see England), 609
; penal laws, 610 ; Lord

Chesterfield in Ireland, 613
; outrages of the White-

boys, 615
; organization of volunteers, 617

;
modifi

cation of the penal laws, 618
;
French revolution,

Orangemen and Defenders, 620
;
insurrection in con

nection with a French invasion, 621 ; barbarous acts

of the Royalists, 622 ;
battle at Vinegar Hill, 623

;

landing of French expedition, 623 ; legislative union
with Great Britain, 624

;
insurrections of Emmett

and Russell, 625 ; agitation of Catholic claims, 626 ;

efforts for the repeal of the Union, 627
; attempt to

excite an uprising by Smith O Brien, Fenian Broth

erhood, 629
Isabella of Castillo, iii, 94
Isabella II. of Spain, iii, 122

Issus, battle of, i, 456

Italy, Odoacer overthrows the Roman Empire and pro
claims himself king of Italy, ii, 19

; supplanted by
Theodoric the Ostrogoth, 19 ; Italy subdued by the
Eastern Emperors, 20 ; invasion of the Lombards,
21 ;

at the supplication of Pope Stephen Pepin
sends an army against the Lombards, 23

;
final over

throw of the Lombard kingdom by Charlemagne,
24 ; Charlemagne Emperor of the Romans, 24

;
the

Carlovino-ians, 25 ; Italy under the German Em
perors, 26 ; Gregory VII., (Hildebrand), struggle be
tween the Papacy and the Empire, 28 ;

Guelf and Ghi-

bellines, 29
; antipopes, Arnold of Brescia, 29

;
Fred

erick I., (Barbarossa) subjects Italy, 30
;
civil war be

tween the Guelfs and Ghibellines, 32 ; Frederick II.,

33 ; Couradin the last of the Hohenstauffens, captured
ana executed by Charles of Anjou, who invades Na
ples, 35 ;

the massacre of the Sicilian Vespers, Iletiry

VII., of Germany invades Italy, 36
; municipal

contests, 37
;
invasion of Charles VIII, of France,

40 ; Naples annexed to Spain, league of Cambray,
battle of Ravenna, 41

; Italy wasted by the wars of
Charles V., 42

;
war of the Spanish succession, of

the Polish succession, 43 ; war of the Austrian suc

cession, 44
; Bonaparte in Italy, Murat king of Na

ples, 44
;
Austrian power re-established, 46 ; despotic

system of government, the society of the Carbonari,
47

; uprising in Naples and Piedmont, 48 ; insur
rection in Komagna, 49 ; accession of Pius IX., 50 ;

Revolutionary agitation in 1847- 48, temporary re

forms in Naples, 52 ; provisional governments in

Italy, war between Sardinia and Austria, 53
;
assas

sination of Count Rossi at Rome, 53 ; republic at

Rome, defeat of the Sardinians at Novara, 54
; the

revolution in Tuscany, 55 ;
Roman Republic over

thrown by France, 5(5
;
Italian war of 1859, between

France, Sardinia and Austria, 57
;
battles of Monte-

bello, Magenta and Melegnano, 58 ; Solferino, 59 ;

treaty of Villafranca, surrender of Lombardy, 60
;

Tuscany and Romagna united to the new kingdom
of Italy, 61 ; cession of Nice and Savoy to France,
62 : revolution in Naples, 63

; expulsion of Francis
II.. campaign of General Lamoriciere against the

Papal forces in the Marches, 65
; Naples places her

self under Victor Emmanuel, who is proclaimed king
of Italy, 67 ; death of Cavour, 67 ; expedition of

Aspromonte, 68 ; September Convention with
France, Austro-Prussian war. battle of Custoza, 69

;

battle of Lissa, Venetia added to the kingdom, 70 ;

expedition of Garibaldi agaiast Rome battle of

Montana, Historical sketch of the language and lit

erature of Italy, 72 ;
Fine Arts, 74

; Universities
and Libraries, 78

Iturbide, Mexican Leader, iv, 383

Jack Cade, iii, 231

Jackson, Andrew, iv, 158, et seq.

Jackson, Stonewall, iv, 278, et seq.

Jamaica, iv, discovery, 425 ; history of, under t.le Er g-

lish, 427
; political organization, 429

;
iiisi rrection

of the blacks in 1865
James the I. of England, iii, 272, et seq., 557, ei seq.
James II. of England, iti, 346, et seq.
James I. of Scotland, iii, 510
James II. of Scotland, iii, 512
James III. of Scotland, iii, 514
James IV. of Scotland, iii, 519
James V. of Scotland, iii, 523, et seq.
James VI. of Scotland. (See James I. of England,

et seq.
Jane of Flanders, wife of the Count de Montfort, ii, 368

Janissaries, revolt of the, i, 625

Japan, early history, i, 67 ; Jesuit missionaries, and
their persecution, 68 ;

isolation from Europe, 69 ;

appearance of the Dutch, 71; establishment of

American commerce, 72; quarrels with European
governments, 73

Java, i, 75

Jefferson, Thomas, iv, 101, et seq.

Jemappes, battle of, ii, 448

Jena, battle of, ii, 126 ;
541

Jerusalem, siege of by Titus, i, 176

Jesuits, expelled from Spain, ii, 406
Jesuits in Brazil, iv, 473

Jews, origin, 160 ; early history, 161 ;
Jewish monarchy,

163 ; division of the kingdom, 163 ; Babylonian cap
tivity, 163 ; rebuilding of the Temple, 164 ; strict ob
servance of the Mosaic law, 165

; conquest of Pales
tine by Alexander, 166 ;

in turn subject to the
Ptolemies and the Antiochidse, 163

;
the Maccabees

oppose the Pagan religion, 167
;
Asmonean dynasty,

168 ; Jerusalem taken by Pompey, and Syria added
to the Roman Empire, 170 ;

Herod Antipas, 170 ;

successes of Herod, 172; Agrippa, 173; revolt

against the Romans, 174; Judea subdued and Jeru
salem destroyed by Titus, 175~ 8 ; separation of the

Jews, 178 ; Patriarchates of Tiberias and Babylon,
179

; attempt to rebuild the Temple, 181 ; Jews in

the middle ages, 182 ;
under the Mohammedans, 183

persecutions during the time of the crusades, 185

condition in Germany, 185 ;
in France, in England

186; in Spain, 187; persecutions in Spain, 188

emancipation of the Jews begun in America 191

present condition, 192
Joan of Arc, ii, 380

John, king of England, iii, 208, et seq.

John I. of France, ii, 365
John IV. of Portugal, iii, 154
John V. of Portugal, iii. 155

John VI. of Portugal, iii, 153

Johnson, Andrew, iv, 364, et seq.

Johnston, General A. S., iv, 270, et seq.

Jones, Paul, iv, 90

Joseph Bonaparte, ii, 551

Joseph I. of Portugal, iii, 155

Joseph II. of Austria, ii, 160

Josephine, Empress, ii, 556

Juan, Don, of Austria, iii, 17, et seq.

Juana, daughter of Isabella I. of Spain, iii, 96

Juarez, Mexican leader, iv, 390, ct seq.

Jugurtha, i, 513
Julian the apostate, i, 585, et seq.

Julian, Count, of Spain, iii, 86
Julius Caesar, i, 287, 523, et seq. iii, 171,

Justinian, i, 51)3, et sey.
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K
Kane, Dr., Arctic Explorer, iv, 224

Kearney, General, iv, 204, et seq.

Kieft, Governor of New Netherland, iv, 61

Kildare. Earl of, Hi, 583

Kiliikrunkie, battle of, iii, 358

Kilpatrick, General, iv, 348

King s Mountain, battle of, iv, 93

Knux, John, iii, 543

Kosciusko, ii, 206, et seq.

Kossuth, ii, 181,&amp;lt;? seq., iv, 219

Ladrones, iii, 636

Lafayette, Marquis de, II., iv, 84, 425, et seq.

Lamartine, Alphonse de, ii, 632

Lamballe, Princess de, ii, 445

Lamoriciere, General, ii, 66, et seq.

Lanterne, La, ii, 040
La Vendee, war of, ii, 454

Law, John, ii,403

Lawrence, Commodore, iv, 155, et seq.

Lee, Richard Henry, iv, 79

Lee, General Robert E., iv, 265, et seq.

Leipsic, battle of, ii, 577

Leisler, Jacob, iv, 67
Leon and Castille, kings of, iii, 83

Leonidas, i, 401

Leuchtenberg. Duke of, king of England consort of

Portugal, iii, 163

Leuctra, battle of, i, 427

Lexington, battle of, iv, 75

Lincoln, Abraham, iv, 235, et seq.

Lincoln, General, iv, 90

Lisbon, Sieges of, iii, 144, 158; earthquake at, iii,

155

Lissa, battle of, ii, 70

Livingstone, Chancellor, iv, 106, et seq.

Lodi, battle of, ii, 483

Logrofio, battle of, iii, 93 ,

Lollards, iii, 227

Lombards, ii. 21, et seq., 86, 349
London Company, iv, 56

Long Island, battle of, iv, 82

Lopez, Cuban filibuster, iv, 217

Lothaire, king of France, ii, 355

Louis, le Debonnaire, king of France, ii,354
Louis If. of France, ii, 355
Louis the Stammerer; king of France, ii, 357
Louis VI. of France, ii, 359
Louis IX. of France, called St. Louis, i, 288 ; ii, 360
Louis X. of France, ii, 3G4
Louis XI. of France, ii, 384
Louis XII. of France, ii, 393
Louis XIII. of France, ii, 400
Louis XIV. of France, ii, 401
Louis XV. of France, ii, 402
Louis XVI. of France, 407, ft seq.
Louis XVIII. of France, ii, 585, et seq.
Louis Philippe, ii, 614, ct sec/.

Lucien Uonapart-3, ii, 509, et seq.

Lum-villp, treaty of, ii, 519

Luther, ii, 93

Lutzen, battle of, ii, 571

Lycia, i, 203

Lycurgus, i, j85

Lydia, the lleraclidte
; Candaules

; Gyges, i, 197
;

Croesus, 193 ; conquest by Cyrus, 201

Lyon, General, iv, 248

Lysander, i, 419
II

Macbeth, king of Scotland, iii, 497
.Vecenas, , 540
idaccdouia foundatio&amp;gt; of the monarchy, i, 443

;
war

with the Spartans, 445 ; Philip defeats Aegaeus and
the Athenians, 447 ; reduces Jllyria, 448

; intrigues
with the Athenians, 449

;
birth of Alexander, 450

;

Phocian war, 451
;
war with Athens, battle of

Chseronaea, 452
;

assassination of Philip, 453 ;
con

quests of Philip, 453 ;
accession of Alexander, 453

;

victorious campaigns against the lllyrians, Geti
and Thebans, 454; expedition to Asia, 455; the

battle of Issus, 456
;
Alexander overruns Syria and

Egypt, and overthrows the Persian Empire in the

battle of Arbela, 457 ; completes the conquest of

Persia and surrounding nations, 459
;
crosses the

Jaxartes and the Indus and defeats Porus, 460
;

makes the Hyphasis the boundary of his empire,
462 ; march through Godrosia, 464

;
death of Alex

ander, 465
;
his character, 466 ; confusion in the

government, 468 ; Perdiccas, 469 ; division of the

empire, 470 ; conquest by the Romans, 473

Madison, James, iv, 107, et seq.

Magenta, battle of, ii, 58

Magna Charta, iii, 211

Magnentius, i, 582, et seq.

Malachy, king of Ireland, iii, 567

Malakoff, taking of the, ii, 274

Malcolm, king of Scotland, iii, 496

Malesherbes, ii, 449, et seq.

Malplaquet. battle of, ii, 375
Malvern Hill, battle of, iv, 98

Manny, Sir Walter, ii, 368

Mantinea, battle of, i, 429

Mantua, siege of, ii, 488

Marat, ii, 443, et seq.

Marathon, battle of i, 399
Marcus Aurelius, i, 561

Marengo, battle of, ii, 515

Margaret, queen of Denmark, Sweden and Norway, ii,

323

Margaret, queen of James IV. of Scotland, iii, 521

Margaret, wife of Henry VI. of England, iii, 230, et seq.

Maria, queen of Portugal, iii, 156
Maria II., queen of Portugal, iii, 161

Maria Louisa, ii, 556
Maria Theresa, ii, 120, 159, 180
Marie Antoinette, ii, 407, et seq.

Marion, General, iv, 92

Marius, i, 513, et seq.

Marlborough, Duke of, iii, 3G8, et seq.

Marshall, John, iv, 180
Marston Moor, battle of, iii, 303

Mary, queen of England, iii, 261, et seq.

Mary of Guise, queen of James V. of Scotland, iii, 543

Mary, queen of Scots, iii, 267, 543

Masaniello, rebellion, at Naples, iii, 106

Massena, Gen., ii, 503, et seq.

Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary, ii, 174

Maximian, emperor of Rome, ii, 338

Maximilian, emperor of Mexico, iv, 391

Maximin, i, 568

Mauretania, i, 333

Maurice, Prince, iii, 19, et seq.

Mazarin, Cardinal, ii, 401

McClellan, General, iv, 241, et seq.

M Donough, Commodore, iv, 163

McDowell, General, iv, 254, et seq.

MacMahon, Marshall, ii, 58 ; iv, 557, et seq.

Meade, General, iv, 331, et seq.

Media, i, 109 ; kingdom founded by Dejoces, 109 ; con

quests of Phraortes and Cyaxares, 110 ;
union of the

Median and Babylonian empires, 110
;
union with

Persia under Cyrus, 110

Montana, battle of, ii, 71

Merovaeus, king of the Franks, ii, 330

Messalina, i, 546
Messenian wars, i, 386

Metternich, ii, 103
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Metz, siege of, ii, 565, et seq.

Mexicans, iv, 13
Mexico, iv, general view, 31

;
the Toltecans, early

inhabitants, conquest of the Chichemecas, 367
;
the

Aztecas, foundation of the city of Mexico, 368 ;
rival

ry between Mexicans and Tlatelolcos, 369
; exploits

of Montezuraa 1
, 370 ; Axayactal and Montezuma

the younger, 371 ;
invasion of Hernando Cortez,

372 ;
interview with Montezuma in the city of

Mexico, 374; the emperor seized by the Spaniards,
375

;
the Mexicans attempt to expel the Spaniards,

376 ;
Cortez receives reinforcements and returns to

the conquest, 377
;
Mexico subdued and added to

the crown of Spain, 378 ;
the colonial government,

379
; rising of the people under Hidalgo in 1808, 381 ;

the war of the revolution, 382 ; recognition of inde

pendence, 385 ;
the republic, 386 ; dictatorship of

Santa Anna, 387; disputes with the Texans, 383;
the war with the United States, 389

;
French inva

sion, 390
;
Maximilian placed on the throne, fall of

the empire and execution of the emperor, 391
;

Juarez, President, geographical description of Mex
ico, 392 ; mines, rivers, 393 ; climate, animals, 394

;

vegetation, 395 ; government, 396 ; people, 397
;

ancient inhabitants, monuments, 398 ; political div

isions, 400
Michael Angelo, ii, 75

Miguel, Dom, of Portugal, iii, 160

Miltiadcs, i, 400
Minorca and Majorca invaded by Charlemagne, 351

Mithridates, king of Pontus, i, 209

Mirabeau, ii, 414, et seq.

Mohammed, i, 145
Mohammed II., Sultan of Turkey, i, 615, 619
Mohammed Ali, i, 153, 299, 630
Molino del Rey, battle of, iv, 211

Moluccas, i, 78

Monitor, encounter with the Merrimac. iv, 277

Monk, General, iii, 324

Monmouth, battle of, iv, 88

Monmouth, Duke of, iii, 240, 346

Monroe, James, iv, 116, et seq.

Montcalm, Marquis of, iv, 45

Montebello, battle of, ii, 58
Montezuma I., Mexican king, iv, 369

Montezuma, the younger, iv, 371, et seq.

Montfort, Count de, ii, 368

Montgomery, General, iv, 78

Montijo, battle of, iii, 154

Montpensier, Duke of, candidate for the Spanish
throne, iii, 139

Montrose, Marquis of, iii, 304

Moore, Sir John, iii, 453

Moore, Roger, Irish leader, iii, 594

Morat, battle of, iii, 74

More, Sir Thomas, iii, 251

Moreau, General, ii, 484, 518, 525, 537

Morgan, General, iv, 96

Morgan, Guerilla general, iv, 302

Moriscos, revolt of the, iii, 105

Morocco, Roman Province, i, 336 ; Mohammedan con

quest, 337
; iii, 134

Morris, Robert, iv, 95

Mortimer, Earl of, iii, 217, et seq.

Morten, Earl of, Regent of Scotland, iii, 555

Moscow, burning of, ii, 563

Moses, i 101

Mountain, party of the, ii, 446, et ssq.

Mountjoy, Lord, iii, 590
Murfreesborough, battle of, iv, 311

Murray, Regent of Scotland, iii, 545

Mysia i, 196
N

Nadir :-hah, i, 87, 134

Napier Sir Charles, iii, 482

Nana Sahib, i, 101

Nantes, edict of, ii, 400

Naples, French kingdom, ii, 65 ; annexed to Spain, 41
Murat made king by Napoleon, 44

; revolutionary
disturbances in 1848, expulsion of the Bourbons and
union with the kingdom of Italy, 65

Napoleon I., ii, 126, et seq., 161, 210, 248 ; ii, 453 et seq
Napoleon ILL, ii, 621, et seq. ; iv, 549, et seq.

Narses, ii, 20

Narva, battle of, ii, 2:9

Naseby, battle of, iii, 307
National Assembly, ii, 422, et seq.

Navarino, battle of, ii, 15

Navarre, kings of, iii, 88

Neckar, M., ii, 409, et seq.

Nelson, Admiral, iii, 427, et seq.

Nero, i, 547, et seq.
New Amsterdam, foundation of, iv, 58
New Brunswick, iv, 47

Newfoundland, iv, 51

New Holland, iii, 631
New Orleans, battle of, iv, 171

; capture of, iv, 284
New York, seized by the British, iv, 62
New Zealand, iii, 635

Ney, Marshal, ii, 5

Nicaragua, iv, 439
Nicholas I, of Russia, ii, 253

Nicias, i, 414

Nile, battle of the, iii, 431

Nile, discovery of the source of the, i, 220

Noir, Victor, ii, 640
Normans in France, ii, 352

Norway, early history, 315 ; Harold Ilarfagr 316 ; St

Olaf; conquest of Canute the Great, 317; native

kings ;
union with Denmark and Sweden under

Margaret ; Norway separated from Denmark and
joined to Sweden, 318 ; abolition of the hereditary
nobility, 319

Notables, Assembly of the, ii, 413, 419

Novara, battle of, ii, 55
Nova Scotia, iv, 49

Novi, battle of, ii, 506

Nubia, i, 312

Numidia, i, 333
Numa Pompilius, i, 480

Numantia, siege of, iii, 81

O
Gates, Titus, iii, 337
O Brien, Smith, iii, 629
O Connell, Daniel, iii, 626
Octavius Csesar, i, 531, ct seq.

Odoacer, ii, 19
O Donnell, General, Count del Obispal, iii, 110

GEdipus, i, 381

Oglethorpe, James Edv/ard, iv, 68
O Higgins, General, dictator of Chili, iv, 540
Oldcastle, Sir John, iii, 228
Ollav Follah, legislator of Ireland, iii, 562
O Neale, Phelim, iii, 294
O Neill, insurrection in the reign of Elizabeth, iii, 587

Oporto, siege of, iii, 158

Orangemen in Ireland, iii, 620
Oriental Archipelago, i, 75

Orleans, Duke of, Regent during the minoiity of Louia

XV., ii, 402

Orleans, siege of, ii, 381

Ortega, General, attempts an insurrection in Spain
Othman. i, 612, 618

Otho, i, 550
Otho. emperor of Germany, ii, 26

Otho, king of Greece, ii, 17

Ourique, defeat of the Moors at, iii, 144
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Paraguay, iv, description, productions; 514 ;
constitu

tion, 515 ; history, 516

Paris, siege of, iv, 581, et seq.

Partbia, i, 112

Patagonia, iv, description of the country, 542
; climate,

543 ; vegetation, natives, 544 ; explorations, 545

Paul I., emperor of Russia, ii, 245, et seq.

Pavia, battle of, ii, 41, 394

Pharsalia, battle of, i, 528

Philip I. of France, ii, 359

Philip II. of France, surnamed Augustus, ii, 360

Philip III. of France, surnamed the Hardy, ii, 361

Philip IV. of France, or the Fair, ii, 361

Philip V. of France, ii, 365

Philip VI. of France, surnamed of Valois, ii, 366

Philip of Macedonia, i, 446

Philip II. of Spain, iii, 4, et seq. ; 104, 363

Philippi, battle of, i, 533

Philippine Islands, i, 78
Pierce, Franklin, iv, 220

Pitt, William, iii, 396, et seq.

Pittsburgh Landing, battle of, iv, 281
Pius IX

, ii, 50, et seq.

Pizarro, iv, 459, et seq.
Peasant War, ii, 95
Pedro I. emperor of Brazil, iv, 485

Peel, Sir Robert, iii, 478

Peisistratus, i, 39 i

Penn, \\illiam, iv, 66

Pej in, king of France, ii, 347

Pequod War, iv, (JO

Pericles, i, 407

Persia, early history, i, 119
;
foundation of the king

dom by Cyrus, 119
; Cambysas, 119 ; Darius, 120 ;

Xerxes, 120; Artaxerxes, 120
; conquest by Alexan

der, 121
; Seleticidae, 121 ; wars with the Ro

mans, 122
; Chosroes, 123

; conquest of Chos-
roes II., 124; Persia subdued by ihe Mohamme
dans, 125 ; Insurrection against the Khalifs
and establishment of the Samanian dynasty, 126 ;

Alp Arslau and Malik Shah, 126
; Hasan-Sabah,

or the Old Man of the Mountain, 127 ; conquest
of Persia by Hulaku Khan, and by Tamer
lane, 128; successors of Tamerlane, 129; Shah Is

mail and the Safavean dynasty, 130 ; conquest of

Persia by the Afghans, 132
; they are expelled by

Nadir Shah, 134
;
war with Russia, 138

;
Mo

hammed Shah attacks Hirat at the instigation of

Russia, 139 ; war with England, 141

Pertinax, i, 564

Peru, iv, general notice, 80 ; conquest of Pizarro, 459 ;

successors of Pizarro, 463
;
Peru obtains indepen

donee, 464 ;
Bolivar becomes dictator, 4(55 ; revolu

tion in the government, 486 ; description of the

country, 467 ; war with Spain, 469. (See Spain).
Peter the Great, ii, 226, et azq.
Peter II. of Russia, ii, 236

Poitiers, battle of, ii, 371

Poland, early history, 187; Boleslas 1., Casimir, Boles-

las II.
, 189 ; foreign conquests, civil war, 190; Ulad-

islas, Boieslas III., 191 ; division of the kingdom
and civil wars, 192; Casimir, Milcislas, 193; irrup
tion of the Tartars, 194 ; civil war, 195 ;

war with
Prussia, 196 ; Sigismund I., 197 ; Henry of Anjou,
198 ; Stephen Batory, wars with Rus-ia and Sweden,
199

; disputed succession, Frederick Augustus, 200 ;

war with Charles XII., religious disputes between
the Catholics and Dissidents, 201 ; interference of

Russia, 203 ; conspiracy against the king, 204 ;

coalition of Austria, Russia and Prussia for the par
tition of Poland, 205 ; war with Russia, 207 ; Poland
subdued and dismembered, 209 ; rising of the Poles

during the wars of Napoleon, Duchy of Warsaw,

210 ; reorganization of Russian Poland, 211
; rising

in 1830, 213. (See Russia).
Polk, James K., iv, 201, et seq

Polynesia, iii, 631, 636

Pompeius, i, 520, et seq.

Pontus, i, 209

Portugal, history, foundation of the kingdom, Dora
Alfonso II., war with Spain, iii, 143

;
defeat of the

Moors, 144
;
Sancho I , invasion of Portugal by Don

Juan of Castillo, King John invades Barbary, sue

ceeded by Edward, 146 ; discoveries of Vasco de

Gama, colonies established under Manoel the Fortu

nate, 147; war with the Memlooks, John III., Intro

duction of the Inquisition, war with the Moors, 148 ;

Dom Sebastian, 149 ;
invades Africa and is killed in

battle, 150 ; Philip of Spain takes the kingdom,
151 revolution and reassertion of independence,
154 ; Alfonso II., Pedro II., John V., Joseph I.,

earthquake at Lisbon, 155
; attempt to assas

sinate the king, war with Spain, Queen Maria,
156; regency of the Prince of Brazil, and ex

pulsion of the royal family by the French, ar

rival of the British, and convention of Cintra, 157
;

second invasion and repulse of the French, John VI.

has his court in Brazil, 158 ;
dissatisfaction of the

Portuguese, revolution in Portugal, 159
;
return of

King John, and separation of Portugal and Brazil,

revolt of Dom Miguel, regency of Isabella, 160
;

Dom Miguel obtains the government, 161 ; Maria
recovers the throne, 163 ;

insurrection led by generals
of the army, 165 ;

death of Donna Maria, and accession

of Pedro V., 166; Portuguese colonies, remarks on

language, literature, etc., of Portugal. 167

Pretender, the, Charles Stuari,, iii, 378

Prim, General, iii, 136, et seq., iv. 550

Printing, invention of, ii, 149

Prussia, Albrecht founds the Marquisate of Branden

burg, ii, 109 ;
Frederick of Hohenzollern acquires the

electorate of Brandenburg in compensation for a
debt of the Emperor, 110

; acquisitions of fame and

territory by his successors, 111 ;
John Sigismund

unites the Dukedom of Prussia to Brandenburg, Prus
sia and the Teutonic Knights, 112 ;

devastation of

the Thirty Years war, Frederick William,
&quot; the

Great Elector,&quot; wars with France and Sweden, 114 ;

treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye, civil government,
115 ;

Frederick I., king of Prussia, Frederick Wil
liam I., 116

;
Frederick the Great, 118

; conquest
of Selesia, 119 ;

coalition against Prussia, 120 ; inva
sion of Saxony, battle of Prague, defeat in Bohemia,
battle of Ilossbach, victory over the Austrians at

Leuthen, 121
;

battle of Zorndorf, 122 ; disastrous

campaigns, peace of Hubertsburg, 123 ; internal im

provements, partition of Poland, 124 ; Frederick Wil
liam II., Frederick William III., 125 ; campaigns of

Napoleon, 126 ; Frederick William IV., 130
; repub

lican demonstrations in 1848, 131 ;
First Schlet-wig-

Holstein war, 133 ; William I., 134 ; Second Schlef
wi&amp;lt;j;-

Holstein war in 1863, 135 ; treaty of Vienna, 137 ;

war with Austria in 1866, 138
;
battle of Sadowa 139 ;

organization of Prussia after the war, 142. (See

France.)
Ptolemies, i, 261

Pultava, battle of, ii, 234

Pyrrhus, i, 474, 495

Quakers persecuted in Xew England, iv, 63

B
Ramilies, battle of, iii, 371

Reformation, iii, 88, et seq.

Rhodes, i, 213
Richard I. of England, iii, 206, et scq.
Richard II. of England, iii, 221, et wq.
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Richard III. of England, 237, et seq.

Richelieu, Cardinal, ministry of, ii, 401

Richelieu, Duke of, ii, 595, et seq. ,

Rivoli, battle of, ii, 491
Kobert Capet, king of France, ii, 558

Robespierre, ii, 444, et seq.

Rochefort, Henri, ii, 640

Rome, Etruscans, Sabines, and Latins, i, 47(3 ; Pelas-

gians, 477 ; primitive religions, 447
; Romulus and

the six kings, 479
; Patricians and Plebeians, Comitia,

Equites, Senate, 480 ; Tarquinius Priscus, 481 ; Ser-
vius Tullus, 481 ; Tarquinius Superbus, foundation
of the republic. 483 ; war with Tarquin, 483 ; strug
gles between the Plebeians and Patricians, 484

; est
ablishment of the Tribunate, 485

;
Cams Marcius,

and Spurius Cassius, 485 ; increase of territory, for
mation of a written code of laws, 486 the Decem
viri, Appius Claudius, 487 : the censorship, 487

;
con

quest of Veii, descent of the Gauls, defeat of the Ro
mans on the Allia, 488

; victory of Cornelius, 489
;

conciliation of the Plebeians, 491
;
Latin and Sam-

inite wars, 492
;
the Caudine Forks, battle of Senti-

num, 493 ; Pyrrhus invades Italy, and is defeated at

Beneventum, 495 ; complete submission of Italy,
493 ; political constitution of Rome, 496

;
first Punic

war, 501
;
second Punic war, battle of Thrasymenus,

S03 ; battle of Cannae, 504
; policy of Fabi us, 504

;

the Romans carry the war into Africa, 505 ; cam
paigns in Greece and Asia, 506

;
rise of Greek influ

ence, 506 ; Cato the censor, opposes the growing
corruption of the State, 508

; defeat of the king of
Macedonia in the battle of Pydna, 509

; destruction
of Corinth and Carthage, 509

; Spain subdued, 510 ;

change in the Roman people from the introduction
of strangers, 512

;
the Gracchi and Agrarian laws,

5J2 ; Jugurthine war, 513, irruption of the Cimbri
and Teutones, 514 ; war with the Italians, extension
of the franchise, 517 ; civil wars of Marius and Sulla,
518 ; Pompeius suppresses the revolt of Spartacus,
and crushed the Cilican pirates, 520 ; defeats Mithri-

dates, 521 ; the Catiline conspiracy, 522
;
rise of

Caesar, the first Triumvirate, 523
;
Caesar s campaigns

in Gaul and Italy, 524
; expedition of Crassus, 524 ;

Caesar invades Italy and drives Pompeius into Greece,
defeats the army of the Senate in Spain, and crosses
over to Thessaly, 527 ; battle of Pharsalia, death of

Pompeius, war in Egypt and Asia, 528
; triumph of

Caesar and overthrow of the republic, 529 ; Caesar

supreme ruler, 530
;
his assassination by the con

spiracy of M. Brutus, 531 ; Antonius leads an army
against the forces of the Senate

;
battle of Mutina

and Triumvriate of Antonius, Octavius, and Lepidus,
532

;
battle of Philippi, 533 ;

battle of Actium, 534 ;

Octavius consolidates the Empire, 535 ; gains su

preme power by degrees, and receives the title of

Augustus, 537 ; View of the Empire, 538 ; disaster
of Varus in Germany, death of Augustus and succes
sion of Tiberias, 541

;
Caius Caesar, 543 ;

Claudius

Caesar, 545 ; expedition to Britain, 546 ;
Claudius

poisoned by his wife and Nero raised to the throne,
547, 548 ; great fire in Rome, and persecution of the

Christians, 549
;
Nero denounced by the Senate kills

himself, Galta, Otho, 550 ; Vitellius, 551 ; Vespasian,
conquest of Judea, 552

; Titus, Domitian, 553 ; suc
cess of Agricola in Britain, 554

; Nerva, 555
; Trajan,

556
; condition of the Christians, 557; Hadrain, 559 ;

Antoninus Pius, 560 ; Marcus Aurelius, 561 ; asso
ciates Verus with him in the Empire, 561, 562 ; con

spiracy in the East, 562
; Commodus, 563 ; Pertinse,

564
;
Julianus and Scptimius Severus, 565

; Caracalla,
566; Elagabalus and Alexander Severus, 567 ; Maxi-
ruin Gordian, 1. c., 568 ; Decius, 569

;
Anrelian and

Probus, 570; Diocletian, 571 ; division of the Empire
betv een two Caesars, 572

;
Constantino reunites the

Empire under his rule, 576 ; foundation of Constan
tinople, 579. (See Eastern Empire and Italy.)

Romulus, i, 479

Rossbach, battle of, ii, 121

Russia, settlement of the Varangians, Ruric.i;*, 215 ; ex.

peditions against Constantinople, under Oleg and
Igar, 216

;
conversion of the Russians to Christianity

through Olga Sviatoslaf invades the Greek Empire,
217 ; Vladimir

, 218 ; Tartan conquest, 220
; Ivan

Vasitivitch frees Russia from the Tartan yoke, 221
;

extension of the Empire by his successors, 222 ; ex
tinction of the dynasty of Ruric, campaign and wars
with Poland, 224

;
the house of Romanoff raised to

the throne, Alexei, 225
;
Peter the Great, 226

;
insur

rection of the Strelitaes, 227; Peter the Great organ-
izes the army and navy, first campaign against the
Turks, 228 ; campaign against Charles XL, battle of

Narva, 229
; victory over the Swedes, 230

; invasion
of Poland, 231

;
Russian army driven back by the

Swedes, 232 ;
who invade Ruasia, 233 ; battle of Pul-

tava, 234
;
Turkish war, 235 ; Catharine I., Peter II.,

236
; Anne, war with Turkey, 237

; Elizabeth, 238 ;

Peter III.. 239 ; deposed by the revolution instigated
by his wife Catharine, 240

;
his assassination, 241 ;

Catharine II., 242
;
wars with Poland, etc

, 243
;

Paul I., 244
; wars of the French revolution, 245

;

conspiracy against his life, 243
; his murder, 247 ;

Alexander II., 247 ; wars with Napoleon, 248 ; treaty
of Tilsit, 250; Congress of Vienna, 252; Nicholas
I., war with Persia, and Turkey, 253 ; treaty of

Adrianople, 255 ; treaty of Nukiar-Skelessi, 256 ;

war with Turkey in 1839, interference in Hungary,
257 ; outbreak of the Crimean war, 258 ; destruction
of the Turkish fleet at Sinope, 260

; siege of Silistria,
261 ; devastation, battle of the Alma, 263 ; siege of

Sevastopol, 266
;
battle of the Tchernaya, charge of

the Light Brigade at Balaklava, 267 ; battle of In-

kermann, 268 ; taking of Sevastopol, 274
; defence

of Kars, treaty of peace, 277 ; emancipation of the

Serfs, insurrection in Poland, 279 ; constitutional

reforms, attempt to assassinate the Emperor, 281.

Sadowa, (or Koniggriitz,) battle of, ii, 139

Salamis, battle of, i, 402
Salladin (Salah-ed-Deen,) i, 282
Sandwich Islands, iii, 637
San Salvador, iv, 433

Saxony, history of, ii, 143, et seq.

Schleswig-Holstein War, first war in 1848, ii, 133;
second war in 1863, 135

; ii, 330, et seq.

Schuyler, General, iv, 75

Scotland, early history, 490; Roman invasion, 491;
Picts and Scots, 494

; incursions of the Danes, Mal
colm I., ii, 496 ;

Malcolm Ceanmore, wars with Eng
land, 497 ; successors of Malcolm, 499

;
Alexander I.,

500 ; William II., 502 ; Alexander II., Alexander III.,
contest for the throne, 505

; Robert Bruce and John
Baliol, William Wallace, SOS

;
battle of Bannock

burn, 507
;
Bruce becomes king, 506 ; David Bruce

Robert II. and HI., 509
; James I., regency of Ai

bany, 510 ;
James II., factions in the kingdom, 513

;

murder of the Earl of Douglas, 513
;
James III., 514

contest with his brothers, 515
;
invasion of Scotland,

517; James overthrown by his SOD, and kiLei in

battle, 518; James IV., 519 ; subjection of the Isles

520
; reception of Perkin Warbeck, establishment ol

Universities, marriage with Marga
-

et of England,
521 ; war with England, battle of Flodden Field,
522 ; James V., 5^2 ; the queen-mother marries the
Earl of Angus, 224

; opposition of the nobles, 525 ;

war with England, treachery of Scottish leaders, 527 ;

James escapes from the power of Angus, 530
; takes

the government into his own hands, 531 ; rise of the
Reformation in Scotland, 533

;
alliance with F auce
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534; unfortunate campaign on the Border, death of

James V., 537
; intrigues with England, 538; separa

tion of the. congregation from the Catholic church,

543 ;
the regent opposes the Reformation, 543 ;

the

Protestants openly attack the Church, 544 ; out

break of civil war, 545
;
the Parliament adopts, the

&quot;Confession of Faith,&quot; return of Mary, 547; mar

riage with Darnley, 548 ;
murder of Rizzio, 550

;

conspiracy against Darnley, 551
; blowing up of

Kirk-of-Field, 552
; marriage with Bothwell, Mary

imprisoned in Lochleven and escapes, 553 ; surrend

ers to Elizabeth and is again imprisoned, 554 ; re

gency of Murray, his assassination and succession of

the Earl of Morton, 555 ;
James VI., Qowrie s con

spiracy, 557 ;
trial and execution of Mary, 558

;
dis

turbances in the kingdom, succession of the king to

the throne of England, 55!)

Sepoy rebellion, i, 99

Sevastopol, siege of, ii, 266, et seq.

Severus, Alexander, i, 567

Severus, Septimius, i, 565

Siam, history of, i, 81

Society Islands, iii, 637
Solferino, battle of, ii, 59

South America, iv, 444

Spain, early inhabitants, war with Carthage, Greek

colonies, Hi, 80
;
subdued by the Romans, 81

;
divid

ed into three provinces by Augustus, 8.3 ;
divided into

five provinces by Constantino, 84
; irruption of the

Vandals, etc., Goths in Spain, 85 ; conquered by the

Moors, 86; battle of Salado, 93; reign of Ferd
inand and Isabella, conquest of Granada, 95 ;

final

expulsion of the Saracens, expulsion of the Jews,
9 3

;
death of Isabella, and opposition of Philip, Arch

duke oi Austria. 96 wars of Ferdinand V., view of

Spain under the Moors and Christians, 97
;
Charles

I 1UI
;
revolt of the National party, 102; abdication

of Charles V., his death, 103
; reign of Philip II.,

wars w.:&amp;gt;h Holland and France and Italy, 104 ; Span
ish Armada, revolt of the Moriscos, 105 ; Philip 111.,

final expulsion of the Moors, Philip IV., 108
;

Charles 11., foreign wars, 107 ; Philip V., loss of Euro

pean possessions, wars with Great Britain, Italv, etc.,

103 ;
Ferdinand VI., Charles III., Charles IV., 109; war

with Great Britain, with France, State intrigues, the

Prince of Peace, 110 ;
Ferdinand VII., Ill

;
convoca

tion of the Cortes, 112 ; new constitution, 113 ; re

turn of Ferdinand, 115 ;
death of Ferdinand, suc

cession of Isabella II., opposition of the Carlists,

Espartero elected regent, insurrection at Barcelona,
insurrection and expulsion of Espartero, 130; fur

ther insurrections, marriage of the queen, 131
;

attempt to assassinate her, 132 ; general insurrec

tion and recall of Espartero, 133 ; war with Mor
occo 134 ; attempted insurrection by General Or

tega, expedition against .Mexico, revolt of St. Do
mingo, 135 ; war with Peru, 136

;
revolution of

1863, 137 ; flight of the queen, Central Junta con
voked at Madrid, 138 ; election of a constituent Cor

tes, republican outbreak at Cadiz, 139
;
and at Mala

ga, outbreak of a rebellion in Cuba, meeting of the
constituent Cortes, 140 ; remarks on the language,
literature, etc., 141

Sparta. See Greece.
r&amp;gt;t. Patrick, iii, 564

Stanislaus, king of Poland, ii, 200, et 8?q.

Stephen, king of England, iii, 200

Strasbourg, siege of, iv, 563
Suez Canal, opening of the, i, 312
Sulla, i, 518. et seq.

Sumatra, i, 76

Sweden, early kings, ii, 283 ; falls under the rule of Den
mark, oppression of king Christiern, 284 ; Gustavus
Vasa eicites an insurrection and liberates his coun
try, 285 ; chosen king, 28 J ; civd wan srising from

IV. 40.

the Reformation, 287 ; Gnstavus Adolphus, 288 ;

Christina, 294
;

the queen abdicates in favor ol

Charles Gustavus, 295
;
wars with Poland, Germany,

Hungary, and Denmark, 297; Charles XF., Charles

XII.. defeats Danes. 300; returns to Sweden, 306 ;

imvades Norway, is killed at the siege of Frederick-

shall, 307 ; Adolphus elected to the throne, Gustavus

III., 308; revolution in the government, 309 ;
Gua-

*AVUS assumes absolute power, 310 ; assassinated

}y Count Ankiirstrone, Gustavus IV., Charles XIII.,

812 ; Bernadotte made successor to the crown, 313
;

union with Norway, 314

Switzerland, the Helvetii, iii, 69 ; wars with the Franks,

Burgundians, etc., oppression of Rudolph of 1 laps-

burgh, William Tell, 71 ; Swiss Confederation, 73 ;

wars with Austria, 73
;
battle of Morat, 74

Syria, 156, et seq. T
Tarquinius Prisons, i, 481

Tarquinius Superbus, i, 482

Tell, William, iii, 71

Themistocles, i, 400

Theodosius, i, 594, et seq.
T hiers, M., ii, 613. et seq. ; iv, 580, et seq.

Timoor, or Tamerlane, i, 53, 84, 128

Titus, i, 553 . ^

Trafalgar, battle of, iii, 110, 443

Trajan, i, 555, et seq.
Trent. Council of, ii, 102, et seq.

Tripoli, i, 356

Trochu, General, iv, 561, et seq.

Troy, i, 197

Tunis, i, 356

Turkey, formation of the Empire by Othman, i, fil? ;

conquests of the first Emperors and capture of Con

stantinople, 619
; rupture with Mohammed Ali. 629

;

Crimean war, 631 ; massacre at Jedda, 634 , conspira
cy of Ali Pacha, 635

;
massacre of Christians by the

Druses, 635
;
insurrection in Crete, 636

U
Ulm, surrender of, ii, 533
United States, iv, geographical description, 32, 54-

CHAFrER I. Colonial history, early discoveries, set

tlement of Virginia, Capt. John Smith, 56
;
the Vir

ginia Company, Henry Hudson, 57 ; landing of the

Puritans, 58 ;
foundation of Boston, Roger Williams,

59 ; Pequod war, 60 ; England seizes the Dutch Col

onies, 62 ;
witchcraft in New England, persecution

of the Quakers, 63
;
William Penn, 66

;
French wars,

67 ; oppressive taxation of the Colonies, 70 ; the

Stamp Act, 71
; throwing the tea overboard, 74 ;

Continental Congress, battles of Lexington and Con
cord, 75 ; general uprising, battle of Bunker s Hill,

76. CHAPTER II. The Revolution, 77 ; Washington
conducts the war, attacks on Quebec, 78 ; Declara
tion of Independence, 79 : battle of Long Island

retreat through New Jersey, 82 ; Washington at

tacks the British at Trenton, and Princeton and re

covers New Jersey, 83 ; operations in Pennsylvania,
81 ;

defeat of Burgoyne at Bennington, 85 ; surren
der of his army at the battle of Saratoga, 86 , the
Articles of Confederation, sufferings at Valley Forge,
87; alliance with France, battle of Monmouth, H8 ;

operations on the Hudson, in the South, 91
; capture

of Charleston, battle ofCamden, 92; treason of Arnold,
93 ;

execution of Andre, 94
;
surrender of Cornwallis

at Yorktown, treaty of peace, 97 ; organization of

the government, 99
;
the Federal Convention, 102;

ratification of the Constitution, 104. CHAPTER III.

Constitutional history, 1789-1867, Washington elec

ted President, 105 ;
amendments to the Constitution,

108 ; the Bank of the United States, 111
;
re-election

of Washington, 113; relations with European na-

otins, 114 ; John Adams succeeds Washington, 120
;

complications with France, 121, 122 ; death of Wash
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ington, 13-1
;
the war with Algiers, 125 ; Jefferson

elected President by the House, 126
;
Dale s expedi

tion to Algiers, 128 ; Jefferson s attack on the Judi

ciary, difficulties about Louisiana, 129 ;
the United

States buy the Colony from Napoleon, 130
;
naval ope

rations against Tripoli and Tunis, 132
; Hamilton

killed in a duel by Burr, 133; conduct of Napoleon to

wards the United States, 142 ; encounter between the

ships President and Little Belt, 143; decl. of war,
145 ; Hull s expedition against Canada, 148 ;

action

between the Constitution and Guerricre, the Wasp
and Frolic, the United States and Macedonian, the
Constitution and Java, 149

; operations on the bor
ders of Canada, 150

; campaign in the Northwest,
152

; fighting on Lake Ontario, 153
;
the English

devastate the shores of the Chesapeake, 154 ; cap
ture of the Chesapeake, 155 ; cruise of the Essex,
massacre of Fort Minnus, 157; battle of Lake Erie,
victories in the Northwest, 159 ; Bruin s campaign
in Canada, battle of Plattsburgh, 163 ;

attack on

Washington, 166
;
attack on Baltimore, 167 ; capture

of the Essex at Valparaiso, 168 ; battle of New Or
leans, 171; the Hartford Convention, 172 ; treaty of

Ghent, engagement with the Algerines, 173
;
elec

tion of Monroe, 174 ;
the Florida war, 175

; the Uni-

tjed States Bank, 176
; acquisition of Florida, the

Missouri Question, 177
;
re-election of Monroe, 179,

the Monroe Doctrine, 181
;
election of John Quincy

Adams, 182; dissat sfaction with the tariff in the
South election of Andrew Jackson, 185 ;

Nul
lification, 187 ;

Jackson vetoes the bill for

the continuance of the Un ted States Bank,
188 ; the Black Hawk war, 189 ;

debates on the

tariff, and States Rights, 190
;
re-election of Jackson,

contest over the United States Bank, 191 ; enforce

ment of claims against France, 192 ; election of Van
Buren, 194

;
commercial panic of 1837, 195

;
the

Florida war, 196 ;
the rebellion in Canada, 197

;

election cf Harrison, 198
;
his death and succession

of Tyler, election of Polk, 201 ; disputes with Mex
ico, 202 ;

the Oregon question, 203 ; outbreak of the

Mexican war, the Wilmot proviso, 204
; crossing the

Rio Grande, 205
;
attack on Monterey, conquest of

New Mexico, 206; occupation of California, 207;
battle of Buena Vista, 208; Scott s expedition
lands near Vera Cruz, bombardment of the city, 209 ;

the inarch to the City of Mexico, 210
; engagements

at Cherubusco and Contreras, battles of Moiino del

Rev, and Chepultapec, 211 ; entry into the City of

Mexico, end of the war, 212 ; discovery of gold in

California, 214 ; election of General Taylor, 215
;

death of the President, 216
;
Millard Filmore suc

ceeds, election of Franklin Pierce, 220
;
the Nebraska

bill, 222 ; the Kansas question, 225 ; election of

Buchanan, 227
;
Dred Scott case, 228

;
affairs in Kan

sas, the Mormons, 229 ; laying of the first ocean tele

graph, 231
;
threats of separation from the Union in

the South, 232 ; John Brown s attempt at Harper s

Ferry, 233 ; election of Lincoln, South Carolina

passes the ordinance of secession, 234 ; followed by |

the other States, 238 ; Peace Conference at Washing-
j

ton, Confederate Congress at Montgomery, Davis
chosen President of the Southern Confederacy, 237 ;

seizure of the forts in Charleston Harbor, 238 ;
bom

bardment of Fort Sumter, 241 ;
secession of Vir

ginia, 243 ; the first call for troops, 245
;
movements

in Virginia, 243 ; Butler. s Big Bethel campaign,
operations in the south-west, 247 ;

affairs in Mis
souri, 248; separation of West Virginia from the

Confederacy, 249
;
the war in Tennessee, 250

;
ad

vance of the Grand Army of the Potomac. 254 ;
bat

tle of Bull Run, 255 ; privateering, 258 ;
affair of the

Trent, 260 ; capture of Forts Uenry and Donelson, 271;
battle of Pea Ridge, taking of tlie Roanoke Island,
273 ; other operations on the Sou .hern coast, 274 ;

movements on the Potomac, 275 ; McClellan relieved
from the chief command, 276 ; the encounter between
the Merrimac and Monitor, 277 ; affairs on the Missis

sippi, 579 ; surrender of Island No. 10
; 280

;
battle

of Pittsburgh Landing, 281
;
the slavery question

282
;
reduction of Fort Pulaski, 283 ; capture of New

Orleans, 284 ; operations on Peninsula, 283 ; Butler a(

New Orleans, 292
; Farragut on the Mississippi, 293

,

proceedings of Congress, 295 ; McClellan on the

Chickahominy, 296; battle of Coal Harbor, 297;
battle of Malvern Hill, 298 ; Pope in command on
the Potomac, 299

;
battle of Cedar Mountain, second

battle of Bull Run, 300; battle of Corinth, 304;
Lee s invasion of Maryland, 306 ;

battle of Antietam,
307 ; McClellan superseded by Burnside, 309 ; battle

of Fredcricksburg, 310; battle of Murfreesborough,
311

;
review of the year 1862, 312 ;

naval operations,
Hooker s campaign, 318

;
battle of Chancellorsville,

319 ; attack on Charleston, 322 ; capture of Port

Hudson, 325 ; surrender of Vicksburg, 338 ;
invasion

of Pennsylvania, 330
;
battle of Gettysburg, 332

;

Morgan s raid in the West, 335 ; Burnside s cam
paign in East Tennessee, 338

;
battle of Chicka-

mauga, 338 ;
battle of Chattanooga, 339 ; siege of

Charleston, 342 ;
draft riots in New York, 344

;
Kil-

patrick s cavalry raid, 348 ; Grant in command of

the army of the Potomac, 349 ;
the march through

the Wilderness, 350 ;
battle of Spottsylvania Court

House, 351 ;
Sherman captures Atlanta, 354 ; the

Kearsage sinks the Alabama, 356 ;
battle of Nash

ville, 357 ;
Sherman sets out on his march to the

sea, 358 ; capture of Savannah, fighting in the

Shenandoah Valley, 359
; capture of Fort Fisher,

360 ; closing campaigns, 362
;
surrender of Leo, 363

;

assassination of President Lincoln, succession of An
drew Johnson, 364 ;

reconstruction measures, the

Tenure of Office bill, 365 ; attempt to impeach John

son, election of Grant, 366

Uruguav, iv, 517
V

Van Buren, Martin, iv, 193, et seq.

Venezuela, iv, 446, et svg.

Vespasian, i, 552
Victor Emmanuel, king of Sardinia, ii, 542, et seq

Victoria, Queen of England, Hi, 476, et seq.

W
Wagram, Battle of, ii, 555

Warwick, Earl of, iii, 233, et seq.

Washington, George, iv, 69, et seq.

Waterloo, battle of, ii, 590

Webster, Daniel, iv. 156, et seq.

Wellington, Duke of, ii, 590 ; iii, 157, 453, et seq.

\Vest Indies, iv, 410
William the Conqueror, iii, 191, et seq.

William Rufus, iii, 197, et seq.

William III. of England, ii, 31, et seq.

William IV. of England, iii, 470, et seq.

Wiiliam I. of Prussia, ii, 134, et seq.

William II. of Prussia, iv, 55 , et seq.

William the Silent, Prince of Orange, iii, 6, et seq

X
Xenophon, i, 423

Xerxes, i, 120, 401

Ximenes Cisneros, Cardinal. Regent of Spain, iii 97

Yorktown, s
:

ege of, iv, 97

Young, Brigham, iv, 229

5

Zama, battle of, i, 505

Zaragoza, seige or
, iii, 111

Zwinglius, ii, 93, et seq.
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